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PREFACE. 

The First Edition.—Twenty years have now elapsed since this Dictionary was published in Shanghai, 

after having been in preparation for some eighteen years previously. The work of printing then occupied 

nearly two years, in spite of such manifold advantages as a printing-office specially built for the purpose 

by Messrs. Kelly and Walsh and placed under the able management of Mr. John Morris, native com¬ 

positors to set up the Chinese types, and skilled literary natives to aid in revising the proofs. 

The Second Edition.—The Dictionary in its present form must be carefully distinguished from a mere 

re-issue, under the cover of a new title-page, a new preface, and an altered date. I successfully resisted 

the great temptation to stereotype the first edition,—a course which is profitable to the author but very 

unprofitable to the future student,—feeling sure that many years must pass away before anything like 

a satisfactory Chinese Dictionary could be laid definitively before the public. Early editions of the kind, 

in any language, have seldom if ever come at all near to perfection; and when it is remembered that 

Liddell and Scott’s famous lexicon, with all the wealth of Greek scholarship available on its behalf, has 

had to run through many editions before reaching its present degree of accuracy of research, some con¬ 

sideration may perhaps be extended to a work which has even now attained only to its second stage of 

existence. The preparation of the present edition may be said to have begun simultaneously with the 

appearance of the first edition, and during this interval the following improvements have been carried out. 

(0 Many useful additions have been made to the meanings, or definitions, of the leading characters, and 

the number of cross-references has been largely increased. 

(2)—A very large number of new illustrative phrases, drawn from all kinds of sources, have been inserted, 

including a great many examples of modern terms, for the latter of which I am chiefly indebted to my 

eldest son, Mr. Bertram Giles, now H. B. M. Consul at Ch‘ang-sha. In this connexion the accompanying 

table may be of interest, showing as it does the gradual development of the Chinese-English dictionary 

since the days of Morrison, the great pioneer. 

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF NUMBER OF PHRASES UNDER VARIOUS CHARACTERS, TAKEN AS 

SPECIMENS, TO ILLUSTRATE THE PROGRESS OF CHINESE-ENGLISH LEXICOGRAPHY. 

Morrison, 1819 
English 

Medhurst, 1843 
English 

Williams, 1874 
American 

Giles, 1892 
English 

GILES, 1912 
English 

to speak. 11 15 28 96 I29 
11 [ mountains. 17 6 19 89 IO9 

to be born. 21 27 42 135 162 
to strike. 23 21 24 167 I72 
stones. 20 19 23 76 89 
as if. 8 6 18 78 112 
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Morrison, 1819 
English 

Medhurst, 1843 
English 

Williams, 1874 
American 

Giles, 1892 
English 

GILES, 1912 
English 

jjiljj spiritual. 18 26 37 74 102 

wine. 14 12 21 72 89 

path, doctrine .... I I 13 33 246 261 

colour . 25 19 29 57 86 

jtP generation. 23 12 32 55 75 

^ ornament. 18 20 22 91 125 

ipE pen. 12 12 21 58 84 

4fr pictures. 4 I 24 42 75 
affairs. 28 9 23 51 69 

vapour. 16 18 33 98 126 

God, heaven .... 4i 31 34 159 183 

eye. 7 I I 26 128 i57 

$5 thing. 9 20 16 42 61 

to want. 8 12 21 61 77 

fjif cause. 14 12 22 58 74 

dark. 12 18 18 54 64 

J(|| ought. 10 13 19 61 78 

moon. 13 14 22 61 76 

7C oriSin. 20 IO 19 52 73 

Morrison gave no aspirates a defect many times worse than would be the omission of the rough breathing 

in a Greek lexicon. Medhurst attempted aspirates, but omitted many and wrongly inserted others. 

Williams gave the aspirates correctly, and marked the five theoretical tones and also the Peking tones; 

but he provided too few phrases, and mistranslated a large number of those, partly from reverting to the 

old and inaccurate renderings of classical phrases instead of adopting the new and accurate translations of 

Dr. Legge. He further followed Morrison in substituting a vertical stroke for the leading character in all 

the illustrative entries, though this tiresome system had already been discarded by Medhurst. As to 

number of phrases, it is there, so it seems to me, that the strength or weakness of a Chinese dictionary 

may be said to lie. It is impossible to exhaust the meanings of a Chinese character by definitions, each 

word being (to quote from Professor Sonnenschein) “like a chameleon, which borrows its colour from 

its environment.” 

(3) —Sixty-seven new characters have been added, bringing the total number up to 10,926 in all; the original 

numeral arrangement, however, of the first edition which enabled persons to use this book as a Chinese 

telegraphic code, as it actually has been used at the various Consulates in China, remains undisturbed. 

(4) —With the aid of the rfj] ^ ^ Ch^i hsueh chien yun, the Rhymes have been carefully revised, and 

a numeral has been added to each of the 106 standard rhymes, showing its place in its own particular 

group, and enabling the student to turn it up readily in the ffl ^ ^ jfj P'ei wen yun fu. Thus, “R. 6.” 

stands for the sixth rhyme under whichever of the four tones may happen to be given at the foot of the 

column of dialects to the left of the leading character. But as in the P^ei wen yun fu the even tone is 

divided into and Tf- the combination “R. 6.” refers in this case only to the former, and the 

sixth of the latter class is specially marked “R. 6a.” 
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(5) —Since the appearance of the first edition in 1892, I have published A Chinese Biographical Dictionary, 

which contains 2579 lives; and to this the student is now referred for names which are printed without 

any Chinese characters, in order to complete, if necessary, the sense of an entry which might otherwise 

be obscure. Number references to the same work are also attached to the Emperors given in the chro¬ 

nological tables at the end of the Dictionary. 

(6) —The Tables have undergone a close revision, and in lieu of some which did not meet with general 

approval, the methods devised by the late John Williams, F. R. S. for the conversion of Chinese and 

English dates have been added. These will be found of considerable use to the student who may not 

possess the valuable, though occasionally inaccurate, Concordance des Chronologies Neomeniques, Chinoise 

et Europeenne, by the late P. Hoang. 

(7) Even to the list of short-hand or abbreviated characters some few additions have been made; while 

the Radical catch-words, which on every left-hand page of the Index in the old edition had been printed 

on the wrong margin, have now been adjusted in accordance with convenience for use. 

(8) —A number of duplicate sentences, which had escaped notice in the old edition, have been cut out, 

together with a great deal of other matter which time has shown to be of less value to the student than 

had been originally anticipated. In the old edition, the dictionary proper, exclusive of Tables, Index, etc., 

filled 1354 pages; in the present edition, the same portion runs to 1710 pages. 

(9) —The last fascicule of the old edition was issued in 1892, and the Dictionary was most cordially and kindly 

received by the public as an up-to-date work. Twenty years of further excursions into Chinese literature 

have however disclosed many weak points, careless slips, and downright blunders. Some few of my contem¬ 

poraries have done good service by systematically noting these down, and calling my attention to them. 

irst and foremost 1 have to mention Mr. E. von Zach, Consul-General at Singapore for Austria- 

ungary, whose efforts in this direction have been of incalculable value towards securing a higher degree 

of accuracy in the present work than was attained in the first edition. I am also indebted to Mr. C. F. Hogg 

for notes published in the last volume of the now defunct China Review, and for others which he kindly 

placed at my disposal after the disappearance of the Review; and again, to the Rev. H W Moule for 

a small collection of similar criticisms. I do not say that I have in every case accepted the emendations 

proposed by these scholars, my own experience being that correction of the mistakes of others usually 

involves a fixed percentage of mistakes of one’s own. Still, I am very grateful for the assistance offered 

and can only wish that more students had followed this excellent plan 

(10) -As regards typography, the fount here employed will, I trust, meet with general approval, being 

PlacedTthanh C GarT M ^ ** ^ ** editi°n’ The Printing of this edition, which was 
P ed in the hands of Mr. C. Peltenburg, Director of the firm of Messrs Brill and Co., Leiden and 

t"at firm016" y 77 7 "7 ^ SUP6rvisi°n °f J- B‘ ™ Duuren, senior Chinese compositor of 
that firm, occupied from first to last no less than four years. 
(„) There ins now ,y the question of proof.reading. It is of course alI_important for a dictio 

proof real? “T* d°f * “ "earIy "S P°Ssible and to secure this end the task of 
proofread,ng was performed by three persons, without any assistance from native scholars as in the case 

of the first edmon Of these three, I was naturally one; but time has played havoc with my capac tV 

iC 'T ’ h , I- °r T m°St effidem SerVkeS °f tte °ther *"»• result would have been v“ 

Gn.ES M A?o \ A T been achieved- An°ther of the trio was my second son, Mr. LtoZ 
Giles, M. A. (Oxon , Ass,stant m the Oriental Department of the British Museum. To him I am indebted 

not only for careful revts.on of every proof, but also for numerous valuable suggestions and addit o s as 

the work was going through the press. Last in numerical order, but easily It in all thatlZt“ 
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the technical skill of the proof-reader, comes my wife. I have already had occasion to acknowledge her 

valuable services to the first edition, then confined chiefly to the English text. It only remains to say 

that in this second edition she undertook, oftener in sickness than in health, to revise the Chinese text as 

well as the English,—a task which only those who know the elusive shades of difference in many Chinese 

characters will be able fully to appreciate. Great, however, as are my personal obligations for all she 

has accomplished in this sense, I venture to think that the students who may consult this dictionary, and 

find the irritation of typographical errors, especially in the Chinese, reduced to a reasonable minimum, 

will be still more deeply indebted. To these, with all respect, I would commend the popular Chinese 

maxim: # * s m When you drink of the water, think of the spring. 

Cambridge, June 12, 1912. HERBERT A. GILES. 



EXTRACTS FROM PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION. 

The Characters.—It was originally intended to print every character with strict accuracy, the standard 

of such accuracy being of course K‘ang Hsi. This design was very soon abandoned altogether as regards 

the small characters used for the entries, and slightly modified as regards the large or leading characters 

under which the entries are arranged. 
For the small characters it was in fact imperative to use such a fount as was available; not to 

mention that no strictly accurate fount of Chinese type has as yet been cast. In the case of the large 

characters, I have followed K‘ang Hsi, but only so far as is consistent with practical results. Contemporary 

usage is the first and principal object of a dictionary, and K‘ang Hsi is already out of date. No one 

writes ^ now-a-days; on the other hand, every one writes ^ and and . Yet the first character is 

right according to K‘ang Hsi, and the second and third and fourth are wrong,—much as this may surprise 

not merely the ordinary foreign student but even accomplished native scholars. K‘ang Hsi is further 

very inconsistent in the matter of “phonetics.” Sometimes in a long list of characters which have obviously 

the same phonetic, a few will be written with some slight change (see the groups under Nos. 7621—7625, 

13,567-13,593, and many others). Sometimes the same phonetic will appear with a different number of 

strokes. Eg- -f|| is given under twelve strokes, while ^ is supposed to have only eleven ; §§| has only 

twelve, while has fourteen. Again, under K‘ang Hsi says “a wrong form of ; but the latter 

character occurs only in the Stipplement where it is said to be “a wrong form of 1 Similarly, the 

very common does not occur at all as a substantive character in K.‘ang Hsi, though it is given in 

the entry under (fl). These examples might be multiplied indefinitely. It will suffice to say that when 

I started on my journey into the realms of lexicography, I regarded K‘ang Hsi as a Bucephalus on whose 

tail—[ffif I§±| JE||—a foreign fly might safely get an advantageous lift. But I soon found myself unable 

to follow the manifold vagaries of my guide, and determined to treat the characters in general solely 

with a view to the practical utility of my book. In this sense, many little points have been ignored, in 

order not to waste over trifles the time of students about to grapple with a sufficiently arduous task. 

Allowing for ordinary shortcomings, the characters in this Dictionary will be found to be as commonly 

written at the present day. 

Duplicate Characters.—Many characters have two or more sounds. In such cases, the various sounds 

will be found given in their places, with a reference to that particular sound (and number) under which 

the character is treated. Thus, ^ is pronounced chiaoi, chio2*, and chueJir*. It is treated under clno, and 

is also entered under both chiao and chueh; so that if any one sound of a character is known, its place 

in the Dictionary can be readily traced without a more prolonged search in the Radical Index. 

Phonetic Arrangement.—The various sound-groups of characters are sub-arranged according to their 

phonetics. Thus under the sound yu, ^ is followed by PJ-, ij, etc., and ^ by 
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etc.,—a plan which very much facilitates search when the sound of any character is known. [Typogra¬ 

phical difficulties, however, have sometimes compelled a departure from this rule.] 

The Tones.—Each character is marked at its right-hand top corner with a number denoting its tone in 

Pekingese. When the character in question is in the TV SB entering tone, an asterisk is added. The fact 

is that there is no actual standard of Peking pronunciation,—a remark which applies as much to sound 

as to tone. One Peking man says ^ art; another, nart. The kuei's and the hui's are often confused. 

Take the character JjfjJ No. 8701. The Manchus in Peking say p'atP \ the Chinese inside the city say paox\ 

the Chinese outside the city say fao\ The Manchus again call a 38 cat mao1-, the Chinese call it mao*. 

It is happily now unnecessary to enlarge upon the importance of an accurate knowledge of the tones. 

All serious students of the new school regard a study of the tone-system of China as an integral part of 

the labour to be expended upon the acquisition of Chinese. 

The Dialects.—Beneath the number attached to each character will be found its rhyme (R.) 

as given in the ^ ^ l|f| jfif P1,ei-wen-yun-fu. This is followed by the romanization of the character by 

Mr. Parker, in the Cantonese, Hakka, Foochow, W&nchow, Ningpo, Peking, Mid-China, Yangchow and 

Ssuch‘uan dialects, as well as in Korean, Japanese, and Annamese, each being distinguished by its initial 

letter. These sounds are followed by the theoretical tone, which governs the entire list in practice, except 

in cases where necessary changes are noted by tone-marks. 

The Entries.—An attempt has been made to arrange the entries according to the order of the definitions 

in the heading. The result has only been partially successful, though perhaps successful enough to justify 

the attempt. It was also desirable to bring together all sentences containing the same combinations of 

characters-, and the latter end could often be attained only at the expense of the former. Names of 

animals, trees, plants, etc., taken mostly from the works of O. F. von Moellendorff, Bretschneider, and 

Augustine Henry, will generally be found at the end of the list. As they stand, the entries have been 

inserted with a view to illustrate so far as possible the various meanings and shades of meaning attached 

to each character. They have been for the most part laboriously collected from books read and conver¬ 

sations held during a long stretch of years. The best of the sentences quoted by K'ang Hsi have been 

incorporated, after having been searched out, in almost every case, in the work of the author quoted. 

It was not feasible to name the particular book in each case; this would have increased too much the 

size of a sufficiently bulky volume. I may well take this opportunity to acknowledge my deep obligations 

to the imperishable achievements of Dr. Legge, Professor of Chinese at the University of Oxford. Before 

his time, no one seemed to know what accurate translation from Chinese into English meant. Now, a 

faithful rendering—with ordinary reservations—of the whole body of the Confucian Canon is the property 

of the world at large. Exclusive of my own reading in Chinese literature, I have ransacked for the 

purposes of this Dictionary the writings of my contemporaries. I have adopted the recent revision of 

early chronology by Edouard Chavannes, and similar improvements by other explorers. Thus, under all 

the departments of investigation some new feature has been added, some new fact brought to light, some 

old fallacy exploded. 
No division of phraseology into classical and colloquial has been made, for the s.mple reason that 

no real line of demarcation exists. Expressions are used in ordinary conversation which occur in the Odes. 

The book-language fades imperceptibly into the colloquial. 

Phrases have been sometimes repeated under different characters;—occasionally by accident, but as 
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a rule with a view to save the student’s time. The place of insertion is usually determined by the most 

important character in a phrase, or by the first character; but reference should be made to one and all 

of the characters before search is abandoned. The difficulty has never been what to put in, but what 

to leave out. No fewer than sixty different names for Peking have been given; yet the list is probably 

not exhausted. 

Botanical names are sometimes written with the 140th radical and sometimes without; in searching, 

therefore, this radical may be added or subtracted as required. Some phrases are purposely given in 

wrongly written forms, because such forms happen to be in common use. A large number of entries have 

been introduced to illustrate the best and highest planes of Chinese thought. Others, as affording glimpses 

into political, commercial, and social life. Proverbs, household words, and even nursery rhymes, occur 

among the hundred thousand examples which go to make up this book. Even a general reader might 

find it not without interest to glance through the entries under the characters for wine (No. 2260), doctor 

(No. 5380), crime or pitnishment (No. 11,910), drzmk (No. 11,913), to gamble (No. 12,049), and many 

others of the same class. 

And as the main object of this Dictionary is to facilitate the study of Chinese by the presentment 

of a large number of idiomatic phrases covering as much ground as possible, it follows that the ultimate 

test of value will be accuracy of translation. If it can be shown—with due allowance for human fallibility 

—that the entries are wrongly rendered into English, then the toil of years will have been thrpwn away. 

At the same time, without wishing to escape in the smallest degree the consequences of the above 

challenge, I may be permitted to make two remarks. 

In a compilation on the lines of the present work, time is an important factor. Between the first 

and last sentences formally inserted in this Dictionary, without counting earlier memoranda, no less than 

eighteen years elapsed. Interpretations of difficult phrases often take a different hue when seen by the 

light of maturer study; and although every effort has been made to check early work, some small fry 

always manage to slip through the closest meshes. Again, with regard to many classical phrases, proverbs, 

and even every-day expressions, the Chinese themselves are not always agreed as to the interpretation. 

This feature is of course not wanting to western languages; yet it is partly in consequence of this that 

eaily explorers jumped to the fatal and foolish conclusion that Chinese was an ambiguous language,—an 

error which unfortunately persists with the less well-informed down to the present day. To begin with, 

there is an obvious confusion in terms: ambiguity is confounded with obscurity, which is of course quite 

another matter. It is also forgotten that other languages present equal difficulties in point of obscurity 

to students who are but tyros. Five schoolboys will readily turn out five widely different versions of a 

passage fiom an ordinary Latin author. Yet we do not call Latin an ambiguous language, but rather 

seek the flaw in the wit of the translator who fails to unravel the true sense. That the book-language 

of China is often obsctire to the last degree may be readily admitted; but it is not to any appreciable 

extent more ambiguous than that of any other language. Indeed were it so, it is impossible to conceive 

how the official correspondence of this huge empire, conducted as it is with the most precise formalism, 

or the vast commercial correspondence of some three hundred millions, could have been successfully carried 

on for so many centuries past. 

It may be added that the majority of the entries taken down from books have been translated with 

reference to their original position in the text; in such cases, other persons, numbers, genders, etc., would 

often be equally applicable. Sometimes, where guidance seems necessary, the sentences are translated 

literally or word for word, and the sense is made clear by a gloss. Sometimes, in view of simplicity or because 

a similar combination has been dealt with above, the English analogue is given without further remark. 



Grammar—The Chinese themselves, during their twenty to thirty centuries of literary activity, have 

never produced a grammar of their own language. They have never attempted to teach their schoolboys 

composition by the foolish and unscientific method of synthesis. Their scholars commit whole volumes to 

memory, and read widely. Success in composition, proportionate to the talents of each student, follows 

as a matter of course. 

They have not even an equivalent term for “grammar,* so that when foreigners undertook to 

supply a want that nobody had ever felt, the first thing to do was to coin a phrase. Thus, we have 

had j£ (Gonsalves), H # ft £ (Medhurst), g (Marshman), £ (Crawford), glill 
an<j gtt Ml (Wade), and many others. Julien contented himself by calling his Syntaxe Nouvelle a 

‘compass’ or guide to the study of Chinese; in which he showed his customary sound sense. Altogether, 

it seems impracticable to deduce any set of rules which will guide the foreign student satisfactorily either 

in composition or in the translation of an ordinary Chinese author, through which rules the traditional 

coach and horses cannot be rapidly and ruthlessly driven. The dictum of Marshman, author of the Clams 

Sinica, that “the whole of Chinese grammar depends upon position’ has been regarded for many years 

as a maiden key to the written language of China. But he who learns any number of rules of position 

and then attempts to apply them synthetically, will have more disappointments in store than another 

student who has spent the same time in reading extensively and absorbing into his system as much as 

possible of that elusive mysterious quiddity which we call the genius of the language. 

It may indeed be said that no Chinese character can be definitely regarded as being any particular 

part of speech or possessing any particular function, absolutely, apart from the general tenor of its context. 

[It is simply a root-idea in the abstract.] It may have the force of a verb, a preposition, or anything 

else ■ but rather from the subtle influence of its surroundings than from any inherent power [or position] 

of its own. Voice, mood, tense, person, case, number, etc., must be determined, not by any rules which 

can be written down beforehand and applied as occasion requires, but by the context, by usage, by pro¬ 

bability, by inference, and by the general drift of the subject. There is no noun-substantive in the Chinese 

lammaoe which might not, at the fiat of a master, be flung from his pen as a verb. Position, the va ue 

of which should be learnt analytically from authors and not synthetically from grammars, is cast in poetry 

to the four winds of heaven, though a given line will have but one signification to the practised reader. 

This Dictionary will supply sentences without number to which grammarians will have some troub e in 

making their rules apply; and it is in this sense that Chinese is essentially sufira grammatical*. The 

character A means “to go into;’ but A % means ‘to put into a coffin.’ So •* means to woim an 

ft means “the wind;’ but U M (an ellipsis for means “to catch cold; 1^ * * “ f 

means ‘a bird that has been wounded by a bow is afraid of a crooked stick;” and % If means to ( e 

wounded) orieve for the loss of the spring." The character ff ‘a comb” would be called by grammarians 

a noun-substantive; but IS JR ^ ffi means ‘combed by the wind and washed by the rain," though of 

course it might be rendered “the wind for a comb, the rain for a bath.” It is perhaps a good instance 

how the genius of the Chinese language supplies the fundamental and leaves accessories to the reader. 

The combination # # means “caused to appear’ or “changed himself into,’ according to the 

requirements of the text; while # % which is apparently “to warn rebels’ really meanti “to warn (the 

populace of the approach of) rebels.’ The character gl| means “to cut open;” yet ft "F Blj does not 

mean ‘Pi-kan cuts open” but that Pi-kan himself was disembowelled. There is a passage from the Odes 

in every-day use which says of a nation’s troubles * Vf & *. with the obvious but scarcely grammatical 

or positional meaning “they are beyond the reach of medicine.’ It is easy to point to such phraseology 
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as gfc iU A ^ to wish to catch up others and miftA “to be afraid of being caught up by others” as 

illustrating how the passive voice is formed by auxiliary particles; but when we come to another such 

phrase as “not to seek from others,” we feel that the grammatical ground is giving way 

beneath our feet and leaving us—where we ought to have begun—in the domain of common sense and 

the fixed usage of the language. Without this “usage,”—fixed only as regards each individual example,— 

grammar would batter in vain even against such an elementary combination as ^ We find — 0 ^ Mi 

“not to see a person for a day;” “there are things missing;” _* \ Mi “the two 

men suddenly vanished;” “it is not very good;” and “it is not painful.” The phrase 

IfP ^ can only mean “ Ifjf is a vulgar form of 3f|$.” We know this from the influence of the 

without which it might mean exactly the reverse. So fp means “the penalty of death;” but 

does not mean “the penalty of life”—which would be nonsense. The usage of the language makes it 

mean some “penalty which can be exacted from the living.” [One of the great obstacles to the easy 

apprehension of Chinese poetry is the almost arbitrary way in which words may be transposed. Thus, to 

take some simple examples, M !$J is Put f°r to sleep in the moonlight; lilt 

for "S* JJ& M, rfil W to play the flute in the evening breeze; tb pi $'£ f°r Jfe *$!} ^ ^ $X the trees 

are covered with red blossoms; and so on.] 

Difficulty of Chinese.—A close observer has not hesitated to declare that “the Chinese language 

requires the age of Methuselah to overtake it.” Yet an ordinary Chinaman practically manages to overtake 

it in less than an ordinary life-time. The foreigner is of course at a disadvantage. He generally begins late 

in life. And it is only of recent years that his early stages have been smoothed by such books as are ready 

to the learner’s hand in almost all other important languages. When I came to China, more than twenty- 

five years ago, I was turned into a room with an abridged edition of Morrison’s Dictionary and a teacher 

who did not know a single word of English. Such were the facilities early in 1867. But from that date 

onwards a change came over the scene, and now the would-be student of Chinese has only to pick and 

choose. And as he passes out of the elementary stage, he finds in every direction some translation or 

vocabulary or other work of research to carry him rapidly on to points which had previously been attained 

only by infinite toil and perseverance. The coming generation of sinologues, once through the years of 

initial drudgery, will be able almost to begin where their predecessors left off. We may therefore look 

forward with confidence to a more brilliant epoch of Anglo-Chinese scholarship than circumstances have 

hitherto been able to produce. The acquisition of Chinese need no longer be regarded as a hopeless task. 

Good speakers of all the dialects are now found in every part of China; many indeed speak so well as not 

to be distinguishable from natives. The book-language naturally presents far more serious difficulties; but 

the number of promising students to the front at the present day is greater than it has ever been, while their 

equipment is that of scientific ordnance compared with the battering-rams and ballistae of the ancients. 

For some years past the cry on all sides has been for a new Dictionary. Whether this one will fill the 

void or not, or if so for how long, are questions upon which it would be impertinent for me to speculate. 

It is the best thing I could do with the forces at my control. It is a votive offering, however humble, for 

the honour and advancement of the British Consular Service. 

H.B.M. Consulate, Ningpo, 

8th November i8g2. 
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THE DIALECTS. 

The principles upon which the various 
sounds of each character are given under 
this scheme are as follows:— 

(i.) The theoretical Chinese rhyming 
word is given, as is always done in the 
Korean and Japanese native-made diction¬ 
aries. This is a new departure in European 
lexicography, but it is of absolute import¬ 
ance, for in serious poetical composition, 
a divergence from rule is not permissible 
beyond certain limits. And this holds good 
as much for Japanese and Korean, where 
there are really no tones at all, as for 
Cantonese, which has more actual tones 
than the theory of rhymes can possibly 
require. Having the theoretical rhymes 
before them, students will be able to judge 
for themselves how far each dialect is 
practically consistent. It will be seen at 
once that Dr. Chalmers’ scheme for in¬ 

venting a syllabic spelling or M W 

system calculated to represent each modern 
dialect is totally impracticable. 

(2.) The tone and series is always written 
at the foot of the different local sounds. 
Where there is no lower or upper series 
distinction to any but even tones, as is 
the case in the four Mandarin dialects, the 
additional information of the series dis¬ 
tinction can do no harm. Where two tones 
are given, thus, “even and rising,” it 
means that the even tone is the more 
general; and when two tones and two 
series are given, the first series refers to the 
first tone. Where, as in Hakka, the lower 
rising and upper even tones sound in 
practice the same, and the two series thus 
become confused, there is still no reason 
to make a special mark; in this particular 
case, however, when a character which 
should be, for instance, sinking, or upper 
rising, is sounded upper even, or lower 
rising, it is impossible to say which of 
the two latter tones is, or originally was 
intended, now that they have coalesced. 
Examples will be found under the characters 

jPP , and , and 55 . Where, as in 

Japanese and Korean, tones have absolu¬ 
tely no existence, once more the extra infor¬ 
mation can do no possible harm. Where, 
as in Pekingese, the entering tone has no 
real existence, there the modern tone is 
always marked according to Wade’s Sylla¬ 
bary duly revised and corrected. Where, 
as in Cantonese, the upper entering tone 
is subdivided into two, the tone is specially 
marked only when the character is read in 
the most recently discovered or recently 

named tone, namely the so-called <¥A 

chung yep. A circle is used for this pur¬ 

pose; thus sek0. It will be noticed 

that the rhymes are occasionally irregular. 
In some specific cases, as for instance in 

the case of the words m , Jr, etc., 

the irregularity is universal, and points to 
some apparent mistake in early lexico¬ 

graphy. In others, such as gj , ^ , 

It. JK, 
etc., the irregularities are very general. A 
number of modern characters in colloquial 
use fail to correspond with the rhymes; 

such are , Pjg- The 

rising and sinking tones are very irregu¬ 
larly divided off from each other in many 
cases; this is notably so in the case of 

the rhymes ¥ and ^. It must be 

mentioned, however, that the distinction 
between rising and sinking is still incom¬ 
plete in many parts of China. In Ningpo 
it is hardly possible to say that there 
is any such distinction at all, in either 
lower or upper series; in Yangchow and 
Wenchow the distinction is very slight, 
and only perceptible to practised ears. In 
Hakka the upper rising and the sinking 
tone or tones are much confused, or rather 
are inverted in a way which appears to 
have method in it. Thus, it is unnecessary 
to mark specific irregularities in cases where 
whole classes are liable to irregularity; yet 
this is done as a rule (where the informa¬ 
tion obtained is of a decided character) 
for purposes of record, and for the use of 
future students who may go deeper into 
the mysteries of dialects. 

(3.) In Foochow and Ningpo there are 
often two, and sometimes three forms— 
the regular, and the colloquial or vulgar; 
and these are, when it is possible, always 
given. But there is a distinction between 
colloquial and vulgar. The former means 
that the regular colloquial usage is such 
and such, and that this usage illustrates the 
colloquial idiom. The latter means that 
the vulgar usage is such and such; only 
applies to the specific character; and has 
not necessarily any philological significance. 
Where the colloquial form is very irregular, 
or merely a vulgar characterless word, the 
contraction or letter v. is added to signify 
“vulgar,” and that no philological fact is 
involved. This remark holds good for other 
idioms. Instances of Cantonese irregularity 

will be found under the words 

I. #1 ££• 

-Sf > • Owing to some misconception, 

or to confusion of the character j|j|J with 

the character ^|], the Cantonese say ts‘ik 

tslik pet yau, whilst the Pekingese say la 
la pu hsiu. Instances of Hakka irregula¬ 

rity are , 

» JO 

The fact that carries two finals, and 

that in some parts of Tonquin finals k and 
t are confused, points to fundamental irre¬ 
gularity in ancient times. M. Phan’s V oca- 
bulary often gives both t and k as the final 
in cases where it is theoretically t, and he 
makes some mysterious distinction between 
final ch and final c (i.e. k). I ignore all 
this, but I have a hazy recollection that 
there is some confusion between the finals 
t, k in Cochin-China. Instances of Foo¬ 

chow irregularity are jH , 

[> ^1 of Wenchow, 

. 1 ft» MiJ 1 ;of 

Ningpo, J3 , gnu ^ ^; of Peking, 

m,, jj$ ; of Middle or Hankow, 3S - @J i 

of Yangchow, ^ , j|, 

H ; of Ssuch'uan, , j}$ . 

In Annamese there are some very singu¬ 
lar class irregularities. P is changed to t 

in a number of words, such as ^ , 

It is difficult to guess 

on what principle words of the pin and 
pien class should become some of them ben, 
bien, and others tdn, tien. Sh is changed 

to f in the Jpj class of words. The nasal 

disappears in a few finals of the 7^, class. 

The two rising tones are very much con¬ 
fused, and the upper sinking tone seems 
to be confused with the rising tone. These 
are the Hakka peculiarities inverted. There 
are also specific irregularities under the 

words, tT> > #T W' 
etc., but possibly some of these may be 
misprints in M. Phan’s book. 

In Korean there are a few strange 

irregularities; for instance, plip. In 

Japanese there are also a few irregularities; 

for instance, the character ¥ is universally 

pronunced fu, and its theoretical pronun¬ 
ciation hotsn (hok, hos, hot in combination, 
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according to what consonant follows) does 

not seem to occur at all. bin may 

be the modern sound, or io-in (if#), 
like the word iffj mtn (properly met, into) 

in the single combination win ; or it 

may arise from some Chinese confusion 
between ping (hei, bio, hid) and pin (pin 

or bin), as in the case of and 

To sum up. If it is said at foot that a 
character is in the rising tone and lower 
series, then (unless irregularities are speci¬ 
ally marked) it is so in all dialects and 
languages; or at any rate so far as it can 
be so. This preliminary information in¬ 
volves a sonant in Ningpo and Wenchow, 
and various fixed consequences in other 
dialects, as is elsewhere explained; and the 
fact that there may be no tone at all, or 
a tone and no series, or that the tone is 
confused with another tone, or with another 
series, or both, in no way clashes with the 
main fact. But if, in any dialect, the tone 
actually used is not rising; or if, in any 
dialect which has a series distinction, the 
word is not read in the lower series, then 

the peculiarity or irregularity is specially 
marked, and all Pekingese should-be enter¬ 
ing tones are, specifically or by reference, 

specially marked; and this without excep¬ 
tion, all being irregular. If a word is 
exactly the same in all dialects as another 
word, then a mere reference to the latter 
word is made; if there are one or two 
exceptions in one or two dialects only, 
then these exceptions only are marked, and 
the general reference still serves for all the 
rest. The reference does not mean that the 
rhyme and series marked are necessarily 
the same as those of the character referred 
to and also marked; it means that the 
actual modern pronunciation of the re¬ 
ferred character is in each idiom exactly 
the same as the pronunciation of the cha¬ 
racter referred to, in every respect, unless 
exceptions are noted. As the object of this 
scheme is to give an etymological record 
of each separate sound, it is unnecessary 
in most cases to give the two sounds borne 
by one character when another character 
having the same sound will suffice. Thus, 
as poung, p‘ong, even tone, and all its kind 

are found under , it is unnecessary to 

repeat this information under , which, 

besides being in the sinking tone (entailing 
vowel power au in Foochow, an aspirate 
in Hakka, and no aspirate in Canton), is 
also, like p'ong, in the even tone, which 
entails (as a rule) no aspirate in Foochow. 

So also with , which, besides being read 

ts'an, ts'/n, is also the equivalent of ^, 

'ff?) and 'fj. The object of this scheme 

is not to give all the various readings, but 
all the various local forms of one or two 
readings. In short, with such a multitude 
of facts before him, no intelligent student 
can fail to extract the correct principle, 
whether the object be to find out the po¬ 
tentiality of an initial, of a final, or of a 
medial vowel; the effect of a tone, the 
effect of a series, or what not; and where 
the information is incomplete, as for in¬ 
stance under the primitive or phonetic group 

it can nearly always be supplemented 

by comparisons with other words of the 
same class. 

TABLE OF SOUNDS FOR DIALECTS. 

No. Spelling 
adopted. 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

H 
15 
16 

17 
18 

19 
20 

21 
22 

23 

24 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

ah 

aa 
ae 

ai 
ai 
ao 
au 
au 

b 
aa, aan 

ang 
an 
am 

aing 
aong 
aung 

e 
e, eh 

ei 
eu 
e 

eh 

eo, eoh 
eii 
em 
en 

^eng 

e, em 

Pronunciation. 

Without sounding the 
cine, ante. 

h or r: French 

(1) English father; and (2) the same, but shortened a little 
when it comes before consonants and nasals. 

Ranges between the vowels in English sack and French 
matin', in Yangchow the k is all but silent. 

French fin or pain without the nasal: see No. 11. 
Midway between the vowel of the last and that in French 

pere. 

English fight. 1 Sounds not distinguished from each other 
German kaiser. ) in most dialects. 
The a ho in German beinah olig. The French a eux. 
English fountain. ) Sounds not distinguished from each 
German aus. j other in most dialects. 
Midway between French batic and English bang. 
French pain', see No. 3. 
German Gesang. 
English harness. 

„ harm. 
English buying, or tying, uttered in one syllable. 
English ah! ungiuent). 
English (cr)own, with g added. 
English pa{rent). 
English send. 
English feint. 
As in English (th)ey oo(ze). 
Between the vowels in hurry and hurt: not found in any 

European language known to the writer of this. 
As in English sun, one, onion. See No. 31. The Anna- 

mese a (see No. 2) savours of this. 
As in French (l)e ho(inard). 
As in French (ni)e hu(ait) (compare No. 82). 
As in English hem. 
As in English hen. 
As in English length. 
French peigne. 

s 

| Long & short forms of the same sound. 

No. 

30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

41 
42 

43 
44 
45 
46 

47 
48 

49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 

55 
56 
57 
56a 

57<* 

Spelling 
adopted. Pronunciation. 

eing 
em 

eng 
6n 

by 
i, ih 
ya 

ya, yah 
yaa 
ia 
ia 
iae 

iai, yai 
yau, iau 

yang, iaug 
iam, yam 

ie, ye 
iei, yei 

ieu, yeu 

ieo 
yen, ien 

iem, yem 
ien, yen 

ieng, yeng 
yem 

ybi 
yih 

i(sz) 

'ii 
iu 

very rarely sounds so 

English saying (in one syllable). 
English um{brage): (the Korean 

short: see No. 22). 
English sung. 
English sun. 
English machine. 
English pin. 
English yard. 
English yankec, without the nkee. 
French (s)i ai(nsi): compare No. 3. 
Japanese ia des! 
English (f)ia(sco). 
Between English {th)e hei(r) and the next sound, No. 42. 
English (th)e ais(le). 
English [th)e ow(f). 
French (a)yant, (f)ian(ce'e). 
English yam in Hakka: No. 14 preceded byy for the others. 
English [th)e ai(r). 
English yea. 
English yea oo(ze)\ it does not matter whether No. 46 or 

No. 47 precede the 00. 
English (id)ta o(f). 
French (f)ien(s). 
English (th)e em(j>ire). 
English \th)e en(d). 
German (d)ie Eng(iUnder). 
(th)e umlprage): see No. 31. The Korean iom orybm may 

occasionally sound as short. 
English yie(ld). 
English (vulgar) yes or yi(ss): the Yangchow k is optional. 
English (niu)sse{l). 
Russian (mal)ui. 
Almost like No. 24, 25: some Dutchmen pronounce the 

vowels of uit, huis like this. 



5» 
59 
6o 
61 
62 

63 

64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 

70 

7i 
72 

73 
74 
75 
76 

77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
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Pronunciation. No. 
Spelling 
adopted. 

Between English un and in, as in the second syllable of 

organ. 
Between {r)ung and (r)ing. 

French (l)io(n). 
French yeux. 
English yea(r), uttered in one syllable without any rattling 

of the r. 
Between yar(d) and yaw(l). 
English (th)c oy(ster). 

English yo{ke). 

English you. 
English you efjnaciated). 

Almost as in germ, yearn. 

Dutch Dr. de Jongh : y as initial, * as a medial. 

French (l)ion. 
See Nos. 69 and 70. 
German jung. 
French (r)<?(»). 
Between aw(ful) and ar(tful). 

English a(re) we. 

English {t)oy. 
English owe. 
English so e(maciated). 

French eux. 
English (h)e(r). 
French (l)e hu(er) (compare No. 

these two are distinguishable. 

English (fr)om. 

French on. 
English [s)ong. 
French eux m{imes'). 

French tin. 
French jeune. 
French (j)eun gyros'). 
No. 83 nasalised, with a nasal savouring of t. 

No. 83 + ng, or the nasal savouring of k. 

English {Jd)u(lV). 
English \b~)oo(f). 
(t)oo e(maciated). 

25). It is doubtful if 

Pronunciation. 

96 \Si 

97 um 

98 um 

99 un 

100 un 

IOI ung 

102 ung 

103 u 

104 iia 

105 uaa 

106 tie 

107 ileh 

108 iiei 

109 iiih 

no iio 

hi lioa 

112 uing 

113 tin 

114 ting 

115 tian 

116 tien 

117 wa 

118 wah 

119 waa 

120 waah 

121 wae 

122 wai 

123 w&i 

124 wang 

125 waan 

126 wan 

127 wang 

128 we 

129 wei 

130 weh 

131 wen 

132 wen, won 

133 weng 

134 wi 

(f)wo w(Ji)ee(led). 

German um. 
English (jy>om. 
German un{artig). 

English (s)oon. 
German (J~)ung. 
Longer than the last. 
French (J'ai) eu, u(scr). 

French (e)u as. 
French {t)u incapable), without any nasal. 

French (f)u e(tre). 
French (i)u e(iais'). 

English sua(ve). 
French {t)u iidiot): the Yangchow k is all but silent. 

French eu o(s casse). 
French (t)u o(rdonnes). 

German (s)iih Ing(wer). 

French un[ifier). 
German (D')ung(er'). 

French (r)r< ati(imal'). 
French (/);/ enne(mt). 

French oie. 
French (f)oue{tter), as pronounced by many. 

French (J)oi(ndre). 
French (p)o‘{gne'e). 
Midway between last & French oue(st). 

French ouai(lles~). 

French ou ail. 
French (R~)ouen. 
French \barag)ouin. 
Longer than French (d^ouane. 
English between the vowels of wrong and wrong, without 

the r. 
English wea(ther), long. 

English way. 
English woprry). 

English wen. 
English one. 
English (s)wung. 

English wee. 



TABLES. 

I.—INSIGNIA OF OFFICIAL RANK. 

Grade. 

BUTTONS. BADGES. 

Colour. Material. Civil. Military. 

I Red (plain) Coral fill H White Crane (Grus viridirostris) mm Unicorn of Chinese fable. 

2 Red (chased) do. Golden Pheasant (Thaumalia picta) Lion of India (Felts leo). 

3 Blue (clear) Sapphire n m Peacock (Pavo muticus) North China Panther (Felts Fontanierii). 

4 Blue (opaque) Lapis lazuli ms Wild Goose (Anser ferus) St Tiger of Manchuria (Felis tigris). 

5 White (clear) Rock Crystal & fii Silver Pheasant (Gallophasis nycthemerus) ffii 
Black Bear (Ursus tibetanus). 

6 White (opaque) Adularia Eastern Egret (Egretta modesta) Mottled Bear (Ailuropus melanoleucus). 

7 Gold (plain) Gold m Mandarin Duck (Aix galericulata) Tiger Cat (.Leopardus macroceloides). 

8 Gold (chased) do. $1 n Quail (Coturnix communis) tvp i\tg Seal (Phoca equestris). 

9 do. do. Stull Paradise Flycatcher (Tchitrea Incei) m* Fabulous bovine animal. 

Unclassed — — ITU Chinese Oriole (Oriolus chinensis) — — 

N.B.—Each grade is divided into two classes, |[^ principal and subordinate. The character “old age” is engraved on the button of the 2nd 

class to distinguish it from that of the 1st class. 

II—THE FAMILY NAMES. 

The following revised and somewhat enlarged list of Chinese surnames contains many more than are actually required by the ordinary student, yet 

fewer by about one half than the surnames given in the |^j| T'-u shu chi ch'eng. Those printed in italics will be found in the 

Po chia hsing, a work of the ioth century, which gives 408 of the most common single or monosyllabic names and 30 double or dissyllabic names. 

J§&ai‘ ch‘a2* j|j|| ch'an2 $§ ch'ang4 H Ch'ao1 JH ch'en2 jp; ch'eng2 flj chi2* 

Hai3 jpf chai2, ti2* ch‘an3 ch'ang4 ch'ao2 M ch6nl cheng1 ch'eng2 ^ z^z'2* 

§£ai* chai3 jjrj| chang1 ^ chao1 j|j| ch'ao2 M ch^nl fiE cheng1 4$ ch'eng2 chi2* 

X ^ chai4 Jjf chang1 chao1 lU ch'ao2 £\- cherP g cheng1 Jp chi1, ch'i2 chi2* 

7^ an1 ^ ch‘ai2 I/t chang3 ^ chao1 ch'ao4 ^4 chen1 IE cheng4 $5 chi1 chi2* 

^0 an2 
Q 

jH* chanx chang3 chao1 ch^ 
la chen1 cheng4 chi1* if chi2* 

jiljjan2 HM chan1 va chang3 ^lj chao1 p)4 che2* ^ chen3 cheng4 f|§ c/zz1 <A?2* 

d£tang4 chan1 ^ c/datig1 j|| chao4 che3 chen4 sheng2 flchi1 ^ chi2* 

Mao* jH chan3 ch'ang2 chao4 chp, tip chen4 'L'-x 115 cheng4 :!£ chi1 mchi2* 

LE- cha2* chan4 ch'ang2 chaoi pg che4 4j$ ch'en1 ^ ch'eng1 chi1 chi2* 

la cha3 chan4 ^ ch'ang2 ch'ao1 jjjjfL che4* jjj-jl ch'dti- Y ch'eng2 '/% chi'* IE 
ch'a2 chan4 ch'ang2 4^ ch'ao1 ]J[ ch'P jljf ch'en2 fqp c/z'/zz.g'2 ^ chi2* a cht* 

1 
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chi4 ^ chia? IT chien1 H chih2* ^ ching3 chou1 gj; ch'uan* ch'ii2* -jf fang3 

iichi" Fj3 chia3* TF chien1 chih3 ching3 jfl* chou4 JUJ ch'uan2 ^p) ch'u2 ft] fang1 ; 

f|p c/«4 ch'ia1 |r chien1 IK chih3 ching3 ^ chou4 |p|| ch'uan4 ^ <rA‘«2 ^ fang1 

it /X chiang3 A^AT chien1 Jf chih3* X ching4 ^ ch'ou2 chu ang3 Pli ch'ii2 ^ 1 

§ ^*4 chiang1 tsan1 chih4 §& ching4 pj|| ch'ou2 If chui1 it ch'ii2 M fang2 

$$ chi4* chiang1 chien3 fH chih4 ^ ching4 ( ch'ou3 

j ch'iu3 

jf|i chun1 ^ ch'ii2 |$T fang2 

( chi4* 

S 1 ,so>* 

chiang3 hsien2 m chih4 u|| ching4 chun3 | I5r fang3 ; 

[Tp chiang4 chien3 ^ chih4 ^ ch'ing1 ch'ou2 E3 ch'un1 ch'ii2 ^ fei1 

|g ch'i1 ch'iang1 Is* chien3 jp* chih4* p| ch'ing1 ^ ch'ou2 yg ch'un3 t[[] ch'ii3* ** SN fei1 TC 
ch'i1* fit ch'iang1 chien3 chih4* ^ ch'ing1 ch'ou2 f^I chung1 chuan1 3E fei2 

JY ch'i2, chi1 jf§* chliang2 & chien3 ||j^ chih4* ch'ing2 ch'ou3 ^ chung1 l chiian1 

ii .. , (yuan1 

^ fei3 

iM: ch'i2 -+ A JjP^ chiao1 chien3 $C chih4* ch'ing4 ch'ou3 chung3 ^ fei3, pei1 

ch‘i2 chiao1 |g chien3 chih4* ^ chio2* ch'ou'1,yii3 'Si chiian3 rMJ H /«4 

^ ch‘i2 chiao1 /Th chien3 ){|- ch'ih1 Fpi chiu1 jlfl ch'ou4 Xjt chung4 chiian4 ^ fen1 

|j£ ch‘i2 chiao3 ITTL chien4 M ch‘ih’ % chiu3 ^ chu3 ^ chung4 ^ chiian4 fen1 

jgf ch'i2 chia°3 & chien4 M ch'ih‘ £ chiu3 chu3 chiun&x ch'uan1 ^ fen4 
EE1 

"pj- ch'i2 |||j[ chiao3 1$ chien4 y}|= ch'ih2 chiu3 i/C ^ chu1 ch'ung3 ch'iian3 

J|S ch‘i2 chiao3 it chien4 if yg chiu3 if} chu1* ch'ung1 ch'iian2 W 
ll]£ ch'i2 chiao3 it chien4 •it ch'ih’ IS chiu4 | chu1* ch'ung2 ^ ch'iian3 f/ng3 

Tf^. ch'i2 ^ chiao3 Bg chien4 3k ch'ih* Q chiu4 ^ j yu4* ch'ung2 ^ ch'uan2 ^ feng3 

jji|5ch'i3 ||£? chiao3 If ch'ien1 |Aj ch'ih3* ^ chiu4 chu2* ch'ung2 ^ chiieh2* ^ ftng3 

IS ch‘i3 
chiao4 ch'ien1 ch'ih4* chiu4 hk. chu2* ch'ung3 chueh2* ^ ftng* 

15:ch<is ch'iao1 ch'ien1 yfc ch'ih4* chiu4 JHj chu2* chii3 ® chiieh2* feng4 

jgc ch‘i3 g# ch'iao1 Wm ch'ien1 chin1 ft chiu4 X chu3 chii1 f|j ch'iieh"* S, fenf' 

R ch'i3 ;jSiJ ch'iao2 R1 ch'ien1 ffli chin‘ XL ch'in3 |E chu4 '/LL chii1 chiin1 U!o‘ 
ch‘i3 ch‘iao2 H ch'ien1 chin3 fr. ch'iu1 yS chu4 c^al ||| chun1 

X& ch‘i3 ch'iao2 » ch'ien2 ^ chin3 ch'iu1 chu4 If chu1 chiin1 ^fou‘ 
ch‘i4 

MM 
^L chieh1 A ch'ien2 chin4 * ch'iu2 M chu'* |pj chu1 ® 6n‘ ^ fou2 

ch‘i4 chieh1* 
f£ ch'ien2 chin'1 

7T> 
ch'iu3 ^<JJ ch'u1 ^ chii1* ^ erh2, i2 ^ fou2 

ch‘i4 chieh1* g| ch'ien3 Jg chin4 
£QL 

ch'iu2 ft ‘h'u* Hj ^«^2* jj^erh2 
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^ h°4*-hsi2 

pf* ho4Mcu3* 

#|| ho4*-tu2* 

ho4*-yii2 

[?E( Pg hsi'-men2 

,t A hsi2^‘ 

Jp[ hsi3-wei2 

||j$ IH hsi4-yang2 

Ji hsia^ch'iu1 

§ hsiaMu3 

ft hsiaMu2 

hsia'-hou1 
;jig M hsiangMi3 

Hj- hsiehMh'iu1 

Hf jjjgj hsieh4-p‘i2 

hsien'-chhu1 

^ls^en '-yuan2 

$£ H hsien'-yang2 

hsien^yii2 

-Ec. hsien^ch'iu1 

$Jt M hsin^yiian2 

2p hsin4-p‘ing2 

10 Kft hsinMu1 

fR# hsiung2-hsiang4 

j|i| 2p hsiung2-shuai4 

hsiiMvu2 

pj* hsuan^yu2 

/fffi p=| hsiin'-yii4* 

flip huJ-yen2 

Fr hu^ch'iu1 

^g -fg: hu2-mu3 

^ hu2*-lii4* 

^ij- hu2*-ssu1 

R-t it huaI-lu2 
i? hua3-yang2 

|§r hua3-yang2 

IlK huanMung2 

Ifl huang'-fu3 

jyt huang2-fu4 

® tHj hui4-ch‘iang2 

^ jjjFf i^ch'i2 

i2-chih4* 

jjf P-hsiang4 

fpf i3-hsiang4 

f§§ hI ja°3'lung2 

^ jung^chu1 

jung2-chuan4 

~P ^ kan'-chi3 

kan'-chuang1 

kan'-hsien1 

if± kan'-shih4 

-fp- kaoMo4* 

^ H kaoM'ang2 

^ il kao!-yang2 

^ kengMang1 

M HI keng3-yang2 

^ ko'-shu1 

kouM4 

A /o ka‘-yeh3 

^ ku^pu4 

|f£ ^ ku3*-liang2 

^ k‘u>-ch‘eng2 

nk © kuaJ-t‘ien2 

M ^ kuang3-wu3 

^ k‘un'-wu2 

<&Uj kung^shan1 

^ kung'-shen4 

kutigi-sunl 

hung'-yang1 
^ '/p kungt-yehz 

^ kung‘-hou4 

^ ^ig k'ung^hsiang4 

^ k'ung'-t'ung2 

0A. kuo'-ho3* 

lao3-yang2 

J H"-fei3 

I 1# li4*-yang2 

^ liang^ch'iu1 

Ik ^ liang2-yu2 

liang2-yii2 

? |^r ling2-yang2 

^ ffl. Ung'-hu'1 
It 
^ lu2-hsuJ 

lu2-p‘u2 

m lu3_Pu4 

luan2-tix 

J6t lung^ch'iu1 

hK lung2-p‘eng2 

^ lii2-k‘uei2 

mai^ch'iu1 

fyg mi2-chieh3 

mi2-mou4 

^ ^ mi4*-hsu1 

^ ^ mi4*-ko2* 

WW- mi4*-mao2 

yf mo'i*-chii1 

-^r & muMh'iu1 

P^ mu4*-men2 

^ ^ mu4*-i2 

jf£ ^ muVr-jungt 

^ nan2-kung4 

1& niao3-su2* 

iK M nu^kua1 

^ ou4-hou2 

Wi ^ oui-yang1‘ 

F-f J?| pai2-ma3 

paiMning2 

W J§. Pai3_h3 

^ pao4-p‘i2 

p'ao^chi1 

It 1*? pei3-kung! 

'Zfc. WL P‘en2-ch£eng2 

jj!j^ pi4*-hsi** 

W)b pi"*-pang‘ 

pi4*-yang2 

pin^mou2 

^ i^f ping4-fang2 

J^[ p‘ing2-ling2 

^P p‘ing2-ning4 

^ @ pu2*-ku4 

|^r pu-*-yang- 

0 pu4*-ti3 

— >g>J san^chou1 

— san*-fan3 

^ ^ sanMii2 

i sang^ch'iu2 

^ shan'-chieh3 

'T shan*-yu2 
^ J||! shang^ch'ii2 

shangx-kuani 

sts she4-nan2 

jfli ^ she4-pei3 
Epl pp- s/ufn'-fu1 
^3 ^ shen’-t'u2 

^ sheng4-t£u2 

shih2*-tso4* 

shih3-kung4 

shih3-wei2 

shih4-ch‘i2 

-f~ ^ shih4-sun‘ 

^ ^ shu2*-sun‘ 

|)| shuang3-chiuJ 

^ shui^ch'iu1 

^ lea so3*-lu2 

fi? so3*-yang2 

^ ^ ssiP-cheng2 

^ Wj ssu^ho2* 

^ ^ ssUl-k‘ungx 

ssul-t?iai 

W| ^ ssti'-fu1 
^ y\? su4*-sha> 

jjjfc \ sui4-jen2 

%. M sunMhu1* 

# ^ sun'-yang2 

^ ta1Mu4* 

t'a^-lu2 

t‘ai4-shih3 

^ ^ fai'-shu>* 

^ ^ t‘ai4-yang2 

•^=? ^ fanl-t‘ai2 

^ ^ t'ang^ch'i1 

P^J ^ t'ao^ch'iu1 

^ ^ tengM'u2 

^ A ti4-Pal* 

^ ti4-wu3 

t‘ieh3*-fa2* 

^ to’-yu2 

% m t<o"*"P°4* 

K /i; touMu2 

^ ”P tou4-yii2 

jj|[ tsai3-chih2* 

tsai3-fu4 

^ ts‘ao2-mou2 

ftp tso2*-ho2 

Fr tso’-ch'iu1 

^ tT tso3-hsing2 

A ts°3-jen2 
A 0© tso’-shih1 

W Fm tsun'-lu2 TP r rrn. 
^ tsungx-cheng 

|(jj tu2*-ku4 

H tuMsti1 

^ t'u^-fa1* 

Pp t‘u3-hsi2 

jj^ A tuan^mu4* 

^ -p tuan'^kan1 

^ ^ tuan^sun1 

^ A iun*-fanSv 

^ Pg tung'-men2 

^ ^ tungJ-yeh3 

^ tzu'-ju4* n r > I ■' 
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^ ^ tzu3-shen4 /{A ^ wiP-yang3 jj£ wu3-chung4 ^jr yu3-shenx 

-^r- Ip. tziP-ch'e1 M B wul*-ltil 3e£ H wu3-101 i ff yu4-hsing2 

T" tzu3-chia* W- |jt§ wuchang1 3e£ 1$ wu3-tux i gill yu4-shih* 

)jj^ tzu3-fuJ* l|f wu^ch'e1 5£ M ww’-ching1 || pfj yung'-men2 

T" tzu3-yang3 ^ tj^. wu2-chiang> £. jf wu3-lu4* IE ffl yunS2-yai 

tzu3-yenJ jjj- wu^ch'iu1 ^ wu4-hsiang4 ^ fH yiiMing2 

ht M tz<ti4-ti4 
jjj- wu^chung1 ij=l ^ yang2-she2* yu^ch'iu1 

EE ll* wang2-kuanx # wui-huan* |^r yang2-ch‘eng2 ^j2 /J£ yui-wen% 

3E wang2-sunx jjj- *||| wu2-pa4 % yehMu4* W fl yaMuns2 

'$k 4 wei2-sheng! # It wi^-yen2 yeh4*-yang2 jig fijj yun4-ch‘il 

^jc ^ wei4-yang! 2p wu^ch'iu1 G1 E yi4*-yu2 chih2*-shih,*-tai4 

-^p- wei4-ch‘ienx PE wu2-yungx HI y°4*-i4 IS ho4*-tou4-ling2 

it M wei'-chW jjp 3>C wu3~anl E 71 yuMvuJ 
^ hou2-mo4*-ch‘en2 

^ J\^ wen^-jSn1 ^ wu3-ch‘engJ /ff yu3-hsiung2 ^ J^jj£ hsix-tou3-lu2 

M -£§ wux-ma3 jj£ jjrjl wu3-ch‘iang2 ^ '[f7] yu3-jeng2 hsu'-mu^wan4 

AJ] If mo"-hu>-lu> 

jjpj' ^ o'-fu^-kan1 

£l 1# 1*1 pai'-yang’-t'i1 

ip ^ pu4-chih1:,,-yu4 

^ ^ M pu4-liu4*-kul 

# PuMu^-ken1 

#;A?F pu4-ta4-hant 

ttfc 't)t lit tlu3'fu2*‘lu;! 

7r &T wan4-niu3-yii2 

Mi Ufa wu^kuMun* 

J|fi: "f“ wu4*-niu3-yii2 

ip ^ yi4*-tou2-chiian4 

i 'jp ^ iT* ching’-chiang'-liu^-chin* 

=jp| nou'-wan’-wen’-tun1 

i! ^ $f tzu4-ssu3-tuJ*-po4 

III—THE CHINESE DYNASTIES. 

SYNOPTICAL TABLE. 

NAME OF DYNASTY. 
Number of 
Sovereigns. 

Began. Ended. Duration. 

The Age of the Five Rulers. 9 B.C. 2852 B.C. 2205 647 

M Hsia. i7 2205 1766 439 

or IS Shang or Yin. 28 1766 1122 644 

Chou. 34 1122 255 867 

Ch'in. 5 255 206 49 

gl, # M or ® 81 
Han, or Former Han or Western Han . . . 14 206 A.D. 25 231 

# »r IC n Later Han or Eastern Han. 12 A.D. 25 221 196 

H® The Three Kingdoms. 11 221 265 44 

TBJ 0k Minor Han. 2 221 2 6j 44 

Wei. 5 220 265 45 

Wu.’. 4 22Q 265 36 

mm 
Western Chin. 4 265 317 52 

H 
Eastern Chin. 11 317 420 103 

Division into North and South. 58 420 589 169 

SI 5^ 
Sung (House of Liu). 9 420 479 59 

gc ChH. 7 479 502 23 

Liang. 6 502 557 55 

ia Ch‘tn. 5 557 5fy 32 
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NAME OF DYNASTY. 
Number of 
Sovereigns. 

Began. Ended. Duration. 

At M 01 jc M Northern Wei or Wei of the Yuan family. 15 386 535 149 

® M Western Wei. 3 535 557 22 

MM Eastern Wei. X 534 550 l6 

Atm 
Northern Ch‘i. 7 550 5fy 39 

urn 
Northern Chou. 5 557 5fy 32 

pg Sui. 4 589 618 29 

0 
T'ang. 22 618 9°7 289 

sit The Five Dynasties. 13 907 960 53 

Posterior Liang. 2. 907 923 16 

m0 Posterior Pang.. 4 923 936 23 

! T5t fc l Posterior Chin. 2 936 947 11 f 

mm Posterior Han. 2 947 952 4 

mm Posterior Chou. O O 95i 960 9 

'M Liao (Kitan Tartars). 9 907 1125 218 

BS if Western Liao. 5 1125 n 68 43 

& 
Chin (Golden Tartars). IO 1260 145 

* 
Sung. 9 960 1127 167 

Southern Sung. 9 1127 1280 r53 

i 7C 
Yuan (Mongols). 9 1280 1368 88 

m Ming. 
17 1368 1644 276 

m Ch'ing. IO 1644 1912 268 

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES. 

i—3l#IE THE AGE OF THE FIVE RULERS. 

(Numbers in brackets refer to lives in Biographical Dictionary.) 

Dynastic Appellation. Personal Appellation. 

A
c
c
e
ss

io
n

. 

Dynastic Appellation. Personal Appellation. 

A
c
c
e
ss

io
n
. 

T‘ai Hao (585) 
Fu-hsi Shih 

P£ao-hsi Shih 

B.C. 

2953 
■fr# Ti K‘u Kao-hsin Shih 

B.C. 

2436 

cn 
J-H 

JV 

3 Yen Ti (1695) 
| 

! th ft 

Shen-nung Shih 
2838 Ti Chih 2366 

<D , 
> 
E Huang Ti (871) 

Lieh-shan Shih 

Yu-hsiung Shih 
2698 

It T‘ang Ti YAO (2426) IS ft T‘ao-t‘ang Shih 2357 

<D 

H 
Shao Hao 

Chuan Hsu 

1 © ft 

ft 

KiUft 

Hsien-yuan Shih 

Chin-t‘ien Shih 

Kao-yang Shih 

2598 

2514 

Yu Ti SHUN (1741) 
fIR Yu-yu Shih 2255 
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II-X* THE HSIA DYNASTY. SURNAME 

DYNASTIC TITLE. Accession. DYNASTIC TITLE. Accession. DYNASTIC TITLE. Accession. 

B.C. B.C. B.C. 

The Great Yu (1846) 2205 4'H Shao K‘ang 2079 s Chin 1900 

Wl Ch‘i 2x97 # Ch‘u 2057 TLtP K‘ung Chia 1879 

T‘ai K'ang 2188 l.rfri 
m Huai 2040 J| Kao 1848 

#Jft Chung K‘ang 2159 e Mang 2014 a Fa i837 

Hsiang 2146 m Hsieh 1996 mm Chieh Kuei (354) 1818 

Interreg num of forty years, Pu Chiang 1980 

commencing 2118 
m Chiung 1921 

HI.— THE SHANG or (from 1401) YIN DYNASTY. SURNAME ^ ft • 

jSl^r Ch'eng T'ang (282) 1766 % a Tsu Yi IS2S it m Tsu Keng 1265 

T‘ai Chia 1753 mi. ^ Tsu Hsin 1506 i! ^ Tsu Chia 1258 

ffcT Wu Ting 1720 Wu Chia 1490 JB Lin Hsin 1225 

jzM T‘ai Keng 1691 jft T Tsu Ting 1465 m t Keng Ting 1219 

TIP Hsiao Chia 1666 Nan Keng 1433 fit Zj Wu Yi 1198 

isa Yung Chi 1649 Yang Chia 1408 *T T‘ai Ting 1194 

T‘ai Mou 1637 mm P‘an Keng 1401 tz, Ti Yi I I9I 

#T Chung Ting 1562 4^ Hsiao Hsin 1373 M ^ Chou Hsin (414) iiS4 

44 Wai Jen 1549 * Zu Hsiao Yi 1352 

Ho Tan Chia 1534 T Wu Ting 1324 

IV.— THE CHOU DYNASTY. 

3: Wu Wang (2353) 1122 P‘ing Wang 770 &3E Ching Wang 5*9 

$4 Ch'eng Wang 11 is S4 Huan „ 719 7c 3: Y iian „ 475 

Jt 4 K‘ang 1078 iii 4 Chuang „ 696 ^^4 Cheng Ting Wang 468 

HS3E Chao V 1052 «3E Hsi „ 681 #4 K‘ao Wang 440 

18 BE Mu » (I559) 1001 14 Hui 676 sa4 Wei Lieh Wang 425 

4^4 Kung 946 j| 3E Hsiang „ 651 SI An Wang 401 

3E I 934 ®4 Ch'ing „ 6x8 *14 Lieh „ 375 

#4 Hsiao 9°9 E3E K‘uang „ 612 Hsien Wang 368 

Hi I V 
894 £4 Ting „ 606 mii4 Shen Ching Wang 320 

m 4 Li » 00
 

00
 

Chien „ 585 IX Nan Wang 3*4 

(±» -f Hsiian J) 827 14 Ting „ 57i mmm Tung Chou Chun 255 

M 3E Yu n 781 Ching „ 544 





VII — THE LATER HAN DYNASTY or EASTERN HAN. 

Dynastic Title. 

A
c
c
e
ss

io
n
. 

Title of Reign. 

W
h
e
n

 

a
d
o
p
te

d
. 

A.D. A.D. 

Kuang Wu Ti (1305) 25 m Chien Wu 25 

4* TV Chung Yuan 56 

Ming Ti (1292) 58 tK2? Yung P'ing 58 

a-t Chang Ti (135s) 76 it%j Chien Ch‘u 76 

TV m Yuan Ho 84 

Mm Chang Ho 87 

%aft Ho Ti (1275) 89 TV Yung Yuan 89 

TV M Yuan Hsing l°5 

Shang Ti (1330) ro6 gf Yen P'ing 106 

An Ti (1374) 107 yjiiJJ Yung Ch‘u 107 

ic (°r T‘ai (or 

Yuan) Ch‘u 114 

y\<m Yung Ning 120 

myt Chien Kuang I 21 

myt Yen Kuang 122 

«s# Shun Ti (1335) 126 rt<m Yung Chien 126 

IHH Yang Chia 132 

Yung Ho 136 

Han An 142 

StJift Chien K'ang 144 

Wft ChTing Ti (1341) 145 tkM Yung Chia 145 

Dynastic Title. 

Chih Ti (1358) 

Huan Ti (1287) 

Ling Ti (1312) 

Shao Ti (1333) 

Hsien Ti or Min. Ti 

(i3QI) 

VIII.—EPOCH OF THE THREE KINGDOMS. 

mm ft Chao Lieh Ti (1338) 221 m Chang Wu 221 

Hou Chu (1272) 223 mm 
mm 

Chien Hsing 

Yen Hsi 

223 

238 

Hou Chu 

P 
.2 "t/5 

(Si <D O 
Title of Reign. 

W
h
e
n

 
io

p
te

d
. 

C a 

A.D. A.D. 

X46 ft *71 Pen Ch‘u 146 

147 mm Chien Ho 147 

Ifl ¥ Ho P'ing IS© 

TV ^0 Yuan Chia 'S' 

* ft Yung Hsing *53 

y^W 
Yung Shou i55 

mM Yen Hsi 158 

yj< It Yung K'ang 167 

168 it ^ Chien Ning 168 

Hsi P'ing 172 

ytft Kuang Ho 178 

Chung P'ing 184 

189 Kuang Hsi 189 

JlS^ Chao Ning 189 

[89 yji'M 
Yung Han 189 

4» ¥ 
Chung P'ing 189 

Ch'u P'ing I9O 

m2? Hsing P'ing 194 

Chien An 196 

i£JSt Yen K'ang 220 

DYNASTY. 

mm Ching Yao 258 

Yen Hsing 263 

YUL— |jj THE WEI DYNASTY. 

%ft 
Wft 

Wen Ti (2008) 

Ming Ti (2003) 

220 

227 

Hr 
j^m 

Huang Ch'u 

T'ai Ho 

220 

227 
'pft Shao Ti 

Kao Kuei Hsiang Kung 
254 jE tv Cheng Y itan 254 

P3 Bl Ch'ing Lung 2 33 (2005) 

Ml# Ching Ch'u 237 -u-n Kan Lu 256 

Fei Ti j 
240 IE M Cheng Shih 240 TV M Yuan Ti (2001) 260 jR- TV Ching Yiian 260 

m itt Ch'i WangFang(i996)J Jit® Hsien Hsi 264 

If Chia P'ing 249 







XV.— MlE THE NORTHERN WEI DYNASTY <36 , HOUSE OF TOBA == “born in the sheets”); 

ALSO CALLED 7^ THE YUAN (2552) WEI DYNASTY. 

Dynastic Title. 

A
c
c
e
ss

io
n

. 

Title of Reign. 

W
h
e
n

 

a
d

o
p

te
d

. 

Dynastic Title. 

A
c
c
e
ss

io
n

. 

Title of Reign. 

W
h

e
n

 

a
d

o
p

te
d

. 

A.D. A.D. A.D. A.D. 

M, m Tao Wu Ti (1949) 386 31 [i Teng Kuo 386 Hsiao Wen Ti (2552) 471 mm Yen Hsing 471 

MM Huang Shih 396 mm Ch'eng Ming 476 

Then Hsing 398 T‘ai Ho 477 

Then Tz‘ii 404 Hsiian Wu Ti (2554) 500 MW Ching Ming 500 

BjTC't Ming Yuan Ti (1951) 409 Yung Hsing 409 £ Mi Cheng Shih 5°4 

Shen Jui 414 Yung Phng 508 

T‘ai Ch'ang 416 Yen Ch'ang 512 

Ig* lvai Wu Ti (1952) 424 Shih Kuang 424 Hsiao Ming Ti (2553) 5l6 m 2p im 1 Hsi Phng 516 

jWilS Shen Chia 428 SW IB. Shen Kuei 5W 

Yen Ho 432 IE* Cheng Kuang 5i9 

T‘ai Yen 435 #1 Hsiao Ch‘ang 525 

T‘ai Phng j m m s Lin-t‘ao Wang 528 Wu T‘ai 528 

1*# Chen Chun 
44° 

Hsiao Chuang Ti (2569) 528 Chien I 528 

iET Cheng Phng 452 Yung An 528 

^ ^ i Nan-an Wang 45 2 Ch'eng Phng 452 Mm Keng Hsing 529 

Wen Ch‘engTi( 1945) 452 Hsing An 452 Tung-hai Wang 53o mm Chien Ming 53o 

H* Hsing Kuang 454 IS H %• Chieh Min Ti 53i 55. in 2}* Chin T‘ai 53i 

*3? T‘ai An 455 An-ting Wang 53i *m Chung Hsing 53i 
Ho Phng 460 # nt ^ Hsiao Wu Ti (2549) 532 T‘ai Ch'ang S32 

Hsien Wen Ti (1947) 466 Then An 466 n<.rn Yung Hsing 532 

1ft Huang Hsing 467 & ffi Yung Hsi S32 

XVI.— jJ§ THE WESTERN WEI DYNASTY. 

% ‘rjj1 Wen Ti (2559) 535 *# 
Ta Thing 535 

Ti Chhn or Fei Ti 552 #•$* Kung Ti (2559) 554 
(2559) 

XVn—Jft H THE EASTERN WEI DYNASTY. 

534 % ¥ Then Phng 534 ^ ftp 'rjj‘ 
7C m Yuan Hsiang 538 

Hsiao Ching Ti 534 

se® 
Hsing Ho 

Wu Ting 

539 

543 
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Dynastic Title. 

A
cc

es
si

o
n

. 

Title of Reign. 

W
h

en
 

ad
o

p
te

d
. 

| 

Dynastic Title. 

A
cc

es
si

o
n

. 

Title of Reign. 

W
h
en

 
ad

o
p
te

d
. 

A.D. A.D. A.D A.D. 

mm Yen Tsai 694 Te Tsung (1158) 780 Chien Chung 780 

ms Cheng Sheng 695 ft TV Hsing Yiian 784 

T‘ienT‘seWan 

695 
TV Cheng Yuan 785 

Sui 
Shun Tsung (1206) 805 T A Yung Cheng 805 

WanSuiT'ung 
T‘ien 696 m >K 

Hsien Tsung (1202) 806 tv Yiian Ho 806 

Shen Kung 697 W >r< Mu Tsung (1130) 82r M §§ 
Ch'ang Ch'ing 821 

HD g| Sheng Li 698 Ching Tsung (1093) 825 ff M Pao Li 825 

ill Chiu Tsu 700 Wen Tsung (1127) 827 AfJ T‘ai Ho 827 

AA 
Ta Tsu 701 K‘ai Ch'eng 836 

Ch‘ang An 701 
—t\ tD 
3^ tjt Wu Tsung (1229) 841 # I 

Hui Ch‘ang 841 

4* > H 
Chung Tsung i#fl 

Shen Lung 705 
)±» *3 
J=L Hsiian Tsung(ii9i) 847 At 

T‘ai Chung 847 
"resumed the throne] 

Ching Lung 707 Si§ 7JT I Tsung (1219) 860 Hsien T‘ung 860 

Jui Tsung 710 Ching Yiin 710 I# Si? Hsi Tsung (1230) 874 H-Sft Ch‘ien Fu 874 

T‘ai Chi 712 JMJ1 Kuang Ming 880 

m Yen Ho 712 4j^p Chung Ho 881 

^(or7C)^ Hsiian {or Yuan) it Kuang Ch‘i 885 

»§, %■ Tsung (1172) 713 A A Hsien T‘ien 713 A if, Wen Te 888 

PliTU K‘ai Yuan 713 Chao Tsung (1x07) 889 sue Lung Chi 889 

T‘ien Pao 742 Adi Ta Shun 890 

-♦1- tt* 
Su Tsung (1216) 756 ai Chih Te 756 M ins Ching Fu 892 

Changed in 761 to % TV Ch'ien Yuan 758 %t ^ Ch‘ien Ning 894 

,the 1st _t 7C Shang Yuan 760 Aft Kuang Hua 898 

year of all time. ' *18 Pao Ying 762 T‘ien Fu 901 

ili > *.» 
TV TjT Tai Tsung (1235) 763 J§ /J^ MB3 Kuang Te 763 T‘ien Yu 904 

Yung T‘ai 765 Chao Hsiian Ti or 

AM Ta Li 766 or Ai Ti (1117) 9°4 T‘ien Yu 9°5 

5. ft EPOCH OF THE FIVE DYNASTIES. 

XXII.—(i) |E THE POSTERIOR LIANG DYNASTY. 

ic jfifi. T‘ai Tsu (475) 907 K‘ai P‘ing 9°7 Mo Ti or Chiin 9r3 jMJj Cheng Ming 9i5 

Ch‘ien Hua 911 Wang (477) flU Lung Te 921 

XXIII.—(2) H j|| |E THE POSTERIOR T‘ANG DYNASTY. 

Chuang Tsung(1220) 923 l«? A T‘ung Kuang 923 mu? Min Ti (1222) 933 mm Ying Shun 934 

Ming Tsung (1205) 926 A$ Then Ch‘eng 926 FeiTiwLu Wang 

SR Ch‘ang Hsing 930 (1223) 934 St* Ch‘ing T‘ai 934 

3 



XXIV.—(3) # W IE THE P0STERI0R CHIN DYNASTY* 

Dynastic Title. 

A
c
c
e
ss

io
n

. 

—
 

Title of Reign. 

W
h

e
n

 

a
d
o
p
te

d
. 

Dynastic Title. 

A
c
c
e
ss

io
n
. 

Title of Reign. 

■ 
W

h
e
n

 
2 

a
d
o
p
te

d
. 

1 pai iiL Kao Tsu (1706) 

A.D. 

936 % fli@ Then Fu 

A.D. 

936 
Hi ft 

or W EE 

Ch‘u Ti or Shao Ti or 

Chh Wang (1710) 

A.D. 

942 K‘ai Yiin 944 I 

XXV.—(4) g| |E THE POSTERIOR HAN DYNASTY. 

1 rpj ML Kao Tsu (1288) 947 A ili@ Then Fu 

Chhen Yu 

936 

948 
Yin Ti (1288) 948 Chhen Yu 948 | 

XXVI.—(5) % ffl IE the POSTERIOR CL [OU DYNASTY. 

I1L fch* 

tn: >w 

T‘ai Tsu (1076) 

Shih Tsung (1066) 

95° fi)® 

954 Kft 

Kuang Shun 

Hsien Te (already 
in use under 
T‘ai Tsu) 

Kung Ti (1066) 959 Hsien Te 960 

THE TARTAR DYNASTIES. 

XXVII.—jg |E THE LIAO DYNASTY (CHT-TAN or KITAN TARTARS) 

Jlfi T‘ai Tsu (2445) 

^ T‘ai Tsung (2453) 

Shih Tsung (2456) 

Mu Tsung (2450) 

Ching Tsung (2448) 

Sheng Tsung (2451) 

9°7 

927 

983 

Pit Shen Ts‘e 916 

a it Then Tsan 922 

% H Then Hsien 925 

Then Hsien 925 

Hui Thing 937 

* ^ Ta Thing 946 

X# Then Lu 947 

Hi M Ying Li 951 

Pao Ning 968 

Chhen Heng 978 

Thing Ho 983 

K‘ai T‘ai 1012 

15 ISheng Tsung 

Hsing Tsung (2454) 

Tao Tsung (2449) 

% 
Then Tsu (2455) 

AT T‘ai Phng ic 

1031 Ching Fu ic 

S Ch'ung Hsi i< 

1055 Chhng Ning 1 

ism Hsien Yung 1 

Ta K'ang 1 

A# Ta An 1 

Shou Lung 1 

I IOI Chhen Thing 1 

% JH Then Chhng 1 

«A Pao Ta 

XXVIII.—|E THE WESTERN LIAO DYNASTY. 

Te Tsung (2452) 1125 mm Yen Chhng 1125 

St B K‘ang Kuo 1126 

ISIS Kan Then Hou (936) 1136 Hsien Chhng 1136 

Jen Tsung (936) 1142 IS* Shao Hsing 1142 

Ch'eng Then (283) 

Mo Chu (283) 

ti54 

1168 

Hi!i§ Ch'ung Fu 1x54 

MM Huang Te 

SM Ch‘ung Te f) 

Then Hsi 1168 
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XXIX.— ^ THE CHIN DYNASTY OF ^ ^ NU-CHEN TARTARS. 

[ j|r was changed to j|[ under the Emperor jf|L ^ (2454), on account of taboo.] 

Dynastic Title. 
A

c
c
e
ss

io
n

. 
Title of Reign. 

W
h

e
n

 

a
d
o
p
te

d
. 

Dynastic Title. 

A
c
c
e
ss

io
n
. 

Title of Reign. 

W
h
e
n

 
a
d
o
p
te

d
. 

A.D. A.D. A.D. A.D. 

* mB. T‘ai Tsu (6) III5 0 Shou Kuo III5 
~rr. / 
TjL 7|> Chang Tsung T‘ai Ho 1201 

% W T‘ien Fu 1118 ffiMZ. Wei-shao Wang (2132) 1209 Ta An 1209 

g T‘ai Tsung (2129) 1123 % # T‘ien Hui X123 
MM gg 

Ch'ung Ch'ing 1212 

mg Hsi Tsung (2131) 1135 % H" T‘ien Hui 1123 M ^ Chih Ning 1213 

T‘ien Chiian 1138 
ti t til 
H. >Jt Hsiian Tsung (2125) 1213 Cheng Yu 1213 

Huang T'ung I 141 ftffi Hsing Ting 1217 

mmz. Hai-ling Wang (2127) 1149 as T‘ien Te 1149 TG it Yiian Kuang 1222 

A 7C Cheng Yiian 1153 Mg Ai Tsung (2130) 1224 IE A' Cheng Ta 1224 

HI Cheng Lung 1156 Aft T‘ien Hsing 1232 

It! til 
IE 7J> Shih Tsung (2128) 1161 Ta Ting 1161 K‘ai Hsing 1233 

S til 
^ >TC Chang Tsung (2126) 1190 RJ I Ming Ch'ang 1190 * ^or 

Ch'eng An 1196 ^ -4- 
'K 3E Mo Ti or Hou Chu 1234 n n Sheng Ch'ang 1234 

xxx--tR IE THE SUNG DYNASTY; ALSO CALLED ^ NORTHERN SUNG. 

jffl. T‘ai Tsu (168) 960 in m Chien Lung 960 Jen Tsung K‘ang Ting 1040 

Ch'ien Te 963 li Ch'ing Li 1041 

HI 9 K‘ai Pao 968 Huang Yu 1049 

AT T‘ai P‘ing 976 Chih Ho 1054 

T‘ai Tsung (160) 976 ft H Hsing Kuo 976 Chia Yu 1056 

H SR Yung Hsi 984 
iii 

^ >K Ying Tsung (184) 1063 y&T Chih P‘ing xo64 

Tuan Kung 988 Shen Tsung (157) 1067 EH "rfS 
DM 4 Hsi Ning 1068 

Shun Hua 990 7C H Yiian Feng 1078 

mu Chih Tao 995 Che Tsung (158) 1085 Yiian Yu 1086 

^ til 
^ 7JT Chen Tsung (153) 997 J&T Hsien P‘ing 998 Shao Sheng 1094 

1:®. Ching Te 1004 7C Yiian Fu 1098 

A T Ta Chung 1008 mg Hui Tsung (145) I IOO if Chien Chung X IOI 

## Hsiang Fu 1008 Upf 0 Ching Kuo IIOI 

^ iTi T‘ien Hsi 1017 
MM >‘t. 

TIT j Ch'ung Ning 1102 

«#* Ch'ien Hsing 1022 H Ta Kuan x 107 

iz ^ Jen Tsung (144) 1022 ah T‘ien Sheng 1023 Cheng Ho XIII 

fut Ming Tao 1032 Ch'ung Ho 1118 

jR* Ching Yu 1034 a ^0 Hsiian Ho 1119 

ff 71: Pao Yiian 1038 mg Ch'in Tsung (159) 1126 4glE Ching K‘ang 1126 



XXXI.— iU* THE SOUTHERN SUNG DYNASTY. 

Dynastic Title. 

A
cc

es
si

o
n

. 

Title of Reign. 

W
h

en
 

ad
o

p
te

d
. 

Dynastic Title. 

A
cc

es
si

o
n

. 

Title of Reign. 

W
h
en
 

1 
ad

o
p
te

d
. 

1 

I ‘ t=f ‘ 
1 iRl 7JT Kao Tsung (166) 

A.D. 

1127 myA Chien Yen 

A.D. 

1127 Li Tsung 

A.D. 

18® Shao Ting 

A.D. 

1228 

1 4* 
*3.« Shao Hsing 1131 Tuan P‘ing I234 

Hsiao Tsung (180) 1162 mm Lung Hsing 1163 n EE Chia Hsi I237 

Ch'ien Tao 1165 Shun Yu 1241 

I tii J 7C 

» Eli IT JIM 
Shun Hsi 1174 fi’iiifc Pao Yu I253 

Kuang Tsung (190) 1189 18 SI Shao Hsi 1190 mm K‘ai Ch'ing I259 

I -V- Ning Tsung (170) 1194 IS 7C Ch'ing Yuan ”95 Ching Ting 1260 

Chia T‘ai 1201 Mm Tu Tsung (147) 1264 if Hsien Shun 1265 

mm K'ai Hsi 1205 ## Kung Ti (156) 1274 Te Yu I275 

n® Chia Ting 1208 AS Tuan Tsung (182) 1276 ** Ching Yen 1276 

aS® Li Tsung (199) 1224 Pao Ch'ing 1225 Ti Ping (177) 1278 if ^ Hsiang Hsing 1278 

XXXII.— THE YUAN (MONGOL) DYNASTY (inaugurated in 1271). 

DYNASTIC TITLE. d 
0 

to When 

Chinese. Mongol. 
0 
0 
0 

< 

ntie ot Keign. 
adopted. 

hfcrfl T'ai Tsu (605) Temuchin or Gengis 

A.D. 

1206 d. 1227 Regent 

I ic ^ T'ai Tsung (1590) Ogdai or Ogotai I229 1240 
1 fcb ti* 
I aE >t* Ting Tsung (1078) Gayuk or Kuyak 1246 d. 1248 Interregnum 
I ^ ti* | m 7JT Hsien Tsung (1493) Mangu I25X d. 1259 

ti H Shih Tsu (1012) Kublai or Sitchen & ‘M'%I; « if 1260 
4* 

Chung Thing 1260 

m it Chih Yuan 1264 I J® T Ch'eng Tsung (1929) Timur or Olcheitu Wi I294 it jH Yuan Cheng 1295 

Ta Te 1297 
I ~-l\ ti* I ac Wu Tsung (933) Kaisun or Guluk M tJj; # 1307 SA Chih Ta 1308 

Jen Tsung (13) Ayuli Palpata * w m « n a m I3II 3-. I'M Huang Ch'ing 1312 

Yen Yu 13*4 
I -dHM ti* 
1 Ying Tsung (1744) Sotpala m € a f i) I32° Chih Chih 1321 

T‘ai Ting Ti (2484) Yesun Timur ii ^ T323 mm T'ai Ting i324 

Chih Ho 1328 

Yu Chu (4) Achakpa 1328 T'ien Shun 1328 



Chinese. 

2 I 

DYNASTIC TITLE. 

^ or 

Ming Tsung (663) 

Wen Ti (21x0) 

Ning Tsung (915) 

Shun Ti or Hui Tsung (1953) 

Mongol. 

Hosila 

Tup Timur 

lie Chepe 

Tohan Timur 

a WuiiB 

S£ 1 ifi 
3Hf liBi 

a 
.2 *\n (0 <u 0 y 

Title of Reign. 
When 

adopted 

A.D. A.D. 

1329 X M T‘ien Li I329 

1329 X M Then Li 1330 

mm Chih Shun 1330 

1332 

1333 7C Yuan T'ung 13 33 

m jt Chih Yiian 1335 

m ie Chih Cheng i34i 

XXXIII.— THE MING DYNASTY. 

- 
When 

DYNASTIC TITLE. Personal Name. Accession. Title of Reign. adopted. 

A.D. \ A.D. 

T‘ai Tsu (483) 7C Ji 
Yiian Chang 1368 i£st Hung Wu 1368 

]§•$' Hui Ti (488) % $c Yiin Wen 1398 Chien Wen r399 

)ifl 
Ch‘eng Tsu (471) 

J4l w Ti 1402 Yung Le 1403 

. ti* Jen Tsung (456) 
mi i^fc 

Kao Chih 1424 mm Hung Hsi 1425 

LL >K Hsuan Tsung (432) fif $ Chan Chi 1425 •AM Hsiian Te 1426 

-±fc- ti1 
^ 7JT 

Ying Tsung (435) 
jjili ®l 

Ch‘i Chen 1435 1E^ Cheng T'ung i436 
Xf> (it 
TV 7JY Tai Tsung (436) Ch‘i Yu 1449 Ching T‘ai 145° 
-it- tit 
^ TK Ying Tsung (resumed government) 1457 xm Then Shun 1457 
^3* 
m >j< Hsien Tsung (438) ji* Chien Shen 1464 Ch‘eng Hua 1465 

Hsiao Tsung (481) 
trttt Yu T‘ang 1487 ms Hung Chih 

00 
co 
rf 
M

 

-ft iil 
>K Wu Tsung (444) mm Hou Chao I5°5 IE M Cheng ie 1506 

Ml 
E 7TC Shih Tsung (445) m Hou Tsung 1521 

Mr Chia Ching 1522 

Mu Tsung (472) ^ & Tsai Hou 1566 ft* Lung Ch‘ing I567 

Shen Tsung (452) mm Yi Chun 1572 
•it4 rrr 
H JM Wan Li 1573 

\p *±* 
7U >K Kuang Tsung Ch'ang Lo 1620 % H T‘ai Ch'ang 1620 

ill; Hsi Tsung (479) 
& & Yu Hsiao 1620 X Mk Then Chh 1621 

1i £ »■ Huai Tsung or Chuang Lieh Min Ti (478) & ^ 
Yu Chien 1627 mm Ch‘ung Cheng 1628 

XXXIV.—yg THE CHTNG (MANCHU) DYNASTY. 

DYNASTIC TITLE. Accession. Title of Reign. Personal Name. 

| ^ M M. Chao Tsu Yiian Huang Ti . . . . 

A.D. 

yip -E Tse Wang 

^ H It H 'rji1 Hsin§ Tsu Chih „ „ . . . . Ji§ EE Chhng „ 

H ii. M M ChinsTsu Yi » „ . . . . |§ Ch'ang „ 

UK Jflfi. jit jfl 'jfj* Hsien Tsu Hsuan „ ,. ^83 ini EE Fu 
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DYNASTIC TITLE. 

IS. Jfi ^T<ai Tsu Kao HuansTi 
^ 3c JH T<ai Tsung w^n » 

1ft MMM. 

ft sii 
^ M 

tsii 
& 

5? fit J 

ja © 
7JY tSK M 

H- £» 'I * 35. 

(Deposed 1912; 

Shih Tsu Chang „ „ . 

Sheng Tsu Jen „ „ . 

*j^‘ Shih Tsung Hsien Huang 

Kao Tsung Shun „ 

Jen Tsung Jui „ 

Hsiian Tsung Ch‘eng „ 

'rg* Wen Tsung Hsien „ 

Mu Tsung Yi „ 

Te Tsung Ching „ 

title not yet conferred) . . . 

Ti 

Accession. Title of Reign. 

A.D. 

1616 zfi tjfr T<ien Mine (r58°) 

1627 ^ lj|t( Then Ts'ung 

Ch'ung Te (1923). Call 

1644 jig Shun Chih (1742) 

1662 (5E K‘ang Hsi (941) 

1723 IE Yung Cheng (2577) 

1736 *j{£ $k Ch<ien Lung (364) 

1796 Iff J|| Chia Chhng (318) 

182 [ ^ yt Tao Kuang (1889) 

1851 H Hsien Feng (747) 

1862 PJ T'ung Chih (2107) 

1875 yt KuangHsa (1010) 

1908 *§£ r$i HsQan T‘ung 

Personal Name. 

ed himself 

H ~~ 

$ *1 

>0 

5i 

2fl> 3tis 
pT 

;£■ 

vf£ 

Emp. from 1635. 

Fu Lin 

Hsiian Yeh 

Yiin (0r In) Cheng 

Hung Li 

Yung Yen 

Min Ning 

Yi Chu 

Tsai Shun 

Tsai Then 

Pu I 

IV.—TOPOGRAPHICAL. 

(A)—THE PROVINCES OF CHINA PROPER. 

Provinces. Literary Names. Collective Titles. 

Administrative Divisions. 
Capital. 

Circuits. Fu. Thng. Chou. Hsien. 

it Chihli Job Yen-yun; jjf ||| Ching-chi 7 I I 4 23 122 Pao-ting 

Ur Shantung UU Shan-tso; j|l Tung 3 IO — II 96 Chi-nan 

\U is Shansi llj Shan-yu; ss. Chin 
4 9 10 l6 86 T‘ai-yiian 

m s Honan 
W Yti 4 9 3 9 97 K‘ai-feng 

*111 
Kiangsu ^ Wu ) 5 8 4 6 62 Chiang-ning 

Anhui Pjf Liang Kiang 3 8 I 8 52 An-chhng 

?X® Kiangsi J|P Yii-chang ) 4 13 3 2 75 Nan-ch‘ang 

mu Chehkiang VrfilJ Che; Yueh 
gf] aff Min Cheh 

4 I I 3 I 75 Hangchow 

ins Fuhkien m Mm 4 9 3 2 58 Foochow 

MX Hupeh fp °; & Ch<u ) PH Liang Hu or 4 IO 3 8 60 Wu-clTang 

Hunan $0 Hsiang j ||f Hu Kuang 4 9 8 7 64 Ch‘ang-sha 

jg M Kuangtung i|jL Yiieh-tung 5 9 I I I I 77 Canton 
Era IS Liang Kuang 

S © Kuangsi I®. [J|j Yiieh-hsi 4 I I 6 49 54 Kuei-lin 

Sit Yunnan yjj| Tien 
| ’ll* Yiin Kuei 

5 14 17 35 39 Yiin-nan 

it iii Kueichou Ch<ien 3 12 14 H 33 Kuei-yang 

m in Ssuch'uan ^ Shu 5 12 13 *9 ”3 Ch‘eng-tu 

life s Shensi j||j Kuan-chung; |jps; Chhn; Lung 
Shen Kan 

5 7 8 10 73 Hsi-an 

KM Kansuh1 11 IO 21 16 59 Lan-chow 

84 l82 132 247 !,3°6 

1 Turkestan, or the New Dominion, is now included in Kansuh, under an Administrator, who is also Governor of Kansuh and resides at j[j| Ti-hua Fu. 



j Provinces. 

Shingking | 

ft# Kirin 

Stitt Heilungkiang 

THE MANCHURIAN PROVINCES. 

Alternative Names. 

% 

Liao-tung 

Kuan-tung 

Tsitsihar 

Capital. 
Administrative Divisions. 

Circuits. Fu. T‘ing. Chou. Hsien. 

Moukden j 

(^ Feng-t'ien) j 
2 3 5 5 14 

Kirin-ula I I 5 I I 

Tsitsihar (Still under military government.) 

it HI 
ft IN 
ft Si 
ftfF 

S3 it 
i'lfl IN 

Wa¬ 

rn, m 
IE® 

$11 
ifi A 

a# 

ir® 

tt^ 

(B)—THE PREFECTURES OF CHINA. 

Name. Province. Name. Province. Name. Province. 

An-ch‘ing Anhui 5fii Chien-ch'ang Kiangsi «#h Heng-chou Hunan 

An-lu Hupeh Chien-ning Fuhkien 
mm Ho-chien Chihli 

An-shun Kueichou iiilN Ch‘ih-chou Anhui feTi# Ho-nan Honan 
Chang-te Honan Chin-hua Chehkiang Hsi-an Shensi 
Chang-chou Fuhkien nn Chin-chou Shingking m^ Hsi-ning Kansuh 
Ch'ang-chou Kiangsu #JIN Ching-chou Hupeh mm Hsiang-yang Hupeh 
Ch'ang-te Hunan Jg 1# Ch‘ing-yang Kansuh m Hsin-chou Kuangsi 
Ch‘ang-sha II Ch'ing-yiian Kuangsi Hsing-an Shensi 
Ch'ang-t'u Shingking ft IN Ch‘ing-chou Shantung Hsing-hua Fuhkien 
Chao-ch‘ing Kuangtung % ‘/X Chiu-chiang Kiangsi Hsing-i Kueichou 
Chao-t‘ung Yunnan *8 in Ch'iung-chou Kuangtung ffcIH Hsii-chou Kiangsu 
Ch'ao-chou Kuangtung fii ill Ch'ii-ching Yunnan «IN Hsu-chou Sstich'uan 
Chen-an Kuangsi *jh Ch'u-chou Chehkiang Hsiian-hua Chihli 
Chen-chiang Kiangsu Ch'u-chou » sM Hu-chou Chehkiang 
Chen-ytian Kueichou Ch‘u-hsiung Yunnan if Huai-an Kiangsu 
Ch'en-chou Hunan in Ch‘iian-chou Fuhkien 11 Huai-ch'ing Honan 
ClPen-chou Honan fig Ch'ung-ch'ing Ssuch'uan SIN Huang-chou Hupeh 
Cheng-ting Chihli 

& fi Fen-chou Shansi SIN Hui-chou Kuangtung 
Ch‘eng-te ii Feng-hsiang Shensi * JH Hui-chou Anhui 
Ch‘eng-tu Ssuch'uan an Feng-yang Anhui as I-ch'ang Hupeh 
Ch'eng-chiang Yunnan Feng-t‘ien Shingking I-li Kansuh, Outer 
Chi-an Kiangsi IS IN Fu-chou Kiangsi ilfIN I-chou Shantung 
Chi-lin Kirin >fiS )) Fuhkien ft IN Jao-chou Kiangsi 
Chi-nan Shantung ins ^ Fu-ning Ju-ning Honan 
Chia-hsing Chehkiang Han-chung Shensi Jui-chou Kiangsi 
Chia-ting Ssuch'uan mm Han-yang Hupeh 

lii # K'ai-feng Honan 
Chiang-ning 

_ 

Kiangsu #lih Hang-chou Chehkiang 
® a, K'ai-hua Yunnan 
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Name. 

if Ml Kan-chou 

Kan-chou 

Kao-chou 

JiMl Kuang-chou 

iHa Kuang-hsin 

M it Kuang-nan 

m2? 

is Ml 
IS Ml 

ESir 
WON 
•W£ 

Kuang-p'ing 

Kuei-te 

Kuei-lin 

Kuei-yang 

K‘uei-chou 

Kung-ch‘ang 

Lai-chou 

Lan-chou 

Lei-chou 

Li-p‘ing 

Li-chiang 

Liang-chou 

Lien-chou 

Lin-an 

Lin-chiang 

Liu-chou 

Lu-an 

Lii-chou 

Lung-an 

Nan-an 

Nan-ch‘ang 

Province. Name. 

Kansuh 

Kiangsi 

Kuangtung 

if 

Kiangsi 

Yunnan 

Chihli 

Honan 

Kuangsi 

Kueichou 

Ssiich'uan 

Kansuh 

Shantung 

Kansuh 

Kuangtung 

Kueichou 

Yunnan 

Kansuh 

Kuangtung 

Yunnan 

Kiangsi 

Kuangsi 

Shansi 

Anhui 

Sstich'uan 

Kiangsi 

1 **• 

Province. 

Pao-ting 

Pao-ch‘ing 

P‘ing-le 

P‘ing-liang 

P‘ing-yang 

P‘u-erh 

P‘u-chou 

Shao-hsing 

Shao-wu 

Shao-chou 

Shih-nan 

Shih-ch‘ien 

Shun-ch‘ing 

Shun-ning 

Shun-te 

Shun-then 

So-p‘ing 

Ssu-ch‘eng 

Ssh-chou 

Ssti-en 

Ssu-nan 

Su-chou 

Sui-ching 

Sui-ting 

Sung-chiang 

Ta-li 

Ta-ming 

Chihli 

Hunan 

Kuangsi 

Kansuh 

Shansi 

Yunnan 

Shansi 

Chehkiang 

Fuhkien 

Kuangtung 

Hupeh 

Kueichou 

Ssuch'uan 

Yunnan 

Chihli 

Shansi 

Kuangsi 

Kueichou 

Kuangsi 

Kueichou 

Kiangsu 

Kansuh, Outer 

Ssuch'uan 

Kiangsu 

Yunnan 

Chihli 

m JK Nan-k'ang 
3) A a£ Ta-ting Kueichou 

Nan-ning 
• 

Kuangsi A ^ Ta-t‘ung Shansi 

it n Nan-yang Honan T‘ai-p‘ing Anhui 

Ning-hsia Kansuh T‘ai-p‘ing Kuangsi 

[g Ning-kuo Anhui T‘ai-yuan Shansi 

Ning-po Chehkiang T‘ai-an Shantung 

Ning-wu Shansi AMI T‘ai-chou Chehkiang 

j|| Ning-yuan Ssuch'uan Te-an Hupeh 

Pao-ning 
if *JH Teng-chou Shantung 

Name. Province. 

iS-ft Ti-hua Kansuh, Outer 

T‘ien-ching Chihli 

iTMl T‘ing-chou Fuhkien 

W Ml Ts‘ao-chou Shantung 

if 111 Tse-chou Shansi 

Tsun-i Kueichou 

Tu-yiin V 

KM Tung-ch‘ang Shantung 

Kill Tung-ch‘uan Yunnan 

T‘ung-chou Shensi 

mt= T‘ung-jen Kueichou 

iS Ml T‘ung-ch‘uan Ssuch'uan 

Wei-hui Honan 

a mi Wen-chou Chehkiang 

ts Ml Wu-chou Kuangsi 

Wu-ch‘ang Hupeh 

Wu-ting Shantung 

m m Ya-chou Ssuch‘uan 

M Yang-chou Kiangsu 

1 Ml Yen-chou Chehkiang 

Yen-an Shensi 

Yen-p‘ing Fuhkien 

SMI Yen-chou Shantung 

SMI Ying-chou Anhui 

SMI Yo-chou Hunan 

# # Yu-lin Shensi 

tcMI Yiian-chou Hunan 

Y uan-chou Kiangsi 

id Y iin-yang Hupeh 

Sit Yiin-nan Yunnan 

k § Yung-ch‘ang » 

HMI Yung-chou Hunan 

k2? Yung-p‘ing Chihli 

Mi Yung-shun Hunan 
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(C)—MONGOLIA. DIVISIONS AND DISTRIBUTION OF TRIBES. 

Names of Tribes. 

( ft ft to Khorcin 

) IL## Jalait 

t± ft 10 # Durbet 

! JB.ftHfr Ghorlos 

( nf ft (f'J to Kharacin 

1 ±.ft# Tumet 

Aokhan 

^ il Naiman 

Q# Barin 

II## Djarud 

IW Pi U $ to Aru Khorcin 

Ongniot 

Keshikteng 

Pf ft p* Khalkha (left wing) 

( .ft)**to Uchumucin 

Hoocit 

si a#. Sunid 

Abaga 

( per B «i I* Abaganar 

1 0T3IS® Durban Keuked 

2g®)3r Mow Mingan 

Mt m # Urad 

"«ft »t Khalkha (right wing) 

w ft ^ m Ordos (Ortous) 

l ± it LS if T‘ushet‘u Khanate 

1 rneif Tsetsen „ 

ILK^Hif Dzassakt'u „ 

I ==. # U? M Sain-noin 

( H # # Oelots (Eleuths) 

1 i It M, # Turgut 

1 ?S # Khoshoit 

mmm Choros 

Khoit 

Mingad 

tl Djakcin 

Divisions. Names of Leagues. Banners. 

ft W. A 
Inner Mongolia 

Outer Mongolia 

Kokonor 

i§SSJii?i6 
Uliasutai 

^ M Tfc 

pf ft p$ 

© if i£r 

Cherim 

Chosotu 

Chao Uda 

Silinghol 

Ulan Chap 

Ikh Chao 

Khalkas 

Kalmucks 

Kalmucks 

6 

i 

1 

2 

3 

2 

I 

1 

2 

2 

2 

I 

I 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

I 

I 

3 

i 

7 

20 

23 

18 

22 

21 

2 

I 

4 
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V.-THE CALENDAR. 

(A)—THE TWENTY-FOUR SOLAR TERMS. 

Approximate Dates. The Solar Terms. Zodiacal position of Sun. 

February 5 Li ch'un JJL ^ Spring begins Aquarius 

99 x9 Yu shui ^ yjt Rain water Pisces 

March S Ching chih m m 
1^ £Eif 

Excited insects 
99 

99 20 Ch'un fen Vernal equinox Aries 

April 5 Ch'ing ming m m Clear and bright 
99 

99 20 Ku yii MtW Grain rains Taurus 

May s Li hsia JJL Xl Summer begins 
n 

99 21 Hsiao man iffi Grain fills Gemini 

June 6 Mang chung Grain in ear 
99 

99 21 Hsia chih M M Summer solstice Cancer 

July 7 Hsiao shu Slight heat 99 

99 23 Ta shu Great heat Leo 

August 7 Li ch‘iu jjl Autumn begins 
99 

99 23 Ch‘u shu MM Limit of heat Virgo 

September 8 Pai lu White dew 
99 

99 23 Ch‘iu fen Autumnal equinox Libra 

October 8 Han lu IS ft Cold dew n 

99 23 Shuang chiang Hoar frost descends Scorpio 

November 7 Li tung Winter begins 
99 

99 22 Hsiao hsiieh Little snow Sagittarius 

December 7 Ta hsiieh 
A# 

Heavy snow 99 

99 22 Tung chih Winter solstice Capricorn 

January 6 Hsiao han 
** 

Little cold 
99 

99 21 Ta han Severe cold Aquarius 

(B)—THE CHINESE STELLAR DIVISIONS WITH THEIR CORRESPONDING ELEMENTS AND ANIMALS, 

AND THEIR DETERMINING ASTERISMS, WITH LONGITUDE IN a.d. 1800. 

No. Sign. Element. Animal. Constellation. Longitude. 

I * chio wood Hornless Dragon Spica; £, A, « Virgo 
O 

201 

9 

3 

il 
O 

2 Jb k'ang metal 
Hi 

Dragon t, x, A, p Virgo 211 42 1 

3 ft ti earth m Badger «, (3, y, t Libra 222 I7 35 

4 fang sun & Hare (3, S, 7r, v Scorpio 240 8 48 

5 hsin moon % Fox Antares; <r, r Scorpio 245 O 25 

6 M wei fire % Tiger e, P7 *>> K *> v Scorpio 253 27 15 



No. Sign. Element. Animal. Constellation. Longitude. 

7 ft chi water m Leopard y, S, s, (3 Sagittarius 

O 
268 

J 

28 

u 

*5 

8 4 tou wood 
m 

Gryphon H, A, p, <r, t, £ Sagittarius 277 23 6 

9 T niu metal * Ox «, (3, t Aries; w, A, B Sagittarius 301 15 r 1 

xo nii earth 
tu 

Bat s, 1u, v, 9 Aquarius 3 08 55 54 

11 £ hsii sun 
Mi Rat (3 Aquarius; ci Equuleus 320 36 16 

12 wei moon Swallow a. Aquarius; e, 0 Pegasus 330 33 45 

13 shih fire m Boar ci (Markab), (3 (Scheat) Pegasus 35° 4i 59 

14 H Pi water m Porcupine y (Algenib) Pegasus; x Andromeda 6 22 9 

13 (Mirach), S, e, >j, yc, v, n Andromeda 
i5 Je k‘uei wood Wolf 17 48 12 

* (2), r, v, <p, x, Pisces 

16 # lou metal Dog a, (3, y Aries 
3i IO 39 

17 i wei earth 44b Pheasant Musca Borealis 44 8 47 
18 M mao sun Cock Pleiades 

57 12 1 

19 m Pi moon M Raven Hyades; yc, v Taurus 65 39 58 

20 tzu fire m Monkey A, <p (2) Orion 80 54 47 
21 shen water m Ape 7> S, e, >), y. Orion 79 34 6 

22 ching wood 
if Tapir Gemini 92 3° 21 

23 & kuei metal Sheep y, S, »), 0 Cancer 122 56 24 

24 fflJ liu earth Muntjak G »»> P, a Hydra 127 3i 4 

25 M hsing sun M Horse ci, 1, r (2), y, v (2) Hydra 144 29 44 
26 Bt chang moon m Deer x, A, yc, v, (p Hydra * 52 54 37 

27 il i fire it Serpent 22 stars in Crater and Hydra 170 56 9 
28 chen water *SI Worm (3, y, J, f Corvus 187 56 52 

(C)—CHINESE NAMES FOR THE MONTHS. 

No. Ordinary From the Erh Ya. 
Name. LITERARY NAMES. 

Names. Calendaric Signs. 

1 jE M j Tuan yiieh ftg Ch‘ing-yang ^ iit Jnt 1W Meng-yang 
♦ ♦ 

7G M Y uan „ San 3E Ch‘un-wang 
| |^Tsou tfJ = i|t. Chia = Pi 

| 2 i Hsing „ Chung-ho 

Ju iz® Hua-chao Yi = Chu 

3 mn T‘ao „ _t a Shang-ssid Han-shih Su ftj = {$ Ping = Hsiu 
4 Huai „ fg=fn Ch‘ing-ho Mai-ch‘iu ^Yu ~E=l§i Ting = Yu 

5 3LM j if A P‘u „ ^4* T'ien-chung mm Tuan-yang 

teAl Liu mn Man-yiieh 
J JjlKao 

l% = Jg Mou = Li 
6 Ho „ ik 0 Fu-jih T‘ien-huang H.Chu S = MlJ Chi = Tse 

two columns above; and so on in recurring order. 
, by combining the characters given in the 
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No. 
Ordinary 

Name. LITERARY NAMES. 
From the Erh Ya. 

Names. Calendaric Signs. 

7 -bn j 
mn 

mn 

T'ung yiieh 

Ch'iao „ 

'I* 7C Chung-yuan 

Lan-yiieh 

* 

| Hsiang 

* 

^ ^ Keng = Chih 

8 
AM &M Kuei „ 

41 He Chung-ch'iu £j;h Chuang =Y- — Hsin = Se 

9 M HiM Chit „ 
IS H Ch‘ung-yang 

35 Ht 
Chii-ch‘iu Hsiian -3r = $£ Jen = Chung 

IO 
+ M # M Mei „ 

% ^ 
Yang-ch‘un vJa 1Mr ^ Hsiao-yang-ch‘un |jp^‘ Yang = Kuei = Chi 

XI 
+-^j 

*-n 

w&n 

Tung „ 

Chung-tung yiieh is 
Ch‘ang-chih 

Chia-ytieh 
J 5ku 

12 
+ -J! mn La yiieh 

ht 
Chia-p‘ing 

'/S itE Ch‘ing-ssu j&T‘u 

{■D)—THE TWELVE BRANCHES, OR HORARY CHARACTERS. 

The Twelve 

Branches. 
Symbolical 

Animals. 
Zodiacal Signs. Poetical Names. Corresponding Hours. Points of the 

Compass. 

T 
rrx \j i zu Rat Aries IS K‘un-tun I I-l A.M. HI 3rd watch North 

* Ch‘ou Ox Taurus ft tr» Ch'ih-fen-jo i-3 mm 4th „ NNE | E 

Yin Tiger Gemini She-t‘i-ko 3-5 3£ H 5 th „ ENE j N 

m Mao Hare Cancer j mu 
S k 

Shan-o J 
Tan-an J 5-7 East 

m Ch'en Dragon Leo Chih-hsii 7-9 ESE * S 

a Ssii Serpent Virgo | E%M Ta-huang-lo j 

Ta-mang-lo 
9-i i ±Y Forenoon SSE | E 

T Wu Horse Libra Si* Tun-tsang i i-i P.M. jET Noon South 

* Wei Sheep Scorpio | ffir 

it ib 

Hsieh-hsia J 

Shih-hsia j i-3 Afternoon SSW \ W 

<¥ Shen Monkey Sagittarius j JB H T‘un-t‘an | 

Tui-han | J 1 
3-5 WSW { s 

m Yu Cock Capricornus j it ii 
itii 

Tso-o ) 
Tso-o j 5-7 West 

fk Hsu Dog Aquarius wa 
f&a 

Yen-mou j 

Yen-mou 
7-9 « m 1st watch WNW { N 

% Hai Boar Pisces A® fit Ta-yiian-hsien 9-11 2nd „ NNW | W 

(E)—NAMES AND AFFINITIES OF THE TEN CELESTIAL STEMS. 

Astrological Names. 
Dual 

Combi¬ 
nation. 

Correspon¬ 
ding 

Elements. 

Binary Exhibition. 

Planets. 

Yang. Yin. 

mm 
mm 

O-feng 

Chan-meng 

II 
US It 

Yen-feng 

Tuan-meng 
| if Zj Wood Fir Bamboo Jupiter 

ik % 
® B 

Jou-chao 

Ch'iang-yii mm 
Y u-chao 

Ch!iang-wu 

Yu-t‘ao | 

PjT Fire 
Burning 

wood 
Lamp 

flame Mars 

The Ten Stems. 

^ Chia 

Zu Yi 

Ping 

T Tins 
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The Ten Stems. Astrological Names. 

jjc Mou Cho-yung Chu-yung 

! S Chi Mm T‘u-wei Chu-li 

Keng _L Shang-chang Shang-heng 

rjb Hsin WL± Ch‘ung-kuang mm Chao-yang 

■3r Jgn Hsilan-yi If 3t Heng-ai 

^ Kuei mm Chao-yang ft* Shang-chang 

Dual 
Combi¬ 
nation. 

Correspon¬ 
ding 

Elements. 

Binary Exhibition. 

Planets. 

Yang. Yin. 

-wei | 

he a Earth Hill Plain Saturn 

j Metal Weapons Kettle Venus 

* m Water Waves Brooks Mercury 

(F)—COMPARATIVE TABLE OF THE CHINESE CYCLES BEFORE THE CHRISTIAN ERA. 

(Cycles i to 44). 

Cycle Commencing. Cycle Commencing. 

B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. B.C. 

oi 
57 X17 177 237 297 57 117 177 237 297 57 117 •77 237 297 

357 417 477 537 597 CJ 357 417 477 537 597 <U 357 417 477 537 597 cl 1- 657 717 777 837 897 657 717 777 837 897 Cl 657 717 777 837 897 rCj 957 IOI7 1077 1137 1 *97 rt rC 957 IOI7 1077 1137 1197 rt 957 1017 1077 • •37 1197 
1257 1317 1377 1437 1497 1257 130 1377 1437 1497 u 1257 1317 •377 •437 •497 
1557 1617 1677 1737 1797 1557 1617 1677 1737 1797 1557 1617 1677 • 737 1797 
1857 1917 1977 2037 2097 1857 1917 1977 2037 2097 1857 1917 •977 2037 2097 

>> 2157 2217 2277 2337 2397 2157 22 17 2277 2337 2397 >> 2157 22 17 2277 2337 2397 
2457 250 2577 2637 — 2457 2517 2577 2637 — u 

2457 2517 2577 2637 

tPT 57 17 77 37 97 tp ip 37 97 57 17 77 •PH 17 77 37 97 57 

a * 56 l6 76 36 96 L S 36 96 56 l6 76 a a l6 76 36 96 56 

i*» 55 r5 75 35 95 ft# 35 95 55 15 75 ft ^ 15 75 35 95 55 

TW 54 14 74 34 94 34 94 54 14 74 14 74 34 94 54 

heM 53 *3 73 33 93 33 93 53 13 73 he 4* x3 73 33 93 53 
a a 52 12 72 32 92 a * 32 92 52 12 72 ai 12 72 32 92 52 

It A 51 I I 7i 3i 9i it® 3i 9i 51 I I 7i It he I I 7i 3i 91 5i 

A* 5° IO 70 30 90 
A IP 3° 90 5° IO 70 IO 70 3° 90 50 

if 49 9 69 29 89 29 89 49 9 69 9 69 29 89 49 
48 8 68 28 88 ^a 28 88 48 8 68 54 8 68 28 88 48 
47 7 67 27 87 27 87 47 7 67 Eh® 7 67 27 87 47 
46 6 66 26 86 a 26 86 46 6 66 LIP 6 66 26 86 46 

45 5 65 25 85 ft ^ 25 85 45 5 65 ft ^ 5 65 25 85 45 
T# 44 4 64 24 84 TI 24 84 44 4 64 Ta 4 64 24 84 44 
he® 43 3 63 23 83 $ # 23 83 43 3 63 he V 3 63 23 83 43 
a £P 42 2 62 22 82 a ^ 22 82 42 2 62 

a * 2 62 22 82 42 
Itn 4i I 6l 21 81 21 81 4i I 6l I 6l 21 8r 4i 

$ a 40 OO 60 20 SO ^ -a 20 80 40 OO 60 001 60 20 80 40 

T T 39 99 59 J9 79 19 79 39 99 59 99 1 59 •9 79 39 
38 98 58 18 78 3rlP 18 78 38 98 58 98 1 58 18 78 38 

Cycle Commencing. 

1 In last Cycle for oo, 99, 98 read a.d. 1, 2, 3. 



3° 

B.C. 

628 

609 

59° 

57x 

552 

533 

5X4 

495 
476 

457 

438 

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF THE CHINESE CYCLES AFTER THE CHRISTIAN ERA. 

(Cycles 45 to 76). 

(G)—TABLE OF FIRST YEARS OF EACH CYCLE OF NINETEEN YEARS. 

B.C. 628—A.D. 2071. 

419 

400 

381 

362 

343 

324 

305 

286 

267 

248 

229 

210 

191 

172 

x53 

i34 

”5 
96 

77 

58 

39 
20 

A.D. 

I 

x9 
38 

57 
76 

95 
114 

133 

X52 

171 

190 

209 

228 

247 

266 

285 

3°4 

323 

342 

361 

380 

399 

418 

437 
456 

475 

494 

5X3 

532 

551 

57° 

589 

608 

627 

646 

665 

684 

7°3 
722 

74r 

760 

779 

798 

817 

836 

855 

874 

893 
912 

93i 

95° 

969 
988 

1007 

1026 

1045 

1064 

1083 

x 102 

1121 

1140 

“59 
1178 

1197 

1216 

1235 

1254 

1273 

1292 

1311 

x33° 

x349 
1368 

1387 

1406 

1425 

1444 

1463 

1482 

1501 

1520 

x539 
x558 

x577 

x596 
1615 

1634 

1653 

1672 

1691 

1710 

1729 

1748 

1767 

1786 

1805 

1824 

1843 

1862 

Cycle commencing. Cycle commencing. Cycle commencing. 

A.D. A.D. A.D. A.D. A.D. v- A.D. A D. A.D. A.D. A.D. A.D. A.D. A.D. A.D. A.D. 

0 4 64 O 4 64 O 4 64 
v-> rt 304 364 124 184 244 (-■ CS 304 364 124 184 244 C3 304 364 124 184 244 

rC 
CJ 604 664 424 484 544 CJ 604 664 424 484 544 .CJ 

CJ 604 664 424 484 544 
904 964 724 784 844 904 964 724 784 844 904 964 724 784 844 

0 1204 1264 IO24 1084 1144 ci 0 I204 1264 IO24 1084 1144 c3 0 1204 1264 1024 1084 1144 
x5°4 1564 1324 x384 1444 *0 x5°4 >564 1324 1384 1444 'o 1504 1564 1324 1384 1444 

u 1804 1864 1624 1684 x744 U 1804 1864 1624 1684 1744 >> 
u 1804 1864 1624 1684 1744 

(FT 04 64 24 84 44 tfitF 24 84 44 04 64 44 04 64 24 84 

ZL * 05 65 25 85 45 M 25 85 45 °5 65 z2 a 45 05 65 25 85 

06 66 26 86 46 pj & 26 86 46 06 66 ® T 46 06 66 26 86 

07 67 27 87 47 TiZ 27 87 47 07 67 T5lc 47 °7 67 27 87 

Uc m 08 68 28 88 48 28 88 48 08 68 ft* 48 08 68 28 88 

a a °9 69 29 89 49 a a 29 89 49 09 69 E ® 49 °9 69 29 89 

10 70 30 90 5° 30 90 5° IO 70 5° 10 70 3° 90 

$ 4? 11 71 3X 9X 5X ^ DP 3X 9X 5X I I 7X 5X I I 7X 3X 91 

12 72 32 92 52 32 92 S2 12 72 S2 12 72 32 92 

mm x3 73 33 93 53 mz 33 93 53 x3 73 53 x3 73 33 93 

tp# x4 74 34 94 54 tpT 34 94 54 x4 74 54 x4 74 34 94 

a it x5 75 35 95 55 a * 35 95 55 x5 75 ££P 55 x5 75 35 95 

lr 
l6 76 36 96 56 36 

96 56 l6 76 Pa Wt 56 l6 76 36 96 

T * x7 77 37 97 57 T® 37 97 57 x7 77 Ta 57 x7 77 37 97 

$ @ 18 78 38 98 58 38 98 58 iS 78 A 58 18 78 38 98 

a^P x9 79 39 99 59 39 99 59 x9 79 a* 59 x9 79 39 99 

20 SO 40 OO 60 40 
OO 60 20 80 

It A 
60 20 80 40 OO 

^ a 
21 81 4X OI 61 4X 

OI 61 21 81 A® 61 21 81 4X OI 

22 82 42 02 62 42 
02 62 22 82 62 22 82 43 02 

t|v 23 83 43 03 63 31 3P 43 °3 63 23 83 63 23 83 43 °3 

1881 

1900 

X9X9 
x938 

x957 
1976 

x995 
2014 

2033 

2052 

2071 



(H)—TABLE OF FIRST DAYS OF EACH MOON FOR EVERY YEAR OF THE LUNAR CYCLE OF NINETEEN YEARS. 

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. | Nov. Dec. 
I 23 21 23 21 21 13 l9 17 l6 

15 1 14 13 

j 2 12 10 12 IO IO 8 8 6 5 2 3 2 

Jan. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

3 I 3i I 3i 24 29 27 27 25 24 23 22 21 

Feb. Apr. June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

4 20 18 20 18 18 l6 16 14 13 12 II IO 

Oct. Nov. Dec. 

5 9 7 9 7 7 5 5 3 2 2 31 3° 29 

Nov. Dec. 
6 28 26 28 26 26 24 24 22 21 20 19 18 

7 17 15 17 15 15 13 12 I I IO 9 8 7 

8 
Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

6 4 6 S 4 3 2 I 30 29 28 27 26 

Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
9 25 2 3 25 23 23 21 21 x9 18 17 l6 18 

xo 14 12 14 13 12 IO IO 8 7 6 5 4 

May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
11 3 2 3 2 

1 3i 29 29 27 26 25 24 23 

June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
12 22 20 22 IO 20 18 18 l6 is 14 13 12 

Dec. 
13 11 9 11 9 9 7 7 5 4 3 2 I 31 

14 30 28 3° 8 28 26 26 24 23 22 21 20 

is x9 17 19 i7 17 25 i5 x3 12 I I IO 9 

l6 8 
Oct. Nov. Dec. 

5 6 6 6 4 4 2 I I 30 29 28 

17 27 

— 

Nov. Dec. 
25 27 2S 25 23 23 21 20 19 18 17 

18 l6 H l6 14 14 12 12 IO 9 8 7 6 

X9 5 
July Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

s 5 4 3 2 I 30 28 29 26 25 24 

(/)—TABLE OF FIRST YEARS OF EACH PERIOD 
OF 80 YEARS. 

B.C. 2561—A.D. 2240. 

B.C. A.D. 

2561 1681 881 8l 720 
2401 1601 801 I 800 
2321 1521 721 80 880 
2241 1441 641 160 960 
2161 1361 561 240 1040 
2081 1281 481 3 20 1120 
2001 1201 401 400 1200 
1921 1121 321 480 1280 
1841 1041 241 560 1360 
1761 961 161 640 1440 

(A')—TABLE OF DAYS ON WHICH THE 

CYCLICAL CHARACTERS FOR 

1st JANUARY RECUR. 

1520 

1600 

1680 

1760 

1840 

1920 

2000 

2080 

2160 

2240 

Common Years. 

March 

May 

June 

August 

October 28 

December 27 

30 

29 

Leap Years. 

March I 

April 3° 

June 29 

August 28 

October 27 

December 26 
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1. —The years B.C. or A.D. corresponding roughly with the Chinese rulers and year-titles will be found under The Dynasties 

table III, B. 

2. —The years B.C. 2637—A.D. 1923 corresponding roughly with Chinese cyclical years will be found under table F., above. 

3- To convert (when expressed by numerals) a given Chinese day of a given moon in a given year.—Refer to table G. for 

ordinal position of given year in lunar cycle of nineteen years. Apply the ordinal number obtained to table H., which gives the 

first days of each moon for every year of the lunar cycle. E.g. Wanted the 3rd day of the 2nd moon of the 4th year of -&J 

Hsiian Ho. The year required (see Dynasties) is A.D. 1122, which (see G.) is the 2nd year of the 19-year cycle, beginning-! 121. 

In the 2nd year (see H.), the 1st day of the 1st moon falls on Feb. 10, and the 3rd day of the 2nd moon on 14th March. 

[N.B. The earliest day on which China New Year can fall lies between Jan. 21 (Fritsche) and Jan. 22 (J. Williams); and the 

latest, between Feb. 19 and Feb. 20. Therefore, when the 1st of the Chinese 1st moon falls before Jan. j 2\, the date given under 

the 2nd moon must be taken as the first day of the Chinese year, and so on.] 

4* To convert a given Chinese day (when expressed by cyclical characters) of a given moon in a given year.—Refer to 

table /., and subtract (if B.C.) the given year from the nearest possible number, or (if A.D.) subtract from the given year the nearest 

possible number. The number remaining will indicate in table /. the cyclical characters for the 1st Jan. of the given year. Then, 

find as above G. and H.) the date on which the moon in question begins. Refer to table K.\ take the nearest preceding date on 

which the characters for Jan. 1 would recur, and giving this the cyclical characters found for Jan. 1, count on from that point in 

table L. until the ^cyclical combination required is reached. E.g. Wanted the "J* g, ting ssu day of the 4th moon of the 3rd year 

of the period jj?£ jQ Ch‘ien Yuan of the Emperor ^ Su Tsung of the T'ang dynasty. The year required (see Dynasties) is 760 

Refer to table /., and subtract (because A.D.) 720 from 760 = 40, which in table /. gives ^ # hsin ch’ou as the 1st January for 

760. [The 38 on the right shows its place in table L.] Then find as above (G. and H.) the date on which the 4th moon begins = 

Jan. 23. The nearest preceding date to this in table K. is (because a Leap Year) April 30. Make ^ # hsin ch‘ou in table L 

(No. 38) stand for April 30, and count on until "J" {3 ting ssti (No. 54) is reached = May 16. Answer: May 16, A.D. 760. 

VI.-MISCELLANEOUS. 

(A)—THE CHINESE DIGITS. 

a b c REMARKS. 

1 1 —• 1 
1 2 -* II Mor^ 
I 3 1)1 a. Common form. 

j| 4 X & b. Commonly used for accounts. Are said to be of Graeco-Bactrian origin, 

i 5 if 
but are known to the Chinese as ^ ^ ^ or ^ Soochow or business 

3 6 _L |?--L characters. When 1 and 2 or 3 come together, they are written alternately vertically 

m and horizontally. Thus 12,332 would be written | =l)|=||. 
J 7 

% Adopted for use on drafts, pawn-tickets, etc., as being less liable to frau- ( 8 A J. 

pi dulent alteration. For lengthened forms of 10, 100 and 1,000 see next page. 

9 % A 
1 0 
I 

O ■— 
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(£)—THE CHINESE DECIMAL SYSTEM. 

WHOLE NUMBERS. FRACTIONS. 

English. Chinese. 

One —* yi4* 

Ten -j— shih2* 

One hundred pai3* 

One thousand ch'ien1 

Ten thousand wan4 

One hundred thousand 'fill yi4* 

One million chao4 

Ten millions or ching1 

One hundred millions or kai1 

One thousand millions f<|| pu3 or tzii 

Ten thousand millions ^ jang3 

One hundred thousand millions kou1 

One billion M chien" 

Ten billions Jp cheng4 

One hundred billions fjj^ tsai4 

Remarks. 

Lengthened form ;j^ 

n 

9) 

Contracted 

in 
if 
7j 

^ and sometimes 

change places. See 

K‘ang Hsi sub 

Also written 

[For continuation of these 
series, see China Review, 
XXII, 293; XXIV, 46.] 

One 

One 

One 

One 

One 

One 

One 

One 

One 

One 

English. 

tenth 

hundredth 

thousandth 

ten-thousandth 

hundred thousandth 

millionth 

ten-millionth 

hundred-millionth 

thousand-millionth 

ten-thousand-millionth 

Chinesf. 
Contracted 

Form. 

ch'ien2 

^ fen1 J ^ h 

Mlis M or% 
hao2 

Ji&ssu1 & 
& hu1* — 

ffl wei* — 

Hlhsien1 

sha1 — 

|j|I ch‘en2 — 
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RADICAL INDEX. 
jjjB._The figures to the left of each column of characters refer to the number of strokes in each character to be counted in addition to those of the 

Radical. Of the figures to the right, those in romans denote the place in the Dictionary where the character is treated, while those in italics mark the 

appearance of the same character under other sounds or forms. “S.” stands for “surname;” any unusual reading being specially indicated. 

l 
8 

2& 
9282 s. 3 z 1787 s. IS 

3SL 
6748 5883 

Yt 
9960 lik 5327 U 8195 

—• 5342 I< 11450 4 
-r 

M5 7461 5917 s. Yt 1x254 7 56i5 Y£ 
8212 

If202 S. 33 78 4 % 3757 S. 
iA 

242 S. jin'1 7 8211 

I 7 
I4IO 

2 
4911 O 

£ 
1297 2686 ifc 59j8 ft 8340 

T 11253 S. 
1 

6528 
* 

12358 
J 3248 

5395 S. 11682 7 861 8388 

1055 s. I 
If 

2268 5 J* 
8582 

I 7 7°73 
i3273 

A 
11986 

4 
1114 8603 

2 
* 

424 2 5- 
6077 

g 12174 
3 7* 13671 

3906 3 Yt 
214 ft x5i9 8855 

JT 
S .chil,chHl 

> / 

1 
12827 7 6326 

5 704 
7243 596 fi 

1677 7 8873 

T 
4230 s. 

■j 
* 

2875 S. 9 770 

7 9990 
6 4286 

ft 425 •» 
842 ijb 8923 

— 9522 2906 9890 
JR 

2140 S. 
YtJ 

2690 
IB 3111 Y6 8557 

9552 s. ft 3561 S. chfng 4 

7 7 ^ 7035 S. ft 
3666 S. 7856 9340 

± 
9729 S. 1488 shfng4 11276 

B 5462 
fit 9°44 S. po** 

ft 
12484 S. 4 5467 IC >fj* 2828 — 3363 8 9399 ft 5598 Y& 

9863 
7 9480 

3 5788 
DF 

6366 12 12176 
I 

T* 
586 

13 W 10641 S. 
# 

7199 S. 
Y£ 

10967 
# 

9817 S. 

7893 6 
$ 2752 7 13537 s. 7756 it 9993 7 11061 

Yg 
9772 

* 3595 7 $ 379 
5 

I3549 12600 
Yili 4449 S. Y^J 

12654 9780 s. 

9352 275i .A 
ft 10508 

Yfr 
12699 s. 

ft 
4409 

9449 8 1125 
Z, 534i S. 

s 4972 O 
11378 

# 
12770 S. 

ft 9997 

9456 23i57 
1769 A 5624 s. 

ft 
10547 S. 12885 s. 10289 

S. foux 3 
L 

13267 
2151 s. 

Y 5623 7 12287 s- if 
13672 

ft 
10231 

■*? *35*1 2525 I 
A 

2263 s. 3 £ 12698 s. 
1 0 907 7 1726 

5 YA 
268 12399 

10007 2 
ft 

50(5(5 
4 

7092 4 S 
6011 

* m 423 s. 7 22493 Yffl 
2462 

YS 
10634 S. 

* 2518 12490 7871 M 4800 s. 

ft. 
A?jo 12318 

ft 
2527 s. 7 10899 

4 2310 S. S. huari1 S. mieh1 5 jib 4363 
25!7 Yjt 

12782 ft 2603 Yw 11178 

8818 3 ft 10618 S. 2 ti 1060 S. 

«. 

10201 
S. ch',iu‘l r3x59 2655 7 11346 s. 

ft 
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8847 6603 11 6876 « 3021 

if 
8893 Jia 2369 ft 7i95 ffi 

3163 

ts 8821 6604 ‘Iff 75io ft 6598 

f $b 8925 ts 6119 S. tfc 776i ti 6344 

m 
9296 

M 3057 'ft 7656 6345 

ft 9481 # 6574 S. ft 'UA 8322 « 6629 

# 4600 s. ft 6573 If 8792 S. tl 65*9 

/B 10271 s. 
ti 6320 9468 m 6741 

'la 10491 tffi 6332 4138 ti 6989 

/■& 10565 ts 6402 ft 10459 I’M 7026 

W 11150 ft 6458 ft 20932 m 7754 

£ 11702 tic 5^ 10989 in 7753 

ft 247 6481 $ 11031 8265 

H 743 tf 6787 i& 12103 m 8779 

■If 11861 
tl 7198 it 1422 it 4106 

IS 12017 $ 7253 is 3188 m * llo 4041 



/K\ 
fcb 10220 

|^ io652 

|lji 10802 

It 10846 
t Ui\ 

t® XII74 

& 8238 

T/fx i2°24 

11926 

tfli 137 23 

7889 

T§ io743 

t8 11120 

fjf 1J332 

ti$ 1 i3°8 

i^<J ii697 

M 2498 

« I41S 

IO 

gg 
AS' 3°52 

^ x796 

[ 48 

IS 2282 

'1# 7340 

S. /a3 

y® 7527 s. 

tH 763I 

7668 

||| 8062 

M 7984 

8063 s. 

|IS 8490 

ttt 8, 

11649 

<o» 

tffl 4490 

4547 S. 

3203 

10604 

hg. 10716 

i329° 

k\m 3043 

tf 3157 
ti 7190 
$8 8043 

fS 8174 

||| hi 

m 8571 

12260 

'I# ii6i5 

M 3636 

fH io796 

|f| x3384 

'M 4819 

5352 S. ^ I257 

tH 3053 2772 

tl 6356 ff§ i656 

IH 2679 nR 7445 

10468 x3247 

7154 12 314S. 

7559 x3® 4098 S. 

S. liuin '* 142437 

||| 8i36 2939 

221^ 4650 J|£ 10567 s. 

24® 2769 
63 

62 
P 4959 S. 

6061 s. 1 % 8475 

6606 3 ft 99°3 

1 jj( I2792 M 9904 

I3778 4 M 3440 S. 

2 ^ 762 S. ^ 4963 

5746 s. jj 1781 

/$; 10083 :pt 6987 

4735 /oo<5^ 

3 ”501 10211 S. 

M J53i 10173 

33i3 1035Z 

8426 5 M 6884 

12680 S. jj! S. /ws* 

4 M 9172 S> 

53i6 9214 

7$ I276 m^4 

r583 6 J| 3844 

6 [pj£ 12265 J|! 5412 

7 n7i jp| 5389 s. 

j*|j/ 11146 J5 973° 

M 1018 S- 
S. yrJiao’1 

8 928 Jpf 9669 

9 ® 5856 7 JH 4965 s. 

bJc i8°9 8 j|| 3465 

6486 M 13°71 

J[£ 10878 

jj& 1094 s. 
64 

11674 iooii 

i°|£ I5I3 ^ 11496 S. 
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I tl 125 {ft 8100 ft 6662 682 4* 11328 4$ 
IOI92 3264 4S 10984 

12822 % 
8471 {£ 

7202 ftl 2506 445 12273 'TP 
rP- 

10191 
m 2962 4S 

11249 

* 4» 5637 ft: 2519 HP 7250 it 1791 0 ” 540 # 10221 6599 ft ”3H 

s. y/«^‘ 835° 4* 7574 ft 1982 
» 

11690 & 11287 
# 

6312 ft 2822 

5883 4S 8514 8002 45 
1822 1782 4* ”373 4® 6346 12185 

7°97 S. /a2 4f 
8033 4* 715 4S 12431 41 

12288 
4$ 

6625 
» ”5°9 

ft 8506 # 8599 8069 2926 7 ft IO ft ”779 ft 
6990 ftt 11792 

8541 ft 8586 4R 79” 39°3 12840 
« 

3278 ft* 7158 & 1480 S. 

# 94^5 8615 ft 7732 ft* 3897 48 
640 4£ 

12480 ftt 7229 ft 1485 S. 

9512 ft 8895 S 
8092 4$ 4387 4?f 2524 4# 12705 4S 7027 4t 11768 

tr 10494 iM 8752 iE 8477 ft 4823 ft 2406 4f 6643a 7566 11872 

3 $ 187 # 8580 tt 8297 4S 2693 ft 3799 4W 12983 7573 4$ 11836 

n 
5816 9451 « 

8527 s. 4382 
u 4435 ft 5483 ft 7468 ftt 

12469 

ft 5886 ft 9048 8569 5476 n 5°59 8 4J| 680 4F1 7755 4® 12815 

5914 ft 9204 
4# 8633 13027 M 5871 11224 a 7796 

a 
12837 

in 6176 ft 10043 9275 4S 5748 4® 5993 421 S. 8109 ft 9719 

ft JP# w 10698 4$ 8605 41 5967 ft ”33 44* 7°7 8266 ft 13057 

6255 ft 11428 ft 8874 ft 1301 2447 w 583 8304 4S 5508 

10008 ft 11446 S. te 8709 43 9*3 4374 1997 m 8375 12972 

ft 9932 ft 11062 ft 8814 1466 4# I355 2401 n 8573 1466 

ft io973 ft 12216 9°34 =F 1495 4£ 3270 +rk TE 2807 m 8579 9 ft 132 

& 11366 ft: 12634 8926 ¥ 1561 4* 2318 2831 m 8839 ft 205 

ft 1727 it 12968 4fl 8576 4367 3055 3684 ft 9422 « 623 

tc 12784 ft 5532 9417 IS 6028 ft 3129 ft 3577 9452 4i 29x5 

4 ft 226 ft I351^ 4# 9482 ijt 3161 S. 13732 8903 S. p‘ei2 « 2696 S. 

486 ft 13770 ft 10584 444 6575 s. ft 2957 4Sfc 4455 41 93° 7 2839 

2685 ft 13806 ft 10904 X7-L 
—F' 

6564 4a 6544 4572 444 9290 ft 5080 

ft 488 5 48 466 S. m 10636 Jlfc. 6576 
«F 7095 M 53i7 ft 9574 ft 5*49 

5012 
ft 2486 ft ”347 ft 6307 7324 m 4929 4& 9790 S. 41 5596 

# S°8 S. tt 2015 4£ 11380 ft 6288 ft 8261 m 5238 ft 10017 
5700 

ft 55° S. ft 2396 ft i9°7 ♦ 8093 41 8288 ft 5356 S. 
+jKFt 

5°54 

2416 11684 11400 S. 8095 8320 4M 5897 ftj S. 3 rlM 

ft 

9785 

576 

4i 

4# 
2532 

3670 

ft 254 

11694 ft 

S. «?i2 

45 

4® 

4$ 

8364 

8374 & 

5925 

5981 

4i 
4if 

1848 

10501 

•tt 

4S 
h|; 

1575 

1455 s. 

tft 733 vt 3659 4¥ 12825 4£ S. nieh1 « 8509 6025 *ptc 10688 ft 1009 

724.6 

* 761 S. ft 1705 4* 12864 ft S. «/z7z‘ 8585 41 1191 10823 4i£ 1779 

3613 s. 43 2948 ffi 8162 4n 9963 4# 8651 ex 
1774 n 10843 4S 1187 

ft 5868 ft 147 a m 121 ft 9986 4$ 8756 4fe 2111 4£ 7075 6123 

ft 592i m 3006 8356 ft 2731 4f 9422 2360 11069 ft 6487 

ft 6i37 a 3°7° 12947 IOIO9 IS 9461 S. ft 2991 11104 8*1 6655 

ft 1104 ft 6284 ft i35°6 4A 4442 48 975° 4S 3231 1 ”75 flj 6656 

ft 3221 ft 6328 6 ft 172 ft 11076 9668 3r52 41 11210 #& 755° 

* 
64 

7 
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4® 7853 4§l *3755 4H 967i 4® 6612 4M I2853 /od<?d 4fp 10108 41 8s6* 

4H 7921 4^ 13735 4H 10227 ft 7341 4le i294i 4^ /odd.2 ^ 10474 ip 8634 

4S 8i3° 10^ 210 ioi85 4$ *97° 41 I3°45 10674 10532 4H s754 

}& 56 41 2 94 ftj 10x78 6896 I2ft 735 ip 10752 4jH 10624 ftt 10242 

8262 4S jss 10215 ft 7x11 ft 736 41® ”390 ft 10722 4H II037 
S 8657 4H *793 4H 4370 |p[ 70^0 tt 582 gp 12206 11646 s. 4g 20/ 

86 89! 1 4l& 1833 4$* 10433 7567 (ft 579 It 4f ^ “477 

9292 4if 4743 4H 10440 7286 4| 1810 11788 11665 164^ 4339 

4& 9546 || 2836 ft io485 4i 7424 4t 2766 U ”950 j3593 4H 

4^| 10239 4Jt 2700 10526 
_LrYc 
m 7435 « 27^8 4H ^jd 4^ I347I 5330 

ip 4310 ^ 4h8 4H io495 ftf 7601 ft 3735 11887 x4tl 2411 4# i694 
10206 4396 ft 10770 jft 7969 4^ 3865 4i *3*56 4§ 3877 4@ 6660 

4i 4863 4# 4997 4@ I°79I 4P4j 4491 13 4i 4^ 4627 4® 7397 

10153 4H 5248 4@ 10814 7675 48 5158 2938 4S 5019 4® 7485 

45£ 4365 ^ 5737 4H 11183 7985 4PI 5 715 2680 4^ 8331 4® 103'7 

4]§L 4807 4§L 5907 413 2489 8055 4i 1335 « 3833 il 5426 4f "478 
4?p 10880 59i6 11806 |g 8o64 4$ S. chHeti2 41 5042 8215 J7 H§ 5570 

4*| 10915 4ft 6i53 4t 1258 « 88 1428 4$£ 5811 41 5677 ti 67r3 
11003 S. 

4H M96 4# 207 x ^ 899i 41; 3204 4J£ x425 4F§1 6o38 ft 13321 

4f IIOI4 4# 1632 
11772 ®| 9°96 6444 4$ 1660 Up 6727 18 ^ 4169 

$1 9797 ^ /dj-/ Bt I2439 Wi 9609 ft 6795 41^, S. chieh1* ^ 9236 4397 

11153 1690 S. ft. ti 9292 4g 7044 ijjpf 869 9266 S. hui1 

4<& 12079 4464 12644 4^ 170262 ^ 2I°3 4^1 10580 ^ 9806 

4$'J 11656 4^5 2108 4| I2726 4# 4478 8155 ^ 2205 4i 10797 
4110469 

4M i6i3 ftl 3262 41? 12916 s. 9691 4g 6070 ^ 815 81 37 

2252 6130 “4H *57 M 9723 8314 M 3044 s. 1075 
10694 

S. nan'' 

W& 10669 

4$ s. 

ffl( 2231 

^ 6109 

8486 

ffl 559 

Ip 1797 

4§ 2922 

4^ 10106 

4B& 8598 

HI 9i64 

4m 6334 

si 6825 

ip 12999 

41 i3i49 

11879 

41 6977 

7257 

r9*4 

4H10094 

4H 4853 

4j§ 10750 

JfK 9i63 

ft 9369 s. 

ti 7285 

7394 

I5®P l86o 

5640 

ft! ^ 

11895 

4^ 327 

ip 756°s- 

|j§| 72<5p2 M 7873 4$ 2792 ft ”425 JS£ ^ 41 8153 4® 7330 

12742 4§ 8173 4H 3570 49 I2I52 9365 4^; 112 10091 

13355 8406 4M 4962 Ipr 309 
9472 4# 8S54 4^r2979 

4i 7294 

fg !2833 4d& 848s 4R 4ff 308 4ft 9441 9020 S. kung% 
4§ 3174 

11527 

13019 tH 8zi5 5789 4f 1 i638 9508 II 8355 f§§ 5586 s. 11885 

12876 s. 8592 4^ 6018 4g 228 1® 9523 s. 9395 41 6129 11898 

12975 4^? 866 x 4He 6i7* 11675 ft 9653 41 9521 6648 2°^ 1375 

fp I3IQ3 4j>§ 9064 4^ 8o5 41 I2I5 4i 4554 S 9539 tl “65 4i 6639 

4^ 13067 U 9373 4P 2271 4® i6i4 4$t i0344 431 9542 ta “34 4i I0732 

4*| 5393 ^ 9535 S. liu2 4# r7IQ fjr 4102 4ff 9765 4i 6996 21 ^73^ 

15166 4§ 9568 4# 638o ft 1192° 
10267 41 9810 M 7877 224S* 8i5° 

i3574 41? 9576 4$ 6425 41 12012 4H10605 H 9677 4# 83h 4# 11'39 
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03 #£ 8909 S. 9 ^ 5081 13420 

£ 1873 s. ^ 9559 li 8613 6 M 279 

6 X879 S. san3 *76714 $f I0I7 

8 995 $S$ IJ3*S M 754xS. 

I0|$ 1108 12203 S. 60 ^ 7687 
—- 9 2144 S. ip 11427 J# 8800 

60 ® 885 6 ^ 5323 ^ 8675 

^ 9486 $£ 7147 1184 7 IS 3457 

2 5965 I0sjt 26 7070 ^ 3637 
10009 ® i389 7 4948 s. Tfk 7246 

Oo
 (-n
 

•<1 OO C/^
 

3936 # 4226 M 8210 
6555 s. 1108 4372 9°4i 

'([£ 13388 S. #£ x7*9 8 §4; 1185 M 478o 

4 $: 3455 "fifc 'S8 13598 ii84s 
9260 ®t 3638 9 624 S. j^ 2150 

5 5 2158 
pSfc 8491 loljSp 6377 8 492 

6012 ilt 7076 12433 9 M 7247 
jj£ 692 S. 10075 114 7342 It 9757 

6186 10182 I2J|!| XI443 xojf 5364 
6081 10217 3054 if S. >' 
6190 lit I0921 ^ io45 S. 

M 7918 12^ 697 69 12 x964 

££ 11x65 3539 Jr 20I9 ^ 5143 

6 $c 4349 M. x336 I Jf 1962 s. X4|g 3395 
8909 l3^t 7143 S. 4 ^ 3738 15^ 282 

7 654 It JW? Jjlr i277 H* 6477 
^ J944 12094 5 ^ 563 S. f$L 13532 

^ I352 141§£ 2942 7 307 
^ 2281S. -ffjt 275° 5 U 558 71 

M 7933 m 8976 10262 S. ^ 12752 
It 82 s. i# 2936 fflr j43i 1 948 
M 8567 x6^t 4340 9 ^lr 4574 s. 7 ^ 949 
# 4768 19 Nik' S. pien'1 12 f|f 2417 

jfcfc 11342 s. 14^ 12149 72 

^625 07 2X^1 2582 0 J5P5 
8 j£j£ 442 12633 S. 5642 

5499 6 Ifif 235 *70 
9998 

584x 8 |>§ 3462 -fc 3435 s. 1 10633 
W 804 S. fei3 4 ^7 8674 2 g 1790 

Sfc 1776 pei1 13515 s. EH* ^507 
fek 8267 tit 9254S. 5 $}i 8802 4403 

ftt 8970S. $£ 8597 9934 S. 'fcj 4864 

] 

M 

¥ 

pa 

fff 

:7c 
B 

4760 

11603 

3796 
12873 

5817 

75 
427 S. 

35r4 

344i 
3887 S. 

5951 

S. kuei' 

fJJf 4567 
5222 

S. hun4 

5497 S. 
23282 

S. kuei4 

-if 3234 

6317 

6536 s. 

7927 
BJJ 7946 s. 

0£ 8587 

gp 4105 s- 

9880 

7X “683 

H£ I2495 
flip 12772 

597 
462 

473 S. 

ifp 2854 S. 

4481 

4758 
7694 

7733 

8201 

9198 

9297 

9519 
9940 s. 

9# 

IS 

JR 

4602 s. 

IIXIO 

^ S. tsan3 

H744S. 

11830 

12874 

13307 

^ ^635 

493 

525 

S. chlao3 

HI 1823 

JjM 4802 

% 5137 

a£ 5773 

aipj 9731 

B^f 9921 s. 

m 

-g- 2070 s. 

■gp 2069 

Jjjx 13126s. 

lH 247s S- 
1928 

x929 
4052 

|S 4538 

5°6o 

5179 

6760 

9462 

B£ 3279 

|$L I248i 

an 12706 

H 9S88 

m 

8 1784 S. 

696 

2143 s. 

6442 

S. ehH* 

I® 7028 
9144 

95*3 S. n 

4042 

4043 
B# 10415 

Jh 2I49 
Hp| 2186 

12469 

13058 

4010 

gg 4196 

at 4808 

H|[ 5x50 

5452 

6488 

7920 0 
it 57 

8146 

8399 

8142 

8402 

10065 

101 

11 

@ 310 

11543 

i2il 43x3 

Pi 5347 
S 956 s. 

^ 7045 

6923 

4479 
10700 S. 

12230 

12301 

flip 13021 

x3 Jau 4259 

PJ 

0! 

18 

113 

13649 

X4H 4856 

7765 
10067 

12954 s. 

^ X2046 13783 

B$ 1253X 6415 S. 

BJr 12877 ^ 8726 

I3°°5 16 HU 4093 

0M T33°9 m 7486 

'tf!; 13816 17 8148 

^ 461 s. i8i^ 8271 

-H 4522 s. 0^ S. f/i'w1 

S 5928 i9 0^ 9654 

flK 7954 2° HU 10733 
S. viing3 

HE 5x03 
*73 

PH 3835 0 13772 S. 

5x94 2 |j| 5475 
7669 ^ 3062 

^ 7986 S. ch‘u1*3* 

5 79Z7 3 M 2139 

8065 599° 

m 8ji9 5 ^ 3929 
8724 s. 6 10024 

BS 9I2S 7 7627 S. 

^ 4433 T|| 11636 S. 

65 

A 
66 

£ 
67 

4 
68 

4 
69 

4r 

70 

?£ 
7* 

0 
72 

0 
73 
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8 11018 
3ft 

7999 s. u "497 ft 
11429 8074 

ft 
887 % 3403 35? 1024 

It ”572 * 
8846 

if 
1728 M 12248 S. 

* 
8122 1052 n 3645 

Jtt 
11914 

# 11717 7)t 2577 if 11968 
if 

12496 ft 8202 
« 

1302 s. ft 4436 ft "356 

11735 10052 % 12718 
W 

12802 ft 8967 4345 * 
4329 s. 

+§ 
12707 

S. tsingx 
* 

12606 s. ft 12785 7868 9298 1467 n 5827 tw 12984 

11908 2 yfc 2544 s. ft 13205 12742 
if 9312 m 1498 s. ns 5994 S. m 387 

9 # 5i84 S. 
ft' 4673 if I354I ft 13745 ft 8559 2287 

ft "34 +B 13400 

6466 
*A 5625 4 fty 73 5 ta i37 9343 S. +1(5 2365 +a 

1672 
« ft 76 

m I456 *Jt 838 m 630 11381 m 9820 
ft 6029 s. +s 2120 

8 
298 s. 

I 
/tft -> JWi 

2 0 
11576 

fjl 2333 

ft 

S. chen4 193 s. 4187 
* 3143 ft 3237 21563 

ft 2345 1875 S. m 258 ft 
10309 6577 6104 

# 
748 

74: 
ft. 

8507 
# 

2611 
ft 562 s. 20585 

is 
6289 

« 
23x9 773 

M 13768 S. 
# 

9416 
if 

2659 9965 i& 10905 11217 
ft 

6246 494 

2 
ff 

13376 S. M 11273 2867 
# 144 ft 22330 

ft 6390 
ft 

2958 2392 

3 13225 & 107817 
ft 3515 7676 11348 

+g 
6403 

If 63H « 2452 

4 m 3727 s. 11321 
ft 3442 ft 

1864 
ft 

11398 
a 6435 s- 6388 id 1849 S. 

m 8878 s. 
flu 

10788 
ft 35°4 « 2533 ft 

12088 6788 
i® 6545 9977 

m 8372 21325 ft 36r4 ft 2596 it 
>Tv 

1056 
i'^r 

6986 +g 6761 ♦* 2402 

5 JW 35°2 12410 
ft 

3856 S. 
i# 3671 

ft "745 fti 7084 
s* 

6888 2420 

6 m 634 3 ft 188 n 4453 ♦a 36o3 
-ttt 
>f= "993 m 

6973 S. il 
6877 42c 

T3f 2808 

723 ft: 
426 u 4975 3642 ft 

13408 
ft 7538 * 

7021 S. m 2823 

9^59 9103 
ftl 

57i6 a 4215 6 ft 635 46 is 
7522 m 3407 

m 10x76 9768 
* 595° 4326 

ft 
280 9286 

+1 7705 s. is 353i 

10212 10168 1500 4420 
a 

1824 8561 8652 353° 

m 11077 
ft 3401 ft 1545 5525 « 

2011 9349 8783 Til 3467 

7 m 6775 s. 4637 s. 
* 

6627 S. 
* 

5562 S. 
& 

2393 s 3347 il 
8950 5357 

m 795° 5818 
# 

7i57S. # 5833 2547 # 
9566 S. 

ft 
8794 5633 

12509 5887 ft 
7720 s. 

* 
8031 337i if 2732 # 9359 ft 10425 

8 
m 

478 S. 6884 s. ft 7858 5653 ♦ft 
3692 IOI 10 

& 
9625 

m 5947 

ft 
1067 s. 

m 8145 6140 tfj 3859 ft 4033 10193 
m 

1031 

m 854 7647 
ft 

2467 m "45 

Tit: 

3909 ft 
4869 

« 
9828 

% 
1032 

1030 12 2520 m "57 4551 ft 
10807 s. 

ft 
9758 % 

1112 

852 I0545 8351 M 
1668 

ft 475i # 
11095 S. 

ft 
10025 1116 

10 
11 

12510 12787 
« 8544 s. ft 

2278 
ft 3964 12274 s. 

it 
IOI99 1269 

12 K 12302 
# 

9638 
ft 

8588 m 6039 S. 4957 ic 
11483 

ft 
10326 959 

14 m 77 66 9687 
ft 

9049 s. 
« 

6215 ft 5°75 S. i# 
1760 +a "4i3 S. chi1* 

16 
M 

7487 
* 

10031 s. 
u 

8781 u 
6256 

t® 
5168 

it 
12591 $ 

10990 n 859 

10324 #u 3496 if 
6329 

# 54i3 7 tJe i859 if 
11283 

if 
2992 

75 
io959 9906 

+b 
3007 

ft 
5402 

ft 
24x9 11288 3022 

8077 S. m r 1379 ft 10048 
ft 

7203 
IS 

5864 22374 ft 
12104 3165 

12227 ft: [2043 ft 4040 m 7251 * 5974 S. 11687 
+i 

12289 
* 

6941a 

i *1 127 s tuiA fu3 ft 0449 S. i 5. //a3 ft 5968 m 2590 •tit 
"54i +1 6347 
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^ 66x6 

652° 

|# 668S 

|J? 6863 

7477 

|M 6991 

It 7°29 

7883 

|# 8572 

IP 8655 

li 8880 

1$ 8763 

8807 s. 

t# 9286 

^ 9616 

9837 

^882 

$$ 9724 

4127 

Hf io536 

^ 10757 s. 

^ io965 S. 

Hi iz252 

1^ 11510 

jff 11623 S. 

1$ 11793 

S. tsou1 

f$l *35° S. 

|^ 1481 

Ig 11764 

It “837 

I* 11977 

IS 12023 

1% I247o 

12514 

I® 12816 

ti§^ 13518 

1$ *3599 

M 13664 

IS *33 

IS 625 II2H ||fj 6064 ^ 3408 S. jj| 1763 |#; 1407 

5631 12080 M 6ii° 4949 I025 II95I 
9841 |§K 12141 If 6236 If, 5°91 IS"842 H 12038 

IB 608 5jj| I54° 6228 Ilk 55i4 |^Jt 12030 S. ^ j3782 
700 tif 941 6779 Jj| 579i m "854 T3 |Hi 745 

If s649 1534 7258 HE 5790 m 13014 |i)^ 2681 

2662 S. #p 881 |pf 5893 If- 806 1® 13401 JS. 3559 
2856 ffli 2303 11 758o II 2047 12 738 m 4x03 

# 2 743 HI “997 7838 |P 2272 s. <5&> W 4‘62 

11 3555 |^i 12018 ^ 8380 H>1 6426 774 IM 5457 
|^ 4971 In I255I 8662 ffi 6618 Ik "763 II "83 
|§£ 4817 1® I2583 ^ 8618 If 6821 

J.PP IP 3i5 H I223 
|a 4809 H§ 12878 S. fflf 9923 tH 7343 S. 3377 ^ 1661S. I 
II 5151 tip 12976 ® IOI79 I® 6897 Iff 3915 s. 1^ 2101 

Wi 5453 11 I2995 10214 7022 5260 ^ 2203 

li 5655 12991 S. III 4431 |it 7112 If? 5007 IB 647° 
li* 5646 13293 H 10445 j!jv 6l<?/7 lH 5579 |® 6826 

Ipj 5701 US' 13575 S- HI I°5I4 733i UK 5842 IS 7191 

l¥ 5831 IH *3619 s. |§ io8i5 12937 K 5945 IS 7395 
n6i ioH 154 |]jt. 11184 23332 Ht 787 ^ 9397 

1® !203 li 198 IH 11822 23795 IH t429 |^ X0404 
1442 1® 250 It I259 S. S. jy<?4* lii 1398 s. |^ 10706 S. 
3806 n 610 |J[ S. yuan2 li 7425 |f| 1602 I§ 10723 

IH 1461 11707 InP IH 7436 ||l 1703 IU1 IIX3° I( 
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List of characters (i) the Radicals of which are not easily picked out, and (2) of others which are written 

in abbreviated or unauthorised forms, arranged according to number of strokes. The figures without 

brackets refei to the numbers of characters in the body of the Dictionary. Those within brackets 

refer to the numbers of the Radicals under which such characters may be looked for in the Radical 
Index or in Rang Hsi. The letter “f” means “used for”. 
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1736 

7276 
1208 

2032 :6566,= 

andj| 

2211 

f. 2624 

i 
& 

ft 
T 

* 

? 
& 

/6 

* 

X 

% 

| 

s 

12,484 (1) 
424 77 

6077 (2) 
12,827 77 

12,490 (3) 
8113 (4) 
1060 

(5) 

12,988 77 

7073 (6) 
13,537 (7) 
12,502 (g) 
12,507 (11) 

3399 (16) 
11,038 (18) 

1725 (24) 
186 (29) 

11,496 (64) 
6074 
687 

6939 

or 7/' 1736 

4230 

5454 

6484 

7010 

12,387 

13,844 
13,521 

S 9456 (1) 

ii 5788 „ 
7893 

S 2518 
77 

(9) 

(10) 

(20) 
(21) 
(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(29) 

(32) 

(33) 

(37) 

(39) 

(42) 

(44) 

(45) 

(49) 

(50) 

(55) 

(57) 

(75) 

3189 

M 3560 

10,567 

11,833 

U 10,118 

35 f. 13,812 

TP 10,870 

T' 9310 

1942 

H* 12,997 

6732 

6783 

f. 3578 
2702 

f. 9507 

450 

X 6939 

% f. 8793 

ft 6732 

0 

1555 

8818 

9969 

2310 

9295 

6366 

5467 

(1) 

(2) 

8602 (24) 

267 (25) 

1188 „ 

7693 (26) 

3068 (28) 

1863 (30) 

Also, f. 1869 

9893 (30) 

K 

fa 13,436 
gr 9433 „ 

oj 10,250 yi 

fE] 5165 (31) 

$7 3866 (34) 

* 12,860 (37) 
10,836 „ 

% 9951 „ 

13,846 (39) 

3361 (42) 

5 10,383 (46) 
6 11,753 (48) 

g 3003 „ 

Zp 9310 (51) 

# 9197 (55) 

$1 3653 (57) 

8922 (61) 

13,778 (62) 

fa 12,792 „ 
^ 12,606 (75) 

7999 „ 

ik 8846 » 
Tit 10,052 „ 

2526 (3) IE 687 (77) 

12,358 (4) m 
8067 (80) 

0 
145 n a 

7908 (83) 

4911 7) 9278 (85) 11,301 (1) 
3378 13,504 n 760 77 

5449 (5) 
13,407 (102) 

# 703 (6) 

12,287 (9) ip 1167 V 0 4800 (7) 
7199 $ 

9816 77 6011 

5462 V 
6946 (113) 1297 (8) 

4688 (10) M 12,165 3757 77 

2924 0 6419 5395 77 

3175 (11) 10 2289 1114 (9) 

5556 (13) m 
13,215 489 (10) 

11,699 m- 489 % 4690 77 

12,246 (15) m 11,699 4440 77 

2660 (16) 12,248 6389 77 

11,142 (17) S 6721 3176 (11) 

12,429 V 8241 * 6571 (12) 

2620 7? § 9892 n 11,494 (13) 

5779 (20) 9192 7101 (19) 

8771 (21) m 12,017 Ft! 12,485 (24) 

5214 (24) 5665 % 12,589 (26) 

4227 

■%r 3884 
CQ 2620 

4S 13,522 
416 

g 13,294 
1477 

sft 7157 

2662 

^: 8301 

{XE| 10,291 

£|] 7270 

ZE 12>807 
££ 1083 

S. 11,494 

f. 13,719 
12,753 

2757 

3k n’ul 
5455 

2j£ 574 

1026 

Pf 63 

}lft 10,143 

10,009 

10,009 

•Jih 10,i°7 
yz 5395 

jfij 7270 

y^x 10,624 tan* 

s 11,058 (30) 

W 3947 „ 

% 7004 „ 

& 11,481 (32) 
^ 1247 (34) 

^ 10,320 (36) 

5397 (37) 

52 12,324 (39) 

# 11,972 „ 

44 (40) 
# 10,295 (41) 

^ 1627 (42) 

^ 8028 „ 

#| 2444 (47) 

7243 „ 

^5 8301 (51) 

9289 „ 

11,501 (62) 

£§ 4735 , 

$C 10,083 „ 

J® 762 „ 
ffi 3062 (73) 

^ 5475 „ 

TT 13,376 (74) 

^ 2544 (75) 

^ 12,410 „ 

jffc 12,387 (77) 
10,280 (78) 

% 2315 (85) 

& 12,245 „ 

^ 5155 (86) 

2^. 8044 (93) 

W 8560 (106) 
5966 (125) 

13,594 (134) 

4031 (146) 
2055 

% 2900 

^ 11,482 
^ 12,977 

^ 10,721 

10,864 

9632 

|k 9509 

3589 

1795 

U7 1212 

M 3554 
12,885 

jj]* 12,509 

pf 4713 

^ f. 3836 

pfc 13,224 

P 
IS 

& 

n 

9742 

7620 
3757 

9563 

1064 

_ f- 811 
^ 5184 

gf 10,382 

jfg 7967 
Jg f. 4025 

S H,248 
^ 5505 

12,128 
.B 5505 

11,840 

12 6341 
=£. 5474 

f. 5328 

5031 

3749 

3483 

11,454 

9574 

1846 

5032 

13,533 

416 

10,382 

11,791 

1790 

ffc 

§3 

ft 
& 

2l 



■7 

2752 (2) 
4363 (7) 
6412 1) 

4286 (8) 
9780 (9) 
6115 (10) 

12,170 r> 

7898 n 

12,122 n 

9279 (12) 
2624 (18) 
2791 » 

13,440 (25) 

7460 (26) 

3269 (30) 
3818 

ft 
g 

§ 12,748 , 

2381 , 

^ 12,700 , 
^ 5952 , 

11,756 (32) 

6103 (33) 

2757 , 

3309 (35) 

1132 (37) 

11,344 (38) 

" 3643 (39) 

9356 

4334 

7093 (41) 

% f. 7479 (43) 

8286 (47) 

$ 2115 „ 

ffi 7243 „ 

m 12,735 (48) 

& 1858 (49) S 8418 (55) 

10,950 (57) 

ffc 12,680 (62) 
13,388 (66) 

6555 „ 

g* 5990 (73) 

& 10,545 (75) 
Tfc 10,031 „ 

@ 7704 (80) 

5266 (85) 

% 11,488 (86) 

H.487 „ 
& 6806 (93) 

3624 (100) 

13,450 (101) 

8139 (102) 

11,604 (106) 

% 7674 „ 

5474 (111) 

% 4675 (115) 

4061 (120) 

^ 3787 (122) 

13,834 (130) 

4295 „ 

5419 (131) 

7017 (138) 

9883 

3034 

6679 

ff 
IS 

7222 

12,748 

11,299 

11,025 

M 7010 

IzS 13,743 

12,256 

ft 7109 

8731 

ffe 1258 

2362 

fff 10,211 

6793 

m 6609 

4839 

7962 

5047 

5032 

n 6464 

2662 

10,320 

M 4920 

H 

3? 

£• 

ft 

Ms 

S 

is 

& 

m 

s 
fa 

& 

K 
$5 

* 

IS 

3» 

Bt 

or 3536 

7535 

5013 

11,811 

13,405 

1116 

7414 

4545 

7602 

10,039 

5316 

409 

3118 

3483 

8569 

13,382 

9273 

13,294 

1639 

7930 

5380 

12,155 

11,095 

6074 

8418 

3707 

7432 

5353 

4611 

7254 

1538 

878 

1846 

f. 10,495 

5426 

12,810 

9709 

7182 

f. 13,291 

5002 

9677 

10,705 

564 

9921 

10,019 

^ f. 6229 

g 13,090 

^ 10,387 

Pt» 12,691 

9963 

12,992 

4790 

9282 (1) 

2751 (2) 

6326 (4) 

9990 (6) 

j£ 12,810 (7) 

E& 858 „ 

2f£ 4286 (8) f2140 „ 

7463 (9) 

2K 6679 „ 
jTiJ 3333 (10) 

12,122 „ 

jJ 10,298 

7010 (11) 

1026 (12) 

Jfc 11,177 „ 
@ 3809 (17) 

U 1504 (18) 
3159 „ 

8759 (24) 
11,833 „ 

2389 „ 

flip 4439 (26) 
W 4722 „ 

# 3146 „ 

§ 2064 „ 
3118 (29) 

U 1°,°39 , 
& 10,016 „ 

M] 2450 (30) 

-Pi? 7962 , 

fit 7429 (32) 
H? 2829 „ 

12,970 (36) 

992 (37) 

& 8121 „ 

^ 3574 „ 

Ig 981 (38) 

0 1572 „ 

^5 944 (39) 
8720 (40) 

fSj 9733 (42) 

12,494 (43) 

fg] 5894 (46) 

^ 63 „ 
4592 (51) 

ffl 10,211 (63) 

13,515 (64) 

& 761 „ 
3738 (69) 

Ifl 75 (72) 
% 3234 „ 

I 427 „ 

m 7946 „ 
5222 „ 

a 5497 „ 

# 4105 

ft 

m 3727 (74) & 7403 

m 12,248 (75) 3044 
6884 V 11,549 

* 6627 T) # 75 

3*S 12,744 (77) 5551 

# 9485 $ 13,224 

42 (80) 3735 
8110 7) # 9511 

« 2756 (94) 9S 13,298 

5013 (102) 4513 

8981 „ 

1846 (109) 

9305 (115) 

12,512 (122) 

1264 (123) 
7829 n 

1625 (130) 
5979 „ 

13,659 „ 

13,594 (134) 

9789 (135) 

9114 (145) 

2594 (152) 

11,504 (165) 
11,623 

f. 11,138 

10,760 
13,042 

a? 

: 610 

9210 

% 

* 
*'J 

B 

589 

6279 

10,600 

6099 

9947 

3735 

7156 

3376 

_ 5987 

H f. 7379 

^ 12,677 

6461 

m 6911 
f. 1819 

Hj 7886 

fS 12,943 

$1 5517 

# 4839 

#3 6464 

^ 13,700 

fil 559 
7219 

3^ 12,907 

M 12,073 
5459 

^ 11,276 

^ 7035 

11,832 

^ 13,115 

f? 13,567 

Si 2463 

Sf 7699 

*£ 6373 

iif 3812 

HlJ 1737 

fff 8128 

@ 11,108 

M 12,787 
jfj 878 

m 8643 
g 4194 

KB 1868 

JsE 4498 

& ii 

® 11,482 
^ 1053 

l£? 166 

5396 

§| 1233 i 

12,582 

^ 4292 i 

ffe 10,942 ( 

(8) 

(64) 
(72) 

(73) 

(75) 

(77) 
(85) 

(87) 

(99) 

W 8569 

ft 462 

# 2854 

12,874 

^ 9940 S 3929 

5652 

8122 

8031 

12,993 

3! 12,443 

3187 

gg 13,753 

^ 9839 

H 8051 (102) 

& 12,548 „ 

^ 3997 (108) 

m 4249 (109) 

ft 9887 „ 17714 B 
5852 „ g 13,618 (114) 

13,556 „ 

^ 10,430 (115) 

^ 991 (117) 
H 7727 (123) 

m 13,431 B 

# 542 (125) 

6144 B 

^ 2466 (130) 

H 8774 , 

$3 4930 „ 

it 13,287 , 

| 4704 , 

m 203 (134) 
% 5213 (140) 

^ 3276 (159) 

H 2257 (164) 

g 2880 (166) 
g 7434 

[/I 792 

g f. 3888 

Jlj 1659 

| 8994 

Z 12,028 
g 5517 

ifj 812 

S 8165 

449 

3034 

12,028 

803 

12,012 

984 

11,665 

7335 

8135 

11,170 

^ 3532 

10,626 

# 2920 

724 

5790 

M 1064 

>)$ 1212 

ii: 9192 

9806 

£0 13,029 

pR 5740 

jiff n,3oo 

M 10,964 
^ 8537 

ft 

» 

m. 

fa 

4263 

283 

7191 

589 
5809 

1334 

314 
4006 

7235 

2579 

Jjift 6667 

ik 12,521 

Ig. 13,510 

^ 1680 

WP 2198 

i§? 1111 

5988 

1847 
11,595 

12,477 

6363 
1735 

8227 

11,574 
4885 

6045 

10,378 

13,533 
4128 

f. 2702 

9328 

9563 

4386 

M 

m 

m 

a 

IQ 

^ 9399 

^ H,591 
(8) 
(9) 

^ 10,719 (10) 

M: 1630 (12) 
^ 6151 (13) 

4734 „ 

it 2897 (14) 

K 7951 „ 

H 1489 (18) t 12,790 (19) 
10,223 (29) 

if 6045 (30) 

?? 6087 , 

6263 , 

M 13,733 , 
H 10,767 » 



8 3808 

11,786 

g 4227 

m 10,839 

m 1577 

fig 4063 

0 12,444 

M 3631 
frj- 9793 

is 8161 
& 10,790 

H 196 

£ 4130 

$jj 9909 

$ 5650 813,663 

6574 

Jg 3161 

0 H84 
|| 2070 

3| 2069 

^ 10,024 

^ 11,095 
4 12,054 

^ 10,596 

& 12J21 
TIC 8595 

(31) 
(35) 

V 

(37) 

(39) 

(41) 

(46) 

(48) 

(50) 

D 

(57) 
(59) 

(61) 

(64) 

(68) 
(73) 

A 
(80) 
(85) 

(86) 
(96) 

2669 (102) 

8849 „ 
589 (109) 

n v 

10,424 (113) 

2093 (115) 

7511 (117) 
10,348 (120) 

10,183 „ 

5940 (123) 
1265 „ 

11,136 (125) 
4695 (130) 

8184 „ 

2521 (132) 

12,943 (134) 

2643 (140) 

2157 „ 

10,305 (141) 

4353 „ 

6529 (145) 
2879 „ 

13,739 „ 

1083 (151) 

13,477 (163) 

3739 (167) 

3976 (172) 

f. 12,434 
6421 

10,259 

8135 

7504 

10,176 

4138 

3836 

4523 

6917 
11,701 

f. 3026 

f. 6906 

13,088 

10,461 

11 

11,450 (1) 
5809 (5) 

11,424 (10) 

Jl, 5108 (16) 

m 4740 (19) 

nn 4741 V 
8750 (20) 

lea 8164 (21) 

9941 75 

m 2198 (26) 

11,549 (28) 

m 9738 (30) 

jgj 10,919 
H 10,020 

m 12,714 77 

1110 77 

1795 (32) 

‘M 10,760 77 

i 

8451 77 

2042 77 

& 
6150 (36) 

m 7335 (38) 

Ml 10,049 (39) 

6180 (40) 5313 

1212 (41) 6348 

9262 (46) 235 

520 (47) m 12,149 

440 (50) m f. 3965 

10,554 77 m. 8493 

12,160 (58) 7165 

9112 (59) 2578 

1352 (66) 3884 

3637 (70) m 10,473 

949 (71) 3422 

11,636 (73) 12,856 

2475 77 a 9328 

12,509 (74) m 5987 

11,914 (75) 8493 

1024 77 2055 

7021 m 12,221 

4329 77 1* 11,025 

3403 77 m 6781 

3873 (82) m 9247 

13,042 (86) 11,420 

6348 (87) m 10,061 

10,125 (89) rs 9381 

1702 

4128 

(93) 

77 

m 
it 

4258 

2886 

10,105 (95) % 10,731 

8994 (102) 

5505 

2901 

6895 

390 

4658 

7062 

2871 

4662 

2920 

6532 

7830 

1387 

11,558 

4822 

13,704 

12,486 

2660 

10,343 

10,118 

4434 

9365 

6155 

10,396 

2891 
593 

9365 

7705 

f. 8562 

13,529 

13,276 

2660 

2122 

2458 

6419 

7779 

13,088 

10,090 

f. 3044 

5313 

2662 

(109) 

(114) 

(117) 

(123) 

(124) 

(130) 

T) 
(134) 

(145) 

(147) 

(172) 

(184) 

12 

$£ 9563 (9) 

M 13,375 (12) 

-g, 7903 (13) 

5795 (16) 

^ 6793 (19) 

% 4749 „ S4073 (30) 

9710 „ 

2619 „ 

5$ 4757 „ 
$5 8293 „ 

3? 9565 „ 
H 10,600 

Iff 1395 „ 

fj 12,907 (32) 

¥K 8731 „ 
fg 6551 (33) 

36 5345 „ 

M 4705 „ 

n 2736 (39) 

^ 7036 (42) 

$£ 2283 (43) 

S| 10,441 (49) 

786 (52) 

9989 (56) 

g| 1909 (58) 

ft 1809 (62) 
M 8597 (67) 

1185 (68) 

H 9513 (72) 

it 2143 B 
f| 11,018 (73) 

jft 11,908 „ 
igfj 478 (74) 

|g 1116 (75) 

B 959 » 
M 11,623 a 

ft 
m 

m 

w 

m 

m 

K 

(76) 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

6384 

3113 

12,753 

10.298 

12,521 

10,323 (100) 

8325 (101) 

5013 (102) 

10,321 (103) 

10,858 (105) 

13,679 (110) 

12.299 (117) 

7167 (119) 

13,793 „ 
2394 (123) 

10,045 (135) 

10,155 (136) 

2042 (140) 

2900 (143) 

10,672 (146) 

4287 (152) 

6200 (160) 
7015 (166) 

906 (172) 

m 7365 

m 6254 

4404 

MS 1589 

i§ 2211 

m 12,856 

$ 10,382 

m 12,012 

n 
3077 

gs 7165 

ii 11,955 

m 3723 

it 11,585 

& 12,688 

it 
8780 

b® 13,276 

m 6677 

t& 
11,601 

m 9883^ 

m 2376 

m 
3721 

I 

4434 

2718 

|jg 1988 

ffi 4506 
f?k 276 

15 4979 

m 12,478 

7514 

£ 
13,703 

m 2677 

5S 2697 

g 13,381 

st 11,873 

w 
10,695 

n 
10,694 

5988 
8022 

53i* 2775 

m 13,758 

m 11,883 

m 2647 

884 

13 

(4) 

(8) 
(22) 
(30) 

(32) 

(33) 

(37) 

(42) 

(57) 

(85) 

(61) 

(72) 

(73) 
(75) 

(77) 

(88) 
(89) 

(94) 

(99) 

(109) 

(113) 

(114) 

(115) 

(123) 

(128) 
(129) 

(130) 
(140) 

(141) 

(142) 

(149) 

(151) 

(159) 

(160) 

(161) 

(172) 

(184) 

14 

9447 (9) 

10,874 (16) 

m 9329 „ 

%% 11,971 (28) 

^ 11,137 (29) 

m 1158 (30) 

1166 a 

W 449 a 
lip 10,019 (33) 
g 4703 (35) 

P 7779 (36) 

% 13,250 , 
5328 „ 

1690 (64) 

461 (72) 

1456 (73) 

m 12,510 (74) 

% 

n 
M 13,693 (80) 

gf 3354 (89) 

£§ 5423 (103) 

5fg 1926 , 

5728 (109) 

7171 (119) 

^ 10,343 (129) 

500 „ 
5936 (130) 

11,582 (131) 

10,577 (133) 

13,522 (134) 

m 12,760 (136) 
j 4245 , 

^ 7763 (140) 

§g 12,856 (184) 

H 7456 

6008 

5740 (75) 

9610 (77) 

810 15 6484 
966 1736 

13,823 £1 9886 
13,313 7J 6358 

9236 g 917 
10,382 

M 4404 
10,075 Jg 6735 

8533 Eg 7165 
13,112 1676 

10,577 ||| 2578 

7343 feji 3120 
1515 

6368 
5776 
4547 

9938 

9983 IS 
10,380 

937 4393 (19) 

7495 tg 11,948 (33) 

12,898 10,003 (37) 

10,019 §J 8063 (61) 
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r. UK 

C. o, a 
H .0 
F. oa v. 0%, J 

W. 0, a,« 
N. 0«, ay.ah0 

P. o, a 
M. c, a 
Y. ou,yaah 

Sz. 0, 0 

K. ) 
J. 0 
A. ) 
Even Upper. 

A prefix to names and 

designations of people. 

Used to represent the sound 

a or ah in foreign words. 

An initial particle. Used 

with 12,810. 

name of a fairy who assists 

the God of Thunder by 

pushing his car. 

nm baby name of the beautiful 

wife of of the Han 

Dynasty. See 1334. 

a mother. Read o' niang 

by Manchus as meaning “a 

mother,” if the lady is a ^ 

wife and not a concubine. 
Manchu: cniye. 

Wffl. an elder sister. Also used 

by the Manchus for “mother,” 

if the lady is a concubine. 

N Tlj a son of an Emperor of 

the present dynasty (from the 
Manchu word ageh)-, an elder 
brother. 

WAT the eldest son of a 

nobleman. 

ffo] cn- |£nj f\ Asoka, the 

great Indian King who favoured 
Buddhism. B.C. 319. 

|5Sf ?£Jj "jp| the military 
• O 

postroad from the Great Wall 
to the Altai Mountains. 

WillH a Department in the 

south-east of Yunnan. 

m 'jjfi an Arhat, or Lo-han, 

i.e. one of the 500 disciples of 
Buddha. See 7291. 

m m asafoetida. 

Wf to sneeze. 

W frw g|| who is that in 

the house? See 10,130. 

ift 
between answering wet or ah, 
what a little difference there is! 
— and yet what a great one. 

NT ‘W tT (^»^)Aguteng, founder 

of the Golden Dynasty. See 

2032. 

Akouch'i, the 2nd or 

Mongol grade of Baturu. 

m an old woman; a mother- 

in-law, — used by the son’s wife. 

old woman’s (hair) 

soup; -—because when cold it 
takes shapes like their coiffures. 

my sister. 

IT! 7C see jc 

mm Ananda, —the cousin and 

faithful attendant of Gautama 
Buddha. 

W ff St. the goblins of Bud¬ 

dhism, safd to cause eclipses by 
defeating in battle the gods of 
light. 

a great height in 

the air,—referring to Akanishta, 
the highest of the Buddhist 
worlds of visible form. 

the last and worst of the 

eight hells of Buddhism, 

fit Abhidharma, -—the 

philosophical division of the Bud¬ 
dhist canon. 

a Adbhuta dharma 

and |M Avadana 

—two of the twelve divisions of 
the Buddhist Scriptures. See 4661. 

ft )ii& or fit M 
the highest possible number; in¬ 
numerable. Sanskrit: Asan‘khya. 

IT m ip Wj '(ijc Sanskrit term 

for amber. 

a superfine article, 

something better than others of 
its kind. 

|$pl Aden. 

or w® the skylark. 

Also, the crested lark. 

AW the name of a magic sword. 

Read ah. Used for 2. 

1H it is so indeed; yes, yes! 

Read ah. An interjection, 

mostly of surprise. 

i>Pj ^ what are you ail¬ 

ing at? 

ITT —* to utter an ah!—of 

astonishment. 

Read o1. A river bank; 

a mountain slope. Leaning 

towards; to assent; to flatter. 

See 3945- 

WJx or Ul z w a slope or 

hill-side. 

?if Ifc % ^ £ mto sleep 

upon the slope of the K‘un-lun 
Mt. 

no partialities. 

M ^ thou God, 

who art impartial! 

'|4 Hi T' pflf of a straight 
forward disposition. 

W ffl % zT to toady anc 

flatter. 

^ '# N |>tf m tfthedidno- 

flatter in order to curry favour. 

1 



[ 2 ] A. I 

P}' mu servile; ready to join in 

evil actions. 

ft 
(Jiao'-') though low, not low enoug 
to flatter their favourite. 

|5j} let there be no nepotism 

the son and successor 

mm Liu Pei. His house ruled 

over the £trt division of the 

W 
m 

2 

|R. fgj 

F. oaf 

See [Jpj- 

A. a, k'-wa 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

R. 

| See 

I P. v. cang 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 
4 

m 

Three Kingdoms. Used to express 
a blockhead, a useless fellow. 

mmm the owl. Sanskrit 

uluka. 

I«}^@ name of a famous 

Pleasaunce, built by ||| 

B.C. 2i2, and greatly added to 
by his successor. 

|S}« the name or title of ^ ^9* 

I Yin. 

IW $11 |££ ^ Amida Buddha 
See 35S9. 

m b or N'T an obo or stone 

heap marking a frontier post or 
boundary of a pasture district 
in Mongolia; used by the Chi¬ 
nese in the sense of “cairn” for 
religious purposes. 

I$pf JH the Volga. 

A final particle, used gen¬ 

erally with interrogations. 

1ft nM are you well ? how 

d’ye do ? 

'ft* p|ljjj will you take some tea? 

u m <0 *§ pm listen attent 

ively. 

Dirty, as heard in the 

combination JJ|| a1 tsa} or 

angx tsangx. See 81 and 

11,53r- 

Read yeh*. To salt; to pickle 

See 9645. 

Same as 9645. 

Pc 
C. 
H. 
F. out, ai 
W. c 

N. e 
P. 
M. 
y. 
Sz. 
K. as 

J. ai v. out 
A. ai 

Even Upper. 

R.j^ 

C. Qoi 

H. cai, jai 
F. cai v. i-ngai 
W.i-a 
N. e 

C 

P. i<2z, iyai 
M. ingai 

Y. ae, yae 
K. ae 

A. 
Even 

Irregular. 

See 12,799. 

IO 

C. :di 

II. cai 
F. cae 
W. 
N. a 

M. 
Sz. 
Y. ae, yae 
K. e 

ai, ye 
A. iai 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

An interjection of regret; 

of displeasure; of repletion 

A tone of neg-ation. Also o 

read ai3. 

P^ —* gjjit heaved a sigh. 

bT oh, how sad! 

tfk Wi to si8h- 

W.come now> what 
do you mean? 

^ ^ sound of belching. 

Pjfci pj^i hushaby! 

H m m so as to prepare 

the way for interrogations, 
•—referring to a drum which 
the Great Yii set up in his 
court, to be struck when neces¬ 
sary to call the sovereign’s 
attention to important matters 

Dust; dirt. Dead. See 3130. 

dust; used by Buddhists 

for the defilements of this world 

U; tjTi dirt. 

dust has coverec 

it. 

^ ^ MM very dustT 

dusty; dead. 

to hasten to the grave 

See 7. 

Side by side. To lean 

on; to trust to. To delay. 

To force. To strike on the 

back; to suffer (ai2); see 

12,837. 

40 next to one another; to 

rely on. 

^ back to back. 

Ill shoulder to shoulder. 

gr side by side; in succession; 

one after another; close to. 

ffi 
IO 

iff ^ !lL alor>gside of 
another; side by side, 

a —- *a -hi) 

folio 

one 

'Win 
stage for stage. 

m n neighbouring villages, 

M TL in crowds 

M ifc )L brothers near of 
an age. 

^ in order. 

~ Jj^ near evening. 

f3El P from door to door 
(as a beggar). 

Wok Ifitx ^ he has a great: 

hill (powerful friend) to rely 
upon. 

^ ft —' I have waited 

year. 

8 % m ffi delayed until the) 

period of mourning had expired, 

H to procrastinate] 

until the opportunity has passed 

&-*1± unable to stand the 

pain. 

Tta* unable to get i 

—for the crowd. 

-#8P1*I 
step by step edged himself in, 

St to press; to crowd. 

unable to make 

one’s way through, —a crowd. 

tr to be beaten. 

8T tr to have had a beating. 

fflt to be hungry; to come 

want. 

J^ to be cursed by people, 

8ft to be surety for candidates! 

at the examination for hstu- 

tslai. It is merely formal, as the 
candidates are quite unknown 
to this surety, their real surety 

being the one who 

acts as such from personal 

acquaintance. 

$iuh:±8t~ 
better linger on earth 

than lie in it. 

ibi to force one’s wa) 

to... 

& to examine consecutive!}- 

Ik 0 Egypt- 



II 

R.j^ 

C. 1 m 
h.i; 
F. az 

w-j, 
N. i 

p; | « 
M.) 
y. 
Sz. ai 
jLt 

il- 
Even Upper. 

* 
12 

& 

R'® 

H.| 0* 
F. ac 
W.« 
N.«,« 

i 3 ] 

To grieve for. To pity. 

To sympathise with. To 

wail. Alas! The minor key. 

% W or As 
or 55 'It » 

commiserate. 

pT or 1# 
pitiable. 

yjior B ^ to weeix 

1C 

to 

to 

£f& to wail loudly. 
vyju 

>\<. °r or M lira 

implore. 

% & to sorrow- 

^ \§j) to feel grief. 

^ % °r ^ extreme grief. 

$ ri‘ to entreat; to importune; 

to make a piteous report. 

^ mourning clothes. 

# IE ® S -¥* a child 
whose mother is dead is called 

at tzti. See Jjji] 6222. [In use 

since the T‘ang dynasty.] 

Ipf elegies written upon the 

death of friends. 

began to wail (as 

at a funeral). 

|£ ^ alas ! 

M ^ wailing and weep¬ 

ing. 

K _t rf with §rief this 
petition is handed up. 

an edict announcing the 

death of an Emperor. 

S(S5 grief and joy. 

mournful, yet not 

distressing (of music). 

S If i |(J gin a minor 

key, and slow time. 

henceforth the working classes 
will also deeply grieve. 

See 545- 

Short in stature. Low in 

height. To lower. 

or A or ££ ff a 
dwarf. 

tfi or 43? $3? # 

Tjl short in stature. 

13 
P. | . 
M. | al 

Y. ae, yo-tf 
Sz. ai 
K. 

J. 
A. wai, nui 

Rising Upper 

14 

is 

C. ( . 
H. | 
F. a/\ oai: oui 

W. e 
N. e 

P-) M.J ai, ngai 

Sz.) 
Y. ae^yae 

K. e 
J. ai 
A. ai 

Sinking 
Upper. 

a short fat man. 

very low in height. 

Wt fit/ to° lowi S(iuat; 
dumpy. 

a low room, 

a low stool. 

A] a low tree. 

a low stage. 

was frightened out 

of his wits. 

don’t talk small to a dwarf. 
[Don’t talk of ropes in the family 
of a man who was hanged.] 

fi\J (the class) with 

low or short loops at the top 
of the hat where the button is 
inserted,—i.e. persons without 
any claim to rank. 

Phyllanthus puberus. 

Same as 1 

To love. To like. To 

covet. To be sparing of; 

to grudge. 

f to love others as 

oneself. 

pj" ^ lovable. 

steeped in love; devotedly 

attached to. 

Ilf? to love and cherish (as 

parents). 

W1® S ft you are too kind. 

Jl ® ^ # rffi aiK 
5c to be loved by one’s mother 

but hated by one’s father. 

itr @ ^ the ^0Ve dumd 
animals for their offspring,— 
extending only to physical wel¬ 

fare. Opposed to 

-fj care for children’s moral 

welfare. 

to love the people 

as children (said of mandarins), 

to caress. 

willing; inclined, 

polite term for 
❖ i 

daughter.” 

your 

15 

If 
16 

R 

F. af 

See P| 

Sinking 

Upper. 

'jpj amorous. 

\% S Ifc k % any 

man who fell in love with any 
girl, —would communicate with 
her parents. 

]8j to like wine. 

not to like. 

what food 

do you like eating? 

® l§£ what do you want? 

£ ^ fly ^ you want too 

much. 

mm fond of argument. 

See 5893. 

fond of money; covetous. 

See 10,689. 

% ® ^ ft you should learn 

to be good. 

*1^3 t0 hke; to be economical 

of. 

SiBf sparing of time. 

A 7 ft if. Ml % & * 
heaven does not love truth, earth 
does not love gems, —so as to 

keep these all for themselves, 

here equals and may 

be translated by “grudge.” 

j||! j|/f I have not grudged 

one of my sacrificial cattle. 

3? fr JS AHiS- 
how can I grudge a horse 

to a neighbouring State? 

^ ^ S1 am often ilL 

^ ^ ^ to hke to have 

one’s joke. 

/Jx to be avaricious even of 

trifles. 

jtf ^ a charitable society in 

aid of the sick, 

to like. 

j-mMA not to mind about 

other people. 

Like; similar. To pant; 

out of breath. 

precisely as if one 

saw the thing itself. 

like going against the wind 
which makes one pant very much. 
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r 
17 

R. 

See =' 
m 

Sinking 

Upper. 

R IS* 
18 

R. 

C. Pi 
F. W, 
VV.C£ 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

TfT.t 

19 

R. fff 

See =! 

Sinking 

Upper. 

20 

R. 

See -fj| 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To belch. A genial tem¬ 

perature. Tone of dis¬ 

approval. 

Pj? P/^ Ai-yah ! —an exclamation 

of surprise. 

The sun hidden by clouds; 

obscure. 

PJ? Pjt obscured, —as the moon 

behind clouds. 

zij 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

22 

23 

it 
24 

flk dark; stupid. 

Dull• obscure; hidden. 

ni hi dim, as the clouded moon; 

not fully acquainted with. 

Luxuriant, as plants. 

Hidden by thick growth. 

jut hidden; concealed. 

[f/j'jJ fragrant growth. 

df; a fig, common in Formosa 

and the south. It grows on a 
creeper (Ficus stipulata). 

f^jf HI? ^J- the grass and trees 

are very thick. 

•KB? ifiS? hidden; not to be seen. 

A cloudy sky; obscure. 

1H HH dull and cloudy. Applied 

to spectacles which relieve 
cloudiness of sight. Said to be 
the name for spectacles, which 
were brought from Malacca 
under the Mings. 

Same as 12,836. 

See 12,836. 

See 12,838. 

i 
25 

R.^ % 

W. nga 

C. -ngdi, -nga: 
P. ya\ ya?, at 

See 

A. nyaiy 

Even & Sink¬ 

ing Lower. 

m 
26 

E-Fc 

m * 

Even Lower. 

27 

it* 

28 

R.J^ 

See 

Even Lower. 

I 
29 

R- 
N. ? 
P. cai,ye° 
K. ae, al 
J. ai, yei 

A. hat, a?, he, 

Sinking & En¬ 
tering Upper. 

3° 

E-ISI 
J: 1 ■«>' 
See pjg 

K. ae 

Rising & Sink 

ing Upper. 

31 

E-J» 

See lljt 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

The corner or canthus of 

the eye. To stare. See 

2,328. 

to look at fixedly. 

||: ^ (ts‘ai) to glance at angrily. 

I LI (*‘«*) £ ^ # 1 
will certainly pay him out for 
his angry looks. 

Able to regulate or ad¬ 

minister. 

[Sa gfc T‘ui Ai, the second of eight 

brothers of the Emperor rot 1 

Kao-yang, or Chuan Hsii, all of 
whom were statesmen. 

See 10,544. 

Whiteness. 

Ht H fla Ah ^ how glittering 
white is the hoar frost and snow ! 

Cooked rice which has 

turned sour. Mouldy. 

tsfl 

become sour. 

A fs ifi W. 
and mouldy. 

when the food has 

the food was sour 

vegetation Luxuriant 

Shady. Grand. Beautiful. 

il H 3: ^ pf ± the prince 

has many accomplished officers. 

|d£[ shady groves. 

H dignified and courteous 

a rich emerald colour, as 

of a lawn. 

H ^ pleasantly. 

The heavens covered 

with clouds. A cloudy but 

bright sky. 

& ii 4*up in the air 

§H ^ shaded it. 

^ ga auspicious clouds 

are scattered about. 

3i 

32 

R. 

C. ngai 

H. ngioi 

F. ngi?, nga? 
W. I 
N. ( nge 

P. I . 
M. j ah »Sal 

Y. ae, yae 
Sz. a:, wg-az 
K. ye, ae 

J-gai 
A. ngai 

Sinking Lower 

ef? s_• 
vjz^ silken-looking 

which make pictures. 

g|£ mountain-peak clouds 

cloud; 

Mugwort, artemisia, 0r 

any plant from which moxa 

is obtained. A general name 

for labiate plants, like mint 

Fifty years old, from the hair 

turning grey, like moxa. To 

quiet. To finish. See 1099, 

X-F or X tbj Artemisia vul¬ 

garis. 

xa moxa punk, used for 

cauterisation, and also with 
castor-oil to make red-ink paste 
for seals. 

Xffi mugwort, steamed for use 

as a pain-killer. 

t0 lay UP a store 
of mugwort for future use. 

X tt1 torch- 
^X an old man. 

#X a man between 50 and 60 

years of age. See 1164. 

STXt the empire is at 

peace. 

I will protect and 

care for your posterity. 

«#X the night is not over. 

has no end or limit. 

4' X ’ beautiful young girl. 

x*r an artemisia charm hung 

over the door on the 5th of the 
5th moon. See 7602. 

x m m« the mugwort ban¬ 

ner brings good luck, —a phrase 
used at the Dragon-boat festival. 
See 7602. 

it X WE are not 
able to carry them out,—of plans- 

. ilfil bf F t 
when words are not in accord 

with what is wanted, it is called 

pu ai. 

Read/4. To reap. See |l 

1830. To be orderly. 

j£ some grave, some 

orderly. 

W^icX^therearesorae 
who privately cultivate and cor¬ 
rect themselves. 

tJ 
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€ 
33 

Vulgar. 

P. v. cai 
Even Upper. 

AH*4 

PA 

ja.rsr 

An interjection of sur¬ 

prise, regret, etc. 

pjtef Ai-yah! Hullo ! Dear me ! 

£^^$0 I oh dear! 1 
have made a mistake. 

Food which has been 

spoilt by keeping. 

34 

R.; 

See Pp 

Sinking 
Lower &Upper 

35 

R.; 

See 

Sinking Lower 

-*4 
t 

R# 

3^ 

g- w P 
things spoil 

in hot weather 

The- hen of the §J 

or tailor-bird. 

C. ce, A, 
H. af,, 
F. hah^ aiih5 
W. 
N. ah , j'A 
P. 

K. £ 

J. <ZJ,y« 
A. fl2 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

A stuttering tone of voice. 

To chirp; to cackle. To 

hiccough. 

PfcnM the cackle of a hen. 

Wf 
37 

R. 

C. ) 
u. j ns°l 
F. ngai 
W.J 
N. j nSe 

M. 1 ahHS"i 
Y. ae 

Sz. at, ngai 
K. ae 

J- gai, kai 
A. ngai 

Sinking Low¬ er 

To hinder; to obstruct; 

to stop progress; to injure 

to matter to. 

a stone in the way; 

stumbling-block. 

^ ^ it is not in the way; it 

does not matter. 

liE M)j fbf there is no objection 

fi|j: there is a difficulty in the 

way; it is impossible to. 

if it HUS- interfering with 

local customs. 

Frf Jff j'jlj jf] interfering with 

friendly feelings. 

prevented by one 

honour. 

^ chao'1 n it doesn 

interfere with you. 

?! 
37 

33 

39 

m 

R. M 

See = 

Sinking 
Upper. 

ft Ft KA it is objectionable 

to people. 

|4j: |fi[ p how does it matter 

to you? 

f*Tf HR unpleasant to the eye; an 

undesirable spectator. 

ft* P unpleasant to the mouth, 

i.c. something one would rather 
not say. 

f'tf jlFto obstruct a road. 

to obstruct a scheme. 

7F| it is no matter. Also 

used of a sickness, in the sense 
of “not serious.” 

^ ® ♦ i,: does not 
interfere with my business. 

7'Ft Milk 
it does not matter in this, but 
only in that. 

flf M H /tl % restrained 
them by ceremonies and music. 

0 «?f ^ four kinds of limit¬ 

less knowledge, possessed by 

every |fpj‘ ^ .fjfi Arhat or 

disciple of Buddha, viz.— every 
meaning, every law, every 
argument, and every pleasant 
discourse. 

Same as 3 7. 

See 12,841. 

Dust in the air. Obscurec 

as in a dust-storm. 

40 7 ** * clear water. 

M VC 11 the mud became 

light dust. 

£ *£ £ M. vi t0 §et 
beyond the defilements of this 
dusty world,—as when becoming 
a priest. 

m 

41 

r# 

See ^ 

Sinking Lower 

42 

Sparing; niggardly. 

Unprincipled; given up 

to lust. [To be distinguished 

from 4§; poisonous 12,054 

=fc 
P/ 

. a rake; a roue. 

44 

*■% 
C. ) 
h. S on 
F. ang^ v. cing 
W. yice 

N. tin 

P- M.j ati^ngan 

Sz.j 
Y. aa^yaa 

K. 

J. 
A. art^yen 

Even Upper. 

42 

*•18 
See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

To shut a door to keep 

others out. Obstructed; 

43 jhindered. 

D [in m prevented- 

SeC,^T Wj fM hindered by an injury. 
Sinking Lowcr| 

it fM deterredJ restrained. 

m »J 1 ffi if we go on, we 

shall be stopped by the hills. 

A M m ffl the meaning is 

somewhat obscure. 

Still; quiet; rest; peace; 

at ease. To tranquillise; to 

make easy. To place; to 

lay down. To mend. An 

interrogative; where? 

state of peace. 

ijj!| joy; content; comfort. 

* man of pleasure 

From W4 , the son of ||£|j 

, who took it easy when he 

lost his throne, 

jjfjj ^ to steal repose; to shirk 

work. 

or fc jjj^ peace and quiet. 

Srtft to sleep peaceably. 

^ |jj& =|| to live peacefully 

and happily. 

to enjoy the bless 

ings of peace. 

[jjj repose and leisure. 

3r JR hearty; robust. 

or ;j|§j steady; secure, 

to put one’s mind at rest. 

^ A3> ft to act intentionally. 

LF Ub Put y°ur mind at 

rest. 

^ £ the a§ed> he 
soothed them. 

to console. 

an 



-A-isr 
I 6 1 

44 

3rK to quiet the people. 

7^ IDC to rest; to lodge ab 

%; Ik °r & jf to place; to 

arrange; to provide for. 

%lM to arrange guests at table 

ft to do one’s duty in that 

state of life etc. 

to accept one’s destiny. 

%M, to rest peacefully. 

[gj securely. 

in comfort; easy. 

to set outi *;0 arrange; to 
place; to lay out or down. 

%m peaceful pursuits. 

%S rich and pleasure-lovin 

tranquil. 

%% to settle, or settle down 

to ^ a c^ue“ 

gftfc to arrive safely, 

comfort, 

peaceful; quiet; in repose 

& If to set chairs. 

^ to live in peace; (Buddh.) 

to keep Lent, i.e. by remaining 
within a monastery for three 
months during the rainy season 
See 4227. 

^ °r if ^to enciuire after 
a person’s health. 

m% WE (the Emperor) are 

well. 

to be unwell. 

all going well. 

|f fjy |(l] 7^ $$ then we shall 

be at peace. 

ft $ after a11 he livesi 

peace and happiness. 

to pitch a camp. 

f{^ M T ask him t0 fix 
it properly (of anything loose). 

% ± it cannot be fixed. 

%± to fix on, —of something 

which has been cut or broken off. 

also asked where 

he was going. 

±Af S where is the 

master ? 

fro 4-%& where are they 

now? (as the days of one’s youth.) 

in 

R. 

See 

44 

45 

Sinking 
Upper. 

which is right and 

which wrong? 

how can...? how is there...? 

how dare you 

how can I be willing to...? 

% I! fro it how can I act (or 

how can it be) thus? 

% A title of wives of officials 

of the sixth grade; a husband’s 
mother. 

75? jj|r servant boys. 

7^ to set UP a household; to 

marry; funds left behind or sent 
for the use of the family; an 
allotment from wages. 

%m to calm oneself, as when 

trying to go to sleep. 

% H|i ± m to set up an 

ancestral tablet and dot the 

character ^ (making it 2J2 ) 

as is done for dead relatives. 

an Amban or high Manchu 

official, a term applied to (e.g.) 
the Imperial Resident at Lhassa 

H the Jewish Sabbath; 

the Christian Sunday. 

W Ll [33 Parthia; Persia; see 

7258. 

& A # gum benjamin, or 

benzoin. 

IS Annarn or Cochin 

China. 

Annam cinnamon. 

7^ Anhui, one of the provinces 

of China. 

^ tjbj- [Marcus Aurelius] Anton¬ 

inus, who is mentioned in con¬ 
nection with an embassy or 
trading mission to China in 
A. D. 166. 

To press down. To stop; 

to prevent moving. To hold; 

to grasp. To examine. As; 

according to; consecutively 

See yjSj 2260. 

to press down; not to 

mention. 

to press a thing 

down with the hand. 

to cause a cl°ucl 

to descend,—of a magician. 

* to shampoo. 

r 
45 

Aisr 

b is m m n it ** 
could he (i.e. he was unable m 
repress (his emotion)? 

^ *%! to rein in a horse. 

f&lt to cause to stop. 

£ ^ to stop the advance 0f 

troops. 

W) an armistice. Also 

in San Kuo Chih to keep jn 
one’s entrenchments. 

& S) T' % A p.iS n 
tion] was stopped and he could 

not get it presented. 

^ MM t0 lay the hand 
on the heart. 

Ff'n JJL he grasped his 
sword and stood ready. 

to examine. 

(or t?) ) a Provincial 
Judge. 

the yatnen of a Provincial 

Judge; the Judge himself. 

or or 

according to law 

|}$ acc°rding to, 

ft according to one’s 

lot; to mind one’s business. 

& M S §1 to pay monthly 

took a fan to beat 

time with. 

keeping proper time 

(in music, refers to the 

instruments that are beaten, 

HR to flutes, etc. which have 

“eyes”). 

to press the red teeth, 

—to touch the stops (usually 

made of red wood) of a musical 

instrument. 

^ ^ to play music. 

following in the 

track of; true to life. 

***- to hold down; to repress, 

J?jJ the sequence of verses. 

mm according to the periods. 

according as the plaCC 

may require. 

W) to borrow on security, 

tfc M ad valorem. 
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sr 
46 

H. I °n 
F. ang 
W. yue 
N. tin 
p. ) 
M> | ant nS‘™ 
Y. aa^yaa 
Sz.««, ngan 
K. an 
].gan 
A. an 

Sinking 
Upper. 

||| to hold a hawk on the 

wrist. 

^ to reckon up one by one. 

^ according to the number; 

proportionately. 

rti the arrival of the Literary 

Chancellor at the Prefecture or 
Department. 

Read o\ To repress. 

ja n M in order to repress 

the hostile clans. 

A table; a judge’s desk. 

A case or action at law. 

or |j? a table. The 

£ 

first also means guilt, crime. 

^ a study table. 

a magistrate’s table; hence, 

a case in court. 

IS & M Kfe W 7 i,ushed 
over the magistrate’s table. 

|j| got upon the table. 

|^J |^ to strike the table (as an 

impatient magistrate). 

BfS. 5?|] ^ "jig called him up to 

the magisterial desk. 

US ft cases; trials. 

—• 'pj1 ^ a case. 

JLL M see 69S4- 

fpf or M ^ the circum¬ 

stances of a case. 

^ a case of murder or 

homicide. 

m % m ft criminal cases, 

to summon to trial. 

aE 

\m 

to hear a case. 

to decide a case; to give 

judgment. 

^ the record office. 

s or * * records of cases. 

to revise a case. 

M # it appears from the records 

that... 

)%. to reverse a decision. 

M D ) fck the case is still 

an ice frame, —unsettled. 

^ a criminal case 

in which there is no clue to the 
offender. 

>K 

46 

l 7 ] 
-A.3NT 

is on record; has been 

laid before the court. 

10h M lili ff t0 b™g UP for 
examination all connected with 
the case. 

W M these 

remarks are not relevant to the 
case. 

|j^ to wind up a case. 

Id the conclusion of a case, 

to settle a case amicably. 

jfj| tiao '• Jd a superior sending 

for the record of a case. 

m ii? #§ JS in order to clear 

off outstanding cases. 

or the ft M or IE 71® : 
list of successful candidates issued 
after the Magistrate’s examination. 

d "H" first on the list of m & 

students at the Magistrate’s ex¬ 
amination. 

%L M the list of successful B.A.’s. 

—• pllj M a set of altar 

furniture. 

|d |e| collectors of theatre debts. 

Id p^J with regard to the case 

of... 

|d jj'd it is on record that; as it 

appears. 

|d ptj the case is owing to... 

|d to (your) court. 

|d jipi it is °n record that he has 

received. 

MW legal cases. 

m m zitn things to be eaten 

with the wine. 

Mm established precedents; 

recorded cases or decisions. 

d to take the place of the 

accused. 

Read wait'. A bowl. 

[Properly written and 

said to be an old form of 

12,470.] 

IjjjL |d 7^ Jfj to lift the bowl up 

to a level with her eyebrows,— 

as did the ugly wife of ^ jrj| 

Liang Hung of the Han dynasty, 
every time she brought in his 
food, to hide her face. Used of the 
respectful obedience of a wife. 

A saddle. 

47 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

^ -^* a saddle. 

ffi ® t la m t is 
M « ± saddle the horse. 

a saddler’s shop. 

ffi. 7* #P T $ take off 
the saddle. 

*"** yjg saddle-flaps. 

$ M 7* the seat of a saddle. 

;{■/§» the “bridge” of a saddle, 

which keeps the horse’s back¬ 
bone from being galled. 

I ^ ^ a bridge with an arch 

like a saddle. 

Ifi _t l| hold the saddle 
and get on the horse. 

m *fc ± % to climb into the 

saddle. 

M M ^ now before the 

saddle, now behind the horse, 
i.e. officious. 

— one saddle, one 

horse, i.e. no second husband. 

^ to grasp the saddle. 

48 

R. 
Bun 

See 

The personal pronoun /. 

mine- 

fit inwe- 

m 
P. crr«, an 

M. can 

Sinking 
Upper. 

vg 

49 

See 

Rising Upper. 

5° 

R. 

C. om 
H. am 

F. ang 

To feed oneself with the 

hand, like the Hindoos, 

who never use the left 

hand for this purpose. To 

hold in the mouth. 

<1? P/S p! 0m 

Mani Padme Hum “Oh the 
jewel in the lotus 1 Amen 1” or 
according to Professor Wilson 
“Glory to Manipadme!” A magic 
formula or prayer much used in 
Mongolia and Tibet as a charm 
against evil influences. 

A hut; a cottage; a chalet. 

A nunnery, or a monastery, 

always Buddhist. 

soldiers’ huts. 

Li] a summer retreat. 
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5° 
W. 0 

N. ein 

P. 

M. 
Y. yaa 

Sz. an 

K. am 

J. an 

A. am 

Even Upper. 

51 

II 
r> 
R- ^ 
C. bn,om 

H. am, en/, 
v. two 

F. v. tigiang 

See 

Even Upper. 

3 

R. ' 

See 

Even Lower. 

]§f’ a Buddhist shrine. 

& a nunnery. 

Aii to become a nun. 

MB IS H 
(Mangifera Indica). 

Same as 50. 

A name applied to several 

species of Coturnix. 

% fl| a quail. See 10,142. 

f 

and are eaten.] 

& 

are so called in Kuangtung. 

4® T or ^ 

locusts. 

it’ 
54 

See (J*' 

Rising Upper 

*r 
55 

K-ip: 

Seelf 
Even Upper. 

dM3 

0 

56 

R. 

C. ««, 

H. ,e»i 

cf. 

See gg- 

Rising Upper, 

An impure woman. Dirty 

$0 DM filthy. Or as under 58. 

tap. To extinguish. 

t£ ^ 4& ft Put >,ou 
over it. 

ffiWSXZ *° |1K|C 

and make people guess. 

4f $His$tomuffletl 
and drums. 

to feel the pulse. 

melodion. 

Jf M t0 extinguish- 

tt*4 
Ma 

The sun obscured by 

clouds •, dark; gloomy. 
fln‘ > 

57 

*•» 
C. om 

Invisible, as opposed to Rf] 

7946. Opaque, as opposed 

57 

H. am 

F. a ng 
to Jftj 7°35- Secret. 

W. o, a 

N. ein A Bf a dark day- 
P. a?i, ngan 

M. an, ngan 

Y. yaa 

S3. 0^- dark, as a room, or night. 

Sz. an, ngan 

IC. am 
Qf fril *n tke dark. 

J. an 

A. am 
00 /ihl §| in a dark cave. 

It' Sinking 

Upper. 
00 obscure. 

|L gg- the dusk which sends birds 

to roost. 

— a# ,% D& 4e * at 

58 

r. ]!jl 

See Rf J|£ 

Even Upper. 
once it began to get dusk. 

Off P^=l in secret. 
HO 

00 fJj to secretly enquire. 
59 

g*- to secretly injure; to stab 
R-w.m 

a man in the back. C. om, com 

0f 15 % A t0 wound with a 
See gf 

secret arrow. Even & Sink- 

0f ^ a secret sign 5 a Pass 
ing Upper. 

word; holding up the fingers 
to denote a number. 

g*- a secret place; behinc 

one’s back. 

00 4JH to refiect within oneself. 

00 y^. t0 fauflfi I*1 one’s sleeve. ffi 

60 

the visible. spear is easily met, 
but the secret arrow is difficult 

E- W M 

to guard against. Wj 
gg- secret figures; cipher. See gj^ 

00 ^ ^ silently keeping to 
Even Rising 
and Sinking 

himself. Upper. 

Rp Jf! to secretly plot against a 

man. 

1 

gf to conceal, 

g*^ lapis lazuli. 

Bf to deserl; secretiyt0 tke 

y enemy. 

[tff |j| a dark spot; a secret 

s place. 
fcfc* 

Bp Wj t0 hint at in writing7 to m 

imply. 61 

e 0f ‘/JL 1:0 weeP in secret- r-M 

Bf or 0f Wia covert allu- 
See gg1 

sion; an innuendo. Rising Upper. 

“looking at flowers 

fountain” contains a 
in the 

covert allu¬ 
sion to the “Peach-bloss0m 
Fountain” by T‘ao Chflen. 

a covert allusion. 

same 
secret society. 

To boil flesh. To make 

filthy. Or as under 55 ffi 

Skilled in 5 fully ac 

quainted with. To recite. 

00 

If an 
or of t or on it 

? well versed in. 

^ of tit iSnorant of the 
ways of the world. 

mmmm he is wei1 ac 

quainted with the principles of 
the books, i.e. of Confucianism. 

If ^ iife he is very skilled 

in the art of war. 

To shut the door. To 

to close the door 

and refuse visitors. 

the dark time; night 

m m bs 0 
growing clearer (in intelligence), 

m $ %■ ft H9 fr *he6"' 
Ch'eng Ti of the Han, liked 
going about in the dark. 

ignorant and irresolute. 
nj £ 

® A m ft F i 

Tfc to cause people 

behave in private as though 
the penalty were at hand," 

good government 

Similar to 57. 

(Jf ffi dark; gloomy. 
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jj\\ 

62 

R. 

See 0jg 

Sinking 

Upper- 

W 
63 

R# 

C. ngon 
H. ngan 
F. ngang, 

ngiang 

W. 
N. 

M.} "** "*“* 
Y. an, yaa 
Sz. an, »£a» 

K. 
J. £iz» 

A. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A squall; a hurricane. 

*»**#**■ 
squall burst over the sea like a 
clap of thunder. 

A shore, beach, or river- 

bank. A high cliff. End 

of a journey; the goal. A 

high forehead. A private 

lock-up. 

± on the bank, 

pp: to go ashore. 

“F see 4230. 

a ta ± & if n 1 
myself go ashore and make en¬ 
quiries. 

ifBE yJT iHE rip boundless and m> i/3- t 1 
shoreless. 

_h W1 -S* W{when he &ets safe 
ashore, he will think of his 
money,—as a man rescued from 
drowning. 

Hi fp- to S° cl°se t0 the shore. 

(l|^l jip: on opposite banks; separ¬ 

ated by water. 

PPi ® & both sides are 

banked up. 

Je] #|[ ^ pp: the shore is just 

behind you, i.e. you can easily 
reform 

n j reached the shore 

of wisdom (or learning,—as if 
emerging from the waters of 
ignorance). 

to reach that shore 

i.e. Nirvana,—by crossing the 
Sansara. 

the next world; hereafter, 

a riverside road; a bund. 

loftily- 

^ A M ^ ^ 1*1®of a very 
angular disposition,—crotchety, 
quarrelsome, 

tu 
pp a noble fellow; a hero. 

||ljj| with forehead bare and 

kerchief over head,— in undress, 

ff. j'p 'j'f ^ either lock-up, or 

gaol. 

A well-dressed, elegant 

woman. 
64 

R. 

See 
f¥ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

65 

A 

66 

R. 

See 13,109. 

Devoid of intelligence; 

not at ease. Foolish gibes, 

jokes, raillery. 

J- gon, gon 
A. ckam 

Even Lower. 

67 

68 

R- M 
J. gan, gon 
A. ham, Cycm 

Rising Lower, 

69 

R. 
PI 

P. <? 

See 0g- 

J. ««, 0 

Even & En¬ 

tering Upper. 

If 
70 

See 0g ^ 

Rising Upper, 

Same as 66. 

To restrain one’s anger. 

Laree cheeks. A bad 

temper. A woman who is 

partial to one. 

A cover of a dish, or 

tripod. 

5 4L a cover with inter¬ 

twined dragons carved on it. 

jcp' 

7i 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

Turned black, as ripe 

mulberries or spoiled olives 

Sudden; quick. 

i# m so w w 21 m a mo¬ 

ment the thunder had struck him. 

-AJVTG-. 

High; high-priced. To 

raise the head; self-posses¬ 

sed. Used as the pronoun /, 

and with 75. 

]Pp 'fit' high in price; dear. 

the cheapness or 

dearness of goods. 

lit ns g fp f“« »f vA 
noble ideas and enthusiastic. 

7i 

bP 
72 

^ jq> i ‘i* 1 do not pity my¬ 

self. 

Am jcps others cross, but 

I do not. 

fPfP majestic-looking. Fleet; 

swift. 

Same as 71. 

73 

See IB 
Even Lower 

2 A post. Hard; strong. 

SbW a horse-post. 

W 

74 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

75 

R. 

C. ngong 
H. gigong 

F. ngoung 
W. ngoa 
N. ong 
P. ang, ngang 

M. cang 

Sz. | ‘ang 
K. ang 

J- go 
\. ngang 

Even Lower. 

76 

See 

Even Lower. 

An angry or startled 

horse. 

like a fretful horse. 

Read liu". A horse with 

a white belly. 

a swift cour¬ 

ser that can cover a thousand 
li in one day. 

To rise higher and higher. o o 

Lofty; imposing; pompous; 

bold; see 71. 

-g to carry the head high, 

rising in price. 

1U1 IB tall; imposing. 

* % IB IB full of confidence; 

resolute. 

BSii a pompous man 

ner. 

IB rfn A he entered in a 
dignified manner. 

|B 0 boldly said. 

The turned-up eaves of a 

Chinese roof. 

^ flying, i.e. turned-up, eaves 

Hi 
77 

See 3. 

2 
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78 

H. i °* 
F. yong 
W. oa, a 
N. 
P. ang1 
M. ingang 
Y. i 
Sz. I 
K. <7«g- 
J. 5 
A. ong^ an 

Sinking 
Upper. 

m 

79 

R-?x H§ 

See 
A. o»,g- 

Even Upper. 

8o 

A basin; a tureen. Sleek. 

Abundant. Well-flavoured. 

An instrument of music, 

which yields an earthy 

timbre when struck. 

a bowl. 

a soup-tureen; a water- 

cooler. 

% & a delf basin. 

1ft IB sleek in the back, as 
a fat man. 

abundant, as the bright¬ 

ness of spring. 

the third of five kinds of 

wine mentioned in the Chou 
Ritual. 

jj& Tjf basin and bowl col 

liding,—disagreement between 
husband and wife. 

The navel. 

mm the navel, which the Chi¬ 

nese regard as a kind of valve 
or vent. 

pain from wind 

on the stomach. 

A small animal. 

a badger. 

82 

was a noted hill. Used 

for 83. 

m 

83 
R. 

See^C 

A. nau, ngau 

Sinking 
Lower. 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

wi 
81 

R.: 

Rising Lower 
& Upper. 

Fat. Stiff; straight. 

Safi fat. Also, dirty; filthy 

See 3. 

82 

r,IR 

SeeM 
Even Lower. 

To saunter; to ramble. 

Tall. Proud. A term ap¬ 

plied by the people of ^ 

to any of their rulers who 

were slain or deposed and 

therefore not canonised; e.g. 

A stage for plays. 

Name of a region near 

in which there 

84 

r. ^ 

See 

Even Lower. 

1 

85 
R. ‘ 

See m» 
Even Lower. 

to travel, 

very tall. 

^ IIM in their inter- 
course they were not proud. 

^ J»lL the manes of families 

which have been exterminated 
or have died out. 

*n straitened circumstan¬ 

ces. 

Proud; arrogant; scorn¬ 

ful ; rude. See 1342, 6234. 

haughty. m \Ti 

H pride. 

'ffi: of a proud disposition. 

i|J| to treat wkh scorn, 

a haughty bearing. 

Mrude- 

tyrannical. 

pf to mouth out; to speak 

with an effort. 

to obstinately persist 

in doing. 

1 |l|j| |I|$£a proud and lonely 

nature. 

E& to stand frost, as flowers. 

86 

R. 

See 
iTn 

Even Lower. 

87 

88 

R. ■ 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

‘2 Strong; brave. 

t prowess. 

«9 

R-m 
C. ngou, 

v. ngau 
H. ngau 
F. ngoa 
W. ng'oe 
N. ngoa 
p. 1 
M. | au,ngau 
Sz. ) 
Y. oa^ orh 
K. 0 

J- go 
A. ngau 

Even Lower 

Buzz of voices. Noise of 

people clamouring. 

dj^ a hubbub; a great noise; 

confused in mind. 

M. P # everybody talking 

at once. 

^ pi [l|$ children crying for 

food. 

# # # Pit (the PeoPle) cry¬ 
ing for food. 

tfk the mournful 
scream,—of wild geese overhead. 

A granary; a storehouse 
for grain. 

a grain establishment, 

Same as 83. 

To shake; to rattle. To 

smite. [Commonly written 

as below.] 

|£ H| to ring a bell. 

|a to s^a^ce a post. 

|& ~^T t0 dirow dice. 

|| 4§r to shake up the divining 
lots. 

To boil; to decoct; to 

simmer. To distil; see 81 

To endure; to watch. To 

disturb. 

fk to boil food. 

s m 1 to be in trouble, 

Read acr. 

^fjk to make soup. 

%k ypj to distil spirits. 

$k to decoct drugs. 

■mi\ to boil to rags. 

to make congee. 

^k pafe to boil skimmercakes 

^k ^ to boil and fry; to pre¬ 

pare, as a lotion; harassec 
worried. 

^k *p|* to boil down, or prepare, 

opium. 

^jk ^ boiled tea,—huge cau 

drons of which are kept going 
in all yamens. 

$k or TT $k to keep watt 
rm IA ^ lin . , 

by a sick bed; to work at mg - 
The first may be used of an) 
pursuit at night; e.g. of ganibl"1 

^k Tfr ^ unable to endure,"® 

a drunkard, going without drin 

M M ^ M could not staD“ 
the torture. 

Jiff B M the peopled 
mourned him. 



11 

9° 

sfe 
Even Lower. 

91 

SeeS 
Even Lower. 

Ri# 
See ^ tlk' 
Even Lower. 

93 

B* t 

S"1 
Even Lower. 

m 
94 

R't 

See fj5C 
n\\ 

Even Lower. 

R. 

■ 95 

See 
i i\\ 

Even Li ower. 

w 
«=i 
96 

Rit 
Seef^C 

Rven Lower. 

A large dog, described 

as four feet high, and fierce 

but tractable. Probably 

the mastiff of Tibetan 

shepherds. See 7541. 

A stringed musical instru¬ 

ment. 

tjif) /\ Jjl tfk to play on 

the eight-gem instrument. [Eight- 
gem probably means ornamented 
with eight gems or pieces of jade.] 

A stony surface ; shingle. 

ill tfk f# $L the 
rocky mountains squeeze one 
another. 

Refusing to hear. 

(or M) disinclined to 

listen to; indifferent to; caco¬ 
phonous; harsh to the ear,— 
of style. 

noisy cries of a multitude. 

The stem or cut-water of 

a vessel. The keel or false 

keel. 

The nippers or 

claws of a crab. 

large 

10 a shell like the Spondylus. 

An immense bivalve, under 
which fishermen are fabled to 
build a fire to open the shell 
and obtain the flesh. Probably 
the great Chamct. Also, a clam 
(same as 656) eaten with wine. 

A worthless fellow. 

Sounds of weeping. The 

appearance of being great. 

W toe cry °f weeping 

and sobbing. 

infinitely great is that which 
makes them divine! 

97 

R- % St 
H. -jngai/, 

cngau 

See 
r>\\ 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Lower. 

98 

R. 
K VJJU 

See nn 
Even & Sink¬ 
ing Lower. 

99 

r# st 
s" Mr 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Lower. 

IOO 

Even Lower. 

To ramble; to travel for 

pleasure. 

self. 

To divert one 

jjf] ^ 4^ to roam over the 

Four Seas,—the world. 

)s|| to §° to shows and thea¬ 

trical entertainments. 

to revel in the 

breezy moonlight. 

A round iron cooking 

utensil, flat and shallow. 

a griddle; a waffle-iron, 

to fry. 

A vicious, also spirited, 

horse. Indomitable •, stub¬ 

born. 

^ resolute; determined; 

proudly obstinate. 

m L m stubborn, without 

regard to consequences. 

A common form of 

101, q.v. 

Ini a sPecies °f scorptena 

(Pterois). 

dS" A* an orange-coloured 

species of scorpaena (Sebastes 
platyccphalus). 

occupying alone 

the Leviathan’s head, i.e. to be 

l|j£ 7C ^irst at the final Han- 

lin examination. 

a gargoyle shaped like a 

fish’s head. 

I«SI I shall ever be in 

your debt,—i.e. bearing a weight 
(of gratitude) like the aod 

A ^ hT ^ M # ft he 
can go into the water and catch 
the sea-serpent,—his energy is 
indomitable. 

101 

s"SS 
Even Lower. 

how A. yu 

do you expect to catch a levia- Irregular 
than with a cake? 

A huge turtle, represent- DO 
ed, like Atlas, as supporting 106 

the weight of the earth. 

It is also said to bear on IS 

its back the |g ^ P‘eng- 107 

IOI 

102 

r. y/h 
VJh 

See nn 
Sinking 
Lower. 

£ 
103 

7>i*» 
104 

yu 

yu 

See 
"Vfr. 

Apparen tly 
in part 

synonymous 

with 
'll it 

. 0 
A. au 

Even LTpper. 

io5 

R. 
X. 

C. hou, ou 

H. au 

F. ya, -yigoa 

W. ye 

N. ya 

P. 
M. 
Y. ioa, orh 

Sz. yu 

K. o 

J. 5 

lai islands, or fairy-land, in 

the eastern sea. Its legs 

were used by ^ Nii- 

wa for the four supports 

of the earth. See 100. 

the golden turtle 

supports the sea. 

A bird of ill omen, whose 

presence indicates ruin to 

the State. It has a white 

body and red mouth. 

See 12,939. 

To boil; to stew. 

jriffl to boil vegetables. 

| to stew thoroughly. 

<1$ to watch by a sick bed. 

See 89. 

To fight; to slaughter; 

to give no quarter. To 

deceive. 

H to fight. 

i#Ai a bloody field of 

battle. 

!H a bloody battle. 

B 11 to impose on a person. 

See 12,429. 

See 4330. 
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108 

R 
K 

See 

K. o. v. ko 
A. pau 

Even Lower. 

To fly like the common 

hawk-kite; to soar. To 

roam about. See 4278. 

& 

109 

R-fttM 
C. ou, yuk 
H. azz, yuk 

F. oa, oiik 
W. be, yii 

N. oa 
P. au, yiiD 

M. au, you 

Y. aa, orli 
Sz. au, yzz 
K. a 
J. a, z’£zz, a^zz 

A. azz 
Sinking & En¬ 

tering Upper. 

110 

R. 
"J\a 
Sinking 

Upper. 

«i 

hi 

MS 
F. caa, v. caa 

W. aV 

P. 

M. 
au 

See 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

to wheel around in the 

air; to move about unconcer¬ 
nedly. 

?rT Jt ^ ffl they roam 
about the Ho. 

wiistsm to saunter along 

the cloud way,—of official life. 

The south-west corner, 

where the lares used to 

be placed. Quiet; retired. 

Mysterious; obscure. Warm. 

See 115. 

to worship the lares, 

a popular idol; a leader, 

place —as occupying 
honour. 

the of 

mysterious; marvellous. 

obscure; difficult to under¬ 

stand,—as a text, or doctrine. 

0 M 
formerly, when I started, the sun 
and moon (i.e. the weather) had 
just begun to get warm. 

A building-plot; a flat 

open space. A shore. To 

go into winter quarters. 

114. Interchanged with 

the headlands and bays 

along a coast. 

those people are hi¬ 

bernating, i.e. they keep to their 
houses. 

jjtj J^L .=0 the grounds along 

the waters were everywhere made 
habitable,—referring to thedrain- 
ing labours of the Great Yii. 

Vexed ; angry; to regret. 

4{4 to hate. 

irritated; vexed. 

to brood angrily 

over anything ;.to cherish hatred. 

Hi to regret; to reproach 

oneself for any act. 

distressed; regretful. 

sad; sorrowful. 

112 

C. v. rou 

See til 

Sinking 

Upper. 

113 

114 

R.l 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Ir5 

116 

R 
C. ou 
H. ate 

F. oa 
W. be 
N. oa 
P. au, v. nau 

M. au 

Y. oa, orh 
Sz. au 

K. o 

J- 5 
A. au 

Rising Upper. 

To grind. 

See 13,649. 

A bank, or high shore. 

A bay, or cove. A dock 

for ships. 

Namoa Island, below 

Amoy. 

Iveeow Island, north of 

Macao. 

yJlO pf] Macao. 

'M PI M Pidgin-English. 

^ li( yjj| original name of 

Macao. 

iifA men of the bay,- 

Macaoese or Portuguese, 

a dock. 

yP| fp or a maritime 

headman, or headman of a 
fishing-station, corresponding to 
the ti-pao on shore. 

Same as 13,649. 

An outer garment; a 

coat; a jacket. Its cuffs 

are not turned back in the 

“horse’s hoof” style; neith¬ 

er does it open in front 

like the 

]rj!» or mi a coat, usually 

quilted. 

ft a long, lined coat. 

$rjj ?Jl a coat wadded with cot¬ 

ton-wool. 

a fur-lined coat. 

a sum money given 

at the beginning of winter to 
the headmen of local beggars, 
and to the street watch. 

66 xia yeuow wadded 

coat,-—the rays of the sun which 
keep one warm. 

X17 

E-tt 

See 1$ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

118 

R-it 
C. cou 

See 1$ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
ii9 

120 

r. ijS 

Even Upper. 

A large and coarse kind 

of perch (Scicena) brought 

to Macao in winter, weigh, 

ing sometimes a hundred 

pounds. Also, a kind of eel 

See 12,642. 

A hollow in the ground; 

a cavity. Undulating, as 

hilly ground. 

UHI) a dip in the hills; a ra-| 

vine; a gorge. 

W Ufa MW) ±Zt 

C. ngou 
H. ngau 

F. ngoa 

W. ngoe 

N. ngoa 
P. 
M. 

Sz. 
Y. oa, orh 
K. 0 

]■ go 
A. nau 

Sinking 
Lower. 

S' 
124 

F. ngaiti 

See fPJ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

See I IO. 

St 

to upset a cup of water into 
hole in a room, i.e. into a de¬ 
pression in the mud floor. 

See 12,947. 

121 

m 
See 8460. 

122 

Ipi1 Haughty; proud. Name 

of a man in the Hsia 
123 

kb dynasty (son of Han 

Tsu, who usurped the throne 

of China on slaying ^ >n 

B.C. 2139), who was so 

strong that he could || jf 

propel a boat over land. 

He and his father were 

killed in B.C. 2079. 

To gallop wildly. 



C. chat0 
H. tsap, tsat 
F. chak 

VV. tsa 
tsah 

?. cha. icha, 
c '■cha 

M. tsa 
Y. tsaa 
Sz. cha 
K. ch'al 
J. a/JZ, uchi 

A. trat 

Entering 
Upper. 

CHA [ ] CHA 

ft 

125 

To pull up. To.cut out 

paper images. To prick; 

to pierce. Interchanged with 

142. 

ft 
126 

2* 

127 

"IS 
Ml 

J. -rater, sachi 

Entering 
Upper. 

cold to the touch 

(character doubtful), 

f l & Wi III pulled up his two 

sleeves. 

tlifJJIT screw up your 

courage. 

ft# to make an effort. See 707. 

tl#Tf£ I cannot make the 

effort. 

Sttl paper images, such as hor¬ 

ses, houses, servants, etc., which 
are burnt in order to supply the 
dead with these necessaries of 
ordinary life. 

H Kf conclusive, 

tints cut out to the life, 

tl to embroider flowers. 

tl (ftt0 stab- 
tl 5E T stabbed to death. 

77 tl to stick with a knife, 

tl® I pricked a hole in. 

tlft to stick into. 

tL $1 t0 st^c^ a P'S- 
tL ^ or tl to ma^e 

stockade. 

tlil3S>tlt$ originally, 
a ukase; a Dzassak, or chief¬ 
tain of a Mongol tribe, or of a 
Lamasery. 

tl ^ #and tl Pi # °ja 
laid and Djarud, names of Mon 
gol tribes. 

See 182. 

A thin wooden tablet, 

anciently used for writing; 

a layer. A document sent 

from a superior to a subor¬ 

dinate. Polite term for 

letter. To die prematurely; 

the ^ says “a pesti- 

CHA. 

c 
lence.” Interchanged with 

|^l] 142. Numerative of EJ3 w 
127 

1167. 
128 

^ itL wrking tablets, used be- A 
fore the invention of paper. 129 

fi m § « rn *Lad 
the conversation was carried on P. 1cha, ccha 

by writing. See ^ 
M a despatch from a superior Entering 

to a subordinate; instructions. Upper. 

See 142. 

orders under acknowledg- 

ment; your orders. 
13° 

orders to undertake some 

particular work; to commission. P. ccha 

• i'L ^ instructions stating. See 

||j| to despatch with orders. Entering. 
Upper. 

-'Mj to wrde urging. 

tT t0 send instructions to. 

,. r .r 

it0 direct 131 
R. vulgar. 

ff] t0 direct the Three (Pro- Even Upper. 

vincial) Commissioners. 

ij'L y°ur bowery instructions, 

i.e. your valued favour; your 
letter. 

ffg goose document, i.e. your 

letter, from a story of a letter 
once conveyed by a goose. See 

m t3»I37- 

j|;J' ^ "fci >tl arrow pierced 

the seven layers of his armour. 

Jji the people do not 

die untimely deaths. 
132 

W* To bind up; to tie in a 

bundle; to fasten. 
'in. 

128 133 

*•»§ 
P. ctez, icha 

% M or Ifto bind to§e- 
ther; to tie up. M1 

See *L —’ ^ a nosegay. 134 

Entering 
Upper. 

jjj-p to bind the feet of girls. R-S 
See 6638. P. cha, v. Cr/zc 

^ to tighten the girdle. See 

to bind up tight. 

[jj^ to hook back the curtains, 

to attach to; to bind on. 

Even Upper. 

!&■ to bind round: to enve- 

lop; to wrap; to dress. 

A small species of cicada, 

the wheat locust. 

a kind of truxalis, or 

green grasshopper, which chirps 
incessantly. The term is applied 
to a woman with a long tongue. 

A water bird, with a long 

^ ^ a grebe. Also, small water- 

fowl; snipe. 

^ ^ t^e common snipe. 

The sound of indistinct 

;terances. To answer to 

call = Yes, Sir. '[Should 

be fljfcf 533 in the last sense.] 

i "t 11M [the sparrows] are 

twittering to each other. 

pjg£ P-^ P§ the sound of whis¬ 

pering. 

^ he called out cha 

(in reply to a summons). 

Read cfca1. 

§ to whisper. tnii 

See 157. 

Same as 159. Also used 

or HI a raft, 198. 

Sediment; dregs; what 

is left after expressing the 

juice of anything. 

fi i? it % leavings; sift¬ 

ings; grounds. 

ygf the refuse left after de 

cocting drugs. 

A M & broken star-aniseed 

ife shell-lac. 



CHa [ H 

134 

&¥ river weeds. 

y-jjf -^p the refuse of anything. 

=bh 
re^use beancake. 

Read cha4. Name of a 

stream in the south of 

Shensi. 

Same as 161. 

I35 

136 
R. vulgar. 

P. pha 

Even Upper. 

ft* 
137 

R, 1 

See IE 
Even Upper. 

138 

139 

To tread 

through. 

on; to walk 

142 
H. chap, Pap 

F. cliak, Pak 
W. /ra 

N. /ra/i 

P. icha 
M. tsa 

Y. tsaah 
Sz. cha 

J. to 
A. dap, /‘a/ 

Entering 
Upper. 

I got up to my 

ankles in mud. 

to walk through rain. 

To obstruct the passage. 

To lie near to. Name of 

a place. 

140 

m 
141 

r-M 

C. chata 
H. chot^ kkiut 
F. chiok, chivok 

W. 
N. tsah 
P. icha, chwcp^ 

chw<? 

M. tsa, 

Y. tsouh 
K. >£«/, chkul, 

c/Pwal, chol 

J. setsz, satsz 
A. cliiiet, 

Entering 
Upper. 

142 

R K. p, 

C. chap° 

See 2977. 

11,468. 

5^ 1147- 

Sprouts appearing above 

the ground. To sprout. 

To increase. 

Miff** the epidendrum 

puts forth its shoots. 

it W t0 it ^ now k 
sprouts, now it shoots up 
straight, - alluding to the rapid 
growth of flowers. 

4j2- the oxen anc^ 

sheep grow fine and large. See 

. 2397. 

jH) t0 a11 things are Proclu- 
ced. See 12.823. 

To prick; to stab. A 

document; a contract; to 

contract. To hold a post. 

A form of Memorial to the 

Throne, used under the 

** 

143 

R-i& 
C. chap 
H. ap0 
F. chak 

W. za 
N. zah, v. P 

P. icha 

M. tsa 
Y. tsaa 

Sz. cha 
K. chap 

J. so 
A. a/, 

Entering 
Lower. 

T‘ang dynasty jff A 

\/\ (H ^ - To “instruct” 

subordinates. [To be distin¬ 

guished from |j;ij 10,482.] 

gl] 4- or fl| £ or §1 I] or 

—‘ ^l] instructions 

from a superior to an inferior. 

|£|] Iff to move > t0 request to... 

|£|] W0 t0 wr'te enquiring. 

|£|] instructions stating that... 

2* 

-j-.j to send back,—by a su¬ 

perior. 

to communicate with 

inferior. 

to give orders to. 

an 

fs to give written orders. 

to reply to the “petition” 

of an inferior officer. 

-™j a diploma purchased by a 

Etlfe- 
|] a contract for goods. 

glj ^ to buy goods to arrive. 

See 9048. 

-^■l] f?f to fix upon the price. 

stationed at—(of a govern¬ 

ment official’s post). 

m « & to stick in the cor 

ner,—said of a donkey which 
is obstinate and will not go on 
in the straight road. 

A water-gate; a lock in 

a canal; a weir. Any kind 

of barrier. A stockade. 

143 

2* 

144 

* is 
C. c/Pak0 
H. v. tslaky 
F. v. sah 

chak- 
W. v. csa 
N. v. sah3 
P. r/za3, j/z«3 
M. tsa? 
Y. v. paa 

See j}j\ 
Entering 
Upper. 

an animal-shaped in¬ 
strument for cutting the bodies 
of criminals in two at the waist 
In use under the Sung dynasty 

A palisade; a railing 0f 

posts; window-bars ; mov¬ 

able upright posts to serve 

as a door. 

* a sluice; a weir. 

M the lock river, a name 

given to the Grand Canal from 
the number of locks in it. 

p| entrance to a lock; a lock. 

[JEj or j^j ^ a lock gate. 

± A to dam up water. 

^ the official in charge of 

the lock. 

or IU fffll a Customs’ 

barrier; a pass. 

4 > j‘ PS P^ t0 ^eeP §uarc^ at 
the passes. 

¥ 
145 

R. " 

C. chcP, char. 
H. tsa3 
F. cha°, chal., 

cilia 
W. 1 

N. I 
P. cha 

M. ) , 
Y. j 
Sz. cha 
IC. I 
J. I 
A. hsa 

Sinking 
Upper & 

Lower. 

dzo 

or street gates, 
common in Chinese cities. The 
divide off the wards; are shin 
at night, except to known and 
respectable persons; and are 0f 
some _ protection against mobs 
and rioters. 

or ^ or 

gates in the streets of a Chinese 
city. See 143. 

Si Iff a fence. 

tiff an enclosure of posts, as 

a corral. 

P^ movable posts at an en 

trance. 

)|I ^ jY |)j|j raised a stockade 

all around the camp. 

^ ffl)l on Suarb at a gate. 

@ n Bit« m m t& ± 
A C with a belly full at night, 

and a large enclosure to sleep in, 
[the deer] might feel ashamed 
at their keeper’s kindness. 

At first; for the first time 

Suddenly; unexpectedly. 

or to meet for the 

first time; to come upon sud¬ 
denly. 

$ m lilt u m 1 j“st H 
him,—of a slight acquaintance, 

a first visit. 

4^ f,) sudden wealth. 

4^ suddenly; abruptly. 

^ on]y 1^;for thefirst 

time. 

API to arrive unexpectedly- 

^ ^ to enter abruptly. 

4=£ to hear suddenly, f°r l'ie 

first time. 

n0W C°ld’ n°" 
hot,—of changeable weather 



[ i5 

____' 

A loud noise. Nervously; 

hesitatingly. 

146 

R-il 1® 

=Z^ to put out the tongue, as 

the Chinese do when very much 

See >J*j2 ^ 

Sinking & 

Entering. 

astonished. 

$1] don t wran§le> or 
quarrel. 

111 a tremendous hubbub. 
Lower & 

! Upper. Read tse. To gnaw.1 

ft 

See ii,743- 

147 

4JL*3 

w 

A span ; to span. 

147a 
—- a span. 

g —. to measure by span. 

—-fp a span in length. 

m 
Same as 182. 

14S 

if? 
A running sore. 

j * 
149 

jffs scrofulous sores on the 

cheeks. 

See Jav 

Even Lower. 

4?' A water plant, called 
i-* 
r5° 

ground hemp. Name of a 

district in the north of 
R-il 

Chehkiang. 
See p §£ 
SinkingUpper. 

m 
A species of locust. 

ikH Sftjjji,tke edible locust. 

flllp a small cicada which 
F. cha? v. Pc? 
W. tso\ 

comes in September. 

v. tsiae* 
N- tso\ V. koh 

kali 
'’cha, tsf 

M- tsa, tse 
K. ch'ek 

J- saku, shake 
A. trik 

See also 

Entering 

! Upper. 

w 
To deceive; to impose 

upon; artful; false; fraud- 
r52 

R-jjil 
ulent. 

Jj E. cha ff|: deceitful; treacherous. 

T52 
H. tsa 
F. cha 
W. tso, dzo 

N. r.ro 
P. cha 
M. ) 
Y. I 
Sz. cha 
K. sa, Uza 

. js, j/zs 

A. tra 

SinkingUpper. 

w 

tsa 

false; counterfeit. 

0p to cheat. 

7^ 
[M 

I53 
R. 

C. 'cha 
F. chaD, v. t'a’ 

W. Szo 

See 
K. cha 
A. jai 

Rising & Sink' 
ing Irregular. 

um to cheat out of; to extort, 

to extort; to “squeeze.” 

Protean; changeable; 
cSC. C*I 

fickle. 

to feign to be honest. 

t0 fe*Sn defeat. 

ff£ gig;- to feign sleep. 

*5 If: clever at imposing on 

people. 

dli the knowinS im~ 
pose upon the dull. 

ftfr |M deceit and wickedness. 
PH 

||g: to pretend to halt. 

=H= v/ falsehoods. 

3^ jj|| under false pretences; to 

sail under false colours. 

jffz t0 get hold of by dishonest 

means. 

=H= || counterfeiting. 

to pretend to be an idiot 

See 10,514. 

gf; t0 pretend to goodness; 

hypocrisy. 

IfH t0 delude; to mislead. 

goods obtained under 

iS4 

155 

Jg* 
i54 

!56 

C. chapn 
v. '’chain 

H. v. ngiap 
F. v. siak, t'iak 
W. v. yUzz 
N. v. 'ra/z 
P.VAa, v.cchan 

M. tsa 
K. chap 
J. so 
A. fapr 

Entering 
Upper 

Irregular. 

a 

157 

See 

Even Upper. 

yfjj an oil-press, 

ypj a wine-press. 

Same as 154. 

To wink. 

IS HR or IS 0 or BS 0 
JqL to wink. 

— OS Bft X A in the 
twinkling of an eye. 

^ H D, 02 HR # * 
to speak, but to intimate by a 
wink that one has understood. 

To take up with the 

fingers; a handful. To seize; 

to hold fast. To squeeze 

A span; see 8121. 

AH grab a big hand- 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

false pretences. 

A condiment prepared 

from fish by mincing finely 

and hashing with rice and 

salt, and allowing this to 

ferment. 

IS a species of edible Acale- 

pha, or perhaps a Medusa. It is 
described as red like coagulated 
blood, and draws crabs after it. 

a general term for biliary 

and other calculi. Bezoar stones 
found in animals, used by Mongol 
magicians for producing rain. 

A press for extracting oil 

or sugar; a press for spirits. 

To squeeze; to express, as 

the juice from sugar-cane. 

ftm a house or shed where 

there is an oil or similar press. 

158 

R. lift 

See g 

Even Upper. 

ff- 
ful. 

^ hold it tight. 

IS f HI ft holding the seal, 

i.e. the authority. 

ft# ijilf holds it safe, or steady 

SSStl nothing to hold on 

by; no security. Used as a nick¬ 
name for a Buddhist priest in 
allusion to his shaven head and 
his general slipperiness of cha¬ 
racter. 

4fft^ there is security. 

tt JE M or Hi A M to 
blow the bellows, as at a forge. 

fS?M£ i^l pork into which 

water has been injected to in¬ 
crease the selling weight. 

ft*! to crush to pieces. 

ifl fljf to double up the fist 

To place the finger on 

anything for the purpose o 

choosing it. To take; to 

press down; to feel. 



m 

159 

R'ifl 
C. cha 
H. tsa 

F. cha 
W.} 

N. 
P. cha ' 
M. ) „ 

Y. i /sa 

Sz. cha 
K. chLa^ sa 

J. sa 
A. tza 

Even Upper. 

iso 

R. 

160 

i 

See .4^ 

Even Upper. 

i1 m 

161 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

m 

162 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

s 
163 

R. 

A sour red fruit of the 

size of a cherry • a species 

of hawthorn (Cratcegus cu 

neata or C. pinnatijida). 

04 tf the hill haw, alluding to 

the wild growth of the above 

fruit. [Known as 

and 04 If &E at Peking.] 

04 tit*. a cheese or jelly made 

from the hill haw. 

11a. 1‘H. t^ie cry °f magpies. 

The scab on a healing 

sore. 

a cicatrix; a scar. 

don’t sit down under a rotten 
roof. 

Discolourations on the 

skin ; pimples ; blotches. 

a blotchy or pimply skin. 

IS a grog-blossom nose; 

a drunkard’s nose. 

IItI Vpj J||l fjjfc )j|)$ much wine 

brings grog-blossoms. 

Red upland rice, called 

by some authors. 

See 

Even Upper. 

m 
164 

165 
R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

An exclamation of regret 

and surprise. To chant or 

sing. 

Read chid. To curse or 

scold at. 

Same as 161. 

Irregular, uneven teeth. 

166 

R. Ml 

cf. 

K. ch'-a 
J. ta 
A. hsa 

Even Upper. 

R- ;f§ 

See jrt 
A. sa, hsa 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

J. 
167 

R. 
m 

See pjg 

Even Upper. 

168 

R. 

See pp- 

Even Upper. 

Vf\ 
169 

R. IB. 

See dp- 

Even Upper. 

170 

K 
171 

R. 

See || 

A. sa 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To open out; to stretch 

open. To brag; to make 

a display. 

Pf? to open a door. 

—» Wk |Hj the two Powers 

(male and female principles) 
widely extended. 

pp- Yy braggart language. 

Aj) -pg? mind and body 

on a grandiose scale. 

Alchornea Davidi, Fr 

& Alchornea rufescens 

Fr. 

Not close-grained, as some 

kinds of meat. To adhere; 

to stick. 

Broad, spreading horns. 

To strike an ox across the 

horns. 

wide horns. 

172 

R. 

See 

A. sa 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To speak hesitatingly; 

afraid to speak out. Angry; 

disturbed in mind. 

ilF !$? incoherent talk, like that 

of one confused and afraid. 

Same as 169. 

A crack, as of a sharp 

clap of thunder; report of 

a gun. 

«» a clap of thunder, 

a mortar. 

To open ; to widen out. 

nm to expand; to open out, 

as flowers. To spread out, as the 
embroidered folds of a Chinese 
lady’s skirt. 

173 
R. 

See m 

Sinking 

Upper. 

*74 
r.£ 

see(#)Ji 
A. si fshij 

Even Upper. 

r75 

R- 

See || 

J. ta 
A. hsa 

Rising Upper. 

nr 
176 

R /II P0 
Seefi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

One of the branches 0 

the river or Yiin 

near Suichou in the north 0, 

Hupeh. See 13,837. A name 

of several other streams. 

Tones of a pipe. A char 

coal basket, or other basket 
of the kind. 

Read lzLui. 

bamboos growing irregu¬ 

larly ; to play upon the flageolet. 
[In the first instance, this is 
merely a fanciful combination 

of bamboo with the common 

term ^ jgt irregular.] 

Careless about; without 

arrangement. 

re 
177 

R-;1I 
C. ch'-a 
H. tsa 
F. ch'-a 
W. ts'o^ 

N. dzo3- 
P. cha 
K. ja, cha 

J. jyz, dja 
A. sa (shaj^sik 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

178 

pp ^ ^ to do things in a 

slovenly, careless manner,— al¬ 
luding to the disorder in a heap 
of stones. 

A sigh; a groaning noise 

To call. Also read chieh' 

and chad. 

the cries of birds. 

The Imperial thanks¬ 

giving, made to Earth at 

the end of the year for the 

crops, was called |h 

under the Chou dynasty. 

Correct form of 17 7> an(^ 

always used in the Classics 

Also used as short for 

wax; see 6668. 



[ 17 CHA 

2# 

179 

R-i& 

See g 

Entering 

Upper- 

Pattering of rain or flash¬ 

es of lightning! Confused 

noise of voices. Name of a 

place and river in Cheh- 

kiang. 

the rain patters down. 
it B 

Up the lightning flashes. 

&lf 1 noise of many 

voices in the court. 

4-t- Read sa 

poured down. 

suddenly the hail 

To sew and hem ; to sew 

T® together. 
180 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

A double hem or border 

on a robe. To bind the 
181 

loins. 

F. chak, ch'-iah ■ff ^ a Poucb> or inside pocket. 

See If !£ 
A. sap 

Entering 
Upper. 

To fry in oil or fat. To 
Psv* 

182 scald, by pouring on boiling 

R water. 
■fO 

C. j/iaj) 
N. zaA to fry thoroughly. 

See ^ 
or l)# a cake fried 

J- so, Z0 in oil. 
Entering 

Lower. i^j Ato fry meat babs< 

^ A to f1"^ mixed flour and 

sugar in the shape of strings. 

-fit to fry sacrificial offerings. 

to scald ailanthus lea- 

ves, which are eaten when tender. 

Read chef*. To burst; to 

crack, as a glass, from heat. 

dynamite. 

jjiljji ^ a mortar; a bomb-shell. 

to fall through; to come 

to nothing. 

R.i 

i83 
tjfs* 

K. ch'-al 

. tatsz. techi 
A. che, chief 

Entering 
Upper. 

«r 
184 

R 

See 

cf4L 
. satsz 

A. sap 

Entering 
Lower. 

18S 

X 
186 

r-E 
c. 1 
H. 
F. 1 
W. 
N. 1 
P. ch'-a 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ch'-a 
K. ch'-a 
J. ra, sha 
A. hsa, hswa 

Even Upper. 

The crowing of a bird. 

P^j- the sound of birds calling 

to one another. 

A lever knife for cutting 

up fodder, sheet iron, paper, 

etc. 

_f|J ]|J to cut straw for animals 

to eat. 

J|[|J the large knife used as 

above. 

Same as 184. 

R. 

187 

i 
See X 

A. hswa, hsa 

Even Upper. 

ch'-a 

ts'-o 

fs'-a 

To cross the arms; to 

interlace the fingers •, to 

fold the hands when bow 

ing. A prong •, a fork; a 

bifurcation. 

to fold the hands 

(one over the other) and make 
a bow,— as the Chinese do, rais 
ing the hands to the breast, or 
even to the forehead, if wishing 
to show respect. 

xm^ to put the arms akim 

bo. 

X^ to interlace the fingers. 

A X ^ rfii A Jfc in 
the time of eight interlacings of 
the fingers, he (Wen T‘ing-yiin) 
composed eight couplets. 

X. chevaux-de-frise, — those 

used in China are of wood. See 

Rif 5357- 

a musket with a fork to 

stick in the ground and rest it on 

a fork. 

^ X a pitchfork. 

MX a silver fork. 

H X a trident; also a point 

where three roads meet. 

X 
186 

189 

xh'-a 

fs'-a 

W. ts'-o 
N. fs'-a1 

P. ch’-a1 

M. I 
Y. 
Sz. ch'-a 
K. ch'-a 

J. fa 
A. sd (sha) 

Sinking 

Upper 
Irregular. 

X the play of throwing up 

heavy tridents and catching 
them. 

X °gresl devils ;thtyakchas 

of Buddhism. 

nx a three-pronged fork, used 

to spear soles and other fish, 

a pronged stick. 

X RP Bea brothel bullx- 

To pick up with a fork, 

or pincers, or with the 

fingers. To drive out. To 

hang up. 

turn him out. 

hang it up,—on a nail, 

to stand with arms akimbo. 

kX 
188 

RJ§ji 
See 

A. hswa 

Even Upper. 

A forked branch; a 

prong; a pitchfork. See 6227. 

a forking branch of a tree, 

a pronged stick. 

^ ^ #1 A £ *X when 
spring comes the mountain trees 
all put forth branches. 

chevaux-de-frise. See X 
186. 

-tX. a pickpocket who 

slips an arm out of his sleeve, 

-b m A tangled; compli¬ 

cated. 

A branching stream. 

name of a river in 

Liaotung, and of another in Han¬ 
yang Fu in Hupeh. 

— the uni°n °f three 

streams. 

Kit branching creeks. 

190 

Same as 199. 

3 
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191 

R 

see ^ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

192 

R ^ 

See ^ 

A. hswa 

Even Upper. 

193 

C. ch'a, cha 

H. ts'-a, tsa 
F. cicha 

(always) 

| dzo, tso 

j ch'a, cha 

M.) , t . 
Y i /™, tsa 

K. sa 
J. sa, sai 

A. c/ra 

Even Lower 

& Upper. 

The skirt of a robe. 

Hi t^ie °Pen seam of a skirt, 

where it is not sewed in order 
to allow freedom of movement, 

pijr leggings drawn over the 

trousers; see 6280. 

A». 

HU 

A quiver; usually called 

| arrow bag. 

To examine into; to en¬ 

quire into; to investigate. 

A raft. 

the result of my investigations 

is as follows:—(thus used in des¬ 
patches when beginning a sta¬ 
tement). 

fi S to investigate. 

to enquire officially into, 

to search out and prohibit. 

jiJj to make enquiries about; 

to have found out by enquiry. 

g|j ®f 4 hb and I beg you to 

take note accordingly, 

ais to make oneself acquain¬ 

ted with; to receive. See 200. 

& $ to search for and arrest. 

sai to discover. 

to summon. 

to appear that there is. 

SSI to decide on. 

4f£ to deal with,—as a case 

for investigation. 

s °r s im °r s #to 
investigate. 

to examine,—as a list. 

iS Jfi§< to l°0k intol to examine. 

4 Si to look into and consider. 

s Ld to examine and report 

upon. 

4# to summon before one. 

S ID to examine into, 

s ^ to close; to seal up. 

4K to see how,—a case stands, 

193 

Hg 
194 

195 

R. urn 
See 

Even Upper 
& Lower. 

196 

RSfi,S 
A 

C. ch'-a, ch'di, 
ts'-z 

s J|~ to examine; to scrutinise; 

to verify. 

4 BJj to elucidate. 

to cancel; to destroy. 

(k'ari*) to observe; to see 

whether. 

to discover. 

S| to inspect the frontier. 

4 Hi to find and produce. 

to discover; to learn by 

enquiry. 

4» to look into; to see what 

anything is like; to go through, 
as a list. 

# M to try a case. 

BP ®r 4 >14 which I trust you 

will find in order (of money, 
documents, etc. forwarded by 
one person to another). 

4if to examine into and deal 

with accordingly. 

to patrol the streets as the 

SSg or night guard does 

to compare and find cor 

rect. 

1=L ^ or M M 'M. the Sreat 
raft which in the days of Yao 
floated round the western sea 
once in twelve years. 

the saxaul (Anabasis am- 

modendron). 

See 131. 

To break off. A potsherd. 

If ft break it off even. 

ft t0 find fault 

Read cfca?. A potsherd. 

%m ft a piece of broken 

pottery. 

a11 covered 
with broken bricks and pot¬ 
sherds,—as a bad road. 

To err; to mistake ; 

error; difference; discre¬ 

pancy ; unlike. 

1* JjPJlt whereupon the 

thunder went away (ceased). 

£ "Y you are wrong! 

196 
H. ts'a, ts'-ai, 

ts'-a 
F. ch'-a, ch'ae, 

ch'-i 
W. ts'-a, ts'-a, 

ts'-z, ts'd 

N. tslo, ts'-a, 
ts'-z, ts'e 

P. ch'-a, ch'-ai, 

ts'-z 
M. ts'-a, ts'-ai, 

ts'z 
Y. ts'-a, ts'-ae, 

ts'-z 
Sz. ch'a, ch'-ai, 

ts'-z 
K. ch'-a, ch'e, 

ch'-i 
J. sai, shi 

A. sai 

Even Upper. 

step, 

W S —' not missing onCe 
out of a hundred,-—tries. 

M or M ^ to make a ffii, 
take. 

5E>t )$P to make a false 

a mistake. 

AA*i£ your Excellency 

is mistaken. 

^ — $$ there is a trifling dif¬ 

ference. 

M T> $■ or ^ 'fi §£ 
or 

or 

^ Si ^ or H j-* 

_ M % ft or £ 

^ If —■ B or M ^ i 

or M % Ml ^ or I 
T ^ not very different, 

or not much difference. 

M&I there is a wide differ¬ 

ence. 

allowing the difference between 
each (of the series) to be one 
inch,—then etc. etc. 

^ Vpj gf ^ respect¬ 

ing the different sorts of wines. 

7^ respectively,—as used at 

the end of a clause where several 
things are referred to. 

M S (°r %) want of exact¬ 

ness ; any delay. 

mistakes; discre¬ 

pancies. 

jafe ^ a little better. 

1ft ^ [painters] became 

somewhat scarce,—so many ha¬ 
ving been put to death. 

^ a little. 

in early 
life he used a fine brush,—of 
Wu Tao-yiian. 

Read cfcai}. To send on 

official business. See 48391 

9987. 

Imperially sent. 

i A E “ * 
a 

Resident 
bassador. [Ministers Plenip°feI[ 
tiary and Ministers 

are distinguished as —. 

— , respectively.] 

and 



196 

[ *9 

to send on offi- or ^ 

cial business. 

n# or M A official ser¬ 

vants; runners. [The former also 
means personal service to the 

Emperor.] 

'j|P an official delegate, 

yamen runners. 

^ an official mes¬ 

senger. 

jjj! the guard escorting a 

criminal. 

736 a government courier. 

7H ^ official employment. 

dg* to be on duty in a govern¬ 

ment office. 

#j| the head of a gang of 

yamen runners. 

to send and arrest. 

to send for and summon. 

gfe ch'ai'-jen, a yamen run¬ 

ner; but pronounced ch'ai1 jeri1, 
to send, despatch a messenger. 

to send under or 

escort. 

to send constables to ar¬ 

rest. 

to send and urge; to press 

for. 

hI* ilt 3qL to have the small-pox. 

m b# t m as s n « 
BJS just now the children have 

all got the small-pox. 

Read /2‘w1 or ck'ih1. 

Uneven; different. To go 

wrong. See 1983. 

irregular; confused; the 

Chinese Pan-pipes. 

every one has his 

own characteristics or peculiari¬ 
ties. Also read ch'a’. 

B * ^ no difference 

being made in favour of those 
who could offer some excuse. 
Also read ch'a'. 

I fear it (the 

misfortune) is coming upon you. 

It §1) the distinction. 

3t M ft it 4- ss rn M 
(H his spearmanship was quite 

perfect. 

if 
197 

K-tfei 

SceM M 
Even Upper. 

X98 

C. ch'a 
H. I s'-a 

F. ph'a 
W. zo, dzo 
N. dzo 
P. cli'-a 

M. | , c 
Y I is a 

Sz. cli'-a 
K. cli'-a, sa 
J. sa 
A. Ira, sa 

Even Lower. 

199 

R-W 

See 

K. cli'-a 
A. sa, lisa 

Even Upper. 

IT 
200 

r-ss 
C. ch'-at 
H. ts'at 

F. chlak 
W. (s'-a 
N. ts'-ah 
P. phi a 
M. /s'-a 

Y. ts'-aah 
Sz. chla 
K. chl'al 

J. satsz, sac/ii 
A. sat 

Entering 
Upper. 

To take a thing up with 

a fork. A small javelin. 

X M\ to take afork 
and stick it into a bit of meat. 

To fell trees; to hew; 

to chop. A raft. 

mu wood cut unevenly. 

■pj|r ;jgtj to travel on a raft; to 

take ship. 

mm a fairy raft. 

A skiff. 

is a boat for conveying salt. 

a fish, described as a 

skiff in shape. 

To examine into judici¬ 

ally. To discover; to find 

out. 

to examine into the de¬ 

tails, as a judge or magistrate. 

HP Hi or Hr t0 examine 
into; to hear a case. 

to hear and decide a case. 

JjJ to ferret out. 

"#$■ A* to examine and find cor- ?T< PI 
rect. 

H# or or to 
21s ’ / >0 

look into. 

-^1 to make a self-examina¬ 

tion. 

to question minutely; to 

examine severely. 

[jfl same as # 0$ ("« 193) 

in meaning, but used when high 
officials are in question. 

to examine as to. 

% 

to examine and decide, 

to examine. 

to consider; to investigate. 

200 

J*r? 

201 

202 

R. 

See M ^!l 
Entering 
Upper. 

J4 

203 

R. « 
P 

C. chlapa 
H. ts'-ap 

F. ch'-ak 
W. ts'-a, v. ck'ia 
N. ts'-ah 
P. Js'a 

M. ts'-a 
Y. ts'-aah 
Sz. ts'-a 
K. chap 
J. so 
A. t'ap 

Entering 

Upper. 

204 

R-y& 
P. chic? 

See^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

to make search for. 

to examine the principle 

involved. 

to examine into 

the minutest points. 

‘0 
investigate in such a manner as 
to do no injustice to the people. 

^ S 8 HsQ 
began gradually to pick out the 
sound and understand its mean¬ 
ing (of learning a new language). 

the Chagan or “White” 

Khan. 

See 11,477. 

Demons. 

/Ptt /B/JV /RE *1 demons which 

bring pestilence; the rakshas of 
Buddhism. 

To separate the husk 

from the grain. (See 8849.) 

m a beetle or rammer used 

to pound mud into a wooden 
frame for making walls. 

To shut a city gate. To 

block up a door or hole 

by a board. A sluice-gate; 

a lock; used with 143. 

~Mi Wl to put up the shutters 

of a shop. 

# m a framework over a bed, 

on which clothes are hung. 

t m to let down the sluice. 

mm sluice-gates. 

Iiffl Mi a i°ck- 

to go through a lock. 



ch‘4 

R. 

205 

!& 
See 

Entering 

Upper. 

To insert; to stick in 

To interfere; to meddle. 

H& M to fix on wings; to fly. 

Hi Stiff! even were you to 

stick on wings, you would find 
it difficult to escape. 

to stick up flags; to 

plant a banner. 

mm to put up a mark, or 

beacon. 

SI m H M IP to look 
on as though ticketed for sale,- 
an easy prey. 

m m t0 stick a flag (a 
small piece of paper on a skewer) 
through a man’s ear and parade 
him through the camp. 

mm MS’ to stick up a wisp 

of grass (notifying that) his body 
is for sale,—as done with chil¬ 
dren in times of famine. See 
11,634. 

m to secretly leave stolen 

property with some one, and 
then accuse him of the theft. 

mm to put willow-twigs on the 

house at . Also, to grasp 

the crupper and vault into the 
saddle from behind. 

mmmm to plant a willow 

so as to get its shade,—i.e. to 
work for future rather than im¬ 
mediate benefit. 

m H a bolt. 

to bolt a door. 

m p °r m pjt °r m nf °r 
if °r mto put in 
one’s word; to interfere. 

% m m t don’t put in your 

oar. 

m » t to put the arms 

akimbo. 

m & to wade in water without 

clothes. See 136. 

mit to stick flowers into; in 

Amoy, a present given (e.g.) after 
the signature of a deed. 

HU to Put UP a taper,—in a 

temple. 

m % to stick into; to insert; 

stuck-hard and fast, as animals 
in coitu. 

m to interfere in legal pro¬ 

ceedings. 

m He to wear gold and 

silver ornaments in the hair. 

JE 
205 

1* 

Pit 

206 

Rd& 
See 

Entering 

Upper. 

2# 

207 

C. ch'-ap0 
H. ts'-ap 

F. ch'-ak 
W. ts'-a 
N. ts'-aah 
P. ch'-a 

M. ts'-a 
Y. ts'-aah 
S. ch'-a 
K. sap 

J. so 
A. Pap 

Entering 
Upper. 

R. 

U* 
208 

s 
ch'-a 

C. 
H. 
F. ta 
W. dzo 

N. dzo 
P. ch'-a 
M. I 
Y. 
Sz. ch'-a, ts'-a 

K. ch'-a, ta, sa 
J. cha, ta 

A. tra 

Even Lower. 

ts'-a 

ft A to insert; to interpolate. 

ms to meddle, interfere with. 

m$t to plant out young rice- 

shoots, when they grow too thick. 

/\ HU /T m e^ht chair-bearers 

and eight supporters,—who assist 
in case of need. 

Verbose; to talk much 

and unintelligibly. Used 

with 205. 

A spade. A large pin for 

fastening clothes; a hair¬ 

pin. An iron bar, sharp at 

one end, for making holes. 

trill to carry the spade, i.e. to 

be a farmer. 

T a fork. Used for 186. 

state. 

The tea plant (Camellia 

Thea), originally called ^, 

see 7942. Infusion of the 

leaf of the tea plant, origi¬ 

nally written see 12,114. 

An infusion of any kind; 

even boiling water is some¬ 

times so called. See 7234, 

10,941, 7369, 7689. 

* the tea leaf in its prepared 

black tea, as pre- 

from black tea only in the method 
of preparation. 

or brick tea, as 

prepared by softening refuse 
leaves, twigs, and dust with 
boiling water, and then pressing 
the compound into slabs like 
bricks. Is largely consumed in 
Siberia and Mongolia, where 
it is also used as a medium of 
exchange. 

^ unfired tea leaves. 

&E or 

pared for foreigners. 

green tea,—which differs 

yp A 

208 

a tea-pot. 

^ or ^ m °r $ jjl 01 
Ml -f* a tea-cup. 

a small tea-cup. 

^ ^ or ^ j|& a saucer. 

&JL a teapoy, or small table, 

S ££ or ^ or 
tea-shop or restaurant. 

H attendants in yamgns 

whose special duty it is to serve 

tea, etc. to guests. Also, atten¬ 

dants hired on festive occasions 

to carry round invitations, serve 
guests, etc. 

0 fit * 
at dawn off to the tea-shop (to 
loaf and gossip). 

^ or ^ M or ^ # a 
tea-dealer’s shop. 

eni a tea-taster; a chaa-sze. 

IS * «' 3? refuse tea, or1 
tea-dust. 

fef IS to fire tea, as when curing^ 

it. 

the bottom of the tea-pot; 

the best cup. 

n't ^ to cafl fl°r tea,—to ser' 
vants. 

^ ^ or ^ ^ or $ or 

*3tor*3for||* 

or i$. ^or#lJ 
These are all used for “get tea” 
or “bring tea.” 

Wrfe 
if you want to make good tea, 
first get good water. 

J#j( to hand tea to visitors, 

iii —hjs 
handed round again. 

g & Sr Hi brought in the 

tea herself. 

^ ^ to attend to the tea, 

as a servant. 

or ^ to drink tea, 

a drink of tea. 

to servants money given 

who bring presents. It is 
in a red envelope marked "i 

“instead of tea” at the 

top, the amount being stated i» 
small characters at the bot ° ’ 
so that it may be fairly dm 
amongst the staff. 
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& 
208 

jgj tea and wine; refresh¬ 

ment; a meal prepared for guests. 

to drink tea; to be be¬ 

trothed (of women), tea-drinking 
being part of the ceremonial. 

ifS another name for 

betrothal presents. 

& tea and cakes or fruit. 

a wadded case or bas¬ 

ket, to hold a tea-pot and keep 
the tea hot. 

& /T' 
a bamboo cosy. 

jp _J|_. a tea-service. 

the cylindrical piece in¬ 

side the tea-pot. 

_£. ^p or _t t5p 
tea. 

first-rate 

^p ^ light food eaten with tea, 

etc. 

^ a tea-tray. 

a small saucer of me¬ 

tal ; a salver. 

11 [ Jp wild or hill tea. 

£ * ft £ IK ? * fi 
tea is not tea, rice is not rice, 
i.e. I have no relish for food. 

ft 

—* m in* t^at qmte 
another pair of boots. 

» A m ffi -k T ^ S 
^ respectable women do 

not drink the tea of two fami¬ 
lies, i.e. do not marry second 
husbands. 

^ 'p| olive or bronze colour. 

^ Pfj^ to cremate = pyj • 

An abbreviation of the Pali word 
djapita — burnt. 

^ IH HI the district of Ch‘a- 

ling, in the east of the province 
of Hunan, famous for good tea. 

Kf ^P Eurya japonica, TAbg. 

hawthorn (Cratae¬ 

gus pyracantha, Pars.), 

jig ® Ardisia japonica, Bl. 

jfg 'Itj Camellia japonica, L. 

^P tea oil, made from Camel¬ 

lia Sasanqua, Thbg. 

-tfc or ^ ^ names for 

the Hibiscus syriacus, L. 

f^J Celastrusvariabilis,Hemsl. 

209 

R- Itfl 
Sec -yfc- 

A. sa, sat, tzai 
Even Upper. 

ffi 
210 

rE 
N. djo 

See 
Si'. 

Even Lower. 

To rub on; to smear; to 

paint on. To cross out as 

in writing. 

to put on powder, as a 

Chinese woman on her face. 

| to spread a plaster. 

7 to paint or put ointment 

on a sore. 

itt P ffi to paint or dis¬ 

guise one’s face, 

to rouge. 

211 

w 
Tu 
212 

R. 

C. 
F. 
W. 

ell a 

N?I*** 
P. dial, zdla 

y- j tld 

J. fa 
A .sal 

Sinking Upper 
Irregular. 

m* 
213 

R. 

C. cflat„ slid2° or 
H. sat, tat 
F. sa?, sak 
W. sa 
N. sah 
P. chid 
M. ts^al, ts'-a 
Y. saah 
K. dial, 

v. cllol 
J. satsz, sec hi 
A. sat 

Entering 
Upper. 

A final sound, used in 

chanting to give a eupho¬ 

nious end to a line. 

Read r/z‘#3. To trudge 

or splash through. 

all I could do 

was to splash through the mud. 

Same as 200. 

The point where roads 

fork. To branch off. 

» g-ss branching 
i u :*2 

roads. 

= P the place where 

three roads meet. 

% ^ fp* T you have taken 

the wrong road. 

“jj CM* (KltS irrelevant talk. 

oS PM* Ifl t0 tUrn C°n~ 
versation. 

The parasol or other or¬ 

nament surmounting a pa¬ 

goda ; the spire of a stupa 

or shrine containing relics. 

A shrine ; a Buddhist mo¬ 

nastery ; a pagoda. See 7291. 

sed to a Buddhist priest. 

a Buddhist monast 

temple. 

±m to visit a temple. 

*r 

^|J jp. a staff for banners before 

a temple. 
2x3 ^|J kshattriya, one of the 

Indian castes. 

T^lj the Sanskrit kshana, the 

90th part of a thought or the 
4500th part of a minute. 

— ^lj #5 £ III a momentary 

variation. 

-j-" jpj ^tlj the ten regions of 

space; the ten quarters of the 
heavens. 

i t^ie spheres of ac- 

tion of the Buddhas. 

it-1 
214 

R-i§ 

A young girl, for which 

ffi is also used. An easy 

retired life. 

See jr£ 

Sinking Upper 

To vociferate, as when 

angry. To grind the teeth-, 
215 to upbraid. To pity. Name 

R- m 
W. pso, tsa0 

of a demon; see 8091. 

See @| ft Rt lit fit gigging. See 7960. 
A. ra 

Sinking Upper 
cha’' ^ to make a noise in 

eating. 

Read ta}. 

Fit Ht the Sanskrit word 

atata, the third frozen hell, 
whose damned can only say atata 
because their lips are stiffened. 

Read tu*. To set down 

a cup. 

m 
216 

A handsome or elegant 

young lady. 

R- ill 

See ft II 
Rising & Sink- 

J||l ^ a baby boy and 

a pretty girl. 

-pg a Taoist name for vermi- 

ing Upper. lion, or for the fairy who springs 
out when silver is being oxidized. 

Iff 
A mode of reckoning- 

grain when reaped, oneck^a2 
217 1 being equal to four hundred 

r-MI |||- ping6 or handfuls or ten 
See 

■eP* sheaves. 
Even Lower. 

vlxi f't name of a part of ancient 

Bactria. 
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& 
218 

R. 

see n 
Sinking Upper 

219 

m 
220 

221 

R. 

See ^Ei 

Sinking Upper 

& Lower. 

R. 

C. 
H. ch'-a 

F- 
W. tso^ ts'-o3, 

tsao, dza-, 
N. chho 

P. ch'-a 

Y.‘ } ts<’a 
Sz. ch'-a 

K. ch'-a, v. Pa 
J. ta 
A. sa 

Sinking Upper 

R. ^ 

See /j > 
Even Lower. 

Irresolute. To boast. 

nm to be diverted from one’s 

purpose, or disappointed in one’s 
aims. 

Same as 215. 

Same as 216. 

The large sea-blubber or 

Medusa that floats on the 

ocean. It is described as 

like a sheep’s stomach, but 

having no belly, body of a 

dull white colour, and eyes 

red as clots of blood. The 

jelly-fish, which is generally 

known as . Used with 

153- 

To talk big; to brag. 

Interchanged with US 215. 

to boast oneself. 

Jj|, to be amazed at; to be 

astonished at (e.g. impudence) 
marvellous; strange. 

W 
225 

R 

See 

Sinking Upper 

-t.l 
226 

C. kep, ngapQ, 

y°P a-, ngypo-, 
ch'-apo 

H. hip 

F. ngeik, ch'-ak 
N. cih 

P. gs'-a, plPa 
M. sa 

K. hip, chap, 

sap 
J. kill 

A. hep, Pap 

Entering 
Upper. 

TIL 

A. sa 
Even Lower. 

Retired; secluded, as the 

inner rooms of a Chinese 

house. 

0 jjiv having sunken 

eyes. 

A tumble-down house. 

don’t sit in a tumble-down house, 
See 160. 

227 

ic 

228 

C. chak~ 
H. tsak^ 

D5 
tiah„ 

F. chaik. 
teiky 

W. tsa 

N. tsah, v. tsoh 
P. Cchai, Lise 

M. tse 
Y. tseh 
Sz. tse 
K. ctiok 

J. taku, teki 
A. trih,, jik~ 

Entering 
Upper & 

Lower. 

Disagreeing, not fitting. 

mn not fitting one into the 

other; not corresponding. 

To receive; to gather. 

To sink down. To intro¬ 

duce. Also read ksif. 

to get, to collect. 

ilJPiife to get nothing for 

one’s pains. 

fe*i to bow low, so as to touch 

the ground. 

B Xfe2? the sun is once 

more sinking in the west. 

women bow down 

to the ground. From the ^ jjj||. 

few to have the skirts of the 

lower garment tucked in at the 
waist. 

$1 fm W to introduce the 

wise and virtuous,—to Imperial 
notice. 

See 11,696. 

To pick, as fruit (see 

1292); to take off; to de¬ 

prive of. To point out. Also 

read tsex*. 

Y- to pick fruit. 

tS fffi, ~F Pick it; puli 
it off; take it down, as from a 
hook. 

IB St to pick tea. 

to root up; to thoroughly 

get rid of, as a bad habit. 

to take off a saddle. 

♦IT to take off one’s hat. 

P|e| to take away a mandarin’s 

button; to deprive of rank. 

ffiW to take away an officer’s 

seal; to deprive him of his post. 

to point at one as un¬ 

worthy; to criticise/ to warn; 
to shake a man’s testimony. 

ic 

228 

ttjfS 
229 

W 
230 

231 

232 

R # 
C.chai 
H. tsai 
F. chai 

W. tsa 
N. tse, tsa 
M. 1 
P. 1 chai 

Sz. 1 
Y. tsae 
K, chhae 
J. sai, se 
A.trai 

Sinking Upper 

® ^ to make an extract froni 
a document. 

^ to release. 

til $£ to get away; to free one. 

self from; to separate from. 

to deduct from. 

^ tke inability to 
sleep in a strange bed. 

fi l§ to reraove the tassel 

from the cap. 

. _ to write one cha¬ 

racter of a nien hao,—instead of 
both as usual; see 3884. 

Read ft*. 

mi* to find out secrets. 

See 11,676. 

Same as 11,676. 

See 11,659. 

To owe money; to be in 

debt. 

% fit to be in debt. 

^jf| a creditor. See 13,729. 

a debtor. 

ill fit or fi* fit t0 pay ones 
debts. 

rkfisig.^Af f* 
if you have debts, you must pay 
with money; if you kill a man 
you must pay with your life. 

pSi- to collect debts 5't fit or 

a “collect debt devil, 

i.e. an unpaid creditor, who after 
death is born again as the son 
of his debtor, and is thus given a 
terrible opportunity for revenge 

a debt of revenge, to 

be liquidated as described in 
preceding paragraph. 

Si YA a tavern score. 

fit Jfl involved in debt. 

^ ^ to lend out money at >n 

terest. 

liflft lhe mm 
indebtedness is a small nw 



233 

*■# 

See 

Sinking Upper 

'A 
234 

*£ 
C.chai 

H. tsai 
F. chat, chai 

W. tsa 
N. tse, tsa 
P. chai 
M. tsai 

tsae 

Sz. chai 
K. che 
. sai 

A. /r<w 

Even Upper. 

CHA1 [ 23 ] 

A press used in making 

spirits. A kind of strainer. 

To abstain from, espe¬ 

cially from a meat diet, as 

Buddhist priests do. Fast¬ 

ing ; penance. A study; a 

library; a shop. Refined; 

dignified. To respect. 

M- to abstain from or 

meat. 

or vegetable diet. 

rj^ to be in a state of absti¬ 

nence (from meat, wine, etc.). 

if not admitted in 

the list of foods proper for the 
priesthood. 

^ the refectory in a Buddhist 

temple. 

pfj to cease from abstaining 

or fasting. 

^ to beg for food, as a priest. 

attendants in Buddhist 

temples, who live on vegetable 
diet, but do not shave the head. 

fast days, as observed 

in the Roman Catholic church. 

Lent,—as opposed to 

/J'* 7^ ordinary fasting. 

•^1 perpetual abstention from 

meat etc. 

)^ ^ abstention for a month. 

^ Hj| to fast on the Buddhist 

festival of All-Souls. See 1325 

do you get some 

vegetables ready and give him 
a maigre meal 

As 3 
O ^ §1 ^ joining 

his hands, he began to chant 
the Grace before Food. 

tins 
after food. 

to eat at other people’s 

houses; to sponge. 

or library. The term was first 

applied to the study of ^ 

he said grace,— 

w MA 

134 

23s 

236 

237 

See 

Even Upper. 

238 

>t 

239 

240 

*•1® 
C.chak 

H. tslet, ts'-ak 

F. theik, teik, 
cheik 

W. dza 

N. dzah 
P. Schai, is? 
M. tse 

Y. tseh 

Huan Wen of the Chin 

dynasty. 

^ servants in charge of the 

library. 

pj] a private sitting-room, or 

study. 

j|£ zjfcL a famous collec¬ 

tion of strange stories, 30 called 
from the name of the author’s 
library or studio. 

mm elegant leisure. 

I? Jg to live at ease, in retire¬ 

ment. 

£ §E Z m ft m 
4 this is the fasting of religi¬ 

ous observance, but not the fast¬ 
ing of the heart. 

altars of abstinence,— 

Taoist temples or halls, 

iff nw to give meals to 

priests and to worship Buddha, 
—of forms of devotion. 

Read tzu1. A mourning 

dress for parents. 

Same as 234. 

See 1074. 

A hut; a cottage. 

See 11,665. 

See 11,666. 

or private apart 

ments in a yamen. 

& 
pfcj the inner apartments, 

where the women live. 
240 

Sz. tse 
the third, or inmost, gate 

K. ch'-ek, t'ek through which the visitor to a 
. taku yamen has to pass before reach- 

A. trak ing the reception rooms. 
j Entering 

Lower. z^E! and Al first and se- 

cond suite; the apartments of the 
eldest and second sons, otherwise 

called-^ and 7H ^ . [The 

first is also heaven and earth, the 
universe.] 

a sister’s son. 

P] fields and houses. 

gj or ^ ^ a court-yard, 

z^. a dwelling; a cottage. 

.z^ at your home. 

7^. the denizens of the inner 

apartments; the ladies of the 
house. 

Jx z^i to fix upon a burial-place 

by divination. 

^|z z^ Jx it is not a house 

that should be the object of 
divination,—but neighbours. 

z^Ei an auspicious day for a 

funeral; a burial place. 

^ or a treatise on 

geomancy in respect to choos¬ 
ing graves. 

z^i dark homes,—i.e. graves. 

||j|r zgi light homes,—i.e. houses. 

z^£ ^ ^ to rest in the will 

of God. 

JDc T; 'rfj‘ 14 WE occupy the 
Imperial throne. 

to establish the heart. 

z^i gjjj to settle the people. 

z^S ^ •jjj}' to consolidate the ap¬ 

pointments of heaven, 

z^ ^ Ijf to fix upon Hao- 

ching,—as the capital. 

241 

C. chak, tik 

The Tartar pheasant, the 

plumage of which furnishes 

feathers for fans and other 

articles. A kind of plume 
H. t'-ak, tHt 
F .tik 

held by worshippers. Fea- 

W. A, di. ther trimming for court 
N. dzah, dih 

P. Schai, Sti robes. Name of a feudal 
M. tse, ti 

Y. tik 
State near Gobi, now $i£ 

Sz. tse, ti 

K. ch'-ek, chok 
3% jfT Yen-an Fu, in the 
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241 

T. teki, chaku 

A. dik 

Entering 

Lower. 

K 
242 

243 

K-|S 
H. tsak, tsat 

F. chah 
P. cchai, /.fl3 

See ^ 

Entering 

Upper. 

C. chdiczr/zz 

H. A?zzz‘ 
F. chai-, c/z 

W. Vzzz 

N. izfzz?, Jz/zz', 

iza 
P. chaf‘d ti\ chf 
M. 
Y.chiae 

K. ch'-ae, ch'-i 
J. chi, dji, zVz 

A. -z/z?, -z'rz, 
trai 

Rising Upper 
& Lower 

Irregular. 

north of Shensi. Also read 

ti~* and tse'*. Used for ^ 

10,930. 

4^- p|| i||| their right hands 

held the plumes. 

m.m 66 * pheasant feathers 

adorned the chariots. 

H II it M M # ik chai 
here means to teach people the 
feather (civilian) dance. 

§ 'Hi or 2j|| the wild phea¬ 

sant. 

See 11,682. 

Narrow; strait; contrac¬ 

ted ; mean ; illiberal,—as 

opposed to j§[ 6382. 

^ /J'' narrow; of small dimen¬ 

sions. 

^ too narrow. 

j;lr a narrow road. 

a narrow pass; a defile. 

^ narrow and tight; com 

pressed. 

^ confined; closely hemmed 

in. 

of small stomach capa 

city; narrow-minded; illiberal. 

^ jjjxj) petty; mean; stingy. 

^ ^f=f H§ a narrow-sleeved robe. 

^ -fjr hard up. 

Q narrow; restricted. 

See 564. 

To discriminate. A fabu¬ 

lous monster, called tffljff. ^ 

(or hsieh), having a 

single horn like a unicorn. 

It dwells in the desert, and 

peingf able to discriminate 

-ight from wrong, gores 

vicked people when it sees 

Tern. It eats fire in its 

'avenous fury, even to its 

)wn destruction. It is em- 

rroidered upon the jjj* 

radge worn by a ^ ^ , 

245 

\ 
246 

e.g. a Taot'ai, who is some¬ 

times called ^ ^ as a 

term of respect. Radical 153. 

■ft j|| ^ fg I have long missed 

your lynx badge (your righteous 
example), i.e. have not seen you 
for a long time. 

an ancient judicial cap, 

from the above power of discri¬ 
mination. 

a Censor,—from his badge. 

-cS ^ [p=L the tapir. 

Read chix. A worm; 

reptiles without feet, as 

opposed to . 

chlang 

move straight forward like cater¬ 
pillars. 

247 

R# 
C.chdi 

H. tslai 
F. chai 
W .za 
N. dza, za 

P.chai 
M. tsai 
Y. tsae 

Sz. chai 

IC. chle 

J -sai,ze 
A.trai 

Sinking Lower 

creatures that 

ward like cater- 

^ a sloping hill-side; to des¬ 

cend gradually. 

Read chih}. To loosen. 

mm s x & jft x 
^ Sp. I will let Ch‘iieh Tzu 

have his wish, which may perhaps 
put an end [to the present evil]. 

Same as 245. 

A stockade; a military 

outpost; a stronghold of 

banditti. A pen for ani¬ 

mals ; a corral. 

^ *y* or a stockade; a 

stronghold. 

<||h an encampment of sol¬ 

diers. 

111 j|j|* a hill fortress; an outpost, 

to plunder an outpost, 

a bandit’s stronghold. 

^ie head a gang °f 

bandits. 

a deer-horn stockade, 

i.e. protected by a kind of 
chevaux-de-frise. 

Bit* 31? a corral for deer. 

a palisade or fort made 

by fastening vessels together. 

Jlfc 

248 

249 

R. 4|, 

C. ch'-ai 
F. chai, chie 

W. /Vzz3, ts'-O, 
N. ts'-e, tsa 
P. ts'-ai, chai 
M. tsai 

K. ch'-ae' 

J. sai 
A. tzai 

Sinking 
Upper. 

2 SO 

Even Upper. 

251 

252 

E4fk§l> 
C. '.ts'-O 
F. czVz‘zz, gh'-o 

N. ts'-e? 
P. 2.ts'-O 

Y. Js'-ae 
K. c/da, ch'-ae 
J. sai, se,sa,sha 
A. csa 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Irregular. 

Hi 
253 

K 'S A 

See jA 

Even Upper. 

Same as 247. 

A wasting disease, brought 
on by toil or care. 

decline; consumption. 

decay of the bodily 
strength. 

g ^ to bring disease upon one 

self. 

M fl $1 M do not get your¬ 
self into trouble with him. 

Suckers springing fj 

the roots of a decayed t 

Dead, rotten wood in 

roots. 

CH'AI. 

See 196. 

An epidemic disease. To 

get well from any disease. 

Also read e/da1 and ts‘o\ 

*Li £ an epidemic of any kind. 

Tj convalescent. 

i and when 
time comes you will get we^ d 
yourself (without help). 

]£. itb he is a little better. 

EL his disease was 
then already cured. 

Strips of meat dried j1 

the wind, called Hd' 

were anciently prepared lot 

winter provision. 

Read tdo\ A rumbling 

in the belly; flatulent. 



CJX 
CH'AI 

w 
254 

K-PS 
F. ch'-aik, v. 

t'iak 

P. fh'Mi *s% 

See 

K .ch'-ek,'i.t'-ak 

Entering 
Upper. 

r 
25S 

R'l® 

Ent 
Upp, 

ering 
er. 

To break up or open; 

to unrip. To destroy; to 

pull down. Also read £y‘i4*. 

To be distinguished from 

550. See 12,324. 

to open a letter. 

s it £ he °pened the 
ietter and read it. 

ft® to tear open (as a parcel). 

Ik tJf ^ t0 be °Pened in 
the hall, or public office, a public 
despatch,—as opposed to a con¬ 
fidential communication. The 
latter has inscribed on it the 

characters % ^ tjf Pi • 

^ -aft to unrT clothes. 

iff IT to pull down a house. 

ff14 « # S to pull down, 

—as buildings. 

#F ^ or W or tJf # to 
break up; to destroy. 

r it will be difficult 

to divide it. 

to break a seal; to take 

off the paper cross-strips with 
which houses, etc. in China are 
officially sealed up. 

complete destruc¬ 

tion and pillage,—of houses, etc. 

test to take from one and give 

to another. 

ijjjp -)||» to take down the boarding 

which forms the hold,—of a Chi¬ 
nese cargo-boat. 

ISIbJ to take down again. 

g|j| to knock down in order 

to clear the way. 

tip /b to pull down and 

build on a smaller scale; to cut 
down, as clothes. 

^ tip A to pull the whole 

down (or unload the whole),— 
and do it all over again. 

to raze to the ground. 

The wrinkles on the face. 

Read tsL&*. 

m wrinkles; lines on the 

forehead. 

21;6 

RfH 
C. ch'-ai 
H. ts'-ai 

F. ch'-ai 

W. ts'-a 
N. ts'-a, ts'e 

P. ch'-ai 
K. ch'-ai 
J. sai, sei 
A. swa, hsiva 

Even Upper. 

257 

R/f£ 
C. sliai 

H. ra, ts'e 
F. Cchae 
W. dza, ctsa 
N. dze 
P. ch'-ai 

M. ts'-ai 
Y. ts'-ae 
K. chi 
J. sai, eai 
A. sai Crhaij 

Even Lower. 

JH22 

258 

R-f£ 
C.shai 
H. ts'-ai 
F. cli'a 
W. za 

N. ze, za 

P. ch'-ai 

M. ts'-ai 

A hair-pin. Womankind. 

•Kin hair-pins and bangles; 

ornaments. 

^ l|| hair-pins and ear-rings; 

ornaments. 

mmms her ornaments 

dazzle the eye. 

^ women’s head ornaments, 

a thorn for a hair-pin, i.e. 

poor. 

BM £$ a phoenix-head pin. 

j'* WL to divine about a hair-pin, 

referring to the mother of D 

of the Sung, who when en- Al> ”* --o> 

ceinte lost a hair-pin of jade. 
The Emp. had recourse to divi¬ 
nation, and the reply was that 
she was to bear a son. 

^ a bevy of women. 

^ |EJ hair-pins and skirts, i.e. 

womankind. 

9tX “precious hair-pin,” the 

name of one of the two heroines 

of the i|pC or “Dream no 
tv 

of the Red Chamber.” 

a kind of medi¬ 

cine; the stem of an epiphytic 
orchid of the genus Dendrobium, 
the dried yellow stalks of which 
are likened to hair-pins and look 
like liquorice root. 

A class; a company. 

^ or p| we; our set. 

ft a class; a set. 

|igj of the same set. 

^ [1q| jit p| each in his or her 

own class. 

not of the same 

class. 

^ comrades; companions. 

Brushwood; faggots; fire¬ 

wood; fuel. To make a 

burnt-offering. Branches of 

trees. Used for 247. 

fuel. 

mm firewood, split and cut to 

lengths. 

“k or ^ ifr or m m 

258 
Y. ts'-ae 
Sz. ch'-ai 
K. che, v. sit 

J. sai, zai 
A. sai 

Even Lower. 

259 

Rfk 

See 

Even Lower. 

3§! =+* 

260 

R# 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

tt; 

261 

R 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

— ^ or 
bundle of wood; a faggot 

trmM a wood-cutter. 

to gain one’s live¬ 

lihood by wood-cutting. 

timber which is drift¬ 

ed down rivers. 

t^ ^ like dry wood near 

the fire,—likely to ignite. 

m% fuel and rice; the neces¬ 

saries of life. 

my cottage; my humble 

abode; to bar one’s door to vi¬ 
sitors. 

j| a poor stick; a useless 

fellow. 

ifc. lean as a lath. 

no more flesh on 

his bones than on a lath. 

HF A M nothing 
is known of his origin etc. 

to offer burnt-offerings to 

Heaven and to sacrifice to the 
hills and streams. 

** matches, 

all a hen. 

m*& a stack of wood. 

— jHj Boltonia indica, Benth. 

var. and B. integrifolia, Turcz. 

A dog whining for his 

food. 

p%m the snarling of dogs over 

food. 

A kind of sudorific me¬ 

dicine. 

s* 
262 

To burn wood in sacri¬ 

fice ; the wood thus burnt. 

ti m m m ^ i#«»b»™ 
faggots and worship the gods. 

See 12,396. 

4 
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W S3 

26l 

R§|- 
C. ch'-ai" 

H. cmai 

F. c/i'-a?, maP 
W. ma~, ts'-cP 
N. ts'-p 

P. "c/divai 
Y. ts'-waP 
K. chhae 
J. I at, dai 

A. hsai2- 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

264 

263 

C. ch'-ai, shdi 
H. sai 
F. chai, ch'-ai 

W. ) 
N. ( *a 

P. ch'-ai 
M. ts'-ai 

Y. ts'ae 

Sz. ch'-ai 

K. che, v. s'ii 
J. sai 
A. sai 

Even Lower. 

266 

£ 
267 

R. 

See 

K. chom 

J. sen 

A. chiem 

Even & Sink- 

ing Upper. 

A sting in the tail, as in 

the hornet or scorpion. 
267 

if|| a bee’s sting; wasps anc 

scorpions. 

$P j||| hair curling like 

a scorpion’s tail. 

^i|| his father died on the road, 

and he is the scorpion’s tail,— 
left behind to sting. 

Same as 265. 

A ravenous beast, akin 

to the dog, lean anc 

tawny, with short fore-legs. 

Wicked ; wolfish ; cruel. 

^ Jjg. a kind of wolf. 

%% bj a stops the 

road,—said of bad officials. 
Officials generally are spoken 

dfjjJ a jackal. 

,j=j* lean as a wolf. 

If L- *n ip E ffi 1m ’M 
he has a heart like a tiger, a 
face like a wolf,—the latter ani- 
mal being said to smile on meet- 
ing a man. 

%% jtf J§p| wolves do not 

beget unicorns. 

See 11,699. 

CHA.3NT. 

To divine by casting lots, 

etc. To observe signs. To 

foretell. 

he took 
a book from the shelf for pur- 
poses of divination,—as by sor- 
tes Virgilianae. 

ptj zjlj* to divine by means of the 

eight diagrams. See 6311. 

^ -pfl to cast a nativity, 

or tell one’s fortune by divina- 
tion. 

Af j'* or Af Jf- to tell by divi¬ 

nation. 

* a divination that does 

not come true. 

Aj or |Jtj a divination or 

prediction that isTulfilled. 

sfc iH ‘fit A weather-lore 
of farmers. 

[-bj pjfj to decide by some system 

of omens, 

j-fcj to foretell the events of 

the coming year, as Zadkiel does. 

a A 'M S y°ung §irls 
telling their fortunes by the lamp- 
wick. 

ptj P to take an omen, or 

predict, from the first word one 
hears uttered by a given person. 

If P A to supply what is left 

unsaid. 

ADIS to take omens, 

A# to foretell the season, or 

the weather, or good and bad 
luck. 

pfcj to divine from the 

configurations of clouds. 

A i or A 1 I the central 
portion of Cochin China,- 
Tsiampa or Champa. Under the 
T‘ang dynasty the country was 

known as £ 7'$? Chan-pu 

lav or Chan-p'o (Champa), and 
the king’s residence was called 
Chan ch'eng, the city of Chan 
See 589. 

Read chan4. To usurp; 

to take by force. To take 

improper precedence of. 

Used for ^ 384. To con¬ 

sider. 

A ^ to occupy ground that be 

longs to another; to encroach, 

ptj t0 occupy a coign of 

vantage. 

1 A or A ^ to usurPi t0 
occupy by force, 

share. 

A Alic to seize upon 

other people’s wives and daugh¬ 
ters. 

to make some profit 

or gain some advantage. 

to take the front place. 

Aj to take more than one’s 

s1 
267 

Iff 
268 

R- % a 
C. chym 

H. cham 
F. chi eng, 

Cchieng 
W. tsie, psie 
N. tsieh 
P. chan 
M. tsan 
Y. tsaa 

Sz. clian 
K. chom, ch'-iim 
J. ten, den 
A. diem", 

phiem 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

269 

270 

R. 

C. cham, chan 
H. tiarn, ts'-am 

F. chang 
W. dza 

N. dzaah 

P. chan 
M. tsan, chan 
Y. tsaa 

Sz. chan, tsan 

K. cham 

J. sen, tan 
A. tram 

Sinking Lower 

^ Ip- hum over the ta 
:s {pi) which they see tch 
ore them; to drone 0v 

Pljl 
blets 
before 
lessons 

A IP Pl)l Pg to hum; to rea( 

a low tone, as one turns 0VP 
book. 

Aj a posthumous command 

1 to consider withir 
oneself. 

m 
a 

M 
H 

* . 1 # ja * & 1 j 
bade the traders assess each h 
own property. 

Used for ^ chan\ to 

distinguish it from chan\ 

See 267, 11,118. 

to appropriate wrongfully, 

to encroach on. 

■ffA M ^ to “occupy the 

nest,”— to engross a prostitute’s 
favour. 

(H*tb riding tenures or lease¬ 

holds. See 8745. 

iA A PF Vi % he has 
secured eight-tenths of certainty 
that he will get it,—he is almost 
certain to get it. 

to take by force. 

Read tie/11. 

superficial; to 

skim over. 

Careless; 

trifle; to 

ttfs light; trifling. 

don’t trifle with 

learning. 

See 283. 

To stand up; to stand 

still; to stop. A stage of 

a journey. 

JA 4E $Ur £A A t°son<i“p’ 

yA a to stand stiii; to stop' 

See £3 1863. 

^ [][] to stand away; to stand 

off. 

yA 18 7 standing firmly- 

^ not strong enough to 



«r 
270 

g1 
271 

R.fg® Hffi si su 
C. yhyin 
F. chaing1 
N. ztsieh 
P. chan 
M. tsan 
Y. 'Chiei 

K, c/roiu, chom 
J. sen 

A. yhiem 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

m 
272 

R. 
Mt 

See^ 
(but Upper) 

and 
Ph 

Even Upper. 

— ^^01'-^^^aStage 
in a journey,—usually about ten 
li in length. 

to arrange to make the 

stages for a lump sum,—as car¬ 

ters do. 

y^ the distance between Post‘ 

houses; a stage. 

ft the end of the stage; the 

post-house. 

ft p a stopping-place; a stand 

for carts. See 574. 

yfi a standing collar. 

to man the yards. 

the magistrate’s men who 

stand in his court. 

itifiLM to carry one’s point. 

yi’j % {£ M not to be able to 

stand on his legs; also to lose 
one’s place (of servants). 

ft #|) jti 64 IHr lan§uage that 
leaves the speaker a position to 
which he can retire in safety. 

Wi to occupy a house. 

jzftV&ji to take up too 

much room. 

mounted postal couriers. 

From the Mongolian janji. 

yA fM a railway station. 

To cover with grass; to 

thatch. A straw mat. 

to cover oneself 

with grass clothes while working 
in the fields. 

jjff 7*3 to sleep on a straw 

mat with a clod for one’s pil¬ 
low,—as in grief, when watching 
by a parent’s coffin. 

IjS die sorrow °f the 
mat and clod,-—alluding to the 
death of a parent. 

ir*a “on the straw,”—put on 

visiting cards when in mourn¬ 
ing for a parent. 

ptj -+* a rude mule litter covered 

with matting. [North China only. 
Also read shan2 feu.] 

To talk and joke-, to 

tease-, to chaff. 

nfi t0 chaff; to be sarcastic 

chle‘‘ to chatter. See 11,148. 

A to talk big. 

273 

See j-tj 

Rising Upper. 

274 

r. a 'nn 

See^ 

K. chlom 
J. ten, sen 
A. triem, tLiem 

Even & Sink¬ 

ing Upper. 

To raise ; to move,—as 

water by wind. 

anas wind blowing things 

violently about. 

mm to excite; to stir up,—as 

waves. 

To moisten; to steep; 

to imbue; to be a recipient 

of; to be infected by. 

PH moistened by rain, 

or ft damp; mist. 

A tie soiled with mud. 

■ff vA ft his back is wet with 

sweat. 

#P it yi £ the willow sap has 

soaked his clothes, i.e. he has 
taken the third or highest de¬ 
gree, the examination for which 
is always held in the 2nd moon, 
when the willow trees are com¬ 
ing out. 

or '» m to steep in; to 

saturate with. 

Ife tit J|'|^ saturated with the 

(evil) habits of the age. 

^ Jr^J YjIj I am indebted to 

you for both sorrow and happi¬ 
ness. 

ii 7' ffl over-methodical; 

fussy. 

S7 te % vA not to taste food 

or drink. 

ft to be steeped in the kind¬ 

ness or bounty of another. 

A * to be a recipient of the 

“brightness” of another, i.e. to 
have gained some advantage 
from the connection. Used as 
“please” prefacing an .enquiry; 
also as “thanks.” 

*M yip deeply steeped in 

the moistening benevolence, i.e. 
deeply indebted for kindness. 

•» M to be deeply grateful. 

A t> to catch disease. 

A A (tiehx tieh4) self-satisfied; 

superficial. 

'/£ '/A @ S livel>'; sprightly; 

in good spirits; frivolous and self- 
indulgent. 

Read tien4. The old name 

Lo-pling Hsien 

in the east of Shansi. 

R. 

See Jj’ 

A. triem 

Even Upper. 

iff 
274 

275 

Read fun1. A small 

stream in ^ jPi Hu- 

kuan Hsien in the south¬ 

east of Shansi. 

A soaking rain; to wet; 

to moisten ; to imbue with. 

To bestow favours. Inter¬ 

changed with 274. 

yH dead drunk. 

m '/Hi soaked; wet; damp. 

276 

R. gfi 

See 
"7C3 

A. chiem, t'iem 

Even Upper. 

Im 

277 

R. 

See^ 

K. chhom 
J. sen 
A. chiem 

Even Upper. 

'M Us wet to tke S^^n‘ 

Wt ?tt fi wet throu&h t0 the 
skin. 

fg- iMor fit yPi steePed in;im- 
bued with. 

fn S ?§ steePed in y°ur 
kindness and bounty. 

Verbose; talkative. To 

oversee; to direct. Used in 

old books for 267 and 277. 

Jf • Iff Imperial Superviso- 

rate of Instruction, or depart¬ 
ment charged with the direc¬ 
tion of the studies of the Heir- 
Apparent. 

^ jil Chief Supervisor of In¬ 

struction. 

yj-* =5“ j||t j||t small speech is 

particular, i.e. opposed to great 
speech, which is universal, covers 
the whole ground in question 
and leaves no room for positives 
and negatives to enter in. 

|j||i j|jj to take great care. 

MII £ M festivals> etc-i- 
e.g. Christmas Day-. 

To look at; to regard 

with reverence. 

I@ JflE or fj|t igp to look at. 

|j|t to look up at with rever 

ence. 

to If 8$ to look up with 

reverence to the knees of one’s 
parents. 

HH ^ kave omitted to pay 

my respects to you,—a polite 
phrase used in letters. 

fj* fU ||f ah the people 

look up to you. 

to gaze at; to look up to 
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cii-a.ist 

278 

r. \m w 

A. diem 

Even Upper. 

279 

RPt 
See Elft 

Even Upper. 

«« 0 M look at that sun 

and moon !—they have revolved 
many times since I saw you last 

§ fliM 0 a term use(l f°r ^un' 
day by R. Catholics. 

nmmm, looking upon the 

road to Chou. 

name of part of Annam, 

under the T‘ang dynasty. 

wt&m a garrison town in Ili 

|f fjjj to favour; to patronise; 

to be unduly lenient. 

8|t IjB to have audience of the 
va iU'U 

Emperor. 

If fiM&S the Michelia Cham- 

paca; also applied by the Chinese 
to the Gardenia. 

Jambu,—the world. See 

13,153- 

Talkative; wildly chat¬ 

tering. Interchanged with 

Jm 276. 

=|H Wir the incoherent talk of 
M/5 MM 

delirious man. 

or fr 8 
i|S ibS. 

' PO to 

talk like a madman. 

A silken banner, hanging 

from a staff bent at the 

top. Felt. Used in the 

Tso Chuan = ^ ; in the 

Odes = ^ yen. 

a signal flag. 

to admonish; to warn, as 

from danger. 

mm a term for the six years 

in a cycle which have ^ yi in 
them. 

put them aside, i.e. do 

not believe such stories. 

k ;[^ jjfy- may he be care 

280 

RPt 

SeetS 
Even Upper. 

m^f- °r mi& feit- 

A red, hard, close-grained 

wood found in western 

China, called in imi¬ 

tation of the Sanskrit chan- 

dana, or sandal wood, but 

also including the Ptero- 

281* 

¥ 
Edfc 
See 

Even Upper. 

a 

283 

RPt 
See g|| 

Even Upper. 

Bl 
284 

s"® 
Rising Upper. 

carpus and Styrax trees. 

It is used for carvings, fine 

furniture and boxes. Used 

with 279. 

Same as 287. 

♦ 

A silken banner, plain 

and triangular, used in an¬ 

cient times to herald the 

approach of a prince, etc. 

3t SI w. tf to set out and 

arrange an altar for worship, as 
done by Taoists worshipping their 

supreme god |j|[ 

Yii Huang Shang Ti. 

Felt; coarse, rough fa¬ 

brics used for carpets, etc. 

See 8295. [The form below 

is the correct one.] 

ft ? fe!t; a rug. 

ft ty! caps. 

felt stockings. 

-Ip a felt coat, 

felt shoes, 

ft: a rain-hat of felt. 

a table-cloth, 

is n a carpet-bag. 

ft^ druggets and carpets, 

htl ft a carpet. 

a foreign rug, or carpet, 

a coloured rug. 

5 # 1K in cold wea¬ 

ther to huddle together under 
a rug. 

^ M ft like sitting on a 

rug full of needles, 

fti J0 the Mongol yourt or tent. 

To peel off, as a scab, or 

as a placard drying upon a 

wall. Crackling of roast pig; 

crust of a pie. 

6 il 1^1 if [beaten until] his 

skin broke and his flesh peeled off. 

Read tanl. The skin of 

the face broken and sore. 

185 

See ft 

A. dial 

Rising Upper. 

>3 

286 

R-#t 

See 

Rising Upper, 

m 
287 

r % 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper & 

Lower. 

ft 

i 288 

RH 
C. chyn, v. chen 
H. chen 
F. chieng 
W. tsie 

N. tsien 
P. chan, v. chen 
M. lean 

Y. chiei 
Sz. chan 
K. chon 
J. sen 
A. chien 

Sinking Upper 

289 

Rffc 

See git 

Even Upper. 

ffif_ 
290 

See U 
Even Upper 

& Lower. 

A sheaf or bundle 0f 
grain. 

cut 

Naked. To strip. 

M S' ^ fl stark naked, 

affirm stripped off his m 
clothes. 

To turn around. To 

follow; to run. See 12,236. 

§g ]|l lame; halting in one’s 

walk. 

unable to get on; unsuc¬ 

cessful in life. 

ill M, ^ 'If 1 shaPe 
my course towards the K‘un-lun 
mountains. 

The head awry. Shiver¬ 

ing ; shaking; trembling 

with cold or fear. 

ra & m m arms and legs 

shaking with cold. 

Wfl shivering with cold. 

flU to shiver, or shake. 

AS 1^1 jgjj heart quaking and 

flesh shaking, i.e. terrified, 

ipl 'ink 'ink trembling; quivering. 

gp trembling with resentment. 

Read shanA To smell. 

Congee or gruel that has 

been thoroughly boiled. 

Thick; rich. 

I* thick and thin congee. 

A heavily laden horse. A 

white horse with a blad- 

back. A unicorn. 



291 

■jiM 

Even & R'sinS 
Upper & 
Lower. 

292 

% 
C. rA)’» 
H. clien 
F. chieng 
W. trie 
N. tsien 
P. chan 
M. tsan 
Y. chid 
Sz. chan 
K. chon 
]. sen 
A. chien 

Even Upper. 

A large sea-monster. The 

sturgeon. Described as 20 

or 30 feet long, and weigh¬ 

ing a thousand catties ; the 

mouth opens below the 

muzzle, and a row of spines 

runs along the back and 

belly; the body is scaleless, 

and the flesh yellow. It is 

also called mm wax fish, 

H Imperial fish, and 

^ Hi yellow fish. Used for 

9718- 

f @ (fio sturgeons and whales. 

A kestrel or sparrow- 

hawk, with a light grayish 

plumage, and swift and 

strong of flight. 

kite or a hawk pursuing a small 
bird. 

fl li (chSn') like kites 
and hawks. 

293 

C. chyn 
H. chen 
F. tieng 
W. tsie 
N. tsien 

P. chan 
M. tsan 
Y.chiri 
Sz. chan 
K,chon 
J. ten 
A. trien 

Rising Upper 

To open out; to unroll; 

to record; to extend; to 

develop; to expand. Truly. 

To inspect. Used for 10,710. 

Ji or M to °Pen outi 
spread out. 

^ to open and look at. 

M fl or M to °Pen and 
read. 

MC to blossom out; to open. 

Mil to exhibit. 

M to open the presents,'—of 

an envoy bringing presents or 
tribute. 

m «3d recorded his me 

ritorious enterprise. 

M yjH to sPread the wings. 

m m to extend the time allowed 

to develop rare 

abilities, 
g. aa ̂ to break into a laugh. 

293 

294 

R#t 
See 

Rising Upper. 

to expand the eyebrows, 

i.e. look cheerful. 

^ to expand oneself, i.e. take 

it easy. 

to go to and fro; over and 

over again; to revolve in one’s 
mind; mutually convertible; in¬ 
terchangeable. See 295. 

iJrL to worship at the ancestral 

tombs after success at the public 
examinations. * 

Ty a polite phrase put out¬ 

side envelopes, just below the 
name of the addressee, meaning 
“for Mr. So-and-so to open.” 

M to wave or swing the arms. 

M Hi to extend one’s leave or 

furlough. 

to extend; to stretch,— 

R. 

C. chan 

H. ts'-an 
F. chang 
W. dza 
N. dzaati 

chati 
M. tsan 

tsaa 

Sz. chan 
K. chan 

san, zen 

A. san (shari) 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Lower. 

something as far as something 
else. 

jM to deferi to Put 

£ m truly a princely 

man. 

To bind up. To wipe 

away, as tears, etc. Wrong¬ 

ly used for ^ 8266. 

j| a duster. 

29S 

S"M 
Rising Upper. 

296 

To turn half over; to 

roll over on the side. 

to turn over and over; to 

revolve; repeatedly. 

$1 if aS continually think¬ 

ing of; unable to forget. 

(chan*) a water-mill. 

|J< to rev°lve the wheels, 

as a steamer; to start. 

Read flier?. To roll on; 

to run in. 

IS —1 5ft Wi the barrow 
runs in a single rut. 

A horse rolling himsel 

in the dust. 

R’lt 

See 

Sinking Upper 

e 
297 

See 156. 

298 

VI nW 

m 

A covered shed; an upper 

storey; a covered way or 

bridge across precipitous 

rocks. A hearse. A wheel¬ 

barrow. A stable. A store¬ 

house ; a godown ; a shop. 

Name of a fragrant tree 

from the Lingga Islands. 

A small bell. 

chanz m, a covered plank 

road along a precipice. 

he was crossing 

a precipice by night. 

% l& It fr ^ 
II ^ H III Planks laid 
across a precipitous and dange¬ 
rous point form what is called 
a chati1- tao. 

a path along a steep cliff. 

'it MT S the visitors 
made offerings of silk at the 
hearse. 

ff ^ £ IP- 0 111 a cart’ or 
wheelbarrow, of bamboo is cal¬ 
led a chan*. 

ft 2 $ barrows with 

boxes, for conveying stores, etc. 

f 1111 If *e manage¬ 

ment of a stable is very difficult. 

a stable. 

to bury a trou¬ 

blesome wife. 

Wk to re§Tet a place>—as a 
horse its stable. 

he disposed 

them in stables (of horses). 

SI a warehouse; a godown. 

^0. warehouse rent; price paid 

for storing. 

StrfS to warehouse; to store, 

godown proprietors. 

299 

Mg 
See 

Rising Upper, 

A wine-cup; so called 

under the Shang dynasty 

(see 1184 and 2218). Usee 

with 300. 

3EJ| beautiful, or precious, cups 

a kind of saucer for hoi 

ding a wine-cup without burning 
the fingers. 
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300 

R. 

C. chan 
H. is an 

F. chaug 
W. tsa 

N. tsaah 
P. chart 
M. 
Y. . 

Sz. chan 

K. chan 

J. son 
A. tran 

Rising Upper. 

tsan 

A lamp-bowl for holding 

the oil. A tea-cup; a wine- 

cup ; see 299. Numerative 

of lamps. 

a wine-cup. 

pf £>]<. the 

brass cup is jingling to call peo 
pie to buy ice. [The ice-seller 
strikes a small brass basin to 
attract customers.] 

a lamp; one lamp. 

3°i 

R.l 

See 

Rising Lower. 

302 

R 
•Sfcft 

See 

Rising Upper. 

A sheep-pen. 

3°3 

R. 3>j 
w 

See 

Sinking Lower 

[J-4 

To fly swiftly and power 

fully. 

mm swooping like a falcon. 

Read chiev}. Martial. 

mm with warlike mien. 

A striped wild cat. 

mm a tiger with short hair 

[For these chars, the chars. 

^ came to be substituted, anc 

thus ] : came to mean “a tiger”. 

3°4 

r- t$ m 
See , 

Rising & Sink¬ 

ing Lower. 

A carriage used by mili¬ 

tary officials for sleeping in 

as well as for conveyance 

a war chariot. 

a sleeping chariot; a war 

chariot. 

3°5 

R-Vi 
See =§ 

Rising Upper. 

3°6 

3 Formerly used for 299 

and 300; now applied to 

spirits standing to get clear. 

[Rj|j yjSj thick, muddy wine, which 

is beginning to clear. 

Same as 304. 

307 
R. 

C. chant 
H. tsam 

F. chang 

W. tsa 

N. tsaan 
P. chan 
M. tsan 

Y. tsaa 
Sz. chan 

K. chham 

J. san 
A. tram 

Rising Upper. 

To cut in two; to deca¬ 

pitate ; to cut off; to sever. 

Unhemmed, as deep mourn 

ing. Sometimes written ^ 

which is a form of 310. 

tjljf "f|T or flj| to behead. 

ijjfj* 7^ or frtfc to execute by 

beheading. 

a capital crime; the pe 

nalty of death by beheading, 

mmm condemned them 

all to be beheaded. 

to behead and strangle, 

the two forms of execution prac¬ 
tised in China. 

LL or fff AL decapita 

tion without delay,—when the 
provincial authorities have the 
power to carry the sentence into 
execution without referring to 
Peking. 

£ M or $T i 
decapitation but to be im 

prisoned until the autumnal as 
size,—in which case there is a 
somewhat elaborate form of pro 
cedure to be gone through be 
fore the extreme penalty can be 
imposed. 

m^tm to behead after the 

autumn,—as above. 

|yfj to cut open, 

to mince. 

mm to chop off; to cut off, as 

communications. 

m a to subjugate, as rebels; to 

prune, as trees. 

)g to chop in two at the waist 

to oversee an execution. 

ijl£ to cut off the posterity, 

as of a rebel. 

ends after five 

generations. 

frtr# ||| to cut a nail and 

to chop through iron, i.e. to push 
on in spite of obstacles. 

ijjff PH to cut through the 

influence and sever the aura,— 
i.e. to spoil the geomancy of a 
place. 

mm ro a to force the bar¬ 

rier and break in. 

m Ji to destroy the 

strength of the people. 

m 
3°7 

308 

R. Uf 

See'| 

Even Lower. 

g 

3°9 

310 

R. ‘ 

C. tsam 
H. is1 am 
F. chang 
W. idza 

N. dzaan 
P. chan 
M. tsan 

Y. tsan 
Sz. chan 
K. chant 
J. san, zan 
A. tarn 

Sinking Lower 

9f Ss. to endrely destroy; t 

exterminate. 

% to wound by cutting. 

PpL to destroy like weeds 

Also, to dig a grave. 

IPT Ht to kid and to capture 
as in a raid. 

To strike; to raise Up 
To cut in two. To throy 

into. To exclude. To plaCf 

planks for crossing water 

Read shan\ To cut down 

HI to cut down creepers. 

ft ft ffn fl z ks cut i, 
down and threw it about. 

Same as 308. 

A part of a day; a short 

time ; temporarily; briefly 

in the interim ; meanwhile, 

Suddenly. 

ft or or for 
a short time; temporarily. 

or to wait awhile, 

to reside tern- m a.01 n 
porarily. 

to temporarily detain, ofl 

persons or things. 

mm to be temporarily sepa¬ 

rated from. 

to borrow for a short time, 

m to Pat>ent a little while, 

^fr slowly; gradually; to defer 

for the time; for the present, 

||r Rf it can be so 

temporarily, but not perma¬ 
nently. 

<|ifr iJ’Jjfl jg to give temporary 

relief, as by putting water to a 

burnt eyebrow. Used of l°aUS 
of money. 

Hf? 5® to meet suddenly. 

ejpj- brand-new. 

'f=T fjt t0 ma'ce a tenl^° 
rary trial,—as of a new scheme; 
to test the working 

ff* vflt0 touch at,—as ships- 
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311 

C. chan 

H. ft#, v. 
JHoang 

F. Uing-j icing' 
W. ting-, ding1 
N. dzaah 
P. chan 

M. tsan 
K. tan 
J. to;, dan 
A. V<z», dien' 

Sinking Lower 

312 

r. pjj 

See ■ 

A. trien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

** 
313 

R. 

C. chant 
H. ti'-am 
F, fang 
W,. dza 

N.idzaah 
V-chan 
M. tsan 
Y. tsaa 
Sz. chan 

• to; 
A. //-fl;;; 

Regular 
Lower. 

to receive a thing 

temporarily,—with a view to its 
restitution. 

A seam which has come 

undone. Ripped open 5 rent 

cracked; split. 

split; rent; to tear open 

^ T Jsc the scde my 
boot is split. 

*14 a rent; a tear. A hint. 

fit yjt/E t0 Patch a rent. 

|/£ frayed out; unravelled. 

TlbE the Peta^s °f a flower, 

an opening flower. 

t0 caulki to Afl UP seams 

in planking. 

^ fi IS this kind 
of rice will not swell in boiling. 

/|/E HI- to reve£d secrets. 

i t fit) ^ |/E appeared to leave 

an opening; made a feint. 

A seam which has come 

undone. Similar to 311. 

to patch a rent. 

Deep; clear; tranquil, as 

water. Placid; serene, as 

moonlight. To sink; to 

soak in; to steep; to re¬ 

ceive, as benefits. Moist; 

fresh. Excessive. Drees. 

'/Jir bright; sparkling; fresh. 

i|l brand-new. (y|£ here 

for 310.) 

Vfl steeped in favour; under 

great obligations. 

if Ik ii 6 devoted to wine 
and women. 

V® /Pj" an affluent on the north 

of the Yellow River, in Honan, 

which acc. to the ^ 3jjj, rises 

in Honan and flows into the •Ik- 

y|| deeply loyal. 

3i3 

R. 

314 

C. chyti 

it. chen 
F. chieng 

W. fsie 
N. tsien 
P. chan 
M. tsan 

Y. chiei 
Sz. chan 
K. chon 

. sen 
A. chien 

Sinking 
Upper. 

iff? Vf£ heavy lies the dew 

Read tan}. Used for 

10,615. 

Alarmed; terrified. To 

fight; to join battle; to 

contend, as at examinations 

iSii W or ® 44 
44 M trembling with fright. 

^ j[|I or If^ '|^ t0 be alarmec 

tr®-® to quake with fear; to 

give a start. 

tra to fight a battle. 

a - # a °r # ato 
join battle; to fight; tactics. 

& *j§01 a ^ a battle-field. 

ftW line of battle; in battle 

array. 

the battle drum, i.e. the 

signal for battle. 

a rk campaigning. 

to provoke a battle; to 

offer battle. 

?Ea to fight to the death; a 

forlorn hope. 

or ®5E to die on the 

field of battle. 

“'**** to win a battle. 

to lose a battle. 

^ia± an old soldier; a ve¬ 

teran. 

ifii a °r it aa bi°°dy fight. 
a a war-junk. 

a hero of a hundred 

fights. 

m D, come on!—to fight. 

or tt-f to challenge to 

battle. 

!r jfi a ^iet me take an 
illustration from war. 

*n B *n KtW ® W 0 
he who rightly estimates himself 
and his adversary will be victo¬ 
rious in all his fights. 

a or a Ha a written chal¬ 
lenge to fight. 

(or ) a Hf to issue or¬ 
ders for war; to declare war. 

V 
3r4 

opr* 

315 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

316 

to have bombarded Kelung 

before issuing a declaration of 
war. 

S 4T ^ ® i® ^ 
who ever yet won a victory 
without fighting for it? 

strategy in war. 

w a £ ibthe did not 
lose from want of skill,—but 
from some other cause. 

3L®W a stop-fighting notice- 

board,—a board bearing these 
three characters, used as a flag 
of truce. 

to quarrel and fight. 

a^ military services. 

a 3s attack and defence; mili¬ 

tary operations. 

HJji the lower or fighting deck. 

^ /U a state of war. 

4#® to play guess-fingers. 

5H "tif successfulat every 

examination one after another. 

^aa tea-drinking match. 

j^ a literary competition. 

if asee 9788- 

s a exPi as n ti 1# • 
A kind of white veined 

wood, used for making 

combs and spoons. Also 

read chan3 and shan4’. 

317 

r41 

C. isand-gt Ayen 
H. 'tsiam 

F. chang 

W. tsid.tsa 
N. tsaah 

P. chan 
M. tsan 

Y. tsaa 

Sz. chan 
K. chant 

. san, zan 
A. tram 

Sinking 

Upper. 

the side of a coffin,—in 

one piece. 

See 1 U529- 

To dip into. [This cha- 

racter has -been used by 

some Protestant mission- 

aries for baptism by immer- 

sion.j 

[fpi to dip a brush (in ink). 

jSf| fH; to dip (a brush) in ink. 

Eii M to soak in. 

ig±4c dip it in water. 
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318 

319 

R. 

I See =|J| 

Rising Lower 

See 2721. 

The boundary of a grave. 

320 

321 

R. 

I See 

Icf. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

See 289. 

To scheme to get pro¬ 

perty by fraud or robbery. 

327 
F. S-chang 
W. ts'a 

N. ts'-aah 
P. ch'-an 

M. ts'-an 
V. ts'-aa 

Sz. ch'-an 
K. ch'-am 

J. san} zan 
A. sam 

Even Upper. 

322 

R. 

I See pj 

Even Lower. 

323 

A crafty hare. Artful 

wily; cunning. 

T& a cunning rabbit. 

If 
324 

R. 

|See pj 

Even Lower. 

nft 
325 

326 

See 11,561. 

To cut; to slice. 

is* jglj (git to cut apart. 

R. 

| See pj 

Even Upper. 

ii 

327 

| C. Ich'-atn, 

its'-ai 
I H. ts'-am 

See 334. 

A. cliff; a high peak. 

|1}U a steep, craggy ascent; 

precipitous. 

*8teeth jagged 

like a saw. 

To support; to sustain. 

To supply what is wanted; 

to edge in ; to mix; to blend. 

See 13,781. 

to raise up; to support. 

328 

R-1 

See p^ 

Even Lower. 

tfi 1* rfe raise him up, 

—of a person making a kotow. 

to suPPort; to hold up, 

as a cripple. 

xmmM to aid the feeble 

and tottering. 

j£l|i to fill up a crack or cre¬ 

vice. 

tJi ^ —* ij} add on one share 
more. 

fJI Pja| to interrupt a person in 

speaking. 

•{ill till plated ware. 

^ to mix; to blend. 

tin ^ $jjj mixed and not| 

pure,—of anything to which an 
inferior sort has been added. 

tl eat them mixed 

together. 

tl t0 size; to adulterate by 

sizing. 

m m il m to adulterate. 

mm& alloyed with copper. 

the bride-welco- 

mers,—female relatives of the! 
bride-groom who welcome the 
bride on her arrival at her hus 
band’s threshold. 

H giving one’s arm to... 

33i 

RI 
c.|(1 
jj I ts am 

F. chang 

W. dza 

N. dzaah 
P. 
M. 

Y. ts'-aa 

Sz. ts'-an 
K. ch'-am 

J. san, dzan 
A. sam 

Even Lower. 

ts'an 

332 

IPk 
N. j'-aah 

See |H 

Even Lower. 

called |J| 

t 
329 

A tree 

which grew near the tomb 

of Confucius, having a hard 

whitish wood and laree 

flowers. ? Magnolia. Sharp-| 

pointed. A water-gate. 

R. 

See'll 

A. tarn 
Rising Lower, 

330 

RPS 
See 

SinkingUpper. 

ch'eng1 jji or 

comet. The first is also applied 
to a rebel leader, from the idea] 
of destructiveness always asso¬ 
ciated with a comet. 

The rippling sound of| 

water is y|| yg, applied also 

to the sportive leaping ofl 

fish. Sweat from the hands 

and feet. Water gurgling 

a hole. 

rife 

333 

334 

R. 

C. ts'-an, ts'-ai 
W .za 
P. ch'-an 

See pjj} 

Even Lower. 

through 

An earthen pitcher for| 

boiling liquids. 

RIl * sort of jug used for| 

boiling congee or rice gruel. 

335 

R6fc 
See 

Even Lower. 

To cajole; to mist 

sent; to slander. 

Hi A to slander people. 

Hi t0 abuse; to vilify. 

t8 hfJ to Lauder and to flatter 

£ 3 Hi rt >««** ^ di, 
^ missslanderers and avoid toadies 

Hi 7T fU slanderous words 
get one into trouble. 

!8 P jjfl slandering every 
one right and left. 

18 iff! name of an ancient tripod 
with an inscription agst calumny 
Also expl. as a tripod from Ch'an 
where the Great Yu made his 
nine tripods. 

Hi tlie stars £ 0 in the footj 

of Perseus. 

A chisel; a bore for 

cutting or piercing. To 

carve; to engrave. Used 

for 324. 

H ^ HE he carved the 
words in memory thereof, 

a medicine-spoon. 

flip? a plough-share. 

§j| to shoulder a hoe 

and destroy the weeds,—to be 
a farmer. 

345- 

To be greedy; glutto¬ 

nous. To love good eating 

P JfJ| fond of eating. 

1-jHI not particular about 

one’s food; not greedy. 

Ui pH Aa glutton- 

jHI a greedy insect, U- a 

greedy fellow. 

|ff| j'lfl greedy and lazy. 

$1* an insatiable desire 

to eat, without the power of 
swallowing much. 

The ground allotted to a 

retainer in the feudal times. 

A plot; an allotment, 

market-place; shops. 

HI rfj a market-place. 
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335 

336 

I 'iti 
337 

R;fc 

^ II 
Even Lower. 

338 

R'ft 

See |J|| 

Even Lower. 

mnm 
market and shops. 

Same as 335. 

to inspect the 

339 

RftS 
C.chyn-,ich'-yn 
H. often 
F. ticng. v. 

chierig 
W. idzie, dzie 
N. dzien. v.jdh 
P. eft an 
M. | t 
Y tran 

Sz. eft an 
K. chon 

J. tin, den 
A. itrien 

kven & Sink 

ing Lower. 

A small branch of the 

river Lo, mentioned in 

the Canon of History. It 

rises in ^ J§|, an old 

name for the Wig District 

of Honan. 

To revolve; the orbit of 

a celestial body. An old 

path; tracks; career; a pre¬ 

cedent. 

0 ill $H the sun’s (SUP‘ 
posed) orbit is efran1. 

or il^C the orbits of tQS 

the stars. 

Jj!|! the course of the stars; 

the zodiac. 

$11 or $!n ^ tracks; to fol¬ 

low in the old path; to adopt 
a precedent. 

* »3S m z Mm * 
I know not the path of the hero. 

To bind up ; to wrap ; to 

bandage. To entwine; to 

cling to; to implicate. To 

bother. 

«?£ 

I rffci 
339 

m 

t=t 
340 

See d(fk I/O 
Even Upper. 

or 

feet. 
to bind up the 

fH to hind the head; a tur¬ 

ban. Also, a roue; a libertine. 

HI llK (or ^ ) money given 
to a harlot. 

HI Ln fh brothel visitors. 

to bind round and round. 'I te Cm 

lift to bind firmly. 

Hi _t to wind round, or wind up. 

H to bind one’s waist with 

a girdle. 
4|jjf -fttt 
Vm a waist belt. 

HI Jip bound by ties, or obliga¬ 
tions. 

Hi ^ to implicate. 

HI 7$jj bound up with; inextri¬ 
cable. 

fJ 
34i 

K-H 

s'"llS 
Sinking 

Upper. 

/)irjl entangled, i.e. impro 

per, thoughts. 

Mj ^ HI at meeting, they 

were locked in each other’s arms 

HI III to bind bghtly. 

mA) to bind round, leaving 

regular intervals. 

IS 1^$ hair coiled round the head, 

to impede; to hinder. 

be never finishes with 

one, as an endless talker, a bore, 

p /||| an undesirable acquaint¬ 

ance; impatient of restraint. 

fyjSi dragging out; tedious; 

interminable. 

Hi j|S to pester; to tease. 

The front curtain of a 

carriage; see 12,595. A 

screen at an entrance. 

a curtain round the lower 

part of a bed; a valance. 

m m # m his tears bedewed 

the curtain. 

Small sticks to support 

the eaves of a house, ex¬ 

tended beyond the wall. 

i1 
342 

R. 

Q.chym^.h'-em 
H. sham, v. 

item 
F. sieng 
W. zie 
N. dzien, zien 
P. ch^an 
M. ts'-an 

K. som 
J. sen 
A. t'-iem 

Even Lower. 

A striped toad, (1| 

or $fh $§§, which is said to 

be long-lived and to grow 

horns at the age of 3000 

years. It dwells in the moon, 

which it is believed to 

swallow during an eclipse. 

Hence, the moon. 6^441, 

7270. 

the toadskin 

worn as a charm against evil 
influences. 

moonlight. 

^ SI 1^8 HI many toad circles, 

i.e. full moons, have passed by. 

ljj|| the toad palace, i.e. the 

moon. 

{1|! ^ to pluck cassia in 

the palace of the moon, i.e. to 
take the second or chii jen degree. 

-‘r-r.l 

344 

P. ghtan 

See ci 
A. hsiem 

a kind of venereal medi¬ 

m cine, said to be extracted from 
342 a toad’s forehead. 

/A. i A horse travelling fast. 

m 
343 

A rapid gallop. 

R. f§ 

cf- P§ 
Even Upper. 

An apron or flap; a 

covering for the knees; the 

skirt of a robe. See 5668 

Even Upper. 

345 

R. 

cf-i^ 
Even Upper. 

wrJi 

R 

346 

ft 
Y. Jisiei 

See |hj|j 

Even Lower. 

346a 

or ||jj ^ an apron, 

a screen; a covering; an 

apron. 

Hf ^aPping) as a skirt. 

^ not an apronful. 

H #r ill neatly dressed. 

iflf^ the curtains of one’s equi¬ 

page,—the progress of one’s 
journey. 

(ft a loose garment; a cloak. 

A saddle-flap. Trap¬ 

pings ; caparisons. 

$fs saddle-flaps; see 47. 

>ij® £% W a Piebald steed 

with embroidered trappings. 

Beautiful; graceful, 

pretty and graceful. 

tfc M M *?< flowers 
are beautiful when moistened in 
spring. 

ft #¥ M il if®the banv 
boo is beautiful in the morning 
mists. 

snow is 
beautiful, but not for long. 

M #j| ft Pf I# the moon 

is beautiful, beautiful indeed! 

j|g of the same clan or family. 

Used with 346, and also 

with 348 (skan4) but exclu¬ 

sively in the sense of 

“vicissitudes” or “changes” 
of dynasty. 

the vicissitudes of 

the Ch‘in and Han dynasties. 

r it4!? ill? succession. 

5 
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34 

347 

R 

348 
.1. »am» 

r 
C.Sshymyshyn- 

H.Ssham^shen2- 
F. si eng 

|W. zfir 
N.yii« 
’P.Sch'-an,shanl 
M. it s'-an, salt* 

IY.ich'-iei, hsiei 
Sz. j/5a« 
K. 

J. sen, zen 

A. t'-iien, t'-ien 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Lower. 

An old worn-out car¬ 

riage; rickety. 

jfl ijllji ijlfp his chariot of san-1 

dalwood must be damaged. 

To sit abstractedly in 

contemplation, as the Bud¬ 

dhists do. Contemplation; 

meditation; abstraction, f 

Sanskrit dhydna. 

m m or I! # a Buddhist j 
temple. 

IB® Buddhist priests. 

If fat a crosier. See 426. 

If ft Buddhist scriptures. 

P t^e rules of meditation;| 

Buddhism. 

|p to sit in meditation, or in 

a state of abstraction, 

gfi or i$ m to be in a state 

of abstraction. 
—no ,1^ . - 
Ijip Ig a 100111 111 a Buddhist | 

monastery set apart for purpo¬ 
ses of meditation. 

If ^ rooms in a temple. 

Haj> the mind in a state ofl 

abstraction. 

J5j the four regions of con-1 

templation through which thef 
mind reaches the final and per¬ 
fect state. 

jjjlp ^ Buddhist spells. 

: jjjtp to enter into meditation; | 

to become a Buddhist priest. 

jj[Sp t^ie Palace °f Indra in the I 

city of Tf % m which stands! 

between the four peaks of Mt.f 
Meru. 

Read shan4. To level an! 

area for an altar. To sacri¬ 

fice to the hills and foun-j 

tains. To resign the throne. 

^ gf See 3582. 

[ip to ascend the throne, 

lift to resign the throne. 

If® to abdicate. 

If VzZ ♦ the matter of thej 

succession to the throne. 

like produces iike without end. 

The cicada or broad 

locust. It is common all 

over China, and has manyj 

names, as the autumn 

cicada, ifejjjl the gauze 

cicada, ^ the autumn 

cooler. Also read shan2, 

p JJ|£ the exuviae of the cicada. 

^ % fc W. ft 

*4L‘ ^ f wish I 

could slip out of my skin like] 
a cicada. 

^ sf the cica¬ 

da’s trick of slipping out of its! 
shell. 1 

-df' i ^ the cicada knows 

nothing of snow,—it dies in the 
autumn. Hence, ignorant. 

ss — -)} n ^ g 

is he saw a cicada 

which had just got comfortably 
into the shade and was forgetting 
to look after its safety. 

iMp or 

chirp. 

a horned cicada, found in 

Ssuch‘uan. 

f|C ifeip. dumb; silent,—like the 

cicada in the cold weather. 

connected; a pair of scrolls. 

&p JJ| hair on the temples, dres¬ 

sed in a manner which is thought 
to resemble a cicada’s eyes 

[fern connected together. 

Incoherent talk. Irrecni- O 

lar and incorrect expres¬ 

sions. 

353 

H (but 
aspirated) 

A. hsien 

Rising Upper. 

To laugh loudly. 

¥i M rflj to burst into 
loud laugh. 

354 

m 

See 2721 

To flatter; to toady; 

fawn upon. 

or ^ or =3 M: 

i1^ the cicada’s! 

- jig % to 
flatter; to toady. 

II FA to fawn upon; to cringe to. 

^ rfij ^ Poor and yet no 

flatterer. 

^ to flatter a person 

in order to curry favour. 

JK, Pf §|f the flatterer is 

despicable. 

-t df* §§ in your relations 

with superiors use no flattery. 

'/=£ 2^ §§ Tf wanton music 

ms 
tickles the ear. 

Same as 355. 

356 

Wf Same as 326. 

357 

W 
358 
& 

A kind of monkey, fount 

in Yunnan and known as 

the Its swiftness on 

359 

351 

352 

See 9704. 

The foolish look of 

gaping simpleton is P|? | 

the flight of a bird. 

Same as 326. 

To produce; to breed; 

to bear offspring. Produc¬ 

tions of a country. An 

estate; a patrimony; 3 

means of livelihood. A soit 

of flageolet or reed with 

three large holes. 

or H trfe t0 Produce; or 

bear a child. 
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36° 
K.) 
J. san 

A. ) 
Rising Upper' 

36l 

: a miscarriage. 

I to die in childbirth. 

: a difficult labour. 

■ ^ ^ in labour but 

unable to effect delivery. 

Id! il ic a twin sister. 

^ a lying-in woman. 

or ft the vagina- 

^ jj£|* midwifery. 

|j|. iff Jf| skilled in midwifery 

to support birth, i.e. to 

act as midwife, Chinese women 
being supported by the midwife 
during delivery. 

jthe room where a woman 

is confined. 

fft ^ to &ive nourishing food to 
women after delivery. 

j/jp jjjfe real estate; landed pro 

perty. 

^ j||| to divide the family 

property. 

jg j^ Jjj[| to found or buy an 

estate. 

J=J a householder, as opp. to 

Jjj!| Jf3 a land-owner. 

^ m M jM gambled away all 
his property. 

pjj ^ ^ jj|| to ruin one’s fa¬ 

mily and dissipate one’s fortune, 

of medium fortune. 

living creatures. 

trees and plants. 

local products. 

natural products. 

constant occupation; 

means of living. 

E a native of Ch‘u. See 2662. 

+ 

% 

± 
$ 

te 

See 376. 

A winding road among 

hills. 

^ a winding mountain path. 

4 

363 

See ^ 

Rising Upper, 

.3 

R. 

Complete virtue, as shown 

in a well-spent life. 

364 

M 

See 

Rising Upper. 

'£ 

365 
R.! 0 

See jfy: 

Rising Upper. 

366 

R. f, 0 

See 

Rising Upper. 

367 
R 10 

See 

Rising Upper, 

A tree which grows in 

Anhui and produces a fruit 

shaped like a peach, nearly 

two inches long, of a yellow 

colour. 

Read shan3. A mattress. 

Name of a small stream 

near Hsi-an Fu in Shensi. 

It is a branch of the y|| jppjf 

river Pa. 

* a" (= M )• 

To breed domestic an¬ 

imals. 

To put a sandal or patten 

on the bare foot. 

368 

R. I 
0 

ch'an 

H. ts'an 
sang v. 

ch'iang 
W. ts'a 

N. ts'aan 
ch'an 

M. ts'an 
Y. ts'-aa 

Sz. chlan 

K. san, chi an 

A. 

Rising Upper. 

w 

369 

H. 'tsan 

A spade; a shovel. To 

dig; to cut into; to smooth 

off; to pare. 

or flK Hi a ™ce sh°veh 
used by cooks. 

jjj to dig into hills,—used 

of the surface mining practised 
in China. 

—* ffilj llii a set °f fire-irons; 
shovel and tongs. 

to cut down the 

plants and pull up the roots, i.e. 
to exterminate, root and branch. 

a scraper. 

Sheep crowding, as each 

one tries to get out first. 

To throw into confusion, 

as records. 

369 
P. Cchlan 

i san 
A. I 

Rising Upper. 

f'% 

370 
R. vulgar. 

See ^ 

Rising Upper, 

i% # A ® A interpolated 

by a later hand. 

n 
371 

RM 
N.cts'-ien 
P. S/lan, chan 

M. c/san, tsang3 
Y. ceAi 

K. ch'on 
. ten 

A. trien 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

372 

•Pi 
. chi am 

H. ts'am 
F. chlang 
W. ts'a 
N. ts'-aan 

P. ch'-an 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ch'-an 
K. chi am 

san 
A. satn 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A bare-backed horse. 

a horse without saddle or 

bridle. 

I® -iJ iff to ride a horse 
without a saddle. 

||JT a wooden horse used for 

practising equestrian feats. 

To command; to order; 

to prepare; to complete; 

to release. 

Jp i&t J^t M Wlt0 have the 
military at one’s command in 
order to keep enemies in check. 

to muster troops. 

}|| to prepare; to hold in 

readiness. 

i* to end an affair. 

in order to complete. 

To regret; to repent. 

The Buddhist and Taoist 

rituals are so called. 

ts'an 

373 

client 
H. ts'-iam 
F. chlaing 

W. ts'-a 
N. dzeng 

ch'4enx c/lien 
M. cli'-ien 

Y. ts'an 
K. chi am 

san 

A. sent 

Sinking 
Upper. 

W 7L -7- ytfc-n 1 
mm so that Confucius thus 

becomes nothing more than a 
priest (see 11,441) who bows and 
scrapes at every sacred word 

To verify; to fulfil. A 

prophecy ; an omen; a hint. 

[Defined in the ^ ^ 

as # /£ li % Z W to 
state what will be the ful¬ 

filment of an omen.] Used 

with 372. 

a prophecy; a hint. ph 

the word 5E m $ 
“death” was prophetic. 

^ % M' iS :zr the Em- 
peror T‘ai Tsung (of the T‘ang 
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373 

dynasty) received a secret mis¬ 
sive saying,—that his throne 
would pass to a woman. 

%.zm an unfulfilled pro 

phecy; lit. a prophecy for the 
future. 

tl£ p||(; a fulfilled prophecy. 

* 
374 

375 

r 

;|{k the cross threads or woof 

of a prophecy (which is likenec 
to the warp),—i.e. completion or 

fulfilment. Also, the interpreta 
tion of a prophecy. 

HI ml or a diagram or 

picture in which future events 
are indicated,—as in Zadkiel’s 
Almanac. 

|F a military pass-word. 

to supplicate; to pray for 

as for sons, long life, etc. 

to fulfil a vow. 

376 

Rvf 

Rising Upper, 

b 

377 

R 

378 
1'ijfrf. 
13 

See J|jJ 

Rising Upper. 

w 
379 

R-yf 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

See 346. 

See 288. 

To dig up-, to level 

down; to trim; to pare; to 

cut. Interchanged with 368. 

7J or m ? a spade; a 

large kitchen knife. 

to smooth off; to plane. 

to wound, 

to level soil. 

See 368. 

A dog crunching its food, 

Gnawing; crunching. 

A spit with meat on it. 

J# H like sticking 

meat on a spit. 

w 
380 

R. 
m 

See 

Even Upper, 

Jt 

381 

382 

ffi 

383 
R. i§3. __ 

53nn nTr 

See ID m 
A. chiem 

Sinking & 
Even | Upper, 

1 

R. 

384 

See HM VCJ 
A. jAot, chiem 

Even Upper. 

ffl- 

385 
R.fSg g£ 

tttt. ^ini 

F. v. ctiang 

s"i§ 
. ten 

A. chiem 

Even & Sink¬ 

ing Upper. 

M1 
>Q*\ 

386 

See 
I/O 

Even Upper. 

5 

R 

387 

The same 

A curtain or screen; a 

fringe or flounce. 

ft ¥■ a lady’s chariot 

has a curtain. 

ijljg # tke PaH ka<^ a 
fringe, or flounce. 

See 340. 

Same as 344. 

To spy; to peep; to take 

a sly look. 

to sPy around. 

To spy; to peep, etc. 

Much the same as 383, 385. 

mm to spy around. 

^ t0 k>e 011 tke look-out for 

® A m WL set people to watch 

him. 

m % 0 the spies said. 

% sit A m ^ m first 
sent people to see that he was 
sober,—enough to come. 

To open a door a little, 

so as to peep. 

| ^ to peep through a crevice 

Discord; a jarring noise. 

tl % r- si jw s m 1 
when the five musi¬ 

cal notes are not confused, there 
is no discord. 

A long piece of timber. 

The pivot of a rice pestle. 

To be distinguished from 

11,288.] 

387 

is except 

that it is 
aspirated. 

Or the same 

as pp] but in 

the even tone. 

No record. 

Even Upper. 

388 

r-M 

Rising Upper, 

3 

389 
R. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

^ long are the 

jecting beams of pine. 
Pro 

To strike; to beat. 

Jfi. 

39° 

C. chong 
H. chong 

F. chiong 
W. tsiae 

N. tsong 
P. chang 

M. I , 
y. j tsanS 

Sz. chang 
K. chang 

sho 

A. chong 

Even Upper. 

To pull or extend any 

thing. To persevere. Also 

read cl^en? See 679. 

ffi It fT stretch it tight. 

HI ^ pull it out to fi 

length. 

persevere in the at¬ 

tempt. 

OH-AJNTG-. 

A section or paragraph. 

A document. An essay 

A memorial to the Throne. 

A statement. A stanza of 

an ode. Anything of elegant 

composition. Variegated; 

beautiful; in order. A nu 

merative of documents, and 

trees. Name of a small 

state under the Chou dy 

nasty. An old name for a 

maternal uncle. A cycle of 

nineteen years introduced 

B. C. 104, and apparently 

borrowed from the Greeks 

— the Metonic cycle; M 

5814, 922, 9518. Name of 

a tree. 

J',- sections and paragraph 

or chapters and verses. 

formal division and punctual 

of the text. 
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w 
39° 

^ chapter vi. 

jjf chapters. 

several documents. 

ft to compose essays. 

Mil$$ ft seeins 
that there was some reason in 

what she said. 

Jj|) stanza the first. 

the last lines ran 

as follows. 

Jpp ^ phraseology; style. 

lit ]£■ a M &such was the 
style of the writers of old/ 

J|l to complete an affair; to 

bring to a successful termina¬ 
tion ; to reach a point of perfect 
culture or excellence. 

41 ^ ^ t0 fail in mid~ 
career. 

to memorialise the Throne. 

Also, to make representations 
on a person’s behalf; to offer 
up prayers for the sick. 

3E Jb S S M % the 
prince sent up a memorial, re¬ 
commending him to the Emperor. 

^ A ^ ^ are 
you, sir, praying for the Grand 
Secretary ? 

l|f ijilj: rules; regulations; by-laws, 

—first used by Kao Tsu of Han 
dyn. B. C. 206. 

'fM j=jf observing the an¬ 

cient statutes. 

J3^ ^ jjf; t0 be a pattern to 

the people. 

orders issued by superiors. 

HU Jp7 or a stamp or 

seal. 

fsjs 0 t't' a guide to the selec¬ 

tion of lucky days. 

adorned; variegated. 

It ^ 'ff ^ ^ full of ele¬ 

gance (of princes). 

Ef ^ Jp) refined in speech. 

the ornament of| 

the sky,— the Milky Way. 

3t. jjji 3l j|P five kinds of robes 

(for the nobles) with five sets 
of decorations. 

M 3E 3pL the rich man 

has the robes of a Chakravartti 
G711),—i.e. he can have every¬ 
thing he wants. See 2797. 

W 
39° 

391 

See jgr 

Even Upper. 

A ^ Mi 
by the interaction of Heaven 
and Earth, all things are beauti¬ 
fully displayed,—i.e. come into 
existence. 

tft the metonic cycle of nine 

teen years. 

T=f^ an ancient cap, worn under 

the Shang dynasty. 

Jfi or jlji Jlp: the cuttle-fish 

tp' corruption of the Manchu 

word chan-yin, an assistant. The 
sixty secretaries attached to the 

Grand Council a 

so called, as also the chiefs of 
small military colonies at the 
boundary of the Khalka terri 
tory and Russia. 

M ISHI M the Me 
tropolitan of the Lama hierarchy 
at Peking. 

— the Three Penal Laws,— 

enacted by the first Emperor of 
the Han dynasty to supersede 

the laws of |j| ^ the First 

Emperor; viz. (1) Life to be given 
for life, (2) Compensation to be 
given for wounds; and (3) Im¬ 
prisonment to be the penalty 
for theft. 

% M the nine ornaments on the 

sacrificial robe, viz. dragon, hills, 

3fcj5l ifef flowery insect — a phea¬ 

sant, fire, pondweed, ground rice, 

axe (3630), (3702), and sa¬ 

crificial goblets. To these are 
sometimes added (1) a 3-legged 
bird in the sun, (2) a hare in the 

o 
moon, and (3) a /\ constellation, 

. 0 0 
making twelve. N.B. The Emp. 
had twelve, the highest nobles 
nine (omitting sun, moon, and 
constellation), the next highest 
seven (omitting mountain and 
dragon), and so on, five sets in all. 
Also, the Nine Sections of Penal 

Law into which the j|D were 

expanded under the founder of 
the Han dynasty. Also, the Nine 
Sections of the science of num¬ 
bers = Mathematics. 

ip' 1-V manifest; apparent. 

Jjg j|f see 11,634. 

JjD a brothel. 

To be afraid. 

fiM! terror-stricken. See 396. 

392 

rM 

See 
-V- 

Sinking 

Upper. 

An embankment, 

separate by a bank. 

To 

R. I 

See 

393 

->A 

A husband’s father. 

urn mother and father of a 

husband. 

Even Upper. 

394 

R-Jl 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

^395 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

396 

R. 

See 
/*»- 

Even Upper. 

397 

R. 

A cliff; a range of peaks. 

llj|* llljsa a chain of hills. 

'pf llifp green hills. 

|ll Wf: Hf 41’ mountain 
peaks rising over one another 
as far as one can see. 

The variegated skins of 

animals or plumage of birds. 

Beautiful; ornamental. To 

exhibit; to make manifest; 

see 10,067. 

mm to make clear; to manifest. 

j}$ m t° disPlay- 

=2 ^ his excellent say¬ 

ings were very impressive. 

m^M^ato exhibit his vir- 
tue and dignity. 

® ^ K b7 the disPlay of 
virtue he won the confidence of 
the myriad people. 

m ||l|l the eastern curlew (Nume- 

nius tahitiensis). 

To walk fast. 

la! to wa^ hurriedly, as when 

alarmed. See 391. 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

Terrified. 

fj=§ 4‘S scared out of one’s wits. 
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398 

R. (j 

■See jpi 

Even Upper. 

The camphor tree (Lau- 

rtis camphor a), said to be 

so called from ^ jp; Yii- 

chang, the ancient name off 

Kiangsi, because the tree 

grew there. Grows abun¬ 

dantly in the interior of the 

island of Formosa. 

camphor wood. 

camP^or)—known in the 

north as $jgj Jjj|. See 519. 

camphorated. 

401 

R-it 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

402 

R- 'M. 

See 

td" 
Isee^ 

Even Upper. 

-41 
Sinking 

Upper. 

m1 
403 

See jig 

Even Upper. 

A large tributary of the 

river Wei in the north-east I 

of Honan and south of| 

Chihli. It has two main 

branches, the clear and the I 

muddy Chang. Part of its) 

waters join the Pei-ho, and 

part reach the ocean through 

other channels. Also a river 

of Hupeh, which falls into 

the '/jjf Chti. 

the cross-flowing Chang,» 

—a name given to this river from IR 
its course east and west. | 

a sub-District near j8ee -4*. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

suh 
iff 

400 

R. 

I See Jjf; 

Even Upper. 

An ancient stone orna¬ 

ment used in state cere¬ 

monies. A sceptre. A jade| 

plaything. 

Aji -rj|- Q Jiy half a kuei was! 

called a chang. See 6434. Used 
for the handle of a drinking-cup; [ 
hence, the cup itself. 

the right and left, 

i.e. attendants, handed the liba¬ 
tion cups. 

^ im like a jade mace, I 

—for purity. 

Ml W Z they shall havel 

sceptres to play with. 

W ^ -S*the joyof a “Play| 
sceptre,” i.e. of having a son 
born; sceptres being given to I 
boys to play with, tiles to girls. [ 
See 12,420 for explanation. 

Malaria; miasma; pesti¬ 

lential vapours. 

a miasmatic; malarious. 

^ malaria. 

Ip; Jj§| a plague; an epidemic| 

arising from malaria. 

404 

A cataract in the eye. 

1* 
0^ or 0§i W? a cataract. 

Usually described as ^ 

[jjjf green water poured on 

to the "man in the eye,” i.e. the] 
pupil. 

W 

405 

R. “ 

See^L 

Even Upper. 

m 
406 

An ancient feudal State,|See 

situated in modern Shan-1 EvenUPPer 

tung. Name of an ancient 

city in Shantung. Name 

of a province under the 

Ch‘in dynasty, comprising 

the south of modern Anhui. 

Used for 404. 

To separate; to screen; 

to divide off. A barricade; 

an embankment; a trench ;| 

a screen of cloth; a veil. 

«§ m z m 0 th >ik'| 
clouds intercepting the sun’s J 
rays. 

fflfE to screen oif; to rail off. 

to close against ingress, 

to obstruct; to barricade. 

f to throw up defence- 

works. 

to entrench a camp; to| 

fortify. 

defence-works at the fron- 

407 

R-HI 

SeeM 
Even Upper. 

408 

OXahAJXTQ. 

. . _ t0 protect from dirt A 

plied to various things,husust_ 

^ S' fi1 ,he of becooi 
invisible. 

A flap of a saddle which 

protects the rider’s 

called jpijjl . 
dress 

409 

R- 'M 

A water-bird; a kind 

wader, otherwise known 

TfC water fowl. 

The hornless river-deer 

(Hydropotes inermis, Sw.) 

akin to the musk, common 

in the Yangtse valley. Also 

written Xm . 

HI in Chihli, the roebuck 

(Cervus pygargusj- in Central 
China, the hornless river-deer, 

i the silver or white deer, 

which appears when a good ruler 
is on the throne. 

the musk deer. Lm 4iL 

PJl Ilk s the four-eyed deer) 

(Cervus Swinhoii), found in 
Formosa and so called from two 

spots near its eyes 

See 450. 

tier. 

djy |5jj| a screen,—as for an Imp. 

procession. 

± * # m screens on the 

right and left. 

'0jL a protection and a screen, 

—a sure defence. Applied to 
eminent generals and statesmen. 

mm a wooden partition. 

Kir an embroidered screen. 

raised her veil. 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A curtain; a canopy: 

screen; a veil. A tent; an 

abode. A plan; to calcu¬ 

late. To spread out; a 

scroll. An account or bill 

for which 414 is now used. 

Also used for 404. 

curtains. 

l|j|| bed-curtains. 

||jJ| an awning; a screen- 

| a curtain-hook. 

the top of bed-curtains,3 

tester. 
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409 

410 

411 

R. 

413 

I 

See I 
HR 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Even Upper 

& Lower. 

412 

a screen; curtains rounc 

a bed, or drawn before an alcove 

fjj^| JH a screen or curtain hung 

before a door. 

— A& A an embroid 
ered-curtain beauty,—a beautifu 

bride. 

•ft! ^ a tent. Also, the business 

department of a large family. 

under the tent,—serving 

as a soldier; under canvas. 

H |]j|| a camp. 

|jjj| to pitch one’s tent; to 

teach; to keep a school,—from 

the curtain in -if it ’s school 

behind which sat female musi 
cians. 

nmmmm proposed to 

repudiate the liability to him. 

Wt H ifeg to prepare a farewell 

feast. 

iff a bst guests- 

|tp ||j^ scrolls given to old people 

on their birthdays. 

’/M g00d-for-nothing; disrepu¬ 

table. 

^ T there’s an end of it! 

| and there was an 

end of both of them. 

T«7 
BT 

See 452. 

Fine white table-rice. 

Provisions; to supply with 

food. 

$ m# g rn (received orders) 

to store up provisions. 

See 413- 

A swelled belly; pot-bel¬ 

lied; dropsical. To swell 

up; to grow big. 

HH dropsy in the abdomen. 

Il^l Bit puffed out; swelled; tense, 

as the belly of a dyspeptic. 

Mf\ i a swelled belly, 

j® M swollen. 

^ )]k much swelled out. 

4i3 

414 

C. chong 
H. chong 

F. tiong 
W. Isiae 

N.,chang, 
tsiahg 

chang 

M. ) , 
y. j ‘sang 

K. chang 
cho 

A. tr'dng 

Sinking 

Upper. 

P. ) 

J Uit to relieve or disperse a 

swelling. 

M i® swelled out, as a dropsica! 

belly. 

J|^| ^ flatulency. 

flatulent; tightness of the 

stomach. 

Read ch'ang1. The in¬ 

testines. 

An account; a bill; a 

debt. To charge; to reckon 

up. See 409, 923. 

^ accounts. 

entries of accounts; items. 

or H H 1 bill; an 

invoice; a memo of accounts. 

an account ^ 2|£ Or ^ 

book. 

p| Jfji a counting-house. 

^ the balance of an account, 

a creditor. 

H f=lor HI °r 3^ HU 
to collect debts. 

A' B H I't im HI IE now 
I’ll pay him out! 

W HI to beeP tbe accounts; to 

act as book-keeper, 

mi to run up bills; to run into 

debt. 

^ncr or IIHIor W HIto 
cast up accounts; to settle up. 
The second is also used of the 
census returns. 

we will settle up 

to-morrow. 

not to be included in 

the account. Used in the sense 
of “that does not matter;” also 
in disparagement of people, as 
“he is of no account,” and in 
many other ways. 

35 99 SI fit # I§ at day- 

light I will settle up with you, 
—punish you. 

to owe money. 

or HI to c^ear 
debts. 

to become bankrupt. 

HI to §iye credit. Also, to 

pay interest. 

414 

4i5 

See5I 
Even Upper. 

416 

chong 
H. chong 

tiong, fiong 
W. tsiae 
N. ciahg, 

tsiahg 
chang 

M. ) . 
Y. j tsanS 

S. chang 
K. cha?ig 

cho 
A.trong 

Even Upper, 

to be embarrassec 

with debts. 

to make out a flowery 

bill, i.e. charge for articles not 
ready bought, or charge more 
than the proper market rates, 

Cakes made of flour. 

Ill cakes, buns, biscuits, etc. 

To draw a bow; to 

extend; to stretch; to string 

as a guitar (see 4483); to 

draw up, as a document. 

To proclaim to; to publish; 

to set out; to display; to 

boast. Numerative of tables, 

chairs, paper, documents, 

skins, tents, etc. See 6326. 

jjr|| ^ we have bent our 

bows. 

ifS t0 draw a bow. 

the Tao of God is like drawing 
a bow,—the exalted are brought 
low and the lowly are exalted; 
alluding to the top and bottom 
horns which are thus made to 
fall and rise, respectively. 

—• 51 —* one bending, one 

relaxing (of a bow), i.e. work 
and play by turns. 

51 to stiang a crossbow with 

the hand; with the foot, 

to pitch a tent. 

§ to form an entrenched 

camp. 

P (or p^1) to open the mouth. 

goods which open 

their mouths for food,—animals. 

^ i§ ^ M 51 P even 
if I had money I would not 
spend it in buying “open-mouth 
goods,” i.e. mouths to feed. 

jjr|| ||pj to open, as a door, etc. 

Hi 51 to open out, as goods; to 

start or open, as a shop; to sell. 

A* % & Hi 51 to_day1 have 
sold nothing. 

Ta t0 bave donc three 

days’ good business. 
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416 

CHA]\rc. 

D^§ to open an umbrella. 

to spread about; to pn 

claim. 

Mt to make a great 
display of decoration. 

to draw up a document. 

jjH| to hang up for display; 

to post, as a proclamation. 

5m HH t0 kelpi t° lend a hand; 

to attend to, as guests; to tender, 
as for a contract; to cast about, 
as for employment, or to raise 
money. 

5J| H $C to spread a net to 

entrap people. 

i S IS 1 to set a net 
catch a tiger,—to try gentle 
measures. 

JjH |p. every hair of 

beard and eyebrows made to 
stand out, i.e. minute delinea¬ 
tion. Used figuratively of deli¬ 
neation of character. 

»jr|| to hold one’s head high; 

to be arrogant. 

gTj mto ^°ast- 

DU cross-grained; unreason¬ 

able. 

the noisome va-| 

pour has just spread. 

5m fiii a demi-god who protects 

children from harm, and is much 
worshipped by the Manchus. 

.EE 5m t0 mana£e 1 to control; to 

be responsible for. 

I have no help for| 

it; I can do nothing. 

ped inside the shell. 

—‘ 5m a sheet of PaPer- 

—* 5m jm< a a tiger‘skin- 
—* 5m $$ a cka^r- 
5maE^iS Chang, Wang, Li, I 

and Chao,—the four common 
surnames of China. 

£|t Chang’s hat on 

Li’s head,—the wrong man. 

3iH5f5|EI Chang the thirdl 

brother and Li the fourth,—two 
common names used for any¬ 
body, as John Doe and Richard 
Roe in legal documents. 

vtm.mmat,m 
mat you praising Chang, I 

4r6 

417 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

pee¬ 

praising Li,—each cracking up 
his own side. 

m £E insolent; overbearing. 

zlf Hi A ^rjj maintain your ar¬ 

mies in great order. 

til panic; in confusion. 

M til to fail in anything! 

from nervousness, or want ofl 
resolution. 

M HA to Post UP>—ns notices. 

m ^ to pose; to strike attitu-1 

des; to be affected. 

m to bewilder. 

Hi iA a P^n; an arrangement. 

iAlS exaggeration; | 
bombast. 

it? 'b/ ^2T 

417 

^ ft 01 tke elasticity of 
fluid, a term in mechanics 

'M a name for the Gulf 0f| 
Tonquin. 

Same as 413. 

418 

419 

Irresolute. 

R. 

C. gong 
H. ctlo?ig 

F. isiong 
W. iziae 
N. gong 

P. S.ch'-angy 
'.t'-ang 

ft going to and fro; volatile; 
unsteady. 

K # % T to travel over the I 
empire. 

A flSj # Ift flatterers! 
working their will like this. 

[rIX; the pencil of Chang 

Ch‘ang,—of the Han dynasty, 
who was surprised by a friend 
painting his wife’s eyebrows. 
Used in the sense of “conjugal 
familiarities.” 

Read changi. To swell.! 

To rise, as the tide. To| 

overflow; to inundate; aj 

freshet. To expand, as iron 

under heat; to go up, asj 

prices. 

A the water is rising. 

/5m $)l tide. 

the tide is making, 

to rise, as water. 

51 ‘/pfi or 01 M to rise t0 ful' 
ness. 

’51 Wt t0 rise, as tke tide; to be 
high. 

gg to be left dry by a receding 

river or sea; foreshore. 

swelled and burst it 

as water in a jug expanding 
under frost. 

^ 0 01 'n' the spring sun 

sends the cloud-mountains high 
into the sky. 

^ 01 T 2^ a flush over¬ 
spread her face. 

0| (If t0 rise, as prices; to be 

at a premium, as stock. 

(If lie '/5m tke price will 
go up. 

M. 

Y. 
S-t'-ang 

K. sang 
J. sho, zd 
A. it'-'ong 

Even 
Irregular. 

R. 

420 

urn 
See 

Rising Upper. 

The piece of leather used 

for soles on Chinese shoes. 

A part of a saddle. A 

patch. 

tr&i® to put on a sole 

fitting to put a patch 
shoes. 

on 

421 

R. ..... k 
C. chong 
H. chong 

F. chio?ig 

W. tsiae 
N. isohg: chong 

P. chnng 
M. / 

JY, 
| Sz. chan 

K. chang 
[J. slid 

A. chong 

Rising Upper. 

tsang 

The palm of the hand; 

the sole of the foot. A 

paw; a hoof. To rule; to 

control; to direct. See 2549, 

IO,9°4, 9190. 

ft-m the palm of the hand, 

a see 7940. 

tfj ^ or ^ to clap the) 

hands; to applaud. 

and then if you don’t be 

lieve me I will clap hands with 
you to clinch it. [Here follows 
a vow.] 

n* ii£ Ip the whole palty 
clapped their hands. 

£ or ft tp to join the 

hands,—as in prayer. See 3945 

6- * BAH* 
folding the hands enrolls M 
among the faithful,—if d 1S 
as an earnest of repentanc • 
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421 

on to inspect the lines 

the hand; to practise palmistry 
or chiromancy. 

* ± # puppets formed by 

dressing up the hands. 

jff —• ^ to give a smac 

in the face. 

£ tT# 

—* a smack t^ie ^ace 

knocked the servant boy aside. 

|lj|* to beat on the mouth, 

as recalcitrant or lying female 
witnesses. 

p: #n reallyas 

easy as turning over one’s hand 

as easy as turning 

over the hand. 

ijj[ bears’ paws, considered a 

great delicacy, and one of the 
eight dishes specially set apart 
for the Emperor. 

t0 shoe a horse. 

to be employed in the 

historical department. 

^ or to control; to 

direct. 

^ ||* to manage a matter 

m ^ proprietor or manager 

of a shop; a shopman. ^9190 

^ tit ^ 'HI to have control 

over the army. 

Jjs. (2| to superintend a prison; a 

gaoler. 

the underlings who 

administer the bamboo. 

lif the recording angel in 

the Chinese Hades. 

to administer a post. 

^ 1^ ^ it Chancellor of the 

Hanlin or Imperial Academy, 
fhere are two, one Manchu and 
one Chinese. 

^|| fj] the Office of Worship, 

Ceremonial, and control of 
eunuchs, at Peking. 

^ ^ to direct and teach; the 

principal of a college. 

I toiling in the ser¬ 

vice of the prince. 

ft hands of immortals, 

i.e. the cactus, especially certain 
hinds with flattened branches. 

^ ^ A (HU was charged with 

the command of the six hosts, 
the army. 

421 

±uj}>* a bright pearl on 

the palm,—a darling. See 2549 

3 a leech. 

422 

R. 

See JS. 
11 

EveD Lower, 

r 
R. 

See 

423 

Rising Upper. 

3fc‘ 
424 

C. chong'- 
H. -ch-ong, 

<Lch'-ong,ch'-ong~ 
F. tiong- v. 
itiong, ctiong, 

taungA 
W. -dziae 
N. dziahg 

charts 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. chang 

cho, djo 

A.trong 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

to look after; to take 

charge of. 

to be in charge of a sea 

m w“-d 

the seniorvCensors at 

tached to a Peking Board anc 
a province respectively. The 
junior Censors are not providec 
with seals. 

^jl| to handle the scales,—to 

weigh. 

j|j= jt|^ 3j|| take great care 

of these bracelets. 

Master of Ceremonies un 

der the Han dynasty. 

A large fish, described as 

laving horns and a yellow 

x>dy, and able to fly. Also 

called Se 

The surname of Mencius’ 

mother. 

A measure of 10 Chinese 

eet = 11 ft. 9 in. English. 

An elder; a senior; one 

worthy of respect. 

izK measurement. 

a Wl the measurement 

can be ascertained. 

A ijl to measure, as land, etc. 

Wj to survey or measure out 

land, as in geomancy. 

have not 
measured it. 

—* A ^t: ten ^eet long- 

f thirty feet high, 

an old gentleman. 

■ A °r 3% Asir- 

^ one of the three Isles of 

the Immortals; a table overload¬ 
ed with food; ten feet square; 

3fc‘ 
424 

ft 
425 

C. chang, 
chong- 

H. Chong‘s 
ch'-ong1- 

F. tiongJ, 

long3, tiong- 
W. dziae, tsiae 
N. tsi a rig, 

dziaiig 

M. 

Sz. 

chang 

K. chang 
cho, djo 
.trong 

Rising Lower 

& Sinking 
Upper & 
Lower. 

hence, the apartment of a But 
dhist abbot; the abbot of a Buc- 
dhist monastery; the monastery 
itself. See 5270. 

st A an elder; a wife’s father 

Used of the fathers of one’ 
father’s friends, and fathers of 
one’s own friends. 

ft A a wife’s father. 

A # or A # tOk a wife ■ 
mother. 

H A the Emperor’s father-in 

law. 

A A explained in the 

as a man 8 ft. (nearly a chang\ 
in height; by Wang Ch‘ung as 
a man one chang, or 10 ft. in 
height, which he says is the pro¬ 
per measurement (see 1992); in 

the as a man on whom 

one can rely; hence a 

brave fellow, etc. An old man; 
a master; a husband; my hus 
band. 

5^ A "7* ma^e children; super¬ 

ior boys. 

manly spirit. 

you’re a fine 

fellow indeed! [Ironical.] 

AAA a virtuous man; 

hero; a great man. See 11,209. 

Weapons of war. To 

fight. To rely upon; to look 

up to. See 5454, 10,321. 

ft arms; weapons. 

trft to fight; to be at war. 

to win a battle. 

to lose a battle. 

"{^C ft to j°^n battle. 

ft VX to drill in prepar¬ 

ation for war. 

& ft to get an ally- 

ftft a palace guard,—42 in all, 

under the T'ang dynasty, 

ift the 5 divisions of the body¬ 

guard of the T‘ang Emperors. 

to express one’s 

views after the withdrawal of 
the bodyguard,—secretly. 

SH* in presence of the body¬ 

guard,—as above. 

ft j$!l t0 grasP a sword; to trust 

to one’s sword. 

6 
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ft 

425 

ft 

426 

R-P ll 
W. -dziae 

I F. riong- 
IN. dziang, 

v. ziang 

I See 

Sinking & 
I Rising Lower, 

fPft to look up to; to rely upon. 

# ft ” if ft to trust to. 

ttAZp to trust to human 

strength. 

ftfRA to trust to one’s 

position to be able to insult 
people with impunity. 

ft to rely on one’s 

own ability. 

ft#pj? to rely on one’s elo¬ 

quence or persuasiveness. 

ft#^H to rely on the fact 

of having money. 

# ® AL ft 4 they were all 

his humble followers. 

A staff-, a stick 2532); 

a coolie’s pole for carrying-; 

the heavy bamboo with 

which criminals are beaten 

e & I95&- To beat. To 

lean on. Used for 425. 

® U an old person’s staff. 

ft ^ an old man, or one who 

uses a staff. 

ISbtrfn^ threw down his 

staff and prostrated himself, 

ttfr to walk with a stick. 

ht I? to walk with a stick at 

Court,—a privilege accorded to 
persons over 80 years of age 
Hence, the term has come to 
mean 80 years old. 

one who uses a staff 

in his village; a village elder, 
or one over 60 years of age. 

jj|p he shouldered his 

carrying-pole and went home 

ftft to hold the staff,—as 

chief mourner at a parent’s 
funeral. 

36 S tt the mourn-death staff, *R' 

held by chief mourners as above. 

-ft Jjft t^ie staff-toP emP 
ty, i.e. poor or destitute, it beinc 
customary in former times tc 

carry money at the top of the 
walking-stick. 

tst M 8L drink-money; pour-1 

boire. 

SUtt or jjjip the metal staff! 

of the religious (Buddhist) men¬ 
dicant, originally used for knock¬ 
ing at house doors. An abbot’s 
staff or crosier, supposed to have 

427 

ch'-'dng 
H. cldong 
F. chbiong 
W. ts'-iae 
N. cK-ong^ 

ts'-ong 
cbhang 

Y.’ | is''anS 

Sz. cfkang 
K. ch'-ang 

. slid 
A. hsong 

Even Upper. 

a khakkharam I 

to drown all 

the power to release souls from 
torture in the world below, and! 
therefore carried at masses fori 
the dead. Name of a hair-pin [ 
worn by pious old women. Sans-| 
krit khakkharam. See 2620. 

k i§ ft 
with nine bells 

worldly sounds and warn insects 
to get out of the way. 

ft the light and heavy bam¬ 

boos, as used for the flogging of 
criminals. 

ffU to administer a bambooing. I 

tit lira to bamboo and put in the | 

cangue. 

ft tr to bamboo. 

a flogging with the bam¬ 

boo. 

tt m A + to inflict 80 blows! 

of the bamboo, 

ft" —* U give him a hundred! 

blows. 

iktitH + ordered him| 

30 blows. 

% A ft # A Ji: y°ur| 
servant is first beaten with the 
bamboo and then put into prison. | 

htffl flogging with the heavy 

bamboo (the 2nd of the five I 
punishments)—of which there 
are five grades, from 60 to 1001 
blows. 

tit 18 
$ £ £ FJr H % ia 
mutual confidence is the bond! 
of friendship. 

427 

!|§ to trust to. 

f! 
428 

I ft# gA when good | 

tune is exhausted, then fxn 
evil fortune; alluding to °aS| 
alternation theory 0f T rhe 

in »hich the Chinese he?^ 

^ H If Yu bowed when! 

he heard the good words. 

H alas for him, so| 

handsome and accomplished, 

T* £ H ^ how complete 
your art! 

^ ^ ensuring prosper-] 

ity to your descendants. 

^ increasing in greatness. 

^ Sjf Rfi ^ may (theI 

gods) make you prosperous and 
great. 

Irf ^ all plants; all things; all) 

creation. 

W i £ Ik 
4 nil things spring from the 

dust, and to the dust they return. 

£ I name of a constellation- 

part of Ursa Major—supposed 

to be the residence °f ^ M 

the God of Literature,! 

who is much worshipped by| 
Confucianists. 

AC [|f] a shrine dedicated to| 

the God of Literature. 

CH'AKTG. 

The light of the sun, 

shining ; glorious ; prosper¬ 

ous ; good. To make pros-] 

perous. See 499. 

^ IJfj bright; shining; resplend¬ 

ent. 

|E§ ^ abundant; prosperous;] 

having many descendants, 

jjy ^ well off; lucky. 

splendid; brilliant. 

j|f ^ H| he who obeys| 

God, prospers. 

# i this omen is cer-| 

tainly a good one. 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

A leader; a guide. To 

lead; to introduce; to take 

the initiative. 

AT® to be an example] 

to the empire. 

to lead on, as troops. 

^ 3^. to lead, or mislead. 

m-m to lead a troop. 

«RL to head a riot, 

to speak first. 

mm to lead and follow, as hus-| 

band and wife. 

mill 

originate. 

^ the first to do anything,] 

an inventor. 

tflff4aAgive,he6,s«n»j 

and we will join in wi 1 ) | 

Ok = tk y°u-) 
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128 

m 
429 

r-'M 

See ^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

if one man leads, all the rest will 

follow. 

Read ch‘ang1. To sing 

Interchanged with #|| 

singing-girl. 

||| ||| singers and actors. 

^ % itk m Ashe was for 
merly a singing-girl. 

To lead in singing; to 

sing; to call out; to pass 

the word. Anciently ap 

plied to a division of the 

night watch, equal to one 

fifth of it. 

llll or P/§ t0 sinS sonSs 

t.#f he can sing, 

f sing us a song 

g|| ||*J a street-singer. 

^ m pj§ to sing out of tune, 

f ft style of singing, 

f A a song book. 

to sing a duet, 

if tt to perform a play. 

ZB to perform as amateurs. 

H ^ to sing in the Anhui 

style; see 5160. 

to sing in the Shansi 

style; see 8652. 

Aif IS I® husband singing 

and wife joining in, i.e. harmony 
of husband and wife. 

jjlfl to play and sing. 

b the master of the 

house shouted out and said.... 

fflf at to sound the gong 

and call out to clear the road, 
as is done before the procession 
of a mandarin. 

f to call out names, as of 

visitors; to muster. 

and in the fol¬ 

lowing year he came out at the 
head of the list. 

fig to direct the ceremonial. 

^ 'tM to caii out rice, i.e. to 

invite a departed spirit to come 
and eat, as is done near the 
graves of deceased relatives. 

429 

M 
WR 

43° 

m 
431 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

43 2 

to sound a retreat. 

f 1 # & to order the atten 

dants to retire,—out of earshot 

<&<&f riST my respects to 

you, Sir. 

Same as 429. 

A singing-girl; a pros¬ 

titute. 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

m 
433 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

1 

m 
434 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

Wi 
435 

^ or M #§ or A 
prostitutes. 

local prostitutes. 

mm a brothel-keeper. 

to keep a brothel. 

the family or descendants 

of prostitutes, 

ra* to a prostitute. 

m M 0t ¥ prostitutes, actors 

lictors, and constables,—the four 
classes whose children are dis¬ 
qualified from entering the public 
examinations. 

To throw a cloak or 

other garment loosely over 

the body. 

A herd of animals fleeing. 

mu mad; wild; boisterous; 

seditious. 

m llH 31$ raving mad; demo¬ 

niacal. 

The sweet flag. Also 

applied to other water- 

plants. 

a" the calamus (Acorns cala¬ 

mus). Its leaves are hung on door 
lintels, in the shape of a sword, 
on the 5th of the 5th moon, the 
Dragon Festival, to ward off evil 
influences. See 7602. 

See 432. 

436 

R. 

See Q 

Even Upper. 

HI 
437 

R. 

See^fi 

A. song 

(skiing) 

Rising Upper 

r- m 

PJ 

438 

See 
f 

Sinking 

Upper. 

n 

439 

^440 

C. skiing 
H. shong 
F. siong 
W. ziae, dziae 

N. djong, 
dzong 

chlang 

M‘ * ts'-ang 

The gate of heaven, in 

recent times said to be kept 

by ffl %' Kuan Ti, the 

Chinese God of War. The 

palace gates of the Emperor 

are also so called. The west 

wind. See JJ, 3554. 

m »m #9czphu 
the chla?ig ho is the first en 
trance gate to heaven. 

# Pal A 1^1 # °Pen the 
gate of heaven and enter into 
the dark valley. 

^ one of the gates of Soochow 

city. 

Alarmed. 

w w nervous and agitated. 

Sz. chi ang 

K. sang 

■ djo 
A. t'-ong 

Even Lower. 

Great billows; raging 

waves. Also read Pang*. 

hr m to shed copious tears 

ini A >° drip- 

*8 flj A A the water is leaking 

out. 

to drip with sweat. 

jpjj '(fif a gutter; a channel for 

water to flow off. 

See 449. 

Constant; regular ; fre¬ 

quent; usual; see 10,382. 

A rule; a principle. A long 

spear in war-chariots. Six¬ 

teen feet; see 4885. Also 

read shang2, 

^ ever; always. 

& or # 0 constantly. 

'fi? ffl* ^ t0 constantly bear 

in mind. 

usually. 

unusual; out of the ordi¬ 

nary. 
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440 
440 

n A an ordinary person. 

IS* it often happens that. 

IS* to constantly read. 

ISIS according to custom. 

*1S as usual. 

^ ^ it is a common saying | 
that.... 

past affairs. 

IStt ordinary fare; pot-luck. 

fSJR ordinary clothes. 

fS& a common custom; the| 

ordinary practice. 

to become dissipated. 

fS^t for a long time. 

fftJjr every-day affairs. 

"T ® % Bf fiST il can be so| 
temporarily, but not for long. 

EfS the five virtues, viz.: i= 

tural goodness of heart), duty 
to one’s neighbour, propriety, 
wisdom, and truth. 

«9jtffS.# "JIM wherein 
lies the excellence of a master? 
In clearly apprehending the 
Canon. 

IS# ordinary rules. 

IStt perseverance, 

fins the law of love; affection. 

^ >|!l a constant visitor. 

ftH the native Customs,—as 

opposed to the Maritime Customs, 

native Customs’ duties. 

ISA ordinary quality. 

IS# constantly present, 

to meet constantly, 

current rates. 

IS* to be in the habit of.. 

IS a* Si W a hobby; a favo¬ 

rite amusement. 

^ JC long term labourers. 

^ ||| uninterruptedly, constantly, j 44I 

^ Iffi (offences) that do, andlSee ft IS. 

that do not, come within the IA- h&nSi ^o/ig 

terms of an ordinary act of I Even Lower- 
amnesty. 

not to change old-1 

established custom. 

such was his com- j 
mon custom. 

& M iJ # H % *, 
my occupation consists in the 
cultivation of virtue. 

^ VfV "til* I am out of| 
my element. 

means which may I 

be adopted,—the same being 
suitable to the circumstances. 

#* firth Aftmm 
things have their appointed ends,, 
and man is not infallible. fOf a 
breakage.J I 

$$ Hf & ^ may pure] 
blessings be your lot! 

^ inconstant; irregular; used 

by the Buddhists in the sense | 
of annihilation, death. 

‘ M ^ ^ ^ one I 

morning comes annihilation, and 
all things cease. 

^ M M & ^ if. all ofl 
them were afraid of death. 

M — PJ, 
when a iffi ^ Wu-hsi 

^ Ch‘ang-chou man ap-| 

pears on the scene, it’s all up!_I 
used punningly by the Kiangsu 
people in reference to the tru-1 
culence of the inhabitants of| 
those districts. 

M. *-be sP>rit of a living I 

man, employed to arrest wicked f 
spirits on earth and convey them 
to Purgatory, the ordinary lictors 
of the infernal regions not being 
able to stand the light of day 

% m fiT to fall into a trance. 

Aj) not °f constant heart,! 

—-said of one who can never | 
stick to anything for long 

the Court of Sacrificial 

Worship, at Peking. 

a large Buddhist mona-l 

stery. 

Name of a lady who stole 
the drug of immortality and 
fled with it to the moon,! 
where she was changed into 
a frog. 

M M M Ch'ang O in the| 

moon. 

High, level land- 

teau. Open; Spaci0'us 'J'1 

display. To burnish.' |x°. 

be distinguished from * 
897O.] ^ 

a lofty, open spot. 

J®. ^ °r ^ ^ broad; spa-| 
cious. r 

“* ft ^ Ml a Wide, open 
space. 

IS I3& a dangerous, nar-| 

row spot. j 

fit# » SI<C> disclose! 
one’s feelings. 

^ M lr p ft stiii 

talking of this matter,—of which 
enough has been said. 

if Iff! ft as much as one| 
likes. 

ftt # ffl a ng to eat as much | 
as one likes. 

*jti °Pen and bright; cheer-1 
ful; well lighted and ventilated.! 

jpj$ |f{j to open,—as a door. 

A shed. A yard, or| 

workshop. An office. 

M or M ^ a yard,-as a| 

carpenter’s or bricklayer’s, 

fpf Jjnjfi a place for keeping hay. 

||| Jjnffi a mat shed. 

Jfuj£ ffff a station; a depot. 

a coal-yard, or coal-| 

merchant’s. 

a m'nt ^or casting^-, 

® Jfnjfy an office for selling lotteryj 

tickets. 

^ Jjafli a Customs’ examination] 

shed. 

J|f side sheds, i.e. a verandah. 

8 M former name of the tilej 

factories (Liu-/i-ch‘ang), Peking-J 

Same as 443. 

Same as 437. 
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R.: 

446 

vB 

The downy feathers of a 

crane or other long-legged 

bird, used for trimming [ 

dresses; marabou. See 3888. 

See ftp 

A. song 

Rising Upper. 

or I 3E ( 
robe,—worn by Taoist priests. 

) a crane-skin | 

Tao 

crane’s-down,—like swan’s-1 

C. ch'-ing 
H. shong 
F. siong 
W. dziae 
N. dzohg 

' cK-ang 

Y. j g 
K. sang 

. sho 
A. /‘o/*"' 

Even Lower. 

449 

«•» 
N. dzong^ zohg 

% 
Even L 'Ower. 

EM fc, 

down. 

84 ® f 3c with my 

crane’s-down cloak over my 

shoulders,—like I® of the 

dynasty. 

Same as 446. 

To pay back; to indem¬ 

nify; to make amends or 

restitution. To fulfil. 

jH $J| to pay back; to restore. 

[ §y| or fjit fit to pay debts. 

]■£ fjt or mm compensate; | 

to indemnify. 

m tlf? t0 §ive Bfe for Bfe; to 
avenge a death. 

f A iK take a life> Sive| 
a life; a life for a life. 1 

wants me to make! 

good the loss. 

jBl j§§ to fulfil the desire of| 

one’s heart. 

ft @ #1 fit will be difficultl 

for him to fulfil his old desire, f 

To taste. To try. Past; 

orms a past tense; for-| 

merly; once; on one occa¬ 

sion. Autumnal offering ofl 

first-fruits to ancestors. 
.>1/. 

—* Tj- taste it. 

w — $ ft or g: — & 
taste a little. 

^ ^ taste it first. 

^ buy one to | 

he wanted to 

taste. 

taste one. 

^ ^ to make trial of. 

^ ^ -Hr 1j£ I do not dare to 

try it,—foreign medicine. 

449 

itiL "it _t j$| ft he tried to 
hang himself. 

Vi he tried to 

commit suicide. 

not yet tried; not expe¬ 

rienced, etc. [Followed by 

makes a strong affirmative.] 

0 ^f§- the stranger said 

he had not,—e.g. met him before 

tit T- J? ± ft tin * # 
only you 

and I know that you have 
never lived and have never died. 

[ jfc =ikyo»- fi5 = fSJ y»»0 

[on such occasions] I 

was always there, always accom 
panied by a friend. 

the horse doctor had hardly 
looked (at the animal) when he 
laughed and said 

iic MT 5|c If ?E # tat that 
time] you really were not at the 
spot,—of an alibi. 

& there has really been no 

detention of the ship,—in conse 
quence of something which has 
gone before. 

there is no reason 

against it. 

4*]- ^ I have heard say, or T]! 

*t appears to me,—two phra-1 

ses used at the beginning ofl 
essays. 

0^F ^ ^ was often ill. 

* * ® * 2 H iRj ; 
Koreans on one occasion sent 
ambassadors to get some. 

fa# a phrase used interroga¬ 

tively, implying an answer in 
the negative. 

fa If 4for (in boots> fa # 
4T2 how have I got ?—mean¬ 

ing that I have not got. 

'(Sf ^ ^ how is it not so?— 

meaning that it is so. 

ifcjf ^ am I ill?—mean¬ 

ing that I do not think I am. 

habitual occupation, or 

profession. Also applied to here¬ 
ditary property. 

fg| jjfjij ^[sacrificesin]sum¬ 

mer, spring, winter, and autumn. 

45° 

R. 

n 
C. chhong, 

ch'dng 
H. ch'-ong, 

chong 
Y. tiostg | 

toung) 6 

W. dziae, tsiae 
N. djian, 
tsiahg, dziang 

Y’.ch'-angghang 

y ’ ) /s"a”g-, 
Sz. j tsanS 
K. changghang 
J. cho, cho 

A. trong^trong 

Even Lower 
and 

Rising Upper, 

Long, of time or space, 

as opposed to short. 

Excelling ; advantageous ;| 

profitable. Used like 

440. Radical 168. 

i {K or -^s (of matters I 

only) for a long time; lasting ;| 
permanent. 

M A % ii M A this| 
man cannot last long,—he will | 
die. 

|r ^ a long day; the whole day. I 

—• ^ a tall man. 

the long night; death. 

mm Sft I am about to start I 

on a long journey, or one whichl 
will last a long time, i.e. to die. I 

K ^ tke lon§ return, or return 

after long absence; a term used! 
for death, implying that it is I 
merely a return home. 

long life; immortality. | 

Used as a euphemism for coffins, 
death, etc. 

S long life without! 

old age,—the immortality of the! 
modern Taoists, supposed to be 
attainable by means of an elixir,! 
the secret of which has been lost. | 

|j[Lj the secret of immor¬ 

tality ; the elixir of life. 

54S ground-nuts. 

1 U old age. 

long life of a hun-| 

dred years. Also used as a| 
wish,—“may you have, etc.” 

^ to draw a deep sigh. 

j§ regular, as opposed to job, | 

work. 

^ ^ HD tke Boor is constantly! 

shut. 

i£g long and short; length;] 

merits and defects. 

% WL ft without going I 

into the rights and wrongs of the 
case,. 

H ^ only| 
the looker-on states the case as| 
it actually is. 

m ft m m local gossip or] 

scandal. 

M ^ the long river; the Yang-| 

tsze. 
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45° 

il the Great Wall. 

H ^ long-tongue; "or -^| ^ 

long-winded,—of great talkers. 

|| jjt serpents. 

|§ ^ l°ng weapons, as spears, 

etc. 

S ^ M or ^ |i M long- 
haired rebels; the T‘aip‘ings. 

—' H. jp] El 7^. M one footl 
broad by three in length. 

Jg* ~M an excess; a constant | 

resort. 

M JM good points; good quali¬ 

ties. 

M M <1? very good at I 

flowers and birds,—as a painter, f 

to speak of what 

people excel in, or their good] 
points. 

every man has his | 

strong point. 

—* ffif M without a single | 

good point. 

jaT tip MM to excel by| 

one’s talents. 

%MMM excelling both as I 

civilian and soldier. 

M P ffa. M M M only| 
straight-forward, with no other[ 
recommendation. 

M — ~f'‘ PM reckoned the | 

profit at Tls. 3,000. 

MiM a servant, 

-Mr lictors. 

a long journey. 

M Wl lonS w^ite gaiter- 

socks, reaching to the knees. 

M HS long-waisted. 

M pj loquacious. 

die Remembrancer of a 

Prince’s Palace. 

skilful or clever at... 

See 9663. 

^ good abilities; talent. 

long and round I 

shaped,—oval. 

sS IS M a lon§ g°urd — | 
oval. 

or ^ a spear, 

a permanent occupation, 

constantly. 

45° 

tall and slender. 

A| )]#• a lonS face- 

M~Jj W. an oblong face. 

M ^ ^ continuous cold| 

fits,—a form of ague. 

1^0 the day of the summer I 

solstice; the longest day. 

0 MM the lengthening of| 

days after the winter solstice. 

M & Al » Jk ^ M living| 
at Ch‘ang-an (the capital under I 
the T'ang dynasty) is not at all I 
easy,—it is too expensive. See | 
1174. 

A® 

45° 

si iM. pleasant as Ch'ang-an is, 

it is not a place for always,- 
there is no place like home. 

Read chang\ Old; senior. 

To excel; to increase; toj 

grow. 

the head of the family. 

* the eldest son. 

the apartments of the 

eldest son; the eldest son. 

an elder. 

M my elder brother; Sir. 

UM a headman; a tipao. 

the senior concubine. 

||> a senior petty official. 

± seniors; those! 

of ageneration above the speaker. [ 

the eldest of one’s younger] 

brothers. 

% if precedence ac¬ 
cording to age. 

4]S one year older. 

: jm I am older thanl 
you. 

how old are you?I 

(To equals or superiors.) 

£M born and bred. 

® ± m £ M M £ 
±m born and bred at Shang¬ 

hai. 

% to have grown to be; to 

grow up. I 451 

AT has grown up,—to|R. 

manhood. | c. seh-ang 

m- 

Pr°gress,- 

to get 

A T has very much 
creased. 

M $L makes no 
in studies. 

to bud; to sprout 

M If! the Price has risen; 
worse, as an evil. 

M M lr t0 let the pigtail grow. 

Id 7C t0 grow again 

complete,-of a part which hasl 
been cut off. 1 

M M t0 gr°w mangy,-0f dogs 

M HI the appearance of agrow¬ 

ing child; what one promises! 
to be. 

MM §H to increase one’s ex¬ 

perience; to widen one’s views] 

^ to mildew. 

M W] to increase in strength. 

grown up very| 

good-looking. 

Jh| it breeds worms, or moths.] 

iftltT Bfft this practice] 
cannot be allowed to grow. 

M Amin it increases one’s! 

intelligence. 

t'il A*'i y°u are| 
magnifying the determination] 

of others,—in order to escape] 

having to do the thing yourself.] 

theTao of the per-[ 

feet man is prevailing,—while 

that of the mean] 

man is passing away. 

M the rise and fall of water. I 

e j£jf generous; liberal. 

Read chang4. A remain¬ 

der ; a surplus, 

rfe ^ Im look!| flr M '£L if & 
there is this much over. 

M )\ij) there is nothing over.: 

M lit If® M after thisact| 
of grace,. 

~M ift henceforward; iaj 

future. 

Groping about; not 

knowing the road. Madl), 

blindly. 

the spirit of a person 
who 
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\\ 
451 

F. itiwgt , 
(■long 

P.ching 

Y. d 
ts'-ang 

K. 
J. 3 
A. /««/ 
Even Lower 
Irregular. 

452 

R-§ 

See |S 

Sinking 

Upper. 

453 

R-i 
See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

454 

A.trough 

traing 

Even Lower. 

455 

has been eaten by a tiger. It 
urges the beast to devour others, 
according to the Chinese belief 
that those who have met a vio¬ 
lent death may return to the 
world of mortals if only fortu¬ 
nate enough to secure a substi 

tute. See % 2685. 

bewildered; undeci 

ded. 

m ^ a rash man; a blunderer 

m m f * ft £ where is 
he going rambling to in this 
aimless way? 

Disappointed in one’s 

hopes. Vexed; dissatisfied. 

ij^ very annoying. 

al ^ to look long 

ingly but not to see; to be disap 
pointed. 

dStiilf to gaze upon the 

white clouds and long for an 
absent friend. 

tfi Wt disappointed. 

dejected; depressed; vexed. 

Confused; giddy. Large¬ 

eyed. 

HU Bra HUthe eye has swob 
len up. 

A kind of fruit called 

Carambola (A verrhoa 

carambola). The curious 

polygonal “gooseberry” of 

Canton, known as 

or more correctly , 

willow-peach or goat-peach, 

respectively. 

in the marsh grows 

the carambola. 

JUKI a country of north¬ 

west India, called Udyana, and 
visited by Buddha. Known to 
the Greeks as Suastene. 

An insect of the centipede 

family. 

a kind of centipede, sup- 

Even Lower. 

posed to get into the ear. 

456 

R-if 
m. See 

A. song, trong 

Sinking 
Upper. 

a4 

m 
457 

r-'M 

See 

Sinking 
L’pper. 

m 
458 

R. 

F. tiong, v. 
toting 

See 

Even Lower. 

459 

A case for a bow. To 

put a bow in its case. 

81% S a case for a bow. 

A broad, barren plot of 

ground. Name of a place 

in the old feudal State of 

fj|j Wei, now the north of 

Honan. 

1D| raft the fields lie waste 

and neglected. 

The intestines; the bowels 

Bowels of compassion ; the 

feelings; affections. 

the bowels. 

fJM the large or l°wer intes¬ 

tine, which the Chinese believe 
connects with the lungs. 

/Jx JU| the small intestine. 

*b m M a rupture. 

p or Hi JJM the bowels; 
the intestines. 

the rectum. 

¥ 

internal piles. 

^ sheep’s guts; winding, as 

a road; involved, as bad com¬ 
position. 

^ j3H $§ a wading path. 

|j|| J3H to stu^ Porb sausages. 

JJJ? $!/ t0 have griping pains; 

a violent colic. 

fff- Aj) kindly disposed; feel¬ 

ing tenderly. 

1I|t heart-broken. 

4V an Emperor’s sister,— 

under the Ming dynasty. 

mm ^ ^ the bowel-less 

nobleman,—poetical name for 
a crab. 

^ m p°iite and °biig- 
ing after the old school. 

Same as 460. 

m 

460 

R. 

C. chlong 
H. chlong 
F. tiong 

W. dziae 
N. dztaiig 
P. ch'-ang 

M. | , c 
y. J ts anS 
Sz. clAatig 

K. chang 
J. cho 
A. trong 

Even Lower 
and Vulgar 

Rising. 

An area of level ground 

an arena; a plot; a place,— 

under many significations 

A job; a spell. Numerative 

of affairs. Also read cfca-ng* 

in the north. 

jlj the official arena; official 

life. 

g MtoW the official 

arena is like handing down a 
house,-—one man goes out and 
another comes in. 

^ an execution ground. 

^ the examination arena, or 

hall. 

T M or to enter the 

arena, i.e. be a candidate at one 
of the public examinations. See 
below. 

fjj M t0 Lave the hall,—after 

the examination. 

^ ^ to finally empty the exam 

hall of candidates. 

Hj to oversee or superintend 

an examination,—as the Fu-t'ai 
superintends the examination for 

^ or graduate of the 2nd 

degree. 

J||| Jt|] the date of the examina¬ 

tion. 

;||| in the arena. 

^ the examinations for the 

2nd and 3rd degrees. 

'b M the examination for the 

first or lowest degree. 

a general term for students 

assembled for examination. 

to take a look at the arena, 

—to go up for the first time. 

^ a field of battle. 

the site of a house. 

(^ a court-yard; a parade- 

ground; a winnowing-fioor, 

a drill-ground, or parade- 

ground for troops. 

M or Wi M a threshing- 
floor; a large concrete floor for 
spreading out grain to dry. 

HT Mj to thresh grain. 

^ ^ to ripen,—as grain. 

)0j an altar in the open air. 

to open a gambling- 

house 

di 
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460 

461 

IC. ch'-ong 
IH. cch'-ong 
I F. l-iong 

I W. ts'-iae 
IN. ch'-ong 

IP. ch'-ong, 

ch'-ong3 

|M. ) , , 
Iy. i ts ans 
I Sz. ch'-ong 
IK. ch'-ong 
IJ. sho 

| A. song 

Sinking 
Upper. 

a gambling-house. 

lr i\- % a place or position ini 

which it is difficult to keep out| 
of hot water. 

^ :§lc X dont ^et the I 
place get cold,—strike while the | 
iron is hot. 

spot hallowed by asso¬ 

ciation with some supernatural! 
or semi-divine being; the parti 
of a monastery where religious! 
services take place,—the chapel, f 

on the spot; flagrante| 

delicto. 

ft in the middle of| 

what was going on to get eleva¬ 
ted in spirits. 

H a good neighbourhood 
to live in. 

—' IS jx. W* tlife is like] al 
great dream. 

a stage; public. 

T'%J # ® not to know howl 

to behave oneself, 

the stage, L. 

Tm the stage, R. 

^ right through; all; uni¬ 

formly. 

M ffl ffi 1ST # on al 
somewhat higher level of respect-1 
ability. 

Jifl a pitch; a state of things.] 

Joyous; contented. Pleas¬ 

ant; exhilarating. Clear; 

perspicuous. Long. See I 

5542. 

pleased; happy. 

t0 light-hearted, 

bold; presumptuous. 

;§D1 to have a pleasant con-| 

versation. 

to enjoy oneself over wine. | 

fj? ^ things going according to I 

one’s wishes. 

or M ^ clear; perspi¬ 
cuous,—of style. 

luxuriant growth. 

l°ng naves,—to the wheels] 

of a war-chariot. 

to hear with pleasure. 

$f§ tli spoilt by pleasure. 

461 

462 

ch'-ong 

ts'-an? 

expansion and contrac-l 

tion,—degree of expansiveness, 
as of revenue, or of flourishing 
business. 

t§ Wl flourishing; prosperous. 

^ the eleventh moon. 

M& to d°'v freely,—of liquids. 

PJ§ XT IS. to do anything | 

freely, without let or hindrance. 

A long day. Bright ; 

clear; transparent. Extend¬ 

ed; filled. Interchanged with 

§46i. 

464 
J. cho, sho 
A. trieu, t'-ieu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

H fH a long day. 

463 

ts'-an?3 

Sacrificial spirits made| 

by fermenting millet and 

fragrant herbs, one of which 

was turmeric. A bow-case. | 

Radical 192. 

I^J yj8| mixed wine. 

fll ^ a jar of herb- 

flavoured spirits made from black! 
millet. 

If aromatic herbs. 

4P- to conduct the Imperial 

sacrifices,—to be the successor! 
to the throne. 

luxuriant, as the growth 

of plants. 

to place a bow in its case. 

To call; to summon (seeI 

9953)i to cite; to give! 

notice. A Tibetan mo-l 

nastery; see 473. 

& :t -3 <*-3 gfi 

to summon to court, or intothe| 
presence. 

fill Xf yow gracious summons,- 

a polite phrase used in a note 
of thanks. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

466 

tsan 

Even Upper. 

-X. X? when your father 
calls, do not answer T. 
coming,”—but go. r ’ 1 ™ 

All thereupon he call 

ed together his six Generals. 

Ft bPJ invite. 

fffc X* ® to send for an 0(g. 
cer to appear at court. 

it? fil to advertise a house to let. 
See 466. 

31b to get a tenant. 

get a tenant to farm 
one’s land. 

each entailing the 

other,—as its consequence - cor¬ 
relates. 

Read skao4 when used* 

^or SJS1 an old city in Honan. 

To prognosticate; to en¬ 

quire by augury; to divine. 

To hail; to beckon with! 

the hand; to invite to come.J 

To give notice; to pro¬ 

claim. To raise; to excite; 

to levy. To confess. 

to call to; to hail. 

to beckon; to hand over| 

the goodwill of a business. 

U2 to advertise for labourers; 

“labour wanted.” 

fgffl to advertise property to| 

let; “this house to let.” 

mm a sign-board; a shopsign.l 

ft? or tStt a hand-bill; al 

poster; a notice of a house tol 
let. 

HjF to stick no bills- 

m% to engage to serve, as an 

employe. 

mm. to seek matrimonial alii 

ance. Mostly used of the Impe 
rial family. 

t0 summon tke spirit, °f 

a man who has died away fl°ml 
home. A religious ceremony I 
performed by the family ol | 
deceased. 
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466 

to entertain guests. 

® # M ffl SB to invite mis¬ 

fortune ; to bring evil on oneself. 

@ m to bring upon oneself. 

to recruit; to raise troops 

to raise a militia. 

f# it Si the boy who 
brings wealth,—the favourite goc 
of shopkeepers. 

^ to hail or signal to a ship 

ta* to summon or beckon to. 

tan to create a draught; to 

make a breeze. 

■J?? to raase a ^augh against. 

mn to invite subscriptions; to 

invite investments. 

IS# to invite entries for the 

examinations. 

18 Eg tylf alluring; enticing 

18 Hi or 18 $) M to §et 
oneself talked about; to make a 
public scandal. 

& 1® 18 1 have re 
ceived your kind invitation. 

to proclaim an amnesty; 

to invite rebels to submit. 

18 A or mm to introduce; 

to bring in, as a convert. 

t8f& to put on airs. Also, the 

star tj Benetnach in Ursa Major, 
see 12,918; and a Governor’s 
standard, because ornamented 
with a figure of this star. 

18 rjj to swagger through 

the streets. See 12,916. 

mm to wave about. 

* 18 m don’t provoke 
him. 

unable to resist 

him; can’t keep him off. 

m IS or tg $ or fg p 
to confess; to acknowledge, 

jf; ^ to sign a confession. 

tS IS O fft to acknowledge 

the truth of the evidence. 

§ m m # he will necessarily 

confess. 

mm to make a full confession. 

®fg to confess and apologise. 

m a m to be very unpopular. 

466 

467 

R# 

See Hf! 
K. cho, v. so 

Rising Upper. 

468 

R. 

See 

SinkingUpper, 

i 
469 

Seefl8 
Even Upper. 

pn 

470 

R. 

SeeI$ 
SinkingUpper. 

to start a commer¬ 

cial company. 

1811 a hut or shed inhabited 

by ascetics; a Buddhist mona 
stery; a home or shelter for 
monks. Cf. Sansk. kuti. 

mm a term used to denote a 

religious service or ceremonial 
performed on behalf of the dead. 

mm to invite merchants. 

the China Merchants’ 

S. N. Co. 

mm the term for a marriage 

where the husband by special 
contract lives with his wife’s 
family. 

ms the re-summoning,—the 

continued examination of can 
didates whose names have not 
been struck off the list after the 
first day. 

m ^ Mi $01 have no money 

(Manchu jogos ugei). 

Read chao4. (In collo¬ 

quial Pekingese.) 

m n T' @ * cannot attend 

to them all; cannot get through 
it all. 

A fish-pond; a pool; a 

tank. 

a water-lily pond. 

'/fez V8 Pon(^s ar*d pools. 

jUg y^J name of a famous fish¬ 

pond of 3E Wen Wang. 

An old name for a firefly; 

bright. A form of 474. 

j'<n brightly shining. 

The skin which grows 

over a scar. 

To tell; to appeal to. 

To proclaim; to announce 

to the people, as has been 

the custom for Emperors 

since the time of the Han 

R. 

m 
470 

471 

See JJ8 
Even Upper. 

Ife 

472 

H 

Seef$ 
Sinking 
Upper. 

or 

or 

dynasty. To animate; to 

encourage. Name of a 

small state of the Laos 

people in the south-west of 

China, a.d. 850. 

^ ^ I^J 08 mubitudes are 

starving, with none to appeal to. 

}fg or jj^ to proclaim, 

as the Emperor. 

T* or §8 t0 *ssue or 
publish a proclamation. 

M.m°< 

or I ISor i8 
[ ^ an Imperial mandate. 

^ an Imperial rescript, or n e 
decree. 

®iig the gracious proclamation, 

—of his Majesty. 

§ ^ verbal commands deliver¬ 

ed by the Emperor. 

^ ||| mandates, orders, 

memorials, and decisions, i.e. 
official records of all kinds. 

^ to proclaim to the 

whole empire. 

H the Emperor’s valedictory 

Edict. 

jpj ^ to give orders about; to 

direct. 

he taught his sons 

their duty to their neighbour, 

a Probationer of the Han- 

lin or Imperial Academy. A doc¬ 
tor under the T‘ang dynasty. A 
term for a barber under the 
Yuan dynasty. 

H M iS Wiwhen 
medicines fail, the doctor is sad. 

A large bill-hook, or 

sickle. 

To dig up ground, 

bank; a boundary. 

a boundary wall. 

A 

7 
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m1 
473 

I C. chi ill 

l See 
IK. so, cho 

Even Upper. 

The brightness of the 

sun ; luminous; effulgent; 

glorious. To manifest; to 

display. A Tibetan monas 

tery; see 464. 

B3* 

474 

clear; bright; m BJ or 
luminous. 

mm famous; renowned; illus¬ 

trious. 

jjl^ to manifest. 

T gJIS 1=1^ known to ears and 

eyes, i.e. to all the world. 

m W) as clear as if be¬ 
fore one. 

im i=f -fi m their virtu°us 
fame is grandly brilliant. 

intelligently (with 

enlightenment) serving God. 

as n- ir ™ as n§ ie. the 
palace of the Empress. 

AS If in H bright as the sun. 

^ Wen Wang is on high, oh! 

bright is he in heaven, 

m _t ^ the bright and 
glorious God. 

on the left, chao; 

on the right, mu. The order of| 
precedence used for the arrange¬ 
ment of Imperial ancestral ta¬ 
blets in the temple, by which 
the proper place or generation 
of each person is designated. 

m jus# he led them be¬ 

fore his father enshrined on the 
left. 

the band or cap with¬ 

out a top, worn by women,— 

named after the famous ££ 

Wang Chao-chun of the Han 

dynasty, who was surrendered] 

to the 'fejj £Hsiung-nu. 

83%%? a pouch, slung over 

the shoulder, for carrying despat¬ 
ches, etc. 

satisfactory settlement; 

satisfaction in full; to prove 
innocence. 

R. 

C.chiu 

H. chan 
F. chicu 
W. tsioe 
N. tsioa 

P. chau 
M. tsau 
Sz. chau 
Y. choa 
K. cho 

J. slid 
A. chicu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

^ jiy. to narrate clearly. 

zm patent; manifest. 

the eye of God| 
sees clearly. 

To enlighten; to shine! 

on; light; the reflection ofI 

light. To look at. To look! 

after. As ; according to ; 

seeing that. A pass ; aj 

permit. 

sT± to enlighten the 

earth,—as the sun and moon. 

Wi tbe evening sun. 

$ Q Vjjjj- when they return-1 

ed, the sun had already set. 

the light of fire. 

mm bright light, as from the 

sun. 

X H?. J* t! * W\ M 
holding a light to the ground! 
as if looking for something. 

M JnL to throw a light on. 

m » m give him alight; light j 
him. 

$§§ Jjfl or ^ j|f( to illumine, oi l 

cast light upon. A phrase used] 
in petitions = deign tocastyourl 
eye upon this. 

ft m for your Excellency to 

look at. A polite phrase used] 
in letters, bills, etc. 

BjJi: t0 reflect; to throw a light 

upon. 

m - 4= * HP. BA 
two words “many” and “alone”! 
have a bearing one upon the! 
other. r 

mm tall candles or lanterns 

used in temples or processions. I 

o’ Jl m Hr maya lucky star| 
shine down on you. 

Tit a light carried in the hand. 

m m to make manifest. 

m m to understand thoroughly. 

JJf JffiJL his heart and liver I 

are apparent, i.e. it is clear what I 
kind of a man he is. 

m it -7* to look in a mirror. 

}}|j —* J]|? take a look,—in the I 

glass. 

jj|i to look at oneself in a I 

glass. 

^ reflected in the water. 

jj|? to reflect- 

J}|? to reflect a man I 

on a tiny scale. 

BT 

474 

IE M a direct ray of lja^t 

M M a reflected ray. 

M Si t0 look after. 

M It* t0 manage; to superintend 

M JS 01 fJR ^ to take care 
of; to look after. 

mm to pay attention to; to 
patronise. 

HI M M H ffr & 
It was brought about by Wa,t 
of proper attention. 

J}f( to ^ook kindly down on 

m^or 
to photograph; a photograph. 

'E M a Portrait; a photograph 

lit a portrait-painter. 

fF!S to keep as evidence,— 

a counter-foil. 

m 0 the sun-flower. 

as usual. 

as °^d j as usual. 

[The phrase 

nephew with a lantern = as 

formerly, as of old; the words 

m M t0 bght his uncle having 

the same sound as Jjfj 

of old.] 

HR # ft to make according to 
muster. 

m % m according to what you 
say. 

JJfl to reckon accordingly,//. 

according to some previously- 
mentioned reckoning. 

M# to make a copy. 

JJK ^ to copy out. 

m to view ground,—as an 

intending purchaser. 

m m according to tariff. 

It according to the amount 

Mft to act accordingly. 

? ^ according to regulations, 

in accordance with case- 

law. 

I|? £]|- everywhere. 

|| according to the Statute. 

MR according to mustei. 

|j|? yjfy: to deal with in accordance 

with. 
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474 

475 

&]' 
476 

c. ch.Hu 

k chieu chHeu 
W. chHie 

s"tS 
Even Upper. 

It 
477 

*■& 

See j|}_ 

SinkingUpp. er. 

|J^ at the price, 

ttg ^ to agree in the decision, 

jffi to duly receive, 

if* rightly; honestly. 

1# Whereas, etc.—an opening 

phrase in despatches, proclama¬ 
tions, etc. 

1# a communication between 

military and civil officials, e.g. 
between a Brigade-General and a 
Prefect. The term agreed upon in 
the Treaty of 1842 forcommuni 
cations between foreign and na 
tive officials of equal rank. ^542 

M ft M it a circular des‘ 
patch. 

M to reply to a despatch. 

Jj|? to write and request 

that. 

mm to forward in a despatch. 

M or HSU a pass; a cer¬ 

tificate. See 1795. 

|H Jjfl a passport. 

Um a river pass. 

II Commissary of Records or 

Secretary,—in the yamens of 
certain high provincial officials. 

J$ ||Ai literary designation of the 

above. 

^ truly; in agreement with 

the truth. 

||J gjJj- to tell the whole 

truth,—of an event, misfortune, 
or accident. 

1 mu namby-pamby; 

wanting in energy. 

See 2414. 

To pare ■, to lop off. 

Bright; clear. A catch on 

a cross-bow. To encou¬ 

rage. To visit. 

Mm to incite; to urge on. 

Great; large; rank, as 

grass. Wrongly used for 

495- 

19' 
478 

C. chLiu, chill 
H. r/Aaw, cliau 

F. tieu, tieu 
W. dzi'de, (side 
N. dzioa, tsioa 
P. cli'-au, chau 
M. 1 ( , 
Y I ts augsau 

Sz. ch'-au^chau 
K. clio 
J. cho 
A. trieu 

Even Lower 
& Upper. 

The dawn; the morning 

early, as opposed to 

4110 and ^ 8065, anc 

5222. 

$0 Big the morning; dawn. 

m 9 or tlj or 

morning and evening. 

mmprnm. you must 

not expect it to come about in 
a day. 

19 coming in the 

morning and going away in the 
evening; over and over again; 
often. 

m B or m % every day; 

daily. [The first, read cttao"1, also 
means “to face the sun.”] 

£9fi* he comes every morn¬ 

ing. 

—* ijpj one morning; suddenly. 

jfjl j||J on successive days. 

19* A a morning and even¬ 

ing person, i.e. one who may 
die at any moment. 

before the day was 

over. 

M 'M WL i£ fthave y°u 
had breakfast? 

fjfj ijpj to-morrow morning; some 

day. 

E* Wv ffl W the soup and 
cake feast on the third morn¬ 
ing,—after a birth. 

4£S9 the 10th of the 2nd moon, 

when all flowers are supposed 
to open. 

/fal* §fl — wPatmeant by 
“three in the morning”? The 
phrase alludes to simple people 
who cannot see that 3 in the 
morning and 4 in the evening 
amount to the same as 4 in the 
morning and 3 in the evening. 

ijpj jjgfi pi Korea. The term 

Chao-hsien (vulg. Ch'ao^-hsien) 
was adopted towards the close 
of the 14th century, from the 
name of a district in the north¬ 
west of the peninsula, signifying 
the country nearest to the rising 
sun. 

Read cfcac?. The Court, 

so called because audiences 

are given in the early morn¬ 

ing. A dynasty; a reign. 

To visit a father, or an 

19 
478 

elder. Towards; facing. See 

^ 12,509. 

the Court; the Emperor 

19 mm at Court, at the palace 

to go to Court. 

7^ I* a I# instruct the 

various officials not to appear 
at Court (as usual). 

19 £ » 19 ® Court dress. 

E™§9 W Court officials. 

Court etiquette. 

to set the Court 

etiquette in order. 

1^X0 suspended the 

sittings of the Court for five days. 

Court visits of the feudal 

princes to the Emperor or to 
each other; to invite to Court, 
as sages used to be invited in 
ancient times,—with presents. 

m Jl 19 # “ m % *« 
have an audience of the Emperor. 

4'- or IS* ^ to bold an 

audience. 

l9P”l9i>S ante-chambers 

to the Throne-room. 

to open the Court; to 

assume the reins of government. 

ijpj to assist at Court,—of 

officials. 

ijpj to close the Court, i.e. 

temporarily suspend all audien¬ 
ces, etc. 

full-dress boots. 

|j]|j or ^ a Court hat. 

® full-length por¬ 

traits of ancestors in Court dress. 

standing as though at an 

audience. 

$ the present dynasty,— 

whatever it may be. 

the late Emperor. 

'/pf ^ the Ch‘ing dynasty; the 

present dynasty of Manchu Tar¬ 
tars. 

^ (jijj the heavenly dynasty, i.e. 

China. This term has been in 
use for many centuries past. 

ijijj the name or style of a 

dynasty. 

j^. tjpj to change the dynasty. 
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478 

i9tt a dynasty. 

0RMs mm to live under four 

reigns. 

- I? *he 
Ministers of a dynasty are what 
the Emperors of the dynasty 
make them; like Emperor, like 
Minister. 

Hi£U7Ci£ a high official who 

has served under three Emperors, 

tjtjj see 7276. 

—‘ may the highest 

rank fall to my lot!—an aus 
picious inscription often seen on 
walls. 

^ "J* $$ to g° to the Court 

of the sea,—as the rivers U 

and do. was the spring, 

^ the summer appearance of 

feudal princes at the Imperial 
Court.] 

§91I to ride on horseback within 

the Imperial palace,—an honour 
conferred upon eminent officials. 

§9# the examination foradmiss 

ion to the Imperial Academy. 

Wi to ta^ politics. 

§9 ± « A go up the 
bank. 

39#-Sftfc move forward 
a little. 

89 ft move back. 

^ /ff§ wrapped up in 

ceremonial,—as a priest. 

194# to worship the goddess 

of the Dipper (Great Bear),— 
for long life. 

§9 honorary title of 

the 2nd class of the 4th grade. 

8I±* to kotow to an absent 

person. 

s w # 19 ± «s n»" 
arriving before the Throne he 
made obeisance. 

^ IH7 to look towards the sun, as 

phoenixes in ornaments. Also, 
the name of the south gate to the 
Tartar city of Peking, usually 

called See 12,883. 

iiW§9?c feet uppermost; 
see 9126. 

§9#£f an equestrian feat in 

which the rider lies on his back 

w 
478 

R.: 

479 

# 
C. chau 
H. tsau, isau 
F. tieu, chau 
W. tside 

N. v. tsoii, tsoa 
P. chau 
M. tsau 
Y. tsoa 
Sz. chau 
K. cho 
J. /<?, cho 

A. dieu, chau 

Even Upper. 

480 

*1 
.2* 

481 

R. |j| 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

— Vi.4* 

•»» 
482 
P, R 

F. cft-iok 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

on the horse, and finally throws 
his legs into the air. Also, stir 
rups turned bottom upwards, car 
ried in wedding processions. 

To ridicule; to jest at; 

to jeer at; to abuse. 

a pasquinade^ 

P$J ^ to jeer at. 

mist to rail at; to abuse. 

ft 46 ® BB Ifl 11 « he rfe; 
3^ U 

held up a moth and a dragon 
fly and jeered at the tortoise anc 
dragon,—for they could neither 
of them fly, big as they were. 

to ridicule. 

«® JK,## to sport with the 

wind and play with the moon, 
to be a pleasure seeker. 

See 2394. 

To set fire to; to blaze up 

— rtiftl# merely light it and 
it will burn up. 

mm 1m thelampislighted 

xmi the fire has caught. 

Name of an ancient city 

in the State of ^ Ch‘i, the 

modern j Chi-nan 

Fu in Shantung. 

483 

JK‘ 
484 

r.XTj 

C. chau 
H. tsau 

F. chau 

ru |tsoa 
P. chatty chwa 
M. tsau, tswa 
Y. tsoa 
Sz. chau 
K .cho 
J. so, sho 

A. trau 

Rising Upper. 

See 2566. 

Claws of animals; talons 

of birds; fingers. Feet. To 

scratch. To hold in the 

claws or fingers. Servants 

attendants. Radical 87. 

a claw. 

we are the 

taloned soldiers'of the king 

talons and teeth; tooth 

and nail; servants; soldiers. 

we are the 

claws and teeth of the king. 

/1C 
484 

485 

R.X^ 

See/ft. 
Rising Upper 

u 
486 

fit 
487 

F. v. Cchia 

See 

Rising & Sink 

ing Upper. 

488 

4 

± the Son of Heaven sittin 

on his throne, surrounded 
hosts of attendants 

claws and wings ig 

dants. 
atten- 

R. 

chau 
H. tsau 

. chau 

& With fingers interlocked 
—as when nursing a leg 

to bind a girl’s feet. 

M /IV ^ fox-claw skin,—an in 

ferior kind of fur 

IS # ft hawk’s-claw flower 

(Artabotrys odoratissimus) 

M ffijR the steward’s claw, i 
the assistant who makes the 
market purchases. 

tl fit tiger-claws,-a kind of 

shears. 

scratch. 

jiv mx °r to scratch raw 

or tear to pieces. 

-AM a bunch of bananas or 

plantains. 

Java. 

To cover the head. 

ij#. m rfj a turban worn chiefly 

by natives of Amoy and the 
neighbourhood. Its use is said 
to have originated in a desire 
to hide the queue when first 
imposed upon the people by 
the Manchu Tartar or present 
dynasty. 

Same as 2685. 

A bamboo skimmer; a 

ladle. A nest in a cave 

or under a shelter, as dis 

tinguished from one in a 

tree. See ^ 520. 

a wire ladle. 

SR S' HR # the mesh 
that wire ladle is very close. 

To seek; to look fot 

To change, as money. T° 

repay ; to make up. [T° 

be distinguished from H 

12,680.] 
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tt* 
488 

W. tsa, tsoa 

N. tsoa 
p. chau 

M. tsau 
Sz. chau, tsau 

Y. tsoa 
].ka,ge 
A. hunt, trau 

Even Lower 

v. 
Rising Upper- 

489 

RI 
C. r/i«(i 

H. ch’-au’- 
F. tieu’- 

W. -dzibe, 

N c Izioa 
P. chau? 

M. /sad 

'i.tsod 
Sz. chat? 

K. cho 

J' cho, djo 
A. tried- 

Risi°g Lower 
*rregular. 

®A to seek for a person. 

go and look for him 

1 cannot find him. 

ttf T I have found him. 

«0*T 1 have brought 

him back. 

^ ££ ff*j I shall look to you, 

or hold you responsible. 

nnm to seek an opening 

or employment. 

^ i|jL to seek for; to seek out 

for attack; to “go for” a person 

nm to change money; to give 

change. 

nm to change, as a money¬ 

changer. 

KMT to change a bank-note 

#• he has changed it, 

as a note or draft. Also, he or 
it has been searched out, or is 
found. 

t0 giye change in making 

payments. 

to supply the deficiency. 

to make up the 

full number, or pay the full sum. 

Wt M 0T m to Paythe 
balance of an account. 

^ a balance. 

no balance to either 

side; to trade even. 

to go in search of.. 

exchange (on money). 

to seek death,—to run into 

danger. 

to pick a quarrel; to 

find fault. 

An omen; a prognostic. 

A million. See 634, 373. 

'hm an omen. 

pf -l($ a lucky omen. 

1*1 ft or M ft a bad omen. 

m%zft a foreshadowing 
omen. 

91 T 1® ^1$ a sign has been 

given; an omen has occurred. 

• %ftm. 

when the snow-flakes have 

six petals, it is a sign of an 
abundant year. 

489 

ft 
490 

m 
491 

R. 

See ^(< 

Rising Lower. 

^9 2 

See 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

if93 

See 

Even Upper 
& Lower. 

‘ff % to prepare a grave. 

Ss M>i ‘70 X % 1 am 
held fast, without any definite 
ideas. 

—• ?Jj< a million. 

ftR the million people; the 

masses. 

ff ^ the myriad mul 

titude of the people. 

'ft' he sold i,; for a 
million taels. 

Jr j<?<? 2i4°- 

literary designation of 

the Governor of the Prefecture 
of Shun-t‘ien, in which Peking 
is situated. 

Governor of the 

capital for 5 days,—perfunctory. 

ft* in the north,—probably 

referring to the capital. 

Same as 489. 

A bank around a grave; 

a boundary. 

the boundary of a grave. 

A flag with tortoises and 

snakes emblazoned on it. 

ttttg banners and streamers, as 

used in processions. 

II Jt Mt A the banner with 

tortoises and serpents was raised. 

ffi life** his banners, with 

their blazonry of dragons, ser¬ 
pents, and tortoises, fluttered 
gaily. 

M ‘he «ag 
kept twisting round the flagstaff 
and was not to be freed. 

A surname. Was origin- 

ally -|J;, and is the old form 

of ^ 478, q-v- 

or tS $0 the famous 
minister of Wen Ti of the Han 
dynasty, who was basely sacrifi¬ 
ced by his master in the vain 
hope of checking a serious re¬ 
bellion which threatened the 
existence of the dynasty, b.c. 155. 

494 

C. chau 
H. f'au 

F. chau 
W. dzoa, djuo- 
N. doa 
P. chau, ch'-au 
Y. tioa, tswah 
K .to 

J. to 
A. trau 

Sinking 
Lower. 

An oar; a scull; a sweep 

To row. Often written 

495 

C. chau 
H. tsau 
F. tau 
W.; 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. tsoa 
Sz. chau 
K. cho 
. to, cho 

A. trau 

Sinking 
Upper. 

tsoa 

chau 

496 

ft 
497 

R •£jc 
C. v. chat? 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

ij|! fjjQ to scull a boat. 

/j|! to row an oar. 

ttJJM row harder. 

row across the river. 

See 3767. 

0 IS to return home. 

A basket, used to catch 

fish by placing it over them 

on the mud, after which 

they are taken out with the 

hand through a hole in the 

inverted bottom. A cover; 

a shade; a veil; a pall. 

jp. to catch fish in a basket. 

ip- Jp- m multitudes they 

are taken under the baskets. 

X ip- ^ he also took 
a coat and threw it over,— the 
dog, in order to catch him. 

Jp. a chicken coop. 

ij^| ip. a cover for a sedan-chair, 

to keep it clean. 

ip- JnLoriP- a cover; a shade, 

ip. a lamp-shade. 

^ t® m a veil, as worn by 

foreign ladies, 

fa cloak, or hood. 

Ip a pall. 

trick of covering 

the eyes,—of the lookers-on; 
sleight of hand. 

Same as 495. 

To fry. A blazing fire. 

vft to fry in oil. 

$1 Ufl fry it; crisp. 
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Si 5857 
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up 

to have nothing to do; | 

to be on the loaf. 

^ to open a way for; to| 

make it easy for. 

3 A clamour; an uproar. 

S°7 

k.#*5 
F. ch'-au, ch'-a 

See^ 

A. jieu 

Rising and 
Even Upper. 

H. ts'-au 
F. ch'-au 
W. /sioa 
N.ts'oa 

P. ch'-au 
M. ts'-au 
Y. ts'-au 
K. cK-o 

■sho, so 
A. fflft 

Even & Sink¬ 

ing Upper. 

S°8 

To wrangle; to make aj 

noise. To annoy. 

to brawl; to make an 

uproar. 

jffi ftp or ftp to quarrel. 

ffpf^ to dispute in an angry tone, 

u® np to make a row. 

to deafen with noise. 

#5k to cause a disturbance. 

ftp wrangling. 

Read miao‘i. The cry ofl 

pheasants and other fowl.| 

To seize ; to take. To 

ladle out. To search; to 

confiscate; to put an exe¬ 

cution into a house. Tof 

copy out. Wholesale. 

ftp to seize; to grab. 

to ransack; to loot. 

to embezzle money. 

p a spoon. 

to confiscate the property 

of any person. See 4545. 

iP or ftp =|j| to confiscate. 

?kftP to attack and surround. 

to beg for subscriptions,- 

as a priest. 

tk ffltor tk ‘Mf" ft (iff or| 
to copy documents. 

to make a copy, as opposed I 

to the original. Chiefly of deeds 
or official papers. ' 

ftPM to take down the evidence | 

in a case. 

It # ^ copy it out. U-*5 
rough, or hastily-taken I 

notes. I ®ee ftp 
tP ^ to copy out an order | Risi“g uPPer- 

of court. 

5°9 

to copy favourite pie¬ 

ces into a book; to copy or crib 
from others at examinations 

tklt it to send in old matter 

as one’s own original composi¬ 
tion,—at the public examina¬ 
tions. 

copies from the capital,— 

a name for the Peking Gazette. 

to have received a.of 

which the following is an exact 
copy. 

ftp to send a copy to a subor 

dinate. 

tkS to hand a copy to,—a 

superior. 

to copy a draft; to make 

a fair copy. 

tk s£ to send a copy of. 

#1# to append a copy of. 

##n to give a copy of. 

a copy of a paper. 

variously explained as (1) 

a wholesale house, and (2) a 
house selling genuine imported 
goods. 

Jpj* ftp PjJ a wholesale ware¬ 

house for foreign goods. 

a a manuscript copy of 

a book. 

to submit a copy for the 

inspection of. 

# ^ to send copies for the 

guidance of.. 

# m copy of a memorial. 

tktk to make copies,—a Peking 

yamen phrase. One or, more of, 

the pj ^ ^ secretaries on 

duty at the yamen goes person¬ 
ally or by substitute each day 
into the Grand Secretariat, to 
take copies of all Decrees, Res¬ 
cripts, or Memorials affecting 
his yamen, sent to that Depart¬ 
ment from the Grand Council. 

to take the nearest 

way,—a short cut. 

S°9 

ftp ^ or ftp to roast I 

rice. 

Even Upper. 

w 

ftp to fry in fat. 

jp |^J to fry meat. 

ftp or ftp §$) a fry^g-pan. 

To harrow. 

0 ED to harrow a, field. 

—- ftp water and rake it I 

thrice. 

To harrow ground after 

ploughing. A harrow. To[ 

scatter seed. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

512 

I See ftp 
Sinking 

Upper. 

513 

R# %k 

A vessel pitching and 

rolling. 

SI tE ftp ftp the wind high and I 

the ship pitching and rolling. 

To annoy. Graceful ; 

nimble. Strong. Cunning, f o 1 
Used for 507. 

5p to disturb; to annoy. 

IP tjifft troublesome. 

0 graceful. 

0 tip high- 

A document; a voucher; 

a receipt. Taxes. Money 

orders; money. Used for! 
508. 

old documents; archives. 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

To roast, as coffee. To| 

fry. 

0 ^ T or ftp JH H to| 

roast chestnuts. 

to fire tea. 

Iti ftp to fry dry, i.e. without oil | 

or fat. 

or $p or # m or 

(SSt> tonnage dues. 

^ 'Qp duties on goods and ton¬ 

nage dues. 

4=^ p/p to force the people to pay 

taxes; to squeeze. 

Pp paper money; cash notes.I 

$P ]ftX Or. ^ notes I 

were stamped (= issued) to re¬ 
lieve expenditure. 



56 

w 
/JN ^P a note fi°r less than r,ooo 

cash. 
\ 514 

%p |p| government money orders. 

^p to lend money out at 

interest; to burn paper money. 

^/p to lavish money. Jj 

^ ^p the pay of clerks and petty 

officials. | 

^ ^p the Customs’ revenue. ■ 

»• 

5r5 
To limp; to walk lame. 

|R^/ 

I See ^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See 2943. 

516 

14 See 2439. 

5J7 

See 478. 
518 

w 

1 

The morning tide, des- 

1 sf19 

cribed as £ Prfij Ml the 

breathing of the earth. See i 

See^ 
1736,4111. Moist; damp. 

I Even Lower. i49 the tides. 

$$ the tide. 

^ the tide is rising. See 417. 

^ *^9 ehb tide. 

y*j!p] the tide is falling. 

jpft y it is high water. 

y® &jf or ^ at high 
water. 

to avail oneself of the tide; 

to take it at its flood. 

' 

'■ 

I|f with the tide. 

y^9 against the tide. 

'jpf spring-tide; “bore”, as in 

the river at Hangchow. 

9= M = + A ifr ft 
S»#. oi A M SW 

1 

on the 3rd and 18th there are 
spring-tides, which are highest 
in the 8th moon. 

•‘■A.O 

5i9 

R. 

so, sho 
, sati 

Even Lower. 

he is a bawdy 

¥? 5^9 ^ow °f eloquence in 

the writings of Han Wen-kung. 

So mm for that of Su Tung- 

p‘o. 

5^9 damp air; exhalations from 

the ground. Also, impure; in¬ 
decent. 

beast. 

y$j M or fl y$j damp- 

'M to become damp and heat-1 
ed, as grain. 

tit damaged by damp. 

&) 'M ^ the Swatow Custom¬ 

house. 

‘$JJ )jji camphor, because from 

*4)] j'H • This term is confined 

to the north. See 398. 

A nest in a tree, as dis¬ 

tinguished from a nest I 

in a cave or under shelter, 

and from ^ a nest on thef 

ground. A haunt; a retreat; 

a den. A kind of pan-pipe. 

Name of an ancient State. 

J^. a nest in a tree, 

a bird’s nest. 

M M ^ nest destroyed) 
and the birds gone. 

^ in Fang are the | 

magpies’ nests; or, on the em¬ 
bankment are the magpies’ nests, I 
—meaning in the trees there. 

w.ft m all the birds have I 

gone to their nests. Used ofl 
rural country, frequented byf 
birds. 

a. den; a lair, 

a robbers’ den; a rebel| 

camp. 

IJg to live; to dwell. 

houseless; homeless. 

^ to break up a robbers’] 

den, or a rebel camp. 

the place where ^ T'angl 

imprisoned ^ Chieh, the last 

sovereign of the ]|J Hsia dy-| 

nasty, B.C. 1766. 

1 a legendary sage, sai 

have lived in a nesi in 
On hearing of the offer of? 

throne to B.c. r3su; 

at once washed his eyes anH» 
to prevent any defilement of? 
own senses. See Bio* Diet 
another version. 

Sma 

a fine tall son of 

522 
/iVr ^ 

R-«# 

Rising & 

Even Upper 
& Lower. 

523 

R# & 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

Anhui, 

goldfish. 

Tall, as a man. 

I** 

Han. 

If ^ ^ he rented 
a small lodging and lived therein, 

A lake in 

which produces 

To speak on behalf 0 

another. 

A turret or look-out on 

a war-chariot, from which 

to observe the foe. 

See 493. 

A marine animal, called 

JT -|||, said to sing at night 

and go into the sea by day. 

See 493. 

528 

See 509. 

See 11,810. 
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II 
529 

» 

53° 

R-S fe 

See 

Even (or 
Rising?) 
Upper. 

532 

R-fI 

See-g 

Even Upper. 

m 
533 

R;11 

See ;g 

A. gia\ igia 

SinkingUpper 

See 494. 

See 13,696. 

Dried provisions taken 

for a journey. 

Firm. 

: firm, but not virtuous 

Artful; clever. Unauthenticated. 

wb 

534 

Rd1| 

See jg 
K. cha 

SinkingUppe 

To screen. Loquacious; 

babbling. See 131. 

iiffi garrulous; a crowd shout 

ing. 

The sugar-cane (Saccha- 

rum officinarum), known as 

14 M sweet cane, or M 
bamboo cane, or ^ ^ reed 

cane. 

Mi; 1 
MM iron cane, i.e. dark red 

cane. 

M jjjpj sheds where sugar is made. 

M M or ^ Mto extract the 
juice of the cane. 

boiled cane, hawked about 

for sale. 

M °r M ^0the refuse after 
the sugar has been expressed; 
cane shreds. 

Ku K‘ai-chih (see Biog. 

Diet.) said of eating sugar-cane 
that he gradually entered the 
delightful region. (He began his 
cane at the top, or sugarless end, 
and ate downwards.) 

535 

536 
R 

See 

Entering & 

SinkingUpper 

537 

R-H 

See j§(} 

Entering 
Upper. 

P>»!j 

538 
R. 

See ^ 

K. cha 

SinkingUpper, 

539 

*•« 
C. che 
H. cha 
F.chi a 

W. tsi 
N. cho, tio 
P. che 
M. tse 
Y. chid 

Sz. che 
K. chU 
J. sha 
A. igia 

Even Upper. 

Same as 562. 

A sort of grasshopper. A 

woodlouse; also known as 

i |fj| ground turtle. 

Ml a kind of serpent. 

To reprimand. To hope 

for. To deceive. 

It HI® to talk much and not 

convince. 

The red partridge (Per- 

drtx cmereaj, known as 

6 iS$- mi n$ @ cf £ 

its cry is the sound of 

its own name. Hence, it 

is spoken of as t=| pip. See 

6138.] 

To cover; to hide; to 

screen ; to intercept ; to 

protect. 

his clothes do not 

cover his body. 

its the trick of becoming 

invisible. 

jdl 

conceal 

or 

Pjvc to shelter. 

to cover; to 

or jiSi 0® t0 hide from 

view; to conceal; to hush up; 
evasive; wanting in frankness. 

^ to eclipse. 

jig Hk or 'jffc to hide one’s 

shame. The second is used for 
the pudenda. 

STff it cannot be conceal¬ 

ed. 

jg ^ to gloss over; to put in a 

false light; to disguise. 

jg |H to star,d between; to take 

the part of; to impede. 

jg H to screen off; to protect 

by an enclosure. 

//>>> 

539 

54° 

54i 

542 
R 

W. /«V, isae1 
isiae 

Y.tsae 

See jg 
K. cha 

Rising Upper. 

Ht >$£ it "W ^ conceal 

ed himself behind the partition 
of the hall. 

mpi to screen from the dust. 

to keep off the sun. 

jg jjppr a projecting blind of a 

sedan-chair, to keep off the sun; 
the awning on a ship, etc. 

ii jg an umbrella. 

mm discursive, of talk; widely- 

travelled, of a person who has 
been about a great deal. 

jg ^ shaded; intercepted, as 

light. 

m ^ to catch fish,—with 

a net. 

jg ^ if only; supposing. 

Same as 534. 

See 2394. 

A particle, defined as 

Ij/j that which helps out 

language, and as #|j ^ j^J 

a differentiating word. It 

imparts various shades of 

meaning, adjectival, adver¬ 

bial, etc., to words to which 

it is joined. May often be 

rendered one — person or 

thing. Also, a demonstra¬ 

tive pronoun, for which 564 

is now used. 

^ or ft of ol(L for¬ 

merly,—with the idea of dura¬ 
tion. 

dfx ^ to think no more 

of by-gone days. 

$ % perhaps. 

q1/* once; this time only. 

Hi ^ these two ones,—as above. 

te ;# T> in 4- our former 

relations were different from the 
present. 

if we are not happy now, by and 
by we shall be dead. 

further,—as when begin¬ 

ning an additional argument. 

8 
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# 
542 

^ now. 

to begin,—a phrase at the I 

beginning of letters, advertise-1 
ments, etc. 

$£ IR respectfully to petition, 

a messenger. 

5* a looker-on. 

543 

a sick man. 

^ foolish people. 

^ the dead. 

followers; disciples. 

fi£ ^ men of ability. 

^ ^ a command. 

it ^ ^ ® ^ ^ those 
who carry off property are called 
robbers. 

A 1® A B-^ all those 

who act as local authorities, i.e. 
all the local authorities. 

® 4r it it tnifc m 
henceforth, in all cases the cir¬ 
cumstances of which resemble 
these. 

! EH # M ft % £ ^ he 
asked who had composed the 
previous memorials. 

|Jjfr28 5&-Bs AWB1S2 
the person met was 

the young lady, and the person 
who met her was myself. 

4> tfc *■ % T2 A* 
a just medium, this is the 

foundation-stone of the empire 

ssisrjag not to do as 

compared with not to be able to 
do, wherein lies the difference? 

| ^Jf OH $$ ^ a necessary- 

to-arrive communication, i.e. a 
despatch which it was incum¬ 
bent upon the writer to forward. 
A phrase used, mutatis mutandis, 
at the close of various kinds of 
official documents. 

| M fV % cop¬ 
per is the basis of our coinage. 

that lovely girl. 

At > -pn ^ thou azure one, 

God! 

that which 

causes these things to be as they 
are, or brings about these pheno¬ 
mena. 

544 

^ ^ JL XT 'X ,® if y°iii 
don’t (do as I say), the result I 
will be a fire. 55° 

Ir. 

1* 

545 

IR-PB 
C. s/iik 
F. seik 
W. s? 

N. sih 

P. Qche 
M. tse„ sp 
Y. sheh 

I K. sbk 

J. seki, sliakti 
I A. fik 

Entering 
Upper. 

546 

RJ§ 
W. tsi, tsiae 
Y. tsae 

See 
K. cha 

Rising Upper, 

547 

0 
548 

549 

See 2566. 

See 2414. 

To poison ; to sting. 

Venomous. Oppressive. 

Also read shih4*. 

}ti a poisonous insect; the 

scorpion. 

ttfll a scorpion has 
stung me. 

^ ;$f "J" I have been stung. 

^ X ^ R bas stung my hand. 

S ^ % to go out of one’s 

way to get a bad sting; to kick 
against the pricks. 

r=b~. jsu ■ . - 
poisonous; oppressive, as| 

bad laws. 

The colour of ochre ; 

reddish brown. [Dist. from 

hao3 3968, ^ nanz' 

8144, and ifjfc 9802.] 

haematite iron ore, used) 

as paint. 

"ft Xj °re from ttiW Tai-J 
chon in Shansi. 

its reddish clothes, put on 

criminals at execution or when[ 
sent to banishment. 

yfc hu jjjjl red as if I were I 
rouged. 

*lil made brown the hill,- 

by clearing it of trees, 

orange-coloured. 
j ■ t t 

the T‘ai-p‘ing rebels. 

See 685. 

Same as 685. 

See 581. 

IC. chyta, shyt 
IH. chet, shet 
j F. chiek, siek 
IW. tsie, zie 
j N. tsi A, cheh 

zih 
IP. iche, Sshe 
I M. tse, se 

IY. tsieh, hsieh 
I Sz. che, she 
1K. chol, sol 
|J. setsz, zee hi 

I A. chief, diet 

Entering 
Upper and 

Lower. 

To snap in two;tob«J 

Off; to break up. To decide 

as cases. To fold as no ’ 

To diminish; to deduct 

T° calculate. To set J 
against. To ill-treat 7J 

N1 or teeter. To send] 
To extend. To reprimaJ 

ITo reduce. Part of a coffin 

An act of a play. [T0 J 

distinguished from 254| 
See 12,893. 

tfr ^ # can’t break it,ormustl 
not break it. 

#tBJt to break asunder. 

to break off a twig. 

break off a willow I 

branch, to give at parting to a 
friend setting out on a journey I 
See 7251. ' 

ffi to Phick flowers. See 342. 

M #T S tM H do not break | 
my sandal trees. 

—4 break off half. 

# Iff £ 4 broke both of| 

them into halves. 

#r T — A —®ifii 
lose one man or one horse, 

to break to pieces. 

mm to injure. 

tT #T 7 broken or snapped off. 

if or tT M tit Mt0 
make a composition with one’sl 
creditors. 

to break in the middle;! 

to strike an average; to decidej 
equitably. 

to arrange a compro-, 

mise. 

mm to come back wheninthel 

middle of a journey. 

mm to decide criminal cases.1 

^ pT M Tf* celebrated for| 

judicial acumen. 

to argue. 

m s t 
I temporarily appoint 

Prefect of Ningpo to act forme. 

to act as umpire; todH 

pute or wrangle (= ^ tfjl ’’ 
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fir 
55° 

M10 there is proof of 
it—e.g. a document which pro 
ves it. 

# - SB tfr T - «r 
took a sheet of paper and folded 
it,—as required. 

% to turn down the cor 

ner of a page. See 559. 

f | f t ^ ^ t0 turn 
down a page in the Four Books. 
—as is done by the Emperor 
for the examiners to choose a 
theme. 

or VcM a slip of paper ; 

to send a card to any one. 

tfr * IS Z sent his folded 

card to summon him. 

tjrfl to abate the price. 

#r or #r discount. 

to give a dis¬ 

count of 45°/0. 

'b A all sorts of deduc 

tions. 

H $ *{jlT what dividend 

will you pay? 

|j|] to beat down prices. 

tfx*’ to add, in calculating, 

or to calculate. 

/E ffi |§ Zl each 

piece was valued at, or reckoned 
as, two piculs of grain. 

to pay in proportion to. 

to receive in proportion 

to, or so much per cent. 

•Pt to calculate an amount of 

money. 

to levy a proportionate tax. 

2|| to persecute; to harass (by 

squeezing). 

A X lit [e! to set off 

one’s labour against a money 
debt. 

to set off merit 

against fault. 

ilpjor #r or to 

take money instead of rations. 

#Tjg to ill-treat; worry; anxiety. 

See 7974. 

to sell; to barter. 

TI to crook one’s 

joints and humble oneself before 

fir 
55° 

** the gods,—as Kou Chien did 
after his defeat by Fu Ch‘a. 

¥rf\iT% to be humble to 

wards acquaintances. 

Mmyrwmi?.i» 

^ ^ when he grew up he 

strove to be respectful and sin 
cere, and devoted considerable 
attention to books. 

%P oft flf t0 §°in for exten 
sive reading. 

♦ 
to personally reprimand. 

#r» to reduce to submission,— 

by violence or otherwise. 

intractable; mu 

lish. 

unmoved by any 

difficulties. 

(Mfr to bend round; bent. 

#r (>f? reduced to extremities; 

dilapidated. 

hang you! 

Vrm to cut short or discount 

happiness. A person’s quota of 
happiness is a pre-ordained fixed 
quantity. It should not be used 
up too fast. To give a child 
food or clothes out of propor¬ 
tion to his social position is to 
“discount his happiness.” A man 
who lives beyond his means 
“discounts his happiness,” in 
which sense the term is used to 
others in reproach. It is used 
by oneself in humility, as on 
receiving an offer of something 

apparently too good: #r ins 

tir )TiS = it is more than I am 

entitled to, or as usually expres- 

secl of 4^ 4S- s“ 37°7* 

or to cut short 

(one’s happiness) and cause one’s 
death,—as it is believed that 
excessive or undeserved honours 
may do, as above. 

jtfk to tack,—as a ship. 

to punish, making the 

authorised deduction from the 
number of blows; hence, to be 
lenient in punishment; to let off 
easy. 

1 part in 10; 10 per cent; 

a part. 

if U % S)& lightened, 

besides, go°/0 out of one’s wits, 

to sunder. 

to rebate. 

55° 

2* 

/lr* 4 

m 
551 

„ e*§* 
R -7M 

SeeM M 
Sinking & 
Entering 
Upper. 

552 

C. chyta 
H. chet 
F. chick 

W. tsie 
N. tsih 
P. chP 
M. tse 
Y. chick 

Sz. che, tsa 

K. chol 
setsz 
. tik 

Entering 
Upper. 

1=1 

553 

■z* 

R. 

C. chytQ 
H. chet 

tiek 
W. tsie 
N. tsih 

P. ‘che 
M. tse 
Y. chieh 
Sz. tse^ che 
K. chhol 
. setsz 

A. triet 

Entering 
Upper. 

554 

or tit Jt to realise pro 

perty. 

a short life; cut off pre 

maturely. 

to reduce by half. 

4\ift#*t..R##T0 
being unable to proceed, I was 
obliged to retreat. 

#ttc to be a set-off. 

tit it to squander. 

in a state of repose 

To join a seam. To 

engrave. 

to sew a seam; to join 

planks. 

A river from which the 

province of '/X Cheh- 

kiang derives its name. It 

is said to mean “bore,” 

and the river has been so 

called from the bore to be 

witnessed at Chapu. 

PI it yx the d°°r 
looked out on the tidal bore in 
the Che river. 

$ |p] the Ningpo Custom¬ 

house. 

Wise; discerning. To 

know intuitively. 

wise; shrewd. 

If A wise men. 

|£ ** some have perspi¬ 

cacity, some have counsel. 

lit 4f if X f°r generations 
there had been wise kings. 

^ profoundly wise,—said of 

the Emperor Shun. 

m it intuitive wisdom,—of I 
1 * * * ♦ 

sages or prophets. Also used of 
the Emperor. 

a wise man builds cities, a wise 
woman throws them down. 

Same as 553. 



555 

■AO 

556 
R. “ 

C. chytQ 
H. chet 
F. tick, v. the? 
W. tsie 
N. tsih 
P. iche 
M. tse 
Y. chieh 
Sz. tse 
K. chhol 
J. setsz 
A. truet, triet 

Entering 
Upper. 

4* 

557 
r, @3* 
R-m 

See jfc1. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

m 

m 
558 

R. 

See $£ 
Entering 

Upper. 

f 
558^ 

R ^ R-?fc 

to 

559 

C. chyp 
H. chap 
F. chiek 
W. tsie 
N. tsieh 
P. iche 
M. tse 
Y. chiek 
Sz. che, tse 
K. sop, chop 

. sho 
A. tep 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 556. 

To sting. A sting. A 
kind of crab. 

m<w to sting the lips. ' 

'/$ £t| 01 the dried skins 
of various sorts of jelly fish or 

#• 

A scabbard; a case for a 
knife. Soft leather. 

To cut in twain. 

m to scale fish. 

fflr [The tyrant 
Chou Hsin] cut off the legs [of 
an old man and a boy] who 
were crossing the ford in the 
morning,— to see if it was true 
that only young people hac 
marrow in their bones. 

jjjf to hamstring. 

To fear: to be terrified 

to scent danger. 

To fold; to double up. 
A state paper. To bend. 
See 4034. 

to fold paper. 

flJR a folding fan, as opposed 

to a round fan. 

to fold up, as clothes. 

"7* a memorial to the Throne; 

any small folded paper or parcel. 
Also, a temporary bin, formed 
by twisting a narrow strip of 
matting into a spiral and insert¬ 
ing one end in a low basket. 
Used for holding grain. 

t*> 

559 

2* 

560 

R. * 

C. chety 
H. ch'-ity, chP 
F. tiky 
W. dzaiy, v. 

dzi,, dzde 
N. tsih^ dzih 
P. ichi, iche 
M. tsz 
Y. tse1 
K. di-ip 
J. chu 
A. trepy 

Entering 
Lower. 

fly 
561 

m or ^ to memo 

rialise the Throne. 

Ha 41- a digest; a precis. 

Tff; notes; memoranda. 

M -fl? t0 senci in A deceased 
statesman’s valedictory memo 
rial,—to the Emperor. 

ffj a courier. 

s ^ to bend the back,—which 

T‘ao Yuan-ming said he would 
not do for five pecks of rice 
the salary of a magistrate. 

$3 )jf| to make a bow 
and return thanks. 

^ to turn down a leaf; to 

make dogs’ ears. See 550 

^ -ffj do not fold it. 

if ja => fow. 

Hf fjij the text, or draft, of a 
memorial 

H? (ffj to suhmit correspondence 
etc., to a superior. 

Hidden away; quiet. To 
hibernate; to become torpid. 
To cluster. 

m i -g? arouse the torpid,—the 

third of the twenty-four solar 
terms, from March 5th to 20th 
Insects are then roused from 
their winter quarters, and the 
spring equinox is at hand. 

fjk jj^fi insects that have become 

torpid. 

right that your descendants 
should be in swarms. 

is 

R. 

See fgj 

A. tep 

Entering 
Upper and 

Lower. 

fg3 f|rC the hibernating animal,- 

the bear. 

to hibernate. 

|[| ^3 to come forth from hiber¬ 

nation. 

n a it & taught him the 
way to hibernate,—so that he 
could remain torpid like an ani 
mal. 

To mimic what others 
say. Talkative. 

W 
562 

R-jji§ 
H. cha, chak,, 

chit3 
W. tSp, ziy 

M. tse, tsa 

See 
K. cha 

Sinking 
Upper. 

w 
563 

C. chdk0, t'6k0 
H. chok, tok 
F. chiiok, tank 
W. cia 
N. tsoh, tsiah 
P. cho\ to3 
M. tso, *‘0 

K. 
J. shaku 
A. chok 

Entering 
Upper. 

5t>4 

R;1i 
C. che 
H. Cche 
F. Cch i, *chia 
W. chu,, due 
N. cho 
P. che, v. chei 
M. tse 
Y. chiei 
Sz. che 
K. cha 
J. sha 
A. gia, ingicn 

Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

The Cudrania triloba 

Hance, a thorny tree abouj 
15 feet in height, bearing. 
an orange-coloured fruft 
with a milky juice 44 

leaves are used for feeding 
silkworms when mulberry 
leaves are scarce. Als 
read tscd. 

% $5 a small, thorny variety 0f 

It £°fon which 

'S. W\ £»^ m at |g 
lie hewed and thinned the wild 
mulberry-trees. 

To cut with a sword; to 
chop off; to amputate. 

ffi S fr tt M ft let he, 
hack the peach-trees and strip 
off the flowers,—of a termagant 

This, as opposed to 

8090; here. 

Hl this. 

*E "IIS A this man. 

in this; here, 

jg '•his side; here, 

in ft here. 

the people of this 
ALL 

place. 

this kind. ALL w 

jg Hi this fashion; in this way 

thus; this kind. 

j=ji ^ this affair. 

jg ^ this is (of persons or 

things). 

af # this season; now. 

thus. 

SKhi" 
cessant rain. 

m M T # IS cin ,Hs!! 
allowed to be so?- meam 
that it cannot. 

ALL 
t-JL- 

Ali )2& 



CHE 
61 

564 

R.: 

r 
s6s 

Sff 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

566 

C.ckypa 
H. chap 
F. tick 
W. Ak'« 
N. /A'A 
P. ir/i« 
M. 
Y, z/zAA 
Sz. chic 
K .ell op 
J. cho 
A. iriep 

Entering 
Upper. 

567 

4* 

_ 568 

C. shypmnyp- 
H. ch'ap5-, 

chap- 
F .nick 
W. 
N. /m//z, /u/V/z 

p.r/«y/«D, 
nip 

M. 
Y. hmA 
K. JO/, c/zo/ 

J. sho 
A. zz/e/ 

Entering 
Upper 

Irregular. 

*1* 

569 

See or the 

uPPer series 

f°rm of 

Entering 
Upper. 

this particular occa¬ 

sion. 

j=[ g one day. 

j|[ here; thus. 

,** -H- there! that’s enough! 

that’ll do! 

Long ears, which are 

considered to be a sign of 

wisdom. 

The sides of a chariot 

where the weapons are 

carried. Unceremoniously; 

abruptly. A disease of the 

feet. 

mUt Antfc I ventured to act 

thus,—on my own responsibility. 

or or tl 
hastily; suddenly. 

fiRxIg* to sit all day with 

even feet,—that is with neither 
foot in front of the other, like 
a statue. 

Correct form of 566. 

Afraid ; pusillanimous. 

To subdue; to influence. 

n cowardly. 

« » A «• to win people’s 

hearts. 

in order to awe 

people. 

d he branches of a tree 

swaying in the wind. A 

sort of vine or creeper. 

llUj tfiif the maple waving in 
the wind. 

tljlj die — hu lei, a trail¬ 

ing plant that runs over trees. 

.3* 

570 
R. j 

See W 
Entering 
Upper. 

Kg 

571 
R. ' 

SeeM 
ii 

Entering 
Upper. 

dti: 

572 

573 
R. 

A fold or pleat in a skirt. 

to make a pleat,—in 

a skirt; to fold the skirt over. 

S' Tfi a heavily-pleated 

skirt. 

An old name for a hog. 

See (]!£ 

Entering 
Upper. 

|> 

573« 

574 

Rifv® 
C. c/zV, k'dii 
H. chla, ki 
F. chiia, hie 
W. tsH | 
N .chL 'd,ts'-o j 

c/Pe \ 
M. ts'-e 

cfPiei 
Sz. clPe J 
K. chia^ he 

. sha, kio, hu 
A. ki 
Even Upper, 

chii 

Same as 553. 

To slice off meat; to 

mince. To hash. A hash 

of mutton, beef, and fish. 

See 19 31 

A wheeled vehicle ; a 

carriage (see 5326); a cart; 

a barrow. The chariot or 

rook in Chinese chess. To 

cut. [This character is read 

either ch'e1 or chiix, the 

latter mostly in the book 

and dnly when 

a noun, the former in 

peaking. As a surname, 

always ch'’ex; as a piece in 

chess, always chit1]. Radi¬ 

cal 159. See 4474. 

mT or 4'HtT- a wheel¬ 

barrow. 

one cart, 

carts. 

or jjf. a waggon. The 

former is also used for a “chief 

574 

IpL a passenger cart (covered). 

]{& M $■ a cart in 
search of a fare; a “crawler.” 

P A $ m a cart on or 

from a “stand.” 

¥■ a private cart. 

{j^ ijl a bicycle. 

or mft a carters. 

or mwt the front screen 

or curtain to a cart. 

j|f. the awning stretching out 

in front of a cart. 

jE^ the arched top to a cart. 

the covering put over a 

cart to preserve it. 

misT the inside of a cart. 

m t °r m 11, a *>>' 
shafts of a cart. 

jjn| the shaft-board of a 

cart. 

or | cart-wheels, 

a one-horse cart. 

ip- & 
rlli 

or W or 
cart-hire. 

t|T {hang1) an association of 

carters, which controls the whole 
business of carting in a city. A 
fee is generally exacted from all 
carts entering the city, not con¬ 
nected with the association. 

■ 3l. Jp. his W01'ks would 

fill five carts,—said by Chuang 
Tzu of Hui Tzu. See 3711. 

S. many books. 

7f enough learning to fill 

five carts. 

^ ]|f. —* hired a wheel¬ 

barrow. 

¥ or 7%^ a railway- 

train. 

Ip. to travel on land by 

cart,—one of the |J[J four 

modes of transport. See 2446, 
2874, 6821. 

JT ijj or a* a war-chariot. 

a comfortable car¬ 

riage and team of four horses. 
A carriage of this kind is a 
roomy conveyance on 4 small 
wheels to prevent jolting. 
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574 

CU‘33 

ISS z $ the carriage of the I 
king’s daughter. 

l|f_ to get out of a carriage. 

JSl<U windmill; a whirligig. 

ft Si a pulley. 

ft $-5? a pulley-block. 

south-pointing chariot, 

—said to have been given by 

JU & Chou Kung, B.C. 11 ioj 

to certain envoys from the ex-1 
treme south, in order to guide f 
them back to their homes. An 
old name for the mariner’s com-1 
pass. 

^ 3fl a flying chariot,—a kind of| 

aerostat which M, jg ff 

could travel far with a fair wind. 

^ ^ ft! SC t# Ft 

1ST1 would mount a flying I 

chariot, and go east in search of | 
Ch‘ih Sung Tzu. 

sacrifice the char-1 

iot in order to slay the general, 
i.e. sacrifice a rook to secure a I 
mate. Cf. a sprat to catch a I 
salmon. [The “chariots” on one [ 

side are Tjt , on the other Y*-] 

name of an office under I 

the Han dynasty, in charge ofl 
Memorials, Rescripts, etc. 

£SMt± he has gone to I 

Peking to compete for the third 
degree. 

01 ip- the supplementary list ofl 

successful candidates; the vice] 
or deputy of a ruler or com- 
mander-in-chief. 

p|3 chung4 ^J|j j|[ they struck 

by mistake the second in com-f 
mand,—not the “First Emperor.” 

mother-of-pearl. See 575. 

574 

fir to winnow. 

yf ifi or ||| ft* the jaw-j 575 

bone. |R-0 

$ ^ or a turner’s lathe. jgee jj£ 

tjf ^ to cut jade or polish gems. IA. hsa 
. I Even Upper. 

JpL yfc t0 polish on a lathe. 

ijp torn to pieces by carts, 

of traitors. 

EEl ill ^e three carts, or three 

conveyances across the Sansara 
to the shores of Nirvana. These 
are severally drawn by sheep, 
deer, and oxen, allegorically 

representing the saving power 
of the three degrees of saint 
ship. Sanskrit Triyana. See 770 

jfi. ^jjf ^ the plant before the 

cart,—Planiago major, L. 

4t H Eg PI carriages and 

horses at the door,—a rich man 

venture to drag 

your chariot,—to my house 
Used in invitations., 

T $ P ib * * ffi 
the incoming official has not yet 
put himself an courant with his 
business. 

to work an irrigating 

wheel. 

ijl. ^ the pomfret,—a fish found 

at Ningpo. 

mm cart-pigs, or pigs brought 

to Peking in carts from the 

country, as opposed to 

see 9190. 

•f $ a cart; a carriage 

AS carts and ships,—carriage 

by land and water. 

¥ m % ± w the men be 

longing to the suite of a person 
—carters, attendants, etc. 

the sentry-boxes 

and guard-houses,—surrounding 
the Forbidden City in Peking. 

the chariot division of an 

(Indian) army. Sanskrit: Rat ha 
kaya. 

cart-ruts. See 581. 

the framework of a cart 

a porte eocherc. 

the later Ouigours, of Lake rm 

it 
576 

Baikal region. 

A mineral or precious 

tone, called brought 

from India. Also applied 

to the mother-of-pearl shell 

brought from the Malay 

archipelago and used for 

making the opaque white 

buttons of the 6th official 

grade. 

See 582. 

577 

Mj 

M 
See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

3 To open the mouth 
to gape. 

4* 

578 

RJS 
F. tiekj-, t'-iek^ 

See \ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

wid(y 

A with one consent- 
mously. 

unani 

Pervious; to penetrate 

intelligible. To get at. To 

peel; to skin. To cultivate 

on the share system. To 

remove. Interchanged wit 

579- 

or 
Wi t0 penetrate 

to fully understand. 

S to sift to the very 

bottom; to thoroughly investi 
gate. 

chilled to the 
bone. 

Til ffi not to go right through: 

not thorough; superficial. 

to make oneself) 

fully acquainted with all the 
details from first to last, 

to ™se t0 fleaven. 

^ ^ the will of God! 

is not intelligible,—to man. 

>11 A If mX rfn Wl the foun 
der of the Chou dynasty enactec 
the hundred mou allotment anc 
the share system. [Ten families 
cultivated 1,000 mou in com¬ 
mon, dividing the produce, and 
paying a tenth to the govern¬ 
ment.] 

the share system 

means mutual division. 

the tithing system. 

>!j|| Jg he has removed 

our walls and roofs. 

!! M % S remove (the dish 

es) without delay,—as at the 
end of a sacrifice. 

mm the feudal nobles or 

0s were go called under the 

Han dynasty, until the reign of 

Wu Ti ffi whose personal 

name happened to be P[e 

term ig was then substi¬ 

tuted. 
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4* 

579 

a. 
F. tiek3 
y. date 
«J. ts'-ih 

\cK-P 

3. t& 
{. cK-ieh 

>z. cite 
(. Ml 

. tetsz, dechi 

t. trietf 

Entering 
Irregular. 

it> 

8 

580 
R. 

C. ck'-yt 

H .cK-it- 
F- t-iek ’ 

W. i/2;c 
N- rt'M 

^ remove the food. 

To remove; to carry off. 

Used for 578. 

fit* to take away; to remove 

—as dishes. 

to discontinue, 

whisked away by 

the wind. 

I tfc 

to end a feast and 

leave the table 

|y£j to reject; to put away; to 

peel; to take off, as a garment 

(§0 to recall, as an official 

from his post, or as troops; to 
turn back; to send back. 

Wc to withdraw troops. 

pjf withdrew his 

troops under cover of darkness 
and rain. 

^ 501] transferred to,—as troops. 

Wc $$ to canceb to expire, as a 
period. 

Wc to remove from office. 

to remove from office and 

punish. 

& to remove from office and 

impeach. 

jf£ to supersede an official. 

ft® to resign one’s post; to 

dismiss an employe; to with¬ 
draw ; to draw off, as troops. 

jtfc to empty out the 

water and take the fish. 

jf£ 5^ to remove calamity. 

a wine syphon. 

Wc B ^ [Confucius] was 

never without ginger at meals. 

||j tQ 0g\ to withdraw, 

as an amount. 

at* to take off or away,— 

of things partially fixed in or on 
something else. 

\jC to raze; to dismantle. 

Clear water. Water ex¬ 

hausted, or run off, leaving 

the channel dry. Used for 

578. 

Wt ^ clear; pure in heart; 

sincere. 

4° 

580 
P. ch'-e0 
M. ts'-e 

Y. chhieh 
Sz. ts'-e 

K. chhol 
J. tetsz, dechi 
A. triet; 

Entering 
Irregular. 

4© 

4 to thoroughly investigate. 

J® & to thoroughly sift 

a matter to the bottom. 

58i 
R. ~ 

C. ck'-yta 
H. ch'et 
F. tickj- 
W. dzie 

N. dzih 

P. ch'-e0 
M. ts'-e 
Y. ch'ieh 
Sz. ch'-e 
K. ch'ol 

. tetsz, dechi 
A. triet 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

A rut; the track of 

wheel. A precedent. Also 

read ckP. 

582 

C. ch'-e 
H. chha 
F. ch'-ia, ch'-ie 
W. tsH 
N. ch'-e, ts'-o 
P. ch'-e 
M. ts'-e 

Y. ch'-iei 
Sz. ts'-e 
K. ch'-a 

. sha 
A. hsa 

Rising Upper. 

cart-ruts. 

m 
a cart in front, a rut behind, 
follow the precedent. 

ft if raft to follow in the 

existing groove. 

H (0,^0,-(j)) 

to again tread his former path, 
generally, of wickedness. 

Is ^ ^ unable t0 
leave the old groove. 

PT tbe °^d precedent 
can be followed. 

^ ^ Wt not foll°wing 
beaten tracks; to be original. 

a dried-up rut, i.e. at the 

last extremity for want of money. 

I J|]| chariot-tracks 

confused and banners drooping, 
—as when an army is beaten 
and in disorder. 

To tear; to pull apart. 

To pull; to haul up. See 

4554, 6662. 

tf^ to tear- 
.>*C ft §8 to tear down and destroy, 

to tear to pieces. 

ts Hi in ft bills posted here 

will be torn down. 

ftPH to pull apart; to open, as 

a scroll. See 2468. 

& Iff t0 PuI1 > t0 drag- 

#1 ^ haul it up,— 

as a sail, flag, etc. 

ft ft to haul taut. 

ft T to pull by the hand; reins. 

tt± and ftT to haul up 

and down, respectively. 

582 

583 
as* 

‘id R, 

C. chai 
H. chi 
F. chie 
W. tsi 
N. chi 

ch'-e 
M. ts'e0 
Y. chHeh, 
Sz. ts'-e0 
K. ch'-e, chSol 

. sei, setsz 
A. hse, hsietD, 

triet-; 

Sinking & En¬ 
tering Upper 
& Irregular. 

584 
R. 

See# 
Entering 
Upper. 

to hoist sail. See 3400 

8901. 

to hoist the sail 

and pull the tow-line,—to assist 

to hoist,—as a flag. 

a hoist-flag anc 

look-out terrace,—a signal sta¬ 
tion. 

£ *4 to hang on to one’s 

clothes,—as a child does. 

ft¥ to strike an average. 

to drag in irrele¬ 

vant matter. 

ft ft * to make mischief 

by carrying tales backwards and 
forwards. 

J^>« tlF UM the devil catching hold 

of one’s leg,—as happened to a 
thief when half-way through a 
hole he had made in the wall of 
a house. 

To obstruct; to hinder. 

To take by choice. To 

pull; to grasp tight. 

Up! to drag along with one. 

^ to oppress; to extort under 

intimidation. 

!p! jp}" to impede the elbow,— 

said of any affair or state of 
things which impedes free action. 

tip! JJtj" anxiety lest there 

should be any impediment. 

t!p! ^ or ^ ^ to draw a 

lot,—as from a fortune-teller’s 
bag. The distribution of appoint¬ 
ments among successful candi¬ 
dates for the third degree is 
settled by drawing lots. 

fp[ choose (the ingre¬ 

dients) according to the old 
prescription. 

Up! to take delivery,—of goods. 

now tight, now 

loose,—as the twitching of a 
convulsive patient. 

iJ pulsating; throbbing; m 
darting. 

Plants sprouting, 

cal 45. 

Radi 
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4* 

585 
R. 

See# 
Entering 
Upper. 

—M* nr 
5s6 

R. 

See 

N. ts'-oh 
A. listik 

Entering 
Upper. 

587 

588 

^5S9 
R Ij( (11.) 
C. chert 
H. chin 

F. citing 
W. tsang 
N. /sing 
P.chin 

M. tsin 
Y. tseng 

Sz. chin 

K.chin 
J. shin 
A. chin, chon 

Even Upper. 

To drive off an ill-omenec 

bird. 

7E? >iv to destroy a bird’s 

nest,-—lest it be of evil omen. 

To step with the right 

foot; as tf, 2013, is to step 

with the left foot. 

\ j to step first with the left anc 

then with the right foot, making 

ff to walk. See 2013. 

JcfZmmi r Hi PV>< 
nun came out of the door into 
the street one foot at a time, 
i.e. quietly, cautiously; also, with 
mincing gait. 

See 255. 

See 564. 

OX3I3E33NT- 

Real; true ; genuine, as 

opposed to 1160 or jj 

12,522 false. Applied in 

Taoist phraseology (1) to 

the complete or perfect 

sage and his attributes, and 

(2) to wizards and their 

craft; see 13,025. Also, to 

all that is immortal, spiri 

tual, ethereal, natural, etc 

See 4404. 

real, genuine ginseng. 

ipf jjj^ real gold thread. 

Jff true of heart; sincere. 

fg jlj true; veritable; genuine; 

sincere. 

iff the truth. 

ft M ^ M to speak untruth¬ 

fully. Also, to speak imperfectly, 
as a child or as a man whose 
tongue is large. 

589 

a genuine affair; some¬ 

thing that really happened. 

MU good stuff,—which a ta 

lented man is made of. 

M ^ a capital likeness. See 

4404. 

m his veritablg property,— 

of stolen goods. 

JpL orthodox principles. 

T £n K © not to know 

whether it is true or false. 

M jE real; bond fide. 

SjE U ]>X it will do admi 

rably. 

m 7c the true, i.e. good, nature 

(of a man). 

7t m jade> —a Taoist term. 

M # the true (better) nature. 

hi. ffj (for dr. ^ 6627) or 

| II 11 is so indeed; 

really; in reality. 

JpL tffijs or d r it ["(fj really and 

truly. 

M rfd iff M absolutely true; 

really and truly. 

IH distinctly; clearly. 

mr-mw can’t see, or make 

out clearly,—of eyesight. 

iff trustworthy,—of one’s 

word. 

iff jSj first-class,—as goods. 

| t or ^ t to paint a 

portrait. 

$2 iff jjlj lifelike,—of por¬ 

traits. 

£ Ul Ilf portrait of An 

Lu-shan. 

it M H 1ft % M there is 
nothing so difficult to paint as 
a portrait. 

M. likeness guaran¬ 

teed,—of a portrait. 

kM to be unlike the reality,— 

as a bad portrait. 

*|l ^ wonderfully like,—the 

original of anything. 

fyp ^ ^ he skilfully seized 

the natural appearance,—of hair, 
feathers, etc., in painting. 

IpE to recognise a thing, or 

person, or character; recognising 
the true course, i.e. conscienti¬ 
ously. 

589 

to take ^ 7"‘ UJ Iaice action 
really t.e. not nominally, nor- 
a perfunctory way. ” nor*n 

iM. the genuineness of any 

thing; the actual cost of 
thing. 

^ 0r A the original or 

natural state or composition of 
anything. UI 

AM#® the goodness 0f| 
natural goodness, as the natun' 
purity of a child. 

k H not to be genuine,-as 

forged inscriptions, etc. 

% M $t fill t0 cultivate one’s 
original purity and thus become 
immortal. 

M A a pure man,- a being for 

whom objective existences have 
ceased to be, and in whose mind 
positive and negative are ONE 
an honourable designation for: 
Taoist priest. 

we must have pure men, ant 
then only can we have puri 
knowledge. 

* Z S A T ft i 
yikh' 4c. T 'M it 

pure men of old did not knov 
what it was to love life or hate 
death. 

IE Zj M A a title bestowee 

by the Emperor upon the Taoisi 
Pope. 

M M. 
he chanced to meet a sage whe 
had perfected his purity, i.e. made 
himself into a spiritual being. 

JX tifc thereby at 
tained immortality,—alluding to 
a famous wine-bibber. 

jA ffi a Maoist term for gold. 

if f~ -T- the First Cause; the human 
“ N I 

soul as emanating therefrom. 
Used by MahommedansforGod. 

See 2188. 

It' it seems as though there 

were a God, but the clue to his 
existence is wanting. 

jjtj iff the Four Pure Ones, or 

leading disciples of Lao 1 zU> 

^ Chuang TzH, ^lj T 
LiehTzu, ^ WenTzti,and 

Keng-sang Ch‘u. 

Ltural dispos- 
A jt||| dl'sna 

ition was easy-going- 
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S89 

3 

m 
59° 

R.: 

See Jft 

Even Upper. 

R 

^ ^ truth cannot be made 

falsehood nor falsehood truth. 

/ ~i> ’t-‘ AF as rich as Cam 

bodia,—alluding to its allegec 
pagodas and bridges of gold 
See 267. 

To be blessed in response 

to prayer. 

591 

R-# 
W. 1 tsang, 

tsang' 
N .c king, tsing 
P. ci/en, chert 

M. tsen, serf 

See ; 7S> 
A. hsert 

Rising Upper, 

m 
592 

A—, 

See jljf. 
Even Upper. 

i|93 
C. 

H. (chin 
F. teinp 
W. rra«^- 
N, eking 

R. chert 
M. 1 . 
y (sen 

Sz. chert 
K.chin 

J- chin, j//;» 
A. tvett 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To tie. Black and thick, 

as hair. Close-woven. 

j|i| j|| deep black. 

whose black hair 

will not change colour? 

fine and close,—of texture. 

Dropsical swelling; swell¬ 

ing legs. 

To repress; to keep in 

subjection ; to guard ; to 

ward off, as evil influences 

A mart, or great trading 

town ; a market. A Prin¬ 

cipality at the time of the 

Five Dynasties. 

to reduce to submission. 

Also used of evil spirits, 

ft ||j£ to reduce to order,—as a 

rioting mob. 

ft 4%J to con<luer evil influences, 

devils, etc. 

ft ^ to pacify. 

ft to put one’s house to 

rights, i.e. get rid of evil spirits. 

% H t0 aHay fear. 

to hold the coun¬ 

try in awe. 

to guard, as a pass. 

593 

t}*.^ Jp[ the title of 

a Tartar General, with a blank 
for the name of his command. 

594 

R. ^ 

See 

Rising Upper. 

tS.3 

595 

R. ^ 

See 

Rising Upper, 

596 

m 
597 

See 

Rising Upper 

brigades, or divisions of 

the forces under the commanc 
of a Brigade-General. 

jKft ci common name for a , 

-S Brigade-General. 

^ suPerlor military officers. 

guard the river,—Chin- 

kiang, so called from its position 
near the mouth of the Yang- 
tsze. 

mm m m a noble of the 

Imperial lineage, of the ninth 
degree. 

ift rfr or ift a market- 

town ; an unwalled city. 

E9 il the four great market 

towns. These are j^j| pj , 

, ^ ftfj, and ^ |1|. 

towns and villages, 

the Ch‘u Principality. 

Bushy, thick hair; thick 

black hair. 

if her black hair in 

masses like clouds. 

M giOSSy black. 

Similar to 594. 

Read yin1. To dye black. 

Same as 594. 

Bright as a gem. 

parent. 

Trans- 

W 

59s 

& r. jpr i 
N. tsing 

See ^ 

Even & 
Rising Upper. 

w 
599 

C. chert 
H. chin 
F.ching 
W. tsang 

N. tsing 
P. chert 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. chert 
K. 

tsert 

j j chin 

A. tren 

Even Upper. 

Raised paths or dykes, 

dividing up the low marshy 

ground where crops are 

sown. A boundary. To 

announce to the gods that 

the Emperor is going to 

visit the boundary. To 

terminate, as life. 

m 1 m. 1# some went 

through the low wet lands, some 
along the dykes. 

the dykes of their 

fields adjoined. 

HI !8^ dykes of fields, i.e. their 

boundaries. 

0$ a frontier. 

please don’t 

stand on ceremony. 

Precious; rare; beau¬ 

tiful, as gems. Delicate; 

delicious, as flavours. To 

prize. 

precious things, 

rare things. 

^ pearls. 

Pearl saS°- 

# ^ maize- 

### Spircea, or meadow¬ 

sweet. 

Chloranthus iticon- 

spicuus,—used to scent tea. 

3^ “pearl drops,”—the 

fleur de /is. 

the so-called “unborn 

lamb skin.” 

^ ± # l^e a jewel in 

one’s hand, i.e. a daughter. 

mountain delica¬ 

cies and sea flavours, i.e. all 
kinds of rare food. 

delicious dainties 

and beautiful flavours, i.e. all 
kinds of nice food. 

/V 5^ M. frff how can 
I hope for the eight delicacies, 
—off which the Emperor is sup¬ 
posed to dine. These are bears’ 
paws, deers’ tails, ducks’ tongues, 
torpedo roe, camels’ hump, 
monkeys’ lips, carps’ tails, and 
beef marrow. 

9 
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599 

600 

|R-# 
I C. ch'-in 
I H. chin 

F. cliing, v. 

tnong 
I W. tsang 
N. tsing 

P. chin 
M. ) 

Y. 
I Sz. chin 

I K. chin 

IJ. shin 
1 A. chin 

Rising Upper. 

tsen 

#3g an auspicious token of any 

kind. 

3j^ j§i to value; to take care of. 

A phrase used at parting = take 
care of yourself. 

It ft # M was extra 
careful of the flowers. 

lif M take care of your¬ 

self on the journey. 

#*§r to prize,—of things or 

people. 

30 the priceless pos¬ 

session of an age,—as Confu 
cius. 

to be esteem¬ 

ed a jewel among men. [Under¬ 

stand after 3^.] 

30 ^ rare birds. 

30 to treasure up. 

# W # various treasures 

and rarities,—the exhibits at an 
Exhibition. 

#■ It to prize. 

Pustules of any kind ; a 

rash or eruption. Used for 

various kinds of fever. 

£ a rash. 

to have the measles, 

or scarlet fever. 

scarlet fever. 

g small pox pustules. 

^ 3^ a sort of carbuncle. 

g ^ small pimples, as in meas¬ 

les. 

To restrain rising anger; 

to keep one’s temper. 

t§ BB m S# # & £ .-o-l 
who can be angry and not show! 
it are few. 

w 
604 

m 
N. tsing 

See 

Rising Upper 

R- fj) 
N. tsing 

P.zcheny v. 
ghcn 

See iI-L 

Risinc Upper 

606 

R. ^ (11.) 

N. cliing, tsing 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

602 

|R# 
IN. tsing 

See 

[Rising Upper, 

& 
603 

To twist a cord round; to 

bind. Crooked; obstinate. 

10 jjsj^ to go around. 

10 crabbed; obstinate. 

Same as 600. 

607 

|R. 

C.ching 
H. chin 

F. ting 
W. ) , . 
N. i tsmZ 

P.ching, chin 
M. tsin 

Y. tsing 
Sz. chin, ching 
K. chong 

J. tci, 
A. tring 

Even Upper. 

Plain dark clothes. 

Clothes of one thickness. 
Border of a dress. 6o7 

51 # tL the brothers wore I 
black. 

^0 single grass-cloth or 

linen. 

To examine,—as a doctor. 

To verify. 

^0 Jill, t0 examine a patient. 

to ascertain the nature of I 

a disease. 

j0 Ji!£ to feel the pulse. 

M JJjffc to feel the pulse 

by means of a silk thread. 

'/£ to cure. 

%0 t§F* t0 interpret a dream. 

To turn: to revolve. A 

bar in a carriage to lean 

upon. The pegs of a lute. 

Distressed; sorrowful. The 

last of the twenty-eight 

constellations, including the 

stars |3, >j, v in Corvus. 

ffil jjl^ bodies or boxes of car¬ 

riages and wheels,—i.e. carriages. 

$0 military carriages I 

in great numbers. 

the carriage went 

rolling on its way. 

ijSjji to twist round the pegs of 

a lute,—as when tuning. 

compassion; kind feelings. 

0 to think kindly on. 

mm discontented; fretting | 

against fate. 

To enquire by divination. 608 

Lucky, as applied to the 

or lower three lines see j=| 

of any one of the sixty-four Even Upper, 

diagrams; see 5177. 

Chaste; pure; virtuous. 

Used for “number four,” 

aeing the fourth character 

in the 5)j $2 Book ofl 

Changes. Also read cheng1. 

chaste, even to death. 

& M or ^ pure; und 
nled, as a virgin. 

^ ^ ^ ice chastity and 
jade purity, pure, unsullied 

BA a virtuous woman- 
virgin. 

JA# pure and undefiled,-Saidi 

ofa widow who will not re-marrv 

& IS tyj gateways or arches 

put up in honour of widows 
who have not re-married. 

5k to keep one’s purity,—said 

of a girl whose fiance has died 
and who elects to remain unmar’ 
ned ever afterwards 

A iE pure and upright. 

5 t»j? trustworthy, faithful. 

@ of immovable vir¬ 
tue. 

5k ^ Mi ^ gif ^ a pure 
man seeing it calls it pure,- 
the pure all things are pure. See 

¥5 *3,244- 
when Cheng Kuan | 

began, i.e. when the T‘ang 

dynasty began. ||| was the 

or Peri°ctic style of ^ 

-fifc the second Emperor of the 

T‘ang Dynasty, A.D. 627. 

A then (the I 
pure) is the essential element in 
all matters. 

ft A prosperous and auspicious; 

a lucky site for a grave. 

# 15 5k to search out a good! 

site for a grave. 

A a constant illness. 

Ast an equitable decision. 

A common evergreen 

growing in north China, 

It is the or tvax treel 

(Ligustrum lucidum and 

L. obtusifolium). It is also 

called ^ H “green in 

winter.” Its seeds, called 

^ , are much used 

as a tonic. A post. Also 

read chengx. 

^ the posts anc^ s^e^°ar(iS 
by which adobe walls of h°l's 
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60S 

Sec 

¥, 
610 

R.j 

/sen 

611 

Even Uppe 

the Court is the frame by. g 

which the empire is held together. I 

Hi t itl a pillar of the state; 

a patriot. 

H M the suPP0rters of| Even uPPer 

the House of Chou. 

Lucky; propitious. Also 

read chengl. 

/V 

Even Upper. 

C. tsun 
H. it s'-in 
F. dicing 
W. /sang 
N. tseng 
P.chin 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. chin 
K.chin 
. shin 

A. 

Even Upper. 

614 

|rR 
I F. ching 

jjf$ 0 auspicious; of good omen. I See ^ 

)Q. jjjj| the last Emperor of the I Even(-PPer- 

Ming dynasty. 

The hazel-nut or filbert! 

tree (Corylus heterophylla) 

is known as ^. A | 

thorny tree. 

or the kernel of I 

612 

ft 
C. Isun 
H. tsin 

• cluing 

h /raw? 

N. 

P.r«„ 

tsen 

Sz. chin 

f chin 
■ shin 

• trein 

Even Uppe 

the hazel-nut. 

overgrown with thorns | 

and brushwood. 

^ IS ^ #1 if y°u| 
don’t call to mind my thorns 
(my thorny or bad behaviour)—I 
i.e. if you bear no malice. 

A small stream, one of 

the sources of the river 

m Huai in Honan. Also 

a river in Hupeh. 

'Mk abundant, as a crop; 

clustering, as houses; increasing, 
as population. 

The utmost; the highest. 

To reach; to attain to. To 

collect. Many. See 4696. 

w® etsi may all blessings] 

settle here,—a phrase seen on 
doors, etc. 

P (5] h>s bounty reach¬ 

ed everywhere. 

fOl Sil famine comes I 

again and again. 

® A Z «• T ft * g 
the heart of man, to what lengths] 
will it (not) go? 

SsTltr to arrive at the State | 
of Wei. 

6i5 
R. 

C. chim 
II. chim 
F. cheing 
W. tsang 
N. /sing 

P. chin 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. chin 
K. ch'-im 
J. shin 
A. chim 

Even Upper. 

/sett 

Luxuriant, as foliage. To 

wear on the head. 

6,5 
the peach tree is young and| 
elegant; luxuriant are its leaves.I 

A needle. To probe; 

to pierce. To warn; to ad-| 

monish. Interchanged with| 

615. 

Wtor a stone probe, j 
used to puncture sores. 

|f warning words, or g ^ 

warning rules,—admonitions. 

t0 have admonitory phra¬ 

ses carved on stone for general | 
information. 

iSE to attack people’s faults; 

to criticise. 

his grandson was 

Minister of Remonstrance,— f 
the prototype of the modern 
Censor. 

A needle; a pin; a probe; 

a sting. To probe ; to 

pierce. Pine-leaves. See \ 

7435? 9338, 11,265. 

neeches and thread; needle-] 

work. 

i! M ^ Hi flies the needle I 

and goes the thread,—of rapid] 
sewing. 

a woman’s work- 

basket. 

ifi\ taox to backstitch. 

M odds and ends ofl 
sewing. 

^ M or M M or 31 i 
to thread a needle. 

$^ ^ the point of a needle. 

mm the eye of a needle. Also 

M, I1) jnL lit' the nose of a 
needle. 

M ®J or M 111 t0 embroider. IR. 

M fS OT M^ embroid-lsee 

ery; fine needle-work. Even Upper. 

itk ^ M '}§ to do a littlef 
needle-work. 

to run a seam. 

616 

617 

% \% M ?£ M — f$L iust| 
like an embroidery needle, .. 

« 7 -*mmm 
you look for it all day and] 

never find it. 

mmn the stitching is coarse. | 

3JSzffl-M Iike fishins up a 
needle from the bottom of the| 
sea,—impossible. 

A' im M - A im 
steal needles when young, you’ll | 
steal money when old. 

the mariner’s compass. 

Also known as $£ IS i 
south pointing needle. See 574.1 

a loadstone at-1 

tracts needles. See 12,407. 

^ 41* Mi a co^-heat needle,— | 

a thermometer. 

JUl PH M, a wind-rain needle,— | 

a barometer. 

Ml Mi a drumstick needle,— j 

a pin. 

^ -*"5 Mi beg-clever needle,— | 

very skilful. 

MAMM sewing skins and 

scraping iron,—parsimonious. 

Mi as hke as two needles; the | 

needle due N. and S.; needle] 
opposed to (a beard of grain),— [ 
diamond cut diamond. 3^7655. 

4* M C§or M % Z 
JjJj like sitting on a rug full of] 

needles, i.e. in a position where | 
one is always being attacked. 

Mi jfc acupuncture and cauterisa¬ 

tion. 

the practice of acupunc-J 

ture. 

Same as 615. 

A kind of white-bait] 

(.Hemir amp hus interme¬ 

dins), commonly known as 

the M needle-mouth I 

fish, from its sharp pro-| 

jecting snout. Also known 

as the fife IS and * 

I#,- 
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618 

R. % 

619 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

620 

W 
621 

«? 
622 

R. 

C. chim 

H. tsem 
F. ting, f-ing 

W. tsang 

N. tsing 

P. chen 
M. ) 

Y. j 
Sz. chen 

K. ch'-im 
J. chin 
A. chetn 

Even Upper. 

tsen 

C. yen, chen 
H. yen 
F. ing 

VV. tsang 
N. tsing 
P. chen 
M. tsen, ts'-en 
Iv. chin 

J. shin 
A. yen, kien, 

chen 

Even Upper. 

To mould; to fashion. 

To act on; to influence; to 

excite; to alarm. 

tH M t0 mouId an<3 fa¬ 
shion all things,—alluding to the 
theory of creation. 

jwa* to discern the spe¬ 

cial talents of each individual 

A bright blue orchid, the 

^f) liti which grows in the 

south of China. Also known 

as ground fir, and 

jH toad orchid. 

See 690. 

Read chien1. 

of an army. 

The wing 

2 
623 

R $5 

See^ljc 

SinkingUpper, 

See 2848. 

A block to beat clothes 

on when washing them. 

An anvil. A heavy stone 

with a handle fitted into it, 

used by athletes. 

mm a chopping-board, as used 

by butchers. 

eBm a stone to which criminals 

are chained. 

m to throw the heavy stone 

to each other,—for catching. 

a stone to beat clothes on 

when washing them. Used figu¬ 
ratively for “a husband.” See 
1389. 

To strike or stab. The 

noise of felling wood. 

J# ^ K with 
right hand I will stab him in 
the breast,—said by Ching K‘o. 

5!1 

624 

R. 

C. chan 
H. chirn 

F. ching 
W. tsang 
N. tsing 

P.chen 
M. I „ 
Y > tsen 

Sz. chen 
K. ch'-im 

J. shin 
A. chem 

Even Upper. 

625 

R. 
m 

C. is hem 

H. Sshim 
F. seingi 
W. -zang 
N. zing*- 

V-jen0 
M. set? 

Y. ts'-en 
K. sim 
J. chin 
A. t'-eni'- 

Even & Rising 
Lower 

Irregular. 

626 

R. 

See*£ ^ 

Even & Rising 
Upper. 

To pour out. To delib¬ 

erate. 

SUit to pour out tea. 

this to pour out wine. 

II Sfi 7 fin “Pi 
|{3|- ||| or UBS to consult; to 

deliberate. 

If Si# according to circum 

stances; as the case may be. 

14 k is better to 
deliberate. 

aifft to carefully discuss. 

m&7 it has all been settled 

A chopping-block. A 

target. A mulberry-tree 

Used for 9843. 

a fungus growth on the 

chen tree. 

E Z -M 7- M. K it 1® 
J§f my breast is hardly the thing 

to use as a chopping-block. 

Used for 

same senses. 

622, in the 

fAr 
627 

Pi 
628 

Read fran1. Peaked, Kke 

mountains; hilly. 

ft if 1ft It W the lofty 
peaks pierced the azure sky. 

* 5 *8 ± right and 

left the stones were piled up high. 

H i® (tsW)a name given 
in the 2{£ JpL Tslao to a 

meteoric stone from 

on the mainland north of Hai¬ 
nan. 

See 11,522. 

See 11,578. 

630 

R. ft 
C. chan 

H. chim 

F. ching, v. 
chieng 

W. tsang 
N. tsing 

P.chen 
M. tsen 
Y. tsing 

Sz. chen 
K. ch'-im 

J. shin 
A. chim 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

629 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

1*1.2 

It 

To hang the head, a, 
when weak or slee Ty. 

A pillow,—of wood, bam 

boo, china, etc. A stake to 

fasten cattle to. Adjacent 

The “bridge” on musical 
instruments. 

a pillow. 

tit Mt 1 pillow in ont 

If tt a pillow with a hole for 
the ear. 

Wc Mor hj % a piiiow. 
case. 

/j7 how beautiful was 

the pillow ornamented with horn 

the face buried in the 

pillow. 

«Ftt a pillow so constructed 

as to rouse the sleeper. Said to 

have been first used by ^ || 

and afterwards by SI 

Htt a pillow containing dried 

flowers, drugs, etc. 

tfc# a bed-fellow. 

teach your wife 

on the pillow,—give her curtain 
lectures! 

^ W Pdlow wordsr,ai 

spoken by a wife to her husband 
and against the insidiousness of 
which Chinese moralists inveigh, 

ft JK iffl he bent his ™ 
and pillowed his head. 

ft Z » if used as pillow, 

then. 

to make a pillow oil 

weapons,—to be prepared. 

Biffc rffi he deeps soundly, 

i.e. without care. 
^ H? to sleep peaceably 

without care. 

tfc it £ ,0 ,Bt 
peaceably in his bed. 

tt ® 5k ^ not yet 6r"1' 
fixed on the throne. 

Jl M to die in one’s bed’ 
i.e. not a violent death. 
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tfc‘ 
630 

631 

*■»¥ 
C. ishem 
H. ctam,v.cben 

Y./ing 
W. 'lhang 

N. 
P. chin 
M. 

v. 
K. c/m'» 
J. chin, 
A. ^am^chem 

Sinking 
Lower, very 

Irregular. 

$ 
632 

633 
ft 

SinkingUpp, er. 

the stick leans against 

the wall. 

tfc# the pillow bone, or occi¬ 

put. 

his occiput is thick 

i.e. he will have a numerous 
posterity. 

$L a door-sill. 

a sleeper on a railway. 

pillow cold and 

bedclothes chilly,— of poverty. 

Stfc the placenta. 

stt» after-pains. 

A bird like the secretary 

falcon, also called I*? j\ .1 

with a long black neck and 

red bill. It eats snakes 

and is supposed to be so 

poisonous that fish die where 

it drinks, the grass withers 

around its nest, and its 

feathers steeped in spirits 

make a virulent poison. 

Venomous; deadly. To 
poison. 

^ 4 % S $£ 1 bade 
the chen act as my go-between. 

yjSj poisoned wine. 

1$ poisonous. 

feasting and ease 

are deadly poisons. 

jljyfc Zj£ be drank poison and 

died. 

s|£@t Z tried to poison her. 

Read tan1. Addicted to. 

greedy; gluttonous. 

addicted to wine % 
and women. 

Same as 631. 

The occiput; the bone of 

the head on which one rests 

in sleeping. See 630. 

Read tans. Filthy. 

Read tan1. Silly. 

$jf jjglj foolish-looking. 

R. . 

634 
'1^ 
m 

C. chem'- 
H. Achini 
F. teing- 
W. -dzang 
N. dzeng 

P. ekin’ 
M. fscr? 
Y. tseng3 
Sz. chen 
IC. chim 

chin, djin 

A. ‘trem^-tren 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

R. 

See 

cf. 

Rising Lower 

637 

R t|l fi 
See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Originally a common 

word for I, me, my; but 

appropriated by ^ J| 

the First Emperor, B. C. 

222, to Imperial use alone. 

WE. Subtle. 

^ jun MW has your Holiness 

forgotten me? 

mm WE,—the Emperor. 

WE know. 

OUR virtue. 

JDc AH' OUR heart. 

? WE are well,—in reply to 

enquiries. 

m IS 0UR Natives, 

m fn? ^ 0UR app°int 
ment of you shall not change. 

ffii w ^ mstiu we 
cannot grasp his (God’s) attri¬ 
butes. 

ffeM a happy conceit. m 

forfl*.] 

she appeared to 

be enceinte. 

is the subtle; the mysterious, 

—as the future. 

not yet assumed 

shape,—formless. 

The head of a mallet. 

635 A plant, the leaves of 

R-)S which when burnt furnish a 

mordant for fixing colours. 

Rising I.ower. 

The pupil of the eye. See 
636 634- 

£ ^ to have 

no pupils to the eyes is to be 
ku,—stone blind. 

A lad of ten or twelve 

years of age; a good boy. 

boys employed in religious 

processions. 

638 

k-M 
C.shen 
H. Sshitt 
F. sing 
W. sang 
N. ching, sing 
P. shen 

M. tsen, i/slen 
K. sin 

shin 
A. t‘en 

Even Upper. 

639 

See jjT 

Even Lower. 

640 

R-it ili 
C.chen 
H. zchett 

cching 

W. tsang 
N. chi tig 
P. chen 
M. | . 
Y J tsen 

Sz. chen 
IC. chin 

. shin 
A. chin 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Pregnant. 

a pregnant woman. 

U m pregnant. 

J|j| quickening of the fcetus 

also, incipient labour. 

enceitite. See 4073. 

a miscarriage. 

^ and so became 
pregnant. 

The nose-bag of a horse 

Commonly known as 

® 1§. J U ifcii 

To move; to shake. To 

excite; to stir up. To 

restore. To call back. 

From. Used for 641. 

to shake one’s dress, 

a trembling hand. 

J|^ to excite to action; to be 

up and doing. 

to wave the hand,—in 

encouragement of soldiers, etc. 

to excite to action; to 

urge on. 

he is very capable, 

or very able. 

MUS A Wi Hr that man 
is a born leader, 

to raise. 

to save from danger. 

$lj (or 4^) to 
rouse one s energies. 

ch‘ung1 4^ m to rouse 

again their ardour. See 5727. 

Mi to alarm. 

^ ^ ^ my hand 
was also painfully jarred,—by 
the shock. 

to awaken, 

to cause to prosper. 

^ ^ H ^ fj| b°Ping to 
improve the family fortunes. 

^ 5^ be has greatly 

raised the family reputation. 
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640 

he inspires awej 

within the Four Seas, i.e. every-1 
where. J 1 

mm to lead troops back. 

HR ^ from of old. 

^ ^ to throw open the grana¬ 

ries. 

Read client. Numerous.) 

Noble. 

in swarms. 

mm&j- the noble sons ofl 
the prince. : 

i% mum with combined! 
energy and grand display. 

Liberal; charitable. To| 

give in charity. See 640. 

642 

or 

Sinking & 

I Rising Upper 

to subscribe m KJ1 w< 

money to relieve,—as in famine | 
times. 

!M t| to relieve the hungry. 

to relieve and compas- »h 

Sinking 

Upper. 

sionate. 

J)M Hn Parity in a concrete form. 

1J5I ^ funds of a charity. 

'ffl l|!j| to receive relief. 

0 iftjp to find work for 

people instead of giving money. 

To shake; to agitate; to 

shock; to startle; to terrify. 

To quicken. 

an earthquake. 

M S ft 1=* * ft 
± m an earthquake in spring 

portends the birth, in winter the 
death, of a prince. 

M ifthe resion °f Hs° 
shook and was terrified. 

^ Jt ^ W) unshaken, un 

moved,—of a hero. 

H| J|| struck by thunder (i.e. 

lightning). 

fif the ro^ °f thunder. 

JS; thundering anger. 

Jit MIt to strihe with awe. 

wm 7 shattered by the shock, 

—as of an earthquake. 

643 

C.chin 
H. chi in 
F. teing 
W. tsang 

N. dzing 
P. chin 
M. tsin 
Y. tsing 

Sz. chin, tsin 
K.chin 

|j. djin 
A.trin 

Sinking 

Lower. 

^ Jt *£ his name is known 
far and wide. 

-B t g all trem¬ 

bled at his majestic bearing. 

J!f to be shocked with grief. 

J!f to repress; to keep down. 

J|t Wj to move; to disturb, as I 
by an earthquake; to arouse;! 
to excite. 

JH 'HI to stand in awe of. AlsoJ 

to overawe, 

ijag. to shake. 

MftJ frightened to death by 

a sudden shock. 

struck dead] 

by a thunderbolt. 

H| ^ the 4th of the Eight Dia¬ 

grams, referring to the quicken¬ 
ing of nature. 

before long] 

the maid’s womb quickened, i.e. I 
she found herself eticeinte. 

Jj|[ to become pregnant. 

J=f a Buddhist name for China. 

To arrange; to form in 

ranks; a regiment of sol¬ 

diers; an army. A battle. 

Repeatedly. Numerative ofl 

gusts, blasts, showers, etc. [ 

[To be distinguished from) 

| 658.] See 4936. 

All eight tactical disposi¬ 

tions of troops,—invented by 

^ Chu-ko Liang, and 

exhibited by eight rows of huge 
stones, eight to each row, in the 

31pC J[jj Feng-chieh District in 

Ssuch'uan. These eight were 
named after Heaven, Earth, 
Wind, Clouds, Dragon, Tiger, 
Bird, Snake. 

TfiW to set out; to arrange. 

|ftj[ to quarter troops. 

mm to draw up in line of battle. 

±l¥ to go to battle. 

m± in battle. 

Wt: or m ±tr to die in 

battle. 

|Sf # position of troops,—in 

reference to their strength. 

643 

fil §§ |ftfl 
for battle. 

t0 disP«= troops 

iB plan of the battle 

tT Ilf [ftjl the van-guard; the 
front of the battle. 

fT M |ft| t0 lQse a battle. 

^ If |ft| rushing on the 

spears and throwing himself 
the fight into 

644 

Rm 
C. ch'-in 
H. chin 
F.ching 
W. tsang, 

ch'-iung 
N. citing,ch'-'ing 
P. ch'-in 
M. tsin 

K. chin 
J. shin 
A. hsin 

Even Upper. 
Aspirate 
Irregular. 

$5:5t S- tffi n, |if i„aii 
wi,h"himh"e “ prelilnimry tgh,| 

H k Alif to get a woman tol 
do the fighting,-to get behind 
one s wife’s petticoats. 

dX ££ W- to open 
gambling-hell. 

4^, p>ffl infatuated with, orl 

under the pernicious influence 
of,—a woman. 

[ftjl [ftfE [Jvf repeatedly. 

' fft| —* [>i|l getting colder 
and colder. 

ifr 1 —* [ftjl now| 
cold, now hot. 

- [ftp pj| a shower of rain. 

-W*B a puff of smoke. 

- lift W ■ — isf T i « 
moment you understand, and the 
next you don’t. 

- PI k. % a burst of fire 

works. 

cizi^ibisr. 

To get angry; to rail at. 

See 5163. 

to get angry. 

pin to rebuke. 

M 7 scolded him| 
for being late, 

pjjl anger and hate. 

ffc $1 # he did not abuse,| 

nor scold, him. 

it ^ m Pit fft % he d0B| 
not seek to irritate you. 

Read tie ft}. 

M it pK- M anser filled his| 
breast 
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645 

K■% M 

Sec# 03 
Even Upper 

& Lower. 

,<» 1 

ts'en 

P. ch'cn 
M. I 
Y. 
Sz. ch'en 
K. sin 
J. shin, djin 
A. (-in 

Even Lower. 

To stare at in scorn; to 

glare at in anger. 

t$L M ^ Slaied at him 
angry beyond all bounds, 

to glare at angrily. 

A beautiful precious 

stone. 
646 

R-lt 
f ® ^ they conie to 

present their precious things. 
Even Upper. 

^ gems from heaven 

and strange things from the sea, 
—rarities in general. 

m Same as 646. 

647 

A subject; a vassal; a 

servant. A minister of 
648 State; a statesman. Used 

Ri by Chinese civil officials 
C.shen 
H. shin, ch'in 

to the Emperor for “I,” 

F. sing where Manchu officials use 
W. /sang 
N. dzing jtJL your slave; and by 

the Emperor himself to God. 
Radical 131. See 3269. 

AE a subject; see 2526. 

#E sovereign and subject; or, 

sovereign and minister, in which 
sense the term appears as one 
of the Five Relationships of 
mankind; see 7464. Fundament¬ 
al and accidental. 

S E ^ S; to become sub¬ 

jects and pay tribute. 

0L /||| servants and slaves,—as 

were criminals and captives in 
ancient days. 

EF a minister of State. 

or U ^ government 

officials. 

E^PI the minister’s (i.e. my) 

yarnen. 

5 £ an upright minister. 

6 E a loyal minister. 

|L |5. ^ treacherous or rebellious 

official. 

HV £ a traitorous minister, who 

passes over to the new dynasty. 

fH {J an influential minister. 

£ 0L or £ the 

officials,—at Court. 

various 

648 

649 

R « if 

C. ch'-em, v. 
chemi, shem 

H. ch'-im, shim 
■ing, v. 
t'-eing, sing 

W. dzang, sang 
N. dzing, sing 
P. ch'-en, shen 

Y' j ts'-en, sen 

Sz. chhen, shen 

*E and iCE civil and mili¬ 

tary officials, respectively. 

A E an Imperially 

commissioned great minister,— 
an Imperial Commissioner, an 
Ambassador, etc. 

**E'. the great minister, 

—used by high officials, as above, 
when speaking or writing of 
themselves. 

I; he,—referring retrospect 

ively to the reigning Emperor 
while his late father was still 
reigning. 

the five ministers,—of the 

Emperor Shun. 

F E said of a rebellious or dis¬ 

loyal minister. 

he was of| 

a disloyal temperament. 

^ my concubine,—as an 

official would say in addressing 
the throne. 

E 
within the boundary of the land, 
there is none who is not a subject 
of the sovereign. 

ATFtfcE 
small though it be in body, there 
is no one in the world who dares 
to use it as a servant. [Said of 

M. Ta°J 

that which rules is the 

Tao of God, that which serves 
is the Tao of man; or, the Tao 
of God is fundamental, the Tao 
of man accidental. 

^p| |^Jjf t© declare oneself a vassal; 

to own allegiance. See 1910. 

f^f j||K to submit; to own alle¬ 

giance. 

11 SI all nations sub¬ 

mitted. 

To sink, as opposed to ^ 

see 5085 ; to perish. Deep. 

Dull, as colour. Bass notes. 

Heavy. Very. As a sur¬ 

name, read shen*, and gene¬ 

rally written it; see 9849. 

See 12,635. 

mm to sink to the bottom. 

it ® A K to sink in the 

water. 

649 
K. ch'-im, sim 

J. chin,shin 
A. trim 

Even and 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

it* a sunken ship; a wreck. 

tnl ^ wood from a 
wreck 

m t* it i£ sunk; gone 

out of sight; perished. 

^ people drowned on 

dry land. 

m% to put off, or shirk hearing, 

a case,—until eventually it lapses 
altogether. 

B m it a the sun was sink¬ 

ing in the west. 

+ it A if ten it sinks against 

nine it floats,—the odds are 
rather against floating. 

U hffl to Perish; to pass away, 

—as a former faith, good old 
customs, etc. 

mm sunk in, as in vice; in¬ 

fatuated; doting. 

1out °f balance; unevenly 

balanced. 

it sf bass singing; to bethink 

oneself. 

ft® ttuf he was still deep 

in thought. 

mn to think deeply; to reflect. 

mm heavy; severe; grave; 

serious, as an illness. 

dangerous; serious, as an 

illness. 

or Uffl very drunk. 

A to sink; to be lost. 

itsMF^. to be irrevocably 

sunk and lost,-—in vice, etc. 

fiCt reserved; discreet. 

it Tit* his face dropped. 

mm fell fast asleep. 

m )Jj|j a severe illness. 

or pjp unmoved; im¬ 

perturbable; impassive. 

P# 1^ m 0«J lowering 
skies. 

it it a or tr 4- it % 
stop a bit! hold on! 

mi very deep; very heavy, 

it-hits) heavy and clumsy. 

»mu heavy in weight. 

garoo wood, or lign-aloes 

(Aquilaria agallocha, Roxb.), so 
called because it sinks in water, 
See 7836 
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u 
649 

m 
650 

R. 

J. chin, djin 
A. trim 

Even Lower. 

2 

R. 

See tit =gF 
Even and 

Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

native garoo wood,— 

a kind of Agave, supposed to 
resemble garoo wood. 

ii %» A % of the 
nine heavens the eighth is the 
ch'en heaven. 

a river in Ssuch'uan. 

the mallard; wild duck 

in general. 

Long-continued 

weather. 

rainy 

Hi dull; lowering, as 

if about to rain. See 649. 

>»*y 

651 

652 

C.shin 
H. skin 

F. sing 
W. zang 
N. jing, zing 

P. chi-in 
M. sin, hsiin, 

shun 

Y. ts'-en 
Sz. ch'-en 
K. sin 
J. shin 

A. t'-en 

Even Lower. 

The roe of fish. 

A part of time. A lucky 

time. The heavenly bodies 

which mark the time. Radi 

cal 161. Also read shew1 
See Tables, Vd. 

—10 a twelfth part of 

the day, as divided by the 
Chinese into two-hour periods. 

the division of the day 

from 7 to 9 a.m. 

a lucky time; a birth 

day. 

mm a lucky day. 

B|Jg# time incense, i.e. in 

cense sticks, which mark the 
time as they burn. 

b# S 3i time manifester,—a 

watch. 

M a sacred day,—the death- 

days of the Emperors and Em¬ 
presses of the present dynasty. 
See 924. 

a birthday. 

was born at an 

unlucky time. 

JK3r?E 
O God who gave me birth, where 
was the lucky hour for me? i.e. 
I was born at an unlucky hour. 

652 

C. shin 
H. shin 
F. sing 
W. zang 
N. jing 

P. chien 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ch'-en 
K. sin 
J. shin 
A. t'-en 
Even Lower. 

ts'-en 

654 
R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

655 

rM 
C.shin 
H. shin 
F. sing 
W. zang 

N .jing 
P. 
S. 
M. 
Y. i 
K. sin 

shin 

A. t'-en 

Even Lower. 

ch'-en 

ts'-en 

MM the heavenly bodies; the 

zodiacal spaces where the sun 
and moon meet in conjunction 

sun, moon, and stars. 

It ® ii £ It M the pole 
star is called pei ch'en. 

the planet Mercury 

2. m H Bit tfc the five ch'en 

are the four seasons, 

the 3rd moon. 

M t0 he now thinking. See 

10,448. 

M time of the day. 

The private apartments 

of the Emperor; Imperial, 

the inner or private part 

of the Imperial palace. ■5'^ 3555- 

the Imperial city, i.e. the 

quasi city where the Emperor 
lives, within the Tartar city of 
Peking. 

^ ^ t^ie ImPer'al sig¬ 
nature, or calligraphy. 

M M Imperial anxieties. 

To jump for joy. 

m %% Mk hopping and skip¬ 
ping for joy. 

The sun shining- out o 
Morning; dawn. 

dj morning and evening. 

i m s m, from dawn to 

dark. 

-0 ^ morning and evening; 

dawn and dusk. 

-|j^ jflj| to turn night into 

day, and vice versa. 

to-morrow morning. 

* f- m arrived at daylight. 

lH: *he coch heralds the 

morn. 

FT H It * 4'1 can stay 
with you a few days. 

Orion. Virtuous and good 

men. See 11,548 shen'. 

a morning breeze. 

IP? 
a gatekeeper. 

656 

R-#J| 
C. is hen, shin- 
H. ishun 
F. csing, seing’’- 
W. -zang 
N. tying 

P. cshen,'ch'-en 
M. 'sin,'sun 
K. sin 

T. shin, djin 
A. t'-en1 

Rising and 
Sinking Lower 

Irregular. 

657 
R.j 

See 

Even Lower. 

658 

RM 
C. ch'-en 
H. ch'in 
F. ting 
W. dzang 
N. dzing 
P. ch'-en 
M. ts'-en 

Y. ts'ing 
Sz. ch'-en, ts'-en 
K. chin 
J. chin, djin 

A. trin 

Even Lower. 

A huge marine mo„ster 

winch can change its shar,e 

The Chinese sea.serpent' 

Said to have been SUa! 

gested by waterspouts, and 

generally associated ’with 

mirage. A kind of shell- 

fish; a clam. 

H H the sea-serpent; water- 
spouts 

# rfj sea-serpent market; also 

M rfc tS sea market and 
sea-serpent pavilions, i.e. the 
buildings and monsters seen in 
a mirage and mistaken by the 
Chinese for realities. 

# fl the mirage land,-Loo- 

choo, in which direction mirages 
were seen. 

>§ 0 mortar made of burnt 

clam-shells,—used for the walls 
of a mausoleum. 

a hearse,—carried so near 

to the ground as to resemble . 
clam. Others say because de 
corated with shell-work. 

The female of the 

elk, 7826. 

To arrange. To spread 

out. To marshal. To state 

to a superior. Old; stale; 

worn-out. Name of a feudal 

State. A path. [To be 

distinguished from 643. 

|5j|^ |p| to arrange dishes of food 

to set out; to arrange. 

il|S a small pavilion in 

which are set out certain favou¬ 
rite articles of the dead. 

#iS W. if. 10 i,repa,e lht 
nuptial couch. 

fj or ^ M 10 Ba,slBl 

troops. 

,* ^lj t0 arrange; to set forth, 

of things or of details >n a 
written document; to draw 
as troops. 

to state a case; to explain 
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658 

jjij| 0JJ to state in detail, or clearly. 

If lit ft a statement or plaint 

made to the Emperor. 

# If or ep m the term or 

adopted in the treaty of 1842 
for communications addressed 
by Consuls to Governors-General 
and Governors of provinces. 

old; for a long time. 

0 a years stale and 

days old,—out of date. 

m a an old acquaintance. Also, 

one whose sole claim to superio¬ 
rity rests upon his superior age. 

4 ffi 4 3 % W 
like the rabbit-images in small 

shops,.... A old acquain¬ 

tances, the shopkeepers not being 
able to afford new ones. 

spoiled by keeping; out 

of date, 

or old, stale grain. 

If W. "7* sta^e gmin> useless; 
played out; rotten. 

It & dried orange peel. 

an old-standing case or 

law-suit. 

£ « «Hfi to be without 

food in the Ch‘en State,—as 
Confucius was. Used of any 
time of peril. 

iSE j&r ^ If why did he come 
to my path? i.e. to my house. 
The path is from the outer gate 
to the hall or reception room. 

If $3 or If $3 Wold Sha°- 
hsing wine. 

mm to reply in detail. 

If HU pH an old acquain¬ 
tance. 

It P to expose a body. 

If Ipf to recommend to a supe¬ 

rior,—a course to be pursued, etc. 

It® to explain; to give details. 

It Ilf fine old vinegar. 

Read client. Used for 

643- 

It to kill in battle. 

|^ kerb stones; a plinth. 

|f sleepers. 

if °r if a time- 

658 

j?59 
r.M 

See 

Even Lower. 

660 

661 

r. tit 

See 

Even Lower. 

—‘ If —‘ If ^ every now 
and then. 

—* If a gustl a Puffj a shower, 
etc. 

3tTlt to be a serving woman, 

or concubine. 

A medicinal herb, re¬ 

garded as good for rheum¬ 

atism. See 13,219. 

See 744. 

Dust 5 dirt. This world, 

as opposed to the next. 

That which obscures the 

mind; sensuality; vice. See 

4256. 

1 ± or I K or 1 ^ 
or JH |p| dust. 

a storm of dust 

arose. 

H| fjfo dirt. 

M iP M the dust has set¬ 

tled and the wind has stopped. 

JH or JH dust,—usually 

in a figurative sense; the dusty 
world. 

JH mortality; beings of dust. 

or red dust or dust 

of the generation,—this world; 
this mortal life, as opposed to the 
existence offered by Buddhism. 

H to have done with the 

world,—as a monk. 

X JH the scenery, too, 

beats anything in the world. 

tti M £ M a longingto get 
away from the world,— into 
retirement. 

#111121 has an un¬ 
earthly charm. 

the world. 

J|| worldly thoughts. 

fM worldly thoughts 

and vulgar cares. 

S ^ or J|| mortal coil. 

If JH t0 drudl away dust. 

m: 
661 

662 

C. ch'-cn 
H. cchin 
F. i'-eing 

W. tsLang 
N. ts'-ing 

P. ch'-en 
M. 
Y. 

a duster,—made of a yak’s 

tail or horsehair. 

fiff —* jjpfi not a particle of 

dust. 

a ceiling; an awning. 

& Z&M threw it into the 

dust-bin. 

T covered up 

with dust. 

JH jjdusty archives; accumu¬ 

lation of documents. 

mm to soil with dust. 

^ j|| it shows the dust,—as 

black cloth. 

/A. Hi Ml exPosed t0 the air, 

—it gets hard, etc. 

the dust will only 

blind you. 

[§J to raise dust about oneself. 

'{fe to wash away the dust,— 

of a feast at a friend’s return, 

jf J|| to set out wine to 

meet the dust,—of a friend’s 
arrival. See 1588. 

to follow in a man’s 

dust, i.e. to imitate his example, 

'/pf JH to cleanse from dust; your 

honourable visit. 

a fa ifipf HI "find is the 
dust-cleanser. 

Jg dust of the heart,— evil 

desires. 

JH s^x sensesi— "|S of 

form, g|£ sound, smell, 

taste, touch, and ^ per¬ 

ception of character,—which it 
is the object of the Buddhist to 
vanquish. 

M HI Htnot in the 
least commonplace,—of a paint¬ 
er’s conceptions. 

mm not commonplace; original. 

j!|j living as meanly 

as ever. See 11,721. 

To go. To follow. To 

avail oneself of. 

^ ^T (/tan£‘t) t0 sell at a lower 

price than is current or agreed 
upon, with a view to monopo¬ 
lise the sale. 

^ Jjpl to avail oneself of a per 

son’s willingness; to feel a mali¬ 
cious pleasure in. 

10 
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66 2 
Sz. 
K. <•/«'» 
J. chin 
A. j£# 

Sinking 
Upper. 

663 

664 

R-i? 
P. ch'-en 

See ^ 

(aspirated) 

A. .flaw 

Rising Upper. 

665 

R. ig; 

P. v. c/dl# 

Rising Upper. 

t 

666 

See 

Rising Upper. 

667 

R. 

See ^ 

Sinking Upper 

^ to avail oneself of the 

time. 

^ 1ij' to ava4 oneself of the 

opportunity 
A to avail oneself of leisure 

—to do something. 

If- to take time by the fore 

lock. 

tffii A to take advantage 

of an opening or opportunity to 
get in. 

[&! iH taking the op 

portunity of this shower, 

si a. ^ while you have a 

good wind, hoist your sail. 

to avail oneself of 

one’s position to do anything 

to take advantage of the 

opportunity. 

too light for 

handling properly,—of a spear 

Same as 662. 

Dirty. Turbid; obscure. 

jj||? dirty; begrimed with dust. 

Uneven. 

ts'en1 irregular,—as the 

tops of mountains or trees. See 

11,548 tslenx. 

Sand; grit. 

-ff|> grittiness in food, which 

hurts the teeth. Also, indecent; 
lewd. 

very gritty. 

it? offensive; in bad taste. 

U fk # M fS y°u 
speak so indecently. 

Vinegar-like; sour, 

vinegar. 

668 

I 
669 

R# 

See 

K‘anghi 

gives 
the sound 

m 
but the final 

is wrong. 
Rising Lower 

ft 

670 

R. jj}£ 

W. is'ang 
N. ch'-'ing 

See 

Rising Upper. 

671 

|j<47. 

672 

673 

674 

Rj 

See 

See 295. 

A rope by which cattle 

are led. It is drawn through 

the cartilage of the nose. 

when the 

victim was brought, the prince 
held it by the tether. 

man to hold the ropes of a 

pall, as is done by the nomina 
bearers or supporters. 

A fever which breaks out 

in sores. A fastidious ap¬ 

petite. 

I have a pain like 

a headache. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

F4 

675 
R.1 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See 734. 

See 2785. 

Same as 676. 

To give money, especially 

to Buddhist priests for reli 

gious services. 

^ P§jjl alms; the spiritual recom¬ 

pense for religious offerings. See 

io,473- 

Oft itfc M to preach this 
gospel. 

A coffin, especially the 

inner one. To gather 

faggots. 

tit fH s “Ota- 

a shed, generally near 

the grave, where the coffin is 
kept until the proper day for 
burial. 

t* snail carried his body 

back to his native place. 

a name of the Elceococca 

cordifolia. 

Read kuan4. A water- 

bucket. 

676 

R. ‘ 

C. ch'-en 
H. ts'ang 
F. ch’-aing 
W. ts'-ang 

N. ts’-eng 
P. ch'-en 

Y' j td-in 
Sz. ch'-en 
K. ch'-'in 
J. skin 

A. sen 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Inner garments; under- 

clothing; to lie beneath- 

to line. To ornament; usee 

in the annotation of poems 

etc. in the sense of “ illus. 

trative,” “making a point.” 

To give alms. To assist. 

S 1% to add one colour to 

another, as in painting; to adorn 
the person. 

677 

.Even Upper. 

fJJrt WC t0 Put on or add another 
colour, for effect. 

pn m t0 supply more colouring; 

to bring forward in illustration 

JtfcK Hr * tiSSti 
tU A Z U tf j 

this (couplet) argues, by 

way of ^ elucidation of the 

theme, that because orioles and 
swallows are happy (in spring) 
men should be so too. 

I'P Hil —• iji t0 make a point 

by adducing a strong argument 
or illustration. 

flS fff t0 give money to Buddhist 

priests. 

to provide (priests) 

with all requisites. 

to assist in any way; to 

give strength to; to toady. 

|jl fjj a handkerchief carried in 

the girdle. 

pouches, or pockets in the 

girdle. 

an unlined inner robe, 

worn with full dress. 

to part,— as friends. 

a fly-leaf of a book; the 

extra paper inserted in the folded 
leaf of a Chinese book, gene¬ 
rally to prevent ink from soaking 

through to the page below. 
Jjg to insert it (the finger) 

underneath (the leaf of a book, 
so as to turn over). 

|g pieces of old cloth for 

making pasteboard. 

To stop. Properly ad¬ 

justed. 

the appearance of a feath¬ 

er or hair flounce or fringe 04 

dresses. 
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m 
678 

R. 

C. shim, v. 
ch'-un 

p. chhen 

j ts'-en 
y. 1 
K. chHm 
J. chin 
A. t-tm 

Even Upper. 

II 
679 

680 

681 

8T 
682 

R'/ 

See 1 

Sinking 
Upper. 

m 
683 

ii 
684 

H. shit? 

lni-> citing 

Name of a district in the 

southern part of Hunan, 

now an independent chou 

Department. 

To stretch out. See 389. 

[To be distinguished from 

1 5798-j 

|*jgj to pull and work the 

dough,—as a baker does. 

m T IS ft 7 pul1 the 
rope tight. 

* or Pf|> P| 
test,—as a man’s worth. 

to 

Same as 679. Also read 

tien1. To force open, to 

draw forcibly out. 

^ to pull out, as the spring 

of a Chinese lock; to break 
open. 

Same as 643. 

To shake. To wipe or 

brush clean. To adjust; 

to arrange. 

tew to shake and brush,—as 

a coat. 

te as to brush clothes. 

to arrange; to make an 

agreement. 

Same as 649. 

Same as 734. 

A deep red colour, made 

by twice dyeing. To dye 
red. To blush. 

^ the bream is show¬ 

ing its tail all red,—the apparent 
colour being caused by the fish 
tossing about in shallow water. 

685 
W. (sfi 
N. sing0 
P. c 1C eng 

Y.'ts'-eng 
K. chong 
J. tci, cho 
A. tring 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

686 

iE‘ 
68 7 

C. ching 
H. ghin, 

cchang, chill, 
chang* 

V. ghing, 
chiang, 
chaing0 
chiangD 

W. l , . 
N. | tsing 
P.cheng 
M. (sen 
Y. tseng 
Sz. chert, cheng 
K. chong 
J. sei, slid 

A. chaing 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

The bream’s tail is also said to 
turn red when the fish is fright¬ 
ened. 

MSM a flushing face 

carries its own conviction. 

Same as 685. 

The standard of correct 

ness (see 8932). Principal, 

as opposed to secondary. 

Lawful. Upright. Ortho¬ 

dox, as opposed to 3f|$ 

4395. Exact. Straight, 

as opposed to ^ 12,443. 

Genuine; real (see 5642). 

The right side, as opposed 

to 3413. To enquire. 

To correct. To fit. Plus; 

see 3743- 

MWRiE do not cause the 

right to be reversed,—turned 
into wrong. 

lEfi the standard colour, as 

opposed to a shade of the same; 
the normal expression of a per¬ 
son’s face, unmoved by joy, 
anger, etc.; hence, sedate; grave. 

lElf & yellow,—neither light, 

nor dark, but the yellow of the 

^ five colours. 

IE Hr ^ the plain or entire 

yellow banner, as opposed to the 

]^|| or bordered yellow 

See 1045. 
A IE PI the eight true entrance- 

gates into Nirvana. These are 

IE Ji correct views 

banner. 

& 
§5. 
PO 

£ 

thoughts 

words 

occupation 

application of 

energy 

abstraction 

jE‘ 
687 

IE± correct memory, — of 

the law of Buddha 

» fit? ” ^e* 

the six virtues which 

should be practised by officials. 

IEf£ the orthodox religion,- 

a term especially in use among 
Mahommedans. Also used by 
Protestants. 

IE& capital punishment. 

4T ^ the true criterion. 

IE A noon. 

IE 6 o’clock a.m. 

IE and HI] , or IE and & (see 

12,028), or IE and T , °r IE 
and are principal and secon¬ 

dary, or principal and accessory, 
or chief and subordinate, etc. 

IE the hall par excellence, or 
the main hall. The term is 
applied to Prefects and Magistra¬ 
tes, to distinguish them from 

their ^|J ^ assistants. 

IE A weighty; important. 

jEH* a first of exchange. 

IE see 10,134. 

IEfi the principal seat; the 

proper place. 

IE pp the full rank, i.e. the first 

or chief division of each of the 

nine grades of official 

rank, as opposed to the ^ jH, 

or second division of the same 

grade. See ^ 9273. 

m o #ie his accent is cor¬ 

rect. 

IHEif to write characters 

according to the standard ortho¬ 
graphy,—without contractions, 
etc. 

IE i* or IE M the room par 

excellence; the one lawful wife, 
as opposed to concubines. 

^ IE your wife. 

ft IE ancient worthies. 

IE A or IEMA a respect¬ 

able, or honest man; a loyal 
spirit; a true man. 

IE ASfi an upright, ho¬ 

nourable man. 

% ie m not upright and 

honest; immoral. 
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¥ 
IPJ5 IF village elders. 

TP orthodox principles. 

S«BfiiSEl 
to do a thing because it is one’s 
duty is in accordance with true 
principles. 

TP the true interpretation. 

Si ^ IE W M though the 

word ch‘ao has not been actually 
mentioned. 

IE M, or IE or IE 
(see 7365) the main road, as 
opposed to bypaths; the true 
path; the orthodox doctrine. 

TP. ^ ^ a degree won by 

competition, not bought. 

TF ^ exactly as it ought to be; 

exactly. 

TP pjl exactly in the centre. 

TF. the exact, or full, amount. 

TF. 2>C 1® that’s the time for 

a comfortable sleep. 

TF ^ it is precisely so, or as 

follows. 

IE US ?>C US 1 was just 
in the middle of writing to you. 

IE * was Just on the 
point of asking; also, of hearing 
the case. 

IE itf M directly opposite; 
in front of. 

TF -pj' at the nick of time. 

TF just about to. 

TF just at the time of.. 

■f^f IE to set a thing straight. 

TF |^f straight; correct; upright, 

—of men. 

IE ^ IE is ^ straiSht or 
not? 

IE to sit straight. 

IE rE if his mat was 

not straight he would not sit on 
it,—of Confucius. 

TF the chief or central tables 

at a banquet. 

IE fit £ Ml E? if y°u look 
at it straight, it seems white,— 
as mother-of-pearl. 

TF, ^ proper or regular mer¬ 

chandise, i.e. not contraband 
goods. 

« # 3E m ’tin if 
things are actually merchandise, 

¥ 

—as opposed to passengers’ 
baggage. 

TE due west. 

IE ^ ^ to sit facing due south, 

as the Emperor does; hence, to 
be Emperor. 

^5 IE to have an audience. 

IF T work done during working 

hours; contract work. 

IE % Wr forward the man 

in person,—not merely his de¬ 
position. 

IF the actual thief; a ring¬ 

leader. 

IE M to set straight,—as 

something which is awry. 

TF. the principal guest. 

IE i! Hf or IE regular 

revenue; the land tax. 

TF. ^ firmness; uprightness. 

TF the central gate. 

TF perfectly right. 

TF. a regular, fixed, or normal 

amount. 

TF B oldish women’s parts,—in 

theatricals. 

TF 4- civil officers,—in theatri¬ 

cals. 

TF /ffy the real Buddha; the real 

personage in question. 

TF a legal or regular tax. 

IE Tfr grey T-cloths, best 

quality. 

TF JH the principal hall of a 

Chinese house. 

TF. ^ to define, or to correct, 

terms. It is an approved theory 
that a correct terminology in 
language is a sine qud non of 
successful political rule. The 
“correct terminology” seems to 
be one in which terms should 
express the true qualities and 
relations of things. 

^ IE ^ a corrector of 

Texts (Words) in the Han-lin 
College. 

you 

are a Corrector of Words. How 
many words have you corrected ? 

TF JqJ, a principal in the first 

degree, as opposed to a 

a principal in the second degree. 

TE* 
687 

IE a man’s “pr0per ^ 

or “literary appellation;. as 
distinguished from his H|lV 
or psfeudonym. 1 

jE reputable gentry. ^ 

of repute. 

IE to decorate. 

^ IE 55 , H jg ^ the 

flowers are in full bloom but 
yet there are no signs of fru;t 

If ft ® IE who shall I 

employ to settle the matter 
equitably? 

TE M the right side of anything; 

the obverse, as of coins- the 

side which should go uppermost- 
facing N. or S. 

^ IE M A en(luire of some¬ 
body about it. 

Ill # IS SIT St IE in kit 
mountain village there was no 
one to correct,—his essays for 
him. 

a handle without calculating 
the hole,—it is to go into, u. 
whether square or round. See 

3435- 

TF. ^ used in mathematics for 

plus and minus. 

TF |4J IlT the regular constitu¬ 

tional, or territorial officers of 
government, distinguished by 
square, as opposed to oblong, 
seals. These are the Provincial 
Treasurer, and Judge, the Pre¬ 
fect, sub-Prefect, Magistrate of a 

Jfl Department, and Magistrate 

of a I|j^ District. See 13,282, 

fE ^ IE H IS A the su' 
perior man rectifies the people 
of the State. 

IE M IP Mi *n tke krst mont*1 
of summer the hoar-frost abounds, 
— the times are out of joint. [Not 

to be confounded with JE 

eheng1 yueh below.] 

Read cheng1. The square 

in the centre of a target. 

IE ft| a target- 

m 0 t m je^ 
shooting all day at the taige 
without ever missing the centre. 

JF ft the first moon or month 

of the year. It was named cheng 

yueh by ||| ^ Duke 
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JE‘ 
687 

ff 
688 

R. - 

SeefiE 
Even Upper. 

£~r*1 a 
689 

R. 

H.chin 
F.thing 

See IE 

A. thing 

Even Upper. 

^ Lu, but cheng4 was changed 

to cheng^ by ^ j|| the 

First Emperor, b.c. 221, because 

his Majesty’s personal name St 

had the sound cheng'1. 

PUIE to open the seals of office 

or resume business, after the 
New Year’s holiday. 

* jE the first moon of next 

year. 

Read cheng%. Whole ; 

entire; an exact amount, 

without fractions. See 697. 

IE# the whole volume, or 

piece. 

jE A jE ft W for days and 

nights running. 

iE^m all day long. 

H (] M IE three hundred 

taels only; exactly three hundred 
taels. 

IE 10 a fill a whole one. 

Name of a woman. Cor¬ 

rect deportment ; modest 

demeanour. 

To attack; to reduce to 

submission. To go; to pass, 

as time. To levy taxes. 

To spy. See 7576. 

to fight a battle; warriors; 

fighting men. 

to attack,—openly, by de¬ 

claration of war, as opposed to 

H 4142- 

fiE» <* U m to extermi¬ 

nate,—as rebels. 

fiEJS to conquer. 

UM to capture. 

to assist. 

fiE gj to reduce the States 

of Hsu. 

to send troops to subju¬ 

gate. 

warriors. 

the (absent) warrior,—as 

Ulysses. See 10,740. 

ff* 
689 

tr 
690 

R~. 
H. chin 
P. cheng3 

See jg 

often read 
Sinking. 

A. citing 

Even Upper. 

691 
R. vulgar. 
F. cheing 

See ]£ 

A. citing 

Sinking 
Upper. 

692 

R. 

H. ch in 

$ fiE ♦ S. our expedition 

suddenly arrived,—on its return. 

Iff®* 4gp to attack the with¬ 

out Tao, i.e. the barbarians. 

)|j| W ffi swiftly by night 

we go. 

MM ffi the travellers pro¬ 

ceeded on their long journey, 

ffi M m U your months (i.e. 

your life) are passing away. 

mm migrating geese. 

fj£ ^ to levy duties. 

^rr to collect the land-tax. m 

fiE# to levy tonnage-dues. 

to collect,—as duties. 

fiEifft to levy a tax, or duty. 

flE Hit t0 S° on a punitive exped¬ 

ition; to quell an insurrection. 

fiT: A a clerk of the taxes in a 

magistrate’s yamen. 

mm to snatch the profit. 

Restless; afraid. 

ffi 01 ffi # agitated; ner¬ 

vous. [The latter is used of the 
imaginary disease contracted by 
officials who wish to retire.] 

Disease. Used as a suffix 

to the names of various 

complaints. 

or ijj%j disease. 

^ 'jSE or 5S1 acute> as °P- 
posed to chronic. 

and external and 

internal complaints, respectively, 

and curable and 

incurable complaints, respecti¬ 
vely. 

scarlet fever. 

a strange or uncanny 

disease. 

Government; administra¬ 

tion of affairs. See 7129. 

1st the administration of gov¬ 

ernment. 

m 
692 

F. cheing, 
chiang 

See ]£ 

A. chaing 

Sinking 
Upper. 

R. 

m 
693 

See|j£ 

Even Upper. 

icSi management of domestic 

affairs. 

ft petticoat government. 

St* or the business 

of government. 

St A government officials. 

T g 7§St not himself at¬ 

tending to the government. 

A JRSf when he came into 

power,. 

st s. political influence; weight. 

*Si a councillor of State. 

f ^ t or i ^ t0 talk 
politics. 

^ ^ he extended his 

sway with gentleness. 

in Jgc °r # i§fc a mild, bene¬ 

ficent sway. 

list or nr St a cruel, harsh 

rule. 

^ government orders. 

st it official admonitions, ex¬ 

horting the people to keep order. 

#it in official employ. 

-fcSt the seven regulators,— 

sun, moon, and five planets. 

guide to agriculture,—the 

name of a book. Also, a super¬ 
intendent of agriculture. 

the iron monopoly. 

MB the rules of drinking, 
according to which fines are 
levied, etc. See 7386. 

fi«! St to play at wine for¬ 

feits, also known as yj8| . 

jiff § pray, do as you 

please,—in the matter of drink¬ 
ing. 

Hit tke administration of pu¬ 

blic business; the “government 
body” or health of an official. 

Si ft it 4n to be indisposed, 

—a phrase used only of officials, 

jfrj* the Government. 

SMI scant of govern¬ 

ment and pure in his application 
of punishment. 

To fry fish or flesh in 

a pan. 
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694 

H. chin 

F. cheing 

SeeIE 
I A. ching, 

chaitig 

I SinkingUpper. 

To remonstrate with. 

Commonly used for 726. 

69S 

R. 

iSeefIE 
I A. ching 

Even Upper. 

Me 
696 

Ml 
SeefiE 

I A. ching3 

I Rising Upper. 

697 

R. 

I C. ching 

I H. chin^chang 
IF. ching 

N. I tslng 

IP. cheng 

M. ) . , 
I y i tsen 

I Sz. cheng 

IK.chong 

|J. sei, sho 

1 A. ching 

Rising Upper, 

A gong, used to sound 
a retreat to troops, as op¬ 

posed to g$the drum (6241' 

which is the signal for 

attack. Also, a priest’s 

gong; the spot on large 

bells where they are struck. 

z the gong sounded] 

for retreat. 

§£ A gong men,—in an army. 

ilfi name of an ancient stone] 

drum which had a clear ringing 
sound. 

§1 #|' ifsj §iE on the tree 

hangs the brazen gong,—the 
sun shining through branches. 

The sun rising. 

W fH f# sg KJ B m Just 
as the night rain stopped, the 
morning sun rose. 

To adjust; to put in 

order. To repair. To 

reform. The whole. 

!g| jjjlf or jjipl to put in order; 

to arrange things. 

^ ^ reou^ar order; 

trim; proper. 

S# to arrange one’s dress. 

i M as u to adjust one’sl 

dress and hat. 

§| ijjtjjt to put in order the appear¬ 

ance, i.e. to shave, etc. A com¬ 
mon sign of barbers’ shops. 

i: m put in order myj 

six armies,—for war. 

!»C Tt he marshalled his 

troops. 

E to draw up a regiment. 

g in good order and clean; 

in good condition, 

g to put in order; to repair. 

3SS, to reform man¬ 

ners and customs. 

SI '/pr to repair; to set in order, 

IMx the work of keeping 

river banks in good repair. 

to pay great atten¬ 

tion to the proper military 
bearing,—of troops. 

to put in order 

bridges and repair roads. 

tg yp to make right. 

i us fit in large pieces,—not 

broken up small. 

i fit« fit the whole and the 
broken. 

ul rN In’ i\ft §ive him the 
whole string of cash. 

Ig the whole lot. 

§ % ^ or # ^ the 
whole day; all day long. 

701 

7°3 

RM 
C. cheng, chang 
W. tsae 

See^ 

J. so, sho 

Even Upper, 

I. w pt|ii} five hundred tae 

only. See 687. 

Ig a complete character. 

id. * to set on the table,— I 

as food. 

l^#S whole thousands | 

and myriads. 

^ $3^ Jl£ suPPhes and pay 

for the army. 

i il l7f ft 7 ^ 0 stay- 
ed five whole days. 

the whole and the half. 

g$ fit the whole night. 

^ .to be one, or a whole. 

g a birthday when one of 

, orlj? 

tljto 

the decuple numbers is reached, 
—e.g. 50, 60, 70. 

M, See 607. 
698 

fjr 
699 

C. Cching 

To spy; to reconnoitre. 

iM. to make secret enquiry; 

to play the spy. 

R-^ YP] to He In wak so as to 

H. Cchin watch; to spy. 
F. fing, 

ctiang, tLeing‘ 
4^ to go out to reconnoitre. 

w. 1 <-tsins or iM. =& to catch; to 

P.cheng, chen seize a person unawares. 

See J=^ '{M t° ascertain by a scout. 

Even Upper. 'flif ^if, to search out. 

to enquire into. 

name of an „ 

branch of the North £ 
in Ivuangtung. r 

I an old name for ^ ^ 

/H in Kuangtung. 

See 609. 

To wrangle; to contest 

See 3554. 

m to quarrel over anything; 

to strive for mastery. 

7^ fitfl t° dispute. 

If? H disposition to contest; 

energy; determination. 

-FA to struggle to be first. 

it® to strive for mastery, 

^f? m to S° to law- 

3^* to seize. 

^f? |j£ or p : 

to quarrel. 

? B or ^ Mor 
fight; to brawl. 

"^f? or ffl) t° t>e conten¬ 

tious; obstinate; pig-headed. 

S fr a§ ^ they 0Q]y 
quarrel about shallow words, 

^f? ~X)j to strive for merit. 

|H |6i ^f? ^ it is not easy to 

measure lances with him. 

^ ift H ^ fwj each took 
spear and tried who could throw 
the farthest. 

& thence 
forth they strove to worship (or 
vied with one another in wor¬ 
shipping) them as spirits. 

jS)y the amount at 

issue is trifling. 

red tassels (of office) with glory 
are not as good as sleeping (m 
peace). 

If? not so Sood aSl 

A © d ”1 vi*"‘ 
struggle for wealth and P!ace 
be compared with the happinL 
of peaceful retirement? 
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f* 
703 

^ ^ however; nevertheless. 

^ *° dispute about 

7°4 

7°S 

706 

% 
> 

SinkingUpper, 

family property. 

to dispute about land. 

^ ||| to compete with in selling. 

origin of a misunder¬ 

standing. 

j=| to bid against one another, 

■as at an auction, 

to dazzle. 

not to be able to 

come to an agreement about. 

^ nearly. 

a collision, as between 

troops of different regiments; 
to fight. 

9M. a quarrel from jealousy; 

jealousy in love. 

the cavity above the 

nape of the neck. 

Same as 703. 

See 747. 

To draw a bow. To press 

open anything. 

707 

C. change 
H. tsang 

F.ccheing, 
chaing1 

w- /ae, (S‘a<? 
N. tseng, tsang 
?• thing 

Y, J tsin 

Sz. thing 
K. clung 

J- cho, to, sho 
A.truing 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To pierce; to stab. To 

earn. To get free from 

To make an effort. 

tfs to block up. 

to get something between 

the teeth. 

It* »tt# to earn. 

to earn money. 

tt£ to support a family. 

ttlfl to get free from,-—as 

horse from its halter. 

f|t )li£ to get rid of. 

picked himself up 

—after a fall. 

707 

708 

Seeipp 

Even Upper. 

w 
709 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

710 

R$i 
C. gheng, 

/eng, ghang, 
gh'ang 
Always read 

where used at 

all like ^ 

Rising 
Irregular. 

*-M 
C.cheng 
W. tsae, As-azzg" 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

ti m * t raised himselfl 

with an effort,—as a sick man. 
See 125. 

@ 
•^7 you will have to make an 

effort to earn your own living. 

~Y torn or wrenched out. 

whereupon the 

chain snapped with the strain, 

ft determined; energetic. 

A fabulous creature with 

five tails and a horn. 

mn horrid; repulsive; hideous. 

The tinkling of gems 

striking together. 

a tinkling sound. 

To open the eyes wide. 

to keep one 

eye open; to be on the look-out. 

Jig# to glare at angiily. 

Bf BR or B# Pi HR t0 °Pen 

the eyes wide; to stare. 

R. 

C. chang 
Id. tsang 
F. cheing, v. 

tang 
W. 
N. tseng, tsang 

cheng 
M. ) , t, 

ts-en 

Sz. cheng 
K. cheng 

so, sho 
A. traing 

Even Upper. 

W 
713 

F. gluing, 
chaing* 

See^ 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

A kind of harpsichord 

having originally twelve, 

now thirteen, brass strings, 

and played with a plectrum; 

said to have been invented 

by fH fj§ Meng T‘ien, the 

famous general of the 3rc 

cent. b.c. 

an Hiolian harp. These 

are fixed to kites; hence this 
term has come to mean a kite 

to fly kites,—said to 

be good for children, by making 
them open their mouths wide 
and so get rid of their internal 
heat 

tjfjl to play on the cheng or 

harpsichord. 

a singing sound, as ol 

wind whistling. 

mt?1 

ffl 
712 

The tendon Achilles; the| 

heel. The elbow. 

mmm shoes from which | 

one’s heel sticks out, as frequent¬ 
ly worn by the Chinese: to go| 
slipshod. 

the elbow. 

mm to pillow the head on the I 

elbow. 

To remonstrate with. 

w to expostulate with; tol 

warn. 

=H to debate; to discuss. 

in the presence of the Son of I 
Heaven is it allowable to dispute? I 

ffi A a race of pygmies, de-l 

scribed as being seven inches I 
high. 

A 

7H 

R. 

C.cheng 
F. cheing 
W. tsang 
N. ts'-eng 

P. cheng, ch'-eng 
K. cheng 

so, sho 
A. traitig 

Even Upper. 

The clang of metal 

small gong. 

drums and gongs. 

: ±g.Mg-& 
such a famous scholar do you 
think it an easy thing to get? 

& tp ^ ^ a genius among 

ordinary people. 

4vr> -figs 

715 

C. ch'-eng 
H. chin 
F. eking 
W. ctsing 
N. tsing 
P.cheng 
M. tsen 
K. ch'ing 
J. sho 
A. cit ing 

Rising Upper, 

*ii) ) 
716 

See •jhfc’ 

Even Upper. 

To lift up; to pull out;I 

to save. 

K M A £ ^ to| 
rescue people from fire and water. I 

to save from any danger.! 

to help those in distress. 

Steam; to steam; to stew. 

To distil. Capable, as a I 

ruler. To advance. All 

many. Winter sacrificed 

see ^ 449. Vigorous. To 

debauch, usually of relatives 
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5K 
»»* t 

7l6 

t-1 

717 

R. 

See tw* 

Even Upper. 

718 

R. 10a 

C. ching 

of a higher generation. An 

expletive. 

to steam thoroughly, — 

until properly cooked, 

to steam rice. 

a steam-basket, or kind of 

sieve in which rice is steamec 
over a pot of boiling water. 

^ or ® 
boiler,—of a steam-engine. 

to distil spirits. 

the steam from 

the distilling floats about. 

1)C 3E a capable prince 

was Wen Wang. 

^ JH; I advance my 

men of promise. 

ttv t0 introduce; to offer, as 

presents. 

^ IS ^ a11 the men la 
bouring at their oars. 

all the people had 

grain. 

c in multitudes. 

vigorous-looking. 

rv committed incest with 

his widowed aunt. 

-^r4 £ father anc 

son both debauched her. 

4r sur =» at # m 
there were the bitter gourds 
hanging from the branches of 
the chestnut tree. 

| to rise like vapours. 

|||. a damp heat, 

short-bread. 

a shop where steamed 

cakes or dumplings are made 
and sold. 

A disease of the bones. 

*j=|* atrophy, 

phy. 

is applied to fruit that 

has dried up on the tree. 

Twigs of hemp, used for 

fuel; small branches, fit for 

firewood. All. To rise, as 

steam. To steam. Inter- 

to suffer from atro 

tsing 

718 
H. chin 
F. chins; 
W 
N. 

P.ching 
M. /sen 

Y. tseng 

Sz. chin, cheng 
K. ching 
J. sho, djo 
A.ching 

Even Upper. 

719 

R. 

See ^ ^ 

A. Cia 

Even Upper 

& Lower. 

720 

H. chin 
F. ting 

See 

K. ching 
J. cho 
A. /ring 

Even Upper. 

changed with ^716. In 

cestuous; see 8731. 

b m b bringing large 

faggots and small branches. 

StIR God made a 

men. 

mm 0 ±. daily rising higher 

and higher,—in the scale of 
progress. 

II i?Jl t0 steam dough dump¬ 
lings. 

^ ^ to divorce a wife 

because of (badly) stewed pears, 

—as did ^ Tseng Tzti 

when his wife prepared some 
pears badly for his stepmother. 

Cooked sacrificial meat 

Swollen. Doltish. To 

ascend. 

To levy; to collect, as 

duties. To recruit, as 

troops; to appoint to an 

official post. To ask for 

to follow; to pursue. Evi¬ 

dence ; proof; fulfilment 

(see 7779)- Effect, as op¬ 

posed to cause. An ole 

name for M M M in 
Shensi. [To be distinguish 

ed from ^ 12,586.] See 

373- 

WC ^ t0 !evy taxes and 

duties. 

i to gather, as 

taxes. 
Ail 

or W 

to begin the collection of 

taxes. 

ft ® *he ton- 
nage dues’ regulations. 

f|$ to summon, e.g. good men 

to come forward and aid in the 
government. 

to enlist troops. See 4344. 

P5JU t0 send troops on service; 

conscription, either for war or 
for public works. 

^ }Jj he was appointed 

to a post, but would not take it up. 

720 

721 

R.; 

See 

Even Upper. 

C.llh 

1 
722 

was appointed to the 
of..... post 

was appointed to 
the Imperial Picture Ga„ 

fi * «f a constant!, L 
ging for. 0 

there is proof. 

RJJ ||$ clear proof. 

JLL tffc M to establish proof. 

IS ^ "tf unfounded asser¬ 
tions. 

Hi the intimate intercourse 

of friends; to curry favour with 

mm search out; select. 

m ffi to Pursue and arrest. 

m Ml t0 aPPty>—a principle. 

m the sending of proof,-the 
third preliminary in arranging 
a marriage. 

m ‘lit fulfilment, as of a pro 

phecy; the result anticipated, as 
of medicine. 

m % & % 11 
every uncanny effect must 

be preceded by some uncanny 
cause. 

a m the eight signs of good 

fortune as seen by physiogno 
mists. 

It" ||$ or facial features 

indicating good luck. 

a scholar who receives a 

summons from the Emperor, 

mi±m honorary title of the 

2nd class of the 7 th grade. 

Read chi3. One of the 

five musical notes, corres 

ponding to fire. 

A disease of the abdomen 

obstruction of the bowels. 

g f ^ i unless the ob 
struction be got rid of. 

knots or obstructions in 
fl'tl 

the bowel 

Read hsia1. 

complaint. 

A female 

Same as 10,865. 
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a 
725 

726 

R,@ 

F. cheing 

jE 

K. ching 
J. shd 
A, ching 

Sinking 
Upper. 

727 
R. 

See I 

Sinkii 

723 

IT 
724 

*•88: 
C.Cheng 
H. c Hang 

F. tang 

El*** 
P.cking 
M. tsen 
Y. tsing 
Sz. ching 
K. thong 
J. tei, cho 
A.tring 

Sinking 

Lower. 

'gUppe 

See 634. 

A feudal State under the 

Chou dynasty, b.c. 774— 

500, now K‘ai- 

feng Fu in Honan. Its cap¬ 

ital was the present |f|$ j>j»| 

Cheng Chou. 

mm# [the royal House 

of] Chou and [the earl of] Cheng 
exchanged pledges. 

If earnest; thorough; im¬ 

portant; weighty. 

See 10,865. 

To prove by evidence; 

to testify. To remonstrate 

with. Used with 694. 

PH ^ a witness. 

—• “f1 ^ pH all the parties and 

witnesses in the case. 

mu to bear witness to what 

one saw. 

to have been an eye¬ 

witness,—and therefore able to 
bear testimony. 

! a proof; a protest lodged 

in order to serve afterwards as 
evidence. 

PH ,f|jl to verify. 

|H to show; to prove. 
rSM r-rr . 

gg to confront opposing wit¬ 

nesses,—and let them fight it 
out, as is done in Chinese courts, 
the magistrate looking on and 
drawing his own conclusions. 

to give orna¬ 

mental evidence; perjury. 

IH to protect,—as the gods 

do. In composition, to prove 
by quoting authorities. 

Par to oversee; to superintend, 

illustrations; examples. 

Rice which has become 

black from damp. 

728 

See 

Even Upper. 

321 
729 

R. 

See 

SinkingUpper, 

730 

731 
R 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
732 

m 
733 

Broad-, open. The echo 

in a large house. Painted 

silk. 

^ ample; expansive. 

To unroll a painting or 

scroll. 

See 451. 

To burnish. To stop up. 

to rub bright enough to 

reflect the face. 

minium or red lead. 

Same as 731. 

734 

R-f? 
C. ch'-ing 

H. chiin 
F. ch'-ing, 

c hieing 
W.) ,t. 
N. i ts tng 
P. ch'-ing 
M. ts'-en 
Y. ts'-hig 
Sz. chi eng 
K. ch'-ing, 

chiong 
J. shd 
A. hsing 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

Same as 715. 

CH^EKTO. 

To weigh; hence, to buy 

(unit of weight 10,070). See 

648, 1910. To style; to 

designate. To state. To 

praise; to honour. To raise. 

To feign. Originally^. 

^ to weigh and inspect, 

exactly corresponding. 

to weigh things,—on 

a steelyard. 

weigh it. 

^ ^ to weigh goods. 

"J* this steelyard is too small 

to weigh it with 

Ilf 1 to give good 

weight, 

734 

to weigh in (to oneself) with 
heavy weights, to weigh out (to 
others) with light weights. 

you make scales and steelyards 

for weighing,— JJ|J the result 

will be, etc. 

[f{ )pp| extra, or good weight. 

not full weight. 

M °r M II °r M t0 
call; to name; to style. 

st ffl * at 0 m at 
styles one’s own father chia fu. 

to call; to name. 

are all called (so-and-so). 

a m % & it m 2. 
people called her Plum-flower 
Sun. 

they called one 

another by certain names. 

made a name for 

himself by his filial piety. 

M Trc £3 M he had a 
reputation. 

to report that. 

m 

good 

PM or 

or 

or 

to admire. 

or 7^ 

or^| #p(or 

to praise; to extol; 

i' 4# y°u Praise me and 

I will admire you,—said of 
friends who flatter each other. 

A to praise people. 

of AW® the people of the 

day praised his act. 
4ib rrn jet us ra;se 

rhinoceros-horn goblet,—to drink 
a health. 

to take up arms; to 

fight. 

to declare oneself a vassal. 

See 648. 

to feign sickness; to 

malinger. 

pleaded sickness 

and did not go with him. 

to state. 

i^p| ^ to commend as satisfac¬ 

tory. 

4% to take up arms; to adopt 

warlike measures. 

11 
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82 

734 

735 

|R^ 
C. ch'-ang, v. 

ch'-ang5 
j H. ts'-ang, v. 

ts'-ang3 
! F. t'ang, v. 

t'ang0 
IW. 
j N. (s'-eng, 

ts'atig 
IP. ch'eng 
IM. Zr1!# 

3BT Ifl: universally extolled. 

K ifc $1 the rest (°f the| 735 
Emperors) are of no account. IY. /Av// 
T. 1 7 a . I Sz. ch'-eng 
Read ch'-engK A steel-1 k. cheng, v. 

yard or weighing machine, I j. 

for which TE, see 782, is I A‘hsaing 
1 , „ . I Even Upper. 

mostly used. Suitable; cor- 

responding. A suit, as of| 

clothes. 

S dri 01 frr ifpf ^ to allow 
for tare, as in weighing goods. 

H A E suitable; in accor 

dance with what people want 

SI it K M. Uj W k was 
found to be all the same as (the 
water) of Mt. Hui. 

)j>p| if a man fails 

to obtain his object in life, or 
is dissatisfied with life,... 

T# » not in harmony one 

with the other. 

JKTfflS? somewhat out of j 

keeping,-—with something before 
mentioned. 

'ff | ^ if there is 

anything out of keeping or un¬ 
suitable,—please tell me. 

T * S ® not in keeping 

with their clothes. 

his clothes do not 

fit; also, he and his clothes are 
not in keeping one with the 
other. 

e 
have already instructed a tailor 
to measure you. 

he is not equal to 

his position. 

& ^ ^ i$f t0 divide 
equitably. 

*Jl Pi M SIthese 
two can go together, — they 
match. 

hs'ong 
Even Lower. 

736 

737 

A. t'-ang 

Rising and 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

all crowd roundl 

him for support. I 

jjlj lyf luckily I was able ^ 

to help. 

# 1$ m f£ - # ft fidys 
to make a thing succeed; to be| 
able to run the business. 

HI to snub. 

t=P WH to P°^e a boat; to punt. 

fljl to pole across a ferry; to| 

intrigue. 

^ ^ to curry favour with. 

^ to set upright; to| 

prop up. 

^ to work a boat such as a| 

lighter. 

742 

Read fang1. 
744 

S' 
745 

|p Tengri,—a Turkic term 

for God. 

P HR Hi the Son of I 

Heaven,—the Emperor. IR. 

C. Qch'ing 

The strictly correct form|See 

of 735- | Even Upper 
Irregular. 

A prop 5 a shore. 

i 

A perch for fow]s A 

prop. To straighten 0ut 

To tread on. To roost. ' 

^ the ends [of the 

bow] should be straightened out. 

See 10,729. 

746 
A branch stretching out.lR> 

A prop; a shore. A rod\c.th'7ng, 
to make a window-frame 

stick out 

To prop up. To assist 

To punt. To stretch open. 

See 736. 

H| |H ^ ^ the mist rises up 

towards heaven. 

119: ^ W # ft can bear 
the weight of it. 

IT*1 cannot help you 

to make the best!See 

of anything. 

h 

739 

gen 
F. ging, v. 

toeing 
W. cts'ing 

a truss to support a beam.Ip' . 'flteng 
|M. I 

a bent brace; an elbow I y. j c/sen 
brace. |J .seigho 

I A. tring 

man fix open the win-1 Even Upper 
j I Irregular, 
dow. I s 

fl 

See 699. 

See 685. 

Same as 685. 

The tamarisk (Tamarix 

sinensis), described as 

willow with a reddish bark, 

and graceful in shape. It 

fears neither snow nor hoar¬ 

frost, but is very sensitive, 

and indicates the approach 

of rain by its branches 

moving. It is called ;j 

and H ^ fp or third 

spring willow, from its flow¬ 

ering late. 

A bivalve shell; the 

razor-sheath or Solen. 

Clams; mussels. 

|H ijlA dried clams. 

|j}§e fresh cockles. 

the muscle which holds 

the mussel to its shell. 

To eat much. 
747 

Even Upper. 

to gormandize; toover-eat. |w. isae, ts'-ae 
^ ' In. ts'-eng 

J See 

Even Upper. 

To rise high; overtopping; 

excelling. 

if ll|f£ ^ jjl like a lofty Peak 
rising alone through the clouds. 

|Ij^ dignified; lofty. Used b) 

physiognomists of a noble br0'v' 

See 5287. 
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a>‘ 
748 

lRJ£ 

| See 

Even Upper 

75° 

jsee^p- 

Even Upper. 

ZE 
7SI 

|RJt 
IC. citing 
IH. chtin 
IF. tiang, tHng, 

A thorn. 

See 714. 

The hair in disorder, 

ip. unkempt hair. 

ts'-en 

tHang 
IW. dzing 
IN. dzing 
IP. citing 
Im. 

Y. 
I Sz. dtcn 
IK. chong 
IJ. tei, cho 
I A. /ring 

Even Lower. 

Originally = ^ level. 

To file a plaint. To offer| 

to a superior. 

jp: a charge, or accusation, 

to be filled up on the form sold 
at yamens to petty litigants. See\ 

1% 93°4- 

to hand in a plaint. 

to receive plaints,- 

as is sometimes done by the 
magistrate himself, without the 
intervention of doorkeepers, etc. I 

Jlv Hi PrJ (or ^F) an ap¬ 
plication for leave to withdraw! 
a case already settled out ofj 
court. 

"tf1 ^ to make applica¬ 

tion as above. 

$ certain days on which] 

plaints may be filed. 

to charge with; to accuse. 

to hand in; to file. 

V: ^ to report to a superior;] 

to present a statement. 

§ fUj] to hand in for inspection.] 

§ to state clearly. 

^ Q stated as follows. 

!H or Hi .1^. to Present for] 

examination at the Customs. 

^ XS t0 glve back. 

*£ HfJ to state and implore,— | 

help. 
f-y /jl4 I 

HE J=* to hand to the authorities. 

^ $j$ to state. 

0 to proffer. 

1 83 ] 

^ or ^ EE. t0 hand in a| 
uarantee. | Izt1 

Hi 
guarantee. 

H= (ft to offer for perusal; to| 

present to (our) readers. 

754 

R# 

I See v»n 
$ ^ to present for perusal or 

reference. | Rising Upper 

W t0 0i^er onese^)—f°r em-l 2 
ployment (contr. to usage). 

W to solicit and obtain. 

S to submit a statement. 

O H^ESIXT C3r 

Obscure. 

Th 47" i]‘Jf ']‘!g his words are 

obscure. 

755 
Ir. 

F. itLing 

1=1 J$ to hand in a certificate. jSee 

rr 3:fe rt / ■ , | Even Lower. 
—‘ oP9 or EE o l'0 present a 

request; to apply,—to be allowed 
to do something. 

-f^. to draw up and hand in, 

—as a bond. 

^ to tender; to pay in 

» 

Ztl S 2 

fl 
75d 

R. 

A brilliant stone worn at 

the girdle. It will shine 

if buried six inches deep 

0^ £ fit la how can 

it compare with the beauty of 
the chtengt 

To take off clothes and 

expose the body. To carry 

in the girdle. 

See r t 
H Hr t0 hand in t0 be Even Lower. 

filed. 

[ rE HI to produce,—as a certi-1 

ficate, when called upon. 

« 

«- % or £ 

or to send; to| 

transmit. 

n fft to apply and receive per-If. t‘ing, Man. 

mission. |cee J=l 
I —f * 

'ff to deliver for safe custody. Even Lower. 

R to proceed against at law. 

\m s. to memorialise; to petition. 

. ^ jfjjj immediately the 

petition is filed. 

0 to disclose. 

It* for your 

Honour’s inspection. 

HE IH to send (an essay to a 

friend) for correction. 

a Ji signs of general prosperity. 

A pear-shaped earthen 

jar, without handles and 

with a small mouth. See\ 

10,800. 

4c a a water jar. 

a jar of wine. 

'/ft an od jar, holding 30 

catties. 

A by-path. A gully. 

753 

half-naked, 

under-clothes. 

A measure; the hun¬ 

dredth part of a tJ^ inch, 

now known as a j|. A 

weight. A rule. A pattern. 

A limit; a period; a jour¬ 

ney ; a career. Percentage; 

touch of silver. Name of 

an ancient district. 

or by-laws; rules; 

regulations. 

TlfC jjtg see 10,128. 

wjjt&mm they do not] 

take the ancients for their pat¬ 
tern. 

SS a pattern to work by. 

X ^33 a job. 

I did not gauge | 

his strength. 

■ m iff have youj 
been well lately? 

or a road; a 

stage; a journey; a career. 

mm a stage in a journey. 

mm the stages of a work. 

^ m or to start on a 
journey. 

m. fast travelling; by quick 
stages. 

the return journey. 
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¥ 
757 

758 

R. ~ 

C. ch'-ing 
H. ch'-in 

F. tHrig 
W. ts'-ing1 
N. ts'-ing 
P. cli'eng 

M. ts'-en 
Y. ts'-ing 

Sz. ch'-in 
K. chongy v. 

yong 
J. teiy cho 

A. singfhing) 

Rising Upper. 

Hz t0 make forced mar 

ches. 

to give a person his 
travelling expenses. 

IB # ^ 7 threw up his 
career. See 1737. 

tii ^ ^ "if afraid °f 
damaging his career. 

# if # tu He each pursued 
his own career (lit. or fig.). 

# H tu M every one wants 
to get on. 

ImHe what rank do you 
hold ? 

IB. ft M 
content yourself with doing good 
deeds: do not ask what they 
will bring forth. 

—* He one tenth. 

% m % wja ninety-nine 
to one it will do. 

how many parts are 

pure? what is the touch?—of 
silver or gold. 

percentage; the quality or 
touch of silver. 

tjfj He 'itl ordered the earl of 
Ch'eng. 

rS pg & H # m rf * 
the first three blows with his 
axe given by Ch'eng Yao-chin 
are very dangerous,—used of 
something very successful at 
first, but which, if it can be 
resisted, is a failure afterwards 

To act with effrontery. 

Presumptuous. To put 

forth. To forecast. To get 

one’s will; to relieve one’s 

mind. 

j|t 7^ j|t Ae Japanese 
meditate trouble to us. 

^ 3§ ^ ID M ^ a 
always making a disturbance 
somewhere,—of the French. 

tII X. to use violence; to do 

murderous acts; to use violent 
and abusive language. 

?§ §§ Tf to commit acts 
of violence and robbery, 

jfp to do one’s utmost. 

to use vio 

758 

lence to intimidate the villagers. 

& 
759 

rM 
See 

Even Lower. 

m 
760 

Si1* to be eager for the 
fray. 

3H braggart. 

|fj -j|§ boastful; bragging. 

f E confident in one’s own 

abilities; overweening. 

to exert one’s powers 

of intimidation. 

each one did what 

he could do best,—played, sang, 
or recited. 

he acted selfishly 

—entirely in his own interests 

careless; reckless. 

a reckless, worth 

less fellow. 

mT'M was a bad lot. 

^ im m impossible to 
anticipate the result. 

K W M m and thus your 

anxiety may be relieved. 

jit Jp- or -jH| J|| heroic; martia 

jJH to bare one’s arms,-—as 

for a fight. 

to behave in an unman 

nerly way. 

to use power oppressively 

jo 

jo. 
9$ 

To drink till fuddled 

stupid from drink. To get 

sober. 

pF to get over a debauch. 

i M as sad as a man 

getting sober. 

to attribute 

sobering to wine,—a hair of the 
dog, etc. 

To aid. A deputy; an 

assistant. 

RT 

See 

Even Upper. 

ffi ancient name for a prime 

minister; used for a foreign 
Secretary of State. 

pjj ^ one of the designations 

by which the ||E ^ Fu-t'ai, 

or Governor of a province, is 
known. 

iP 4 z& President of the 

Censorate. 

a sub-Prefect. 

2J<! 
760 

761 

R.- 

C.shing 
H. shin 
F. sing 
W. zing 
N. djitig 

P. chi eng 

M. ts'-en 
Y. ts'-ing 
Sz. ch'-in 
K. sing 

djoy sho 
A. t'-'ia 

Even Lower. 

criEisrci 

an assistant Diftfc, 
Magistrate. 1 

.. ± iE Mr. sob.p 

Chang Shih-cheng. 

^ the literary designation 

assistant Magistrates either 
Pictures, Department!:’ i 

£ a st ft the civilian pr 
mier and the military gUardian _ 
names of door-guardians vvritte 
on doors to protect the inmate 

_t star « in Camelopa: 
dus. 

& the star v in Tarandus. 

To receive. To hold 

to contain. To undertake 

To acknowledge. To sup 

port. To continue a giver 

ine of thought in compo¬ 

sition and enlarge upon it, 

A clerk. 

^ to receive; to inherit. 

See infra. 

to have received a letter, 

—as used in acknowledgement. 

have the honour to 

acknowledge, — a communica¬ 
tion from a superior. The term 

is not so strong as jp; 3574. 

Used by courtesy to equals. 

;fcsi to receive instructions. 

^ M or *§L or & M 
to receive an appointment, or 
orders to go anywhere. The first 
means also a general servant in 
a yamen. 

^ Ira or ^ Si t0 recelve 
kindness. Used as “you are 
very kind,” “I have to thank 
you for,” etc. 

Ipf I am indebted to you for 

to receive a despatch and 

forward it. 

44 yf I receive deferen¬ 

tially your honoured words, t.e. 
many thanks for your advice. 

to act blindly on instruc¬ 

tions; to obey deferentially. 

to apprehend and act upon 

the facial expression of ones 
parents is difficult. 
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7t 
j]6i 

Wtto &*ve P^easure< 

|j|| to receive what is handec 

down, as a title; to inherit. 

& ;fi to receive from one’s an¬ 

cestors; inherited. 

to inherit from a father, 

to receive a query. 

jpC TJt to receive an intimation, 

as a private note. 

%tM to take over in someone’s 

stead. 

to refuse to admit a 

charge. 

to officiate in a court of 

justice. 

% » £ g the Supreme 

Court. 

to have a shop or agency. 

to receive a mortgage. 

* I: m ffi thank you for your 

kind attention! thank you for 
the service you have done me! 

to receive your guidance; 

to be indebted to you for the 
favour. 

yfC to admit; to acknowledge, 

to insure. 

to take the lease of. 

to rent or lease from. 

%% to take over from. 

title of a Fan- 

t‘ai or Provincial Treasurer; 
under the Ming dynasty, a Go¬ 
vernor. 

^J® to undertake; to receive, 

—as an office. 

to agree to. 

in the enjoyment of peace. 

in times of peace. 

to enjoy the use of,—as 

property. 

1 am obliged for your 

enquiries. 

to undertake the payment 

of a fixed sum,—e.g. as likin. 

an execu¬ 

tive council. 

^ we do not 

now accept the guidance of the 
ancients. 

761 

to be adopted,—of an 

agnate. 

~^T ^ ^ sons fighting over 

what each is to get out of the 
property left. 

to contain,—of almost any 

kind of receptacle. 

JSJ jfo A the two 
men came in, carrying a young 
lady in a coverlet which they 
held by its four corners. 

could not keep it 

down,—as medicine. 

^ 51 ^ & not fit to under¬ 

take the job; not equal to the 
task. 

to undertake to manage, 

or to put through any business, 

to undertake work. 

jpC to contract to buy; to take 

over goods on payment. 

to enter into an agree¬ 

ment. 

ft to fill an office. 

to be entrusted with the 

duties of any post. 

W n hundred mouths 

not admit,—he stoutly denied 
the charge. 

to follow custom. 

M, M $1 to watch how the 

wind blows,—in order to anti¬ 
cipate the wishes of superiors; 
lit. to receive impression and 
watch for finger (to indicate). 

a stone base or plinth. 

%-T' its* unable to bear, or 

support it. 

to be responsible for; to 

manage. 

^pC ^ to make oneself respon¬ 

sible for; liable for; to abide 
the consequences. 

it * a * © * * 
I will take the responsibility in 
this matter. 

^ % IS & T unskilled 
in dealing with the multitude. 

jijpC to flatter; to toady. 

a % * it % 1 don't 
like being flattered. 

the opening, the 

elucidation, the re-statement or 
embellishment, and the conclu¬ 

761 

762 

sion,—of a theme. The four 
divisions of a properly construc¬ 
ted essay. 

* # M, ^ “dropping 

trees” is an enlargement of “the 
wind is high.” 

ft [this is] an enlarge 

rnent of the first sentence. 

_t n ^ ^ referring to 

the above sentence,—with 
view to further elucidation. 

jt |i|$ honorary title of the 

1st class of the 6th grade. 

a clerk. 

R. 

C.shing,sheng 
H. shin^ shang, 

chHn 
F. sing, siang 

i.cti'iang 
W. zing 
N. dzitig 
P. ch'-eng 
M. ts''in 

Y. tsLeng 
Sz. tfi'en^ ts'-eng 
K. s'-ong 

djo 

A. tiding 

Even Lower. 

To finish ; to complete ; 

to bring about; to accom¬ 

plish; to succeed, as oppo¬ 

sed to jf£ 8567. Perfect; 

full ; whole. To pacify. 

To pledge. If indeed. An 

honorary title. One tenth; 

ten per cent. Used for 766. 

to finish a matter. 

£ j|^. jf^ what is done can’t 

be undone. 

jjjji to finish; to complete. 

7 or done; finish¬ 

ed; carried out; accomplished. 

^ to grow up; to become a 

man, i.e. all that a man is expec¬ 
ted to be from a moral point 
of view; an adult. 

M it A grown up. 

H 1$ ^ A he mourn¬ 

ed (at 5) like a grown-up man. 

J§ # M fk mourn¬ 
ed for his mother like an adult. 

he is a bad lot; worth¬ 

less; incapable. 

lV Jjjj| to succeed; to 

make one’s fortune. 

Z§tZ,7' 0 r&Z 
by working and toiling, in a 
short time it was finished,—of 

the built by ^ . 

it can’t be done. 

M °r to set sick- 
to get married. Also, to 

make one’s fortune; to succeed 
in life. See 8567, 10,793. 
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where a fortune is made by 
avarice, the rule is that it is 
never long enjoyed. 

)$£ to become a wife. 

)$£ ffft to have sexual intercourse. 

$c M or M or J& ffi ^ 
marry. 

$m to bring about; to bring] 

to a successful issue. 

what manner of] 

thing does this make?—Used in 
remonstrance against any wrong 
action or wrong method. 

^ or ^ 'rJ this 
makes no sense, — of bad or 
wrongly punctuated composition. 

MM^ not to become a vessel | 
of any kind, i.e. to be worthless, 
useless in life, etc. 

31 3^ ^. 3^ ^ if iade 
is not worked, it becomes no 
thing,—it is useless. 

nij2 ^ to carry on the 

trade of one’s father. 

%M1% you are making a] 

stranger of yourself,—in being 
so ceremonious. 

to congratu¬ 

late a person upon getting into 
a new house. 

MiftMMDi I beg you to] 

carry it through for me. 

MMM finished from be¬ 

ginning to end. 

J|T'ang the Successful,—the 

Prince of Shang who overthrew 

the tyrant Chieh, b.c. 1767. 

ready-made. 453 9• j 
H '!& ^and so let 

foregone conclusions hinder the 
matter. 

Jjjfc quality,—of goods; per¬ 

centage of pure metal mixed 
with alloy. 

jgjjj the completion of the 

year; the harvest. 

>&M to gather in; to harvest. 

MM a precedent,—in law. 

the Great Perfect,—Con¬ 

fucius. 

-%r honest; trustworthy; gentle. 

ft =8 
among them was one of a some¬ 
what better disposition. 

M u[[ a straight line. 

MM to make into a book or vol¬ 

ume ; an invoice; money capital. 

®T to complete the age of 

sixteen; to become an adult, 

to make a name. 

to carry to a successfu 

issue. 

& void; vanished; gone into 

space. 

complete; to complete. 

M?r a ready-made 

bamboo is in the mind,—as 
when an artist draws a bamboo 
without having one to copy from 

1$L to construct. 

to be successful; to work 

well; successful fulfilment; achie 
vements. 

$ntm to accumulate; to 

increase. 

Mm to complete the nuptials. 

MW. to quarrel. 

a period. 

xeL M? all this time. 

Mm a fixed rule; a mode. 

to become excellent; to | 

have some excellence. 

Mm a certain sum. 

Mm a complete agreement. 

MM full-weight dollars. 

Jc to comPose 1 a set phrase. 

See 12,633. 

J=| to attain magic powers 

^|| in parties; bands; to form 

a crowd. 

to gain the ascendency, 

rules in force. 

{jfyj to make things; the mak¬ 

ing or perfecting of things, which 

is the office of the it|l or earthly I 

principle; ready-made articles. 

HI to sudd to wedl 

£ to make, or act on, a hard 

and fast rule. 

$IS to attain to the supernatural, 

jgg to complete all funeral 

ceremonies. 

(1 to complete the ceremo¬ 

nies,—of marriage. 

Wt to perform double Sacr 
gentthcia. See u ojg 

^C^the heavenly bodies. 

$ \iL t0 establish a position. 

$ II a11 together; altogether, 
in all; wholesale. ’ 

M¥i volumes; whole volumes 1 

$0 W ^ thousands and 
tens of thousands. 

Mm to become a pleasure; 
pleasantly. 

twenty-five per cent. 

A sH “F eight parts pure 
silver in ten. 

—'llli @ one tenth part, 

a full hundred. 

t/E a whole piece,—of shirt¬ 
ings, etc. 

£ 0 or $£ ^ the whole 
day. 

it ^ ^ 3** $C yo« don’t 
mean to say I want to cheat you? 

I M. "4 S 

M you don’t mean to say you 

would have me go and steal? 
See 8135. 

Rf twill 
I fear I shall not succeed in 
obtaining the Sacred Books. 

c ^ 0 if indeed y°u are 
not influenced by her wealth. 

Wi Jl to hold obstina¬ 

tely to one’s own view; to per¬ 
sist in one’s intention. 

a mind which has recog¬ 

nized criteria, instead of being 
a tabula rasa. Popularly used 
in the sense of preconceived 
ideas, foregone conclusions 
“made up one’s mind,” etc. 

M M U AS P * % 
for a mind without criteria to 
admit the ideas of positive and 
negative,—is an absurdity. 

II # $ A5> iffi m Z“bc 
guided by the criteria of one s 

own mind. 

i&mM #hem “" 
purpose. 

MM* model; an example; a 

precedent. 

Wl 3C a great raany ’a lot 
[Peking). 
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763 
R|C 
C. shing-, shetig 
H, shines hang 
F. siang 
W.«»/ 
N. aWi 
P. cV'ing 
M. 
Y. 
S i.cli'-enjs'-eng 

K. 
J- ¥ 
A. /W# 
Even Lower 

A wall of a city. A city 

To build a city wall. See 

553- 

a mud rampart. 

Sill the xo,ooo li long 

rampart,—the Great Wall of 
China. 

^ a master of penta- 

syllabic verse. 

m IP or m foot of the 
city wall. 

mm the embankment of earth 

at the foot of a city wall. 

mm top of the wall. 

m±<»m m on the city wall. 

* 4r thoroughfares or frequent¬ 

ed parts of a city. 

$4 FI a city gate. 

m fi captain of a city gate 

at Peking. 

J$4 |f? clerk of the same. 

mm tower over a city gate. 

mm or mm moat round a 

city; the first is also the city itself. 

*515 city and suburbs. 

$ m to build a rampart; to be¬ 

come like a rampart, as soldiers 
who remain firm. 

^m to guard a city. 

m^r a garrison. 

*^ft a military comman¬ 

dant. 

m m the capital,—Peking. 

11 to close the city gates,— 

as on the approach of an enemy. 

^ the Emperor’s dwelling. 

^ t'ie Purple forbidden 

city,—the Imperial palace and 
grounds at Peking. 

is m or 11 to invest or 

besiege a city. 

P* a buckler and rampart,— 

that which protects a city, sc. 
a great general. 

X * * ft * - $ £ 
away goes a corner of our Great 
Wall,—of an eminent general 
just deceased. 

ii ^ m is difficult to 

take the city of your grief, i.e. 
to vanquish it. 

» 2 

763 

764 

•■ft 

Even Lower. 

765 
R. 

See M 
Even Lower. 

m 
766 

R. 

See 
Even Lower. 

w m the city of old age, or 

the happy city,-—the 

tomb. 

a coffin made of six boards 

•km a procession of torches. 

& mmik a metal wall and 

a hot water moat,—of an im 
pregnable city. 

II the five municipalities of 

Peking, under special officers 
subordinate to the Censorate. 

4* m to sit on the Municipal 

Board. 

as*® the tutelary guardian 

of every Chinese city. 

^*7 IS when you mount 

the city wall, do not point. 

m±Z' pi on the top of the 

wall, do not call out,— for fear 
of exciting people. 

mm to build a city wall. 

m MI$ el Earl pi built 
Lang-i. 

An office for storing 
archives, which according 

to Chinese custom are never 

allowed to be wilfully 
destroyed. 

III A® office of Imp. Histo¬ 

riography. 

The name of a feudal 

State, held by descendants 

of * I. in S m ifj, 
Shantung. 

>1 I || w # ^ 
an ancient town in Honan. 

Guileless; sincere. Ver¬ 
ily, indeed. 

4* Iff the Doc¬ 
trine of the Mean is nothing 
more than (the inculcation of) 
sincerity. 

!$ Hf or 1$ MU sincere; 
genuine. 

very true. 

ftljSc sincerity of 

heart rests with a man himself. 

j§i}i perfect sincerity 

moves the gods,—to recom¬ 
pense it. 

reverently pros¬ 

trated himself twice. 

m 
7 66 

jnL 
767 

768 

R. 

See 

used also 

R 

Even Upper. 

769 

77° 

C.shing 
H. shin 
F. sing, seing 
W. zing 

N. dzing, djing 
P. chheng 

jfij manifest the true 

and put away the false—“ring 
out the false, ring in the true.” 

nm to school oneself to be 

sincere. 

^ sincere and respectful. 

$$ to manifest sincerity,-—in 

friendship. 

ftfilf to return to one’s alle¬ 

giance. 

!!$ sincere purpose; one’s real 

intention; unfeigned. 

tt?1 am reaijy 
afraid that; there is reason to 
fear that. 

‘Sk wEb a Senuine intention 

of.. 

good faith; to trust. 

^ is it not really.?— 

used at the beginning of a sen¬ 
tence. 

0|J the true explanation. 

very; exceedingly (Shan- 

tung); but commonly, “if we 
could only manage to.” 

if indeed it were only true 

that. 

g$ ^ rfn if y°u could 
only seize and hold it. 

j|jj if he could but.; if 

only...... 

See 9889. 

To stare sternly. 

See 5638. 

To mount on; to ascend. 

To ride,—in almost any 

way. To avail oneself of. 

Calculation ; to multiply ; 

see 13,215. 

I mounted that 

ruinous wall. 
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77° 

| ts'-en 

Sz. ch 'in 

K. sing 

].djd 
A. st'ia, t'ang- 

Even & Sink¬ 

ing Lower. 

|g to get up on the roof. 

H h ^ to rise on the 

clouds to heaven. 

Ipt to ride in a cart. 

to ride on horseback. 

Ill JIB to travel by boat; to 

embark. 

in his carriage 

drawn by four piebalds. 

If! or SH -PI' rising in a 
chair. 

I Et H — M Z ]E <*» 
rioted upon the due equilibrium 
of the Yin and Yang, 

to ride in. 

^ ^ to mount and be off. 

HI ^ to avail oneself of the 

occasion. 

SNiff to take advantagi 

of an opportunity to do some 
thing without trouble or outlay 

HI or j||L to seize the 

opportunity of being in hig 
spirits. 

^ °r HI or fft $ 

to avail oneself of the time; to 
seize the opportunity. 

itif to catch him un 

prepared. 

HI JH to ta^e advantage of the 

wind. 

nothing like tak 

ing the opportunity when you 
get it. 

^ ISK ffij A (the wind)avails 
itself of a crack to get in. 

^ VfSfl to catch the tide. 

^ to get cool,—as by going 

into the shade, etc. 

^ to multiply and divide; 

increase and decrease. 

^ j^ multiplication. [The Chi¬ 

nese write their figures horizon 
tally, and then begin from the 
left-hand end.] 

multiply by three, 

first multiply and 

then divide. See 6419. 

mw-w to multiply by 100. 

1 n m m the years and 

months pass. 

Read skeng4 or c/i'eng*. 

A numerative of vehicles 

R. 

770 

771 

SeeH 
Sinking 

Lower. 

and temples. A team o 

four horses. Annals. 

one cart. 

—' fH wp a temple or monastery 

ft our prince’s cha 

riots are one thousand. 

HI ch'eng1 HI ch'engx ^ moun 

ted in his chariot and four. 

shot four arrows. 

— HI the Three Conveyances,— 

across the Sansara to the shores 
of Nirvana. Sanskrit Trydna. 
Also called the “Three Develop¬ 
ments.” 

HI t^e Great Conveyance,— 

the system developed by the 
northern Buddhists of India, 
about the time of the Christian 
era. It is this form of Buddhism 
which prevails in China. Sanskrit 
Mahdydna. 

HI; the Small Conveyance, 

is based upon the original books 
of Buddhism, and is the system 
of the Southern Buddhists anc 
of the Cingalese. Sanskrit Hi 
ndydna. 

p|? HI t^ie Middle Conveyance 

—is for those who are half way 
between the Great and Smal 
Conveyances. Sanskrit Madhi 
mdydna. 

# ± Ut or fr Jt HI to 
attain the highest point. Usee 
for “esoteric” as opposed to 
“exoteric” knowledge of Bud 
dhism. 

to expound the exo 

teric to one who already knows 
the esoteric,—to teach one.’s 
grandmother to suck eggs. 

Hr fjl die anna^s °f Chin. 

^ HI family annals. 

HI historical records. 

old tablet records. 

A District in SlSUlff 

in Chehkiang, south-west of 

Ningpo. 

772 

R. J 

See '1 

Even Lower. 

2 

773 

C. ch'ang 
H. ts'-en 
F. teing 
W. dzae 
N. dzeng 

P. ch'en, ch'eng 
M. \ 
Y. ! ts'-en 
Sz. j 
K .chong,che/t. 
J. to, cho 

A. traing 

Even Lower. 

fi SL 
774 

R. 

H. j ch'ang 

F. cheing 
W. dzae, v. 

-dzae 
N. dzang 
P. ch'eng 
M. ) 
Y j ts'-en 

K.ching, cheng 
J. to, djo 

A. traing 

Even Lower 

To geld a stallion. 

& # f 1 Z II . t0 operate 
on a stallion is called ch'eng\ 

A prop; a stay. Door 

posts. A rule. To follow. 

til tit a side Post or pillar 

a staff to walk with, 

tl a native of g Lu and 

a. disciple of Confucius, who said 
was subject to of him that he 

his passions. 

dfc Pi til to stand on tip-toe on 
the door-sill. 

ti 
775 

dzing 

R. 

C. ch'ing, tengt 
H. ch'in 

F. teing, ting 
W. 
N. 
P. ch'eng, ting 
M. ts'-en, tsen 

K. ching 
. cho, djo 

A. tring 

Even Lower. 

Ill# 

The common orange 

(Citrus aurantium) or coo 

lie orange, poetically known 

as the £ golden ball. 

it ft sweet oranges from 

, a District south-west of 

Canton. 

dried orange peel, 

orange sweetmeats, 

orange marmalade. 

a wild fruit of the dog¬ 

bane family (Melodinus), like 
an orange in shape and colour, 
growing on a creeper found in 
Kuangtung. 

Clear; limpid; pure. To 

make clear, as water. Also 

read teng*. Same as 779 

transparent; clear; to 

clarify; hence, a state of peace 

M'MUJi clear as the moon. 

u a clear stream, 

the limpid wave. 

ffi m * m - # 
this water clear,—by settling tne 
mud with alum as the Cun 

do. 
lift a transparent kind 0 

a painter of the S. T ang 1 
A.D. 950. 
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I 
775 

U' 
776 

R-1& # 

$ 

m 
Even & Rising 

Lower. 

’* 1 

R.- 

m 
777 

Seejjf 

P. 
Sz. 
Y. 
M. 
Even Lower. 

ch'-eng 

ts'en 

778 

a* 
779 

See 

Even Lower. 

w 
Ali\ 
^780 

C. Sc/ring 
H. Ci-.kin 

I'Jing 
”, Sizing 
N. idjing 

P.‘ch'-eng 

M. "tdenftsen 

I-c ts}?g 
'v, chin? 
J. cho 

^■'String 

Even 

Irregular. 

M M get rid of y°ur 
fears. 

yg an ancient Department in 

the north of Kuangsi. 

y|| cubebs. 

See 9885. 

A dyke or embankment 

between fields, used as 

pathway. 

«K«H£S8»* 
mid-summer the dyked fields 
look like clouds of waving green. 

Same as 777. 

Clear; limpid. Same as 

77 5- 

m -lx U the Prefecture of 

Ch£eng-chiang, in the east of 
Yunnan. 

To punish. To repress 

to stop. To restrain or 

condemn oneself. To warn 

to take warning. 

‘/p t0 Punish. 

Uli jio to deal with se- 
verely. 

I shall certainly 

punish and not pardon. 

is there no way 

of stopping it? 

to restrain one’s wrath. 

I condemn myself,— 

for the past. 

illil to keep in good order; to 

train by good laws. 

/J"* ^ an admonitory hint. 

^^3 

780 

R 

w 
781 

41 
C. P'-ing, 

'elding 
H. 'p'-in 
F. p'-eing' 
W. p'-ing' 
N.cis'ing 
P.cchleng, 

ch'-eng0 

| c/slen 

K. elding, v, 
ping 

. /«', 
A. sing (siting) 

Rising Upper 

Irregular 

M 

782 

R. 

See 

In Annamese 
vulgarly 

pronounced 
ibing 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Tty* 

783 

784 

||{f to exhort and warn. 

# 31 S #r & t; each 
took warning by that which 
had caused the downfall,—of 
his predecessor. 

!§a t0 Punish and reprimand 

to reprimand. 

To gallop a horse. To 

hurry on. 

to ride fast. 

elated; in a devil-may-care 

mood. 

ppj an animated style,—in 

composition. 

jatfcie in order to ride rap¬ 

idly along. 

#S@H fond of horse-racing 

785 
E-^t 

See 

Even Upper. 

A steelyard for weigh¬ 

ing things. Used for 

734- 

-tffl or -^r* a steel 
yard. 

Lift the beam of a steelyard 

H the gradations of weight 

as marked on the beam. 

nm the weight used for the 

steelyard. 

^he hook at the end 

of the beam, 

to ff my heart is like a 

steelyard,—able to weigh the 
right and the wrong. 

even balances 

and full measures,—of an honest 
dealer. 

Same as 734. 

Same as 780. 

To look at. Red, like 

the bream’s tail; see 685. 

Twice dyed. 

chi 

786 

R- MU 
C. kei 
H. hi 

F. hi, ckwi 
W.ci, v. he 
N. ci 
P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kii 
J. hi 
A. hi, ho 

Even and 
Rising, both 

Upper. 

To be near; to approxi 

mate. Almost; nearly; to 

a certain extent. Minute; 

subtle. To desire. Many; 

several. Used for 787 

xz&m.mitM.. 
heaven sends down a net (of 
calamities), and soon all will be 
in it. 

JittH to approximate to; in 

some degree. See J# «°>°78- 

they begin to be 

happy and glad. 

3^4 ^ ?|§ we will try the 
food to see if it will do 

no one can come 

near him,—in point of talent, 
etc. 

H FT'@^5$ almost able 

to crunch iron to pieces,—of 
strong teeth. 

;§§ ^ or 5§| (see 5642) 
nearly; almost; at the point of. 

4^7 ahnost; a part; not many. 

=§§ 3^ the moon is nearly 
full. 

^ ahuost amountin 

to a calamity. 

almost did not 

wish to live. 

ml —■ ^ scarcely one 
but... 

gg gj|l in serving 

your father and mother use 
gentle remonstrance. [Children, 
according to Chinese ideas, ought 
to censure their parents’ short¬ 
comings, but not in too severe 
language.] 

% t^ie I0)°0° cares,—of an 
Emperor. See 787. 

0 jE§| ~||| ^ daily attending to 

a myriad affairs. 

mi dll ^ jj|| do not be the least 

remiss,—i.e. not a little out of 
10,000. 

^ subtle; atomic. 

they confer upon you a hundred 
blessings, each as desired, each 
sure as law. 

the jolting or 

bumping of a cart. 

12 



90 

786 

787 

>*•# 

| Same as ^ 

Even Upper. 

Read chi%. How muchi 

how many? Manyjsevera 

M '& ” M * IB 

?§| how many are there? 

SI fa how many?—implying I 
few. Also, geometry. 

how long does I 

man live?—not long. 

^ -jnrf my days are num¬ 

bered. 

your follow¬ 

ers are few. 

m B# Ss etr when did you 
come ? 

§lj£ ^ {£$ what time is 

it now? 

^ how old are 

you? 

which number? — of 

series. 

m + several tens. 

3F* M ^ not more than 

several thousand volumes. 

^ Q iffi I have not many 

days,—to live. 

^ Si after no great interval: 

soon. 

how many tens of thou¬ 

sands ? Also, several tens of 
thousands. 

BUM chla' i5| no great 

difference. 

M M you will not see 

each other long. 

what’s the day I 

of the month? 

M M the day when.is 

not to be looked for; not any 
time; in no time, i.e. very quickly. 

Si j]sC or SI life how many 
times ? 

The moving power, as of 

the universe, or a machine. 

Cunning. Secret. Ojopor- 

tune. See 6423. 

I M i|ivins ® St it ISJ 
the same springs of movement 
as God,—divine. Said of the lute. 

I t # w i isome 
think there is a mechanical ar¬ 

rangement,—which makes the 
heavenly bodies move. 

KXK AKfi [at death 

man goes back into the great 
Scheme,—from which he came. 

those who have cunning imple 
ments are cunning in their deal 
mgs. 

fr is * % & fr m t 
those who are cunning in their 
dealings are cunning in their 
hearts. 

<M| '1ft acutenessl knowledge of 

the world; resource; tact. 9210. 

==£ full of crafty dod- 

-ft the evolutions of 

MM$St 
ges. 

ip nt® 
nature. 

% Mi nature; the natural colour 

or bent of a man’s mind at birth, 
—as opposed to the artificiality 
he gets from contact with other 
men. 

M M I fa §*f showing 
how excellently Nature lent itself 
to harmony,—by causing flowers 
to bloom in a spot devoted to 
contemplation. 

iias AfS?/rP) 
painters thought that Nature 
herself had come to his assist¬ 
ance,—of Wang Wei and his 
landscapes. 

A Mi the secret 

workings of the Divine Power 
must not be disclosed 

it I;%, X 
men’s passions are deep, their 
divimty is shallow 

IpL a machine. 

machinery; any mechan¬ 

ical contrivance. 

fH^an arsenal. 

MU he had a mechanical 

turn. 

^ the power, or spring, in 

a machine; a trick; a dodge 

or ® or 

fa MU a loom. 

7ft Mi own loom,—pongee. 

MS§ M?* a weaver’s shuttle; the 

moving agent. 

a weaver’s shop. 

Ml Of a weaver; a mechanic. 

787 

7 88 

R-« 

See 

Even Upper. 

Ml *5 cunning; clever. 

Ml |p| an artifice. 

itz Aj> Ml exhausting- every 
artifice at his command 

Ml ^ fa ^ they did not suit 
one another. 

§3 Wj M Ml to excite or stim 

ulate one’s ingenuity; to sn<r 
gest an idea. y sug' 

Ml secret; not to be divulged. 

Ml # an opportunity. See W 
770. 

^ ^ 4* chungK y ^ 

Ml # unexpectedly, we met 
with your Highness, 

to lose the opportunity 
to be defeated. 

J! ft R5 # do it at the right 

moment, when you see your 
chance. Used of a man skilled 
in noting the signs of the times; 
or, one who knows when to stop 
and when to go on. 

|?J the wise man, when he 

sees his chance, acts: he does 
not wait all day,—until it is too 
late 

StittS the place of plans for 

the army,—the Grand Council, 
or actual privy council of the 
Emperor. See 803. 

Mil councils of State. 

am M$| did not attend 

personally to affairs of State 
See 789. 

Mil JH. a uame for the star Vega, 

A % ifi'J • iff A * 

MU the human mind is a 

mystery: it passes in and out 
(of man) upon the mechanism 
of vitality. 

M! a policy; the policy to be 

followed. 

ular 

478 

A pearl not quite glob- 

A large mirror. Sc 

2549- 

pearls,- 

_, his belly isfuH°f 

mind is well stored, 
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!05 
789 

R. 
/IU 4 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

790 

R# 

Even Upper. 

$1 *7A 
791 

M|7i 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

792 
R. 

tK 

Even Upper. 

I 
793 

R'f£ 

See 

Even Upper. 

Stones or ledges in 

stream [= vfc 4> It * 

830.] A pier or jetty. An 

eddy. An obstruction. To 

rub. 

a breakwater; a jetty. 

i°ltinsor 
bumping about. 

An omen, of good or 

evil. Opportune. 

Read chi^. To drink wine 

after taking a bath,—to 

restore any lost vitality. 

mm to send in the bath-cup. 

A louse; an aphis. The 

131,712,000th part of a 

yodjana or day’s march 

Sanskrit likchci. 

lice. 

their armour 

breeds lice,—so long have they 
had it on. 

Read ch>i%. A synonym 

of ^ a leech. 

To slander; to rail at. 

To mock at; to jeer. To 

blame. To examine, as at 

a Custom-house; see 6368. 

it? ^iao' W ITf fipj nil iTJ H?; 
^ to be fond of railing at the 

age in verse. 

in a e to satirize high 

officials. 

iM°rit it °r it Mto 
ridicule. 

§ to exasperate. 

H to inspect; an inspector 

whose duty it is to be on the 
look-out for traitors at Court. 

A barb on a hook; a 

fluke. Used for 787. 

$IE ti -dl 0s) a ^10°k without a 

barb,—catches no fish. 

H |[r| or ^t|| |j|| a catch; a 

spring, as in machinery; the 
motive power. 

i 
794 

R-$i 

See 

Even Upper. 

795 

F. v. kwi 

Even Upper. 

796 
R. vulgar. 
C. kci 

Even Upper. 

797 

798 

The bit on a bridle; to 

check a horse. 

like using a bit to hold a bolting 
horse,—impossible. [Only the 
snaffle is known to the Chinese.' 

Dearth ; famine; hunger 

t* @ famine. See 

5098. 

to be in distress; to 

borrow money. Also, to pretenc 
to be in want, so as to get money. 
Also, to settle up accounts. To 
pick up a scanty living. 

to run into debt. 

iHf to ma^e trouble; to 

pick a quarrel. 

IffijJ to quarreh as about 

accounts. 

j|j| or hungry. 

^ a starved, hungry look. 

hungry people are 

not particular. 

mn to die of starvation. 

like a hungry man 

who has got food,—overjoyed. 

IIM, 8$ £ it Maid those 
starving by the roadside. 

# if ^ Jc Mto pick wild 
plants to satisfy hunger. 

iH $lf £ U the midst of 

hunger and thirst,—at the last 
extremity. 

A demon which bewilders 

people. Devilish. 

Same as 991. 

See 991. 

799 

C. ^kkei 
H.skH 
F. c/UzV, Lki 
W. /i 

P. Cchi 
M. lch''i 
K. kii 
J. ki 
A.±i 

Even and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

wr 

A crooked burin or 

chisel, called f|lj JflJ, usee 

in wood carving. 

I the wood-carving 

trade 

ft £ pfl] M] to hand over 
(MS) to the printer. 

800 

R 

C. sJkei., kci 
F. ki 
W. Ulji 
N. ci 
P. chi 
Y. ichH 

K. kii 

A. ) ki 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

Surplus, waste 

Refuse; leavings. 

IP, 

801 

See 

P. (coll.) Cchi 

Even Upper. 

802 

w 
803 

r-R 
'. kie 

See IS 
Sinking 

Upper. 

land 

|JJ odd bits of land. 

fSJfq- odds and ends; refuse. 

a list of wandering people 

of the gipsy class, 

yfc Bnj' the left wing of an army. 

£1* j} 0f A quaint, eccentric 

people. Used of Taoist magi¬ 
cians, etc. 

A m ■ #*** A ffn m 
M3c extraordinary men are 

extraordinary to men, but ordi 
nary to God. 

Bn)‘ S to ke PreJudiced 
against; to favour one side or 
the other. 

One horn turning up and 

the other down. Not a pair. 

To obtain. 

ft uneven; irregular; three- 

cornered. 

fPI odd and even- 

fills it M not a single wheel 

returned,—an utter defeat. 

See 1001. 

To lodge at. To deliver 

over to. To send. A 

letter. The east. See 1164, 

6908. 

lodge at; to stop at a place, 

to pass the night. 

a visitor; a sojourner. 



803 

CHI 

804 

See ^4 

A. <£z, vi 

Rising Upper. 

to confide to another as 

a trust; to commission. 

W St or & or % |fft ,0 

deposit with any one. 

i qfjp a weighty responsibility. 

p| to send for storage; to 

lodge with. 

p| to commission one to sell. 

^ to convey one’s wishes, 

to convey one’s feelings,— 

as by a present 

It ^ devoted him¬ 

self to poetry and wine, 

to send. 

A*. 

IPJ P‘ 

ipg to send (paper) trunks,- 

to the dead, by burning them. 

ft to forward,—as in a letter. 

M or f P § t0 send 
verbal message. 

«F#r to send a letter. 

a post-office. 

$HsM signalling flags; code 

signals. 

1 
have received a communication 
from the Grand Council. 

I am but a bird of 

passage. 

attached by,-—as a rope. 

* to transmit; to send by 

post. 

=T to send word; to let one 

know. 

mm to send a note. 

IaT t0 disPose in foreign 
parts, or at a distance. 

consigned for sale. 

a clasp inscribed with 

a name. 

parasitic plants belonging 

to the genera Loranthus and 
Viscum. 

mwk. Viscum articulatum,\l 

To take up anything with 

chopsticks or pincers. Un¬ 

even ; crooked. [To be 

distinguished from ^ 995.] 

"PI ^ take some UP and 
eat it. 

irregular or distorted. 

805 

806 

jti 
HJP 

807 

See 

Rising Upper. 

^pj 

808 

F. kie 

Even Upper. 

Same as 804. 

Same as 804. 

The kindly behaviour of 

two friends meeting. 

An inn. To lodge. 

a wayfarer, 

a guest at an inn. 

Pi 
809 

R. iM. 

See 

Even Upper. 

810 

R. “ 

C. 
H. 
F. kie 

W.l 
N. f c 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kie 

J. kei 
A. ke 

Even Upper. 

kai 

chi 

inf die inconveniences of 

travel. 

or a re¬ 

fugee official from another State. 

A sound. 

nS 'li 3m a strange chatter¬ 

ing, or querulous, disease. 

The fowl. The cock, 

or the 3£1| ^ divine 

bird with five excellent 

points, as follows :— 

yT he is a civilian, wearing a hat 

(comb). 

he is a soldier, wearing spurs. 

#§ he is brave, never flinching 

in fight. 

£ he is kind, calling his hens 

to share his food. 

-fjjtj he is faithful, in his duty of 

announcing dawn. See 7576, 
8346. 

yj> ||l| a fowl,—for the table; 

a spring chicken. 

H!§ X* tz^z 01 IS i!f or IS 
hens’ eggs. See 12,688. 

%% jlj (or ) the white of 

an egg. 

fowl. 

over a thou 

sand “head” of chickens. 

810 

a cock. 

# IS or 41 II a hen. 

M i8anir°ncock,-asti 

fellow; so called because — « 

^ you can’t pull out a 
feather. See 7536. 

18 ^ chlcken feathers. See 7679. 

a cock’s comb. 

18 4b the oock’scomb flow 
Celosia cristata. 

18 X& Vft fat of sheep’s guts. 

er, 

or TU'J a capon. 

the four lesser 

domestic animals. See 8346 

# 18 M to direct abuse at 

one while seeming to mean 
another; to talk at a person. 

18 RH or 18 pfor I| 114 
cock-crow, — which is said to 
occur thrice every night, the 
three times being known as the 

ii It m it«t b». 
as soon as the cock crew, all was 
silent,—of disembodied spirits 
making themselves heard at 
night. 

IS ^ M the cock heralds the 

dawn. 

ttmn * the hen heralds 

the dawn,—the wife wears the 
breeches. 

18 watchmen. They wore red 

caps in imitation of the cock 
See 11,661. 

$f£ 18 or 18 ff chickens, 

g] ||i| cock-fighting. 

2jcitor B9 18the frog- 
18 HRcorns- 

ismm Sedum sfiectabilc, Bo 

reau,—used for sore feet. 

18 JSI the dueue ccalecl up 

18 {Ij X katckeck 

IS M sp°noe"cakes' 

18 ||| fowl-coops. 

18 it ^ ® not a chicken 01 
dog left,—of a universal mas 

sacre. 

18 it Ita feeling of abs0 
lute security. 

|j| a boatswain’s whistle,- 

because it wakes one up. 
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810 

HI II mushrooms. 

|| a fowl’s claw. 

hi Fowl’s-Foot Hill,—in 

Yunnan. 

If M 'tzvM tas wetJ as a 
soused chicken. 

a man who is eating the leg of 
a chicken need not devour the 
entire bird in order to thoroughly 
enjoy the flavour thereof,—anc 
so with the works of an author. 

|!§ the cock which leads 

the soul,—a white cock carried 
in funeral processions, under 
the belief that this bird alone 
can guide the dead man’s ghost 
to its destination. 

<4 4 iiHlR-ftif 
the lark has nothing but a long 
tongue,—of a man who is all talk. 

ff IS P. T %. 
better be a chicken’s beak 
(which, though small, goes in 
front) than an ox’s buttocks,— 
better reign in hell than serve 
in heaven. 

>1 ^ ^ $\J the Pact of fowl 

and millet. Chu Ch'ing promi¬ 
sed his friend Yuan Po that 
he would call on him that day 
two years. Therefore Yuan Po, 
in spite of his mother’s object¬ 
ions, prepared chicken and millet 
to receive him; and at the ap¬ 
pointed time his friend arrived. 

M, IS fowls which have been 

gutted, filled with salt, etc., and 
hung up to dry in the wind. 
Esteemed a great delicacy in 
Anhui. 

[J.| |!§ gr°use; also the pheasant. 

See 12,989. 

nm a species of partridge 

(Bambusicola). Also, snipe. 

%% || the golden pheasant (Pha- 

sianns pictus). It is embroidered 
on the robes of the Governor- 
General, Governor, and Provin¬ 
cial Treasurer. 

j/C |!§ f*re fowl,-the turkey. Also 

Pallas’ eared pheasant (Callipo- 
gon Pekinense)-, and the moorhen 
( Gallinula chloropus). Also, the 
“cock” of a gun. 

%% sand-grouse (Syrrhaptus 

paradoxus). 

8lO 

8ll 

8l2 

R-ll ^ 
psai 

H. (sf 
F. chaei 
W.| 

chP 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 

Sz. ) 
K. che 

set, zai 
A. ‘te, Pc 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

ftfc jg l| the medallion phea 

sant (Lophophorus Impeya/ius). 

^ || the peacock pheasant 

{Phasianus torquatus) 

^ || a francolin pheasant; see 

10,449. 

or § II the 
or silken black-boned fowl, 

feathered fowl. 

|| the Formosan silver phea¬ 

sant (Phasianus Swinhoii). 

|!§ the albatross {Diome¬ 

dia nigripes), found near For 
mosa. 

H I| the crowned pigeon 

of Papua {Lophyrus) 

the rain-clothes fowl, 

—the Nicobar ground-pigeon 
{Columba Nicobarica). 

|| the curlew {Nm 

mk® a kind of maple {Acer 

oblongum, Wall). 

Celosia argentea, L. 

fgjgP&’deria tomentosa, Bl. 

Poten till a discolor,Bgz. 

^ |!§ DM Poientillamultiftda, L 

jSj SL a kind °f grass given 

to horses {Batratherum echina- 
tum, H., now referred to Arthra- 
xon). 

Same as 810. 

To trim ; to cut even. 

To adjust. To compound, 
as medicines. 

91 to even off; to arrange. 

Used for “compensation” in the 
sense of giving a good post to 
an official who has been some 
time in a bad one; or generally, 
for making up a deficiency of 
any kind. 

(^') a check or tally in 

two parts, one of which is the com¬ 
plement of the other. A token. 

H| -j^l] medicines. 

—* )=Fl] |iji| a dose of medicine,— 

of powders, etc. Draughts are 

m 3727. 

fenK j^l] the weight or size of| 

a dose. 

1ft SI a sovereign re¬ 

medy; a panacea. 

813 

C. coll, tsai2- 

See 

Sinking & 
Even Lower. 

To taste. See 810. 

Py& 'jp2 to taste; to essay. 
u 

R. 

m 
814 

C. °tsai 
F. ghae 

See 7^- 

SinkingUpper, 

315 
R- Wm 
C. psai, v. ghai 
H. psi, tsi 
F. chae, -ghae, 

ich'o 
W. | 

tsi 

''chi 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 

K. che 
sei, sat 

A.Pe 

Even and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

Pjfc jjjg to taste the offerings. 

Read chiehd. Noise o 

birds. 

HI l| Pj? the iunsle fowls 
cackle and crow. 

Read chav’. Smiling. 

P«& Pj^ a pleasant countenance. 

Angry. Suspicious. Used 

for 11,515. 

God has just got 

angry. 

full of suspicions. 

To crowd ; to press 

against. 

^ ijpjf to crowd; to crush. 

so crowded as not 

to be able to get through 

Ml crushed to death,—in 

a crowd. 

Z'Wi so crowded as to be 

unable to move. 

± it 4 to crowd to get 

first. 

^ very crowded. 

[ crowding in confusion. 

-jqipj to milk,—as a cow. 

* to force up water,—as 

with a machine for irrigation, 
or a pump. 

or ijpjt |pj {kip) to wink. 

See 1132. 

flU very crowded; quite full. 

to push; to try to gain a 

place, as in a crowd. 

to squeeze or crush one’s 

hands. 

ft! jammed; stuck; hard 

up. 

ftT-7 hard up for money. 

Read c/i‘r. To arrange. 

ffl # a m & to enumerate 

people’s weak points. 
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w 
816 

Even Upper 

& Lower. 

in A fruit tree found 

Honan, called the 

white date. A variety of 

jujube. 

817 

m 

See ^|J 

Rising & Sink¬ 

ing Upper. 

stream. See 5679. 

To help, 

the mark. 

To be up to 

To cross a 

jljUjc to rescue. 

m a$e to rescue from death. 

^ j||. not to help the matter; 

of no use. 

how does that 

help the matter? 

# lit H M it =? 
stopping here and making a 
disturbance 
matters. 

won’t do. 

wmm) 
help an eye-brow singeing crisis, 
—when in imminent danger. 

m% to serve one’s own ends. 

j!||£ to relieve the oppressed. 

81A to save men. 

to aid one in doing wrong; 

to help on a bad cause. 

t salvation for the 

world in Tao 

! ill tM: he always 

longed to do some good to his 
generation. See 9969. 

will no advance 

that’s no use; that 

^ I; so as to 

817 

818 

H. coll, ts'-i 

“contagious” 

See 

SinkingLower. 

R. 

819 

VfV 

goods not up 

to the mark,—inferior in quality. 

^ ^ ift ffl ft a worthless 

Buddhist priest,—having no su¬ 

pernatural powers. 

ft # M 7 @1 ^though 
in education not up to the mark. 

|g vf* at the very least. 

in order to keep 

up the supply. 

Ji Z +1B ten times 

better than carrying across, i.e. 
than building bridges or repairing 
roads, the usual forms of charity 

practised by the Chinese. 

'$0 to cross,—as a ford. 

to cross in the 

same boat,—be fellow-workers. 

C. ctsai 

F. Cchae 
A. cte, cte 

See ^|] 

Sinking 
Upper. 

MJ* 3 
53- 
820 

See 

Rising Upper. 

all the rivers and 

streams were clear. 

Read chi8. To be fine- 

looking. To be numerous. 

[h] |jj|! ^ her four black 

horses are beautiful. 

^ ^ lUf wath correct and 

reverent deportment. 

iPt i numerous is the 

array of officers. 

reapers in crowds. 

Sick; diseased. Stunted 

in growth. 

20 llfl my parents are unwell. 

itiRl 

7M 

C. tsai 
H. tsi 
F.chae 
W. ctsi 
N. tsi 

P. Y 

w 
821 

r. -mg 8. 

if4 
C .~ts'’ai,i.ts',ai, 

its'-z 
H. tslz 

F. chae 
W. izi 

N. idzi, sdz 

“■ j 
Sz. ) 
K. cha^ che 

J. sei^ sai 
A. ~tse, -te 

Rising 
Irregular. 

To cut grain and lay it 

ready to be bound in 

sheaves. 

3E B5 0 bind the grain 

into sheaves and then come back 

ilk if ^ this is not to 

be gathered in,—but to be left 
for gleaners. 

To squeeze out with the 

hand. To strain. 

i-f- dJ to wring out a napkin. 

iJS vt to press the juice from 

sugar-cane. 

I HI if * press the juice out, 

The shepherd’s-purse 

(Capsella bursa-pastoris). 

See 8204. 

mm greens; various esculent 

herbs. 

£ if tarn it (the sow-thistle) 

is as sweet as the shepherd’s- 

purse. 

M. 

Y. 
Sz. 

A kind of leek; see 6008 

To salt To mix; to blend. 
rounded; see 3519. 

^ II S: t0 chop up a leek 

and slice his (cold) congee,—as 

^ Fan Chung-yen, 0f 
the Sung dynasty, did for three 
years when a poor student 

r*As .ii. 

K. chae^ che 
J. sei. sai 

^0 ^ to mix,—as spices. 

A. te 

Even Upper. 
yfv refuse; broken food. 

^ gg a saffron colour. 

gar.1 

823 

R« 
C. 1 

To take in both hands 

and offer. To send, as a 

present or a letter. [For 

correct form, see 835. Also 
j j j1 tSCll 

F. jhac, Cchae 
W. tsz 
N. tsi 
p. \ 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 

K. cha, v. che 
J. sei^ sai 
A. te 

Even Upper. 

chi 

824 
t-. <S& Tivi?" 

R- m w 
C. Qtsai 

Y. Qchi 

A. Jo, (te 

See |ip] 

Sinking 
Upper. 

nrT 

or 

*jlf to give to personally. 

‘pY‘ 5^ to forward to an equal 

superior. 

'W 3E1 t0 Present t0 a super! 

to forward, as common in letters 
between equals. 

EIH - Ire / * 4 
app Jj* a government courier 

*pi to t>estow on- 

‘rF to he forwarded to,—part 

of an address. 

^ *p^ to offer; to present. 

‘pY‘ to pack up baggage, 

jjjjff *|IY hand baggage. 

Mto si§h andweeP' 

‘pf* m t0 pay over. 

to bring; to convey. 

|| ^ or >j| % to deliver to. 

‘fu* t0 send t0- 

*pf* ^ t0 send a Petter- 

To go up. To increase. 

Steep. Ruin. See 1260. 

® & ‘M.Iet. “ 60 "p 10 
the hall of our prince. 

$0 $0 to clamber up. 

{g ^ to go up; to be promoted. 

^jlt ^ the m^st riseS‘ 

in the morning 
(rainbows) rise in the west. 
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824 

825 

jjSi 

826 

R-S8- 
C. c/sai 
F. tchae, chae1 
P. Cchi, ch? 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

xftt 

527 

m* 

828 

R 

F. Cc/w 

See^|| 

SinkingLower. 

.1* 

829 

F. cheik, chalk 

Seef| 
P. rchi, clip 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
830 

“Rig 
C. tsik 

H. tsak 

F- chalk, cheik 
N. tsih 

chP, chi 
M. chi 
Sz. chi 

K. clwk 

seki, shaku 
A. tik 

Entering 
Upper. 

g® B his wisdom and 

virtue daily advanced. 

the way is difficult 

and steep. 

-P* 30 tell me of the im 
M J /V' 

pending ruin. 

Same as 824. 

The sky clearing up. See 

5265. 

Ujy m a clear sky. 

Up the blue of the sky. 

PH f|| the ra^n bas cleared off. 

mm the transition from 

rain to fine weather. 

f P §r m A I implore you to 

moderate your severity. 

^ ^ the moon in a clear sky. 

See 822. 

To bite. 

to take a bite. 

831 

C. tsik, tsz 
H. tsit, tsz 
F. cheik, chou 
W. tsi, tsz 
N. tsih, tsz 
P. Cchi, ichi, 

chP, tsz 
M. chi, tsz 
Y. tsz 
Sz. chi, /jz 
K. cha 
J. Jziz, shaku 
A. tik 

Entering and 
SinkingUpper, 

Merit; praiseworthy con¬ 

duct. 

Rocks under water that 

wash at low tide. 

%jf the desert of Gobi. 

jjl jUj^ sandbanks and 

rocks appearing,—above water. 

To gather together; to 

accumulate. 

mm to collect. 

m n °r m °r m in °r 
^ Us °r ^ m °r m\ 
to pile up; to accumulate. 

m to P^e UP dches. * 

to get rich. Used for 834. 

f *° accumulate m $01 
virtue. 

mm to store up happiness 

by good works, which according 
to Buddhism will increase each 
man’s allotted share. See 550. 

misfortunes arise 

from stored-up wickedness 

n iaj many a little 

makes a mickle. See 906 

ft '7/ t0 Set in from 
overwork. 

to collect books. 

0 ^ft days accumulate 

and months increase, — time 
passes. 

for many years. 

for a long time. 

m JPj decrepit. 

n it to gather; to collect, as 

humours. 

^ a long standing practice 

or abuse. 

it m such being the 

fixed custom. 

fit ;Jjtj a disease of long standing. 

hj| long accustomed to. 

Bpj ^ a long-pending case. 

reclaimed land; or land 

left dry by rivers or sea receding. 

/if! £ ^ ^ the (sheaves) are 

set up solidly. 

Read tzuz. To pile up 

grain. 

m and the grain is 

piled up in the fields. 

he stored up the 

produce in the fields and in barns, 

832 

F. v. chah 

See 3^ 

P. Cchi, chP 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
833 

■m 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

R 

4* 

m 
834 

m 
See 

P. chP 

Entering 
Upper. 

R. 

To spin; to twist. To 

splice. Meritorious services. 

To finish. An affair. 

%fj to spin; to wind. 

/\ J^J ^ jjj^ in the 8th month 

they begin spinning. 

she ceases twisting 

the hemp. 

$ft to J°^n on>—as threads 

uPt or jplf meritorious 

acts. See 6554. 

Hi Hf through the meri 

torious labour of Yu. 

lit lift Hi ^ Hf establish 

ed their capitals on [the scene of 
the labours of Yu. 

—- ^ ^ every three years 

examined into their services. 

!?fi the worthy deeds 

of all were quite complete. 

IHf to complete. 

IS abundant merits, 

an affair. 

BM a patrimony. 

mm an utter rout. 

A pleat,—as in a skirt. 

Foot-prints; traces; a 

clue. Works; remains, as 

of artists; also, handwriting. 

To follow up; to search out. 

Material, as opposed to jjj 

spiritual; see 9819. 

a foot-print; a track. See 

Ik 84i- 
t§tf a track; traces. 

il=f tliere are no traces 

of him; he is not to be found. 

no trace of bim; no 

clue to his whereabouts. 

mm FTM his movements 

are suspicious,—he is a suspici¬ 
ous character. 



9° 
oin 

SJT to show signs of| 

breaking out into violence. 

flip j§=f or -|=|. divine traces, | 

—evidences of spiritual presence, 
interference, etc.; miracles. 

scar of a wound; a grudge; I 

a trace; a track. 

It® old tracks,—for us to tread | 

in; examples. 

works by him are 

rarely seen,—of a dead painter. 

K I® M ^ genuine I 

remains (i.e. pictures) are still in 
existence. 

H® & S- to pursue one’s! 

own course steadily. 

jfH when 1 think ofi 
those who will not keep in the| 
(right) track. 

^mm although] 

there is clear proof of suicide. 

the jade has veins) 

in it. 

J£l Ifi ^ he com i 
pared it with some of [Wang] 
Wei’s handwriting. 

i|=f to put forth traces, i.e. to I 

come to the front; to distinguish 
oneself; to make one’s fortune. 

it 91 m fiff m $$ ® howi 

can I make a fortune out of| 
teaching? 

ta H SI p St he made! 

his money by holding a whip, 
i.e. as a carter. 

how is that going] 

to advance me? what advantage 
is there in that? 

|£|tf insignia of merit. 

H/S effects of wind; influence) 

of custom. 

$0 overpowering energy,—as I 

of a god. 

sentiments. 

zE j]§ff traces of Imperial rule;) 

empire; royal fortunes. 

itfc jM] deeply examine I 

into the principle of it. 

to have striking char-| 

acteristics,—as a good picture, 

fii to have a real or ob-| 

jective existence. 

$jtf objective forms or exist¬ 

ences. 

§35 

A 
837 

Rising Upper 

Irregular, 

m z w m 
the soul revolving] 

(around the axis of heaven anc 
earth) is not the same as one’s 
material body so revolving,— 
spiritual is not material. 

(ft 3t ®lfc what h 

objects to are the command - 
ments,— of Buddhism. 

"fcl the seven sacraments,- 

of the Roman Catholic church. 

B38 

R- U IK 
See ^ 

Even Upper. 

A tree like an elm, the 

ashes of which make a0od 

manure. Used for L 

also for 78 7. 

Same as 823. 

Grain piled up on the 

threshing-floor. Used with 

819. 

A small table with short 

legs, now placed between 

two people sitting on the 

divan or brick couch, but 

formerly on a mat on the 

ground. Self-composed. Ra¬ 

dical 16. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from Jl 3398,3399.] 

he caused mats to 

be spread, with low tables on 
them. 

*82 Jl some are given 

low tables,—to lean on. 

H; yin* At ffil sat leaning 

on the table. 

Jl % a large long table with 

legs framed in, consisting of two 
teapoys with drawers connected 
by a top face. 

& Jl a long narrow table. 

E JL a small table on a klang 

or brick bed. 

£ Jl a tea-poy. 

study table,-—hence, a 

student. 

Jl table; one’s “mahogany.” 

^ M Jl Jl self-composed in 

his red slippers. 

3?/L quiet; composed. 

The flesh; meat on bones 

fl if the flesh Of the huma, 

body. 

See 411# flesh and bones-the bod} 

Even Upper. JJJL jf® the body. 

f t S If flesh emaciate, 

and face yellow. 

mm the under-cut of a sirloin 

mm drenched to the skin. 

7k ®l i ■§• or 35 Jjd ici 

flesh and jade bones,—said 0 
a beautiful girl. 

1G the membrum virile. 

a viscid preparation mad, 

among the ^ ^ Miao-tzu b; 

chewing rice and spitting it intc 
a vessel, where it ferments anc 
is afterwards drunk. 

840 

R 
841 

9* 

C. k'-ep 
H. Pip 
F. kik 
W. djiai 
N. djili 
P. ichi 
M. chi 
Y. chik 
Sz. chi 
K. kip 
'. kiu, kiisz 

A. hep 

Entering 

Lower. 

Same as 795. 

To come up to; to reach 

to; to attain. To follow. 

When. And,—in joining 

the names of things and 

inferiors. See 950. 

not to catch up; not so 

good as. 

could not keep up 

with him. 

% R and ft Z' R Wil1 
or will not come in time; can 

or can not do. 

dElf 38 H ^ ^ 
^ that sort of thing I cannot 

do,—being infra dig., etc. 

^ to allude to; referring to. 

if any allusion were made to her 
marrying again, _ she would a 

once threaten suicide. 

Ik * m A 3k M butT 
it comes to be led into the pea 

temple,—to be sacrificed. 

w 
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& 
841 

’“A the footstep of I 
man seldom reaches there. 

% MM A to involve others,! 

or outsiders. 

r-m « x;F*-0.4r 
m B M A not only not! 

advancing the matter, but also) 
bringing misfortune on all con-| 
cerned. 

extending to a year; 

as long as a year. 

I looked until 11 

could no longer see her. 

ever anxious lest I 

he should not succeed. 

extending to dis¬ 

tant regions. 

2k # he could run asj 

fast as a galloping horse. 

iMX I could not catch him. 

1® 4*. R ™ ‘M Z it 

it will then be too late 

for repentance. 

what are you dis-| 

cussing? 

2% ^ f how is it getting) 

on up to date? 

jlH a^so reached to,—as one) 

house catching fire from an-1 
other, etc. 

MUt with reference to this. 

to avail oneselfl 

of this to reach that; one step) 
leading to another. 

XM, arrived at the cap,—at 

manhood, or 18 years of age.) 

See ^ 888. 

when he was dismissed) 

from office, 

2k vvhen he was grown up,. 

he went on to say; he) 

added. 

mm a term embracing the xst,I 

2nd, and 3rd successful Candida-1 
tes at the Palace examinations, f 
See 7C 13>744- 

^ if* ^ in the event ofl 

anything important happening, 
involving Chinese and foreign 
interests. 

j* 
just about to arrive. 

2k ^ ^ ^ just as heI 

was about to reach home. 

rfii S * A £ as it is al-1c- &‘P 

ready done, there is no help I tp’.ngeik 
for it,—what is done cannot belw. ciai 
undone. » |n.«A 

1=1.^ #f* $iJ M — [M.chi 
SK /U -rr> IY. chik 
00 IvL ^beyond.there|Sz.chi 

is not a single word on any otherl 
subiect. \].km,ko 

A. kep 

Entering 
Upper. 

R.: 

. is 

844 

.M- M H a team of foui-la 

horses cannot bring back a word IF- nSfik 
'"’eo e-To^l  - 7 . Iw, ciai 

-verbum irrevoca-\ 
N. cih 

P. jchi 

K. kip 

J. kiii 
A. kep 

Entering 
Upper. 

once spoken, 
bile volat. 

fiffj ^ the six divisions I 

of the army followed close on. |sz.chi 

tripods and pans. 

together with the 

southern barbarians. 

Si8 W % with you to live 

and die. 

MS as soon as; when. 

while there is time; while 

it is early. 

2*^ in regard to.; con¬ 

cerning. 

2£ now- 

Empty; unsatisfying. 

unreal; unsatisfactory. 

7L-» the name and personal 

name of the grandson of Con¬ 

fucius, known as ^. Re-j 

puted author of the 

Doctrine of the Mean. 

subject. 

0 if ^ ^ just caught a 
glimpse of an ox. 

not to be compared 
with. 

1=3 J21 ^ 2£ ifei thinking 
that he himself could not come 
up to,—some given person, (e.g.) 
as a Poet. jc.kep 

W ^ Pf ^ ^ |5J there are If \ ngeik, keik 

four points in which he is un-|w-7a* 
equalled. IN- cih 

_ |P .pkifchi, 

'f* 2k inadequate to or for; in-|M 

sufficient. |Y'.chik 

M 2k 1% he is not so good I K.iip 

as you. I J. kiu 

2c 2' 2k to make the mis-| Entering 

take of not going far enough. I Upper. 
See 6622. 

1$ ]i\u kfi ^ 2£ the two do | 

not interfere with one another 

seasonable. 

at the door,—hence, a 

disciple. 

A lofty peak. Dangerous. 

fh fL ^ ^ what a 

perilous and unsettled condi¬ 
tion !—is the empire. 

% M W in imminent | 

danger. 

To draw water from a I 

well. To imbibe. To emu-1 

late. See 13,265. 

Wt or $L # to draw water. | 

unremitting effort; cease¬ 

less; never failing. 

f not bel 

too eager for riches and honours. | 

not equal in spirit,) 

but holding their own in form 
and likeness,—of painters. 

'/$ */J )Kj JH, t0 emulate a lofty | 

example. 

t a District forming the | 

prefecture city of ^ )$f in I 

Honan. 

'/$ $2 books which were found 

in a tomb in the above district, 
3rd cent. a.d. 

13 
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\R-m M 

I C. Pep 
1 H. Pip 

IF. ngeik 

I W. ciai 
1 N. cih 

P. Mhi 
111. chi 

I Y. chik 
I Sz. chi 

IK. kip, Pop 
IJ. kid, kin 

| A. kiepr, kip- 

Entering 

Upper. 

S’* 

C. Pep 
H. Pip 

F. ngeik, keik 
W. ciai 
N. cih 

I P. ichi 

M. chi 
I Y. chik 
|Sz. chi 

K. kip 

I J. kitty kO 
I A. kip 

Entering 

Upper. 

A box, or satchel. 

It M i&m to shoulder one’s! 

satchel and follow one’s teacher,] 

—said of j-rf Su Chang, 2nd[ 

cent. a.d. 

M pUfliift Jit read through all | 

the secret writings. 

• 1C 

2* 

Threads arranged in order. 

Steps. A mark for merit. 

A storey. An octave. a[ 

decapitated head. 

M a step in a flight of stairs. 

15 stairs; steps. 

Tf a sort; a class, as of| 

officials. 

PP grades of official rank; | 

rank. 

Entering 

Upper. 

849 

Entering 
Upper. 

•if 

Entering 

Upper. 

—‘ to be promoted one 

grade. See 1255. 

"* M Jl t0 rise gradually. 

+ Wl ten steps added, 

good marks granted to Chinese | Even Upper 

officials, and allowed to count 
as a set-off in subsequent cases 
of demerit. See 922, 10,396. 

M M &to brinsone foot 
level with the other in going 
upstairs, i.e. to plant both feet 
on each step, avoiding hurry. 

how many steps 

are there to the top? 

"t 7^5 m a seven-storey 

pagoda. 

—' an octave in music 

tr m the head of a criminal, 

after decapitation. 

®f + 3l M fifteen heads 

of criminals. 

The name of a plant, the 

SSorfiS, which is I 

an orchidaceous plant like 

the Cymbydium, with pink 

flowers. Its roots are mu¬ 

cilaginous, and are used to 

Vi 

rub on the ink-stone with I 

vermilion, to fit it for writing. 

a powdered root of the I 

above plant, used for making 
secret ink. The paper which I 
has been thus written upon is I 
dipped in water and held up to | 
the light to be read. 

$}% a plant found in ^ , 

ku-sang, from the bark of which | 
paper could be made. 

The hinder skirt of a| 
robe. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

P to begin an | 

Used for 846. 

go up the ladder! 

slowly. 

The foundation of a wall. 
Land. Property. 

Sill: the foundation of a wall. 

SIS a foundation; a good 

constitution. 

^glj ^ to lay the foundation,—as 

of a family. 

iV to establish the basis,— 

of any undertaking. 

§§ ® or If ^ 
undertaking. 

Tl' |y[ a dyke; an embankment, 

—to prevent rivers from over¬ 
flowing. 

SfS new land,—as foreshore 

which has been filled in. 

^ ® tbe domain of old age,— | 

the tomb. 

JIS a hut or shed in which a 

coffin is placed, raised off the 
ground and filled in solid to the | 
roof. 

£ family property; patri-1 

mony. 

£ 3l£ to ascend the throne. 

the great patrimony,-—the | 

throne. 

a kilogramme,—an imita- 

1 chi 

Injurious; fatal; poison. 

OUS. To teach. 

^ 4^3 injurious, etc. 7li,\ 

K 'S I Rg u, caiisel 
trouble at Court. 

A full year. An anniver¬ 

sary. Used (with 1030) 

on visiting cards when in 

mourning for one year. 

5 = 
0 chi is 366 days. 

^ ^ fill m less than a yeai 

he died. 

6 M rfi) B Pf ill in the 

course of twelve months I should 
have done something considera¬ 
ble,—said Confucius. 

Ip Z in mourning for one 

year. 

IF )]J* clothes for the one-year 

mourning period. 

pp the sorrows of 

mourning. 

m Same as 852. 

85 3 

m See 1030. 

854 

Ay1 A winnowing basket. A 

Dasket for dust. A sieve. 
855 

1/ do spread out like a fan. 
Jc 
kei 

^ame of a constellation. 

ki Marks on the hand. 
hi, v. hie 

J. hi 
A. kiy ko 

Even Upper. 

t H 
tion of the sound kilo. 

|W ^ a corn fan; a winnower. 

^ H I Who have received I 

the dust-basket and broom, 

the wife. 

ffi- ij=s; a wife or concubine. 

^is not this better than be¬ 

coming another man’s dust- 
basket and broom?—his sweeper, 

i.e. wife. 

^ iJE $£ don’t sit with your 

legs spread out. See -997 
^ ^ to rake in; to “squeeze." 



CHI 

855 

856 
R * 
See 

857 

See 

in the south is the constel-| 

lation Sieve, but it is of no use 
to sift. [It is part of Sagittarius, 
consisting of four stars, two of 
which, called the “Heels”, are 
close together, and two more 
widely apart, which are called 
the “Mouth.”] 

^ #• ^ $ m it m 
a few diverging points may be 
made out to be the Southern 
Sieve. 

m? »• w Sagitta¬ 
rius loves wind, Laurus loves 
rain,—i.e. wind comes from the 
N.E., rain from the S.W. Used 
figuratively of the various dispo¬ 
sitions and wants of the people. 

ttf ^ $£ a “Palace Guar¬ 

dian” rides the Sieve,—death of 
a Rung Pao. See 6580. 

,|j|j f/JJ TT Tj-* examine carefully 

the “sieve” and “ladle” marks, 
—on his hand. [The sieve and 
ladle are terms used in chiro¬ 
mancy, borrowed from the two 
constellations so called.] 

® a kind of “planchette.” 

See 877. 

UtM to continue the 

family calling. See 2325. 

Uncle Chi,—the Chinese 

Hiolus. 

4T the Viscount of Chi. Lived 

during the reign of 

Chou Hsin, b.c. 1154; was 
thrown into prison; was released 

by the victorious sei Wu 

Wang, but retired to the modern 
Korea, as unable to serve a 
usurper. 

858 

IC. kik, k'-ei 
P. Schi, chP, 

chP 

lSee ^ ^ 

Entering & 
Sinking 
Upper. 

. 2* 

859 
R. 

% A-. 

Even Upper 

& Lower. 

Stalks of pulse. Tendrils 

of vines. 

nn a kind of aquatic grass,! 

woven into quivers and other [ 
things. 

JpJ a species of edible fern. 

C. kik 
H. kHt 
F. kik 
W. djiai 
N. djih, dzili 
P. Sc hi 
M. chi 
Y.chik 
Sz. chi 
K. kik 
J. kioku^ goki 
A. kik 

Entering 

Lower. 

A large hoe with a long! 

blade, called ffi £tt. 

S RT 
Even Upper 

& Lower. 

[ 99 ] 

Haste; speed. Urgent. 

A crisis. 

be not in a hurry. 

let us quickly on| 

to our roofs. 

M ff y°u s° alons 
quickly. 

Ifjk with the greatest expedi¬ 

tion; urgently. 

IlKl the urgency is ex¬ 

treme. 

nfr jffS h is urgently necessary. 

it is very impor¬ 

tant to inform you. 

Q&Z&M Chinese andj 

French relations at a crisis. 

Tft ^ most anxious to... 

lip to l°ng for. • • 

MM with the utmost possible... 

lip ^ it is very necessary. 

MW pressing; of importance. 

Read ck^i*. Often. 

M JH M he often sent him 
delicacies. 

The ridge-pole of a house. 

The extreme limit; very. 

n or very good. 

itje ^ or ^ ^ capital! 

^§3 quite so; quite right. 

^ ')] with one’s utmost strength. 

® iM veU convenient. 

HH very difficult. 

® (5p the highest rank. 

It ^ very busy- 

^ hyperbole. 

^ the pole-star. 

— ^ heaven, earth, and man. 

|JCJ ^ N. E. S. and W. 

3l the bve punishments. 

4621. 

^ (r) the four cardinal 

points, the zenith, and the nadir. 
(2) The six extremes of misery:— 
misfortune shortening life, sick¬ 
ness, sorrow, poverty, wicked¬ 
ness, and weakness. 

2» 

IBt 

859 

AS the four points of the 

compass and their halves. 

and ^ north and 

south poles, respectively. 

when the zenith 

is reached, decline begins. 

all the stars bend 

towards the pole,—and so do a! 
officials towards the Emperor. 

$S the very extreme. 

^ Wk H @ he enjoyed the 

greatest happiness. 

SttK3& the coarsest pot 

tery. 

mm mm extremely clear; 

perspicuous. 

H Is ffc % I am afraid of 

never getting to the end,—of 
my journey. 

reaching to the sky. 

±4HS it is you, sir, who 

transgress the right. 

i A I i to see through 

and through a man. 

to show his love 

for his dead mother. 

fi when shall this 

have an end? 

-gi^Sik why do you still 

allow her to go to this extreme? 

tK ijtf HI '{§? they will ever 
confer upon you the choicest 
favours. 

he would after 

wards drive me to an extremity. 

in order to probe 

your choppings and changings. 

T H the royal state to 

serve as model. 

mm zm a very great 

obstacle. 

j|| the Imperial function; 

sovereignty. 

|Sq @ a support, or guide, of the 

people. 

£i] 7 H Mil reached the end, 

—as when there is nothing more 
to be said. 

5^1] ® fMt *n tbe extreme; to 
the last degree. 

exhausted his plans. 

there is nowhere 

where you have not been. 
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860 

lR I® 
IC. kik 
IH. kit 

IF. kcik 

I W. ciai 
N. cih 

IP. Schi, chf 

JM. chi 

IY. chik 
I Sz. chi 

I K. kik 

IJ. kioku, koki 
I A. kik 

Entering 

Upper. 

861 

|R*K 
I See ^ 

with which 

| it corresponds 
in fact 

throughout. 

I Rising Lower 

the abode of per¬ 

fect bliss; paradise. 

»*S illimitable; bound¬ 
less; unknown. 

3ll ® the perfection of 
abstract right. 

the Absolute,—of Confu 

cian cosmogony, as explained by 

^ Chu Fu Tzti. Also. 

the ^ of the ^ ^ and the 

St of Lao Tzu. 

ft-a — t®ai 
mm the Absolute is simply 

one by itself without anythin*? 
to compare it with. 

personification of the 

Absolute,—Nature. 

Sc St W, S , ^ B 

S. J|gig> 
f||| he who made us was 

none other than Thou, the Ab 
solute, and without knowledge, 
without wisdom, we obey the 
laws of our sovereign (on earth). 

^ ...(followed by an attri¬ 

butive word) was extremely... 

ffitl the frontier of one of the 

new Mongolian provinces. 

it mm the Arctic Ocean 

FfO Tf ^ to take an extreme 
case. 

To kill. To imprison for 

life. 

^ fni ^ God ordered their 

destruction. 

m n * a 15 a 2 
I will proceed to severe punish¬ 
ments, and put you to death. 

9JJ Z 
if I go back from what I have 
said, may the gods kill me on 
the spot. 

Kun was impris- j 
oned for life. 

Cleverness; ability. Used 

with 1104. 

fit 15 cunning; ingenious. 

tk M craft; cunning; clever¬ 

ness; ability. 

'b fit ffi -T a sharp, bright J 
little fellow. 

861 

862 

H. 'kli,cki,ccki 

See ^ 

with which 
it usually 

rhymes in fact. 

Rising Lower. 

jf| he has no other 
ability. 

MM £#,!tftfitfit 
the stag is running away, but 
his legs move slowly. 

ikm mechanical arts. 

fitg^lt a Polytechnic. 

%ikmm her accomplish-) 

ments were many and varied. 

A singing-girl. A pros¬ 

titute. 

Ik iK or ^ or $ 
prostitutes. [The first is also'a I 
name for the day-lily.] 

&t It °r ® a brothel. 

whores in my sight, but not in 
my thoughts. Commonly used 
in extenuation by persons found 
in evil company. 

865 

866 

r m 

chi 

dji 

chi 

’ 4* 

A variety of the water- 

calthrop (Frap a incisa), 

having three or four prongs 

on the fruit. 

calthrops and lotuses. 

Entering 
Upper. 

, 1$ 

the teeth of| 

Entering 

Lower. 

A patten; a wooden shoe. 

uikm red leather pattens, 

wooden pattens. 

a heelless slipper. 

the patten leave prints on the 
green moss 

Jpl ]Sf & ^ the teeth °f his 
clogs left a mark. 

711S Zbfr he did not 

notice that a tooth of one of 
his clogs was broken,—of Hsieh 
An, excited by news of victory, 
although he pretended to be 
quite calm and went on playing 
chess. 

'>o» 
many pairs of clogs does one 
wear in this life? 

Same as 864. 

A pantry; a cupb„ar(11 

To store. To bury thi J 
on the mountains when 

worshipping the gods. 

$ A !$J put away the eatables 

a press or cupboard f0r| 

storing valuables or archives. 

Jk SI t0 Put away. 

Same as 866. 

To jostle and hit each! 

other. To rub; to brush. 

«* to tap and rub,—a bowj 

before using it, as a test. 

^ a long spear. 

To beat. To rout. 

® *r to strike; to beat. 

Ip* ^k t0 heat a drum. 

1|* ^ to kill by striking. 

Ip* to attack an enemy. 

!p< to rout. 

lj|< to rouse stupid] 

boys,—by punishment, 

jlfij §jg to rush violently against.! 

f=| Ijg Aj> the eye seeing it,| 

the heart was grieved. 

j|j|J to play at broad-sword. 

"§]! to strike the table with | 

admiration, etc. 

never left off beat-, 

ing time; also, never left off| 

applauding. 

to strike (the drum out¬ 

side the magistrate’s door and] 
call attention to) one’s wrongs.] 

dp* to strike with the hand. 

If *? % I thunder-struck j 
dead,-—struck dead by lightning. 

Ijpc j^r to drive away; to rout. 

BS£ to defeat. 
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869 

Entering 
Upper. 

872 

IK.: 

I See 

Entering 
Upper. 

873 

874 

|R#/ 
IC. kit 
|H. tight 
IF. ngeik 
IW. c'-iai 
IN. ts'-ih 
P SchH 

|M .*• 
Y. chkik 

I Sz. chi 

IK. hil^ kil 

I]. kitsz, kotsz 
I A. hit, nget 

Entering 
Upper. 

® M to sink a vessel,—as by a 

shot. 

|j£ §j|j to capsize a vessel. 

§j£ m to injure by a blow, shot, 

etc. 

hoeing and sing-1 

ing the while,—alluding to the I 
happy state of the people under! 
the Emperor Yao, China’s “gold-j 
en age.” 

See 4104. 

nL 
874 

To attack. 

4104. 

Used for 

Unburnt bricks. 

JiK briquettes of charcoal,! Even Upper. 

used, when heated, for evapora¬ 
ting aromatic substances. 

U ^ sun-dried mud bricks. 

See 1949. 

To finish; to clear off. 

Done. To reach to. Usedl 

with 4149. Colloquiallyl 
cfoi*. 

It at tlle examination being 

concluded; also, the inquest 
being ended. 

^ at settied up,—as accounts.IR 

St §£ already finished or done. IC. kei 

HI A at when the reply If. ^ ,n 

had already been sent. | ^' 

received in full,—his bill.|p 
_ I 1V1 

876 

@ M tt 7n from 
Hung Wu (1368) to Hung Chih 
(1488). 

§£ UP t0 this date; until now. 

m it m do not engross grain. 

si- ^ at "J1 PI his fame 
and influence reached to every¬ 
where within the Four Seas. 

A §£ H $1 G°d is 
ending the destiny of our House 
of Yin. 

A halter. To restrain. 
To detain. See 9742 

Pi PJf or #f* H a lock-up for 
prisoners. 

I or H f± or fj| fUf 
or 

jssh 
me. 

JS/Jr j 
leisure. 

i$L‘ 
877 

r. ; 

See 

K. He 

J. kei 
A. ke 

Even Upper. 

to detain. 

my business kept 

nothing to hinder; at 

order. 

to restrain; to keep in 

IM. chi 

PPj at squared up; settled, as|K.'kii,hii 

accounts. |J-kl 
A. ko 

fa" at ^as been given; settled,| Even Upper 

as a bill. 

fa Wi having been sealed. 

gt to the last did not tell. 

fait M lit how has it comej 
to this? 

|I| t0 de> or bobble, a horse; 

fettered, as by business. 

^ |I| idle harum 

scarum fellow. 

H ^ |1 putting no re¬ 

straint upon himself. 

/J/' shao4 ^ jp| a wild fellow 

in his youth. 

M M -k ||| boys in horns. 

girls in knots,—of the hair. 

fj| fa! or |f| ^ to keep in 

custody; to put in quarantine. 

The family name of ^ 

‘rfj* Huang Ti or the Yel- 

ow Emperor, adopted from 

$5 TfC the name of the 

place where he was born. 

nm a step-mother. 

Read z1. A beautiful girl, 

beautiful concubine, 

ffi M # kept no concubi¬ 
nes. 

A ® n»m rt®ggft 
that beautiful virtuous lady can 
respond to you in song. 

this is a 

famous Peking singing-girl. 

IP 
878 

R. 

C. tsik 

H. tsit 
F. cheik 
W. tsi 
N. tsih 

P.ichi 
M. ( 
Sz. | chl 

Y. chik 
K. ch 'ik 

shoku, soki 
A. tik 

Entering 
Upper. 

To divine by means of a] 

stick writing upon sand. 

Planchette. 

to write in sand with a I 

stick which i$ held by two I 
blindfold persons and is sup-1 
posed to be guided by spirits. 
This is a common method ofl 
fortune-telling in China, usually! 
practised at a temple., 

0 fit V jI# to tell fortunes by | 

planchette. 

fiL t0 invite tbe spirits to dis¬ 

close events. This is done by I 
making offerings upon the altar,] 
and burning a paper with the 
question required to be answered] 
written upon it. 

the spirits have come to I 

the divination. This is said! 
when the point of the stick! 
held by the mediums begins to I 
whirl round and round in the! 
sand, preparatory to writing the | 
answer asked for. 

fit fill to consult the god, or I 
spirit,—generally g fife | 

Lti Shun-yang, one of the Eight | 
Immortals. 

the divining altar,—an I 

ordinary altar covered with sand. [ 

To come to. Now; im-| 

mediately; forthwith. Near. 

Alias. Even; if. Corres¬ 

ponds in some senses to the 

more colloquial 228; 

you do not cornel 

to me. 

TSSSHH^eu_ 
why does he call us to action, I 
without coming and consulting! 
with us ? 

^ iff! fff I come to ad 
with you. 

aim to ascend the throne. 

Bn i in 3k go and come back 
at once. 

Afc lit IP * HI hence (by I 
this magic power) I am no sooner 
gone than I am back again. 

the end of the] 

year is at hand. 

A it wa in great calamity is 
at hand. 

4 Bn ^ T 7c 
I will now seek orders from the | 
great tortoise. 

4 
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M or JJL i|] or [f|] fl^p or I 

if] 0 immediately. The last 

two also mean “at the samef 
time” and “on the same day,” 
respectively. 1 

|J ^ quickly; speedily. 

?fl urgently; with the utmost) 

expedition. 

jtll A ill 'ik Hsia did not pro¬ 

ceed to drink,—when the wine | 
went round. 

A IfP Mi £ did not at once) 
see him,—when he called. 

neither near nor I 

far,—the happy medium; neither 
one thing nor the other, though 
partaking of both; withou ' 1 
and without delay. 

BP Bp 0 * make haste back.) 

BP 4 at once. 

in M even if it; were,—which it 
is not. 

in or in ^ supposing | 

that,—as an alternative. 

in & r- m even if it were I 

not so,—which it is. 

A H- ill ^ Big nose, | 
alias Li San. 

-at I and Tzu Ch‘i are one and) 

the same person. 

BP T near noon. 

BP lit just this; only this; thus. 

iffc in Mif not this» thenl 
that. 

W A BP 'J',IgTAi£ 
if not too big, then too small ;| 
never exactly right. 

BP stiff seasonable matters. 

BP Bll A Jf crammed full. 

in ahe is iike a vid | 
ous dog, which, etc. 

In ^ Poems suitable to | 

the occasion; topical verses. 

in °r in 1%that is tosay;| 
if it is; it is so; the same as. 

in 13? or in 13? supposing! 
that; even if; or supposing. 

IP®-A* even if a man 

is sent. 

a m m, mwm 

A ^ . |§ IT since there has) 

, 2* 
been a breach of Treaty, even 
though not an important one, 
still it will be necessary 

tjjj 0n yjjE at dawn, he 

got up. 

?n Ift y£ ^ this will be 
enough. 

=n itb ^ M "fe as may 
be inferred from this; take this 
to draw an analogy from. 

A BP itb $ 5 I know 

not whether it is this matter or 
not,—to which you allude. 

H in % 1? £ 1 win 
explain it to you. 

in >fr r^i a itb ^even if 
there are any higher than this. 

though he does not speak, I 
know all the same. 

—* in polished him off 

in a single fight; or, conquering 
whenever they fought. 

I there 

fore wish you health and pros 
perity, not on a separate sheet. 
A formal phrase at the end of 
letters = I have the honour to 
remain, etc. 

in 0 if it be said. 

in Jt t-i ^ M if the 
Emperor is angry at your coming 
late. 

BP in 3£ as for instance my 

self. 

^ IP ^3 prepared; is willing. 

ip ET may thereupon. 

in immediately to. 

]IP very shortly. 

fn or bp m forthwith 

The latter also means even if, 
notwithstanding. 

P 6 whereupon it will be the 

duty. 

in ff thereupon. 

in 1101 in ffl °r in m 
expectant officers, after public 
examination, through the provin¬ 
cial authorities, and the Board 
of Civil Office, respectively. 

^ without fail. 

A #.in not only. 

ii* 

879 

R-S ft 
See 

P. Cchi 
K. chil, cliik 

Entering 

Upper. 

a Ions 

-as of people 

. but 

also. 

BP T an elephant. From the 

Sanskrit Gaja elephant. 

. 4* 

880 

Entering 
Upper. 

r 2* 

881 

The hum of insects. rpu 

noise of a crowd. To whisper] 

® » *theArfiJ 

Liari^ b'ginS t0 "*ke «self| 

S A groaning 
time. 

pin p|p pgp ppp, % 

P f® with a chi chi actoss| 

and a chi chi back, Mu-lan 
weaving at the door.-alludinid 
to the noise of the shuttle g 

Pgfl pjg a low sound,- 

talking. 

p|p hi a squeaking sound,—as of 

ungreased wheels. 

pip pip W1® quick gabble,—of 
people talking fast. 

pin »r p£ i« of noise, jabber, 

clatter, etc., etc. 

P^ P^JI Pg R|jl ft or l||| fl| 

% or P|p Pf ^ 

chattering. 

To brick a grave. The I 

snuff of a candle. To hate. 

To snuff out. 

R. 

See 

(These two 
were originally 

R R) 

s..g 

A. tik fsicj 

Entering 

Upper. 

»2* 

hold the candle in the left hand! 
and snuff it with the right. 

M tH 0 It we hate| 
evil speaking and malicious | 
actions. 

Name of a tree allied to| 

the ash, and called |j 

#P A a man who makes arrows. I 

m « m m m f if,ht 
weak old man feels kindly I 
towards his staff which he isl 
accustomed always to have with | 
him. 

See |j] 

P. i chi 

Entering 
Upper. 

A centipede. 

lip R (or ffl) the centipede,- 

said to eat snakes. See 10>554j 

a kind of worm. 

a kind of beetle. 
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883 

R# 
I C.tsik 

See (fP 

IP. ‘chi, chi 
IK. ch'dk, ch'ik 

.seki, shoku 

| A. t‘k, tih 
Entering 

Upper. 

884 

Ir. ; 

|C ./ai,ck‘ai 

IH. Jii, JPai 

F 
IW. c«, Cci 

IN. Cci, zc‘i 

xhi, ich'-> 

P. 
M. 

Iy. 
ISz. ) 
IK. he 
11, hei 
|a. he 

Even & 
I Rising Upper. 

The bastard carp (Caras-1 
sius Pekinensis), of which 

the goldfish is a variety. 

Pf) ft bream with a long| 

dorsal fin (Cyprinus gibelioides). 

$}g It4 tP the blunt-headed I 

bream (Cyprinus abbreviatits). 

^ f] the red-tailed bream (Cy¬ 

prinus auratus). See 685. The I 
gold fish: first mentioned by Su 
Shun-ch‘in. 

'/$ a sPecaes °f perch, found | 

in the Gulf of Chihli and pre¬ 
sented to the Emperor. 

,# Mp is 1$ Itfresh bream| 
and sliced pork dumplings,— 
fine eating. 

To examine. To hunt 

up, as a quotation. To 

reach to. To detain; to 

cause delay. [Correctly 

written .] 

mm to investigate judicially. 

la fi: or IH # or W to1 or m OT m' 
examine; to search for. 

f§ § # Jv S Tit 0 
to muster officers and men gen¬ 
erally; a general muster. 

IS W £ Wi (or ffl)) unfound¬ 
ed talk; gossip. 

IS I# *1, W ty) li do not| 
listen to words for which there) 
is no proof. 

fH reaching to the sky. See\ 

8S9- 

f|§ & to detain; to keep waiting, 

ftj 0^ or H§ t0 delay. 

T@ sf 0 procrastinating; 

there has been delay. 

please let there be | 

no further delay. 

HI to make late by delay;] 

to hinder. 

mutual recrimina-1 

tion. 

wu to examine (goods) and) 

collect the duties. 

R. 

w 
885 

.. . . AYf* 

Entering & 
Rising Upper. 

886 

IP. yhi 

See f- 
| A. kik, k‘ik 

Entering 
Upper. 

Read cJCr'. To prostrate] 
oneself; to bow to the! 
ground. 

~k sb H it great and small 

prostrate themselves. 

!i§ or H§ %${ to knock the 

head; to kotow. 

J^ ijfj|| "H" Hu bowed with 

his head to the ground. 

^ H§ W Elding the hands 

and bowing the head. 

To respect. To beat* 

Read yol* or ch'-iacr'. I 

bright, pleasing sight. 

.1* 

886 

Water overflowing. To 
overflow. To rouse. To 

stimulate. See 13,617. 

to wash away. 

ill Wc ilz ever grateful—for 
kindness. 

boiling over; exasperated 

jil M very angry- 

)gj a hose-pipe. 

$k 'Mb an angry, troubled stream. 

effll roused to exasperation. 

t Hlf brought on an 
illness. 

mM to cause to flow back,- 

as water. 

® tir la t0 exert oneself 
for the good of one’s generation 

fpj or ® t0 stimulate; 
to excite. 

t)/k fjl t0 be roused to the display 
of. 

IS Wt fi< fli say somethin 
to pique him,—to stir him up 
to action. 

I therefore sent for him and 
insulted him, in order to stimu¬ 
late him. 

If ^ W inviting a 

general is not to be compared 
with piquing him. 

M WC If t0 com- 
mission a general is not so good 
as to stimulate a general,—as by 
disparaging his abilities, etc. 

roused to exertion,—by 

advice or taunts. 

$ indignation,—of the po¬ 

pulace. 

888 

r. : 

C. kai 
H. kP 
F. kie 
W.«, cP 
N .ci 

P. chi, chP 
M. _ 

chi 

Even Upper 

889 

890 

891 

892 

It 
. hep 

H. hip 

. keik 
W. ciai 
N. cih 

. Uhi 

M. chi 

chik 

2* 

to stir up armed] 

resistance. 

to cause; to give rise to. 

^ to excite disorder. 

to excite to a high pitch. 

I$k WU t° encourage. 

^ yll to dash against. 

iffe Wj swelling and dying 

away; crescendo and diminu¬ 
endo, of music. 

A tie-beam connecting 

two posts, or supporting 

the roof. 

A hair-pin, on which the 

hair is bound at the back of 

the head. Fifteen years of 

age; marriageable. 

44: jjjH the ceremony of binding 

up a girl’s hair at fifteen. 

f(j A'4 TT yS bead-dress, 

hair-pins, and six jewels. 

2* ^ jq: in age already 

marriageable. 

a girl should bind up her hair 
at fifteen and marry at twenty. 

Same as 888. 

Same as 834. 

Same as 834. 

Haste. Impatient. An¬ 

xious. Earnest. Urgent; 

necessary. To be urgent. 

See 5071. 

i; ft or i; in a hurry. 

SK j|i rapid- 

t: m # # the more 
haste the less speed. 



I ‘04 cm 

2* 

4 Lii> 

892 
Sz. chi 
K. kip 
J. kiuy kd 
A. kip 

Entering 
Upper. 

impatient in disposition. 

M # W ft very quick tem¬ 
pered. 

I S or § !| disturbed; 
anxious; irritable; passionate. 

business of no im¬ 

mediate importance. 

fa ^ ^ lit ft why 
so anxious about this matter of 
no immediate importance? 

f® % m % c//ao- do nc 

be disturbed in mind about it. 

[5p5 ^ R ft in the hour of 
trial; when the pinch comes. 

(pi ^ to get excited. 

1® M i; do not get excited 

or, do not be impatient. See 
2187. 

the matter is urgent. 

tiisre t; to die suddenly, 

as from heart-disease or interna 
complications of an acute cha 

/lL> 

892 

racter. 

an acute disease. 

f; in a great hurry; impa- R 

tient. 
See 

ft^E hurried to death,—by 

excitement or press of business 

^7 very much hurried. 

A pp Ik t; 1 earnestly im 

plore,—as in a petition. 

Jjli H» out °f breath,—usually 

from anger. 

H» t0 reiieve the necessities 

of others. 

quick-witted; fertile in 

invention, 

ft^ zealous for the public 

welfare. 

ft do [t PromPt]y- 

ft 110 presence of mind. 

* * & will not flow offj 

quickly. 

4*7 3^} urged; forced. 

ft#J most urgent. 

"o’ ft t0 rePort the danger or 

necessity one may be in. 

hR ft t0 ask ^eave °f absence on 

account of urgent affairs. 

3': 

S9; 

■PS 
C. tsika, tseka 

P. cc/«, Schi 
K. ch'-ok 
J. shakily djaku 

Entering 
Upper. 

or ^ to need; to ft m 
require for use; necessary; very 
much in want of. 

^ 3ft iff If when brothers 

are in difficulties. 

M ft we were there_ 
fore in a state of great urgency 

[& = &%]■ 

(fen*) angry; vexed. 

to wdrry oneself 

about. 

ft^ anxious to.for.; 

pressing for. 

ft II $$j bursting with rage. 

Ht lil acute convulsions. 

ft Hi B B uneasy; never 

still. 

|;ia driving rain 

ft ^ Polygonum perfolia- 

tum, L. 

The spine. A ridge. An 

arete. A bone. 

895 

R|® 

See ^p 

P. Schi 

[Entering 
Upper. 

896 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

— it— A 

894 

See 
n 

Entering 
Lower. 

: (niang*) or qfp ft* 

or If W *i*or # # the 
backbone. 

W the back. 

chi4 Hjg marrow in bones, 

^p the long beam in the roof. 

111 ^p a ridge of hills. 

f&E *p|* :^p without backbone; a 

worthless fellow. 

having both right 

and might. 

H poverty has 

broken his back. 

p dead men’s bones. 

i^p the back,—of furs. 

fl m 35 n a tiger riding 

Pegasus,—name of a picture by 
Li Lung-mien. 

** Poor land, as on hill-tops. 

A ridge. 

m eh unproductive land, 

a ridge of hills. 

897 

See q^p 

P. Schi 

Entering 
Upper. 

it2 

898 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

El 
899 

C. tsik 

H. tsHt 
F. chik 
W. zi 
N. zih 
P. Schi 

M. chi 
Y. chik 
Sz. chi 

A short, 

Cramped. 

Lean; emaciated. Barren. 

he wasted away, 

thin; lean. 

'$1 j?§ a lean horse. 

fa M 'M A J^t IE Q why 
must you impoverish others to 
enrich yourself? 

m± barren land. 

terribly thin. 

careful step. 

* 2* 

he does not ad 

vance much. 

f I iI > ^ ^ 
we say that the earth is thick, 
yet I dare not but walk daintily 
on it. 

cramped and not 

at ease. See 2959. 

The fi pi Pied wagtail 

(Motazilla luzoniensis) com¬ 
mon in south China. It has 

a mottled neck, and is also 

called m ■{$ the snow lady, 

or ^ money mother. 

§ l£E M there is the wag¬ 
tail on the level height. 

The Emperor’s field of a 

thousand ^ moui called the 

^ E0 > on wbieh 
began the annual ploughing 

himself, in order to encou¬ 
rage the people. The crops 

were used in offerings. 

i if M i# itsMre ,he 
crops from the crown lands in 
the sacred granary. 

A record of population, 

kept in every district ma 

gistrate’s yam£n: a list of 

prostitutes; a register. To 
be registered as a native 

of; to be under the rule of. 
To attach ; to sequester. 

Used with 1537- 

records; If n cy«4) 
literature. 

books; 
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899 

IK. ch 'ok 
IJ. sekii shaku 

| A. tit 
Entering 
Lower. 

*r 
901 

|R-P0 
IC. tsik 

F- seik chdk 
Iw.w 
IN. tsih 
|P. chP 
IM. hsi 

yt.chik 
|Sz. hsi chi 
IK.chok 

P' set‘) shaku 
| A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

jjl or ^ register of the 

number of the people; census. 

jgf register of details of place 

of residence, occupation, etc. 

^ one’s native place,—where 

registered. 

#J IS ® JS A t0 be reduced 
to the ranks of the people. 

M 1 homeless vagrants. 

he is at his native I 

place recruiting his health. 

0 HI to return t0 one’s native | 
place. 

to belong to; to be a 

902 

C. tsik, tsHk 
F. cheik, chlaik 
N. ts'-ah 
K. chhik 

J. shoku, shiki 
A. trak 

Entering 
Upper. 

r 2* 

A plough-share. Sharp. 

very sharp are thej 

excellent shares. 
rt -a* 

£ 3Jgj an old name for dice. 

Read nix. To point out. 

A final particle, as used in 

the transliteration of San- 
* 1 

skrit. 

9°S 
K. kik 

J. keki^gioku 
A. kik 

Entering 
Lower. 

m x 
native of. 

not to become the 

naturalised subject of another 
country. 

fi H ffi ltt his ancestral 
home is here. 

Ilf ^ 'S' IS ^ was em¬ 
ployed as registrar, of a clan. 

IS violent; savage; destruc¬ 

tive. Not to be confounded with 

M x537- 

IS ’’be noise of talking. 

to be under the control 

of the authorities. 

JJft H to remove from the list,- 

to take a woman from a brothel. | 

#®Lf§3t 
personally searched his house. 

IS to confiscate his | 

property. 

HI ^ to confiscate (see 508). 

vt |S to pass together I 

into Paradise. 

See 15 37- 

To take long steps. To 

walk reverently. See 10,981. 

fits£$ do not step on the I 

mat,—in ancient days before! 
chairs were used. 

^ J!: 5ft 5n they attend to j 
the furnaces with reverence. 

Entering 
Upper. 

it* 

904 

P. Schi, chi: 
K. chik 
J. shoku, soku 
A. tik^ tak 

Entering 
Upper. 

Small. 

the toil of the I 

poorer classes. 

Panicled millet (Panicum 
miliaceum, L.), also called 

^ 935, one of the five 

grains. To be expeditious, 

and varieties ofj 

millet, the seeds of which differ j 
in size and colour. 

the millet was just 

in flower. 

^ ^ ^ ® ^ he who 

sets glutinous millet does not 
obtain common millet. As you 
sow, etc. 

fsi Minister of Agriculture 

under the Emperor Shun, wor¬ 
shipped after death as the God 
of Agriculture. 

Hou Chi 

taught the people husbandry. 

/tfc M £ 15 a patriot 

See jjjff 9803. 

£ on that day in the 

. 2* 

906 

R.- 

C. tsap 
H. sip^ tkip 

F. chik 
W. zai 
N .jeh 
P. ichi 
M. chi 
Y. chik 
Sz. chi 
K. chip 
J. shii, djii 
A. tep 

Entering 
Lower. 

statesman. 

IBT 
evening. 

^ you have been | 

exact and expeditious. 

H |_L| a District in the south-west 

of Shansi. 

To increase. Distressing • 

troublesome. More; very. 

To sport; a play (first ap¬ 

plied to the plays of the | 

Yuan dynasty). 

0 fil my infirmity and| 

illness daily increasing, 

a distressing illness. 

—‘ ^ ^ miserable all his| 
life long. 

M % “/o M to manage, busy:! 

to govern, troublesome, — anf 
arduous official post. 

Sf 0 a quiet and peace-1 
ful place. 

Ik $8 M 38 y°u are morel 
foolish than I. 

p % m fi jjij/l unable to | 

speak plain. 

UM to sport; to play. 

ftiSJfj to play wicked pranks. 

ffjgfc j|fij theatrical plays. 

— $1Ma Play* 

To flock together ; to 

collect. To mix; to blend.I 

To hit the mark. To com¬ 

pile. To finish; to accom¬ 

plish. 

y all assembled; a full I 

meeting. 

a collection of essays. 

a collection of pro¬ 

verbial sayings. 

jlH ^ to bring together; to con¬ 

vene. 

JqSJ. a multitude; to collect,— | 

as subscriptions. 

J$£ t0 c°iiect into a whole. 

$l] ^ and ^j| are indivi-l 

dual and general collections,! 
respectively, under the class of| 

literature known as belles- 
lettres. ** 

f|£ jfj| to prepare a book fori 

publication. 

* one part, section, or vol¬ 

ume of a work; also, a complete| 
work. 

re © jf- JL ^^4 but 
the poem (in question) is not to 
be found in his collected works. 

kk peacefully gathering,—as| 

the people in their villages. 

m a collecting round I 

the whole day long,—as visitors! 
or friends. 

settled on or hov¬ 

ered around her left shoulder, | 
—of a phoenix. 

*4 
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906 

A 
907 

908 

R. 

cf. 

(but upper 
initials). 

Entering 

Upper. 

db 
FT 

20 

909 

C.ket 
H. kit 

F. keik 
W. ciai 
N. cih 
P. Lchi 

M. chi 
Y. chik 

Sz. chi 
K. hit 

. kitsz, izotz 
A. kiel 

Entering 
Upper. 

tf since my expedi¬ 

tion has resulted successfully. 

to collect arm-pits, i.e. 

small pieces of fur from under 
the fore-legs of animals and else¬ 
where joined together. Used in 
the sense of “every little helps.” 

^ many a little 

makes a mickle. See 831. 

jf'j'j an old name for |||| J| 

if* in the south of Ssiich'uan 

to collect money,—as 

capital by a company, 

to collect funds. 

^ to bring together for pur¬ 

poses of examination. 

to bring together before 

the court. 

mm to collect crowds; to 

collect. 

jJj a market. 

to go to market,—from 

the custom, which obtains among 
petty tradesmen in the north, of 
going from town to town at 
which markets are held every 
five days in rotation. 

Same as 906. Really 

an old radical, as shown 

in the Sfiuo Wen. 

A fountain bubbling up 

The noise of water boiling 

Auspicious; lucky,—as op- 

Dosed to [><] 4689. Happy; 

well in health. 

■=[j* [><j (in the Canon 

of Changes) the conformity or 

non-conformity of the (4331) 

individual lines of the Diagrams 
with a supposed natural order, 
and the good or evil results 
which thereby arise. See 4689. 

Q a lucky day. A list of these 

is given in the official almanac 
published annually. 

fhappy; auspicious. See 

8720. 

•db 
FI 

9°9 

1=? the Imperial coffin. 

"pf pjy the hall in which the 

Imperial coffin lies in state. 

F? all happiness to 

you. 

ijjj a lucky omen. 

db 
FI may a lucky star 

shine upon you. 

"pf ||j. happy affairs,—such as 

weddings. Also, a fortunate 
stroke of business. 

|> jjly to find out lucky days by 

divination. 

:ZT ^ fi 
got a fortunate response. 

he divined and 

happiness and joy. 

clothes for festive occa- 

a family or 

db 
FI 

ztr 
FI 

sions. 

iff A A# God protects the 

good man, i.e. you will get out 
of your difficulty, or recover 
from your illness, etc 

fT .A. Hi s0^ (as °PPosed 
to frivolous) people talk little. 
See 11,619. 

^ at your convenience; when 

opportunity offers. 

jiff itfa the ten-thousand 

year happy ground,—the Imper¬ 
ial tombs. 

ir* or # 
private letter. 

ifcj] ^ the first day of a moon,— 

considered to be a lucky day. 

a festive or happy occa¬ 

sion. 

pf iifa generally good, i.e. un¬ 

occupied, land. 

pj good news. 

S' auspicious words,—good 

wishes. 

fll rf W thanks to your good 

wishes,—it has come about. 

PUBIAlif may there be great 

luck on opening business,— 
after the New Year holidays. 

F? auspicious phrases,— 

such as are used between friends 
at New Year time. 

FT 
9°9 

w 
9x0 

See S 
A. kiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
911 

w 
912 

R- K 

See FI 
A. kit~ 

Entering 
Upper. 

& 
9X3 

^ F? M r|T may you have 

great joy and good business u 
the phrase posted up by sho,v 
keepers to show that they Z 
subscribers to the Beggars’Guild 
and must not be annoyed Gen 

erally written on the picture of- 

gourd, theemblemofbeggardom* 

7C M is often said to a per. 

son who has sneezed = Gof 
bless you! 

fT T& an insect which, when 

carried on the body, makes one 
beloved. 

i I' fi i many are youi 

admirable officers, O King! 

fT Hjj ^ with happy auspi¬ 

ces and purifications thou brincr. 
est the offerings. 

pf y see 2093. 

^ ^ $ I hope you 

have been well lately. 

F? the happy mat,—wedlock. 

F? it or It an Indian 

name for cotton or some of its 
tissues. 

the cotton plant. 

# IL # H Hi $ M 
Lin-i and neighbouring coun¬ 
tries produce the cotton tree. 

Read chi**. A clan name. 

^3" 'jjjj the clans of Yin and Chi 

Robust. Exact; correct. 

mftWctiiWc te-B-Pif 
the four steeds were strong, both 
strong and well trained. 

See 4224. 

A concubine of ^ ^ie 

Yellow Emperor. 

See 1466. 
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fjtiv 
m 
914 

|«SI 

I A. kiet 
Entering 

Upper. 

Ir. 

I A. kiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

916 
gg* 

Ir. 

IH. kit ke 
IF. kit, kivoui 

I A. ke, 

Sinking 
Upper. 

An animal described as a 

monkey with a short tail, 

a black stripe down the 

back, and yellowish with a 

black face. It is up at 

ight, and sleeps in the 

day. 

ism or Mm an animal like 

a lemur, and allied to the Loris 
tardigradus of India. 

JLl i* 
Si 

1* 

C. /sat 

H. ts^it 
F. chik 
W. zai 
N. dzih 
P. Sc hi 
M. chi 
Y.chik 
Sz. chi 

K. chit 
J. shitsz, djichi 
A. tet 

Entering 
Lower. 

Black spots on the skin. 

The dressed hair of a 

Chinese woman; hair in 

general. [For correct form, [ 

see 917.] 

ip to comb, or do up the hair. 

bald head-dress, i.e. with¬ 

out head ornaments, 

jf ^i§ i|p a term for children 

under five years old, when their 
hair is trimmed like two horns. 

Ul *n hills like twisted 

hair-locks. 

mm or ip a large hair¬ 

pin. 

7^ ip said of the first time of 

shaving a boy’s head, when one 
month old. 

n JeJ- ip a nickname in Canton 

for a procuress. 

181 fleshy protuberance on 

the head,—one of the charac¬ 
teristics of a Buddha. 

m HH ~^T an ornamented head- 
comb. 

ip Wian<^ the front 

and back of a headdress. 

|p |||k curls of hair bound round 

and round. 

-.4* 

919 

R. J=£ 

P. chi’ 

M. chi, chP 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same as 916. 

Sickness; disease. Haste; 

urgency. Severely; angrily. 

^ ailments; diseases. 

55 to enquire after an in¬ 

valid’s health. 

to avoid anything on 

the plea of illness. Frequently 
used of examinations. 

f&E "It" to bave a headache. 

an infectious or contagious 

disease; to become infected by 
any disease. 

t0 be iU- 

^ ^ his disease will I 

not be cured. 

31$ T it wasi 

convicted of malingering and 
thrown into prison. 

^ hurriedly; in great haste.I 

in a state of flurry; irri-l 

table. 

Ik urgent- 

£ ^ ^ jflS very much occu¬ 
pied; hurried. 

fij a crashing clap of thunder. I 

come back imme-1 
diately after. 

feklMA when he suddenly 

saw several men. 

Eli $c W he never sPoke a I 
hasty word. 

compassionate! 

Heaven, arrayed in terrors! 

M'J ill, ^ M chand3 

thereupon they looked angrily I 
at their superiors. 

for every word l| 

am hated. 

Envy; jealousy. To hate. 

Jjfa to envy the good. 

1^ IS ^ ^ fehow- 
craftsmen envy one another;! 
two of a trade can ne’er agree. 

mu5 to be jealous. 

to be full of hatred! 

and envy. 

to jealously avoid; to hate 

from jealousy. 

.20 

920 

*-Sf 
P. Sc hi 

M. chi, chki 

Entering 
Lower. 

Gorse; furze. 

Pfc the calthrop (Tribulus ter- 

res/ris) found in Chihli. CamelsJ 
are fed with it, and the seeds! 
are used in diseases of the eyef 
and coughs. 

Hr a kind of furze with 

yellow flowers. 

llH -J* ^ ^ to grasp the cal¬ 

throp,—awkward; not easy. 

^§!d 4|§ an *ron calthrop,—a| 
weapon used in war. 

J£l M W- H* ^ handed! 
him an iron scourge. 

i if a mean man. 

chi 

Self. Personal. Private.) 

Selfish. Sixth of the Ten 

Stems (see Tables Ve); some¬ 

times used as “No. 6” (seel 

3612). Radical 49. [To be 

distinguished from Q 54641 

and £3 10,284.] 

ci Jtp one’s own person. 

Cj one’s own relatives. 

tfl A BE a to injure others] 

and fatten oneself. 

U a to appropriate to oneself. 

3* £ to keep oneself to one-] 

self; to mind one’s self-respect. [ 

£ » a to mind one’s] 

own business, 

jfj self>—referring to the per¬ 

son in question. Combined with! 

either i®.or M- 

fea#A to yield one’s own | 

and adopt another’s opinion or[ 
plan. 

% A rfit ^ 2i to Put others] 
in front and oneself behind. 

$a ^ Cu in friendship] 

you should get a friend who is] 
better than yourself. 

t® S ft P you and I are] 

bosom friends. See 1783. 

fPf 7W S drink wine I 

only with intimate friends. 

what you do not wish done to I 
yourselves, do not do to others.] 

vanquish self and 

put interest in the background. 
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92 t 

Z 
regarding the talents of others 
as though he himself possessed 
them. 

* tfi a not in one’s own 

power; not of one’s own accord; 
without being able to help it. 

R ^ he only; he alone. 

3 #t 3 M M the. 
(earnest) disposition of one who 
considers that he is responsible 
for the hunger and drowning 
he sees around him. 

Read 

11,025. 

ch',v‘. See 

*E‘ 
922 

RIR 
See 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Upper 

range. 

To sort threads; to ar- 

To record. Annals. 

A year-, a period of twelve 

years; also of 1440 years, 

see 9511. A dynasty. To 

regulate ; bonds of govern 

ment. Nooks in hills. Name 

of a feudal State. Read 

chi%. A surname. 

IE?(l to record merit; recorded 

for merit. 

honourably recorded,— 

as a deserving official by the 
Board of Civil Office. See 846. 

Ii» + honourably re 

corded ten times. 

IE* to make a note, or memo¬ 

randum. See 12,050. 

IE*** to write a narra¬ 

tive from first to last. 

«*IE Imperial Records,—a suc¬ 

cinct chronicle of the Emperors 
of each dynasty.. 

$E to record, to relate. 

IE# written rules; a fixed 

system of rules. 

* n # t§ # IE # the 
“Fang yen” was not written by 
Yang Hsiung. 

IE @ 59 the science °f 
brokerage, or of trade generally. 

IE IS servants. 

IE* a reign; a dynasty. 

IE* + [if] I reign sixty 

years. 

*IE a person’s age. 

922 

923 

rR 
C. kei 
H. ki 
F. ki 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. kii 
J. ki 
A. ki 

Sinking 

Upper. 

chi 

P 0 *IE the year of the 

census,—a. d. 39. 

ME how old are you? 

I have been at 

my post already three years. 

Up —* HJ added twelve 

more years to his life. 

3E- IE ^e five arrangements,— 

the year, the month, the day, 
the stars, and the calendaric 
calculations. 

4 
g Iti regulators °f the 

southern States,—of the two 

great rivers u and which 

defined their boundaries, drain¬ 
ed their territory, etc. 

IEH* giving law and 
order to the four quarters,—of 
the kingdom. 

IE«* walking in the 
law without fail; law-abiding. 

£ iU IE regulating all, and 
determining each point. 

what is there on Chung-nan ? 
There are nooks and open glades. 

IE M&P. obligations and 
regulations. 

IE y°ur servant; your mes¬ 
senger. 

# jE IE tc ’tis the first 
year of the new monarch 

7C !E> HJ] IE the Yuan dy¬ 
nasty, the Ming dynasty, etc. 

To remember. To record. 

A mark; a sign. 

|E # 1 remember. 

IE*# unable to remember. 

ffa IE # Is IE % do y°u 
remember? 

IE ‘14 if his memory is good 

IE T 1 have forg°tten; 1 
forgot it. 

to remember. 

iksf a*.#*# IB 

tt you were then too young to 

remember it now. 

^ IE ^ & over-taxing the 
memory strains the intellectual 
powers, 

|B 'fife t0 remember,—more or 
less permanently. 

ts4 
923 

M, tfr bE £ accordingly, ^ 

was very careful to remember it 

bE iih to keeP in mind; to think 
of. 

bE ^ EL droPs or beads at¬ 

tached to the Court necklac 
worn by the 1st and 2nd ranks 
of officials. 

I do not 

to 

IE * t 
exactly remember. 

bE ^ I cannot 
recall it off-hand. 

Ji 38 S IE W Z 
I fear it is learning he has got 
by heart,—mere cram, depending 
on memory only. 

ijfji gE t0 make an effort to re¬ 

member; to rack one’s memory 

tH J# HE the scourge 
make them remember. 

ii HE ^ #0 H a good 
memory is not equal to bad 
ink,—as a means of recording 
an event. 

tT T H + |E he gQt thidy 
blows. 

HI IEa seal- 

fr Hi gE to affix a seal. 

HE a rec°rd office. 

to be a secretary. 

jfe HE Yhe Historical Record,— 

a history of China from the 
earliest days to b.c. 122, by 

f^J Ssii-ma Ch'ien. 

HE pjft a treatise. Used of Bud¬ 

dhist treatises on the structure 
of Sanskrit. 

fi£ a section of Buddhist lite¬ 

rature comprising works which 
contain explanations of the fu¬ 
ture destinies of saints, 

!B« to take a note of names 

to make a list of persons; 
nominate. 

IE ^ #1 Hf (a Brisade Ge 
neral) noted for promotion 
Commander-in-chief. 

IE fi or IE 1t0 record- 

0 IE a diafy- 

IB if* a log-b°ok> or d'ar^ 

HE t0 keep accoun*;si *° hut 
down to one’s account. 

HE SI *°take a note °* 

to 

to 
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f2‘ 
923 

a4 
>li^ 
924 

C. kei 
H. 'kH 
F. kei 
W. 

IK 

dji 

chi 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kii 

]-ki,gi 
A. hi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

=|B a mark; a trade-mark; 

mark on packages of merchan 
dise. 

gjJ let those distinguished 

by merit be recorded. 

j§ti Aa' to bear in mind. 

pB Mk t0 Sive publicity to. 

IB to remember wrongly. 

pB ^|* remembrances; to 

bear in mind. 

pB ~"F to remember; to make a 

note of; bear in mind. 

IB ^ a corPoral) or lance cor 
poral. 

To dread. To shun; to 

avoid. To hate. To be 

jealous of. A superstition. 

A final particle. Inter 

changed with , g,, and 

ft*. See 10,072. 

A 0 or the dread day, 

—when an Emperor or Empress 
of the present dynasty died. 
Officially, these are dies non in 
China. No business is supposed 
to be transacted, and a board 
bearing the above characters is 
placed in front of the great gate 
of every yarnen, so that all 
visitors have to take the side 
gate. Also used of the death- 
day of a friend or relative. 

The following is a list of the anni¬ 
versaries of deaths of Emperors 
or their Consorts. 

Moon. 

II 

III 

IV 

Y 

YI 

Day. 

3, 7, 11, 14, 
21, 23, 29 

7, 11, 20, 26 

10, 11 

17, 29 

3, 23 

None 

Moon. 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

X 

XI 

XII 

Day. 

9, 10, 17, 25 

9, 11, 23 

27, 29 

None 

13 

6, 6, 11, 12, 25 

0 ^ j)c WL /& 
tomorrow is the anniversary of 
your father’s death. 

"i ,a or n & *■> keep the 
anniversary of a death. 

/Ei or M. M to respectfully 

avoid the use of,—as a personal 
or private name. 

iuwna why this fear? 

y§; fH to hate. 

[ io9 ] 

a4 
> Hi* 
924 

925 

RS 

See/S 
SinkingLowei 

as* 
R 

926 

Ift 

with which 
in fact it cor¬ 
responds in 
rhyme and 

tones. 

Rising Lower. 

AM a jealous feeling which 

breeds hate. 

A you regard me 

with hatred. 

A M fife iealous of his 
abilities. See 10,565. 

ms audacious; reckless; un 

ceremonious. 

& it s # no respect for 

anything; fearing neither God 
nor man. 

W no restrictions of 

any kind. 

to shun; to avoid. 

|I H A (fa A what 
red clothes most fear is wine,— 
nothing spoils red clothes like 
wine, the ordinary Chinese 
“wine” being a strong spirit. 

C /Si to forswear anything, or 

any habit. 

P to fast; to abstain from 

food. 

A *0 to give up opium. 

/Si t0 av°id eating. 

^ /Sy full of superstitions,— 

of many things, words, etc., to 
be avoided. 

^ m M1$ A 1 have 
not, i.e. do not believe in, this 
superstition. 

* .f IS s. * ^ s 
Shu’s horses are slow: Shu shoots 
but seldom. 

To envy. To be angry 

with. See 919. 

to be jealous of; to envy. 

To kneel; to go down 

on the hands and knees. 

Awe-struck; trembling. 

to feel a respectful dread 

of. 

1*1 ft 
to prostrate oneself with folded 
hands is the ceremonial of a 
minister. 

fa iH ill whykneel so 
far off? 

3* 

u 
927 

R. 

C. kkep 
H. kiap 
F. keik 

„W. ciai 
N. cih 
P. Cchi, chP, 

ckei 
M. chi, ke 
Y. chieh, ckei 
Sz. chi 
K. kip 
J. kiu, kd 
A. kip 

Entering 
Upper. 

To give; to grant. Also 

read kei?* mostly in such 

cases as given below under 

that heading. 

In’ M or la” "F* t0 give t0- 

In’ JIk or la” ]'# to grant a pass 

or certificate. 

la H to la $$ H to 
grant a passport. 

to give a despatch or letter 

IS*L to give written instruc¬ 

tions. 

la §£ or |a to issue- 

la” 'fit to give for another to take; 

to grant to. 

la” i§ t0 band back to; to repay. 

la” [hJ to Sive back to. 

|o” fit =1 ^ to give three days’ 

leave of absence. 

la” VX 'fa M to srant a draw- 
back. 

la” J# to grant an exemp¬ 

tion certificate. 

^ lo” to bestow on. 

daily needs. 

if 1i g IS he supported him¬ 

self by manual labour. 

il^Tg not to know 

where to turn for a meal. 

^ la” no leisure to at¬ 

tend to it. 

*frJ6 comfortable and suffi¬ 

cient; see 1x39. 

fit Ip” to supply with food. 

Read chieh3*. Loqua¬ 

cious. 

D IS or |p glib-tongued; 

talkative. 

give. Read kei%*. To 

For; on behalf of. 

la ^ H Sive ^ to me. 

la ^ la are y°u g°ins to 
give it or not? 

la ^ |p it’s all 

the same whether you give it or 
not. 

la m * IS whether you give 

it or not; also, I am not going 
to give it. 
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cm 

927 

928 

lR|® 
|C. kik 
H. kit 

IF. keik 
IW. ciai 
IN. cih 
P .Cchi 

IM. chi 
|Y. chik 
|Sz. chi 
IK. kik 
I T. keki. kiaku 
I A. kik 

Entering 
Upper. 

rs t & # have you given it?I 

^ In' 1ft ^ H 1 wil1 make 
you a kotow. 

to hand over to. 

In § write for me- 

In’ fi& Jf —■ HU buy one for 
him. 

la” pf£ ^ fp !*/£ for whom 
do you work? 

aa-ftfi. scold him for me. 

- -ft - -6J Ift Ip US flj 
^ punctuate it for me, sen¬ 

tence by sentence. 

to flatter me. 

Read chi**. 

Entering 
Upper. 

Entering 
Upper. 

, 2* 

Supervising Censors, 

or members of the Imperial 
Supervisorate over the Six 
Boards. See 421. 

the literary designa¬ 

tion of a Supervising Censor, 
as above. 

A weapon for thrusting 

and hooking; see 6061 

A lance with two points. 

A kind of halberd with 

crescent-shaped blade at 

the side. Emblematical for 

sir 9°9- 

m\m swords and spears. 

tf m to grasp the spear; to take 

up arms. 

a halberdier of the 

Imperial guard. 

will prepare my | 

spear and lance. 

Mm?f 
if I hit the halberd’s point, Yuan 
and Liu must make peace,—so 

said Lu Pu. 

and his two brothers. 

C. tsik 
H. tsHp^ sip, 
F. chik 
W. dzi 
N. dzih 
P. chf 
M. chi 
Y. chik 
Sz. chi 
K. chok 
J. seki) shoku 
A. lik 

Entering 
Lower. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

The moustache, called 

the jif| because divided 

into two parts like a hal¬ 

berd’s head. 

trx 

To grasp; to seize, 

t mm to clasp. 

Entering 
Upper. 

934 

C. tsai 
H. tsi 
F. chie 
W.) . 

tsi 

Same as 931. 

Silent; quiet. 

^ IS p|£ M t0 rePeat the 
liturgy in a low tone. 

solitude and silence. 

Read chu4*. To sigh and 

lament. 

p|t pH sounds of sorrow and 

grief. 

To sacrifice to the gods; 

to worship. Read chai4. 

A surname. 

££ ^ to sacrifice to Heaven, or 

God. 

to sacrifice to ancestors. 

chi 

A common medicina 

plant, the A a species 

of Euphorbia. Used as a 

purge. 

Still; quiet; solitary. 

^ % or ® or m l 
lonely; retired; solitary; unem¬ 
ployed. 

mm am not a voice to be I 

heard. 

mmmw ioneiyand whh. 
out support. 

^ 1M^m% to hate the 
dulness of quiet. 

m fits W) Perfectly still; 

motionless. 

mt mt quiet; contemplative. 

mi pfP perfect quiet,—as in a 

monastery or up on the hills 
where hermits live. 

J. j«, sal 
A. te 

Sinking 
Upper. 

^ fllli or ^ to offer sacri- 
fices. 

^ llifi meat used at the 
Confucian sacrifices. 

^ a funeral oration or address 

to the deceased, written upon 
piece of paper and burnt, after 
recital, at the tomb. 

^ Wt to worship and sweep (the 

tombs), as is done annually 

at the yjj| , towards the 

beginning of April. 

^ flip £ to worship 

the gods as though they were 
actually present,—reverently. 

to sacrifice to departed | 
spirits. 

^ pp sacrificial offerings. 

to lay out offerings 

along the way,—to greet the 
coffin of a friend or relative. 

^ ttj an overseer of sacrifices; 

a priest. 

to offer a lamb| 

in Sacrifice with scallions. 

M ^ =f Wj (the priest) sacri-1 

fices inside the temple gate. 

we sacrifice first | 

with pure spirits. 

M if Ub we take 
southern-wood and offer it with 
the fat. 

^j|j a Libationer of the [ 

Hi or fmPer*a^ Academy. 

There are two, one Manchuand 
the other Chinese. So called 
because they pour out libations 
at the great sacrifices to Con¬ 
fucius. Also, a term for one who 
is skilled in Taoist magic. 

/IlE J® Tj Commissary 

of Sacrifices,—a kind of military 
chaplain. 

^ Q (or jj ) to make offerings 

to the kitchen god on the 23rd 
of the 12th moon. 

I/II sacrificial offerings. 

^ the funeral offerings at the 

grave. 

jfpt to sacrifice to the flag,- 

^ done'before a battle, the victim 
being an ox, a horse, or souh 

times even a human prisoner. 
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935 

R. 

936 

R'f§ 

See^ 
Sinking 
Upper. 

See^ 
Sinking 

Upper. 

A variety of paniclec 

millet (Panicum miliaceum 
cultivated in Shansi anc 

Chihli. It resembles 904 

but is not glutinous. Also 

a small coarse grain re 
sembling sorghum. 

^ and * ffi are two 

sorts of sorghum cultivated in 
Kiangsu. 

A border; a limit; the 

boundary line between two 

times, states, conditions, etc. 

A juncture. 

could not see 

937 
R 

C .#«■ 

SceiE 
SmkingUpper. 

across it,—as a river. 

fiTj&'mMm but went 
and amused himself in the court 
yard,—meanwhile. 

between life and 

death. 

the boundary-line between the 
sexes ought by all means to be 
preserved. 

IE f|£ j&i ^ 1 was just 
on the point of writing a letter 
to you. 

lit or 1^ lit at this Junc- 
ture. 

# ® 7 IS 2 I® the affair 

was at an unfavourable juncture. 

a favourable juncture. 

a good time; a capital 

chance. 

@ M or from 
the force of circumstances failed 
to come to the front. See 9990. 

«IS without a juncture,— 

never; endless. 

tern the intercourse of friends. 

a 9 is # the meeting of 

wind and clouds,—used for the 
familiar intercourse of friends. 

|ff the true state of the case; 

actuality. 

To hope. One of the 

Am nine divisions of 

ancient China. 

or to hope. 

Jt|. ^ to wish one good luck. 

^4 

937 

938 
R. 

See W 

SinkingUpper. 

ft 
939 

R- ± 

See 

R, 

if* 
940 

C. kai 
H. he 

F. hie 
W. ci 
N. ci, tsi 

M. 
Y. 

chi 

Sz. ' 
K. hie 
. kci 

A. he 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

fj>| Chi Chou,—one of the 

nine divisions of ancient China 

made by iz ffi the Great Yii 

It comprised Chihli, Shansi, anc 
parts of Honan and Manchuria, 

Violent; crafty; over 

bearing. See 1874. 

A thorough-bred horse. 

l|i| the bay steed,—one of 

^ Mu Wang’s eight famous 

horses. 

to seek a good 

horse according to the map, i.e. 
at a given point where such an 
animal is known to have been, 
but without reference to the 
fact that it may no longer be 
there. Sometimes used in the 
sense of a priori, as applied to 
argument. 

mmmm a fly on Bucepha¬ 

lus’ tail,—-said of one who tacks 
himself on to a great man in 
order to get along in the world. 

a fine steed is not 

valued for strength alone, 

frj J|§f tbe white steed,—a name 

for the carp. 

To plan. To calculate. 

To enclose; to annex. 

«I a P^an > a military strata¬ 
gem. 

|f full of schemes or devices. 

Hj- to scheme; to plot. 

|f P] M t0 forecast. 

mm to go minutely into a 

matter; to be particular; to 
point out a man’s shortcomings. 

tt m to arrange a plan 

with you. 

what plan have 

you to propose? 

# it j&ft it act as agreed 

upon; follow the plan planned; 
to meet plot by plot. 

31 ffi HI it cannot be 

effected. 

it Pj* lt can,t be helped. 

if 
940 in ffi 7 iff lk ,vhctlicr 

you, the Consul, are willing or 
not, does not enter into my cal¬ 
culations. 

a capital plan. 

©ft an underhand scheme; a 

secret plot. 

full of crafty 
v*) li a 

tricks. 

pjj chung4 ||f to fall into a trap. 

§H Tfc =f ifl (chung1) fell into 

the trap. 

§ J§ M % 1+ ^ is 
duty to provide against it. 

* * ft £ with the crisis 

comes the plan,—for meeting it 

£ tf or =T means of! 

living; livelihood. 

the country’s wel¬ 

fare and the people’s livelihood. 

W Itf Iixi ^ fot bus* 
ness schemes. 

tt B tfiiltt to cultivate land 

according to the number of 
mouths,—to feed. 

or ft# to calculate, 

gf $| an account book. 

it or ft Wl to count* 
fff HJJ to reckon. 

=T fJM as follows: to wit. 

% MU « 0 tt Rt 91 
=f short (terms of imprison¬ 

ment) are for so many days or 
so many months. 

tt (the above) hap¬ 

pens regularly every month,—e.g. 
of persons accidentally drowned. 

'Oft mental calculation. 

f jff the servant who man¬ 

ages the reckoning,—a steward. 

it If — W ^ IE c°mes 

altogether to Tls. 100. 

k B # ^ ^ ff ^ by¬ 
gones be by-gones. 

|f -I|i' to measure. 

|f f f to reckon the ton¬ 

nage and calculate the tonnage- 
dues accordingly. 

W*it noted at the great 

reckoning,—which is made trien- 
nially of the standing of all 
officials. 
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it 
940 

a4* 

941 

tsyPo 
tsiap 

chiek, v. sick 
, tsie 
tsih 

ichie 

chieh 
Sz. 
K. ch'ip^ chop 
J. sho 

A. tiep 

Entering 
Upper. 

942 

4* 

943 

ifg forwarding herewith,—as 

money, etc., with a despatch 

ft iP H —* ff one c°py 
annexed,—to a despatch. 

ft fA to append,—of enclosures 

stuck on to a despatch. 

ft I# appended. 

to hand over the ap¬ 

pended. 

at the end of one’s resour 

ces. 

gy HI to talk over; debate; to 

devise. 

it lit w°rth- 

An oar; a paddle. To 

row. 

M to make an oar 

out of wood. 

£ a11 the rowers 
pulling at their oars. 

»» g HI mikWft 
if I cross big streams I shall 

R. 

C. tP-ep^ 
H. sip~^ ts'-ipy 

F. cheik , chik- 
W. /siaiJ 

N.jeh- 

P. ichi, chip 
Y. chik^ chkik 

K. chip 
. shit, dju 

A. tep 

Entering 

Upper & 
Lower. 

use you as my boat and oars 
Employed figuratively of bor 
rowing assistance. 

H ijijj; a thicket. 

Same as 941. 

To connect and arrange 

Used of the production of 

a book of poems written 

by some one else; to edit 

To introduce harmony. 

ipj; to bring together the most 

important,—as a digest or con¬ 
densation of a book. 

to gather. 

to compose,—as a book. 

#1 ft in harmony; in accord. 

It peaceful, 

friendliness. 

if your words were kindly, the 
people would be united. 

H ft to urge neigh¬ 

bouring States to be at peace. 

8 £ 

c 
943 

944 

RK 
C. kwai 
H. kwei 
F. kie 
W. cu 
N. ci 

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ke, hie 

J. hi 
A. kwi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

chi 

chit 

mmm you make your 

countenance harmonious anc 
mild,—when in public. 

'HI* It hoping t0 keep united, 

his people. 

Tender; young. * The 

youngest brother; the last 

of a series. A season; a 

crop. A surname 

^ jfcfrfl this young lady 
is hungry. 

my young son. 

p4£ ;5p; ajas j my cj4ic 

is away on public service, 

small; junior. 

brothers. See 6536. 

inf. used for one, two 

three, as applied to the three 
months of either of the seasons 
to brothers, to qualities of goods, 
etc. 

the sprin 

)^1 the third or last month 

of spring. 

the third son. 

the little finger. 

^ -ip or £p fjjj the close of 

the Ming dynasty. 

the last generation or 

period of; the declining years, 
as of a dynasty. 

S fcH ^ 3? 4- from 

the last year of the Yuan Feng 
period (1085) until now. 

PyT an uncle. 

jjtj -p the four seasons. 

TS to change the dress,—as is 

.6 quarter. 

done twice a year, for summer 
and winter, by all officials in 
China, the dates being fixed each 
year by the high authorities. 

— iftisa 
of a season only,—such as a fan, 
or a fur-lined coat. 

or the second 

crop; the last half of the year. 

Ip pr the title bestowed by 

Chou Kung on his great¬ 

grandfather. 

p £ |^| the fear of Chi 

Ch‘ang,—who was terribly afraid 
of his wife. 

a thing 

944 

945 

M 
F. hlie\ kip 
W. cH\ci\ ci? 

See :p» 

(apparently 
always Upper.) 

Sinking 
Lower. 

R. 

946 

H 
See '|i 

R, 

§5 quarterly. 

^ If a single Wor(j 

from Chi-lu (Tzu-lu),—words in 
Which men place implicit con 
fidence; gospel truth. 

Uneasy; perturbed. 

m 
1^ in a great fright. 

with the ends ol 

his girdle hanging down as the\ 
do!—in so jaunty a manner. J 

iii« - 

Sinking 
Lower. 

947 

R. 

See -pr 

Sinking 
Upper. 

948 

See IB 
SinkingUpper. 

949 

R- % 

See IB 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Frightened; nervous 

Starting, as in sleep. 

A delicate fish, common 

in the Yang-tsze. It is 

about a foot long, with a 

pointed nose, small scales 

and beautifully marked 

It is called fil at 

Nanking, and p jii at 

Shanghai. 

a small kind of shad, 

with jagged dorsal and pectoral 
spines, with which it is believed 
to make a noise. 

A risinaf in the stomach o 
to hiccough ; to belch 

[To be distinguished from 

12,752.] 

To finish. Since; when. 

All. 

c a g m ,here tef 
already been a breach 0 

Treaty. ^ 

It tor 

since this is the case. 

gt ?-i| Itk K I® ft ® 
since we have got thus fai,1 
only remains to go on. 
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949 

from the time when; ever 

since. 

^ -jg since you are not 

willing. 

since it cannot 

be used. 

when it is dusk 

then rest. 

fine weather 

after rain is charming. 

ti sblce y°u wiH not 

give it to me. 

351 
FI 

know it. 

S 1 already 

Rft £ 18 It M £ 
the cock has already crowed, 
and the Court is in full swing. 

^ -J* since you 

have grasped the principle. 

at tbe encl °f tbe month 

i Pi Wc M‘»3) seeing 
that the rain had then passed 

ffij Z I had 

cooked and eaten it. 

let me have seen him, let me 

T* 

have gazed on him. 

0 there was a 

total eclipse of the sun. 

')& ^ Wt1 sha11 be infini- 
tely obliged to you. 

all come, all go 

up,—into the fold. 

* EE Util it Wen Wang 

laboured earnestly. 

mz when the cere¬ 

mony is over, (the things) are 
put away. 

when it was finished. 

Wc 5$ g| i A 0 when il 
(a portrait) was finished, he said 
to his sitter,...... 

^ WiM 'M M when 1 was 
acting magistrate at Chfao-chou 
in addition,—to my own post. 

already for a long time. 

Wctft. . finally.; in the 

en(l.; and after that. 

the 4th of the moon. 

on the expiration of.. 

95° 

See fVjl 

Sinking 

Upper. 

i tj 

951 

m 
952 

To plaster a wall. To 

collect; to gather. To rest 

To be angry with. A rest; 

a spell. 

M 

953 

R-ff 
C. kei, h'-ei 

See IE 
SinkingUpper 

ts 
954 

r-K 

SeeIE 
Sinking 
Upper. 

eiW 

955 

HyrJ 
m 

956 

R S 
H. ki 

Sinking 
Upper. 

c to plaster up; to fill with 

mud. 

M K Z in nW fallow 
basket I have collected them, 

RZlfcM be the centre of 

rest to your people. 

you do not think of former days 
you are only angry with me. 

‘ a spell of rest. 

Same as 5792. 

See 5792. 

Plants or grain closely 

set, as previous to planting 

out. Name of a place near 

Nanking. 

Grass growing thickly. 

To reach ; to arrive at. 

Name of a place in Shan¬ 

tung. 

IPS it is to be feared 

he will not come. 

See 6445. 

The sun peeping out. 

The end. To reach. To 

give. And, as correctly 

used in joining the names 

of equals, or superiors, 

their communications, etc. 

[Does not occur either in 

the Odes or in the Fonr 

Books.] 

j|j| ^ without end. 

j§ iMt fi infinitely grateful. 

ee4 
JET 
956 

s the rest cannot all 

be finished,—a phrase used at 
the end of a letter, signifying 
that there are other details. 

S4 up to the present date, 

flit® to the utmost limits 

of the north and south. 

I also send my 

957 

R.^ 

C. kei\ k'-eP 
H. Vai 

kei\ v. CZ'W 
W. hsi\ V*, 

cH\ K? 
N.«, hsi 
P. <r/U, hsi 
M. chH 
Y. hsi 

K. kii 

| ki 

SinkingUpper. 

W> 

958 
T> 
R’^ 

See H 5+ II 
Sinking 
Upper. 

r e IPV A< 

respects to Mr. So-and-so,—in 
a letter. 

m m « m to arrange a 

matter from first to last; to 
forecast. 

i® ft JH Jjfr s this must 

be the result of your excellent 
administration. 

remaining with 

(i.e. among) the people. See 

13,573- 

Hsi and Ho. 

oyster-pearls and 

fish. 

m -k & a » i 
I have received your despatch 
with the regulations annexed. 

fpf 'pf |§| pray consider 

with one another. 

s#8i his countenance 

full of martial spirit. 

Chu-chi Hsien,—a 

District in the Shao 

hsing Prefecture, Chehkiang. 

To covet; to long for. 

&IL t0 wish for ardently. See 

i3.584» ir,578. 

M R tl ^ ^ to have 
no desires and so attain happi¬ 
ness. 

to hope for a stroke of 

luck. 

A general 

thistles. 

name for 

^IJ a tall thistle. 

[fj a small Department in the 

north-east of Chihli, the ancient 

capital of the State of Yen. 

15 
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»* 

959 

|R. 

jC. kik 

H. kit 
F. keik 

IW. ciai 
IN. cih 

1P. chP 
M. chi 

JY. chik 
| Sz. chi 
IK. k ik 

IJ. kioku, koki 
| A. kik 

Entering 

Upper. 

960 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

Small species of the 

genera Rhamnus and Zizy- 
phus, useful for hedges 

The jujube tree [Zizypints 

jujuba); see ^ 11,623. 

Thorny brambles. To be 

earnest. Prompt ; urgent. 
To be hazardous. 

ijl M. El M M & 
the genial wind from the south 
blows on the heart of that jujube 
tree. 

(M ''ft ijjjf! there is a jujube tree 

in the garden. 

to take the date tree 

as fuel to cook the dates with, 
what a hurry you must be in! 

S Zl fj-l among the bram¬ 

bles,—in prison. 

iji® wherever (the 

eye) lights, all thorny,—not to 
be able to read a single word. 

\y\ %|| the phoenix resting 

on a bramble,—a man of talent 
in obscurity. 

(jllji a man earnest to observe 

all the prescribed forms of mour¬ 
ning. A phrase used by mour¬ 

ners upon a =j> notice of 

death or billet de part. 

very urgent. 

0 T it, ?l B a ^ 
it may be said of office that it 
is arduous and full of peril. 

we must use des 

patch. 

#0 ^ ff B like an arrow 

flying rapidly. 

not that he wished 

to have his desire. 

jjjijj a thorny fence; 

the provincial examination-hall, 
because surrounded by such a 
fence. 

SX- ifcfc the ciose 0f the examin 

m 
961 

mr 

See 
SinkingUppei 

R. 

Clay used for pottery. 

963 

ations. 

to get a prick in the hand 

—from meddling. Also used of 
any awkward business. 

The collar of a coat. 

4* 

T*i 
964 

R. ^ 

C. chypmchap0 

Entering 
Irregular. 

The broth of boilec 

meat. To reach to; anc 

Name of a river. [To be 

distinguished from vH = 

6856.] 

illor id^ and when; then 

when; and then when it came to 

•;& m 75 m m a- 
when he appeared, lo! it was 
the hsiu tslai who was spending 
the night in the house. 

iS All ^ ^ then when 
(the territory) was reconquer 
ed,. 

^ 7C J® iS tfo Li Yiian-ying 

and his younger brothers. 

See 12,328. 

A lined garment. 

13c lined clothes. 

a kind of trouser for the 

ankle and calf, worn by women 

^ (hsi*) black overalls 

chi 

The Loropetalum chi 

nense; its chewed leaves 

are used as a styptic. 

To connect. Lineage 

To continue; to take the 

place of. To adopt. To 

add on. To follow. 

# a stepmother. 

Ilf X a stepfather; an adoptive 

father. 

she is my master’s second wife 

to arrange a second mar 

riage,—of a man. 

to marry again; following 

on. See 9974. 

966 

967 

968 

.het^gclsheng 
H. slicing3 

kliky^ v. 

chieng 

w- yoiji y‘s 
cchlien 

. hsP 

chi 
hsik 

Sz. hsi, chi 
hyok, kyok 

geki, kahu 
. hik T 

Entering 
Lower. 

® T — 10 # £ „ _ 

he married a young second wfe. 

II SM to adopt a son,-of one's 
own^brother or other ^ 

II to hand over a child to 

be adopted. Also, to adopt 

^ willing to give 

one's own son to be adopted 
into another family. 

|3^ those who give to 

the rich are many. See 2450. 

tt & t0 continue the plans,- 

as those of a deceased father. 

^ ^ I® the supplies failed 

JU |® ffij ^ they came om 

after the other * in close succes 
sion. 

|® J^ succeeding to one anothe 

in order. 

ffi |® irregularity of successior 

—as when a younger brothe 
takes precedence. 

ill On M as as at the begir 
ning, so ever afterwards. 

I® ^ a benevolent associa 
tion. 

|H hereditary rank. 

mx it also follows that. 

I® J|lJ and then...or next. 

MVk for many generations. 

I® to continue the fa mil] 

estate, etc. 

See 1453. 

One who fasts and wor 

ships the gods in order to 

get their aid. A professor 

of the black art; a seer. 

£ a wizard. 

/{A to believe in w: 

and wizards. 

witches 
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y\V 

W. 
969 

R. 

V. /isiii chik 

K.hyok 
J. koki, kioku 

A. hik 
Entering 

Upper. 

970 

See||£ 

Even Upper. 

Grief of heart at tyranny. 

Bllll* 
people were all sorely grieved 
at heart. 

971 

C. hei 
H. hi 
F. hi 

W.| 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz.J 
K. hive 

J- 
A. 

c/ri 

& 

Rising Upper. 

972 

r 
973 

R. 

See pg|] 

Entering 
Upper. 

vT 
974 

See I 

Entering 
Upper. 

MW"" 

975 
R. 

c- V. c<^aOT 
H. v. tsit- 

F- v. Qchang 
N. v. /siA 

To ask the spirits to 

decide anything by some 

token; to divine by lots. 

Same as 877. 

A large species of deer 

found in western China, 

said to have long tusks, 

feet like a dog’s, and to be 

fond of fighting. Also, a 

small kind of fallow-deer, 

with a white belly and large 

spots, the antlers having 

four prongs. 

Same as 971. 

The noise of insects, and 

of mice. 

Ik M £Kl — 8?. M 
A A the rat gave a squeak 

and ran into its hole. 

Water trickling out. To 

sprinkle. 

A disembodied spirit 

which has died again. This 

character is pasted over 

doors during times of pesti¬ 

lence, as a charm. Also 

read chienl. 

mss 
j-f- 

975 
See 

A. /iem, tam, 
tram 

J. sati 
Entering 
Upper. 

m 
976 

£T 
977 

r> SS* R. rCt 

See 

Sinking Upper 

R 

978 
gji* 

C. hn\ khei 
H. hi 

F. hie 

See IE 
K. kie 
J. kei 
A. ke 
SinkingUpper. 

A 5E :S .SL • & 5E ® 
when man dies he becomes a 
disembodied spirit, when a disem¬ 
bodied spirit dies it becomes 
a chi. 

Used for 975. Correctly 

read chatf, as the name ot 

a devil. 

Turned up, like the snout 

of a pig; pointed like 

pig’s head. Radical 58. 

A kind of 

made of hair. 

fishing-net 

PI 
979 

[4 

r> 
R'W 

cm 
See 

SinkingUpper. 

980 

R. 

N. v. <Hh 
J .hi 
A. He 
SinkingUpper. 

981 

r. : 

C. ts'-ai 
H. tsH 
F. chlae 
W.) 

N. ( 
p. \ 
M. 

ts'-i 

Y. 
Sz. 

chti 

a small felt rug made of 

hair. 

Sint Jin Kanishka, an Indian 

king who was a great patron 
of Buddhism, a.d. 10. 

Uti ^ Canouge, or Kanoj,— 

the city of Kanyakubja; lit. the 
city of hump-backed maidens. 

A coarse carpet of camels’ 

hair. 

Wild; incoherent. Mad. 

fF/J -ifil a mad dog. 

!convulsions; fits of young 

children. 

CHT. 

Wife, as opposed to 

1572, the former being the 

one legal and recognised 

consort of the husband, 

entitled to equal honours, 

but liable to divorce; see 

2620. 

{ch'il tzu) a wife; also 

(ch(il tzU3) wife and child. 

CHI 

981 
K. chhe 
J. sai 
A. He 

Even Upper. 

❖ 

H -f JJf* wife and chiI_ 
dren are like clothes,—they can 
be replaced. See 4688. 

H k wives and daughters. 

If rg? or :f|E ^ a wife,—allu 

ding to the principal chamber 
occupied by the wife as opposed 
to the concubine. 

your wife. 

^ my good wife,—usually 

spoken of as or . 

||E equal to a wife,—a con¬ 

cubine. 

(pffj ipE to bring home a wife. 

M H £ fa» tik a-kuk 

how do we proceed in 

taking a wife? Announcement 
must first be made to our parents. 

# 4n-fr.lt # 
how do we proceed in taking a 
wife? Without a go-between it 
cannot be done. 

a wayside wife, i.e. one 

who is picked up in distant parts, 
as by a trader, and regarded for 
the time being as his “wife.” 

a man and the 

wife of another man, who live 
together, are so called. 

a prostitute. 

ife HE a beautiful wife. 

rich men easily find 

wives. 

M R m when the 

family is poor, look out for a 
good wife. See 1212. 

mmdo not 

marry a wife for her beauty,— 
but for her virtue, etc. 

stupid wives and disobedient 
children are beyond the pale of 
management. 

U '/IT ff W A BR 
a clever wife is often mated with 
a doltish husband. 

* a * all the family, 

a wife’s brother. 

an accomplished 

wife and a handsome concubine. 

husband and wife 

a la belle etoile,—of illicit inter¬ 
course. 



981 

982 

F. chhae, v. sac 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

9 b3 

984 

R • jf 

See 

Even Upper. 

Read ch''ti. To give ii 

marriage. o 

gave him 

his daughter to wife. 

Cold; freezing. Afflicted; 

miserable. 

P or cold; also, “out 

in the cold”; lonely; plaintive; 
mournful. 

intense cold. 

MM cold wind and 
rain. 

>s it at a a 
linen, fine or coarse, is cold when 
worn in the wind. 

and not being able to keep you 
makes the cold more intense. 

# SS *0 a ^ it ifc 
the chilly autumnal vapours and 
the paths hidden in the high 
grass. 

M fa M in desperate 
misery. 

M IS ® in urgent need. 

j^J bitter suffering,—as from 

poverty. 

^ luxuriant,—as vegetation 

pathetic; plaintive. 

985 
P. As/, ch'-i 
M. ch'-i 

j hsi, ch'-i 

K. sc, Cwj 

J. set, sai 
A. t'-e 

Even Upper. 

Same as 982. 

Grieved. Suffering. In¬ 

dignant. 

985 

C. ts'-ai 

H. ts'-i, tsi 

F. ch’-ae 
W. 

' | ts'-i 

'dfi iP grieving for; pitiable. 

^ ^0 sorrowful; melancholy. 

IP I'M f°ndly anxious. 

J|^ disturbed; confused. 

IP Jfff; ^|f painful to speak of. 

&1S to repress one’s grief. 

To roost; to perch; to 

settle; to stay. See 4699. 

a hen-roost. 

lilt to stop at. 

W tltft to remain tem¬ 
porarily. 

986 

R. vulgar. 
F. v. ch'-ae1 

“cakes.” 

SinkingUpper 

^987 

See ipE 

Even Upper. 

988 

See i||E 

Even Upper. 

r 
See 

Even Upper. 

no fixed place of 

abode. 

fit ltt 0 % m it 2 F/r 
I will avail myself of this as a 
shelter, or, as a dwelling-place. 

mmm ||jl I can rest here at 

my leisure. 

»if. m M > really fear the 

long journey,—there and back. 

IP tP Jl=. Jl| anxious and hur¬ 
ried. 

1# 
in the sixth month all was bustle 
and excitement, the war carria¬ 
ges had been made ready. 

IP PJf a refuge or lodging 
for vagrants. 

tP iCa* lit to turn one’s 

thoughts in the direction of 
Taoism. 

Flour made from rice. 

ijij* to send a present of rice 

flour to mourners. 

snowy white. 

The stripes or shades in 

silken fabrics. Elegant; 

ornamented. 

Luxuriant foliage; courtly 

in manner. 

Am courtly and respectful 

friff-a reverent and dig 
nified. 

elegant waving 

lines 

^ ^0 the clouds roll up 

in dense masses. 

4f used of the intrigues of 

courtiers. 

Name of an old town in 

the State of Wei. 

A an ancient place in the 

State of 7^. Ch‘i. 

tfl lpi a former name of |j>J 

in Ssuch‘uan. 

990 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

W 
991 

R-i 
C. k'-ei, kei 
H. hhi, hi 

F. hi, k'-ie, v. 
hiia 

dji, ci 

ch'-i, chi 

(T> A 

W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. kii 
J. ki, gi 

A. hi, ko 

Even Upper 
& Lower. 

sky 
Clouds driving along t,le 

^ ‘he St0rm-C'™* clea 
ring off. 

Extraordinary; marve 

lous. Rare; out of the 

common. See Jg 298;_ 

pf J|^ wonderful; 

strange. 
m ysteriously 

-rJ- extraordinary; unusual, 

iff ^ ingenious; clever; curious, 

Iff i | clever stratagems, 

uncanny. 

iff a strange, uncanny coim- 
tenance. 

Pj a strange affair. 

*r Sa rare book, 

iff rare commodities. 

ET distinguished merit, 

ff ^ remarkable talents. 

a clever lad. 

"rJ* a capital opportunity. 

Iff PI of great skill; an expert 

-jjf an adept, 

iff ^ perverse. 

"pf in order to appear 

different from ordinary people, 

ijf a singuiar destiny to meet 

one another, 

ijf ^|| Kichong tea. 

ipf a curious thing. 

-yjf ill a story; the wonderful 

story of. 

-jjf severe distress. 

■rJ' strangely met,—why! is 

that you? 

iff wonderful flowers. 

iff )M a strange thing; wonder¬ 

ful. 

Tff strange modifications; 

clever tricks. 

an unfailing recipe. 

unequalled; unique. 



CH^X 

991 

1*, 
992 

c/Fz 

nj 
993 

R.^ 

C. 
H.jJW 
F. c« 
W. if/// 
n. m 
p. 
M. 
K. kii 
J. £z 
A. £‘z 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

994 

Ri 

See (||^ 

Even Upper. 

2S* LI 

m 
995 

Rising Upper. 

the three essentials,—viz. 
TT 

semen, ^ vital energy, 

and jjj|J} animal spirits. 

to be unusual; to excite 

surprise-; to surprise, as an 
enemy. 

% VA lit W if Liang in con¬ 

sequence of this thought a great 

deal of Chi 

4^ _E£ a reserve force; a body 

of troops in ambush. 

Read chi1. Odd; single. 

Surplus; remainder. 

male odd, female 

even,—of numbers. 

odd numbers. See 8501. 

^ 0 the odd days in the month. 

^ iff odd and even. 

^ ^ a remainder. 

^ ^ nf there are some 

thirty and more. 

"p-f 4||j a few hao over. 

3873- 

Same as 991. 

A path over mountains. 

Precipitous. 

IhJ- ;|jj|, rough and irregular as 

a dangerous mountain path. 
Disquieted; anxious. 

Pj 

995 

996 

See 

Even Lower. 

997 

R. 
^01/ 

See 

Even Lower. 

If 
998 

C.i 
F. c#zV 
w.cH 
N. c'-i 
P. /, chli 
M. ) . 
Y. J ‘ 
K. kii 

J. hi 
A. i 

Rising Upper. 

f 
999 

See 

Rising Lower 

Stones to cross water; 

a bridge. To 

stepping-stones. 

cross on 

Not standing even on 

its base; inclined. [To be 

distinguished from 804 

ujj ||| leaning vessels 

are easily upset. 

1000 

K-i IK 

See 

Even Upper. 

sb 0® MjJ t£ fi;if he 
began to doze, the pillow would 
wobble and he would wake up. 

A valuable stone. A 

rarity; a curio. Large. 

gp; valuable,—as a gem. 

^ or a rare or valu' 
able article. 

a curiosity; an article of 

vertu. 

A craggy shore. A stone 

bridge, or jetty. 

0$ jfjfj a craggy cliff. 

An open-work, variegated 

kind of silk, called 

used for summer dresses. 

green silk; hence, a lute, 

—so called from its silk cover, 

ft fX fine silk garments; elegant 

apparel. 

fine phrases. See 13,038. 

your embroidered thoughts. 

^ a gauze-silk window,— 

used to keep out insects. 

An insect. 

-||| ifef the long-legged house 

spider. See 1106. 

pj (jJ$ a variety of the leech. 

Having only one good 

leg ; crippled ; halt. A 

defect. Single; alone. The 

shin-bone. See 1401. 

J8»J£ lame. 

talking through a gate ajar. 

To sit astride; to ride. 

w. 
N. 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. kii 

. ki 
A. ki 
Even & Sink¬ 
ing Lower. 

IOOI 

R-i X 
C. kkei, kef 
H. m, cki 
F. ItHe^ fria, kei 

to ude a horse. 

f|lj ft # ill ^ to lide on 
donkey face to the tail, 

ife a good horseman. 

>1 
1001 

p 
) 

dji 

ch'-ii, chi4 

\Vjj good riders are 

the ones,, who are thrown,—they 
are always at it. See 13,421. 

^ to ride full speed; light horse. 

JUS to put one’s hands in 

the stirrups and ride with the 
legs stretched out behind. 

Ep| Iff or horse-soldiers; 

cavalry. 

Jjij" mounted archers, 

chariots and horses. 

wzm sent an animal for 

him to ride back on. 

— tU If # Wl + ft 
whenever he went out, there were 
always several tens of horsemen 
before and behind. 

ft # or ft it T 
the state of a man riding 

a tiger,—he cannot dismount; 
used of an awkward predicament. 

to ride the blue horse, 

—menstruation. 

the cloth used by men¬ 

struating women. 

£t| ffj “astride the joining 

seal,” i.e. stamped partly on one 
piece of paper and partly on 
another,-—e.g. on two copies of 
an agreement. 

m s mj$ til 

in —■ fj (tang1) bringing the 

two sheets of paper together, he 
wrote a column of characters 
down the joining,—so that half 
of each character was on one 
sheet and half on the other, 
This plan is often adopted with 
counterfoils. 

m m & « to ride a horse 

to get a horse,—to search for 
the very animal one is ridin 
Also, to accept an undesirable 
situation as a means to some 
thing better. 

% It ft ft ^ the riSht 
of riding on horseback within 
the precincts of the Imperial 
Palace. See 7576. 

Read chi1. See 4316, 

10,600. 

mum hereditary rank of the 

7th degree. 

It 'ft I't hereditary rank of the 

8th degree. 

ft Ikt hereditary rank of the 

9th degree. 



CIII 
CJII-j 

1002 

|'<l® 
IC. kwik 
H. hit 

I F. k'-eik 
W. tkiai 
N. cHh 

P. <chH 
I M. hs/\ hsi 

IY. hsik 
I Sz. hsi 

1K. kydk 

| A. hik, k'-ik 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
1003 

I"-PS 
Is" tl> 

Entering 
Upper. 

far 
1004 

SiJ R. J 

I See 

| A. k‘ik 

Entering 

Lower. 

m 
1005 

R.S 

See P| 

Entering 

Lower. 

A coarse hempen fabric 

made from the fibre of the 

Dolichos bean. 

/fifjj fine and coarse linen. See 

1006 

RM 

ISee^ 

Even Upper. 

982. 

Name of a city in the 

W Chin State. To look 

up to. The intimacies of 

relatives. [To be distin¬ 

guished from m = m 

2230.] Used for |fjjf 11 19. 

GUM adjacent countries. 

A £ A *1 2 Rib S 6 
mm% 15 man passes through 

this sublunary life as a sunbeam 
passes a crack. 

k a tip have a grudge 

against any one; to be on bad 
terms with. 

Labour; toil; exertion in 

a good cause. 

m to be ill-used; languor 

weariness. 

W 
1007 

1008 

Mb 

See 

Even Lower, 

Same as 1006, with ex¬ 

ceptions. Used for 1009. 

See 1010. 

[009 

R. 

C. 
H. 

F. kkae 
W. 
N. 
P. 

kkai 

chki 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. I 

K. hie 
J. kei 

A. kLe 

Even Upper. 

Laughter; to laugh bois¬ 

terously. 

A valley with a stream 

in it. A ravine ; gully ; 

gorge. 

9MS a deep ravine. 

a an ancient region in 

in. 

the dangers of 

Yunnan. 

hi m z 
mountain passes, 

1010 

>^|j mean; petty; harassing, 

a beaten track. 

A girdle. A sleeve. 

The opening or slit at the 

bottom of a long robe 

which enables the wearer 

to walk easily. 

|)|J to open or make a slit at 

the bottom of a robe. 

A mountain stream. A 

stream; a creek; a river 

A ravine. Also read hsi1 

jp| a clear stream. 

** freshet waters,—which 

follow the spring rains. 

/w‘ rapid-boats,—which can 

be taken through shallow waters 
and up rapids. 

^ let not the pure 

stream [of truth] be disturbed. 

^ to fish in brooks. 

tm a m % *6 s 
* tit unless you approach a 

deep ravine, you can have no 
idea of the thickness of the earth 

Silik a large insect, resem 

bling the stag-beetle, found in 
rivulets. 

itmm a District in the north 

of the Fuhkien province. 

jif| Twankay,—the name of a 

kind of tea, so called from the 
place in the province of Anhui 
where it is produced. 

w 
IOII 

*•# 

See^j i 

Even Lower. 

>5? 

r. ; 

See Wk 

Even Upper. 

A bird with variegated 

plumage, found in marshes. 

It has a high tail which has 

been likened to a rudder. 

Known as or Wk 41 

^ ffij, because it goes in 

regular file or order; also 

HSI. and 

SI- 
as 

Wr 
1012 

*•« 

See 

Even Lower 

1013 

See 

Even Lower. 

A border; a limit; the 

frontier. . Imperial lands. 

Used with 1066. |j0 

be distinguished from Jdr 
11,693.] 

mm boundless. 

@ i| the minister 
of war, who deals with the rebel¬ 
lious. See 1013. 

define anew the 
borders and frontiers. 

The wooden platter on 

which the tongue and heart 

of the sacrificed ox anc 

sheep were placed. To 

reverence. 

& 5MiT 2B. to present 
the sacrificial tray with all the 
accompaniments for the feast. 

Jiff Z ^ Mi' means 
to reverence. 

To offer a sacrifice; to 

oray to the gods; to im 

plore. A multitude. 

§f PH to pray for rain. 

HI % i to Pray t0 God- 

§r % tK ^ to pray for eternal 

life. 

Jr* a prayer, written or print¬ 

ed on paper and burnt by the 
supplicant before the altar of 
the god whose aid is invoked 
These prayers are sometimes 
signed, dated, etc., so that there 
shall be no mistake. 

iW ^ to pray for a good year, 

of crops. 

%Zk §T IS praying for 

the repose of her dead husband’s 
soul. 

to hope; to trust that. 

Wf ^ or niff to implore. 

^ §f 1 earnestly beg of you. 

further beg for 

an answer. 

%% hopes that.... 

rjf t0 request. 

W to implore future, and give 

thanks for past, blessings. 



CH‘I [ 119 ] CH'I 

0 
1013 

1014 

*•« 

See "pf 
Even Lower. 

fjy ^ to beg some one to grant 

ip §f M ^ >Tift 'it1 have 
therefore to ask for instructions 
for my guidance. 

*« kc §x fflt they come in 

multitudes. 

JF)t OT tyf minister of 
war,-—-whose duty it was to 
define the boundaries of the 
royal domain and of the various 
States. See ion. 

jjjjfj- jjji a Turkic name for heaven 

the name of a mountain near 
Lake Barkul. 

A fierce fly which is 

constantly rubbing its head 

a species of mantis. 

4'JI [lljf a green grasshopper or 

Truxalis. 

rc 
Tall; elegant; erect. 

1015 tall,—as a man. 

Mli Jf|{ how tall and graceful! 

See Read k‘enz. Extreme. 
Even Lower. 

1 0 feel kind to another. 

Hard. Few. 

Jtjl full of endurance. 

To seek for; to beg. To 

intend. A bridle. 
1016 

r S 

•II* _ | | _ 
to endeavour to 

See^- 

Even Lower. 

equal that man 

i ^ ^ [H] {tT not at 

first intending it for publication. 

Sp/f a yellow venomous snake, 

so called from ^ j.|>J Ch‘i Chou 

in the province of Hupeh, where 
it is found. 

IrX a species of artemisia, 

from the same district as above, 
the moxa of which is used in 
cautery. 

tits a low succulent weed 

found in Kiangsi. Its thick, 
fleshy leaves are covered with 
white down like flour. These 
are applied to boils. 

1017 

Same as 1045. 

V 4' 

IOl8 

R. 

C. ts’-ik 
H. tsHt 
F. ch’-eik 
W. ts’-i 
N. tsHh 

P. ch-P 
M. chH 
Y. chHk 
Sz. ch’-i 
K. ch’-ok 
J. seki, shaku 
A. tHk 

Entering 
Upper. 

Related to; kin. To pity 

To distress. Angry. A 

battle-axe. A hunchback 

1* 

y/4) 

1019 

s“lfi 
Entering 
Upper. 

tr 
1020 

s"j$ 
Entering 
Upper. 

Jf 
1021 

ft. 

5 
1022 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

or ma relatives not 

of the same surname; relatives 
by marriage. Those of the same 

surname are ^ ^. 

M ft devoted or at 

tached brothers. 

mutually affected 

by each other’s sorrows. 

5* J$ mourning; pitiable. See 

271. 

'Hillthe mean 
man is always dejected. 

fr ffi ® z ts in mourning 
for his wife. Lit., the drumming- 
on-the-bowl sorrow, in allusion 
to Chuang Tzu who did this 
when his wife died. 

^ y°u 
may not so grieve our ancient 
kings. 

with shields and 

spears and smaller axes anc 
larger axes. 

% iffc M M she §ot this 
hunchback,—for a husband. 

The steps of an ascent 

or stairway. 

^ the steps of a flight. 

a stairway on the 

left, and on the right a level 
plot. 

Grief; sorrow. Sad ; 

pained. Used with 1018 

g its ® 1 have involved 

him in sorrow. 

Same as 1020. 

A kind of battle-axe, 01- 

halberd. 

1* 

* 
1022 

«■* 
C. ts'-et 
H. ts'-it 
F. ch’-eik 
W. ts'-ai 
N. lslah 
P. Cch'-i, cK-tP 
M. chii, yhlii 
Y. chHk 
Sz. ch'-i 
K. ch’-il 
J. setsz, hitsz 
A. ice 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 
1024 

The varnish tree, [Rhus 

vernicifera or Vernix ver- 

nicia) from which the Chi 

nese collect sap for lacquer 

ware. Paint. To paint or 

varnish. Black. Sticky. 

11 f ^ Rhus sylvestris, S. & Z. 

Spircea sorbifolia, L. 

vttj Mr varaish- 

a painter and var 

varnish cannot be 

JJ (Si? 

nisher. 

Mr 'Jst the varnish tree. Appliec 

also to certain species of Ce-oton 
and Elceococca 

mxm.... 
too black. 

_h l ^ to varnish 

if** the varnish is not 

yet dry. 

Mr ^ clear varnish, 

lacquer ware. 

Mr the carved red lacquer 

ware of Soochow. 

gilt lacquer ware 

jet black. 

Mr deep green, 

green paint. 

^ A or Mr A poi- 
soned with lacquer. 

sealing-wax. See 6668 

a black carriage. 

til IP Mr affection like glue 

and varnish,—very sticky, i.e. 
very clinging or faithful. 

if# documents written with 

varnish,—as on bamboo tablets 
before the invention of ink. 

ancients wrote with varnish on 
bamboo slips. 

Read chHeR*. Composed; 

dignified. 

if if quiet and dignified,—as 

persons engaged in performing 
ceremonies. 

Same as 1023. 



CHI 

13c 
1025 

M2 
> > 
1026 

u 
C. Pci 
H. Pi 
F. hi, v. Azr 
W. <*>/, gi 
N. dji 
P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. £//, /*/ 

j. m 
A. *» 

Even Lower. 

cPi 

Same as 1023. 

He; she; it. His; hers 

its. They. Theirs. The 

This. That. Defined by 

the Chinese as ^ ^ I 

a word which points at 

things,” under which sense 

it has the varying force of a 

personal, a possessive, and a 

demonstrative pronoun. An 

emphatic particle, definec 

as fj/j §q- “a word which 

helps the expression.” A 

particle of imperative force 

like ^. Also of optative 

force. If. Then. An ex 

pletive. An interrogative 

See 13,025, ^ 12,521 

pity that.! Alas! 

itfc glfe who? 

g jr -fi, it is he. 

is it he or not? 

what he desires. 

ia. 3t* herein. 

^ ^ or ^ or ^ i 

it; therein; amongst them. 

R ^ £ ft 
to be only superficially acquain 
ted with; to judge superficially 
or from appearances only. 

^ W #1 besides 
him there are other merchants. 

ft H ^ ^ h0W 1 
this the only (land) which has 

m 

uj. 
J2. 

girls ? 

cut off rank 
of his rank. 

to take him and 

—to deprive him 

all that he has. 

his son. 

if 
a father admonishes his son, an 
elder brother exhorts his younger 
brother. 

ftl SJ S pg rffj JE cut his 
own throat and died. 

ft S there must be 

some cause for it. 

it 
1026 

m 

I 

only to know a part of anything. 

K sR ft jf|S £ ® 4 
is one partly right and the other 
partly wrong? 

j|^ the rest; the balance, 

it this. 

ill: w the fact; the truth ; in 

point of fact; that is to say. 

thereafter; afterwards. 

Jt b# at that time. 

it. ... those who; the 

things which. 

^ i Wi M dlf those who 
have not yet handed in,—e.g. 
their certificates. 

the second; the next i 

order. 

Tt fH jl§ HItbe Power 

to do so is vested in the said 
Custom House. 

the man and what he says are 
alike unworthy of credence 

4 3tA were all the wrong 

class of men,—not the men re¬ 
quired. 

W » * H brilliant are its 

flowers. 

the sky turns round, the earth 
stands still. 

^ O Prince, wait for 

that! 

3l it fJZ O Prince, never 

forget! 

ii IS 3t si MMB kt 
the Taot'ai hasten to reply, 

it Pf;j jt [ifjj oh for rain! oh 

for rain! 

may he prove a 

ruler indeed. 

5 ^ >$■ ixL how dare 1 
demand the throne? 

as if; it is as if. 

® 2 ±t ij ^ 1 

if a counsel is good, they are 
all found opposing it. 

her younger 

sister said stammeringly. 

Read chi1. A final par¬ 

ticle. See 982. 

6 in-fag how is the night ? 

M 
1026 

m 
1027 

R-i 

See^E 

Even Upper. 

1028 

eT 
See 55J- 

Even Lower. 

1029 

R-i 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

feirilSti? She gets „pt0 

see how it is with the nfeht 
how far advanced it is. ’ 

■7* 0 ^ ^ what do you mean 
by your words? 

Ugly looking. To criti 

cise sarcastically. 

mnxx he ridiculed his 
essay. 

A tributary of the river 

Wei in the north-east 
of Honan. 

m the isla,U of Kee 
north of Macao. 

■ow 

1030 

R-i 
C. Pei, kei 
H. Pi, hi 
F. cki 
W.) ... . 
N. j djt'ct 

P’ ) 
M. ( ich'i, 
Y. t ccPi, chi 
Sz. J 
K. kii 
].gi, hi 
A. iki, Jid 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

A valuable stone of 

white colour. 

3R Jf a gem found in fairy-land 

jasper plants and 

coralline flowers,—of fairy-land, 

A period; a limit 0 

time; a date agreed upon; 

see 4025. To define. To 

expect; to hope. Used for 

it chi1 \ see 1026. A * 

U Jtjj a day; a date fixed, 

dfjj a limit of time; time, 

itfj] the time has expired. 

J-ij dlj] or dljj to reach the 

time; at the time appointed. 

^4 payme tbe moneyover 
due,—lit. the former settling-day 
owed money, do you repay me, 

T M SI H ifc ot ,te 
sums still to fall due, we will 
speak at another time. 

^ di)j to pass by the date; to 

exceed the time allowed. 

M ^ time is past, 

and he is not here. 

the time is nearly up. 

in the end; finally. 

* t ttabefore io,,S’. 
mfem no date fixed. 



m 
1030 

to meet without 

having fixed a time,—unex¬ 
pectedly. 

~jj§ jfj] at the appointed time. 

mm to fix a limit of time, 

within which something is to 
be done. 

mm a fixed date or limit. 

to agree upon a date. 

If cannot say 

when we shall meet again. 

Ti there is no end; it 

will never be finished. 

g if 2 m ft is a H 
terms of imprisonment are longer 
or shorter, — according to cir¬ 
cumstances. 

%m flourishing times. 

it is not I who | 

would put off the time. 

^ ^ let autumn be the | 
time. 

tS H M may your years | 
be myriad, without end. 

^ ^ m ^ regard| 
eternity as but a moment. 

m m ¥ n # she made an| 

appointment with me in Sang- 
chung. 

JtS rffi w Z. bTH ^ 
how can it be defined in words ?| 
—being itself indefinite. 

JjX or ^ a time draft. I 
See 9118. 

I«fS ffl to punish in I 

the hope that punishments may I 
cease to be needed. 

to look forward to; to| 
hope. 

but never anticipated killing him. 

wm to aim at what is suitable. 

lumping several dates into! 

one and the same date. Also, 
in a word; I hope that; to sum I 
up; I trust that. 

Wm hoping that it will be| 

allowed. 

chi1 j]J| the one-year’s mourn- 

ing. See ^ 852. 

at the dated fixed, | 

I shall certainly go. 

fii bt m I cannotJ 

aspire to the Court. 

R. 

who are they? 

to notify the date I 

for the commencement of studies. [ 

\/X ^|jj in the hope. 

IJJ every 3rd, 6th, and 9th | 

of the month. 

stammering. 
♦ 

A term for games played 

with counters upon boards 

variously designed. [A [ 

board, with two boxes ofl 

pips for playing [|| weichHA 

is used pictorially as an 

emblem of culture.] 

mm the elephant game,—chess! 
(see 4287). The board has 641 
squares, but the pieces are placed I 
on the intersections of the divi¬ 
ding lines. There are 16 men] 
on each side, with powers very! 
like those of the pieces in western I 
chess; especially the “horse” I 
which moves like the “knight.”! 
A river divides the opposing! 
forces, over which some of the! 
pieces cannot pass. The General, I 
or “King” is confined to an 
area of nine squares. Altogether! 
the evidence is in favour of a I 
common origin with our chess. 

mm the surrounding game,- 

the Game of War. It is played! 
on a board containing 3241 
squares, or iS x 18. Each player! 
has a bag of black or white pips, 
and he endeavours to lay these] 
down on the 361 intersections 
of the dividing lines in such a 
way as to surround and capture] 
territory. 

a board for playing either! 

of the above games. 

‘ ]rSI: a game of chess oi l 
war. 

~M or — ^ al 
move,—in the war game. In I 

chess ^ only is used. 

#1$ m ^ ^ that] 
was a good move. 

an unfinished game. 

if. ii m fit« m m m 
put up the unfinished] 

game, and I will play another 
with you, sir Minister! 
”,564- 

mnn chessmen, or pips for! 

the war game. 

1032 

I033 

—* ^ a set of chessmen, 

a professional chess-player. 

t m °r # m01 ^' 

or urn to play chess or the 

war game. 

m $ a chess-board or board 

for the war game with pieces 
arranged on it,—a “position. 

fT Jl) to arrange pieces on 

a board for a position or for a 
problem. 

m the 
affairs of this world are as mixec 
as a game of chess. 

the 

affairs of this world resemble 
chess, where every combination 
is a new one. 

jfH a chess or war manual,— 

containing problems, solutions, 
etc. 

chess or war problems. 

mmm he could beat every 

one at chess. 

m Mmat mm. he plays 
chess very well. 

W xk ^ to meet one’s 

match at chess,—well matched 

]ljj£ t0 taP on a chessman,-—as 

when considering the advisabil 
ity of a move. Hence, to think; 
to consider. 

gt-SSi! [I he thinks a tre 

mendous time over his moves, 

iffl chess and wine,—an enter 

tainment. 

in cubes,—the idea is 

taken from the squares on the 
chessboard. 

^ thick together,—as villa¬ 

ges. 

chess-spread and 

star-scattered,—scattered around 
on all sides. 

mmm a collar worn by 

women. 

a foundation. 

Same as 1031. 

Same as 1031, 

16 
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Even Lower. 

1036 

|r-3£ 

| See 

Even Lower. 

1037 

Fortunate. Happy. 

may you soon 

have much happiness. 

peace and happiness. 

|jpt may your prosperity in 

crease. 

may your old age 

be happy. 

See 855. 

A thin sweet cake. 

Even Lower. 

1040 

|R* 
|See^ 

Even Lower. 

.3 

See 856. 

A small land crab, the 

^ found in rice-fields. 

^ a white slimy grub dug 

out of the ooze for food. 

or * m the blood 

sucker. 

mm a kind of worm. 

mm an edible worm of a green 

ish colour, found in fresh water 

Stalks of pulse. 

The tracks of a horse 

To cross the legs. 

mm to sit cross-legged. 

A piebald horse. Spotted. 

n m m it my horses are 

piebald. 

* * n ||ji in his carriage 

drawn by four piebalds. 

3t # P his cap is of 

spotted deer-skin. 

S| name of one of the eight 

horses of Mu Wang. See 5010. 

An ugly demon. 

[$> iPt a demon with two heads 

and four eyes, in olden times 
personated by men to drive off 
pestilence. 

A kind of small wild- 

goose. The horned owl. 

One of the four fabulous 

animals of China, gener 

ally translated “unicorn, 

though an attempt has been 

made to identify it with 

the giraffe. Said to have 

appeared just previous to 
the death of Confucius, 

is the symbol of all good 

ness and benevolence, 

has the body of a deer, the 

tail of an ox, one horn, the 

scales of a fish, etc. 

does not tread on any living 

thing, not even on living 

grass. Its horn is coverec 

with flesh, showing that 

while able for war, it desires 
peace. See 7186. 

M M he who 

1045 

See 

Even Lower. 

must have a unicorn before he 
will ride, is not likely ever to 
have a horse. 

H LU die ch‘i liti passes 

over the hills,—scattering fire. 

ja # m @ m m»™ 
take a fu-pa (which has no 
horn) for a chH-lin,— a goose 
for a swan. See 3687. 

^ ^ a national portrait- 

gallery of heroes under the Han 
dynasty. 

A flag; a banner. A 

division of the Manchu 

army. [For “white flag,” 

see 1963.] 

M a flag. 

#1' M or ft Mto a flag 

J^L to haul down a flag. 

1045 

at 

to 

T M ^ % to haul down the 
flag in token that dipl0ma 
relations are at an end. 

half-mast a flag, 

Iff a flag-staff,-as seen 

yamens, temples, etc. Allowed 
also to be erected by families 
who number amongst them a 

graduate ^ A of the second 

degree, but these fly no flaaS 

the oblong box-shaped 
ornament seen half-way up 
Chinese flag-staff. Supposed 
be a relic of Phallic worship 

Km flowery flag,—the Stars 

and Stripes; hence, a name for 
the United States. 

mm flags and pennants. 

M hunting for 
making flags. 

W; lil a si§nal Aug 1 a distin 
guishing flag, as a national 
ensign. 

‘X * 4> m m m & 
flag appeared through the torch 
light. 

I»t an ensign; a mes¬ 

senger. 

M'MM a banner carried 

clear the way,—of a procession 

A a banner of ill-omen 

—a comet. So - called from 

jfi1- ^ Ch‘ih Yu, a legendary 

prince who rebelled against 

jjj1 the Yellow Emperor 

B.C. 2637. 

another man’s flag; to sail under 
false colours. 

AM the Eight Banners, or 

divisions of the Manchu army. 
These Banners are distinguish 
ed by colours as given below 
and are further divided into 
three superior and five inferior 
Banners:— 

to 

I. Bordered Yellow a )= 
2. Plain IE s 
3* » White IE & m 

4- Bordered a 6 
5- Plain Red IE |x T 

6. Bordered r> a & 3l 

7- Plain Blue IE g M 

8. Bordered V a g 



1045 

v 
1046 

See 

Even Upper. 

or J^ Bannermen,—- 

including Manchus, Mongols 

and j|f descendants of 

those Chinese who sided in 
early days with the conquering 
invaders. 

ft m and A ’jjjjgL inner and 

outer subdivisions of each Man- 
chu or Mongol banner. The 

latter are composed of 

“bond-servants” who are especi¬ 
ally bound to render suit and 
service. 

your honourable Ban¬ 

ner is.? 

the Manchu style of dress 

for women. 

$§ ^ I# to cashier a man 

from his Banner. 

officers of the Banner 

Forces; officials who are Banner- 
men. 

Manchu customs or eti¬ 

quette. 

^ banner pole,—a quality 

of tea. 

each leading on 

those under his own flag. 

B S§ #§ T ft M 7 lhe 
insurrection in the west has been 
quelled. 

To cheat; to deceive. 

To insult. To ridicule. 

« SB “ M K “ » it 
to cheat; to swindle. 

m a to deceive people. 

he has deceived 

me too much. 

mm to deceive one’s sovereign. 

^ do not deceive your¬ 

self. 

m h m k fiaan all-round 
cheat. 

mm to deceive,—by lying. 

m>& a guileful heart. 

mm to successfully carry 

through a cheating design. 

MM to humbug; to insult. 

m °r ym °r m is to 
insult; to oppress; to defraud. 

m Worm^ °r m \%to 
turn into ridicule. 

1046 

IO47 

R-i 

See^G 

Even Upper. 

1048 

R-i 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

hi 

chi 

1049 

R-i 
C. kci 
H. 
F. 
W. Qci 
N. idji 
P. Cchi, Ich'-i 
M. 
Y. 
k. m 

J- ki,gi 
A. ccho 

Even Upper 
& Lower. 

I°5° 

R-i 

See {tj- 

Even Upper 
& Lower. 

IT 
X051 

R. 

See 
P4 

Entering 
Upper. 

[ I23 ] 
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m # +6 Bor m #: tfi 
£J[j to bully inolfensive persons 

and cringe to bullies. 

m^ ^ to exa^a c°ncu" 
bine at the expense of the wife. 

H§ t0 mis'ea<i by suppressing 

the truth, or by not speaking out. 

I# to befool; to deceive. 

To act like a drunken 

man. 

the unsteady 

antics of a tipsy man. 

Gems set in caps or 

coronets. 

cap gems,—a pearl or 

other stone is often set in the 
middle of the ordinary Chinese 
cap, just above the forehead. 

Jjj| star gems,—the cluster of 

gems on a coronet. 

A dark grey colour. 

Variegated. Shoe-strings. 

Very; the utmost. Used 

for 1026. 

very severe; very strict. 

if; A B 3: it T 
Sntr the great came to be 

rulers, the small died,—in the 
struggle. 

A variety of edible fern, 

the M M or ^ H ’ which 
grows in Kiangsi. 

To cut a notch in a 

stick. 

1052 

See 

SinkingUpper, 

1053 

R-IS M 
Jj. 
m 

C. htai, sy(Q, 

ky‘a 
H. Ac, that 
F. kLie, siek, 

U'ouk 
W. zV, c'-ih^sie 
N. zV, cLih 
P. zAV, Asti* 
M. | 
Y. > <A‘z, hsieh 
Sz. 1 
K. izV, si>t 

kidly kil 
J. kei, setsz, 

ketsz, kiisz 
A. /tV, k'-iet 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Upper. 

To carve; to cut in 

wood, as block types. 

Read ch'ielY*. To cut 

off. 

=&/ grieved. 
7tC 

Bamboo or wood with 

notches cut on it, used 

before the invention of 

writing; to notch. A cove¬ 

nant ; a bond; a deed; see 

3159. Adopted; devoted 

to; dedicated to. To be 

sorrowful. An instrument 

used in divination. 

or or or 

^ a bond; an agreement. 

# m jy * ever since 

contracts were made in writing. 

^ or title-deeds for 

land. 

[0 ^ or deeds for land or 

and houses. 

ifp red deeds,—title-deeds for 

land, which have been duly 
sealed by the authorities. 

deeds have been burnt. 

white deeds,—unsealed 

deeds as usually substituted for 
lost originals, and of more or 
less value according to circum¬ 
stances. 

to execute a deed. 

the original title- 

a stamped 

pasted on to a 

document 

title-deed, 
showing the amount of land- 
tax payable; a fee payable on 
the execution of a deed. 

the left-hand portion of a 

contract, held by the creditor, 

as opp. to held by the 

debtor. 

« A the holy man holds the 

creditor’s half of the contract 
but does not enforce his claim 

JlfL close and lasting—of 

friendship. 

bound together; united, 

like the two halves of a tally; 
friendly. See 787. 



io53 

an adopted father, to 

whom one promises the same 
allegiance as to a real father, 

to be dedicated to the m 
service of the gods,—as sick 
children sometimes are, entering 
the priesthood if they recover.0 

and m ± sons and 

daughters sworn over into other 
families, or dedicated to the gods 
as above 

nm to enter into a sworn 

alliance or friendship. 

^ a very dear friend, 

to adopt or worship the 

( ^ banyan) tree,—with a view 

to attain as great an age. 

mm a catamite. 

catamite establish 

ments. 

^ yj the “knife money,”—of the 

earlier Han dynasty, so called 
because shaped like a knife or 
razor-blade. 

a form of address usee 

beween friends and acquaint¬ 
ances, always by the elder to 
the younger. 

sorrowful I awake 

and sigh. 

there he singed 

the tortoise-shell,— and divined 

Kitans, or Khitans,— 

Tartars who ruled northern 
China, 907—1115 a.d., under 

the name of the 

dynasty. Hence 

Liao 

the word 
Cathay, corrupted through Per 
sian, used by Marco Polo, as 
Kitai, to designate China gener 
ally. [The Mongol for ''Chinese’ 
is Kit an, pi. Kitai. Radloff.] 

Read deleft**. 

separated. 

To be 

j^|j for life or for 

death, however separated. 

US' HU to talk of what had 

happened during their separa¬ 
tion. 

& 

cooking. 

attentive to her 

Read hsieh4*. One of the 

five celebrated ministers of 

the Emperor Shun. 

i°54 

I055 

C. ts'-et 
H. tsHt 
F. ch'-eik 
W. tsiai 
N. tsHh 
P. yhH 
M. chH 
Y. ch'-ik 
Sz. clt-i 

K. chHl 
J. shchi, shtsz 
A. t'ct 

Entering 
Upper. 

See 1948. 

The number seven. See 

692, 1426, 2187, 2620 

[To be distinguished from 

L 8941-] . 

'b j® or -bft seven articles 

the seventh, 

seventeen. 

+ seventy-seven. 

A ^2. -b ~b ^ ^ of 
men who have lived to seventy, 
there have in all times been few 

Wf-tA we are seven soi 

PLAT some things satis¬ 

factory, others not so; the longs 
taken with the shorts. 

b#A scattered about in 

all directions. 

-fejfi A« ft at sixes and /V' 
sevens. 

SL-b Am in a state of utter 
confusion. 

-b W A in' a11 sorts of gossip, 

b A tortuous. 

W-bWA blind seven blind 

eight,—said of the mental con 
fusion of any person labouring 
under excitement, etc. 

-tf 
A seven hands and eight feet, 

—the confusion of several people 
doing anything in a hurry or 
under excitement. 

•fcflAf seven mouths and 

eight tongues,—all talking at 
once. 

P r? or b 9 the seventh 

evening of the seventh moon. 

the Chinese puzzle 

consisting of five triangles, a 
square, and a rhomboid. 

-b °r m-b to attend to 

the funeral rites of each seventh 
day after death until the forty- 
ninth day, after which burial 
takes place. 

y -t-tZMwhen the 
7x7 period has passed,—the 49 
days of mourning and ceremo¬ 
nial which always elapse before 
burial. 

b” 
io55 

1056 

ioS7 

1058 

rM 
P. v. yh'-i 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

the Min reef, near 

a verse of four lines with 

seven characters to each line. 

'b # a verse of eight lines with 
seven characters to each line. 

b M the seven stars of the jib 
Dipper, which is a part of ul 
Major. &e 6361, i6s9> 4602.Sa 

b ii — °r b n §b 
the dollar at 72,—each dollar 
being equal to seven-tenths and 
two-hundredths (7 mace 2 a 
dareens) of a tael, or $l00== 
Tls. 72. 

Pi* 
Foochow. 

•bMl Pagoda Rock, at the 

Anchorage, Foochow. 

b % nouns and verbs,_m 

books on Sanskrit grammar' 
the former being so called from 
the number of their cases, the 
latter from the number of their 
moods and tenses. 

b % Paris poly 
phylla, Sm. 

PPT a spotted brown viper 

Halys (Trigonocephalies) Blom 
hopfit,—the only venomous snake 
in northern China. See rr 965 

PPL the pastern, 

b n m the seven-jointed 

whip,—a weapon consisting of 
a handle and seven successive 
hexagonal iron cylinders. 

bS the Seven Precious Things, 

—the paraphernalia of Chakra- 
vartti or Wheel King. These 
are (1) a golden wheel or disc, 
(2) concubines, (3) horses, (4) ele¬ 
phants, (5) guardians of the trea¬ 
sury, (6) soldiers and attendants, 
and (7) the Mani gem. Sanskrit: 
sapta ratna. 

Same as 1055. 

See 155: 

The sound of water 

rippling. 

vito make tea. 

to make,—as tea. 
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1059 

F 

C. 

h ./*; ... 
F. v* *ie' 
w. *9', V. cie, 
N. tsH 
P. 
M. chH 
Sz. ts'-u? 
K. cfre 

J. set 

A. 
Sinking 
Upper. 

/—* A* 

1060 

R'$J^ 
C. /;r/ 
H. ngiet, hat 
F. frouk 
W. c'-iai 
N. cHh 
P. ’■clH 
M. chH 
Y. cfrik 
Sz. cli'i 
K. kil, kol 
J. kitsz, kochi 
A. fret 

Entering 
Upper. 

A stone step; ornamental 

tiles, used in steps. To 

raise in layers, as a wall. 

To pave. 

stone steps. 

$*) a white marble step. 

WHS to build a wall. 

m *M to make a grave. 

mT'W. not built straight. 

to pave with slabs of 

stone. 

$1) |r) fli t0 heaP UP false 
accusations against any one. 

M & or ^ or $0 ilito 
concoct charges. 

To begf for alms. To O 

implore. To give. 

to beg f°r P°°d. 

t -f-»' -£ ft O’- -g T5 » 
beggar. 

the pot calling the kettle black. 

J7 a mendicant Buddhist 

priest; a bhikshu. 

^ the mendicant bhikshu 

who controls his nature by the 
Law of Buddha. 

#f' Z the mendicant bhikshu 

who controls his body by the 
food he eats. 

^ to humbly beg. 

3® to implore favour; to ask 

for mercy. 

to anxiously entreat. 

or t ^ t0 impl°re- 

Z Hi ^ 1 bes y°u to 
inform me. 

^ l§£c to implore help. 

Z to beg for food. 

Zft to tender one’s resignation. 

Z ^ or Zi f§v t0 asb f°r 
leave of absence. 

Z&) to beg (the Weaver God¬ 

dess) for skill,—in needlework. 

^■'tSTjZWf to thread the 

needle of cleverness. This was 
done by the ladies of the palace 
under the T‘ang dynasty on the 
7th of the 7th moon. Holding 
a needle up to the moon, each 

4* 

Zj 
1060 

io6r 

1062 

R-m 

SinkingUpper. 

1063 

r. jar 

See 

K. kil, hil 
J. kitsz 
A. hout~ 

Entering 
Upper. 

Ml 
1064 

R * 
C. hei 
H. hi 
F. frei, fri 
W. | 

clH 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. Mi 
J. ki 

A. fri 

Sinking 
Upper. 

would try in turn to thread it; 
and whoever succeeded was ac¬ 
counted the most skilful needle¬ 
woman. 

4/ to arrange a gambling 

party, and then to take so much 

per cent ^ on the win¬ 

nings for the special purpose of 
providing some friend of the 
party with funds. 

Z ^ give t0 

See 1949. 

Breath; vapour. Radical 

84. See 1064. 

A tribe of Miao- 

tzu, known as ^ , still 

found existing in the pro¬ 

vince of Kueichou. 

it, m ft a ground-squirrel 

found in northern China. 

The vivifying principle 

or aura of Chinese cos 

mogony. Breath ; vapour ; 

air; steam; — the Greek 

nvsvuoc, and should be used 

for the Holy Ghost. The 

vital fluid. Force. Influ¬ 

ence. Temper; feelings. 

See jfjg 3707, $g 10,629, 

#4256, 11 ,5°°, flip 
9819, 8583, 13,842. 

'/fit there is in the universe 

an aura, which permeates all 
things and makes them what 
they are. 

JEM the “particle of the divine 

gale,”—in which sense Mencius 

seems to use mmzm 

4ft4 
7FV 
1064 W- a & tk ja ± is 

man derives his vitality from 

food, plants from the earth. 

—*, ^ the Dual Powers,—the JfjF 

Yin and the Yang, or male 

and female, positive and nega¬ 
tive, principles. 

7l. ^ the Five Vapours, — as 

proceeding from rain, [JJ| 

sunshine, jftjd heat, cold, and 

M, vvind. 

the Six Influences,—the 

Yin and the Yang, wind, rain, 
light, and darkness. 

n -f- (y M or IS M the 
twenty-four solar terms. See 
Tables, Va, and 1477. 

a solar term; a period of 

fifteen days between the begin¬ 
ning of one solar term and the 
end of the next; climate; weather. 

^ the weatber sud¬ 

denly became warm. 

0 M M Z because °f the 
earliness of the season. 

dawn comes, 

and with it a change of tem¬ 
perature. 

weather; temperature. 

mif climate. 

M M the earth has vital 

fluid pulses,—which the Chinese 
say produce minerals, vegetables, 
etc., and act upon the health. 

to consider the influences, 

-—as a geomancer. 

± m exhalations from the 

ground; miasma. 

^ the constitution or crasis 

of humanity. 

[this place] has an 

Imperial atmosphere,—i.e. likely 
to produce an Emperor. 

ikm to hold the breath. 

igirisa to swoon; to faint. 

flavour. 

^ to practise breathing,—in 

a particular way, as the Taoists 
do, with a view to secure immor¬ 
tal life. See 4034. 

to die a prey to 

silent grief or resentment. 
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a tt "i 
respiration. 

into asthma. 

in m 

p? to impede the 

which developed 

5^ ^ ^ IJJfl present 

him with a soft purple curtain, | 
light as a cloud. 

'/I! it atmospheric dampness; a 

damp air, as from a clayey soil.f 

vji| coal gas. 

it if to let off steam,—| 

from a boiler. 

Sfc JjnS °r it $2 exhausted; 

without life. 

II II $5 J when he I 
had finished speaking, he expired. 

^ ^ with bated breath. 

M ffij il M (the coffin) was| 

thin and gas escaped. 

^ to get angry; life-like. 

SU£*t or ins. do not get | 

angry. 

£ SI grandly life¬ 

like,—of a portrait. 

9 & *e 7' ® Mr. Ch‘iu| 

was beside himself with rage. 

it % S he sot cJuite 1111 
from anger. 

pugnacious; fiery. 

ffi 4 ft 7S Mil St ft 
^J in the Wei territory, violence 

and pugnacity are the fashion. 

it A t0 he born into 

the world as a man. 

8S7iT*S 
chaoJ y I have been put out ofl 

temper. 

T fly A ^ could not | 

stand being scolded, 

anger; hate. 

to ease off bad feelings;] 

to recover one’s equanimity. 

^ to get rid of one’s anger,— | 

by taking vengeance. 

M he will take ven-| 

geance for me. 

11 tu r- n % w *t -"I 
which case your anger would 
not be appeased,—by taking the 
proposed vengeance. 

3$ !■ — ft S #r A1 
a very passionate man. 

y —■ p §ot vei7 
angry. 

MJEA to exasperate any one. 

name of a large 

gauze-covered standing lantern. 

keep 
your temper, mend your faults, 
and meddle not. 

Ht ^ angry; mortified. 

it 3^] H ~F ill y his beard J 
stiffened with rage. 

it y JE bke to die | 

with rage. 

S ai|2tr- 

m * & a angry. A cater-1 
pillar; see 7958. 

M&& very angry. 

yj|£ ^ maddened by bad temper. | 

unrelentingly angry. 

If M enraged beyond I 
all bounds. 

the vapour rose to I 

the Dipper and Cowherd,—to [ 
the sky. 

the Emperor had| 

previously suffered from wind. 

SR fi.A & M # ® H 
man is very hot-tempered. 

ftf M j& good breath and I 

blood,—a good constitution. 

good complexion. 

f 

Jrj* y°u don’t quite look your¬ 

self yet. 

MM or bearing; air. 

m ± ^ % m n m j 
his face wears a careworn ex¬ 
pression. 

^ on reading it one onlyl 

sees the spirit of the Yung Hsil 
epoch (a.d. 984—988),—of the I 
Old Drunkard’s Arbour. 

this is in the style of a man who | 
is studying Tao. 

% =f- m m m. ft m s 
such are Lao Tzu’s ideas or| 
principles. 

mm or air-pillows oi l 
cushions. 

- « M ft ft y to d0 itl 
Without Stopping,-at one g0. 

M fill breathless. 

it % the vapour ball,—a boim. 

cing ball; a football; a balloon.| 

M j] strength; speed,-as of a| 

steamer. 

S & M J) to be going at full | 
speed. 

it 3H luck,—used of the State’sl 

prosperity. See 12,633, ^ ^ 

Mil ^uck> used of persons. 

UII Miff you are in luck. 

I M conceited; self-satisfied. 

Mi babit; custom; manner; 

temper; nature, as of soil. 

^ ^ il Ife ft fearing that| 

his son would be corrupted. 

P it to probe a person’s I 

feelings or intentions. See6i-]^ 

PO M Purport. 

ifi ^ the character, or different 

tiating element, of handwriting. 

So 3C it> see I2>633- 

J£t ^ t'if M lifi £ despised I 
him for his rustic manners (or\ 
ignorance). 

Hil3RtS + »iaaf| 
very refined in his speech. 

f i nh M if you can pass,— 

an examination. 

dt ^ ^ ifej the ambi¬ 

tion of scholars must be fostered. 

^ energy; determination. 

TJf Tit not worth while | 

to take the trouble. 

H -rrfi^ T be exerted himselfl 

still more. 

fr*t a daring fellow; 

one ready to take responsibility.! 

III! to extend the I 

practice,—as in the caseofadop-j 
tion of new machinery, etc. 

the resentment of one who] 

has been wronged. 

original or inherited con¬ 

stitution of body. 

yj|r temper; disposition. 

^ the nature of a person, ini 

the sense of which he may be I 
active, indolent, clever, stupid, | 

ect. Physique. 
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to be very energetic 

and ambitious. 

M & HI his capacity and 

ambition were great and far 
reaching. 

Hffc firm; bold. 

^ |p^ ^ a physiognomist 

one who tells fortunes by the 
face. 

n m he is °ne 
of us. 

vjH a person’s power of resist 

ing noxious influences, said to 

be either [BE vigorous or ft 
feeble = fate; destiny. 

—■ M- 9J M only one 
nostril between them,—of friends 
who hold similar opinions. 

H the first stroke of 

the drum inflamed their ardour. 

m ft s, k in m «1 
wish you would put on a little 
(martial) ardour, to help me in 
painting (your portrait),-—a pain 
ter to a general. 

— m lift T p°ured [t 
down at a draught. 

«A#Si to have an under¬ 

standing, or be in collusion, with 
someone. 

jjfl ||| the power going through, 

—in connection, as a line of 
pawns on a chess board placed 
so that each is supported by the 
one that follows; in communi¬ 
cation with, as two towns. Also, 
very sympathetic, as friends; to 
have an understanding; to form 
a “ring” in commerce. 

to make a display; to put 

on side. 

^ M he is 
somewhat impregnated with Tao, 
—under the influence of the 
doctrines associated with this 
term. 

haughty; arrogant. 

4j> goitre, 

a steam fog-horn. 

or a Piston- 

a steam-pipe. 

^ a steam gauge. 

M a steamer’s cylinder. 

— 3H a triple expansion 

ii 

boiler. 

1064 

ft* 4* 

-x 
1065 

R-#/ 

See-g 

Entering 
Upper. 

$1 
W 

1066 

MI4 
C. rkei 
H. ) 

F. j 

N. J -dJl 

P. 

ki 

‘ | chi 

tt’ 
1067 

|jl| aerated water. 

the condenser of an engine 

H Ig^ a steam-whistle. 

M 
Y. 
Sz., 
K. kii 
.ki 

A. iki 

Even Upper 
& Lower. 

H. ki 
F. 
W. 
N. 
P. r/zlz 
M. <r/zz', chui 

cJiki 
Sz. chi 
K. k ii 

ki 
A. kH 

Rising Upper. 

A fragrant plant or grass 

ie ^ ^, said to "be 

common in Yunnan under 

the name of jgf ]|£ 

wild sweet grass. Usee 

for offerings at the autumn 

festivals. 

The royal domain, as 
set apart for the Emperor 

The Court. A threshold. 

Also read chi-. 

t 
the royal domain of a thousanc 
li is where the people stop. 

ifi jUjU the Imperial domain; the 

Court. 

iiii the Court and its 

neighbourhood are places of the 
utmost importance,—in the sense 
of observing decorum within the 
precincts. 

5^ d$! to accompany to the 

threshold. 

A kind of willow which 

grows by the water, with 

a coarse white leaf and 

small reddish veins. Also, 

a medlar tree. 

to develop 

charity and duty to one’s neigh¬ 
bour out of human nature is 
like making a cup or bowl out 
of willow. 

the Lycium chinense—the 

juice of the berries of which is 
used for diseases of the eye. 

* waetfa do not break 

my willow trees. 

m m it oj . t * st 4e, 
I ascended that hill in the north, 
to gather the medlars. See 8702. 

fans name of a feudal State. 

a.-fr UfaA 

IE ^ if y°u are over-anxious, 

what difference is there between 
you and the man of Ch‘i who 
was afraid that the sky might 
fall on him? 

fa 
1068 

R- IK 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

A stone ornament, hung 

at the girdle. 

a 
1069 

RIK 

See 

Rising Upper. 

1070 

R*ft 
C. hei 
H. hi 
F. kH 

f;\ cH 

chki 

W. 
N 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kii 
. ki 

A. kLi, v. k'-'di 

Rising Upper. 

A variety of succory 

(Cichorium), the ^ f 

leaves of which are milky 

and can be eaten. Also, 

kind of white millet; grass; 

a prickly tree. 

To rise up. To raise. 

To start. To begin; exor¬ 

dium, as opp. to peroration 

{see 1470). See {jj 2620, 

10,280, 761 and 

9298. 

get up. 

he cannot get up. 

& 3t 7 jte knew that he 

would not get up,—recover from 
his illness. 

pfl chung* Ajv 

jumped up and hit the petty 
clerk on the forehead,—of a ball. 

(see 2987) or ^ 

rising and sitting,—the ordinary 
state or condition of a person, 
as being always either one or 
other of these two. 

he is not at 

all at his ease. 

jfp to raise the body,—to get 

up, as from bed; to start. 

to raise the hand,—to 

begin. 

Hvjf ^ when are we 

going to begin? 

& X to begin work. 

& 71 he began as a 

scribe. 

ijf| when does the 

chair start?—with the bride in 
it, i.e. when is the wedding to be ? 

to weigh anchor, 

to begin to build. 

& iV to stand up. Also, to set 

anything up. 

SB* to get out of bed. 
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ted to state the lowest price 

^ HI US what is the 
lowest you will take? 

teJk to raise troops. 

^ !K Tthere is a fir 
over there. 

tel A he got angry. 

te A,u te tnf,r te Wt °r 

te W01 te # »■ te w 

at first; in the beginning 

JH. begin from here 

—in writing, building, sweeping 
measuring, etc., etc. 

&W) 01 t0 begin doing 

anything. 

j§5f ^lj )i|E to be tempted by 

the prospect of gain. 

y|E ^ to think a thought. Se, 

s3°3- 

jjdl ^ to conceive the idea of 

anything. 

tefs^ to give a name to, 

M —■ im ‘/j| ^ g>ve him 

a nickname. 

te si ® to stir up wind 

and wave,—cause an excitement 
as by false rumours. 

te« to land cargo; to take 

delivery of goods. 

teum a permit to land. 

jy to land goods; to be 

landed. 

te T * to bring off,—as 

baggage from a ship. 

to completely discharge 

te te « m to discharge cargo. 

tefe an improvement,—as in 

one’s prospects; in trade, etc. 

to reckon; to begin 

reckoning from. 

motive; object in view. 

§ 1ft in your behalf; in 

your interests. 

^ ® Ui H ^ Mj the origi¬ 
nal object (of above-mentioned 
action) was protection. 

Si HI ^E knocked the 

teeth out of the rake,—by strik¬ 
ing against a stone. 

1070 

j|E Jp; to cause strife. 

& i^* ^ rSiii he who can 

bring out my meaning is Shang 

k(jE I^J one end up and the other 

down,—of things in unstable 
equilibrium. 

Jj|L to prosper. 

jfes to make one’s way; to 

get rich. 

fc^te® let the prince be 

zealous in his duties. 

ft ft in the compass of 

about a hundred words we have 
opening, elucidation, re-state 
ment or embellishment, and 
conclusion,—a perfect essay, 
See 761. 

—* ftE A'/ A all the party. 

f. 3-» - te ift a 
one of my party. 

—* ^E ^ -ft’ come in all at 

once and see. 

Wl ■+* y|E £ ^ not 
less than several tens. 

asi^te I cannot remem 

ber. 

* to get angry. 

to burst into 

a roar of laughter. 

f?te* begins to get painful 

r-mste I don’t venture 

to allude to it. 

^te (in history) he would not 

take up his post. 

■M Wt be was °den 

appointed but would not take 
up his posts. 

8 If & H1 ^ 1 really 
am not equal to the honour; 
you do me too much honour, etc. 

Ir q^te 1 can’t afford to 

engage,—a teacher. 

he resumed his old 

post. 

te*s to begin the service for 

the dead. 

jf£ to begin beating the drum 

when the funeral guests arrive 
at the mortuary chamber. 

H thence; as far as. 

to erect. 

[plj to bring back. 

1070 

ch'-i 

me 
1071 

R-M 
C. ltd 
F. ki 

W-( cH 
N. f f 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kii 

. ki 
A. kH 

Rising Upper. 

R. 

ma 
1072 

m 

ca<r 

to cause trouble. 

tel® originally. 

to take an oath. 

to have a rough or hairy 

surface. 

tefe-to become powdery. 

Jir t0 bear interest. 

M t0 °Pen and close; to 

begin and end. 

M t0 pass by that 
way; which is the way? 

frtJ a diviner; a calcula¬ 

tor of destinies. 

to cast a horoscope. 

or t0 start; to 
begin a journey. 

ipl. to start on a journey by 

land. 

to start,—of high officials 

to be put in, or be pro 

duced to a court, —as (e.g, 
weapons used in a case of murder 

xlfE {ij to giye up, as plunder 

to produce; to discharge cargc 

xfe fill to let on lease. 

mm to begin tilling land. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

er 
1073 

R-IK 

Seel£ 
Rising Lower. 

A hill without trees or 

grass. See 4968. 

w M lie ^ I ascend that bar 

hill,—arrd think of my mother. 
Hence,— 

typ [!jg to have a longing for one's 

mother. 

I look for 
s is# « te fa 

my mother but cannot see her, 

■—she is dead. 

A plant with a bitter 

taste, good for gunshot 

wounds and cuts. 

An old name for pp $ 

t|| in the northern part of 

Hupeh. 
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1074 

f>. tSU (Hi? 8 

C. ts'-ai 

H. 
F. chae 

W. « 
N. </«', **' 
p. ) 

M- rjW 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. che 
J. «*, sw 
A. ie, trai 

Even Upper. 

Even; level; equal; uni 

form. To arrange. All 

Name of a State. Usee 

in the Classics for 234 

Radical 210. Used with 

1076 [see 9949). 

H orderly; well arranged; 

even; neat; complete, 

mixed; blended. 

•fit all arranged; in readiness. 

to collect all 

outstanding debts. 

to collect accounts. 

complete. 

:^| all together,—as a full 

meeting. 

tea ws bssim 
H *J* put all my things 

together in order. 

of one mind; unanimous. 

% the 

people of this village of yours 
are not in agreement,—as to a 
course of action. 

—* 5^ all go together, 

jg (your) acute perusal. 

H even with the eyebrows,— 

a married couple. See 46 (read 
wan3). 

warn a quarter-staff. 

5? ^ in a body; altogether. 

jlH w'th regularity and order 

uneven; incomplete; de¬ 

ficient; scattered; not in one lot 

^ Hi ^ °f varying ages 

and birthplaces. 

^ or ^ lj£ after all; in 

the end. 

itf W 1ft how is ft going 
to end? 

Sfc correct; regular; exact; 

vessels of millet (see 12,341). 

£ to govern a family. 

& & m #1 have not yet 

finished it off,—as a job. 

wf 5^? ^ wait until they 

are all here and then come. 

W $j Hr to level down the 

distinctions of things,—to bring 
positive and negative and all such 
antagonisms into one category, 

*2 

1074 

thus making contraries identi¬ 
cal. The title of Chap. II of 
Chnang Tzu. 

an ancient feudal State. 

The first Ch‘i State began b.c. 

1122, when it was conferred by 

St I Wu Wang upon 

Shang Fu, and lasted until b.c 
412, when it was destroyed by 

the descendants of 

Kung Tzu Wan. The seconc 
Ch‘i State was raised upon the 
ruins of the first, and lastec 
down to b.c. 224. It comprised 
large portions of northern Shan¬ 
tung and southern Chihli; and its 

capital was IT Jr Ying-ch‘iu, 

>/(« IBS Lin-tzti Hsien. 

i°75 

1076 

R.“ 

C. ts'-z 
H. tsH 
F. ichaeyhae?-, 

isai 
W. dzi^zi 
N. dzi 
p. \ 
M. ... 
Y. chi 
Sz. ) 
K. che 

. sal 
A. te 

Even Lower. 

110W PS VS 

% M if A Z the talk 
of the savages east of the Ch‘i 
State,—very unreliable 

a man of Ch‘i—often used 

in the sense of a “beggar.” 

Read tzu1. The hem of 

a mourning garment. 

Read chail. To respect 

Used for 234. 

See 815. 

The navel. To cut even. 

The point where the grain 

joins on to the ear. See 

9794- 

Jji jjff the navel. 

jjff 'T? tke umbilical cord. 

Jff fa 7k see 9949- 

§ JJH IrJ jiff green in the 

waist, white at the navel,—as 
unripe grain. 

1077 

R." 

See 

Even Lower. 

1078 

The hole in the scull for 

inserting the pivot is called 

fit Iff, being as it were the 

navel. See 7389. 

See 821. 

1079 

F. yhae 

See 7$. 

Even Lower. 

1080 

F.cchae 

See 

Even Lower. 

1081 

1082 

r. ; 

H. kiuci 
W. I f. 

N. j 'z 
P. Jchli, chsi 
Y. rhsi 

A. hive, hive 

See 

Even 
Irregular. 

U4 3 

1083 

E*tJf 
See 

A. hli, v. Hoi 

Rising Upper. 

A large maggot; a grub 

tke 'carPenter beetle. 

#t her neck was like 

the tree-grub,—the larvae of a 
beetle which deposits its eggs 
in trees. These larvae are re¬ 
markable for their whiteness anc 
length. 

A thin fish with a silvery 

belly and a sharp back. It 

is also called 77M knife 

fish. A mullet. Also, cer¬ 

tain kinds of mackerel. 

us m a kind of anchovy (Coilia 

Playfairit). 

Sif tke yellow-tailed 

mullet [Mullus xanthurus). 

the greenish mullet (Mugil 

| ventricosus). 

a species of Thryssa. 

See 10,281. 

A field containing fifty 

mou. A piece of ground; 

an allotment. 

v&T a small plot of land, 

a kitchen garden. 

^ K S ni to toil harder 

than the summer (labourers) in 
the fields. 

—‘ Pll; a row growing 

vegetables. 

Read kuei1. A boundary 

between fields. See 11,275. 

An interrogative particle 

implying, like nwn in Latin, 

the answer A/o, or a nega¬ 

tive of the proposition con¬ 

veyed. 

Hl b°w can I dare?—a polite 

phrase signifying that the speaker 
is unworthy of the honour, or 

the compliment, or the attentions 
lavished on him. 

AA how do you not know? 

—you must know. 

7 
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fe 
1084 

lSee(l|^ gJl 
| A. klai, kLi 

Even and 
I Rising Upper. 

Js?. how is there thisl Itf! 

principle?—there is no such I 
principle as this. I 1085 

M. ff Ife ^ ^ how is he|R 

more worthy than you?—he is I See 
not. I" 

ts s a * is u «■ k E,e“Low"' 
that their anxious thought left 
any point uncared for?—No. 

M 18 do I not think of| 

you?—I do. 

I'l 
1086 

^ . JRofc*t 
fflE Yui yv is there nobody IH.c//, ikH 

else?—there is. IF.'■chi,‘chie: 
:i cchie, sht 

a 3t Jt H . & W 2 «! 
why, in eating fish, must we I 
have a carp from the Ho?—I ^ 
there are other fish good enough. I Even & Rising 

©Jt WII, uK"nd 
why, in taking a wife, must we 
have a Tzu of Sung? — there 
are plenty of other women with 
whom one could be happy. 

S how can this be 

right ? 

{isj are they not iden¬ 

tical ? 

i=£ it $$ h°w can he be 

happy alone? 

M. W 1m lit how can it be 

allowed to be thus? 

^ $n ft; how can it not 

be thus?—how can it be other 
wise? 

ill $ "9^ how can R he 
thus? 

To respect; to esteem. 

»tit cordial; friendly. 

Repose. Great. The 

divinity of earth. [For 

rnerly identical with, but 

now to be distinguishec 

from, 1887.] Used for 

186 see 1887. 

Read k^aP. Delighted;! 

joyous; complacent. Usedl 

for the more modern ill 

5795 and 5797. 

A“A % grandly we feast, | 

delighted and complacent. 

Hi jffi & -f' easy and self-l 
possessed was our prince. 

j=£ ^ yjjjf merrily drinking| 

wine. 

A fast-growing tree found I See ^ 

near streams and in marshyl Even Lower, 

places. 

it % z # jom 
(also c/iih3) tit if you would 

come to me but once it would 
set me at rest. 

IK no great regret. 

0 > i|b 0 jflft heaven 
is called shen, earth is callec 
chli. 

_t T i# lift the spirits of. 
heaven and earth. 

% ^ _t ‘S* ib lift not serv 
ing God, nor the spirits of heaven 
and earth. 

itb lift Earth,—personified. 

lift |S£ or lift |££ % ^ son 
of king Prasenadjit of S’ravasti. 
the original owner of the park 
in which the Djetavana vihara 
was built. 

liftyfoi; lift Mil ^ DJ'ota 
vana vihara,—a famous mon 
astery in the suburbs of S’ra¬ 
vasti, and a favourite resort of 
Shakyamuni Buddha. 

ift$ metrical passages in the 

Sutras, repeating the sense of the 
preceding prose text. Sanskrit: 
Geya. One of the 12 divisions 
of the Buddhist Scriptures. See 

3945- 

A medicinal 

which there 

varieties. 

plant, of 

are several 

Pi a yedowish root, with a 

thick rind and pith inside, used 
in asthma, supposed to be derived 
from the P tar mica sibirica. The 
flexible roots of the Sophora 
to?>ientosa are referred to under 
the same name. 

1088 

See 

Even Lower. 

S’ 
1089 

R-i 

See 

Even Lower. 

H. ts’-ipj 
F. cheik 
W. ts'-ai 

N. tsHh 
phi, Cc/n, 
c!u\ chH: 

M. chi, chSi 
. ch'-ik 

K. chip 
shit, dju 

■ *‘epr 

Entering 
Upper. 

Irregular. 

The end of the axle, pro 

jecting beyond the hub. 

Ift $0 the axle-ends I 
bound with leather, the vod 
ornamented. 1 

To be large. Self-pos¬ 

sessed. Gently. Leisurely 

In crowds. A surname. 

f * HU f|$ ft £ 
we . looked to the midst of the 
plain, where the animals were 
large and abundant. 

115 f 15 the appearance of leisurely 
ease. Also, numerous. 

If nil f|5 jji|5 the rain comes 
down gently. 

if $£ Z ili * in f 
the virgins, her companions, fol 
lowed the lady, leisurely like ; 
beautiful cloud. 

^ |f 1|5 they gather ii 

crowds the white southern-wood 

^ §5 ^ the coldest time ii 

winter. 

115 IN a Department in the pro 

vince of Chihli. 

To whisper in the ear. 

To asperse; to blame. 

M # # m d° notbei 
fond of hearing slander. 

Entering 
Upper. 

ir 
To twist a cord. To join 

to continue. To followup; 
1091 

•4 p 
to pursue; to catch. 

m'*- 
ts'-ep 

H ^ jJ- continuous and 

' reve¬ 
rence. 

. n. s./m a continuance of attend-1 

ants,—many attendants. 

*1 HU HH ’ ^ ^ A l 
with babbling mouths you go I 
about, scheming and wishing to I 
slander others. 

to get on the trail of. 

to search out and arrest. I 

14 ^ or or % | 

catch; to seize,—as a crinuna. 

H |jj ^ a force whose dut) 

it is to search out and captuiej 

brigands. 
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W 
IO92 

Rlt 
P. chip 
M. cli'i 

See$| 
Entering 
Upper. 

1093 

See ' 

ir 
1091 

Entering 
Upper. 

I°94 

Rll 
C. r.rSty> 

H. chit 

F- dieik, chik- 
W. 
N. 

P. chip 

m# to seize smuggled goods. 

See 3366. 

m»7 he has been caught. 

Hifi* revenue cruisers. 

;Pf ll£t t0 caPture thieves. 

1Vi to keep clear from,—as 

pirates. 

Htfc to bring to justice. 

M to search for and deal 

with. 

$ to go in pursuit. 

lit to make rigorous search 

for. 

Read chlix*. To fell a 

seam. See 12,248. 

m Vf? W felled or stitched 

so that there is no free edge. 

a ^ sewn on whole to a ground, 

•—of embroideries. 

To repair; to put in order. 

I to rebuild,—as part of a 

wall or house which has fallen, 

a; to build a wall. 

$ iff HIto fence off a 
garden plot. 

S HI t0 coverl to ro°f in< 
to repair the old 

foundations. 

repairs completed. 

I? Jjl overlapping,—as fishes’ 

scales, etc. 

Water flowing rapidly 

out. Friendly ; harmon¬ 

ious. 

in a moment the 

duck was gone. 

m they have horns, 

yet agree together. 

To put away weapons. 

To collect oneself. To fold 

up. 

lif^: he has called in 

shields and spears. 

are they not self- 

restrained? are they not careful? 

4s 

1094 
M. chi 
Y. chik^ clpik 
K. chip 
J. shu 
A. trip 

Entering 
Upper. 

•1* 

io95 

R. 

Seef^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 

R, 

See 

1096 
n 

A. tepj, trepD 

Entering 
Upper. 

«r 
I097 

s«=± 

A. kit 

Entering 
Upper. 

their left wings 

gathered up,—of birds. 

t0 gather in- 

W # Mthese are fewer in 
comparison with the former. 

Gutzlaff I.,—seventy 

miles from Shanghai. 

to put away weapons; to 

cease hostilities. 

A kind of Iridce found 

growing in damp places 

in Chehkiang and Hunan. 

The leaf is used for 

preserving fish. 

Houttuynia cordata, the 

leaves of which are sometimes 
eaten. 

jf£ [Jj a hill in Chehkiang where 

the above plant is found. 

The noise of driving rain. 

The clangor of musical 

instruments. 

m 

1098 

*•* 
c. #yt0 
H. kct^ 
F. klikr 

W. cie^ ciai 
N. cih 
P. Lchic 

M. j 
Y. ! chick 

Sz. ) 
K. kil, hil 
J. kitsz^gichi 
A. kity 

Entering 
Irregular. 

A name for beetles of 

various kinds. 

the dung-beetle or Geotru- 

pes, and other allied genera, 

a tree-grub. 

4$ see ”.627. 

H PH £ *6 the summer rains 

breed the paddy-worm,—which 
eats the kernel of the grain. 

To ask; to examine; to 

investigate. To punish; to 

keep in good order ; to 

restrain. Also read chie/d*. 

||j^ |§jj) an interrogative. 

§0 to In Ul or fn or 
examine; to question. 

to take depositions. 

Efn 

Efrf 

i E to search out the n 
villainous and secretly wicked, 

to punish. 

HFt 

1098 

m 
1099 

■i 

See "pf- 

Even Lower. 

R 

1100 

IS 1 to punish the 

rebellious. 

^ §w Hi ^ have 
your military accoutrements and 
weapons well arranged. 

ftp in order to restrain 

the people of all quarters. 

IS SJJ or fo -S. to-morrow 
morning. [Generally read chiehK7\ 

^ ^ an abbreviation for 

JZp ^ which is expl. as £0 

W W ^ »and wasad°p- 
ted by the poet Wang Wei as 
his style. 

ift H W- IS S # ™these 
words are meant to convey a 
picture of his own happiness. 

»i| ^ % kfc # A B8 @ 
it was another universe, and 

not the condition of things we 
have in this world. 

A man of sixty. One 

who should advise others. 

Old; aged. To cause; to 

bring about. 

R-S 

See =£ 

Even Lower. 

% 01 Mi old PeoPk i 
elders; men of experience. 

the gentry and elders. 

signifies “seniors in wis¬ 

dom,” as opposed to those who 
are our seniors in age only. 

B # 3t % fi al> 
regard the wisdom as the impor¬ 
tant part,—and not the mere 
advantage of years. 

when old, your 

Up 

Li 

reward shall be fixed upon. 

a scar on a horse’s back. 
t'J 

to cause to be established; 

to effect. 

* flfc to cause people to be 

blind,—to their own interests, 
so as to get the better of them. 

A horse’s mane, 

dorsal fin of a fish. 

The 
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I IOI 

lRi 
I See ^54 

Even Lower. 

CH‘i 

The spines in the dorsal 

fin of a fish. A kind ofl 

sea-blubber which furnishes! 1104 

a condiment. R-m 

“Bl $#" § ^ il bristled itsl 
dorsal fin and raised its scales,—IT c< 

Irregular 
Lower. 

1102 

1103 

|Ri 
IF. ki, v. he, 

ngie 

| See 

Even Lower. 

See 884. 

The scene of the earliest 

labours of ^ ^ the Great 

Yu, and the home of the 

ancestors of the Chou 

dynasty. The region now 

know as J§Feng- 

hsiang Fu, in the south¬ 

west of Shensi. A hill 

with two peaks. A fork 

in a road. Divergent. See I 

1105. 

he took effective I 

measures at Liang and Ch‘i,- 
to make the country available | 
for human habitation. 

I«ll to avoid the 

barbarians, he ( ]g[ Tan Fu) 

removed his residence to Ch‘i. 
Used of the flight of an Emperor 
before a foreign invader. 

1® fll Mt. Ch‘i,—the hill which 

gives, the name to the modern 
District. 

he looked majestic 

and intelligent. I 

HI & ii ll£ - - to 
taking two different routes, t.e. I ^ 
a want of uniformity in the I Even Lower, 

action of two people who should j 
be working on the same lines. 

PU two different versions 

of the same affair. 

opening intoj 

two,—as a pince-nez. 

to be discrepant. 

MM a well-known medical | 

treatise, by Ch‘i Po (see Biog 
Diet.) and Huang Ti. 

he knows his Ch‘i-\ 

huang,—he is a good doctor. 

Skill; ingenuity. Talent; 

ability. Interchanged with 

861. See 10,618. 

SSI talent; ability. 

$15 clever; ingenious. 

cleverness of hand. 

P ft cleverness of mouth,—at 

mimicry, etc. 

SS very clever; wonderful. 

a trifling handicraft; a 

“trade.” 

^ skill; cunning. 

Sthe ski11 °f an expert in 
any art or science. 

X the skill of an artisan,— 

as opposed to that of an artist. 

J|| the gymnastic exercises 

in which military students are I 
examined; military talent. 

this is skill J 
indeed! 

PJf VX M jit tY ^ what| 
is achieved is the result of Tao,| 
not of skill. 

SITi almost super-) 
human skill. 

It lit if & |ij M ffi A. 
alas that this divine art (painting) 
should have been invented by a I 

woman,— Lei, sister of Emp. f 
Shun. 

medicine and surgery. 

Forked. A stalk of grain 

with two ears. Divergent. 

Schismatic. 

a fork in a road,- hence, 

wandering from the right path| 
in conduct. 

^ see ||j$ 1103. 

these words I 

are open to two constructions. 

* m m iff the mind with no I 

other diverging path, i.e. fixed 
on one object. 

**** there is no radical 

difference of opinion between us. 

ibjf a mistake. 

a different thought. 

conflicting; discrepant; 

divergent. 

1105 
deceived by his vacillate, 

■iJUA rapidity,—as of 
running. 

To crawl along. 

4i ti crawling along,- 
insects. 

they puff ancjl 

pant along like a row of insects 
crawling. 1 

Jljfet the long-legged house- 
spider. See 999. 

A foot with six toes. I 

The crawling of insects. 

Read To stand onl 

tiptoe. Used for 1114. 

to stand on toe I 

and heel (alternately) and look I 
out for any one. 

to crawl. 

Si S5 Z to follow and J 
overtake. 

to wait on tiptoe;) 

to be waiting to start. 

A stiff bow. 

a stiff bow and 

stout arrow. 

See 2978. 

To explain. To open; 

to begin. To inform; toj 

state. 

? conf" 
cius said, To one who is notl 
eager for knowledge I do notl 
explain. 

% Mk A God revealed [t t0| 
man. 

^ to open and shut. 

Wc P^Alto open 
mouth and tell people (of onesl 
difficulties) is hard,—one does I 
not like to appear as a suppliant. 
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% » %C O O' ^ ft 
it is very awkward to begin, 

—not a subject that one likes 
to broach. 

6 Wc °r ® »r Wc for 
the honoured person above-men¬ 
tioned to open,—conventional 
phrases following the name of 
the addressee on a letter. 

It if to break a seal,—of a 

letter, of a house which has been 
sealed by the authorities, etc 
Also, to open the seals after the 
New Year holidays. 

to smile. 

or 

mm the morning star. 

this is to begin,—a 

phrase with which letters, noti¬ 
ces, etc., open. 

ft to inform. 

Wc or Wc M.or 
to begin a journey. 

WC to instruct the young or 

ignorant. See ^ 10,940. 

Til®® no leisure to take 
a rest. 

mm to add as a postscript to 

a letter. 

Wc ^ to memorialise the Throne. 

to make a secret report 

to the Emperor. 

WC ipfl a list of persons who ask 

an audience to return thanks for 
Imperial favour. 

WC ^J to start from. 

WC to Put the machinery in 

motion; to get up steam. 

m$J at first. 

IHi to open the eyelids; to 

keep open the eyelids. 

WcP to open the door. 

WC t0 originate a feud; a 

hostile collision. 

W m % 4 a secretary or 
clerk. 

Wi to act as secretary. 

a horse with a white fore¬ 

head,— ? because a white horse 
was supposed to guard Buddhist 

temples and Jgjjr IJT beg princes 

not to destroy them. 

m 
inr 

1112 

R. ‘ 

See 

Rising Upper. 

Same as 1110. 

A flag or board, used for 

various purposes. 

0 a dressed 
lance (i.e. with a flag attached) 
is called ck‘i. 

m m is m m tt ? 
armed with a flag of authority, 
he closed the gate of the Imp. 
city. 

* * s* 
a chH is wood cut into two halves 
for a tally and given to officials 
as a token of authority. 

wooden arms carried with 

> 
1113 

R.|£ 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

1114 

C. i&ci 
H. S-kH 
F. mi 
W. djV-^ v. ‘ge 
N. cH 
P. ShH 
M. chf 
Y. ckH3 

K. I %■ ^ kl 

A. sP (shij 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Upper 
Irregular. 

a magistrate, and after his entry 
through a gate exhibited thereat 
as “signs.” 

all (three brothers) 

were entitled to flag and halberd 
insignia. 

An embroidered banner. 

The cover of a lance-head. 

To fold silk. 

^ ^ ^ their banners are 
approaching from afar. 

Read chHng3. The artic¬ 

ulation of bones. 

^ the point at which two 

bones unite. 

df' f^f ^ f'j whenever 

one does not hit upon the point, 
—of an argument, i.e. the point 
of junction of two bones, by 
insertion of a knife into which 
the two bones are easily se¬ 
parated. 

To stand on tiptoe. Erect. 

Anxious. Precipitous. 

to anxiously look for. 

dk# to anxiously look up to,— 

for help. 

dk m iJ # to anxiously 
expect an answer, 

dfc JJL to stand erect, 

dk# tired from standing. 

dkTU it does not stand firm. 

dk have been to 

your house,—to see you. 

1114 

4 : 

IIXS 

1116 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

tTdJ: ^ uncertain in all 

his ways. 

to stand high up. 

high and steep,—as a hill. 

4: S expectant; longing. 

IPf PftL medium doth. 

See 12,412. 

To throw aside, 

abandon. 

^ or IS 

To 

i\l to % M or £ 
cast aside. 

M H ft w to throw aside 

literature and become a trader. 

to throw aside the 

heterodox and return to the 
orthodox. 

he cast it aside. 

J^| to throw aside as useless; 

to waste. 

to give up one’s ancestral 

profession. 

to be cast out in the 

market,—to be executed. See 

1 i,SI3- 
any one con¬ 

cealing him to suffer death. 

his accomplices in crime, seven 
in all, were executed. 

do not forget me 

when absent. 

jjj to forsake,—as a friend. 

|H to throw oneself away; to 

take to evil courses. 

il*£ to discard; to abandon. 

B to renounce. 

Sift to renounce the world, as 

a monk; to die. 

S & to renounce an official 

career. 

or jgjj pjis to disdainfully 

abandon; to disdain. 

M, * M A to be despised 

and rejected of men. 

& * m tp to throw over¬ 

board. 

PP! JIl to neglect; to pay no 

regard to; to throw by; to cast 
away, 
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® to cast away as straw 
and stubble; to reject as worth¬ 
less. 

to cast away the remains 

of a dead man. 

sf! fpj rjpj flagrant breach of 

faith. 

4* 

1117 

|R. 

JC.yr/ 
|H. hip 

IF. Peik 
IW. cHai 
N. c'-ih 

Ip. cK-p 
IM. hsi 

Y. chHk 
I Sz. hsi, cPi 
IK. kip 
Ij. A’zzz, ko 
I A. Pep 

Entering 

Upper. 

iiE 
HI 

rn8 

|R® 

I See ^ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Al**4 

1119 

i*-PB 
IC. £jz/z’/£ 

H. /zzV 

IF. Peik% v. 
Piak^ i-Piak 

1. ePia, diai 
| N. A.izVz, z'Az/z, 

v. hweh 
I p. /z«° 
M. /zrz 
Y. /LzA 

I Sz. Arz, c7z‘z 
IK. kik 
IJ. /'£,£/, kioku 

I A. Pik 

Entering 
Upper. 

To weep = 

yjjL to weep. 

/'LL & or ‘/4 to weep and 
think of. 

it Wl ft T she shed some 
tears. 

'/R. it/f to weeP and tell one’s tale, 

it PP to tearfully implore. 

It it rfij 'it 1 stood stiI1 and 
! wept. 

lit® to weep with snivel,— 

which the Chinese regard as 
sign of genuine grief. 

'it jfitM ££ weeping blood 

ii.e. bitterly) I knock my heac 
on the ground before you,—a 
conventional phrase in a Chinese 
notice of death. 

Read li4*. Impetuous. 

'it rapid; swift. 

Used in Taoist charms 

and other writings for 1064. 

5^. noxious influences. 

U? good influences. 

— 'ft H yf out of one 

force the Three Pure Ones were 

produced. See 2188. 

A fissure; a crack ; 

chink. An opportunity; a 

pretext. A grudge; a 

quarrel. Used for 1003, 

1130. [Correct form 

A £ tm & SS) jg I® 
life of man is like a white colt 
(a sunbeam) passing a crack,- 
gone in a moment. 

I® Mb vacant or waste land. 

m m a m watching his ] 
opportunity to make profit. 

we went at every 

M 
1121 

R|B 
C. kwik 
N. hsih 
K. hidk 
J. sakip shaku 
A. Pik 

Entering 
Upper. 

* M US A he availed himself I 
of that pretext to come in. 

SAW K to have a grudgeJ 

against a man. See 5184. 

ilE PS A IS there is al 
split between these two men,- 
they have quarrelled. 

HR to make the rift,—to begin 

the quarrel. 

^ Bj» to try to pick a quarrel. 

to be hyper¬ 

critical. 

Same as 1119. 

To terrify. Frightened, 

as when treading on a I 

tiger’s tail. A species of| 

spider. 

M ^ 3HL the bunder- 
claps are terrible. 

n 23 

R. j 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

1123 

opportunity. 

See 1551. 

A vessel ; a dish ; a 

platter, etc. Implements; 

utensils. Capacity; ability. 

To employ. 

^ ^ $j| choice 
food is not so important as a 
choice service,—of bowls, dishes, 
chopsticks, etc. 

it? M plates, dishes, etc. 

Ijf utensils generally. 

mu materials, — for making 

things. 

Iij? things; utensils. 

weapons. 

implements; utensils. Also, 

useful; capable. 

AIKS a great thing is 

slowly made,—Rome was not 
built in a day. 

^ Itlf IS a good- 
for-nothing fellow. See 762. 

the perfect man 

is not a thing,—e.g. a mere pot, ISee 
or any thing which has but a I Even Lower. 

tm 

i+ 

single use or function • that . 
he is not a function of one vari’l 
able but of many. 

A and are used f0r| 
great characters and petty cha 
racters, respectively. 

A i Vo rfii H a Z 
m-km to govern oneself 

first and others afterwards that 
is to be a great man. 

M 'H HI In? Fang Kuanl 
is a man of far-reaching ability. 

lH ^ ibi duly this | 
man has ministerial capacities. 

^ thought very highly | 
of him. 

to regard him with! 

reverence. 

^ ^ A A his way of| 
doing business is petty. 

M employ men ac¬ 

cording to their abilities. 

7|1 large-minded; magnani¬ 

mous; generous. 

3E <& A Br T m m ( j 
man whom) princes and noblesl 
could not make use of,—his ideas| 
being too lofty for this world. 

||j| a divine article, —the 

Throne. Also, the soul. »Sew 9819.1 

L 5S an imitation | I ^ $ 
ira Jr. 
m m- 

becoming apparent isl 

then termed figure, endowment I 
with body is then termed form. I 

ffi ± # 11 z si. m 
its T%mzm thatl 
which transcends matter is term¬ 
ed law, that which supports | 
matter is termed form. 

Sarnie as 1123. 

Uneven, like the leaves 

of the bamboo. 
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1126 

R-i 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

ft 
1127 

R.; 

Seelfc 
Rising Upper. 

R. 

1128 

See 3^i 

SinkingUpper, 

tyJU** 

Ft 
R. 

1129 
sp. 

C. v. wr/1 
H. hip 
F. £«//& 
W. ditf* 
N. ffiVz 
P. hsi\ch'-P 
M. hsi 
Y. hsik 
Sz. hsi 
K. kip 
J. kiu, ho 
A. k'-ep 
SinkingUpper 

/A] 
1130 

113*1 

3*5 
1* 

1132 

C. kap0 
H. kap, IPap, 

hiap 
R- kak, keik 
w. 
N- y&a/q 

v. 
P- cr/«'a, ifA/a 

M. chi a 
\ • chiak, kak 
Sz. chia 
K. kop, kidp 
. ■ kid, ko 
k.giap 

Entering 
Upper 

& Lower. 

A reptile. 

iff*# an old name for the 

scorpion. See 9467. 

To open the buttons of 

a coat. 

ijlt0 marcb w*t*1 regular steps. 

Sij£ an °Pen r°be and 

a loose collar. 

A vessel emptied of its 

contents. 

0L 4* VS Sp the wine is a11 
gone from the bottle. 

Damp. Juicy. Dark. 

vt dark and dank. 

Same as 1003. 

Same as 1080. 

To press; to squeeze. 

To pick up as with pincers. 

To carry secretly. Double; 

lined. 

^ 01 ft press it tightly, 
or firmly. 

boards used as binding 

for Chinese books. 

to support on each side 

by holding. 

boards for the squeez¬ 

ing torture; castanets. 

3*5 
1132 

a foreign sailing-ship. 

The origin of this term is un¬ 
known. Perhaps it should be 

“overlapping boards,” in 

allusion to the clinker build of 
old-fashioned sailing-ships. 

$i#iZ ordered him to have 

his fingers squeezed. 

and two instru¬ 

ments for the squeezing torture. 
See 1134. 

quick! begin to 

squeeze him. 

5^746 4: could not pick it 

up, — as a pigeon’s egg with 
chopsticks. 

to nip a thing up, as with 

tweezers; to delude by false 
promises. 

to snutf a candle. 

3^ T|jjf shears. 

use the shears 

to cut it open. 

to carry secretly; to 

smuggle. 

* # * H to smuggle in 
goods. 

a lined coat. 

ft m w ft * & «^ 
single, or lined?—of a garment. 

3^ mixed; ill-assorted; to mix. 

^ M[blllls] stick 
their tails between their legs,— 
when fighting. 

assistants; aides-de-camp. 

a walk or passage between 

two walls or rows of trees. 
Also, to stand in two lines for 
a departing official to pass down 
the middle. This is done as a 
mark of respect and esteem. 

a covered way; an under¬ 

ground passage. 

a needle-case; a house¬ 

wife. 

a portmanteau or bag for 

clothes. 

or gj? (chia1 kur) to wink. 

a leg rest, used in bed in 

hot weather,—a “Dutch wife.” 
See 3612. 

or a rash, 

to press one to lend. 

tJy ^ straits,—of circumstances. 

3*5 
1132 

i« 

”33 

C. hyp 
H. hiap 
F. hick, v. keik 
W. ye, v. ga 
N .yah3,yahr, 

v. djih- 
P. ihsia 
M. hsi a 
Y. hsiak 
Sz. hsia 
K. hiop 
J. kid, gw 
A. hiep 

Entering 
Lower. 

the stone base or step 

of a flagstaff. 

or to attack from 

both sides. 

^ Ttkzfc to take in front 

and rear. 

lived on opposite 

sides of the Han. 

To clasp under the arm. 

To pinch. To foster; to 

cherish. To presume on. 

To help. To oppress. 

Also read hsieh~*. 

to carry under the arm. 

fc- tfe ^ tfl Kt M tt ‘M 
zm * it is not the same 

as to carry off Mt. T‘ai under 
one’s arm and to jump over the 
north sea,—which is impossible. 

i|ij| put one jar under each arm. 

to take in cribs to the 

public examinations. 

we have fitted our 

arrows to the string. 

^ it °r ^ °r & %to 
nourish a feeling of dislike or a 
grudge against any one. 

to presume upon one’s position 
and ask for anything, wras for¬ 
bidden by Mencius,—who main¬ 
tained that there could be no 
true esteem where one presumed 
upon adventitious advantages as 
enumerated in the five following 
entries:— 

to presume upon one’s age. 

to presume upon one’s 

talents. 

#Jf to presume upon one’s 

rank. 

to presume upon 

one’s services. 

to presume upon old ac¬ 

quaintance. 

jkto aid- 
tfciM to oppress; to intimidate; 

to coerce. 

great ability to 

manage. 

to accuse maliciously. 
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.1* 

R. 

I See 

Entering 
Upper. 

C. kapQ 

H. hiap- 
I F. kiek^ kak3 
W. ka3 
N. ciah, cieh 

IP. chi o' 
I M. chia 
I Y. chiak 
I Sz. chia 
I K. hidp, hidp 

Ij. kid 

I A. hiep-,giap: 

Entering 
Upper-. 

M' 
1136 

See fp 

| A. giap^ hiep- 

Entering 
Upper. 

Pieces of wood joined on 

a hinge at one end. 

a wooden instrument for 

squeezing the ankles to extort 
evidence. 

. O;* 

1138 
M. chia 
Sz. chia 
K. kiop, hidp 
J. kid 

A. kitp-,hiep-, 

kiHi giap 
Entering 
Irregular. 

.P 

Pods of leguminous plants. 

The sheath on the leaf 

stalk of grasses. Seeds. 

|jf elm-seeds. 

small light coins used I 

under the Han dynasty. 

JjL or a felicitous 

plant found growing in the court¬ 
yard of the Emperor Yao. It was 
said to produce a leaf every day 
for 15 days, and then to lose one 
every day for a similar perioc 
thus serving as a monthly cal¬ 
endar. See 7957. 

A District in Honan. 

an ancient place in the 

North of Hupeh, where 

Ch‘eng Wang established the 
Chou dynasty about 1100 b.c. 

the buildings on each side | 

of the entrance,—to a temple. 

RM 
0. 1 
II. ( ka 
F. ) 
W. ko 
N. ciio, ko 
P. j 

M. I chia; ka 
Y. i (rare) 
Sz. J 
K. ka 
J. ka, ke 

A. gia 

Even Upper. 

”37 
R. 

IC. kap0 
I F. kick 
I N. ciah 

IK. hi&p, hidp 
|j. kid 

j A. hiep~ 

Entering 
Upper. 

1138 

C. kap0 
H. hiapy, 

khiap3 
IF. kick 
W. ka 
N. ciah 

P. :chia, ch ie* 

A pair of pincers to hold 

a crucible over the fire. 

To pick up with pincers. 

A sword. 

a pair of tongs. 

m m & ffi st 0 f™* 
Huan tapped upon his sword and 
sang, 

O long sword, 

let us go home! 

The jaw; the cheek. 

US the iaws- 

or ||f. the jaw-bone. 

mm peach-like cheeks. 

m JJ| the whiskers. 

to be at the side of; to 

guard. 

or 

Wk 7§t to talk for; to make 

excuses for; to get one out of; 

difficulty by talking. Defined as 

^ W to persuade 

by gentle words. See 5071. 

tk 7$ MM do y°u 
go and try to arrange the matter 
on my behalf. 

red jowl,—a poetical name | 

for the stork. 

The family; home: house¬ 

hold ; relatives. People. 

A class; a side; a party: 

a school. Thoroughly; com¬ 

pletely; see 10,792. A suffix. 

See 1174, 8592. 

^ ^ or ^ g? 

(see 11,286) or J||| a family; 

a household. 

relatives having the samel 

surname, i. e. relatives on the 
father’s side. 

—* it A persons of one family, 

as above. 

mx the family; one of thel 

family; a domestic. Also, the 
37th Diagram. Also, an execu¬ 
tioner. 

she will order well I 

her family. 

^ to stay in the house. 

^ it to enrich the family. 

£|* it ^ it ill-gotten 

gains do not enrich a man. 

i£ 3|| or 3^ at home; 

my wife. 

it JH f have a family,—I am 

a married man. 

^ p£| among the family; at home. 

to “die in one’s bed.” 

a mile from home is not as good 
as being at home,—alluding to 
the Chinese dislike for travel. 

he is at home. 

^ ^ my cold home,—a conven¬ 

tional phrase for my home, or 
my house. 

to impose on, or I 

insult, strangers from the vantage- 
ground of home. 

”39 

^ M ^ |g| ^ p ,ic 
came to study in Wu 

made it hithi* 8H 

S H Y did not treat 
their homes as their homes 
were not often there. ’ 

it domestic affairs. 

?S It It iff ^ !j| even a„ 

honest official has trouble in 

settling family differences,-the! 
are proverbially difficult to J 
range. 

^ M P g0'ng from house 
to house. 

or i£ j|| my father. 

or it my mother, 

it a wife; a family. 

^ /Jx a wife. 

my elder brother. 

^ my elder sister. 

the management of a 

family; family regulations. 

'pj* ^ or the whole fa 

mily. 

^ (°r % M) the 
fortunes of the family revived. 

Hi£ (or t£^) 
scions of an old family, 

it JBIt#/ articles for domes¬ 

tic use; household stores. 

^ ^ or mm a letter from 

home. 

Mm 01 m M or m ±or 
^ or ^ the head of a 

household. 

^ a butler or maitre <thotel. 

or or 

it % family property. 

or household ef¬ 

fects. 

to make one’s fortune or 

way in the world, 

g ^ a wealthy family. 

one who has been 

bought; a slave. 

^ retainers- 

it % T S - ,0 regar<l 
all mankind as one family. 

^ ^ A "t* home broken up' 

^ A £ comfortable 

homes and contented people. 
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£jj ^ to leave the family,-—to 

become a priest or a nun. 

— ^ tb 
if one son becomes a priest, nine 
generations go to heaven. 

what religion have 

you joined? 

frii mnm to shave the head 

and become a priest. 

-J- ^ more than twenty 

families. 

^ SU 8L the wh°le house 
topsy-turvy. 

|3 the members of a family. 

Also, colloquially, a wife. 

jffi, t0 marry; to succeed in 

life. See 762. 

a wife. 

^ one’s native place. 

^ ^ the fatherland. 

the foundations 

of the State. 

^ fjordinary conversation. 

^ 'tS every-day fare; pot- 

luck. 

HI the family of the nation,— 

the State. 

^ ^ the State; the empire, 

fll hired servants. 

^ ^ or ^ T or m ^or 
tTA domestic servants, 

maid-servants, 

domestic discipline. 

^ the officers of the Em¬ 

peror’s household. 

^ the threshold; the position 

of a family. 

^ ^ in poverty; a pauper. 

living at. 

^ ^ a sparrow. 

a family gathering at a 

meal. 

^ i||& a family school,—where 

only the relatives of the family 
study. 

™ mia? 
& lads born in the house,— 

used either of purchased slaves, 
or of vernce, i. e. slaves born in 
the household, of slaves already 
in the family. 

ii39 
or 

4IS °r S40 

children of slaves. 

jj5j or 'g a family an¬ 

cestral shrine. 

^ property. 

people. 

M 7 iE — m A mtrou- 
bled the people of this family. 

m® 
it’s not mine, it’s somebody else’s. 

#5 f m m iite a 
child in the nurse’s arms,— 

^ somebody else’s. 

St oneself. 

^ I myself. 

^ a corruPt form °f 
used in reply, the being in 

most places pronounced ka or ke. 
Is much used in Central Man¬ 
darin. 

she is a H M A A 
woman. 

M ^ A ^ he is an old 

man. 

SI* ^ one who feels aggrieved; 

an enemy. 

A a great or wealthy family; 

the whole family; all; each of 
two. Also, your Majesty. 

A Jpi rich and poor 

together. 

■XM ff 'M may the whole 

family be prosperous. 

^ in A ^ai1 °f us- 

if we each (of two) give two 

strings of cash, who is to have 
the child? 

M m or mm both par¬ 
ties. 

fc^SS 
one party to hand over the goods, 
the other party to hand over the 
money. 

mm the lungs. 

m see 992I< ‘ 

the Family Names. See 

8560. 

ifft the various philo¬ 

sophers and scholars of all liter¬ 
ature. The term is applied to 

1139 

ft 
1140 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

1141 

R-/1I 
ka 

C. 
H. 
F. ) 
W. ko 
N. ciio, ko 
P. 

chi a 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ka 
J. ka, ke 

A .gia 

Sinking 
Upper. 

persons in the sense in which we 
call a man an “Encyclopaedia.” 

|% eg? writers on Confucianism. 

JS: ^ „ „ military topics. 

^ „ „ legislation. 

^ „ „ agriculture. 

^ „ „ medicine. 

„ „ miscellaneous 

topics. 

^ ^ and ?f|* ^ writers on 

Buddhism and Taoism, respec¬ 
tively. 

mm.m womankind. 

^ essayists. 

the Javanese word kati or 

catty. 

Read ku1. 

W A the Lady Ts'ao = 
Pan Chao (q. v.) 

Tools; furniture. 

®tk <*<$& <*fStl§ 
or mm (Shantung) household 

gear; utensils; implements, etc. 

fiFfRflc a good article; a fine 

specimen. 

M Ik (slang) the penis. 

To marry a husband; see 

3119. Togiveadaugh 

ter in marriage. To attach 

to. See fg| 5454. 

A or M Aor UJ M to 
marry a husband. 

^ ^ ^ the prin¬ 
cess Jen came to be married to 
the prince of Chou. 

A A t f when a girl is 
grown up she should be married. 
See 888. 

or R to marry 

a second husband. 

marry a cock, 

follow a cock,—the bed you 
make, you must lie on. 

or^t|tor^5 a 

‘ bride’s trousseau,—the things she 
has given toher,includingmoney, 
to take to her husband’s home. 

^ to escort the bride from 

her father’s house. 

18 
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1141 

1143 

I See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

/ iOt a waiting-maid I 

who follows the fortunes of the [ 
bride. 

^ j&f to give one’s daughter in 

marriage. 

^ t0 Sive a woman in mar-1 
riage. 

mmm a shop where marriage 

chairs, lanterns, etc., can be had| 
on hire. 

to act on behalfl 

of anybody; to be employed by 
any one. 

mmMA to maliciously get | 

another into trouble. 

^ to feel resentment. 

Same as 1157. 

Spikes of grain ; see 9607. 

To sow grain; to farm.[ 

Sheaves. Husbandry. 

r-mr-m you neither sowl 
nor reap. See 9607. 

hao4 ^ ^ H] what they | 
love is husbandry. 

9$ IS fH J§£ y°u do| 
not know the toil of husbandry, I 
—how hard it is to earn money. I 

ripe grain; crops. 

growing grain; crops in| 

general. 

A or ^ M hus_ 
bandmen; field-labourers. 

n m m. pa our crops are| 
now in. 

+ M ^ M in the tenth I 

moon the sheaves are gathered in. 

'if* to learn agriculture. 

To add to; to affix. To| 

inflict, as punishment. 

to or to ^ to add on to. 

to ^ & add a little more. 

add on a little. 

to add and subtract; to I 

increase and diminish. 

it is impossi-| 

ble to improve upon,—the above. 

Mlm n0 limit to the | 

increase. 

1144 

M I# $ Ml nothing more to| 

be added; the ne plus ultra. 

An-Hi ten times as much. 

AM§ PvO *1 to repay double. | 

Ki^HiSAnfi 
pared with last year the price is I 
double. 

XAn ± add to that; in ad¬ 

dition; besides. 

An®. .. to be immoderate. 

to.in excess; particularly as. 

Mia mm to intimidate by I 

bambooing,—e.g. a recalcitrant f 
witness. 

mm to inflict punishment; to 

bamboo with a view to elicit | 
evidence. 

im mm to inflict a heavy] 

fine. 

fy] to to inflict further| 

punishment on me. 

tom sentenced to the additional 

penalty of... 

to tS to invest a young man 

with the cap of manhood, sig¬ 
nifying that he is of full and] 
marriageable age. 

to lay on with the whip. 

to lay on the black | 

cords,—to flog. 

with extra minuteness or I 

care. 

ImZ or to% besides; more¬ 

over. 

ImZ'Je^- and what is more 

he is very young. 

m ms if there are any who love 

flowers and treat them well, let I 
them have an extra share of| 
happiness. 

An{& to deal 'with with extra I 

severity. 

to tw °r to it ^to setl 
one’s seal. 

jfjjj ||£ to stamp; to seal. 

1mm. to increase. 

1mm to pay interest. 

An — frffl to pay one fen perl 

month interest,—i. e. 12 percent! 
per annum. 

H44 

to A @ + to lend at 20 
per cent discount. 

to A M interest at six u 
per month = 7« per cent 
annum. tcr 

tin t0 take especial care. 

^#to put inside a cover or 
envelope. 

Imt to be promoted. 

B alii HT may you be pro 

moted and further ennobled 

tom to receive honorary 

distinction. See 846. 

An® to be kind to. 

An £ to put on more clothes. 

tom to award praise. 

An *4 o' An ft extra duty. 

ton extra work. 

T X fa J!ni M what 
more have I to do with him ? 

An* to charge a discount on 

coin or bullion on account of 
difference in the value of silver. 
See 12,636. 

to Ji|pj to add on a tax. 

An ft a process of adding = 

multiplication. See 1609. 

topM to give further orders; to 

specially enjoin. 

Anik muslins. Same as 

See 1151. 

to^r to an increased degree. 

Anff £ * (the punishment) 

will recoil upon (the accuser) in 
an increased degree. 

to TIT they have given 

him a yen (severe),—they have 
committed him for the extreme 

penalty of officials in trouble. 

tom a nominal rank; a titular 

dignity. 

m An n # ffi bmet sub- 
Prefect. 

Mi J§[ t0 increase or Mnn’ 
W to £ when your arrows 

and line have found them,-— 
referring to birds shot by the 
sportsman and brought home 
tied by the string of theariows. 

tothe white cabbage of 

northern China. 
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n45 

F. ikia 
A. Sgia 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

1146 

R. m 

see 

Even Upper. 

R. 

1147 

See 

M. chia, ic^/a 

Even Upp er. 

A cangue or wooden 

collar, worn by criminals 

for such offences as petty 

larceny, etc., which are 

duly inscribed thereon 

Its weight is regulated by 

law, as also the time for 

which it may be imposed 

It is generally taken of 

at night, but during t 

day the wearer must be 

fed by his friends. [To 

be distinguished from 

11 57-] 

#11 the sentence written on 
■Mu 

the cangue; to put a person in 
the cangue. 

#n ^ to cangue as a warning to 

others. 

#tl and £t#n to wear the 

cangue. 

#n k or #11 txto put in the 
cangue with a bambooing,— 
which is usually administerec 
both before and after. 

# #11 ^ ^ to carry the cangue 

and wear a lock,—fastening the 
hands. 

ffl Mi M ^ #H who ever 
saw a disembodied spirit with 
a cangue on?—that we should 
believe in punishment in the next 
world. 

^ tti stocks to confine the hands 

* EMn, g #n g ^ 
carpenter made a cangue to be 
put on his own neck,—hoist with 
his own petard. 

Ornaments attached to 

the hair-pin. A kind of 

fillet worn by women. 

li/nfrij an ornamental headdress. 

The scab which grows 

over a cut or sore. 

to form a scab. 

S B S Cb when the 
pustule forms a scab. 

At1 

1148 

R- m 
F. Jeia 
N. -pjia 

See 

A. igia 

Even Upper. 

R. 

1149 

C. ha 
H. ka? 
F. Ikia, kie 

Z1* p. ] 
y’ j rchia 

Sz. ) 
K. ha 
’. ka, ke 
A. gia 

Even Upper. 

1150 

Am1 

”51 

F. ikia 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

R. 

1152 

'Mi 
F. hi a 

See 

Even Upper. 

A whistle made of reed, 

without holes for the fin¬ 

gers; a kind of flageolet. 

Ri 2m 11m ffl blow the whistle 
to help in keeping time. 

#3 2m + A #1 eighteen mel¬ 

odies for the flageolet,—com¬ 
posed by Ts‘ai-yen. 

2m ^7 hat bamboo sieve-like ves¬ 

sels for holding sugar. 

^ the chia is like a Tartar 

horn; it is the leaf of a reec 
twisted up and blown through 

R. 

C. 
H, 

F. kia 
W. cia 
N. ciio 

”53 

i p 

ka 

Used to represent 

Sanskrit sound ka. 

the 

1 chia 

A flail. 

tr 
a flail. 

to thresh,—grain. 

See 1559. 

A coarse kind of camlet 

the long robe worn by the 

Buddhist priesthood. Sanskrit 
Kachaya, a coloured garment, 
as distinguished from that of 
laymen who in India are sup¬ 
posed to dress in white. See 1144, 
8101. 

ta rn M it Z A <»- 
Mongolians) are subject only to 
the priesthood. 

M M the yfsc Jiiiv Tr ifea uie 
priest’s robe is armour which 
enables him to bear insult. 

muslins* 

To sit cross-legged. 

& mm * to cross the legs 

and sit down,—as for medita¬ 

tion, so that 

body and soul are motionless. 
Sanskrit Utkatukasana. 

Kanichka,—the 

famous chief of the Tochari, who 
was converted to Buddhism anc 
became one of its most liberal 
patrons, b.c. 15—a.d. 45. 

Y.CichHc,,chia J m m Ilf Kapilavastu, the 

birthplace of Shakyamuni Bud 
dha. See 9983. 

Kas’yapa Buddha, 

the sixth of the seven ancient 
Buddhas. Among his disciples 
was Shakyamuni, while under a 
former incarnation, and to him 
Kas’yapa predicted future attain 
ment of Buddhaship. See 7969. 

a sparrow. Also, 

a bird with a note sweeter than 
anything except Buddha’s voice. 
Sanskrit kalavinka. 

mmmm the francolin par 

tridge. Sanskrit kapihjaha. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. ka 
J. ka, ke 
A. gia 

Even Upper. 

i*54 
R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

5s 

To yoke. A chariot 

Used as a polite or respect¬ 

ful term of address. To 

ride in. To span. 

W fT we yoked and 

went there to hunt. 

| |5J I yoked my four 

white steeds, black-maned; hence 

^ JJtJ drawn by four horses. 

^ or ipj -^3 your honour¬ 

able chariot,—yourself. Also 

S± you, sir, in the chariot, 

i or ^ ^ I trouble your 

chariot,—a conventional phrase 
of apology for causing a person 
to travel out of his way, as when 
paying a visit, or going anywhere 
on one’s behalf. 

stop the chariot,—a con¬ 

ventional phrase conveyed to an 
intending visitor to signify that 
it will be impossible to receive 
him. 

&t IB IS Z \ e pp pardon my 

rudeness,—used when obliged 
to leave a visitor. 

dp ITDC y°ur chariot ap¬ 

proaching my humble place,— 
your visit, your arrival, etc. 

j|| JlT your visit to ... 

|g to harness. 

]|l to harness a horse to a 

cart; a cart or carriage. 
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II5S 
R. 

m 

the uniform worn by the 

musicians at a wedding, 

to return home. 

»» the Imperial chariot,— 

the Emperor. 

I ~J\ palace officials. 

§5 ^ the holy chariot,—the 

Emperor. 

^ ^ Imperial visits. 

j|| jfj/J the death of an Emperor. 

^ eh ^ y°u meet with 

his Majesty you will be put to 
death. 

5^1] 1* his Majesty has ar¬ 

rived. 

'an the chariot of the Law,— 

a polite term for Buddhist priests 

the war-chariot is 

ready. 

PI EL Wi ^ §et into the 
carriage, it is ready. 

)]f| ^ J||l to mount the 

clouds and be charioted on the 
mist,—to become an Immortal 

or jjj|j to start on a 

journey. 

those who follow any 

procession or cortege. 

$l] t^ie epistolary title of an 

assistant sub-Prefect and of a 
first-class Assistant Department 
Magistrate. See 2244, 12,294 

*H Sti M epistolary title of a 

second-class Assistant Depart 
ment Magistrate. 

1M to embark in legal pro 

I ceedings. 

H @! or 
! boat. 

^ ^ -^r* the skipper of a junk 

% ^ 'W) with a stone across 

it for a bridge 

^ a kind of shrike (Z> icricrus 

| cathcecus). 

the Board of War. 

#9 to travel by 

A buck; a stag. 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

1156 

R;li 
See 

R 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To build a house. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

r 
”57 

A frame; a stand ; a 

rack; a clothes’- horse 

Numerative of' framec 

things, or things which one 

frames. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from ;fjfU 1145.] 

a frame; a stand for 

flowers, etc. 

a book-case. 

a clothes’-horse; a fop. 

~f" ^ ^ a frame shaped like 

the character + ten; a cross 

in which sense it is used for 
Christ’s cross by Protestants and 
Roman Catholics. See 3884, 
10,470. 

^ he that taketh not his 

cross and followeth after me. 

il ^ m or 

tH or 4? W to put 
on airs; to swagger; to be arro¬ 
gant; to put on side. 

^ he put on the frame of the 

master,—gave himself the airs 
of the master of the house. 

giving oneself airs 

putting on side. See 8562. 

a mere frame,—of a 

small shopkeeper with no stock 
in trade. 

jfe H! ^ ■?an emPty frame> 
—of the shabby gentility which 
has more show than substance. 

an affected style. Mateer 

says “Conditions; circumstan¬ 
ces. 

a picture. 

— -3? flra bed- - 

to support things. 

to prop up flowers. 

to raise up,—as by putting 

trestles underneath. 

H 
”57 

R. 

1158 

ft 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

rS. tT t0 %hti t0 come to blow 
1254. 

Wt t0 resist; to ward off- tn 
oppose. 

$Z{£T Parried the blow. 

m it ft cannot support 
weight. Also used f,gura[iv’;l j 

unable to 
resist entreaty. 

to fabricate,-as charges 

to graft. 

Sfl® lay a bridge for 

him to pass over,-and so escape 
from the difficulty. 

1c plj H] Put them up high 

in the shelves,—as books in a 
bookcase, etc. 

W or 

M 

a bell 

frame; the truss which supports 
the roof. 

a row involving 
life. 

to use the name of another 
for one’s own ends. 

n to make use of 

person; to use as a cat’s-paw. 

^ Hi® m .A. 1 could 
not think of bringing misfortune 
on any outsider,—in this case, 
or on any one who did not 
deserve it. 

mnm the oleander. 

scaffolding down; 

played out; busted. 

Good ; admirable ; ex¬ 

cellent. To approve; to 

admire. To take a wife. 

Name of a fish. 

ilf' an excellent idea; your 

idea. 

"PJ* capital; very good. 

Hi! the marriage ceremony; 

a wedding. 

M {$or M IPaa well-matched 
pair; a happy union. 

Wi S S°od measure. 

J|£ ;|f| respected guests. 

nice food. 

the new (relation¬ 

ship entered into by a bride) 
is admirable. 
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m 
1158 

R. 

W 
”59 

®fl 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

1160 

II 

ka 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. 

W. ko 

N. cito. ko 
P. ] 

M. I . 
y I enia 

Sz.) 
K. 

high praise. 

-jj|| £ to commend; to praise. 

z^|: to encourage. 

m m m 4 our admirable 
amiable sovereign. 

1^21 admirable are 

your great achievements. 

® M f&sT worthy of a11 
praise. 

^ t^ie twe^t^ moon,— 
so called from the name given 
to the winter sacrifice under the 

^ Shang dynasty. 

“tT (&ui) to announce in a 

blessing. 

£4 ^Ifc. A#!Sfr4 
when Wen Wang would wive, 
there was the lady in a large State. 

^ M in the south there 

is the barbel. (Barbus deanra- 
tus; the Chinese name is given 
from the frequent use of this 
fish in presents). 

a District near Han 
JO JTA 

kow. 
if* the pass at the ex 

treme west of the Great Wall 
leading to Barkul. 

£ an old name for the present 

isi in Chehkiang. 

commendation and com 

A -gia 
Ri.s*ng & Sink- 

*ng Upper. 

tm 
passion. 

the Emperor re 

ceived it approvingly. 

To plough. 

H//U EEJ t0 plough fields. 

M # A Uni M ifafter 
the rains (in spring) men plough 
the green fields. 

False; unreal; not gen¬ 

uine, as opposed to ^ 

589. To pretend; see 5367. 

To avail of. To borrow. 

To bestow upon; to appoint 

to. Great. Used for 1158, 

4204. If; supposing that. 

7 m is 1 don’t know 
whether it is true or not, gen¬ 
uine or not, etc. 

aiis to mix in false or inferior 

kinds; to adulterate; to gloss. 

»3 

% 

n6o 

is 4 x n deceit within 
deceit. 

IS M false; spurious. 

ISM pretended affection. 

ms falsehoods; lies. 

nn to make a false report, 

fist 0i. imitation ginseng. , 

is&it imitation gold thread. 

is d is a false-hearted; 

hypocritical. 

em a false document,—as a 

false manifest, etc. 

1S=S a false name. See 4956. 

IS Wft=g to fraudulently 

assume another name. 

1S@W to falsely impersonate 

an official. 

IS# to borrow; to use as a 

metaphor; to personate some 
one else; to take another’s name 
in order to get some advantage. 
Also, one of the six classes under 
which the written characters 
have been distributed, contain 
ing those which originally with¬ 
out a written counterpart, have 
borrowed the forms of others. 

xlL fit (men and women) 

should not borrow things from 
one another. 

$ 7 IS did not use 

candles at night,—there being 
enough light. 

fit to dress up and 

pretend to be policemen, 

fit % to falsely represent; to 

pretend to be. 

mitm to affect an intimacy 

with. 

IS ^ IS tt or ® $ 

or IS# to pretend. 

fit «i; to counterfeit; to invent 

a story. 

re. is pretended; not genuine. 

nM it is all humbug. 

fit ft a false hole,—an iil-chosen 

or unlucky grave. 

to serve self under 

the pretence of serving the 
public. 

f^ |E- borrowed phraseology, 

is fa to deceive. 

1160 

IS 4- a false hand,—a substi 

tute. 

fs 4 m A to pass on to 

somebody else,—as an order 
instead of executing it oneself. 

^ !/iLa ^a*se darR day 
—a day in which there is a 
slightly overcast sky but no 
chance of rain. 

4 IS tZB& wished to 

treat her a little better. 

% IS 3t # God gave him 
this stroke of luck,—of anything 
very much to one’s advantage. 

a heaven-sent co¬ 

incidence,—as the meeting of two 
persons suited to each other, etc. 

fit % UB §reat are the 
appointments of Heaven. 

fit M # 0 Sreat and 
august Father! 

i is self-elated. 

fit $ M S how does he show 
his kindness? 

IS M 4 Ik 1 lie down un¬ 

dressed and sigh continually. 

IS tt as for example. 

IS °r IS °r IS if; 
supposing that. 

'e- m. y if there is 

the slightest error or deficiency. 

ISM granting it to be so. 

nm allowing; even if. 

IS lit B0 availing oneself of 

this; if herein. 

Read chiad. Leave of 

absence. 

to ask leave, or the loan 

of (3289). 

fit to ask three days’ 

leave. 

IfclS to grant leave; to give a 

holiday. 

sis to extend leave; to com¬ 

pound a felony. 

:1Sffi his leave expired. 

ift fit leisure. 
i 

Read kel*. To draw 

near to; to influence. 

ffc EE Hfc Hr? fit Ch‘eng 

Wang brightly brought himself 
near. 
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1161 

|R-Jg 

See ^ 

I Rising Upper. 

1162 

|See jEH 

I Even & Rising 

Lower 
and Upper. 

R-J» 
IP. phia, ihsia 
IM. rchia 

I See ^ 

A. cgia, iha 

Even Upper. 

A tree with a fruit like 

a shaddock. A lever. 

Manacles; fetters. 

S 48 # to raise things J 
with a lever. 

A disease of the bowels 

also, of the lungs; asthma. 

A flaw; a defect. 

<|j§ short worms in the bowels, 

to breathe hard; asthmatic. 

'Ijg Pj|£ to cough distressingly. 

1166 

RJf 
C. ka, ku 
H. ska, zka 

W. | ku 
N. ciio 

P. chia 
Y. ku 
K. ka, v. ha 
J. ka, ke 
A. gia, kott 

Rising Upper. 

13* 

XI64 

R. 

I See ^ 

Even Upper. 

A bulrush or reed 

(Phragmites Roxburghii’) 

A flute. Matrimonial a' 

liance. Name of a district, 

Wrongly used for 4205. 

g reeds; rushes. 

the (eleventh, acc. to von 

Zach) seventh month. (Yuan 
chien lei han, 7th). 

the ash of the reed is flying,— 
winter has come. Just before 
the winter solstice, magicians 
arrange tubes of bamboo fillec 
with rush ashes. When the exact 
moment of the solstice has ar 
rived, the ashes fly out of the 
tubes. 

£3 1^3 a reed-pipe or flute. 

to sound the reed,—play 

on the pipe. 

US ^ J3 ^ wishing to form a 

matrimonial alliance. 

a Department in the northl 

of Shensi. 

A boar. 

mm since you have allayed I 

the heat of your sow, why not 
send back our old boar? 

^ to debauch another’s wife. 

Same as 1155. 

H. j 

F. kak 
W. ka 

N. ciah, kah, 
v. Yah 

P. lchia 
M. chia 

Y. chiak, kak 
Sz. chia 
K. hap 

. kid, kd 
A. giap 

Entering 
Upper. 

Felicity; prosperity. Dis¬ 

tant. Large and strong. 

f ft AS to implore blessings. 

pfj? to send down blessings. 

£§£ (ku%) pure, unalloyed hap¬ 

piness. 

1165 

An opening bud. Scaly: 

armour; a cuirass: a buf- 

coat; military. The first of 

the or ten heavenly I 

stems; see Tables Ve. First 

(see 12,970); best; see 

10,955. A tithing or group 

of 10 families under the 

Sung dynasty, and of 100 

families under the present 

dynasty; a ward, or divi¬ 

sion of a town. See 7199. 

a sprout; a bud. 

Ip scaly animals,—as snakes, 

turtles, etc. 

jfjpj fp the finger-nails. 

J|V claws. 

^ jingling plaques of metal, 

—worn by actors, or used by 
pedlers to announce their coming. 

tPfi a tortoise. 

a tortoise-shell. 

i the so1- 
diers all threw down their arms 
and fled. 

^ ^ a kind of chain 

armour. 

# m m it 41 g n m 

m cause both nations to change I 

the cuirass and helmet (of war) 
for the cap and robes (of diplo¬ 
matic intervention). 

itipm an iron-clad ship. 

or EflJt mailed sol-1 
diers; buff-coat and weapons. 

^ fp 1 will prepare my 

buff-coat and weapons. 

military equipments. 

a depot of arms, military 

stores, etc. 

13* 
^ 01 ^ Ha snail’s shell J 

1167 ^P "5“* t'ie combination of the! 
first of the ^ «ten stemsJ 

with the first of the -+. 

“twelve branches,” the further 
combinations of which, unfil 

Ip is again united to forJ 

the sexagenary cycle, a method 
of reckoning time which has 
been practised by the Chinese 

58iC4 t ie earheSt ages- See 1873, 

A + it tp the sexagenary | 
cycle. 

rs of age. 

i fp how old are you? 

m tp f im to| 
cast his nativity. 

A ip the gravid uterus. 

H! A ^ six months gone with | 

child. 

IP# the first watch. 

he is not superior 

to us. 

the richest man in | 

the world. See 9883. 

H^!p the three highest on 

the list at the examination for 
the Han-lin. See 10,955. 

I? his name is on the 

yellow list,—as a graduate, either 

^ A or i • The Iists’ 
being Imperially issued, are on 
yellow paper. 

fp JjjJE a by rank. 

to have begun life 

as a graduate, either as »A 
or *§ ±. 

a distinguished family. 

IE M M H P the third 
ward of the plain White Banner. 

a tithing; the headman 

of a tithing. See 8711. 

A ^ ^P ten families 

make a chia; see above. 

(chang*) the headman oi 

a tithing; a village elder. 

fJ4 fip the headman of a street 

or ward. 
I thought it didn’t 

belong to any one. 

^ Zj Pa T etc-> these “ten 
stems” are used as ordinal num 
bers, as mathematical signs. . 
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1x67 

nr 
1168 

R.’ 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

ria 

1169 

R. 
P 

N. kiah 
K. hap 

J •» 
h.gtap 

Entering 
Upper. 

1170 

‘•4* 

II7t 

R. 

C. a/0 
H. 
F. 
W. 
N.«/« 

P. ichie, r/j/fl3, 
Jta 

Y. to'a,£ 
K. v. 

J. tore, to/U 
A. Xto 

Entering 
Upper. 

substitutes for names like “Mr. 
So-and-so,” “John Doe and Ri¬ 
chard Roe,” a, b, c, d, i.e. known 

quantities (see 11,207), etc. 

etc. The four characters given 
here are used to denote the four 
classes under which books are 

ranged, viz. ^ ^ 

respectively. 

there is a certain 

man. 

rp m a column of an army 

(Manchu jalan). 

The steep side of a hill. 

H I# fll|f a procession of 

carriages, 

The part under and be¬ 

tween the shoulder-blades. 

n if m se # it was because 

his shoulders were too fat. 

See 1444. 

A lance; a spear. To 

tap lightly. Sometimes = 

7002. 

H It B ^ to taP pgMyis 
called chia. 

to tap and smite 

the sounding-stone,—a piece of 
jade suspended in the air. 

Hi* ifift Propriety; usages. 

mm* want of co-ordination. 

Read ck'ta**. To coerce. 

* ^ a m those who are 

disobedient are to be severely 
coerced. 

Read kal*. 

transliteration 

words. 

Used in 

of foreign 

a corner. 

1172 

”73 

Rj§ 

See 

Rising Upper. 

1174 

R.^9 

ni 6 a 

C. kai 
H. ka, kai 
F. ka 
ys.ko 
N. ciio 
p. ] 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 
K. hae, ha 
J. kai, ke 
A. giai 

Even Upper. 

chia 

See 5768. 

A name for the m or 

Catalpa Bimgei of northern 

China. The correct form 

of fff 1183, of which it is 

given as a synonym. 

Good; beautiful, esp. of 

form {see 7727); nice; aus¬ 

picious. See 1656. [To be 

distinguished from ^ 2795.] 

excellent; clever; ingen¬ 

ious. 

mm a good idea. 

ft# good news; a good voice. 

wm very good; capital. 

m m on one occasion, he 

was unwell. 

ft* an elegant composition. 

mm good workmanship; good 

composition. 

ft A a graceful or beautiful 

woman. 

m A ^ I^I if! graceful wo¬ 

men are not all shaped alike. 

*«ffi m not very elegant. 

mm elegant handwriting; cal¬ 

ligraphy. 

mm. lovely scenery, 

ft H marriage. 

ft*ji a beautiful region. See 534. 

fil PPa'-ft T my energies 

are exhausted. 

mm or mm handsome; 

beautiful. 

m&m not good; I don’t think 

much of it. 

® ig m a? looking west to¬ 

wards Ch‘ang-sha.... 

I do not see my home,-—which 
is phonetically equivalent to 

Jlfit as above. 

mm an auspicious time,—as a 

wedding-day. 

the time for the meet¬ 

ing. 

|[jj a festival. 

1174 

the beautiful city,—the 

tomb. 

M ^ m theyare 
nicer when well browned,—of 
certain things cooked in boiling 

oil. 

See 1504. 

”75 

1176 

r ^ 
See fp 

Entering 
Upper. 

3* 

”77 
R. i-p 

C. hap-, kapQ 
H. kiap, 
F. iat0 
W. ka. 

See 

A. hiep-, hap- 

Entering 
Upper. 

Eyes dim and tired. 

i» 

u 
1178 

R-?& 

See fp 

A. hap, giap 

Entering 
Upper. 

&A1* 

”79 

R 

See |p 

A. hap, giap 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
n8o 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

A lined dress without 

wadding. 

a lined garment. 

single and double 

garments. 

Read chieh}*. A kind of 

collar. 

Tf? in looking at the 

Emperor, do not look above his 
collar nor below his girdle. 

A cuirass. A leathern 

jerkin, worn beneath the 

clothes for protection, and 

sometimes plated with metal. 

"q ]rjl a leathern under-shirt. 

A knee-pad of leather. 

A white girdle worn by 

mourners. 

A kind of cake. A bait 
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i\ 
1182 

R.~ 

C. 
H. 

F. ) 
W. ho 
N. cliio^ ho 

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
IC. 

J. 
A .gia 

Sinking 
Upper. 

ha 

cilia 

ha 

See 6250. 

Price; value. 

what is the price? jfl 

sjal Jl}' the price is high; dear 

at the price. 

the price is cheap. 

[ft $ or Iffll or IS $1 or 
(If § price; value, 

f™ the standard value. 

Ttl Iff 01 W. the market 
price; the ruling rate. 

fiST & worth more than 

its weight in gold. 

to ask a price or 

j^j jp? or fH to name a m or n m 
price,—as a basis of operations. 

|fi| jp| to arrange the price. 

(ft jfi a price-current, 

the real price. 

— M T & ^ f IB 
a thousand taels is not the equi 
valent in value of a single pict¬ 
ure,—of a famous artist. 

not to ornament the 

price,—to state the fair price 

Ji& W. % M Prices 
vary between morning and eve¬ 

ning. 

fm ^ rmifc prices vary 

fflj fMj [ff he therefore raised 

the price. 

^ jlf to abate the price. 

m k - “ 
prices; a falling market. 

iM. fff goods genuine anc 

price reasonable,—an advertise¬ 

ment. 

ff| Jjr a priceless jewel. 

^ fff ffo don>t sel1 until 
you can get your price. 

M chan«3 Mi1 K ft 
^ jf| when water rises, vessels 

rise, and so rise market prices. 

11 § high prices 
attract sellers from afar. 

^ jf| to haggle over the price. 

or gfc {ff to fall, as 

fs 
1182 

^J!jr 

1183 

^ 11 % f T haggle over 

the price, but not over the weight 
given,—advice to a shopkeeper. 

trfift to bargain; to haggle 

over the price. 

•JT iff Jf I won’t have 

any bargaining,—said by the 
seller. 

Til jff you may talk, but 

no two prices,—will be stated 
in this shop. Seen placarded 
outside shops = Prix fixe. 

^ W — M T & II 
a quarter of an hour of spring 
is worth a thousand ounces of 
silver. 

ijHff # 3Ey°u think 
a great deal of yuorself. 

1188 

R-n- 
C. c#s, cchla 
H. ts'-ap- 
F. chah- 
W. chla 
N. £‘a, dzali 
P. phHa 
M. c/t'‘a, cchHa 
Y. ‘ihHa 
Sz. k'-a 
K. not used 
J. so, zo 
A. tap- 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

R. 

C .kt? 

See ^ 

Rising Upper 

-r 

1184 

RJS 
N. ciio 

See ^ 

Rising Upper 

A small shrub, from the 

leaves of which a bitter 

infusion is made. Used 

with ^ 1173. 

&3tti tf 
to discard the varnish tree anc 
the tea-plant, and cultivate the 
thistle and the thorn,—-neglect 
the good and associate with the 
evil. 

A tripod goblet or beaker 

of stone or metal, with ears, 

used under the Yin dynasty; 

see 299, 2218, and con 

taining several 9879. 

z&ft H ^ he rinses the cup 

and the guests put theirs down. 

I have washed the 

tm 

1185 

TO 
n86 

1187 

goblets and await your conver¬ Even Lower 

sation,—a phrase used in invi¬ and Upper. 

tations. 

■=jr lift ^ the wine circu¬ 

lated freely. 
§(1 
1190 

Correct form of 1184. 

Same as 1444. 

See 6123. 

ir 
1189 

R-Mft 

see ^ 
P. chlia 

CHIA. 

A guard-house at a pass. 

A Customs’ barrier. To 

stick. An old term f0r 
boxing. 

or -f; p or ^ -|i a 

guard-house. 

a guard-house; guard- 
station. 

j«t 
a frontier station. 

-fr or "tt ^ Customs’ bar¬ 

riers. [The latter is used for the 
clasp of a belt.] 

stopped; barred. 

-ft the cash paid in for 

Customs’ tax. 

« $1# Pi TSkft 
"jp the fish-bone has stuck in hii 

throat. 

Read k‘ax*. 

a frontier post. Manchi 

karun. 

Read k‘au\ To cough 

to hawk. 

cannot cough it up 

to cough up phlegm; ti 

expectorate. 

To prostrate oneself with 

fear. 

s“ 
Entering 
Upper. 

1191 

R-io 
C. hap- 

F. #aK 

StJ fearful; bashful. 

1* 

To dig the nails into. 

To pinch. To enter. Usee 

for 1191. 

gljft to pluck a flower. 

To dig the nails into 

To clamp; to pinch. 1° 

twist. To tear up. 

it m n ts * 0 
I can’t open this watch. 



1* 

H91 
W. Pa, 
P. ccPia 

M. cPia 
Y. chHak 

K. ki'°p 
\.ko 
A. hafc 

Entering 
Irregular. 

[ *45 ] 

*& 
”93 

m 

See i[^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

”94 

Rf& 

F. /6‘aA 
W. #*> 
N. 
P. fj4l»V 
M. chHa 

U. chhiak 

Jj|. to seize by the nose. 

i# ■¥* JnL to clutch by 
the throat. 

to scratch or pinch to 

bleeding. 

If T to choke to death. 

jifi to pinch when in 

convulsions, as is done with 
Chinese children. 

;R!1 fi it 7 clamp il 

firmly. 

5F if A i^l to bite the 
lips until the blood comes. 

IS® to pluck a flower. 

to twist straw braid 

for hats. 

to reckon on the fin¬ 

gers,—by bending them down. 
See 3078. 

the twisted fingers’ 

mystery,—twisting the fingers so 
that the middle one stands out, 
done in connection with oracular 
deliverances. See 12,621. 

not fitted evenly. 

a mischiev¬ 

ous disposition,—of a practical 
joker. 

lip to count tallies. 

1194 
K. kiop, v. hip 

. ho 
A. hap 

Entering 
Upper. 

4» 

1192 

R-^ 

Seeto' 
A. hep 

Entering 
Upper. 

4* 

To pierce; to cut. 

A scholar’s cap, like 

military cap without corners. 

Used about a.d. 300, to 

distinguish the literati of 

Wei. 

Fitting ; opportune ; at 

the nick of time. 

Ifr-fi just then. 

he has just gone 

to M or ‘In' Vi iust the very 

thing; most fortunately; at the 
nick of time. 

tr^ jji(f apposite remarks. 

IT 
”95 

R. 

C. kap0 
F. keik 
W. ciai 
N. cih 
P. chhicc1 
M. chhia 
K. kop 
J. kid, kd 
A. kiep, kap, 

kip 

Entering 
Upper. 

”97 

I 

il te *5 at the very moment 

required; most suitably; most 
fortunately. 

suitably; opportunely, 

fo* ?§ to opportunely meet. 

If M ® H A the 
rude boat would just hold two 
or three persons. 

or ‘ l£$n precisely the 

same as. 

te I in exact accordance; 

exactly like. 

ft pf “chlia ch‘ia” cries 

the mango-bird. 

To stumble-, to fall back. 

To stammer. 

to fall backwards. 

R. 

1200 

% 

See^fel 

A. kak 

Even Upper. 

a 

W # ^ M‘J % make up 

your mind what you are going 
to say, and you will not hesitate. 

R. 

See ^ 

A. kat 

Entering 
Upper. 

j/J 

1202 

II96 

M 
A. gia 

See ^ 

Sinking & 
Even Upper. 

To walk; to step. 

mm to walk without advanc¬ 

ing ; to mark time, as in drilling; 
to squat on the hams. 

Pretty. 

R. 

See 

J. ka, ke 
A. nia 

Even Upper. 

1198 

RilH 
See ^ 

A. gia 

Even Upper. 

15 the affectation of a girl 
■sr 0 

who thinks herself pretty. 

simulated; pretended, 

To hide. Also read chHa} 

and used with 1189. 

w w hiding from bashfulness or 

fear. 

”99 

1201 

The pelvis. The haunch 

bone. 

To emit vapour. 

A felicitous plant, known 

as the 

Same as 1201. 

fc3 

1203 

R. 

frai 

C. U-ai 
H. ckai 

F- I W. j 
N. thie 
P. chLiai,chlie: 

k^ai 
M. khai 
Y. k'-ae 
Sz. ki'cii 
K. ke, v. he 

kai 
A. giai, k'-ai 

Rising Upper. 

Name of a straight 

graceful, and durable tree 

which grows at the grave 

of Confucius. A model; a 

pattern. Also pronouncec 

k‘ai\ 

—* a bundle of hemp 

stalks. 

rkt a pattern; an exemplar. 

^ models of the fu or poeti 

cal prose style. 

one of the six styles of 

writing, generally spoken of as 
the “clerkly style." It was in 

troduced, by Wang 

Hsi-chih a.d. 321—379, as 
practical improvement upon the 

more cumbrous ^|=> in use 

during the early centuries of our 
era, and is the style seen in 
ordinary despatches and official 

documents. See fl II,025- 
your handwriting 

is very neat and regular. 

'tji ypg' very formal and precise 

*9 
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ft’ 

1205 

lR-?I 

Iseeyx 

Even Upper. 

1206 

m. 

CHIANG. 

A bridge of stepping-] 

stones; a stone foot-bridge. 

Trustworthy. 

tku a foot-bridge. 

t0 step across stepping ! 

stones. 

M 'fpj fit of solid virtue] 

and of unimpeachable sincerity. 

[*1 is here defined as .] 

To lift up. To carry on| 

a pole. Used for 5886. 

w 
1208 

|Rfr3. 

H. | kong 

IF. koung, kong 
IW. koa 
IN. kong, 

chiiong 
Jp. ) 
M. ,. 

I y chiang 

Sz. ] 

I K.kang 
jj. ko 
] A. giang 

Even Upper, 

See 5265. 

A small kidney-bean,] 

common in northern China. 

The beans are called 6 EC 

jt! and El ^, being of| 

two kinds, white and green. 

fiX ^ ^ a kidney-bean] 

pod. 

A river. The river par\ 

excellence,—the Yang-tsze. 

Abbreviation of the namesl 

of the provinces yx I 

Kiangnan or /X ^ Rians--1 

su. See Table IVa. 

JilxJl 15 the Nine Chiangl 

were brought to complete order,! 
—by the engineering labours oil 
the Great Yu; but the meaning! 
of “Nine Chiang” is uncertain. 

yX Kiukiangy—in Kiangsi,! 

one of the Ports opened by | 
Treaty of 1858. 

Ixi^^XWirM 
the length of the Chiang (Yang-1 
tsze) cannot be navigated with| 
a raft. 

yQ' yQ '/X i^| grandly flow the | 

Chiang and the Han. 

yx'M the Yang-tsze and the| 

Huai river. 

1208 

the Hankow Customs 

M |g 

um 
U'M 

Ik M the Shan§ha 
Customs 

yX Chiang-ning Fu,—Nan 

king. 

yxm silk piece-goods from 

Chiang-ning. 

Chehkiang silk. 

jx. ^f[j jip north bank of the 

river,—a name for that part of 
Ningpo where foreigners mostly 
live. 

‘/X or ^ ‘/x 

the Yang-tsze Kiang. 

■ix m or txffi a porpoise 

found in the Yang-tsze. 

A ii * ifc the Great 

River does not reject sma 
streams,—it avails itself of al 
no matter how humble. 

PPj '/X the two provinces of ^X 

|i^| Kiangnan (made up of 

Anhui and ^X Kiangsu) 

and '/X © Kiangsi. 

tx% the right bank of the 

River,—a name for Kiangsi. 

JdC i Kiangnan. 

•lx III rivers and hills, — the 

empire. See 3891. 

the view is like 

a picture,—for beauty. 

#. $ 5§E U yx 111 he wil 

then seize your kingdom. 

goods from every 

province. 

yi '/ffy: rivers and seas; the waters 

of a country. 

frfs-T rivers in general. 

yxte the middle of a river, 

yx P the mouth of a river. 

yxM the river-side or bank. 

tc* river water, 

river fish. 

|yx to cross a river; to cross 

the harbour (as at Swatow or 
Amoy). 

brothers in afflic¬ 

tion. 

yX rivers and lakes; to have 

seen them, sc. travel. 

A .1 

R-yx 
See '/X 

Even Upper. 

See 9ft: 
Even Upper. 

itinerant traders. 

%ix!ffl an old traveller; a 

well-informed man; an old hand 

M in <“ years you cannot 

learn to be a traveller,-so diffi. 
cult IS It. 

■IX % A a man without] 

cares,—said of ^ ^ ^ Lu 

Kuei-meng of the T‘ang dynasty 
who, on failing to gain a degree 
spent his time in travelling about’ 

£l*x A a person from other) 

parts; a stranger. 

J-E ^ ^ 5^ by river 

come, by water go,—easily earn¬ 
ed, easily spent; or, what comes 
oyer the devil’s back goes under 
his belly. 

?X% glutinous rice. 

?X3#& the scallop. 

the China aster. 

a star near the Milky Way, 

which helps people across the 
water. 

lx tfi T * four characters 

used for classification, the items 
to be classified being arranged 
according to the first stroke of 
the pen,—a dot, a vertical stroke, 
a dash from right to left, or a 
horizontal stroke, as in the above 
four characters. 

2r ES’lfJ a riverine sub-Prefect. 

2r*H an old name for %ix 
Kiukiang. 

A leguminous plant 

(Cassia lor a). 

ffe&W the small, black,! 

bean-like seeds of the above, 
used in eye-diseases. 

Any thick fluid. Broth. 

Congee. Starch. Pus- 

if Mgrdvy- 

yjgj U| wine and soup,—a ban¬ 

quet; see 8419. 

* si a is *°ast for fp 
and get wine, i.e. more 1 an 
one expected. 

IS# starch in powder. 

H* starch ready for use. 
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7K- 
1210 

w 
1211 

IW 
1212 

C. tsong 
H. tsiong 
F. chiong 
W. tsiae 
N. tsiang 
p. \ 
M. 
Y, Uhiang 

Sz. ) 
K.chang 
J. sho, so 
A. tong 

Even & Sink' 
ing. Both 

Upper. 

»** to wash and starch 

clothes. 

yjjj ^ to make starch. 

*r It # * newly-starched 

cotton clothes. 

fl# or ^ ^ poetical names 

for dew. 

wine. 

3k nectar. 

a mussel. 

Read chiangf. Used with 

1279, 1254. 

M 01 ^ ■T* or ^ 
paste of flour and water. 

** too thick; too sticky. 

MM or muddy slush< 

Same as 1210. 

To take in the hand, as 

AS 8514, in colloquial; 

known to foreign grammar 

ians as a “sign of the 

accusative.” Future; will; 

about to. Optative. Im 

perative. To increase; to 

be great. To escort. To 

nourish. The side. To 

act; to do. To put in 

order. To advance. To 

be strong. To lead. 

to treat men with 

charitableness. 

# & ® @ to bring back 

the passport. 

m tk W # t0 sPread false 
reports. 

±m$ 
to at once release the men 

who had been seized. 

one hand he took from her the 
teacup. 

«« they went off to 

gether. 

mmikW- I have brought 

my offerings. 

«r 
1212 

% Z. /# (sacrifices) pre¬ 

sented by the descendant of 
T'ang. 

ii-f A ifei these 
men are all in collusion, 

fiil he has just gone. 

mm to be near to; to make 

the best of anything; "to put up 
with; to let pass. 

m m A £ to be drawing 

near the wood,—the coffin. 

kwlm they were about to 

flog him, when. 

$® 1c M ft ^f Ms y°u raust 
put up with a certain amount. 

/If $b t0 make the best 
of an error,—without trying to 
rectify it. 

mm*m about to be. 

m M £ Hf the time 
when one is just going to and 
has not quite. 

mmsft I am about to go. 

^5 ?lf i ^ I propose to go 

there. 

it is going to rain. 

m m m % the hour is at 

hand. 

I will take office. 

ft m # M »l W & ¥ 
which will eventuate in profit 
to my country. 

in future. 

m # about to. See 4624. 

mm £ just and only just; 

barely. 

Ilf # jqL (Hi Ust; just as.... 

df fj$; just enough. 

mft about to die. 

mm towards evening. 

»Af\ just as he was going 

in at the door. 

J- 5S» % Z m S. he did not 

know that old age was at hand 

we will leave you 

mm m m who will go back 

to the west? 

m \M m H half believing, half 

doubting. 

fj^. about to receive. 

mm about to arrive. 

I'J 
1212 

m ft Mnear the time 
of sailing. 

m ft £1 wiu ask him‘ 

m *£ W) IP wil1 soon start- 
m pt ^then he can go- 

m Hi Q perhaps be 

able to cure him. 

m^t* isabout to be 
done; it shall be done. 

mK-n nearly a month. 

m^twtM[t shai1 be done 
gradually, i.e. step by step, in 

order. 

n m £may happiness 
and dignity come to you! 

m * * Jf would that he 

would come and eat! 

m m » m bestir yourself, 

and move about. 

mn AW’ftnzm 
his compassion for us people is 

very great. 

~smmz a hundred chariots 

are escorting her. 

Jf, ^ I had not leisure 

to nourish my father, 

tj^. ^ to rear; to keep alive. 

ai s& do not push for 

ward a waggon,—do not worry 

yourself. 

i£e vpf ^ m ai°n§s^e the r^ver 

Wei. 

# \u w m zchung shan 
fu carried it into execution,— 
of a command. 

fa A % ^ what man is not 

moving? 

& & m some arrange, 

some adjust. 

0 M m daiu going t0 
wards, monthly advancing,—of 

progress. 

m ft m they think few 

like me in vigour. 

Manchu General-in-Chief, 

commonly known as Tartar 
General. The commander of a 
garrison of Bannermen, stationec 
at some important centre to act 
as a check upon the action of 
the civil authorities. The Tartar 
General in the provinces ranks 
with but before the Governor- 
General. His literary designation 

is A 7C 3% great military 

chief. Also, a title of the Im 



1212 

[ J4» ] CHIANO 

perial nobility of the 9th, 10th, 
nth, and 12th degrees. The 
Shogun of old Japan. 

/# JfL ^ ytj Jp 1ft a»y 
one may become a general, how¬ 
ever low-born,—it is a question 
of merit. 

4f mTT.fi the general 

does not dismount,-—the soldiers 
may flee if they like, every man 
for himself. 

|jf check!—at chess. Lit. 

capture the army: 

if a name for the 

cricket. 

IWHfH a giant turnip. 

I*# H the biggest book 

of all. 

ljj|| a large tent or awning. 

sift* to guide; to lead. See 

chiang4. 

r| ^ & like Han Hsin 

leading on his troops,. 

Read chiang4. A leader. 

The “king” on one side in 

Chinese chess; on the other 

side he is gili 9909. 

the thumb. 

Jyi private soldiers and officers 

& the more the better. 

; common name 

^ Jet ^ soldiers and offi 

cers from the other world,— 
supernatural troops. 

»± officers and petty officers. 

commissioned officers of 

senior and junior rank 

plenty of soldiers 

and officers 

ifijslf a colonel. Literary desig 

nation @1 
1ft 6- 

ij^. refers to colonels, majors, 

and senior captains. 

91 if a field officer. 

tj^. generals and ministers of 

State. 

slf 
jrj ^ generals and ministers of 

State are not sown (to grow up 
like plants), but men must exert 
themselves (to become such). 

w 
1212 

/i 
1213 

»■ 
1214 

@ iL & % Hf when the 
country is in rebellion look out 
for a good general. See 886, 981. 

,lf. Mtii'B 

there are must-conquer 

generals but no must-conquer 
men, i.e. victory depends entirely 
upon the general and not upon 
the rank and file. 

Sfi Sf T- T « m J* 
under a good general there are 
no bad soldiers,—good officers 
make good men. 

IM T* ^ ® chiang1 -K 

M iH jjf chiang' chiang* 

your Majesty is not skilled in 
leading troops, but skilled in 
leading leaders. 

yj- general orders. 

$15lf It at one’s 
wits’ end, like the “king” going 
round the mill,—the king at 
Chinese chess being confined to 
an area of nine squares, round 
which he travels when hard 
pressed. 

m»ftn9 fierce generals like 

clouds,—in any quantity. 

^ military officers. 

tj^. J§|. military strategy. 

Sf # military officers, superior 

and inferior. 

military talents. 

^ij] a generalissimo, 

ij^. officers; commanders. See 

chiang'. 

Read chHangx. To beg; 

to ask. 

Hf I pray you be not 

angry. 

Dft 3k # the §ems of her 
chatelaine tinkle. 

J® PI /If if Srand was the 
court gate. 

Same as 1212. 

To exhort; to encourage 

To praise. 

R. j 

See m 
Rising Upper. 

S; WJ 0r WJ t0 encourage 

^ ^ to commend and reward 

to encourage by rewards. 

m 
1214 

& or 5 to praise. 

fa ffl (°r 3?) J&H why 
such extravagant praise? 

to flatter. 

5% ‘I'M “ 5 to encourage the 

army by gifts. 

Iff to request that praise may 

be bestowed,—as upon a deserv¬ 
ing official. 

it it a testimonial. 

£ to advance a person. 

to encourage industry. 

to confer honours upon. 

i2i<: 

§i R. | 

See /|*J 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

tir 
1216 

seeif 
Rising Upper. 

To lead. To pierce with 

a spear. 

lead him by the 

hand. 

An oar. A kind 

1*1 
1217 

I * J 
1218 

R. 

See 7l\ 

Rising Upper. 

centre-board. 

to tr itor ^ itor 
row; to scull. 

^ ^ the boat was 

rowed by two oars. 

in rough water let 

down the centre-board. 

Same as 1216. 

A species of aquatic grass 

(.Hydropyruvi latifolium 

cultivated for its sweet 

stalks. The leaves are 

given to cattle and the 

grain boiled. An old name 

for Kuang Chou i 

the south-east of Honan. 

m1 
12x9 

see# 
Even Upper. 

Jansujung,—a —a town m 

Tibet. 

A small locust or cicada 

called 



OHIANG [ H9 
CHIANG 

1220 

See fjl 

Sinking 

Upper- 

PT 
LU 

1221 

A soy made by mixing 

salt with bean-flour. Sauce. 

Pickled food. 

S ytfl bean-sauce; soy. 

pickled vegetables, 

pickled ginger. 

pickled bean-curd. 
ja 

bean-sauce. 

pounded him to 

a gravy. 

ypj IS w“iel ^ 5483. 

it ^ fit it £ s°yis of 
two kinds, the clear and the thick. 

zj|j: dry relishes. 

to eat relishes, 

or zj|j: J||| an oilman’s 

shop. 

j& to mix relishes. 

1223 

See A 
Even Upper. 

5I‘ 
1224 

See 

Even Upper. 

1222 

H. ik'-iong 

See A 

Even Upper. 

|t "jJj soy colour,—a dark red¬ 

dish drab. 

ffBS ssa?n« 
he won’t use money for vinegar 
to buy soy,—and vice versa-, as 
if it mattered which money 
bought which. 

Same as 1230. 

To lie down; prostrate. 

Stiff" in death. Used with 

1224. 

fM ^1' to prostrate, 

fig* to lie down at full length 

4 fi 7 hands stiff with 

cold. 

j|| a stiff man,— a corpse, 

fit fM to get stiff- 

£«ms®4% BTfiis 
although the body is already 
stark, a recovery may still be 
effected. 

an the equivalent of mn 

you deserve death. 

f§j fH to oppose; to be wilful, 

a® obstinate; immovable 

51' 
1225 

See S3 fK 
Even Upper. 

>\'M 
1226 

See A 
s 

Even Upper. 

A 

$1 
1227 

The handle of a hoe. 

name for the ^ ^ 7^ ever 

lasting wood, used for cer¬ 

tain parts of carts. 

H ft|| vigorous; brawny. 

Stiff; dead. Numbed. 

J-* a rigid corpse. 

stiff disposition,—without 

feeling; hard. 

jj|f stiffened out,—as 

when dead, or in a convulsion. 

JpBjL Jjj$ a st^ fece)'—that 

shows no emotion. 

^I| ||| stiffened silkworms,—as 

they are just before spinning 
the cocoons. 

Gravel; small stones. 

51 Si ft M pebbles dot the 

shallow brook. 

A bridle; reins. 

^ a bridle. 

|I M °r IS itthe reins- 
jjjjr to draw bridle; to pull up. 

$C|S or fg|g to slacken or 

rein; to give a horse his head. 

a wild horse with¬ 

out a bridle,—a wild harum 
scarum fellow. 

bestowed on him 

the privilege of using a yellow 
bridle,—a mark of distinction 
granted by the Emperor to 
princes of the blood. Others are 

granted the ^ purple bridle 

fill IS '£§ ¥ a runaway horse 

and carriage. 

yjg ||L a child injured by 

a runaway horse. 

Same as 1226. 

R. 

C. k'ong 

* kiong 
F. 
W. ciae 

N. ciang 
p. ] 
M ,. 
Y chiang 

Sz. ] 
K.kang 

kid, ko 
A. kong 

Even Upper. 

IH. 

1228 

Ginger; the rhizomes of 

Alpinia Galanga, Willd. 

The name is also applied 

to other plants of a similar 

kind. Regularly eaten by 

Confucius; see 579. 

% 1 or 1=3 ! the ordinary 
ginger of commerce. 

£ fj green ginger. 

A preserved ginger. 

A ^ir turmeric, 
a i- i. 

lit ginger syrup. 

A 7K ginger tea- 

A ^ or f | or 

ginger shoots. 

Ilf 8 to invite to drink 
ginger wine, i.e. to a festivity 
upon the birth of a child, ginger 
tea being always administered to 
a woman after childbirth. 

to have a child. 

or m ft ginger 

from & A Jfif which is the 
m 

old name of ^ Wl if? Kao 
chou Fu in Kuangtung. Com 
monly known as “galangal” 
(Alpinia Galanga, Willd.). Also, 
a name for Polygonatum sibiri 
cum, Red. 

§|f A a species of Dioscorea. 

1 M )|i$ ^ ginger clears the 
intellect. 

flPc 

1229 

See *3 
a 

Even Upper. 

to toast ginger by putting 

it on the fire in wet paper. 

A curry-powder. 

ginger prepared in 

summer. 

S in nature like 

ginger or cassia,—growing more 

pungent with age = fff) 

Silkworms turning white 

and dying from weather or 

bad food are called t}||| 

They are used medicinally 



[ !5o ] chiang 

da 

1230 

R- i? 
H. friong 

See iHt 
a 

Even Upper. 

5 n? 

m 

1231 

ip*. 

1232 

1233 

R. " 

See M 
1**. 

A. 

Even Upper. 

A boundary ; a frontier. 

See 3627. 

or or or 

m± a boundary; the frontier 

[The latter is used in a general 
sense for newly-conquered ter¬ 
ritory.] 

|J!| the new frontier,—Turk¬ 

estan, conquered by K‘ang Hsi 
and Ch‘ien Lung. 

1U Us to f°rsa-ke the land; to go 

into another province. 

the highest offi¬ 

cers of a province. 

Us illimitable; boundless. 

MZ)ns boundless happi 

ness. 

Same as 1292. 

im 'jM soutliern for |lj llj j«st; 
only just. See 5895. 

Also read ch^iang*. A 

strong bow; stiff; of great 

strength. To conquer. 

Same as 1228. 

The name of the Emperor 

ifj) JH Shen Nung, inventor 

of agriculture (b.c. 2838), 

adopted from # * the 

place where he was born. 

[To be distinguished from 

M i264-] 

# or # ¥ ^ asa§e 

of the time of Wen 

Wang, otherwise known as fjp^ 

SC Shang Fu, and . See 

7379- 

±. 
like Chiang T‘ai-kung an¬ 

gling, only those who like get 
on the hook. His hook had no 
barb, yet many fishes, recognis¬ 
ing his worth, allowed them¬ 
selves to be caught. Used in 
the sense of “volunteers.” 

| ^ 

Chiang T'ai-kung is here: 

all gods keep back,—a protect- 

!233 

ij: 

1234 

123s 

1236 

1237 

1238 

N. v. cien 
P. v.cchiang 

See 

Rising 
Irregular. 

ch'-iang 

1239 

C.cPong 
■F. ckiong 
N. idjiang 
P. ) 
M. 
Y. 

Sz. J 
K. katig 
J. kid, ko, go 
A. kong, kok 

Even 
and Rising 
Irregular. 

-SJt3 

X240 

C. -k'-dtig 

"i 
W. ccLiae 

N. c'-iaitg 

P. Schkiang, 

'kiong 

ive phrase written over Chinese 
doors and windows. 

a river supposed to be 

one of the head-waters of the 
Yang-tsze. 

the great quilt of| 

the Chiang family,—under which 
three brothers and their wives 
all slept together, because the 
former could not bear to be 
parted. 

Same as 1228. 

See 1292. 

Same as 1255. 

Same as 1240 and 1241 

Skin that has become 

hard on the foot. 

to remove callos¬ 

ities from the foot. 

Small roots. 

the surface roots of trees, 

ft® bamboo canes. 

Z A an untrust¬ 

worthy man. 

S 7ft a white lily, a species of 

Hemerocallis. 

The cloth in which child¬ 

ren are carried on the back. 

mm the cloth above-mentioned; 

also used figuratively, like swad¬ 
dling-clothes, for “infancy”. 

M W: he is Just out of 
swaddling-clothes, — leading- 

strings. 

M. 

1240 
chiang, 
cchiang 

y ‘ | cch'-iang 

K.hang 
J. kid, ko 
A.kong' 

Rising 

Irregular. 

1241 

C.ck'-ong 

See 

Rising Upper, 

*1 
1242 

1243 

Rit 
See 3§j: aP? 
Rising Upper, 

1244 

R-3f9 3- 

C.kong 
H. kong 
F. koung 
W. koa 
N. ciiong, kong 
P. ] 
M. 
Y. 
Sz.J 
K. katig 

J -ko 
A. giang 

Rising Upper 

chiang 

M M to can7 a child strapped 
on the back. 

]H§ closely connected. 

in a continuous 
stream. 

Money; cash. A string 

of a thousand cash. 

paper money burnt for 

the use of the dead. 

& m silver bullion. 

^ ^ he has amassed 
an immense fortune. 

See 6154. 

To plough. 

i T 1 7 % *1 *6 
when the rain has soaked into 
the ground, it is time to plough. 

To talk ; to discuss. To 

explain. To preach. To 

investigate; to analyse. See 

9969. _ 

M&t 01 Mffti m Mi to 
^ M or m 

talk; to discuss. 

4F- ft M m IS Ifthe ,s 
not one who likes to argue,— 
of the Ruler of Purgatory. 

you 
talk Mandarin? 

fg M T * 1 cannot 1111 *• 
See below. 

we will say no more 

about it. 

iiJL ^ M we wil1110tspeak 
of this. 

^ m y there is n0 need 

to say any more, 

m £ y it is settled. 

Ml® to propose peace; to dis 

cuss terms of peace. 

t® m »'*> “> 

terms of peace. 



i5i 

8 

i'l iK 1$ ® t0 ulk east and 
West,—to talk in an irrelevant 
way; to take exception to every¬ 

thing. 

: ^ a great talker; a 

chatterbox. 

SMS* to speak of what is| 

nearest to one’s heart. 

considering matters which I do 
not understand, I assemble people 

to settle the question. 

to argue a question upon 

its merits; to listen to reason. 

mm to chat; to converse. 

m 

m 

n# 

conversation. 

Sec 

Pff or Hf P t0 arsue- 
^ to discuss antiquity. 

^ to teach. 

H| ^ to explain,—as a com 

mentary. 

to expound; to lecture. 

±m a lecturer. 

IS# to expound the classics; 

to explain books in general; to 
preach. 

MW to explain clearly. 

4523- 

if llr unable to explain away 

5 if I cannot explain 

it,—of any isolated phrase. 

4* if T* explain what fol¬ 

lows. 

if ^ i 1 cannot 
plain what follows. 

^ ^ has no explanation; 

is unmeaning. 

¥if to deal with words in¬ 

dividually in interpreting the 

sense of a phrase, as m? wife 

and child. 

$ if to interpret words collect 

ively, with regard to their in¬ 
fluence upon each other, etc., as 

a wife. 

8 to exP'ain sentiments,- 
to intercede; to make an appeal. 

to investigate; to search 

out; to endeavour. Elliptical for 

8 !$U t0 analyse; to refine; to 

reject the coarse and take the 

I 
1245 

R 
F. hong 

See 

fine; to criticise behind a per¬ 
son’s back; to be fastidious or 
particular about. Used of the 
“result” of such fastidiousness 
or care. 

K. hang, v. 
hang 

kd 
A. kang 

Rising Upper. 

ex- 

1246 

C. tiling2- 
H. siong 
F. chhiongJ 
W. ziae 
N. ilziahg, 

ziahg 

M Ht iHL s°methingto talk 
or boast of. 

not very parti¬ 

cular about, as the individual; 
not very refined, as the result. 

m m at % m % # 

© he is very particular about 

his food. 

i lilu very refined in 

style,—of writing. 

M M rF suPerficial- 

is no help for it, I must go. 

it# A! p| fit or able to be 

expressed in words, sc. reason¬ 

able. 

M ^ Hi i $ that which 
cannot be spoken of,—as being 
devoid of reason, etc. 

mm? to order the wedding- 

chair. 

A lagoon; a port; a har¬ 

bour. 

^ the fragrant lagoon,— 

Hongkong. 

pj a harbour; an anchorage, 

in port. 

to take shelter in port: 

to remain in harbour, 

an anchorage. 

goods from all parts 

the mouth of a river. 

)H|1 jlH* an old name at Canton 

for ships from India. 

# A i# he talks ver>r 
reasonably. 

ffl #1 !$£ the reedycreeks 
where the fishermen’s lamps,— 
sparkle as they fish. 

A workman; an artisan 

J^ an artisan. 

a foreman of artisans; a 

master workman. 

% E or zte E a brick- 
layer. 

*E a carpenter. 

Y ’ chiang 

Sz. ) 
K. chang 

sho, so 
A. tong2- 

Sinking 
Lower. 

See 

A .gian£ 

Even Lower. 

ft 
1246 

1247 

>w 

R. 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

1250 

R#/X 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

[/^ a silversmith. 

/MEa tinker- 

E # ± ^ M.a workman| 
follows the master’s design. 

0 ^ E Aa* difficult work,—| 

as of composition. 

E 5 M It JR thes,onej 
mason plied his adze with great | 

dexterity. 

E f||; pictures painted for| 

the trade. 

E^ workmen employed by the | 

Government. 

® E skilled workmen,—artists! 

and poets. 

Same as 1255. 

Unsubmissive. 

IJji contumacious,—as rebels! 

not yet reduced to submission.! 

To hate. 

*|*j|r perverse; unaccommo-l 

dating. 

wilful; disobedient. 

An inundation; a flood. 

Name of a tributary of thej 

old Yellow River. 

V$ 7K ^ die inundation 

frightened me. 

yip '/(p) ^ [Jh a dissolute age. 

A deep red colour. See I 

2870. 

X a dyer. 

^ or Jfgf; ^ a deep crimson I 

or purple colour. 

$ If ijlM VX ^ t0 han§| 
up a red curtain in order to take I 

pupils,—as was done by 

Ma Jung of the Han dynasty, | 
a.d. 79—166. 

a Department in the south-1 
west of Shansi. 



m 
I252 A rainbow. Used in the 

R. vulgar. north for 1206. 
Seefet fig 
SinkingUpper. 

Same as 1207. 

1253 

Starch. Paste. Read 

1254 
chiang1 = to starch. 

r-'M it 7“ or £t or 5$ ft 
P. chiang 

starch; water thickened with rice. 
See 

it paste- 
|. kd, kid 

Sinking iX i^ 7 t0 make paste; to 
Upper. starch. 

I255 

lR v# /X 
IC. kong, hong 
H. hong 

(always) 
| F. kaung, 

houng 
| W. koa, oa 
IN. ciiohg, kong, 

ohg 

|P’ ) IM. f hsiang, 
IY. I chiang 
Sz. I 

I K. kang, hang 
IJ. kd 

\A.giang, 
konng 

Sinking & 
Even Upper 

& Lower. 

^ ff\J ft starch it lightly. 

it |§fi 7 a face thickly | 
marked with small-pox. 

To descend {see 574); to 

come down from heaven,, 

to fall. To be degraded. 

To send down. See 9880. 

^ to get down from a couch. | 

^ ^ to descend; to alight. 

P iu liito §° d°wn thel 
steps to meet. 

or l*f Hi to be born into I 

the world. Used for the incar-1 
nation of Christ. 

IISM4-4AW 

A h % A.D. 1889. 

ffo S fill 1^ ^ you are | 

an immortal born on earth. 

0 M iK 1^ in conse- 
quence of the birth of a princess. 

I5f tZit to send down I 

talent of no mortal cast,—as I 
when some prophet is sent into| 
the world. 

m i =i«l w 
^ took the three hundred I 

ounces of silver, rejoicing over I 
it as a godsend. 

to come from afar. 

q to issue an Edict,-—of the | 

Emperor only. 

to condescend to visit. 

I255 

152 

when will your 

brightness descend upon me ? — 
when will you come to visit me ? 

n if T l?£ what trouble I 

have put you to in this visit to me! 

a meteor 

has fallen. 

I^ ^ to deprive of rank. 

m ft® apparently pro¬ 

moted, but in reality degraded,— 
as when transferred to a higher 
post which is a mere sinecure. 

J$p: pj|j to degrade and transfer to 

another post. 

Ito lose rank but 

to be kept in office,—a mile 
punishment inflicted with a view 
to give the erring official another 
chance. 

T» to descend. 

Pf T* to send down,—from 

the point of view of those to 
whom sent. 

to send down,—from 

the point of view of the sender, 

1$ ini to send down happiness 

to bless. 

to send down ca¬ 

lamity upon them. 

J&P IpJ- a heaven-sent 

genius. 

or laka-wood, 

burnt at temple worship. 

tr ffl?to fisht- 

I255 

1256 

C. cts'-dng, 
ts'-ongD 

W. c/sl‘iae, 
ch'-iae3 

N. ts'iahg 
P. chhiang 
M. cchhiang, 

chkiang3 
Y. gieiang 
J. so, sho 

A- ct6nSi f°ng 
Even Upper 
Irregular. 

to vanquish thel 

dragon and reduce the tiger - 

said of M Ip thp Pk. ’ 
ZL tne Chinese 

Asculapius. 

^ JM t0 vanquish demons. 

^ ^ ■¥f: a club for quelling 

demons,—as seen in the hand 

Jn'f PX We* 1 ‘o, the guardian 

painted on temple doors. 

^ 7 % M they were 

(unable to exorcise that bogy. 

a star in Aries, on the 

meridian in the fifth moon, and 
a harbinger of fine weather. 

CHIANG. 

cough. 

to 

Read hsiang3. To sub¬ w 
mit; to return to alleg¬ 

iance. To reduce to sub¬ 

mission ; to exorcise. 

mo 

submissive. 

m to submit; to yield. 

to go over to the enemy. 

jj** J&p: to return to allegiance,- 

as rebels, or deserters. 

itlL 7 5^ tel1 him 

to make submission at once. 

naay be either to go over 

to the enemy or to come over 
from the enemy, as a deserter. 

troops that have returned 

to their allegiance. 

jf£ [$£ Iff a feint of submitting, 

—as a trap. 

1257 
R. vulgar. 
P. 

M. chhiang 
Sz. 

A.sang 
(shang) 

SinkingUpper. 

1258 

To peck. To 

To be frightened. 

^ 7 coughing violently 

from irritation in the throat. 

pH* an irritation in the throat 

PH" J choked while drinking, 

from swallowing the wrong way, 

pit Hi 7 H he bas 
something in his throat and can’ 
breathe. 

I±ptA dust enough 

choke one. 

7* to smoke out mos¬ 

quitos. 

To paint on lacquer-ware. 

Old form of 2770. 

to paint in gold on lac-1 

quer. 

lacquer-ware with | 

flowers painted on it. 

m they broke 
through the iron chain barrier, 
—at the Taku forts, in the Peiho. 

To take by force; to rob. 

To ravish. To struggle for. 

R. 

See : A- 

A. Pong, saing 

Rising Upper. 

or It ^or. 
to rob; to plunder; to seize upon. 

It Ai “ It * “ c‘ny °* 
by violence. 

ijjjt -Jg to carry off a nun. 

tlf to take from one; to 
Km 

snatch. 
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CHIANG 
i53 CH'IAJNTO 

w 
1258 

l-J 

I2S9 

R' I 
ts'-ong 
ts'iong 
chHong 
■ tsHae 
ts'-iahg 

chkiang 

Sz. 

K. cli-ang 
J. so, sho 
A. t'bng 

Even Upper. 

1260 
R.' 

C. I 

H. | ^ong 

E- gh'-oung, 
V h'-onnp- 

It n to carry off and marry a 

woman by force. 

It M to seize upon the wind,— 

to get to windward of another 
vessel. 

It 'n confusion. 

It or It II forward; self- 
assertive. 

It % to struggle for precedence. 

It ^ M to struggle t0 buy,— 
to buy at auction. 

Read c/dzang1. To rush 

against; to oppose; to rub 

the wrong way; to ruffle 

II Q ^1; It M the fowl 
had already flown to the ground, 

It wbich is elliptical for 

^ It ^ t0 cal1 on heaven 
and strike earth,—in one’s grief. 

taiSttMb to beat the head 

on the ground. 

Itn an adverse wind. 

to brush the wrong 

way. 

Read tslangx. To cut up 
into pieces. 

A spear. See 1263. 

It HI the head of a spear. 

IJj' ^ the point of a spear. 

a spear-handle. 

the butt-end of a spear. 

a long spear. 

spear drill; the art of 

soldiering. 

ft 7J Hi; weapons of war. 

0 if It to §iye a back thrust, 
—a Parthian thrust. 

or ft# a substitute 

who enters the examination for 

hsiu-tslai on behalf of 

another, 
a a?/, 

A i 

to shoot dead. 

To move; to walk rapidly. 

I [|t bustling about, 

but with dignity. 

n 0 ? ig & §t 
seeing the four boys scampering 
about. 

H 
1260 

N. is1 iang 
P. '.chliang, 

‘ch'-iang 
M. j 
Y. j ts anS 
K. ch'-ang 
J. sho 
A. t:dng, /i'zzf 

Eyen Upper. 

[A. 

1261 

1262 

R. 

Seelt 
Even Upper. 

1263 
R. vulgar. 

See 

A. hsaing 

Even Upper. 

# ^ H Iff rushing about in 

all directions. 

Pc it §t rapid (but disni 
fled) movements of birds and 
beasts. 

the animals skip 

and dance,—their movements 
being dignified. 

Same as 1260. 

To contradict. To scold, 

it £1 — gave him a scold¬ 

ing. 

It f * fit irritating; pro 
voking, bullying, 

nt ot to imitate; to provoke. 

A gun ; a pistol. An 

opium-pipe. A wine-tripod. 

[Vulgar form of 1259.] See 

186. 

or ft m a fowling- 
piece. 

i! gunpowder. 

lit or ^ cartridges; 
shot; bullets. 

mm? the lock of a gun. 

a ramrod. 

urn a musket fitted with a 

bayonet. 

a pistol; a revolver. 

m%? a gun-rack. 

^ -fi^ small arms and artillery. 

m.m an air-gun. 

trm to shoot. 

Hil are you going to 

fire?—at the speaker. 

to be a soldier. 

take medicine and 

throw away the opium-pipe. 

s#Mtegmm? 
be has always got his 

gun in his hand,—of an inveter¬ 
ate opium smoker. 

a spearman. 

1264 

C.kong 
H. ) 
F> j kl0nS 
W. cf-iae 
N. thiang 
P. ] 
M. ,t. 
Y chrtang 

Sz. ) 
K. kcng 
J. kid, ko 

A. k'-ong 

Even Upper. 

1265 

1266 

R‘8I 

SeeH 
SinkingUpper. 

An ancient tribe in 

Tangut, living from early 

times west of Ssuch‘uan 

and Kansuh. Tibetans 

Obstinate. Strong. Edu¬ 

cated. Elegant. To return. 

An exclamation. 

& * or * M or * A 
tribes on the west of China. 

even from the Ch'iang of 

Ti, they dared not but come with 
their offerings. 

« ft m a a m a ^ 
condoning their own sins at the 
expence of others. 

Peucedanum decursivum, 

Max., — the variety with red 
flowers; see 12,073. 

Read chiangx. In want. 

^ -J|l famished and helpless,— 

as fledglings. 

Correct form of 1264. 

[To be distinguished from 

12 S3-] 

The crying of children. 

V 
1267 

R. 

C. kong 

F.‘ J kionS 
W. c'-iae 

N. c'-iang, v. 
ts'-ong 

M. j chHang 

K.kang 
J. kid, ko 

A. k‘ong 

Even Upper. 

Iff 
1268 

R)fc 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

The dung-beetle. 

a small beetle, also known 

as the $1 j^ pill-roller. 

Z 
the energy of the dung-beetle 
is put into rolling its ball of 
dung,—every man to his trade. 

Phlegm in the throat. 

The sound of coughing. 

20 



w 
1269 A small-sized ; see 

R ttic 

Even Upper. 

2596. 

1270 A disease of the throat. 

R-fr 
See ft** 
Even Upper. 

Vacuous; empty. 

fSt 
1271 

The ribs or skeleton of a 

sheep. A sheep’s tendons. 

R-frg 
'fc ^ seven sheep. 

See® g Read k'ung*. Dried 
A. k'-oung 
Even & Sink¬ 

ing Upper. 

mutton. 

m The breast. A tune. 

Accent of voice; brogue. 
1272 Numerative of sheep; see 

R-‘/X 1271. 

k'-iong 

C. hong 
H 

F. 
W. c'-iae 
N. k'-iong 

P. \ 

cli'-iang 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. hang 
J. id 
A.hsang, 

kt-oung 

Even Upper. 

Jja: ^ ^ her breast was 

full of resentment,—for wrongs 

inflicted. 

= ^ tH it 
blood however came from his 
neck,—at the point where his 
head had been cut off. 

with a tune to it. 

Jjac pJH a tunel a tone voice or 

accent in speaking. 

^ ^ ^ y°u must 
make time and tune go together, 
—cut your coat according to 

your cloth. 

ifa 'M. ^ y°u have ab 
tered your tune,—changed your 
views or behaviour. 

$N£ IB I# 81 then he 
changed his tune and said 

that. 

flit 4' T ® T he begins to 

see his way. 

"iff M hiSh notes- 

±JS*S too much brogue; 

his local accent is too strong. 

JS 0 0 his voice is well 

modulated. 

M a Peking accent. 

M t0 assume an appearance; 

to put on airs. 

1272 

«■ 
1273 

1274 

See 0 

Even Upper. 

** 

1275 

R. pt 

See 

Even Lower, 

W 
1276 

C. ts'-ong 
H.cts'-ong 

F. chiong 
W. Z?'(7£ 

N. diiang 

P. ) 

y' j chHaug 

Sz. ) 
K. cliang 
J. sho, so' 

A. tong 
Even Lower. 

I®)® to assume a facial 

expression,—of anger, kindness, 
fear, etc. See 6605. 

jf- M- n US you needn’t make 

such a fuss. 

to bluff; to put 

on side. * 

fe-T-* pretentious; bump¬ 

tious. 

^ a va'n> conceited 

fellow. 

you are fooling me. 

to rise *n one’s demands; 

to strike for higher pay. 

IMtt play-actors from Soo 

chow. 

km to get the better of,—in 

abuse or in argument. 

^ ^ —• jjljJ one sheep. 

Same as 1272. 

The end bone of the 

spine. 

jj| ■{!§5 the os coccygis or end bone 

of the spine. 

Radical 90, really a con¬ 

traction of j{^. Used for 

8595 as a numerative of 

shops, firms, etc. [To be 

distinguished from^9213. 

- £) a grog-shop. 

is here vulgarly read panx anc 

stands for 

A spear; a lance, 

wound; to kill. 

To 

to wound, 

cruel; ruthless. 

£ ^ to slay officials. 

to do violence and in¬ 

jury to. 

[7 to commit suicide. 

£ & to destroy the 

people. 

1276 

W 
1277 

R. 

C. gs'-ong 
F. ich'-iong 
W. cts'-iae 
K. chang 
J. so, sho 
A. t'-ong 

Even 
Irregular. 

71 
1278 

\ #1 % & fi he 

who destroys a living creature 
shall pay the penalty with his 

own life,—in a future state. 

% 7$- it MU £ 1 
am not putting you to death 

wantonly, but in accordance 
with the rite. 

A heavy axe; a pole-axe 

To hack; to wound. 

Jtk 
^3>f they took their 

bills and axes. 

SffltlfrJtt to injure oneself, 

or one’s party. 

To split bamboos. A 

mat. 

See It 
Rising & Sink¬ 

ing Upper. 

1279 
R. vulgar. 
C. Jsong 
H. Jstong 
P. chiang 

See if la 
Even Upper. 

1280 

1281 

R. ‘ 

See 

A. tong 

Even Upper. 

1282 

R. 

See 

K. chang 

J. so, sho 
A. tong, t'-ong 

Even Upper. 

the cross-sticks which 

strengthen the bottom of a 
basket. 

Paste. See 1210, 1254. 

tr 31 ■¥*or ?SI to 
make paste. 

m a paste-brush. 

Same as 1279. 

To walk quickly. Usee 

with 1260. 

s°quickly but 
without haste,—festina lente. 

$$ hurrying. 

Pljimhobbling awayin 
a hurry. 

The ringing of bells; the 

jingling of stones or pieces 

of metal ; the clank 0 

chains. 

4a R|» a s»“”din8in ,inl 
ling harmony. 

# 15 H IIsinging inperfect 
time. 



CH‘IANG 

1283 

[284 

Jgj 

1285 

R-0 

See 

Even Lower. 

R. 

See 

[286 

|fat* m 

n 
1288 

cK-iang 

See 714. 

Same as 1289. 

Female court officials, 

ladies of the bed-chamber 

Even Lower. 

iM 
1287 

urn 
1289 

' 
C. Is'-dng 
H. ts'-iong 
F. chHong 
W. ziae 
N. ziaitg 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

K. chang 
J. s/ld, zo 
A. long 

Even Lower. 

[ 155 ] 
CH^IANC^ 

, . ‘0 
under the Han dynasty. 

Ip a concubine of 7C # 

Yuan Ti of the Han dynasty, 

otherwise known as JS# 

Chao Chiin. See Biog. Diet. 
[Not to be confounded with 

see 7679]. 

A boom; a gaff. 

tt IS or it If a boom or a 
gaff. 

|j{ ^ sails and spars 

ivory spars,—used on the 

barge of the Emperor Ming 

Huang. 

Same as 1286. 

Same as 1289. 

A wall. 

at t'ie ^oot °*" l^e wad 

)j§ a mud wall. 

® Sor 3| ©to build a wa" 
to build a (mud) wall 

between boards. 

§2 |j§ or to plaster a 

wall. 

« IK A tft every one 

gives a shove to a falling wall 

M a screen wall. 

¥ HiH lofty roofs and 
carved walls,—figuratively usee 
for wealth, etc. 

M Ef) ^ ® do not come leap 

ing over my wall, 

tttei he has removed 

our walls and roofs. 

ill Jif 01 & ^ ^ the end 
wall of a house. 

1289 

m 
1290 

El 

R. | 

See 

Even and 
Entering 

Lower 
& Upper. 

1291 

1292 

ill walls high and low. 

^ buildings. 

Hi E the t0P a wad' 

^ ^ PH walls cannot keep 

them out,—they can penetrate 
walls, as perfect Taoists are sup¬ 
posed to be able to do. 

.ft if ik M & AS **Us 
have ears and robbers lie con. 
cealed alongside. 

a buttress. 

[jjff the city walls. 

Jjj|| a parapet; battlements. 

See 8986. 

brothers may 

quarrel at home,—but they will 

not outside. z domestic troubles. 

# if If £ ft within the 
precincts of home. 

n nthe troubie began 
at home. 

ifi t ia s 2 4hid 1 
private house. 

without study (of 

the Odes) you are as though 
face to a wall,—unable to see 

anything. 

1292 
. kid, go 

A. kong 

Even and 
Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

in a 

A red rose. 

/ the cinnamon rose. 

Hi- MS -7k. attar of roses. El 1re*. /)> 
£ rose-water. Sec 12,587. 

M 3 
EJ 1 

Xtx 4'], 
El V9 

R. 

C. sk'-ong, 
‘Wong, kdng2- 

H. k'-iong 
‘kiong 

F. kiong 
W. djiae 
N. djiang, 

ck'-iong 
P. \ 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. I 
K.kang 

ch'-iong 

Read shih**. A species 

of water polygonum. 

Same as 1290. 

Strong ; violent; over¬ 

bearing ; relying on brute 

force. A remainder; a 

surplus. 

M, see i67r- 

Jjl5 die stron§ and the weak 

@5lt strong and healthy. 

to see which is the best 

man. 

S $£ he is stronger than 

I am,—in a trial of skill, etc. 

A a violent man; a clever 

man. 

.AIPA# 
a strong man will be beaten by 
a strong man,—he will meet his 

match. 

8 A @ is ” 38 'Mi 
robbers; highwaymen; robbery 

with violence. 

g ^ $£ 4* ^there 
are always better men to be found 

even than the best. 

Is or (Jg tfl violent; over¬ 

bearing. 

it a little better. 

^ to strive for mastery. 

/fg or 'tS t0 violently 
insist upon, or ask for; to beg 
with threats. [These may also 
be read ch‘iangi.\ 

ijtjj to fight fiercely; good at 

fighting. 

sharp-tongued. 

2g tr hi# to rouse one’s 

energies. 

ijtjl to insist upon. 

fjtjj to demand from any one 

ijtji to rob with violence. 

5g M ^ to violently buy 

food, i.e. paying what one chooses. 

«§s JA ^ ^ @ ^ttify°u 
pick melons and fruits when 
green, they will not be sweet. 

g 3£ to exert oneself; to per 

severe; stable; firm; resolute 

See (read chiang4) 1212. 

^ a y°unsman 
should exert himself, 

f5s 55 to rely on one’s superior 

force; to trust to violence. 

MlJ w^fub obstinate. 

Kb ^ ^ his wiu is 
strong, but his destiny is not 
strong,—fate is against him. 

Si ^ though weak, he 

will surely become strong. 

j? It Am if better drink 

little than get drunk. 

^ J# ^ 3H not to consider 

advisable, or better than some 
thing else proposed. 

a!: "J' ^at wd^ d°; that 

is better. 
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1292 

better 

fjljl the larger half. 

35 -jf. acids. 

AS 35;fc nitric acid. 

^ a laboratory- 
j|3 [JJj the whole army in 

good fighting condition. [ Ji 

refers both to men and weapons.] 
See 3276. 

A i£ fT * ® 3 
than nothing at all. 

fjtjj to surpass. 

fjrjl powerful,—of States, 

fjtji J][f powerful ministers, 

fjtji ]jt£ competent; able. 

||0 he does not f 

the strong or the oppressive. 

bow firm in bis energy. 

he gave him 

more than a hundred thousand. 

H55 overTls. 2.60. > PH yv fm 

Re&d cfriang*. To com¬ 

pel. To force. To streng¬ 

then. To make an effort 

to force oneself to do 

anything, contrary to inclination 
or which is beyond one’s power 
to accomplish. 

m ft m 35 is m & 
jjrjj that is special pleading 

I will venture upon an explan¬ 
ation of the passage,—which, 
if forced, is better than none. 

ff^ t0 f°rce a Person t0 speak; 

to extort a statement or con 
fession. 

ft A 35 it to bandy words 

with anyone. 

^ forced a smile 

ft ft m % HP 35 S 
-tfc he would not force himself 

to do what he did not want to do 

35 m a m * to meddle in 

other people’s affairs. 

^§1 to violate; to rape. [Com 

monly read chHangl.\ 

m «35 tried to rape her 

Ho H? to force to Pay 
Government duties. 

1292 

gs m to force a rule upon. 

to urgently demand; to 

covet. 

not to be forced 

out; not to be insisted upon; 
not to be coveted. 

^Il Jt| J^L d° not strive 
too much to obtain riches and 
honours. 

rflj# pT the only way is to 

force him. 

iJM jgj to detain by force. 

perverse; contrary. 

$£ U to force oneself to bear, 

jjfji a violent disposition. 

3B* to insist on sending; to 

force one to go. 

to force oneself to do 

anything. 

stiff as a stick; mulish; 

not to be made to do anything, 

iftji j|[7j ^ to leave one no 

option but to.... 

obstinately. 

*H,to coerce- 

35 ffi T' * you cannot force 

him to. 

fjtji 4!!^ to insist on,—what is not 

one’s rightful due. 

^{{5 =H to press on,-—as food, etc. 

fjtji to pretend to a feeling; 

to insist on a thing being what 
it really is not. 

to seize forcibly; to usurp 

d[fj to force something on, or 

in, or into. 

at35i 
try hard to recollect, I am not 
clear about it. 

12 35 =« tit 
Tao and One are forced names 
for God. 

35 W ffi § answered with 

forced composure. 

% ft ii is 
impossible to avoid interstices 
which cannot be brought together 

Same as 1292. 

1293 

1294 

R. 5 

See 

To exert one’s strength. 

To pursue. To resist. 

Rising. 

1295 

r-'M 

See fjrji 

SinkingLower. 

A trap to catch animals, 

or a net for birds. 

Vwvy'v 
1296 

1297 

R-# 
C. | .. 
pj ^ kau 

F. kau, v. ka 
W. koa 
N. cioa, Av?, 

v. goa 

.1 * chiau 
M. | 
Y. chioa 
Sz. chiau 
K. kio 
J. kd, kio 
A. giau 

Even Upper. 

See 2 202. 

To cross; to interlock; 

to unite; to blend; to ex¬ 

change ; to join. Friend 

ship; intercourse. To hanc 

over; see 5977. Both to 

gether; all. 

to cross the legs. See below 

^ or ^ Ji to cross blades 

—to fight. 

^ to blend; to be united 

sexual intercourse. 

to fold the arms across the 

breast; to cross hands; to fight 
to strive. See below. 

f® n 
have you had a try with him? 
—to see who is the best man at 
anything. 

to lock together, 

to mix; to blend; thick 

close. 

^ see 8781. 

3S # or 35 H adjoining ter 

ritories; conterminous. 

^crosswise and diagonally 

interlocking,—as adjoining coun 

tries with a crooked frontier. 

® ill ^ la they present the 
cup and drink in turn. 

^ -0 dove-tailed; interlocking, 

^ '$0 mutually involving, the 

intercourse between two coun¬ 

tries. 
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4 
3C 
1297 

5^ mutual exchange; barter; 

trade; commerce. 

& 0 % ^ — n aU day 

long without exchanging a word. 

5?t to interfere one with the 

other; to affect prejudicially. 

0EI25 the point of 

junction between the fourth and 
fifth months,—the last day of 
one and the first of the other. 

S«2 5 between summer 

and autumn. 

^ just after the begin¬ 

ning of summer. 

sett just after the 

“White Dew.” See n >477- 

5 jSh# about 9 o’clock p.m. 

5 a$ about 3 o’clock p.m. 

-f- ^ at the conjunction 

in the tenth month,—of the sun 
and moon. 

5'tf friendship; intercourse. 

or 5=fn to be on terms 

of friendship. [The second is 
also gate against gate, of two 
hostile camps pitched opposite 
to one another.] 

if 5 easy to get on with. 

5 A ” 5 @ U £ w 
make friends. 

"y became more intimate. 

§ ^ to establish a friendship. 

$0 ^c # El we should 
choose our friends among those 
who are superior to ourselves. 

9M A5. — 
|jp ^ understood the 

art of making friends, and if he 
once admitted a man to friend¬ 
ship it was known that he would 
never change. 

to break off a friendship. 

# T 5 *. 7 !i! ig w 
the superior man breaks off an 
acquaintanceship without un¬ 
pleasant words. 

to receive and entertain,— 

a visitor. 

^ £ Mr ^ t0 
know the rules of social inter¬ 
course. 

4- A j@ 5 1i %£ ffi 
men of to-day make friendships 
only of the face,—not of the 
heart. 

& 

3C 
1297 

'J$i ^c intercourse without 

warmth,—a mere acquaintance¬ 
ship. 

# 5 A'If 
ixmi t^e superior man is cold, 

but his friendship is strengthened 
by time. 

4 A ih -0 @# m 
ft A the mean man is sweet 

as honey (demonstrative), but 
his friendship readily changes 
to hate. 

be careful as to 

your friendships. 

a literary friendship. 

the sons carry on 

their father’s friendships, 

jjjjjj ^ spiritual intercourse,—the 

friendship of two persons who 
have never seen each other. 

5# sexual intercourse. 

5S the nuptial cup,—two 

cups joined by a piece of red 
thread. 

Pi to drink the nuptial 

cup,—as man and wife do to¬ 
gether, on the wedding-day. 

^ unnatural intercourse. 

MW R he has friends 

everywhere. 

^ J£l ^ his friend¬ 

ships are also in accordance with 
Tao. 

Jt" ■Sh ^C men °f position easily 

find friends. 

a cordial friendship. See 

8227. 

#*r5S: it is difficult to 

keep friends with him. 

fK 25 the alliance of ice 

and red-hot coal,—an impossible 
friendship. 

5 31 4 5 HJ" be friends 

with a man’s goodness, and not 
with his wealth. 

5# to pay; to make payment. 

5 Id to hand over; to allow. 

^ Ip* ^ let me do it- 

to deliver up. 

to pay the price. 

5 ft “ 5 fit «5i» 
5 I'f 01 5 ft t0 s*ve t0; 
to hand over to. 

30 
1297 

3c 

3c 

f'j °r ft SI 21 to 
hand over everything,—as to 
one’s successor in office. ^4439, 

0 
you must hand it over to 

me within three days. 

to hand over the seal,- 

to hand over charge. 

^c il or ^c 0 to restore; to 

repay. 

t0 Pay.—as duty- 
5ft to hand over to a bailsman; 

to release on security coming 
forward. 

I # 'H to associate with; to have 

transactions with. 

having transactions with; 

transactions between. 

to hand over to the custody 

of. 

5# to substitute; to be sub¬ 

stituted. 

# crowded together. 

5 P to wrangle. 

5« to deliver goods. 

# fjjfc to hold an interview with; 

to have conversation. 

to hand over duty at a 

yamen at the expiry of one’s term. 
See 10,72 r. 

to deliver to. 

to hand over to the cus¬ 

tody of police,—as warrants, 

to send to; to forward. 

5* to be handed over. 

5 » to give over charge, 

to make over to. 

^ to hand to one; a trading 

constituent; to hand to. 

personally; also used for jj£|] 

and pronounced chiaox shou3, 
scaffolding. See above. 

5 *4 to hand to the 

bearer. 

^ TV to pay into. 

^ ^ to bring before a court. 

^ to salute,—as a bridegroom 

his bride, by four prostrations 
and four head-knockings. 

5ffi to give one in charge to 

the police. 

7^4 3c 

7*u; 3c 
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t0 cross arms; to meet in 
battle. 

A 
with the left hand I take the 
money you give, with the right 
hand I deliver over the man. 

# Jl ^ to pay in full; 

to clear off a debt. 

to pile one on the top ofl 

the other; to mix with. 

It Ijfl it $1 has not | 

mixed with educated men. 

both beating andj 

kicking him. 

M SI raining and snow¬ 
ing all at once. 

itSft thundered and 

lightened at the same time. 

f M % 5 m Tk 1 *he 
mandarins all memorialised 
against Chia. 

lT5fi %i] superiors and 

inferiors will try to snatch this 
profit from one another. 

in disorder; pell-mell. 

liras they throw the 

whole kingdom (its four quar¬ 
ters) into confusion. 

5 as a the cross-legged 

nation. 

£ at HSU )H Cochin-China 

(see 13,781), which was subject 
under the Han dynasty to China. 
The Chinese characters represent 
a native name for the aborigines 
of Annam, said by some to be) 
derived from the separation of 
their big toes from the rest of| 
the foot, like thumbs. See 11,009, 

Tilthey 
flit about, the yellow birds, and 
rest upon the jujube trees. 

1300 

JR-^# 

'See it ^ 
Rising and 

Even Upper. 

13OT 

|R# $e 
I See ^ 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

Handsome; pretty, 

quettish. Artful. 

Co- 

a beautiful; 

!3C 
1302 

R- 

C. j 
H. [ hau, kau 
F. ) 
W. oa, lkca 

N. yoa, cioa, 
koa 

P. I hsiau, 
M. J chiau 
Y. hsioa, chioa 
Sz. hsiau. chiau 
K. hyo, kyo 

J. ko, gid, kid 
A. hieu 

Sinking & 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

or 

captivating. 

\ of attractive manner;] 

winsome. 

^ j| a pretty lad, 

iBlt 1 love her and| 

she employs winsome ways. 

delicately brought! 

up. See 1334. 

To compare. To criti-l 

cise. To oppose. Used 

with 1302, 1311. See 2515. 

sag# to discuss the! 

rights and wrongs; to criticised 

# X Z & T' % d° not 
oppose the commands of prince 
or father. 

To compare; to collate; 

to revise for publication. 

To oppose. A wooden 

collar or stocks. 

i+$t to compare accounts; to 

audit; to “settle up” with; to have 
an altercation. Also, a device. 

^ fjf to collate books. Also a 

nickname applied to a higher 
class of semi-educated courtesans. 

ft f or 

«4 
1302 

R. 

£ old name for Turfan. 

1298 

|R-*5# 
I See 

Rising Upper. 

Handsome; beautiful. 

A a beauty, 

fjt iff lovely- 

\'x A W:how lovely is that I 
beautiful lady! 

See 12,939. 

IE to revise; to 

correct,—as the manuscript of a 
book before it is cut on blocks. 
This duty is generally under¬ 
taken by some literary friend 

whose name appears jointly with 
that of the author. 

or Jt0 collate; to | 
compare. 

they must first be 

compared. 

^ to correct errors; to revise. 

$£ M M Bit 1 have compared 

them and found no error. 

^ ^ an 
difference (in size) bet ween each 
of them. 

1$ ia fjr w a $ i » 
^ if it is really as you say, 

that makes a difference of one 
half. 

^ [||J to examine; to verify. 

m 
1303 

*5 
C. | ,, | KCLU 

F. kieu, v. kau 
W. koa 
N. cioa 
P. 
M. 
Y. chioa 
Sz. chiau 
K. kio 
J. ko, kid 
A. giau 

Rising Upper 

chiau 

though offended 
against, entering into no alter 
cation. er" 

Inf to carry the cangue 

foot-swordsmen. 

Read hsiao\ A building I 

for a school. An enclosure! 
for horses. 

^ a Government school; an| 

academy; education. See 4839.1 

£ ^ tli the word hsiao\ 
means to teach. 

£ Jp't a petty official employedl 

at the city gate to check entries ! 
a master controller; Governor! 
of a Protectorate under the Han | 
dynasty, etc. 

£ A a fish-pond keeper; a! 

steward. 

Ira ^ sergeant of the van¬ 

guard division. 

5 $£ sergeant of the Palace | 

Guards. 

Crafty; clever. 

It or it °r it 
cunning; crafty. 

Hi a sharper; a smart fellow, j 
i£ a crafty trick. 

it it +§t ten or a dozen! 

kinds of performing boys. 

Hi H like the cunning I 

hare with three holes to its! 
burrow,—said of crafty people,! 
but meaning that in the end| 
they get caught. 

it tb a fraudulent villain. 

it to Prevaricate; shifty, as I 

one trying to get out of hisI 
responsibilities. 

B M wicked; bad; brutal. 

^ perverse; quarrelsome. 

^ ^ a black Peking dog. 

it fabricated; pretended, 

it craft and violence. 

it Hj or ^ tricky; fraud- 

ulent. 

^ or «t« to prevaricate. 

£ ^ to conspire to; crafty 

designs. 
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i 
13°3 

13°4 

R. 

H. kau, kuau 
F. kail, v. ka 

See^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

R. 

H 

*T 

m 
J kdu 

F. kicu 
W. koa 

A. kieu 

Rising Upper 

Irregular. 

Apr a 
32 

i3°6 

fl 
r5 

Generally used 

for 

to prevail on by one’ 

representations. 

fraudulent delay; evasion 

to evade punishment by 

false statements. 

X |rpj l°U(i; extravagant; 

outre, of dress, etc. 

'|pj[ stubborn; perverse. 

Two pieces of wood, orig 

inally of stone, shaped like 
kidneys, with one side 

convex and the other flat. 

They are called ^ or 

and are pitched up 

in the air by suppliants at 

temples in front of the altar 
of the god to whom their 
prayers are addressed. I 

both convex sides turn up, 

the answer is indiffer¬ 

ently good; if both flat 

sides turn up, it is 

negative and bad; but if 

one convex and one flat, the 

answer is ^ or Jjf 

absolutely affirmative, and 
the prayer will be granted. 

h to consult the oracle, as 

above. 

The bright white moon. 

Effulgent; splendid. Pure; 
immaculate. 

Generally 

SinkingUpper. 

the 

^ 0 bright daylight. 

bright moonlight filled the gay 
hall. 

pure and unsullied. 

SSHsfls the white rocks 

stand glistening. 

the moon comes 

forth in her brightness. 

A bamboo rope. 

^ a kind of pan-pipes. 
a-a- 
'5S 5k coarse bamboo matting, 

lined with leaves and used for 
roofing. 

n 
1307 

R. 

Sec 

Rising Upper, 

1308 

R. 

R. 

1309 
2A 

See 

Even Upper. 

; to wrap; to 

Un 

F. kau^ v. ka 

See 

Even Upper. 

To bind 

twist. To strangle, 
ceremonious. 

jjjH t0 twist ropes. 

^ b'nd a tighter 

m w. a 7 b°und ;t 
firmly. 

cloth twisted rounc 

the head,—a turban. 

fijg to spin thread. 

j|Jj| a rope of three strands, 

fig? ^ upset,-of the stomach 

^ the windlass used to hoist 

boats up the sluices in the Granc 
Canal; the stake at which cri 
rninals are strangled. 

9 to condemn to strangu¬ 

lation. 

the punishment of strangu¬ 

lation. See 307 

to sentence to strangu¬ 

lation. 

death by strangling, 

Iliat0 hanSi death by hanging. 

jf[ blunt; brusque. 

mmxw to show up the 

faults of others. 

Another name for 1218, 
a kind of aquatic grass, the 
stalks of which are called 

Hi |eP at Canton, ^ at 

Shanghai, and ^ at Pe¬ 

king. Dried grass; fodder. 

* a kind of water-cress. 

i ^ f t s ^ the 
people pasture their cattle there. 

US 75%% to collect forage 

for camp animals. 

wmn the township in which 

Whampoa stands. 

Kajang,—leaves of palm- 

trees used by the Malays for 
paper and thatching houses. 

A scaly dragon. 

nip the ant-dragon,—sup¬ 

posed to be gradually produced 
in the earth by myriads of ants. 

^ j§, a rising dragon 

and a soaring phoenix,—a great 
scholar. 

13m 

R.i 

Sinking and 
Entering 

Upper, 

1309 

w 
1310 

AXr 

R-m 

A. kau 

Rising Upper. 

K n& H 4* #1 how 
is a dragon a thing to be kept 
in a pond?—figuratively used of 
scope for men of talent. 

—* *$3 7* Pff there cannot 
be two dragons in one pool 
See 4699. 

Leathern trousers. 

water-tight leathern leg¬ 

gings, worn by fishermen anc 
others who have to stand a long 
time in the water. 

To compare. To test. 

k\d ^ or ^ § to compare,— 

to see which is the bigger, etc 

to compare,—to see that 

they agree. Used for 1302. 

comparatively heavier. 

A/* comparative¬ 

ly more and comparatively less, 
—than previously, than usual, 

and 

etc. 

- #• 

nearly a dollar and a half more, 
than, etc. 

^ more in accord 

ance with what is right or 
fitting,—than some other plan. 

Jp. sooner; earlier. 

^ to tally; to agree. 

^ Hll t0 bave knowledge about; 

to compare. 

ifi to see who is the best 

man. 

^ '2^1 to adjust to a standard; 

to equalise. 

weights that have 

been verified, or adjusted ac¬ 
cording to standard. 

compared with. 

generally; on the average. 

trials of archery. 

^ bright; correct. 

I perplexing; troublesome. 

|l to equivocate. 

g to see who can drink the 

most. 
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3*T 
1312 

# 

I See ^ 

Even Upper. 

Read chios*. The state 
carriage of a nobleman. 

ch'unx2 3® /f< there he 'R) "“<5 

is in his chariot with its two| 
high sides. 

W aste land. The unin¬ 

habited suburb of a city; 

country, as opposed to 

town. Borders; frontiers. 

Suburban altars; sacrifices. 

the country,—as opposed 
to town. 

the country outside the 

walls of a city. 

3B # - the country; in the 

wilds, beyond the pale of civil¬ 
isation. 

r3x4 

C. Jcdu 
H .cko 
F. 'hieit 
W. 'cide 
N. cioa 
P. ) 

m lit 76 to cut out paper 
flowers. 

%£ M to cut out clothes. 

Read chiao*. A slender 

knife, called ^ yj with 

which barbers cut the hairs 

in the ear and nose. 

1317 
N. tsiau 

M. j chiau 
Y. chioa 
Sz. chiau 
K. ch'o 
J. sho 
A. tieu 

Even Upper. 

I -ft 5$ suburbs under cultivation. 

to go to that 

M j '■chiau 

Y. 'chioa 
Sz. 'chiau 
K. 1 
J. [ not used 
A. I 

Colloquial 
Irregular. 

f_JL.1 

Even Upper. 

A-J-1 

m 
1313 

|R- 
j F. v. Jui 

I See ^ 

I Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

i m m sp 
happy land,—where good govern¬ 
ment prevails. 

» =¥■ if 5|S ^ battle-array on 
the borders of Shang. 

Iff "fp 5^5 IlL offered 

two bulls as victims in the suburbs 

2P it # he neglects the 

sacrifices to Heaven and Earth. 

§ M is. & from the border 

altars I have gone to the an¬ 
cestral temple. 

a temple for sacrifices to 

Heaven and to ancestors. 

to sacrifice to Heaven, 

as the Emperor does. 

5PiE the State sacrifices and 
I worship. 

515 it Z If fjr jy Jjt ± 
the ceremonial of the sacri-| Even Upper. 

fice to Heaven and Earth is 
worship of God 

®5P the plain on the west ofj 

a city; the execution ground. 

the ten guilds of as¬ 

sociations at Amoy, under which 
all the import and export trades 
are distributed. 

Pivots on which a Chi¬ 

nese door turns. A hinge. I W 

To shear; to cut. 

vjjJ* the pin of a hinge. 

H the bolt of a Chinese lock.lp*? 
I H. tsiau 

-mi' M a pair of shears. I'chieu 
yJ I W. tsioe 

or I 

A meat dumpling. 

* o'- i 

flS or -Jr- a boiled 

dumpling made of dough and 
containing meat. 

m -y- 

I See ^ 

A large shark. 

Jiff a fabulous fish of immense! 

size; a leviathan. 

istsp the mango fish (Poly-1 

nemus xanthonemus). 

A a mermaid. She is said! 

to be able to spin beneath the] 
water, and to shed pearls forf 
tears. 1 

A long-legged bird, the 

§ W§ or %% > described 

as having a mallard’s body, 

long legs, and a reddish 

feathery crest. Its colour 

is dun yellow; it makes its 

nest in the hollows of high 

trees; and its young hold 

on to its wings with their 

beaks and are carried down 

to feed on fish. 
1318 

R. 

or BE 5v|j a cormorant. I See 

Scorched; burnt; singed. 

Anxious; harassed. Name 

of a feudal State. See 1323.! 

^ ^ to burn in roasting. 

blackened; burnt black. 

>TkT 
Even Upper. 

®§ ^ T sunburnt. 

jffc coke. 

a kind of fried cake I 

tbe coating or crust of ricel 
left in the pot after boiling. 

H torched head and I 
smashed forehead,—exnosed ♦ 
great dangers. AlM„?t0 j ° 

Junes received by certain peon?. 
Who aided in putting out a fir! 
at a friend’s house. "e 

M %fc dry as a scab,—at the | 
last extremity. 

^ ^ a lute,—alluding to the] 

story of one made from a charred 
log of the. wu-t'ung tree, which 
an enthusiast rescued from the 
names for that purpose 

MM the sixth moon,-—from its | 
great heat. 

parched; hot, as a bilious] 

stomach; anxious; worried. 

$1 $ ^ when they con¬ 

fidently occupied Chiao and| 
Huo. 1 

^ j§| fire-dried dates. 

M 4E anxiety. 

jlf bright yellow; sallow;] 
auburn. 

M PLf or ft jk sad at heart ;| 

melancholy. 

Aj) ^ or ^ ijtfj vexed; harass¬ 

ed. 

^ f?f HL a burnt tongue,- 
lisp. 

MW a thunder-clap. 

M Ul Silver I., near Chinkiang.l 

M Itor @fc M crisp- 

To understand quickly 

and clearly. Clever. 

mzzmm-%AZ 
those who think them¬ 

selves cunning will be fooled by 
others. 

mmm a race of pygmies, 

three feet in height. 

Read chiao3. 

fl f! hurriedly. 
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pft* 

1318a 

R. 

ft 

See N 
Sinking 

Lower and 
Even Upper. 

ftl» 

13r9 

See$l 
Even Upper. 

1320 

See & M 
iW I Ki 

Even Upper 
& Lower. 

flfT 
»v* 

1321 

R. vulgar. 
C. ztsiu 
W. isioe 
N. c/sioa 
P. Schkiau 
M. schkiau, 

yhiau 
Y. chhioa 
A. stiau 

Even 
Irregular. 

To munch. 

MfS not a muncher («>. 

soul) left,—as after a massacre, 

Read chiao\ Shrill. 

Read ch'itix. To twitter 

To burn moxa; to cau 
terise; to scorch; to char 

to cauterise thrice 

heart-burn, 

to char wood. 

Thin ; shrivelled ; lean. 

SA cadaverous; emaciated. 

I'jm 
1322 

See'fe 
/W 

Even Upper. 

m 
J323 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

Rocks which wash at 

low tide. Rocks generally; 

stones in a river. 

| ^ a rock. 

to run on a rock. It 

urn LX. t0 ground; to run on a 

rock 

Raw fibres of the nettle- 

hemp (Bcehmeria) not yet 

rotted. 

i undressed hemp. 

The parts of the body 

between the heart and the 

groin, consisting of imagin¬ 
ary organs and passages, 

supposed to play an impor¬ 
tant part in the operations 

of digestion and secretion. 

HJ1 three divisions of the 

body between the heart and 
the groin; the peritoneum, the 
pleura, and the pericardium. 

Read chiao4,. Want of 
flesh. Out of season, as 
food. 

Ilf24 
See 'ffe 

Even Upper. 

4/m 
*3*5 

R. 

See 4k 
>■»»» 

Sinking 
Upper. 

The plantain or banana. 

Fuel; straw. See 8520. 

ijpt the plantain {Musa sapieti- 

tum). 

# Mor A >jpSt the banana 

{Musa paradisiaca). 

^ or "jS/ ^ plantains or 

bananas. 

^tt green-skinned plan¬ 

tains. 

M M M the triangular plan¬ 

tain. 

g the phoenix-tail plan¬ 

tain {Cycas revoluta or Cycas 
circinalis),—a sort of palm. 

the palm tree, 

palm-leaf fans, 

t linen made from plantain /A* 
fibre. 

M ^ Canna Indica. 

M M Jt ft t0 write 
on green plantain leaves,—as 
was done by a student of old 
for want of better material. 

H to sow a plantain 

tree and study,—in reference to 
the last entry, and in general 
allusion to self-taught men. 

IWfuel- 

iZMM he covered it with 

brushwood or undergrowth 

To sacrifice and pour 

out libations to the dead. 

A thanksgiving service. 

Religious rites. Completed; 

finished. 

i or or tr si °r ft 
!jj|l to celebrate the festival 

of All-Souls. 

Si t0 re'many,—as a widow. 

| a wedding-feast. 

*r jJcMBS the annual festival 

to the God of Fire. 

T£8t thanksgiving service 

after the disappearance of an 
epidemic. 

Si Jtji summoned 

a Taoist priest to present a me¬ 
morial (of his wrongs to God). 

f|j£ Si to arrange prayers for the 

sick. 

r32S 

livSv 
1326 

See 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

It 

1327 

R. 

See 
/ITT 

Even Upper. 

^328 

See^ 
Even Upper. 

1329 

C. hiu 
H. piau 
F. picu, yeu 
W. yi'oe, 'cioe 
N. yoa 
P. Cchiau 
M. psiau 
Y. cchioa 
K. kio 
'. kio 
A. ckieu 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

I7C 
1330 

C. piu 
H. hiau 
F. pieu,Lngieu 
W. A, hside 
N. cioa 
P. chiau, hsiau 
M. chiau, hsiau 
K. kio, v. yo 
. kid 

A. kieu 

Even Upper. 

stnmz her parents offered 

up prayers,—for her recovery. 

inflamed in heart 

—as with a desire of gain. 

Si water dried up. 

A soldier’s brass kettle, 

holding about a peck. 

iy a pan for cooking. 

A shrivelled-up face. 

wrinkled and worn-out,- 

with care and age. 

A small bird like the 

wren. 

jg the tailor-bird {Ortko- 

tomus). 

By mere chance. Used 

for 1364. See 12,228. 

4* A fr fl& J£l ft the 

mean man acts recklessly, trusting 
to his luck. 

J| to try to evade payment 

Read yao*. A race of 

pygmies. See 1318. False; 

deceitful. 

To sprinkle; to moisten; 

to water; see 10,128. Bad; 

perfidious. 

to water flowers. 

mm to water. 

^ y)} the merit of water- n 
ing,—a garden. 

]^§ to make candles by dipping 

wicks in tallow. 

)Jll M, bad customs, or bad 

reputation, of a place. 

21 
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ciiiao 

wt 
1331 

lRl# 

I SinkingUpper, 

Ip:4 
Wt*T 
!332 

Sinking 
Lower. 

1 

x M33 
I See Ri|- 

Even Upper. 

1334 
-dtrfr 

I See Hij- 

Even Upper. 

/JH weak; spoilt; demoralised. 

ungrateful> treacherous. 

ill t0 moisten one’s guts,— | 

with wine. 

Read had*. An eddy. 

Uneven, as a path. Un¬ 

easy in mind. 

K * v ft sft n* 
I also went stumbling over the 
rough path. 

S' 
1334 

The ridge or highest part 

of a mountain. A moun-I 

tain path. 

I III! a lofty mountain in Shan-1 

tung, one of the five where the I 
genii dwell. 

ij: |l|,t seaboard regions. 

[Illl Fuhkien. 

A low-minded man I 

flushed with success. A 

braggart. Self-indulgent. | 

Kind; compassionate. 

Beautiful; graceful. 

Delicate. Dear; petted. 

^ ^ elegant; graceful. 

/tfaj or handsome; 

pretty. 

graceful; attractive. 

(also = fragile) orffi ^ 

fascinating; bewitching. 

^ g gay; bright; pretty. 

call out the handsome 

woman,—a name given to the 
instrument by which the hawker 
of women’s finery makes his 
approach known. 

ft! -| . 
m m. dainty; delicate; high-born 

bashful; modest. 

IlK delicate; tender, 

to spoil. 

H HE endearing. 

Ii@i@ beautiful in every way. 

jj| effeminate and lazy. 

% 

for which 
much used 

K. kio 
A. ~Heu 
RistDg & Sink¬ 

ing Lower. 

m) 
1336 

St*- 

R-fe 

See f|3j- 

Rising Upper. 

>^t lovely. 

^ ^ ^ 'ijfc yfi ||j \ alas!I 

the beautiful eyes are only painted 
and cannot see you,—of a por¬ 
trait. 

ql§ ill good-looking boys. 

a beautiful wife; my dear 

wife. 

^ to bring up delicately; to 

spoil, as a child. * 

i# (“it% to 
bring up children delicately is 
to make them unfilial. AW? 8655. 

1 a spoilt child is 

never filial. 

a wedding-dress. 

^ a term of respect used to 

a daughter’s husband, 

ijf tfaj the yellow beauty,—wine, 

which in China is almost invari¬ 
ably of this colour. 

^ querulous; peevish. 

H Bl? a kind, winning tone. Also, 

shrill-voiced. 

ft? 2 if I could get A-chiao, 

I would keep her in a golden 

house,—said by Wu Ti 

of the Han dynasty, when a child, 
in reference to the little girl who 
afterwards became one of his| 
consorts. 

To lift up the hand. To 
grasp. Firm; unyielding.! 

To twist; to bend. Used I 
with 1340. 

$£ MlJ of unbendingJ 

straightness. 

2f ti B rfii 7 T 
his tongue was stiff and would | 
not move,—to speak. 

To roll up; to tie up. 

M to tie i,p- 

f have the laces of your 

shields well secured. 

(ft 

1338 
AVr 

See 

Rising Upper 

See ffij. 

Rising Upper. 

m 
1340 

\Rm 
P. chiau, v. 

Schiau 

See PMJ- 

Rising Upper 

To raise one horn higherl 
than the other. 

M K 0 . M S % glaredl 

with its eyes and cocked its horns 
—as a bull. ’■ 

To tattle. 

§§ sK. fP to tell of the faults) 
of others; to sneak. 

To feign; to dissemble. 

To force; to oppose.) 

Martial; strong; hard. 

To raise. To regulate.] 

Straight. See 12,496. 

See (Ji|- 

Rising Upper 

A species 

wriggle. 

3k writhing, 

of ant. To 

-as of a snake. 

Sir B # J(fL to feign I 

orders and not hand up the I 
petition. 

t&BVkZ put her to death 

by a forged edict. 

in opposition to the feel¬ 

ings.—of the people. Also, ca l 
pricious; arbitrary; wilfully ec-| 
centric. 

Sir to make a pretence to,— 

know anything or anybody. 

mm±3k falsely assumingl 

the sanction of God. 

j/iP t0 force; to compel; un¬ 

reasonable ; exorbitant. 

to insist on one’s way. 

H 
Tzu’s doctrines were but wilful | 
opposition to prevailingdoctrines. 

^ 3^ {f t0 play haid and| 

soft (i.e. fast and loose) accord¬ 
ing as interest dictates. 

to strain after virtue; over-1 

scrupulousness. 

vigorous; brave. 

M M Jut l£ his martial-looking] 

tiger leaders. 

to lift up the head. 

with no external rules of| 

conduct, I am able to perfect myj 
inner (and natural) integrity. 

Si IE to put right. 



CHIAO [ i63 ] 

/.!(*! 

134° 

W 
1341 

C. kiu 
H. kkiau 
F. kieu 
W. djioe 
N. djioa 

P. 
M. 
Y. chioa 
Sz. chiau 
K. Ho 
].Ho,giS 
A. kieu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

chiau 

0 & H Wi the pnsoner 
thinks of (longs for) milder res 
traint, /.if. for liberty. 

ft ® to bend the 
crooked and make it straight. 

A sedan-chair, borne in 

China upon the shoulders 

The Emperor has 16 

bearers; a prince of the 

blood 8 ; the high provincia 

authorities 8,—though ex 

cept on State occasions 

or when travelling, they 

never use more than 4 

All other officials down to 

a Prefect, 4, including a 

Dist. Magistrate if actually 

in office. The chairs of al 

officials down to and in¬ 

clusive of the ^ IjJ {see 

10,250) are green; below 

this, blue, with slight vari¬ 

ations of detail. Foreign 

Consuls in China are en¬ 

titled to use green chairs 

See 574. 

$11 a sedan-chair. 

— Iff or — M or — ^ 

(or ) [J|| one sedan-chair. 

the lining of a chair. 

lj|£ IP or lit the chair-poles. 

^ TM the knob at the top of a I'M TJ 

chair. 

^ [j|] the curtain of the chair. 

ijj|| tbe sbort P°le> used when 

there are four bearers, to prop 
up the chair while they change 
shoulders, wait at a door, etc. 

mx or j||| chair-bearers; 

chair-coolies. 

mm to carry a chair. 

ft!L H ^ fit T ^ W he 
came in a chair. 

sfcfi an open chair,—used by 

military officials. 

gg fj^| an open chair, as used by 

the Examiners for M. A. degree 
when entering the Exam. hall. 

Iio a chair-screen. 

4 

-m 
1341 

mx 
1342 

R. 

See Rij- 

Even Upper. 

'|fg 1'ia tbe sPace under the seat 

of a travelling chair, in which 
things can be put. 

® the chair hall,—the first 

large hall in the range of a 
Chinese house. 

ft lit O m a bridal chair 

—always red and heavily gilt. 

a bamboo chair. tt fit 
jjj ^ a light mountain chair 

Wft SQ a mule litter. 

At s. or A an 

eight-bearer chair. 

to 

Atd VD fit >{?§ to burn a sedan-chair 

and a horse, both of paper, for 
the use in the next world of a 
person just deceased. 

n in °r & $§ °r n $t 
tip up one end of a chair while 
on the ground, so that a person 
may step over the poles. 

he quietly alighted from his chair. 

A restive horse. Proud; 

arrogant; boastful. 

or 

tiuMtJ 

x If43 

See Rd|- 

Even Upper. 

H If 0r i#or 
P)' ^ pec arrogant; proud; 

haughty; boastful; presumptuous. 

Kit A did ** 
treat people haughtily because of 
his wealth and rank. 

if ¥ ft pride, extrava 

gance, lewdness, and idleness. 

•If overbearing; regardless of 

any one or their advice. 

lift blustering; noisily arrog¬ 

ant. 

jj|j| purse-proud. 

|p| iH?" aggressively rude, or vio¬ 

lent. 

ft tfl to treat Mth contempt. 

A name for all forms of 

the genus Culter, a fish 

peculiar to China. 

Hi44 
See Raj. 

Even Upper. 

fr**j 
1345 

1346 

R # 
F. keu, kau. 

v. ka 
N. v. koa 

See 4^ 

Even Upper. 

A species of long-tailec 

pheasant. 

tS tS tbe <<ciucb’’ °f this phca 
sant, from which its name is said 
to be derived. 

pjj| the long-tailed or Tartar 

pheasant. 

See 3245. 

Glue; gum. Sticky; to 

adhere to. Obstinate. See 

4276. 

4- HP cow’s §lue- 
^ HP fish-glue; isinglass. 

^ 0^ )j|| clarified glue. 

ffij HP d°ur and lime mixed 

for joiner’s work. 

HP t0 make glue,—by boiling 

with hot water. 

|H> melted glue. 

HP ^ to glue. 

fjp. stuck fast,—e.g. ice-bound. 

fiftltt p, — 

[|^ not uttering a word, as though 

his lips were glued up. 

JP [§| the power of cohesion 

jjp. }Jj| banded together,—as as 

sociates in some plot. 

ttt ^ love which adheres 

like glue. 

when I see the superior man, 
his virtuous reputation attaches 
me to him. 

s-n the vessel, fastened with 

glue instead of nails, by means 

of which the people of 

Ch‘u compassed the death of 

flflS 3E Chao Wang of the 

Chou dynasty. 

mx jjp. bandoline for the hair. 

Hfli\W a medicine made of 

tortoise-shell, deer’s-horns, and 
tiger’s-bones, boiled together. 

mm a medicinal glue, named 

from JKPJJK Tung-o Hsien 

in Shantung, where there is a 

HP ^ glue well, from the water 

of which a tonic is made by 



1346 

t 
1347 

R-# 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

1348 

R# 
See ^ 

Even Upper. 

ar 
1349 

R.X.1] 

. £5, £»<> 
A. 

Rising Upper, 

«r 
1350 

see^ 
Even Upper. 

boiling an ass’s skin in it for 
seven days. Used for dysmenor- 
rhcea. 

j||> ilP Hfl! *9^ wbat utter 
confusion and turmoil! 

Jjp. ^ the complications which 

arise from disputes of any kind 
Used with 1348. 

WM @ IISI< 1 
*-1* gl»c and varnish bind 

fast, but not so fast as the love 

of Lei I for 

Ch'en Chung of the Han dynasty. 
The former having gained an 
honour wished to give it up in 
favour of his friend, and on this 
being refused, he feigned mad¬ 
ness, with the best result to both. 

sticking together 

like glue and varnish,—of in¬ 
timate friends. 

^ trying to play the 

cithern with the stops glued fast, 
—pig-headed. 

mm a Department in the south¬ 

west of Shantung. 

Name of a river. Ex 

tensive. 

mmrnw a barren waste 

of waters. 

Indistinct; confused. 

in a state of con- III'T* 'i 
fusion,—as badly-kept accounts, 
etc. See 1346. 

tj? jjjp -p* the nave of a wheel. 

A small boiler or kettle. 

To stir up; to mix. 

jsii'31 stir up the 
sugar. 

I*b^7 it is evenly mixed. 

Spice-plants of various 

dnds. Peppery. 

the pepper tree. 

#1 Iffi or #2 # or #1 
ground pepper. 

or red pepper; 

cayenne pepper. 

135° 

13 Si 

R-ft# 
H. ckau 

See^^ 

Even Lower. 

1352 

C. kau 
H. kau 
F. kati\ kef, 

kieu 

black pepper for the 

table. 

the pepper-tree of China 

(Zanthoxylon piperitum, L.). 

Jll Hn pepper from Ssiich'uan. 

pepper room, — private 

apartments of the Empress, so 
called because (1) an Empress 
of the Han had the walls of 
her palace smeared with pepper 
in order to generate warmth, 
or (2) because she always had a 
supply of pepper flowers about 
her, hoping to be fruitful, like 
them. 

* fir® ft 
the clusters of a pepper plant, 
large and luxuriant, would fill a 
pint. 

16811 give me a stalk 

of the pepper plant. 

4T ttf K * like pepper is 
their smell. 

a name for the 12 th moon 

Jft ?£ Z to present 

pepper-flowers (congratulations) 
at the New Year. “Pepper wine” 

^ yj§j was also offered on these 

occasions. 

Ifi#! the peak of a hill. 

$J Zanthoxylum alatum, 

Roxb. 

if ^ #1 Zanthoxylum setosum, 

Hemsl. 

A medicinal plant, thef! 

ft. found in Shansi. It is 

one of the Acanthacece; it 
has leaves like the lettuce, 

which grow in a tuft from 

the top of the short stem. 

The root is used in rheum¬ 
atism and jaundice. 

Read ch>iu%. A wild; a 

moor. Lair of a wild beast. 

ftsff a wilderness. 

ftW the burrows of some 

animals described as wild hogs. 

To teach. Doctrines; 
sects; schools. To cause; 

to make. Used with 

1376. See 687. 

SEt or or 

to teach; to instruct. 

1352 
W. koa 
N. cioa^ koa 
P. 

M. chiau 
Sz. 1 

Y. chioa 
K. kio 

J. kid 
A. giau 

Sinking 
Upper. 

npj Wt Please instruct me, ie 

explain to me, or give me your 

opinion on,—what follows. 

^ TF W ^ do not 
withhold your instructions 

H ^ to receive a person’s in- 

structions,—a polite way of 
saying “hear their opinion.” 

Korii)li I have not 
yet been instructed,—as to what 
your name may be. A polite 
phrase used by a person who 
has just told his own name 

8 it M iffi # M1 
have had experience of his tem 
per,—and don’t like it. 

unmannerly; ill-bred. 

ft 4/fr -H ft it »!>*• m. 
structions have you for me, Sir? 

H M M you would not 
regard me as your teacher. 

to give instruction; to 

teach. See 13,215. 

to admonish. 

X ^ t0 §^ve orders. 

X official Director of 

Studies, attached to a District. 

^ ^ Director of Studies, at 

tached to a Prefecture. 

or general name 

for the officials described in the 
last two entries. 

V the officers of public in 

struction, as above, and the 

assistant Magistrates. 

# A** 3c £ >§t0 brins 
up without teaching, is the 
father’s fault. 

bring up a boy without teaching 
is like bringing up an ass 

ill j^l ~^r y°u gru(^Se 
money, do not have your sons 
taught. [Ironical.] 

± # A T ft ffi # ,be 
best men are good without being 
taught. 

^ to drill troops. 

— the Three Doctrines,— 

or Confucian 

ism, It Taoism, and jjfy 

^ or jjspf Buddhism. Also 

the three chief factors in govern 
ment, as employed by the Hsia 

to 
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i352 

Yin, and Chou dynasties: to wit, 

;£>and &• 

^ H % Itfixed the pre- 
cedence of the Three Doctrines, 
—of Yii-wen Yung, 3rd Emp. 
of N. Chou dynasty. 

Hit an 5*. SSI?*# 
7‘74 n ^ although 

the Three Doctrines are different, 
yet they are one as regards filial 
piety and fraternal love. 

3l. the f*ve lessons °f duty 

in connection with the Five 
Relationships of the human race. 
See 7464. 

"tj the seven obligations,— 

same as the Five Relationships 
(see 7464), plus those between 

fyj elders and juniors, -glj 

host and guest. 

BP Confucianism; see 1845. 

Zfc i t^ie -^oman Catholic 
Church or religion. 

-ffcl!or ft Cl (authorised 

by Imp. Edict, 1899) the head 
of the Roman Catholic Church 
is called the Emperor of the 
Teaching,—i.e. the Pope. 

# — 4' ^ — ft ± I 
in each province there is a 
(Catholic) bishop. 

— + — # £ it ± <°< 
22 years a master-teacher of 
literature. 

^ i t0 t^ie Cord Goc 
of the pure religion,—inscription 
in synagogue at K‘ai-feng Fu. 

BP the Catholic Church, 

—a term in use among R.C. 
converts. 

mmm the Protestant Church 

mm or Chinese con 

verts to Christianity. [The latter 
term is used by Protestants, the 
former by Catholics.] 

mm the ordinary people and 

converts. 

Jj* it $ W (and 
thus) the people and converts 
to Christianity will be able to 
live together in peace. 

to receive the doctrine,— 

to become a convert. 

aaiK 
§ ft the Chinese people are 

w 
1352 

readily amenable to argument, 
but do not readily accept a 
doctrine. 

or m± a teacher; a 

Protestant missionary. See 3736. 

a Christian church or 

chapel. 

to spread the doctrine; to 

preach; to teach. 

every one confining 

himself to his own business, and 
consequently not engaged in 
teaching others. 

AiHJ£fe to be baptised 

into the (Catholic) faith. 

£t{ to excommunicate; to 

renounce the faith. 

it-ft to reform; to influence 

for good by teaching; to civilise. 

ifb a tutor in a family. 

& disciples; adherents. 

-p n # ft = + z: ofl. 
See 9484. 

to make mischief; to egg 

on people to quarrel. 

to supply spiritual and 

bodily food. 

mm XL2. /JK tK 3C 
this dose of medicine will make 
you well. 

do not let him live here. 

Read chiao1. 

to teach archery, 

to instruct with authority, 

r to bring up; to educate. 

^ to teach a language. 

=y your advice, etc. 

or (tu2) to teach; 

to act as private tutor, 

a school-house. 

1353 

m 
F. kau, v. ipui 
W. koa, ka 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

igy method of instruction. 

jjjll to teach the books, of 

Confucianism; to be a school¬ 
master. 

^ |^J a teacher. 

it ± & m m ft s when 
the rich man loses his money 
he forthwith takes to teaching 

ft 
1354 

4' 

1355 

R. 

See ^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

!t| 

I356 

1357 

m 
1358 

R. 

See 

r359 

R. 

See 'ffe Al i 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Lea.ven; yeast, 

yeast cakes. 

to rise, as dough; to 

ferment. 

Sf: or ilf: -y* °r ^ 
barm; yeast. [ expresses the 

idea of fermentation; €1 of 

propagation.] 

jgj gj|L “grains,” or the mash 

which remains over from distil¬ 
lation. 

See 2215. 

To seize by the horns. 

To stab. 

|H to stab; to bayonet. 

^ _}|jj to seize by the horns and 

feet. 

Sinking & 
Entering 
Upper. 

See 2218. 

See 2219. 

To close the eyes in 

sleep. Used for ^ 2216. 

[§£ |j|| to sleep. 

uf j.1 a shell, the sight of which 

will cause a miscarriage. Also 
said to be taken as a powder in 
order to procure abortion. 

To drain a goblet. 

at# until the elders had 

drained their goblets, the youn 
ger ones did not venture to 
drink. 

he dressed fresh viands for their 
entertainment, lighted the fire 
and bade them drink deep. 

ft T18 m. & K Jz & 
any one who does not drain 
his cup to be made to drink 
brimming goblet,—as a forfeit, 
See 8556. 
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*•* 
IC. tsiu 

I H. tsiau 
I F. S-chau 

W. ltsoa 
IN. Js'-oa 
|p. 
IM 
IY. chioa 
I Sz. chiau 
Ik. ck-o 
| J. sho 
I A. tieu- 

| Rising Upper 

Irregular. 

CHia.o 

chiau 

R. 

1361 
/S*A* ~~-t 

tfk # 
J C. /siu 
I H. i.ts'-au 
IW. Szoa 
IN. ps'-au 

|m. ( chiau 
I Y. chioa 
I Sz. chiau 
Ij. sho 
I A. sail 

Rising and 

Even Upper 
& Lower 
Irregular. 

12* 

To attack; to destroy. 

To plagiarise. [To be distin¬ 

guished from the next.] 

*H JPJ to Pursue; to chase,—as| 

a flying enemy. 

um to attack and conquer. 

JPJ |H or llj M t0 destroy | 
rebels. 

MlJ fflt t0 deal with,—as a rebel-1 

lion. 

or BJ M t0 extermi-J 
nate. 

®J ffl If S to make a clean I 

sweep of. 

do not plagiarise. 

not to plagia-l 

rise from those who have gone! 
before. 

To trouble; to annoy. | 

Nimble. [To be distin¬ 

guished from the last.] 

$ JsJ to harass or oppress 

the people. 

W) to weary. 

W W) M ^ unless you | 
are active you cannot do it. 

|2» 

j C. hoi 

IH. kiok 
IF. kiok^ v. fa 
IW. cia 
IN. ciah 
| P. cchiau, 

Schito 
I M. chiio 
I Y. chiak 
I Sz. chiio 
I K. kak 

I J. kaku, kiaku 
I A. kok 

Entering 
Upper. 

dhe foot; the leg. The 

bottom or base, as opposed! 

to J||[ 11,441. Also read 

ckio2-4*. See 2260, 1480J 

10,567, 12,883. 

|1 dp the sole of the foot. 

P Aj> the hollow of the foot. 

P ® or ^fl ^ the instep. 

JSMR. the ankles. 

or Jjlp the calf of the | 

leg. 

mm foot-stool. 

jjl a foot-warmer. 

Ip 8$ °r Jjlp |rfj footsteps;| 

traces. 

IP ^ or J$P J) a coolie; aj 

porter. 

his influence is great;] 

the carriage is heavy. 

m or Jjlp ff| porterage;| 

coolie-hire. 

d? J$P how much is the | 

freight ? 

Mm a journey on foot. 

% fH Tf #P f# we are | 

priests travelling on foot. 

the point of the foot, 

—the part of the foot from the | 
ball forwards. 

MP^ to stand on tiptoe. 

Jjlp ^ the heel. 

IIP to knock the ankles in | 

walking. 

If Jjlp t0 set foot °m 

$ppfo footfalls. 

w-y conveyances (either pack- 

mules or carts); coolies who[ 
carry burdens; a small boat. 

tfc-ipy- the extra animal I 

in addition to those in the shafts | 

WT the present moment. 

m W T up till now. 

Jjlp l}!. treadles or wheels worked | 

by the feet. 

a donkey for riding. 

J]|p ankle-squeezers. 

Jjlp §|? irons for the feet. 

Jjlp a military register, giving! 

names, description, rank, etc, ofl 
officers and men; the role of an I 
actor (read chueh); profession;! 
occupation; standing; quality. 

Tjf M ]$p a very good | 

sort, — of fellow, or of goods. 
See 2215. 

JjjjJ Jpl inferior goods. 

Jjlp common small joss-stick, j 

the pace or paces,— I 

of a horse. 

how many brothers have you 
younger than yourself? 

JUPor if ii. J$p to stop,—1 
as in flight, or in walking. 

Jjlp to detain a person. 

UM to slip; to trip; to make| 

a faux pas, as a woman. 

JlM 'If JJlP following one’s nose. 

1362 
up,—dead. 

k k k 

his toes turned! 

jlp barefooted. 

IP extravagant ■ 
wasteful. 

m to perform tricks; to| 
act cunningly. 

1 # ^ m [in which case] it| 

will be difficult to do the trick I 
i.e. put one’s cunning into prac’ 
tice. r 1 

itTk-m clever; skilful. 

in the use of hands and feet ■ 
handy. ’ 

^mmn careful and atten-| 

live,—as a good servant to his| 
master’s interests. 

to clasp Buddha’s foot,) 

i.e. pray to the gods. 

Ht ^P t0 draw a devil’s feet, 

—false; baseless; without found-1 
ation. 

# M ift a chiropedist. 

Jjlp hawkers; pedlars. 

to bind up the feet to look 

like women’s, as done byactors| 
who play female parts. 

M IP a hanger-on; a parasite. 

Hi Hi ^ J$P t0 let the horse’sl 

hoof (cloven foot) be seen. 

^ Rill M toi mm or 
undermine a person, so as to| 
bring about his fall. 

WIP the point where a distant! 

cloud is seen falling to earth as 
rain. 

fripjs to be well backed up, 

—as by rich or powerful friends. 

^ ^f|j Jpj] to give a person 

no time. 

jti tl M l^j Jjl-P f]rst carefully 

lay the foundation of the walls, 
—prepare your plans well. 

fn fit B M arranee care‘ 
fully the ropes of the sail,—so 
as to catch hold of the right one 
when wanted. 

fli m the foot of a hill. 

Same as 1362. [The 

middle part is not ka 

a valley but chio* the 

roof of the mouth.] 
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Ji) 
1364 

R. 

Seelt 
Even and 

Rising Upper. 

i36S 
..-ft. 

R-tf 

See Ri|« 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To do; to act. Intent 

on. 

1366 

R. 

See U^|- 

A. him 

Rising Upper. 

ft# luckily; by mere chance. 

Used for the success of taking 
one’s degree. See 1329, 1367. 

To wail. To call after. 

To neigh; hence used as a 

numerative of horses. 

nn to sob and cry. 

Jj|i don’t bawl out in reply, 

a deep tone, 

to call out. 

Jf-T "1 (or ||£ mouths?) 

two thousand neighs (= head) 
of horses. 

t % $ m ® the wailing cry 

of gibbons by night. 

Bandages used by por¬ 

ters and chair-coolies to 

strengthen the legs. 

1367 

4 To 

assume. 

go around. 

R'II 

used as -|sg 

See fjij. 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

To 

Stakes in a 

stream. A narrow road. 

Frontiers; a boundary. 

W ^ ^ t0 g° 011 a round 
for suppressing brigandage. 

£■ 3t 
this country (Japan) has a cir¬ 
cumference of 12,000 li. 

* the frontier. 

beyond the frontier, 

mysterious; occult. 

fpJx Wistaria chinensis, D.C. 

Millettia reticulata, 

Benth. 

Read chiao1. To desire. 

To pray for blessings. To 

pry into. Lucky. Used 

with 1329 and 1364. To 

follow; to imitate. 

Wc ins to obtain blessing. 

AAL.4 

1367 

1368 

R. IlF 

See |ji|- 

Even Upper. 

3 

1369 

H. kau 

See 

Rising Upper. 

/F 
I37° 

R 

See flij- 

Rising Upper, 

S wuk M H (= ^ 
^ I hate those who take pry¬ 

ing to be wisdom. 

15* sent out spks. 

luckily; by mere chance. 

Read yao1. To stop the 

way; to intercept. 

Lucky; prosperous. 

d'Wr '|^ sincerely; honestly. 

Read chi4*. Hasty ; 

quick-tempered. 

White; brilliant; dazzling. 

m m twinkling bright,—like 

stars. 

!8 T-* fir. # H B 
if you say that I am not sincere, 
by the bright sun I swear that I 
am. See 5668. 

To wind around; to bind. 

To hand over; to surrender. 

to wind thread. 

V: to hand up to a superior. 

^ to hand into court, as 

documents; to pay into court 
as money. 

Hj[pj to hand back. 

/ji ttm 

m Js to pay back; to return. 

H£ 0^ to deliver up stolen pro¬ 

perty. 

7G t0 compkte payment of, 

or transfer of. 

'fa to deposit. 

tfHA !*■ (-Q pay ;nto tjie Treasury. 

1370 

i37r 

1372 

Bn sif js H4 ffi ffi. im f§- 
•j^j |§£ let him be fined double 

the amount due. 

to hand in for cancelment. 

^ to hand in one’s paper,— 

at an examination. 

to wrangle and 

browbeat one another. 

Hi tU to pay up- 

Hi t0 pay—taxes, etc. 

to forward. 

R.< 

See Bi|- 

Rising Upper. 

1373 

1374 

Read cho1*. A string tied 

to an arrow so as to 

recover it after shooting. 

,s. m 3 a ffi m z. 
wishes to bend his bow, adjust 
the string to the arrow, and 
shoot it. 

Read hd)~*. Binding on 

the hem of a garment. 

See 3965. 

A metal handle or ear 

of a vessel. To cut with 

shears. 

cut L two. 

H to cut out silk. 

1375 

R.X-Tj 

C. kau 
H. kau 
F. kieu, v. ka 
W. koa,\. cku, 

ko} 

N. cioa, koa 
P. chiau 
M. chiau, kau 
Y. chioa, koa 
Sz. chiau, kau 
K. kio 
J. ko, kid 
A. giau 

Rising Upper, 

to deliver up; to hand over. 

Paid in- 

H£ Lf to give in a petition. 

Hit covedng for the feet of 

small-footed women. 

H£ to pay a price for. 

'M to submit for examination. 

See 2216. 

Same as 2216. 

To stir up; to mix; to 

excite. To interrupt. 

US!: l wind and snow at the 

same time. 

mm to give trouble; to make 

a disturbance; to put to incon¬ 
venience. 

tic ftL to excke a disturbance; 

to stir up a row. 

S ‘/M t0 excke confusion. 

or |to disturb; to 

rouse. 

tr to disturb; to incommode. 

trUfft I have put you to 

inconvenience,—a polite phrase 
used by a departing visitor. 
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a 
r 375 

Pif‘ 
1376 

\R-m 
IC. kill 
I H. kiau 
IF. 
IW. cioe 
IN. cioa^ koa 
Ip. 1 
IM. j chiau 
JSz. ) 
IY. chioa 
Ik. kio 

Ij. kid 
1 A. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

tic aI- ^ to be argumenta-| 

tive; to dispute. 

0 ^ day and night | 

alike, always in mischief. 

to make mischief; to stir | 

up bad feeling. 

u£ an ev^ star>—a bad cha¬ 

racter. 

[lU to mix evenly. 

if to mix in wine. 

f 4a* to stir up the water! 

in a water-jar. 

!*n to mix; to stir together. 

To call out. The cries I 

of certain animals and 

birds; see 1388. Instru¬ 

mental-, by. To cause; to 

let; used with 1352. See I 

2660. 

»4ffi * call him; summon him. 

call the cook. 

IS fill A <4 If H 
man who prepares food is called | 
the cook. 

he comes when he 

is called. 

or to call out. 

<4«s4SJS what is he calling 

out about? 

B4*!® to bawl out. 

JjjJj to cry “Thieves!” 

«4&ffr to cry “Help!” 

*4% P "i to shout oneself 

hoarse. 

"4 « Jt or Bi(. # g jg 

*4 4S 1$ ^ what is “ 
called? what is his, her, or its 
name ? 

<*4ffc to call out for alms. 

n4ftT a beggar. 

or I 

PJf 
1377 

Pf 
13 79 

R it 
C. ckau 
F. zkieu, pin 
P. 

»4rff ft to call out the market I ^ c!ltau 

price. IY. chioa 

-.A* ,, , . . _|j. kiii. ku 
t0 Ca t“e sPint>—as °f IA.giau 

a dying child, in the hope ofl Rising and 

preventing death. This is done) Even Upper, 

at the door of the house, or ini 
procession, often with one of the I 
child’s garments in the hand as I 
a refuge for the disembodied] 
spirit. 

"4# to stop by calling out to. 

strictly speaking. 

to awaken any one. 

"4 0 S to cry “Bravo!”; to 

applaud. 

°4 M #jr to cry “Not 

good!”; to hiss. 

-4^ B^not on speaking terms. 

4c sS "4 »4 or ic vf /j> 
the noise of loud talking. 

fT ^ &41 can guaran¬ 
tee he will come. 

SU»4T±* I can’t call 

to mind. 

*411 ek I were blown about 

by the wind. 

"4 Ss 4r T — @ gw a 

beating from me. 

"4 4: I* f# "SS T i‘ ™ 
eaten by the cook. 

w n 14 a ft the bright 

moon causes people to go out, 

S ff4 A M M if tru’y 
causing one to forget all one’s 
worldly troubles. 

Tft»4* unwilling to let 

him go. 

B4SIT Rhamnus parvifolius, 
Bge. 

Same as 1376. 

1381 

\ p j kau 

W. V-oa? 
N. koa 
P. chiau 
M. kau 
Y. cnioa 
Sz. chiau 
K. kio 
J. ko, kid 
A. iauj 

Sinking 

Upper. 

1382 

1383 

Same as 1376. 

A colic with gripes. 

Asiatic cholera, 

gripes; colic. 

A cellar or pit for storing 

things. A vault. A hoi 

in the ground. 

7|s ^ an ice-house or ice-pit. 

when an ice-house I 

is burnt down,—it is clearly 

is the will of God. 

W* to store ice. 

a cellar. 

‘sm to store in a cellar. 

put the cabbage I 

into the pit,—to preserve it. 

H* '/I ^ salt pans,—where salt 

is made by evaporation. 

pour on water and! 

make a hole. 

^ 4^ a house 
like a brick-kiln. 

W profound; deep, as in the 

heart. 

Same as 1381. 

Same as 1305. 

Same as 1300. 

A kind of vegetable mar¬ 

row, known as jlfij&jft.- ^ 

is long-shaped, and striped 

green and white lengthwise. 

1386 To scorch the shell of a 

tortoise for divination. 

Same as 1351. 

Even Upper. 
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1387 

C. ts'okQ 
H. tsiok 
F. chkiok, v. 

chiah 

W. d/aA 
N. ts'-iah 
p. "ch'-iau, 

ch'-ud 

M. rAha 
Y. ch'-iak 
Sz. chhuo 
K.chak 
J. shaku 

A. tok 

Entering 
Upper. 

Small birds in general; 

especially the sparrow. 

small birds. 

t m 

a bird-cage. 

or %. or 

ijH the house-sparrow. 

though the sparrow is small, it 
has liver and gall all complete,— 
attend to detail even in small 
things. 

J^jj, J the shrike (Lanius 

sc hack). 

gH who can say 
the sparrow has no horn?—as 
would be inferred from seeing 
the hole it can make. 

quarrelling; litigation. 

Tim the peacock. 

H and ill Jffl two kinds 

of larks. 

ip ^ the munia. 

M the canary. 

rice-birds or ortolans, 

the oriole. 

the mantis grabs the 

cicada, not knowing that the 
oriole is behind,—and will grab 
it in turn. 

J|r the bird of paradise. 

mizm the avedavat. 

Hf S the night-heron (Nyctico- 

rax griseus). 

a small gray finch. 

i£ m a »xs m ^ 
can the finch know of the snow 
goose’s intentions?—the flight 
of the latter being so far beyond 
its own narrow sphere. 

M # a kind of cap, of a bird¬ 

like shape. 

the chrysalis of the jj{|^ 

caterpillar. 

bird silver,—Mexican 

dollars, from the eagle on the 
obverse. 

the kite (Milvus govinda). 

1387 

rttft 3* 

1388 

C. ts'-dka 
H. siak 
F. cd-iok, chhioh 
W. c'-iah 
N. ts'-iah 
P. ch'-ud,ch'uo:> 
M. ch'-io 
Y. ch'-iak 
Sz. ch'-io, ch'-iio 
K. chak 
J. saku, shoku 
A. t'-'ok 

Entering 
Upper. 

^ ^ tke Mongolian plover 

(sEgialites mongolis). 

^ the squirrel. Also, liti¬ 

gation; see 10,072. 

a species of surmullet 

(Upeneus biaculeatus). 

the Gardenia radicans. 

^ a kind of fine tea. 

The magpie; see 1878. 

The jay; the jackdaw, and 

other similar birds. 

I^or||t| the bird 

of joy,—the magpie. [Legend 

says that the Emperor Win 

Shun Chih was once saved by 
a magpie perching on his head, 
his enemies in consequence mis¬ 
taking him for the stump of a 
tree.] 

% a| or Ss or 5| the 

magpie. 

!i| h$ tr M (y°u chatter 
like) magpies over a broken egg. 

^ ^|j when magpies chatter 

before the house, ere long a guest 
will come. 

sai m the turned-up ridge¬ 

pole of a Chinese roof. 

'k ^ t| ffc Ifi on the eve¬ 

ning of the 7th moon the magpies 

make a bridge,—to unite 4-115 
the Cow-herd ((3 y Aquilce) with 

it the Spinning Damsel 

(a Lyra), separated by the Milky 
Way. 

the nest is the magpie’s, the dove 
dwells in it. 

j 11 Jal the Asiatic blue magpie 

(Cyanopolius cyaneus, Pall.). 

Uf the hedge-hog is 

disgraced by the magpie,—turn¬ 
ing over on its back and allowing 
the latter to kill it. 

crows and magpies. 

/ISJft H the long-tailed blue jay of I 

Formosa( Urocissa ceerulea). Also 
the Paradise flycatcher (Tchitrea 
Incei, Gould). 

m 
1388 

J* 

1389 

C. hau 
H. k'-au 
F. k'-ieu, v. kiaJ 
W. khoa 
N. c'-ioa, khoa, 

v. k'-o 
P. ch'-iau 
M. k-au 
Y. ch'-ioa, k'oa 
Sz. ch'-iau, k'-au 
K. ko, kio 
J. ko, kid 
A. hsau 

Even Upper. 

famous physician, sur- 

named mentioned in the 

Historical Record. 

A club ; a baton. To 

pound ; to beat; to knock; 

to tap. [To be distinguished 

from 1336.] See 12,185. 

St fck M ic to break ice to get 

water. 

to knock at a door. 

to beat; to hammer at. 

fttrtr repeated rapping, 

—at a door. 

to drum. 

^ to beat time and 

chant the liturgies to Buddha. 

M. to strike the wooden 

fish,—as is done at intervals 
during the night in all Buddhist 
temples. See 13,510. 

to smash to pieces. 

$0 Mstrike him dead- 

to knock off,—as with 

a hammer. 

to beat the watchman’s 

rattle. 

]sj5[ to thump the back; to 

shampoo. 

H to koat the gong,—a mili¬ 

tary signal to stop. 

M, wind and rain beat 

upon the window. 

to beat time to music. 

to beat a tattoo on the 

table when thinking how to go 
on in making verses. See 1031. 

# m m ® a I** 
baton of the washerman has 
beaten away the moon in the 
narrow street,—very late at night. 
[The batons go on so long that 
at last the moon passes above 
the narrow street—which it must 
do to light it at all—and begin¬ 
ning to sink in the west finally 
withdraws its light and leaves 
the street in darkness.] 

H *,1*#& = 

Q |!^ if you drum on a boat 

you will have three days’ delay. 
if you drum on a rice-bowl you 
will hunger for three days. 

22 
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m 
135° 

|R#5& 
IC. Jiau 
IF. hieu 
■ W. k'-od 

IN. cclioa 
IP. Cchiiau 
IY. Snoa 
IK. kio 
IJ. kd^ kio 
I A. Jisau 

| Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

chiao 

Stony, gravelly soil. I 1394 

Ht poor soil. .See 

land is either fer-| Even Upper 

tile or poor. * 

Same as 1390. 

R. 

I See 

See 
tm 

Even Lower. 

The long tail-feathers| Eve^ower. 
which turn up. To raise; 

to elevate; to stimulate 

a father head-dress. 

if to raise the head. 

C& t0 cock the tail,—as a bird 

does. 

si to crane the neck 

and stand on tiptoe. 

M flf jT ^ elevated or stim¬ 

ulated his thoughts. 

lEtJ f|g stilts.Oftenwritten^ J^] 

high legs. 

|F?J JIH ^ the stilt festival,— 

which lasts for three days in 
the 3rd moon. 

f* spring bursting forth. 

A excelling all other 

men. 

a# or it2 ait to look for 

anxiously. 

i_A Z M i?i5 m B Z 
fe to call attention to the faults 

of others so as to conceal one’s 
own defects,—to compound for 
sins one feels inclined to by 
damning those one has no mind to. 

ItS its $3 iPr many are the 

bundles of firewood. 

m my house is in a 

perilous condition, 

jiff ||H a medicinal plant. 

Same as 1401. 

High; elevated. Turned 

up at the ends. 

3 ^ M. M ^ $ both | R 

ends of the bow curl up. 

■^5 Mto tipped it up by stepping 

on one side of it. 

HH t~] a fish with a curved 

snout; a kind of dace. 

Ttt fflt t0 turn UP the queue 

—to die. 

See ^ 

Even Lower, 

w 1396: 

^ High ; stately ; proud. 

Crooked. Idle; dissipated, 

See 1398. 

a lofty tree; a term 

used for “paternal authority.” 

in the south rise the trees without] 
branches, beneath which one 
cannot rest. 

imf a tall fir. Also, ellipt. fori 

Wang Ch'iao and Ch‘ih Sung 
Tzu (see Biog. Diet.). 

m ft ^ ||| longevity like that | 

°f Wang Ch'iao and 

Ch'ih Sung. 

m all ^ congratulations on 

going into a stately (i.e. new) 
house. 

If rft proud and rude. 

I ft z St the appellations] 

chHao and tzti,—father and son. | 
See 1398. 

ff arrogance. 

W ^ your father and his 

family. 

a hook on a spear. 

"7* i® ^ ^ he was not rightl 

to change his dress,—from a I 
man’s to a woman’s. 

^fjf ^ ft, pretty airs and | 

graces; elegant bearing. 

Sf# m Gautama,—Buddha. 

v rf98 
F. kieu, kio 

See 
lr ij 

Even Lower 

An inn. To sojourn, 

.ofty. 

g m ip & m where one| 

sojourns, there is home. 

8*1? A# this lofty tree I 

blends with the sky. 

name of a giant of old. 

To fly downwards. 

® to soar and sail round and I 
round,—as a kite. 

An arched bridge (J 
7021), fit st made b.c. 1003 I 

To bridge. To warp; to 

curve. Used for 1395’ 

bridge; one bridge. 

if ^ or Wj ?!p] the arches of| 
a bridge. 

orl0R||afive. 
arched bridge. 

mm ft the rails of a bridge.! 

m or ^ ^ the piers or| 

supports of a bridge. 

if jfv the cross-pieces; the beams| 

that span the distance between! 
the -piers. 

m If the bridge has j 
been swept away. 

ft. m or m a footbridge.! 

^ a suspension-bridge; a rope 

across a stream along which a| 
ferry-boat slides backwards and) 
forwards. 

if or $§£ ^ a suspen-| 

sion-bridge. 

a natural bridge; a| 

“devil’s bridge.” 

m °r w # ma draw_ 
bridge. 

^ ftj a bridge of boats. 

feC or the rainbow. 

ii mtirm to break the bridge! 

by which one has crossed,— 
leaving one’s friends in the lurch. 

ftj -fjf£ t0 cross the br^ge 
and remove the plank,—to leave 
in the lurch. 

mmm to cross the iron bridge, | 

—into paradise. See 8121. 

the lintel of a door. 

n ii pfc 9® m 7warped 
{lit. bridged up) by exposure to 
the weather. 

n a % ii® & ms d» 
you want me to walk across a 
hole ?—do you think I am a fool ? 
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rm 
1398 

1399 

C. k'-iu 
H. k'-iau 
F. kieu, kio 
W. djide 
N. djioa 

| ch'-iau 
M. I 
Y. cli'-ioa 
Sz. ch'-iau 
K. kio 
] ,kio,gio 

Even Lower. 

|nj 

I4OO 

See 

Even Lower. 

1401 

C. hiu 
F. k'-ieu 
N. d-ioa 
P. 1 
M. J ch'-iau 
Sz. J 

Y. eh'-ioa 
K. kio 
J. kid 

A. ikieu, p'-ieu 

Even Upper. 

Ulff on tbe bills there 

is the lofty pine. 

#j ;fc i#ftfiH't1'#*'® 
ffi# the pine is lofty and 

looks up, the tzu tree is lowly 
and looks down,— emblematical 
of father and son. See 1395. 

warped; bulged. 

(chiao4) the appearance 

of being strong. 

Buckwheat, 

ijjii 7^ buckwheat. 

buckwheat flour. 

>n o' "5^ coarse buckwheat 

meal. 

Fagopyrum tataricum 

Gaertn. 

m m # Fagopyrum escule?i 

turn, Moench. 

its? 3C Polygonum nepalensis, 

Meiss. 

Active; strong. 

IK 4@ r>v tS Eg or its? nimble; active 

)£|| with a quick, firm step. 

To raise the feet, as when 
squatting on a couch. See 

1393, 4070, 2697 tslais. 

Jilt )|iP to stand on tiptoe or on 

one leg; an unstable condition; 
the stroke to the right in writing, 

as in and 

[J|] that chleng which is 

written with one foot lifted, viz 

)&■ 

tb to stand on tiptoe 

(the tiptoe of expectation) and 
wait. 

% ^ S&l y°u have 
played me false. 

If® to play into one another’s 

hands. 

floating; unsettled. 

§ ]l*i§ full of pride; strong; mar¬ 

tial. 

^ without secure foundation; 

unstable; curious; bizarre. See 
4070. 

|Pj 

1401 

IkI 

1402 

J 
1403 

R. W 

See 

Even Lower. 

Hi’ 
im 
1404 

R. pf 

See 

Even Lower. 

14)0 

1405 
R. 

chhiau 

C. ts'-iu 
H. tsiau 
F. '.chiu^ Zchieu 
W. zoa 
N. zioa2- 

P. 1 
M. 
Y. eh'-ioa 
Sz. ch'-iau 
K. chko 

. so, zd 
A. tieu 

Even Lower. 

1406 

|4H> 

1407 

See ID) 

Even Lower. 

evil thoughts are foreknown to 
the gods. 

t0 stand on 
tiptoe. 

jstjfejia* to rest, stand 

or sit with one leg or foot raised 
from the ground. 

Read chiao%. A straw 

sandal. 

}jjp| to wear straw sandals. 

H with big strides. 

Same as 1429. 

To cut or bite in two 

To mow or reap. 

mik to cut grain, 

in a to harvest crops. 

Mountainous. 

|l|| |I|S= ranges of mountains rising 

one over another. 

Grieving ; depressed ; 

melancholy. 

IB 1$ 1ft /!• & suffering 

under a tyrannical government. 

Same as 1405. 

Fuel. To gather firewood. 

A look-out. Woodcraft;^ 

1783- 

or ft* a wood-cutter, 

an old wood-cutter. 

1407 

or to 

)> 

1408 

R. 

H. psiau 
F. yh'-ieu 

See jit 

Even Lower, 

P»»» 

1409 

K»iii 
W. yhioe 

See jfl 

used also 

m 
Even & Sink¬ 

ing Lower 
& Upper. 

or 

gather fuel. 

^ it ft # il is forbidden to 
cut firewood here,—near a grave 

a mountain path,—such 

as made by wood-cutters. 

(£ -pj the name of one of 

Chang Chih-ho’s two 

servants. 

To glance at; to look at; 

to see. 

—* take a look. 

MT'M I cannot see it. 

Bf M 7 1 saw il- 
M BliS looking about in 

all directions. 

I* * 7 or Bi S T ■» 
have seen through; to have 
detected. 

lift ^ to pay visits. 

{Jill to look up to; to fancy. 

m * ± » m % not 

to think much of; to despise. 

|JJ|| to have a look and see 

nothing. 

i/ffi Tj* women exorcists. 

^ Bt taste -and see,—if you 

like it. 

Bit —110 fH~ to engage an 

assistant. 

0ft 0#,o see •10 cal1 °n- 
tt f* m it ffir # 4- 
a gallows’-bird you are! 

to receive patients. 

i/tt viaj t0 examine an illness; to 

diagnose; to consult a doctor. 

To blame; to scold. To 

ridicule. A drum-tower, 

njured; worn. 

Hjm Ft to blame; to scold. 

It PI a look-out place over a 

city gate. 

iil fS B tT — gfc had al¬ 

ready struck the second watch 
at the drum-tower. 

ii$ turrets mounted on wheels 

and used by archers, like the 
turres mentioned by C.esar and 
Livy. 
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H|»t 

1409 

^5 
1410 

iR.r^ 

I See THj 

I Rising Upper. 

fmmm my wings are all 

injured. 

&M eL an name of AfJ jnl 

Anhui. 1 

Air striving to free itself. 

Also read k'ao*. 

15 
1411 

R. 18 

C. hdu 
H. k'-au 
F. ckii(u, v 

kHeu* 
W. Vo 

N. cHoa, v. Voii 
P. 

Clever; skilful; cunning; 

artful. The nick of time. 

See 1060. 

cViau , • | 
|M. ) 

IY. cVioa 
|Sz. ch'-iati 
IK. kio 

|J. kid 
I A. hsau 

I Rising Upper, 

is 

ftP clever; admirable; skilful 

ingenious. 

*5E or a skilled work 

man. 

a capital plan. 

a capital way of doing 

anything. 

ingenious mechanism; an 

ingenious machine. 

&*5 ingenious; complex. 

*5 da a clever young lady. 

r5 * # #i * UK a 

clever woman is often mated 
with a stupid spouse. 

too clever by half. 

iczs&n great skill is as 

clumsiness,—extremes meet. 

r5 # #8 Z lx cunning 

the slave of stupidity. 

x9 it M rfi) f $ % & 
as being too artificial, and 

wanting in spirit,—of an over 
elaborated composition. 

what dimples, as 

she artfully smiled! 

*5 %.zm white teeth seen 

through artful smiles. 

*5 mm** what skill in the 

swift movements of his feet! 

X9 W fa '/fit artful speech flow¬ 

ing like a stream. 

^ W & 6» 0 £ fine 
words and a captivating coun¬ 
tenance are seldom associated 
with true virtue. 

tf ^ fa li! jl£ cunning 

words are not as good as true 
principles. 

15 
1411 

3 *5 u artful words, like 

organ-tongues. 

XV good at repartee; witty. 

specious; assumed; tricky, 

X9 >0 ^e seventh moon,—said 

to be so called because women 

then 'g %Tj pray for skill at 

needlework. 

*5 0 the seventh of the seventh 

moon,—as above. 

vs? the membrum virile. 

FT ^ or XTj or fg. XJj or 

7|| ^ when as luck would 

have it. 

a capital opportunity. 

| the clever housewife- 

hird, the tailor-bird. *Sf£ 1412. 

T*/ to evade. 

*9 to meet by chance. 

vjM innuendoes, 

fq- specious words, 

ingenious. 

£5 y luckily; perhaps; possi- 

bly > it 7Hdy be that...... j very 
likely. 

*5 ® (of men) very ingeni 

ous; (of events) very luckily. 

7 the very thing! 

15® ornamented. 

(M.Phan 
misreading the 

C. tsiu for 
C. /sin has 

made A. tienf) 

Rising Upper. 

. A kind of turban, an. 
ciently worn by women as 

mourning. To hem. 

r4i5 

Rit 
C. Js'-au, ctsHu 
W. 'ts'-iu 
N. £ts'-ioa 
P. cch'-iati 
Y. ccViu 
K. ch'-o 
J. sho 
A. tieu 

Rising & Even 
Irregular. 

1416 

s£ 

See Iffe 
Rising Upper 

To blush ; to colour Up. 
[To be distinguished from 

m 2498.] 

ft# & he coloured up. 

MW&Wt the wilderness is 
desolate and dreary. 

To change the colour of 
:>y smoke. 

mm smoked black. 

•XMW- the fire has blackened I 
it. 

14x7 

The tailor-bird (Sylvia 

\sutoria). 
cViau 

I i disabled. 

1413 WMT'i= palsied; paralysed. 

RiiS | 

£•«#?* Read cA'iu1. To stare at. 
r .cc/riu,Qchieu\ 

N’ ^only ^ ^ t0 Pay no atten-j 
colloquial tion to. 

seeir6- # t0 pretend to dis- 
, tlA regard any one. 
!J. sid 1 

SinkingUpper. 

j C. tsHu 
H. ts'-iau 
F. cVieu 
W. ts'ide 
N. ts'-iau 
P. 
M. . 
Y. cVioa 
Sz. ch'-iati 
K. ch'-o 

|j. sho 
A. t'-au 

Even Upper. 

1418 

F. £cVieu, sicu 
W. sot? 
N. ts'-iau 

P. j QcViau, 
M. I chhiat? 
Y. chHot? 

& ^0 ^ ^ cured by the 

smoke,—as a ham. 

Mitt? to smoke out mos-| 

quitoes. 

A shovel; a spade. To] 
dig out. 

ffll a spade. 

il: Vt t0 4ig the ground. 

— a shovelful of mud. 

^ to dig a fish-pond. 

A W) ^ a crowbar. 

^ to dig out. 

$&)) spade and hoe. 

Like ; similar. Hand¬ 

some; beautiful. 

life-like,—as a picture, 01 

statue. 

fit very nice; very 

elegant, etc. 

fit k or ft xt pretty; win' 
some; smart. 
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#r 
1418 

Sz. ch'-iau 

K. ch'-o 
. slid 

A. 
Sinking 
Upper. 

1419 

1420 

R. 

ch'-iau 

C. ts'iu 
H. ts'-iau 
F. sieu 
W. is1 tie 
N. ts'-ioa 
P. 
M. 
Y. ch'-ioa 
Sz. ch'-iau 
K. chti 
J. sho 
A. lieu 

SinkingUpper 

& iS witty language. 

a beautiful woman. 

'K or M or fS f 
beautiful. 

of handsome appea¬ 

rance. 

a handsome face. 

jl t0 ma^e a display of one’s 

beauty. 

ffl fpj refi"ed- 
a delicate, mincing gait. 

costly goods; (in Peking) 

a good bargain. 

See 9747- 

Steep cliffs. Strict. Vig¬ 

orous. 

MJS a sheer precipice. 

^ A 11$ It a man 
stern and impatient of trifling. 

ll$ H 3 vigorous in 

style, like the T‘an Kung,— 
a section of the Book of Rites 
named after a sage of old. 

a biting wind. 

R. 

W. ts'-ioe 
(practically 

always Upper) 

See ^ 

SinkingUpper. 

PB 
1421 

It1 
1422 

R.-fc 

F. ch'iu 

W.cts'-ioe, v. 
tsHec1 

See lllft 

Rising Upper, 

Same as 1420. 

To be full of grief and 

care. Silent 5 still. 

§ Aa' tj1} rny anxious heart 

is full of trouble. 

» & tt ^ how anxious is 

my toiled heart! 

p|p tt quiet j retired. 

It ^ not a sound 
to be heard; in a whisper. 

^ ^ =3 in a whisper. 

PI 
i423 

To blame; to scold. To 

ridicule. 

;3& to scold. 

1424 

R. 

C. ts'-iic' 
H. csiau 
F. sieu 
W. side‘s v. 

hsia 

N. Qsioa 
P. ch'-iau 
M. hsiate> 
Y. hsioa 
K. sio^ v. cli-io 

. sho 
A. tieif csau 

Sinking & 
Even Upper. 

R. 

1425 

See 

Entering & 
SinkingUpper, 

1426 

R. 1 

C. k'-iu 
H. k'-iau 
F. k'-ieu 
W. chide 
N. c'-ioa 
P. ch'-iau, ch'-iie 
M. ch'-iau 
Y. ch'-ioa 
Sz. ch'-iau 
K. kio 
J. kid 
A. k'-ieu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

it & A to mortify or humi¬ 

liate anyone. 

A t0 abuse PeoPle 
behind their backs. 

H to hold up to ridicule; to 

satirize. 

A sheath; a scabbard. 

i|j ^ the scabbard of a 

sword. 

7JHJ T the blade has left 

the scabbard. 

or £|pl wooden cases 

for conveying treasure, made of 
hollowed-out wood. 

Read shaol. The end 

of a whiplash. 

P,^ he cracks his sounding 

whip. 

To whip, as a horse. To 

screen. To lay hold of. 

An opening ; a hole; 

the finger-hole of a flute. 

Mind; intelligence. 

B HI —‘ 1$C every day made 

one hole. 

JL §C the mne passages of the 

body. 

'ta §C tbe seven holes,—(1) 

which are supposed to exist in 
the human heart as channels 
of intelligence; or (2) the eyes 
nostrils, ears, and mouth. 

AH4C -tSMSS 
^ every man has seven 

apertures, for seeing, hearing, 
eating, and breathing. 

— not one of his 

seven channels unobstructed, 
stupid; unintelligent. 

to 8. the heart’s channels,—the 

intelligence. 

R n g * 

1426 

R 

1427 

Ht 
See j|£ 

to) 
Even Lower 
and Upper. 

& 

to get hold of the idea; to begin 
to grasp or understand. 

understand?—as the trick of 
anything which one has been 

explaining. 

_ . or ^ WL 
not to get hold of the way or 
trick of doing anything. 

S c^ever> smart; able. 

of the same mind. 

■g all the holes,—the pores 

of the skin. 

HI medicines which clear 

the passages,—including sudori- 

fics, etc. 

Hi the earth 

finds its passages in mountain 

streams. 

3l Sc ^ five holes uP>—of 
a man with a receding forehead, 
prognathous chin, etc. 

chung4 |i£ very far 

from hitting the mark. 

The thorny mallow. The 

hollyhock. Used for 1399 

1428 

C. kiuf v. ckiu 
H. k'-iau1- 
F. "hieu^ kicu’- 
W. S-djide 
N. djioa 
P. ch'-iau 
M.cch'-iau, 

ch'-iau0 
Y. ch'-ioa 
Sz. ch'-iau 
J. kio 
A. fieu, k'-ieu 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

[j£ I look on you as 

the flower of the thorny mallow, 
—so handsome are you. 

g 3|k |pj] jjj the hollyhock and 

the sunflower turn to the sun. 

To prise open. To force 

up by leverage. 

||{^ to prise open; to force open. 

_ fi PI ft « * I 
I can’t force open this door. 

fll 1ft ^ ^force out 
the nail. 

I cannot move it. 

ffi a crowbar. 

^Jj to make a hole,—as with 

a spike. 

ft 7 brobe b prismg* 

to break up. 

R. 

1429 

See! C. 
m 

A. ngieu 

Even Upper. 

7SL 

A small wooden sledge 

used to cross mud. 

Read chHvf. A skid. 



*7 4 

143° 

Sinking and 
Entering 

Lower 
& Upper. 

A turn-up nose. 

H $£ shoes with turned-up | 

points. 

Same as 1417. 

lit* 
1432 

I See 

Even Upper. 

x433 

R. 

I See *|*^ 

IJ.sho 

| K.jieu 

Even Upper 

Used with 1414. 

1435 

r-j§ m, 
C. tse 
H. tsia 

F. chie, chia 
W. 

Hemp turning black withfN‘ 
damp. 

! tsi 

chie 
IP. 
IM. 
lY. ckiei 

■7* moles, or black spots I iT chje 

on the face. 
K. cho, cha 
J. sha 
A. ti, t'- 'o 

Rising Upper 

x434 

|R ^ 
J C. kai 
IH. kai 
IF. kae 
IW. ka 

IN. cie, ka 

I P. chie, kai 
I M. kai 
IY. kae 
I Sz. kai 
IK. ka 
I J. kai, ke 

I A. hyai, nya, 
giai 

Even Upper. 

A street. 

ror- 

“go 

__ ^ _ pj a street, 

Put>lic streets. 

HI fif to go out,—for a walk, or 

on business. 

±ffi to go to market; to 

into town.” 

m± or xn the street. 

IE in the ^reet,-|R.^ 

ordinary; commonplace. IF. kai 

ppj] the gates or barriers which I see 

divide up the streets of a Chinese I k. ke 
town, and serve as a protection | A. giai 

Even Upper. 

x436 

*437 

ft iH j§ passed through the | 

streets,—as a procession. 

^ M Wi street gossip. 

lit fij the pulse of the femoral | 

artery in women. 

the stars n and 

x v in Taurus; the Milky Way.I 

^ tfl W. 7k the 

Milky Way looks by night as cold I 
as water. f 

W IE the headman of a street, | 

elected by the residents. 

fir a street door. 

An elder sister. A term I 

of respect for a young lady. 

Proud. 

sisters, elder and younger. 

iflia an elder sister; also, sister, 

as a form of address; women; 
ladies. 

iHfl your elder sister. 

my elder sister. 

or an elder sister’s] 

husband. 

4 young lady; Miss. 

1ST (or so *a a sister; mother] 

(Manchu a/a). 

frp ^ (ts‘ul) to rely on] 

the alfection (e.g. of one’s sove¬ 
reign) and give way to pride. 

x437 

See 2975. 

against thieves or rioters. 

ft Vi neighbourhood; neigh 

bours. 

mm® a near neighbour. 

watchmen. 

Sft to patrol the streets,—as 

the watch does. 

TEftSPS: flower streets and 

willow lanes,—brothels. 

x438 

JR-^ 
IC. ckai 
j H. S/tai 

All; every,—either of|F-c*«* 
J IW ka 

men or things which have|N.'chv 

been previously mentioned. 1^ 

all men knowlSz. skat, Jtai 

that... IK ke: he 

£ ^ W X X M none oflA.%- 
our soldiers is his equal. I Even Upper 

old and young all 

there. 

& Lower. 

NI —• fl y°u andi 
I are both the same,—in nation¬ 
ality, interests, feelings, etc. 

A ^ if -k $k Ha11 thei 
party rejoiced greatly. 

I % £ if $1 none of| 
the gentlemen are ill. 

mmz ft %SLibfa\ 
all within the Four “ 

brothers, to the superior J, 
ft # it its all he does is “ , 

the same style. 

'k i W EE every | 

inch of ground is the Emperor’s. 

/£Hr ‘ same; all] 
alike. 

Ttiii 
swelling and surging (i.e. in dis . 
order), such is the whole empire. | 

1 ^ both of them .... 

j5 m are all.... 

|gj simply because.... 

f must all, or always. 

' .all of them. 

pf either will do; any one I 

will do. 

1 sen m seal and title both 

received. 

lHIOl Z see 6oi5- 

jvjc all those who were impli¬ 

cated Weng-ju let off without 
punishment. 

i4B t-L| he sent 3000 convicts 

to cut down all the trees on Mt. 
Hsiang. 

To accompany. Tol 

take with one. Together.] 

Jointly. 

mn to accompany. 

fab ff I will go along] 

with you. 

morning and night I 

they must be together. 

W ffi It grown old to¬ 

gether,—as an old couple. 

agreeing together] 

like fishes and water. 

purity and ir 

purity cannot co-exist. 

B7L fS they drink wine,| 

all equally reverent. 

* Jt it 
the viands are excellent, both 

from the land and sea. 

|#fab±T an officer, strong] 

and vigorous. 

im-1 



1439 

R ^ 

F. kai 

A .gi‘,giai 
Even Upper. 

-m1 

m 
1440 

R # 

h'. I hai . 
F. te‘, v. *»> 
W. £0 _ 
N. cie, v. 
P. r/«V 
M. chie, kai 
Y. chiae, kae 
Sz. kai 
K. ke, kie 
J. kai 
A. giai 

Even Upper. 

it 
*441 

M42 

[ 175 ] 

Music; melody; melod¬ 

ious sounds. w 
1443 

iij? Hi? P^ P^1 tbe birds sing R 
sweetly. F. kai 

^j(j M, ^ P{u the whistling of See 

the north wind. K. ke 
A. giai 

A flight of steps. A 

degree; a rank. See 2638. 

Even Upper. 

tbe individual steps of a w 
flight. 1444 

steps; a flight of steps. r-S£ 

rM ff* t0 mount the See if f £ 
ladder,—of promotion. K. ke 

A. giai 

Even Upper. at the top of the steps; 

high in office. 

^ an official grade. 

to rise in rank. 

^ steps leading up to some 

St1 H)w>j 

1445 

elevated building, as a 

kiosque. 

m m m m ^ 
wanted to get an official post, 

R# 

but had no steps, i.e. no means SeeW 
of so doing, no interest, no in- K. ke 

fluence, etc. A. giai 

cius made holiness the ladder 

Even Upper. 

by which he mounted. 

I*1 
|L the steps of disorder, i.e. 

by which disorder is gradually 1446 

brought about. 
R.')A H 

IW t0 traverse the golden 
1M 

H. hiap 

steps,—of the Imperial palace, 
i.e. to graduate as a Han-lin or 
Imperial Academician. 

W fq \>X |^j to Pass by 

progressive steps through a dis¬ 
course. 

Jp|. ||| ^ the stages of pros¬ 

perity and of decay. 

a Department in Kansuh. 

m 
a woman with a long tongue is 
like a stepping-stone to disorder. 

who is responsible 

for the (present) evils? 

Same as 1440. 

See 1203. 

W .ye 
N .yah 
P. ihsia, ichie 

See 

K. hi dp, kiop 
J. kid 

Entering 
Lower. 

1447 

The rippling sound of 

water. Incessant rain and 

wind. 

ift dc it it the murmuring 

waters of the Huai river. 

The stalks of corn, millet, 

or hemp. Clean. To weave 

into hassocks. Usual ; cus¬ 

tomary. 

bean stalks. 

48 ft lit cotton stalks, used for 

fuel. 

the stalk of a plant. 

The male quail; see 8762. 

I a quail that will not fight. 

Generous; magnanimous; 

heroic; bold. 

magnanimity; courage; 

heroism. 

$ resolute; heroic. 

H ^ a high-principled man, 

endowed with both physical and 
moral courage; a hero. 

a wandering hero; a knight- 

errant, such as ^ or ^ 

of the Han dynasty. [Explained 

as Et H il ft (f A 0 
to have the repu¬ 

tation of a hero. 

$ § a person who does not 

hesitate to right the wrongs of 
others. 

pt* an expert swordsman; a 

swashbuckler. 

See 1133. 

R.: 

1448 

H'/b 
C. 
H. 
F. chak 
W. tsie 
N. tsih 
P. chia, ichie, 

hsid 
M. chia, chlia, 

hsia 
Y. hsiak 
Sz. chia, hsia 
K. hiop, chop 
J. r/zo, /to, £z’5 
A. hiep~, diep- 

Entering 
Upper. 

1449 

2* 

^ 145° 

See 

A. hiep~ 

Entering 
Upper. 

I451 

I452 

2=5 

J453 
eg* 

R. 

C. kai1, kky/0 
H. ket3 
F. kiek3, kie- 
W. c'-ie,, dji,- 

djie- 
N. cih, sih 

See £|| 

K. kol, ke 
J. ketsz,gei 
A. ke 

Entering & 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Water penetrating. Moist; 

damp. A complete circuit. 

#5 i& imbued with; cordial; 

friendly; to conciliate; agreeing. 

MrT&m the sweat ran in 

streams down his back,—from 
fright. 

to extend one’s benefits 

on all sides. 

$ 0 from fp to ,■—ten days 

(see Table Ve). 

from to it ,—twelve 

days {see Table Vd). 

gfe-a a decade of days. 

Same as i486. 

A butterfly, 

a butterfly. 

See 1137. 

See 1138. 

Martial; brave; vehement; 

rushing. 

1It # ii earnest in per¬ 

forming one’s duty to one’s neigh¬ 
bour. 

[H ift not because of the 

speed of the chariot,—am I pained 
at heart. 

Read chi4. A geya or 

versified passage in a sutra, 

repeating or paraphrasing 

what has been said in prose. 

Also, a gathd or hymn, one 

kind of which is limited 

to thirty-two words. An 

enigma. A secret code. 

sushis 
plain the gathas. 

to ex- 
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2=> 

M53 

R. 

1454 

% 
C. he? 
F. PaP, kick, 

Pe? 
W. yiie0, wo3 
N. hsih 
P. chhP^Pai, 

cPo 
M. i‘z>5, ho3 
Y. chieh, 
K. ^a/ 
J. kei, kai, £<-/.fz 
A. 

Very 
Iriegular. 

• 1* 

mi Kitts to chat and ask 

conundrums. 

to know the secret allu¬ 

sion; to take the cue; to under¬ 
stand. 

To rest; to stop. 

mm to lodge at; to sojourn. 

& 'I# # Ufa rest awhile. 

it FT 'b 1# perhaps a little 

rest may be got for them,—the 
heavily-burdened people. 

]jl| who would not 

wish to take shelter ?—under this 
willow 

Read fcai**. To desire; 
to long for. 

ti£ to love life. 

Read hcP*. Mutual fear. 

To lift up; to lift off. 

m To pull apart. To make 
1455 known ; to solve, as a 

R- A ffi riddle. To borrow. Also 

8 
read cfri**. See 7966. 

C. Pyta 
H. ket 

to raise a bamboo blind. 
F. kick See 7129. 
W. die 
N. cieh glj (c/Pi*) in shallow water 
P. Cchie I will pull up,—my skirts. 
M. chie 
Y. chieh m It r|l to lift the red veil, 
Sz. chie 
K. kal, kol 
J. ketsz,gee hi 
A. kiet,yet 

—and see the bride for the first 
time. 

m ^ ^raise u up- 
Entering 

Upper. m to puu up °ne’s 
clothes. 

jfixj to open by lifting off the 

cover, see 3954; to strip off; to 
open, as a book. Also, put it 
down ! drop it! 

m # opened up hiskmg 

coat. 

M 71 m Pi t0 °Pen with a 
knife,—as a fan, the folds of 
which are stuck together. 

H to pull open the mous¬ 

tache,—so as to show the mouth, 

to strip the paper from a 

door which has been officially 
sealed up. Also, to drink, because 
spirit-jars have paper seals pasted 
over them. 

mmzm raising its handle 

in the west,—like the constella¬ 

tion Ladle. See 11,427. 

14 

J455 

• 2* 

1456 

rM 
C. »yt0 
H. kct3, Pet- 
F. kiek, 
W. djie- 
N. cHh3 
P. ichie 
M. ) 
Y. ! chieh 
Sz. ) 

K. kol, hul 
J. ketsz, kechi 
A. yet, kiet 

Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

2=> 

m 
1457 

*-n 
W. ‘ijie% 
N. cih, sih, djih 

See^g 

K. kal, kol 
A. kiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

....-^ to detach one thing 

from another. 

jptj to take back; to remove. 

mmzm when a tree falls 

utterly,—it must first have been 
pulled up. 

-Sr to charge; to prosecute. 

to report for misconduct; 

to impeach. See 1514. 

mn or §fj| to publish the 

list of successful candidates at 
an examination. 

ifii thedate for making 

known the result of an examina 
tion. 

mm to publish abroad. 

m 3* or m t0 Pick out 

defects in others; to find fault. 

a placard,—usually of a 

libellous or seditious character, 
Also, an accusation; a plaint. 

to post proclamations, 

or to borrow 

money. 

a promissory 

note. 

mm borrowed capital. 

® S«« rushes and sedges 

growing rank. 

To go. Martial-looking 

[SI l|i m ^ ^ 1 turn 
chariot back and go. 

m ifii @ « 
soon as my chariot is harnessed, 
I take my leave and return. 

J!£±*ri® martial looked the 

attendant officers. 

a rhinoceros. Sanskrit 

k‘adga. 

A stone; a tablet; a 

pillar; a pinnacle rock. 

stone tablets or pillars, 

of a commemorative character, 
usually bearing inscriptions. 

a stone guide-post. 

m zta kind of granite. 

r| HI ^ m to write one s own 
epitaph. 

I458 

j2* 

M59 

c. #yt0 
H. Pet- 
F. kick-; 

W. djie 
N. djih 
P. ichie 
M. 
Y. chieh 
Sz. 

K. kal, kol 
J. ketsz, gcchi 
A. kiet 

Entering 
Lower. 

tty 
I460 

Seeitg 

A. hiet- 

Entering 
Lower. 

See 4361. 

To exhaust; to put forth 

to the utmost. Exhausted- 
finished; dispirited. See 
2870. 

& 2 at £ * 5- @ 4 
a spring becomes dry: is it not 
because no water rises in it? 

m j) to exhaust one’s full 

strength in doing; to do one’s 
best. 

Am strength exhausted; used 

up. 

£ A5- rn A to use one’s best 

efforts. 

Wc 1 have Put forth 
all my ability. 

mmw & to proceed hur 

riedly. See ^ 3210. 

4B§ft*JI,i have come to see 

you in full sincerity. 

exhausted; finished; with 

full purpose of heart. 

jUl wearied out; worn out. 

—- rfi) ^ by the time the 

third drum beat (for the charge), 
they were tired out. 

mm mm to dry up the pond 

to catch all the fish,— of greec 
for large profits. 

mm with all one’s heart. 

5?|J to the extreme point. 

48* the utmost anxiety. 

To castrate a rant. Deer’s 

skin. 

a gelded ram; a wether. 

mm ancient name of a place 

near ^ Wu-hsiang 

Hsien in Shansi. 

a Scythian word for war¬ 

rior. 

« ® & Mm #«bf 
the deerskin drum to hasten the 
blossoming of the flowers,—as 

was done by the Emp. Ming 

Huang. 

# # # m m “conftss 
one’s sins before Buddha. 

|gga name for “Mahommed- 

anism” in Western China. 
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14^1 

*•£16 
M 

ISee® 
I A. kiet, yet 

Entering 
Upper. 

1462 

,RM 

|See^ 

I A. kiet,yet 

Entering 
Lower. 

1463 

1464 

R. J 
C. te 
H. tea 
F. chia 
w.te 
N. fSa, te 
P. chie, chua 
M. chie 
Y. chiei 
Sz. chie 
K. chid 
J. sa, sha 
A. ra 

Even Upper. 

grj 

A board, put up where 

a person has died and been 

buried on the highway, 

and stating his name, etc. 

A wooden instrument to 

mark time. 

lh M a sacrificial platter. 

^ bald-headed. 

a ticket or slip nailed to 

the door of a house which has 
been sealed or confiscated. 

A fragrant plant which 

grows in j|| /fiF the 
-’refecture of Soochow in 

the north-west of Kiangsu, 

and is known as or 

fi^§- 

f" m t 
|J. iatsz kechi 
I A. kip 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 1462. 

To sigh. An interjection 

of sorrow or regret, or of 

astonishment. See 13,273. 

^ H|! to sigh. 

i5F to sigh for. 

g 'I'lji to sigh; to grieve. 

mm a with a sigh for the 

man of my heart. 

^ jjh alas! 

alas! my son, 

abroad on the public service. 

^ a^as' our wives 
and children. 

alas for him! so 

handsome and accomplished. 

£ .J- ah • ah • ministers 

and officers. 

R. 

.2* 

1466 

,11 
C. kit 
H. kict 
F. keik 
W. ciai 
N. cih, cieh 
P. Sc hie 
M. | 
Y. | chieh 
Sz. ) 
K. kil., kiol 
J. kitsz, ketsz 
A. kiet 

Entering 
Upper 

Irregular. 

.2* 

Occupied; labouring hard. 

To seize firmly. To pur¬ 

sue. 

fSDg embarrassed, as for want 

of funds; in difficulty; perplexed. 

I47° 
IK. kyol 
I J. ketsz,kitsz 
] A. kiet) kit 

Entering 
Upper. 

, kit 
RM 
C. kyt, 
H. kit 
F. keik 
W. ciai 
N. cih 

ichi, Schieh 
M. chi, chieh 
Y. chik, chieh 
Sz. chi, chieh 
K. kiol 

. kitsz, ketsz 
A. kiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

To brand the face as a 

punishment. To flay the 

skin from the face. 

.1* 

A water-bucket worked 

up and down a well by 

means of a lever; a well- 

sweep. Used for ^ 3026. | 

® 

aJa have you never seen a well- 

sweep, sir ? See ^ 5945. 

a common medicine for 

coughs, made from the root of 
Platycodon grandiflorum. See \ 

2 205I* 

the small loose-skinned 

orange. 

fSdc orange juice,—used in 

making gum and paste. 

R.! 

See nl] 
A. kity 

Entering 
Upper. 

1470 

C. kyt0 
H. ket 

F. kick, kaik 
W. cie 
N. cih or cieh, 

v. ci, tih 
P. Schieh 
M. . 

chieh 

Firm ; 

sudden. 
solid. Abrupt; 

too heavy to move. 

^to arrive suddenly. 

Same as 1444. 

To tie in a knot. To I 

wind up; to close an argu¬ 

ment, as opposed to 

1070. To connect; to I 

make an alliance. To form, 

as fruit or scabs; see 1147. 

trig to tie a knot. See 1473. 

fi!j a shp-knot. 

Ej a knot which will not slip. I 

tT ^ M H $n what he| 
has tied is a single knot. 

to knot a cord,—an ancient! 

mode of reckoning or means ofl 
communication, the details ofl 
which have not come down to us. [ 

^ dealings by means j 
of knotted cords. 

® s# K IS if ifn h! 
^ at that time (the Golden Age), 

the people used knotted cords. 

$n iPi to make a net. 

$0a t0 tie together; close union. 

^ f jf lit JL madej 
the ship’s cable fast to a tree. 

|sj ^ a true-lover’s knot. 

The Chinese variety will not hold, 
but slips on being pulled. 

Aj) ^ his heart is as 

though tied,—to what is correct. 

AH' Mk sorrow is f 

knotted in my heart. 

my heart in its sorrow feels as| 
though bound. 

Ss .«■ M IS my heart grieves I 
with a sorrow from which it! 
cannot get free. 

Jo 5^ to institute legal proceed¬ 

ings; to go to law. 

S^tlS^ the wise hold their | 

tongues. 

to quarrel; to wrangle. 

§ Jf| to entangle in. 

ip J|§ to put up the hair,—as at| 

marriage. See 3375. 

~ a skein of silk. 

M 1C to tie round; to wind up,! 

as a discourse. 

44 IS to wind up; to bring to 

a conclusion, as an essay or af 
sermon. 

$0 Uj fj§ '|r ^ finished up 

by bringing out the single word 
“emotion.” 1 

to finish off; to bring to | 

a conclusion. 

H t0 Sather up the threads | 

of a narrative. 

t0 announce completion, | 

—e.g. of a building. 

^ $0 not to settle al 

case on its obvious merits,—a I 
punishable offence. 

23 
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1470 

-jH closed; finished,—as an| 

outstanding case. 

to wind up or close a case. Pa 

I IS if t to finish this case. 

^ ^ to communicate a decision 

to. 

a statement of income and 

expenditure for a past period;[ 
a balance-sheet. 

Po /R t0 settle UP1 to clear off, | 

as indebtedness. 

Pa t0 Pay °ff a bill. 

0 ^ $a wiU Pay the 
amount later on. 

If) unable to make 

living. 

71 IS monthly settlements,—ofj 

accounts. 

$u ffi or 
feelings of ill-will or resentment. 

to form an acquaintance¬ 

ship, or friendship. See 1297. 

fo ^ ^JC W 3 in making I 
friends seek those who are supe¬ 
rior to yourself. 

to make a matrimonial 

Fo t0 con tract] 

Pa 
alliance. 

^ or $0 ]$. t0 become | 
joined in sworn brotherhood. 

m $0$) to extend one’s circle 

of communications. 

or 

) 

Fn (ehieh1) l^L or jjg g* t0| 

form fruit,—as a fruit-tree after J 
blossoming. See 6627. 

~J’ the fruit has formed. 

Pa M (more correctly 

strong; durable. 

jjjjf JT 10 a material guar 

antee. 

1ft BH 69 ® Hf y°u sleep 
very soundly. 

Jj?a t0 coagulate; to congeal; 

to stiffen. 

stuck to the stone, 

—from frost. 

t' IS i& also froze into ice. 

H M IS $0 k is the key 
to (or the important part of) the 
whole paragraph. 

^ —‘ 'pj M ££ yC the last 
sentence is the key-note to the 
whole. 

1470 

KB M A M ™ M l» 
enter into a bond; to give security 

the certificate 

to be issued under the seal of 
an official of the applicant’s 
neighbourhood that the bearer 
is a fit and proper person for 
Government employ. 

EL to toa^y. See 8510. 

EL EL &a 69 troublesome; 

pestering. 

MQ to stammer. 

a stammerer 

strong, healthy. 

^a a collection of virus (espe 

cially syphilitic); an unhealthy 
part. 

IS* the outcome, result, moral, 

as of books. Also, to finish. 

IS * tt to cut off the life, 

—of an enemy, usually by hired 
assassins. 

IS* T ffi “settled” him. 

ISrf! a button of knotted velvet 

or braid. 

IS I (chiefs lo) there’s an end 

of it; (chieh2 1iao3) completed; 
ended. 

t0 be the bridal sash, 

to marry. 

to connect; to join 

together, 

j® ft associated firms; the Co- 

Hong Monopoly. 

mn SH to form an alliance 

like that of the ^ and 

J$|| cuscuta and wistaria,—to 

marry; also to have an intrigue 
with. See 7298. 

# fit m m 4 it is 
marriage results from ante-natal | 
causes. 

§a to ff*1"™ the ear; to ripen, 

as grain. 

n is to conspire together, 

to take a guarantee. 

Mm a bond, as for an exam, 

candidate. 

$a J® strongly soled or sewed,— 

of boots. 

jjjjk ]=3f to reward kindness, as 

below. 

the “recompense! 

of woven ropes.” A certain man 

to 

1470 

R. 

1471 

KM 

k. km 
J. kitsz 
A. kiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

*r 
1472 

R- 
C. Uyta 
H. ket 

F. kiek, k'-iky 
W. cie,,ye- 
N. yih- 
P. ich ie, ihsie 
M 
Y. chick 
Sz. 
K. kat, hidl, 

v. hil 
J. katsz, ketsz 
A. hict~ 

Entering 
Irregular. 

had in apparent disagreement 
with his dying father's wish 

prevented his favorite concubine 
from being buried with him 

The son was afterwards hard 
pushed in battle, when he saw 
an old man, who by binding 
ropes of grass was entangling 
the enemy’s cavalry and thus! 
assisting him. This old man 
was the grateful father of the 
concubine. 

or constipation. 

t5 

Fp/*” 

1473 

R. 

C. hyt~ v. lyt3 
F. kiek, 
K. hid l, v. hil 
J. ketsz,gee hi 
A. hiety 

Entering 
Irregular. 

To pull up the skirt. 

M £ ± fft to pull the skirtj 

up to the breast. 

S 1? £ we Place [the | 
seeds] in our skirts. 

To fly up ; to soar. 

Vague; ambiguous. To rob. 

The neck. See 11,591. 

^ T* p 
the swallows go flying about 
now up, now down. See 3855. 

pM ^pj* ambiguous; a double en¬ 

tente-, specious. 

in this vague 

undefinedness there is an actua¬ 
lity. 

^ ^ t0 P^unber the 

military train. 

mm MMnsif®'11 
stuck out my neck for you to 
cut off my head, I should not 
be afraid. 

mfr Ghekin, a Turkic chief¬ 

tain. 

To tie up silk in skeins. 

To knot. Used for 147°-1 

tr M to tie a knot- 
a slip-knot or running 

noose. 

a knot which will not slip- 

#f^^j!-f*the“walnut”kn0t 
of twisted silk at the top of an 

ordinary cap. 

tr ik to incite peopIe 
to quarrel. 
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1474 

Kjf 
F. kick 

Seelftl 
K. hidl 

Entering 
Lower. 

m± 

1475 

X'te-fS 

“• fit 
A. hat 

Entering and 
Even Upper. 

i? 

1476 

^477 
rM 
C. tsyt0 
H. /set 
F. chiek, v. 

chaik 
W. tsie ^ 
N. tsih, v. A/V« 
P. if/22V 
M. 
Y. chieh 
Sz. 
K.chol 
J. setsz, sec hi 
A. tiet, i'r/e/ 

Entering 
Upper. 

To tuck the skirt under 

the girdle. The fold of a 

robe. 

M ^ £ we tuck our 
skirts under our girdles. 

she opened her 

robe to give suck. 

& 7$ 1 would have 
you gather a lapful,—of love 
beans. See 11,412. 

The stalks of the northern 

or Abutilon hemp (Sida 

tilicefolia), which are dressed 

for ropes and cordage. 

See 6067. 

The knots or joints of 

plants. Sections; para¬ 

graphs. Limits; moderation. 

Affairs. Divisions of time 

'see ^8301 and Wjfc 12,481). 

Measure; rhythm; time in 

music. Lofty. 

JiWm a riding-whip made 

from nine joints of a particular 
kind of bamboo which has the 
joints very close together. 

'fijf fjtjE ^ || ^ how wide 

apart are the joints! — of the 
Dolichos. 

♦ ft = IS the matter is 

divisible into three parts, or 
under three headings, or into 
three periods. 

ft Pft || si ftiL Pay him by 
two instalments. 

|| || ^ joint by joint higher, 

—gradually rising higher. 

* stf a no limits to expendi¬ 

ture; lavish. 

tk temperate in food and 

drink. See 13,269. 

^ M M ^ to set 
aside one’s own food in order 
to feed the hungry. 

IS or © frugal; within 

limits. 

>Jx || a small matter; a trifle. 

AA*** 

m 
1477 

$$ J| /J> |p that (i.e. the 

preceding) is unimportant,—it 
is what follows, etc. 

'f* f|£ m II neglectful in small 

matters,—of ceremony. 

iK W ffi T n M & rP0 
at a great emergency he cannot 
be forced to desert his principles. 

g, a statement of particulars; 

an abridgment. See 4766. 

#r |p see 550. 

|| full of branches 

and knots,—full of complica¬ 
tions. 

Ip it a chaste woman. 

IP chaste and good,—as a 

widow who does not remarry. 

|p to preserve chastity,—as 

a widow who does not remarry, 
or a girl who, on the death of 
her fiance, elects to remain single. 

to lose chastity,—as above. 

^ ^ ji£ || to keep oneself 

immaculate. 

^ II Ifc iH involving one’s 

fair fame, or reputation. See 7940. 

M (PH IP t0 §et degrees by bri¬ 

bery. 

A fit the eight epochs,—[Jt) 

J*L Zl ft zl M ik the 

first days of spring, summer, 
autumn, and winter, the two 
equinoxes, and the two solstices. 

®S have repeatedly.; 

have on various occasions.__ 

Iff to be established at; to 

take up one’s post at. Used of 
high officials. 

II K be consoled. 

® for your health’s 

sake weep less,—said to mourn¬ 
ers by their intimates. 

|| wifely fidelity and filial 

piety. 

Ip # ID shrines to persons dis¬ 

tinguished by the above virtues. 

|j| U sections; paragraphs. 

® 3k repeatedly; the sequence 

of verses. 

tm a tasselled staff given to 

high officials travelling by Im¬ 
perial command. 

^ ^0 % II Z, Iff when 
music is in accord with music, 
it is called chieh. 

£p 
1477 

Iff « the “time” of music. See 

6241. 

t || to beat time tr w 01 
in music. 

J£l aE ® II to beat 
time on the ground with the feet. 

W itli iS IP were ad able to 

keep in time. 

to be economical. 

ii|p£ a polite formality; 

courtesy; rules of courtesy; for¬ 
malities. 

‘ -f- [ft) || tbe twenty- 

four solar terms or periods of 
fifteen days each, corresponding 
with the days on which the sun 
enters the first and fifteenth 
degrees of a zodiacal sign. When 
an intercalary month occurs, 
they are reckoned as in other 
years, but the intercalation is 
made so that only one term shall 
fall in it. See Table Va. 

IS * - ® ^ or or 

|| or || JT (see 477i) a 

term or solar period, as above; 
the festival of a solar term. 

ffifl it to be of the highest 

integrity; proud and honoura¬ 
ble; to be morally strong; equal 
to emergencies. 

4k® a festival. 

M Ip °r ffl II to keepthe 
festival. 

% 4> ® the Dragon-boat fes¬ 

tival. 

— || p|j ll|- the three festivals 

and the two birthdays,—dates 
on which subordinate officials 
are expected to give presents to 
their superiors. The dates are 
the 5th of the 5th moon, the 
15th of the 8th moon, New 
Year’s Eve, and the birthdays 
of the superior official and his 
wife. 

,]jg presents sent on a festival. 

|| at that time or junc¬ 

ture. 

®« revenue; quarterly returns. 

[The Chinese financial year is 
divided into three “quarters.”] 
See 12,089. 

till to collect the quar¬ 

terly bills. 

Ifi It lift II to cautiously pass 

the evening of life. 
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1478 

R-Jt 
C. tsyt0 
H. tset 
F. chiek 
W. tsie 
N. tsih 

P. ts?, ichie 
M. tsz^ chie3 

j chieh 

K.chil 
J. shitsz, shichi 
A. tiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

1479 

See |jj 

Entering 
Upper. 

R. 

C. tsyp 
H. tsiap 

F. chiek 
W. tsie 
N. tsih 
P. hie 
M. 
Y. chieh 
Sz. 
K. chop 

. sho 
A. tiep 

Entering 
Upper. 

wmam and became more 

devout as he grew older. 

Jljl 3|£ or ||jj Equisctum 

ramosissimum, Desf. 

f ^ [-U lofty is that 
southern hill. 

IT form of address to an 

envoy or commissioner. 

A comb. To comb the 

hair. See 8880. 

rfi 1# or # rfi jgj she who 

hands the towel and comb,—a 
wife or concubine. See 9734. 

M W combed by the 

wind and washed by the rain 
—of the hardships of travel. 

A small sore; a pimple 

a boil. 

MM? to have a boil; to 

have a rash. 

a rash; prickly heat 

the boil has dis¬ 

persed. 

To receive in the hand 

to take. To take over 

charge of. To receive, as 

a guest. To connect; to 

join on. To graft. 

^ to receive. 

•{^C to receive,—from a supe¬ 

rior or equal. 

5; to receive,—from a supe¬ 

rior. 

ij||| to receive,—from an in¬ 

ferior. 

1 have received 

your letter. 

^ lU^ to receive for shipment. 

put forth your 

strength to catch me,—as when 
jumping from a wall. 

to take over; to take 

charge of. 

or 

1480 

to take orders for work. 

•^C £D jflE to take over a 

seal of office and attend to the 
business,—of that office. 

mu to take over charge of an 

office. 

or ^ to take in hand, 

or take over, the management of. 

a midwife. 

to conduct; to guide; to 

induce; to tempt. 

or g a favourable 

spot. 

!§§ ^ a supporting force of 

soldiers. 

to catch the sound,—anc 

pass it on. 

connectedly; thereupon 

connected both 

with what goes before and with 
what follows. 

^ to take over seals and 

business; to act in the place of. 

1 all over again from 

the beginning. 

to receive in an interview; 

to learn at an interview. 

^ to receive and open a 

letter. 

^ to take over, as the duties 

of another; a receiver or ac¬ 
complice. 

to receive guests. 

A ^ H even his 
own family he seldom admitted 
to it,—of a study. 

jjjj) to welcome or receive a 

god,-—used of various acts of 
worship. 

’{it to g° t0 meeti to greet,— 

arriving guests. 

## or lit Pf4 to attend upon; 

to entertain,—guests. 

M to welcome back. 

•it JH yjS| a feast of welcome. 

or ^ ^ to connect; to 

join on. 

^§r continuous; in 

uninterrupted succession. 

mm&m there is no means 

of continuing it; there is no one 
to carry it on. 

1480 

^ A the bright light 

on the water joining the skv 
at the horizon. J’ 

W MabiS wave reached 
up to the Milky Way. 

to amuse them¬ 
selves by kissing. 

receive a newly 

married daughter at her father' 
house—on the 16th of the i=t 
moon. 

Is pk to pass on a whistle; 

to signal to the next man 

& to insure. 

TjT y* to continue the stock. 

to take overcharg 

of the archives,—as an incoming 
official. 

to take over an office. 

M t0 tabe over in-duty at 

yamen. See 10,721. 

to take one’s turn of 

duty. 

% to receive and forward; 

to forward on. 

ot to rejoin; to continue. 

tjlJt0 receiye a despatch,—a 

neutral term. 

^ or :j^ ^ to receive 

a communication. See 9817. 

to take the place of. 

or ^ II have received 

and read. 

to receive for an inter¬ 

view. 

[jo| to receive back. 

^ catching here and 

then there,—of fires, 

git to put up at; to lodge. 

n A^w^itheothers 
all followed after him. 

to join in a song. 

ffi (ying4) to support; to be 

in reserve, as troops; to respond, 

ip- ^ i® promptly ans¬ 

wered, saying. 

j- bone-setters; surgeons. 

^ It* surgery. 

££ it1 BE ioL no ioin in the 
bone,—abrupt; disjointed. 
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, !•' 

1480 

1* 

1481 

R. I 

See i 

Entering 
Upper. 

K. 

1482 

.1* 

R. n 

See 1 

Entering 
Upper. 

1483 

hi 2* 

R.1 

See ; 

Entering 
Lower. 

2* 

1484 

R. l§r 

See 

A. tiep 

Entering 
Lower. 

ffl PS *81 ^ ±those 
two walls don’t join. 

JB if M M & ±. join these 

two together,—of anything. 

could not connect 

it. 

$ t£ & * £ if the 
system of grafting the flower of 
one tree on to another. 

- R make it -a foot 

longer. 

^ ^ the service on the 3rd day 

after death. 

to help; to supply one’s 

necessities; to supply. 

to dovetail. 

to come to terms about; 

to agree about; to accommodate 
or adapt oneself to circumstances. 

To graft. Used for 1480. 

to graft apricots. 

To join. To braid. 

Wi to splice together. 

Convenient, as a short 

cut. Used with 1485. 

Handsome. 

I a title usually conferred 

under the Han dynasty, upon 
the Imperial concubine most 
distinguished for her literary 
abilities. 

1485 

C. tsyt 
H. ts’-iap 
F. chiek 
W. zie 
N. dzih, dzieli 
P. ichie 
M. chie 
Y. chiek 
Sz. chie 
K. chhop 
T. slid. djo 
A. tHep 

Entering 
Lower. 

1* 

i486 

C. tsyt, v. yep) 
H. td'iap 
F. chiek, v. 

siak, piak 
N. dzih) v. sah 
P. chid) v. chi 
K. chhop 
J. shS) djo 
A. tiep, Piep 

Entering 
Lower. 

!^l 
1487 

To gain a victory in 

battle. Alert. Active. 

Clever. 

—* ^ ~ ^ in one month three 

victories. 

ftM ^ the red fla§an- 
nounces victory. 

^ a despatch announcing 

victory. See 3741. 

^ to attain the master’s 

degree one year and the doctor’s 
the next; a series of successes. 

his men were alert, 

prompt; ener- 11:m or 
getic. 

or ^active; nimble. 

the nimble¬ 

footed gets up first,—the most 
active will win. 

"Sf *1^ clever you are and 

ever changing. 

a short cut; the “royal 

road.” 

* If m @ Pt m # 
because they lost themselves in 
by-paths,—instead of keeping to 
the main road. 

rapidity. 

notices of promotion, of 

successful examination, etc. 

•Hi Hf t0 the Southern 

Palace,—to gain the third or 
chin shih degree. See 8128. 

The eye-lashes, called 

Used for x56. 

Also written f)^. 

& M & 0^ in the twinkling 

of an eye. 

JH |jj|- between eyebrow and 

eye-lash,—very close. 

crossed eye-lashes. 

itt ms to close the eyes 

and examine oneself. 

»:Bk a mosquito’s eye-lash; in¬ 

finitesimally small. 

Same as 11,125. 

1488 

R# 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

1489 

No record, 
but has power 

hat) kiat 

Entering 
Upper. 

£77' 

1490 

C. ata 
H. k'-at 
F. ngak 
W. ka 
N. cih 
P. chid) ciPiti 
M. chia.) chHa 
Y. chiak 
K. kal, kwad 
J. katsz, kechi 
A. Piet, glad) 

k-d 
Entering 
Upper. 

To scrape off rust and 

dirt; to brush and clean. 

1491 

2* 

R. 

C. kyt 
H. ket 
F. kick 
W. cie 
N. cieh 
P. ichie 
M. 
Y. chieh 
Sz. 
k. km 
J. ketsZ) kechi 
A. khiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

Plants growing wild and 

rank. [To be distinguished 

from 3561-] 

An indifferent heartless 

manner. 

faH thoughtless; unsympathet¬ 

ic, unconcernedly; heartlessly. 

^ M ^ n not to be indif¬ 

ferent to in one’s mind; to bear 
in mind. 

MB supposes that the 

heart of a filial son could not 
be so free from sorrow. 

M IP ^ W ffn £ went off 
lightly without doing homage,— 
of the Amherst Mission. 

Clear; pure; clean. 

^ clear; limpid; pure-mind¬ 

ed; chaste.' 

M AS pure in heart. 

^ upright in dis¬ 

charge of duty. 

tK jpf 3E '/M c^ear as *ce and 
pure as jade. 

M St & jM to be nobly incor¬ 

rupt. 

desiring to purify 

oneself. 

^ to cleanse the cups,—a 

phrase used in cards of invitation. 

1 have cleaned my 

wine-cups and await your conver¬ 
sation,—a conventional phrase 
in an invitation. 

m«mz cleaned it (a knife) 

on a piece of cake. 

^ c^an. 

* =¥ ^ m t in middle 

life could not keep herself chaste 

UK S very white. 
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1492 

n» 

R. 

I See 

| A. hiet, k'-iet 

Entering 
Upper. 

R. 

|SeeuI 
Entering 
Upper. 

.1* 

*495 

Entering 
Lower. 

1496 

m 
M97 

R.j 

I See 

Same as 1490. 

A marking-line. To ad¬ 

just. To regulate. Pure. 

to adjust; to limit. 

p§t tranquil. 

W: ££ ^ ^ a principle ofl 

measuring and squaring one’s! 
conduct,—by doing unto others | 
what you would they should do I 
unto you. 

Pjp? to regulate; to level down ;| 

to make even. 

$$ ^ the oxen and sheep 

all pure. 

Short garments. [To be 

distinguished fromjjg^i 61.] 

a robe with slits I 

at the sides as well as before! 
and behind. 

ir 
1498 

theI *499 
R. 

To measure with 

thumb and finger. To span. 

To uncover. |See-i 
k. m 

Entering 
Lower. 

Entering 
Lower. 

ar 
1498 

|RM 

|See i|| 
IK. kol 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same as 1495. 

A perch for fowls to roostj 

on. A hen-roost. 

.2* 

A perch for fowls; seel 

1497. A hero; brave; seel 

1499. Luxuriant. The last] 

king of J|T Hsia; hence, 

cruel. To carry on the| 
shoulder. 

1500 

R. 

Entering 
Lower. 

J* 

the fowls roost on I 

their perches. 

the hero of his I 

country. 

ft the weeds will I 

1501 

only grow rankly,—if you try to 
cultivate too large an area. 

i M ? f S g Chieh 

(Kuei) and Chou (Hsin) are not 
as black as they are painted. 

IS 2 5& A T 
T W W M when Chieh 

governed the empire he caused 
the empire to be sad. 

(the wicked) Chieh’s dog barking 
at (the virtuous) Yao: everyone 
for the master he serves. 

tyi Ift: or $$ HI to aid Chieh, 

i.e. one who is already bad 
enough,—to gild refined gold. 
See 2600. 

HI tyrannical and proud. 

HI HI* good-for-nothing; ne’er-do- 

well. 

HI t^ie f°rm> or appearance 

of any one; remarkable appear¬ 
ance. 

to carry stones | 

to throw at people. 

1502 

. 2* 

Same as 1501. 

r5°3 

Entering 
Upper. 

t 2* 

R.: 

See 

A hero. The appearance 

of grain growing high. 

^ HI or Jpj HI a brave fellow; 

a hero. 

Hi ft °f heroic disposition. 

hi# done like a hero! well 

done! 

-ft fit a scholar of light and 

leading. 

well nourished, the 

stalks grow long. 

pf| the “Four Heroes” of the 

T'ang dynasty (see Yang Ch'iung 

in Biog. Diet.); also of £ Wu 

(see Yang Chi). 

Used for 1499. 

a famous statesman ai 

general of the Later 

Chou dynasty, a.d. 956. 

A sea animal, called ^ 

and and likened! 

in shape to the foot of a! 

tortoise. The sea-anemone. 

1504 

I C- b’Pa 
H. kiap 

F. kick 
W. kie 

N. kith, cieh 
P. Sc hie 
M. 

Y. chie 
Sz. 
K .kdp 
J. kid, ko 
A. kicp 

Entering 
Upper. 

An iron hook fastened! 
to the girdle. 

Entering 
Upper. 

To rob; to plunder. Aj 

kalpa, or period of time 

which cannot be reckoned 

by months and years. [Also 

written £|j, ^ ^ J 
See ^ 12,842. 

$0 M or tT ‘0 rob; to| 

plunder. 

banditti. 

%ll6t A to plunder, as highway-! 

men. 

^ —■ /A mac*e a clean 

sweep; plundered everything. 

@& la f 
thieves plundered by robbers,- 
hoist with their own petard. 

to ravish; to violate. 

to intercept produce) 

or specie destined for Imperial [ 
use. 

$9 JSC or go j® jjjj .1 
Kalpa,—of which there are small, 
middling, and great. 

/h or #ij a small kalpa I 

of 16,800,000 years. 

4 t9 a middling kalpa — twenty) 

small kalpas. 

a great kalpa = four! 

middling kalpas. 

fj|| in a myriad kalpas 

one could not atone. 

Ai9## the millennium is j 

at hand. 

to avoid ruin,—as an 

impending cataclysm. 

a fatal calamity; a cata-J 

clysm. 

3$ steps of the palace stair¬ 

case. 

all came to a ter-j 

rible end. 
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2* 

iS°4 

T 
iS°5 

rM 
See 

K. kyi>l, hyol 
J. ketsz, kechi 

A. k'ut 

Entering 
Upper. 

to suffer the evils of this 

world. 

turned to ashes; destroyed 

perished. 

eager; hurried; import 

unate. 

cotton ripe for picking, 

from the Sanskrit karpdsi. 

Alone. Orphaned. The 

appearance of a person who 

has lost his right arm; hal 

a man. Conspicuous. [To 

be distinguished from ^ 

12,317.] See 474. 

a'one with 
one’s shadow only. 

—* iip left desolate anc 

alone,—as a widow. 

there will not be 

half a man left,—so severe is 
the famine. 

not a drop left,— 

in the bottle. 

? ? "f m conspicuously 

rise the staffs with their ox-tail 
streamers. 

% ? a halberd; the crescent 

shaped blade of a halberd. 

the larvae of mosquitoes. 

ffh 
1506 

See 4402. 

Hf 
IS°7 

See 4403. 

m 
1508 

See 4385. 

Same as 4388. 

» 
1510 

See 4388. 

& See 5771. 

m 
ISI2 

See 

A. kai 

Even Upper. 

2* 

i5x3 
R. 

C. tsyt 
H. t&et-j) v. 

tset3 
F. chick 
W. zie 
N. zih 
P. Sc hie 
M. ) 
Y. > chieh 
Sz. ) 
K.chol 
J. zetsz, zee hi 
A. triet 

Entering 
Lower. 

An intermittent fever 

known as ^ jjjg, which 

comes on every other day. 

•o 

To cut. To intercept; 

to stop. To keep in check. 

To quibble. See 1074. 

3SSSS* to cut into beams. 

to cut in two; to cut off, 

as by a partition. 

—' Wi cut a piece 

]f{| to cut off; to separate; 

to cut in strips or pieces. 

—‘ S —‘ Hfe $1 in striPs- 

^ to stop; to intercept and 

arrest. 

f|j£ 'pj) same as . See $ 213. 

3^. to stop reckoning, 

to stop and seize, 

to carry by force to. 

to detain. 

attack in flank to to 

intercept. 

to intercept. 

the compartments of a 

ship. 

rf to oppose, or bar, the 

enemy’s advance. 

it "tuft " 
cut off; to intercept; to stop 

cut them off,—so 

that they could not continue 
their route. 

communications cut off; 

an impossible route to travel. 

intercep¬ 

ted him at the Ho-p‘ing bridge. 

>Ff under restraint, — the 

united empire; all China. 

the country was 

brought under complete re- ^6 
straint. 

m 'A fr ti beyond the Four 

Seas his restraint was acknow¬ 
ledged. 

^ l$t 7$ securely kept was 

the country about the banks of 
the Huai. 

z* 

X5T3 

R 

S* 
_L* 
P 

I5I4 

■MM 
C .*yl. 
H. ket 
F. kkiok 
W. cie 
N. cih 
P. Sc hie 
M. J 
Y. > chieh 
Sz. J 
K. kai, v. al 
J. kets»^ hoc hi 
A. yet 

Entering 
Upper. 

ppij life f^l* "jr* a ro^e cut *nto 
two parts,—-having a body anc 
skirt of different colours. 

itfc ill t0 stoP an officii en route 

for a certain post and send him 
to another. 

a 
as to men 

R, 

15*5 

. It 
C. kai, hai 
H. kai, hai 
F. kai, kae 
N. cie, ka- 
W. ka, a 
P. chie, hsie 
M. chie^ kai, 
chiai, hsie) hai 

Y. chiae, kae, 
tsaC) hsiae, hai 
Sz. kai, hai, 

hsiai 
K. kC) he 

. kai^ ge 
A. giai 

Rising & Sink 
ing Upper 

and Lower. 

of quibbles, skilful at cunning 
words. 

To accuse. 

ffiif to accuse to one’s face. 

Si IFF to accuse a superior officer 

to a higher tribunal; to impeach. 
See 1455. 

‘tT fR* or to accuse to 

a superior officer; to bring 
charges against. 

fffiAS® to chatter about 

the faults of others. 

S wuK if vx % if ^ 1 
hate those who denounce others 
in order to show how virtuous 
they are themselves. [Cf. I hate 
the man who builds his fame, 
etc.] 

To loosen; to undo; to 

cut through; to counteract. 

To explain. To get rid 

of; to get free from. See 

13,768. [Read hsieh4 as a 

surname and also meaning 

“relax; remiss” as though 

‘1$?. Also when used for 

4423.] A paragraph of 

four lines in a poem. 

to unloose the girdle. 

See 542 r. 

$ ^ to undo, and take off, 

one’s clothes. 

& >X to strip and em¬ 

brace fire,—foolish; futile. 

% to untie; to open; to settle 

up, as quarrels; to explain. 

unable to unfasten. 

M®. to loosen; to explain; 

scattered, as a crowd, 

to take off. 

% til in M take 
off your apron. 

ill to take off the shoes. 



CHIEH [ ,g4 ] 

*' 
JSIS 

$$ ^3: X" t0 undo a button. 

^ to undo the effects of 

poison,—to act as an antidote, 

ftfj ^ thus the poison 

will be counteracted. 

fijff. ^ to neutralise or get rid of, 

as the effects of poison; to expel; 
to exorcise, as evil spirits. 

fiffi ^ to relieve the pain. 

)\L t0 reheve distress. 

^ to avoid. 

^ ^ or |j|| to rest oneself. 

or W- J§5> t0 make UP a 
quarrel; to make peace between. 

ffi Jilt fflf- ffi t0 set forth the 

difficulty and resolve the con¬ 
fusion,—to settle up a mis¬ 
understanding. 

$$ ^ to get rid of ill feeling; 

to make peace. 

jff ^ to make out the mean¬ 

ing. 

H’j: to explain the meaning of. 

)^ obscurity is indispensable to 

the beauty,—of a poem. 

or ^ to make clear; 

to explain; to interpret. 

^ to comfort; to relieve the 

feeling; to explain, 

fji commentary; exegesis. 

tfj y°u have rightly ex¬ 

plained it. 

Wt A ^ ad the commen- 

taries have missed the point. 

if pT VJ ffii ffla11 would 
meet the edge of the blade and 
open out,—all could be easily 
explained. 

X ft 
not knowing what this means, 
I do not venture to force an 
explanation. 

itt * % % m m m n 
this interpretation is however 
forced and unsuitable. 

there are passages which can be 
interpreted in two different ways. 

i£ W ^ ffi & there is 
no other way of explaining it. 

fijfif. X kas exP^a^ned h 

wrongly. ; 

nr 
*5*5 

§p| fjfy to expound, as doctrines; 

to preach. 

X $$ 1 really can’t 

understand what it means. 

M A pa il can talk —as 
a parrot. 

to interpret a dreaih. 

^ to discriminate. 

fljfc to get rid of ennui, as 

by amusing oneself; to dispel 
melancholy. 

jf? $5] t° slake thirst. 

fijfjf Wit a co°hng drink. 

fljfif ^ to get rid of, or atone for, 

one’s error,—as by an apology. 

■'££: to retire from office. 

||| (nan*) to set free from 

peril; to succour one in distress. 

[H!) to break through sur¬ 

rounding lines; to raise a siege. 

^ ^ to get free from; to escape; 

the self-liberation or enfranchi¬ 
sement of the soul on its way to 
Nirvana. Sanskrit: Vimokcha. 

A $$ life the e'ght stages of 

enfranchisement, as above, com¬ 
prising freedom from all tram¬ 
mels of sense-knowledge, etc., 
subjective and objective. 

^ t £ * m m * & 

Ithe great enfranchise¬ 

ment of man upon earth does 
not amount to more than this. 

X 'fijff. (,hsieh4) -J' /(qf not slack 

in his duties. 

to urinate. 

|lj to S° out to make 

water. 

J-t to become immortal so 

that the body is not liable to 
corruption. 

^ t0 come from 

home. 

do not listen to the insidious 
(i.e. mischief-making) remarks of 
outsiders. 

HI*$$$£££& further 
setting forth my reasons for 
leaving the office. 

•jjjj a propitious star 

enters into his destiny,—and 
saves him. 

jfff. there is no escape. 

m 
1515 

savoir-faire. See 1671 

P9 'Rj ^ — M four senten 
ces (qj. lines of poetry) f0rm 
one paragraph. 

it m z. ffl to-fli & $ 
Wl the 
five quatrains of this poem are 
like so many fishes in clear water 
each one distinct from the other! 

Read chieh4 or (in the 

south) chiai*. To send • 

to forward. 

to forward a criminal. 

5^ to forward; to send;—as 

prisoners. 

expenses of forwarding. 

or ffit- escort; con¬ 

stables in charge. 

mm to forward in custody. 

m& to send on,—as boxes. 

to hand over,—as a sum 

of money. 

to hand over,—as a des¬ 

titute to his own authorities. 

-j|| to send to the provincial 

capital,—as prisoners. 

[pj to forward duties, — to 

Peking. 

ijj? to send up a case to a 

higher court. 

■jfc the first on the list of 

successful MA graduates of 

the second degree. 

[ftj to send back. 

to transmit, 

escort or guard. 

ffi to send to be dealt with. 

JpL or M to forward, or 

bring, with a report. 

had the honour to handover 

iff or Sifc to send for 
p/V nr 1 

trial. 

i|J produced; handed over, 

as a prisoner. 

^ to forward to. 

^ to send to give evidence. 

to forward to one’s relief; 

to send supplies. 

jfej* to take with one. 



i»5 

1516 

R# 
C. k&? 
H. ckai 
F. hai'- 
W. ka 
N .yd- 
P. 1-hie 
M. kai, ehiai, 

hai1 hsiai 
K. he 
. kai, ke 

A. giai 
Sinking 
Irregular. 

m 
i5r7 

ft 
1518 

R# 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A building, or part of 

a building, of an official 

character. 

a Government building;] 

a public office. 

Same as 1515. 

A servant; an assistant. 

A one-legged man. Alone. 

Small; petty. To aid ; to 

benefit. To be great-, to 

increase. Mail; armour 

scales. Resolute. To in¬ 

volve; to be of importance. 

A-it a servant-boy; difference;! 

the point at issue, 

fic it assistant officers of hus¬ 

bandry. 

a one-legged man discards or¬ 
nament, his exterior not being 
open to commendation. 

^ wu1 Sp. -jy -jjjj how is it he 

has only one leg? 

I a mere — it A 
soldier. 

— it ± two soldiers. 

^ it petty; unimportant. 

^ for the benefit of 

the bushy eyebrows, i.e. of the 
old,—alluding to wine 

it ik )ns in order to in 
crease his bright happiness. 

it ^ ^ the mailed chariot 

team moves hither and thither 

the scaly family, 

including fishes, turtles, tor¬ 
toises, lobsters, etc. 

H ffi A it he thereupon 
donned his grand armour. 

^ dt ^ ^ a soldier 

under arms does not make 
obeisance. 

ft 
1518 

FT 
15*9 

R# 

See^. 

it 

it or if trees covered 

with ice,—like armour. 

Skff or earnest; reso¬ 

lute. 

a determined disposition. 

to change one’s bent. 

J|jf -ft well principled. 

it%> to feel estranged from. 

K it rank and power; your 

servant. 

■flf* it Isf come of a good 

family. 

£ ^ it ffn JL so 1 was 
obliged to come and see you 

t ft j||A the Emperor 

thought he was shamming (ill¬ 
ness). 

an intermediary. See 9775 

belonging to both 

sides,—as common ground, in 
argument and otherwise. 

HQ his dwelling was sand¬ 

wiched between a coppersmith’s 
and a blacksmith’s. 

A2II to get round a 

person; to get on the weak side 
of any one. 

* not to pay attention 

to; it is of no importance. 

I do not consider 

him of any importance. 

I do not care what 

his opinion is. 

A servant; a waiter. 

Used with 1518. Good. 

» a-« your servant. 

m ihSee 977z- 

w 
1521 

# 
See 

SinkingUpper. 

1S22 

R# 
C. kai 
H. kai 
F. kai 
W. ka 
N. cie, ka 
P. chie 
M. chie, kai 
Y. chiae, tsae 
Sz. kai 
K.kae, ke 

kai 
A. giai 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Sinking 'fft A. good men are a 
Upper. fence,—to a country. 

tt* 
1520 

R # 
C. kai 

To walk in a staggering 
W 

F. kai way. See j(jf 1631. 1523 
N. cie, ka 
P. chie R# 
M. kai N. <rzV, AaA 
J. kai, ke 
A. giai See 

SinkingUpper SinkingUpper. 

A small tablet, called! 

^ -5^ , made of jade, and 

used by officials at Court! 

to indicate their respective) 

ranks. 

A boundary; see 5013- 

A rule; to rule a line. The I 

world. 

M lit H IS ^ without dis | 
tinction of territory or boundary. | 

^ a boundary-stone. 

to secretly remove I 

a boundary-stone,—to remove | 
one’s neighbour’s landmark. 

5ft. to border on; to adjoin, 

the boundary; the frontier, 

on the frontier. 

Silt the boundaries,—as of aj 

field. 

# 01 1ft ^ a limitJ a| 
boundary-line. 

to make decorum j 
the boundary-line. 

a ruler,—to rule lines. 

* & ft* a carpenter’s) 

square, made of crystal. 

this land is ours. 

T # the world, as opp. to heaven. 

T#T has gone down into 

the world,—from heaven. 

the world; the age; the! 

times; society. See 9969. 

s# the world of the mind; 

the mental faculties. Sanskrit: 
Manodhatu. 

=• 5ft the three regions,— (i)| 

the region of lust, (2) the region! 
of form, and (3) the region of I 
formlessness. Sanskrit: Trilokya.| 

n & m = # z 
have emancipated myself from) 
the triple trammels of existence, j 

a ring. See 1531. 

The itch. An itching. o 

change 7 0F7 you 
have got the itch. 

m Up ringworm, 

itch sores. 

24 



r52 3 

1524 

R- 41' SS 
See J^jJ. 

SinkingUpper, 

w 
x525 

R# 
N. «V, 4a 

See^- 

Sinking 
Upper. 

a scabby itching 

disease. 

UJ| Pus ^rom Rcb sores- 

the “poison” of the itch,— 

its contagious character. 

a kind of leprous itch. 

ifl ^ you have been 

unnecessarily spoiling my wall 
—by painting a. picture on it. 

Hard; rocky. Obstinate 

m to & X as hard as metal 

or stone,—obstinate; determinec 

The mustard plant, in 

eluding other pungent 

Crticifercz. Small-, petty 

trifling. See 4476. 

the mustard plant. 

or or 
ground mustard, 

fata the smallness of! 

the mustard seed,—insignificant 

mustard seed; a Buddhist 

measure of length = the 
10,816,oooth part of a yodjana 

See 13,407. Sanskrit: Sar 

chapa. 

Wl 44 uPset acup 
of water into a small hole anc 
a mustard seed will be a (pro 
portionate) boat. 

M W liL W # while 
the turnip is having a son (i.e, 
running to a second crop), 
mustard is having grand-child¬ 
ren (i.e. third crops),—it grows 
so fast. 

a stalk of mustard; of no 

account; worthless. 

^ ■pj to rise from a low 

station to honour. 

(ch‘ai%) or Jfj* a triflin 

cause of enmity; a grudge. See 
10,969. 

tl it # l¥ f? e»ch thus 

having a feeling against the other. 

H® a coarse kind of cab¬ 

bage. 

* a long white turnip. 

R# 

See ^ 

Sinking Lower 
and Upper. 

1528 

R# 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

-lh4 

-tF 
a hairy kind of sage, usee 

in medical preparations. 

kinds of cress, like the 

Sisymbrium irio, L., Eruca, anc 
similar plants. 

A red spotted lizard, call¬ 

1526 ed about six inches 

R# long, with small scales anc 
W. 4<2, kai a long tail. It is employee 
See 

SinkingUpper. 
as a tonic and aphrodisiac. 

w 
1527 

Facings on uniform. 

Long robes. 

Read hsiehi. Coverings 

for the knees. 

broad knee-bands, made 

like wide garters. 

4 The sole ; the plaice ; 

the flounder. Known in 

Canton as the ^ ikii 

and ^ p ; in Amoy as 

)j£ ^ (sole - of-the-shoe- 

fish) ; in Peking as 

®. "r ft 15 and as 

in other places. 

See 12,978. 

IS29 

4* 

1530 

E'& 
C. hap0 
H. hap 
F. 1z4, hak 
W. hah 
N. hah 
P.chsia, 
M. /i-f/a 
K. hap 

. kd 
A. giap 

Entering 
Upper. 

isc 
1531 

R# 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

To swallow. To drink, 

flfjl —* pjj^ take a drink of tea 

rtp — P ii drink a little wine. 

Pi PIP the hum of voices. 

mm breathless. 

^ Pfp the appearance of clothes 

spread out,—as by the wind. 

To take precautions; to 

be cautious. To warn. To 

avoid; to refrain from. A 

limit. To prepare. 

beware of getting 

hurt. [;&■ = $••] 

tvt 

1531 

St 

be prepared for 

unforeseen danger. 

Wc be reverent, be 
cautious. 

Z “ Si beware! take 
care! 

T 'K not to guard 
against fire. 

“guard the finger,’’—a 

finger-ring. See 1522. 

most carefully guard 

against. 

^ ^ 0 ifli sha11 we not daily 
warn one another? 

Ht !£ Wc 9$ the bells and 

drums having given their warning 

j&nmm warn all my troops 

MM $3-ft as a warning for 

the future. 

to take the vows of a 

priest,—to abstain from wine 
women, and flesh. Pastilles to 
the number of vows required, 
usually three as above but some¬ 
times as many as nine, are placed 
upon the candidate’s head, 
lighted, and allowed to burn 
down into the flesh. 

a priest’s certificate, or 

diploma. 

to give up wine; to take 

the pledge. 

7^ to abstain from taking life. 

M jj a prescription for 

curing opium-smokers. 

•||r quite got rid of the 

craving,—for opium. 

to urge to take a pledge 

against opium. 

inf iff, to £Bve nobce °f absten‘ 
tion; to take the pledge, 

to strive against. 

Ifs austerity; asceticism; strict 

morality. 

Ml) the knife of interdict, 

the knife of a Buddhist priest 
with which he is forbidden to kill. 

jfi# the Disciplinary Rules,— 

of the Vinaya. 

mm list of practices to be ab¬ 

stained from; rules of abstention, 

i 5$ to restrain oneself; tem¬ 

perance. 

P to be temperate in eating 

and drinking. 



[ i«7 1 

r%4 

1531 

•wr 

w 
1533 

R£|> 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

r532 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

i.4 

the i; A Bn & A 
devotee forthwith gave up the 
great vows,—by which he was 

bound. 

+ ?£ ten rules or “command¬ 

ments” for Buddhist priests. 
Sanskrit: Shikchapada. The fol¬ 
lowing is a complete list: — 

1. Thou shalt not take life. 
2. Thou shalt not steal. 
5. Thou shalt not commit adul¬ 

tery. 
4. Thou shalt not lie. 
5. Thou shalt not drink wine. 
6. Thou shalt not sit on a grand 

couch. 
7. Thou shalt not wear an orna¬ 

mental dress. 
8. Thou shalt not sing, dance, 

nor witness plays. 
9. Thou shalt not wear jewels. 

10. Thou shalt not eat, except at 
fixed hours. 

t the five principal com¬ 

mandments, forming the first half 
of the above, to be observed by 
all Buddhists, laymen or clerics. 
Sanskrit: Pantcha veramam. 

the boundary of the river, 

a ruler,—to rule lines. 

See JjS. 1522. 

prepared before¬ 

hand and properly mixed,—of 
soups. 

Wc H Wc having selected 
the seed and looked after the 
implements. 

tjf ftP H! Please have every¬ 

thing. got ready for my journey, 

to order one’s horse. 

jfi fi to give orders to be ready 

in the morning. 

To enjoin on; to charge. 

Read chi**. Hasty ; 

urgent. 

Read fro1*. Alarmed ; 

nervous. 

A rule of conduct; a 

“commandment.” To warn; 

to prohibit. Used with 

1531. [To be distinguish- 

ed from g$ 766.] 

-f-* ^ ^e Ten Commandments, 

—used by Protestant and Catholic 

Il4 
W 

15 33 

ffi 
1534 

Hm 
1535 

1536 
R;1I PM 
C. tse 
H. tsia 
F. chia^ v. 

chioh 
W. tsi 
N. chie, chia, 

tsia, v. zzV 
P. 
M. chie 
Sz. 
Y. chiet 
K. ch'-dk 
J. sha, shaku 
A. ta 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Upper. 

missionaries alike. It was not 

possible to adopt , the term 

used for the Buddhist command¬ 
ments, as the sense of that 
character limits it to purely 
negative injunctions. 

in5 rules of conduct. 

Tfc ^ to prohibit. 

^ to enjoin upon. 

to lie under a prohibition. 

to Purdsh one so 

as to warn the rest. 

See 941. 

Same as 941, 

To borrow. To avail 

oneself of. To lend. If; 

supposing that. 

to borrow money. 

Pi P it ii H d is hard to 
ask for a loan. 

^ it10 asR f°r tde ^oan cdl 
fpi de borrows but 

never pays. 

it ^ or it or it it or 
it ^|Jor it Hor M it 
to borrow. 

^ not to be borrowed,—a 

name for straw sandals. 

# m»' ft 4= ” # 
the receipt or acknow¬ 

ledgement given by the borrower; 
an I.O.U. 

it 2R ffi to borrow water 

to float the boat,—to borrow 
capital. 

m m ft n to open the 

window and borrow the moon¬ 
light. 

to borrow a sword 

to kill a man,—to make a cat’s- 
paw of some one else. 

to borrow a phrase,— 

as a quotation to illustrate one’s 
meaning. 

Jff§ to borrow what is neces¬ 

sary. 

1536 

to take the opportunity 

of a man being charged with 
one offence to charge him with 
another. 

to rely on. 

W to request one to put one¬ 

self to the trouble of..; to 
beg one’s good offices. 

flAi to lead up to a 

subject. 

^0 Wt t0 bud money to pay. 

ft3. to lend to; to advance to. 

If ffi a loan. 

a bond for money lent. 

fUI bonds on the issue of a loan. 

(of illness) to be 

brought on by; the immediate 

cause of. 

it* I borrow your brightness, 

—excuse me; by your leave; 
kindly allow me to pass, etc. 

'fg or 'fg t0 avad onese^ 
of another’s influence to get on. 

«W may I ask you; may I 

venture to enquire. 

it W ® 3St0 avail oneselfof 
one’s position or power to do evil. 

it M or metaphorically; 

figuratively. 

to borrow a person’s name. 

I have no money, I will 

borrow from you. 

it and to borrow 

and to lend, respectively. 

one lending, the other 

borrowing. 

# n - m a n 
come, lend me a dollar. 

ffl U <M T # & m “ 
him your hat. 

m ft Tit absolutely refused 

to lend it. 

a debtor. 

#0*591 if you say you did 

not know. 

#Sn or®# if; supposing 

that. See 1160. 
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m 

1537 

MIPS 
I C. tsik- 
I H. tsia 
IF. chia- 
W.» 

IN. zie 
I P.chi? 
IM. chi?, ch'-ie 
IY. chid 
I Sz. chie 
IK. cha 
|J. sha, dja 
I A. /a, tik- 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To avail oneself of. To 

lean on for aid. To help 

Rushes. [To be distinguish 

ed from 899.] 

to avail oneself of. #B 

to plead a cause 

and put off,—to excuse oneself, 
it being understood that the cause 
is a pretext. 

US#;* to avail oneself of 

a pretext for making trouble 

I4flf to use as a pretext 

for stirring up a quarrel. 

)§& to avail oneself of an in 

vitation 

Jfp t° avail oneself of listen 

mg>—to a host’s conversation. 

^ P to make a pretext of. 

^ Ht M Save it with the 

medicine,—“given away with a 
pound of tea.” 

IS to allege. 

to bring forward 

as an excuse. 

from which it may be 

gathered. 

Hfl on the plea; to give as a 

plea 

^ to excuse oneself on the 

score of. 

H.^ ff by means of. 

• to have acquainted one FB 

self with. 

H ^ something to trust to. 

i if W. fP or H it is 
^ and thereby to calm accu 

mulated anxieties or satisfy a 
long-felt desire,—a note phrase 

^ HU to make use of an oppor 

tunity to try to. 

fg£ B by means of which to 

be enabled to 

f i«p=im by means of which 

to distribute equally the aid. 

f§ I# tfE ib trusting to the 

protection of the gods. 

jj| ijk availing myself of your 

forwarding,-—this letter. 

g m mg Jy to sympathise m 
deeply. 

$£ ^ pillow and mat,—mutual 

aid; close together. 

!538 
S' 

W. ha, kaa 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

1540 
RJ 
See 

Entering 
Upper. 

Son accomplished; liberal. 

® a wide rePuta.tion 

for ability. 

Read chi4*. In confusion. 

To lead by a cord. To 

tread on. To offer. 

ite confusion; the appear¬ 

ance of a banquet when the 
guests have left. 

P un HI If chattering; jab 

bering. 

At ii people were unan¬ 

imous in saying. 

^B ^B ^ ^ are universally 

famous,—of pictures. 

^B E9 ‘ ^ee ^9^* 

^ or ^ ini borrowing I See 
your grace or your kindness,—I o-,-' 
a conventional phrase = thanks *S S Pper‘ 
to you, etc. 

The queen or king posts 

put in the truss of a roof 

called 4 $ or % ^ 

Also, the capital of a pillar 
See 2419. 

ii 
1542 

rS43 
lRS' 

See 12,994. 

A bul- 

To reach; to arrive. A 

limit; a term. See 10,157. 

M let the superior 

man come,—into office. 

* ft S you know not 

where it (a drifting boat) will go. 

f jj it is now the sum¬ 

mer solstice. 

HI M there was no dist¬ 
ance to which it did not reach 

^ §§ pjf $ no one knows 

where they reach to. 

m m or M at the ap¬ 

pointed time; at due date. 

$fj at the expiration of the 

term. 

^ JU the horizon. 

Hit Ml HP withc,ut limit 

without end,-—of curses. 

H11 /g JU there is no limit, 

—to our misery. 

£ Mi (the will of) God 

was carried out in due season. 

ffp JU annually on the occasion 

of; annually at the season of. 

r 2* 

Entering 
Upper. 

See 12,998. 

A gelded bull, 

lock. Strong. 
O 

*£ m the punishment of castra¬ 

tion. 

50 bullocksl 

formed the bait,—of Jen Kang 
Tzti. 

To split fish for drying. 

To cut open ; to dissect. 

► 2* 

1545 

Entering 
Lower. 

1546 

K. com 
A. tiem 

Even Upper 

1547 

The frame of a pack- 

saddle on which loads are 

bound for mules or camels 

to carry. 

Underclothes; a girdle; 

clothes of fur or feathers. 

Waving. 

jit f fi m Tf her waving girdle 

and flowing skirts. 

Same as 1538. 

1539 

ls~ m 
Sinking and 

Entering 
Lower. 

Children’s clothes; mats 

in which their clothes are 

wrapped. 
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V 
i548 

R 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

B 
iS49 

EL 
Ml 
i55° 

R.jf 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

4|> 
1551 

R. fw 

C. hei 
H. hi 
F. k'ai 
W. c1/, hsiie^ 
N. cH 
F. ) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz.J 
K. he 
J. kei 
A. the 

SinkingUpper, 

ch'-i 

An officer’s seal in ancient 

times. It was in two halves, 
one of these being kept at 

the capital for purposes of 

verification. Radical 26. 

|j a check or tally. 

Same as 1548. 

Mountain peaks. 

^ £ S to creep 
through the sinuosities of the 
hills,—as creepers get round a 
mountain. 

To rest; to take repose, 

to take a rest. 

ISr to rest awhile. 

to rest after a stroll. 

^ J^f t0 have Sot a resdng- 
place. 

TIL 

w 
!552 

C. ts'-it 
H. ts'et 
F. ch'iek 
W. tslie 
N. ts'-ih 
P. ph'-ie' 
M. chHe 
Y. ch'-ie 
Sz. ch'-ie 
K.chol 
J. setsz 
A. t'-iet 

Entering 
Upper. 

PI SHUTS my hour is at hand. 

To 
mince. 

cut; to carve ; to 

Urgent; pressing. 

& to cut is pronounced 

colloquially chliehy, as in the first 
six examples which follow.] 

mm to cut apart; to cut into 

pieces. 

mm to tear; to rend. 

mm to cut asunder. 

to cut up small; to mince. 

#1S1 to mince meat; minced 

meat; to slice meat. 

not to cut into mat¬ 

ters,—not to be of any practical 
value; academic. 

m ® at the water-line,—-of 

a ship. 

as from the knife 

and file,—so is our elegant prince 

to grind the teeth. 

30 
1552 

Mm or the method of 

“spelling” characters. See 3413. 

S # or a self-spelling 

system, under which the com¬ 
posite character is spelt by its 

component parts; thus ^ and 

cir6 placed together lo 

produce the sound tsi(= chi). * 

mm the sound of avcharacter, 

as obtained by spelling. 

if# 8 lit 2 M m •» 
directly bearing upon (cutting 
into) the most pressing questions 
of the age. 

must nearly related. 

very urgent; very impor¬ 

tant. See 4562. 

ms very important. 

#* pT cannot on any account. 

or do not by any 

means. 

an urgent letter; “imme¬ 

diate.” 

mm urgent remonstrance. 

#!£r intimate; on very good 

terms. 

ardent love. 

a sharp pain or 

grief. 

^ m m 1 am vefy 
anxious about him. 

‘"is 

affair is giving me much anxiety. 

beyond all doubt; 

indisputable; something about 
which one has made up one’s 
mind. 

mm to feel the pulse. 

formal or precise engage¬ 

ments; guarantees. 

#St immediate; urgent. 

WfgSSifc to sift thoroughly 

—of an investigation. 

mm an urgent or earnest prayer. 

mm wholly sincere; “the real 

thing;” genuine. 

-m the entire lot; altogether; 

one and all. 

P wit; comic talk. Used 

for UK H: H >see 4361. 

m very apposite or to the 

point. 

• 4* 

1553 
rM 
C. sytQ 
H. ts'-iap 
F. chhiek 
W. ts'-it*, tsHe^ 
N. ts'-ih 
P. ch'-ie^ 
M. j 
Y. I ch'-ieh 
Sz. ) 
K. ch'dl 

. setsz 
A. t'-iet 

Entering 
Upper- 

Irregular. 

To steal. A term of 

self-depreciation used in 

petitions, etc. Preceding 

and qualifying a verb = 

“furtively.” 

iwi Hit0 steab 
5 H' to rob. 

to steal; larceny; a thief, 

to walk off with; to steal. 

U ItLm or * 

thieves. 

stolen. 

not knowing that it had been 
stolen from here,—of a plagia¬ 
rised passage. 

I,—of a man. 

I,—of a woman. 

HU I have heard. 

H gj| my opinion is. 

|| H? I find that. 

j§ IS* I; we. 

|| to feel silent contempt for; 

to secretly ridicule. 

|| to peep cautiously. 

Pi the formal initial phrase 

of a report _ by a subordinate 
official to the high authorities; 
“I venture to inform you,” etc 

*or or or 

1554 

Hi aIa my humble opinion is 

H| I, the merchant. 

H| ^ j^J we, officials anc 

merchants. 

H| £ your servant,—a Chinese 

official addressing the Emperor. 

your slave,—a Manchu 

official addressing the Emperor. 

mit to usurp; to take a place 

to which one has no right. 

|p| jil?* light blue. 

^ short hair,—of animals 

H| Ug| a bird, like the Java 

sparrow, fond of fat. 

Same as 1553. 



CH‘ 
190 

155S 

| C. ch'-e 
IH. ts‘ia 
IF. chHa 
IW. ts'i 
IN. ts’-ie^ /s'ia 
Ip. 
Im. , 
IY. cli'ici 
[Sz. ch'-ie 
IK. ch'-a 
|J. sha 
I A. t'-a 

I Rising Upper. 

ch'-ie 

And; moreover. Soon 

during ; until the end; sti 

Gives sometimes a condi 

tional, sometimes an im 

perative force. This. 

'/m M both gentle was 

she and docile. See 2894. 

rHj n high and also 

broad. 

ft A® poor and despised. 

after some 

time he gradually became ill. 

feR# the disease havin 

abated a little,. 

EjaSE#,EPMx 0 
both to give a zest to your joy 
and to prolong the day. 

JL JL Wi talkinS as they 

walked along. 

#£ Jlor rfn iL or yfc or 
XR or RM moreover, 

or else. 

R ^ R %k. lialf believing 

half doubting. 

Eft ft n# do you go on 

little,—while I. 

to r m n now don’t you 

be bowing. 

$1 JL ^7* lc ^ now don’ 
cry, sir! 

itffi E 3s 
of haven’t you finished this bit 

of writing yet? 

Rm he also said; to resume 

let us now speak of, as a di 
gression. 

let me now 

ask your Excellency. 

Eft or R f? stop! hold on 

-M.fi gently ! not so fast! 

if not, he will 

die of hunger. 

MR as an exceptional expe¬ 

dient; yielding to circumstances. 

WR temporarily; meanwhile. 

0$ JeL HI i for the 
present he will not return. 

ESD temporary separation. 

Rt n supposing that; thus; as. 

-M. X. or ^ J=L now suppo¬ 

sing; now for instance. 

JL’ 
*555 

r5S6 

1557 

w 
rS58 

Sk’-e 
Sk'-io 
jta, jtia, 
ikia 

*E..i 

were to.then I would be ab 
to....; as he was ready to... 
I was therefore in a position to. 

ME to make the best of any-|p 

thing; to make an exception 
when forced by circumstances 

temporarily. See 6209. 

JL granting this; let this be so 

Rmzm a particle lightly 

indicating a purpose. 

Read chip-. An untrans 

latable particle. Many. 

lift it is not only here 

that there is this (abundance) 

I do not see Tzu-tu, but I see 
this mad fellow. 

a ^ fl -S. y°u fooi 
ish, foolish fellow! 

it is not of them 

I think. 

± 0 ^ JL ehu, ch'ieh 

a gentleman says 

“I have been,” but let us go 
again to see. 

ftlE oh the pepper plant 

the urgency is 

extreme. 

-M. £ ^ "til her high fore 

head, so white. 

Read c/t‘ui. Looking 

dignified. 

M * M e reverend and 

dignified. 

Same as 2978. 

See 2678. 

A character adopted by 

the Buddhists to represent 

the Sanskrit sounds ga and 

ka. 

# M a monastery or nunnery; 

see 9617. Also, the name of 18 

1558 
W. (// ie. dji 
N. djia 

Cchia, S.ch'-ic 
M. chia, Sch'-ice, 

ich'-ia 
Y. chia 
K. ka 

J. kia, ga 
A. Sgia 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

15 59 

C.k-e 
H. kHo 

F. kio^ kia 
W. dji _ 

N. djia^ djien 
. ch'-ie 

M. ch'-iie 
. ch'-ia 

Sz. ch'-ie 
. ka 
ka 

• Sia-> s£ia 
Even Lower. 

demons who guard a Buddfa 

¥ ® If- B he dreamt 

that the guardian demon spoke 
to him and said.... F e 

Agatha ox hymn. &?I4S, 

SnLu-f loe 12 divisi°ns of the 
Buddhist Scriptureo. See 13,382 

Gaya, or Buddha-Gayi,- 

a" ancice«t, city of Magad’ha 
where Shakyamuni lived for 
seven years, and where inter¬ 
esting Chinese remains have 
been found. 

fj/ll ^ Kapilavastu. See 1x53. 

# tS H Gari'da,—a bird with 

golden wings said to be strong 
enough to fight Nagas or spirits^ 

M M M $L Gayakas’- 

yapa,—one of the eleven fore¬ 
most disciples of Buddha. 

Gayashata,—the 

eighteenth Indian patriarch. 

the hill where ||ij! 

Kuan-yin dwells. 

tin SIS an elephant. 

on* m 
or a rosary of 

beads made from a fragrant 
wood like lign-aloes. 

The egg-plant; the 

brinjal. 

^ ^ or ^ the egg 

plant; the brinjal (Solatium 
melongena). 

foreign brinjal,—the to¬ 

mato. 

Solarium nigrum. 

the “bottle-squash.” 

bitter-sweet (Solatium dul¬ 

camara), 

ffl $L BR ectropium of the 

eyelid. 

See 3251. 
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CII‘IEH 

14* 

IS61 

R. 

c. U-yto 
H. XV 
F. kick 

W. die 
N ,dih,cih 
V. xhsic, icldie 

M. ehiti ch'-ie 

} chi eh 
Sz. I ... 
K. kyol v. •y"’* 
J. tetsi, kechi 
A. Pit* 

Entering 
Upper. 

2* 

To raise. To help. 

§p to carry; to recommend. 

w- w n m to raise above 

the dust of this world. 

Read ch‘t4. Exhausted; 

failing. To record on a 

board the offence of a 

criminal. 

1562 

R. 

See $1 ^ 

A. U-ict 

Entering 
Upper. 

14* 

I563 
SM 
See Ip 

Entering 
Upper. 

Evil-disposed. 

mu vicious; ferocious. 

Read hat1. A beast, 

called m which leaps 

upon its prey like a tiger. 

tT 
i564 

C.hyp- 
H. hiap 

F. k'iek, k'iok 
W. dia, cHe 
N. hsih, e-iah 
P. ch'-ie 

M- ch'-ie. ch'-jio 
Y. ) 
Sz. j ch ieh 
K. hop 
J ■ kid, £5 
A. k'iep 

Entering 
Upper. 

A sickle, 

carve. 

To cut; to 

19 £ 9S cut off (the 
legs) of those who in the morning 

crossed the ford,—as * 

Chou Hsin did. Used with 558. 

% 

m 
y to engrave. 

to maltreat; to oppress. 

Ifr news has ceased 

to come; communication is cut 
off. 

Afraid ; nervous ; cow 

ardly. Not to conform to 

the right standard. 

J?c *|4 to ^*e afraid. 
*|4 t0 be nervous, 

nervous; fearful, 

teffi cowardly. 

‘14 or |4 [Ojl to fear to go 

into battle; cowardice before the 
enemy. 

ten to fear a draught. 

‘14 Jffi* or *|^ to be bashful. 

‘14 ^ weak of purpose; vacil¬ 

lating. 

te^^te not to be abashed 

before the great. 

|± 
j564 

2« 

1565 

R. 

See‘|4 

Entering 
Upper. 

1566 

R. 

IS67 

ijfgL lean and nervous,—of no 

account; pitiful. 

*te± not to be afraid of a 

superior. 

‘14 it ft one who cannot speak 

plainly; a country bumpkin. 
See 2978. 

—* Pit ‘14 !li£ pronouncing 

everything wrong. 

the house is 

built wrong. 

*14 m t4 m a strange-looking 

face; faint-hearted; fidgetty; 
green; a clodhopper; dull; 
stupid; ignorant. 

‘|4 y°u idiot! 

Weakness ; lassitude ; 

debility. 

.4* 

t569 
W. a-, ka^ cie 

N. ciah 
P. ch'-ie5, ihsia 
M. chia0 
Y. hsialt 
Sz. lisia, cilia 
K. hidp, kiop 
J. kid 
A. hiep7, hap3- 

Entering 
Irregular. 

See ‘14 
Entering 
Upper. 

A creaking, rustling, 01- 

whispering sound. 

4* 

1568 

C. hyp- 
H. hiap 
F. k'-iek 
N. diah 
P. ch'-ie\ ihsie 
M. hsie 
Y. hsiah 
K. kiop, v. hidp 
J. kid 
A. hiep- 

Entering 
Upper 

Irregular. 

.4* 

1569 

C. hap,, haap. 
H. hiap-, 

k'iap- 
F. kiek- 

See 11,700. 

Pleased; satisfied; cheer 

ful. 

joyful; in good spirits. 

^ or i]j^ pleased; satis- 

tied. 

‘||§ fp everything satis 

factorily arranged. 

* II * * not pleased, or 

satisfied with. 

A trunk ; a chest. A 

satchel ; a portfolio. See 

6406, 1661. 

|f£ when the drum is beaten 

to open the satchel and get out 
the books. 

157° 

i57i 

a travelling trunk, 

boxes and trunks. 

% $$ the money-box is 

empty. 

jjj a satchel. 

!■? a portfolio. 

R. 

See 

Entering and 
Even Upper. 

4* 

^572 
r. : 

C. ts'-yp 
H. ts’-iap 
F. cK-iek 
W. tsHe 
N. ts'-ih 
P. ch'-ie1 
M. | 
Y. > ch'-ieh 
Sz. I 
K. ch'-op 
J. sho 
A. diep 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 1569. 

Happy; contented; grati¬ 

fied. 

nothing pleases 

his nose,—nothing satisfies him 

wmmaf to give oneself up 

to enjoyment. 

g ft self-enjoyment; elated, 

contented. 

Read ch‘ien%. Angry. 

To hate. 

A concubine, as opposed 

to the one recognised wife 

A conventional term of de¬ 

preciation applied by women 

to themselves. See 11,177. 

to -iu or M jk or la : 
take a concubine, 

yjx or ^ I, your concu 

bine. Also used conventionally 
for one’s own wife. 

y°ur concubine. 

fM ^ a virgin bought for a con 

cubine. 

waiting-women. 

^. J§p or I, your handmaid 

marry a wife for her virtue, a 
concubine for her beauty. 

H I VJ fi avoid 
wives and concubines who go 
in for dress. 

WW Ws Aifo & 

^ better mend old clothes as 

a poor man’s wife, than be the 
concubine of a rich man. 



CHIEJ]v 

4* 

!S72 

4* 

1573 

R^-j& 

N. ja/i 
Y. chick 
K. clfap, 
J. ja, J^a 
A. trap, 

niep 

Enteiing 
Lower 

and Upper. 

1574 

eg a vassal. 

ss^-eg distant vassals. 

«ESJS wished to make 

vassals of us. 

£ 3^C 3® JS& ^ your vassals 
abscond. See 9465. 

The noise of birds feed¬ 

ing. To speak evil. 

the gobbling of ducks and 

geese. 

slander; to backbite. 

w 
1575 

R ^ 
C. hat, k'-ai 
F. k'-ai 
VV. k'-a 
N. Pic, k'-a 
P. cK'ie 
M. k'-ai 

Y. k-ae 
K. ke 
J. kai 
A. giai 

Even Upper. 

Same as 1573. 

To rub; to wipe; to mop; 
to clean. 

1576 

e!S ft 

m m 
K. ke 

A. giai 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

jr 
1577 

R. 

See nl 
Entering 
Lower. 

Z % to wipe clean,—as the 

shoes. 

M to rub clean. 

to wipe the face,—as with 

a hot cloth. 

ffi US m ft ft ™p th« 
boat clean. 

mm to run up against any 

one,—as in the street. 

fit T 'M SE wiPed his 
tears and said, 

fit scratching an itching 

tiger,-—name of a picture by 
Li Lung-mien. 

1578 
R-1§ 

See 

A. hsa 

Rising Upper 

W 

1578a 

SeeM 
Even Lower. 

1579 

See 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

okbi 

1580 

R. 

Strong; firm. 

To droop the head, as 

from fatigue. 

C. ts'-ym 
H. tPiam 
F. chi eng, 

c/Pieng 
N. si eh 

M. j chien 
Y. hsiei 
K. som, v. chiim 
J. sen 
A. tien 

Even Upper. 

hi 

I581 

R. 

See Hfc 
K. ch'-om 
A. ticni 

Even Upper. 

’»! 

1582 

R. |£3t 

See 

Even Upper. 

To stand crooked, as 

when one leg is longer 

than the other. 

Read ch''ex. Angry ; to 

drag. 

To die out; to be extin¬ 

guished. 

was 

right that the Han fire should 
die out. 

Evil; corrupt. 

P§ P$ avaricious; 

greedy. 

grasping; 

To destroy; to kill. 

- n m % m killed him 

with a single blow of his sword. 

m to recklessly des¬ 

troy human life. 

ffl ^J; killed the actual 

chiefs. 

m or to exterminate. 

To moisten. To destroy, 

Used with 1580. 

ife yff to imbue; to soak in. 

An awl. A sharp iron 

point. A peak. 

;j)|| a staff with a sharp iron 

point to stick into faggots; car¬ 
rying-poles shod at each end with 
iron. 

a peak; a pinnacle rock. 

1583 

R:5fc»J 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

1584 

s"lit 
Even Upper. 

% 
1585 

1586 

R 

Rising Lower, 

m 
1587 

R#b 
C. -ts'-yn 
H. ts'-erf 
F. t-chieng 
W. hie 

N. dzietP- 

p. 1 
M. I 1shier? 
Sz. J 
Y. chief 
K. cK-on 
J. sen 
A. -tien 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Small; narrow; cramped. 

^ rf? it; ^ a P00r present. 

straitened; in narrow 
circumstances. 

A bamboo tablet for 

writing on. Fancy note- 

paper. A letter; a written 

document. 

i Iftor # ^ the ornamental 

ruled note-paper used by the 
Chinese. 

a letter. 

g glazed note-paper. 

% £ J£ jj ^ he 
wrote on a square inch (small 
piece) of phcenix paper. 

t]jg ornamental scrolls; slips 

of paper for writing sentences. 

^ Jp ornamental paper fans. 

1# ft dk m z ffi t w 
ijH- there is some poetry which 

must have a commentary before 
it is clear. 

Same as 1584. 

Artful, cunning talk. To 

flatter. 

f 1 11 £ to be pleased 

with flattering remarks. 

To tread upon. To walk; 

to follow. To fulfil. 1° 

be arranged in a row. 

41 # ttn W. B. let not the 
oxen and sheep trample on them. 

{ij| jj-jjj to tread down; to trample. 

fp iso1 jj^| to oppress; to ill-use. 

g e, # a ft iihis own 
enemy. 

# it ft H let ,here be 
oppression. 

jg| gg to destroy by trampling; 

to smash; to spoil. 



CSIB3NT [ J93 ] 
CHIEN 

m 
1587 

iS88 

C. tsyn 
H. chien 
F. * chieng 
W. tsie 

N. tsien 

M. 
Y. chiei 
Sz. chien 
K. chon 
J. sen 
A. -tien 

Rising or 
Sinking 
Upper. 

chien 

15^9 

RH 
C. tsyn 
H. tslen 
F. chieng, v. 

siang 
W. zie 

N. dzien zien 
p. j ’ 

M. ! chien 
Sz. \ 
Y. chiei 

^ ^ H|| the difficulty of 

doing justice to one’s good in¬ 
stincts. 

not to follow footsteps, 

—to disregard precedent. 

^ S & fr =£ jji| to occupy 

the post (^..g. the throne) and to 
perform the ceremonial thereof. 
See 11,851. 

=F to fulfil one’s promise. 

{j|| l£fc so as to keep his 

word. 

if A 2. to keep an ap¬ 

pointment. 

by the chestnut trees at the east 
gate, is a row of houses. 

1S| if the vessels (for the 

marriage-feast) are arranged in 
rows. 

{§1 ^ (Kf simpering; 

affected; grimacing. 

To entertain a departing 

friend. Comfits: salted pro¬ 

visions. 

to give a farewell enter¬ 

tainment to any one. See 13,291. 

m m 91 to prepare a fare¬ 

well banquet. 

iiE\ 38H9I in the hurry of 

the farewell banquet. 

Wz if presents of food to a 

departing friend. 

^ J|j| or ||j| to drink a 

parting cup. 

is 2 ■« m s th« 
stirrup-cup being nearly finished. 

H H i i i 7°u 
drinking to me, and I drinking 
to you,—at parting. 

preserved melon. 

|l]| J|l preserved fruit. 

Mean 5 low; worthless; 

cheap. 

-®*% # one mean act 

neutralises nine good ones, 

the poor and lowly. 

mm a low type of face. 

^ the “lower classes.” 

^ people not holding official 

rank; the lowly. 

^89 
K. chhon 
J. sen 
A. tien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
159° 

R. 

C. -ts^yn 
H. ts'-enJ 

F.cchieng, 
chieng3, v. 
ichiang 

W. tsie, v. tsa 

N. tsaan 
p. j 
M. I chien’ 
Sz. J 
Y. chiei 

K. chon, chkon 
J. sen 
A. -tien 

Lower 
Irregular. 

IS9r 

RPt 
F. Schieng 
W. sdzie 

See 

Even Upper. 

the humble, although 

himself humble, he esteemed at 
great price. See 6461. 

j|j| a mean man; a low fellow. 

mi^ low; worthless. 

Ml ‘W M 01 $1 Wi Aa low 
worthless fellow. 

Ml Trfor mjr mean abilities; 

my poor talents. 

mi my humble name is 

Chat3 (or TP*). 

m ft °r mi m °r mi i* °r 

Ml^J my wife. 

ft® to do mean acts; to dis¬ 

grace oneself. 

jjpj? py| to hold in low esteem; to 

despise. 

scholar) who is poor and lowly 
should act as becomes one poor 
and lowly. 

Milt rfij HdesPiseriches 
and esteem virtue, 

in®*® the price is too 

low. 

to sell cheap. 

Ml my affairs- 

Ml ^ my name. 

Water dashing along. 

To splash. 

^ like rushing water. 

i 7 I ^ the water 
splashed me all over. 

701 to be splashed with mud. 

lit fl Kt ii jfr Si A A 
I would that my neck’s blood 
would splash your Majesty,—to 

prove my loyalty. Said by |||j 
m Lin Hsiang-ju of the 

Chao State. 

S' iTl the surf soaked 

my dress. 

A Chinese Methuselah, 

known as ||| Chien 

K‘eng. He is said to have 

reached the age of 767 and 

then to have vanished. 

r592 

R. 

chien 

C. kyn 
H. ken 
F. kiong 
W. cie 
N. cien 

P. ) 
M. 
Y. chiei 
Sz. chien 
K. kon 
J. ken, kon 
A. kien 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To establish; to found. 

To organise. The relation 

of a moon, or Chinese 

month, to its cyclical 

character; used for 2055. 

Abbreviation for jjj§ $|| the 

province of Fuhkien. 

S to establish; or 
to found. 

|| ^ to found a capital. 

H to build; to erect. 

© )§i to build houses. 

M lH to f°und a king¬ 

dom and establish one’s family. 
See below. 

£j|| to accomplish some meri¬ 

torious act; to deserve well. 

$H 'fj|£t0 build and keep in repair; 

to construct. 

HI "pJ" be frequently 

formed admirable plans. 

ie^ the first 

moon is great (i. e. has 30 days); 
it is related to the cyclical cha¬ 
racters ping yin. 

^ $|| and ,/Jx £|| (pronounced 

la* chin1 and hsiao3 chin*) are 
used, by a misconception of the 
text in the Imperial almanac, for 
months of thirty and twenty-nine 
days, respectively. See 2055. 

$H HQ to constitute a feudal king¬ 

dom. 

nt a , etc.) to set up 

izti,—referring to the tail of the 
Great Bear pointing to tzu, and 
the other ten divisions of the dial. 

J|l the stars v%ot/> in Sagit¬ 

tarius’ head. 

^J>J a name used under the 

T‘ang dynasty for the district 
in which Foochow now stands. 

Nanking,—as at first so 

called by its founder ^ ij|| 

Sun Ch‘uan, a.d. 212, who sub¬ 
sequently, in a.d. 229, assumed 

the title of Aif? Emperor and 

founded the dynasty of % Wu 

5H |zj to give advice to the 

Emperor,—of Censors. 

name of a palace, built 

B.C. 104. 

3ie Foochow tobacco. 

25 
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r59; 

CHIEI^ 

*59 3 
IR. 

IC. kyn 
| H. Pen 

IF. kiong, v. 
kiang 

IW. djie 

IN. djien 

|M. j chien 
IY. chiei 

I Sz. chien 
IK. kon 

IJ. ken, kon 
\ A. kieti 

Sinking 

Lower. 

*594 

*595 

jR Ktc 
I See 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

tgr-fc-f the seven literary 

men of the Chien-an period (a.d. 

196—220). They were 

Strong; robust; see 6258. 

Indefatigable; persevering. 
Regular; constant. 

lit stfong; firm; muscular. 

or ^|| strong; vigor¬ 

ous; able-bodied. 

^ as well as ever. 

lUOl capable of enduring, 

—hardships. 

1(Hi Zj£ able-bodied soldiers. 

Hl0r|ft hearty; in good 
health. 

$|| a bold handwriting. 

If B it be is one 

pf those whom perseverance 
in litigation stands in the stead 
of ability. 

X ff & the heavenly bodies 

are regular in their courses,— 
so should the superior man be 
in his practice of virtue. 

Tjtf) the undeviating operation 

of natural laws. 

/] recusant; obstinate. 

i^. ^ sturdy fellows. 

'J|jl slow burning. 

^ lasting,—of clothing. 

doitunflinchingly 

Same as 1593. 

The bolt or bar to a| 

gate or door. See 1599. 

H Ip] titthose wh°| 
know how to shut, use no bars. 

Read chuan4. A horse | 
going slowly. 

A shuttle-cock, which is 

kicked by the players from 

one to another, never being 

allowed to fall to the I 
ground. 

ffij ^r^-y-whenl 
the willow-leaves die, then kick| 
the shuttle-cock,—in autumn. 

R'A,7C 
F. skiong 

See Jpg 

K. kon 

Even Upper. 

1598 

Sinking 
Lower. 

*599 

See j^jf 

Invariably 
sinking. 

Rising Lower 

A gelded bull; a bullock. 

A fabulous monster, half| 

leopard half man. 

/J'* itif= a bull calf. 

aDistrictinSsuch‘uan.1 

mm the Gandharvas, or 

musicians in attendance uponf 
Buddha. 

To walk. 

to kick. 

The male portion or bolt] 

of a Chinese lock; see 8990. 

Used with 1595. 

i§i: H9 the two parts of a Chinese] 

lock; to lock up. 

— oR lr Ift A H t§ the« 
leading or important idea run¬ 
ning through a book. 

f HI key and padlock. 

the s^ar v in Scorpio. 

A case for bows, used] 

oy cavalry. See 5949. 

§H to Put arms in their cases, | 

—to sheathe the sword. 

A crevice; a space be¬ 

tween ; the arches of a 

bridge. During; in; on. 

Numerative of rooms or| 

houses. See 4487. 

9c m z na « a. & 
between heaven and earth (i. c. I 
in the universe), there is no such f 
law as that. 

in the night. 

—• ^ in a whole year. 

(Hy 99 0n the uPPer world; during| 

life. 

$$ ^ z 99 during the time] 

of a meal; a little while. 

59 aH °f a su<Iden; sud-| 

denly. See chien4. 

1601 

IE tcE pji RJj I was in the middle | 
of examining him 

4R0 in the middle. 

4F4A a middleman. 

d? 99 in a little while. 

^ 99 ’n tha.t; therein; in that| 
matter. 

+ Rift <1 
laid it on the table. I 

among their 

ten acres,—the mulberry-planters I 
stand. 1 

99 m A spacious. 

‘ 99 M a house. See 3440. | 

—* 99 ~^r a room. 
M 99 houses; buildings. 

1 ~ 99 a three-roomed | 
house. 

|j/ 9H 99 which house is it? 

Pi 99 heaven and earth. 

99 IP] the creaking of wheels;I 
the chirping or song of birds ;| 
rough and winding. 

99 HD traveHing over a 
rough and winding road. 

H 99 ffli II to stand 
between and arrange differences. 

Read chierf. To sepa-| 

rate; to put a space be¬ 

tween. 

Q every other day. 

9 M — * coming once in I 

two months. 

M W M B o«'y| 
you must not talk about separa¬ 
tion any more. 

=|? 99 to se'ze the °pp°rtunity| 
to. 

not a loop-hole to | 

take advantage of. 

e9 Plyj to partition off; to alter¬ 

nate; to intermit. 

IKfl3S separated by the | 

white clouds. 
JEJ couldn’t put a| 

hair in between. 

9 to cause Pe°ple t0 sePa 
rate; to set at loggerheads. 

talk which causes | 

the separation,—of friends. 



[ *95 ] 

nr 
1601 

Iff BBfi'lS) to separate rela¬ 

tives,—by malicious representa¬ 
tions. 

SBBff the trick of setting 

friends at enmity by carrying 
tales of each to the other. 

Hi ^ S K 59to use bribes 
as a means of setting persons 
at enmity. 

SB @1ff A separated for a 

long time. 

separated; distant: 

apart. 

HR far apart. 

}' the “little rift;” a grudge; 

to set at variance, 

ftg H §f ^ next-door neigh¬ 

bours. 

ffijfeBB the space between two. 

Rg $}} £ If* ^ brushed them 

away, but they would not go,— 
as flies. 

% ^ Rg H the new (friend) 

does not come between us and 
the old. 

M.IHW Z made him (Wu 

Wang) sovereign in the place 
of (Chou Hsin). 

SI W B ^ # R5 BB 
^ could even a hundred 

Ytian Yangs have succeeded 
in alienating him?—Ch‘ao Ts‘o 
from his prince. 

4* Rg PurPle (flowers) 

mingled with red. 

the sounds alter¬ 

nated with each other. 

his illness decrea¬ 

sed pari passu. 

ft# SB (to steal flowers) is 

very different from unauthori- 
sedly taking away other kinds 
of property. 

mm endless; without interval. 

i it. « + 
BB ifij §i BB 
henceforth he was always going 
backwards and forwards from the 
ladies’ apartments, but between 
father and son-in-law. 

R|l 3&E gg blurred and with¬ 

out spaces between,—of words. 

HI Rg to impeach. 

w 
1601 

HJ 
1602 

See m 
Rising Lower, 

m 

1603 

R. si 

See 

A. gian, nian 

Sinking 
Upper. 

1604 

R.jg 

£1 
F.hang 
W. ka 

N. kien, kaan 

M. i chien 
Y. chiatig 
Sz. chien 
K. ) 

J. 
A. gian 

Rising Upper, 

kan 

kan 

rfij li m the young 

man got up and asked for a few 
words in private. 

BB&MZ supposing it to be 

so; what if there be? 

^g every now and then; there 

are occasionally found. 

Bfl Ws all of a sudden. 

to intermit; to break off; 

to interrupt; breaks; intervals. 

Used for 1601. 

A mountain torrent. 

Name of a small river 

which rises in vli 
Mien-ch‘ih Hsien. 

J | [ jfjg mountain streams. 

jjvJk |_L| )[}]] to jump into moun¬ 

tain streams,—in order to pro 
pitiate the gods in favour of sick 
parents. 

j'P- fBlI streams and brooks. 

ffl Z along the streams 

in the valleys. 

it;!] by the banks of 

the stream in the southern valley 

A single slip of bamboo 

for writing on; see 11,691. 

A tablet for memoranda 

Documents; records. To 

arrange ; to abridge (see 

8917); terse (see 13,025). 

To choose. To examine. 

Negligent; rude ; impetu¬ 

ous. Easy; indifferent. 

Sj £ #r # —* frhan^ 
^ til a slip for writing on con¬ 

tained one column of characters. 

= + ¥ Z 
thirty characters were written 
on one slip. 

an ivory tablet. 

|Hj )jlj| a memorandum. 

we were in awe 

of the orders in the tablets. 

1604 

official d°- 
cument. 

a report from a Censor, 

written on white paper, and 
therefore more serious, as com¬ 
pared with those on yellow paper. 

fli a stamped official 

receipt,—issued in all important 
cases. 

j|g jj§| a register; a record-book. 

jtfj jin to arrange materials for a 

book. 

[Hj to make an abridgement 

or resume; meagre, 

flfj OIL concisely; directly; 

without circumlocution. 

jUj 0g terse and perspicuous. 

mm mm his language was 

terse and perspicuous. 12,135. 

BR H M veryterse- 

Hg *51 terse and full of meaning 

which lies beneath the surface. 

j|g simple; convenient; handy. 

j|g short; concise; to the 

point. 

m m are y°u not 
too lax in small matters? 

careless in busi¬ 

ness. 

mm a quiet post,—as opposed 

to m a busy post, at some 

great commercial centre. See 
2916, 3404. 

too particular in 

choosing,—a wife. 

jUj ^ ^ J| to choose and 

send a deputy. 

j|g to specially select,—for 

any particular duty. 

mn to appoint as. 

ttfB# of a wild unmanage¬ 

able disposition. 

br ^ °r m to app°int- 

in s m to re(iuest °rders 
to select and send,—an official, 

gg g a commission from the 

Emperor. 

m ft is ® m <*•= 
officers of) Hsia were chosen 
and promoted to the Imperial 
Court. 

T* ^ IE BR 1 wiu exert 
myself in the selection and 
guiding of you. 
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1604 

R. 

I See 

CHIEIV 

If ffl ®± ^ z Aj> 
will examine these things in 
harmony with the mind of Goc 

IBS li #. # Hi £ « 7 
fj|£ mark those who manage 

their affairs well, and also those 
who do not. 

f|fj ^ to examine evidence and 

come to a conclusion. 

BB ^ insignificant,—as presents, 

^ ^ to simplify'; simple, in 

tastes. 

inspect and com 

passionate all in your capital. 

f||j [If) to examine, as essays; to 

review, as troops. 

ill Wi M iXi ^ BBfor 1 was 
disgusted at Li Yuan’s want of 
accuracy. 

BB IS or BB H t0 slisht >to 
treat discourteously, 

ffifili ambitious and too hasty. 

BB ffij M impetuous but not 

arrogant. 

WnTizm to be easy in small 

matters in the government of 
the people. 

mnmm the rolling of the 

drums. 

BB BB ^ readily; easily 

glibly. 

BB BB abundant, as blessings 

full-toned, as music; easy, care 
less, in manner. 

Rising and 

I SinkingUpper, 

See 

I SinkingUpper. 

Embroidered pleats on a 

robe. 

lit ^fn] pleats in the skirt. 

mm to pleat a dress. • 

To spy. To mix. 

1607 

R. it 

H | ckan 

ckang 

See ^ 

Cchien 
Cchiang 
cgian 

SinkingUpper. 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

R. 

1609 

kam 

chien 

F. keing 
W .ka 

N. kien, kaan 
P. 
M. 

Y. chiang, 
chien 

K. kam 
. kan, gen 

A. giam 

Rising Upper. 

The “washer” inside a 

wheel, to prevent friction 

on the hub. A mace. 

® fits# $zfn) to brandish a | 

pair of double-ended maces. 

$Pd] an iron truncheon. 

A climbing plant which 

has been most nearly 

identified with valerian 

(Valeriana villosa). One 

name given for it in the 

ipL Phi lslao is ^ pjj| 

“child’s chrysanthemum. 

± M ± it m w 
ladies and gentlemen are carry¬ 
ing flowers of valerian. 

W M BB there are rushes 
with valerian. 

To diminish; to lessen. 

^ t0 lighten; to alleviate. 

Iff t0 lower the price. 

or # to 

diminish by half. 

$$ H a Process of subtraction 

= division; see 1144. 

to reduce the duty. 

to diminish; to lessen the| 

number of. 

^ Jlr or $$ to lower the 
rate of interest 

^ to lower the percentage 

or the rate; in part, as part of, 
a whole sum 

i$t 'b W. fP to make a thing 

on a smaller scale,—than the 
original. 

^ ^ to lower the quality. See 

9602. 

££ 0 )Df T evefy 
day gradually decreased the 
quantity,—of food taken. 

^ lj§ to'write in the abbre 

viated form of character,—as 

m for®. 

|g^ —* one degree lower in 

the scale,—as of punishments. 

1609 

1610 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

1612 

ft 
. <kam 
. Skkiam 
ihang 

W .La 

Ccien 
Shsien 

, Shsien. Shan 
Shsiang 

"v? Bit Ijg* ProPose punish¬ 

ment on a lower scale,-than 
the existing penalty. n 

hy y°ur kindness an 

abatement has been made. 

^ lif to diminish. 

^ li' # can be dimin¬ 
ished. 

*T.f iS •here is room 

diminution. 

fd d“n or slack, as business! 
etc. 

a m .«> diminish by withhold¬ 

ing—implying meanness. 

$ Hi to diminish and injure,— 

to infringe upon another’s rights- 
to prejudice. ’ 

^ ^ in excel 
lence not inferior to a peach 

£ to 
his management of sentences 
(in verse) was not inferior to 
that of Meng Hao-jan. 

to receive a smaller sum; 

to compromise the matter for 

to reduce,—a tax. 

to ask less,—of prices, 

s# with but few followers. 

to reduce a punishment 

^ |fn obtained commu¬ 

tation of the penalty of death. 

The correct form of 1609. 

A casket; a box; a bowl. 

To allow. 

titt a dressing-case. 

To bind up. To close: 

to seal up. See 787. 

m to seal up. 

1^ p ^ to seal one’s lips 

and say nothing. 

^ 4^ closely sealed up. 

jj£ an envelope. 

^ $|J( a letter from home. 
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1612 
K. kam 

kan 

A. giam 
Even 

Irregular. 

$r 
1613 

See 1Vj 

Rising Upper. 

im 

1614 

1615 

*■%& 

See 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

■ 1 
HI 

1616 

R -^c H 
See HU 

Even Upper. 

to keep silence. 

# ^IJ 3E M 1 have received 
your jade letter,—your esteemed 
favour. 

J^l I g 15 i t0 use the 
wild vine as a shroud; see 12,059. 

To tie. To choose. To 

strike. 

$] fet If Pfi ^ "f* ^ing 
both his hands behind his back. 

tied up his hands. 

Same as 1613. 

The name of a river in 

Ssuch‘uan. To sprinkle. 

a a to cleanse thoroughly, 

jg) to rid oneself of. 

$1 * X* to wash away his 

shame. 

mm&n you have made a 

new man of me,-—by your kind¬ 
ness, etc. 

To fry in fat or oil. To 

simmer. To decoct. Anxi¬ 
ous. To buy. 

Jfi M fry frin fat- 
Ir or JfR W to fry- 
M to grill. 

5j| let it boil away 

until there is only half a bowl left. 

mM to decoct medicines. 

to heat broth,—as for the 

sick. 

to prepare brick tea,—as 

the Mongols do. 

MM to fry cakes. 

anxious; worried. 

Aik ^R very much disturbed 
in mind. 

|R H to buy fish. 

Read chievJ. To crys¬ 
tallise fruit by dipping it 
in boiling sugar. 

crystallised fruit; 

sugared fruit. 

fPM name of a perfume. 

|lj 
1617 

Ri? 

See Mil 

Sinking 
Upper. 

An arrow. The stem of 

a plant. A small species 

of bamboo. 

3ff bows and arrows. 

ft or ft H (see 4528) the 
point of an arrow. 

Ijfj' ^ or ^ ^ a quiver. The 

former will contain the bow also, 

the shaft of an arrow. 

ft V$ ~^T t'ie fradier an arrow. 

an archery-ground. 

U or H'J Ui m 
a target. 

—' ft ^ ^tli a bow-shot,— 
about fifty yards. 

w ^ ^ ftto pierce a 
willow-leaf at too paces,—as 

^ & S Yang Yu-chi could 

do. 

itf ft a good shot. 

jft PM wsli8ht and shade 
(i.e. time) fly like arrows. 

a secret arrow,—as some 

evil geomantic influence which 
is felt but not seen. 

fl&iSlSA to wound with a 

secret arrow; to stab in the dark 
or in the back. 

^ the arrowed pig,—the 

hedgehog, 

m an m 31 the tide comes in 

like an arrow. 

ftf£ ± 3 the arrow is fitted 

to the bow,—everything is ready 

Jb ft to fit an arrow to the 

string. 

ft B& the arrow has left the 

string,—the die is cast, 

^ ft or -}f& ftt0 wear 
arrows through the ear,—as an 
exposed thief. 

a rocket. 

$-15 a treacherous arrow,—shot 

without warning. 

^ ft to sb°ot such arrows 
i.e. at random. 

^ ^ sounding arrows,—fired by 

banditti as a signal to begin the 
attack. Jap. = Kabura-ya or 
turnip-headed arrow, called hiki 
me. It has a perforated head 

M off mounted archers. 

or 

m 
1617 

1618 

R4fe 
C. tsyn 
H. tsen 
F. chieng, 

cheing 
W, tsie 

N. tsien 

P. 1 
M. 
Y. chiei 
Sz. chien 
K. chon 
J. sen 
A. tien 

Rising Upper, 

chien 

narrow sleeves, 

-ft-# each stem bears 

a flower. 

M ftthe gauge or index in a 
water-clock. 

® SS S ii if- 
much water has run out of the 
clepsydra,—it is late. 

^ sores; pimples. 

To cut, as with shears 

or scissors. 

=js M M Picut frout wfrfr 
scissors. 

ii M £■cM il °ff- 

Tjjj to cut out,—as dresses, 

coats, etc. 

jit M flufre unable to cut 

out,—e.g. from cold. 

to trim; to prune. 

— ts moim ^orm7J 
a pair of scissors. 

folding scissors,— 

introduced by the Japanese. 

M or M tailors’ 
shears. 

iyj fp| ^ to cut the hair; to keep 

the hair short. 

M !$!t # t0 snufr a candk- See 

2579- 

]|jjf velvet,—both silk and 

cotton; velveteens. 

M ^ to give up territory 

and beg for peace. See 6055. 

~Wj |||}f ^ to cut off the rear 

regiment. 

m Ft to cut across a 

river. 

to put a stop to 

the practices of sorcerers, etc. 

Sf tk 
voice of the flatterer is at work 
on all sides. 

A to annihilate 

(an enemy) before the morning 
meal. 

fbT ^ a foodpad; a highway 

robber. 

Same as 1618. 

1019 
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Even and 
■ Rising Upper 

The hair at the side of| 

a woman’s face. 

1622 

Superficial; shallow ;| 

stupid. Also written f§|. 

°f shallow ability. | 

| flj{§ stupid. 

^ weak; feeble;incompetent.] 

Hard; solid. Firm 

strong; durable. Deter¬ 

mined ; obstinate. 

!?• solid; strong. 

It III JJE ride in a solid I 
(carriage) and whip fat (horses), f 
—of a fine equipage. 

[§■ ErJ the “bard and white’ 
theory,—one of the sophisms of| 

Hui Tzu. See below. 

til the hardness and whiteness 

of anything cannot be separated 
and cannot be taken together,! 
— as a mental concept. 

@ or strong; firm;| 
lasting. 

strong and well made,— | 
e.g. of fans. 

JLL t0 establish firmly; to| 
insist on. 

^ to strengthen fortifications. I Even Upper. 

§!£ jjcjfi congealed; hardened. 

i|j£ firm; unbending. 

to insist on. 

t0 Siye positive evidence. I 

to indicate positively. 

J=^ chaste; inflexible virtue. 

|§- ^ maintained that. 

substantial; solid. 

to persist in deny-] 

ing an accusation. 

hale; vigorous; robust. 
“r/ J ' 1 

to guard safely. 

a resolute heart; mind] 

made up. 

^ fitjt determined to pay | 

off an old score. 

a fixeddetermina-| 
tion. 

HI ^ to endure resolutely. 

Ml ^ to very much wish. 

Ml obstinate; pig-headed. 

“Confirmation.” 

KBIStfisti 
confirm his faith. 

he obstinately re¬ 

fused to speak the truth. 

If £ M Il^r tbe more they are I 

tested, the more reliable are they, 
—of the doctrines of Confucius. [ 

firm and unyield¬ 

ing. 

k it t® m he grasped his | 

spear with the firmest resolve, 

fp the centre or main body] 

of an army. 

Stingy; economical. 

BS? stingy; parsimonious. 

H or qif saving; eco¬ 

nomical. 

§? Hlj t0 curtab expenses. 

§? J|§ to be close with the money-1 

bag; to tie up the purse-strings. 

I? to be sparing of one’s] 

strength. 

^ to avoid taking trouble;] 

to spare oneself the bother. 

A large fish, described as 

a kind of mullet. 

The top of the shoulder. 

m? H or M or 
the shoulders. 

about up to one’> 

^ the back of the shoulders, 

the arms. 

SIR 
shoulder. 

it joined at the shoulders 

like the Siamese twins,—0f a 

heiglT A1S°’ °f 

—• A it M the two men are 
of the same height; the two men 
are equal. 

361 ffSff t>j walk abreast. 

^ ^ m if # ^ those who | 
came to ask saw each other’1 
shoulders and backs,—were very 
numerous. ; 

carrying on the| 

shoulder and bearing on the 
back,-a porter’s life. 

1141 a livelihood I 

earned by carrying on the 
shoulders. 

— a 1 n m m & . 
man, carrying the baggage on 
his shoulders (with a pole), ac¬ 
companied him. 

MMMte to sustain great 

responsibilities. 

frl ift one who carries on 

the shoulder; a coolie. 

—* "tit to undertake the 

whole management. 

if ^ M W? 1$ 1 have a 
man of shoulders (a capable man) 
for the business. 

hao4 (jt=| WE will 

not employ those who love bribes 

ff m to take charge of; able to 

sustain. See 12,318 

M M M t0 rest one’s 

shoulders (Anglic#, legs) at an 
inn. 

M ¥ m leaning on the 

concubine’s arm,—in walking 

a bib for a child. a * 

ftJm a jacket without sleeves; 

a waistcoat. 

^ JH a lady’s tippet. 

mm to walk at one’s shoulder, 

but slightly behind. 

^ shoulder to shoulder. 

f 
good and bad men rub shoulders 
at Court. 



r 
1626 

C. kan 
H. 'kon 

F. J“Mgi 
'■kwang, v. _ 
kwou? 1 ikeing 

W. Jtue 

N. cien 

P. 
M. 
Y. lkou, 

ihsiang 

chien 

See 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

di1 

1627 

C. 
H. tsiam 
F. chieng 
W. /rA; 
N. tsien 
P. 
M. 
Y. chiei 
Sz. chien 
K. chhom 

sen 
A. item 

chien 

Even Upper. 

r 
1628 

e»j 

Even Upper. 

The stalks of a coarse 

grass, used for making 

mats. 

Q If ® the whitened 
stalks are made into mats. 

S ig* a straw mat. 

.. WH M to regard as mere 

straw,—to treat as worthless. 

to regard human 

life as of no account. 

A sharp point. Acute; 

clever. The male of crabs. 

■£. Jp| a sharp point. 

miJ a sharp-pointed knife. 

Ipf Lactuca versicolor. 

D.C. 

a pinnacle rock. 

a mountain peak. 

3E tfd ^ ^her jade (i.e. beau¬ 

tiful) fingers tapered to points. 

^ ^ the tip of the writing-brush 

or hair pencil. 

^ 0 conical. 

very sharp; very smart. 

mm clever; sharp. 

the sharpest of all his subordi¬ 
nates,'—usually in a bad sense. 

^ illt sharp-fingered,—used 

of people given to peculation, 
as “light-fingered” of thieves. 

m m -it to wear pointed shoes, 

—to act women’s parts. 

Pit lantern-jawed; 

hatchet-faced. 

nm to take a snack;to lunch. 

t0 shudder. 

H ^ the male anc 
female crabs could not be dis 
tinguished. 

Wicked ; false ; treach¬ 

erous; malicious; dishonest 

Also read kan}. 

#F or 
malicious. 

bad; wicked; 

w 
1628 

chien 

1629 

E-h!si 
C. tsyrn 
H. ts'-iam 
F. chietig 
W. zie 

N. dzien 
P. 
M. 
Y. chiei 
Sz. chien 
K. chom 
J. sen, zen 
A. Item 

Rising Lower 

ft It ” Ilf B «r ft JY” 
iFF'fe crafty; cunning; slippery, 

deceitful; fraudulent. 

&T (ksiang*) or gf a 

traitor minister, one who betrays 
his trust. 

£F a spy- 

81 *F a traitor; one who goes 

over to the enemy. 

ftm one who falsely assumes 

the appearance of a good man. 

ff* a scoundrel. 

a traitorous society; a 

cabal. 

*T»t a wicked plot. 

ftm to deceive and kidnap. 

dishonest traders. 

*FW to treacherously injure. 

M iff It ^ t0 search out 
smugglers and capture thieves, 

#F (haoK) you 

have maliciously deprived me of 
what I love. 

ftlS. corrupt clerks. 

ftU brutal; cruel. 

ft 7} designing. 

To find its way in, as 

water does. To advance 

by degrees. Gradually. To 

flow. 

'jff j^ffj gradually; by degrees. 

1®" to gradually melt. 

if** to come gradually, or 

by degrees. 

i£ ^ ^ my illness has greatly 

increased. 

I# $Jr his energy gra 

dually failed. 

to gradually get a 

little colder. 

S© ik gradually formed 

a shoal. 

/A. t0 gradually enter 

the true or holy path,—of Con¬ 
fucianism. 

Mfflr M now shining, now 

dark,—of a revolving light at a 
lighthouse. 

very rarely; occasionally 

1629 

)©* *n order; one after the 

other. 

# 3®T t0 advance in 

regular order. 

the tears flowed. 

ijj- the 53rd Diagram. 

Read chien}. To tinge ; 

to soak. To reach. 

'f~? J|5 |j|| imbued with cha¬ 

rity and duty towards one’s 
neighbour. 

ik to moisten with. 

the stars (5, S, <, in Lyra, 

L m eastwards reach¬ 

ing to the sea,—of influence. 

¥ n + iffi # m *< 
twenty, a woman should marry. 

those frowning rocks, how high 
they rise! [Read chlan chlan = 

326.] 

the second stage in a fatal 

malady. See 7254, 13,678. 

1630 

Both ; together ; also ; 

equally. To unite in one. 

R-ii — % % pf # M y°u 
C. kym 
H. kiam 

F. kieng 
W. cie 
N. cien 
p 1 

cannot have both,—have your 
cake and eat it too. 

M W. applies t0 both 
fundamentals and accidentals. 

M. | chien 
Y. chiei M M or M W or M. M 
Sz. chien 
K. Mom (see 6879) or M. If or ^ ^ 

J. ken to also have the management 
A. Idem of or the administration of (some 
Even Upper. office or function) in addition 

(to one’s own). 

temporarily charged with 

the duties of,—in addition to 
some other office. 

^ or M M or M Z 
further; moreover; there is also 
—another matter. 

—* yA. ^|jt ^ the man unitec 

in himself,—all the above excel 
lencies. 

^ il M. £ rarelyfound uni 
ted in the same individual,—of 
qualifications, 

mm hear both sides in 

order to get at the truth. See 

92i5 
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1630 

1631 

R. 

C. kam 
F. kangJ 

N. cien^ kaan 

P. f 
M. 
J. kan 
A. giant 

Even Upper 

Irregular. 

kan 

1632 

See 

Even Lower. 

4 

51sayinshis 
weight was double that of an 
ordinary child. 

to mix; to blend. 

^ to mix in other kinds; to 

adulterate. 

both complete; complete 

in both ways. 

£ tfl various colours 

brought together. 

^ A ^ ft the caPacity (e‘g- 
for drinking) of two men. 

$ Mi ^ Ato unite men 
by moral teachings. 

A to unite the empire 

under one rule. 

several consecutive de¬ 

cades. 

to monopolise; to grab; 

to usurp. 

^f* Governor Adjoint of the 

J|||| Prefecture, — ranks 

above Governors-General anc 
Governors. 

w moreover; at the same 

time. 

see 1635. 

To walk lame; to limp 

a state of things 

when one can only go flounder¬ 
ing along,—not knowing how 
to act. 

r633 

R-^i 
C. hypr 
H. k?iap 3 

JPick3 
W. ’■ch.He 

N. thien 
P. ihsienph'-if, 

chietf^ cchhien 

To pick up food with 

chopsticks. 

Read lien4. To strike a 

drum. 

To eat without being 

satisfied. Not enough; defi¬ 

cient. Discontented. Bash¬ 

ful. 

|| a year of dearth, 

a bad harvest. 

jrij deficient,—as a small crop. 

1633 
M. chien\ 

chhie 
Y. chkieh 

Sz. chkie^chkien 
K. kiom 
J. ken 
A. -friem 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

1634 
R. (Sfi 

See 

Even Upper. 

1635 
r. eh 

See 

A. S.liem 

Even Upper. 

w>v 
1636 

R. P'S 

See 

Even Upper. 

^ a deficit and a surplus. 

1 ^ ^ in pien 
teous years jade, in years of 
dearth grain,—is what we want. 

very discontented, or ill- 

tempered. 

JX remiss,—as when failing 

an engagement. See 11,682. 

tsi12* the uncomfortable 

appearance of a person unable 
to fulfil a promise or otherwise 
failing an engagement. A^8709. 

p- an uncomfortable affair; 

an awkward business. 

pjj; dissatisfied. 

ffft sincere regrets. 

A kind of silk woven 

with double threads, anc 

waterproof. 

7$: fine and beautiful 

coloured silks. 

Stitt a variegated silk. Used 

figuratively for elegant composi 
tion; the classics. 

I® 3t & B « - W 
bestowed on his family silk anc 
Tls. 200. 

the men of old got a 

thousand pieces of silk for a 
single word. 

m m *. the silk bags 

carried the water,-—alluding to 

a story of ^ Ts‘ao Ts‘ao 

who filled bags of this silk with 
water, which when frozen enabled 
him to defend his camp. 

A tall kind of sedge. 

It the reeds and 

rushes are deeply green. 

1 iS#3sta the poor reed 
leans against the fine tree,—for 
support. 

The sole or plaice. 

8080. 

See 

dhmj 
1637 

R. P!jt 

See 

Even Upper. 

1638 

m 
1639 

*•11 
H. ken 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

A fabulous bird with one 

eye and one wing, so that 

a pair must unite to fly 

See M 5507, 8080. The 

spoonbill (P lata lea major) 

Same as 1663. 

Difficult; hard. Dis¬ 

tressing. 

IHror _difficult and 
dangerous. 

difficult; troublesome; 

calamitous. 

A A US God now >n 
flicting calamities. 

m It h bard to gain 
a livelihood. 

hard-earned food,—such 

as crops raised by agriculture 
etc. 

S^J£ difficulty in eating 

unable to eat,—as from illness 
or anxiety. 

P-B- to seriously obstruct, 

troublesome. 

there is not one 

that is not difficult; also, do not 
regard any as easy. 

^ or Jfg 1? °r It IS 
distressing; grievous. 

^ 'ffB 1st I have had experl 

ence of troubles. 

^j[] in the sorrow of 

ling. 

to IL * his mind is very 

difficult,—he is a difficult person 
to deal with. 

n&nm there is not one 

that knows of my distress. 

with toil and moil; checked 

and impeded. 

abjectly poor. 

~T US t0 be in distress,—for a 

deceased parent, 

ft IS to be in mourning for a 

mother. 

h\~M to be in mourning for a 

father. 
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m* 
jnL 

1640 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

To examine carefully; 

to revise. To superintend. 

[The arrangement under 1st 

and 4th tones is of modern 

date, and the distinction 

is in some cases but laxly 

observed.] 

KfEPHA to look down over 

the four quarters of the earth, 
—of God. [In this case both 
chien' and chien4 are heard.] 

/£] ^ M — ft the Chous 
had the advantage of viewing 
the two previous dynasties,—the 
Hsia and the Shang, and adopted 
from them whatever was good. 
[Read chien4 by preference, as 

though 1644, with which 

j&£ is interchanged.] 

the Imperial Academy 

of Learning. 

IS ¥ HI ^ v@ the au§ur of 
the Imperial Academy, the one 
who pours the libations to Con¬ 
fucius; he is the first Han-lin 
graduate. 

^ ^ or ^ fH (see chien') 

nominally, a student of the 
Imperial Academy; actually, the 
lowest literary degree, to be ob¬ 
tained by purchase throughout 
the empire. The holders of 
these degrees are often spoken 

of respectfully as 

AH to enter the Academy; to 

get the degree of student. 

s|fc ^ H| the Imperial Board of 

Astronomy. 

A Is; or Hi a elm’lc!l- 
God surveyed the 

world below,—and chose Wen 
Wang. 

God beheld the 

ruler of Chou. 

H H :{E ^ (God) daily su- 
perintends us wherever we are. 

H supervising 

Censors of the provincial circuits. 

the officers in charge 

of the seals in the yamens of 
high provincial authorities. 

Read chierfi. To inspect; 

to examine. To oversee. 

A gaol. 

how is it you do 

not consider the state of things? 

JUL 

1640 

1641 

1642 

1643 

&USL 
1644 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. hang 
W. ka 

N. clen, kaan 

P. I 
M. [ 
Y. chiang 
Sz. chien 
K. kam 
J. kan 
A. giant 
SinkingUpper. 

kam 

chien 

fc HI an arbHer bibendi 

(or master of drinking cere¬ 
monies) is appointed. 

H| ^ to superintend; a Super¬ 

intendent of Customs; a Pro¬ 
testant bishop. 

H M or H II t0 oversee; to 

superintend. 

H| |§| to steal that with 

which one has been specially 
entrusted; to embezzle. 

^ I or ^ oversee 

work; an overseer. 

H| |Sj§ to superintend examina¬ 

tions. 

HI Wi tT ifl}] to superintend an 

execution. 

H| @1 a Resident in a subdued 

State; a title given to the heir 
to the throne. 

SI* f KIS request¬ 

ing the Heir Apparent to be¬ 
come Regent, or “Protector,”— 
something short of “Emperor.” 

K St O' & ¥ * gaol- 
Afo HI to be in prison. 

to put in prison. 

to keep in prison, or in 

custody. 

HI j|j& died in gaol. 

^1 Wt ISa tnr,'l:cy- 

£ 4C. an escaped prisoner. 

Same as 1631. 

See 4510. 

See 4511. 

A mirror of metal. To 

glance at; to examine; to 

criticise (see 5013). See 

2170. 

^ 4$ |H it my mind is not a 

mirror,-—which receives all im¬ 
pressions without discrimination; 
or, which reflects merely the 
outward form. 

A&zm 
to a beauty, mankind is the 
mirror in which she sees herself. 

Wjul 

1644 

il** a mirror which appears 

to show on its surface the orna¬ 
ments engraved at the back, or 
other designs; a “magic” mirror. 

her hair was so 

glossy you could see yourself 
in it. 

to examine; to look into. 

m ha 4: to examine a 

matter as ice reflects things, 
with the utmost minuteness of 
detail. 

SiTAlIfi* 
why not make your mirror of 
mankind, and not of water? 

m & m ¥ to oversee the 

universe and deal out justice,— 
as God. 

HQ < : the Sacred Glance,—of 

the Emperor, i.e. his Majesty’s 
inspection or approval,—used in 
memorials. 

or ^§l a conventi°n‘ 

al phrase similar to the above, 
used in petitions, etc. = for your 
Excellency’s approval. 

[$J bright mirror, — of the 

mind. Used of perspicacity, 
clearness of apprehension, etc. 

!§, -4* ^ "S' regarding the 

present, we should be guided 
by the past. 

$la -T* IH, the warning °f 
Yin is not far off, — meaning 

the tyrant Chieh by whose 

fate the tyrant ^ Chou of the 

Yin dynasty had been advised to 
take warning. 

^ jfj^i wbich should be 

taken as a warning. 

itlf to heed Previ°us ex 

amples. 

chii1 the warning 

of the cart ahead. See 13,238. 

to be always thinking of the 
people’s sufferings, and not to 
forget them even in sleep. 

to understand the science of 
physiognomy. 

aM, *he name °f a history by 

^ ft Ssii-ma Kuang, a.d. 

1084. It is in 294 books, anc 
covers the period from the 4th 
century b.c. to the close of the 

3l Five Dynasties, a.d. 960 

26 
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1645 

1646 

kan 

chieti 

kan 

§ii $1} § a condensation 

of the above work, in 59 books, 

edited by ^ || Chu Hsi about | 

a century later. 

$§1 —* the first (art) 

critic,—of his day. 

it 
this man is certainly not a dis¬ 
cerning critic. 

^ ^ tUt ^ ^ rt will not 

escape the discernment of the 
connoisseur. 

^FiE ear criticism,—e.g. valuing] 

a picture because of its antiquity 
and not because of its beauty. 

mi 

1648 
N. ch'ing 

P. chietilsun 
M. chitzD, chiitf 
Y. cluing: 
Sz. chiin 
K. chon 
J. sen, zen 
A. tweit‘ 

Rising 
Irregular. 

ffrF ^ ‘$8 ^ the meaning of| 

the poem is profound and bizarre. 

^ a hero. 

^ virtuous and brave. 

^ /if the name under the T‘ang 

dynasty of & ^ ^ Ch‘ung- 

yang Hsien in Hupeh. 

i653 

IC. kyn, chyn 
I IT. k'-en 
F. kiong 

|W. cie 

ten 

chien 

mi 
1648 

\rM 
tsun3 

choung3 
. c«h«£-, 
dung' 

Same as 1644. 

618. 

Fornication; adultery; in¬ 

cest ; rape ; illicit intercourse 
in general. Treachery. 

^ or lewd; adult 

erous. 

^ an adulteress. 

to debauch women 

^ the paramour. 

to catch in the act. 

*° force a woman; to rape. 

See 1292. 

ill ^ °r M M 01 3® 
illicit intercourse, — where the 
woman is a consenting party. 

&& illegitimate, 

sodomy. 

to seduce a young girl, 

obscene; vile; wickedness; 

crime. 

^ to seduce and carry off. 

to have criminal inter¬ 

course. 

Plains; traitors. 

Fat; fleshy. Strange. 

Valiant; heroic. Surname, 
Chiian. 

IE M faL PlumP- 

* — M the 
last sentence wound up in an 
unexpected way. 

C. c/sun, (sun0 
H. (surf 

F. Qchieng, 

choung3 
W. iyUyghung 
N. chon, i.yi 

| P. chien, 
chliian 

Y.r^zVz 
J K.chon 
|J. 
| A. tieni'-y t'-uen 

Even 
Irregular. 

To engrave; to carve. 
To censure ; to degrade 
[see 1883). 

$$] t0 engrave,—as a block] 

for printing. 

^ ^ to engrave on stone. 

^ new cut,—of the blocks for I 

printing a book; a new edition.] 

HI;t0 efiise^ out. 

M\U% to tunnel through a 

mountain. 

ffi± to cut on anything. 

to inscribe,—as on stone. 

^ plainly inscribed. 

3p§ /$C to deprive of the honorary I 

grades granted for merit. See I 
846, 1883. 

Lame. Feeble. proud I 

To pick up. Trouble; dif. 

Acuity. A donkey. AloJ 

read chHenx. 

life lame; halt; 

i6S4 

1650 

See 

Rising Upper 

1651 

1652 

See 

Rising Upper, 

The men whose duty it 

is to strike the musical) 

stones. 

See 1690. 

To speak out boldly. To I 

beg; to entreat; see 13,264. 

He 0|| to be outspoken,—as a] 

loyal minister. 

18c 16c to hear many] 

honest truths,—as a sovereign] 
who allows his ministers to speak I 
freely. 

W V ® W outspoken, I 

straightforward language. 

W 9 ^ Plain speaking] 
brings calamities in its train. 

irffi*fl to entreat without! 

leaving off; to be importunate. 

lift_ 

i655 

See 

Rising Upper. 

m 
1657 

Sinking 
Upper. 

it* or 

crippled. 

« * f: ft 11K 

* you have not perished ini 

mid-career, deaf, blind, or halt 

ffrll f#3fE my destiny is weak I 

and the times are unfavourable.] 

iffc jPI they are all veryj 

arrogant. 

W 5§§ ^ fie P’oked up his] 

skirts and strode forward. Used] 
for 1693. 

if |§^ in great straits. 

name of a minister under! 

the Emperor ikm Fu Hsi, 

who attended to matrimonial! 
affairs. 

# H # to act as go-between | 

in arranging a marriage. 

Used for 1653. 

A lame mule or ass.| 

Used for 1653. 

H HU IS li t0 seek a| 
lame donkey to ride,—as less| 
likely to kick, etc. 

To exhaust; to flnish. 

To destroy; to kill. 

may your imme-| 

diate happiness be without end. 

Wt max (God) grant| 

you all blessings. 

A kind of wood. 

ItflS*Mi the bamboo arrow] 

is like chien wood. 

Read chin*. An ancient] 

drum. 
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1658 

|R5$ 
IC. kyni'- 
| H. k'-iamv. 

k'-iang 
IF. kieng- 
IW. ~djie 

IN. djien 
IP.cchien 
IM. chief? 
IY. chief’ 
iSz. chien 
1K. 
jj. ken,gen 
I A. kiem2- 

Rising 
Irregular. 

i659 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Economical, as opposed 

to ^ 9782. Moderate ; 

temperate. See 6099. 

^ ||| it is easy to go from 

economy to extravagance, but not 
from extravagance to economy. 

§ ^ fa in pend¬ 

ing on oneself, one should be 
economical. 

fa IS or # 4' °r ^ 
or ^ economical; thrifty; 

frugal. 

ft fa over-thrifty. 

fa or fa ft stingy; Parsi-| 
monious. 

in a year of dearth 

do not be stingy. 

the evils of a lack | 

of frugality. 

better bej 

frugal than lavish, 

self-restraint. 

m # ijl humility and| 

economy have their proprieties, 
—they must not be practised | 
without discrimination. 

fa fc ^ ^ economy I 

should be practised in accord-1 
ance with requirements,—andf 
not otherwise. 

A two-edged sword. See| 
6061. 

m 
!dS9 

a sword. 

?IJ fx or j§3) ^ a scabbard. 

j$lj the cloth cover for the 

scabbard. See 3619. 

M t0 dance and brandish a 

sword; sword-play. 

mm to dance the sword-dance. 

brandishing a 

sword in each hand. Usedfortheip c,- 
two horns of a logical dilemma. I vv. '™"S 

Sf I® M $l\ i the sharp|N.^V» 

sword is given to the brave | m. 1 chien 
soldier,—in the right distribution 
of things. 

^ $j & gg > ft # is 
fj-l FJ|| when twin swords are 

about to be separated, they first 
rattle in their scabbard, — of 
friends. 

1660 

K-ffc 
C. kym 
H. kiam 

Y. chiei 
Sz. chien 
K. him 
J. ken 
A. kiem 

Rising Upper 

m n ^ m to cut down a I 
boat’s (mast) to fish up a sword I 
which has dropped overboard,! 
—throwing good money after bad. I 

m the art of swordsmanship. | 

IS M $C if, he grasped his 

sword and glared at him. 

t&M MM armed cap-a-pie. 

ihM to fall on one’s'sword; to 

stab oneself. 

^ j^jjj book and sword,—book¬ 

learning and sword-play. 

"ti J|| ^|J the seven-star sword, 

—of n m K‘ung Ming. 

mm a magic sword, which 

would kill when ordered. 

m fill or M or M a 
Taoist priest,—supposed always 
to have a magic sword about him. 

% ^|J mandarin-duck sword, 

—two blades in one sheath. 
The male and female of the 
mandarin duck are supposed al¬ 
ways to keep together. 

iH® m two swords called 

ft m and JliW , from the 

names of the man and his wife 
who made them. 

^ it m an assassin’s dagger. 

The handle is bent at an angle 
to the blade. 

i*r M # ^ tongue like a 

sword and lips like spears,—of| 
one who uses biting, caustic 
language. 

m m ft $ii ^use cha- 
rity and duty to your neighbour 
as your sword and spear. 

jjH °t>lique eyebrows. 

To bind; to restrain. To 
search; to check; to tally. 

To revise. To pick up. 
Used with 1661. 

^ to bind; to keep in check. 

made a searching] 

round,—of the garden. 

A Wi #5 ^ mustered I 

the men and found that all were! 
present. 

remiss in check¬ 

ing, tallying, taking stock, etc. 

% n IH to proceed without 

exactness; wanting in method, 

to revise; to collate. 

1660 

1661 

R-J$ 

&c U" 

Rising Upper. 

^ to revise a book for pub¬ 

lication. 

Jfi M fa 7^ ^ Pick k UP- 

^ ^ stage-waiters;gleaners. 

fa H $J rag-pickers; beggars 

who pick up the odds and ends I 
in the street. 

to gather firewood. 

to arrange and hand to, J 

—a superior. 

To examine; to search, 
see 10,227. A rule; a 

3 pattern. To gather up. An 

envelope. To revise; to 

compare. Interchanged with 
1660. 

to W pq to examine; 

through; to revise. 

Tfa to examine; to hold an 

inquest. 

fa fa on examination, 

such was found to be the case. I 

fa& to examine; to look up I 

the records. 

fa tU ft IH ^J=in turning out | 

a box I found.... 

^fa ^ to take count of. Under) 

the Sung dynasty, equivalent to 

Lord High Commissioner;-also 

written @5 . See 1660. 

fa ^ a Police inspector in a| 

Prefecture. See 4884. 

fa an example. 

^ $it) pb] to trample on rules | 

and transgress limits. 

±lU ^ t0 g° UP into the | 

hills and gather fuel. 

fan to label; to mark with a 

name. 

fa? gij- a Han-lin graduate, 

to compare. 

fa ^ to bring items together;) 

to collect. 

to search into. 

3S fa a splashed-with- 

gold jade letter,—of a successful [ 
Han-lin, informing his family of I 
his success. 

^ t|p| t0 find out the rhyme of| 

a character; a guide to the rhymes. 

fa¥ a guide to help in finding 

the radical of a character. 
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1661a 

w 
1662 

R. 

See Hi# ^ 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Lower. 

1663 

cban 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. Jtieng 

Seej)S 
A. giam, ngiem 

Rising Upper. 

The eyelids. A chou 

or province. 

A ram or deer with three 

twists in its horn is called 

- |i|? or three-twist 

horn. 

The impure carbonate of 

soda or natron, which is 

collected from the saline 

lakes in Mongolia by lixivia- 

tion, and extensively used 

for soap. A nitrous efflor¬ 

escence on the earth, com¬ 

mon in northern China. 

m 
1664 

1665 

R. * 

C. ban 
H. kam 
F. kieng, being 
W. cie 

bien 

I chien 

N. 
P. 
M 
Y. chiei 
Sz. chien 

K. kyon 
J. ben 
A. bien 

Rising Upper. 

soda in powder, 

common soda, 

rock soda, 

soda lye. 

Mb °r isalt soiL 

See 7140. 

The cocoon of the silk¬ 

worm. The silky pupae of 

other moths. 

the cocoon of the silk¬ 

worm. 

to weave the cocoon. 

IS pierced cocoons,—from 

which the insect has bored its 
way out. Their market value 
is small. 

cocoons buried to delay 

their hatching. 

jtjji a silken thread. 

silken thread and 

rope line,—i.e. from the firm¬ 
ness of silk to the thickness of 
cordage; a versatile pen. 

| ^ a fur moth. 

§ Shantung silk piece-goods; 

silk pongees. 

IP M p°ngeefrom H j® 
M'j in Kuangtung. 

not to bear children. 

if 
1665 

1666 

R 

Rising Upper. 

1667 

1668 

R-Vl 
F. beings bang 

Seeft ^ 
Rising Upper, 

F. being 
W .ha 

N. hie, baan 

ft; 5E % ft m never to settle 

down in life. 

^ aIL S fill hands and feet 

badly chapped or blistered, 

a low mournful tone. 

Silk clothes wadded with ♦ 
cotton. 

M8£^ put on a fur robe 

lined with wadded silk. 

See 3274. 

A slip of paper; a 

Chinese visiting card on 

which a letter is written. 

To condense; to abridge. 
To select; see 1669. [To 

be distinguished from j|f 

12,248.] 

MM or an ordinary 

red visiting card. See below. 

M- a notel a letter>—written 

on a card. 

mm I have received 

your card,—on which you say 
that, etc. 

to distribute let 

ters and cards. 

a "card” of several leaves, 

— used on special occasions. 

flj|| jpf a card or list accompany¬ 

ing presents sent. 

a document setting forth 

the date and hour of birth, etc., 
forwarded as a proposal or ac¬ 
ceptance of marriage. The ex¬ 
change of such documents be¬ 
tween families is regarded as a 
formal betrothal. 

MM and j|=f other names 

for the above. 

to husband one’s 

energies. 

To select; to choose. 

^ not to choose; without 

distinction; no matter which. 

^ to choose, as a lucky day; 

to pick out, as from among a lot. 

ftH to select,—as an officer 

for special duty. 

1669 
P. chien 
M. chien, ban 
Y. chiang, baa 
Sz. chien, ban 
K. ban 
J. ben 
A. gian 

Rising Upper. 

1670 

R. i$i 16. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

ft W. to select and send,-an 

official to fill a post, or upon a 
mission. 

ft ft 0l to choose out well- 

known hills, i.e. good brands of 
tea, which are named from the 
hills where grown. 

ffl — is is $ ft tu $ 
he picked out one (an orange) 
with a bruise on it. ' 

ttft to pick out; to choose. 

ft M $ tt tti ft pick out 
the best. 

ft selected, as when the bad 

or inferior has been picked out ■ 
to sort; to clarify. 

ft t0 sort §°°ds- 
ft ^plj the remainder after sorting. 

ft ^ to pick out for examina¬ 

tion; to refer to. 

ft selected for a post,—by 

the system of drawings at the 
Board. 

a scavenger. 

To admonish; to warn; 

to reprove. 

ft 1? or ft |£ or *n 

officials whose duty it is to ad 
monish the sovereign,—Censors. 

gj|i therefore I thus 

strongly admonish you. 

T it A without admon 

ition he went on,—in the path 
of goodness. 

he remonstrated 

with his prince. 

FuSuthuswarned, 

—his father, the First Emperor. 

e *.***■* 
princes have ministers, fathers 
have sons, to admonish them 

E£ ft in serv'n§ 

parents, one should admonish 
them three times,—after which 

it only remains to weep. 

— SS57® fWff.ff 
ft iffi ft BS tW H ifhe 
(the prince) does not listen to 
the first remonstrance, remon¬ 

strate a second time, and if lle 
does not listen then, remonstrate 
a third time. 

# # ® M Hi wh“,he 
prince has faults, admonish him. 
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1670 

|RH 
IC. kyn 
IH. ken 
IF. kieng 
IW. cic 

IN. den 
Ip. j 
|M. } chien 
ISz. ) 
IY. chiei 
IK. kyon 
Ij. ken 
\ A. kien 

Sinking 
Upper. 

st|j or ifcit to urge onej 

to desist,—as from evil courses. 
See 3558. 

loyal remonstrance. See I 

1671. 

t0 remonstrate with. 

to bitterly admonish; to I 

reprove. 

|t t0 remonstrate openly and | 

without fear. 

now-a-days the remonstrances of| 
a minister are not followed. 

pj(i Jj|. the admonishing fruit,— I 

the olive, because of its sharp I 
taste. 

to reprove faults. 

To see. To apprehend.) 

View; experience. Regard-1 
ed as “a sign of the pas¬ 

sive.” Every. Radical 147.| 

See r5; 45°; 

12^ 35; Pi 9855; 5047 ;| 
§i 10,164. 

^M^r while I do not seel 

my lord,—I am sad. 

§& rM ^ M loving and notl 

seeing,—the lady of my heart. 

a day without seeing him is like I 
three months! I 

have you seen 

him (or it)? 

M Mi & M. perceiving from I 

what he said that he was a dis-| 
embodied spirit. 

B th M A after many I 
days we see a man’s heart,— I 
know what is his character. 

SIWi I see through it. 

M ® ^ to see aj 

person’s face is better than to | 
hear of his reputation. 

to see one’s op¬ 

portunity and act. 

IfiT-X Jith alas! I shall j 
not live to see it. 

MW MMfir 3/ by tryingl 

you can see whether it is good! 
or bad. & 1 

(Hf 1 began to lose my sight! 

from my first year. 

Jl‘ 
1671 

M7% (chao*) I cannot see it. I 

M a witness. 

seeing that he was 

sick. 

MMM.& I had no reason j 

for going to see him. 

M to have an interview; to 

see anyone. See 8932, 13,26?. 

f® m - tk M - M ■« 
me introduce you two gentlemen [ 
to one another. 

>hd 

state of things is beginning to 
look like war clothes,—things 
are beginning to look like war. 

ft M ffl 7 JL there are I 

things missing. 

— A M ^ M the two| 
men suddenly vanished. 

¥ B ^ )l 7 = >P% San-1 
tsang had already disappeared,— I 
when they came to look for him.! 

^|f t0 see- 

mM to hear. 

if your loyal advice be notl 

attended to, then you should j 
withdraw. 

17) easy to understand. 

ifo ^ M M ^ ^ M do| 
you smell it or not? 

to see and hear; to have] 

some knowledge of. 

’A* B M fiH what have | 

you seen or heard to-day ?- 
what news is there? 

fit M it pray tell me your| 

opinion. See 1352. 

^ M 't'fl the opinions agree, j 
/fBf m M what is your | 

opinion or plan? 

ifcftWSlKn. whathave| 

you to suggest? 

ife If fi K J!, H w _ 
the Tower of Soochow was sol 
high that it commanded a view) 
of (or could be seen from) three! 
hundred li. 

Irf M & what makes you| 

think so? 

^tua jl do not stick to | 

your own opinion. 

1671 

^ f i ^ i ^ more| 
than ever recognized his wife’s | 
foresight. 

Mm opinions; sentiments; ex-| 

perience. See 9928. 

M m wide experience. 

1$ M £ ^ li ife what a* 
limited experience! 

Mi my experience camel 

too late,—the mischief was done. | 

fit M Z JL fljtf the savoir | 

faire of a village dame. 

mftSL not wanting in dis-l 

cernment,— used critically. 

mft&zz&.m# 

only if you have I 

the discernment of T‘ui-chih | 
(Han Wen-kung) should you 
abuse Buddhism. 

mftT-mzju.M-i 

w «it« only if you havel 

the discernment of Tzii-hou (Liu 
Tsung-yuan) should you defend | 
Buddhism. 

il? PJf M 4! 1^the views| 
of wise men are pretty much the I 
same. 

m 7 Bf Jl 5? S «" no, 
account allow her to cry. 

M Mif 1 let s°» A 
fear I shall be eaten,—by a tiger. | 

M 'Mr to be wounded. 

mM» Chien was murdered. I 
14 K Ji, how 

do you know that he will be 
killed? 

was taken off by poison. I 

M I®see 7254- 
Mfk see 6783. 

Mi fp see 11,910. 

M^J to be efficacious; to turn 

out work. 

Mfe to last,—of food. 

JIS suspicious. 

Ch‘u Yuan was loyal,! 

but becoming “suspect” drowned 
himself in the river. 

# "T M &) f M ts 8 
if you will help me, I will repay | 
you liberally 
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M 
1671 

M S ft M # B ■« be 
discussed with the various Treaty 
Powers. 

TJi,# it is not very good. 

7' of no special ac¬ 

count ; he is not up to very much 

Mm to be rejected, or despised. 

See 1116. 

to be summoned, 

to laugh at; laughable. 

J!. M afc to be altered. 

lit M £ Ji !fl rfif T # 

th #tb the rat has got in 

here and can’t get out. 

do not think it 

strange; do not take it amiss. 

Ijf in M 1 Pray y°u excuse 

me. 

Mm looking as if new 

M'b to be niggardly. 

Mm profitable; advantageous. 

M jjjH to be polite; to make the 

usual salutations 

Mft to seem good (of things); 

to feel or seem better; to be 
obliging (with an anterior motive) 

M 1 feel my bellyob_ 
structed. 

MBi when it feels the 

sun’s heat, (snow) dissolves. 

he comes every 

day. 

MMt® Gynura pinnatifida, 

D.C 

MM,% Evodia melicefoliafith. 

Mezoneurum sinense, 

Hemsl. 

I shall hope to 

get a reply. 

M fj§? to receive instructions,— 

a conventional phrase. 

Mm hearing what he said; at 

this... See 10,164. 

Mm to be asked. See 12,650. 

^ to be employed. 5^13,449. 

M M See 5°47- 

M 3^7 to be made square,—ofj 

something which has been round. 

Also, square. 

1671 

three feet square. 

M to be the best; there is 

an improvement (of a sick person). 

M D& to try a fallito 
see who is the best man. 

MVtvfi to ha^e seen the world; 

experienced. 

MM to see a spirit; to have 

bad luck. 

M ^ your reply; your view as 

to. 

Mfe to believe; to feel con 

fidence; to hear from by letter. 

M to have one’s present 

received. 

Mn to be reprimanded. 

M ¥ & B5 m ® »] m 
A 

rn 8&IIIIA 
£ Jfp to a minister of State 

preach the Gospel of Buddha as 
though yourself a minister of 
State: to a woman, as though a 
woman,—i.e. adapt yourself to 
your audience. 

Mm to be loved by. 

Mm far-seeing. 

Mtt to establish. 

^ ^ the character 

hua only appears twice,—in the 
poem. 

* yfjj water is anta¬ 

gonistic to oil. 

M M ID M ^ 
this silk won’t wash. 

M M % # S& he desPises 
me. 

1 can’‘ 
eat sweets,—they disagree. 

M^n a not fit to be seen, 

—e.g. as bad handwriting. 

Read hsien4. To appear; 

to become manifest; to 

assume shape. 5^1^ 4539- 

ii,{f 1 they appeared 

before their sovereign king. 

_... # ffl the dragon has 

appeared in the fields. 

M nij # A its ap- 
pearance is followed by severe 
floods,—of a fabulous animal. 

Mf 

1671 

— !S 

l672 

R-H 
See ^ 

SinkingUpper 

1673 

See ^ 

Rising Uppei'. 

m 
1674 

y 1675 
R. vulgar. 
C. v. ''kan 

See 

A. -kam 

Rising Upper. 

1676 

C. ts'-ytn 
H. tsiam 
F. chieng, 

ckaing 
W. tsie 
N. tsien 
P. chien, chhieti 
M. chien 

9 9. # * 

AS, M * # to take his 

parents’ punishments without 
any resentment showed his filial 
piety. 

m m b# m # $ fc 
fact that the flowers were warm 
shows that the season was spring 

K to m M his better feelings 

are asserting themselves. 

Ilfl.IIf'fl 
there is nothing more manifest 
than the obscure, nothing more 
visible that the infinitesimally 
minute. 

&%MZ the disciples intro¬ 

duced him. 

^ 0r!j ^ M not noticeable at 

the capital,—of an earthquake. 

A wooden peg. A cover¬ 

ing for a coffin. 

Read chien%. A bamboo 

pipe to carry water. 

A bamboo pipe to carry 

water. 

Same as 1675. 

Soap. 

scented soap. 

To go to excess; see 

12,412. To be in error. 

To arrogate to oneself; to 

usurp. 

% fit ^ M committing no 

excess, doing nothing injurious. 

no partiality (in 

rewarding), no excess (in punish¬ 

ing)- 
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1676 
| K. ch'om, v. 

ch'-am 

IJ. sen 
I A. tiem 

Sinking 
Upper. 

1677 
Ir.< 
I i 
IC. kyn 
|H. k-en 

w yZjuions 
IN. djien 

p. ) 
IM. J chien 
Sz. J 

I i'- chiei 
IK. kin 

t ^ fa 1 am arrogating to I Atit* 

myself,—a conventional phrase I 
used when taking the place of I 1677 
honour. ij.ken 

mis 
really have no right I 

to take this seat. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

(Rising in 
theory.) 

&1tl T after a bout ofI 

mutual yielding, Censor Yang I 
ultimately took the place ofl 
honour. 

Yff to usurp the throne. &*l 

12,612. 

4 jg _||[ to usurp a dignity or| 

honour. 

Yja H| he usurps the right to 

speak first. 

f§ to usurp, or arrogate to| 

oneself,—a title or rank. 

Yf§ ft to usurp the rights or I 

functions of others. 

'*6 
13 1:0 pass beyond; to exceed. 

sm t1- IC'tsyn 
1 § ^ arrogating; presumptuous. IF- chie"g 

IN. tsien 

S* fiy [their temples] Iclt*ei 
JIJ. sen 

A. tien 

SinkingUpper, 

Read chin*. Slander. 

eight kinds ofl 

throw palaces into the shade. 

it z *ji £ fi m gt a I ^ 
disorder is born when the first! l(^9 
insinuation of slander is received. IR. 

C. tsyn>') 
Y. chi, chiei 

M H^Y§ dancing to their J 
flutes without error. 

A ft 
sweets. 

§£ ^ ft a great many 
things. 

ftftftiK 

all the things are here. 

ftftas m he is good at all | 
these things. 

- ft - ft 64 » 1 
separate them one from the other. 

ft» the number of packages. 

ft a the description of packa-l 
ges. 

ft so many packages, or I 

articles. 

J£ft a case; a lawsuit. 

Y£ft a list; a schedule, 

ffift metal ornaments. 

A prop or shore; a beam. 

A ditch. 

IE put up a prop to 

keep it straight. 

^ ^ a plough-beam. 

Read ck'm4. Error; con¬ 
fusion. 

Even Upper. 

atSHg he says on theI 

contrary that my words are not! 
true. j; 

|R H 
To divide; to separate.ISee ^ 

A classifier of all kinds of| u““n.g 

things. See 9960. 

ft an affair, 

ft M a garment. 

ft£# a despatch. 

^ —» ft with two inclosures, 

ft Ml a thing. 

A saddle-cloth. 

| the saddle-cloth or pad) 

placed under the saddle. 

Grass. To introduce; to 
recommend. To worship;! 

to sacrifice. To set forth;! 1681 
to present. 

hI Bti ]|§ deer eat grass. 

coarse grass matting. 

% }|§ to recommend oneself. 

^ lit to recommend for employ-1 
ment or promotion. 

% Jf to bring forward worthy I 
men. I 

ir m & ® $ m ?c ofr* 
old, Shun presented Yu to God,|See jp| 
-as his successor. ’I Even Upper. 

P. v. zchien 
IK. mam 
|j. ban 
I A. Jeien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

1682 

m M to worship ancestors, 

iffil )j|§ t0 sPeed a parting friend. 

M j||[ sacrifices of food,—before | 

these are eaten they are ill 

afterwards they are 4658. 

^ M *1 M ordered (a I 
double ear of corn) to be offered | 
up in the ancestral temple. 

s® & ^ ® m o say masses] 

for the repose of his soul. 

|g ^ let me offer you a little 

food,—a conventional phrase to I 
a guest. 

jfg llH to set food before one. 

ft. sacrificial animals. 

IH to introduce; to bring in; 

to “push,” e.g. by political means. 

ft ig o recommend; to bring| 

forward for reward. 

3E a patron; a person who| 

will recommend. 

If § or jj|§ fg a letter 
introduction. 

servants’ “characters.” 

If to appoint; to nominate. 

m m m aid down 

crimson silk,—for the queen to I 
walk on. 

Read ch'ien*. To repeat. 

H ^ God is continu-l 

ally redoubling our afflictions. 

iif HI famine comes 
again and again. 

To cover with silver or 

gold; to plate. To inlay 

metal. 

iyt silver-plated. 

inlaid with goldj 
and set in jade. 

A three-year old hog. 

ft ffi ? & offered a hog I 

to their ancestors,—at harvest 
time. 
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m 
1683 

R$fc* 
s“ M 

Even Lowei\ 

1684 

R;5fc 

See 

Even Upper. 

iir 
1685 

See 

of Chehkiang. 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

1686 

R-$fe 
F. v. lkiang 
Amoy v. 

K. &>'» 
J. ken 
A. 

Rising Upper, 

Hard skin on the foot or 

hand 5 a blister. 

mm thick hard skin. 

asm hard skin caused by work; 

a corn. 

Read yen4’. The cloven 

hoof of an animal. 

m the horny Part of the hoof. 

Another name for the ^f| 

w| egret, found on the coast 

To cut. To castrate an 

ox. 

1687 

R-U 
(K‘anghsi 

wrongly reads 
this group 

lower series). 

SinkingUpper, 

1688 

r m Wc 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

1689 

A child. 

M ffi a b°y- 

ic ffl a girl- 

/J'* Jj] children. 

|/| -^r* a serving-boy. 

Readyueh.4*. The moon, 

as ordered to be used for 

ft by the Empress Wu 

Hou of the T‘ang dynasty. 

Water flowing. See 

10,440. 

7K tbe water flowed up, 

—to the spot in question. 

'$f continuously dripping. 

if tl successive emotions. 

To repeat; to come again 

Same as 1649. 

1690 

S“M 

Even Upper. 

1691 

1692 

R* 

Even Upper. 

i693 

s" M 

Even Upper. 

1694 

1*1 

1695 
R. 

See ||j^* 

A. tiem, e-tern 
Even Upper. 

1696 

C. ts'-yin 

See 

A. tiern 
Even Upper. 

To pluck up ; to seize. 

To gather. 

JfgL to capture a flag. 

JH to draw aside a bamboo 

curtain. 

See 1653. 

To be defective. 

* * * $ never waning 

never failing. 

mm disgraced,—as in reputa¬ 

tion. 

# m % slack and careless, 

Underclothes. To pick 

up one’s skirts; to raise, 

as a curtain. 

to raise the skirts 

when crossing the brook. See 

1653, S°°5- 

Same as 1693. 

A species of wild garlic 

or onion. See 11,244. 

To cut. To stick in. 

iwm to stick a pig. 

,54b1 

1697 

R. 

See Ipg* 

A. tiem, eiern 

Even Upper. 

[698 

R. 

ch'-ien 

C. ts'-ym 
H. ts'-iam 
F. ch'-ieng 
W. ch'-ie 
N. ts'-ien 
P. 
M. 
Y. ch'-iei 
Sz. ch'-ien 
K. ch'-om 
J. sen 
A. tiem, eiern 
Even Upper. 

A label. To make a note 
of; to record. 

paste on a label. 

HI flfj£ write a label on 

the account-book,—describing it. 

" flf$ a sliP Pasted on to a book 
or roll, stating the name and 
price. 

flU ^ to mark for alteration. 

£ jh a marked passage. 

A slip of bamboo. A lot, 

as used for divination, etc 

A warrant. A tally. In 

terchanged with 1714. 

^jfj ^ to draw lots. 

ys m slips of bamboo, with 

responses inscribed on them, 
used as lots. 

|> to divine by draw 

|oj age a tubeful of lots,—as 

contained in a piece of thick 
bamboo. 

ing lots. 

the response of 

the lot was very accurate,—in 
its fulfilment. 

i§- the response of the lot. K PO 

K a “Book of Fate;” a hand¬ 

book of divination by lots. 

^ Upl to select by lot,—as offi¬ 

cials. The successful candidates 
at the final examination draw 
lots to decide in what provinces 
they are to serve. 

H fefc green-headed bamboo 

slips,—inscribed with the name 
and other details of an official, 
and handed in as a card at a 
levee, 

a warrant. 

to issue a war- 
ttt m U1 JFn 

rant or order,—as done in open 
court by the presiding official 
drawing the requisite “slip” from 
the bamboo tube before him, 
and flinging it to one of his 
lictors for immediate execution. 

‘X an urgent warrant. 

to stick bamboo slips or 

tallies into packages of mer¬ 
chandise when carried from one 
place to another by coolies, as 
a check upon the number 0 
packages issued. mm a private office. 
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CH^IEKT 

|R. 

IK. horn 

Even Lower. 

IC. hhyin 
IH. khan 
IF. hi eng 
I W. djiang 

IN. djien 

M. | chHen 
IY. chhiei 
I Sz. chHen 
IK. him, horn 
|J. kin, ken 
| A. hi an 

Even Lower. 

1702 

|R*iS 
IC. hyn 
|H .U-tn 
|F. kheing, 

ikheing 

See 373. 

A stamp; a seal. Latch 

of a door. A spear handle. 

pE a wooden or copper seal, 

as used by petty officials. 

to affix a seal. See\ 

6368. 1 

^ # a door-lock. 

l(W a plough-share. 

two stars u in Scorpio, 

connnected by astrologers with! 
filial piety and brotherly love 

a tide-waiter. 

Black. A name for thel 

province of Kueichou. See I 

753d. 

1*1 the black-haired people,- 

the Chinese. 

** ere thel 

black-headed people in distant! 
parts had united,-—under thel 
sway of the First Emperor. 

St a name for the region 

west and north-west of the river 

Hsiang in Hunan, because I 

of the black tribes who lived! 
there. 

llf or J§t name of a| 
Taoist god. 

# # St the rocks arej 

covered with lichen. 

> ch'-ien |M. 
|Sz. 

|V. c'kHei 
IK. kydn 
IJ. ken 
I A. kHen 

Even Upper. 

To pull ; to haul. To I 

connect; to implicate. 

^ l’0 stretch silk,—as when | 

twisting into thread. 

P t0 pull a rope; to track a 
boat. 

P % t0 drag (a person) alon 

to warp a vessel 

up against the tide. 

P to lead an ox; the stars 

P "/Aquilae. See 1388 and below 

the Herdboy. See 1388. 

a sheep. 

but when 

in your despatch you come to 
lug in. 

1702 

I7°3 

Rl& 

mm to lug in what is irrel¬ 

evant; to create confusion. 

M {t!L ^ ^ mixed up with 

irrelevant matter. 

or If? '$tj to connect 

together; to involve in; to im¬ 
plicate; to criminate. 

/!§> ^ fpf ^ closely allied in 

opinions and feelings. 

mtit or ^ ^ or ]:£} to 

involve; to implicate. 

^ |1§ to detain; to be unwilling 

to let go. 

jJJ§ in great anxiety. 

^ ^ to be attached to; tothink| 

of with affection. 

Ip ^ connected; attached. 

m §1 % to draw; to drag. 

ij_. 
pulling won't make him go, and 
beating only makes him back, 

an obstinate brute! 

§S g~f" to strike an average. 

bade him 

devise some means. 

mi to hold in suspense; un¬ 

decided. 

^ '^T without alR- 

stitch of clothes on. 

m 5: m m catching house 

after house,—of fires. 

§p /If? creepers. 

to be a stickler 

for forms and ceremonies. 

^ % m Tp PJf ^ the 
scholars stick to what they have 
learnt, i.e, if they have learnt that 
a thing is so, then it must be so 

Ipomoea hederacea, Jacq. 

See above. 

Same as 1702. 

jhhien, 

Sz. ( ch^ 

Y.gehhiei^chhiei 

See *jfe* 

Even Upper. 

!7°5 

|See# 
Even Lower. 

1706 

See# 

Even Lower. 

s“ fl n 
SinldngUpper. 

A board which lies cross¬ 

wise. Name of a tree. 

1707 

| C. klym 
I H. khiam 
IF. k'-ieng. kHnt 
1 W. djie 

IN. djien 
Ip. I 

M. chHen 

A tow-rope. To bring! 

together. To lead. 

ttim to pull a tow-rope; to I 

track. Also, to act as go-between. [ 
See below. 1 

to hoist the saill 

and haul on the tow-rope,—toj 
do odd jobs for people. 

&m m the piece of wood, orj 

yoke, at the end of a tow-line, | 
against which the trackers pull. J 

/$|i a tow-rope; a tracking-( 

line. 

trackers. 

a go-between; a mediator. 

£jj§ to lead a horse. 

-fe xa &m to pull this rope,— J 

to bring the principals together 
in this transaction. I 

to bring landlord and] 

tenant together. 

& M&m the string which works] 

a puppet. 

feM $m and 

to pull the leather strap rope,- 
to act as a brothel tout. 

To nip; to seize, as with 
forceps. 

tarn## nip it tight. 

P to hold one’s tongue; to 

keep one’s mouth shut. 

Tweezers; pliers. To| 

nip; to gag. Used with! 

l7 05, 1707. 

dll' prf t0 stop free speech; to| 
shut people’s mouths. 

the bit of a bridle. 

to stop the mouth | 
of; to gag. 

dll p I f (so that) they] 

hadn t a word to say. 

Tweezers ; pliers ; for¬ 

ceps ; tongs. Gyves; a ring; 

a collar put on prisoners. 

pincers; tweezers; earrings. 

# a carpenter’s circular pin¬ 
cers. 

il # ’ron pincers; forceps. 

27 
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i7°7 
Y. ch'-iei 
Sz. ch'-ien 
K. kyom 
J. ki?//, kan 
A. kictn 

Even Lower. 

mz- 

1708 

r. Pu§ 

See 

Even Lower. 

T7°9 

C. hom0 
F. Sk'-ieng 
W. fra* 

N. k'aan 
P. ch'-ien0 
M. c£‘a«, 

ich'-ien 
Y. c/i‘aa, AGs' 
IC. A##z 
J. kan 
A.±ham,-klam 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Lower 
& Upper. 

1710 

R 
C. ts'-yn 
H. ts’-en 
F. ch-ieng 
W. ts'-ic 

N. ts'-ien 
P. ) 
M. j ch'-ien 
Sz. ) 
Y. ch'-iei 
K. chi-on 
J. sen 
A. t'ien 

Even Upper. 

1711 

See 

Even Upper. 

7c fk tongs. 

& mm a crab’s claws, 

manacles; gyves. 

a m a neck-ring worn by 

children. 

P to gag by a cross-stick. 

=y to shut the mouth 

tight and not speak. 

grasping; grabbing. 

prisoners. 

To remove a criminal’s 

hair and make a wig of it. 

A dun colour. 

A ravine. To fall into. 

$k iH valleys and cliffs. 

yfc ^ Formosa. 

^ T‘ai-nan Fu. 

Read chHen*. To inlay, 

to inlay and set. 

§JI l£ a silversmith. 

^ inlaid with gems. 

To graft; to stick into. 

* H X to graft fruit trees. 

m a chiropodist. 

m-T an iron rod ending in a 

spoon bowl with a sharp point, 
used by tide-waiters for thrusting 
into packages when examining 
goods. 

7r ^ or -=^- tide- 

waiters in the Chinese Customs’ 
Service are so called. 

[* to stick into,—as into a 

sheath. 

To move ; to remove ; 

to be removed; to transfer 

an official. 

||b ||| to remove the seat of 

empire. See 12,050. 

vT 

1711 

1712 

R-3t 

See 

Even Upper. 

I7I3 

See 

Even Upper. 

or or 

or ^ ^ to move; to change 

one’s residence. 

Hg an official en route for his 

place of banishment. 

tt Hi s m to pay the ex¬ 

penses of removing,—graves. 

to evict; to turn out a 

tenant. 

to remove; to clear out; 

to flit. 

I will remove with 

my goods. 

flitting to a lofty 

tree. 

36 I IS remove to the 

royal capital. 

they leave their 

seats and go elsewhere. 

God moved thither 

this intelligent ruler. 

H)t 7^ we cut them down, 

we conveyed them here. 

# W j£. i® WJ afc °< a 
# ii advance towards 

good and reform your faults. 

36 ® b# B to put off; to 

procrastinate. 

£ to send to the left,—to 

degrade. In ancient times the 
place of honour was on the right. 

mm to accommodate; to make 

a compromise. 

;p§b to remove the quarters of 

troops. 

ill-adapted to the 

novel position. 

361® to move the coffin,—to 

start, at funerals. 

to shut up a shop and go 

elsewhere. 

A swing. See 2307. 

All; everybody ; sign of 

plural. 

^ J# M H a11 thought that 
it was right, or the right course. 

its a11 were unwilling< 

as1 

1714 

R. 

See 

A. Hem, t'iem 

Even Upper. 

w 
1715 

C. hyn 
H. then 
F. k'-iang 
W. 1tie 
N. c'ien 

p. 1 
M. > ch'-ien 
Sz. ) 
Y. ch'-iei 
K. ion 
J. ken 
A. k'-ieti 

Even Upper. 

SR* n — they were un- 

AA 
A IF 

animous in their opinion, 

to state unanimously. 

a joint petition, 

his wife along with him. 

^ ^ she need not go with him. 

tti£ - J or |iji* mean creatures. 

A bamboo slip. A lot 
used for divination ; see 

1698. A label. To send, 
as constables. To sign ; to 
endorse. 

1§f ~^T a bamboo tooth-pick. 

“jr a strip of red paper 

or label on a letter or parcel on 
which the address is written; 
see 3582. 

9 7 itHffLFl. 
seeing the fifteen words on 

the address slip. 

zli to sen(i police. 

® t0 sen<^ constables 

with a warrant. 

^ ^ to summon by warrant. 

t° send off with a warrant. 

2Z 
SR or %% 0T If sr -T* 

to sign; to affix a signature. 

|j^ to select officials by lot. 

See 1698. 

to subscribe for; the super¬ 

scription on a letter, 

to label books. 

SR 

SR 

1§? to open a school, 

let w stamped,—as papers. 

H to assign by drawing lots. 

^ to execute; duly signed. 

A fault; an error. To 

prolong; to overstep. 

fa we have performed 

every ceremony without error. 

IS M % erring in nothing’ 
forgetful of nothing. 

Wc &T S It J™ 8° wrong !d 
all your conduct. 

^&tanxious nottod0 
anything wrong. 

M it 0T P M 0f ^ ^ 
error; transgression. 
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m1 

1715 

1716 

|R. 

I A. litem 

Entering 
Upper. 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

1718 

I7I9 

1720 

1721 

| See 

US to lay the line of straight! 

conduct alongside of error; to I 
reform faults. I 1722 

•1» -rrn •. ■ , T , IN. c'-ien 
it is not I wholp" 

ch^icn 
would prolong the time. |M 

M Wi Passed the ap-|&.rf‘iV» 
pointed time without having |K- ki°m 
naid tin. |J- ^en 

A. kriem 

Even Upper 

paid up. 

or or 

To wait on; to accom¬ 

pany. 

ft A an attendant. 

The pouch of a monkey. 
Deficient. 

inadequate virtue. 

M Bn I? 0 4 

=■ so satisfied that he said not| 

a word the whole day. 

Read hsien*. To carry I 
in the mouth. 

M 

or m m modest; retiring; 

yielding. 

fit ^ or §f|t respectful; un-| 

assuming. 

pleasant; agreeable,—as 

a companion, because not over-1 
bearing. 

f||t [U modest lan- ^ or jj 

guage. 

fa it 
modest ? 

* or 

why so very 

over-modest. | 

1723 

lRff< 

Is" 0 
I Rising Lower 

Pg 
I A. han, hiem, 

liem 
Rising and 

I Sinking Upper 
and Lower, 

1722 

pa 
| C. him 

IH. K-iavi 
IF. khieng 
|W. cHe 

The flank or hollow part 
of the rump of an animal. 
The meat in a dumpling. 

jlfft |rrj the hollow of an animal’s 

thigh. 

fl$t the fur on the breast and 

flanks. 

/T* ^ the part above the hip¬ 

bone. 

^ Jiff the yellow and white 

fur of the fox. 

Humility-, modesty. Dimi¬ 
nution. 

^ humility receives in- OK ”1* Tillt 

crease. See 7622. 

if 6§t to yield; to give way to 

others. 

x724 
Rd 

Rising Upper 

T*1 
1725 

R-5t 
C. tshyn 
H. ts'-en 
F. chhieng 
W. ts'ie 
N. ts'-ien 
P. 

IM. chhien 
Sz. 
Y. chHei 

IK. cK-o n 
J. sen 

1 A. f-ien 

Even Upper. 

gjf a modest, un¬ 

assuming gentleman. 

^ j||[ ~|r. ^ (the tablets! 

used for) the Classic of Filial! 
Piety were only half the size,— 
of those used for the Six Classics. 

H ^ ^ - X § I stilll 
smaller by one-third. 

Read ch'-iehi*. Used fori 

I57C 

§ Ht this is called! 

self-enjoyment. 

To eat insufficiently ; 

unsatisfied. 

Read te3. Something] 

brought on after a meal.f 

The meat in a dumpling. 

A hamster, or large kind 

of rat. 

Iff Jfl a person who stuffs his 

mouth full as the hamster stuffs! 
its pouch. 

A thousand. Many; all.| 

Earnestly; by all means. 

See 6870, 8560, 9959. [To| 

be distinguished from 

5814 and ^ 13,537.] 

it$H^ his chariots were] 

three thousand. 

A# a thousand years. 

vast numbers. 

over a thousand years. | 

FA ten thousand {cash under¬ 

stood). 

T1 
1725 

thousands and ten | 

thousands of years. 

—• Jffj ten million years.! 

A*F B tf.tEMW 
0 H man is never happy for 

a thousand days, a flower never | 
blooms for a hundred. 

Uj ff1 ik ^ ffJ there] 

are trees on the mountains aj 
thousand years old. 

^ man does not live a 

hundred years, but he worries! 
himself enough for a thousand. 

At 0 ^^ man may| 
live to a hundred, but does he 
ever get thirty-six thousand days 
of happiness? 

JH “thousand years,”—the | 

title of a prince. 

SifjSF* to congratulate on 

the “thousand autumns,”—the) 
birthday. 

a thousand ounces ofl 

silver,—a conventional phrase 
for another person’s daughter. 

F/rF^i a portcullis. 

&E the “bachelor’s! 

button.” 

FH a chiliarch; a lieutenant.) 

F 3K the literary designation of| 

■f 7^ lieutenant. 

FA versatile. 

F A ¥ St by hook or by] 

crook. 

ffflg very strange. 

^ & W (or ||) $3 full ofl 

thought. 

A F IS; # the whole uni¬ 

verse. 

FSI a great embarrassment. 

Jr T=i talc- 
the title of a petty tribal 

chieftain. 

£F name of the winning card; 

a sharp; a blackleg. 

1C the “thousand charac-j 

ter essay,”—a composition in | 
one thousand different charac¬ 
ters, arranged so as to yield sense. 
It is (? was) the second primer 

studied by Chinese schoolboys. 
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f 
1725 

W 
1726 

R'% 
See 

Even Upper. 

1727 

If 
1728 

See 

Even Upper. 

J729 

R-^c H 

See —p jgj 

Even Upper. 

^F ill H many hills and 

streams,—between us. 

T® ga full of tricks; 

changeable. 

^Fff 0^ I earnestly beg 

you to come back. 

by no means 

do so. 

TUT® be sure you attend 

to what I have said. 

^F — ^ 3& nine hundred and 

ninety-nine to one he will change. 

tj =f to bend one knee. 

all antiquity; for ever. 

^F ^ ^ never chang¬ 

ing. 

TSlr a form of syphilitic 

boil. 

t®® j||j- unbounded grati¬ 

tude. 

^ »T M PM to repeatedly 

order. 

ffS vast numbers of 

infantry and cavalry. 

f filf paper money 

burnt in worship. 

Senecio chinensis,T>.C. 

=f M it (or BE ) a telescope 

A chiliarch, or ruler over 

a thousand. A thousand 

cash. 

if a lieutenant. See 1725. 

Same as 1710. 

A kind of conifer akin 

to the fir [Abies leptolepsis) 

A lofty straight tree found 

in Shansi and Hunan. 

Luxuriant foliage. The 

colour of green jade. 

dpi luxuriant in growth. 

jjV "(5 dpi dpi the colour of the 

grass is bright green. 

1730 

w 
1731 

'“A 

See urj— 

Even Upper. 

1732 
R;5fc 
C. 
H. yen 
F. yong 
W. ye 

N. ka'-an 
P. ch'icn 

M. cK-ien, 
yuan 

Y. Tea 
Sz. ch'-ien, 

yuan 
K. 
J. £«, 
A .juen 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

Also, Upper 
Even (with 

the k initial). 

Same as 1711. 

A road leading north and 

south. See 8017. A path 

leading to a grave. 

IT PS the public road; the high¬ 

way; a path between paddy- 
fields. 

Bil FP PS ^ M alas! the 
streets are beginning to be over¬ 
grown with weeds. 

41 Iff IB 2 # gains from the 

four points of the compass,— 
of the income of traders. 

a new burial-place. 

I*F SB strips of paper-money 

burnt at funerals. 

Lead. Also read yuan 

and yen*. See 2620. 

sEn °r ^ lead, 

a® pewter; spelter. 

or ^ white lead; 

ceruse. The second is also face- 
powder. 

£$ ^ Pig lead. 

a lead pencil. 

sheet lead; leads used 

by compositors to make spaces 
between lines. 

a leaden pot. 

i&JS lead mines. 

tit? or AT shot;bullets 

leaden shot. See 

7016. 

Ipi dF" J°aded dice- 

lead canisters,—to hold 

tea. 

or to insert lead into 

silver. Holes are often bored in 
dollars, filled up with lead, and 
covered with silver. 

lead type. 

Same as 1732. 

1733 

1734 

Rising Lower. 

1735 

rM 
See 

Rising Upper. 

Short ; shallow. Thin • 

beaten out, as a plate of 

metal. 

T 3® 4$ there is his short 

war-carriage. 

IS SB ?l ® his mail-covered 
team moves in great harmony. 

trappings of mail for war- 

horses. 

Shallow, as opposed to 

9823. Simple (see f| 

9918). Superficial. Vulgar. 

Short. A tiger (see 303). 

Light in colour. Weak in 

strength, as glasses for 

spectacles. 

i® T shallow water. 

a shallow place. 

If '$$■ a shoali a par at the 

mouth of a river. 

^ '/J* ^ where it (the 

water) was shallow. 

m ® to run aground; to get 

ashore, as a ship. 

ornamented in low relief. 

T ft m i® not to know the 

deep from the shallow; not to 
know the depth. 

WAT'® to injure one 

severely. 

■Mr very suPer^cia^ > very easy 

not abstruse. 

'^1 fh Mi simple and easy 
to understand. 

m w ® «i ® # »his 
learning is very superficial. 

Z W. a superficial 
scholar. 

A M S Indeep people 
never say shallow things. 

superficial knowledge. 

small experience, 

g .g T ® the meaning is not 

simple. 

I'Mi he can talk a little, 

—of a child. 

or j^|j ^ vile; mean 

^ vulgar; pretentious. 

^ short-haired,—of fur. 
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33%' 
m 
1735 

[ 2I3 ] 

1736 

IC. ts'-yn 
I H. ts'-en 
IF. chieng 
I W. dzie, die 

IN. dzie, 
zieh 

|P. j 
IM. ! cli'ien 
ISz. ) 
IY. ch'iei 
IK.chon 
|J. sen 
I A. tien 

Even Lower. 

a tiger’s skin to cover it. 

^ is supposed to mean a tiger I 

because of the shortness of that! 
animal’s hair. 

a kght shade of colour. 

Jif1 light yellow. 

if j© flft It JlC M these | 
spectacles are too weak. 

mfk shallow-eyed,—of a person I 

who has seen little and is asto-| 
nished at much. 

Wf- slight and few; insignifi¬ 

cant. 

Copper coin, or cash, I 

1,000 of which were origi¬ 

nally equal to the pj| tael 

or Chinese ounce of silver. 

Cash (from the Sanskrit 

karsha, karshapana.), seem I 

to have been first coined 

under the Ch‘in dynasty, 

from 221 b.c., each cash 

having a square hole in the 

middle for convenience in 

carrying a quantity; hence 

the term “strings of cash.”[ 

[Stands pictorially for 

3176, complete.] Money;! 

wealth. A mace, or the 

tenth part of a Chinese! 

ounce. See 6378, 7924. 

nm to spend money. 

Is ^ the shape of cash. See 5665. | 

[Sj (gig copper cash. 

Is ^4 copper cash,—as cargo. 

U silver coins. 

"* P ^7 a Piece °f gold I 
money. 

3§ money; cash. 

not worth half I 

a cash. See 12,633. 

4' £| or £| or ^ £ 
light weight or bad coin. 

% £§ illicit or small cash. 

^ £H hills of exchange,—term] 

used under the T'ang dynasty, 

life £ls spade-shaped money, said) 

to have been in use in early ages, 

though this has been questioned! 
by some Chinese numismatists.! 

94- £is ant’s-nose money, 

shaped like half a cartouche,! 
and said to have been in usef 
in early ages. 

cloth-money, known to | 

foreigners as “trouser-money,’ 
in use as late as 1st cent. B.c. 
See 5329. 

71 knife or razor money, sol 

called from its shape, in use as 
late as 2nd or 3rd cent. b.c. 

i«i two cash; a little| 
money; a “trifle.” 

wf If? t0 have occasion fori 

ready money. 

Wlft§ —■ Pit £i to make n°l 
end of money. 

£§ M or £1 ® or ^ 
a money-changer’s; a bank. 

HI Jpl or £H bank-notes j 

payable in cash. 

H| ^ a string of straw used to| 

thread cash; strings of cash. 

8 $ >h the spider-millipede. 

^ the coin upon which the | 

matrix is formed. 

nm a matrix; principal (see| 

8067). 

—' £H the amount of one! 

casting of cash = 5662 strings -j- 
369 cash. 

$ £1 # ?JM to keep one’s ac¬ 

counts in cash,—not in dollars] 
and cents. 

H| exactions; charges. 

an account-book. 

£]| fit cases. 

H| a mint. 

HI jflj a bamboo tube for holding] 

cash. 

m ff (/umgr) the market price] 

of cash; a bank. 

8i$£T or the| 
rate of exchange is low; the] 
price of cash has gone down. 

H| ffi a cash box; a till. 

[fit or mm to change silver | 

into cash. 

a miser. 

lut ^ m what is the value | 

(or price) of this? 

1736 

i it M ± riches are but! 

dirt. 

£s| fig taxes. See 7016. 

(S* the Coinage Depart¬ 

ment,—sub-Departments of the I 
Boards of Revenue and Works.! 

m red paper slips with jjjg 

“blessings” cut in them, hungj 
on doors at the New Year. 

6 m °r Ik £§ °r 
the paper cash which are used| 
at funerals, etc. 

* ffl £ accustomed to| 

spend other people’s money. 

I slips of paper, to represent! 

money, placed on graves. 

m fit Tfitn $C. the money-debt is | 
a trifling matter. 

m m money can move! 

the gods,—enable a man to do| 
anything. 

m 7 m m. m tk n 
money makes the blind see. 

ft ft M m. g tfc 5 
money will make a priest sell | 
even his Bible. 

m m m 7 m a * 
without money it is no use calling, I 
—no one will come. 

Jf? m f> 
spending money is like water I 
soaking into sand,—it is quickly! 
gone. 

‘K m m m *1. §s m 
^ ^ as with fire a pig’s head! 

gets cooked, so with money can [ 
you get business done,—at a| 
yameti or Government office. 

£1; t0 have money in hand;! 

to be wealthy. 

'ff m M. ■$£ }!j^ whhl 

money you can make the devil | 
turn your mill. 

W £i mi 0 money covers | 

a multitude of sins. 

^ ^ m ~)j Pf M take] 

only the money which is honestly 
come by. 1 

^ BH if you have| 

money, all you say is gospel truth. 

M S ft H y money will! 

raise (a family) for three gene-1 
rations. | 

M S! # A money makes) 

the man. 
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0!I 
1737 

R-% 
C. ts'-yn 
H. ts'-en 
F. chieng, seng 
W. zie 

irms tb m with money 

a man can appear in public. 

^ S It S S 4 F 
money will not buy a son of 
your own begetting. 

poor man may marry a rich wife. 

a rich man parts with money, 
a poor man with strength,—to 
enable each to live. 

the want of a single cash may 
drag a hero to the ground. 

a bellyful of learning is 

not as good as a purseful of 
money. 

m ® 7' ffi S I • 51 >& H. 
if wherever you go you 

spend no money, wherever you 
go you will be an object of dislike. 

§§ M he regards the 

hole in a cash as the hole in a 
cangue,—very stingy. 

the “hundred legs,” an 

insect common in the north of 
China. See 2324. 

WiS name of a river in Cheh- 

a fancy name for the 
Tung-t‘ing lake. 

# ^ ‘/x waitin§ 
to witness the “bore” in the 
Ch‘ien-t‘ang river. 

a name for lichen or liver¬ 

kiang; 

wort. 

mn a name for the pied wag¬ 

tail. 

four mace weight 

(i.e. | of an oz.) of alum. 

bfl h°w many mace does 

it weigh? 

H F0 H il H Tls‘ 3-33, or 
3 ounces, T\ and 1 of an ounce, 
of silver. 

Read chien%. A weeder; 
an agricultural instrument. o 

M §@ sPuds and hoes. 

Before, in time. Before, 

in place; redo, of the first 

page of a leaf in a Chinese 

book, see 1 2,978. [The anti¬ 

thesis to each of these is 

after, and behind, respecti¬ 

0il 
1737 

N. dzie, zien 
P. 1 
M. > ch'-ieti 
Sz. j 
Y. cli'iei 
K. chon 
J. sen, zen 
A. tien 

Even Lower. 

vely. See 4025.] South, 

as applied to hills, houses, 

etc. See 12,185, 12,402. 

it % or it 0 or it 
the day before yesterday. [The 
second is also “formerly.”] 

0 it formerly; on a previous 

occasion. 

finAI a previous month; the 

month before last. 

fin Ik last autumn but one. 

tf 1$} have already in¬ 

structed. 

fin A a predecessor; by the same 

author (as the preceding extract). 

fin A W W T # A'1* 
first individuals have made one 
cautious about those who come 
after them. 

it If predecessor in office. 

ft it # your honourable pre¬ 

decessor in office, 

it X on a former occasion; last 

time. 

finite previous to this. 

jjjp a previous generation; 

seniors. 

duty previously paid. 

fin«* the former Consul, 

fin I® foreknowledge; see 1783. 

it ft % Mi Z 0 ft*fore 
knowledge is but a showy orna 
ment of TAO. See 9928. 

p| the above-mentioned; of 

the aforesaid kind. 

Pjjj previous dynasties. 

finite previous generations; in 

a former birth 

fin# before and after; first and 

last. See £ 9865. 

they had met some five or 

six times, first and last. 

fin fin # I 
fSHH A first and last, I have 

employed some three or four 

persons. 

Sg^'A1 could not say 

how many people he has assisted, 

from first to last. 

Btl 
1737 

M 30 # # ft ^IJ he will be 

here about the beginning of the 
month. 

it W M £ what 1 said 
was in joke. 

it before the rains,—young 

hyson or uchain tea, which term 
is an imitation of the Chinese 
sounds. 

he came before I went, 

it M previously; in front. 

in, or to, one’s presence; 

before one. 

fin @ in front. 

® # before one’s face. 

HR fin “ HR®# that which 

is before one’s face; ordinary; 
ready-to-hand; simple. See 13,129. 

ifc 31 lit W *5 y°u 
dare to play your tricks before me 

fin to the breast. 

t0 Pr°gressJ to advance. 

_t (or #) it ^ t0 s° on; 
to proceed. 

i£ii4 walked in front. 

fin * come to hand,—a phrase 

which often follows a quotation 
from a despatch or other docu¬ 
ment received by the writer, 
While necessary to complete 
the Chinese idiom, its sense will 
already have been sufficiently 
expressed in English by the 
terms of quotation or receipt. 

°®cial careerl rank; sta¬ 

tus. See 757. 

ft Ira what is your official 
rank? 

# M II Jft il is difficult t0 
say what his career will be. 

it 31 to guide forward. 

fin 31 A£ chamberlains of 

the vanguard. 

W it X ft Grand chamber’ 
lain, —the great officer who 
stands in the Imperial presence. 

W to# If guards of the Im¬ 

perial ante-chamber. 

ft Mongolianprinces 

having the right of entree. 

fin«S#» Imperial guards¬ 

men of the vanguard division. 

$ ^ ^ it to make n° Pr°' 
gress. 
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ft ft# before the very first; 

first of the first. j 

Q tf 9$ # 1 have 
already told “our friend,”—thel 

phrase #SS is used in con-1 

versation for any known person! 
whose name it may beundesira-l 
ble to mention. See 12,106. 

jh Jjlil the front rooms. . 

^ first this and then 

that. 

tf tf swaying back¬ 

wards and forwards. See 12,885. 

M # formerly. 

Ms already. 

# #■ ft or # #• 0 the| 
morning; the forenoon. 

before midnight. 

# ^ the foregoing affair. 

M3& past services. 

# Ig or ## or f--1 

or # & to proceed to. 

# fell Hf t0 crowd Pell-1 
mell. 

#^ iffl to turn over and 

over in one’s mind; to desire;| 
to ardently wish for. 

# & or it M or # g| the | 

foregoing. See ^ 10,877. 

# ^ a predecessor. Also, thel 

previous time of doing. 

it# antiquity; past ages. 

# jf|£ fronting the enemy; the 

front line of one’s forces; thel 
front. 

M before the time named; 

beforehand. 

four days before | 

the time. 

It the petty official who goes I 

on ahead to make arrangements [ 
for the reception of a high 
official. 

It ift a Previously-committed] 

mistake; a past error. See 9951,] 
[2)3d5. 

the foremast. 

It Wt forestay of a ship. 

I_L| ]|jj south of the hills. 

M ih the southern hills. 

MS south street. 

#n the south gate of Peking. 

Angelica sfi. 

The planet Venus is 

#|jj M as a morning star,! 

and is regarded as the wife 

°f ft f=3 _L the same 

Dlanet as an evening star. 

To lie hid at the bottom 

of water. A breeding-place 

or fish. Secret; retired. 

ikmmn the fish lies deep 

in the pool. 

If Si ik £ though they 

(the fishes) dive down to the 
bottom. 

|p to escape to; to abscond. 

IP t0 dive and hide 

in the deep. 

in the breeding- 

places there are many fish. 
[These are roughly constructed 
places of refuge for the fish.] 

5S. @ » *S # M m 
birds, fishes, beasts (including 
insects,) and trees, each has its 
own class. 

i ff * 4 to walk under 

water. 

the dragon is in 

hiding, it is not the time for 
action. 

1b illf "flf an °ld friend of 

the Emperor’s days of obscurity, 

a H t0 dve *n retirement. 

IP to go into retirement and 

cultivate virtue. 

a ifP Hi to hsten secretly. 

IP secret steps; to walk 

furtively. 

i to M R to be secretly a 

Buddhist at heart. 

secretly sketched 

a portrait of Mr Wu. 

W® solid; substantial; trust¬ 

worthy. 

1739 

1740 

I74I 

1742 

r743 
R. vulgar. 
F. v. kieng 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

1744 

C. kkyn 
H. k'-en 
F. kieng 

| W. djie 

N. djien 

M. | chHen 
Y. chHci 
Sz. chHen 
K. kon 
J. ken% gen 
A. kien 

Even Lower. 

^ to enter secretly. 

f=P [ffi 10 hide: to lurk, 

g# to make off secretly. 

W had secretly arrived at. 

H (1) of criminals in hiding; | 

(2) of officers in retirement. 

Same as 1739. 

See 4508. 

See 5809. 

A shore; a bank; an| 

edge. 

the brink of the water. 

To be reverential; de¬ 

vout ; respectful ; sincere. 

To take by force; to kill. 

Trifling; unimportant. 

XV iH reverently dis¬ 
charge your duties. 

'W ffti reverently he| 
grasped his axe. 

# m m m we reverently I 
hewed them square. 

&to devout; earnestly. 

or or 

% t° humbly pray, 

sincere. 

W WtU Buddha | 
wished to test his sincerity. 

s£ iM sP°fless; pure. 

€ ^ ^ he ravaged! 

our frontier with slaughter. 

If J^ dissemblers and oppres-| 
sors. 

^ ^ a wkch. 

H an old name for |tff jvj^j 

Iff in Kiangsi. 
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il 
1745 

See 

SinkingUpper, 

■M 
1746 

*-%km 
C. hyn 
H. khen 
F. k'-ieng 
W. cHe 
N. thieh 
P. 
M. 
Y. ch'-iei 
Sz. ch'-ien 

K. kion 
J. ken 
A. k'-ien 

ch'-ien 

Rising Upper. 

To follow on the track of. 

mm a string of people. 

To send; to appoint to 

a post. To drive • away. 

To banish to some point 

outside the 18 Provinces. 

[To be distinguished from 

il 544°-] 

i it 43 te the king sent 

away the chief of Shen. 

Vjjt to send, — as servants, 

workmen, etc. 

Jj|f to send; to commission,— 

as an official. 

4g- 

a messenger; an envoy. 

Mfktt to send a deputy. 

AW# to send a man to 

present compliments, or to en¬ 
quire after health. 

m T or m ij\ to send a 
servant. 

4*is. 
to send one’s carriage to 

accompany a funeral. Now-a- 
days, this means a servant with 
a card and a sum of money to 
help to defray expenses. 

qjlr to despatch; to send on 

an errand. 

Jgf |pj to amend the text. 

jj§; js^ to send. 

jjtf to order home, 

to banish. *0 pI 

mm to send a representative 

to present a petition, etc. 

jjtf ^ to discharge,-—as a crew. 

m HP to send to implore. 

jUf- JpiL (hsing!>) recreation. 

an offering made at a 

burial. 

m (chiang*) to despatch mi¬ 

litary commanders. 

banishment of members 

of the Imperial clan. 

m ppj a u m t sent 
away both the men,—out of the 
room, temporarily. 

OEii 

4gg. 
*1! 

JllL :t 

M. 
1746 

T 747 

R-M& 
C. hyn, k'-yn 

See il 

Rising and 
SinkingUpper 

1748 

m 
Seejf 
(always read 

Rising). 

Sinking 
Upper. 

1749 

R-H 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

X 
i75° 

R.fi Wrm 
C. hym 
H. k'-iam 
F. k'-ieng 
W. cHe 
N. cHen 
P. 
M. 

ch'-ien 

)Jjf banishment for crime. 

Jj|f ^ to drive away; to expel. 

m m tt it. to banish the 

cares of this life. 

m a1 @ JJtf so as to find 

some vent for one’s feelings. 

M*J I# iPi pf m then with 
wine and verse (care or ennui) 
may be banished. 

Wi tE M W. '/fit tKdo 
not let the water carry away 
with it the peach-blossoms. 

Joined to; attached to; 

loving. 

]gX HH || in order to make 

parasites careful. 

|jg sexual intercourse; love 

H It 1 
forget our love. 

^ I shall never 

I will not blame 

To blame ; to scold ; 

angry reprimand. 

il fit it M 1 am afraid of 
angry reproof. 

|l| to blame, 

him severely. 

gl| to reprimand. 

A A to have incurred the 

displeasure of heaven. 

gi| a secret reprimand, 

what we call a “judgment” on 
a person for wrong-doing. 

§ru Ppj t0 sc°kl oneself out of 

breath. 

A leathern girdle; a belt. 

To owe. To be wanting 

in; see 5966. To yawn; 

see 3935. To bow. Radi¬ 

cal 76. 

A I or A* 'K 

owe money. 

^ior^l 

or A to 

or A 
debts; liabilities. See 7898. 

X 
^S0 

Y. ch'-iei 
Sz. ch'-ien 
K. kom, v. him 
J. ken 
A. khiem 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A± or 'K'P a debtor. 

A fit iH §1 a debt owed must 
be paid in money. 

X t# " % »r -k ® » 
I.O.U.; a promissory note. 

IA to repudiate a debt. 

A t° let a debt drag on,— 

without payment. 

to give security for money 

borrowed. 

Km* 1 a princely debtor, 

—one involved to very large 
amounts. 

'K 4= IS A IS the character 

ch'ien (to owe) is “a weight on 
the head of man,”—thus drawing 
from the component parts of the 
character the moral that debt 
weighs a man to earth. 

AH still unpaid. 

A or A to owe‘ 

All due; owing,— as money. 

:k $s to owe a life (Buddhist). 

I spent nearly 2,000 tiao. 

HIR’ A ^ VZ —* A 

Tit at one sitting to eat very 

nearly a pint of rice. 

if the interest 

is paid there is no question of 
indebtedness. 

& 1* 7 % fl he who checks 

his appetite avoids debt. 

A fft % M & ®if 
you owe a man money there is 
nothing like seeing him often, 
he will be less suspicious of your 
intentions. 

km or ft £ to be wanting 

in, or out of, health. Used of, 
or to, others only. 

A^orA^ to be deficient; 

a deficit. 

a m wanting in explanation; 

not clearly explained. See x r,344- 

ft$i wanting in diligence. 

AM wanting in knowledge 

and practice. 

to be wanting in pr°_ 

priety and correctness,—of dress; 

slovenly. 
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X 
i7S° 

I75I 

X7S2 

1753 
R. 

IK. /vw. 
I}. ken, gen 
| A. kiem- 

Rising 
Irregular. 

1754 

A. A atng 

Sinking 

Upper. 

to be wanting in per¬ 

fect sincerity. 

X PS to want rain,—as the crops, 

or to yawn, 

to bow; to bend low. 

to bend down; to bow 

assent; to stretch oneself. 

8S 
Wan-shih ben t forwards as though 
under the influence of emotion,— 
e.g. recognising the justice of a 
reprimand. 

® Ji, ± ffi A ^ # R5 
suddenly I saw the clay 

image relax into life and step 
down. 

X # M ^ he stretched him¬ 

self out and died. 

not satisfactory; imperfect. 

Same as 4508. 

Same as 1721. 

A water plant (Euryale 
ferox) allied to the water- 
lily, having round spotted 
leaves and containing starch. 
A decoction of the leaves 
is given when the after-birth 
is retarded. The meal of| 
the seeds is made into a 
coarse biscuit. 

the seeds of the above 

water-plant. 

See 4573- 

1757 

lR-§! 

Seefw 
SinkiDgUpper. 

1758 

hR® 
C. syn’- 
H. ctsken 
F. ch'-aing:, v. 

chHang3 
W. ts'-ie 

N. ts'-ien 
P. 
M. . 

IY. chkiei 
Sz. ch'-ien 
K. chi-on 
J. sen 
A. -saing, 

t'ieii 

chiien 

Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

R. S* 

1759 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See 2132. 

A dark reddish colour! 
produced by the Chinese) 
madder (Rubia). To tighten 
a string so that it will not) 

loosen. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from jj|| 832.] 

banners of a dark 

red. 

R .m 

I See 

217 

A pall to cover a hearse; 

that of a prince was of 

tapestry, an officer’s of 

plain cloth, and a scholar’s 

of matting. 

The appearance of the 

dimple in smiling. Comely; 

pretty. 

what dimples, as 

she artfully smiled! 

'fjij handsome. 

i^iic the separated soul 

of Miss Ch‘ien, which fled with 
lover, leaving her body 

CH^IBIST 

1762 

|R-H 
C. syn- 
F. csieng, 

chiaing* 
W. csie, csi 
N. ts'-ien, csi 

M. | chHen 
Y. cn'iei 
Sz. ch'-ien 
K. ch'dn 

|J. sen, zen 
A. t'ien 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

Rubia cordifolia, L., 

from which “Indian mad¬ 

der” is prepared, used under 

the Han dynasty for the 

Imperial colour. It is em 

ployed as a tonic, and in 

cases of irregular menstru 

ation. 

her 
behind. 

Sinking Upper 
and Lower. 

Read ck''tng4‘. A daugh¬ 

ter’s husband. To borrow; 

to hire; to plagiarise. 

ttfif for; on behalf of; instead of. 

§ fpf to hire; to engage,—as 

workmen. 

PJ to enSa§eI to enroll. 

A I suspect you have 

been “ploughing with somebody 
else’s bullock,” or, availing your¬ 
self of the services of a “ghost.” 
A plagiarist. 

The name of a tree. 

Luxuriant vegetation. Fine 

grain. Used with 1762. 

j[? luxuriant growth. 

U ^§f a luxuriant field 

of grain. 

|R. 

See 4' 

A. tain, tiem 

Rising Lower. 

1764 

C. ts'yn 
H. ts'-iam 
F. chtengi, 

ch'-ieng°, v. 
chang‘d 

W. ts'-ie 

N. ts'-ien 
P. 

M. ch'-ien 
Sz. 
Y. ch'iei 
K. ch'oni 

|J.sen 
A. tam~ 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

Boards for cutting in¬ 

scriptions or other matter 

for printing. Tablets for 

memoranda. 

]jj| blocks for printing docu¬ 

ments. 

a tablet for writing on. 

A fence. A palisade ini 

a water-course to keep back 

fish. To hedge in. 

To continue; to repeat; 

to recur often. To bring to- 

gether. Used for J 1680. 

p IfKl repeated famines. 

PM to lead a nomad life. 

1765 

1766 

is"S Pi 
Sinking and 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

leaden tablets; books. 

The moat round a city, 

outside the wall. A ditch; 

a kennel. 

to guard by a deep 

moat. 

a moat outside a rampart 

mm to dig a channel for water 

!|^j a natural boundary; used 

to denote the bar at Wu-sung, 
and rendered by “Heaven-sent 
Barrier.” 

the Yang-tsze is the natural 
boundary between north and 
south. 

Same as 1764. 

A small covered tub for 

ice, in order to 

preserve sacrificial meats in 

hot weather. 

holding- o 

28 
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1767 

R-^fe 

See 

Even Upper. 

Vf 
1768 

RJfc 

See j|g 

Even Upper. 

ft 
1769 

m 
1770 

R^t 

See 

A. k^ien^ ngicn 

Even Upper. 

eg. 
afc 

1771 

R' 

See iliff #T 
Even Upper 

& Lower. 

1772 

R:5fc 
See ^ 

Even Upper. 

w* 
1773 

R-^c 

See 

A. k''ien1 ngien 

Even Upper. 

w 
1774 

R-ftfli 
See 

A. k^ien^ kien 

Even Upper. 

A road. Green; verdant. 

ill ^ ^ jfgsee how green 

the valleys are! 

Even; level. To raise 

in both hands. [Correctly 

read chieriK] 

names of two clans of the 

^ Ch'iang tribes in Ssuchffian. 

LfWR name of the wife of] 

Confucius. 

Same as 1768. 

A hill rnMmm F“S- 
hsiang Hsien in Shensi, also 

called 

Name of a branch of the 

river yf| Wei in Shensi. 

m m a District in the 

Jl, Feng-hsiang Prefecture, 

Shensi. 

A medicinal plant, called 

? FT- • 

A firefly, the ^ iff, 

which is said to be bred 

from rotten grass. 

Thick ; firm ; substantial. 

To drag along. 

Ip S to abjure loves and 

hates. 

Read chHert*. To lead; 
to drag. 

17 7 5 

s"il 
Rising Upper 

1776 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

11)3] 
1777 

‘2 

1778 

R. 

J. 
A. Sham 

Even & Rising 
Upper. 

17 79 

R-5t^ 
F. kiitig, kiong, 

v. £(<Z& 

See 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

J® 
1780 

R-)I 

See f 

Sinking 
Lower. 

‘3 

1781 

R-J§* 

Rising Lower. 

& 
1782 

A stubborn ox which 

cannot be led; pig-headed; 

obstinate. 

To pevck, as birds. 

St * T have pecked a hole 

in it. 

II 7|t the fowls pick up 

the broken rice. 

Same as 1776. 

Uneasy in mind. 

|'J^ f Mf orfJEjJc '[;$ anxious; worried. 

To raise. To carry. To 

fix a boundary. To shut; 

to close; to bar. 

lit! to raise the coffin,—the 

night before the funeral, so as 
to notify the corpse of impending 
burial. 

to raise the fins. 

A large muscle or tendon. 

A small door inside a 

house. 

Same as 1711. 

W 
*783 

r-3: 
C. chi 
H. /z, chi 
F. ti 
W. tsz 
N. chi 
P. 1 
Sz. 

Y. I 
M. 
K. | .. j j 
A. tri 

Even Upper. 

chi 

tsz 

To know; to be aware 

of. To perceive; to feel; 

knowledge; sensation. To 

have experience of. To 

inform. To administer; to 

manage. Used for 1784. 

See 13.025, 8016, 10,280, 

i3,39C 

yfrl jiff to know the road; to know; 

to be aware of; to learn; to care; 
to pay attention to. 

'm ffi % i! ordered 
him to return, but he did not 
know the way. 

9$ Mior 9$ ^ si; 1 do 
not know. 

T “known,” or “noted,” 

—a formula supposed to be 
written by the Emperor at the 
end of any State paper with the 
contents of which he has made 
himself acquainted. 

to know of the report 

or news. 

^ lit '0fc 51 not t0 take 

care of one’s health. 

to be thoroughly acquaint¬ 

ed with,—as the contents of a 
letter. 

^$9$ J&$R\ 1 do not know 
the details. 

Pi IK $5 Z &the ‘*k 
of knowing things the other side 
of a board,—(e.g.) hidden in a box. 

f£#i who knows?—meaning 

that nobody knows. Also, who 
knew that.?—meaning un¬ 
known to any one; suddenly; 
unexpectedly. 

H or 9$ H knowledge; 

comprehension; experience, 

nj ft & il to deliberately 

break a law. 

an ignorant fellow. 

%m9vZ<&i stones are in¬ 

animate objects. 

m ® FT Z * 
hawks are animate beings. 

II M * ®E ¥ do yo« 

say that plants and trees are 

inanimate? See 8016. 
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17 83 

$ J)D $1 9# that wax 
candle has no mind,—and yet.... 
See 8016. 

—. ^p ^ to know one thing 

and half its explanation,—of 
limited knowlege. 

^ 9$, ^ til to know 
and to know you know, not to 
know and to know you do not 
know: this is knowledge. 

^P ^ knowledge may be either 

innate or acquired. 

y£R see Li Jo-cho (Biog. Diet.). 

jffl 1^. an archivist, or clerk 

employed in the office of a Pro¬ 
vincial Judge, Salt Comptroller, 
and formerly of a Prefect. Also, 
the second in rank or sub¬ 
director in a Buddhist monas¬ 
tery. Sanskrit: karmadana. 

■^P a knower; (read chih'') a 

wise man; a sage. See below. 

to know writing,—to be 

able to read. 

$33 to know, or acknowledge, 

oneself in fault. 

$R IE 2*R ^ j^L to know 

all about a man, all the parti¬ 
culars of his origin, etc. 

» n % * a ¥ *» 
heaven that knows me. 

^R A^RiT^^'ve 

know men and their faces, but 
not their hearts. 

ft JH ^ % ft Z £ 
woodcraft is a thing I do not 
understand. 

^P to make one see or under¬ 

stand,—as by a hint or nudge. 

!j*£ ^R the heavenly 

principle concerns itself with the 
origination of things. 

$R fjg to acknowledge one’s obli¬ 

gations to. Also, to know about 
the matter. 

^P an intimate friend. 

^£P intimacy. 

£p H ^ * know you are 

anxious about me, — a phrase 
used in letters. 

^tP ffJE to bring to the knowledge 

of; witnesses. 

#R ^ t0 know; to be warned. 

W 
1783 

^jP to compromise; to know 

how to accommodate oneself to 
circumstances. 

^£P to receive the ideas or 

decisions of another. 

#R to have experience. 

^*R to have tact. 

^jP -j^ I am not concerned that 

I am not known: I seek to be 
worthy to be known. 

£fl J| Ip: and ^ 

literary designations of the 

^ Supervisors, at the public 

examinations, civil and military. 

55 iR ^R Z 1 sha11 know by 

asking. 

7 f 2!If M not 

knowing that old age was at 
hand. 

i8: jtf 
neither your father nor your 
mother know. 

A m ffl ■ d » BSJ if 
great knowledge embraces the 
whole, small knowledge a part 
only. 

m m 933 B5 # ® IS * 
little knowledge is a dangerous 
thing. 

9n It ^ iDr ^ 

at 931 W'7'1) a £ iei 
knowledge stop at the unknow¬ 
able : this is perfection. See 4562. 

ptj yl£P the hall of the four 

“knows,”—the ancestral hall of 

the family of ^ jl| Yang 

Chen, so called in memory of 
his famous reply to one who 
offered him a present of money, 
urging that no one would know: 
—“Heaven will know, Earth will 
know, you will know, and I shall 
know.” 

^ ^R ^ itb B R are not 
conscious of the existence of 
heaven, earth, sun, and moon. 

^ 7*3E ~9r one who knows before¬ 

hand,—a fortune-teller. 

]|jj ^R to know beforehand; also, 

to know what has gone before. 

% m. m z t m 
Af: jig if things which are 

to be avoided are not perceived, 
that is not foreknowledge. 

1783 

-931 +9* nut 
to know the events of 1000 years 
past and of 10,000 generations 
to come,—is a characteristic of 

a |0| Prophet. 

^p foreknowledge; to be 

beforehand in knowing or per¬ 
ceiving; the former is applied 
to such “prophets” as Confucius 
and Mencius. See 1737. 

£R one wko *s beforehand 

in knowing; a term wrongly used 
by Protestant missionaries for 
the prophets of the Bible. 

foreknowledge, how it borders 
upon the divine! 

% 93) Id |8! 2 X you 
can’t get at what foreknowledge 
is by asking. 

it % £R ^ was 
because you knew beforehand 
that he was dead. 

® causing 

those who are first informed to 
instruct those who are later in¬ 
formed. 

It !£- % ft A *•“ 
autumn chill is first felt by the 
thin man. 

■fc ^jP ere the waters have 

begun to move (in spring), the 
trees in the courtyard have 
already a presentiment (of their 
arrival). 

T^R ^ one who is friendly 

disposed, or ready to aid in any 
way. 

^P an old friend. See 10,508. 

#P ^P t0 know the other 

man and to know oneself,—of 
friends who are thoroughly 
known to each other and are 
very intimate. See 921. 

931 a # m «• 9)> a « 

very intimate friends. See 

4562. 

931 a m 931 ft (*e js 
says) besides knowing one’s own 
strength, it is necessary to know 
the enemy’s. 

yfrJ ^ wken you know 

your faults you should correct 
them. 

A Z if 9$. # if 93> ® 
the best kind of acquaintance is 
acquaintance with each other’s 
hearts. 
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4H1 to be content. 

1783 $B M ^ he 
who is content is happy though 
poor. 

7ft £ # W##® 
he who is not content, though 
rich, is sad. 

9$ to hear; to become aware 

of. 

to hear by report or 

rumour; to get wind of. 

9$ fi; t0 be aware of; to notice. 

7ft7 * without noticing, 

or without being aware of it, 
something happened; imper¬ 
ceptibly. 

tt£Mft acupuncture 'and 

cauterisation failed to restore her 
to consciousness,—from a trance. 

7ft A* to be unconscious. 

ZF £b ^ jn he did not 

feel the slightest pain. 

9$ iHi °r to feel ashamed. 

not to feel cold. 

or^f'orM^J t0 
inform. 

S M ^ Chuang 

Chou (Chuang Tzu) passed 
through this place. 

ignorance 

is a valid excuse. Cf. Ignorantia 
juris neminem excusat. 

ft M to entertain a sense of 

gratitude. 

I# intuitive knowledge. 

ftjfr the one who administers 

a Prefecture,—a Prefect. 

fttH a Department Magistrate. 

^iB ^ a District Magistrate. See 

56i5- [The above three titles 
date from the Sung dynasty.] 

tjjj 9$ tL jfif ordered him 

to Chiang-ning as Prefect, 

7**B BfJ frL received an ap¬ 

pointment at the hands of Ming 
Huang. 

Hi llfc 9$ Z -*p- is he here 

in official employ? 

9$ ik. to be a Minister ofl 

State. 

m 9$ $r ^ m — m he 

successively administered the 
Districts of Nan-ch‘ang and Li. 

1783 

■ A- — 4 

1784 

C. chi 
H. chi 

F. to', v. 0/2 
W. *2 
N. zr/iz 
P. chi 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. r/zz, to 
K. z7zz' 
J. chi 
A. to' 

Sinking 

Upper. 

to 

received an appoint-l 

ment from.... I y>fJ 

9$ ]§£ to manage public affairs;! I785 
to administer the government. |R' 

See 

Wisdom; knowledge. EvenUppe 

Cleverness ; sagacity. See I 

6190. 

A plant called the ^ 

the seeds of which are used 

as a cooling medicine and! 

expectorant (Anemarrkena\ 
asphodeloides, Bge.). 

wise and brave. 
1786 

tsz 

frrx . . I 1/ 

'W wlc knowledge and experience. Jr. 

the wise (i.e. those who|F-^ 
. |w tsz 

account themselves wise) go too|N chi v cih 
far, the foolish not far enough. |p. | ’ 

[A ^ 0 f ^ every man 

says “I am wise.” |y. ^ tsz 

%=} perfect wisdom (Sanskrit:)^' j chi 

pi-adjna),—by means of which | A. tri 

alone the human race can pass| Even Upper, 

across the Sansara and attain* 
Nirvana. 

^ the light of wisdom,— ' ' 

another name for pradjnd, as 
above. . 

universal knowledge | c'^ 

(Sanskrit: sarvadjna),—attained IH. chi 

by Shakyamuni when he became |f. 
a Buddha. ' 

I ^ IEJJJ wisdom. 

M ^ without discretion. 

j Pf VA ^ ^ i can be Jr 
regarded as a wise man. lJ- S chi 

® I » I 1 
shrewdness. 

Z ^ ^ Chang Ti is a| 

clever fellow, yet he falls short | 
of the perfect man. 

a man’s capacity lessens as he 

grows old. See 13,777. 

to boast of| 

one’s wisdom makes the way] 
more obscure. See 13,559. 

^ ^ perspicuous; clear-headed. 

\% # ® g to keep one’s] 

presence of mind. 

the samadhi called I 

the seal of knowledge,—a degree] 
of ecstatic meditation. See 7733.] 

^=j name of a prince who] 

became a Buddhist priest. 

name of a famous Bud-j 

dhist debater with heretics. 

A spider. 

$31 ^ the spider,—said to be sol 

called because it #B ^ knows| 

how to kill. 

$31 ${5 a spider’s web. 

To arrive ; to go to I 

proceed; hence, to. The 

personal pronoun he, she, 

or it. The demonstrative 

pronoun this, that, these, 

etc. Mark of the genitive;] 

of or belonging to. An 

expletive. A particle used 

to show that the action is| 

finished. Zig-zag. 

ft r- 9$ m z to walk, notj 

knowing whither. 

to zm z what the heart] 

desires; the bent of the inclina ] 
tion. 

9£ ^ flr Z letting it go where j 
it would. 

fftffig2 
mzzai learners should] 

know the direction in which[ 
they ought to go, and go in it. 

where are you going ? 

^ ^ Section I to] 

Section III,—inclusive. 

ZftHBM swore never] 

to marry another. 

J| Ijpi £ dreamt she went| 

to hell. 

ft&ZU made an excuse] 

for going to the capital. 

* a flf z it is not equal | 
to the course I was going to take. 
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WcZ is 
good. (^ = 

I go to do you 

tk>- 
g « fil iff 

a state of non-emotion passing 
to a state of emotion,—of a tree 
changed into a woman. 

are some who go and never arrive. 

2 (= «> *° 
leave to posterity. 

sent an envoy 

to Wu-sun. 

BUCK 2. BIB *2 
if he said east, they went east, 
if north, north. 

I5ts2.®:«i«l2 
(said that) if he wanted food, 
they would give him food, and 
if money, they would give him 
money. 

Z waking and 

sleeping he sought her. 

mnsz the dove dwells in 

it,—in the magpie’s nest. 

^ Z Bit taught her to read 

Z, but told him what 

to say. 

it t'j m z 

whoever will cut off a piece of 
his flesh shall marry her,—my 
daughter. 

j=l Z receiyed them all 

gladly. 

^Z made a son of him. 

*112 made a Chinaman of 

him. 

)Jk Zl Z divided 

equally. 

f^l Z W, Z ^ is Z those 
who had formerly ye A ’d him 

(i.e. gave him the title of ^), 

now dat’d him (i.e. called him 

A<&)- 

& ^ $ Z Mr- * * * th°ught 

he was lying harder than ever. 

^ !$ Z thought him more a 

god than ever. 

Z his father said she was 

too poor. 

Z. Pra-ised her beauty. 

it is difficult to make another 
scheme, but we will try to do it. 

it 

£ 
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t&m 0 w # s? 2 he 
began by giving them the stained 
sleeve. 

a fw z God ordered it. 

zff-i-m this young lady 

is going to her future home. 

Hence £ is used for “a 

bride.” 

^ Hi, ^ I see these princes 

whenever you 

receive this stranger. 

2 — H X ft those two 

creatures, what can they know? 

zm all the above 

persons; (contemptuously) that 
crowd; that lot. 

ZWMW has that dream 

come true? 

Z. gH this is called. See m 

IG779- 

® m z m on the islet of the 

river. 

%Z the clear will of 

God. 

^mzm a State of a thou¬ 

sand chariots. 

= if- * afe % 2 a: 
for three years not to alter from 
the way of one’s father. 

* M. fit fF 2 & m ^ 
balance of money which is 
retained by the bank. 

A ZM* ## # at the 

birth of man, his disposition is 
radically good. 

a man of virtue. 

^ ~Z 4* ^ children 

three years old. 

±mzT (what) superiors 

employ towards subordinates. 

that hero there. 

lit. Z "tfei her pheasant- 

figured robe. 

made of powdered 

incense. 

MgftZ yes, this was so. 

See 13,376. 

ft MZ& why look so low? 

Z^W once is enough,- 

you must not do it again. 

Mg2.2rM5E2 
if you will keep me, do so; if 
not, I will die. 

1787 

+ w z * mmtin 
were he to undergo ten deaths my 
disgrace would not be wiped out, 

$ ZShao Wu died »— 
with his master 

a % m m z 1 cannot 
kin it. 

& fff Ira pf zif y°u do 
as I ask you it will be all right. 

% ia fly m 3? 2 
not do as I ask, it will be all 
wrong. 

nmz “Hurry up!” said he. 

i&MZ therefore he made 

difficulties. 

Z compared with. 

Z, to sum UP1 in a word. 

% Z #R M as to how it will 

turn out; as to what is going 
to happen. 

evw&z let him be im¬ 

mediately punished. 

•KZ lighted a light. 

W Zjt$ he was all night 

telling me. 

W Z Hf don t be frighten¬ 

ed when I tell you. 

ilb §£• ^ w Z * is 
rather I who should say this. 

Z bis mother agreed. 

^ ij Z 1 mYself am will¬ 

ing 

rni^^z half doubting, half 

believing. 

P325E that in either case he 

would die. 

J~l 7- 2 Uj|| would not listen 

to any of it. 

$$ @ ^ Z 1 did not 

know all this. 

'If 7- 2 ft did not even per¬ 

ceive it. 

if % 2 m also would not 

look at him. 

AS -fft m 2 reflected deeply. 

ftZ% bT what is there im¬ 

possible in it? 

Spf ~Z tbe proverb has it.... 

See 7017. 

mftxz ate and slept to¬ 

gether. 

ml ^Z motber had no 

alternative 
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US are you willing,sir? 

what’s to be done 

See 5668. 

£ If* #P £ how 

should a minister serve his prince? 

*2^ tfc there has never 

been such a thing, or such a one 

=kZ sathi have never yet 

heard of such a thing, or of such 
a one. 

^ of old. 

MtZlIf 5E. £ RIHfc J| 
when the bird is dying its note 
is sad. 

* 3 <:.(!, ig ft * 
bird which has been wounded 
by a bow is afraid of bent wood 

m z z a the man who 

hears it. 

Bftfr££ZZiik 
how can they know the reason 
of his departure ? 

ft Z Z Z $8 he does 
not know the way there,—(1 

Z = to g°> (2) Z — there 

(3) Z — si§n of genitive 

Zft%& four particles on 

the correct use of which much of 
the literary elegance of Chinese 
composition depends. Hence they 
mean “over-refined; pedantic.’ 

3l Z HI a^er departure 

of Liu Pang from 

1 I ^ I ^ H after the 
defeat of Liu Pang at P‘eng- 
ch'eng. 

z % m ft # m 
IS upon Li Liang and others 

being brought face to face, their 
evidence was the same. 

the empire. 

zu the winding river,—the 

Ch‘ien-t‘ang river at 

Hangchow. [ ^ is commonly 

used in the sense of zig-zag, 
from its shape.] 

Z, % Chefoo. 

w 

as concerns 

• I 
chi 

A species of fungus or 

agaric, which if picked at 

the beginning of winter will 

not fade; it is regarded as 

an emblem of long life, 

1788 
F. chie 
W. I 

tsz N. 
P. 
Sz. 
M. 
Y. 
K. 

J- 
A. 

Even Upper. 

chi 

tsz 

chi 

it 
1789 

R. 

C. chip 
H. chip 
F. chaik 
W. tsoe, tsai 
N. tsih 
P. rch i 
M. tsz 
Y. tsih 
Sz. chi 
K. chip 

. shu 
A. trip 

Entering 
Upper. 

w* 
179° 

R IK 

See 

Rising Upper, 

or 

or 

and often seen depicted in 

the mouth of a deer. See 

7434- 

the plant of long life. 

■p /($ sesamnm. 

izmm sesamum-seed sable, 

greyish or speckled sable from 
Korea, which looks as if sprinklec 
with sesamum-seed. 

^ m vft sesamum-seed oil. 

2 a* Jr a sweetmeat of sesa- 

mum. 

^ Hit y°ur lucky face. 

^ your presence. 

a species of mushroom 

an ornamental umbrella 

IS ^ smoke. 
7m Z3K -W 

Juice; gravy; liquor; 

milk. See 8022. 

ft ft or ft ft juice; 
gravy. 

ft the liquor in which vege 

tables have been boiled. 

it IK sravy- 

Jt it drink their milk,—of 

herds. 

ft '$1 saP- 

ft k the juice. 

f-f- melting snow; slush. 

mft the juice of the grape 

y'-J-* betel-nut juice and 

saliva. 

it a handkerchief or dinner- 

napkin. 

Fine ; beautiful ; excel- 

ent. Purport; meaning ; 

drift. An Imperial Decree. 

^ 7^} jq ^ I have a fine 

collection of vegetables. 

S9 % B 1 on the height 

grows the beautiful pea. 

7ji| j|f ypj I have good wine. 

plenty and good of its 

kind. 

if3 
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w 
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| chi 

F. chi, chai, v. 
chieng, pi 

tsz 

tsz 

W, 
N. 
P. chi 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. chi 
K. J 

J chi 
A. ) 

Rising Upper 

0 agreeable to one’s taste 

ws. 

or ft 0 nice things to 

how luscious! how nice! 

or views. 
^ ts. 
^ 0 

eat. 

0 

M 0 ® jS. its purport is far- 
reaching. See 11,095. 

IB ± — If 1^ 0 havin 

the same purport as the stanza 
above 

2jS ^ the drift, object, or but 

of anything. 

— Vt Zft 0 the drift or 

leading idea of an essay. 

missed the point 

of it. 

jiSfe pj Buddhism. 

l^B g the Imperial will. 

0 t0 receive a Decree. 

gjq jq to request orders; to ask 

for a Decree; a Rescript or 
an Imperial Decree is solicited. 
Also used of applications to 
divinities 

0 ill Vf to 8Pve directions,— 

of the Emperor. 

A finger; a toe. To 

point at; aim. To point 

out. See 2939. 

I a finger. 

# the fleshy end ofj 

the finger. 

^ |?|J a finger-joint; a measure 

— 2V °f a )]J forearm, which 

last is xeoTH) °f a yodjana. See 

i3,4o7- 

ft ft® ft£ the joints of 

the fingers not complete,—some 
wanting. 

or A t# It 5R or 

the thumb, or chiattg4) 

commanding finger. 8069. 

or 33I ijjg the “tasting” 

or index finger. 

the middle finger. 

the nameless, i.e. the 

third, finger. 

or £Nt the little finger. 

+ m t- m - * 
one’s ten fingers cannot be 
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all the same length,—vve must 
take the short with the long. 

I rely on my own ten fingers, 
and not on the help of a thousand 
other men. 

Z Ail Hi ft If! M >'oitr 
ten fingers are some long and 
some short, but the pain of cutting 
them off is the same in each case 

m^ finger-nails. 

^fjg FJ3 sheaths for preservin 

long nails from injury. 

#^77 a manicure knife 

Impatiens balsamina 

L., or China balsam, used, with 
the following plant, to dye finger 
nails. 

# ft the henna flower 

(Lawsonia inermis). 

UHStfl a species of Symplocos, 

often confounded with the henna 
flower. 

H ^ |jf held up 

one finger,—to tell the price, 

lit — =ff ^ I shall 
knock this fellow down with one 
finger. 

— J§[ the thickness of three 

fingers. 

^5 ^ ^ M t0 have a finger 
in the pie. 

M 0 ft feeding 

fingers daily a thousand,—a 
hundred mouths to feed daily. 

mfifclt 2# If,* 
* 0 # * ft $ Z 

to take a finger in 

illustration of a finger not being 
a finger, is not so good as to take 
something which is not a finger 

m M ft to sketch a clever 

plan with the finger,—in the air. 

mm to make a finger-print,— 

as a signature. See 13,282. 

«S ?£# or ## 
or & a finger-ring. 

^ —‘ [1§ a g°ld finger- 

nng. See 1531, 13,349. 

® ^ ffl in the fillip of a finger; 

in a trice. 

ns# upright conduct; a Censor 

sent on tour to right abuses; 
pointing only to (see 5624). 

I791 

jjfrg to shake one’s finger 

the object aimed at by Lao Tzu 
is not different from that of the 
Canon 

m w $ to point, shout, 

rush, and jump,—of gesticulation 
and movement. 

mm to hope fpr; hope; ex 

pectation. 

m k to indicate in evidence 

mm to give evidence as to the 

identity of; to prove. 

mm to point out; to reprove 

•jjg fj% to correct; to reprove. 

See 228 

mm to assign funds for certain 

payments. 

m Alt or m ^ t0 define; to 

show; to report, as an offender; 
to mark, as a buoy or beacon. 

fiS to identify. 

m. 
in a man’s face. 

mm to indicate what is to be 

done. 

mm to correct or point out the 

right way. 

g Ipj1} to show; to demonstrate. 

d1 A #r # ■ * SB 5E 
a man at whom everybody points, 
dies without being ill. Cf. give 
a dog a bad name etc. 

to point out; to accuse. 

one of the six classes of 

characters. See 7276. 

mn to give authoritative indi 

cations. 

Zfpj the assistance ofj 

finger and forearm,—mutual as¬ 
sistance. 

m» to refer to; to be said of; 

in allusion to. 

feffilKH what 

do you do for a living? 

Mznm no one dares point 

at it,—a rainbow. See 5265. 

m%m 0 to point to heaven 

and swear by the sun. 

# it the south-pointing 

needle,—the Chinese compass. 

as plain as to point 

to your hand,—as Confucius did. 

ft' 
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% i& ft m. # ffl * 
point out who you say it is. 

% # ft ft a (” 1 
you point him (or it) out to me 

seized a rule- and with it pointec 
at Wu-k‘ung. 

mm a one who points out the 

anchorage,—a berthing officer 

# n «' # m ” # n 
or mm to point out; to direct; 

to employ. 

f® # ii # gH n sh»w - 
how,—either by words or acts. 

m >k ^ to point out the 

dangerous path. 

mm to point out and recom¬ 

mend,—for employment. 

m« to nominate. 

^ m Wi PI pointed 

with his hand at the opposite door, 

mmm one who falsely ac¬ 

cuses. 

^ ^ to wave the hands 

and throw the feet about; to 
gesticulate. 

was also hung up by his toes, 
in consequence of which he died. 

m M to talk about the 

weather. 

to point at the 

mulberry and curse the ash,— 
to talk at a person. See 7434. 

m 3|C §p5 © t0 a!m east and 

hit west,—to make a feint. 

to make insinua¬ 

tions. 

^ 2f£ 'jig I fear this was not 

the original aim or intention. 

is H m 0 ^ 'Ire this 

is a point-at-the-sun matter,— 
something which will go on 
rapidly; used of official promo¬ 
tion. 

'jig 0 at an early date. 

m 0 r^i PS may you rapidly 

rise high,—in your official career. 

m to conduct a case against 

any one. 

-jiff ijj to conduct; to lead. 

61 title of a chieftain 

of the native tribes. 
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grease 

|j. ! chi 
I A. J 

Even Upper. 
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|Ri 
Isee £ $ 

Even Upper. 

fat of animals ;| 

lard; ointment;- 

hence, wealth. The guml 
or sap of trees; cosmetics.| 

See 13,030, 12,365. 

JUL Ir^Es we take southern-1 

wood and offer it with the fat,- 
in sacrifice. 

§0 yffi lard; Pork fat 

rnimmm his skin was like | 

congealed ointment. 

3J1 Eb Hf ^ y°u have leisurel 
to grease your wheels. 

Eb he greased the| 

wheels and fed the horses. 

rei the fat of the people,- 

their money. 

Eg ^ unctuous, greasy matter;] 

wealth. 

ffl ife A J® to get out of mud | 

and into fat,—to prosper. 

^ Eb the juice of flowers. 

a gum obtained J 

from a plant of the order Eu- 
phorbiacese. 

Hi Eb jfiL sap like| 
blood flowed from the root of| 
the tree. 

a? S8I a red kind of clayj 

used in making ointment. 

m » cosmetics in general; the I 

fair sex. 

EH £ If pin-money. 

Eb I^L rouse- 

Eb t0 Pa*nt ^-he face, 

hi m Linum usitcitissi-\ 

mum, L. 

E@ Eb Jffl Patrinia villosa> Juss- 

A stone plinth which sup¬ 

ports a tablet, called 

(see 1873). To prop up. 

W & M P fix open the| 
window,—push it out at the 
bottom, there being hinges at the 
top, and prop it out with a stick. 

s» 

1795 

The plinth of a pillar | 

when made of wood. 

Even Upper. 

124 ] 

To hold ; to grasp ; to 

seize. To attend to; to 

manage. 

holding in his hand. 

^ PI ft to walk hand in 

hand. 

we held their 

hands,—of our wives. See 9691. 

^ I hold the reins 

like ribbons,—easily. 

% ^ to set types. 

each following his 

own profession. 

—. obstinate; unalterable. 

ft£ to hold fast by. 

;9r ft & the place for the hand, 

e.g. on a ju i, 

% ip t0 seize a Pen- 

lift to arrest; to seize, 

ijjj to positively assert. 

3 ft or ft # or ft 

obstinate; pig-headed, 

ft g or ft Q ^ to hold to 

one’s own opinion. 

to uphold the law. 

iJt Up to draw lots, 

ift nijp to guard; to maintain. 

h IE holding to what is right;] 

impartial. 

zjj. Fp to keep the mean between 

extremes. 

fift biassed; partial, 

ft^ or ft ^ t° manage; to I 

superintend. 

ft 1^. to manage; a manager; | 

the retinue of a mandarin, in¬ 
cluding the insignia of his rank. 

j§|- ft used in direct address, | 

—your Honour. 

ft ijj. 7^i| to be reverent in 

discharging the duties,—of sacri- 

at fR ift V A d those 
officials who are not entitled to 
a retinue with insignia. 

% — ft ft. ♦ 1 wiH 
give you some official employ¬ 

ment. 

ft to administer the govern¬ 

ment. 

2» 

1795 

R. ■ 

See 

A. hyiet5- 

Entering 
Upper. 

1797 

R. 

|OCC Aik' 

Sinking 
Upper. 

CHIH 

I j^ A £ a (European) 

Cabinet Minister. 

ft M a certificate; a P^s; an 

authorisation. 

ft jjft a license. 

[pj ft a -eceipt for letters and 

despatches delivered. 

ft a father’s friend, 

ft ^ a comrade; a chum. 

ft tit i ful1 of strength 
was Wu Wang. 

To lose heart; to submit 

to yield. 

EH the brave man 
has succumbed. 

To seize with the hand 

to grasp. To advance 

To pull down ; to loosen 

Name of a State. 

ft Ip to hold firmly; to grasp 

§p? ^ to offer up; to present. 

Ip; very obstructive or in the 

way. 

Ip to pull down. 

^ Ip? extremely. 

HQ? sincere devotion. 

,4* 
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Rlt 
C.zAr/ 
H. chip, chi' 
F. diet‘d cheik 
N. tsih 
P. ch f 
M. tsz 
Y. Zj-z3, tsih 
K .chHp 
J. chit 
A. chip 

Entering 
Upper. 

To tie up, as an animal; 

to fetter; to secure. To 

connect. 

|| to shackle; to be hampered. 

|fc to tie up a beast. 

1799 

See 560. 



CHIH [ 225 ] CHIH 

>4 

1800 

T"> ^ ^ V1 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

IS* 
l8oi 

R.i 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

»6V^V7 
1802 

R-H 
W. to, to/, 

See& 

Sinking 
Upper. 

1803 

1804 

fm 
1805 

I 

1806 

1807 

To make a present, as to 
a bride; offerings of hom 
age; gifts of ceremony. 

ISIM(=|),i 
J$ J^L 4ft ill the offerings of 

men are gems, silks, animals, 
and birds, by which they mark 
their rank. 

k W % 'M I# ^ Ht I'i 
the offerings of women are only 
filberts, chestnuts, dates, and 
dried meat, — by which they 
mark their respect. 

cerernonial presents. 

til to visit with a present. 

ih a # « a when you 

cross the frontier you must take 
presents with you. 

W * presents to a newly- 

married couple, from a pupil to 
his teacher, from a successful 
candidate to the examiners, etc 

A heavily-laden or un¬ 

manageable horse. 

It ff the horse was 
overladen (and sank in the mud) 
and could not go on. 

vultures do not 

A hawk ; a vulture; a 
bird of prey. Ardent; 

eager; blood-thirsty. See 

3325- 

fly in flocks. 

^ jj|£ ardent; violent; ruthless. 

^ life ^ ^ soldiers who 

are not fierce. 

See 12,370. 

See 12,374. 

See 12,371. 

See 12,372. 

See 12,376. 

f 
1808 

1# V 

1809 

M 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

1 
1810 

R.j 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

1811 

1812 

R-mU 
N. tsih, v. tsia 

Seeflt 
Entering 
Upper. 

See 12,375. 

A sword. To gather. 

Potter’s clay. 

S fil » 
pair of white butterflies on the 
wing, sipping from a cluster of 
flowers. 

To compare. To try. 

To ascertain. 

to enquire the price 

or ruling rate. 

-US jE EKf M find °ut 
the length of this wall. 

^ try the depth of 

the water. 

See 1965. 

To weave. 

'ffj to weave cloth. 

to weave mats, 

ja loom. 

beautifully woven, 

to weave figured fabrics. 

=8: HI leaves her silk¬ 

worms and weaving. 

w to reel silk or cotton. 

the ends of the threads; 

the thrums. 

gX ^ Superintendent of an Im¬ 

perial silk factory, which sup¬ 
plies the Court with silks and 
other textile fabrics. Of these 
factories there are three; at 
Nanking, Soochow, and Hang¬ 
chow. 

** % % manufacturing and 

dyeing department,—of the Im¬ 
perial household. 

k the Weaving Damsel,— 

the star u. Lyrae. See 1388. 

a name for the cricket. 

III )|[ |j§ the cricket 

chirrups on the east wall. 

uncut; woven throughout. 

to spin a web,—of spiders, 

to weave silk. 

r» 2* 

R. 

1813 

C. chik 
H. chit 
F. cheik 
W. /si 
N. tsih 
P. cch't\ ich'i, 

chf 
M. to 
Y. tsih 
Sz. chi 
K. chik 
J. shoku, shiki 
A. chik 

Entering 
Upper. 

The duties of office. An 

official position. To over 

see; to manage; to direct. 

Especially; particularly. 

official rank; official duties, 

real and brevet rank, 

jef officers. 

a bearer of official rank. 

Also used by petty officials 
for “I.” 

a I, the Taot'ai. 

& m to institute a post 

and define its duties. 

I, the humble official,—a 

conventional phrase used to a 
superior. 

(=£ jjg£ to receive an appointment, 

to deprive of rank, 

to be degraded in rank. 

shnm m applied for me to 

be degraded. 

m# to be in office. 

Jjg^ [nj to retain rank and 

titles on retirement, 

tm* Jit to confer a nominal 

rank or appointment. 

mm hereditary office. 

to pay tribute; to make 

presents. 

n usual or regular tribute 

a statement of official 

rank, etc., used on certain occas¬ 
ions as a visiting card. 

j ■ I 
tT to be on duty. 

l|j* official business. 

ffj official duties. 

WtitZ te especially for this 

reason; hence the cause. 

-t wf Ej ^ ^ He a 1st 
class master’s certificate. 

« M * Zt let us direct our 

thoughts beyond the present. 

the stupidity of the ordinary man 
is determined by his natural 
defects. 

that the people are unsettled is 
owing to the robbers who prey 
on them. 

29 



2* 

1813 

1814 

n&b1* 

m 
1815 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

1816 

db 
1817 

r-K 

See occ /c,' 

Sinking 
Upper. 

a department 

of the Board of War, which 
deals with rewards, punishments, 
inspection of troops, etc. 

Same as 1813. 

Dried or pickled meat, 

formerly included among 

betrothal presents. Greasy; 

sticky. 

\ a kind of bandoline. 

See 9928. 

To go to ; to reach 

to arrive at. The end 

Greatest; utmost; best; see 

4600. Radical 133. 

to arrive first. 

|||] or jr| ^3 will be here 

directly. 

31 i*- sometimes happens that 

jjlj 5j| the four boundaries. 

l|=f 3j? reaching on the east to.... 

m J?r % M there is no place 

to which it does not reach; omni 
present, as the Deity. 

^ five to seven inclusive 

the prince has ar 

rived. 

Sit thus far and no farther, 

-—a phrase seen outside shops, 
referring to visits from the God 
of Wealth. 

a ^ w it n * w a 
TAO cannot be made to come, 
and TE (its due exemplification) 
cannot be attained. See 1832. 

31 lUo where is he now? 

(with another verb) will 

not. does not. 

^ 31 ^.H! will not.? 

would not.? might not.? 

with regard to; in the 

case of. 

fr 31 Ifc 'vi/ until 1 arrived at 
Ts‘ao. 

iT«A as far asTun-ch‘i 

1817 

@ from of old until 

now. 

g dk iff even to old age a 

vile intriguer. 

will be sure to 

come at the appointed date. 

$ g on that day. 

3§ $ when the time comes. 

WiiUfcs when all the cere¬ 

monies have been performed. 

3> ^ Hi — f\] with regard 

to the matter of paying duties 

3i $r M in regard to what he 

said. 

31ltfc with reference to this, 

S £ that is perfection,—refer¬ 

ring to something just stated 
See 1783. 

31 £ ^ £ to the utmost 

possible degree. 

31 §/$ most sincere. 

m iff b«st- 
most inhuman; most 

wanting in charity of heart. 

tip HD of the highest 

importance. 

^ ^ 31 ^ this is most im 

portant. 

Jtj? very thick,—as friends. 

tp -j'pj most convenient. 

3151 most stringent orders. 

tp /p' at the least; the fewest. 

tp ^ at the very latest. 

^ ins M ® he enjoyed the 

greatest happiness. 

tp jjj|| is my most earnest desire 

tp is in the highest degree. 

tp the good intention. 

very intimate; fami 

liar. 

31^ respecting; regarding. 

^p fij again and again. 

^ a near, or the nearest 

relative. 

gg very good friends. 

R. 

^mn 
Entering 

Lower 
and Upper. 

2« 

1818 

Sf 

V> 

1819 

C.chit 
H. chHt 
F. tik 
W. dzai 
N. dzih 
P. Schi 
M. tsz 
Y. tseh 
Sz. chi 
K. chil 

. chi tsz, tetsz 
A. diet 

Entering 
Lower. 

Firm; unbending. 
Foolish. 

-g? ^ hampered; hindered; un¬ 

able to advance. 

The son or daughter of 

a brother; a nephew; a 

niece. See 9873. 

M HLor M T* a brother’s 

son. 

M a brother’s daughter, 

ft m a wife’s brother’s child. 

*l'@ a wife’s nephew or niece 

^ Mi a s*ster s child. 

a brother’s son’s son. 

mm* nephew’s wife. 

MM a niece’s husband. 

my humble nephew, 

niece. 

^ M * 7°ur nephew,—a con 

ventional term used to uncles 

and aunts. 

rIM I your foolish nephew 

used to the friends of one’s 

father. 

I your year-nephew 

used to those who were success 
ful candidates in the same year 

as one’s own father. 

mm I your hereditary nephew 

—used to elders of a family 
with which one’s own family 
has been on terms of intimacy 

for several generations. 

or 

M* 

1820 

RJf 

See ff 

Entering 
Upper. 

1821 

The meanderings of a 

mountain stream. In com¬ 

bination with ^ “winding- 

hills” forms the name 0 

the District in Shensi 

so called from the con 

figuration of the country. 

Same as 1820. 
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l822 

S«@ g 

Entering 
Lower. 

1$ 

1823 

m 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

is 

1824 

C. chit- 
H. kit:, chit, 
F. /z£,, 
W. cfetfV, aW 
N. r^r/Zj 

See^g 

P. cht 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

1825 

rM?it 

1826 

R-U 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

1« 

1827 

sIf 
C. chit, tyt 
F. tick 
N. dih 
K. chit 

. shitsz 
A. chit, 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

The sound of reaping. 

fjt^ to give a thrust,-—as with 

a lance. 

Luminous; splendid. 

Gyves ; manacles ; hand 

cuffs. To fetter. 

mm gyves and fetters. 

@«i?nT W fetter him and 

ask him no questions. 

* m m « % chained them 

up together until they died. 

m m m m ^ mito preach 
amongst gyves and fetters,- 
when preaching is too late or 
ill-timed. 

a linch-pin; a moralist. 

nn a medicinal bark. 

Same as 1822. 

The seeds of a plant, 

which resemble the gall- 

nut. 

jpf the prickly elm {Hemiptelea 

davidiana, Planch.). 

^ another name for the 

Achyranthes. 

A leech. 

^fC. ^ a leech. 

1828 

R. 

See "rt 
oee 

SinkingUpper, 

1829 

R-|l 
F. chei, tci 

See '=t? aee flup 

J -chi 
A.chi, tri 

Sinking 
Upper. 

.4* 

1830 

Rff ^ 
F. 

See 

K. chil 
J. shitsz 
A. />-£/ 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

To walk hastily. 

&)M. to Pass and out 1 to 8° 

to and fro. 

A war-chariot low in 

front. 

$ ^ fflt I? 
the war-chariots were well made, 
nicely balanced before and 
behind. 

1831 

*•«» 
C. chit, chi 
H. chit, chi 
F. chtrz° 
W. /jF 
N. 
P. cht 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. r/zz 
K. chil 

. shitsz 
A.chit 

Entering and 
SinkingUpper. 

tsz 

1832 

R. 

F. tei, chei 
N. chi 

See 

. chi 
A. tri 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Eg relative merit; superiority 

or inferiority. 

A sickle. A name during 

the Han dynasty for j>|*| 

in Anhui. 

^ 0 a sickle. 

«l«13t anon we shall 

see the sickles at work. 

Mlj t0 reaP grain close up to 

the ear. 

to bring in ears of grain 

as revenue; to pay the Govern¬ 
ment land-tax of grain. 

To go up ; to ascend. 

Flourishing. Very. 

a Government under which 

the people are prosperous, 

jj^- very prosperous. 

a name under the Han 

dynasty for 

Kansuh. 

To cause to go to. To 

bring about; to cause; to 

result in. Effect, as in 

painting. 

transmit. 

To send ; to 

not so as to. 

TlfcT could not fail to. 

iUkMilfc has brought you 

to this. See 1817. 

1832 

iM j/c ^ I am ^ar °ff and 

cannot get to you. 

to induce to come. 

lit®®* make him come, 

li: ± nm 

^ jjj(Jj the Emp. Hsuan Tsung 

ordered the Taoist priests to 
cause the spirit of [Yang] Kuei- 
fei to be present. 

f|f}l said he could 

cause her spirit to appear. 

at 
in serving his prince, is ready 
to devote his life. 

ma* or to devote one’s 

life; fatal. 

M it ifo £ ®# Ht & 

^ there are fatal spots, and 

there are fatal wounds. 

on the front of the body there 
are fourteen fatal spots. 

P on 

the back of the body there are 
ten fatal spots. 

Kifc sc as to cause, or result in. 

\>X ifc ^ Hi % C 50 as to 
give rise to difficulties, or troubles. 

M %£ 1m lit so as to bring 

about this state of affairs, 

amt a can cause the wind 

to blow. 

it g ^ to cause the suicide of. 

& M k (a dream) 
was caused by thinking so much 
about you. 

^ ffij" t0 convey thanks. 

^ to cause a wound. 

or ^ to cause the 

death of. 

St 3t Rft fl5 T it 4 1* 
wanted it (a bird) to sing, but 
could not make it do so. 

to beget; to evolve. 

riches and honours 

must be obtained by one’s own 
exertions. 

^ ^ to convey congratulations, 

to cause; to bring about. 

iffc ^ $IJ ^ SO as to offend 

against the law. 

resulted in this. 
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wc 
1832 

® m n it im ffi m “>■ 
brought about by the good deeds 
he did in secret. 

® jS ^ produce effects of 

great distance,—of painting. 

^ to transfer to; to hand 

over to. 

^ nl 1 wished to 
bring happiness upon you. 

^ to send to, or notify 

a person. 

pftj ^ or ^ to send a letter 

or despatch to. 

^ to forward separately,— 

as a letter or document. 

^ to inform; to intimate to. 

pjg sent a man to 

inform him of his intention. 

^ suggestive,—as in art. 

2=^ ^ A- ort^er to attract 

attention by the noise. 

^ ^ £ M and (the wil1 of) 
God was carried out in due time. 

to announce. 

^ ft t0 resign office; to give 

up official life. 

— ^ rS I M one result 
from many deliberations. 

ifet the7 were 

originally brought about in one 
and the same way,—of writing 
and painting. 

jp. Hi ^ there are not two 

ways of doing things. 

HL demeanour; mien; ap¬ 

pearance. 

^ £ throw it away; get rid of it. 

J§" If* 0L because of its 

great weight he could not trans¬ 
port it,—of a huge piece of jade 
found by Bayan at Ivhoten. 

^jt to be in turn forwarded to. 

HI 3% t0 PrePare things 

for use. 

m m % % ffl ra ^ 

pf the elephant provides for 

itself by its trunk, not by its 
mouth. 

3^ fjflj t0 challenge to single 

combat; to engage a teacher. 

^ ^|J to extend knowledge to 

the principles which underlie all 
things. 

®r 
1832 

» 

1833 

r-Sl 

See|£ 

SinkingUpper. 

W 

1834 

N. chi 

See jJl 
> > 

J. chi 
A. iri 

Sinking 
Upper. 

1835 

R-JC 
F. tik 5- 
W. dz'6e~, dzaij 
N. cheh„ 
P. chi3 
M. t££ 

(the rest 
lower.) 

See#l 
A. diet, tret 

Entering 
Upper 

Irregular. 

m: 

1836 

R-W 

See ^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

^ generally speaking; in all 

probability. 

® ^ it ^ excelling in every 

possible variety of skill,—e.g. in 
football, painting, etc. 

^ ^ to win a victory,—by 

strategy. 

^ ^ 1 I as though not 
equal to the effort. 

To stab; to pierce. To 

plunder. To point with 

the finger. 

To mend garments; to 

patch. Delicate; fine; of 

close texture; see 9097. 

Secret. 

jjipf 0L fine; delicate; beautiful. 

7^ 0 elegant. 

2^ fine,—as a semi-trans¬ 

parent fabric. 

q$fl 0 minute; beautifully-work¬ 

ed; frugal. 

$$ 0 iM. M * secretly con¬ 

cocted falsehood. 

To stop up; to obstruct. 

t0 sPrffible and 

sweep and stuff up the crevices. 

^ |||i to stop up,—as a hole. 

]||p obstructing hand 

and foot,—difficult; troublesome. 

^ ft M # £ li there 
are difficulties in the way of this, 

bgj; |||| difficult to carry 

out. 

^ breath impeded,—to hic¬ 

cough. 

^ 1=3 door leading to the inner 

apartments in the palace. 

A kind of spider. 

^ ljj|| a field-spider. 

Jhs , 

1837 t 

H. j 
F. 1 
W. | . 
N. j tn 
P. chi 
M. ) . 
Y. i 
Sz. chi, tsz 
K. , 
A. cfo' 

Rising Upper. 

Foundation ; base. A 

oot. To stop; to cease- 

.0 desist. Conduct; beha¬ 

viour. A final particle. 

Radical 77. 

it ^ $$ they rest upon the 

jujube trees,—of birds. 

H ^ Mi it now fiyffig> now 
resting. 

it ilk a halting-place. 

lit ffi it we have no 

abiding-place. 

@ Si it although the 

country is unsettled. 

it ka he who knows 

when to stop does not come to 
grief. 

fjjfj jjg _£t tiie Paln at once 

stopped. 

it J^I t0 staunch blood, 

it ^ t0 st°Pl t0 desist from, 

it -7* H cannot be stopped, 

it ^ to cease from anger. 

[[-; to stop pain. 

Tk it 10 forbid; to prohibit. 

pT VA JLt M'J JLt when Jt is 
proper to remain in retirement, 
remain so; if you can stop, stop. 

^t not so ^ew 1 y°n are under¬ 

stating it. 

it H not three only,— 

but more. 

3^ ^ not once only. 

not one kind only. 

[[- ^ it only remains to. 

ft Z, 1m 9t. % It fro 7 
he loved him as himself, not 
merely as a son. 

^ a rascal who stops 

at nothing. 

^ jJ- no fixed object, 

it to 9uench thirst. 

[}- to detain. 

^ ^ &E J_t may he comeback 

and not remain there. 

A ffi m it. % % ft % 
if a man has not right behaviour, 
what has he to wait for but death. 

Wc M If It y°u g°wrong 1D 
all your conduct. 
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it 

1837 

1838 

Rlft 

Seelfc 
Rising Upper. 

1839 

Rlft 

See it 

Rising Upper, 

3 

1840 

R*K 
N. zA‘i' 

See it 

Rising Upper. 

Hhf-3 
lh 
1841 

R-*ft 

Seeit 
Rising Upper. 

1842 

SeeIt 
Rising Upper. 

mien; deportment. 

J§l ihor fr it acts; behaviour; 

bearing. 

# gt Jilt - # gt f! It 
let me have seen him, let me have 
met him. 

why do you allow 

her to go to this extreme? 

yJ-> a small carved ivory or 

wood figure, used as a kind of 
ornamental button. Japanese: 
netsuke. See 5974. 

A foundation. The 

limits or boundaries of land. 

foundations,—as of walls. 

tyi tit old ruins- 

it fit a dwelling-place, 

fit a lot of land. 

Hilt the four boundaries of a 

lot. 

A small island in a 

stream ; an eyot. 

F s F -at by the ponds and 

on the islets. 

£ ifc't'vit he is on the islet 

in the river. 

Happiness; blessedness. 

flit >Hni blessedness and joy. 

m m 0 may you have 

daily happiness. 

*=£ jyjlt to he blessed. 

# M *£ fdt1 trust that happi¬ 

ness is at hand for you. 

A fragrant bitter plant 
used as a carminative. It 
is the root of the Iris 

florentina, and is known as 

ait- 

fit’ 
1843 

Seeih 
Rising Upper 

name under the ^|p lh IH 

Chin dynasty for 

in Shensi. 

To accuse to one’s face. 

To impeach. 

P£ 
1844 

s"it 

Rising Upper. 

1845 

C. c/i‘z, chi 
H. ch'-i.„ ch'-i 
F. tei 
W. dz„ dz 

N. dj'hi dfi 
P. Ah', chi 

Y ‘ j /r‘z, tsz 

Sz. ch'-i, chi 
K. cA%, ch'-i 
J. dji, chi 
A. tri,, tri 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

The toes; the foot; a 

hoof. 

^ ^ having no toes. 

m ^ the feet °f the 
unicorn,-—never tread on any 
living thing, not even on living 
grass. Used in connection with 
a numerous posterity; ste 7186. 

0 Ip: {jilt in die days of 

our fourth moon they lift up 
their toes,—set to work. 

3E M let y°ur iade toes 
benignly approach,—have the 
goodness to visit me. 

If the left foot. 

Wi luJ $jfc to give oneself 
airs and put on a pompous walk. 

Iff ffi- m #it which way wil1 
you have your sleeping-mat laid? 

The foundations of a wall. 

® Pit foundations. 

Pit Cochin-China. See 1297. 

To govern. To manage; 

to arrange. To cure (see 

2526); to treat. [To be distin¬ 

guished from jpj 12,990.] 

19IO, 12,633, 7679, 
1989, 8080. 

Vp (H t0 g°vern a country. [As 

an active verb, yjjj is read chih1 

in the Classics.] 

to administer the 

empire. 

^ ‘/p 0 i/r his rule daily 
improves. 

TSS a peaceful rule; see ch'ih1. 

—* '/p —* f§{j now in a state 

of peace, now in a state of 
rebellion. 

i&tttz* the capabilities of 
a ruler of men. 

'/oTI subjects; under the 

jurisdiction. 

iS AS i> who am of your juris¬ 

diction,—used to a magistrate, 

j&a official jurisdiction. 

'/p Av m impracticable; hope¬ 

less; incurable. 

1845 

J& 7 # » »f* * 

i you can do fvf -2A, A2A 
nothing to me; you won’t get 
the better of me! 

you can’t control 

Fate. 

the prefectural city. 

'/p =j= to manage; to govern. 

to govern one’s family. 

i|=L f|f? Vp t^ie official were 
unable to settle the matter. 

M &T ‘/p or (codoquially) 

££ ^ ^ IE ‘/p there is 
no way of dealing with him, 
or with it. 

« % ffi {& * * n tfc 

fH. may not Shun be said to have 

governed by Inaction? 

m A 2 Vu til #(• -k 
does the government of the true 
Sage concern itself with the 
external ? 

ffi a £ what is the end 

and aim of Confucianism? Its 
end and aim is self-government, 

in Vp A ^ ta 
governing men and in serving 
God, there is nothing like mod¬ 
eration. 

'/p A IS ^ ^ ifi /h 
govern a great nation as you 
would cook a small fish,—do 
not overdo it. 

to cleanse the heart. 

J&8L to put down rebellion. 

‘/p °r ||| c/d«3 to punish. 

7n to deal to punish, 

'/p ^ to decide criminal cases. 

f& =Rr to make ready the imple¬ 

ments,—especially of wine-cups, 
etc., for a feast. 

75 m to get ready wine, as for 

guests. 

’/p to prepare an entertain¬ 

ment. 

*/p t0 attend to funeral rites. 

yj/' Vp ^ m when young, 1 

made a close study of the Ch‘un 
Chliu. 

7ir S or '/p : 
disease. 

to cure a 
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1845 

1846 

R. 

See'f|| 

Entering 

Lower. 

fa M T I have been cured; I 

am well. 

it 10 s si faHis * 
this disease can certainly be 
cured. 

if 10 S H # 1® fa 7 
* I don’t think you can cure 

this complaint. 

it SB f@ % m fa % 1 
he can’t be cured of that habit. 

S a mu. fa n A 
KU 
foreign medicine is efficacious in 
the treatment of foreigners but 
not in the treatment of Chinese. 

Vp ft to treat a case so that the 

patient dies; see 5380. Also, to 
make away with, as an illegiti¬ 
mate child. 

'fern to compound; to make up. 

faW to guard against evil spirits 

'/o see 7962- 

Read ck'ih}. To look 

after; to manage. 

to establish tranquillity 

and good order; to make level, 
as a road. 

£p H Jenl ;1f- ^ collected 

their baggage and prepared to 
return. 

yQ (jpD to dust a mirror. 

M M1- Wi fin a maid was 
one morning sweeping the floor, 
—when etc. 

^ fa the drains §ot 

beyond control,—as in the event 
of a violent flood. 

Straight, as opposed to 

ft 3062, or f| 12,477. 

Honest; upright. Justice. 

Smooth; even. Only. 

fjff ^ a straight line. 

fjff straight as a line. 

11 tra as straight as can be. 

go straight ahead. 

3t tt #n A as straight as an 

arrow,—of a road, 

a^^s* cannot straighten, 

—as one’s back, 

fjff the warp in a loom. 

1846 

gjr upright; perpendicular. 

^taeit.a^ai 
like running after a pig in an 
alley: keeping a straight course 
Applied to a moral course. 

# it Ujj| to stretch out one’s 

legs; to die. 

ibit his eyes were 

already fixed,—in death. 

jiff j-gjf the straight road; the true 

path, or doctrine. 

It M, ^ or it M ^ 
straight (vertical) line. 

tT I® It M. !nL t0 draw a 
straight line. 

^ fjff outspoken; blunt, 

it ft straightforward language 

fjff =T to speak out with¬ 

out concealment. 

fjff or ■t a obstinate; 

trustworthy. 

IE It honest; upright. 

$I M<j It with the line they 
made straight,—for building. 

It 4* -SR.7 i"l d 
fli * better take what you 

can get in a straight way than 
try to acquire by crooked means 

pV 'f=f f|f F|q fjff do not believe 

straight within straight,—i.e. too 
straight or too violent assevera¬ 

tions. 

^ a to hold fast to what is 

right. 

M ii it mild> well-re§u- 
lated, and upright. 

A '/If -H It the river 
water clear and smooth. 

H |j|[ not only. 

It ^ w # T>a§ ^ £ 
ifc they only did not run (as 

much as) a hundred paces, but 
they ran away all the same. 

as#ffijt will only carry 

a hundred yards,—of guns. 

the plaintiff has 

no case, is non-suited, 

it T=f departments under govern¬ 

ment,— alluding to the provin¬ 
cial administrations as establish¬ 

ed under the Yuan dynasty. 

[This expression is derived from 
the nomenclature of the Ming 
dynasty, in contradistinction to 

3ft 

1846 

the or Ministries of 

the Capital. The term includes 

thejjl Also, to do 
service in the palace. 

It % the province of Chihli, 

-called ^ ^ under the 

Mings, ^ If ^ being 

Kiang-nan. 

It JH a magistrate of an inde¬ 

pendent Department, i.e. sub¬ 
ject to no prefectural control but 
reporting direct to the Intendant 
of Circuit. [The same is true of 

the Chih-li IS T‘ing.1 

Alt to take up office. 

It ^ to pour from; to stream 

with. 

it* to make a plain statement 

of the case. 

it ift to speak out or to the 

point; to directly affirm. 

fjjf Jj| direct measurement. 

fjff j|5 direct to. 

it M straight through, 

jffjj fljj straight on. 

leading direct to. 

|jj| bolt upright; straight. 

jjff straight; straight on. 

fjff [fl| straight towards; facing. 

It A the keel of a vessel. 

j|[ |0j it is simply. 

jttt honest; straightforward. 

fjff a straightforward fellow; 

an honest man. 

fjff upright and open. 

fjff fjfj ^|J right up to; straight 

down to. 

It ff to continue to. 

it at to keep on coughing. 

j)^ to rise into the clouds. 

It H or it it 1 real)y 
is.; is nothing else than. 

fjff fjff absolutely; exactly; entire¬ 

ty- 
f|[ ^ utterly; altogether; point- 

blank. 
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ft 
1847 

R. 

C. chit, chi 
H. ch'-it 
F. sik, tik, teik, 

v. tih 

W. dzi 
N. dzih 
P. ichi, chi0 
M. tsz 
Y. tsck 
Sz. chi, tsz 
K. chik, ch'-i 
J. choku, chi 
A. tri 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

To meet; to happen; to 

occur in turn. To hold in 

the hand. 

{it t0 meet- 

•ft 1*1 jp to meet with mis¬ 

fortune. 

—• 0 Wi f# ^ {fi one day 
he went to enquire for the priest, 
but “found him out.” 

j^j it just happened that; just 

at that moment, 

igffi it is just the time of... 

f® ^ ♦ Z H just when 

things were in a state of con 
fusion. 

ft H to be on day-duty; one’; 

day for duty. 

# II to be on night-duty. 

filA to take one’s turn on duty 

ti* to attend to an affair. 

{® ♦ A or I® M Adirec 
tors of a company, 

i * m holding your 

egret’s feather,—in the dance. 

Read chili2*. Price; value. 

is it worth so much? 

dM® —■ I® ^ it: is not 
worth a single cash 

Sffi* it is of no great 

value 

iff fyl ^ -A? what is the price 

of it? 

ft W tt 5. worth 100, take 

5,—to charge an ad valorem 
duty of 5 per cent. 

^ 1® M M gf 3^ i,: is not 
worth while wrangling with him 
over it. 

I® Mi EftJ or {® % worth; 

worth while. 

1® It M fa what is it worth? 

{® Uf —‘ not worth 

giving thanks for; not worth 
mentioning. 

Mm to have a money value; 

worth. 

^ {® fH —' PjJ§ not worth 

one laugh of an experienced 
man,—beneath contempt. 

they haggled a 

long time over the price. 

1848 

r> R- Jfi. 

See {LS 

Sinking 
Lower. 

ti 
s* 

1849 

R-m H 
F. sik 

See{® 
K. sik, ch'-i 
J. shoku,shiki, 

ski 
A. thik 

Entering 
Lower. 

1* 

1850 

F. sik 

See/fg 

K. chik 
r. choku, chiki 
A. trak 

Entering 
Lower. 

2<s 

R. ! 

To lean on a staff. 

Read chHhi. To hold 

to grasp. 

To plant; to set up 

straight. Trees and plants; 

see 1739. 

or i||j| to plant trees 

&.M to produce plants. 

M timber; wood material; 

poles, as cargo. 

PM door-posts. 

he stuck his stick in 

the ground. 

Ip* I am very thank¬ 

ful to you for setting me up,— 
for preventing me from coming 
to grief by banking me up as 
a tree. 

{(j| ‘Ml to form a clique, or society. 

1851 

F. sik 
W. dzi, di 

See{g 
K. sik 

. shoku, djiki 
A. thik 

Entering 
Lower. 

The grain first sown; the 

first crop. 

To fatten ; to get rich; 

to prosper. To set up; to 

establish; to plant. 

^y| rich; prosperous; abund¬ 

ant. 

^ ^jj| all nature flour¬ 

ishes. 

PI 

-ffjj persons of the same name 

must not marry lest they should 
not increase. 

not to be avaricious. 

a fr to p#. dF ^ j® £ 
whatever land we have, Tzu 
Ch‘an gave it us. 

to lay in a store of wealth. 

1851 

1852 

R- JM. 4- 

C. 
H. 
F. tei 
W. tsz, tsi 
N. chi 
P. 
Sz. 
M. 
Y. 
IC. ch'-i 
J. ski 
A. chi, tri 

Sinking 
Upper. 

chi 

chi 

tsz 

}\j 5® It ^. H ^ il 
the chief object in the acqui 

sition of wealth should be the 
power of bestowing it upon 
others. See 7285. 

to be level and smooth. 

birds and beasts 

swarmed. 

jq M M articles of value 

and sources of wealth abound 
there. 

^ ^ rfij $ #d M he 
does not acquiesce in the appoint¬ 
ments of Heaven, and his goods 
are increased by him. 

^(j| bones. 

& at ■» m to escort the 

remains of a deceased person to 
burial. 

To get rid of; to put 

away. To arrange ; to 

settle; to lay out; to build. 

MIP to keep oneself 

out of the affair. 

no place to go to, 

—in concealment. 

^ thinking of you .flirt ;lirt 

without ceasing. 

pj kept on giving his 

advice,—at chess, 

tilf wished to expose 

(the child) in a lane,—so as to 
get rid of it. 

!§ j]^ to remove from office; to 

supersede. 

ilk c^‘u* iff to settle things for 

any one,—either by punishing 
or rewarding, according to cir¬ 
cumstances. 

MZ$E to punish with death. 

IB I St M Is *»<= 
queen having died, the king 
wanted to marry again. 

JIl ^ to marry a wife. 

S to set UP1 to start as a 
business. 

(or °r 59) 
to take no notice of; to dis¬ 
regard; to leave unquestioned. 

w a % w to let a thing 

pass; to take no notice of it,— 
in deference to circumstances. 

S to reject or refuse 

to entertain a proposal. 



1852 

i8s 3 

1854 

in 

* to treat as if. 

^ Jp| to deal in produce. 

IZ JE*tb to be the death 

of one. 

J HI to advance in contradic¬ 

tion or criticism of; to protest 
against. 

to leave out of 

one’s calculations. 

ft M or & M to put a thing 

in its place. 

® ^ yj^j" to arrange so as 

to be handy. 

IIl JlL to set uPi t0 establish. 

^ to build; to establish. 

^ H + A M built 
A.D. 644. 

#4 7c ^ S ^ m 
the first year of Yung Lo, Peking 
was built. 

B « m 3D prepared wine 

and spoke of separation. 

® $4 ©fc 5$ here are set out 

our hand-drums and drums. 

S to arrange; to settle; to 

buy. 

to buy or lay in for use 

a ix to buy a slave. is 

also used for buying land, fur 
niture, clothes, etc. 

M T* "f ® cherish me in 

your heart. 

J£ to arrange what to say. 

1 to establish a postal ser¬ 

vice; couriers. 

MB mz to become oneself 

a follower of his. 

protdgc of the sun 

and moon,—title of Hsiung-nu 
Khan. 

Same as 1852. [R. -^-4.] 

Same as 1815. 

1855 

R. 1 

C.chik 
H. chit 
F. t'-eik 
W. tsoe, Qchie 
N. tsih 
P. Y/zz, chi3 
M. ‘tsz 
Y. tseh 
Sz. chi 
K.chok 
J. cholcu, chiki 
A. trak 

Entering 
Upper. 

iJU' ** 

1856 

C.chet 
H. chit, tsit 
F. k'-eik 
W. dz'az', dz'fl, 

tsai 
N. /jz'/z 
P. Cchi, did 
M. ctsz, 
Y.cheh 
Sz. chi 
Iv. r/z‘z/, r/zz7 
J. shitsz 
A. r/z£r 

Entering 
Upper. 

Hf 
1857 

1858 

r-£ 
C. chi 
H. r/z‘z 
F. chie 
W. j 
N. 
P. 
Sz, 
M. 
Y. 
K. chH 

shi 
A. chi 

Even Upper. 

To go up. 

To promote. 

z. jchi 

tsz 

To advance 

Ihl ^ 1 was ascending 

that rocky height. 

JJj|r Wen Wang as¬ 

cends and descends,—in heaven 

to go up a ladder. 

PfitigJS to mount into the 

heavenly land. 

W Eli to go up and look down 

on. 

|H[lj |5/jf to degrade and promote 

A stallion. To go up 

To promote. To fix; to 

determine. 

It PS secret settled. This term 

stands in popular language for 
the blessings which accrue to 
men who perform good works 
in secret. 

I % It PS T S g°<i 
unseen, has given their consti 
tution to mankind, i. e. God 
working unseen, has made men 
with certain hidden springs of 
character. 

Correct form of 1856. 

A goblet, with handles, 

and shaped like a broad- 

bottomed bowl. 

goblet words,—the natural 

overflowings of the heart, which 
run over, like water from a full 
goblet, spreading equally on all 
sides and embracing all positi¬ 
ves and negatives within their 

scope: IH p jfjj fll'T 16 

&■ 

few B 
language which flows constantly 
over, as from a full goblet, is 
in accord with God. 

Shanghai news M'S M n 
items. This is the popular use 
of the term. 

to leak; to run to waste. 

i860 

R|® 
C. chak 
H. f/z‘z'4, 

ts‘ak- 
F. tik 
W. z/zzY, djie 
N. djih 
P. chi 
M. tsz 
Y. tseh 
Sz. chi 
K. chlok 
J. teki, chaku 
A. trik 

Entering 
Lower. 

1861 

R. 
m 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

Gardenia fiorida, L. 

known as ^ yy the 

seeds of which are used 

for making a yellow dye. 

U T Gardenia rubra, L. 

Ui tig -y* Gardenia florida, L. 

Ira ^ tji the gardenia and 

the pomegranate vie with one 
another in beauty. 

To throw; to fling away; 
to reject. 

IP to throw down; to give 

to an inferior. 

IP to hand over to an infer¬ 

ior. 

mm to throw; to fling. 

I HP 'H stones and tiles 

flying about,—as in a riot. 

IP to wound by throwing at. 

IP to throw away; to discard. 

IP [g] to reject,—as a petition. 

IP j|| to give back; to return. 

|P to throw dice. 

14 (chung') to throw and hit. 

to waste time, 

to stone. 

lp)l^ to break by stoning, 

itr to fight with stones. 

Sj£ casting away calamities,— 

to scatter cash at a cross-road 
or cross-street on the night of 
the 15th of the 1st moon, to 
ward off calamity during the 
coming year. 

A large green caterpillar, 

the ^P 4^, which feeds on 

the bean. 
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4* 

1862 

K® 
C. chak 
H. chlit3 
F. tik 
W. dzie 
N. djih, djoh 
P .chf 
M. tsz 
Y. tsih 
Sz. chi 
K. chiok 
J. tcki, chaku 
A. Irik 

Entering 
Lower. 

P3 

1863 

C. chi, chit, 
chik 

H. chit, chak 
F. chi 
W. tsz, tsai, tsi 
N. tsah, tsih 

chi 
M. tsz 

tsz 
Sz. tsz, chi 
K. chi 

shi 
A. chi 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

Embarrassed; bewildered 

j irresolute; undecided; now 

advancing, now retreating. Also 
the name of Rhododendron indi- 
cum. 

they jump about 

in play,—of kittens. 

Only; merely; yet; how 

ever ; but. An untranslat¬ 

able particle, generally final. 

there is only 

Ml 

H 

h m m - 
this one. 

H —* Jiff there is only one 

matter,—about which, etc. 

Uvfa I only heard 

the floor above creak. 

fNjl he thinks of 

nothing but gambling. 

H only to attend to; nothing 

more than; just 

K lit (A) Pi only this and 

nothing more. 

tt ± m it * p- w ^ 
©A there is nothing difficult 

in the world, the only fear is 
that men of determination are 
wanting. 

h t this is the only 

way,—of doing anything. 

H fij1 compelled to; no alter¬ 

native but to 

you have only got 

to go back. 

but I don’t K T 
want it. 

n i § a 
yourself. 

k m 

only look after 

or H but as. 

but since.; inasmuch as. 

M ® J —® 
U yet because of the employ¬ 

ment of a single traitorous min¬ 
ister. 

# Ik 3c ft 
God I 

O mother! O 

P3 

1863 

why will you not 

understand me? 

to be rejoiced in 

is our princely lady. 

just don’t come 

that’s all. 

all he knows; all he 

can do is. 

K fii can only. 
to permit only. FA 

E3 -M? however; still; neverthe- > 3 . 

less; the only thing is that.. 

Kii merely; it’s only in 

fiff the best thing is.; all 

I have to do is. 

H but unfortunately.. 

H #R just as if. 

the mere fact that. 

tr! iffi it all depends on. 

1864 

chi, chit 
H. chit3 
F. Cchi 
W. tsai, 
N. dsz 

chi 
M. dsz 
K. chi, ki 

. shi, ki 
A. ichi 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

> \ p|l 
H I suspect; I think; very 

likely; probably. Also, the only 
thing to be afraid of is. 

X 'in li • Ft tfl 4A d»”’ 
be afraid of going slowly, be 
afraid only of standing still 

t! ig*l were it only; if only; it >A ; 

is only necessary; provided that; 
so long as. 

HUT — it 
>§£ T^ onlywouId 
rain for a day, these flowers 
would be saved. 

&l W &l 
well, never mind anything 

else, you have only to go. 

A hedge-thorn; a bram¬ 

ble. A kind of orange. 

Occurs as a contraction of 

3026. Hurtful; prickly. An 

old name for sin m in 

Ssuch'uan. 

thorns; prickles. 

* 

l?v ^le s^in of Citrus Auran- 

tium, L. 

the dried seeds of the 

Citrus Aurantium, L. 

Hovenia dulcis, the enlar¬ 

ged stems of which are used to 
flavour spirits. 

1865 

R*K 

Seeit 
Rising Upper. 

A bruise; a bump. 

a black and blue bruise 

m 
1866 

* 

1867 

s"It 

Rising Upper. 

m 
1868 

H. chHt0 

Seeifc 

Rising Upper. 

R 

-1* 

1869 

■m 
C. ckekQ 
H. chak 
F. cheik, chiah 
W. tsi 
N. tsah 
P. Cchi 
M. ctsz, tsz 
Y. tsih 
Sz. chi 
K. chdk, v. 

ttjak 
seki 

A. chik 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 1877. 

The end of the axle 

projecting from the hub 

An old name for 

in Honan. 

ife jjpl cross-roads. 

®Uf *£ a two-headed serpent. 

The foot measure of the 

Chou dynasty, supposed to 

be the length of a woman’s 

fore-arm, and divided into 

eight inches. 

/\ T e*8^t inches make 

a chih. See 1992. 

WRZW between a foot of| 

eight and a foot of ten inches, 
very close; almost. 

K8 R % m close to the 

Imperial face,—an -intimate ad 
viser of the Emperor. 

re r iii m a very little land 

and water between,—so near 
and yet so far. 

One by itself; single 

half a pair. Numerative of 

oxen, sheep, fowls, ducks 

geese, tigers, ships, eyes 

boots, shoes, stockings 

boxes, hands, feet, arms, etc, 

—‘ ^ a shiP- 

—’ iit one eye- 

* oxen. 

tail. 

*1 

m each one has a 

so many ships. 

it^onehand 

cannot hide the sky 

r form solitary, 

shadow single,—lonely; by one¬ 
self. 

30 



. 1* 

1869 

^ only I; myself alone. 

'Mf- only a few of I 
3C‘ 

them. 

in pairs. 

^ a slip of paper I 

1870 

'MR 
j C. chi¬ 
ll. s-chH 

IF. lei- 
W .S-dz 

[ N. dji^ dzi 
P. chi0 
M. 
Y. 

I Sz. chi0 
1 K. ch'-i 
Ij. chi 
I A.-tri 

Rising Lower, 

ts£ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

1872 

with a single character on it; a 
short note. 

not a single wrong I 

character, — an announcement! 
often seen in books. 

The ringed pheasant 

(Z3hasianus torquatus). AI 

crenelated wall. 

a cock-pheasant. 

in*#*# the pheasant! 

is calling for her mate. 

* 2: i * the pheasant! 

crows in the morning. 

|K£ the Reeves’ or long-tailed 

pheasant (Syrmaticus Reevesii). 

the eared pheasant (Cros- 

sopticon Mantchuriaini). 

^ the long tail feathers of) 

the Argus pheasant, used in the 
caps of actors. 

1# m pf a to call out the 

“pheasant” and shout out the 
“house,”-—these being the 3rd 
and 2nd highest throws with 
dice, respectively. 

jldjh a parapet. 

f£ the southern gate of the 

palace. 

f£ to hang oneself. 

Young; tender; small;) 

immature. 

young and tender. 

fft-T- (of both sexes) or Mm 

a young lad. 

old and young. 

ft & mm she was still a| 

child. 

jjf ^ early friendship. 

m it §t one of tender! 

years committing a crime. 

mu the grace and innocence| 

of childhood. 

Same as 1871. 

1873 

S"R 

Even Upper. 

[ 234 ] 

A branch, of a tree or! 

family. To prop up. Tof 

pay. Numerative of troops, 

tobacco-pipes, etc. Radical 

65. ^^1982,^9233.1 

%or + = £ the bran¬ 

ches of Earth,—the 'twelve hor-| 
ary characters which, combined J 
with the ten stems ofl 

Heaven (see 5814), give names [ 
to the sixty years of the Chinese 
cycle. See Tables Vd, Ve. 

the branches ofl 

the sparrow-gourd. 

root and branch; father! 

and son; the original stock. 

in the direct line! 

and collateral branches for a[ 
hundred generations. 

all children not the direct 

lineal descendants of the elder! 
son; younger sons. 

^ Jtf the child of a concubine. 

'Iff a collateral branch of a| 

family. 

jH; nearly related to; blood 

relations. 

near relatives. 

ifeilr descendants. 

7^7 of the same clan or sur¬ 

name. 

3CM branch of a family; to| 

send. 

^ ff$i branching off; lonely ;| 

solitary; irrelevant; inexact;! 
hump-backed. 

Bf M ± « Pf ^ the) 

common explanations (of some| 
phrase) are absurdly astray. 

A 2 *5 f! ± m _*M 

some time, he got very emaciated. 

he looked very | 

much broken down. 

^ to support; to be different] 

from; to be in discord; to hesi-1 
tate; to prevaricate; to make| 
excuses; to put off. 

j*L ifl- ^ he prevaricates in | 

everything. 

~Y ifj to put through aj 

business carelessly or perfunc¬ 
torily. 

iffi, fH] M pf he turned I 
the conversation into another! 
channel. 

^ ^ can manage halfj 

a year,—though it is not enough 

a prop; a pillar. 

t0 ProP up. 

^ to prop up,-as a| 

window, to keep it open 

ading in health) 

and unequal to the task. 

UJ to rig out; to boom out.I 

Hi ^ to get one out of the) 

way; to get rid of. 

i unbearably pain-1 
ful. 

^ 5^ to advance (some money) 

to. 

to put off; to delay. 

ft insufficient to; not able) 

to support. 

the glory of spring) 

tarries not. 

to draw upon; to make a) 

requisition. 

tu branching streams. 

iS to meet the demand for.| 

itb »jfif§« 
shove-shove-move-move, 

flip-flip-turn-turn,—requiring to I 
be constantly ordered before] 
doing a thing; requiring constant J 
looking after. 

IS M a pay-office,—for 

troops. 

-ft£ ™ ±fl 04 ilk 
to pay out; to defray expenses; 
to advance to; to disburse. 

Jjf to defray. 

to pay in advance, 

jjr ^|| to pay out to. 

* m advances of j 

money. 

to stop advances; to sus¬ 

pend payment, 

ii (Ul to pay wages. 

0 rbiffl the daily outlay. 

^ or expenditure, 

payments; to credit, 

to expend; outlay. 

to waste the public 

money. 
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fC 
1873 

tr 
1874 

• jfc iML 
H. ckH 

See3t M 
Even and 

SinkingUpper. 

«f 
1 ^75 £ 

H. | chi 

F. chie 
W. tsi 
N. tsz 

R. 

chi 

tsz 

chi 

Even Upper. 

enough (teeth) to 

last 24 years. 

± ft % & unable to meet 

calls,—as upon one’s purse. 

Pf 0 ^ miSht be 
able to hold its own, or struggle 
along. 

iW. to employ; to send out. 

Mi to await payment. 

a Buddhist name for 

China, in use since the i 

Ch'in dynasty. 

i t§ i the miniature 

pagoda in the grounds of a 
Buddhist monastery; the pagoda¬ 
like structure over the ashes of 
a priest; any sacred pile or pagoda, 
Sanskrit: chaitya. 

imm dyed; not of the nat 

ural colour. Sanskrit: tchivara 

m name of a Naga king who 

guarded Shakyamuni Buddha 
during seven days’ meditation 
Also, the name of a mountain 
near Gaya. Sanskrit: Muchilinda, 

J|| a watchman. 

—• 3C a body of troops. See 

1875- 

Stubborn; perverse; 

aggressive. 

mm violently aggressive. 

he hates none and 

he courts nothing. 

A branch. An upright 

oost; a prop (see 1873) 

Numerative of flowers, pens, 

arrow's. 

a twig; see 5810. Also, a 

column of troops. 

a detachment of troops 

branches and 

leaves yet uninjured. 

members of the 

Imp. family. [The play ^ 

hinges on slapping aPrincess.] 

soft and pliant are 

its branches. 

stripped by d isease 

of all its branches. 

Is 
1875 

1876 

r-£ 

See jjfc 

Even Upper. 

ar 
1877 

r-A 

See 

Even Upper. 

Pcth the tips of branches. 

an extra finger or toe. 

^ W born with an extra 

finger or toe. 

titffimHZ 
ft tfe extra fingers are but 

useless excrescences. 

to branch off into 

various lines or families,—of 
ancestry. 

?U 4S © give birth to other 

branches,—give rise to fresh 
contingencies or complications, 

the tit, building its nest 

in the mighty forest, occupies 
but a single twig. 

to rest on a branch, as a 

bird does. 

to have somewhere 

to lay one’s head, friends to fall 
back on, etc. 

stse# the language is irrele¬ 

vant. 

erroneous; wrong, 

same as ^ifcisee 11,629. 

in vivid detail 

graphically. 

Down. Soft felt or plush. 

sj 
1878 £ 

See 

Even Upper. 

The limbs. 

the four limbs and 

the five viscera, 

jjjf j||| limbs and trunk. 

^ W slim-waisted. 

Jj£ ^ to cut off the limbs; to 

quarter. 

A bird of good omen; 

see 1388. 

f|j| a bird 7 ft. in height, able 

to talk, found in Persia. 

3^Igall ||jjl a famous belvedere in 

Shansi, built by Wu Ti 

of the Han dynasty. 

1879 

r-3cM 
See ^ 

Even Upper. 

jo 

1880 

C. chikQ, cheka 
H. chak 
F. chic? 
W. ctsi, tsi 
N. tsih 
P. chi? 
M. 
Y. tseh 
Sz. chi 
K. cha^ ch 'ok 
J. sekt, shahu 
A. chik 

Sinking and 
Entering. 

4* 

R. 

1881 
JSfi 

C. tytr 
H. chHt^ thit^ 
F. tick- 
W. die 
N. sih, chih 
P.chi\ cchi 
M. szD, tie 
Y. tseh^ tieh 
Sz. chi^ tie 
K. chit 
r. djichi, chitsz 
A. jet- 

Entering 
Irregular. 

Many. 

numerous. 

M not many. 

To broil. To heat; to 

dry. To be intimate. [To 

be distinguished from 

2275-] 

§5t 'iff some roast»some 
broiled. 

^ Iftp to broil. 

^ ^ to burn. 

M to singe; to burn; to be 

contaminated, as by bad com¬ 
pany. 

the fire of the 

mind (anger) rising up to scorch, 
—the lips. 

5% to dfy- 

to dry clothes by the 

fire, or in an oven. 

to warm the hands at a 

fire. 

tp dried liquorice. 

^7^ very intimate. 

A cloth 

for books 

satchel or 

velope ; a 

despatches. 

ft* 

or 

or 

m 
1882 

4f;t 

1883 

R-Sf 
C. p//- 

dz'/3 
F. 
W. dzai 
N. djih 

paper case 

(see 5385)- A 

bag. An en 

numerative of 

Ten years. 

r t* a portfolio for 

carrying papers. 

one despatch. 

t m m # ii* it will not 
avail me to open a book,—this 
will not distract me. 

Same as 1881. 

Decorum ; orderliness. 
Precedence; rank. A de¬ 
cade. 

to lose all sense 

of decorum. 

A ||j£ wisely arranged 

are the great plans. 
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CHia 

1883 
P. chi° 

I M. 3Z, £rcz 
IY. /j-zA 
I Sz. chi 
J K.chil 

I J. chitsz, djichi 
1 A. tret 

Entering 
Lower. 

1* 

1884 

|R.Jf 

I See 

Entering 
Lower 

and Upper. 

right and left in 

an orderly manner,—of guests. 

mmWr^f- where the river 
banks curve gracefully. 

mm&g his virtuous fame 

spread far and near. 

lit & £ J? & this is the 
proper order of precedence,— 
of clauses. 

or mm official rank 

or precedence. 

w-m or m#. series; order 
rank. 

official salary. 

at the end of his 

term of office he was made 
Magistrate. 

|H a distinguished post. 

equal in rank to 

a t'itu or provincial Commander 
in-Chief. 

mm or to reduce in 

rank. 

0 ^ £ he killed ^ 
as a matter of official duty. 

fff] ^ entered into his 

seventh decade. 

Assistant Cham 

berlain. 

To stitch; to mend, 

to mend clothes. 

IR. 

1886 

ti 

I P. chi, ti 
I K. chi 
Ij. tsz, tai 
I A. dc 

I Rising Upper, 

Same as 1889. 

A whetstone. To sharpen 

To improve. 

the road to Chou 

was like a whetstone,—for 
smoothness. 

5 « -T- to fling stone 

weights,—as an athletic exercise. 

the help of grind¬ 

ing and polishing,—as afforded 
by friends who point out our 
faults. 

M 5S § # or M tf 
mend one’s ways. 

to 

1886 

mx 
1887 

R-S 

SeeM 
Even Upper, 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

1889 

R 1^4. 

F. chai 

Seelt 
Rising Upper. 

a rock in mid-1 

stream,—unmoved under the! 
most trying circumstances. Thel 
allusion is to the Ti-chu rock inf 
the Yellow River, Honan. 

To regard with awe. To| 

happen; just now = 

[To be distinguished from) 

J?lK 1086.] 

& ^ to venerate; to treat with| 

respect. 

jjjj^ ^f{ or to reverentlyl 

receive,—as from the Emperor. | 

MM to reverently obey. 

\ jifc to respectfully await. 

M fU to respectfully thank. 

A ffl jn& 4 fa E & 
where are those faces now ? 

Read chihP. Only=£J.| 

M © you will only make) 
yourself ill. 

Mlit only this. 

M Pf can only. 

M —’ 'ft! there is only one I 
kind. 

Ripening grain. 

x a m ik & this is what | 
he can accomplish. 

Slips of silk ; also a paper! 

made from silk floss, used) 

for writing on; after a.d. 

105, paper, said to have! 

been invented by 

Ts‘ai Lun; see 3441. A| 

document. Numerative of| 

documents. 

7J M a quire of paper. 

5SIR a sheet of paper. 

mm sheets of paper; paper in 

sheets. 

mmmm paper, pen, and] 

ink. 

1889 

& Jt IK Ufa §f| whenever! 
he got hold of a bit of pa 
he would draw on it. 

m^fe or paper umbre 
las; kittysols. 

IR paper fans. 

MIR waste paper. 

IR7E PaPer, or artificial, flowers. 

^ gold and silver paper, 

—imitation bullion burnt at re¬ 
ligious ceremonies as an offering 
of money to the gods, to friends 
in purgatory, etc. 

mm square pieces of paper | 

stamped with a dab of gold or 
silver, and used as in the last 
entry. 

mm paper ingots for religious) 
purposes. 

'/£) sheets of coloured paper 

with gold-leaf pictures on them, 
as above. 

IRS folded paper, with a band 

round it, to resemble pieces of 
silk, burnt in honour of Sages. 

If ^ m paper used in sacrifices. 

Holes are punched in it, and it 
is then supposed to resemble cash. 

^{f ~f* Pasteboard- [^{f peiK : 

% !R a coarse brown paper. 

mi m strong thick paper. 

jsKIR a soft cottony paper j 

sold in Canton. 

xiim rice-straw paper, with | 

rough edges. 

Sz Hi |tt flax paper,roughedges. 

6 1IR large white paper,best) 

quality. Made of Broussonetia 
papyrifera. 

'M HI m white glossy paper. 

Made of Broussonetia papyrifera. 

HI iSIR paper of bamboo fibre. 

^ & |ftglossy PaPer> with g°!d 
spots on black ground. 

m^t tJ'l] a general term for all kinds 

of things burnt in honour of the 
dead. 

tr mm to play at cards. 

SIR to throw down paper on I 

the ground,—which earns a black 
mark at the public examinations. 



1889 

w, 

1890 

c. chH, c(ai 
H .uhH 

Cchie 

Y. 
K. chi 

• c/w, 
A. chi 

Even Upper 

Irregular. 

reverently spare 

written paper,—do not allow it to 
be trampled upon or put to any 
base use. Societies exist for the 
purpose of collecting all scraps of 
written paper found lying about 
in the street and reverently 
burning them in the roadside 
crematorium erected for that 
purpose. 

IK M M Q 'K y°u 
can ’twrap fire in a paper.parcel 

paper covers for books 

#181 a small brass frame, used 

for flattening paper when writing, 
See 3456. 

St!® a roll of twisted paper, 

which burns like tinder and is 
used to keep fire going for 
smokers; a spill. 

_L II jfc Jr no not able 
to put two words together,—in 
composition. 

—' IK H for the 

moment raised the price of paper, 
—by the vast sale of his books. 

to hand in a document. 

—* § one document, or 

letter. 

—' "ftl PPl a document in 

duplicate. 

from the statement of| 

the prosecutor, the accused must 
surely die. 

85: £ - 5S St, m T 

from the statement of 

the accused, both parties have 
right on their side. 

St® the paper and printing of 

a book. 

mm paper pulp for strength¬ 

ening mortar. 

waste of paper,— 

as when writing rubbish. 

Hard skin on the hands 

or feet. 

horny hands and 

feet. 

hard lumps form¬ 

ed on my elbows,—from leaning 
on my study table. 

1891 

R*K 

Seelh 
J. chi 
A. tri 

Rising Upper. 

. 3s 

1892 

C. chit, chi 
H. chit, chi 
F. cheik, chei 
W. tsoe, tsz 
N. Isi/t, tsz 
P. Schi, chi3 
M. tsz0, tsz3 
Y. tseh, tsz 
Sz. chi'2, chi 
K. chit, chi 
J. s hi tsz, chi 
A. chit, chi 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

To embroider; to braid 

Radical 204. 

to do fancy needlework 

Matter, as opposed to | 

1064. Substance, or ele¬ 

ments of which anything is 

composed ; stuff; material; 

constitution. Disposition. 

Solid; real, as opposed to 

12,633. To confront; 

to call as witness. 

J|[ have no fixed (or 

uniform) presentment,—as fire 
and water. 

iff! Jtjf the physical constitution 

of anything. 

|[[j] ^ if the stuff itself is per¬ 

fect, nothing can be used to 
ornament it,—you cannot gild 
refined gold. See 10,569. 

_t ^ ^ °f the best breed,— 

of dogs. 

Jj| underlying substance; 

constitution. 

si re * t « 
material in abundance, but langu 
age inadequate to its expression, 
—of poetry. 

SI78III -tit 

white jade needs no carving, ’tis 
good enough of itself. See 2549 

^ Jj£ matter informed by ^ 

mental and moral characteristics; 
disposition. 

& ftii M Jf ^ hearing 

that his disposition was not a 
good one. 

[Ip JUT ingredients, as of gun¬ 

powder; a man’s standard of ex¬ 
cellence, moral and intellectual. 

^ H I i ^ Plates and 
dishes simple but clean. 

It Jit g°od stuffi a good dis¬ 

position. 

JIT lit an honest, straight¬ 

forward disposition. 

^ M having excellent nat¬ 

ural gifts; fascinating. 

.3* 

1892 

W 3c M if where the 
solid is in excess of the orna 
mental, we have rusticity. 

f ^ I i B ^ in the 
superior man it is only the sub 
stantial qualities that are wanted 

Jj| ^| plain; simple; natural 

unaffected. 

simple and sincere. Also 

used as a heading for the col¬ 
lection of “original sources” or 
“parallel passages” given with 
the commentaries upon poems. 

MM to come to terms; to settle 

differences. 

J4 by next morning; openly 

confronted. 

J|[ to confront,—as prosecutor 

and accused, who are allowed 
to question each other. 

Jl^ to examine when both 

parties are present. 

J|[ same as last entry, but 

more used in the sense of to 
compare, to check, to tally, etc. 

to give evidence. 

to question in court. 

&r or e? to confront 

and decide between. 

^ to exchange for money. 

JC he calls spiritual 

beings to witness,—to the recti¬ 
tude of his conduct. 

^ JJ| to come to the scaffold. 

Read chihi. A pledge; 

a hostage; to pawn. An 

introductory present. 

^ ®r an earnest; a pledge of 1m 
good faith. 

Jf to seize 

a place as a guarantee. 

^ Jjf to exchange hostages. 

JSr a? 

licensed pawn-shop. The single 

character ^ is often painted 

on a huge scale outside these 
shops to advertise the business 
within. See 10,721 and 12,825. 

ff 'fg to hypothecate, 

a pledge. 



jjgj2 

1892 

1893 

lljj4 

1894 

RX K 
See 

Entering and 
SinkingUpper. 

>11 
l895 

1896 

R. 

See^ 
r. chi 
A. chet, tri 

SinkingUpper 

1- 
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when crossing 

the boundary of his State, he 
always had with him the intro¬ 
ductory present,—to the ruler 
of the State he visited. 

*0 
hand in the introductory present 
and become minister of a State. 

carried off, and 

held to ransom, his mother. 

Same as 1892. 

1901 

|r-ik 
IF. sei- 

I See |[|£j: ij^ 

alj ^flj a ticket taken from a book, I j. ^ dji 

Rising 
Irregular. 

1900 

|R-*R 
C. chi’-, shi- 

IF. sei3- 
W. -dz, zz- 

IN. -dzi 
P. shi*, chi 
M. 
Y 
Sz. shi*, chi 
K. chH 

Ij. chi, dji 
I A. tri 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

A pawn-ticket. 

leaving the counterfoil. 

Wf 

Same as 1927. 

1902 

1 R*K 

I See j|-- 

I Rising Upper 

A peak. To pile up; to 

store up. See 8771. 

1$ ± ^ If firm and unmoved 

to prepare stores. 

Flilfifdtffi so as to lay up 

stores of provisions. 

To stumble. 

to stumble and fall 

# A if 

1903 

Rlft 
, IH. chH* 

J\ ^ the man In. dzi 

ahead stumbles, and the man!See 44 
behind takes warning. 

I Rising Lower 

1897 

RM 
See ^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

An axe; a hatchet. An I 1904 

1898 

i899 

anvil. 

an executioner’s axe. 

1‘tR 
I See 

Same as 1871. 

I A. chi, tsi 

(Rising Lower 

^05 

1906 
I n @5* 
|R. mg 

Same as 1871 IC. chai 
IH. die, che 
IF. tei 

To keep in stock; to 

have ready. 

mattocks and hoes 

all ready. 

Name of a place where 

the *jfj* Five Emperors 

were worshipped. 

Piles. 

and j^jj external and 

internal piles, respectively, 

bleeding piles. 

fistula in ano. § 
~h A A Wnme men 

out of ten suffer from piles. See 
8629. 

To store up. 

(Hi fff t0 lay UP in readiness,— 

as stores. 

Same as 1904. 

To impede; to obstruct. 

Stoppage; stagnation; 

dilatoriness. 

$|tor7$[y t0 obstmet; to 

hinder. 

1906 
W. dzi 
N. dj i 
P. chi 
M. tslz 
Y. tsz, tslz 
Sz. chi, chH 
K. chH 
J. tei, tai 
A. tre 

Sinking 
Lower. 

25 
1907 

r 
1908 

Rl® 
C.cheka 
F. cheik 
W. tsi 
N. tsih 
P.chi* 
M. tsz 
Y. chiei* 
K. didk 

. seki, shahu 
A. chik 

Entering 
Upper. 

1909 

R. If* 

chi 
H. i-clii 
F. tei 
W. ±dzi 
N. dji 

chi 
M. I . 
Y. 1 
Sz. chi 
K. die 
'. tei, tai 

A. tre 

SinkingUpper. 

Klf ft impeded; restrained. 

M to hinder the progress of 

to impede the course of a 

river. 

or We- 7W constipation. 

H stoppage of the vital fluid. 

^ to get rid of an ob¬ 

struction,—as in the digestive 
organs. 

W t0 interfere with the pros¬ 

perity of. 

iff YtiL Wb t0 be detained 
away from home. 

'fcf "til bow dilatory 
and lingering! 

3L M 7'llf the “five grave hind¬ 

rances,”—a series of moral im¬ 

perfections, as follows: — 

cupidity; pjji. anger; fi 

ishness; t! irreverence; 1 
doubts. Sanskrit: pantchakles'a. 

7<j(y unsaleable goods. 

Same as 1914 or 11,366 

The sole of the foot. 

Used for 1915. 

to tread under foot. 

it & a fowl’s foot. 

famous brigand, in re¬ 

ference to whose alleged inter¬ 
view with Confucius a spurious 
chapter was added to the works 
of Chuang Tzii. 

'& Si % m ihMMZ 
Robber Chih died for gain 

upon the Tung-ling range. 

Swine. 

*. -jfj' two brood sows, 

% a wfl<d boar. 

shih* A ^ {ss^. 

dogs and swine eat the food of 

men. 



To restrain; to govern 

Laws ; regulations. To 

limit. A limit of time. 
To make; to prepare. See 
1845, 10,904. 

to prohibit. 

MM to govern; to keep in order; 

organisation; polity. - 

1* SU T I a SB a * 
you can do nothing to me. 

M fcfe or HU ^ lawsi orders; 

rules. 

fifiSU a regulation; a by-law 

limu the government of the 

country. 

SI ^ “tf Jjfr ^ flji]the fal1 ° 
a nation is preceded by a perioc 
of over-legislation. 

MM, the Court; the seat of 

government. 

mu# an Imperial command. 

f-MWB the Emperor com¬ 

mands as follows. 

JJL fjIE Zl fljlj the law is 

uniform,—for rich and poor alike. 

M the etiquette of the Court; 

a person’s moral and intellectual 
standard in the eyes of the world. 

£f.U to restrain; to set a limit. 

ft ft 2m ie« m a 
there are no restrictions upon 
the opening of foreign hongs 

^ ^ 0 Kg ifjlj it is 

impossible not to have restrictions 
attached. 

0 a self-restraint. 

i a T f£ could not control 

himself. 

s a a fixed or authorised 

standard. 

^ $1] “f* to be in subjection 

to. 

% fi a A he who strikes first 

gets the mastery. 

ft $ a Vi A he who strikes 

second is mastered. 

iPJ ifpf mU (the empress) as¬ 

sumed the reins of government. 
See 648. 

JJji ifilj or j|| IfjlJ jfc jjj* to put 

on the regulation mourning. 

a* three years’ mourning. 

Also,, to subject; to reduce to 
obedience. 

1910 

1911 
r, 
R. ^ 

C.chai 
H. chi, che 

'. chie 
W. tsi 

i chi 
N. 

tsz 
M. I 

Y. 1 
Sz. chi 
K. che 

set 
. che 

Sinking 
Upper. 

^M keeping the limit,—three 

years nominally, 27 months 
actually,—of mourning for a 
parent. This phrase is written, or 

M only, on the mourner’s card. 

^ M & §! in mourning for a 

parent,—a phrase written on doors, 

a 4 in mourning,—as above. 

±Mft the officer dies at the 

command of his sovereign. 

miJft the colloquial title of a 

Governor-General. See 

12,010. 

MM the official designation of 

the above. 

MM an official who is both a 

^ Han-lin and a pj} ^ 

Secretary to the Grand Secre 
tariat. 

m m m # preparing our 

clothes for us. 

^ mu metal overpowers 

wood,—by cutting it. 

i! mu the constitution, as of a 

State; the personal standard up 
to which a man unconsciously 
lives; prestige. 

^ £ii Inf mU he,did not in> 
prove on his earlier efforts. 

Mm small cash, as opposed to 

the large cash used in Peking. 

mU itlfc to conquer an enemy. 

mU ^ t0 work f°r one’s success; 

to take measures for winning, 

mu Wh literary essays. 

To cut out; to fashion; 
to make. To compound, 
as drugs. 

to manufacture, 

of an elegant cut or fashion 

if » & a capital way of 

making up a medicine. 

f,J to compound medicines. 

WA Imperially executed,—of 

a work produced under instruc¬ 
tions from the Throne. 

§ ^ a fox-skin garment. 

A ^ it M made in 
the reign Ch'eng Hua of the 
Ming dynasty,—as porcelain. 

^ to superintend the manu¬ 

facture; “our own make.” 

1912 

R. Wk 

See , 

Vtl\\ 

X9X3 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

R 

I9I5 

m 
See 

Entering 
Upper. 

R 

1916 

1917 

1918 

R-m 

c. )' 
h. i 
F. chei 
W. 
N. 

P. chi 
M. ) 

chi 

tsz 

Name of a fish. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

1* 

&■ 

'm 

x9r4 

■fsm 
C. chekQ 
H. chit 
F. chia 

W. ctsi 
N. tsih, ccho, 

v. ctso 
P. chi3 
M. tsz 
Y. ‘chie, chi? 
K. chiik 

. seki, shaku 
A. chik 

Entering 
Upper. 

tsz 

The foundation of a wall 

^ a place in Shensi, near 

Hsi-an Fu, noted for a battle. 

To take up; to gather 

together. To improve. 

AS ^ tf took the 
matter up and laid a formal 
plaint. 

to restore corrupt 

texts by collation. 

M to take; to seize; to pla 

giarise; to take a rubbing, 

ijjjjf a rubbing,—of an engraved 

stone. 

IfPj ^ to be prosperous. 

% M ^ ^ his style improves. 

to fail in one’s under¬ 

takings. 

To tread on; to follow. 

The sole of the foot. Used 

with #5 x9°8. 

& ft from non-exist¬ 

ence to pass into existence. 

See 245. 

Same as 245. 

Will; resolution ; deter¬ 
mination ; fixity of purpose. 

Ambition ; desires; emo¬ 

tions ; feelings. Aim; scope. 

Annals; topographies; see 
1922. Used with 1919. See 

9918, 11,366. 

^ ^ or will; purpose; 

intention. 



1918 
Sz. chi 
K. chi 
J. shi 
A. chi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

keep firm the will. 

A iHL ^ Pf ^ the §ir1’ 
resolution was not to be shaken 

ZA a man of no pur 

pose. 

M % W M $c be re- 
solved, and the thing is done = 
where there’s a will, there’s a way. 

^uis bent upon this. 

A ^ great resolution; lofty 

aims. 

s *§? ft M®* 
for business to prosper, all de 
pends upon determination. 

if a man has resolution, he can 
live by it; if not, he must live 
by the toil of his hands. 

^ i l^e determined scholar. 

AA 'uf' A ^ TAj resolu 
tion has nothing to do with 
length of years. 

fa m h* & h°w d°es this 
give me scope for my ambition 

IPf 3}lt the spkit °f resolution 

and independence by which a 
man gets on, without favour anc 
without injuring others, by his 
own unaided efforts. 

$§ dfe Ach ^ W J|| without 

resolution one vainly lives to a 
hundred years. 

Jl ^ dv the Emperor 

granted his wish. 

ffl 
excessive concentration in one 
direction leads to a stiffening of 
the mental faculties. 

Aiis T'M his courage did 

not fail. 

jpjj the direction or bent of 

dv £ 

/UP 

purpose; ambition. 

wanting in purpose. 

!,! p^j of lofty aspirations 

ambitious. 

/fib w % to act according 

to one’s fancies. 

g m i_ 
following my own fancies. 

I have to-day realised the wish 
of my life. 

4*5 to readse one’s wishes. 

W 115 y°ur son is very 
ambitious, or bent upon suc¬ 
ceeding. 

M conscious of 

1918 

1919 

N. tsi 

See occ 

SinkingUpper 

1920 

RH 
See 

SinkingUpper 

1921 

R. 

See '=E‘ occ /Ui' 

SinkingUpper. 

- t.r 

1922 

as ® m ¥ £ ^ # $ 
though telling the tale of an 
unsuccessful life. 

^ ^ not satisfied. 

tti A A 1m f® Z 
$}$ of a man who has failed in 

life we say, He is like a fish out 
of water,—hi. a fish in a dry rut 

j=T Z' all one’s aims. 

^ not to let the 

wording interfere with the value 
of the meaning. 

^ fiO Mi Wk ^ the Phra- 
seology is all after the style of 
the Han dynasty. 

s® mm not quite clear in , & If 
his head. 

the Annals of the 

Three Kingdoms. 

Jt ^ the official guide 

book of the Shanghai District 

AA drb she had a purple 

spot at her waist. 

Spots on the body; moles 

spots on the face; freckles 

HI t*ie hairs growing from a 

mole. 

^ sE characteristic marks upon 

a person’s body. 

A kind of medicine. 

H the roots of Polygala 

tenuifolia and P. sibirica usee 
in fevers. 

To examine; to inspect. 

R. 

See ‘Tr 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To remember; to take 

note of; to record. Annals; 

topographical and historical 

records published by the 

government; see 1918. 

Used with 1919. 

io & to keep in mind. 

1922 

1923 

R. 

See M 
SinkingUpper. 

X' 
1924 

See jfjlj 

Even Upper. 

BP * 

3^ fill Z t0 learn much 
and remember it. 

ill i&t ■Z- ke noted every 

place as he went along,—So as 
to know his way back. 

jUeJ the wamr-mark, or register, 

according to which a lock (see 
204) is managed. 

AC or fw* § records; 
annals. 

to carve an inscription on 

stone. 

3! jtcS the inscription on a tomb. 

§ Po Jj; ^ he wrote his own 

epitaph. 

PA> 

Pto 

|± ^ (.sheng4) the topography 

or history of a place. 

J£l lui tfij in order t0 
preserve the record for ever. 

to record or signify one’s 

congratulations. 

To record; to engrave. 

1925 

m± 

K. chi^ chli 

SinkingUpper. 

f^4 

1926 

R. 

C. chli 
H. tP 
F. ecp 
W. tH\ c/sz 
N. chi 
P. chi 
M. tsz 
Y. sz 
Sz. chi 
K. cli'-i, die 

A. 
chi 

SinkingUpper. 

££ ^ t° engrave a record on 

stone. 

£& A ft it is engraved on 

my five viscera,—on my heart 

To step forwards. 

Radical 34. 

A goblet with a wide lip, 

narrower waist, and bulging 

out below, sometimes with 

a cover. 

fijeg to raise the goblet,—to 

drink. 

Hindered ; embarrassed. 

Used for 1896. 

Jistgflh iis« 
the wolf springs forward on Ins 
dewlap, or trips backward over 

his tail. 

to be able either 

to advance or retreat,—as ex 
plained by the preceding entry. 

Read ti4. 

fruit. 

The stem of a 



-Jtst i 

1927 

R. j 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

m4 

1928 

r-SM 
See 

A. chiet 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Upper. 

1929 

w 
1930 

R-i| 

See M ft 
A. tre 

Sinking 
Upper. 

■4# 

J93I 

K. chlip 
chu 

A. chip 

Entering 
Upper. 

2* 

1931a 

Entering 
Upper. 

Angry; resentful, 

hate. To desist. 

To 

If ft PJf rft 'ft if a man be 
angry. 

wtt 0 m he daily honoured 

the covetous and cruel. 

The light of the stars. 

J|| how brightly the 

stars twinkle. 

Read eke1*. To illumine 

to make clear. 

mm to brighten up; to illumine 

j^|| ^ 0JJ to hand in a 

clearly-drawn statement. 

Same as 1928. 

Bright eyes. To get a 

glimpse of. 

To fetter a 

shackle. 

horse. A 

flSl §Ij p|§ God has released 

us from our earthly bonds. 

To cut open, as formerly 

done to corpses of murder¬ 

ers, for which i|| 7JJ was 

substituted under the Em- 

h 1" «* of the Han 
dynasty. 

hacked him to pieces. 

it i'H Put severa-l Districts 

to the sword. 

pi gibberish; the call 

of the partridge. 

1932 

1933 

C. ich'-i 
Id. phH 

F-c 
‘Pi 

W. dz, dji 
P. ich‘i, pK-'i 
M. itdz 
K. chi 
J. chi, dji 
A. itri 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

1934 

CH'IH. 

Same as 1966. 

1935 

1936 

R IK 
C. ch'-i 
H. ~ch‘i, cch'-a 
F. chhie, cldia 
W. tPf 
N. ch'-i 
P. ch'-i 

M- j 

Sz. ch'-i 
K. ch'-i 
. shi, sha 

A. hsi 

Rising Upper, 

1.3 

Undecided; embarrassed 

mm in a state of indecision; 

not knowing what course to take 

See 196. 

See 11,777. 

Extravagant; lavish. To 
exaggerate. 

1937 

•SIR 

Even and 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

1938 

RIK 
See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

extravagant in spending. 

Ipj *j!it extravagant and 

making a great show, 

lavish outlay. 

^ Wi or ^ W wb(k or exag¬ 

gerated talk. 

^ ^ ^ the appearance of 

the stars, — small and widely 
extended. 

-& to collect a large army. 

A pretty and wanton 
woman. 

un a seductive, fascinating 

girl. 

Read shih^z or t''o%. A 
deceased parent. 

and nn a deceased 

father and mother. 

To cling to, as a child to 

its mother. 

to rely on. 

r939 

RS 
SeeJ^| 

A. phi 

Even Upper. 

m 
1940 

R-IK 
See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

2 

I94I 

R-£ 

See 

Even Lower. 

m 
1942 

Eyes diseased and dim. 

9 @ & # m • e I* 
eyes dim and his hair as white 
as snow. 

To separate. To spreac 

out. 

/JlJ seParated,—as friends. 

To move rapidly. 

p for a long time. 

R. 

C. shik 
H. shit 

See 

A. sik 

Entering 
Upper. 

ere long. 

To order; to command; 

to get ready. Carefully; 

diligently. 

ff or ^ to issue orders 

JH ^ to instruct sub¬ 

ordinates to act accordingly. 

J|j to strictly charge. 

fjjl ^ I would beg you to order 

to make known to sub¬ 

ordinates. 

has been reverent 

ly copied for your information, 
—as an Imperial decree. 

to order the bestowal of. 

jf to order an investigation. 

j| to give orders to the run¬ 

ners. 

}j to order to fill a vacancy; 

to appoint to. 

gum# to keep a district 

in order. 

£1M chansi Mb it 
to make great efforts to increase 
the produce of the soil. 

the war-carriages 

had been made ready. 

^ to direct a subordinate to 

take in hand. 

1^1 to direct the attendance of. 

ij to instruct to proceed to 

a post. 

31 
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1942 

, 4* 

1943 

|R-®t 
1C. chHk 
IH. chHt 
IF. t'-eik 
1W. tsH 
IN. tsHh 
Ip. ch'-v 
IM. tslz 
] Y. ts'-eh 
| Sz. ch'-'i 
Ik. ch'-ik 
|J. chiki, choku 
I A. sak 

Entering 
Upper. 

^ to order delivery of. 

Oft 0|1 orders were forthwith 

given. 

M -f|| to urge. 

^ Oft to reprimand. 

^ '{&£ to cause to be summoned. 

«TF to direct,—of the Emperor. 

mm to despatch. 

m ^ to instruct the Provincial 

Commissioners. 

m& to order examination as 

to.... 

' to order the ^ ^ or 

arrest of. 

UH t0 give instructions and 

receive a report in reply. 

^ to send.with instruct¬ 

ions. 

$9 aiE to g*ve orders for the 

guidance of. 

% B to order to act. 

Read ski/t1*. Used with 

ft 9907- See 3639. 

T'M unclean; (Jig.) peculation. 

mn *m became dirty in 

his old age. 

Imperial commands. See\ 
1010. 

fy 0 an Irnperial mandate; by I 

Imperial order. 

WtH appointed by Imperial | 

command. 

w!f Wj 01 MW (entitIes the I 

holder to use ifcfSi?) credent-1 

ials; letters patent. 

mm bestowed by order of the 

Emperor. 

m I® Imperial orders to bestow 

honours on an officer’s dead[ 
parents. 

charms bearing the 

divine commands of the god. 

m& the patent by which titles 

of honour are conferred by the I 
Emperor, from the 6th to the | 
9th ranks inclusive. 

m founded by Imperial order. 

S&T to lay commands on,—of I 

the Emperor. 

m* an Imperial written order. 

1944 

x945 

eT 
*947 

lR-^ 

C. ch'-ik 
H. ch'-it 
F. ch'-eik 
W. ts'i 
N. ts'-ih 
P. cli-V 
M. ts'-z:3, c/x‘z, 

tsV 
Y. ts'-eh 
Sz. ch'-'i 
K. cliil 
J. shitsz 
A. tlet 

Entering 
Upper. 

1948 

Same as 1 943- 

Same as 1943. 

Same as 2012. 

To hoot at; to revile. 

to drive away a dog. 

or ^ to rail 

at; to revile. 

mi f& to breathe hard; to speak 

loud. 

!)M ^ Hi* ^ # kindly 
mention my name and present 
my compliments. 

nt i£ to vent one’s astonishment 

to make loud and threat 

ening noises. 

To eat ; to drink ; to 

swallow. To take, at wei- 

ch>i or chess. To suffer 

See 1949, 9971, 6869. 

or p (or $f) m 

provisions; eatables. 

*? ^ to eat rice,—to take a meal 

WL trusting to Goc 

for daily food. 

}f% ^ p^ is il g°od to 
eat? 

Jz -7* & '*• undatable. Also 

at chess, etc., “you can’t take 
that piece,” in which the cha¬ 

racter P^? (= I’ll eat you!) stands 

for “Check!” = Persian shah, 
and may have been colloquial- 

ised from which in Cantonese 

would be shik. 

1? m = % 
in three days more it won’t be 
good to eat. 

M a! 52 # fKl why.il is 
good to eat! 

I really can’t eat any more. 

P^ "J* I have eaten a bellyful. 

£ 52 7 was eaten 
alive by us. 

1948 

PS? T & JS Sis * t, 
having eaten in the morning 
there is nothing in the evening 
—living from hand to mouth 

y J i 5 A fet 
besides he isn’t a tiger to eat 
people. 

Ht It 52 this medicine 
is nasty to take. 

® *5? ^ % I can', ea, 
more than you. 

4 B * n *9g 7 * 
I can t eat Chinese food. 

52 ^ I can’t afford to 
eat it. 

!£ IS * a. $ 
IS your language is too strong, 

I can’t stand it. 

st 

if you eat too much you will 
injure your internals. 

SIS - * * *9? £4'* 
how much water does that ship 
draw? 

does this paper eat ink?—does 
the ink run on this paper? See 
8022. 

to drink wine, 

to drink tea. 

to swallow smoke,—to 

smoke opium or tobacco. 

P^? lyC (or 4|L ) ^ to smoke 

an occasional pipe,—usually ofl 
opium. 

t-m 

•^r he has swallowed an insect. 

a restaurant. 

P?^? ^ to be employed in 

a restaurant. 

P?^? ^ food and clothing. 

^ YU to dr*nk spring wine 

—the New Year’s festivities. 

|‘j^ P^ ^ afraid of being laughed j 

at. 

'S TW !i! f 4 * 
carry away what one cannot eat. 
Used in abuse, somewhat as “and 
take the balance along with you.’ 

to take the breast. | 

cannot digest it.| 

?*? to get the breeze,—of the 

situation of a room. 
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1948 

I949 

C. htk cc/ic2, 

hit, yak 0 
H. ngiet, ngat 
F. £‘,,4, 

ngeik 
W. <r‘» 
N. c‘j,4, c'-'uoh 
P. crM 
M. r/i'/ 

cli'-yk 
Sz. c/iU, 
K. £1/, 
r. /UVjz 

A. »£•£/ 

Entering 
Upper. 

P^? ^ to suffer pain. 

PJ^ 'j|| to be frightened. 

it dissipation. 

-fc Jfjji a consumer; a 

Buddhist priest. 

*% + $ ffir a priest. 

^ Ufll * IS to have one’s 

midday meal. 

rfiS 4$. —• dS to live i 
from hand to mouth 

"P? 

D*7J 

to fast. 

P^ ^ to endure hardship. 

to suffer loss; to get the 

worst of it. 

to make no ado 

over one’s troubles; to have no¬ 
thing to say for oneself; to be 
“shut up.” 

to receive obvious 

or patent injury,—as when fight¬ 
ing although overmatched. 

or ^ W f® t0 eat 
birthday vermicelli. 

—* to get a taste of 

my rake. See 1949. 

to have eaten so much 

of something that one gets tired 
of it. 

unable to keep it down, 

—to be annoyed or ruffled. 

To stammer. Common¬ 
ly used for 1948 in all its 
senses. 

P )&(<* ‘ih* or ko1*) to stammer 

P 'f* W hesitating in 

speech. 

^ l| P Yang Hsiun 

stammered. 

teS to have an impediment 

in one’s speech. 

i ©Ate Ch‘ang had an 

impediment in his speech. 

p£p£ (ch‘ix ch'i*) smiling. 

p£ p£ uf wf to titter; to giggle. 

te* to eat food, especially, 

that part of a meal which is not 
the staple. See 1948. 

^ one year bitten by a 

snake, three years afraid of grass 
ropes,—i.e. of anything that looks 
like a snake. 

1949 

R 

^S0 

■± 

R. 

I9SI 

s“ m 
A. hsi 

Even Upper. 

See $j] 

J. shi 
A. hsi 

Even Upper. 

te^J requiring strength; diffi 

cult. 

te * te =sf to suffer trouble 

and vexation. 

te$-7j take that (blow) 

from my sword. 'See 1948. 

teffi#*® was intolera¬ 

bly stared at by her. 

te* to drink; to draw water 

as a ship. 

in case of any mistake, I 

can’t take the blame. 

*t tt S5 * te ft Ift *4 
be sure to get a place free 

from obstruction by a pillar, 
as in a theatre. 

teat T to have eaten till one 

has a loathing for food. 

p£ m to have “a 
knuckler” on the head. 

te 10 t* 18 J8 to be chuck¬ 

ed under the chin. 

f™ = rub-a-dub, of a 

drum. 

JL P£ l67r* 

A worm. Stupid ; 

ignorant; unrefined. To 
despise. 

SR the “common people”; 

the “lower classes”; the “great 
unwashed”; the masses. 

^ ^ a simple-looking 

lad you were. 

itT stupid and confused. 

(hsien*) the clever 

and the stupid naturally show 
themselves as such. 

i£ it‘Bib if iLCh<ih yu 
was the first to produce disorder. 
—He was a legendary rebel who 
fought against and was van¬ 
quished by the Yellow Emperor. 

Mitm a Ch‘ih Yu banner,— 

a comet, supposed to foretell war. 

To laugh. [Commonly 
written as below.] 

Prg ^ to laugh. 

PlK to smile. 

8# A"* Z the men of the 

day laughed at him,—for his odd 
dress. 

I951 

i952 

R-i 

See JS 
A. hsi 
Even Upper. 

I 
J953 

R-i 

See }{l~ 

Even Upper. 

& 
*954 

Iru 

1955 

R-£ 
C. LchH 
H. grh'-i 

F. site 
W. dzi 
P. ch>% 

Y.' j *‘z 
Sz. ch'-'i 
K. chi 
J. chi, dji 
A. tri 
Even Lower. 

li 

!956 

C.11 chi, gc/di, 
ch'-ik 

II. V* 
F. t'-ae‘, tae1 
W. cislz, 

Sdi 
N. cchH, cchLi 
P. Cch''i,cc/Si, 

Sc/d'i 
M. cisiz, tdz 
Y. Jdz 
K. chH 
. chi 

A. -tri 

Even Rising, 
and Sinking 

Irregular. 

p^ to laugh at oneself. 

Mj %. to be lau8hed at 

by a devil. 

M % # A a mere laush 
ing-stock to posterity. See 13,099 

An ugly woman. 

^ an old crone. 

W M ^ (hao'wu') to love 

the handsome and hate the ugly. 

mm*mm 2hedis- 

cussed their respective merits. 

& M *i* beautifl 
bones in an ugly skin,—a beau¬ 
tiful soul under a rough exterior 

A kind of dog. 

mm a hound with long shaggy 

hair. 

See 9941. 

A bamboo flute with 

seven holes. See 4830. 

eye 

eye 

To undress. To strip off. 

’ to take off,—as clothes. 

^ Tit v$ to deprive of 

button and peacock’s feather. 

m £ H rf to deprive of robes 

and button,—to cashier. 

@ /iiM it (c/ii/i*)he laid 
aside (his honours and insignia) 
with all decorum. 

—• a system of triplicate sen¬ 

tences passed in capital cases in 
order to give the Emperor time 
to reflect. Introduced under the 
T‘ang dynasty. 

thick felt for sleeping on. 1tin. 
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I957 

!9S8 

r-S: 

see^p 
A. hsui 

Even Upper. 

I959 

1 
1960 

1961 

jr 
1962 

R.|® 

C. f 
H. chHt 

F. ch'-eik 
W. ZrV 
N. ts'ih 
P. fyUS3 
M. ts'-z 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. ch'-eik 
J. sekt\ shaku 
A. hsik 

Entering 
Upper. 

See 1845. 

To beat with the bamboo; 

the light bamboo (as op¬ 

posed to ^ 426), of which 

there are five degrees, 

ranging from 10 to 50 

blows. 

>C to punish by bambooing. 

fifty blows with the 

light bamboo. 

djS" the light and the heavy 

bamboo,—instruments for flog¬ 

ging- 

^ to flog on the buttocks, 

to beat; to flog. 

t4 

Same as 2016. 

See 1840. 

Same as 1999. 

To drive out; to expel. 

To scold ; to blame; to 

abuse. To indicate. Salt 

land in the east. 

jf or jj^ jf to drive out; 

to send away. 

ft tic to dismiss. 

^ jf without restraint; to mo¬ 

tion one off. 

Jf to deprive of rank or 

official position, 

ffij? to speak severely to. 

jf J=f| to revile; to curse, 

if M to reprimand and punish, 

the rebels were 

very numerous. 

^ if not to 
indicate what things one is in¬ 
vestigating. 

jf >(jj| ordering (petitioner) to 

wait,—until the reply is ready. 
Also, a watch-tower. 

J? 
I962 

4V 

m 
1963 

R. 

N. tsz 
M. tsz. 

See 

K. chH 
J. shi 
A. hsi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

1964 

1965 
R. 

tsz 

C. ch'-i 
H. chi 
F. chHe 
W.) 
N. 
P. ch'-i, chi 
M. tsz, 
Y. tseh, tsz 
Sz. ch'-i, chi 
K. ch'-i 
J. shi 
A. hsi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

R 

1966 

c. 
H. 

F. 
W. ts'-z 

ch'-i 

jf 3jsp to dismiss,—as from a 

court of justice, 

if jifl to dismiss or eject. 

|i| jf wide tracts of salt 

land near the sea. 

ft SI a bird resepnbling the 

quail. 

A long narrow flag or 
pennon. 

flags and pennons. 

to seize the flag,—as by 

the winning boat at the Dragon 
Festival races; hence, to win. 

$Cl|f to pull up the flag,—plant¬ 

ed by the enemy; to conquer. 

® ® 3 'ik mto pu11 up 
the Chao banner and substitute 
the (victorious) Han banner; to 
disguise oneself as a woman. 

|j^ an embroidered pennon. 

j|| jjl —• to set up one’s 

own banner,—of independence. 

M ± 6 if® m Jfe falsely 
exhibited a white flag, in token 
of their intention to surrender. 

Same as 1963. 

The blaze of fire ; to 

burn. To illumine; illus¬ 
trious. Numerous. 

in a blaze. 

^ to burn charcoal. 

PI its :k. 13 St $! It 
like putting out fire with oil, 
the more you throw on the more 
it burns. 

n all ablaze,—with rebellion 

iklfc t0 blaze UP- Also use<3 
of the fire of passion. 

^ blazing Power>—Pke 

fire. 

# ig |§ ffli M [r may(thegods) 

make you grandly prosperous. 

Stupid; foolish. Doting; 

lustful. 

1966 

ch'-i 

ts'z 

|| a simpleton. 

s)i or fM 

or ^ doltish; foolish. 

# or 

N. ) 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ch'-i 
IC. ch'-i 
J. chi 
A. si (shi) 

Even Upper. 

/Jh 

1967 

R-PS 
C. ch'-ik, ch'ck0 
H. ch'-eik 
F. ch'-eik, 

chkiah 
W. ts'-i 

N. ch'-ik, ts'-ih 
P. ch'-i" 
M. ts'-z 
Y. ts'-ih 
Sz. ch'-i 
K. chok 
J. seki, shaku 
A. hsik 

Entering 
Upper. 

4* 

^ ^ fools 

get enough to eat,—while rogues 
starve. 

M SI ^ # H A foots 
never know how to be merciful 

56 4$ ^ M foolish exagger¬ 

ated hopes. 

^ 'M M'& if 
$ not a fool and not deaf, how 

is such a one to be head of a 
family?—in which position he 
will have much to ignore. 

stupid-looking; 

heavy. 

besotted; stupefied. 

ma(f about; cracked; ex¬ 

travagant in behaviour. 

HH bound up in; devoted to; 

doting on. 

§ ma(f about books; a biblio¬ 

maniac. See 5002. 

■JM tpj "P a votary °f passion; 

a debauchee. 

mm vain thoughts; lost in 

thought. 

lH a fault; a failing, 

dulness; vanity, 

dull, 

idiocy. 

to be idiotic, 

half-wittedness. 

Red. Fire; hot. Naked; 

bare. Pure; trustworthy. 

Radical 155. 

| ^ 1 I nothing red is 

seen but foxes. 

the red metal,—copper; 

sometimes used for gold. 

/*£ ifc Pure gold. 

brown sugar, 

sapan wood. 

#j or ^ s #J dysentery; 

hemorrhage from the bowels. 

m ± - & - #his 
turned from red to crimson. 

m±m an old name for Siam. 

^3 to throw aces and fours, 

which are marked in red on 
Chinese dice; a name for dice. 



4* 
i967 

with bare 

1968 

s“8 
Even Upper. 

to throw no reds (at dice) 

to be unlucky. 

ft^ or ft the God °f 
Fire. 

ft 0 jg* ^ a fiery sun in a 

cloudless sky. 

JjJ a red-hot day. 

the equator. See 5124. 

a baby; the “children,’ 

i.e. the people. 

ft % ox ft 
body; naked. 

ft f lj f lj or ^ 
stark naked. 

ft ft bare; stripped; naked. 

ft ^ or ^ ^ (ft 
empty-handed. 

^ jj|p bare-footed. 

bare, waste land. 

jifc 3jE to exterminate my 

race. 

a heart with blood in it,— 

compassionate. See 6r8. 

^4 j||| a full-blooded gall,—cour¬ 

ageous; brave. 

absolutely destitute. 

substantial proof. 

ip| an old name for China. 

ft $ on an early 
autumn night in China. 

ftiM a Mahommedan name for 

China. 

ft% red rampart,— a mountain 

in Chehkiang. 

ft ® t|e ffn m nthe 
Red Rampart rises like a red 
cloud and forms a beacon 

#- fB At SB an ancient pro¬ 

vince and city of Tukhara, the 
present Chaganian. 

ft IS? yj| Breaker Point, near 

Swatow. 

ftmUs. a species oflenciscus 

(Squaltobarbus curriculus). 

ft m ,% the blue tree-pie 

(Urocissa sinensis). 

A large jar for holding 
spirits. 

hi 

1969 

C. hei 
H. 
F. 
W. /rlz 
N. cK-i 
P. clH 
M. tslx 
IC. chH 
J. chi 
A., hi, si (shi) 

Even Upper. 

m 
1970 

1971 

R-£ 

See 

(in its sound 
cchH) 

Even Lower. 

m 
T972 

R.^ 

Seeg$ 

Even Lower. 

1973 

£ 
C. Cchli, sli 
H. smi 
F. ‘lie 
W. sli 
N. Cch‘i 
P. jhH, ili 
M. Js'-z 
Y. c*‘z 
Sz. c<rA‘i: 
K. ck'-i, v. ngi 
. chi 

A. /* 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

The fine fibres of Doli- 

chos bulbosus. Grass-cloth. 

fine linen. 

t embroidered with 

the axe and ; 3^3°)37°2- 

^ fine and coarse linen. 

See 6896. 

% 
L-l 

To examine seriatim. 

To stick; sticky. 

it sticks tight. 

birdlime. 

I to catch birds with bird 

lime. 

¥ a limed pole for catching 

“scissor-grinders,” etc. 

to sponge on people. 

A dragon whose horns 

.ve not grown. Cruel. 

(Dist. from 2102). 

01 $$ fpj carved dragons 

at entrances to temples, etc. 

$3 dragon handles to cups. 

to flog. 

® the Dragon Steps,—the 

Throne; the Emperor; a name 
for Peking. 

*» n * s& dragon-headed 

and tortoise-crouching,—the pil¬ 
lars at graves, crowned with a 
dragon border and supported on 
the back of a tortoise. 

1974 

C. ‘lei 
H. imi, Sli 
F. ‘lie 
W. Sli 
N. Cc/fti 
P. gh‘i, Schl'i 
M. / c 

Y. t ‘tS Z 
K. chSi, v. ngi 
J. chi 
A. li 

Even Upper 
and Lower 
Irregular. 

1975 

1976 

KftiW 
See 

Even and 
Rising Lower 

and Upper. 

m 
1977 

R.^ 

See 
>!£. m 

Even Lower. 

I97& 

R 3c 
See ^ 

Even Lower. 

A species of devil or 

hobgoblin. See 7738. 

a hobgoblin. 

S Affii A-fe ">« 
beings 

li mi -£3* 

chlih mei likes human 
and eats them. 

Same as 1972. 

An islet •, a rock in a 
stream. An embankment. 

ft ±i£ ft jjj* like islands and 

like mounds,—are our stacks of 
grain. 

he is on the islet 

in the stream. 

a sloping bank; a dyke. 

(ft’*) a District in Chihli. 

To go to and fro. 

irresolute. 

1979 

R.^ 

See^jj 

J. shi 
A. hsi 

Even Upper. 

v/Sp 
1980 

R-i 

See^P 

J. dji 
A. Aji 

Even Upper. 

Larvae of ants. 

&& Sm larv£e in pickle. 

The mackerel. 

An owl. 

^ a kite. 

Sometimes = 

$1 S ill an owl s eyes 
are adapted to their use. 

tk H &! # $ M, just then 

an owl had got the rotten car¬ 
cass of a rat. 
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nr 
1980 

n 
1981 

1982 

F. tH 
N. dz, dzi 

See 

Even Lower. 

J£| or i&| the white 
horned or eagle owl (Bubo maxi- 
mus). 

an owl can catch fleas or see 
the tip of a hair at night. 

JE£j| or JJ|| the barn-owl. 

SI all S| §j| JfX ^ -f- 
O owl, O owl, you have taken 
my young ones. 

S| §|j undutiful grandsons. 

owls do not beget 

phoenixes. 

S| ^Jf t° act violently and op¬ 

pressively. 

Si conduct like that of the 

owl,—which watches its oppor¬ 
tunity to dart upon its prey; 
cunning and fierce. 

S| ^ a leathern pouch; a skin 

to hold wine. 

S| ^ an ornament on a roof to 

keep off fire. See 12,656. 

JSj S| a tar0> 

See 9916. 

To seize in the hand 

to grasp; to hold on to 

To support. To manage 

To restrain. To resist 

Numerative of fans. 

to hold in the hand. 

ff 77 to grasp a knife; armed 

with a knife. 

fSplMr to take (or be armed with) 

a card. 

fjr to hold tight. 

ft T S t not to grasp 

firmly. 

to hold on to one’s opinion. 

wm to be provided with a pass. 

mftmm wielding full au¬ 

thority. 

mw to firmly hold on to,—a 

resolution or vow. 

to hold on to and 

secure present advantages. 

to uphold the law. San¬ 

skrit : Dharma dhara. 

1982 

^ to support; to hold up,— 

as an old man or invalid. 

& iffi ^ ft not to hold up 

one who is tottering. 

^ ^ fit He heaven 
and earth support and contain 
all things. 

t t# a panting in perse¬ 

verance. 

±ft to attend to; to direct 

to manage; to resist, 

il ^ those who were 

able to resist,—the attacks of 
sea-sickness. 

his administrative 

ability is very great. 

Jfp to keep the body under 

restraint. 

ft® to preserve one’s integrity 

ffi ft *“ »S'4- 

5SlsaH.lt!Iff A 
the rebels are many and we are 
few: we can’t hold out long 
against them. 

name of a fabulous 

Bodhisattva, in whose presence 
Shakyamuni revealed the future 
history of Avalokiteshvara. 

mb he who keeps the precepts 

—a title conferred upon Upali 
one of Shakyamuni’s disciples 

to keep as a . 

to proceed with,—as a 

warrant. 

W2? justly. 

nm to be devout. 

ftm to take with one. 

Ijjjjt to produce in proof. 

ft Mm® to draw (the bow) 

full and shoot,—to do all in one’s 
power. 

wm conscientiously or punc¬ 

tiliously exact. Also, staid, 

ifvf ^ with arms in their hands; 

armed. 

^ fill with some instrument in 

one’s hand. 

5b armed with magic or sacred 

formulas. 

If IE upright conduct. 

to keep fast hold of; to 

fix the attention, as in Taoist and 
Buddhist religious exercises. 

— ^ Mone fan- 

m3 
1982^ 

!983 

R-£ 

H. | chH 
F. tie 
W. | . 
N. I dzi 
P. e/di 

Y." | 
Sz. chdi 
K .chi 
J. chi, dji 
A. tri 

Even Lower. 

To set; to arrange. 

to marshal troops. 

A pool of water; a tank; 

a ditch; a moat. Uneven. 

Hk' 
1984 

s“» Be 

Rising and 
Even Lower. 

a pond. 

'/& 7K Pond-water. 

a tank or reservoir for 

water. 

a fish-pond. 

* lltfl some (of the cattle) 

are drinking at the pools. 

|jj^ springs and pools. 

ft a thing in a pool,— 

of no experience; of no account, 

ypl a lar£e ditch. 

mm the city moat; cities. 

m pi zm the moat at the 

east gate. 

wm the pool around the exa¬ 

mination hall in the Confucian 
temple. 

M ornamental waters. 

mM zm see i2>865- 

a pond; the pit of a theatre. 

wm the hollow on the ink-slab 

for holding water. 

@ ft 1S1 # a tank of wine 

and a forest of meat,—plenty. 

^ m the heart. 

3E '/Hi t^e kidneys. Also, the 

strip which bears the title on 
the outside of a book. 

tzlu1 their feathers 

uneven. [Mateersays c/da1.] 

% m four small stars near 

^j| Arcturus. 

mm a piece of music attributed 

to the age of the Yellow Emperor. 
Also, a star north of the stars 
< x A in Virgo. 

A hill-side; a bank. To 

crumble away; to fall. 

|)Ul Z it ££t0 mount 
upon a lofty and crumbling 
embankment. 

[)|jl to break away; a landslip. 

fPI IE M. PI the bonds of 
society were dissolved. 
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IF. it'-i-, Sti 
IN. dzi 

I See 

IK. chH 

Even Lower. 

Even Lower. 

To pass quickly, like a 
trotting or galloping horse. 
To travel far and wide. I 1988 

% ^ ^ trotting them andP'-^- ^ 

galloping them. IH' | chH 

tfc to ride fast. I ^ ^ 

M £ # life #n Ba11 Wmrb:ikdji 
things pass away like a shadow. IM. 1 

^ to ride post; mounted Igj 

couriers. I'K. chi 

I^tfc express; by mounted 

Even Lower. courier. 

'P§ ^ IS a runaway horse 

bringing about misfortune,—by 
killing people. 

iJl the Imperial highway. 

* b ffiif i to travel 

i,ooo li in one day. 

P3 It JH& ^ his fame has 

spread to the four quarters ofj 
the earth. 

d $ pjfo to talk at random 

without restraint. 

to lose oneself in 

dissipation, etc. 

to gain a false 

reputation. 

to go direct to. 

ifc ip? rePort immediately. 

tfc to send by mounted cour¬ 

iers; to send with all despatch. 

To cut open the skin.) 
To dismember. 

jipij the so-called “lingeringI 

death”, which strictly speaking! 
should consist in mutilation ofl 
the limbs before giving the coup I 
de grace. Is the punishment for! 
parricide, high treason, etc. The] 

character 
used. 

(1988) is generally 

A porch ; a court-yard, 

the court-yard of the 

palace. 

f\r M or jfc if or if an 

open space between two long 
buildings within the entrance 
to the principal court in every 
Confucian temple; the Emperor’s 
palace; the Court. 

kl fb W- %ii > 
it is called tan chHh because the 
ground is covered with red lac¬ 
quer or paint. 

1989 

C. chH 
H. chH 
F. chli, v. k’-i 
W. tsH 
N. ts'-z, v. tsz 

| P. chH 

| Sz. chH 
K. chH 

|j.ski 
A. si 

Rising Uppei 

Slow; behind time; late. 
To lengthen out; tedious.) 
To delay. See 1986. 

or 'Ijk or M slow > | 
dilatory; tardy. 

^ flf iS he came late. 

if you come late, 

you’ll miss it. 

Jf- il T'ang was not I 

born too late. 

Mi# sooner or later the I 

time will come. 

sooner or later l| 

will settle up. 

to wa^ a bit. 

B t^ie sPring days | 

lentghen out. 

Tr 5ft lonS and tedious] 

will be our march. 

the way from Chou 

was winding and tedious. 

—• a day later. 

B some days later. 

•jlS or t0 Put off; to | 

procrastinate; to delay, 

to postpone. 

to sP°d an affair by delay; | 

to loiter. 

□e SI a i;ght wind | 
is slow to raise waves. 

to rest awhile; to sojourn. 

j§§ then he ordered him. Used| 

for 75r 8113. 

to fall into arrears. 

Ifeor M ^ Hror ?! 

5fc& hesitating; in doubt; 

irresolute. 

Read chih4. To wait. 

The teeth; strictly speak- 

ling, the upper front teeth.) 

\See 12,797. Notches; the 

“scores” on the sole of a I 

shoe. See 864. Age ; se¬ 

niority. To classify. Radi-) 

cal 211, 

I yf ]§[ the teeth. 

teeth not firm. 

| fin or 1$) n teeth. 

*9 89 
though his milk-teeth I 

are not yet gone, he is already! 
our family Lung-wen,—a famous! 
horse. 

n t00thless- 

tyj n to grir*d the teeth. 

m hsiang4 jmr# look at) 

that rat: it has teeth. 

HI. an elephant’s teeth. 

it is awkward to I 

open the teeth,—to broach the] 
subject. 

± ^ ^ # the Em-1 

peror opened his mouth (in | 
astonishment) at this. 

PP n to chck the teeth,—by I 

rapidly opening and shutting the [ 
jaws. 

H protruding teeth. 

fine, regular teeth. 

jtf n "if Sood tooth-sound,—a 

fine voice as a speaker. 

'/a # H* you) 

should doctor your teeth as you 
govern the military,—with seve¬ 
rity; see 8080. 

n ^ t0 ridicule; to scorn. 

if Su Tung-p‘o has knowledge! 
(now that he is dead), surely he! 
must have cold teeth,—from! 
la.ughing at the absurdities of| 
his critics. See 2870. 

L Hr e |H the number ofl 

teeth (t.e. people) increases daily. 

m n diking with sharp | 

teeth,—saying cutting things. 

M * ft Ys * to cut notches) 

on bamboo or wood. 

Lib Mi#*.Tib 
Miff going up hill! 

take out the front teeth, and 
down hill the back teeth,—of a 
climbing-shoe. 

5no teeth,—old age; death. 

^ ® ^ I will never forget I 

it until I have no teeth,—untill 
the day of my death. 

Jift T§f your venerable teeth?—a| 

conventional phrase for “How| 
old are you?” 

® ray humble teeth,—my age. 

(chang*) elderly; old.I 
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I9S9 

I am the 

I am older 

H® S'J#® 
elder. 

than you. 

in h I daily grow older. 

J^j[ !§; ^ in order to com¬ 

plete my allotted span,—of life. 

ill lif <1 il ^ bow can 

my span of life be at an endi 

^ a father’s age; a father’ 

contemporary in age. 

® ‘M the village elders 

according to seniority. 

^ to seat people accordinj 

to seniority. Also, the jaw. 

^ & llf {££ he thus qualified 

for the Academy,—of Painting. 

— EE summon¬ 

ed two or three of the respectable 
elders. 

§[(^ ^ debased them,—by 

not enrolling their names in the 
family register. 

lUf young; undistinguished. 

^ not to class as a man,—of 

an undeserving blackguard. 

a m % ® of no account 

diclasse. 

HI HI t0 class. 

In & # kindly receive 

him amongst you. 

lUf the register of the 

chin shih or “doctors.” It gives 
the genealogy of each successful 
candidate. 

^TIAII he doesn’t lay 

himself open to be talked about. 

$ ih fg ® 3f m l 
please do not grudge saying a 
kind word for me. 

^ & m # not enough to 

hang on the teeth,—of no con¬ 
sequence. 

Laos tribes who gilded 

their teeth. The Zardandan of 
Marco Polo. 

A weed. 

fii i£ purslane (Portulaca). 

K 
I992 

C. ch!-ek0 
H. cJCak 

F. ch'-eik^ v. 
chhioh 

W. tsH 
N. ts'ih^ ts'-ah 
P. Cc/W, v. Seth\ 
M. ts'-z 
Y. ts'-eh 
Sz. ch'-'i 
K. ch’-ok 
J. seii, shaku 
A. hsik 

Entering 
Upper. 

Caterpillars, known as 

$R 41; see 5307. 

A foot, of varying size 

at various times; See 

10,070. Now divided into 

ten yj-* inches, and for ii 

ternational trade purposes 

fixed by Treaty at 14.1 

inches English or 0.3581 

metre. The Chinese them¬ 

selves roughly distinguish 

three kinds of feet; (1) the 

tailor’s foot, which is the 

longest; (2) the metropoli¬ 

tan foot ijjf R, which is I 

about 9/10 of an inch 

shorter; and (3) the Canton 

foot m r, which is be¬ 

tween the two. Another 

classification is (1) the 

Board of Works foot of 

12.25 inches, used for mea¬ 

suring land, (2) the car¬ 

penter’s foot, and (3) the 

tailor’s foot. The fifth 

note (G) in the modern 

diatonic gamut. ^12,089. 

+ A en inches make 

a foot. See 1868. 

the 
cient foot was short, being equal 
to six inches of the modern foot. 

it KftZmRWJi 
"4 the ancient foot was equal 

to nearly nine inches of the 
Chou dynasty foot. 

colloq. ch'ifi1 tslun*) feet 

and inches; length. 

^ 4 h°w l°ng is h? 

TtS/tT not full length. 

a small piece of ground. 

4 -Hfc this is a 

foot-inch place,—where one must 
mind one’s p’s and q’s, or put 
on one’s company manners. 

an- 

3* 

I992 

[99 3 

1994 

R-| 
c. | 
H. I 

ch'-i 

F. ch'-ie 
W. ts'-z, v. dq 
N. tslz, tsz 
P. ch'-'i 
M.I . 

ts'-z 

Sz. ch'-'i 
K. si 

shi 
A. si\ chi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

K jll letters; the collected cor¬ 

respondence of any eminent man 
is so called. 

—* fff a brief note, 

name given under the Han dy¬ 
nasty to the tablets on which 
the Emperor wrote. 

— J|| a three-foot boy; 

a lad. 

El R three-foot laws,—in 

reference to the size of the tablets 
upon which the laws were written 

EE: yR M the three-foot blade, 

of the first Han Emperor. 

— rfj three feet of silk 

—the silk rope sent by the 
Emperor to erring officials in 
order that they may strangle 
themselves. 

R £ a six-foot orphan 

—an orphan of fifteen years of 
age. 

jjj ^ ^ a sextant. 

m r the sounding foot,- 

popular name for the sonorous 

stone or musical “square. 

It is used in funeral processions 

RR or JSA a ruler to rule 

lines with. 

ft R a carpenter’s square. 

Rm a piece of silk or satin 

for a present. 

not a foot long. 

ffiR# over a foot square 

See 10,296. 

A wing. A fin. Merely; 

only = 'ifr 9996. 

or ft T or * 
[ wings. 

^ to spread the wings. 

ijt|} to flap the wings. 

± M if 51to add on 
wings,—to go swiftly 

Qi M if t0 grow wings»—t0 

become exhilarated, as with wine. 

dragon-flies’ wings,- 

a kind of fine gauze. 

M M or M sharks’ fins- 
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1994 

1995 

R S 
1C .shV- 

Ih. shi\Qchi 

IF. siei 
IW. 2Z1 

IN. ZZ1 

IP. cchHh) shift1 
IY. c^‘z 
IK. si 
IJ. j7zz 
I A. shuP- 

I SinkingUpper, 

mm in a row,—like feathers 

on a wing or the bones in a| 
dorsal fin. 

^ a kind of finch. 

m. Si w^y merely say I 

that eating is the more impor¬ 
tant ? 

m Hf a species of fish ofl 

the genus Culter. 

1999 

2000 

Same as 1994. 

RM 
IC. isz2-, cch'-i 
I H.cchi 
| F. cchi, cchH 
K. chH 

I A. chi 

I Rising Upper 

m 

x997 

Salted fruits, etc., dried| 

and used as relishes. 

!& gj salted beans. 

U salted olives. 

&& yft soy; sauce. 

£ J»l> a kind of beetle. 

Ir ^ 
,K-w 

No record in 
any dialect 

cf.#§ and 

(aspirated) 

m 
IJ. sei, tai 

| K.jue 

I SinkingUpper, 

^ A ^ t0 get laughed at. 

Jji£* the superior man 

abominates it. 

/]'* Jji& the penis. 

A fragrant flower, called 

| "g* cultivated for its 

scent. 

See 583. 

2002 

chH 

ch% 

The crop of a fowl. The| 

tripe of animals. 

fig! Jjj? the entrails of a bird. 

To feel shame. 

a feeling of shame. 

& Si' $ * a or *])£> 

^ ^ a shameless fellow. 

^ ^ do you not | 

dread the shame? 

1st flfi* to be disgraced. 

^ ^0 (or H ) H ^ or ffi 

jfjt Jji& to be without sense of| 

shame. 

W hx T ± abusing the | 

servant reflects shame on the 
master. 

[*& to feel disgraced by being | 

sworn at. 

JJ& put to shame; confused. 

2003 

2004 
•en* 

(The sound is 

[ that of 

but aspirated 
and upper 

initials) 

SinkingUpper. 

To leap; to jump about. 

Lame. 

a maimed hand. 

A noisome smell. 

2006 

2007 

SinkingUpper. 

2008 

2010 

Ric 

SeeA|££ 
A. sak 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 2005. 

The primary feathers ofl 

the wing. A wring; a quill. 

Rapacious. 

Same as 1967. 

Same as 1962. 

To fear; to venerate, 

fit* 'IA regarding with awe. 

2011 

R. 

See 9976. 

To stop; to detain. See 

218. 

Food. To cook. 

/j>f| j|f! victuals; a livelihood. 

A a cook. 

a cooking-pan. 

s“S: 
J. choku, chiki 
A. rt'i, sak 

Entering 
Upper. 

y. A. 4a 

R« 

Seef£ 
A. hsik 

Entering 
Upper. 

Name of a tree. An I 

instrument used in divina¬ 

tion. 

A water-fowl. See 1010. 

R 

2013 

-PS 
N. tsHh 
P. chV 
M. is‘z 

. • seki, shaku 
A. hsik 

Entering 
Upper. 

A picture of the Jjg shin. 

To step with the left foot;) 

to walk. Radical 60. 

\ J to step with the left foot and 

then with the right = to 

walk. See 586. 

^ $$ tlf J h nods its I 

head and walks with mincing 
gait,—of a peacock. 

32 
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To go down into. 

Read che~*. To add to: I 

ft 
2019 

J (and the same 

I aspirated with to pile Up earth. 
[upper initials) 
| A. f-ip 

Entering 
Lower 

and Upper. 

2015 

(but upper, 
land aspirated) 

Entering 
Upper. 

To flog. 

Even Upper. 

To chew the cud. 

2017 

. 4* 

I F. heik, seik 

I See p)[| 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 2016. 

A rain-coat. 

m ||J|i a rain-coat. 

/Rh il VX let Pro'l 
priety and duty to your neigh¬ 
bour be to you as a rain coat, 
—to guard you from harm. 

2020 

[R. 

CHIN. See/r 

ft 

Sinking 
Upper. To chop. An adze ; a 

hatchet (see 3 738). The 

Chinese “catty” or pound, 

originally an axe-head, equal 

by Treaty to i| Ids. avoir¬ 

dupois, or 604.53 grammes; 

also to one ft pint, liquid 

measure; see 7360. Radi¬ 

cal 69. 

axes and adzes. 

T ft JT the stone-mason I H‘ 
j .. V I k'-iunK 

plied his adze. 

fV ||l weight. 

2021 

IC. ken- 

F. koiingi 
W. djiang 
N. djing 

if m catties and ounces; weight. 

+ ^ ^ ^ — ft 16 oun 
ces make a pound. 

A Pi ft- ft like 8 ounces 

and half a pound: —* 

equal; six of one and half a 
dozen of the other. 

Jf what is its weight? 

14 jTmm able to carry r,ooo 

catties,—very able; competent, 

i/f a short-weight catty. 

U&Jf a full-weight catty. 

lit ft ft to measure by pecks; 

dry measure. 

Mfr copper in bulk, 

vft if oil in bulk. 

j ft ft or ^jjjj ft (kenx foil1) a 

fall. Correct form under 2025. 

I See 5977- 

ff jf 4 to turn somersaults. 

|Jf 4 A » the larvae of I 
mosquitoes, gnats, etc. 

lit; ft ft {ekin'- iou3) a female 

acrobat. 

Read chin4. To cut into ;| 
Ito pierce; minute. 

Jf Jf *91 how penetratingl 

was their intelligence! 

Jf Jf @4 most scrupulously 

guard it. 

Great strength. 

ft p£ j\h wanting in strength or I 

stability,—e.g. a badly-fixed prop. 

to knock hard atj 

a door. 

7 urn, 
he practised it until his whole | 
body gained strength. 

9 n - JS 4 Jri' H 
made a great effort. 

Near, in place and in 
Itime. To draw near; to 

associate with. A particle 

= 1026. See 2 2 83.f 

mm near the sea. 

mm near neighbours, 

j ^ a little nearer. 

I ^ $£ nearly. 

chit? 

2021 

P. \ 

M. 
Y. 

Is*. J 
K. Kin 
J. kin^gon 
A. ken2- 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Lower. 

close; adjoining. 

near; neighbouring. 

closely associated with; in| 

close attendance upon, 

it ift distance. 

$§ distance is not great; 

it is not far. 

4 Sr 4 S§ ft you | 
are not on a short journey 

very reasonable. 

ft' If did not venture to | 
approach. 

jg; near; intimate; familiar. 

^ close; tight; intimate. 

77 jfil it they unite in| 

saying he is near. 

ft ft ift M (png') affairs,! 
great and small, are approaching! 
ruin. 1 

M *5: M in order to asso¬ 

ciate with the virtuous. 

& z m ft m familiarity| 

(with women) breeds contempt! 

TkZfh that to which onef 

is naturally inclined. 

it JO IS WJ & f# IR this | 
remark is very much to the point. 

ft or ftt ft or 0 

or J ft I# lately; recently. 

iftm recently arrived, 

iff) I have lately heard. 

about to be; coming close; 

at hand. 

if you do not take thought for! 
the distant future, you will soon! 
find sorrow near at hand. 

*5l flE BR short-sighted, —of| 

people. 

near-sighted,-of spectacles. 

jJj) approaching to; like. 

+ft # the nearer frontier,—of| 

one of the 18 provinces. 

almost a fool. 

MMMift^C A he liked| 
mixing with educated people. 

fft or ill ft male layj 
members of the Buddhist church, j 
who without entering upon mo-J 
nastic life observe the principal J 
commandments. Sanskrit: upa- 
saka. 
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^ (or ill #) female 

lay members, as above. Sanskrit: m 

2021 upasika. 

ft 3: M go> myuncle — 
lit. king’s uncle. 

St 4 £f! ^ fa even sold 
and iron will not touch it,—of 
cutting jade. 

2025 

if‘ 
2022 

To chop; to chip, as 

with an adze. To smooth. 

R.fi: Qff ^ to hew timber. 

See Htfi fr 
ff 'ftjlj ^ to hew and saw 

Even Lower 
and prepare for use. 

and Upper. 
Read ch',i~. An adze. 

fr4 

Ornamental trappings 

fastened under a horse’s 
2023 

neck like a martingale. To 
R. 

C. ken 
F. koung“ 

koung2 
W. djang 
N. djing 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kin 
J. kin, kon 
A. -ken, ngen- 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

chin 

2024 

2025 

£ 
SeeJr 
Even Upper. 

be greedy; stingy. Firm ; 

strong. 

iff m St n the trappings 

impede his progress. 

X iff without stint. 

# if ^ Iff ^ if he 
made any (literary discovery), he 
was not slow to impart it. 

Iff* to be loth to part with. 

W\ p°sitively de_ 
dined to part with,—any of his 
paintings to friends who asked 
for them. 

fa ijr 2 ^ 4 tfc M why 
is he so determined not to drink? 

See 2119. 

The sinews; muscles; 

tendons; veins; nerves. 

*^* bones and muscles; related 

to by blood. 

he is related to me; 

he can be depended upon. 

strong; muscular. 

— ^ ^$5 three strips of muscle, 

—very thin. 

ffi — fill 10 S« » string 

of cash out of him is like pull¬ 
ing out one of his muscles. 

2026 

& 
2027 

R.^ 

C. kem 
H. kirn 
F. king 
W. ciang 
N. ring, v. cih 
p. 1 
M. j chin 
Sz. ) 
Y. ching 
K. Him 
J. kon, kin 
A. kem, kem 

Even Upper. 

ffli A ft* fM with 
fine tendons round the bone, like 
the leg of a kite in autumn,— 
used of a vigorous calligraphy. 

jfiL veins; blood-vessels. 

^ the glutinous part of flour, 

separated in water and cooked 
in various ways. 

a fine-toothed bamboo 

comb. 

(pronounced ken 1 fou1) 

head over heels; a fall; a somer¬ 
sault. See 2019, 5977. 

mm a core,—as of a wart. 

“pi* rheumatic pains. 

^ numb; nervous. 

mn a joint; the wrist. Also, 

hitting the happy mean. 

it ® sfi# ift ie mt 
iljf this food i s cooked to a nicety. 

Same as 2019. 

4 
4 % 
4^ 

' or; 

or 

or 

4 now. 

4 
4 

Now; the present time. 

4 or 0 
Q to-day. 

^ this year. 

4 or 4 IB this morning. 

4i or 4 A this evening 

4$ to-night. 

4 the present time. 

44 this life. 

41ft the present generation, 

this time. 4 
4 0|i4HH to¬ 

day we have wine, to-day let’s 
get drunk. 

42 A the men of the present 

day. 

4 £ A all men in the 

world. 

the hills of to-day are not so 
lofty as the hills of old. 

the sea of to-day is not so broad 
as the sea of old. 

4 1?J (see 6l88) or 4 ^ an¬ 

cient and modern times. 

4 

2027 

w 
2028 

R. Wr 
C. ‘k'-em 
H. 2kHm 
F. keing- 
W. -djang 
N. djing2- 
P. \ 

f I ekin' 

Sz. ) 
J. ken 
A. jisiem 

Even 
Irregular. 

2029 

R. 

See 

A. kem 

Even Upper. 

#4* 
iTf 

2030 

R 

See 
TTt 

Sinking Upper 
and Lower. 

4 bT modern and an¬ 

cient times are not the same. 

1?J Hlf 4 t0 UP Past 

and grieve over the present. 

4 or 4 until now; up 

to the present date. 

§4i tor4thence- 
forth. 

dg* 4 at the present time. 

't'g‘ 4 Jf= K the reigning Em¬ 

peror. See 3589. 

i££44 now is the time! 

A#- 0 M 
if we do not enjoy ourselves now, 
the days and months will have 
passed. 

£J to-day and to-morrow. 

4 

4 
4 w 4 in 

the morning one knows not what 
may happen in the evening. 

without the 

past we never could have had 
the present. 

present office or post 4 one : 

The wife of a mother’s 

brother. 

a sister-in-law on the wife’s 

side. 

OT 5L Dfc husbands 

of a wife’s sisters. 

Ait women who attend the 

bride during the three days’ 
wedding ceremonies. 

A sash; a string. See 

2031. 

^ Irlf §entry an(i elders. 

pf »ft he is only a 
“blue collar” and does not dare 
to appear before your Majesty. 
See 2184. 

A disease in a cow’s 

tongue. To be silent. 

II-01.I5S + 
iNt one honest word of 

recommendation will silence a 
thousand cunning tongues. 
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Same as 2039. See 2184. 

2032 

IC. kem 
H. kirn 
F. king 
W. ciang 
N. cing 
P. 
M. chin 
Sz. 
Y.ching 
K. kim 
J. kin, kon 
A. kim, kem 

Even Upper. 

Metal; a name given to 

the ancient copper coin. 

One of the five elements, 

ruling in the west. Weap¬ 

ons. Gold, said to be the I 

only thing which will not 

perish by decay. In or¬ 

dinary language, if not 

otherwise specified, silver. I 

Money; to sell. Radical 

167. See 8972, 4430, 1182J 

r3,623, 11,770. 

d& '/fit tfij Jfi, were 

metals and stones to melt (with I 
the heat), he would not be hot. 

^ ~ pp three grades of metal, 

—gold, silver, and copper, which I 

are also called tij southern I 
metals. w ^ I 

& the five metals,—gold, 

silver, copper, lead or tin, and I 
iron. 

5^ the yellow metal,—gold. 

{=5 the white metal,—silver. 

yfc ^ the red metal,—copper. 

Also used for gold. 

T*? ^ the dark-bluish metal,— | 

lead. 

iPw *he black metal,—iron. 

M & with a face likej 

bronze,—of an Arab. 

JJL ^l] VC E=I ^ immedi-| 

ately changed into silver. 

"t* ^ JEpL ^ ^ free from the | 

dangers of metal and leather,- 
of war. 

arms; weapons. 

to make clothes ofl 

sword and shield,—to be always [ 
under arms. 

^ Up wounds made by edged | 

weapons. 

^ ^ not much money. 

See 5149. 

— ik ft -jr £& ^ Z. 
a single bamboo fetched ten 
shoes of silver,—of pictures. 

HR M ^ ~)j ]=f ^ offered to 

buy the prescription for ioooz.f 
of silver. 

^ ^ a thousand ounces of silver; I 

also a conventional phrase foil 
“your daughter.” 

' ^ one &‘° (half an 

hour) is worth a thousand taels. [ 

^ If M 
a. thousand taels will not buy an | 
inch of time,—on the sun-dial. 

It sIa —1 one package of| 

silver as a present. 

se A|^ wages of domestic) 

servants. 

it dB g°ld and silver. 

nuggets of gold. 

&Jf or gold-dust, 

gold-leaf. 

& |j| gold foil; tinsel. 

l£t or sit ^ g°ld thread. 

sJa ^ gold thread with col¬ 

oured threads wound round it. | 

jft gold-mines. 

pure gold. 

$Jj alloyed gold. 

of all things on earth, gold is the 
most lovely. 1 

if 

$£ sIa if two men are of onel 

mind, yellow earth can be changed 
into gold,—by their energy. 

- A If? to jt %i| is & 1 
if two men are of one mind,! 
the resulting acuteness will cut I 
through metal. 1 

& M or & M Hz gold-fish, 

—first mentioned by Su Shun-1 
ch‘in, nth cent. 

f ^ gold-spangled,—as the sky! 

with stars. 

^ ^ splashes of gold-leaf onj 

ornamental paper, etc. 

the scab over the 1 

wound swelled and burst. 

Hi, orange colour, 

a golden yellow. 

& H? a sure promise. 

Hr your honourable runners. 

# BE "If don’t make 

news from you as rare as gold I 
and jade. 

^ 3£ ^ Ef thought a good| 

deal of his singing. 

2032 

your precious 
words. 

your good health. 

sIa ^ the golden crow,—the sun. 

^ the golden pivot,—the | 

moon. 

§& the golden mirror,—the) 

moon. 

# &or & to take up and) 

re-inter the ashes of the dead. 

!H the golden burial-ground,! 

—Nanking. So called because 

a prince of ^ Ch‘u is said to I 

have buried some gold there. 

4? A elliptical for 4V and I 

the Adam and Eve ofl 

Chinese superstition. 

sic M or ^ the planet | 
Venus. 

iron and copper py¬ 

rites. 

53^ 4E brass-leaf ornaments, made 

like flowers and used as offerings; I 
gilt ornaments of paper, two ofl 
which are handed to every sue-1 
cessful candidate for the degree I 
of b. a. G * 

& ft m m a goddess of child-1 

birth. 

^ ih ok Patents of nobility 

granted to women, so called I 
from the gilt paper on which] 
they are written. 

m&n to prepare the golden | 

elixir,—of life. 

dressed in gold,—an idol. 

\ mm 
in reading poetry it is necessary! 
to have a diamond eye,—to I 
enable one to distinguish fustian, f 

f|lj the diamond sutra,— 

the sutra of the Pradjna which] 
is able to crush diamond. 

MiJ ± the diamond hero, 

—a name for Indra as a protector] 
of Buddhism. Sanskrit: Vadjra-1 
pani. 

the diamond club,— | 

wielded by Indra, and now used] 
by the Buddhist priesthood as a] 
symbol of the irresistible efficacy f 
of prayer. 

^ Mlj jfjlJ sarsaparilla. 

^to swallow gold,—a euphe-1 

mism for taking poison. [For a] 
long time it was believed, and] 
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2032 

even now many Chinese believe, 
that the words are to be taken 
literally.] 

^ ^ the marigold. 

||| ^ the golden water-lily. 

See 7115. 

^ /0j- ^ dried lily-flowers. 

& Pi or H or H 
or ^ ^ Peking. 

^ ^ the island of Quemoy. 

j{^i the Kimpai pass, on 

the Min R., near Foochow. 

^ 111 California; also Australia. 

The two are distinguished as 
“old” and “new”, respectively. 
Also, Chinese Altai. 

P^ the Han-lin, or Im¬ 

perial Academy,—so called from 
a bronze horse placed there by 

^ Wu Ti of the Han 

dynasty. 

or $2 the Golden 

Dynasty,—which ruled over the 

north of China, with ||] ^J- 
K‘ai-feng Fu as the capital, from 
1115 to 1235 a.d. They were 
the ancestors of the present 
Manchu dynasty. 

the metal quarter,—the 

West. 

^ ^ the west wind; autumn 

breezes. 

^ |?£ Khumbhandas,— 

hideous ogres who cause night¬ 
mare. 

'f^J Chin the Buddha,—an 

official who was so named from 
the remarkable manner in which 
his prayers for rain were an¬ 
swered. 

enamels. 

vfer small pieces of gold; 

gold “charms” or ornaments with 
auspicious words on them, given 
as presents to the young. 

vfe* £3 precious commands,—of 

Buddha. 

-&• 7^ ip. a nimbus; a “glory.” 

^7 ^ golden friends,—sc. worthy 

brothers. 

golden apartments,—wo¬ 

men’s rooms. 

^ roast pork. 

^ ^ see 12,700. 

& 
2032 

isl ^3 a festivity instituted 

a.d. 713 by the Emp. Ming 
Huang, at which the high officials 
scrambled for gold coins. 

|p| a lady-bird. 

^ gold and violet sable, 

—one of the most valuable varie¬ 
ties. 

^ the w00(ien framework 

of a house. 

^ ||f the gong struck before an 

Imperial levee. 

characters written in gold. 

Also, the end-on view of a Chi¬ 
nese roof,—considered unlucky. 

^ W W a shoP-sign in gold 

characters. 

& HI golden goblets. 

^ gold and pearls; golden 

beads. 

sIa a gold-embroidered cap. 

^ wine from Chin-hua 

Fu in Chehkiang. 

liquid gold for gilding. 

rfj gold an<i silks; wealth. 

gold and jade; brilliant 

and glittering; burnished. 

^ gong and drum,— sounds 

of war. 

^ ^ )j|| silk with stripes of any 

colour. 

^ satin of a deep red- 

black colour. 

^ TE honeysuckle (Lonicera 

Japonica, Thbg.). 

& 7^ six a large door-nail, 

treasure; money. 

J|L IgJ Salisburia adianti- 

folia. 

^ not to be exchanged 

for gold,—very precious. 

^ A* a name given to 

the oriole by Ming Huang. 

^ tbe golden plover. 

^ 7$. a sma11 finch (Chloro- 

spiza spin us). 

a goiden seal. 

^ metal and scalding,—i.e. 

^ ^ <H '/& metal walls and 

moats of scalding liquid; a city 
of impregnable strength. 

& 
2032 

2033 

R- 
F. being‘s 

being- 

See 

A. kem 
Sinking 
Upper. 

P ^ ^ metal mouth and 

wooden tongue,—a bell. 

pj Imperial utteran¬ 

ces. 

the Golden Tartars or 

j|£ Nii-chen Tartars. Also, 

a golden statue said to have 
existed under the Chou dynasty. 
Also, a magician; see 2151. 

A = M * p the 

golden statue (see above) had its 
mouth sewn up with a triple 
stitch,—to warn people against 
loquacity. 

sfe: DJI fife the old race of 
Chin Mi-ti and Chang An-shih. 
See Biog. Diet. 

To forbid ; to prohibit. 

To restrain ; to prevent; 
to keep off. 

^ it or H to prohibit. 

^ ^or M ifrJor M pr°- 
hibitory orders; prohibitions, etc. 

ddi ji| contraband goods. 

j|| ^ jj|| to deal in contra¬ 

band goods. 

M or % ^ M orM M 
the Forbidden City,—the palace 
and grounds of the Emperor at 
Peking. 

p£| in the palace. 

dT ^ or Th TT Imperial body¬ 

guards. 

forbidden ground. 

or 3! ^ t0 break regula¬ 

tions; to violate prohibitions. 

{ffj to cancel an existing pro¬ 

hibition. 

Zji or ^ a gaoler; a 

turnkey. 

A ^ ^ when y°u enter 

a country enquire what is for¬ 
bidden there. 

A ^ he was powerless 

to prevent it. 

^ Hv M, ^ to keeP off wind 
and cold. 

^ ${! do not offend 

against what is forbidden,— 
by superstition, as to break a 
looking-glass, which will entail 
bad luck, etc. 

^ ^ a prohibited book. 
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f§‘ 
2034 

R. 

R. 

k4 ** the forbidden gate,—the 

principal one in certain build¬ 
ings. 

to avoid. 

I See ■Uk 
yj< 

Even Upper. 

2°3S 

I See -O' 
yn 

I Rising Upper. 

^ l$K to forbid to pass; to| 

obstruct. 

ijfp to keep in prison. 

^ to prevent the Entrance 

of spirits. 

^ ^ an injunction; a prohibi¬ 

tion. 

^ flf to keep one’s mouth closed. 

^ $J to prohibit; prohibitory) 

regulations. 

to prohibit and eject,—of| 

official action. 

^ jftf to seal up; to officially 

taboo. 

Read chin1. To bear. 

^ ‘/M not t0 last long,—ofj 
persons. 

^ ^ to stand wear,—of clothes. | 

^ to be difficult or laborious. 

« 7 ft cannot support or) 

bear,— in a physical sense. 

^ cannot help | 

laughing. 

MM m 7'Mm-T 
why could it not stand this] 
blow ?—if it was so strong. 

^ could not control his 

joy. See 4073. 

A kind of musical instru-l 

ment. To look up at and) 

follow. 

i fS ft ffi 7^ fifi the restl 

came following after with their| 
heads up. 

Cold; chilled, 

tr %-m to have a shiver. 

f*4 
yn 

2036 

F. keing~ 

N. djing 

See 
I A. Mm 

ISinkingUpper 

'W 
2037 

Unable to speak, as with 

lockjaw. To be silent, as) 

from grief. 

!j| P $jj tetanus. 

2040 

rh‘ 
2041 

Determined; resolute. 

& 

chin 

To gnash the teeth with 

rage. Exhausted 5 without| 

energy. 

jjf§ Hfj to gnash the teeth with 

rage. 

A garment of a single 

thickness. The collar of a 

robe, which up to the time 

of the present dynasty used 

to distinguish the literati. 

The overlap of a robe. The 

bosom; the feelings. 

O you with the I 

blue collar,—graduate of the first) 
degree. 

relying on their collars,- 

upon their position as graduates, 

a large overlap to a robe;) 

used of a coat that folds over! 
and buttons on the right side. 

mm °r m ® m a c°at| 
opening down the middle. 

to drench a garment,— | 

with tears. 

5§ ^ or fit the hus-| 
bands of two sisters are so called. [ 

'||| the feelings. 

Jp} HI Pj liberal-minded; mag-| 

nanimous. 

& ill 3? isr cloaked with hills) 

and girdled by the river. 

iM lasting,—of colours. 

2042 

R 

Rising and 
Even 

Irregular. 

2043 

cchin 

^ <J|j| slow burning. 

See 215 7. 

A cloth; a kerchief; a 

towel. A cap; see 7472. 

Radical 50. 

rfl ijjg a kerchief; a head-wrapper. 

^ rji01 vf r|i a handkerchief;) 
a towel. 

fj;J a turban. 

US# r|i a thin white silk) 

robe and a grey head-kerchief, 

fjl l|jJU womenkind. 

g rfj M ft from my cap to | 

my shoes,—from head to foot. 

ds -f- rji the cap of a youngl 

nobleman. 

k rjl a Taoist cap. 

|[ ff] the literati. 

fjl a girdle; a sash, 

g rfl a scarf. 

fg M rji or jjf jg rfi 

shawl; a cape. 

Clay; yellow loam. To 

plaster. A time; a season. 

Few. Used with 2051. 

^ S Ui a hill near Ningpo. 

Only; hardly; scarcely; 

barely. 

use. 

barely enough fori 

mmmn I can just make 

it do. 

g pj* it will barely do; just I 

enough to. 

g just enough to. 

lib is only.; is not morel 

than. 

ffi S — # a year having) 

barely elapsed. 

I B !o Just enough for) 

daily expenses. 

I luckily escaped.) 
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2044 

r- M 3c 
See 

Sinking and 
Even Lower 

Irregular. 

2045 

2046 

See ■ 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

M 
2047 

■m 

See ■ 

Rising 
Irregular. 

2048 

See 

Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

2049 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

A hut; a hovel. Few 

Careful: thoughtful. Usee 

for 2043 and 2097. To 

cause anxiety. See 653. 

U a hut. 

FSr 4S to be anxious i? or |jr 
;i i ;ili\ MTV 

about. 

g j|j| ^ with care you will 

be able to avoid error, 

g narrow, confined. 

truly causes US 

great anxiety. 

Same as 2044. 

To plaster; to stop with 

mud. To cover over; to 

bury. 

§ fomp the windows that 

face (the north) are stopped up 
and the doors are plastered,— 
in the tenth month. 

on the road there is a dead man 
some one will bury him. 

A tree which blossoms 

and fades in a day. Trans¬ 

ient ; fleeting. 

j Hibiscus tiliaceus, L. 

^ tl Hibiscus rosa-sittensis, L. 

Hibiscus syriacus, L. 

To die of starvation. 

Jsed with 2052. 

the corpses of 

those who have died of hunger 
lie strewn about the roads. 

The lustre of gems; bril¬ 

liant. 

even in the most brilliant gem 
there is a hidden flaw. 

i it the gem emits its 

wondrous rays, — genius must 
declare itself. 

2049 

2050 

r.£ 

s"/f 
Even Upper. 

m 
2051 

*• muM 

See |U| 

A. ken, ngen 

Rising 
Irregular. 

2052 

R.' 

C. Qken, ken? 
H. ckiun 

koilngi 
W. djang- 
N. djing 

Cchin 
M. ) 
Y. J chin0 
Sz. ) 
K. kin 
. kin, kon 

. -ken 

Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

fai&'liJifiiftfrag 
how with such jewels 

of hand and heart could he cause 
himself to be dismissed?—said 

of the virtuous Jn M Ch‘u 
Yuan. 

j|| ^ the vagina. 

A large variety of bam¬ 

boo from the province o 

Kuei-chou. 

Aconite, also known as 

crow’s head; poison¬ 

ous. 

S ±tfc 
he who can drink off a cup of 
aconite without harm is a wonder 
ful man. 

^ Iff If ife drugs 
may be actually aconite (q.d. 
poisonous),—and yet used as 
medicines. 

g a wild flower like 

nightshade. 

g Corydalis incisa. 

g ^ f & crow’s head and 

sow-thistle as (sweet as) dump 
lings. 

Read chin%. Viola 
Patrinii. 

To have an audience 
with the Emperor. To see 
a superior. To display. 

^ IIor IS Msor II it t0 
see the Emperor; to have audi¬ 
ence. 

n m a it the marquis of 

Han came to court. 

A IS 3E he went in to 

audience with his prince. 

—• ^ to have audience 

once in 3 years,—the rule for 
high provincial officials since the 
Ming dynasty. 

75 B 81 0 fir H he 
daily gave audience to (the rulers 
of) the Four Mountains and the 
crowd of officers. 

| to visit parents. 

m si £ s z 
order to display the bright glory 
of Wen Wang. 

Pj 

2053 

m 
C. ken 
H. kin, kiun 
F. king 
W. ciang 
N. cing 
p. ) 
M. ,. 
Y j chin 

Sz. ) 
K. kin 
J. kin, kon 
A. ken 

Rising Upper. 

2°S4 

R. j 

See 

Cautious (see 6423); vigi 

lant. Respectful. 

2^ Jbe careful in your 

duties as a prince, 

mmmn in order to make 

bad men cautious. 

jf|| ijSit careful. 

-44. j t t 

ei-vT to carefully guard, or 

attend to 

ai* is 

Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

to carefully select. 

jfit M be on y°ur suard 
against thieves. 

^ ^ ^ uffl fH in cas¬ 
ing out a great work do not 
attend too much to detail. 

f§|f J3 a respectful petition. 

§H rjjjl to respectfully state, or 

hand in. 

fit HE to reverently remember 

fH 2^ or ffjf to respectfully 

obey. 

gH to respect; to venerate. 

t§fl respect the will 

of God. 

fit "f|| I have respect¬ 

fully prepared this trifling pre¬ 
sent. 

gH to become respectfully 

aware,—as by an intimation. 

fH to reverently memorialise. 

lit llfc ^is with respect,—used 

at the end of notes. 

fH to receive attentively; to 

receive with respect; to accept, 
as a present. 

iH ^ humbly- 
f|f or gH |fj to respectfully 

announce,—as in a notice or 
advertisement. 

gjg )$£ to carefully avoid,—tres¬ 

passing upon the rights or digni¬ 
ties of another, as when avoiding 
the use of personal or sacred 
names. 

A dearth of vegetables; 

without crops. 

01 H famine (= no grain) and 

dearth (of vegetables). 

=. 111 ^ 01 when 

three (out of the five) grains are 
not harvested, it is called chin. 
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2°55 

i # 
I C. tsun 
H. ts'-in 
F. cheing 

I W. -zang 
I N. djing 

|y’ | chin 

Sz. ) 
I K. chin 
jj. djin 
I A. ten 

Sinking 
Lower. 

An empty vessel ; ex¬ 

hausted ; finished; nothing] 

left; the last; the utmost;[ 

all; both; wholly ; entirely. 

Fb ife gone; used up. 

# ^ there is still a I 

little left; there is still more| 
which I have left unsaid. 

^ llz his life is ended; his racej 

is run. 

his patrimony isj 

all gone. 

M llz $p' at the end of the | 

month I will pay you. 

m m x m I cannot thank! 

you sufficiently. 

if A ♦ to do one’s duty as a| 

man. 

ffe ^ to thoroughly and con-1 

scientiously do one’s duty as I 
an official. 

{|[ J§; to commit suicide. 

books do not exhaust words, nor 
words ideas. 

$[E Hi llz inexhaustible. 

worn out with ser¬ 

vice. 

f-jfc 'j’jg to exhaust the feelings, 

in acts of kindness. 

exhausted all his 

resources; did his utmost. 

j|z Jljl preserved chastity to the 

last; died for chastity. 

# ft im are all soaked with 

water. 

T is A m to go to the utter 

most end of the earth. 

Tf |p| the uttermost end. 

S m ^ sM itb ^ have 
already made the utmost possible 
concessions. 

—‘ ^ fT took them all at 

one haul of the net. 

llz ijcE ^ ffl (the meaning) 

is all in that part which is left 
unsaid. 

llz cares for nothing 

but play. 

Jjf ^ there is both garlic I r 

and meat in it. See 5234. |c. 

iz ® 4j> with my whole heart. Ip 

2055 

2056 

2057 

2058 

# 
cchun 

ts'-in1 
cheing*■ 

1 he slew them every I 

one. 

g -gl* every one of them. 

thoroughly loyal. 

g jtj with all one’s might. 
, _ ♦ 

|§Z or ||z most excellent; 

capital; faultless. 

told the whole story, 
~|l ■ | . 

jjg to fulfil all one’s functions; 

to be equal to one’s responsibili¬ 
ties. 

||j JfJ in general use. 

fiz and /J'* months of 30 

and 29 days, respectively. The 

character 1592 is often 

wrongly used in this sense. 

may you enjoy 

promotion and repose without! 
end. r 

llz to be perfect in nature,-— 

as (e-S-) Confucius. 

jfe with the utmost rigour of| 

the law. 

||y entirely. 

jfp- altogether; clean, used| 

adverbially. 

g^Z ^ each and every; all with¬ 

out exception. 

ggr utterly thrown away; lost. | 

|g it is simply. 

i§ ||£ the whole amount, 

used up. 

|g ^ absolutely and without! 

reserve of any rights,—of a sale! 
of land, etc. 

§ JS to exhaust: one’s powers; 

to do full justice to, as to a meal. 

See 1592. 

See 2163. 

Cch in 

2058 
I W. -zang 
IN. dzing 
P. 
M. 
Y 

I Sz. 
I K. chin 
[J. djin 
] A. ten1- 

| Rising Upper. 

^ ^ he will not come| 
for an age. 

iT#* it will do very well. I 

ii ‘/fa si[ the farthest end,—-as | 

of a passage, etc. 

Il ^ to the full; fully. 

& ^ M 0T ^st with I 

all one’s might; to do one’s very | 
utmost. 11 

| jfp? to be very obliging. 

| ^ the very first; inthefront| 

rank. 

to be the very first] 

on the list of expectants, 

l! # above the very first on I 

the list,—a position involving a I 
certain extra outlay. 

Ml ff totally. 

the very last. 

A rapid stream. A| 

branch of the river Han in I 

Hupeh. Used for 2163. 

Vj§i flowing swiftly. 

Ashes ; embers, 
nants. 

Rem- 

2061 

To complete; all 

2062 

utmost. Used with 2CK3.I C. Cchun 
" W. zang- 

on the extreme east. I tsin& 

it can be managed! K sin 

very easily. IsinkingUpper. 

j|^ iHl what is left from fire. 

ft © Ft jUjfg all reduced to | 

ashes. 

*J^ the snuff of a candle. 

the remnant of the popu¬ 

lation. 

A plant, the roots of] 
which yield a yellow dye. 
Loyal; faithful. 

jf tS. loyal. 

when in office he thought of his] 
loyalty, when in private life hej 
thought of repairing his errors. 

Presents to departing] 

friends. 

parting gifts. 

||({i delicacies sent to a de-| 

parting friend. 

n§£t0 °ffer presents,—as vassal 

nobles did. 
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2063 

CX 

2064 

Rf^ 
H. e&'«# 
F. Cching 

Rising Upper. 

_?> 
J52. 
2065 

fe 
2066 

2067 

Same as 2062. 

The nuptial cup, in 

which bride and bride 

groom pledge each other 

It is usual to have two 

cups joined by a red string 

and these are exchangee 

by the pair in token of their 

union. 

^ ^ ^ ^ or ^ ^ ^ 
a, ^ n ll 

u to drink the wedding-cup. 

Same as 2064. 

R-m 

See g 
K. 

kin 

Rising Upper, 

See 13,263. 

3 To bind tight. Urgent; 

important. 

H| tie it tightly. 

fast; secure,—as a package, 

H| HI' ^ ^ it is securely shut. 

'|J| excitability; hurry. 

H| secret. 

H| ^ urgent; necessary. 

HI important; to be sure to; 

not to fail on any account to... 

^ HI or % tr HI it is 
not important; no matter. 

IP) H| it is not of great 

importance. 

HI in straits; at a crisis of 

need. 

HI £ a crisis- 
j|i ‘|pj H| military affairs are 

in a critical state. 

M, ® HI the south-east 

wind blowing very hard. 

I am very anxious to have 

that thing. 

fp| ^ I have been 

anxiously expecting you for some 
time. 

HI iiarcl up. 

2067 

2068 

R. m 
See 

K. kim 

Rising Upper. 

HI water running swiftly. 

HI ffl make haste and do it 

a good memory for faces 

close behind. 

H| if* important business. 

a close-fitting jacket 

HI ^ M or HI M close toi 
next to. 

Hkll the four chief] 

obstacles to virtue,—viz.: yj 

ffi wine, women 

wealth, and wrath. 

the Kinnaras,—inno 

cent musical creatures of doubt¬ 
ful shape and constitution, often 
depicted, when in attendance 
upon Buddha, as having horses 
heads. 

Brocade ; embroiderec 

work. Ornamental 

flowery. 

% ^iu how splendid was 

the embroidered coverlet! 

ilia figured pongee, 

figured satin, 

gilt boxes; caskets. 

embroidered tapestry or 

hangings. 

brocades and embroideries; 

ornamental, as style or scenery. 

ft flowers like em¬ 

broidery. 

llrfj beautiful embroidery. 

to add flowers to 

embroidery,—to paint the lily; 
to give things where not wanted. 
See 10,650. 

^ fine writing. 

ft* ^ painted china- 

ware. 

# (?> ii $ n to wear em¬ 

broidered clothes at night,— 
which nobody can see to be what 
they are. Said of a man whose 
talent is not recognised. 

-fcafi £3- % 
I shall certainly return with the 
embroidered trophy,—as first on 
the list at the final examination. 

M M %% & do not double 
your embroidered thoughts,—on 
my behalf. 

2068 

R.J 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

J\J\ 

m 

2070 

2071 

R.| 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

IilfA 4 
m 

2069 

jw fanciful language, used as 

a substitute for ordinary terms 
in games, etc., like “kiss” at 
billiards, “love” at lawn-tennis 

gjjj one who can cut a dress 

out of brocade without spoiling 
it,—a name for a List. Magistrate 

?r}5 J§| to return home in silk 

attire,—as a sign of honours 
gained; an honourable return. 

1$ = -H ffi Ssuch'uan. 

To increase ; to grow 

To attach to. To curb a 

horse. A drum. To go 

to; to enter. Name of 

State ; now used for 

“Shansi.” [To be distin¬ 

guished from ^ 9513.] 

5UZ. 1 gf take another glass,—said 

to a guest. Also, to rise to a 
higher rank. 

_t W- t0 dse in office. 

to have a personal inter 

view; to visit. 

to W to like the States of 

Chin and Ch‘i,—in their fraternal 
feelings. 

W ^ or ^ IE the Chin dy 

nasty,—subdivided into m West 

and 3fC East, and lasting from 

265 to 317 a.d., and from 317 
to 420 a.d., respectively. 

|j ^ the West and East Chin 

sm. 
s 

aEE 
E3 

dynasties, as above. 

a feudal State under the 

Chou dynasty, occupying the 
southern half of Shansi and the 
north-west of Honan. It lasted 
from 737 to 436 b.c, 

w# to bestow posthumous 

honours on a man. 

Same as 2069. 

To stick into. To shake. 

To strike the watches. To 

rescue. 

fff to stick into, 

fff elliptical for 

to stick one’s official tablet 

into one’s girdle. 

33 
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2071 

if* 
2072 

&3S. 

2073 

R. 

I See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

R. 

2074 

SinkingUpper. 

IC. /sun 
IH. tsin 
IF. c being, ching 
I W. tsang 

■Jtf officials at Court,—because! 

they stick their tablets in their | 
girdles. See 2073. 

the fame of his I law of: fa 
virtue strikes the bell,—is heard | 
far and wide. 

A grained pebble, like] 

cornelian. 

Red silk. To gird, asl 
with a sash. 

red girdles,—those whose | 

names appear in the 

or Jl£ $f guide to the I 

civil and military officials of the I 
Empire, known to foreigners asl 
the “Red Book” from its red| 
paper cover. See 2071. 

A town, formerly in |g 

ifj 111 Shantung. Alsol 
read tzu1. 

IN. tsing 

r IM. > chin 
|Sz. j 
IY. eking 
IK. chin 
Ij. shin 
I A. ten 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To advance, as opposed 

to 12,183; to be pro¬ 

moted. To enter. To send! 
in; to offer. 

1 MB # or ^ >g_ pfjg 

J]$t to go forwards or backwards) 

is equally difficult. 

il Wi. advanced his) 

tiger-like officers. 

I ^ t0 advance; to be pro-| 

moted. 

Ift^ he was promoted to 

the post of Ssu-k‘ung. .Sir 6595. 

Hf ff @ Iff if he did not 

get promotion, he himself asked] 
for it. 

ft a scheme forget-] 

ting promoted. 

to be wanting in | 

discretion or judgment. 

0 ;ff daily progress. 

]|lF iff to g° ahead; to advance.] 

Iff toil to prepare to start. I 

chang3 m he does not 

advance; he makes no progress. 

51 ii to bring into notice; to 

introduce. 

or jff ^ to pass the 

first or bachelor’s degree. 

#ff# to take the first step, 

—the first degree. 

1 ± an “advanced scholar”,— 

a graduate of the third or doc¬ 
tor’s degree. Instituted a.d. 606. 

4* (hung* jff to take the 

third degree. 

£ 31 it Jjf graduated in the 

third degree. 

31 it ]Jj J§p conferred 

upon him the hon. degree of 
chin shih. 

^ "tfei :*|§, > ff ^ Ch'iu is 

retiring, therefore I urged him 
forward. 

31 to enter a door; to enter 

a family; to become a disciple 
or apprentice; to begin to learn. 
See 5690. 

31 M to go to Peking. 

mm *0 go to any walled city; 

to go “into town.” 

31 T=f to go to any provincial 

capital. 

ff come in! 

31A to enter. 

tfij jiff to make three 

bows and enter. 

ff to offer up incense,—to 

worship. 

31 M to send tribute. 

ff ^^the official communication 

which accompanies the tribute; 
to present a statement to the 
Throne. 

iff to present; to offer up. 

iff —* let us have another 

glass! 

* it if #§ yo\ rn A 
ffli the men of former times, in 

the matter of music and cere¬ 
monies, were rustics. 

ff the men of modern times. 

| P to enter a port; imports. 

1 'W' to import. 

1 iH to present oneself to some 

one. 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

2077 

R. ‘ 

1 || to present to the Emperor. 

1 3^ income; receipts and per¬ 

quisites. 

1 flf|c to have advancement, 

it receipts, 

ff revenue; income; receipts, 

advancement and wealth. 

31 to take the offensive; to 

gain an entrance (e.g.) into a 
fort; to advance to the attack 

ff “ to take office; to take up 

or enter upon one’s duties- to 
attend office. ’ 

31 M Presented to the Em¬ 

peror when in season,—as cer¬ 
tain kinds of fish, etc. 

ff the wind comes in; to I 

let the wind in. 

ff ^ to set out; to start. 

ff to enter the examinations 

as a candidate. 

31 W) to attack and destroy,— | 

as rebels. 

ff jjj £ j||jj the humility of) 

presenting the shoe,—which jj^ 

Chang Liang did to an old 

man who had dropped his shoe] 
down an embankment. 

A stone resembling jade. 

Seeff 

SinkingUpper 

2079 

See 

(generally 

Even) 
A. tem 

Sinking & 
Even Upper. 

A shell. 

a Pinna. 

See 2090. 

The ancient name of a 

river in the north of| 

Kiangsu. A marsh. Grad¬ 

ually; increasingly. 

MUM® to gradually be¬ 

come a fixed habit. 

||fjj got gradually worse,—of| 

a disease. 
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nil 
2080 

C. Jfem 
H. ctsim 
F. ghing 
W. Js'-ang 

M. I SUn 
Y. ching 
K. chfim 
J. shin 
A. hsern 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper 
Irregular. 

2081 

C. ts'-en 
H. ts'-in 
F. chHng 
W. ts'-ang 
N. ts'-ing 
P. 
M. elfin 
Sz. 
Y. ch'-ing 
K. elfin 
J. shin 
A. fen 

Even Upper. 

To influence. A malign 

halo round the sun. Abund¬ 

ant; full. 

P# H M if the y™ and the 
yang&ci and re-act on each other. 

|| 4j|£ a noxious air; malaria. 

^ jj^ an evil influence,—as of 

evil spirits. 

CH‘IN. 

To love; to be attached 

to ; to be intimate with. 

Near, in point of time; see 

9813. Relatives; parents; 

relations by marriage. Of 

or belonging to self; per¬ 

sonal. See 7182, 6567. 

j=l ^ God has no affec¬ 

tion,—except for the virtuous. 

the people do not 

love one another. 

^ to love dearly. 

^ a close friendship; to per¬ 

sonally hand to. 

or or or 

very friendly; very in¬ 

timate. 

& closely connected with; 

intimate; fond of. 

H X 7 Hi# dont in 
terrupt our friendly relations. 

fk M M 1$ t8k ver>'dear 
lady,—as a term of endearment. 

or see 1018. 
>A'K — m/u m 

m relatives of the same sur¬ 

name. 

ft relatives on the mother’s 

or wife’s side. 

fra, to be related as above. 

or ^ relatives of 

another surname. 

relationship by a single 

tie,—as the first intermarriage 
between two families. 

-tJna to add relationship 

to relationship,—as by marrying 
a cousin. 

2081 

# @ M M to be a total 
stranger in a place. 

ik H iff X M P°verty Puts 
an end to the six relationships,— 
of father, mother, elder brother, 
younger brother, wife, and child. 

% M a far-°ff 

relative is not so good as a near 
neighbour. 

near and distant,—of 

relationship. 

m 

I ^ chien" M' ifc 

distant relatives 

(or friends) may not come be¬ 
tween near ones: you and I are 
after all but outsiders. 

relatives and friends, 

near relatives. 

^ trusted; trusty. 

|$|| a close attendance. 

personally experienced. 

'Hf to take command in person. 

im — if to add half oneself. 

^ X to go and do it 

oneself,—without aid. 

H # see 8o67- 

^ one’s own father. 

to do personally. 

_EE the Emperor’s own troops 

— the Banner force is so called. 
Also, the bodyguard of any civil 
or military official. 

& ^ the Emperor’s relatives by 

marriage. 

.tfcJSS to spread oneself 

the pillow and mat,—to wait 
personally on a husband. 

^ to visit in person. 

one’s immediate 

superior. 

personally marked off,— 

as the names of Han-lin grad¬ 
uates by the Imperial pencil. 

though a relative, one 

may not be a relative: though 
not a relative, one may still be 
a relative,—in the true sense of 
the term. 

relatives must not 

take the places of friends. 

clan; kindred; blood re¬ 

latives. 

2081 

brothers by the same 

parents. 

m.M (Hr M there 
is no relationship so close as that 
of father and mother. 

X W’ M § & if a son is 
worthy, his parents are happy. 

^ M^ ^ 'g’ both parents alive 

ft M & in the event of 
having parents living. 

a father. or £ 

their mothers have 

tied their sashes,—ready for mar¬ 
riage. 

father and mother. 

M ilfi a paternal grandfather. 

mb a father’s elder brother. 

MM a father’s younger brother. 

to man7i t0 consummate 

a marriage. 

jfQ ying' $?§ to go to meet the 

bride. 

a marriage. 

kTS,* a capital marriage. 

m B &jM ♦ this very 
suitable marriage. 

i °tM % one’s own self; 

personally. 

IpE || written by the 

person in question, by the signa¬ 
tory; holograph. 

^ to sign with one’s 

own hand. 

ft fat1 myself will take 

the responsibility. 

M£ of one’s own begetting, 

as children. Also, those who 
actually begot, as parents. 

one’s own deposition. 

$$ M§ f II doin§ nothing 
himself personally. 

X A ^ M great men 

do not personally attend to small 
matters. 

M yinZK X 7p| he Person¬ 

ally met her on the Wei. 

S M ^1? ^ the kinS himself 

gave the charge. 

g|| to go in person. 

T~ an hereditary prince of 

the 1st order. 
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ch^ext 

2081 

Pi 

R» 
IP. coll, ch'-ir? 

(not used 
elsewhere). 

Icf'^ 
Sinking 
Upper. 

2083 

m 
2084 

R. 

Seele 
| A. hsem 

Even Upper. 

^ jfE H* the Imperial Guard.) 

See 1302. 

Read chlini or effing*. |r. 

Relationship; affinity. 

jffif Am i$. # # ft 

I See Ip?; 

To vomit,— of animals!a. hsL 
only. To spit forth; tol Even Upper, 

use bad language. 

® Pf the dog vomits. 

IL ffor to rail; to abuse 

to use foul language, 

pf ^ ft henever utters 
a decent word. 

Same as 2082. 

The red silk crest of 
helmet. 

C. ts'-em 
F.ching 
N. ts'-ing 

'll ' - " ’ * 'v'u IP. chi-in 
the common people, mechanics, IM. chin 

and traders have their different |y. ching 

relatives of various degrees. | K. chHm 

45S1 ^ a term by which the parents! 

of a married couple address one| Even Upper 
another. Relatives by marriage.! Irregular- 

^ relatives by adoption.) 

A 3i A !5 Hi, chlin' 
the Emperor and his sub-|R 

jects are all one Family,—the! 
change of tone being a poetical | |f 
licence. IF , 

ly ( thing 

A fleet horse. 

the coursers flew 
over the ground. 

Pc Iff: (my coursers) hur¬ 
ried away with speed, 

superficially. 

R. 

See 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

T \Rm 
10 usurp; to encroach I C. is cm 

upon; to appropriate; used 
°f a raid, or stealthy attack,I w.tsang, 
as opposed to ft 3369. 

to encroach upon, orlivi. 

occupy, the land of another. Ij; . 

tR t0 encroach; to invade IK. chHm 

anothef's rights; to act aggres- 

1 Sinking 
Upper. 

’ chin 

R. 

IC. ts’-em 
\F.cching, 

cch'-ing 
I W. ts'-ang 
IP. ccK-icn 
I K. ch’im 
IJ. shin^ sen 
1 A. tem^ tiem 

[Rising Upper. 

An awl. 

Read ch^iett}. To en¬ 
grave. 

!Mf# it was then printed 

^ orders were also given for 

a copy to be made for printing, 
—of the Yung lo ta tien. 

R. 

; to seize upon by violence. 

to invade. 

, to rebel; to usurp. 

to approach; to encroach 
upon. 

, to cheat; to take by fraud 

' to injure; to act to the 

detriment of. 

to insult; to oppress. 

"j^lj to gradually encroach upon 

to encroach on; to infringe 

to appropriate (funds, etc.) 

for one’s private use. 

# A £ or M Mto ap 
propriate to one’s own use. 

or M & H 0 tol 
embezzle. 

M, ® #r ft do not let|p>. 26 

the wind and rain get in. | c. tPem 

M M A the cold air goes 
through one. 

A ixi a had year for harvests. 

to trespass upon. 

^ f||to invade; to disturb. 

{ch’inv) deformed; ugly. 

See & 
SinkingUpper. 

An implement used in 
making ink. A bamboo | 
style for marking lines. 

H. ts'-im 
F. ch'-ing 
W. ts’-ang 

j N. ch'-ing 

M. | chHn 
Y. ch'-ing 
Sz. ch'in 
K. ch'-im 
J. shin 
A. tem 

Rising Upper 

To flood; to soak. Grad¬ 
ually. Name of an ancient) 
District in Honan. 

To flood; to soak; tol 
penetrate. To baptise. 

iBI BJ flooding the rice-) 
fields. 

A Wi the water flooded the | 
street. 

do not soak the | 
firewood I have cut. 

§ not soaked through 

soaked several) 
times. 

S ifi steeped in spirits. 

mm wet; soaked. 

m imbued with; to bias; to| 

influence, as by bribes. 

ft mum the perspiration | 
stood on his flushed face. 

^ drowned. 

^ y^. absorbed in; devoted to,| 

as music. 

Tfc his words were! 

seductive. 

ft broad daylight. 

m /fa the rite of baptism, 
according to the Baptists. Seel 
4146- 

To sleep ; to rest. To| 
stop. The back parts of) 
an ancestral temple. 

^ to sleep. 

|f to rest. 

|f see 2107. 

unable either tol 

sleep or to eat comfortably. 

7® tjj WC ^ sleeping on a mat, 

pillowed on a clod,—in mourn-1 
ing for a parent. See 271. 

Si * ft ffi A £ ^ “I 
sleep on a man’s skin and eat I 
his flesh,—as vengeance. 

If he sleePs s0| 
quietly. 
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2091 

F 
2092 

R.% 

H. k'-iun 

See HJl 

Even Lower. 

Hi He £ 7^ he (the son) shall 

sleep on a bed,—the daughter 
on the ground. 

H jjg; to lose one’s sleep, 

flg ^ ^ to sleep uneasily. 

Ija; ^ a bedroom. 

is the matter was mm 
then allowed to rest. 

mm difficult to stop, or hush 

up. 

If? to stop fighting. 

je m the death-chamber of a 

man, in the palace. 

Hfe ^ie death-chamber of a 

woman, in the palace. 

n $$ ft mto end Hfe in the 
inner chamber,—is the ideal 
death for a woman. 

it jffl. m ^ ^ #His 
Majesty had been bedridden for 
years. 

^ JH }|£ when the ancestral 

temple was completed. 

jjjl; the six apartments of a 

prince under the Chou dynasty, 
—five for private purposes and 
one for a public hall. 

lj||| door leading to the inner 

apartments in the Palace. 

Celery; parsley ; cress. 

py lir ^ they gather the 

cress. 

Tfc Jr water-cress, Nasturtium 

palustre, D.C. 

HI (or mn to pluck cress, 

—to become a hsiu-tslai or take 
the 1st degree. The allusion is 

to the line in the Odes ^ 

Plea- 
sant is the semi-circular water, 
and we will gather the cress 
about it. 

or a feast given 

to successful hsiu-tslai. 

Jr ^ celery- 
celery sprouts. 

CEtianthe stolonifera, 

D.C. 

Jy Cardamine hirsuta, L. 

nifta Cardamine macrophylA 

la, W. 

jfy* ^ my humble opinion. 

R. 

2093 

M 
C. ts'-un 
H. ts'-in 
F. ching 
W. zang 
N. dzing 
p. ] 
M. 
y. 
Sz. J 
K.chin 
J. shin 
A. ten 

Even Lower. 

chi in 

A fine kind of rice. 

Name of a feudal State and 

dynasty. Used down to the 

2nd cent. a.d. as a name 

for China. See 4440. 

|§j| the Ch‘in State,—which 

arose with ft-r Fci Tzu, B.c. 

897, and gradually extended over 
the whole of Shensi and Kan- 
suh, until in b.c. 221 the Chou 
dynasty was finally overthrown, 
the feudal system came to an end, 
and the Ch‘in State became the 

Ch'in dynasty under 

the First Emperor of a united 
China. 

g: 
B or g: 

B 

fflf 

^ to be as friendly as were 

the Ch'in and Chin States. Also 
used of matrimony. 

m a people to whom we are 

indifferent,-—strangers 

m a z % the younger 

brother of a man of Ch'in, 
who is less to me than my own 
brother. 

if I am of no use in Ch‘in, I 
may still be of use in Ch‘u. 

ifi&mm regard each other 

as men of Ch‘in and Yiieh,— 
who would have nothing to do 
with one another. 

mAzm.MAzm 
the fatness of a man of Ch'in 
the thinness of a man of Yiieh, 
—of no mutual importance 

# M fa it 3§5 what 
good can I do, when you wait 
until the sickness is mortal before 
calling me? 

Syria,—so called because 

its inhabitants were like the 
Chinese but taller. 

virgin brought forth the Holy 
One in Ta-ch‘in. 

pepper from Ta-ch‘in, or 

the west. 

Shensi. 

a range of mountains in 

the south of Shensi. 

|||; ifj§ or the white¬ 

faced guardian painted at the 
gate of every Chinese yamen. 

He is better known by his 

Shu-pao than by his Ch'iung. 

He was originally a soldier who 

2093 

2094 

R-ft 

See Jjpst 

Even Lower. 

2°95 
R- m. 

Even Lower. 

2096 

R-i 

Even Lower. 

2097 

C. him 
H. k-iun, hlin 
F. k'-iing 
W. djang 
N. djing 

| chi in 
M. ) 
Y. chling 
Sz. chlin 
K. kin 
J. kin, gon 
A. ken 

assisted in the establishment of 
the T‘ang dynasty. His black 

#> see 

Even Lower. 

comrade is 

12,621. 

|||; a kind of cockatoo. 

a large species of 

king-fisher. 

a sP'ttoon) — so called 

from the name of the infamous 
traitor-statesman of the Sung 
dynasty, who obtained the exe¬ 

cution of the heroic -Eg* 

Yo Fei, a.d. 1x41. 

— the three portions into 

which the Ch‘in State was di¬ 

vided by Hsiang-yu. 

|p§; J11 another name for |p| pjj ; 

see 6368. 

Old name for an ox. 

A small cicada, which 

has a square striped head. 

m f « m cicada’s head 

and moth’s eyebrows,—said of 
a beauty. 

ffi $fj§ a kind of blue-bottle fly. 

Brave; intrepid. Com¬ 

passionate. Cautious. 

f| he lamented 

(that his purpose had miscarried) 
and brought about his flight only 
at the last moment. 

Diligent; attentive; ready 

to work. To encourage to 

toil. 

to do diligently. 

HJj ^ diligent and frugal. 

||j[} to learn diligently. 

H!j HI t0 work diligently; a dili¬ 

gent workman. 

HJj diligent and intelligent. 

HJj ^ diligent and careful. 

Slit diligent in the administra¬ 

tion of government. 
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2097 

Even Lower. 

~f“ a diligent scholar. 

( ||Jf diligently at-1 
2099 

I See ^ 

m m °r ju* 
tentive. 

|Jj ^ diligence and energy. 

a jj " » ^ or a =g 1 Eve„ Lowe, 
diligently laborious; taking great 
pains. 

ifb f<$ diligence can 

make up for stupidity. 

M k If i|* with 
diligence there is nothing diffi¬ 
cult in the world. 

is a priceless jewel 

3c 3: Wl M it Wgn Wang 
laboured earnestly 

>©. W) $f pjf -y* with love 

and with toil I nourished my 
young. 

PI fl§! Wi y°ur f°ur limbs 
are unaccustomed to toil. 

Hi W) W) t0 tQil the whole 
year long. 

2100 

to establish one-|See ^ 
Even Lower. 

2101 

V) _IL 

self by diligence 

’Jj to be active on behalf of 

the people. 

k H & Wi riches come from 

diligence. 

is <&■ m Chou Kung en 

couraged them all to diligence. 

wearied with labour. I R 

Wj fr (hang1) waiters; atten-lsee 

dants. r T 
I Lven Lower. 

||ff diligently searched. 

zealous for the public 

good. I 2102 

gy Jp*| devoted troops. |r. 

active and well-behaved. I See ¥ 

JSi to snow steadily. I Even Lower. 

3E aiding the sovereign, — • 
said of those who assist their 
country in times of trouble. 

Birds; animals (see 1800). 

Used for 2103. See 9883.1 
. I 2103 

'/§§" b)( birds and beasts; the brute IK. kim 

creation. 

^ itr the family bird,—the cock. I Even Lower. 

ftfj lit or ^ the crane, 

which is regarded as ^ 

the chief of birds. 

'/!}' HU civilians, —because they 

wear birds as badges of rank. 
See Table /. 

1*? lif to sencl bridal presents. 

■y* ^ the designation of 

Ch‘en Kang, a disciple of Con¬ 
fucius. 

Jjfi itr those who submit 

will not be put under restraint, 

itr singing-birds. 

To hold in the mouth. I 

To restrain. 2104 

Pjtj W IH with teeth in the I ^ 

mouth and hair on the head,— lSee 
a man. . 

IKismg Upper. 

I P|j —* the dragon 

holds in its mouth a pearl 

Dlj W: restrain¬ 

ing a flood of tears. 

A li! m to go into the 

mountains and catch a tiger b 
easy,—as compared with asking 
a favour. 8 

M M rfij £ the 
orang-outang weeps and then 
seizes,—its prey; crocodile tears 

Hi to capture and deliver 

over to. 

to take alive. 

$ HI £ ^ -f* n t0 take 
Tzu-hsu alive or dead. 

I.3E^3E to seize a (rebel) 

prince and get appointed prince 
—in his stead. 

't ^ E&. II Meng Huo, 

chief who was seven times cap¬ 

tured by j 

Liang. 

A pit. 

til* a well. 

Chu-ko 

2105 

-fcb- 

& 

2103 

R. 

See 

A species of Pyrus, called! Even Lower 

which bears a small 

red fruit. 

2106 

R. 

F. kHng, k-ieng 

A long-legged spider, ISee ^ 

called ' Xhkm'gm 

Occurs in the name of 

Jfcjc “Father” Ch'in 

of Pi,—in Shantung. 

197 3)- 

(DlSt. flOml Even Lower. 

To seize; to clutch; to|R 

arrest. 

2107 

Zealous. 

^ 11$ diligently attentive; care-1 

ful; particular about. |p. 

seize; to arrest. 

or 

ch'-in 

C. cklem 
H. pHm 

jffi to I F‘ ^Hng 1>t 101W .fiang 
, - . , N. ping 

"J” he has been caught. 1^ j s.chHn 

can seize him, do so. IK. kirn 
—f . Ij .kin^kon 

PJ m it 111 captunngIA. jg.-em 

rebels the important point is toj Even 

capture the chief. | Irregular. 

A salt-marsh plant, with 

lanceolate leaves like the 

bamboo, and creeping roots. 

a yellowish-coloured med¬ 

icinal root (Berberis nepalensis, 
Spr.), used as a tonic. 

A coverlet; a quilt; bed¬ 

clothes. 

m carrying our 

coverlets and sheets; hence, to 
be a concubine. 

^ a quilt; bedclothes. 

ijjH coverlet and blanket; bed. 

. chlung2 seeking 

refuge from the cold under plenty 
of bedclothes. 

f Df coverlet and sha¬ 

dow nothing to be ashamed of, 
—to have no cause for shame 
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2107 

2108 

c. 
H. Vwt, hint1 
F. kbeing 
W. filing 
N. c'-ing' 
P. j 

Y' | ch'-in 

Sz. ) 
J. kin, kon 
A. £‘zot3 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

2109 

R.^ 

C. U-hn 
H. k'-im 
F. £‘Pag- 
W. djang 
N. djing 
P. j 

Y' I ch'-in 

Sz. ) 
K. kim 
J. kin, gon 
A. kern 

Even Lower. 

either by day or by night. A 
condensation of the lines,— 

^ walking alone, not 

ashamed to face one’s shadow; 
sleeping alone, not ashamed to 
face the quilt. 

cold pillow and 

chilly coverlet,—without a bed¬ 
fellow. 

the kingfisher-wings’ 

quilt,—the Emperor’s bedclothes. 

To press down with the 

hand; to lean on. 

pi IS to Press down. 

*5 to lean on the table. 

fe WliH * to swim with one 

foot on the ground,—to have 
something to depend on. 

to roll round and 

press out flat,-—as cakes. 

The Chinese psaltery or 

lute, which now has seven 

strings. Under Yao and 

Shun, it had only five. A 

sixth, the ^ was added 

to commemorate the capti¬ 

vity of ^ Wen Wang; 

and the seventh, the 

to commemorate the victory 

of ^ 3E Wu Wang over 

$ Chou. It is said to have 

been called ^ because it 

^ “restrains” evil passions, 

and is used pictorially as 

an emblem of culture. 

or or ^to ' I 1 ” intt 
play the lute. 

¥ M -fc T ® there are 

seven conditions under which 
the lute should not be played,— 
(1) within sound of mourning, 
or (2) of music; (3) when one 
is busy or (4) dirty or (5) en 
deshabille-, (6) without burning 
incense; (7) in the absence of 
a connoisseur. 

i 
2109 

IHJ UP 
although the lute is classed as 
a refined instrument. 

a (ot A) ¥ <° play 
the lute to a donkey (or ox),— 
to cast pearls before swine. 

the lute’s notes make 

discord,—the time is out of joint. 

m w01 fn wan °rgan- tThe 
first is properly a kind of Aeolian 
harp, fixed to a kite.] 

or a two-stringed 

violin. 

KW a four-stringed guitar with 

a round belly like a banjo. 

nw a kind of dulcimer, with 

wire strings. Also used for a 
pianoforte. 

® ¥ a kind of small violin with 

four strings, between which the 
bow passes. 

mw an octagonal guitar with 

a long neck and four strings, 

a musical box. 

|IJ ^ a Jews’-harp. 

^ (gf* formerly the music-room 

of a dilettante; now applied to 
the hall or court-room of ayamen. 
See Biog. Diet. Fu Pu-ch'i. 

^ 4* W H 1 Hghted 
a lamp and took my seat in the 
judgment-hall. 

steps leading to the dais 

of the court-room. 

the “belly” of a lute. 

¥ jcs> m his heart is sus¬ 

ceptible,—can be stirred to vi¬ 
bration as the “belly” of a lute. 

3? Z ft# M H ^ thedivine 

power of the lute could no farther 
go,—than in this melody. 

¥£ a lute stand,—a small 

narrow table. 

rnm-k.imMmw 
happy union with wife and 
children is like the music of 
harp and lute,—perfect harmony. 

the strings of lute 

and harp,—the harmony of hus¬ 
band and wife; matrimony. 

there is an end to my prospects 
of matrimony. 

W %% pj$ ^ conjugal felicity. 

W ^ 111 conjugal discord. 

R. 

2110 

ilrS 27- 

C. csiw, tsend 
F. csing, 

ch'-eing3 
N. sing 

m. ichHtf 
Y. hsing' 
K. ch'-im, sim 
J. shin 
A. -tbn 
Sinking Upper 

Irregular. 

2111 

2112 

R.- 

See 

A- 

Even and 
Entering 
Upper. 

2113 

R- /id? 

See 

Even Upper. 

2114 

R.- 

ch'-in 

C. yem 
H. k'-im 
F.kHng 
W. dicing 
N. ding 
P. 
M. 
Y. ebbing 
Sz. ch'-in 
K. kim, v. him 
J. kin, kon 
A. k'-im 

Even Upper. 

To soak into; to pene¬ 
trate; to fathom. An afflu¬ 
ent of the Yellow River in 

Shansi. 

tiu- A to soak into. 

}5£S Ao* W the cold Pene‘ 
trates one’s vitals. 

# the hagrance 

penetrates the nose. 

0 » ¥ 3t * daily soaking 

therein. Also used figuratively. 

Same as 2103. 

A severe chill 

Also read k^e1*. 

ague. 

Mountain peaks, 

high peaks, 

yawning; gaping. 

To command respect. 
That which emanates from 
the Emperor; Imperial. 
Reverent; respectful. 

fjp by Imperial command. 

|p| bestowed by the Emperor. 

sent by the Emperor; an 

Imperial Commissioner; ambas¬ 
sadors and ministers. 

m commissioned by the 

Emperor. 

ordered by the Emperor, 

—as reprints of valuable books, 
etc. 

mt a concluding phrase to all 

Imperial Edicts and Rescripts. 
It has been variously rendered 
by “Respect this!”, “This from 
the Throne!”, “Such is His 
Majesty’s pleasure!”, “The above 
is Imperial!”, etc. It is added 
by the secretaries to the Grand 
Council in process of trans 
cription, and means, “The above 
has been reverently received.” 
[Manchu: sehe = these are the 
Imperial words.] 
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2115 

summoned to the I 

capital by the Emperor. 

Ipi respectfully received,—as 

an Imperial mandate, decree, etc. 

^ marked off by the Emperor, 

—to be members of the Han-lin. 

mm to esteem highly, 

n 4$ m m my heart cannot 

forget its grief. 

m Mmm they strike the 

bells, ding dong. 

to mistake 

an osprey for a phoenix. 

tEff then his ministers 

will reverently accord with him, 
-—their prince. 

tm jh reverently determine 

your end,—be careful as to that 
in which you are going to rest. 

\j\. be reverent! 

mm a Minister at a foreign 

Court. 

mm an Imperial appointment 

for a certain time; a special 
mission. 

respectful gratitude. 

CHIN Gr. 

Streams running under¬ 

ground. Water flowing. 

2117 

Rising Upper. 

M3lM five feet in diameter. 

o I® g % ff 9-inch bore, | 

■—of guns. 

awidMs the radius of gy-| 

ration. 

IS'tra straightforward. 

sly; underhand; tricky. 

IS =S to reply* direct,—not| 

through another. 

I beg to inform you 

in reply. 

Same as 2116. 

R. 
P3 

See|^ 

Even Upper. 

To cut one’s throat. 

# % S'J £ bade the 

attendant cut off his head. 

R'W £ 
C.kingly, kang 
H. kin 

I F. king^w. kiang 
I W. ciang 
IN. cing 
I P. ching 
IM. chin 

Sz. | chinS 

IK. kidng 
IJ. kei, kid 
I A. king 

Even Upper, 

IH. kang3 

lsee m 
Even and 

I Sinking Lower 
and Upper 

A by-way; a short cut; 

the diameter. Straight- o f 

forward. Used with 2 1 24. | 

See 1618. 

tT ^ ^ # do not take by-1 

paths. 

fsss the direct road. 

5»fE a road; a track. 

mmT'M the road was un-l 

familiar. 

Eft IS a roundabout way. 

an easy way; the “royalI 

road.” 

is 9II to go direct to. 

A FTfE/i about a foot in 

diameter. 

Strong; muscular; stiff; 

unyielding. S^no8. Also| 

read chin4. 

Wj M well-matched foes. 

^J" well matched; congenial,! 

—as friends. 

) Jp| able-bodied braves. 

MSB their horses are! 

in good condition and their bows! 
stiff. 

a stiff breeze. 

2120 

jjjj, it has no strength,— 

as wine, scent, etc. 

nmr- 'b its after-strength 

is not small,—it is heady, as wine. 

i>K/ to Put forth strength; to| 

make an effort. 

iHt t0 make a great effort; to 

try hard. 

A kind of hard timber. 

A roller used by silk-dyers 

to straighten the silk. 

CHINTO 

Name of a large river 

which rises in Kansuh and 

joins the y{| Wei in Shensi 

[see '/K 12,577). To flow 

straight through 

Vtt M 'M ^ quickly g0 the 

boats on the Ching O 

ft '/p|t0 distinguish between 

the Ching and the Wei,—to see 
the rights and wrongs of a matter. 

m t0 flow straigbt through. 

That which runs length¬ 

wise; the warp in a loom 

The larger veins or arte 

ries; see 8011. Meridians of 

longitude. To pass through 

(see 6622); hence, the past, 

already, etc. Permanent, as 

opposed to 3190 = ^. 

To manage; to regulate. 

The “Canon” of Confu¬ 

cianism. The sutras of 

Buddhism and Taoism. See 

8956, 13,330. 

IS It varp and woof; length¬ 

wise and crosswise. 

IS It under all possible 

conditions. 

£ a# 
* this man has a warp of civil 

and a woof of military genius, 
—in the web of his character. 

ft Ira threads; principles; to I 

classify; to manage. See 7472. 

ffE IS Ira M havinsa loft>' 
moral character. 

^ the greater and lesser 

blood-vessels. 

$S ^e blood-vessels generally. 

is or is degrees of longi 

tude. See 12,535 

longitude east of Greenwich, 

or the menses. 

the time of the menses. 

stoppage of the menses. 

If* |gj ^ ilia America. 

to pass by or through; to 

experience. 
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& — he saw 
a b.a. pass by. 

to pass through the hands; 

a broker. 

^ IS ^ not pass 

through my hands. 

* # «S® 7 P >■“ 
do not know how difficult any¬ 
thing is until you have tried it. 

^ Z ^ events that one 

has been through. 

% IS ^ Z A an inex- 
perienced hand. 

#Tfi —m 
without actual experience, wis¬ 
dom is not attainable. 

|S M exPerience. 

0 Z- ^ something one has 

actually seen. 

|S BR 1 have already 

seen it. 

il* IS $$ ^ has already been 

reported. 

gs ■? * « wia * g 
swallows, when autumn is over, 
can depart,—but I must remain. 

|?£ ^ £|j he has not come 

out up to now,—since he went in. 

|§£ to pass through; registrar 

of ^ J^ jfij* the Imperial Clan 

Court; secretary of records in 
a yamen, known colloquially as 

IS Si- 
|§£ a chief clerk. 

|S ^ or outlay; ex¬ 

penditure. 

|?£ HI ~^T a banker’s pass-book. 

|§£ j^j a commission agent. 

|S or ^ ^ already. 

|^ order; rule; principle. A 

broker; an agent. Skill; profi¬ 
ciency. 

iff* IS IE theynever fail in 
their regular courses,—as the 
stars. Don’t relax your efforts. 

|S; constant; unchanging,— 

as the eternal principles of right 
and wrong. 

|S f{£j; the five graduates of the 

second or master’s degree whose 
names immediately follow that 
of the successful candidate who 
is first on the list. 

2122 

|§£ ^ thrown silk. 

^ ^5 IS If jt is not my 

business; it is not under my 
jurisdiction. 

|S Mi or |S '/P to manage; to 

direct. 

IS HF t^ie bfth °fi the six styles 

under which paintings are clas¬ 
sified; to trade; to do business. 
See 13,505. 

UZ^Z pianning itand 
marking it out. See 10,577. 

IS PI t0 P^an and iah°ur 
in all parts of the empire. 

lit 'P *¥■ @ § Z if «s 
(poem) is the work of a young 
man. 

statesmen should devote their 
energies to ultimate perfection,— 
rather than to immediate results. 

Jill canonical and general 

literature. 

the Five Canonical Books, 

—of Confucianism: the Canons 
of Changes, Poetry, and History, 
the Rites, and the Spring and 
Autumn. Thus finally classified 
under the Ming dynasty. 

% M ISat nine years 
of age he was proficient in the 
Six Classics,—the Rites of the 
above Five being regarded as 
two works. Another enumera¬ 
tion includes the Classic of Music 
with the above Five. 

the Nine Canonical Books, 

—as classified under the T'ang 
dynasty:—The Five Books as 
above, with the Chou Ritual, 
Decorum Ritual, Canon of Filial 
Piety, and the Confucian Dis¬ 
courses. 

% T @ ^ h IS the 
States and families of the em¬ 
pire have nine standard rules of 
conduct. 

-J- the Ten Canonical Books, 

—as classified under the Sung 
dynasty. 

-J-* the Thirteen Canon¬ 

ical Books,—consisting of the 
Nine above-mentioned, with the 
Erh Ya, the commentaries of 
Kung-yang and Ku-liang, and 
the works of Mencius. 

M ^ PM ^ ojli |S Z 
to study everything is the true 
way to study the Canon (of 
Confucianism), — heterodox and 
orthodox writers alike. 

2122 

BP? ^ the Sacred Books,—the 

Canon of Confucianism. Used 
by Roman Catholics for the Bible. 

it m n £ =f m m 
^ pf ^ if ad that Lao 

Tzii said was like this, where 
would be the reason for not 
admitting his words into the 
Sacred Canon ?—of Confucian¬ 
ism. 

^ -j? the Canon says.; the 

Bible says. 

^ uncanonical; not classical. 

^ IS Z uncanonical talk, 

—nonsense. 

^^ (chuan4) Canon and com¬ 

mentary, i.e. the Ching proper 
and the three Chuan-, the Classics 
in general. 

not to be found 

in the Canon; not classical, as 
a quotation. 

■j^L the Confucian Canon; the 

Chinese Classics. 

IS JH HI W an Imperial ex¬ 

positor of the Classics. 

Jlil allusions drawn from the 

Classics. 

|§£ political economy. 

jjgg j!0 ^ ceased to 

take any interest in politics. 

or ^ the Canon of 

Buddhism; Buddhist sutras, con¬ 
taining the actual words of 
Shakyamuni, also known as 

urn- 
tOO lfie marquee f°r the 

prayers for the dead. See 1680. 

^ IS or 11 IS t0 chant the 
liturgies; to perform religious 
services. See 1680. 

^ |S t0 rePeat a few 
Buddhist prayers. 

^ ^ IS ^ ^ t0 repeat 

Buddhist liturgies to no purpose, 
—unanswered by Buddha. 

IS prayers; invocations; ser¬ 

vices. 

4* & * m &«i & 
3tpe the Lotus sutra of the 

wonderful Law,—the standard 
classic of the Lotus school, 
brought to China a.d. 300. San¬ 
skrit : Saddharma pundarika su¬ 
tra. See 2032. 

34 
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2123 

I See ^ 

ISinkingUpper 

w 
2125 

I p ^ lR. pg 

I See ^f|J 

I A. ‘king, 

Even Lower. 

Si 

2126 

R-@ 
C. king^ king 
H. kiang 
F. keing- 
W. ciang 
N. cing 
P. ching, keng 
M. chin * 
Y. ching 

the sutra of Nan-hua, 

—the works of Chuang Tzi;, 
canonised by the Taoists. 

pL the True Scriptures,—a 

name given by the Emp. Ming 
Huang to the works of Chuang 
Tzii, Lieh Tzii, Wen Tzu, and 
Keng Sang Tzu, as being of 
equal value with the Buddhist 
Scriptures. 

^ 5T3 y IS tT ^0 after 

the service to beat the priest,— 
ingratitude. 

for he was 

fortified by the holy book 

IS the cremation of a Bud 

dhist priest. 

IS a §°°d rule,—of life, or 

of conduct. 

|S a Generalissimo. Also, to 

administer. 

Read ching*. To put an 
end to oneself. 

© IS or |S suicide,—| 

generally by hanging. 

i IS T J/pj to commitl 

suicide in a ditch. 

See 3921, 

To pass ; to approach. 

Direct. 

^ I beg to inform you,- 

as at the beginning of a letter. 

A H they are very] 

unlike. 

dU 
2126 

K. ki'ong 
J. kei. kid 
A. kaing 

Rising Upper. 

m 

P. ching^chking 
M. chi/g elfin 
A. -suing,, 

faing 

SinkingUpper 

to have swellings on| 

the neck; swelled glands. 

§P( fire-neck,—irascible. 

§|t to put necks together,— I 

of the billing and cooing of birds. 

To cool. 

/jg ^ to allay the heat. 
| . _ * 

/rc U cool; refreshing. 

^ J|[ /|g in winter warm,! 

in summer cool; also of filial 
sons who warm their parents’ 
bed in winter and cool it in | 
summer. 

2131 

MI 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

A privy. 2132 

Even and 
ISinkingUpper. 

2129 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A village in ,ej 

in Shantung. 

Quiet; tranquil; peace| 

restored. To tranquillize. 

A 5ft the Place is quietl 
and peaceful. 

W ^ fit 'fe quietly perform | 
the duties of your office. 

H I and so to secure) 

its tranquillity. 

pH ^ to put down rebellion. 

0 Aft J5I A seeking daily to I 

secure the tranquillity of the 
kingdom. 

W^^Z if I were to try to | 

order his affairs. 

these are the) 

men employed to tranquillize 
our country! 

A basket or cage; fishing- 

baskets ; creels. 

basket traps for fish. 

Read ch^ten*'. To draw) 

a bow or crossbow. 

The neck, especially the 

front part; the throat. The 

narrow part; an isthmus. 

j| I|| or -^* the neck. 

H or |jj a neck-tie. 

^|J M Z # a cut-throat friend¬ 

ship,—each party to which would 
die for the other. 

Modest; retiring. Slen-| 

der; supple. 

supple; lithesome. 

The iris of the eye; also, 

the pupil; also, the eye-ball.[ 

See 13,129. 

I [jjg the pupil of the eye. 

£=3 ira the white of the eye. 

■.-Jr ||jg a blue iris; blue eyes,— 

given by Chinese painters to ( 
devils. 

Ift" Ir green eyes,—as in pre-| 

ceding entry. 

E}r crystalline lens. 

2133 

fixed his eyes on 5E Bra - 
him. 

If SI eyes with fixed | 

pupils,—staring fixedly. 

IS jf$ |r t0 draw a| 

dragon without putting in the 
eyes,—of incomplete work. 

’Jj a square iris,—a sign of| 

long life. 

The essential part; es¬ 

sence; spirit; the ethereal) 

Dart, as opposed to the 

gross. Fineness; detail inj 

painting {see 5013) as op¬ 

posed to jj^. 7564. Semen;! 

animal spirits ; skill. Infini-| 

tesimal. Very {see 938 b 

^ neither first nor| 

best of its kind. 

Si though the perfect man may I 

die, the essential part of him! 
does not perish. 

Stfe he then became aware 

that these young ladies were all I 
the spirits of the various flowers. 

~)fpj a supernatural manifesta¬ 

tion of form without substance ;| 
bogeys; elves. See 4956. 

m ^ an aura which makes I 

things what they are; an incor¬ 
poreal essence which is insepa-| 
rable from the phenomenon ofj 
life. 
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2133 

the strength of an army depends 
upon its morale, not upon its 
numbers. 

3tjS| the essential and the orna¬ 

mental,—the sun and the moon. 

|J] the round essential,—the 

ether; the sky. 

jjp ij(j| ^ ||(j the essential of 

work is diligence. 

ff seroen is the 
basis of mental power. 

ft f - * + ffi *1 *6 ™- 
lity ceases at sixty. 

S. ff WL H the origin, accord¬ 

ing to the Chinese, of syphilis. 

^ I) or f f involuntary 

emissions. 

ft ip orft M ^animal 
spirits; mental energy; wits; 
brightness. 

ft 1$ 1 am tired out- 

ff W: ft ifto pu11 °neself to_ 
gether,—for an effort. 

ft W #\' #i precocious- 
looking; not so clever as he 
looks. 

M 4* fl iP jfe M &the 
spirit and scope of the theme. 

^Jfp| gjj| |||| to contrive well 

for one’s country. 

AH'* ft itj? Pis heart is pure 

and his doctrine admirable, 

ft jilt ethereal; refined; clever. 

ft III skilled workmen, 

clever; skilful. 

^ clean. 

ft brisk; lively; full of spirits. 

ft Pt HL no l"aHure °f the 

faculties. 

% ft > Si ^ & if y°u are 
clever, I am not a fool. 

ft EH ft wd strugghng with wit, 

—“when Greeks joined Greeks,” 
diamond cut diamond, etc. 

f| 0JJ clever; bright. 

ft M or ft ^ versed ini ac¬ 
quainted with. 

f| 3^ fine and coarse. .Ski 1,863. 

)jq| minute; infinitesimal; de¬ 

licate; abstract. 

ft the infinitesimally 

small has no form. 

fir 
2133 

ft 'h £ 'ink ik the infi- 
nitesimal is a subdivision of the 
small. 

f| so as to embrace 

all the minutiae. 

ff '/M very damP- 

ft £2 veryshort- 

ft ;l% very insipid. 

ID^ ft he (Confucius) 

did not dislike to have his rice 
reduced,—by cooking, to about a 
third of its original volume. Rice 

thus prepared was called . 

ft IS a oountry lying near 

the bay of Bengal. 

jj-j| H? skilful treatment,—of a 

disease. 

jj(j| ^ minute; scrupulous, 

fra rIPi niinutely acquainted with, 

ff elegant. 

flj§g ^ f| nihil tetigit quod 

non ornavit,—of a painter. 

j|£ skilfulness acquired by 

practice. Also, energy in the 
practice of Buddhism. Sanskrit: 
virya. 

ft spirit- J pluck. 

^ to feel cowed; to lose 

one’s spirit. 

fra elegant; refined, 

ft fl) ingenious and useful, 

ft well-trained and muscular. 

)jf|| spirit and strength,—of 

one’s faculties or energies, 

fra secretions. 

f^ $HJ bne>—tbe quality of 

materials; smart; clever. 

iji ff '/$? Piquancy of con¬ 

ception,—a phrase used in mar¬ 
king the essay of a candidate. 

^ jjfjf rock-crystal. See 2149. 

)jq| JS the flower of the troops; 

picked men; trained troops, 

ft Hf a bird like a Pheasant. 

-ft Hr 'Blike the chins-wei 
carrying stones in its beak,— 
vain exertions. The daughter of 

the Emperor Yen, b.c. 2838, 

was drowned while crossing the 
Eastern Sea. Being changed 
into a bird, the ching-wei, she 
ever afterwards was to be seen 
carrying stones from the western 

fir 
2133 

m 

2134 

R M 

Seejfg 

Even Upper. 

w P3 
2135 

C. /sing, ts'-ing 
H. /sin, /siang 
F. ching,ch',ing 
W. /sing 
N. /sing, ts’-ing 
p. \ 
M. .. 
Y chinS 
Sz. ) 
K. chong, 

ch’ong 
J. sei, sho 
A. ting 

Even Upper. 

jilt 

2136 

H. /s’iang 

See ^ 

K. chong, 
ch'-ong 

A. ting 

Even Up pei'. 

®r 
2137 

C. v. leng’ 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

hills to fill up the Eastern Sea, 
some say, out of revenge. As * that sea was on the site of mo¬ 
dern Shantung, her task may 
be said to have been actually 
accomplished. 

Lean meat. 

The flower of the leek, 

called Hi Up; small onions. 

U ^ a large kind of sedge, used 

for clearing liquor of sediment. 

|j|e |jy a kind of vegetable, used 

as a relish. 

±p? splendour; display. 

A dragon-fly. 

i^jf ij|(£ ^JC like the dragon¬ 

fly sipping water,—upside down 
or inverted, from the position 
of the insect. 

m m is * ^ % * *>» 
dragon-fly takes a sip of water 
and flies away contented,—of 
one who has received timely 
assistance and goes on his way 
rejoicing. 

|§E ftlp| t0 stand on one’s head, 

[fijl a black field-cricket. 

iBl ira M 'ft llke a 
dragon-fly shaking a stone pillar, 
—in vain. 

To ornament; to paint 

the face. 

jjjjjlj painted,—like a Chinese 

woman’s face. 

pjjj^ false ornaments; meretri¬ 

cious. 

brilliant; splendid. 

m p|£ fjfi a pretty face with 

pretty ornaments. 

bright; luminous, as a 

flash of lightning. 
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2138 

See 2190. 

2139 

|R. SP 

lSee /f 

Even Upper. 

—»—»l 

2140 

Water-fowl, called ^ j|| 

("* x3i6) and re¬ 

sembling- the heron. 

Ir. 

IH. kin, kiang 

I See 

Even Upper. 

A height; an eminence. 

A capital; metropolis. AI 

numeral = ten millions. 

M iJj M M hish hills and | 

eminences. See 1976. 

Tim t JjT he looked at aj 

height. 

thinking of the] 

capital of Chou. 

0^^ she married him 

at the capital. 

the capital. 

%X 0rjj a spacious plateau, such as 

would be suitable for a capital 
city; hence, a capital or metro-1 
polis; the Kinsay or Quinsay I 
of Marco Polo, by which is I 

meant the modern 

Hang-chow Fu, the capital under | 
the Sung dynasty. Also, Peking. 

the uncultivated! 

land of the plateau. 

the capital; the city of I 

Kioto in Japan. Also, Peking, f 

$$ a member of one of the 

Nine Ministries. 

S* at the capital and in the! 

provinces. 

to appeal to Peking. 

Jjjjt at the capital. 

Jj* J§* petty officials engaged in 

Peking at the Boards; metro-1 
politan officials. 

^ metropolitan officials. 

'f(pl Peking contingent,— | 

of taxes. 

(see below) or jjf m the I 

capital or a capital. Also Peking, f 
# Jk 01 P, Ik Peking. 

Peking, as a Censor’s! 

circuit. Also, Kinkitao, the me-| 
tropolitan province of Korea. 

see 12,248. 

2140 

the Western capital = 

Ch‘ang-an 

'ffj ^ the northern capital,— 

Peking; first occupied as such 
by Kublai Khan. The Cambaluc 
of Marco Polo. 

i A ^ I ^ I 
every high road leads to Peking. 

the southern capital,— 

Nanking; under „the Ming 
dynasty, from a.d. 1368 to 1403 

IM or ±3R to go to Peking 

mm? an oily-mouthed Pe¬ 

kingese. 

orMl Peking fash¬ 

ions,—in clothes, etc. 

the Peking Gazette,— 

issued daily, except during the 
New Year holidays when it 
appears every other day, and 
containing selected memorials 
from high officials, promotions, 
Court movements, etc. Existed 
as far back as the T'ang dynasty 

P the mouth of the capital, 

—Chinkiang, because of the 
Imperial grain supply which 
passes through on the Grand 
Canal. 

JR J£ * [£ a pen from 

Peking. See 8979. 

directors or sub-directors 

of the four minor “Courts,”—ofl 
Sacrificial Worship, of the Imper-| 
ial Stud, of Imperial Entertain¬ 
ment, and of State Ceremonial. 

^ ^ M he has no equal. 

IS Aj) Jgft the sorrow of my 

heart grows intense. 

? yis 0 “ten million” is 

called ching. 

ten millions and one mil¬ 

lion, respectively; the name of| 

aiit Fu under the Han dynasty, 

in which was situated 

Ch‘ang-an, the capital; thecapi-j 
tal par excellence. See 489. 

M Si, a common burial-ground 

for those slain in battle. 

Read yuan2. Used fori 

W, 13,700- 

1 f*1 
' 2141 A large deer, with one 

horn and a cow’s tail. 

1C. king, keng 
1H. kiang Tp^T p|F the mouse-deer. 

1 if. kiong 

lSee^ 

^ a leather fob. 

1 Even Upper. 

2142 

Seef2 

Same as 

The lustre of gems. 

A. aing, kaing 

Rising Upper. 

Aa3 Bright; beautiful. Seen- 
ZjK ery; a view; a vista. Pros- 
2143 pects; circumstances; detail 

*■« in a picture. See 6412, 
C. king 
H. kin 2i87, 3554- 

F. king 
W. ciang l/Mif M IT® t0 increase your 
N. cing 
P. ching 
M. chin 
Y. I 
Sz. ( chinS 

K.kyong 
]. kei 
A. kaing 

Rising Upper 

The 

were % m ffi ra z 
you to bring him back from 
the Nine Cities (Hades) and ask 
him... 

bright happiness. 

|r disreputable. 

to display beautiful things. 

r bright or beautiful scenery. 

*7C M ® to get pleasure 

out of scenery. 

^ the luminous teaching,— 

of the Nestorian Christians 
who introduced Christianity into 
China towards the close of the 
6th century a.d. 

T J£t M let (^e blind) 

down in the morning to deaden 
the glare. 

% $0 the view (from it) 

is splendid. 

Jpf" the view; landscape. 

jpr a yiew; a prospect. 

& M or ;=(=£ beautiful 

scenery. 

AM the eight beautiful views, 

—to be seen in any given neigh¬ 
bourhood. 

A^£sM man’s life has but 

a narrow horizon,—he cannot 
see far. 

[Hr iHt" m the depth of 

winter when the days are short. 

the weather is 

cold and daylight is short,—of 
winter. 
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2143 

it is cold in 

winter. 

Wg pleasantly situated. 

a# M foreign scenery; ste¬ 

reoscopic views. 

IS-WM good evening scenery, 

—as after a stormy day. Used 
as “all’s well that ends well.” 

present prospects; signs 

of the times. 

the prospects of the year. 

U IS: ® to take things 

philosophically. 

or prospects; out¬ 

look; circumstances. 

about ten. 

there are proba¬ 

bly some. 

# it ^ seeing the 

state of affairs; under the cir¬ 
cumstances. 

ffi MM m in face of such 

scenery and surroundings. 

it ss n m m 2, M a 
-ffc such are the difficult and 

dangerous conditions of travel. 

to talk about affairs 

in general. See 6412. 

Mi jftf ifpf t0 adapt one’s 

feelings to circumstances. 

$ff hsing4 hsing2 it the 

great road may be travelled on. 

JH) -if? cloisonne enamel ware, 

—so called from the seventh 
Emperor of the Mings. 

old-fashioned,—of things 

and people. 

^ JUf "J* was past the season. 

jH" ^ appearance; state; condi¬ 

tion, e.g. of a family, as pros¬ 
perous or otherwise. 

0 a gl°oray scene or 

look-out. 

ttm sn 
this is a picture (or delineation) 
of a (really) rich and powerful 
man. 

M ^ ^ M: tu fa what like 

is the Emperor’s household? 

3S" ||g ® lucky stars and 

propitious clouds. 

iR 
2143 

R. 

2144 

24- 

C. king 
H. kin 
F. keing 
W. ciang 

K. kiong 
J. kei, kid 
A. king 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Read ying*. A shadow. 

See 13.339. 

HIM their shadows 

floated on the water. 

# 0 M H iE m ii “ 
determine the cardinal points 
by examination of the shadow 
made by the sun. 

& Sc It alas 
that I had not the elixir of life 
so as to make time stand still,— 
said by Su Tung-p‘o of his dead 
Chao-yiin. 

To be reverent; respect¬ 

ful. That which shows 

respect; a present. Atten¬ 

tive. 

let each attend 

reverently to his duties. 

iH be careful) each 

of you, of your deportment. 

% M ^ i{ my fiends 

would only be careful of them¬ 
selves,—there would be an end 
to slander. 

M # tfk -it they must be 

regarded with reverence. 

3l ^ ^ i£E M.the P°int 
of greatest importance in regard 
to the Five Relationships is 
respectfulness. See 7464. 

If the essential of 

politeness is respect. 

respect is 

not so good as obedience. 

I beg respectfully to 

inform you,—at the beginning 
of a letter. 

a respectful petition 

ft 1 respectfully 

trust that you are well. 

mm. to respect; to venerate. 

$jk t0 resPectfrdly obey. 

have been wanting in 

respect; I beg your pardon,—a 
conventional phrase. 

I return your civility; 

return the compliment; many 
thanks,—a conventional phrase 
equivalent to the actual perfor 
mance of any act of ceremony 

^ jjiljj t0 venerate the gods. 

m t to be careful of one’s own 

conduct. 

PaJ 

-A 
nR l=J 

:i44 

2145 
R.#0J S3 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

1 m yjSj to honour with wine; to 

drink to a person’s health; to 
hand a person wine. 

^ ffir —• jjpf, allow me to drink 

your health. 

^ to respect books. .Sir 1889. 

mm a present at parting. 

J5jj a present, .ra? 1477; a bribe. 

7 iti an incomplete 

respect,—said by a host in de¬ 
preciation of the entertainment 
given to a guest. 

Ml}X%m kind’y resard fr 
as a mark of respect. 

to reverently believe,—as 

in a religion, 

m gravely respectful. 

muiixm for self-cultivation 

take reverence. 

attentive to business. 

MUit0 sa,ute- 

mn respectfully devoted to... 

^ to reverently present. 

mm I respectfully wish you... 

^ see 2053. 

respectful statement. 

m% a present,—i.e. a mark of 

respect. 

^ M I f il was 
nothing at all of a present for 
you. 

mm money given to the bearer 

of a card which is sent with a 
present. 

To warn; to caution ; to 

urge to reform. 

to warn; to caution. 

teaching one man 

(by punishment) warns a hun¬ 
dred. 

ja m. % * “ a warning for 

the future. 

t0 warn tke masses- 

words to warn the 

age,—as pamphlets against vice, 
etc. 

to arouse to a sense of in 
danger. 

to make an example of. 

to excite; to stimulate. 
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2I45 

2146 

2I47 

RM 
IC. king, keng 
IH. kiang 
IF. king, kiang 

I See ^ 

Even Upper. 

m fitfj a warn-ship-float,—a| 

buoy. 

M A a buHy. 

1$ or 1$ 'pJ (see 2947)| 
alarming news. 

$$ fif) to startle; to alarm. Also,| 

to “trouble” a person. 

(hsing3) to awake to an 

understanding of. 

Wi 16 ver7 clever; able or skil-| 

ful with. 

an alarum; alarm bell. 

^ ^ clever; sharp; intelligent.I 

$$ tf? striking and refined,—as | 

an essay or poem. 

Same as 2145. 

^ ^ If a gentle I 

breeze and no waves to cause! 
alarm. 

ft M, 
fits. 

Hi&i OD^ 

or ^ ur 

2150 

convulsions; 

IR. 

A gem; a precious stone. |See 

Even Upper. 

Frightened; terrified. Toj 

cause alarm. 

'I S o' if fl orB 

m @ "r’m II to be alarmed. 

I If I “STi H 
horse was frightened, or bolted, f 

J —* he was startled or I 

alarmed. 

MM A to frighten people toj 

death. 

si M A a11 (his pictures)| 

were said to startle people,— | 
by their beauty. 

^ he pretended toj 

be frightened. 

j|| HI to shake with terror. 

ft X lightened out of|R'2M 

his wits. |see)jrj| 

If ^S§r iPj startled by the! Even Upper, 

arrival of a stranger,—as a dog. 

He ft M, her waist was so 

small as to fear the wind,—lest 
it should snap. 

Hf JH fearful winds and 

dreadful waves. 

iij} ^ shaking with fear. 

®f $8. or % ^ afraid of the I 

public; bashful; shy. 

If XI marvellous; strange; fright-1 
ful; astonishment. 

^ flip ft the foot-soldiers | 

and charioteers created no alarm, 

ft to suspect; in a state of| 

apprehension, 

ft to hide from fear. 

ft ^ ^ Mfe to startle or sur-l 

prise the world. 

Bright; clear. Trans-1 
parent stones; crystal ;| 

pebble. 

* ^3 quartz crystal. See 2133. 

1^0 Hf the crystal palace,— 

the sea. 

b ft ic [jpj ^ had already 

entered the crystal palace,—was 
drowned. 

iPI ^3 an °ldname for grape 
wine. 

^ ^3 the cairngorm. 

HI ^0 sm°ky quartz. 

t^3 acicular tourmaline or 

actinolite in quartz. 

$1 I0 rose quartz. 

^ beryh 

A ^3 ciear weather. 

^3 a kind of crystal. 

w 
2151 

R. 

3E X* \>X Ife IP the prince 

sent to summon him with a pen¬ 

non-consisting of tufts fastened 
at intervals on a string arranger 
like a whip-lash. 

$jt ^ honorary distinctions, 

conferred by the Emperor upon 
loyal officials, chaste widows anc 
others. 

SR M to request that such a 

distinction, as above, be con¬ 
ferred upon some one. 

a posthumous reward for 

merit. 

£ ifij Mi ^ fi] Put him 

to death (for murder) and con¬ 
ferred an hon. distinction on his 

village,—forproducingafilialson. 

% ^ a kind of long scroll, with 

an inscription, carried at funerals 

[J 

® pp nm I desire to knock 

my head to your departing 
banner,—to see you off. 

45e M M M to separate the 

good from the bad. 

A well; a pit; the shaft 
of a mine. One of the 28I 

zodiacal constellations. 

well-water. 

Szt ] 
K. chong 
J. sho 
A. ting 

Rising Upper. 

2150 

A banner; a kind of long! 

whip with tufts fastened atf 

intervals down the lash. 

To signal; to make mani-j 

fest. 

X- tbe sta-ff and pennon of| 

a high official. 

f& & w m long and slowj 

moved the line of pennons andj 
banners. 

M: Wi banners and flags. 

C. tsing 

# * 7' ft zfc our ime- 
W* | tsing tests do not clash. 

p. # P the mouth of a well. 
M. , . ,, 
Y. 1 chmS the platform round a well, 

on which the windlass stands. 

7 - re # he has sunk 

a well. 

^#“'12#°' fg# or 

to sink a well. 

to sit in a well 

and look at the sky,—thus seeing 
only a small portion of it. Used 
of inexperience. 

you cannot talk of the ocean 

to a well-frog. 

# II 4g If # m iff «■* 
frog of the well is best in the well. 

iM* ill. a yibage. 

^ 5H* IS mark °ff tbe 

boundaries of their hamlets 

# a well and mortar,—drawing 

water and pounding rice, sc 
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w 
2151 

#■ 
2 I C 2 

■«: 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

2rS3 

EM 
C. /sing3- 
H.ctsiang 
F. seing3- 
W. -zing 
N. dzing'- 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Lower. 

m 
2154 

2155 

rlT # A a loafer- 
Wb ® ffl # to wait till one is 

thirsty to dig a well, 

ior 'JH to clean a well 

to clear out an old 

well,—to marry a rich widow. 

^ a sky well,—an open court 

in the middle of a house. 

nine hundred gj 

(8050) of land. 

many thousand 

eking of forest. 

arranged in re¬ 

gular order. 

#?! the 22nd constellation,- 

the stars y s £ A (x. v in Gemini. 

a cunnus diaboli. Supposed 

to be opened by a ^ who 

smites the ground with a wand 
Also used for a grave. 

-Alt# two men 

should not examine a well,- 
lest one should fall into it and 
the other be accused of murder. 
See 5342. 

Jpk a name in Yunnan for the 

public schools or gymnasium 
through which pass all candi¬ 
dates for the first degree. 

Female virtues. 

A hole; a pitfall; a snare. 

I® % pitfalls and holes. 

% ^ \dX if P§ to dig a pit 

and fall into it oneself. 

SSTI 4* it will be a 

snare to the country. 

% see 2151- 

Same as 2153. 

Same as 6007. 

2156 

*r 
2157 

F. iking 

See 

K. kiting, v. 
kiting 

Even Upper. 

2158 

See 6007. 

A bramble; a thorn. Old 

name of the Ch‘u State. 

thorn trees. m 

stupid and without ability, she 
takes a thorn for a hairpin. 

MM stupidity and thorns (oi 

thorn wife),—my wife 

See 9839. 

% % H M or ^ 

I have not the pleasure of 

your acquaintance. The character 

stands for ^ jjpj ^ Han 

Ch‘ao-tsung from the district he 
ruled over, and is taken from a 
verse by Li T‘ai-po expressive 
of regret at not being acquainted 
with his illustrious contemporary. 

m m - m st »j ah 
I should like once to have met 
Han of Ching-chou. 

M iX 4? Ik thorn hairpin and 

cotton skirt,—poor. 

to make apologies,—lit. 

to carry a birch to the person 
offended. 

thorny; annoying. 

M t0 treat court 
eously. 

MM thorns spring in 

the hand,—from this affair; it 
is an awkward business. 

mm the Judas tree (Cercis 

sinensis). See 13,325. 

stems of the above, woven 

into baskets, like osiers. 

MW one of the Nine 

Divisions of the Great Yu. 

M& a name for the State of 

Ch‘u which occupied the region 
above-mentioned. 

M # Phtheirospermum chi- 

nense, Bge., Mosla dianthera, 
Max., and other plants. 

Same as 5990. 

2159 

2160 

2161 

2162 

R- ffi 7$L 

C. ken, king 
H. kHm 
F. kHng 
W. dans 
N. dng 
P. chin, ching 
M. chin 
Y.ching 
Sz. chin, ching 
K. kin, king 
J. kin, kon 

kid, ko 
A.hang 

Even Upper. 

See 5990. 

Same as 5997. 

See 5997- 

To pity; to commiserate; 

to spare. To attend to. 

To boast. Vigorous; firm. 

* A * A ft 1ft # A 
O azure heaven, pity those 
troubled men! 

HVij 3^* shouldest thou not 

have compassion on us? 

to compassionate. 

^ t0 P'ty the old and 

young. 

FT# pitiable. 

%ft 71* undisturbed; im¬ 

perturbable. 

^ ‘|^L sympathy; pity for. 

# ffl W % to pity the orphan 

and feel for the widow. 

fa A7!$ which of them was 

not to be pitied?—as being se¬ 
parated from their wives; hence, 
wifeless; helpless, etc. 

«Kj$A all were objects of 

pity. 

m ww & to be in a state 

of pitiable misery. 

£ in consequence of 

which they had spared his life, 

to take every measure. 

71$ staff not to attend to 

small affairs. 

7#R fa & 
not to be particular about uni¬ 
formity (in the incidence of 
penalties) but about the actual 
government,—of the people. 

ftm or ftm to boast; to 

brag. 

mm s ft rather fancied 

himself,—at the game. 

£iN$A very boastful. 

to boast of one’s 

own abilities. 
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w 
2162 

2163 

R* 
C. /sun 
H. /sin 
F. chi tig 
W. /sang 
N. /sins 

g # ft M W ¥5 ; 
boasted that they were born and 
bred at Han-tan. Cf. svx0^111 
StVCil. 

IE fb or If self 
opinionated; cocksure, 

vigorous-looking. 

firm but not quar 

relsome. 

G ft ft ft to be emulated 

worthy of emulation. 

# H rfn '/M the fish 
moved their scales and advanced 
together. 

ft® to admire; to esteem. 

Read kuan1. Used for 

6371 - 

he does not insult 

the wifeless (or helpless) or the 
widow. 

Read chin4. The stock 

of a lance. 

A ford 5 a ferry; 

stream. To overflow 

Saliva. Tientsin. 

P a ferry. 

jpj] custom-house stations at 

ferries. 

ferries and bridges. 

the stream of error,—that 

leads astray. 

to use as a bridge. 

—to help one over a difficulty 
Also, to use as a muster. 

m m & * a to enquire of| 

one who has crossed the ford,— 
a man of experience. 

^ to ask for the ford; to seek 

a wife. 

to miss the ford; to go 

astray. 

that man knows 

the ford,—knows which way to 
go in life. Said of Confucius. 

ft j» ® i* on her way to 

bribe the authorities. 

fairy-land; Elysium. 

See 12,744. 

'/p overflowing. 

I like it more and 

more. 

VI* 1 
V 

2163 

m 
2164 

m 
2165 

2166 

C.king 
H. ’kin 
F. being 
W. ciang 
N. cing^ v. /sing 
P. ching 
M. ) 
Y. ! chin 
Sz. ) 
K. kiitng 
J. kei, kid 
A. ~kaing 

Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

S Pp there is a foul 

ness within, i.e. the passage is 
not clear. 

or P 4* saliva. 

£ to cause a secretion of 

saliva. 

(iff to leak; to ooze. 

ijsi* extra money; pourboire 

douceur; squeeze; tax. 

^ the port of Tientsin, for 

which only is often used in 

writing; the star y in Cygnus 

[The j|| says that ^ 

is a constell. of 9 stars in the 
N. River.] 

filUJ 1ft % '/$: ^ in the 

morning I started from the star 
y in Cygnus. 

five rivers in Ssuch'uan 

viz- 

See 6009. 

See 6010. 

To finish; finally; after 
all; only. 

ypj to finish one’s wine. 

Wt ft itt (ffi 1 wish t0 

M 
3BL 
r» 

finish the song. 

pft ^ when he had finished 

playing,—the pan-pipes. 

df ^ £ what I had not 

finished (reading), I went back 
the next night and finished. 

& %% 
measuring at first only a few 
inches, it increased until it stret¬ 
ched almost across the sky,— 
of a comet. 

b1 7 3t PS ft 6f 

‘fiiS!® ft M @f1 k"»» 
not what feelings of anger brought 
him to this. 

U ^ ^he was quite un- 

aware. 

yil nb w^en the matter was 

ended, (the arrangement) came 
(also) to an end. 

2166 

2167 

R-# 
C.cking 
H.’kin 

’'king 
W. ciangD 
N. cing 

M. | chinSJ 

K.kyong 
A. i-kaing 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

oxacxrsro- 

in Tl g actually; all the same; 

spite of all; notwithstanding- 
nevertheless. 8’ 

Jt § i T he finally went off 

by himself; he actually went 

won’t he come 
after all? 

TL ilk it is thus after all. 

If! finally; after all. 

ft but he did not die 
after all. 

how is it to be 

after all? 

ft IK —■ ^ he did not say a 

single word. 

only sent an empty box. 

i§ at most; in fine; altogether. 

jit splendid! best luck in the 

world! 

^ have only to. 

ft ^ really do not know... 

IK ^ ifc ^ it is quite 

impossible to hear the sound of 
it,—of falling snow. 

1711 not to pay the 

slightest attention to him. 

ft nothing but repose. 

^ without end. 

tk final limits of the 

world of desire; the last of the 
eighteen heavens of Brahma 
Sanskrit: akanichtha. 

A region ; a district: 

neighbourhood ; residence. 

Circumstances; condition. 

frontier; boundary; plot; 

concession. 

the frontier. r£L 

neighbourhood. 

/A. ^ when you enter a 

district, enquire what is prohi¬ 
bited therein. 

± aj Am the arrival of one’s 

superior officer. 

very a dream- 
See 534 and 12,633. 

jjth the local temple. 

to cross the boundary; to 

go out of one’s province; to 
meddle. See 3428. 

ys 
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2167 

2168 

R. 1 

2170 

R. 

f=s 

See jt 

Even Upper. 

2169 

C. king1 keng 

F.' j kiang 

See ^gf- 

A. -kaing 

Sinking 
Upper. 

circumstances; condition. 

)#i 'M it to be in adverse 
circumstances is hard, 

djt ijj& circumstances both of 

sorrow and joy. 

j^J in the locality. 

frontier; territory. 

# ^ 7*) ft -fe 
to see flowers in a snowstorm 
is a real thing,—and not merely 
invented by Wang Wei. 

An animal, known as the 

|| HI which on being born 

eats its mother. See 432 7. 

the Muntjak 

tiger of Manchuria (Felis bra- 
chyurus). 

Same as 2142. 

A mirror of polished 
metal. Now used for a 
looking-glass. [This seems 
to be a much later word 
than 1644.] 

M A Z}$ 4k # it the 

perfect man uses his mind as a 

mirror,—which 

J8 SB TjbJ grasps nothing, 

refuses nothing, receives but does 
not keep. 

31 m § BB he took a mirror 

and looked at himself in it. 

|§]|v a hand-glass,—formerly 

used when dancing. 

mm a mirror for the face. 

Jjlj a glass mirror 

looking-glass. 

a Chinese lady’s dressing 

case, with mirror. 

a box containing a mirror, 

it n a stand for a mirror. 

-A* 
o I beg to 

offer myself as a husband. 

M H* Hi a cheval-glass. 

4k |f| )fj § J|p the mirror of 

the mind should be polished up 
with books 

ft ^ M like flowers 
in a mirror or the moon in a 
stream,—unsubstantial 

2170 

2171 

R-M 
C. king 
H. ckLin 
F. keing 
W. djang 

-djang 
N. djing 
P. ching 
M. chin 
Y. ) 
Sz. ( chlf‘S 
K. kiong 
J. kei,gid 
A. kaing 

Sinking 
Lower. 

[ 273 cnmo 

HR spectacles. [The different 

powers of lenses are designated 

by the characters of the *tfe 
Twelve Branches. See Table Vd.] 
See 13,129, and 2r. 

TM#t a telescope. 

H iH §a a microscope. 

a burning-glass. 

it a convex lens; spectacles 

for old sight. 

w^it a reflector; a kaleido¬ 

scope. 

HI a plaque of metal worn 

by soldiers as a defence; a charm 
worn by a bridegroom. 

0JJ it ~0i M y°m brisht 
mirror is hung aloft,—a conven¬ 
tional phrase praising the per¬ 
spicacity of the person addressed, 

OJJ it H y°u are very 
clear upon the doctrines of the 
Prophets. 

the mirror-and-listen,— 

method of divination. A mirror 
is wrapped secretly up, and the 
words next heard by the enquirer 
determine the issue in question. 

A |t the moon. 

^ a mirror “with tortoise¬ 

shaped handle,” says one autho¬ 
rity, but more probably a mirror 
with a tortoise for a stand, 

H # it ^ H itthis 
essay shows us the moral code 
of the ancients as in a mirror. 

To quarrel. To emulate. 

[To be distinguished from 

M 2173-] 
t0 besin the fray- 

it t0 4uarreb to wrangle. 

2172 

he is ashen 

^ ||| neither violent 

nor remiss. 

m & m 
hearted, without emulation. 

[ j j A Bjf ii to excel others by 

a head; distinguished. 

^ J?jf plain-spoken. 

it t0 make an uproar, 

A it # £ pe°ple vied with 
one another in valuing them 
pictures of a great artist. 

2173 

C. king 
H. kHn 
F. king 
W. ciang 
N. cing 
P.ching 
M. chin 
Y. ) 
Sz. 1 ching 

K. k ing 
J. kd, kid 
A. kdng 

Even Upper. 

2174 

2175 

Same as 2171. 

To fear; cautious. 

strong; cautious; terrified 

MM to dread. 

2176 

C. tsing 
H. td-iang 
F. cheing, 

ching, chiang 
W. zing 
N. dzing, zing 

ching 
P. 
Y. 
Sz. 
M. chin 
K. chiing 
J. djo 
A. ting 

Sinking 
Lower. 

2055. 

11,721. 

Clean ; pure. To wash 

Net, as opposed to gross 

A comedian who plays the 

part of a dissolute man. 

M or Jt clean. &e 58o9 

HR ^ Mi > it what the eye 
does not see is regarded as clean, 

it* clean- water. 

^ 7R a cleansing charm,— 

written on yellow paper and 
stuck on the wall. 

tt>t to wash clean. 

Jt I P rinsed his mouth,— 

before saying prayers. 

it*t& a pure place,-—as a mo 

nastery or convent. 

l± the pure land,—a paradise 

in the west, popularly regarded 
as Nirvana. Sanskrit: Sukhavati. 

f £ an to purify the 

heart. 

IP ^7# it to mount to the 

Pure Serene,—to go to heaven 

Jt 4k t0 Purify one’s 

thoughts. 

« 10 IS It T 16 if 1 
have got rid of them all. 

if fiS clarified sharks’ fins, 

the net weight. 

35 
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2176 

the net weight of| 

2177 

2178 

goods. 

fij the clean remain¬ 

der, less packing, — the net 
weight. 

the net amount, 

a close stool. See 12,289. 

^ In? a utensil supplied at the 

public exams for the use of can¬ 
didates. 

3 & ^ ^ all alone; by 
oneself. 

mm pure virtue,—the wife of 

a king who was converted to 
Buddhism. Sanskrit: Vimala- 
clatta. 

Itfl- to have nothing but. 
Used for 2166. 

?fr ^ to wash one’s hands of an 

affair; to have done with it 

to castrate oneself; chast¬ 

ity ; celibacy,—of men. 

Correct form of 2176. 

Quiet; still. To com¬ 
pose. 

2179 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

fe -r- . , 
-gj- cunning I 

ife 5; itE pig p; 
at putting together words,—as 
a clever debater. 

2179 

,Rt$ 
IC. tsingi 
IH. ts'-in3- 
IF. cheitig2- v 

sang2- 
|W.j c ■ 
In. j 'zins 
Ip. 1 
|m. ,• , 
| Y [ ehmgJ 

I Sz. ) 
IK.chong 
Ij. sei, djo 
I A. ting 

1 Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

2180 

2181 

1 

Quiet; still; peacefulness;) 

repose. Modest. Soft in 

tone. Clean. See 6554. 

fjj] quiet; repose. 

the stilly night. 

pp ^ absolute quiet. 

pP silent; no sound. 

UJSMHAiff the hills are 

as quiet as in primeval days,— I 
ere man existed. 

to purchase peace 

and quiet,—as by hush-money, 

pp movement and repose,— I 2Ig^ 

conduct or behaviour, as coming)r ibt. 
under either one heading or the I ^ 
other. I C. hing: heng 

-f, —, | H. k’-iang 

- Pp to try toIF-kH,ig 

do anything (in relief of given I 
circumstances) is not so good 
as to remain quiet. Vu ckHn 

2182 

* ‘8; s e a to remain | 

quiet and reflect upon one’s 
faults. 

W ^ Pp 3 # ?BJ all the 
officials stopped business and 
inflicted no punishments. 

Pp t0 keep quiet and take 
care of oneself. 

HP ^ t0 restl to take repose. 
ttlI : 

PfP #1 to keep quiet and listen. 

P |^( quiet; still; in solitude. 

P T? ^ silently I think 
of it. 

P a modest girl, 

chaste. 

Aj> pp contented; patient; 

unruffled. 

P ^ clean and elegant, 

p pj1! in silence. 
tfrt j B , 

p-vf* to remain quietly. 

P 'ffc await with reverence; 
to wait patiently. 

P serenity; tranquillity of| 
mind. 

P PH W the whip-of-silence 
bearer, an officer whose function 
it is to crack a whip at intervals 
during Imperial worship. 

ft haox j||jj to be fond of quiet. 

Same as 2132. 

Same as 5997. 

CH‘IN Gr. 

See 4629. 

Light, as opposed to 

2880. Frivolous; worthless.! 
Of no importance. Easy. 

Young. To esteem lightly. 

iS 3 light and heavy; weight;] 

serious and unimportant; todes-. 
pise and to esteem; discretion;! 
judgment. 

2183 
Y. ch'-ing 
Sz. ch'-ing 
K.kyong 
J. hei 
A. kHn 

Even Upper. -as 

PJf is 3 of no importance 

110 lightness one 
way and no heaviness the other 
—not enough to matter eithe^ 
way. cr 

'S H to be lightly laden, 
a cart or boat. 

I light powder, —calomel 
See 28x4. 

lit “hght horse;” in light mar¬ 
ching order. 

'It M tOb t0 travel with 
little baggage and few attendants. 

US to blow lightly. 

^ fightly; gently. 

® ft l°ss in weight. 

nimble; agile; handy. 

light and thin,—frivolous; 

impudent; worthless. 

ft 3 iS ^ suffered his em¬ 
braces. 

I ft frivolous; dissipated; 
harum-scarum. 

I or M m SI flip¬ 
pant; volatile; wanting in steadi¬ 
ness and seriousness. 

P light-mouthed, — of one 

who is too ready to promise, 

iff? Hfc to lightly promise. 

the consequences 

are not unimportant. 

easy; to treat disrespect 

fully, as opposed to g 

is ^ ^Ei h 
scarcely ever at home. 

3)r iS ^ if is no easy 
matter. 

#4SA a young man. 

|S he made light of it. 

iS to treat disrespectfully. 

IS l°w; soft,—as a voice. 

S ^5 to florgive; to deal lightly 
with. 

* M A 
Iff incline towards leniency: 

beware of being severe with 
others. 

S /fill a low rent. 
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2183 

it won’t do either way. 

@ jj]!, to disregard; to hold in 

light esteem; to make light of. 

W ^ t0 sPeak with 
disrespect. 

If HL ptf f00Psh random 

talk. 

jjj to act precipitately or 

inconsiderately. 

mm.a J||J the least evil 

being that. while it may 
result in. 

iR? ^ lenient. 

jp: ^ T^)j a rash and reck¬ 

less enterprise. 

jS£ 4p; a light style of writing; a 

description by slight touches. 

^ in light marching order; 

with light baggage. 

I* ® It hereditary nobles 

of the sixth rank. 

£ to make light of life; to 

determine to die. See 10,280. 

light of body; to have 

small regard for one’s person. 

** soft wood. 

m * m soft and hard 

wood spars. 

§? light; better, of a cough 

(see 6100); unencumbered; flip¬ 
pant. 

JR? or I® very light. 

re 
2184 

R pf 9a. 

C. ts'-ing, ts'-eng 
H. ts'-iang 
F. eking, 

ckang 

ts'ing 

[ eking 

Sz. ) 
K. eking 
J. sei, sho 
A. daing 

Even Upper. 

The colour of nature; a 

dark neutral tint. Green 

Blue. Black (Cf. ^ 4790, 

and Gr. p.Aag). Grey. Re¬ 

fers to the east. Radical 

174. 5^3784,9964,9893, 

9632. 

a i f f its leaves are 

green. 

'Yf yif a luxuriance of 

green bamboos. 

pf M §reen hemP‘ 

■p^ green alum; copperas. 

green peas. 

or 
wworf 5 

lapis lazuli, 

t Hi green plums 

00 

re 
2184 

’c? moss; lichen. 

p! j|£ grass- 

j&k ^ to burn green wood. 

PI ^ “green shift,”— the 

heroine in a tragedy, etc. 

pf fir ^ ^ there is no se_ 
quence in the greenness and 
yellowness,—of the crops, as in 
a plentiful season. Also expl. 
as the time when the old corn 
is used up and the new not 
come in. 

^ or n # green spring, 

—the green and salad days of 
youth. 

pf 16* one of the five planetary 

Gods; the God of Spring. 

A It ft S ± 1 
would cause the God of Spring 
to reign always. 

If to ramble over the green 

(fields); to worship at the an¬ 
cestral tombs, which are gener¬ 
ally in the country. 

||L or -^r the olive, 

j soda. P3 
^g| ^ the “white” of an egg. 

fg §1t0 l°°k at with the iris 

i.e. to regard kindly, as opposed 
to looking with the white of 
the eye, sc. coldly. See 8556. 

"p| tea-green. 

sallow and pale 

#^S0 a blue sky and a 

bright sun. 

pf % 3k M your intelli¬ 

gent Honour,—used to a magi 
strate. 

pf M or If Pf the sky; heaven. 

Tt# the blue collar,—of a 

graduate of the 1st degree. See 

2029. 

if £ a graduate of the 1st degree, 

who has only come out in the 

5th class at the |j]| , and is 

excluded from the M. A. exam. 

pf jjti a student; a graduate 

of the 1 st degree. 

^ pf took away his degree. 

^ |l|j blue clouds; the empyrean. 

Used of advancement in official 

life. 

pf M ^thegreen-maPlegrove> 
—a cemetery; a burial ground. 

re 
2184 

j? a pure woman. Also, the 

goddess of hoar frost. 

1 blue orchids. 
P3 m 

^ ft fhe dragon,—a geo 

man tic term = the left side; see 
8556. Also, the four at dice 

if winding hills. 

ItiS not t0 
know green, red, black, and 

white,—stupid. 

ff ffij Jr C0PPer sheathing or 

sheathing metal, 

if# black or blue clothes. See 

5385- 

pf 4^ the black oxen,—on which 

tradition says and 

departed for the deserts of 

the West, 

pf 1=3 a black cow and 

a white horse,—an ill-assorted 
match. 

Jf| a grey horse. 

^ Artemisia apiacea 

if M C°ccu?us Thunbergii, D.C. 

Also ,Pericampylus incanus, Miers 

^ lead; also, tin. 

if s light shades of bluish-grey 

if or if the colour 
of Buddha’s hair,—ultramarine. 

tL (or 7G)lf very dark; black. 

^ ^j|| brothels. 

if &A copper cash. The chtingfu 

is an insect resembling the locust. 
Mother and young shew a pecu¬ 
liar mutual attachment. If the 
blood of each be smeared on 81 
cash, these cash, no matter how 
widely distributed, will always 
return to their original owner. 

if JH one of the Nine Divisions 

of the Great Yii. 

p| |hj!| Sing-seu I., near Amoy 

if ilff Chinese oriole; the 

bird-messenger of a I# 

the Queen of the West 

^ the wax-bill,—a kind of 

hawfinch. 

^ JL |j(| hardly could the 

bird-messenger bring us news of 
each other,—so far apart are we. 

pf i% £ geomancy 

or 'ptf jl§j the common 

heron. 
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re 
2184 

in 
2185 

2186 

R. 

C. ts'-ing 
H. ts'-iang 
F.ching, sang 
W. zing 
N. zing, dzing 
P. chiing 
M. ch'-in 

si i chHns 
K. chSong 

. set 
A. ting 

Even Lower. 

2187 

R. 

C. ts'-ing 
H. ch'-in 

ching 
W. zing 
N. dzing 

M. 

Sz. 

ch'-ing 

K. chong 
sei, djo 

A. ting 

Even Lower. 

the bleak (Leuciscus 

czthiops). 

'pf idlj common crane. 

the hobby {Hypotrior¬ 

chis subbuteo). 

JH the kestrel. 

if m ? a kind of sparrow- 

hawk. 

|P| the edible frog. 

P3 ^ A a greyish-green snake, 

with red marks on neck and 
black spots at sides {Tropidonotus 
tigrinus). 

H ^ ^ S°°d wine. 

See 2127. 

A clear sky after rain. 

Hpf clear Bj| °r A 

weather. 

fit A or Hit 0 a fine day. 

A fljg y the weather has cleared 

up. 

Bft ^0 fine and mild; genial 

propitious. 

fij| Br the rain has cleared off. 

HbHA; to show signs of being 

fine,—as the weather. 

Hf| fair weather clouds. 

^ Bjf a bright spring day, 

the clouds gathered in the blue 
void and the ice-wheel (the 
moon) was suddenly obscured. 

>fc flf| to pray for fine weather 

sit m is (yu4) fine weather 

changing to rainy weather. 

The passions; emotions 

feelings. Affection ; lust 

Circumstances; facts. See 

5844, 803. 

-tl J|pj the seven passions,— 

i£- jo^ ^ anger, Tp[ sorrow, 

f|| fear, ^ love, 55- hatred, 

and ^ desire, 

chagrin. 

Ira ^ if iz committed suicide 

while under excitement. 

2187 

tf ^ feelings; affection; kind¬ 

ness. 

It! "lx 'r' °f congenial senti¬ 

ments. 

$2 1'ra 16 totally estranged. 

tra M > ^ ?E j|[ iif the 
point is the good intention of 
the giver, not the value of the 
thing itself. 

^ ill Ira if y°u ever think 
of the old friendship. 

M Ira °r f$r Ira ungrateful. 

M Ira having affection; they are 

in love. Also, a Buddhist term 
for all human beings as subject 
to metempsychosis. Sanskrit 
pudgala. 

Ira m affection; sympathy. 

fra or H Ira t0 appeal to 

a person’s feelings of friendship 
—generally by bribes. 

Ira IH the course of love or 

friendship; train of thought or 
feelings. See 4772. 

Ira IH $Pi W depressed; listless 

tra |if an affection for. 

J|t cordial affection. 

tra lif ^ If they are in love 

with one another,.... 

tf| ill-treatment; want of fair 

dealing. 

tlti& feelings. 

fh A Ml £ ^ tra every 
man of feeling. 

Ira n consenting: at once. 

tra t0 fathom; to know; to 

be conscious of. 

I M ft X ® M 
I know why you are not willing 

Ira or tra affection; lust 

If! proper; right: 

reasonable. 

* m It fit # M 
water flows away and flowers die, 
both without feeling. [Explained 

“ «'in 4 ro ^ m « 
Stfco 

tra persons of deep feeling. 

Ira @ stock of affection; to in¬ 

dulge the affections; infatuate, 

tra 'M strong affections, 

tra 'He feeling; sentiment. 

2187 

ra h 
for. 

devotion to; warm regard 

j'jg to make allowances for. 

M H (/<***) affection; solicitude; 

favour; influence. 

n't tra ft t0 ask a favour,—on 

the strength (e.g.) of relationship, 

Ira t0 grant a favour; to be 

a peace-maker; to esteem highly, 

fpjj tfl to receive a favour,—from 
an equal. 

fl| '|t to obtain what one wants; 

to succeed, as opp. to ^ 

A Ira t0 ke un(ler an obligation. 
See 7254. 

M M A Ira 1 am very 
much in your debt,—in such 
matters as exchange of courtesies. 

or or 

plead with or for another. See 
5624. 

Ira m to show no respect 

for persons,—but only for justice 
and right. 

J£t i'|| ill tra t0 treat as one h 
treated. 

3 tra or ML ira grateful, 

tfl Pleased- 

JfJ to respond,—as when 

granting a favour asked for, etc. 

ira or ill m or ira itwil 
ling; to consent to. 

ira Pr*# not agreeable; not 

willing to. 

'Ira i§§ ft f am willing to 
do it. 

% ft M 2 ,ff fa IH % 
'jt I don’t know what they could 

make of such a sight as that. 

'M ^ iK ^ ira very haPP°y 
expressed. 

*7M* stupid; stolid; of no 

parts. 

'It deeply attached. 

'It affection; love. 

A tra see 5624- 

it A or ira MIS a lover- 
iAIftltlBlthe 

lover’s eye sees a Hsi-shih (a 
great beauty) in his mistress. 

~)j ms a #ij having iust 
parted from my sweetheart. 
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If' 
2l87 

tw § a l°ve-letter. 

^ 'Jpf ffi If? *n tbe meshes °f 
love. 

•If 3=$&.11§T*?1°™th' 
alpha, love the omega,—of life, 

-jgj to have illicit intercourse. 

&<? 10,308. 

l|f. ij‘3| affairs and their phases; 

matters; business. 

i|'jfy within the range 

of conditions or circumstances; 
quite possible. 

M '|r ^ f|$ unfounded accus¬ 

ations. 

jpr' ^ to adapt oneself 

to circumstances. 

M )lJc °r iw the asPects °f 
a matter; conditions of a case. 

fi|f or tpf iH" details; circum¬ 

stances. 

tw ^ cause; origin of. 

U i|'jfy the real facts of the case. 

tig 18f HI matters really dif¬ 

ficult to bring to a conclusion. 

Ipf IP iP the circumstances 

made it difficult to decline. 

M not t0 ^now anything 

about it; not to be a party to; 
not to be acquainted with the 
details. 

7^ '|y|y the truth of the matter; it 

is quite true that...; no doubt_ 

'Ira M or A M A 'Ira the 
whole aspect of a case, viz.: the 

j|][J or eternal principle upon 

which the question is strictly 
decided either one way or the 

other, and the or special 

circumstances which are allowed 
to modify the too stringent ap¬ 
plication of the principle afore¬ 
said. 

HI ii (°r T »r M) MSS 

Z & 'is SI z 
p|} beyond the scope either of 

principle or of modifying circum¬ 
stances,—unreasonable. 

unreasonable. 

SffiiBf A'ife 
right in principle, but repellent 
to the feelings. 

«* 
2187 

w 
2188 

EJt 
C. ts'-ing 
H. ts''in 
F. ch'-ing, 

chliang 
W ) 
N." j tHnS 
P. \ 
M. 
Y> chtnS 
Sz. J 
K. chlong 
J. set, sho 
A. t'-aing 

Even Upper. 

fra IS IP t0 be conscious 
of guilt and to dread punishment 
in consequence. 

4 0 1^ fra ifc is this 
a suitable occasion for wine¬ 
drinking? 

Pure ; unsullied. Res¬ 

pectable ; honest.* Clear; 

transparent; bright; lucid. 

A surd, as opposed to y§| 

2409; a sharp in music. 

To clear off, as accounts. 

yp| jjrjj (ch‘aor) the Pure Dynasty, 

—of the Manchu Tartars or 
present rulers of China. See 7946. 

fra 4^1 {c^ao') ^e fresh dawn. 

y|i| the Manchu written 

character. 

^|| Manchu literature. 

fpf fjjilj the Manchu spoken 

language. 

j||i he was a good speaker, 

-—in conversation, 

fit @ China,—a term commonly 

employed by the Japanese. 

ft W seeins 
that his features were refined and 
out of the common. 

1 ^ 1 i t notin§ 
the refinement and originality 
of [Li] Po’s verses. 

yyj| ^ the pure business, — of a 

priest; Buddhism, 

fra M a Pure temple,—implying 

quiet and seclusion. 

— the Three Pure Ones,— 

or Taoist Trinity, consisting of 

% ^ Lao Tztt, ]£ P‘an 

Ku, and ^ ^ Jl ^ Yu 

Huang ShangTi. Also, the Three 

Heavens: fra ^or tbe al > 

_h frafor the S >and A fra 

for the -j|l|. 

used by Mahometans for 

God. Also applied by the Jews 

to their synagogue at K‘ai- 

feng Fu. 

^5* fra t0 Preserve Purity,—as a 

girl who will not marry after 
the death of her betrothed. 

fpf AH' a Pure heart; to purify 

the heart; polite for “you.” 

2188 

fit the pure rules,—of vege¬ 

tarianism, as enjoined upon good 
Buddhists. 

fra jE fit t0 keeP oneself 
pure and upright. 

fra ff?or fra Wiundefiled > Pure- 

^ tf£ fra l=J ? famiiy un‘ 
sullied reputation. See below. 

ff ff & Q ^ A a aspect- 

able member of society. 

Jj^ clean-handed; honest. 

fpf H* an incorruPt official. 

is t it a ft M T 
honest officials cannot escape 
from the hands of dishonest 
clerks. 

iA fvfe A fp| water cannot wash 

it out,—of a bad act. 

vPl A fra tbe wine bad not got 

clear. 

flra ciear and muddy. See 2409. 

fra Mj ^ ^ it is clear enough 

to see a hair through it. 

fra ^ clear springs. 

fra tK <dear water- 

fpf clear and cool. 

yp] ^ the clear breeze 

blows gently. 

fpf ^ ffS 'fTt0 travel along the 

highway,—as opposed to across 
country. 

fra Pp or fra l^I secluded; quiet, 

fpf fraj at leisure; peaceful and 

quiet. 

fpf $£ night time, when all is 

quiet. 

fpf clear,—as weather. 

yj[j the fourth moon, 

break of day. 

fra ^ or fra ^ elegant; re¬ 

fined. 

fra 1^5 clear,—to the understand¬ 

ing. 

fpf cleari lucid, of style. Also, 

the brightness of good health; 
cheerful. 

fpf '!& tb^n ’ P00r > without body. 

Also, pure. 

y|q ^ an amateur actor. 

clear; settled,—as an affair 

or a statement of accounts. 
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2188 

«**nsg to settle up. 

iW clean; clear or| 

plain; neat or good looking. 

y cleared off the account. 

the balance of the I 

account has not yet been settled.! 

& to settle items,—to | 

close an account. 

^ clear and shrill,—of voices. I 

fit integrity; high principles.] 

I your attention. 

y clear soup,—i.e. without] 

relishes or anything floating in it. f 

# y°ur faculties or attention. 

2188 

a memo of accounts; a 

statement of items; an invoice*I 
a specification; a ship’s manifest 

W W a listl a register; a table. 

If4 
PJ 

2188a 

a report; a statement of 

accounts; a memorandum of 
details. 

iW clear,—as a ship’s cable. 

' r 0JJ a clear bright day. Sped 

ally, the solar term which falls 
about April 5 th and is the oc¬ 
casion upon which the Chinese 
annually worship at the tombs 
of their ancestors. 

i-zmwi clear are her eyes. 

'/p| lookers-on are 

clear of sight,—see most of the 
game. See 2955. 

soy; sauce. 

m blessedness, —as of the 

saints. 

'/R # fragrant. 

to purify,—as the blood. 

the pure fragrance of a 

flower; the influence of a good 
or great man. 

Tv y°ur (or bis) disease. 

^ clear and cold, of the 

weather; poverty-stricken, 

a pure name. 

to get sober; sober. 

?R * c^ear vocal notes. 

7r pjfi to talk; to debate. 

7r ffl chaste,—of widows. 

pure; polished, of style, 

rfi lustre. 

rg1 
2189 

S« 

ft 
SinkingUpper 

2190 

li R. 

C. ts'-ing, ts'-eng 
H. Cs'ian 
F. ch'-ing, 

yijpy ethereal. 

IE pure and upright. 

^ very poor. Also, poor but] 

honest. 

MUB elegant; spruce; clean¬ 

looking. . , ■*> 

- to settle an account. 

ip to pay it all back. 

3 to clear or cleanse the] 

path (to the grave). 

^ cooked without seasoning. 

0j clear wine,—good wine. 

a It A b good wine] 

makes the face red. 

Jungle. 

Ill pf Myinsin. 

A dark colour. 

N. ts'-ing 
P. ch'-ing 
M. ch'-in 

Sz. ( chHns 
K. chi-ting 
]. sei 
A. tHng 

Rising Upper. 

To beg; to request; have 

the kindness to; please. To| 

invite; to engage. 

the I bR pq 1 beg to ask you, 

following question. 

W. tHng* bR ^ request the 

teacher to come here. 

litti 
think I will engage a teacher. 

bR Mi wf —* beg him to 

wait a moment. 

~)K. bR bis Excellency re¬ 

quests,—your presence. 

jjj|g cE please sit down. 

bR ± or If ± ^ please take 

the upper seat,—of honour, 

gjg to invite guests. 

bR Wr an invitation, — always I 

taken by the guest and returned 
to the host. 

br ^ [M a box to hold 

invitations. 

their magical art is not effica- 

2190 

cious, and he (the god) will not 
come in reponse to their invn 
cation. 

BR 

to 

IS 

-y to engage a cook,- 

used only in certain parts of 
China. 

bR 0 ^ I beg to be 

allowed to leave it. 

a] |il H please excuse 

me, sir,—as from joining in a 
drink; go on by yourself. 

'iM br Ts<ui begged 

know what it was. 

Mj W > Ir pjf ^ 
don’t hurt me, and I will do 
what you ask me. 

bR £ to trust that a person i 

well,—a Manchu salutation, ac¬ 
companied by the bending of one 
knee to the person addressed. 

IjR g to request a Decree from 

the Emperor; to ask for orders. 

BR tlfr t0 request orders; to ap¬ 

ply for Imperial sanction. 

|r fp to ask for punishment; to 

confess a fault; to beg pardon. 

bR tf t0 beg to be informed; 

please tell me. 

to ask for a date to be 

fixed,—-the fifth preliminary in 
arranging a marriage; vulgo 

m 0. 
don’t let me interfere with 

you; don’t stand on ceremony; 
go on with what you are doing. 

bR n to ask for leave. 

SR to aPPly b>r,—as a pass. 

hR ‘)M °f wbich please 

take note accordingly, 

fjg to request not to. 

bR >!|j$ to invite examination 

Ir Pray do not. 

to engage. 

to call in the doctor. 

BR Mj 

br m 
ppj 1° implore clemency. 

bR M please §ive* 

ipj to implore. 

may I enquire? may I ask? 

3=fe 
BR 

33s 
BR 

br 

3; 
BR 

-/ri 
gpj to request a superior to 

consult with his colleagues as 
to. 

bR 11 see 7456* 
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m 
2190 

2191 

R.i 

See )|£ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

fe1 
<»»ri 

2192 

R. 

SeefjE 
A. ftaing 

Even Upper. 

2193 

Hf 
2194 

ypj to invite to a meal; please 

take wine 

iff ^°riSM^pleasetake 
tea; may I offer you some tea? 

if ^ please take something to 

eat. 

J2. to ask permission. 

H| ^ to request to be informed. 

!H to request the prepara¬ 

tion of. 

|f ^ to request.to. 

|f $p to request.to give. 

|p| ^ to request.to.for, 

or in the place of. 

|f ij^ to request one to. 

|f to request that orders be 

given. 

If |9£ ifl (chift) please get into 

your carriage,—and not wait for 
me to go indoors first; used to 
a departing guest. 

|f j^|r please go on,—ahead of 

me. 

To receive; to come into 
possession of. 

* Jljjg to receive one’s patri¬ 

mony. 

Read citing\ To make 

a present. 

Mackerel ; mullet. See 
4698. 

Hi*! a kind of mackerel. 

Hpj a fresh-water fish, two to 

three feet long and prettily mar¬ 
bled. 

fjpj $jiji a variety of the last. 

Read chingx. To fry. 

Read ckeng1. 

3iL ^ fjfq a dish made of fish 

and other ingredients, originally 
served by Lou Hu to the five 

-F nobles (.Biog. Diet. 1397). 

See 1758. 

See 1759. 

>> 

2195 

R. 

C. fting, ft eng 
H. ftin 
F. fting 
W. o'-lung 
N. fting 
P. cfting 

M. eftitn 
Y. cfting 
K. kiong 
J. /£■«, kid 
A. ftwaing, 

ft-wing 

Rising Upper. 

2196 

R. 

C. fting 
H. ftin 
F. fting, v. 

ifting 
W. ftiung 
N. fting 
P. c fting 
M. eftin, eftiin 

Sz. j cm"8 
K. kiong 
J. 
A. ftwing 

Even Upper. 

The head awry. A hun¬ 

dred mou =15.13 acres 

or 6.11 hectares. A mo¬ 

ment ; just now; presently. 

Shallow. Respectful. 

what is the area? 

See 6397. 

Mmwt» a boundless ex 

panse of water. 

have just recei¬ 

ved your letter. 

^ I have just heard. 

^ not separated for 

a moment. 

4- ® a short time. 

'0^ k|| the space of a meal. 

in a moment; suddenly. 

Rfj just; recently; of late. 

t|| have just read. 

in a short time. 

Read cluing1. Used for 

2196. 

?ss« not enough to fill 

my shallow basket. 

All' 3i| pay attention to 

what you are doing. 

To incline the head. To 

fall; to be overthrown. To 

turn upside down ; to pour 

out; to subvert. 

m^ |||i to incline the ear to 

listen. 

0 ia® H the sun was al¬ 

ready down in the west. 

ji|f to put one’s um¬ 

brella down and talk,—as Con¬ 

fucius did when he met 

Ch‘eng Tzu. Hence,— 

a close friendship. 

ilf'J leaning; inclined to one 

side. 

J^C t0 fall. 

mm to fall down flat; to be 

utterly prostrated. 

mti or m j|f| to collapse; to 

be overthrown. 

mm defeated; overthrown. 

££. to ruin one’s family. 

2196 

Ltt3 

2I97 

See 

Rising Upper. 

1 

2198 

R. 

See tfifi 

A. ftaing 

Even Upper. 

m & it j$ to pour out one’s 

heart and joyfully submit. 

1^ to turn the wine-cup upside 

down,—to show that you have 
emptied it. 

m 9 * he emptied his 

purse and gave him all. 

& IS M p°ur il in- 

ji|| Ypj t0 try which can 

drink the most. 

to compete; to make 

a trial of ability. 

jtpj —* 0^ the best man of the 

day,—in any given line. 

-lii-f iil 
one glance would upset a city, a 
second would upset a State,— 
so beautiful is she. Thus sang 

^ Li Yen-nien about 

his sister, known as 35* A. 
the favourite concubine of ft 

ft Wu Ti of the Han dynasty. 

a wise Woman is 

the ruin of a city. 

A ^7 0 If your mandate is 

exhausted. See 5367. 

HI to mefr- 

mvc to assay. 

'Wi mefrage fees. 

ft.E — & A 
melted (the pieces) down into 
a large “shoe” of pure sycee. 

to overturn 

a bowl; in torrents, as rain. 

Hit to debate; to talk, 

to capsize. 

A plant from the fibres 

of which cloth is made. 

Used with 2213. 

J| fjpg Abutilon hemp (Sida 

tilicefolia). 

A high minister; a noble; 

a general. The “Directors” 

of the Four Minor Courts 

at Peking. Used for 2211. 

M Po $!|1 without intimate 

adviser or minister. 

i chief minister; premier, 

#Pti a minister. 
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2201 

Even Lower. 

<&• m a a dukes, nobles, I 

and high officials generally. 

our ministry. 

the Six Ministers under | 

the Chou dynasty:— 

the Premier. 

the Minister of Instruc¬ 

tion. 

7K 'ffi Minister of Religi¬ 

ous Ceremonies. 

the Minister of War. 

ItJ ^ the Minister of Crime. I 

f?J the Minister of Public 

Works. 

[Also, six generals; see 464.] 

Jts same as the above, with I 

three added:— |H.skHang, 

I A-r- I -kin 

pflU the Junior Tutor. |See ^ 

„ „ Assistant. 

j, „ Guardian 

A the nine chief minis¬ 

ters,—under the present dynasty 
are the heads of the Six Boards,! 
and of the Censorate, Office of I 
Transmission, and Grand Courtj 
of Revision. 

'b % m the nine lesser minis¬ 

ters,—under the present dynasty, 

are the heads of the 

Five Courts, Censorate, Office of| 
Transmission, Han-lin College, 
and Imperial Academy. 

J^p sub-Director of the Four 

Minor Courts at Peking. Also, 
a name for the wild duck. 

Director of Bellyfuls,—a I 

serio-comic name for the official! 

who presides over the yt w, 

Imperial Banqueting Court. 

[H ^|p Director of Sleep,—a si-1 
milar title given to the official who f 
presides over the S’® It ^ 

Court of State Ceremonial. 

A#H my late wife. 

^ j)jlp my dear girl. 

citing 

as 2201. 

Strong-; violent. 

mm a powerful foe. 

m2 

2203 

See 

Even Lower. 

2204 

2205 

To brand the faces of 
criminals. 

to brand the face. 

H§ JKljt to tattoo. 

nfjjj* castration and branding.] 

A leviathan which mea¬ 

sures 1,000 li in length, 

causes thunder by beating 

the waves, and rain by its) 

spray. The whale. Vast; 

overwhelming. 

to ride a whale to 

heaven,—as Li T‘ai- 

po did at his apotheosis. 

to gulp down; to cheat 

out of the lion’s share. 

$to annex territory. 

% the waves (of re¬ 

bellion) have not yet subsided. 

A stand for a lamp, for 

dishes, etc. A frame for a[ 

bow. 

^ ^ a lamp-stand; a candlestick. I 

m or Ipf a stand for] 

bending a bow. 

Same as 2203. 

To raise; to lift. 

to raise the folded hands,] 

—in salutation. 

to hold up in the hands.] 

£ to raise up. 

Ip % ;j»£ a pillar which holds! 

up the sky,—a patriot statesman.] 

Ip *=)£ to receive respectfully. 

* a if &1 don’t deservel 

this honour. 

A. ktaing^ 
tting 

Rising Upper. 

A. Itaing, lting 

Rising Upper 

2208 

Sinking 
Upper. 

2I99 

A stream flowing from 

the side of a hill. To 

out. 
pour 

Hot; scorching. 

I a feverish head. 

Musical instruments] 

made of sonorous stone, 

which, though opening at 

an angle of 1351°, have 

been wrongly identified 

with the “square” as an 

evidence of the existence 

of Freemasonry in ancient 

China. To gallop a horse.) 

[Stands pictorially for J|| 

2211, good luck.] 

£ or qS the single son¬ 

orous stone,—generally shaped] 
like a carpenter’s square, but 
opening at an obtuse angle, and 
hung in a frame by a hole bored 
at the apex. 

the stone chime,—sixteen 

of the above stones, of graduated 
thickness, hung in two rows in 
a wooden frame. 

^ an old-fashioned variety 

of the above, consisting of 12 
or 24 stones carved into fan¬ 
tastical shapes. 

jjg to strike the musical stone. 

Also understood as “May bles¬ 
sings attend you,” from the 

similarity in tone to 
M Vx. 

M li H ^ his heart! 

is full who beats the musical] 
stone thus,—said by a man who] 
overheard Confucius playing. 

the organs and the] 

sonorous stones are in harmony. 

[|J Jj|£ an inverted bell, used in 

temples and struck on the rim 
with a short stick. 
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2208 

2209 

Rl 
See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

j*| a small hand-bell, used by 

priests to guide the worshippers 
when chanting the liturgies. 

^ ||fc to stir up; to incite; ag¬ 

gressive; to impeach one another, 
as two hostile officials. Also, over¬ 

flowing. 

m p s cups with narrow 

mouths. 

H an obtuse angle; to bend 

one’s body to the angle of a 
musical stone,—respectful obei¬ 

sance. 

H' ^ 'fSJ A landed over for 

strangulation to the officers of 
agriculture,—of any members of 
the Imperial family condemned 
to death under the Chou dynasty. 

# m e fi «st;s a 
now he gives his horses rein, 
now he brings them up, now 
he discharges his arrow, now he 
follows it. 

Empty ; exhausted ; all; 

everything. Stern. 

2211 

hitig^kong 
H. kHn 

/deing0, 
k'-iong 

W. c'-iang 
N. c’-ing 
p. ) 
M. chHng 
Y. i gK-iang 
Sz. ) 
K. kiong, kang 

kei, kid 
A. k'-aing 

Sinking and 
Even Upper. 

At 
tJ 

this book 

or ]j|£ all gone; ex¬ 

hausted. 

i§=§ ij^ my purse is empty. 

to empty one’s purse. 

mzm% when the pitcher 

is exhausted. 

line 
has long been out of print 

m everything is as 

it should be. Or optatively, 
“may, etc.” 

my house is like 

an empty (jar) hung up,—I am 
very poor. 

^ nt H SE1 cannot tell you 

all the details,—they are so many 

H itt2? £ to tell all about 

one’s life, 

up- stern 

2210 

l8i 

Sinking and 
Rising Upper. 

To cough or hawk. To 

speak softly. 

IS to speak loud and soft 

the tone of the voice. 

Tfr Sr Iffo t0 make your 
honourable acquaintance in per¬ 
son. 

IS ^ ^ talking secrets in 

a low voice. 

-it 
r « 

Gook luck ; happiness; 

well-being; blessings. To 

congratulate. 

g to congratulate. 

g j- to congratulate at the 

New Year. 

joy and blessings. 

Up to congratulate on a birth¬ 

day. 

|1§ t0 congratulate on being 

rewarded. 

g® to rejoice in the blessings 

of another; to felicitate. 

Hji H§a suPera-bundance of bless¬ 

ings,—such as the virtuous are 
sure to get. 

1§ |mj jolly; lively; noisy. 

J|L joyful; merry. 

to have a good time 

at the mid-autumn festival, 

to feel consoled. 

J||| congratulations and con¬ 

dolences. 

HIT both joys are with me. 

—my parents are both alive. 

Ipf chlung‘l IT both parents 

and grandparents alive. 

See 2081. 

2215 
W. ko 
N.cuoh,koh 
P.cchiao, 

Schiio, ichiie 
M. chio^ko^ kwo 

chiak, kak 
Sz. 
K. 

. kaku, 
A. £-/a£, giouk 

Entering 
Upper. 

2212 

2213 

See 

A. k'-waing 

Rising Upper. 

2214 

w 
2215 

R.' 

C. 
H. 
F. katik, A)/$, 

kaiik 

kok 

A grassy plant, from the 

fibres of which cloth can 

be made. Used with 2197 

7fpjjc jpj; Abutilon hemp (Sida tilia- 

folia); jute. 

Same as 2197. 

CHIO. 

The horn of an animal 

A cup, with handle. A 

corner; an angle; a foot 

(see 6638). A quarter; a 

ten-cent piece. Radical 148. 

Also read chile)V and (collo- 

n quially) chiac?. Numerative 

of despatches, snakes. 

7^ the horn of the uni¬ 

corn,—is as nothing compared 
with the noble family of our 
prince. See 1387. 

with its crooked 

horns,—of a bull. 

^ an animal with the body 

of a deer, the tail of a horse, 
green in colour, having a single 
horn on the forehead, and able 

to speak all foreign ^ lan¬ 

guages. One of these creatures 
appeared during the reign of 

?5§i 7TC a.d. 1195—1225, and 

another appeared to Genghiz 
Khan when marching on India, 

[ may here be read /«4*.] 

# T§ a single horn,—as though 

two fused into one. 

deer’s horns. 

^ ^ to shed horns. 

to butt with the horns; 

to compete with. 

Tl #£ )M or T§ M the sp°rt 
of fighting with horns,—bulls’ 
heads being fixed on to the 
shoulders of the players. 

horn ware. 

HI ^ a horn comb. 

how beautiful was 

the pillow of horn! 

% 4 a bow adorned with horn 

the title of one of the Odes. 

H§ t0 gather into horns, i. e. 

into the two tufts in which 
child’s hair was tied up. Boys 
wore their hair like this until 
they received the cap of man 
hood; girls, in knots (see 875) 
until they were married. 

in the happy days 

of girlhood (or boyhood). 

& % black horns,—the pods of 

Gleditschia sinensis, used as soap 
soap-bean. 

— triangular. 

—- buckwheat. 

hh a in the north of China 

= three quarters of a dollar; in 
the south = T3^ or thirty cents 

—- ^e{ ^ trigonometry. 

four-cornered. 

36 
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2215 

Af§ star aniseed (Illicium ani- 

satum). 

W S A # to go round the 

eight points of the compass; to 
box the compass. 

j|if a right angle. 

'fitj an acute angle. 

or ^i§ an obtuse angle. 

^ the angle -of incidence, 

the angle of reflection. 

Sili* the sign of fair weather 

in the corner of a room,-—a 
spider’s web. 

^ ^ a corner field. 

0|^ ^ 'jpg to convey one’s 

feelings from the corner of the 
eye; to ogle; to wink. 

P ^ or ■M mouth-corner, 

—to quarrel; to abuse; to use 
bad language. 

a folded note; a three- 

cornered note. 

JC '/JM ^ the uttermost 

corner of sky and sea; remote 
regions. 

a quarter chest,—of tea. 

to wrestle. 

If- It lit let us try a fall. 

H $ the same as 

w 
2215 

see 

1123. 

to pit stupidity and 

cleverness,—to compete. 

no rivalry between 

them. 

$ M the first of the Chinese 

constellations, comprising the 
stars a. (Spica) and £ in Virgo 

miI a projecting point; the 

wing of an army. 

m ft mjmum 
on reaching the turning, go west¬ 
wards. 

-^j| to break a corner,—off an 

official seal. Every official seal 
is made originally like a small 
table with four legs, the engraved 
part being, so to speak, under 
the table and consequently not 
available to make impressions 
until the legs have been removed. 
One is broken off at the official 
department where the seal is 
made, a second by the Board 
of Civil Office, a third by the 
Governor of the province, and 
the last by the mandarin for 
whom the seal is destined. 

R. 

W’ 
2216 

5k ^ j9- 
C. koka, hat? 
H. kok, katd 
F. kauk, koh, 

kaok, kau 
kieu3 

W. ko 
N. ciioh, koa 
P. ichio, ichiie 

chiao 
M. chio, chiao 
Y. chiak, kak, 

koa 
Sz. chio, cliiau 
K. kak, kyo 
J. kaku, ko 
A. giak 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

a small side door. 

the particular business in 

which a man is engaged; his 

class, often written 

fig ft® fife what’s his 

value? what’s the good of him? 
Also of actors, what role does 
he play? * 

H ^ & he’s a 

very clever man. 

—-1% 3C (or 3c #) an 
official despatch. 

ftiS the crested lark. 

$ 5| the horned owl. 

jpj|. the rhinoceros. 

To feel ; to perceive 

to be awake, as opposec 

to 7779. To cause to per 

ceive; to instruct. “Awake”; 

sc. Buddha. Straightfor¬ 

ward ; upright — j|[. Also 

read chueJi^7"4 and chiao7"4,, 

according to circumstances. 

feeling chilly 

jto feel pain. 

to feel rather 

tired 

to apprehend; to be aware 

of; perception. 

without knowing 

or perceiving; suddenly; un 
awares 

3c 
inattentive, 

to keep an eye on; to 

understand; to “twig.” 

positively felt 

in the way ofpain. 

ere one could notice it. 

to fail to perceive a hint; 

nothing at all, 

dazed and uncon¬ 

scious,—of what is going on 
around. 

to be roused to a sense 

of; to become enlightened as to 
conditions before unperceived. 

you, sir, are in¬ 

telligent. 

ftftm one who is quick of| 

apprehension; one who knows 
by intuition. 

me 2* 

2216 

Bt % ft ft # ft to use 

fore-knowledge to impart know¬ 
ledge. 

to use 

preconceptions to impart con¬ 
ceptions. 

»# to make known; to bring 

to light. 

J|f; to manifest to the world. 

lofty are the pillars 

around it. 

to an upright virtuous conduct, 
all in the four quarters of the 
State render obedient homage. 

^ ^ Buddha Bhadra,—who in 

a.d. 419 introduced an alphabet 
of 42 characters into China, for 
the purpose of transliterating 
Pali or Sanskrit. 

IE % perfect intelligence. Sans 

krit: Bodhi. 

AS. or or 44 

2217 

ascetics who attain to Buddha 
ship without a teacher and with¬ 
out being able to save others 
Sanskrit: Pratyeka Buddha. 

-b H ft or -b M the 

seven branches of intelligence 
Sanskrit: Bodhyanga. 

“IK Gioro or Ghioro,—the 

Manchu surname of the present 
Imperial family of China. All 

“Red girdles,” see lx 5270, are 

Gioros. 

^ M IS ^isin Gioro or 

“Golden Race,”—the surname 
of the legendary progenitor of 
the Manchu chieftains who sub¬ 
sequently reached the throne. 

pure intelligence,—a name 

for Buddha. 

Read chiao4. To sleep. 

To wake. 

t ^ to sleep, 

b ^ ^ chao2 unable to 

sleep. 

whereupon he waked up. 

ft t* it it 1 wish I might 

sleep and never wake more. 

Same as 2216. 
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2218 

C. ts’dko 
H. tsiok 
F. chiok 
W. cia 
N. tsiah 
P. ichiie, Uhio 

M. chiio 
Y. chiak 
Sz. chiio 
K. chah 
J. shaku, saku 

A. tok 

Entering 
Upper. 

A wine-cup, standing on 

3 legs, with 2 ears, and a 

projecting lip. [This name 

was used under the Chou 

dynasty. See 1184, 299.] 

Dignity •, rank. A term 

for small birds. Also read 

chile}?* and chile?*. 

^ -=|r ^ the duke handed 

me a cup of wine. 

1 shall'ask y°u 
to drink a cup,—as being the 
loser in a bout of archery. 

mm to rinse a goblet. 

mu a wine-cup. 

half-seas over. a> jm 

^ to obtain a dignity 

and be without humility. 

Hf ^ * instruct you 

how to arrange men according 
to their ranks. 

^ hereditary ranks. 

jfp ^ or j|| hereditary 

nobility, — consisting in all of 
nine ranks, as follows:— 

1. — ^ duke. 

2. — marquis. 

3-—earL 

4. — viscount. 

5. — ^ baron. 

For the remaining four, 

see jpf 12,621. 

W& the rank of a noble. 

to bestow noble rank, 

noble rank and salary. 

j§" |j^ j^||] your nobility the 

Commander-in-chief,—a conver¬ 
sational phrase. 

mxmz.m Af« 
there is a divine nobility and 
a human nobility,— the former 
consisting in charity, duty to 
one’s neighbour, loyalty, sincer¬ 
ity, and good works. 

#2 A# 

A W&Z the men of old 

aimed at divine nobility, and 
human nobility followed in its 
train. 

Hlf # before your Lordship; td 

your Lordship. 

!>] 

22l8 

Rl 
; 2« 

2219 

C. tsok3-, tsiu* 
H. tsiokD, 

ts'-iati2- 
F. chiok3, 

chioli, 
W. cid,,ja* 
N.jah-, ziah*, 

ciah, 
P. Schiau, 

chime' 
M. ichiau, 

chilo^ 
Y. ri-ziz/k 
Sz. chiau 
K. chak 
J. shaku^ zaku 
A. tok 

Entering 
Trregular. 

>1 

Vi 
*2$ 

2220 

R. ■ 

VJ£ 

K. chhak, cho 
J. saku, soku 
A. hstik 
Entering and 
SinkingUpper. 

R. TO 
C. tsdk* 
F. ch'-iok' 
P. 1 chiau? 
M. ( chio 

i See 

Entering and 
SinkingUpper 

^ Grand Secretary and of 

noble rank. 

H t0 sed rank,—used a.d. 

1176. 

To chew; to bite ; to 

ruminate. Also read (col¬ 

loquially) chiao3. 

til P@ or Rfi. I® t0 chew- 

®mzw> I can’t masticate 

it, or break it with the teeth. 

^ if y°u Put to° 

much in your mouth, you will 
not be able to chew it soft,— 
applied in the sense of “do not 
attempt too much.” Cf. To bite 
off more than one can chew. 

he wants to 

gobble me up. 

[Itg [t|| to munch style 

and chew words,—in the vain 
effort to produce literary work. 

OgffiM i.ifiUM 
although the argument is 

well worked out, on reconsidera¬ 
tion there is not much point in it. 

it fffi 5k as tasteless as 

chewing wax. 

to chew the tongue, 

-—to calumniate, 

a bit. 

(chiao*) to chew the cud. 

to chatter. 

§ 'M % or 0f§ one’s 

bread; daily bread; rate of 
living; maintenance of life. 

The rippling of water. 

The appearance and disap¬ 

pearance of stones in a 

rapid. The darting of fishes. 

A torch. To light a fire. 

0 n m ik row AT 
^ if, when the sun and moon 

are shining, you persist in light¬ 
ing a torch,—is not that misap¬ 
plication of fire? 

2222 

C. tsok* 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

2223 

R. 

K. chLak, chak 
J. saku, soku 
A. trok 

Entering 
Upper. 

2224 

2225 

2226 

r. m 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

> 4“ 

2227 

R-i! 
N. djih 
P. chits' 
Y. chi? 
K. kiak 
J. kioku, gaku 
A.kdk* 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

1» 

2228 

R# JmIz 

N. ciloh 
K.kok, kak 
J. kaku 
A. kouk, giak 

Entering 
Upper. 

To sow wheat between 

the rice-crops. 

Pure white; clean. 

[Ch'a 
P‘ing] was so pure that he could 
touch mud (mingle with evil 
men) and not be defiled. 

if|| in winter rice, in 

summer wheat. 

See 1362. 

Same as 1362. 

Occurs in the name of 

35 ft. a general mentioned 

in the H AsS FTistoi 

of the Three States. Also, 

a surname. [To be distin¬ 

guished from ^ 11,918.] 

Laughter. 

p$ pJf lauehing and 
talking uproariously. 

pH P)H to smile. 

■k% roaring drunk. 

Gems placed together. 

Occurs in names of persons. 
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CHCIO 

IX* 

Upper. 

.4* 

To walk respectfully in 

the presence of superiors.) 

To bend. See 1653. 

to walk with a long stride. 

$*§ to skip across; to jump. 

‘M y$ I§1 when the duck I 

bathes the shrimp jumps away. I 

j§! his legs seemed to I 

bend under him,—of Confucius 
when executing the commissions! 
of his prince. 

2230 

R. . 

Pok 0 

| friok 

1 fria, c'-iai 
c'-iah 

■■.h'-ue' ^ch'-io‘ 
cfruo 
cfriak 

I Sz. cfrito 
IK. leak 
I j. kaku, kiaku 
1 A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

To decline; to reject, as 

opposed to §1 15. A parti¬ 

cle meaning now, then, it 

is evidently so, really, etc.; 

and used after g§ (10,387) 

and ^ (5644) to introduce] 

the apodosis. 

miu to decline; to put off with 

excuses. 

declined the silver hair-pin but 
accepted the fan. 

T iP to finish off; to have done 

with. 

^iPMiP I trust you will 

not reject,—my gift. 

Ill ® fa Hr # ip Z 
the assistant Commissioner Ho 
Ch'iao, and others, drove them 
off,—of bandits, barbarians etc. 

2-PlS to drive away disease. 

mzmm to flee from the 

pomps and vanities of this world. 

J£l iP ^ ^ $iljthose who are 
pulled over, lose,—of tug-of-war. 

iP 1 to disappoint hopes. 

&ip to utterly forget. 

let us now proceed to 

relate,— as of a digression in a 
story, etc. 

iff ip ft?, RI I admit the 

advantage, but. 

iP i§ or iP# evidently; the 

fact is that. 

iP really do not know. 

>4* 

2230 

2231 

2233 

2234 

Seeft| 

Entering 
Upper. 

iP^fT on no account will 

it do. 

iPM JR it really was so. 

ip iii but- 
iP aH —‘ ft1 ^ ^ a pretty 

piece of business this is! 

ip^t* so you have come, 

have you? 

5fmt#ffc5c7iP* 
when the priest had finished 

collecting subscriptions, he then 
came to enquire. 

it — ^ ip n fa A 
and who may this young gentle-1 
man be? 

h Rft B® ip £ has just gone 

to sleep after a cry. 

P9 ip asked him 

the secret of immortality. 

ip il or iP ft to step back¬ 

wards; to withdraw. 

4; ffi ip % greatly terrified 

he stepped back. 

ip Z % #. S: Z ft D_ 
rude to refuse it and embar-| 
rassing to accept it. 

ip X Yf 11 on the other) 

hand, it was strange that... 

iP ^ to flow backwards. 

tpmm-& flowed backwards 

to the west. 

Same as 2230. See also! 

1003, and 1363 for con-| 

struction of character. 

See 2218. 

2236 

2237 

R.|g 
Sec :j||l 

Entering 
Upper. 

R.; 

See ft| 
Entering 
Upper. 

tr 

lsee ti 
Entering 
Upper. 

2242 

Same as 2235. 

.4-- 

See 2219. 

See 1387. 

J243 

Coloured stones; gems. 

Read hsix*. A stumbling- 

block. 

See 11,76 5- 

See 1388. 

The old bark of trees. 

Rough ; wrinkled ; corru¬ 

gated. 

J£l f | H to paint 

wrinkles on the skin in order 
to frighten dragons, — by the 
likeness to themselves. 

this mottled sur 

face is very pretty. 

The rough, wrinkled bark 

of trees. 

frok 

Name of a famous dog. 

c. 
h.. 

] F. fraick 
W. fro 

I N. friioh, froh 
| P. cfriie', efriio0 

| M. cfruo 
IY. chHak 
I Sz. efriio 
I K. kak, hwak 
IJ. kaku, 

kwaku, koku 
|A. hsak 

Entering 
Upper. 

See 2226. 

A firm rock. Solid ;| 

substantial; actual. Real¬ 

ly ; certainly. 

iKu® or j|| actual; true. 

H 1'r the actual facts or circum¬ 

stances. 

!|H positive proof. 

fijlt fH trustworthy; reliable; 

beyond all doubt. 

pE really true. 

to know for a fact. 

surely; certainly so. 

*8 ¥ 86 * # can he really! 

manage this matter? 
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k4& 

2243 

is it so or not? 

mn with the utmost accuracy, 

correct and in order, 

to investigate carefully. 

^ or or 

trustworthy information. 

^ ^ to find out really. 

true testimony. 

k4* 

R. < 

Pok„ 

F. khauk 
W. k'o 
N. c'-iioh 
P. ch’-iio'^ ch'-ue‘ 

M. £‘0, ch'-iio 
Y. ch'iak 
K. kak 
[. koku, kaku 
A. hsak 

Entering 
Upper. 

Guileless ; upright ; 

genuous. 

|j retiring; reserved. 

in- 

2250 

it 
C. t s'-a ti¬ 
ll. chiau 
F. ch'-iu 
W. tsiu 
P. chin 
M. ch'-iu 
K. chiu 

sho, shu 
A. /w, t'u 
Even Upper 
Irregular. 

2251 

R-it 
F. v. Uhhiu 
P.chiu 
M. ch'-iu, chhou 

See 

Even Upper. 

m 
2247 

R.gf| 

See ^JI 

K. k-wak, v. 
hwak 

J. kiaku, kaku 
A. £0,6, 

Entering 
Upper. 

6103. 

Same as 6103. 

Same as 6103. 

To look right and left in 

alarm. 

^ H scared; in a state of trepi¬ 

dation. 

% to run hither and thither, 

seeking to escape. 

: Jjj^ to glance hastily at. 

: H ife whatafine 
old man he is! 

CHIU. 

The wailing of infants. 

P|ft sound of children crying. 

the hum of insects; mur¬ 

muring sounds. 

2249 

See Pf 

Entering 
Lower. 

Weary; tired. 

# m & \% my energies arej 

exhausted. 

2252 

2253 

*itr& 
P. zchiu 

See 

Even Upper. 

To grasp with the hand. 

To pinch. 

H t0 SrasP t[%ht 

fit ^ holding tight 

and not letting go. 

*if to seize by the ear. 

mm? to catch hold of the 

queue,—as Chinese do when 
fighting. 

H|f unable to break in two 

to gather up,-—as stalks of 

grain. 

to bind into a sheaf. 

jftf CSSi* P“* 
your whole heart into it. 

# & to pinch the skin,—as the 

Chinese do, generally on the 
neck, for purposes of counter¬ 
irritation. 

to clutch and wrestle; to 

struggle with. 

m# to seize and throw over 

—a man. 

m sb a to hold it by the 

handle,—of baskets, etc., with 
hooped handles. 

Same as 2251. 

A pool ; a pond. A 
branch of the Yellow River, 
famed for its clear water 

Mournful; sad. 

am a waterfall. 

r m * m m z « & 
chiii chiu means a sorrowful 
appearance. 

chill as the wind 

|J$ m PH my humble dwell¬ 

ing is insignificant and lowly. 

2254 

t 
See ^ 

SinkingUpper, 

2255 

R- it 
See 

Even Upper. 

2253 

2256 

2257 

R- it 
C. ts'-an¬ 
il. siu 
F. iu 
N. dziu^yu 
P. ch'-iu 
M. you, chhiou 
Y. ch'-iio 
Sz. ch'-iu 
K. ch'-u 
J. shu, dju 
A. tu 

Even Lower. 

Vi 
2258 

R • it 
See 

Even Lower. 

2259 

R^c 
P. yhiu 
Y. zchieo 

Even Upper. 

II M 9c th iff % » A 
to gaze at this scenery is enough I 
to make a man sad. 

^ ^ narrow and confined. 

bare an<^ Poor’—rooms- 

To heal up, as a sore. 

To contract, or go down,| 

as a swelling. 

j]g| T t^ie swehmg has gone I 

down. 

A singing in the ears. 

if 4 Bt Bt singing in the | 

ears. 

—‘ ^ a ringing sound. I 

See 2306. 

Liquor after fermentation ;| 

must. To come to perfec-l 

tion; to end. A headman;) 

a chief. 

a chief cup-bearer. 

it ^ may y°u end| 
(your days) like your ancestors! 1 

a chief of a tribe; a leader. 

Y*L|* warlike; valiant. 

O' Hu a nom Suerre-> literally I 

speaking. 

kind of tiger or leopard. I 

To float. Same as 4666. 

[To be distinguished from 

fgj 2260 and $fj 9531.] 

vi vi scum. 

Vi an abluent of the Weil 

in Shensi. 

The hair done up in a I 

knot or coil. 

M (or ) —‘ 1® % 51 do 
up your hair in a coil,—at the| 
side of the head. 

-T- m<-z, 

middle. 

a knot of hair in the| 

SA 
the cow-pat coil,—the I 

queue twisted round the head. 
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IC. tsau 
I H. tsiu 
I F. chiu 

pf tsiu 
M. I chi“ 

Y. chieo 
Sz. chiu 
K. chu 

J. shu 
A. t'iu 

Rising Upper. 

Spirit, as distilled from 

grain and subsequently! 

modified in various ways so[ 

as to produce a variety ofl 

“brands;” usually renderedf 

by “wine.” It is sold by 

the catty, see ^ 5 754 ;| 

and is always drunk hot 

from small pewter jugs! 

which stand in boiling'water. 

See also 12,553. [To be I 

distinguished from yg 2258 

and yjg 9531.] See 3497, 

759, 1220, 12,504, 8149J 

3487, 4624, 3120, 7331. 

Yg distilled spirit,—the ardent 

spirit of millet as commonly I 
drunk in north China. It is I 

sometimes called ^ thrice 

fired, a name which has been [ 
corrupted by Europeans into 
samshoo. 

M Y® wine from Shao-hsing! 

in Chehkiang. It is a light table! 
wine made from glutinous rice,J 
of varying price, according to 
quality. 1 

ifeli Shao-hsing wine is 

polished gentleman, samshoo is| 
a rowdy,—alluding to the dif¬ 
ferent effects produced by each. 

Y® yellow wine, — another! 

name for Shao-hsing wine, as 
above. Also, a cheap wine made I 
in the north from glutinous millet. 

§ wine is the [ 

glorious gift of God. 

ft yg and red, and white! 

wine, are Anglo-Chinese terms f 
for claret and sherry or hock. 

yg or |g yg fine wine. See I 

Si S4X4- 

A.fgfflS 

clear wine is as it were 

a Prophet, while turbid is only] 
a Sage. 

fit @ s ® # ® « 
the clear is chiu, the thick is| 
li (see 6950). 

yg poor wine,—used when) 

speaking of one’s own cellar. 

I® old wine. 

ft Si unless the wine is I 

of the best,—i.e. made acc. to I 
the method employed in the I 
Palace. 1 

% the wine of heaven,—dew. 

the wine of earth,—water. I 

?g W °r ypj |g or yg 

a wine-cup; a goblet. 

iBii or yg ^ a wine-bottle. | 

yg ML a wine-jar. 

Y® a distiller’s vat. 

vS 1# »r is £ or jg JrJ 

°'«S|o'iB«tor}H^ 
a wine-shop; a public-house; a 
restaurant. 

^4 Y® f|| Yg bade the 

waiter heat some wine. 

mm a distillery. 

l i ^ $|J the top of the 

wine-flask, the bottom of the 
teapot,—is the best. 

wm m able to distinguish 

wines,—a connoisseur, 

g wine-vessels. 

S $p to boil with wine. 

§ j§fj- affected by wine; tipsy. 

g ^ wine and women,—debau¬ 

chery. 

§ it M drunkenness, lust, 

avarice, and passion. 

1| or a weakness for 

eating and drinking. 

M or M Y® t0 shirk drink-1 
ing,—at a feast etc. 

|H to get sober. 

V® !j|! wine-baskets, 

ylg 0j| a cork-screw. 

Wi it^ t0 have eaten and| 

drunk one’s fill. 

v® M ~F*a funnel- 

^ Yg to strain wine. 

or yg ^ a tavern sign.l 

# or V@ 0 or yjg | 

or yg $£ or ypj yeast or I 

ferment for making spirits. Seel 
8241. 

Y® or yg | 

or y© food. 

or 

2260 

ISlllTll I bestow it on! 
you to help your wine down - 
of some delicacy. 

V® ^ $5 something to g0| 

with wine. 

« SUM A wine-and-meatl 

friends,—friends in prosperity 
only. See 5665. 31 

Yg a feast; a banquet. 

V® jjjf cookery; see 8419. 

yg a boon companion. 

y® or yg ^ or yg fg 

or yg a sot; a tippler.| 

f® ££ delirium tremens. See 

12,807. 

Ill IS $|[ to be elevated with J 
wine. 

§|||P gout in the feet, from| 

drinking. 

f® HI Wl ^ a wine-skin and| 

rice-bag,—a worthless fellow. 

y® j£lJ wine thorns,—grog-blos¬ 

soms on a man’s nose. ^3519. 

f® fw/ dimples in the cheeks. 

yg j/j the strength of wine. 

® m or yg p|=f under the in-1 

fluence of wine; in his cups. 

W-fcA#SB ^ half-seas | 

over. 

^ 3t|| V® whenever he had| 

been drinking,. 

* Jt « jjl *§]!ca 
took the opportunity of being 
a little “elevated” to come and 
advise his daughter. 

s«iti4®ea 
when inspired with wine, that 
is the time for business. 

PI V® ^ drunk and dis¬ 

orderly. 

^ 0 yg wine that will make! 

one drunk for a thousand days. 
See 2875. 

m ft mm when the wine had| 

been round several times. 

I® ii§ ^7* ?E _h drunken 

talk does not remain in the mind, 
i.e. the drunkard forgets what he 
has been saying. 

Slide® yg to turn water into 

wine,—mentioned as a feat per¬ 
formed by magical aid. 
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2260 

lit rfo M M t0 seek 
refuge from the cares of this 
world in wine. 

to find peace in 

wine. 

JH ifi4 & he sought inspi¬ 

ration in wine. 

fond of boozing. 

^ ^ *£ v@ 1 am not 
naturally fond of wine. 

M S @ ft ^ « # 
seeing that he still looked the 
worse for liquor. 

fjl}j the Spirit of Wine has 

descended,—the influence of the 
wine is beginning to be felt. 

£ a Person’s capacity f°r 
wine. 

;|j^ ml iS ^5 I cannot stand 

much wine. 

% tfc ® i Z S d»"’* 
drink more wine than you can 
carry. 

iS ^ pT M ik don,t mix 
your liquor. 

^ yjSj a Libationer of the p| 

*y* Imperial Academy of 

Learning. There are two; one 
Chinese, and one Manchu. 

H is M iS He the pub_ 
lican never tells you his liquor 
is sour. Cf. Don’t cry stinking 
fish. 

4 0 4T « 4 0 SI 
to-day we have wine, to-day let’s 
get drunk. 

'ipj don’t drink 

wine between 5 and 7 a.m., i.e. 
in the early morning. 

iS ^ ffl fi wine cannot 

dispel real sorrow. 

i@ if H ft he 
got into debt for drink wherever 
he went. Said of Li T‘ai-po, 
the tippling poet. 

* Ij? H * « $n m 
for solving difficulties, there is 
nothing like wine. 

iS Mk 9$ E ^ of 
wine, taken with a dear friend, 
a thousand cups are too few. 

wine can both make and mar. 

iS || , 
veritas. 

^ ==7 in vino 

2260 

2261 

R-Jt 
See 'j'itj* 

Even Lower. 

>»> 

2262 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

R. 

ill 
2263 

4r 
C. kau 
H. kiu 
F. kiti) kmc 
W. ciau 
N. ciu 
p. j 
M. j chiu 
Sz. ) 
Y. 2A2&7 
K. ku, kite 
J. 
A. kiu 

Rising Upper. 

iS % Wt A- A @ 
wine does not make a man drunk: 
it’s the man himself. 

^ ^ I11 $5 41 iS s°od or 
not, it is the wine of my country. 

do not mix with violent men, 
nor drink strong wine. 

M i® ^ M without ™ 
no ceremonial is complete. 

The oily scum on rich 

spirits. 

To shrink up. 

% J shrivelled up. 
contracted, as dry timber, 

to shrink in weight. 

j!I^C —• shrunk one half. 
>44^ * 

■||g shrunk, as cloth in 

washing. 

ft? a group of stars, partly 
4 * 

in Leo and partly in Cancer. 

Nine. See ^|*| 2444, 

2198, and ^ 9273. In ac¬ 

counts written as 2276, in 

order to prevent alteration. 

Ji Jior fii ^ Wl Ji eighty- 

one; the nine periods of nine or 
eighty-one days of winter. 

Xis.ik.Wi when the nine 

periods of winter end, flowers 
open. 

— jL the three periods of nine 

days each, which immediately 
follow the winter solstice and 
form the coldest part of the year. 

JL the nine sections of ma¬ 

thematical science. 

JlJl or Jl [HI* arithmetic. 

/Jn Jl ^ addition. 

JkJiM division. 

sb Ji Ji or Ji Ji & Wl 
the multiplication table as far 
as nine times nine. 

Ji Ji ID cabalistic tables. 

ill 
2263 

Ipf cA'ung* ~fl the double nine,— 

the minth day of the ninth moon. 

Jtc J|T (eh‘ung) nine storeys; also, 

nine folds or enclosures; the nine 
heavens of the Taoists, hence, 
heaven in general; Peking. 

X% the Imperial palace. 

X ft - X T the empire. 

JL $lJ an officer of the 
T'ang dynasty, something like 

the present jim§#. 

ji m °t Ji pi °r ji w 
names for Peking. 

Jl $c jl ft there are nine to 

one (out of ten) chances in its 
favour. 

XX or Jt 'Pf the n^ne divi¬ 

sions of the celestial sphere; the 
nine divisions of the Buddhist 
or Taoist Paradise. 

Jl illsee s°43- 
Ji S the nine tripods of the 

Great Yu. 

Jl ft — £ a very narrow 

escape of one’s life. 

Jl sl A exchange at 92.8,— 

i.e. 7.2 discount. 

Jl bn the Nine Similitudes,— 

(1) UU (2) # (3) 
N (4) bn |H (s) bn JII Z 
Jj M (6) bn M Z M 
(7) bn 0 Z fc (*) bn S 

Ifi ^ # (9) bn # 
zm- 

Ji or Ji )M the Nine 
Springs, — Hades; death. See 
2140 and 6450. 

m x 5E. * is * •if 
though I had to die nine times, 
yet 1 should feel no regret. 

'XM 
the nine generations,-four above 
and four below the individual 
in question. 

AT# => mother of many 

sons. 

to mount the 

Throne,—a phrase based upon 
certain permutations of the 
Diagrams. 

Ji yx Kiukiang, one of the ports 

opened by the Tientsin Treaty 
of 1858. 
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X 
2263 

2264 

2265 

KX 
J. kiu^ ku 
A. -kau 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

2266 

Rjf 

P. Cchiu, chiu0 

See if 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Kiutoan, the 

site of the lighthouse near 
% WL or jl 

Shanghai. 

Read chiux. To collect. 

jit 'pj' ^ to call together 

the feudal princes. 

Same as 2267. 

A disease. 

^ 'ijh the illness has 

assumed a dangerous phase. 

To examine into ; to 

investigate, especially with 

“torture,” i.e. bambooing. 

After all; finally. 

0t 

to investigate. 

to enquire into; to hunt 

up. 

§ or 59 t0 trya case- 

I'r ■=!* t0 examine into 

the details of. 

t0 investigate and settle 

a case. 

J&ir to hear and give judgment 

to investigate and award 

punishment accordingly. 

to follow up a clue; to 

investigate step by step. 

mm to recover stolen goods 

by a prosecution. 

IS or t0 strictly 
enquire into. 

-mm to probe; to investigate 

minutely. 

mm to investigate and weigh 

the facts. 

ft 7'mm nor would he re¬ 

open the case. 

m mm m to investigate to 

the very bottom. 

-*mmz he does not lei¬ 

surely examine into things. 

m si “ m 9 <»• m & 
to bring to trial and punish. 

2266 

n 
2267 

Efc 
C. kau, klau 
H. keu 
F. kiu, k’iu^ 

v. ku 
W. ciau 
N. ciu 
P. 
M. 
Y. chieo 
Sz. chiu 
IC. ku 
J. ku, kiu 
A. kiu 

Even Upper. 

chiu 

44 to enqUire into and issue 

prohibitions against. 

to examine into and report. 

0U IfB to question; to examine 

in court. 

$a t0 a case. 

thoroughly. 

m^ to investigate and dis¬ 

miss. 

m& to enquire into and compel 

redress. 

examine this and 

study it. 

Bn at *f. % % £ f 
pay attention to what a man is, 
not to what he has been. 

you will not find 

out if you are in too much of 
a hurry. 

an old pedant, or one 

who never emerges from the 
student stage. 

% H or $u £ (at the be' 
ginning of a sentence) even sup¬ 
posing that; even then; in that 
case; really; after all; indeed. 
[The polished equivalent of 

SlJg] 

If^I Up without limit, 

without end. 

in the end we had 

rest in our dwellings. 

[t A % % y°u use 
with cruel unkindness. 

mmm^mnrnm 
he is very particular about having 

his food nicely cooked. 
1244. 

us 

•s* m 

The turtle-dove; the 

pigeon, which is believed 

to hatch nine young ones. 

To assemble. To collect. 

^ the dove dwells 

in it,—the magpie’s nest. 

to take up one’s residence 

as a bride; to sponge on. 

the turtle dove is 

in the mulberry tree. 

ah! you dove, do not eat the 
mulberries. 

Still the osprey. 

2267 

X 
22 68 

RA 
See 

Even Lower. 

m3 
2269 

R 
H. hit? 
W. Cciau 
P. chiu, cckiti 
Y. cchieo 
K. kiu 
A. ku 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

OJEXXTT 

jtfk the blue rock pigeon. Fig. 

in T‘u shu suggests common 
sandpiper or summer snipe. 

the fire-dove of Formosa 

(Turtur humilis), 

the dove of the Pescadores. 

a name for the grass- 

warbler. 

the golden dove of For¬ 

mosa (Chalcophaps forniosanus) 
MM to flock together. 

j© the noise of wrangling. 

to collect money 

to repair a road. This meaning 
is said to be taken from pigeons 
sitting in the sun and “collect¬ 

ing” |^r in their bodies. 

MIS subscriptions. 

jD to collect workmen. 

an old man’s staff, — a 

symbol of longevity, taken from 
a custom which prevailed under 
the Han dynasty, of presenting 
persons over 80 years of age 
with a jade staff upon which the 
figure of a pigeon was engraved, 
implying the wish that the re 
cipient might digest food as well 
as pigeons do. 

m * s to give peace to the 

people. 

M P the Pubes- 

eL an ancient name for 

the port of fjjfj Wuhu on 

the Yangtsze. 

£ Kumbhandas. See 
2032. 

To join ; to connect. 

Also read chiaox or chHao*. 

To carry the head high. 

Valiant. 

an (hsiu4) a dragon stretching 

out its neck in a menacing 

manner. 

& & ^ A a sallant soldier' 

energetic; firm in action. 
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2270 

C. <kau 
H- kiti 
F. ckiu,ckieu 
W. ciai^ipau 

N. Cciu 
P. chiu^ Cchiu, 

chiii1 
M. c£ hiu 
Y. chieo 
Sz. chiu 
K. ku, Hu 
J. ku, Hu 

A. 
Rising Upper 

Irregular. 

I •r 
2271 

s*'i^ 

Even Upper. 

A three-fold cord. To 

collect; to bring together. 

To connect. Light; thin. 

To examine. See $412,133. 

^ to collect a crowd. 

|tl|- ^ a club, or mutual associ¬ 

ation, sometimes for gambling. 

m t0 bring together 
bad characters. 

jftHiTSSB from this leaguing 

together misfortune will result. 

not to be sepa¬ 

rated,—as two men quarrelling 
and each holding on to the 
other’s queue. 

m mwe must not 
be connected any more. 

M M M W app,yinsthe line 
to one’s faults and exhibiting 
one’s errors. 

Tf SS ff} with their light 

splint hats on their heads. 

m Jjtlj- ^ thin shoes of 

Dolichos fibre. 

a or $A- to band to- 71' I 71 
gether; to collect together. 

mm to rob in bands. 

Ifl mutually involved,—as by 

accounts in which each owes 
the other different sums. 

to correct errors. 

|5| t0 conspire. 

to investigate. 

to punish according to 

deserts. 

JWHR to examine into the 

behaviour of the people. 

Read chiao%. Deep; 

intense. 

oh to have my 

deep longings for her relieved! 

To enquire into. To 

strangle. 

A M, S M how is 
the way of God to be found out 
by searching? 

Read liu1. To bind. 

2271 

2272 

R-^C 

H. i kaU 
F. Jliu, Skiu, 

QkHu 
W. :ciau, lu~, 

liu- 
N. ciu 
P. chill 
K. kiu 
J. ku, kiii 
A. iku 

Even Upper. 

K 
2273 

R-^f 

See fa 

Rising Upper. 

Read chiaol. To curl up. 

3c 

the sky rained grass, with the 
blades curled up. 

Read nacP. Confused ; 

mixed; connected. 

life and deatli are £ M >HJ in¬ 
bound up in one another. 

Hanging or “weeping” 

branches of trees. Crooked; 

twisted. 

in the south are 

trees with drooping branches, 
—as the banyan. See 12,672. 

jfe to roam about. 

-since 

For a long time past or 

to come. Slow; see 9279. 

A or A Z or A M 
for a long time past; a long 
while. 

mA for many years. 

^ # M & A because it 

was rather a long time, 
it had been built. 

AtfnAZ as time went on. 

YUjU long parted,—as friends, 

Am I have not seen you for a 

long time, — a complimentary 
colloquial phrase. 

xm m.z<- have long known 

and respected him. 

A g a long illness 

makes one acquainted with the 
doctor. 

AW or AM1 have long 

wished to know you. 

a A ^1 have long heard 

of your great name. 

#A or 0 A many years, 

or days, since. 

BA MAM time shows 

what a man is at heart 

MAZm an affair which is 

likely to last. 

it (or he) cannot 

last long. 

K 
2273 

2274 

R, 

R 

See l 

SinkingUpper. 

2K 

2275 

C. kali 
H. kiu 
F. 'kiu, koti 
W. ciaii 
N. ciu 
P. chili 
M. chili, chiau 
Y. zchieo 
Sz. chiu 
K. ku 
J. kiu, ku 
A. k-kiu 

Sinking and 
Rising Upper. 

W\ 
2276 

R-fr 

s" % 

Rising Upper. 

MMAA for ever and ever. 

^ fill1} A*tbe c°'our not 
last. 

A'& by and by. 

A« to detain a long time. 

Sfa 2, long since; for a long time. 

Am has long ago . 

A kas not f°r a l°n£ hme. 

■fa ^ now for a long time. 

Am long enduring; delaying. 

Am a long rain. 

time will show. 

a m long pending. 

Am length of time. 

lasting; enduring. 

Poor and diseased, 

live long in a place. 

To 

To cauterise by burning 

the dried tinder of the 

Artemisia; see 32. [To be 

distinguished from ^ 1880.] 

See 1783. 

to raise a blister by cau 

terisation, as a counter-irritant. 

m<x& to cauterise with fire. 

to cauterise with Arte¬ 

misia. 

^ H (his 
advice) is really like skilful acu¬ 
puncture or well-applied cautery 
—sure to do you good. 

fa <0* to mark the foreheads of 

children with red pigment in 
order to keep off disease, on 
14th of 8th moon. 

to cauterise in order to 

ward off noxious influences. 

Smoky quartz. Used in 

accounts for fa 2263. 

Z I repaid him 

with a piece of beautiful smoky 
quartz. 

37 
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lR.jf 

Sinking 
Upper. 

2278 

IR4t 
IC. kau- 
H. kit? 

IF. k'-eu 
I W. -djiau 
IN. djiu 

M. ( ehi* 

IY. chieiP 
! Sz. chili 
IK. ku 

IJ" Suikiii 
|A. ~kiu 

Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

chiu 

2279 

iR.^r 

IC. kau 
H. \ ,. 

Ip, j *tu 

j W. ciau 
IN. chi 
P. 

Im. 
IY. chieo 
I Sz. chin 
Ik. ku 
IJ. kiu, ku 
1 A. kiu 

[Rising Upper. 

Rising Upper. 

A chronic disease; some¬ 
thing wrong, or out of order.] 

an epidemic. 

wicked; loathsome. 

0^ an incurable mel-1 

ancholy. 

he is still sick. See 2375. 

ff *f«g* # ^ MU ^ ifl 
one’s actions have been previ¬ 
ously determined, there will bej 
no sorrow in connection with] 
them. 

# ¥ ft -i* ^ the su¬ 

perior man examines his heart 
that there may be nothing wrong I 
there. 

A coffin with a corpse 
in it. 

to escort a coffin to the 

burial place. 

j||| to transport a coffin from 

one place to another. 

IIa coffin with a corpse in it. 

coffins of those who die 

away from home, 

fr' 'j'E to keep a coffin unburied. 

a hearse. 

HUE to carry out the coffin for 

burial. 

when looking to¬ 

wards a coffin, do not sing. 

2280 

2281 

R. ■ 

chiu 

C. kau 
II. kiu 
F. keu 
W. ciau 
N. ciu 
P. 
M. 
Y. chieo 
Sz. chiu 
K. ku 
J. kiu, ku 
A. kiu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Leeks; scallions. Radi-I 

cal 179. See 2280. 

Jlf^ ^ ;tiv EM having offered in 

sacrifice a lamb with scallions. 

Leeks; onions. See 2279. 

EM ]p!f leeks; scallions. I 

EM ^Ilium Thunbergii,\ 
Don. 

EM a name for the ^ ^>1 

a species of split moss (Andrea) | 
found under trees. 

q EM a name for the 

^, a species of Allium which 

produces bulbs on the stems. 

IW ^ ^ 0 
leeks are in many ways nourish¬ 
ing, but very injurious to 
eyes. 

i Pfi Py EM „out the rain | 

cutting the scallions. 

MM MM EM EM entrails and scal¬ 

lions,—sent to a mother by her! 
parents on the birth of a child, 
in token of their wishes for its I 
long life, because the words! 

uiffi have the same sound 

as ^ long lasting. 

To rescue; to save from; 

to help. To choose ; to | 

affect. 

ft np 

ift to go to the rescue. 

Ijjj to save life. Also, help! I 

help! 

ft 'K or ft Jg ^ to rescue 

from fire,—by helping to put it 
out. 

ftikW firemen. 

ift ^ to rescue from danger or 

difficulty. 

MJE z-m to see a man perish 

without trying to save him. 

a society for rescuing 

drowning people. 

a life-boat. 

medicine cannot 

save him. Also fig., there is 
nothing to be done. 

ife tit to save the world,—as 

Buddha or Christ. 

the Saviour of man¬ 

kind,—a foreign term for Christ, 

ft ^ to rescue from bitterness 

—a name for the goddess |pjl 

Kuan Yin. 

ft }][j to succeed in saving,—as 

property. 

ft fj§ to save; salvage. 

regu- 

R. 

2252 

T1 

See jft 

SinkingUpper. 

2283 

E-W 
C. tsau 
H. ts'-iu 
F. cheu,chiu 
W. dziu, ziu, 

V. ziu~ 
N. dziu, ziu 
P. 
M. chiu 
Sz. 
Y. chieo 
K. chiu 
J. shu 
A. till 

Sinking 
Lower. 

ft to save; to restore! 
to life. 

ft or ft fit t0 rescue the| 
distressed. 

ft to save, as souls. 

ft £ t0 save; to keep safe and| 

sound. 

ft jnL there is no help for it. | 

ft or ft W: or ft § 

or ft ft t0 succour; to relieve;! 

to rescue. 

MS ft to rescue,—as from pov-| 

erty. 

ft to rescue the Emperor. 

ftsjfc0£ it quickly restores | 

to life,—as a medicine, 

ft fjl to appease hunger. 

ft it grows in wild places,- 

as a plant. 

To be pleased. Diligent;! 

attentive. 

[>*» PSSC 

lations 

salvage 

ft Z goods salved,—as I 

from a wreck. 

ft ^ to rescue by retransform-1 

ing into one’s proper shape. 

To go or come to. To 

approach, or make to ap-l 

proach; to arrive at. To 

associate with, as opposed! 

to to reject. Then; just] 

now ; immediately ; accord-1 

ing to. See 940, 949. 

M> Mj went t0 his| 
wife’s father’s house where he| 
saw. 

statist on reaching the| 

deep part,. 

JwZWl-g M *0 Wt H 
can bend it (a pliant wand) sol 
as to make the two ends touch. I 

T? rJl ® ® I went to live with j 

you. [ == is an initial particle.] I 

ft y@ It #; s° we went| 
to drink at a wine-shop. 

MX 0 in order to feedI 
himself. 

= ^ that the threefold | 

labours (of husbandry) may pro¬ 
ceed in order. 
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ft 
2283 

m ^mz however I endea¬ 

vour to reach them. 

0 St M progress and 

monthly advance. 

s n ft ii * T ,he 
people all came to him. 

|| j$l B went down int0 
the cabin to sleep. 

j# % in w ft ^ in °rder 
that he might speedily be re¬ 
stored to health. 

how can freshly-beaten earth 

get dry all at once? 

ftHM$ I went in his car¬ 

riage. 

Hi ft S St St 4r ft*“ »f 
it is ready-prepared elixir of life. 

ftflfeifaS to settle a case on 

the spot,—summarily. 

to gather material 

on the spot,—instead of con¬ 
veying it from a distance. Used 
of the employment of officials. 

ftkfejEft to execute sum¬ 

marily. 

to bring to a conclusion. 

$£ ES g£ thoroughly carried 

out or completed. 

M 7 fit ffl 7 ft every- 

thing in confusion; all at sixes 
and sevens. 

M PI 9J £ gft at fi^t it 

was not divided into five parts; 
see 10,291. 

^ went there, or to him; 

see 4130. 

7 it not to arrive; not to 

succeed in; “did not proceed,” 
i.e. take up his official post. 

t 0 7ft but could make 

nothing of it at all,—as when 
trying to write poetry. 

<i£ ^ thousht a long 
time but could not succeed,— 
in finding an antithesis to a given 
verse. 

4^- handy; coming to hand 

at the nick of time; convenient. 

Sfc 7- i » go and do it at 

your convenience. 

see 1212. 

ft a to take the road; to start. 

See 10,780. 

2283 

£B7fU& they none of them 

sit down at table. 

^ ^ he will be here directly. 

3$ M M i come iust for a 
few moments; just come and 
just go. 

ft A r will go directly. 

and so you will 

understand clearly. 

this way will do 

very well. 

f?4 y g| it: died imme_ 
diately after crying out. 

thus it will be convenient. 

^ and even if you have (or 

there are, etc.). 

Wt H of course; naturally so; 

then.; in that case; very well, 
but.; the only thing is.; 
however. 

gll ^ X diat vvdd d°‘ 

|p #, + PM gfc H T give 
him ten taels and that will do. 

4^i£AWPM.EIi 
H PM ^ T not t0 
mention 800 taels, even 3 taels 
would be too much. 

gfc H perhaps ’tis he. 

gfe if 16 tK t0 
take advantage of a kettle being 
hot to warm a little water. 

ft i# ft 
fit FI n -tfc If — It 
I will take advantage of your 
broom to sweep before my own 

it is here. 

* 0^ ) then; just 

door as well. 

ft it «. n w tt - 
2 per cent ad valorem. 

gfe ?E ^ 

ftltfc (= 
then; just now. 

—* gft % ML by s0 doins;at 
one and the same time, 

ft 0 on the same day. Also, 

ellipt. for g£ £ 0 to 

tend towards (the Emp.) as to¬ 
wards the (blessing-giving) sun. 

to take something (as 

sauce, etc.) with one’s food. 

M 4» as a mediator or friend of 

both parties; thereby. 

then it will do,—a phrase 

at the end of a sentence. 

2283 

>4 

rJ) 
2284 

R.,’ 

See gft for 
P. M. Y. Sz. 
K.J.and A. 

SinkingUpper. 

2285 

R. 

Seeg£ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

0‘ 

2286 

R7T 
C. -k'au 
H. i-k'iu 
F. Heii'-, Hoil¬ 
'll. -djiau 
N. djiu 

g£ K but; only. 

to simplify; to shorten. 

^ to seize the occasion; there 

and then. mm to perfect one’s manners. 

mm to follow up a clue; to 

develop, as an idea. 

Wt n to put oneself under med¬ 

ical treatment. 

jj=? to begin to fail in power. 

gfe jfi) to cfi°ose near, as an 

official for his post; to prefer 
the nearest, as being the most 
convenient; to be near; at the 
nearest; at the first opportunity. 

fi i gfe to know roughly 

what it is right to reject and 

what to keep. 

ft flit >" 3S83- 

ftikjaw definitely. 

To rent; to hire. 

1^ to rent a house or room, 

to hire,—as workmen. 

sv to hire a conveyance; to 

engage freight. 

A vulture or condor; see 

10,649. A large bird des¬ 
cribed as having black 

plumage, a yellow head, 

and piercing sight. Rapa¬ 

cious ; cruel. 

to 
change the temple of Buddha 
into a vulture’s nest,—into a 
“den of thieves.” 

the mountain of the 

spiritual vulture,—a peak in India, 

named ^ ^ llijijj [Jj Gridhra- 

kuta, upon which Mara (Satan) 
frightened Ananda, one of Bud¬ 
dha’s disciples. 

*8$1 iJ'ljL rapacious; greedy. 

A mortar, as commonly 

used for preparing rice. A 

bowl, or deep, broad vessel. 

Radical 134. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 8556.] 

a mortar. 
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0‘ 

;.l 
chiu3 

2286 
P. 
M. 
Y. chiio3 
Sz. child 
K. ku 
J. kiu, gu^ 
A. kiu, keu 

Rising 
Irregular. 

2287 

r# 
C. k-k'-au 
F. k'-euv. 

k'-dung- 
W. -djung 
N. djiti 

M. | c!M 
Y. chic(d 
Sz. child 
K. ku 
J.gu, kiu 
A. kiu- 

Rising 
Irregular. 

R 

2288 

ft 

child 

C. 
H. 
F. ke-ud- 
W. ~djiau 
P. 
M. 
Y. cW 
Sz. ckild 
K. ^zz 
J. kiu, ku 
A. kiu-, keu2- 

Rising 
Irregular. 

# & well and mortar, i.e. draw¬ 

ing water and pounding grain, 
—women’s work. 

the profits of the 

pestle and mortar,—small; in¬ 
significant. 

^ Q a socket for the pivot on 

which a Chinese door turns. 

li £3 tp Chang Chan’s 

dream of cooking rice in a rice 
mortar,—instead of in a pan; 
sc. the death of one’s wife, this 
dream being interpreted to signify 
that Chang Chan cooked his rice 
in a mortar because he had no 

fu [ a kettle or a wife], 

and when he reached home he 
found that his wife was actually 
dead. 

The tallow tree {Still¬ 

ing ia sebifera). 

°r m ^ mthe 
tallow tree. 

mm the tallow tree,—said to 

be so named because crows like 
the seeds. 

I'P '/ft ft !l|| jUj candles are 

made from the fat of the tallow 
tree. 

A maternal uncle. 

I 1 he is my uncle. 

See 474. 

M 3c or M ftor #J 
or M a mother’s brothers. 

MU a husband’s father and 

mother. 

J§ or J§# a mother’s 

brother’s wife. 

or Jp a wife’s bro¬ 

thers. 

^ J| a wife’s elder brother. 

/J> M or $0 M or 35 M 
a wife’s younger brother. 

M a w^e s father. 
JL IB 90 1 they are your 

brethren and your relatives by 
affinity. 

I a great-uncle. 

2288 

2289 

R. ' 

C. Azzz 
H. #/» 
F. keu, kou 
W. ciaid 
N. oy'z'zz 
P. 1 
M. j chiu 
Sz. ) 
Y. r/zzzo 
K. ku 
J. £z«, ku 
A. kiu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

mmmM in order to invite 

my maternal uncles. Princes of 
a different surname were so styled 

by the ^ king; those of the 

same surname, or paternal uncles, 

were § 3c- 
n first cousin,—when 

the mother of the speaker is the 
sister of the father of the person 
meant. 

i M B or %% sons 

(or daughters) of a maternal 
uncle. 

Old,—of time, persons 

(families see 5624), places, 

or things. 

"U B3f or "If 0 former times; 

old days. 

-U l3p. last year; in former years. 

'U ^ an old-standing case. 

old; ancient; by-gone. 

do not remember 

® A# 

/lift 
old wrongs. 

do it over again 

-|j| an old grudge. 

'U & to have kept for a long 

time. 

35 t0 at y°ur 
house over old times, 

the scenery is the 

same as of old. 

R bt the same; as before. 

to be old acquaint¬ 

ances. 

^ an old friend. 

'jH ^ an old friendship. 

an old acquaint¬ 

ance. 

do not injure the 

old friendship. 

■ffe ^ djt* theConservative party. 

WA an old servant. 

ftWA to employ men of old 

families. 

'W ^ M, the Prestige of an old 

family. 

% a§ ^ PI H M not an 
illustrious or ancient family. 

Aid Jp| old goods. 

2289 

2290 

r 
F. k'-eu 
P. Cchiu, chitd 

See if 

A. kin, <£‘(zz' 

Sinking 
Upper. 

old clothes. 

| ^ the old rule; custom; pre. 

cedent. 

it monotony. 

an old complaint, 

old troops,—veterans, 

one’s previous office- r i > 
former office. 

if the old (e.g. servant) is not 
got rid of, the new won’t come 

clothes must be new before they 
can be old. 

fj| W W: 0T t0 f°rsake the old 

for the new. 

The Imperial stables. 

mm stalls in a stable. 

®E§t a large stable. 

a groom. 

the war- 

horse goes back to the stud. 

2291 

w 
2292 

C. kaid 
H. kitd 
F. k'-etd, k'-eu2- 
W. -djiau 
N. z^z'z'zz 
P. Cchiu, chitd 
M. chitd 
Y. zAzAz 
Sz. r^z’zz 
K. ku 
J. ku, kite 
A. kiu 

Rising 
Irregular. 

Same as 2290. 

Fault; error. Respon¬ 

sibility ; blame. Calamity. 

Inauspicious. 

to reform one’s faults. 

ft * ^ let bygones be 

bygones. 

31# to take the blame on one¬ 

self. 

a crime; criminal. 

^ ^ the crime will be 
PI 
brought home to the person who 
committed it. 

better they should not be able 
to come than that any blame 
attach to me. 

# i @ SB $s#mA 
to blame others instead of one¬ 
self. 

imffi 3JCJH to throw the 

blame on the east wind. 

§£ tfc ft ^ # wh0 dares 
take the responsibility? 
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ft 
2292 

m 
2293 

R.^ 

See 

Rising Lower. 

f4 

2294 

See 

Rising Lower. 

2295 

R-a 
C. kau 
H. ti-eu 
F. k'-au 
W. ciau 
N. ciu 
P.chiu 
M. kou 
Y. chieo 
Sz. chiu 
J. kiu^ku 
A. kiu 

Even Upper. 

nr or #6 
n 

you cannot evade respon¬ 

sibility,—for what has happened. 

J*L ^ to be apprehensive of 

blame. 

the blame rests, 

or falls, exclusively on one side 

(or person). 

the blame will fall 

upon the person responsible. 

^ ^ to have oneself to 

blame for it. 

a crime; a fault. 

deserving blame; 

open to censure. 

ffl## to enquire whether 

auspicious or inauspicious,—as 
the Chinese do of fortunetellers. 

you had consulted the tortoise¬ 
shell and the reeds, and there 
was nothing unfavourable in their 

response. 

W -'P* *$£ Z Sa^ R waS 
a judgment on him. 

a heaven-sent 

calamity. 

calamities. 

mitm z& a beautiful 

woman is a curse to a country,— 
of an Imperial mistress. See 9992. 

To destroy; to demolish. 

Read tsan1. I; me. See 

h,538. 

The male of the elk. 

I fl M elks and stags 

have short necks. 

A lot; a ticket, as used 

for balloting or telling for¬ 

tunes. 

HI °r % HI to draw lots. 

hi# to divide by drawing lots, 

as is sometimes done with family 
property. 

5 HI § produced the will. 

2296 

t\. 
/j>U 
2297 

m 

2298 

See J2J 

Even Lowei\ 

am 
2299 

Kit 
See |X| 

Even Lower. 

2300 

R-W 

See ^ 

F. coll, teu1 

Sinking 
Lower. 

2301 

2302 

R-^c 
C. ts'-au 
H. tsuiu 
F. chhiu 
W. | 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. chhieo 

ts^iu 

chhiu 

Correct form of 2295. 

Same as 2270. 

Another name for the 

It a long thin fish of 
the pike family. 

Read chiu)-. A fish with 

spines on its head, said 

to have been transformed 

from a bird. 

A herring, said to be 

transformed from a bird 

and to have a gizzard. 

Hf/ a kind of perch (Lates 

calcarifer). 

ijsjffi a silver perch (Lates 

nobilis). 

$L$ilt a yellowish herring 

found at Macao (Megalops seti- 
pinnis). 

13 a greenish herring found 

at Macao (Ilisha abnormis). 

Rice fully ripe. 

WJ I g to reaP t*ie fice- 

III ffl ^ the rice has formed 

in the husk. 

or II a frame on 

which rice is beaten out by hand. 

Same as 2300. 

CH‘IU. 

Autumn,—the season of 

the great public examin¬ 

ations and of the execution 

of criminals. A time; an 

epoch. See 2854, 12,707. 

ft?c or ft^ the autumn. 

^ ^ H let autumn be the 

time,—for our marriage. 

2302 
Sz. chhiu 
K. chbu 
J. shu, shu 
A. bu 

Even Upper. 

— 0 — ^aday 
without seeing you is like three 
autumns, sc. years. 

ft 0 Vie 7# the autumn days 

get chilly. 

im in spring and 

autumn he does not omit,— 
the sacrifices. 

autumn crops. 

the autumn harvest. 

&.I&Z the time of ripe 

grain. 

white autumn. [ft ft 

^ autumn weather. 

mid-autumn; a name for 

the 8th moon. The mid-autumn 

festival, one of the JjjJ, 

T477, is held on the 15th 
of the 8th moon. Debts are 
collected, and tutors are re¬ 
engaged or notified that their 
services will not be required for 
the coming year. 

n si ‘I* ft & i>\- m 
mid-autumn moon is extra bright. 

^ 4> ft M W # the 
year fears mid-autumn as the 
moon fears half,—because from 
that point each seems to hurry 
on to its end. 

the autumn moon. 

<t> 
in China, the winter is 

warm, the summer cool, spring 
has flowers, and autumn a moon. 

ft & the autumnal equinox, 

falling about the 9th day of the 
8th moon. 

ftfK a name for the 3rd moon. 

#ft the wheat harvest in May; 

a name for the 4th moon. 

H fk a name for the 7th moon. 

S fK or H ^ or ^ 

names for the 9th moon. 

ft. % A autumn tiger,—the 

unusually hot days at the end 
of summer and beginning of 
autumn are so called. 

the end of autumn, 

ft* the autumnal assize. 
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2720 

R-a 

See ^ 
Even Lower. 

A ball, filled with hair 

or air for use as a football; 

of wood, hollowed out and 

lacquered red, for polo 

(see 2966); a globe. Inter 

changed with 2321. 

>2 

2321 

R- it 
F. kiu and 
(where the 

Loochoo trade 
was) k'-iu 

See * 
Even Lower. 

trm 
to play polo,—the first is now 
used for billiards, bowls, croquet, 
etc. 

^ I pji fT Prince 

Ning playing polo,—a picture. 

trm m a term used for a 

foreign club-house. 

to throw the embroid¬ 

ered ball,—to choose a husband 
among several suitors. The 
phrase is taken from a short 
play under this title. 

^ ^ to play with a ball. 

t0 kick the ball; football. 

See 11,875. 

a football goal. 

a football. 

a racquet-court, bowling- 

alley, etc. 

a polo stick. 

a bouquet of flowers. 

^ the corded cap-knob worn 

by the Chinese. 

tS the snow_ball or Vibur¬ 

num. 

mmmiz the hydrangea. 

i{§§ ^ the sugar-plum,—a name 

for the [Jj ;ji^f or haw (Cratoe 

gus). 

A precious gem. A ball 

a globe. Interchanged with 

2320. 

% ^ the heavenly sounding- 

stone. 

the earth; the terrestrial 

globe. 

spherical. 

golden balls,—oranges, 

a jewelled sword. 

or hollow iron 

balls, two of which are twirled 
round and round in the hand by 
old people and athletes, with a 

V2. 

2321 

2322 

RJt 
See 

Even Lower. 

2323 

Rit 
See >J£ 

Even Lower. 

2324 

RJt 
See 

A. kiu 

Even Lower, 

2325 
Rfc 

See 
Even Lower. 

view to keeping the muscles 

supple. They are made at 

Pao-ting Fu in the pro-| 2327 

vince of Chihli. 

A 5$ a stinkpot. 

^2 

'RJt 
|See 

Even Lower. 

Urgent; pressing. Seel 
2171. 

The seeds of the 

or Boyviia, a species of wild 

pepper tree. 

The spider 

w A 
2326 

Rit 
See 

A. ku, keu 

Even Lower. 

A sore, 

millipede. 

the spider-millipede or 

^ fjf “hundred legs” (Cer- 

matia). See 1736. 

2328 

RH 
|see ^ 

Even Lower 

Fur garments. 

pjst ^ fLir clothes. 

IftS j!j£ our fox furs are| 

frayed and worn. 

his lamb’s fur is | 

glossy. 

furs 0f (}je brown| 

bear and grisly bear. 

sable fur,—so called 

from its great value. 

M. M Nil ^ 5H grass-cloth in 

summer, furs in winter. 

& light, and there¬ 

fore valuable, furs, and swift 
horses,—wealth. 

war-clothes; armour. 

^ lr| t0 strive to carry 

on the traditions of the family, 
—by following in the footsteps 
of one’s father. 

To be long and curved. 

Compare 2318. 

M ^ 3t» how they drawl 

(into a curve) their bows tippedl 
with horn! 

2329 

Rit 
See 

Even Lower. 

Hi 
2330 

& 
2331 

Rit 
See ^ 

Even Lower. 

To obtain by underha 

means; to bribe. 
nd 

to bribe; to give presents 

to purchase escape front 

punishment, or from fillino- an 
undesirable post, by bribes^ 

be cashiered 
for bribery. 

to take bribes and 

pervert justice. 

to give presents for favours 

received. 

To collect; to assemble. 

To pair; to mate. 

J£l ^ j>jf and make it a 

gathering-place for the people. 

»it a desirable marriage,— 

from a phrase in the Odes. 

for our prince 

a good mate is she. 

title of a Chinese novel 

translated by Sir John Davis 

as “The Fortunate Union.” 

^ to Pah; to mate. 

iiffl a suitable pair,—for matri 

mony. 

A single-headed pick. 

A stone chisel. 

See 2517. 

A spear, the head of 

which has three edges. 

2332 

Same as 2331. 



2333 

r -^c IR 
See >j£ H 

Even and 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

m 

1.7 

2334 

it 
See >j< j£ 

A. kin 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

A kind of wild plum. 

To harass. 

Read klaox or nao1. 

jeer at; to mock. 

To 

233s 

it 
See 

Even Lower. 

The nose stuffed with a 

cold. 

ijl pji| to sneeze. Apparently 

an imitation of the sound of 
sneezing. 

ra: 
2336 

■it 
C. ch'-au 
H. siu 
F. chi’iu 
W. dziu 
N. dziu, v. zou 
P. ch^iu^ hsiu 
M. chHu 
K. su 
J. shii, dju 
A. tu 

Even Lower. 

A prison. To confine; 

to imprison. A crimina 

case. 

^ 0 or 0 § a prison. 

- B 2 0 * Si It A 
only a few prisoners in gaol 
throughout the country. 

mm to imprison. 

P9 a cage in which prisoners 

are sometimes transported from 
place to place. 

mit a prisoner; a convict. 

^ |2j a gaoler. 

0* a prison cart. 

spawn of a gaol,—a 

term of abuse; a gaolbird. 

P9 llR prison fare. 

mm imprisoned for 

long time. 

0T imprisoned them all 

in. 

rj? - 
iLv JL & y°°'m' 

Q in important criminal cases 

consider the evidence for five 
or six days. 

y 

2337 

R- it 
See |2} 

Even Lower. 

»' 
2338 

. ch^atf1 
. ch'meu> 

W.chiau,hiaw 
N. chsiu 

1ch>iu, cfe'« 
K. 

A. Arw3 
Rising and 

Sinking 
Upper. 

2339 

R4T 
See ^ 

Rising Upper 

W 
2340 

R-^c 

See 

Even Lower. 

1 

A kind of gynandrous 

plant, called gj ^, which 

is regarded as felicitous 

because it flowers three 

times a year. 

Cooked rice. Roughly 

crushed grain. 

« a a food was ready 

prepared. 

(/an3) ^ to eat parched grain, 

cured dry grain. 

^ ~Y the rice is boiled to a 

paste, or sticky from too much 
water, etc. 

Broken or spoiled food, 

full 
2343 

2344 

R- it 
See 

Even Lower. 

w 
2345 

K-it 
See 

Even Lower. 

w 
2346 

*it 
See 

A. ku 

Even Lower. 

R, 

2341 

■it 
See H 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

2342 
K-it 
See 

Even Lower. 

Same as 2308. 

A stone like jasper. To 

tinkle. 

1 m as % ¥ the 
tinkling of the gems that hung 

at her girdle. 

A term applied to trees 

whose branches droop or 

“weep” like the weeping 

willow, banyan and others. 

See 2272. 

A young dragon with¬ 

out horns. To writhe ; to 

wriggle. 

$4 H a curly beard. 

WRid a name for the shell 

bark pine of northern China. 

To scorch; to roast; to 

dry. *L 
Same as 2346. 

2347 

Same as 2302. 

2348 

To put on a crupper. 

t^ie crupper an<^ reins- OJEHXJ3NTC31-. 

gg Same as 2362. 

To collect; to consolidate. 
To be collected or concen- 

2349 

trated. [To be distinguished 

from 8120.] 

Jg A ffi, H B 6 51. 

the object of the duke of Chou 
in marching to the east was to 
consolidate the four States. 

W ^ & Mil a11 dignities and 
riches were concentrated in him. 

235° 

m 

2351 

R-# 
C. li"wen 

See 2362. 

Afflicted; in distress. 

^ pj| moreover you 

have the embarrassment of soak¬ 
ing rain. 

B & H the year 

is rapidly drawing to a close. 

tIL fit vig°rous- 

|# ?JL ffi fr his poetry 

too is very lively and original, 

a marshal; a herald. 

H. ck'-iun, 
ik-iiing 

F. Lkung, 
koung- 

W. -djung, 
idjung 

N. t iling^ 

P. Cchiung 
M. chiirf’, 

i.ch''un 

->R M fife a British official 

in straits,—as when threatenec 
by a mob. 

jljj, t0 m°iest- 

lip deeply insulted. 

||| miserably poor. 

38 
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. 2351 
IK. kun 
|J. kin, gon 
I A. -ktven, 

k'-win 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

n 
2352 

RM 
I P. chiung 
I M. hsun 

SeeM 
A. twing 

Even Upper. 

2353 

2354 

IR. 

IF. Jting, king 

I See jJfjJ 

I K. kidng 

Even Upper. 

Ilf in great straits,-of poverty 

or danger. 

jjjl, A. Z iH" t0 look on| 
at other men’s misfortunes,— I 
unconcernedly. 

mm abortive; without resource.! 

^ P ^ W having nothing to | 
say,—in extenuation. 

Border waste land. Radi- 
cal 13. 

23S7 

2358 

2359 

23S5 

|RM 
IP. ihsing 
IM. chsun, 

Cchiin 

I See j|fjJ 

I Rising Upper. 

IM. ic/kiung, 
ckung 

I See 

Even Lower. 

Same as 2354. 

Waste land near the 
rontier; desert. 

&mzm on the plains of 

the far distant borders. 

BfX iffjl a desert; a prairie; a wild. 

X mm the fire has burnt 

itself out. 

R-JC 
I C. Sfrung 
H. ckiung 

|F. Jkiing, 

c k“ng 
W. djung 

I N. g'-uung 
JP. ) 
M. 

|y j Utruing 

J Sz. ) 
j K. kung 
[ J. kiu, kn 
J A. Jkitng 

Even 
Irregular. 

2360 

Rg 

Vast ; I 

[See 

ISinkingUpper. 

The appearance of water 
Name of a place. 

Read hsiungs. 
expansive. 

mm a wilderness. 

^jnj ^ wide-extending; of vast 

expanse. 

A mound. To be trou¬ 
bled ; distressed. 

m 0 on the height I r. 
grows the beautiful pea. |c.7Zig 

?L 2 I|i I am greatly 

pained. |w. / 

oM 3E Z ip they do but Ip - |J 
distress the king. |M. / 

-rrr It! |y cnriung 
If) 711 name of a Department,!^ ) 

formerly called 81 i|S. jn J K. kung 

OH^IXTlNrca-. 

See 2195. 

See 2196.. . 

Lofty; vast; eminent. | 

To stop up. 

| ilf fhe canopy of heaven; the | 

empyrean; the sky. 

heaven is lofty as regards form, 
and blue in colour,—hence the| 
name. 

|g| lofty; eminent. 

_t God. 

m Jf| JK, t0 st0P UP (holes) 

and smoke out rats. 

to beat a hollow rattle. 

To press down with the) 

hand; to steady. 

To question. Prolix 
wordy. 

2362 

Ssuch'uan. ' \\k^gu 
I A. kung 

fa B§ ifl 4 don’t go to I Even Lower. 

Lin-chiung,—a place where fjj 

1m eloped with a wi¬ 

dow; q.d. keep away from the 
girls. 

Exhausted ; impoverish¬ 

ed ; poor, as opposed to ^ 

3711 ; without resource; 

without end (see 6264) ; 

unsuccessful. Desolate. See 

1918. 

t H or fl or H ^ orl 

H l poverty-stricken. 

t m % % 4 m m 
poverty is all the result of slack¬ 
ness of hand,—idleness. 

x.-. v+-, or jff in straits; with¬ 

out resource; impoverished. 

Iff ^ in the last stage of poverty ; 

at one’s wits’ end. 

2362 

i « m £ in great extrem-J 

ities wisdom is born,—necessfi, 
is the mother of invention y| 

or 
a poor! 

a poor family. 

la or ^ 
yp\i FF poor | 

or remote villages; in obscurity. 

a nian without a penny. 

%WtZ*tfe ground devoid ofl 

a hair,—of vegetation. 

^ H its flavour is inex¬ 

haustible. 

dC of exquisitely] 

beautiful workmanship. 

PrJ arguments exhausted;! 

nothing more to say. 

Ifi Iff no way either by] 

water or by land; at one’s wits’ 
end. 

t fll iS » Z M ft 
H the pure pellucid atmos-| 

phere of China ends here. 

H^to thoroughly investigate.! 

%. H —* A they further in ves-1 

tigated a hole,. 

m XQ to pursue to the bitter end. | 

See 2801. 

Iff ||| inexhaustible; infinite.| 

^ If HI ||£ to look at I 

the finite from the point of view] 
of the infinite. 

# « H ^sgse^e,'! 
we did not desire war to the] 
knife and the prolongation of| 
hostilities. 1 

jffj unable to advance; with¬ 

out resource. 
.'=t tite* »3 

,,, or ^ jg failure and 

success. See 10,473. 

7 ^ iM » ^ H no Plea‘ 

sure in success, no chagrin at 
failure. 

old age, prema¬ 

ture death, failure, and success, 

jut* a nickname for “liter¬ 

ary failures.” 

H ^ a blind alley; a cul-de-sac. 

H [§U a small State under the J 

Hsia dynasty. 

ipjf -ly Sj? if the poor man 

consorts with the rich, the poor 
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2362 

2363 

IPS*1 
m 
2364 

M 
|See|| 

Even Lower. 

man will have no trousers to 
wear,—from being obliged to 
spend beyond his means. 

the poor man enjoys the kind¬ 
ness of the rich man: the rich 

man, that of God. 

ftH @ IE. W ftii,he 
poor are happy, the rich have 

troubles. 

Same as 2362. 

Name of a drug; see 

4698. 

m a kind of fennel. Also 

2368 
N. Ccuungi 

idjiiung 

P. 

Y* j ch'-iung 

Sz. 
K.kong 

kid, gu 
A.kung 

Even Lower. 

2369 

2370 

known as Jr 

2365 

Is., g 

Even Lower. 

3K* 

2366 

|r. ^ 

ISee ^ 

I A.koung 

Even Lower. 

The tallow-tree. Also 

used for a kind of coir 

palm, and a willow. 

| See IB 

A. koung 

Even Lower. 

2368 

Ir.^. 

IC. hiung 

IF. 'k'-iing 

IW. djiirtg 

A variety of bamboo with 

many knots, and of great 

strength, brought from 

Yunnan, and seen in Bac 

tria by Chang Ch‘ien. [To 

be dist. from 2575.] 

a bamboo staff; a walking 

stick. 

^ to lean on the staff,—as 

old people do. 

a place in Yunnan. 

The seeds of the ^ 

a pod-bearing plant, con 

sidered in ancient times to 

be highly felicitous. 

% £ IB the day-lily grew 

on Yao’s steps. 

A cricket; a locust. The 

exuviae of a locust. Anxious 

2* the chirping of crickets 

gRft So 1# the cricket chirps 

by the wall. 

^ S if the country is full | 

of flying locusts. 

ih 2 * a name for the spider-j 

millipede. 

IB IB a fabulous creature, like 

the gryphon (acc. to some, the 

horse). 

M 2 2 ffii M % his 
heart is weighed down, yet he 
remembers them all kindly. 

Same as 6603. 

2376 

C. kHng 
H. k'-iun 
F. king 
W. djung 
N. djunng 
P. ch'-iung 
M. chiun 
Y. ch'-iung 
K. kid tig 

[J. kci,gio 
A. kwing 

Even Lower. 

See 6603. 

See Il| 

Even Lower. 

2372 

2373 

r.^. ui 

u 

See IB 1U 
Even and 

Rising Lower 

To reap ripe grain. 

Same as 2368. 

The tramp of men march¬ 

ing. 

2374 

R. ^ 

See IB 
A. k'-ung 

Even Lower. 

10 

•^4 I heard the sound of men 

tramping, and was glad. 

The eye-hole of an axe 

or hammer. 

a square hole. 

^ the hole in an axe-head,- 

for the handle. 

A red-veined stone.] 

Beautiful; excellent. 

ig? LET a valuable kind of jade. 
^ -J— 

fa H 1 returned for it| 

a beautiful chii gem. 

i§ precious jasper. 

& 7^ the precious branch,—a I 

name for coral, taken from a| 

tree in fairy-land. 

fill see 1210. 

|| a beautiful terrace, 

s splendid buildings. 

a kind of Hortensia, said I 

to confer immortality if eaten.] 

Also, snowflakes. 

3§ the island of Hainan,—sol 

called from its red breccia mar-| 

ble. See 6942. 

‘/Ij: |p] the Kiungchow Cus-j 

toms. 

or- I# 
Peking. 

, the Imp. palace; 

2377 

|r-M 
C. kwing 
H. kwen 
F. keing 
W. ciung 
N. ciiohg 

| P. chiung 
M.hsun 
Y. \ 
Sz. 
K.hyong 
J. kei, kid 

1 A. kwing 

Rising Upper. 

chiung 

Hot; bright; clear.j 

Severe. 

the light of the] 

sun illumines all things. 

^{pj jj{[pj clear; lucid,—as a state¬ 

ment or exposition. 

^ ^ in order t0 mani | 
fest the rigour of the law. 

C. kiing 
F. king 
W. djung 
N. djuung 
P. ch'-iung 
M. ch'-iin 
Y. ch'-iung 
K. kiong 
J. kei.gio 
A. kwing 

Even Lower. 

Lone; desolate; helpless; 

orphaned. 

^ tfgj the fatherless and child¬ 

less. 

« *S 8r # K k ™ ~„ 
to take all that one has andgivelK->!i!i P3 

it to the poor. IP. ^ch'-iung 

I have none to M‘ ’ku" r\ t\ « 
whom I can open my heart, 

2379 

Same as 2377. 

A garment of one colour! 

without lining. 

See >li 

_ ft 3* # dispirited am K^gand 

I, and full of distress. | Even Upper. 

over her embroi¬ 

dered robe she puts a plain] 
single garment. 
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2380 

R.jjpJ 24. 

C. ’'kwing 
H. ’kwen 
F. heing 
W. ’ciung 
N. cuung 
P.cchiung, 

*ch’iung 
M. ’hsiin’chiin 
Y.£chiung 
Sz. ’chiin, 

cchiung 
K. hidng 
J. £«', 
A. kwing3 

Rising Upper. 

r»j 
2381 

P.cchiung 
M. 

See ikf&j 

Rising Upper 

2382 

2383 

R 
See IB 

.31 

Even Lower. 

2384 

Even Lower. 

m. 
2385 

Far apart; distant; separ¬ 

ated ; in a high degree. 

[To be distinguished from 

5I73-] 

M P& places wide as 

under. 

a very inferior to 

those. 

J& ± M B ^ n ^e look 

of things is very unlike,—what 
it used to be, or what one is 
accustomed to. 

a m « « very different 

from former times. 

mm very different. 

a m m very different 

from my own part of the country 

a % fti & by no means 

tallies. 

by no means alike 

Bright light. 

M rtfc m I® the moon 

shines brightly through the win 
dow. 

the Charge to Ch'iung,— 

a minister to . The 

title of Bk. xxvi of the ■ 

Canon of History. 

Read chings. 

K3E Prince Ching of ^ 

Same as 2381. 

Ch‘i 

A cricket. 

Gazing at in terror. Sor¬ 

rowful ; lonely. 

^ J|^ desolate; lonely. 

Same as 2384. 

2386 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

w 
2387 

r m 
See ^ 

SinkingUpper. 

ft! 

2388 

4 
2389 

R. 

C. ch’ok 
H. tsok 
F. tauk, toh 
W. cuo 
N. tsoh 
P. i.cho 
M. tso 
Y. tswak 
Sz. cho 
K. ch’ak, t’ak 
J. taku 
A.trak 

Entering 
Upper. 

4* 

R. 

See 

2390 

£ 
Entering 
Upper. 

Alone; helpless. 

H 4$ ‘If If my sorrowing 

heart is very sad. 

^ itt: 'If m alas for the help 

less and solitary! 

Small; dwarfed. To 

bend; to crouch. 

-fi $ ® ||| huddled up in a 

wretched hovel. 

Same as 2379. 

CHO. 

To establish; to settle. 

To surpass. Eminent; lofty; 

profound. 

—* JfL ^ |_|_| one (priest) 

hung up his staff at Mt. T‘ai,— 
i.e. went thither. 

^ jjL excelling; surpassing; 

eminent. 

above the com 

mon herd. 

£ H deserving of special merit 

M Z & ± hke the 

stateliness of a flag-staff. 

profound and 

well substantiated,—of doctrines 

4-M & m to show one’: 

strength. 

III as though 

something stood upright before 
me. 

M JL J' Yen (Hui) 

found the principles of Confucius 
too lofty for him. 

jjL ^ your enlightened decision. 

jjL ^ to decide. 

jjl eminent; established. 

Manifest; bright; clear. 

<904- clear; luminous. 

M (4 £ jj|f] the principle is 

plain. 

ITS 

2391 

See ^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

A multitude of people 
disputing. 

Ptji P|ji the cry of a bird. 

2392 

R. 

See^. H 
Entering and 

Sinking Upper 
and Lower. 

is 

2393 

R. 

C. ch’ok 
H. tsok 
F. chiok, toh 
W. chuo 
N. tsoh 
P. gtho 
M. tso 
Y. tswak 
Sz. cho 
K. ch’ak 
J. taku 
A. trak 

Entering 
Upper. 

.20 

2394 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

Same 

used for 
as 2 393- Also 

jf§ an oar, 494. 

A table. 

a table, 

the top of a table. 

tr& B to carry a table-top, 

the cangue. 

a Chinese table-cover 

having embroidered sides with 
a plain top. 

ill; ~¥* $1. the leSs of a table- 

^ M or -y* a table- 

cover,—generally foreign. 

'fpf a small low table, placed 

between guests sitting on a divan 

ifH a long side-table for 

flowers and ornaments. 

A fill >k a square dining-table 

to seat eight persons. 

£ Lj|. a ready-laid dinner,—at a 

restaurant. 

to eat by oneself, 

fin ^ to eat at the same 

table. 

To place; to put on (see 

2566). A move at chess. 

To order; to call; an im¬ 

perative, as “ Let.;” see 

6078. A participial or com¬ 

plementary particle. Vul¬ 

gar form of 2566. 

[Several of the following 

are also read chad1 in the 

north.] 

« * m * as if she had 

nowhere to put,—her feet. 
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2394 

J* jtb put on a little,—as salt. 

Jf. @ # H ti she did not| 
put on her clothes herself,—ofl 

the luxury of Hsi Shih. 

7^ J1I t0 Put °n sboes' 

^ ||f a place of residence; a I 

whereabouts; a local habitation; f 
to put down to the account of; 
to hold responsible for. 

£ fflE ^ % nowhere to be | 

found. 

if # 1 i&# ^thisilffair| 
is not settled yet. 

to charge.with the I 

duties of. 

^ really; truly. See chad1. 

ia %■^ fas^'on> ^ this is | 

the case,. 

to exert one’s strength. 

^ to give attention to. 

H -f* M ^ -t 
of the 36 moves (at chess), the | 
best move is to move. 

^ W % M # he is| 
always wanting to have his moves 

back. 

till* tell him to come. 

ft A* bid some one go. 

ITfiSii. 
let Ting proceed to Tientsin to I 
attend to the business. See 2566. | 

|jr to order. 

$ if if A t0 look at| 
people askew,—contemptuously; 
also, surreptitiously; suspiciously. 

^ ^ to speak,! 

biting one’s tongue,—not to be I 
able to get out what one wants 
to say. 

fl #1 ft 7 ft drop it,I 

or you’ll burn your paws,—like 
a hot potato. 

nr #® turning away his face, j 

^ raising his head. 

3 # ^ gliding °n- 

on stirring it. 

w\ st don,t 
press me so tight,—as in a crowd. 

ffi * ® «B 
put all the clothes away together. 

® # H ft ii £ bend 
your back and pass,—under. 

2394 

pt * -&• # ft II a 
(speaking as though) with a hot 

egg in his mouth. 

w a 
Jg was I erquired for at home 

yesterday ? 

tliElSisf‘I 
was going to bring an action I 

against him. 

it pi * # ■ "4 n t 
as I was pushing open 

the door, I got my finger pinched. 

See 6679. 

SB ft where have you| 

been? 

H ft ift #1 f# 4U 
whose verses are these? 

l§ M let me have myl 
say now. 

Read chad*. To attain 

to. [The reading chad1 be¬ 
longs strictly to northern 

dialects only.] 

J I have found it. 

-ffl found him at the 

first enquiry. 

ft7# can’t get at it; can’t 

take up in the hand,—as water, 

have no use for it. 

tt7# can’t find it. 

can’t get to sleep. 

HU dfi H can,t sleeP —as 

from noise. 

Am 7 
don’t you mind other people’s 
business. 

pH M ^ ^ S?the tw0 ends 
won’t meet. 

« M # 1 fear I shall not 

come across him. 

—* Hj 

after the ninth moon 

mosquitoes do not bite, 

to be in a hurry. 

^ to feel alarm. 

7S#ls don’t fret; don’t 

worry yourself. 

SB 10 k-ftMJS;tte 
how did that fire begin? 

% #ij M (°r cho*) 
clear out of my way! 

-jo 

2394 

2395 

ffi 
2396 

1* 

R M 
C. chiitQ 
H. chot 
F. chiok^chwok 
W. ch 'ue 
N. cheh 
P. <fhwo 
M. chwo, chiie 
Y. tsouh^tswoh 
Sz. clvwo, chiie 

K. chol, fAw/ 

W#* 7 now you’ve done I 
it! ' 

^ ^ to cause or order someone I 

to.; to infect; to “give” a 

man a disease. 

#7 ##ET he is getting I 
old. M T i he is possessed by I 
a devil. 

SB ffl 7 © # ± 
take care you don’t catch that I 

disease. 

-MX1? his hand slipped;! 

he let go. 

tm? to hit the target. 

It ® ^ what does it| 

matter ? 

f ^ to set hands on; to get! 

hold of. 

g1 (or cho'-) M, Let 

be as proposed,—a form of Im-I 

perial rescript. 

^ pH to be caught in the rain;| 

to get wet. 

to cause to be brought, 

f 'ft to order to proceed to. 

ir down to the ground. 

ij&f in a rage;! 
W M or M 

angry. 

||£ to get into trouble; to j 

work hard at a matter. 

M $ Mij when in trouble>l 
he loses his head. 

T^t fM t0 be diliSent- 

asleep; “off.” 

^ U see 9947. 

41#- 0 suppose that thej 

time comes when. 

See 2566. 

Stupid, in which sense 

it is applied conventionally 

to one’s own belongings;] 

unskilful, as opposed to iPj 

1411 (g.v.) ; clumsy; unsuc-] 

cessful. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from ^ 3 2 31 -] 

^1} my stupid son. 

my poor penmanship. 
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..r 
2396 

IJ. setsz 
I A. chiiet 

Entering 

Upper. 

2400 

mw my stupid composition. 

Mj f§jj- my limited experience. 

tfiPg an unskilled speaker; a 

stupid lout. 

Witt slow of apprehension. 

*3* M or $$ to act the fool; 

to pretend to be stupid. 

^ stupid. 

my stupid thorn, sc. my 

wife. 

my stupid old self, 

brute force. 

nm a stupid plan. 

MW a bad speculation. . 
' 9 I See 

^ ^ )$, t0 try to be j Entering 

cunning and make a bungle. 

^ W) f<$ M to make up for 

dulness by industry. 

i* 

R. 

2401 

Upper. 

)ijl ^ —■ Uji water- 

fowl get a peck once in ten 
steps,—yet they are happy be¬ 
cause free. 

to dress the plumage. 

(or ^ the | 

woodpecker. 

p$|£ to break its shell,—as a| 

chicken does. 

$!j pfc to rap,—as at a door. 

► JO 

2404 
Y. tswak 
Sz. cho 

K .ch'-ak^x.t'-ak 
J. taku, toku 
A.trak 

Entering 
Upper. 

2405 

1* 

2397 

r 1* 

See 141. 

2402 

|R. 

I See 

2398 

|R-$9 

See^ 
| A. chilet 

Entering 
Upper. 

«4% 

Entering 
Upper. 

A garden spider, known | 

as the (kg. 

> 1* 

2399 
R. 

IS"WII 
Entering 
Upper. 

2400 

Ml 
I C. v. ctong 
1 H. tok 
I F. tank 
jW. v. tai^ dai 
IN. v. teh, tah 
I P. v. te'-rh 
j K. ch'-ak^v. t'-ak 
jj. taku, toku 
| A. trak 

Entering 
Upper. 

The cheek-bones; the 24o3 
physiognomy. |R 

m the cheek-bones; the face.|See 

tUM hiSh cheek-bones. I Entering 
■ Upper. 

To peck up food as fowls! 

do. To dress the plumage. [ 

In writing, a quick stroke to! 

the left, bearing downwards.! 

[To be distinguished from 

"t 5216.] 

to peck up food. 
2404 

|R. 

— ik — p|t W 0 # £\c-m 
not a sup nor bite which is notl?'/^, 
preordained. I w I w. Clio 

H §| do not eat my N-^ 

paddy- 

To rap; to beat. 

«PI to rap at a door. 

To strike. To castrate. 

[To be distinguished from 

# 2590-] 

I^TT (chengx cheng1) 

sound of continuous rapping. 

% 3k M ffl God is pounding 

them with calamities. 

ignorant and oppressive, 

to moor a boat, 

a eunuch. 

To drip ; to trickle. 

‘/H 7 ijjl the rainj 
has soaked my clothes. 

[f| ^ water falling,—as a cas-| 

cade, etc. 

^ the capital of China under! 

the Yellow Emperor, the modern [ 

in Chihli. 

$ 'J'J*| a Department in the pro¬ 

vince of Chihli, named after a| 
local river. 

To cut and polish stones,) 
as a lapidary. See 6555. 

^ 3S t0 cut jade,—with a disc 

of iron, made to revolve by a, 
treadle, and a certain kind of j 
sand (corundum) found in Chihli. 

^^ if jade 

is not cut and polished, it cannot 
be made into anything. 

R. 

|See3fc 

IK. ch'-ak 

Entering 
Upper. 

11* 

2406 

HP as from the toolj 
and the polisher. 

a m % m «><= poiaj 

members of his suite. 

^ t0 cut and polish. 

^ JC a lapidary. 

£ ^ I# £ to polish upl 
poetical compositions. 

To accuse; to vilify. 

^ ^ g| ^ \>X # 
vulgar ditties slanderingly say j| 
am given to debauchery. 1 

R. 

C. chukQ, chuk, 
H. tsuk 
F. ch'-oiik 
W. ciio 
N. ts'-oh 
P. Qcho 
M. tso 
Y. tswak 
Sz. cho 
K. ch'-ak 
J. saku, soku 
A. trok 

Entering 
Upper. 

► 10 

2407 

F. ch 'duk 
W. ciio 
N. tsoh 
P. gho 
K. ch'-ak 
J. saku, zoku 
A.trok 

Entering 
Upper. 

To take in the hand; to| 

grasp. To seize; to arrest. 

to seize a knife. 

73 A a champion. 

to grasp the hand. 

J grasped it tight, 

to catch rats. 

urn to catch thieves. 

or S or ffi tE to| 
arrest; to seize. 

to stop; to desist. 

ft® to seize and rob. 

to grasp at the moon,— 

of impossibilities. 

ft A to capture a man; to im¬ 

press for military service. 

military posts on the| 

frontier. 

tE# to meddle; to play tricks) 

upon. 

$£ “ three in a line,—a game| 

analogous to the “three card” 
trick, played by sharpers. 

To soak ; to steep in 

water. 

a man of the JJ dynasty, 

famed for his slanderous pro¬ 
pensities. 



See 

(but Lower) 
A. hsuk 

Entering 
Lower. 
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r 
2408 

2410 

R. 

'Ik 

120 

To put fetters on the feet. 

A hoe. 

2411 

2409 

C. chuk 
H. ts'-uk 
F. chouk 
W. djuo 
N. dzoh 

Sc ho 

M. tso 
Y. tswak 
Sz. cho 
K. chLak, tlak 

. taku, doku 
A. trok, trok 

Entering 
Lower. 

C. chak 
H. f-ak 
F. chouk^ cheik 
W. djwo 
N. djoh 
P. Scho 
M. tsko 

Muddy; turbid; thick,! 

as opposed to yf 2188; a\f;^^kauk 

sonant; a “flat” in music. I a. trak 

Stupid. Name of a river| E“^"g 
in Ssuch'uan. [Japanese, 

nigori\ 

^ muddy water. 

thick, unstrained wine 

the sediment of muddy 

liquors. I 

y§ 'fit the muddy class, — the 

Great Unwashed. 

'/§ lit a corrupt age- 

mucus; phlegm, 

gonorrhoea, 

muddy ideas. 

2412 

or Vi 

y|| dull and disagreeable. 

(3 foul-mouthed, 

yg HI thick fog; mist. 

consequently his 

voice was thick,—of Hsieh An,| 
who had a disease of the nose. 

C. v. akQ 
H. v. akD 
F.soh- 

W. v. tsliie> 

N. djiioh 

P. ^cho 
M. tso 

Y. tswak 

Sz. cho 

K. sok, chkuk 

J. taku, oMk 
A. ('uk 

Entering 
Irregular. 

dr or a stupid fool. I 

A small bell formerly 

used for giving signals in 

connection with military! 

music. A bracelet. 

M §Hi Vi _t “5 a dmm| 
and a bell are placed in the 
upper and lower storeys,—of an 
ancient “taxicab,” to record the 
distance of one and ten li, res-| 
pectively. See 6241. 

ir or ^ or §lg g 

bracelet. 

R. 

See 

C. chok 
H. td'oh 
F. chouk, v. 

■woh0 
W. djuo 
N. djoh 

W) wdh I p‘ ~ch° 

rage. | y. tswak 
Sz. cho 
K. chkak, t^ak 

in his blind fury he struck alj.taku,doku 

man a deathblow. | A. trak 

Entering 
Lower. 

To pull out. To select. 

1 # % £ M Wl or S 

!§§ Hi Wt as coundess as the 
hairs of the head. 

^ or to select for 

government employ. 

tl /Hi pP K ^nom¬ 
inated to a secretaryship in the 

Board of Rites. 

ms AM to choose men of 

talent. 

l^i —- placed him first,— 

in the competition. 

;j|g the first of the 

chii jen. 

US ftfa to make a show of virtue 

To wash; to dip in water 

Grandly. To be fat and 

sleek. Bright; brilliant. 

unzMrn it may be used 

for washing purposes. 

must he not dip 

it in water?—if he wants to be 
able to hold any thing hot. 

or yjjtj to wash; to 

cleanse. 

Wi dl M 'fit 1 ^ve wash¬ 

ed my feet in water which has 
run 10,000 li. 

M U li grandly proceed 

ing to set in order the States 
of Hsu. 

i St p m his royal merit 

was brightly displayed. [<& 

here for ~Xfo .] 

glittering,—as trappings 

JH (?§ '/H die does so s'eek 

and fat. 

lithe and sleek- 

as a youth. 

'/§ iW HI brilliant was his 

energy. 

2414 

chokQ 
. chok 
chiok 

W. chia 
. tsiah 

cho 
. tso 
chak 

Sz. cho 
chak 

shaku 
. chok 

Entering 
Upper. 

Heavy rain. 

Aiii a heavy rain came 

pouring down. 

Entering 
Lower. 

To pour out. To consult;| 

to consider. To deliberate. 

g^J y|| to pour out wine; toj 

entertain. 

r « m it and moreover | 

pour out sweet wine. 

m « a 4 he poured outj 

from a large vessel,—i.e. largely, J 
bumpers. 

& a marriage feast. 

g^J to drink wine together ;| 

to pledge. 

^ g(j a New Year’s entertain¬ 

ment. 

gfj a return feast given by a| 

bridegroom. 

M gfj ginger feast,—given upon! 

the occasion of a birth, divided] 

into ±@&. S{f , and T 
ill. for the guests, servants, and | 

carters or chair-bearers, respect-1 
ively. 

JjlJ gfj a slight repast,—said by | 

host to guest. 

- am - si.15 # fl 
every toast, every bumper, is pre-| 
ordained. 

M or §ft ^ or H or| 

0. 1ft or §4 Ift t0 consult;| 

to deliberate. 

gfj ^ "[g* it has all been| 

settled. 

SfSliiijfT deliberate before] 

acting. 

Si % ” Si ¥ »r Si K or| 
Si to deliberate and de-J 

cide upon. 

g(| to meet the wishes of an¬ 

other; to treat with consideration. | 

II to consult about and look] 

after. 

g»f to consider about altering, 

—regulations. 

i=K/ t0 ProPose t0 diminish. 

gfj to propose to record,—an 

official’s merit. 

SiS to consider upon a reply J 
and make one accordingly. 

Slit the authorised amount; in | 

j certain quantities. 

ft ^ ^ reckon-| 
ing upon taking with one acer-| 
tain amount of money. 
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w 
2414 

2* 

2415 

RH$c 

See gfj 

Entering 
Upper. 

#f 
2416 

2* 

2417 

R. 

C. tok 
H. chok, 

tiok- 
F. tank 
W. «<<? 
N. /jo^ 
P. cho1 ^ to3 
M. /jo 
Y. /ja£ 
K. diak 
J. taku, 
A. Irak 

Entering 
Upper. 

J# Sd ^ ^ to con 
sider care for the interests of the 
people as true government. 

@J>/ ‘|'jg ;£§I to decide equita 

bly; to adjust. 

B!U® to propose. 

!$J ft to hand over; to make 

over; to pay. 

m9 to take into consideration 

—in deciding. 

A squirrel. 

See 550. 

To chop; to hew; to 

hack; to mince. [Correctly 

written ggjf.] 

#1 to hew and trim,—as a log, 

to hew a coffin,—from a 

tree. 

ft it 0E Hr ^ ^ ^ 
of those who do the chop 

ping of a master-carpenter, there 
are few but wound their hands 

Ql & i$r £ sent for a 
stone-mason to chip it (a scab 
on his nose) off. 

•uHf '/JU to ch°P UP small. 2422 

Wf 1^1 tH t0 mabe minced-meat K-SBSi 
balls. 

Seef m 

apt.f Entering and 

ill Same as 2417. 
Even Upper. 

2418 

tt" 

A wooden pillar or post. 

A stick; a club. Used for 2423 
2419 

r-m 
C. chiita 

n.375- 

iii ® 

rM 
C. chiita 
H. chot, tot 

H. chot, v. Sio 
F. chiok 

y|5£ hills and duckweed carved F. chiok, twok 
W. chiie 

W. chiie upon pillars are considered by N.cheh 
N.cheh the superior man to be extra- P. chwo3 
P. t'oi, choJ 
M. io vagant, —referring to 

M. chiie 
Y. tsouh 

K. ch'-dl 
J. setsz, tatsz fjj Tsang Wen-chung who was 

K. ch'-dl 
f. tetsz 

A. chiiet, iwat guilty of this extravagance. A. chiiet 

Entering 
Upper. ^ a staff; a club. 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
2419 

2420 

Pj 

2421 

4? 

R. 

C. chiita 
H. chot 
F. chiok, 

c/iiok, chouh 
W. chiie 
N. chih 
P. dw1, chiie’ 
M. tsOy chiie, 

chiio 
Y. tsouh 
Sz. chiio 
K. chkol 
J. tetsz, setsz 
A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

W tft iffl Of ft to shake a 
stick and call a dog,—not likely 
to get the dog. 

ft H hi) ¥ tft. ¥ 
all ceremonial be 

gins when omission would be 
negligence, is completed in ele 
gance, and ends in satisfaction 

material for king 

posts and joists. 

Same as 2419. 

To suck up; to sip. To 

weep. 

^1" t0 dl"inh tea. 

yjSj he drank the 

juice by mistake for wine. 

^ pfC to eat pulse and 
drink water. 

to live on vegetable diet 

& IJfl t0 keep a Person for a 
drink or snack. 

ti&t® to slobber, 

to kiss. 

Vjj[ to sob and weep. 

her tears flow. 

Noise of quarrelling; 

angry; irate. 

mm good-looking. 

Mournful; grieved. Un 

certain. 

r my sorrowful 

heart is very sad. 

#S5®S ‘Ht bis mother's state 

was very critical. 

2424 

2g R. 

H. chot 
F. twok 

See 

K. chkol, cK'e 
J. tetsz, tei 
A. chiiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 

2425 

► 4* 

2426 

R. 

C. chiitQ, choii 
H. tot 
F. chiok, tiok 
W. chiie 
N.cheh 
P. chwo3 
M. chiio, ch 'ue 
Y. tsouh 
Sz. chiio 
K. didl 
J. tetsz 
A. chiiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

Raised pathways, or 

dykes, between the paddy 

fields. 

pathways between fields. 

R. 
2427 

S3 egi 

N.cheh 
P. chwi? 
M. chiie 
Y. tsouh 
K. ch'-dl, die 
J. tetsz, tei 
A. chiiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

See 2814. 

To stop; to suspend 

operations. To mend. 

T to stop work; to rest from 

labour. 

!H= 0 to suspend busi 

ness at Court for three days,— 
because of the death of a con 
cubine. 

g|| tyl Hit study without re¬ 

mission. 

to stop work and 

take a holiday. 

Hf & Wi now working, 

now stopping. 

a ft m & * wnii 
you to stop or go on (in this 
action) exactly as you please? 

unceasingly. 

not to break the con 

tin uity,—ceaseless. 

to write without 

stopping,—currente calamo. 

>i« 

2428 

R-/ 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

Wine poured in libation 

to gods or departed spirits. 

lj?2 to oi^er libations of wine. 

A needle; an awl. Sharp. 

To offer, as a present. 

J4 l§f the g°ad (at the end 
of his riding-whip) passed through 
his jaw. 
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2429 

R. 

K. clt-wal 
J. tatsz 
A.trat 

Entering 
Upper. 

2432 

2434 
R.) 

N. ts'-iah 
P. ch'-o 
J. chaku 
A. hsok 

Entering 
Upper. 

2435 

2436 

2437 

2430 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

►1* 

2431 

Same as 2427. 

R. 

Looking out from a hole. 

2433 

The mouth stuffed full; 

to eat fast. 

C. ch'-dk 
H. tsok 
F. ch'-iok 
W. ch'ia 
N. ch'ah, ts'-iah 
P. 'Ch'-au, chho3 
M. ch'-o 
Y. ts'-ak 
Sz. ch'-o 
K. chak 

shaku 
A. hsok 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 2421. 

Same as 2421. 

Going on and stopping; 

to run fast and stop. Rad¬ 

ical 162. 

! i* 

2438 

R. $ 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

The contracted form of 

2434- 

See 2938. 

See 2939. 

Beautiful. Used for 2439 

pretty and modest. 

Read til*. A sick wo 

man. 

f 

2439 

To be gentle; kindly. 

Ample; spacious. Liberal; 

generous. 

M ^ ^ how magnani¬ 

mous is he and gentle! 

'M liberal-minded; ample; 

spacious. 

j|J| gentle; loving. 

gentle and modest. See 

2438. 

I# a nickname. 

4* 

2440 

Rf;#Jc 
See^. 

(but aspirated) 

Entering 
Upper. 

2444 

■it 
See 

Even Upper. 

H ^ liberal. 

to be free to act 

and without restraint; of abun¬ 
dant generous feeling. 

J] ^ grasped his sword 

his beard and said. 

stroked 

To hasten; to travel fast 

and far. 

2441 

r. ■ 

j® and ^ 

(aspirated) 

Sinking Upper 
and Lower. 

2442 

«r 
2443 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

MU* spanking breeze,- 

i.e. one to make a boat go. 

To stride; to get ahead; 

to excel. 

5^ iS. to cover a distance; far 

off. 

^ 2 It unusual ability, 

to walk lame. 

Ip. ijfjlj to stretch out, as when 

walking fast; to writhe, as when 
trodden on. 

See 11,316. 

Disobedient; disobliging 

Read erJfi. Name of a 

country. 

mm one of thirty-six tribes on 

the west of China, of Tibetan 
origin. 

CHOU 

CHOU. 

an An islet; see 2445; 

eyot, as opposed to 

10,790. A Department or 

political division, anciently 

comprising 2,500 families. 

The term was substituted 

under the Sui dy¬ 

nasty for (see 3273), but 

changed back again under 

the T‘angs. A region. 

“h ^ M ten shu (IO>°53) 
make a chou, i.e. = 2,500 fami¬ 
lies. 

iifW the Nine Chou, or divi¬ 

sions of the empire subsequent 
upon the engineering labours of 

the Great Yii. 

»JtfiiAffl - 
vain do we hear that beyond the 
ocean there is yet another em 
pire,—a future state. 

the 192 n were so 

called under the Sui dynasty,— 
the empire. 

jjj$ M a poetical name for China 

or a Department 

Magistrate. 

^ Magistrate of a Chou sub 

ordinate to a Prefect. 

LiL lift i'H ^agistrate °f an in 

dependent Chou, i.e. subject to 
no prefectural control but report 
ing direct to the provincial 
government. 

4) W first-class assistant Depart 

ment Magistrate. 

41 Rl .i or J|J % literary 

designation of the above. 

Hi m second-class assistant De 

partment Magistrate. 

^l] ^ literary designation of 

the above. 

}\\ J|1 a neighbourhood. 

H\ ^ 0 departmental police- 

master and gaol-warden. 

mm a Department city 

}\\ ^ Department and District 

Magistrates. 

39 



3°6 CHOTJ 

2445 

IR-A; 

|See 
Even Upper. 

2446 

lR- it 
|see^ 

Even Upper. 

An islet; a continent. 

SM2 m on the islet in the 

river. 

m ft = iffl there are three 

islands in the Huai R. 

)]i$ ty\\ the island of those 

who conquer the spirit,—one 
the four great continents which 
constitute the inhabited work 
of every Buddhist universe. Sans 
krit: Pilrvavideha. 

Ill M M or 0 y? ‘he su 

perior continent,—said to be 
square, as also the faces of its 
inhabitants. Sanskrit: Uttara 
kura or Kurudvipa. 

'& M a sand bank; a spit. 

m a alluvial fields. 

A Nine Islands,-near Macao 

A boat. A saucer; 
stand. To carry at the 

girdle. Radical 137. See 
11,193, 1659. 

— the two youths 

got into their boat. 

vi ft it floats about 

that willow boat. 

the master of a ferry-boat 

boatmen. 

a rudderless boat 

—a widow. 

frssn®# if you can go 

by road, don’t go by boat. 

for tra 
veiling by water there is nothing 
like a boat. 

the vessel touched 

at Taku. 

conveyance by water and 

land. 

# ¥ the water and 

land routes are parallel. 

# 4t 2 the fatigues ofj 

travelling. 

S d tin # house small as a 

boat,—a mean-looking dwelling. 

Hit ftfs to sail a boat on 

land,—of absurd impossibilities. 

—‘ pH a h§ht skiff. 

sat in the bow of 

the boat. 

to give up the 

occupation of a boatman. 

2446 

R 

2447 

it 
See Jgj 

Even Upper. 

2449 

■7c* 

A. cheu1 chieu 

Even Upf>er. 

2450 

a 
, c/iau 

H. chit 
chiu 

' | tsiu 

M. j ch0U 
. tseo 

Sz. chou 
. chu 
shu, shit 
. chen 

Even Upper. 

ft z a §reat 
villain who escapes from justice. 

it" ♦ it # y°u 
the Consul, in point of doing 
what is right, are in the same 
boat with me. 

^ the cargo of a vessel. 

14 z what was it that 

he carried at his girdle? 

* ih boat island,—Chusan, so 

called from its fancied resem 
blance to a boat. 

to travel on water by 

boat,—one of the 0 four 

modes of transport. See <74, 
2874, 6821. 

To cover; to conceal 
Used with 2446. 

who has been irn 

posing on my lover? 

mat to deceive, 

ft* a boat; boatmen. 

/$} fa to go,—as a boat, 

ffl M the master of a vessel. 

The pole of a carriage. 

lark, called A crested 

fSilSorfliUl- 
HAP a long narrow boat. 

The territory occupied 

by fi 3c Tan Fu (14th 

century b.c.), from which the 

dynasty of his descendants 

received the name of ^ 

Chou. A bend (see 4.661), 
To surround; on all sides; 

everywhere. Close; dense, 

as population. To assist. 

mm the Chou dynasty b.c. 

1122—b.c. 255. 

m m the capital of Chou. 

245° 

jit! or H5 7JV the honoured 
House of Chou. 

M the founder and first 

Emperor of the m dynasty. I 

3l was a minister of the 

Emperor ^ Chou; ^ j 

was his son. They are frequemh, 
spoken of as model princes. 3 

J5 the Duke of Chou,—fourth 

son of H Ch'ang or ^ J 

Wen Wang the chief ofj 

the West, and younger brother 

of 5^ 3E Wu Wang, the first 

sovereign of the Chou dynasty 
(12th century b.c.). To him has 
been attributed the invention of 
the mariner’s compass (see 574), 
and also the composition of the 

jS| ifll Chou Ritual, consisting 

of rules for the guidance of Court 
officials. 

H ^ ^ there was nothing 

Chou Rung did not take in hand. 

Mj M,I 1 dreamt I saw 

Chou Kung. 

s m-mzM dms 
^ as different as Chou Kung 

and a monkey. 

ZmTLdZW’MS 
is & z. as as a student ofl 

the Confucian Canon, you must 
make yourself thoroughly ac¬ 
quainted with the Chou Ritual. 

m jiff) the road to Chou; a royal I 

road; a broad highway. 

tf a is growing in the| 

middle of the road. 

mm or m e to surround;l 

on all sides. 

m» all round the body. 

dm insufficient, — the circle! 

not being completed. 

fa ij iii z ii mhow 
can the square and the circle 
be made to coincide? 

o wander; to roam. 

mm to extend on all sides. 

$ ^ m ^ pi to treat 
guest with insufficient politeness 

or hospitality. 

@ m <*m 1i most thought¬ 

ful ; considerate; hospitable; 
liberal. 

o inform all. Also, gen-1 
eral acquaintance with. 
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m 
245° 

mm complete and thorough. 

mit fully prepared. 

satisfactorily arranged. 

# T ffn ^ the su- 
perior man is catholic, and no 

partisan. 

to consult fully. 

/£] rpa c?cle- 

perfect; faultless; all that 

is possible; in every way com¬ 

plete. 

% & 5lL Jil 4a 111 
the distribution of rewards and 
punishments God is by no means 

perfect. 

JS3E to straighten; to correct; 

complete; shapely; well propor¬ 

tioned. 

J=|J IfrE to treat wR^ ad courtesy 

or kindness; to be very atten¬ 
tive to; to attend upon. 

M miS th to complete the 

circle and begin again. 

m% a complete revolution of 

the sun,—a whole day. 

TtS A an ordinary day of 24 

hours. 

AJ^^a cycle of (1) 60 years 

or (2) of 240,000. 

mm to thoroughly scrutinize. 

MM a great scholar. 

mm very minute; to be at 

great pains. 

JS1 to have pity. See 2453. 

curve or angle; deviation, 

swerving; round about; circuit¬ 
ous. 

tJ* 7 Wt JiB #r * would 
have saved many complications. 

MW to guard completely or on 

all sides. 

to assist; to succour. See 

24S3- 

m§;%'Jr those who succour 

in adversity are few. See 966. 

IS ATJS there is no one 

who has not (tried to) help them 

tj? ^ ^B fT t0 show me the 
true path. 

JjjfJ ^ a jealous wife. 

to prepare for a 

death and burial. 

^B 5ft repeatedly; hastily. 

2450 

2451 

R-^c 

see m 
A.cheu 

Even Upper. 

fPj 
2452 

a 
See 

W 
F. used for 

Even Lower. 

2453 

See^B 
A. cheu, chu 

Even Upper. 

mm an appearance of fear; 

looked all around. See 2451. 

mm to consider. 

IS it name of one of the books 

of the Odes. 

m the test of the baby; see 

6284. 

Hurried; flustered. 

hurriedly; in a flustered 

manner. 

Quercus glatica, Thbg. 

Also read cfcoiP. 

Pj 
2454 

R- it 
SeejgJ 

A. chu 

Even Upper. 

2455 

R- it 
See ^ 

A. cheu, chu 

Even Upper. 

To bestow in charity. 

Pj to succour; to give money. 

P] to give in charity, 

pj beneficent; charitable. 

df PJ the gifts are not 

adequate. 

A heavily loaded cart. 

To revolve. Used for 

2450. See 924. 

may the whole 

year be prosperous for you! 

the third revolving 

year; the third anniversary 
especially of a death. 

—• j|| one turn or revolution. 

—* jM 0$ twenty-four hours; a 

day and night. 

Si all round. 

-S3 

a a#- 
once round. 

/f|i| always the same 

t 

is 
2455 

13 

2456 

R. 6 
C. ( chuk 
H. 
F. choiik 
W. ciu 
N. cuoh, tsoh 

chou 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. chu 
K. chuk 

Entering 
Upper. 

tsuk 

^j|| the return of the year. 

M ^ flows round un 
ceasingly,—as the blood circu 

lating. 

Mff to revolve. 

completely; absolutely. 

enough to go round 

enough for all needs; never 
ceasing; continuous. 

H OH t0 2° roundi to surround 

the circumference. 

what is the 

circumference ? 

Rice boiled to a gruel; 

congee. Also read chua*. 

to 

2457 

R. ' 

C. tsau 
H. tsiu 
F. chaiUy v. 

naiu 
W. tsau 
N. tsoii, v. zou 
P. 1 
M. i 

make congee,—as drunk by the 
Chinese in the early morning. 

better that a man should wait 
for his congee, than his congee 
for him,—because it spoils by 
standing. 

sbjk* place in which congee 

is distributed to the poor, like 
a “soup kitchen.” 

to eat gruel,—of a new 

Emperor in mourning for his 

father. 

l*J #S » kind of porridge 

with bits of pork in it 

=gr bean porridge. 

a preparation like the 

thickened tea of the Tibetans 

*A* a kind of gruel made 

from mixed grains and eaten 
on the 8th of the 12th moon 
the day when idols are washed 

Read yit**. See 13,696 

humble; simple; respect 

ful. 

the Huns (see 4857) 

Wrinkles; furrows. To 

frown. See 2458. 

& 

tsou 

t iS(. wr^n^es- 

a wrinkled face. 

mi wrinkles cover his 

brow. 

a to wrinkle the brows; to 

frown. 
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2457 
Y. Iseo 
Sz. /sou 
K. ch'-u 
J. sho, shu 
A. triu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

2458 

R. ' 

C. /sail 
H. tsiu 
F. chain 
W. /sau 
N. /soil 
P. chon 
M. ) /sou, 
Y. \ /sung 
Sz. chon 
K. ch'-u 
J. shii, shu 
A. triu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

— 

2459 

R. ' 

See 

SinkingUpper 

i 
'J^. all the elders who were 

present at the hearing of the 
suit, frowned angrily. 

!±4e» with wrinkles on 

the leaves,—as cabbages, etc. 

St B Elcreased- 
ft® red wrinkles,—dates. 

^ wrinkled or corrugated 

gold,—as used in ornamentation. 

Wrinkled; crumpled. 

Crape. To shrink. See 2457. 

/§§ or ^ wrinklesi foldsi 

the first is also taffetas. 

puckered; crumpled. 

M M. Hj} the breeze 

raises green wrinkles on the water. 
Cf. “The wrinkled sea,” etc. 

$§ # crape. 

crape silk. 

m 

2400 

See 

Rising Upper. 

1ft 
2462 

2463 

R 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

il'M 7J5] 

camlet. 

flS mf§ to skr*nkl to shrivel. 

a kind of satin. 

Creases; folds. 

^ or '(‘W ffi creases in 
clothes, paper, etc. 

See 11,810. 

To bind with thongs of 

leather. Used for 2458. 

Same as 2466. Also 

read yu*. 

A helmet. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from ^ 2466 

(under Rad. 130) and ff 

12,574-] 

buff-coats and helmets; 

armour. 

with shells on red 

strings adorning their helmets. 

2* 

R. 

2464 

it 
C. shuk- 
H. shuk, 
F. /uk-, tikr, 

/*« 
W. dziu- 
N. djoh-, dzoh- 
P. Sxhou 
M. tsou„ tsuD 
Y. /suk 
Sz. chu 
K. ch'-u, ch'-uk 
J. chu, chiku 
A. itriu, truk- 

Even and 
Entering 
Irregular. 

w 
2465 

R. 

C. 
H. £r‘zw 
F. leu, lieu 

n!’ (dziu 
P. chon 
M. Isou 
Y. tseo 
Sz. chou 
K. chu 
J. chu, dju 
A. tru 

Sinking 
Lower. 

ttr1 

F? 
2466 

dziu 

R. 

C. chau 
H. cts'-iu 
F. leu, lieu 
W. j 
N. i 
P. chou 
M. /sou 
Y. Iseo 
Sz. chou 
K. chu 
J. chu, dju 
A. tru 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Ah* 

Sw 
2467 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

The wives of brothers; 

sisters-in-law. 

^ % Z % % the 
wives of brothers are chou li 
sisters-in-law. 

Read cfcou^. 

ill at ease. 

Anxious 

Time infinite, past and 

future. See 13,540. 

=f lit Z ft Ul T ^ 
physical aspect of the universe 
does not change. 

Descendants; posterity. 

[To be distinguished from 

|if 2463 (under Rad. 13), 

and Pf 12,574.] 

-^r* the eldest son. 

|if faf descendants; posterity. 

tH" ei the scions of noble families 

iftSf the descendants of old 

families; lineage. 

his lineage is not 

known. 

To ask blessings for; to 

pray for. 

8* 

2468 

C. chuk 
H. ch'-uk 
F. tiik 
W. dju 
N. djiioh 
P. iehu, schou 
M. tsu, /sou 
Y. tsuk 
Sz. chu 
K. ch'-uk 
J. djiku 
A. truk 

Entering 
Lower. 

u 
2469 

2470 

An axle-tree. A shaft 

An axis. A pivot. A roller 
for maps or scrolls. Num- 
erative of scrolls. Used 
for 13,408. 

]fL $ft or $[}] an axle-tree. 

[The second is also a roller for 
scrolls.] 

iS #T $[ll a large load of 

light things will break an axle 
tree. 

^[{| jp| the projecting end of an 

axle-tree. 

fw fill tke ska^ a steamer. 

jjjj}] and the axes of| 

heaven and earth, respectively. 

j|ij{j the axis of suspension. 

i|j{j the pivot of a pair. of 

shears. 

SSTiHSfffi 
jplS jjijjj there was connection be¬ 

neath the feet (of the figure) 
through a round hole, forming a 
pivot,—on which the figure could 
turn round and thus point al 
ways to the south. 

Vj one who is the pivot on 

which an affair turns; a manager; 
a ruler. 

jjjjjj a roller for maps, scrolls, 

etc. 

H ^ (H ® with both 

hands opened the scroll. 

^ ^ a eulogistic scroll hung 

near a coffin. 

jH; EEl three scroll pictures 

— Ha thou- 

sand pictures are not equal to 

one book. 

^ ^ a scroll which opens hori¬ 

zontally,—as for a long land 

scape. 

a catch; a bolt. 

3l a water-wheel turnec 

by five men. 

jJj to 8reak loose from 

the teachings or traditions of a 

master. 

See 8351. 

Same as 2471. 



CHOU 

See 

R. 

2471 

ft 
C. chau 
H. chu 
F. chhiu 

s-l- 
P. chou 
M. tsou 
Y. tseo 
Sz. chou 
K. chhu 

. shu, shit 
A. chui, tr'iu 

Rising Upper 

R 

2472 

ft 
C. chaid- 
H. child 
F. /ifzz2-, tieuO- 
W. 'dziu 
N. dziu 

Ft i choid 
M. 1 

tsed 
Sz. chou3 
K. chu 

, chu 
A. tru1- 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Lower. 

2473 

ft 

See m 
Rising Lower. 

M 

tsiu 

2474 

R^T 
C. chau 
H. tsiu 
F. tiu 
W; 
N. 
P.chou 
M. tsou 
Y. tseo 
Sz. chou 
K. chu 
J. chu, chu 
A. tr'iu 

Rising Upper 

IKnn 

and self-willed. 

[ 309 ] 

A broom; a besom. 

9574. Also read chu”. 

ijfi a broom or whisk used to 

wash dishes. 

^j. she who manipulates 

the sieve and broom,—a wife; 
also, a concubine. 

?=% ^j| a broom star,—a comet. 

See 9596. 

^ a species of goose-foot 

(1Chenopodium scop arid), the leav¬ 
es of which are eaten and the 
stalks used for making besoms. 

| 5g£ H the sweeper-away of| 

care,—wine. 

2474 

R. 

The c Traces, of harness, 

crupper of a saddle. 

^4 or 5: the tyrant 

whose crimes brought about the 

fall of the j^j (or Yin) dy¬ 

nasty b.c. 1122. See 2600 

m s t a t ch“ 
slew Prince Pi-kan,—by causing 
him to be disembowelled 

If M P ?#• T ^ the 
crimes of Chou exceed those of 
Chieh. See 1498. These two 
personages are the typical tyrants 
of Chinese history. 

The crupper of a saddle. 

a stick used on pack- 

animals as a crupper. 

M ft fl stuPid 

chau 
H. chu 
F. teu,tieu,tau 
W. chiu 
N.chiu 

chou 
M. tsou 
Y. tseo 
Sz. chou 
K. chu 

. chu 
A. tru 

Sinking 
Upper. 

The arm from the shoul 

der-joint to the elbow-joint 

the upper arm (8790). The 

elbow; the wrist. Num 

erative of hams. 

fi or Mf the elbow, 

to take by the wrist. 

as near as elbow 

and armpit,—of close friendship 
or relationship. 

# rfn ^ if he pulled his 

sleeve, his elbow came through 
—poverty-stricken. 

W to fold the arms. 

M ff rfS £ went to meet 
him on his hands and knees 

PP4 
JL 
2476 

C. chau 
H. chu 
F. chieu 
W. 
N. 
P.chou 
M. tsou 
Y. tseo 
Sz. chou 
K. chu 
J. shu, shu 
A. chu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

■bjl ^ the annoyance of 

an impeded elbow,—of some hin¬ 
drance to action. 

tit W pulling back at the elbow, 

—hindering. 

prevented from I 

going. 

ic M Z the girl nudged him. 

a shoulder of pork. 

W —■■ Ma ham- 

Day-light; daytime. See 

3721. 

is? a », t 1 
not stopping by day or night. 

^ ft H ^ making no distinc¬ 

tion between day and night,— 
e.g. working all the same. 

lj||; to sleep in the daytime. 

jff broad day. 

# a tt s to turn day into 

night,—to commit excesses in 
broad day-light. 

ill Hi t^ie daytime col¬ 

lect the grass. 

mm the light of day darkened. 

To curse; to swear an 

oath. To recite incanta 

tions; to employ charms 

or spells. 

CHOU 

PP 4 "7 I could not venture to 

JL bring down sickness upon my 

2476 mother,—by pretending that she 
was ill when she was not, in 
order to get leave to see her. 

Jli; able to charm a man into a 

trance, and to bring him back 
again to consciousness. 

m 
2477 

Same as 2476. 

tsiu 

2478 

See -jrj- 

A. tr'iu 

Even Upper. 

2479 

C. -Az«, chau1 
F. Icu?- 
W. liu> 
N. dziu 
P.chou 
Y. liu 
K. chu 
J. chu, dju 

A. tru 

Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

To strike. To pluck out. 

The winding lines of hills. 

See 1820. 

The “seal” character, 

called ^ or ||| ^ after 

its inventor fChou, 

a minister to ^ Hsiian 

Wang of the Chou dynasty, 

b.c. 800. 

pp 
XL 

2480 

R. to curse. 

^ curses; imprecations; 

spells. 

HR t0 rad and curse at- 

curse him dead! 

— % —■ %' M ini isfs IP 
to curse a man every day, only 
adds to his happiness and Ion 
life. 

R- 

(ft, ^ 8R M $ jSl he then 
swore (lit. staked his oath) say¬ 
ing, “If I ever saw you before 
may my eyes run blood.” 

See ^ vi. 
A. tru 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

2481 

it 

See 4^ 

SinkingUpper 

.4 

To peck, as a bird. A 

star in Hydra. 

a bird’s beak. 

TfSitpf it will not wet its! 

beak. 

Read chv)-. Talkative. 

=& r/i’/2 talkative; garrulous. 

To peck. A large birdl 

with a crooked bill. Used| 

with 2400. 

it % or II ^ to recite incan¬ 

tations. 

-km% charms to invoke the 

protection of Kuan Yin. 

T-i& 5E& # HIT S 

*' 
2482 

R. 

See llv 
SinkingLower 

To rail at; to scold. 

Sad: morose. 

to abuse; to rail at. 



Ph 

CH'OU 3!0 CH‘or 

R-w 
IK. ch'-o 
IJ. slid, shu 
I A. Paid 

Sinking. 

w 
2484 

Sinking 
Lower. 

An attendant; an assist 

ant. 

Hsi Tzfi made them act as assist 
ants to (his concubine) of the 
family of Wei. 

ff ^ ^ 1*? 
gf hearing these ditties makes one 

think upon the olden tim'es. 

CH‘OTJ. 

Grieving; sad. 

I A. hseu, triu 

Even Upper. 

i 4b JL a sorrowing and 

anxious heart. 

ilHtj f[}| weary and sad. 

A thread; a clue. To 

follow up; to investigate 

To make trial of. Used 

for 2503. 

to wind off threads, as for 

weaving. 

to investigate. 

a kind of satin. 

To pull up; to take out 

To divide up; to allot. To 

levy; to exact. See 9563 

W ij$ theypulled up the 

thorny bushes. [S’ is an initial 
particle.] 

(the driver) on the 

left wheels about, (the warrior’ 
on the right draws (his sword) 

Jft) Jfp t0 get away; to absent 

oneself from business. 

I cannot get away 

it 7 flg 1 have no spare 

time. 

-hi) tc>ok himself off. 

1* % * ftf to get out of the 

affair,—i.e. to get clear of all 
responsibility. Generally used 
in a contemptuous sense. 

B0or £ IE to take a 
little leisure; to find time for 
doing anything. 

or ttHJ to select or take 

from a lot. 

2486 

^ M a drawer. 

a chest of drawers. 

IAS to pick out and examine! 

nt 
2486 

one of a lot. 

jb & Wc 
musters. 

to examine I 

fill ffll to Pkk out and reject; to| 

weed out. 

^ to divide in percentages; 

to allot in proportion to. 

percentage or commission. 

01 t0 levy duties 

or taxes. 

illegal taxation. 

M to levy lekin. 

#1 flj to “flay” by taxation. 

i\Xto leyy- 
jf(\ —• ^j|j add on a tenth. 

fi five per cent ad 

valorem. 

trlASf to collect subscript-1 ?? 

ions,—generally by needy tra-l ^ 
vellers, to enable them to return I 
home. See 2302. 

^ t0 take out and change,— I w.j 

as goods from original packages. I p j 

>7* amount collectedly- !^ °U 

not reaching the amount to belsz. ch'-ou 

2488 

IK. ch'-u 
Ij. chu, chiii 
I A. triu, ilitu 

Even Upper. 

2489 

remitted. 

M t0 reel silk- 
Jp| to gasP > to pant. 

t0 s°b. 

all of a sudden. 

beat him with a 

whip. 

ifo rn whiP y°u- 

^ to rescue; to deliver, 

a watch-case. 

tASl# to produce the record 

of a case. 

l&Wi cramps; spasms, 

2491 

KH 
. . . | w. | 
?w W 7^" sPasnis of pain. L j dziu 

ia - » & a convulsion; a fit.lj/Jsg*^ 

'ffij pulling out the tendon |A’ 

of the foot,—an ancient pun-1 
ishment. I Even Lower. 

to heave the stone,—an 

athletic exercise in which a heavy I 

2487 

r-7c 

Even Lower. 

stone is thrown from one to an¬ 
other to catch. 

ff when 
plants put forth their new green 
buds, it is a sign of spring at 
hand. b 

^j|j to extract the truth, 

fjjj J shrunk,- of wood. 

^ pulling and straining; with 
effort; struggling, as vegetation. 

11 or M to detack; to 
draft,-—troops, etc. 

t0 assess. 

^ t0 Provide; to give. 

A medicinal plant with a 

bitter root, called 

It is a species of Hcdysa- 
rum. 

To be cured; convales¬ 

cent. To reform. 

does he say he is I 

not yet well? 

% ^ incurable. 

0 Mor 0cured;welk 

See 11,806. 

Same as 2499. 

A company of four; a 

party. A class; a sort. 

Comrades; friends. Who? 

See 2492. 

Ilf? fS a band of associates. 

^ a clique; a ring; a cabal, 

friends of the same way m 
of thinking; birds of a feather. 

|7E a fellow; a match; one 

of the same kind or class. 
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2491 

dziu 

ch'-ou 

2492 

Rcfc 

SeeW 
Even Lower. 

A. tru 

Even Lower. 

I# comrades; friends. 

IS Tvci^ who will do 

it for him? 

S a young bride. 

A cultivated field. Who? 

A class; divisions. A mate. 

[S3I to cultivate arable 

land. 

P® PH, the furrowed fields 

are rich and fertile. 

^ the nine fields,—divisions 

of Yu’s Great Plan. 

pj|| Tt ^ made his fief here¬ 

ditary. 

pi^ who will seek out.....? 

.S& 7468. 

Pi x who is equal to 

the duty of superintending my 
workmen? 

T-sdPi-ft on whom can I 

rely? 

tit Hilt in accordance with their rpf 
classification. 

your mates. 

men of the class,—of astro¬ 

nomers, understood. Hence, this 
term has been taken to mean 
“astronomers” or “mathemati¬ 
cians.” 

■jjjtf |fl!| or p|l| ^ of old; in form¬ 

er times. 

To calculate; to consider 

about; to devise. A tally; 

a ticket. A point or goal 

at a game (football or polo). 

to calculate; to 

to calculate the 

rj I or 
W w I w 

reckon. 

mmnM 
whole lot at once 

—* 4|p j^L he has not pro¬ 

posed a single plan 

M M Z I}} t0 llaVe the 
least success, 

■^yv- 

7/jr -■ -3^= rqjg ^g= 

^ °r S J to deliber¬ 

ate; to arrange; to devise. 

Hit to devise some arrange¬ 

ment. 

a plan; a scheme, 

to plot; to scheme. 

m» mm'"mm or 

2493 

PW 

2494 

See Jil 
A. chu, /r# 

Even Upper. 

2495 

R- it 
H. cK-u 

See 

to make provision, 

to fix a sum,—for a re- 
/at 

ward etc. 

Up gjf ^ a Municipal Coun¬ 

cil. 

to prepare beforehand. 

H fi extra rice for supply¬ 

ing loss by voyage, etc. 

iSp -^[pj army estimates. 

HP to think, 

money, 

tance of. 

mt to negotiate a loan. 

HP *1*11 $it0 Plan strategy in 

his tent,—of a great general. 

J|? Hp the time-float in a clep¬ 

sydra or water-clock. See 11,662. 

mm to give out tallies or tickets 

to provide,—a sum of 

£ to provide for the remit- 

ftf Ht; to collect tallies,-—as from 

coolies employed in carrying. 

fig: to carry a tally,—as coolies 

with merchandise. 

ft** W3= a bamboo tally. 

a counter. 

—. an ancient game of skill, 

consisting in pitching arrows 
into a vase with three long necks. 

Hurried ; bustling. To 

deceive. 

Ml ^ £J to deceive by mis 

statements. 

"pRf 

Even Lower. 

z 

2496 

R ^ it 
See || 

Rising Upper. 

Embarrassed; irresolute. 

l£|§ in a quandary; undecided. 

See 2636. 

To discard ; to reject. 

Disagreeable; bad. 

| do not cast me off. 

2498 

l-it 
C. shau 
H. seu 
F. chheu 
W. zau 
N. dzdii, zoii 
P. ch'-ou 
M. ts'-ou 
Y. ts'-eo 
Sz. ch'-ou 
K. ch'-u, su 

. shu, dju 
A. seu 

Even Lower. 

2497 

)X$\ 

2499 
R. vulgar. 

H. not used 

W. ts'-au 
P. ‘ch'-ou 
M. 1 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. 

1 not used 

Same as 2508. 

Melancholy ; grieving ; 

sad; fearful. 

^ melancholy. 

#§j or Zpl a rueful coun- — Kin Jills a* yiiiv 

tenance. 

& to brood over grief. 

^ t0 riisPei sorrow. 

J]§ ]f my bowels are tied 

in a hundred knots of sorrow. 

J| ^ Jp| not to smooth 

one’s gloomy brows. 

who carries his grief to flowers 
or moonlight,—with a view to 
shake it off. 

||]|| JjjjJ, to be sorrowful. 

^ to die of grief or melan¬ 

choly. 

has broken into 

the city of grief,—i.e. has turned 
grief into joy, as good news. 

M ^ grieved. 

%!k =fe to fear that bad will 

come of it. 

^ anxious; 

apprehensive. 

|<t& jfik to be anxious or depressed. 

monkey 

not used 

A. Sseu 

Rising Upper 

Read td'ao1. Confused; 

in disorder. 

m tangled; disordered; an¬ 

noying. 

To look at; to gaze. 

I cannot see it. 

BR.W eyes gazing at. 

look at the 

words when you read. 

ft m what are you 

staring at? 

t^ie tl’rtle watches its 

eggs,—till they hatch. 

2500 

Same as 2499. 
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RJ 
2^01 

R-Jc 
F. tieu, tiu 

See j 

A. tru, tr'iu 

Even Lower. 

2502 

F. Cchiu 

See 

Even Lower. 

Vexed; disappointed. 

disappointed in one’s 

25°3 

C. ch'-ou 
H. ch'-u 
F. tiu 
W. j 
N. I 

dziu 

P. ) ch'-ou 
M. 
Y. ts'-eo 
Sz. ch'-ou 
K .chu 
J. ch it, djo 

A. tru 

Even Lower. 

m 
wishes. 

Grain growing thickly. 

Close \ crowded -, dense, as 

opposed to^.9381. Thick-, 

stiff. 

A*0f« people and smoke 

(of houses, sc. population) closely 
crowded. 

m ASM a dense crowd of 

people. 

^ fD A 4* ££ A fearing 
lest they should miss each other 
in the crowd. 

W ^ ^ Iftthere is 
both thick and thin,—of gruel 
or soup. 

5* clouded over. 

Thin silk ; silk cloth. See 

1671. Used with 2485 

silks; silk articles. 

silk piece-goods; silk da 

mask and satin. 

manufactured silks. 

mm silk goods. 

* US silk clothing. 

m silk caps. 

silk quilted coats, 

pp silk trousers. 

^ silk and gauze, 

raw pongee. 

ill m Pongee- 
soft or boiled silk, 

reeled pongee 

m m 
coarse silk serge; punjom. 

flftt WM 
£ 

(/& sqk an(j cotton mixture 

wk nM a kind s^k or thread 
camlet. 

fjq) fine; close woven. 

18 It in with their hair so 

thick and straight. 

* 

lynj 

2503 

m @ S Sr round and round 

the faggot-bundles are bound, 

sexual intercourse. This 

2504 

See • 

Even Lower. 

2505 
R.^r 

—1. 
See ^ 

Rising Upper, 

3 

PJ ^ 
sense is based upon the pre¬ 
ceding entry from the Odes, 
which is held to signify the union 
of husband and wife. 

|p H j=i I bound ••ound my 

window and door,—with mul¬ 
berry roots, before it came on 
to rain. Hence the following 
popular application:— 

pj w T A Pi Itto make 
hay while the sun shines. 

HAMPJH the Sase is 
free from all embarrassments,— 
he regards all things and con 
ditions as ONE. 

A coverlet. A bed-cur 

tain. 

^lp] bed-clothes. 

a bed-curtain. 

2=;o6 

Rff 
See J=jt» 

Rising Upper. 

2507 

See PS? 
Even Lower. 

2 

2<;o8 

Rit 
C. chhau 
H. ch'-u 
F. siu 
W. I 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. ts'-eo 
Sz. ch'-ou 
K. siu 
J. shii, dju 
A. t'-u 

Even Lower. 

dziu 

ch'-ou 

A kind of gibbon or 

macacus found in Ssu- 

ch'uan. It is the female o 

the 3244- 

To grasp, as a fan. 

mm to flirt a fan. 

To answer. 

to reply to. 

To pledge with wine; to 

entertain. To requite; to 

repay. 

& @fH t0 Present the cup, 

handing it from one to another 

to pledge,—as host anc 

guest. 

— w fi^.even 
the interchange of toasts is not 
a mere matter of chance,—every 
thing is pre-ordained. 

I® SJH J! M t0 entertain 
friends. 

2508 

11 SHI /111 ffi the ceremo¬ 
nial of entertainments. 

II* great expense for 

entertainment, etc. 

j§|}| to return an invitation. 

lUII ||j- to make a return present; 

to remunerate. 

JR Jfi ®fl fl when baying 
things, he did not haggle over 
the price. 

mU to make a thank-offering. 

§ A * or 'I2J» to 

2509 

-71L 1.i 

m 
2510 

R. ‘ 

See ^ 

A. tr'iu 

Rising Lower 

2^11 

C. ch'-ou 
H. ch'-u 
F. cIdiu 
W. I , c. 
N. i tS M 
P. ch'-ou 
M. ts'-ou 
Y. ts'-eo 
Sz. ch'-ou 
K. ch'-u 
J. shu, shii 
A. hsu 

Rising Upper. 

thank the gods for mercies re¬ 
ceived. 

nm to return thanks,—by sa¬ 

crifices. 

mU to repay; to requite 

mU 5^ or SHI Ilf t0 rewarci ser 
vices. 

iU II or SHi & a gratuity- 
SHI iior SHI ft to rePay- 

mU ^ I have long placed my 

hopes in Kao, and now he has 
justified them,—by graduating 
first on the list. 

Same as 2508. 

New or pure spirits, as 

used at the summer sacri¬ 

fices. 

^ Men* ^ ^ SI iust at the 
time of the summer sacrifice. 

||;j- a tax levied in B.c. 112, 

nominally to provide wine for 
sacrifices, but really as a war-tax. 

Ugly -, hideous, as op 

posed to ^ 7727. Shame 

ful; abominable; evil, as 

opposed to Hf 3889; « 

9883. A crowd. To com 

pare -, of the same kind. 

ill ® repulsive. 

|| I® or fE II or II # 
looking: ugly. 

_ * fir « « 3t £ 
ugly woman preserves her chast 
ity. 

ill 

an 
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2511 

lltSAIBi 
^ an ugly woman of the neigh¬ 

bourhood saw how beautiful she 
was. 

^ gg horribly ugly. 

amount of beauty; Jooks. 

R 

a disgraceful affair. 

fi shameful conduct. 

what would have to be told, 
would be a vile story. 

a mean fellow; a low 

wretch. 

^E. ||jjl to disgrace oneself. 

Pf Hj| shameful. 

7#tg| brazen-faced; without 

shame. 

*Jt,gI not to be put to shame. 

1'^ WL shamefaced; bashful, 

scamps; vagabonds. 

a disgrace to the family; 

a black sheep. 

M II ^ pT M wash 
your dirty linen at home. 

^ regardless of the disgrace 

or shame; facing the reproaches 
of the world. 

tjp Hg of evil destiny. 

ft ft Z SI a thing of very 

evil omen. 

II £ £ # ! 

Seelgl 

Even Lower. 

2513 

R-A 

See# 
a 

Even Lower. 

i ch'oU 

means one’s own class or col¬ 
leagues. 

IS PUL or §!§, a crowd of cap 

tives. 

to mmm and forthwith 

seized a crowd of captives. 

\^x Hi HI, Min order to warn 
the crowds of evil-doers. 

as lit m subduingthe 
masses of the people. 

# =£ m Hj| to pursue the 

herds of game. 

3&SH& ff from whom (God) 

all great undertakings should pro- 

ceed. [gg gives the idea of the 

number of people employed.] 

to compare sorts 

and kinds. 

2512 

■it 

A brace of birds. Birds 

fighting. To wrangle. A 

silkworm found on the Ai- 

lantus tree. 

The grunting of an ox. 

To go forth. 

the grunting ox; the yak. 

2514 

25I5 

Kit 
C. shau, ch’-ou 
H. shu 
F. siu 
W. dziu, djau 
N. dziu 
P. ch'-ou 
M. ts'-ou 
Y. ts'-eo 
Sz. ch'-ou 
K. su 

. shu, shu 
A. t'u 

Even Lower. 

Same as 2512. 

An enemy •, hatred ; re¬ 
venge. A match; a rival. 
To compare; to verify. See 
6116. 

K VX H ^ H y°u take me 
for an enemy instead,—of a 
friend. 

MM the enemies of our 

great nation. 

MM to withstand; to oppose 

«A one who incurs the en¬ 

mity of another. See 2526. 

to make enemies. 

or f§p an enemy. 

if|S to cherish a grudge, 

to have a feud or quarrel 

to repay a grudge; to take 

revenge. 

^ # a grudge. 

=jl MM to bear a grudge. 

ij|t KH revenge; vendetta. 

MM an hereditary feud which 

has to be washed out in blood. 

MM to return evil for 

good. 

m A4r MM to be on bad terms 

with any one. 

pj MM to abuse; to blackguard 

M [7C or if or if the 

same kind; a match; rivals; op 
ponents. 

mvt to compare,-as documents 

Same as 2515. 

MV 
2517 

Kit 
See >Jc MM 

Even Lower. 

2518 

C. ch'-ou 
H. ch'-u 
F. Hu 
W. 
N. 

b | ls'-ill 

P. ch'-ou 
M. ts'-ou 
Y. ts'-eo 
Sz. ch'-ou 
K. ch'-u 

chii, cho 
A. siu 

Rising Upper. 

2516 

Used as an abbreviation 

of it 2515. 

Read chit?. A surname. 

%% a famous portrait painter 

of the Ming dynasty. 

The second of the twelve 

horary characters or 

branches of earth; see Ta¬ 

bles Vd. The fourth watch; 

from 1 to 3 a.m. 

a a# the period from 1 to 3 a.m. 

a M the twelfth moon. 

or Jj|p the low-comedy 

man of a Chinese troupe. 

2519 

U 
2520 

2521 

R. 

ts'iu 

C. ch'-ou 
H. ch'-u 
F. ch'eu, v. 

ch’-ou 
W. 
N. 
P. ch'-ou 
M. ts'-ou 
Y. ts'-eo 
Sz. ch'-ou 
K. ch'-u 
J. shu, shu 
A. hsu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See 8350. 

See 8351. 

Sweet-smelling; strong 

smelling. Stinking, as op¬ 

posed to ^ 4256. 

$ Hr* af fragrant it is, and 

in due season. 

as sweet-smelling 

as the epidendrum. 

a bad smell; a stink. 

J||. rancid; tainted. 

JN: frowsy; rank. 

|ps^ a stinking atmosphere; a 

bad smell. 

putrid; foul-smelling. 

j^. ^ the stinking insect,—bee 

bugs. 

ft 

MZ there have always been 

people to follow stinkers to the 
seashore,—i.e. fond of nastiness 
The allusion is to a foul crea 
ture, named Lit, who though ex 
pelled from the haunts of ordi 
nary men, still managed to secure 
a following of his own. 

40 
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2521 

2522 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

2523 

R.^ 

C. s.-chlau 

See 

J. kiu, kiu 

SinkingUpper 

§ A ft 10 ft self and great 

make up a stinker,—i.e. people 
who think a lot of themselves 
stink. [For the sake of this ap¬ 

plication, the character Jf|. is 

regarded as composed of ^ 

and ^.] 

M. 4^" foul-mouthed. 

|IJ foul breath. 

Hr* paraffin and other strong 

smelling oils. 

ft* carbolic acid. 

ft« stinking bean-curd; nox¬ 

ious. 

Jp|. putrid; rotten. 

J|. iS ^ it soon gets “bad”, or 

begins to smell. 

a foul reputation. 

j||j ^ to leave a bad 

name for generations to come 

® a worthless thing or 

person. 

^jjlj stinking copper,—the 

hoard of a miser. Is also used 
in allusion to the purchase of 
official posts. 

=yK- H|| Ipll foul talk, unfit for 

hearing. 

H: the mole-rat (Sif li¬ 

nens fsilurius). 

Read hsitt*. To smell 
See 4685. 

|. £ smelt it. 

%. Jp|. a pleasant smell. 

Name of a stream which 

joins the Yellow River in 

l|| the District of Meng 

in Honan. 

2524 

To walk as if weary, or 

lame. 

Same as 2486. 

4 
25 25 

or R. 

Rising Upper. 

CHIT. 

Radical 3. ' Used in some 

senses of 2526. 

* or j|[!j to add a dot to 

Up on the jjjjjj 2J2 ancestral 

tablet of a deceased parent, chang¬ 

ing into and making the 

disembodied spirit present (as 

though ^), and therefore j| 

“efficacious” or able to take care 
of the survivors. A special day 
is appointed for this ceremony, 
and some eminent person, known 

as , is invited, if poss¬ 

ible, to affix the important dot. 
See 2526. 

Read tien%. 

writing. 

£3 
2526 

C. chit 
H. chu 
F. chii, chio 
W. tsu 
N. chi 
P. chu, v. lehu 
M. chit, tsu 
Y. tsu 
Sz. chii; chu 
K. chu 
J. shu, so 
A. chu 

Rising Upper. 

A dot in 

A host; a president of a 

feast. A master, as op 

posed to ^ 5520; a lord; 

a sovereign ; a ruler; 

manager. See 2525. To 

preside over; to have to 

do with; see 3336. 

± A a host; a head of a family; 

a master; a patron; a customer 

(949)- 

^ the head of a family. 

4: ^ or ^ a mistress 

/J> ^ the young master,—of a 

child of the family. 

a distant descend 

ant presides over the feast. 

W P H ± the host of all 

the spirits,—the Emperor, who 
performs the sacrifices. 

4: you are host,—I am 

guest. 

the master and his 

eldest son. 

± ¥ or ± & or ± ± our 
sovereign,—the Emperor. 

^ ^ my master,—the Emperor 

the late Emperor. 

A F 2 ± the lord of all 

under heaven,—the Emperor. 

43* 
a 

2526 

A ± *<Sifaso,e. 
reign is deficient in his govern¬ 
ment, .... See 648. 

-Si®*®. 

ilfcAitk to behold good¬ 

ness without elation, and wicked¬ 
ness without anger, this is to be 
a ruler of men. 

||j| jr the sovereign. 

3jf|* a monarch. This term has 

been adopted as the equivalent 
of King or Queen. 

& 4: the Emperor’s daughters; 

a princess. See 6568. 

4: the Emperor’s sisters 

4: the Emperor’s aunts. 

^ Z£T the lord of heaven. Title 

of the first of the Eight Spirits 
worshipped in ancient times; 
used in Buddhism for Indra 
also applied to a Taoist deity. 
This term has been adopted 
by the Roman Catholics as the 
Chinese equivalent for God, anc 
is the least open to objection 
of all terms so far in use 
amongst Christian missionaries 
See 11,208. 

^ R°man Catholicism; 

the Roman Catholic and Greek 
churches. 

dfi zj: the true lord,—a term used 

by the Mahommedans for God. 

ijr Q the Lord’s day; Sunday 

the Sabbath. 

4? a controlling power; Na¬ 

ture; a First Cause. [Used by 
Chu Hsi as one of his interpre 

tations of ir>2o8]. 

P ± or ± or ^ £ 
the tablet of a deceased person 
See 2525, 2530. 

a District Magistrate. 

4 4^" fbe Grand Examiners,— 

appointed by the Emperor to 
preside over the triennial exa¬ 
minations for the second degree. 

4: the promoter of a marriage, 

i e. the person who occupies the 
responsible position in connect¬ 
ion therewith. He may be said 
to “give away” the bride, and is 
usually her paternal grandfather 

Hj" a rich man; a capitalist 

4 one who practises charity 

a benefactor; a title of honour 
given to all who support Budd¬ 

hism by acts of charity, 
krit: Ddtiapati. 

Sans- 
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jjjj£ -jr a landlord. 

m ± the one whose enmity has 

been incurred, ote 2515. 

^ ^ the one towards whom 

indebtedness has been incurred, 

—the creditor. 

^ ||j a patron; to patronise; to 

help; a customer. 

— the heroes and 

heroines of the book. 

||j ^ self-governing; free; in¬ 

dependent. 

a # Zp an autocrat. 

a republic. 

^ ± a # such and- 
such a place is under the juris¬ 
diction of Chinese officials. 

tp to govern; to control; 

curative properties,—used of any 
substance, as a heading. Also, 
a Buddhist abbot. 

-y- m to manage; to oversee. 

~y- ^2 to guard; to protect. 

~4 to manage the affairs, as 

of a household. An Assistant 
Secretary in the Imperial House¬ 
hold. A second-class Assistant 
Secretary in one of the Six 
Boards. [First used under the 
Han dyn.J 

f — A 
the movements of a thousand 
men are managed by one. 

literary designation of a 

second-class Assistant Secretary 
to one of the Six Boards. 

a deputy Assistant Magis 

trate. An Archivist in the jil 

j|£ Imperial Supervisorate 

of Instruction, 

ife intention; plan; decision; 

leading idea; gist. [Colloq. chu"1 

i ^ t^ie d°c^et °n a des_ 

patch. 

M ± S I have a plan. 

tr ± 8 to make a plan,—for 

doing something. 

tH i ^ to sug§est a plan- 

± g. T £ ft the initiative 

does not rest with me. 

± n t ± 1 determines 

the sound but not the meaning 

to undertake; to be at the 

head of. 

2526 

H who is the responsible 

person or director? 

Z' J i&M±Rto 
have no control over him. 

% ^ ^ I can’t ven¬ 

ture to decide on my own res¬ 
ponsibility. 

^ ^ to be the chief; to take 

the lead; to be of chief import¬ 

ance. 

H J# Wj 3® % ±his main 
object being to arrange terms 

of peace. 

ing it a leading principle not 
to change a single character. 

Ireflected 

that God has a purpose,—in what 
he does. 

iyr to vote for war. 

M i to a raan> *"e' t0 w^n 
him to one’s interests by bri¬ 
bery; a purchaser. 

i ^ t0 inst*gate. 

suspected him of 

instigating it. 

4^ the ruling flag,—the na¬ 

tional ensign. 

ryr the leader of the sacrificial 

ceremonies. 

4 to order. 

zp yjx ^ ^ it is good for con¬ 

vulsions in children. 

4=. one hak (°f such char¬ 

acters) have to do with the 
meaning. 

-f- A M ^ it ± Hat i8> 
he became a firm believer in 
this doctrine,—of anarchism. 

J# ¥ fl © 
to make equal rights and in 
dependence their aim,—of suf¬ 
fragettes. 

± 1 the^ 
(9420) indicates repose, the hurt 
(5244) movement. 

* ft ± ffi ffi A ffi 
essence of the method consists 
in seizing a man and then ., 

'ff i s^e ^as a ^ead or 
master,—is married. Also, the 
goods have a master, i.e. are sold 

^ J£, iiX M. ± when the 
family is ruined the servant is 
rude to the master. 

*y 1 

2526 

ft* 

2527 

C. chit 
H. chhu 
F. choit, chit, 

teu, ticu 
W. dzit^ dji 
N. djii, dji 
P. chu 
M. tsu, chu 
Y. tsu 
Sz. tso, chu, tsu 
K. chu 
J. chu, dju 
A. tru 

Sinking 
Lower. 

fa 'M ± A M a lean dog is 

its master’s shame. 

the workman has T*0ths (his own 
way), the master ,7eths. 

#R fa ± bel°J'aI 
to the master whose rice you eat. 

to control; to act as 

master. 

~y~ the host’s place or seat. 

Commander-in-chief. 

the host at dinner; also 

used for Chairman of a Board, 

etc. 

-y"* ||| the superintendent of the 

examination enclosure. 

~y* a lecture; a lecturer. 

^4 ^ and ^ to be of good 

and bad omen, respectively. 

4 ^ to be a sign of rain. 

± H ^ is a siSn that 
it will blow at night. 

44 fjU the Department Keeper of 

Drafts in the Peking Boards. 
The person drawing up the draft 
of a document; the act of draw¬ 
ing up the draft. 

land belonging to a 

person who has just disposed 
of (sc. lost) an adjoining piece 
of land. A term used in a state 
ment of boundaries. 

4 ^4 the Jews: see also 2549 

10,052. 

To cease; to stop; to 

make to stop. To abide; 
to dwell. Is used as an 
auxiliary or complementary 
verb with various shades o 
meaning, but all involving 

sense of permanence 
continuance, or stability 

Used with 2542. 

it P to cease talking. 

fa. a ft o make haste 

and stop talking. 

he never stops talking. 

continually. 

to stop the chopsticks 

—to cease eating. 

IfeT to stay the hand; to stop 

work. 
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ft 
25=7 

f®7Sftft- don’t stop,— 

doing anything, 

ft # to stay one’s steps; to halt 

* ft ft I the steamer 

has stopped. 

ftft W to stop walking, 

ft 15? she stopped crying 

is '(is © ^ ft it doesn’t 

stop snowing, 

ft 0 to fix the eyes on. 

ft® I * brought the vessel 

to an anchor. 

•ftftSRSft where do you 

live ? 

Sft or ft^ residing at. 

ft or ft i or ft ^ 
dwelling-place; a residence. 

It ft M without fixed 

place of residence, 

ft® to stop for a night; to lodge. 

ft® the chief priest of a temple, 

—who resides and manages. 

1^7® cannot stay. 

ft ^ a servant; to serve an 

apprenticeship with a small wage. 

ft Sc or ft T to be stopping 

at; to lodge; to put up at. 

ilt HL ft livin§here- 
ft M dwelling-house. 

fp a dwelling-house; also, a 

bedroom. 

ftuimiE list of residences 

—of his colleagues, given to a 
new member of a yamen in order 
to enable him to pay his visits 
of ceremony to them. 

ftSgGSft to live in the same 

house but to have a separate 
menage. 

ftft to live by permission in 

some one else’s house. 

nrn.1 i&m&t ifs 
so late you had better stop here 
to-night. 

ii 10 Jr 3k ft 7 ft 
I am not going to stop long in 
this place. 

)i IS ft! Jr a # 7 ft 
I don’t care to stop here,—in 
consequence of some unpleasant¬ 
ness. 

ft3fl the kalpa of continued 

existence or the stationary kalpa. 
Sanskrit: vivartta sidhakalpa. 

2527 

2528 

R. 

See Zfl 

Rising Upper. 

ft ^ H ^ ^ dwelling in 

the final body,—the last stage 
previous to absorption in Nir 
vana. 

^ftSS P keep guard over 

the passes. 

3**ft can’t preserve, — as 

chastity. 

=fs ^ ft can’t bold ^ firmly 
♦ 

See 8093. 

^ ^ ft can’t be relied on. 

§?7ft won’t wear well,—as 

cloth. 

®7ft can’t be decided ab 

solutely. 

JH7ft can’t be bound to¬ 

gether. 

5fc7ft can’t hold tight,—as 

with chopsticks. 

won’t take root. 

7ft doesn’t succeed,—as 

a business. 

7ft can’t be stopped,—of 

a man in a hurry. 

it 7ft can’t be stopped,—as 

haemorrhage. 

SA 7 ft won’t stick,—as paper 

on a wall. 

St 7 ft can’t stick on a horse 

*7ft can’t sit down,—have 

not leisure. 

17ft won’t keep shut, 

ft 7 ft can’t keep,-as money 

^7ft can’t lie down. 

©7ft can’t keep him,—he 

insists on going. 

7ft won’t keep out,—as 

rain. 

S7ft can’t bear,—as pain 

■fisl ft can t bear,—as a 

rickety table. 

ft iPt a stay. 

To call fowls. Used for 

2480. 

p± Pi the sound of calling fowls 

2529 

£30 

See IjT 

Rising Upper 

2531 

2532 

C. -ch'u 
H. chid 
F. V//«, chirii- 
W. tsu^ chi? 
N. '■chi 

P. Cchu, chi? 
M. I , 
Y J tsu 

Sz. chu 
K. 
J. chu 
A. 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

it- 

2533 

C. -ch'ii 
H. S-ch'u 
F. choir, v. t'eu 
W. Shii 
N. dji 
P. chu 
M. I J 
y I tSU 
Sz. chu 

K. chu 
. chu, djti 

A.tru1 
Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

Same as 2530. 

A stone tablet dedicated 

to ancestors in the family 

temple. 

iNt an ancestral tablet. 

fi!6 a niche in which the 

ancestral tablet is placed. 

Same as 2530. 

A prop ; a post. To 

oppose. Used for 2533. 

fits a prop or stretcher, as to 

an awning. 

ft ^ or ft itor ft to 
walk with a staff for support; a 
staff; a crutch. 

M Z ft ?*\ used it to jamb 

the door. 

A pillar; a post. A co 

lumn of Chinese script. To 

support; to sustain. See 

1949. Used for 2535. 

a pillar. 

ttW or ffiT the foot of a 

pillar. 

ft n 7»' tt m ft ft 
the capital of a pillar, 

ft the base or plinth of a| 

pillar. 

ft IPc pillars and beams,—minis¬ 

ters of State. 

^ ft z u the talents ofj 

great statesmen. 

pillars of the State,—states¬ 

men. See 2205. 

pillars at the graves of 

scholars,—often pointed to re¬ 
semble a Chinese pen. 

ttS a hall supported on pillars. 
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2534 
R.: 

C. chu 
H. chu3 
F. cho'uh 
W. afeiz 
N. (At 

J. zAa, sz 
A. z/zzd 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

S 
2S3S 

See ^ 

Rising Lower. 

^ S kndt by 
the pillars of the general’s pavilion. 

ttS the leading idea; the gist. 

T musicians. 

pearl nuts,—a poetical 

name for the lute. 

a kind of official cap. 

14 tit a staff for any old or 

feeble member of the Buddhist 
community. 

fa PL ^ how 
much more should officials fail 
to right grievances?—than an 
unjust God. 

H these two 

phrases are the keynote to the 
whole essay. 

sir the headman,—of a clan 

village, etc. 

AttW paper ruled in 8 co¬ 

lumns. 

books ruled in 4 

columns,—for accounts. A state 
ment of account under 4 heads, 
—bt. forward, received, expen¬ 

ded, balance. 

The wick of a candle 

A stick of incense. To 

burn. 

a lamp-wick. 

H>J&# three sticks of incense 

—as usually burnt in honour of 
the Buddhist or Taoist Trinities, 

!&# to burn incense. 

R. 

chii 
H. chu 

. chou, chio 
W. tsii 
N. chi 

. chu 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. chu 
K. chu 

shu, zz, chu 
A. chu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

2536 
Rii 
F. ch'dii, sou, 

v.cheu 

J. chu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

The nuts or pegs to 

which the strings of a lute 

are fastened. 

Worms, moths, or other 

insects which destroy books 
clothes, etc. To eat; to 
bore. 

& a worm which eats into 

books. 

it is all moth-eaten 

&& all eaten through. 

destroyed by insects. 

2537 

tsu 

2538 

R-*S 

See7± 

SinkingUpper. 

w 
2539 

To annotate; to com¬ 

ment on ; to explain. Notes 

explanatory of phrases, 

allusions, etc. See §$9315, 

10,321 (su4). To make an 

entry ; to sign ; to endorse. 

To determine. 

ffl or explanatory 

notes,—of an abstruse text. 

ft S FT £ ft a tt m 
this sentence may be regarded 
as the key to this paragraph. 

it zpp or it ^ t0 exPlaini t0 
elucidate. 

explanatory notes 

following the text sentence by 
sentence,—a method first em 

ployed by M St Ma Jung of 

the 1st century a.d. 

it with additions to the 

(original) notes; also, with ex 
planatory notes added. 

^ it notes written alongside 

the text. 

to make notes on books. 

0^ to make clear,—by notes 

or by any entry or written record 

gj: ||jJ to take note of; to enter, 

—in a register. 

it flfl” t0 enter on a list; to 

register. 

it t0 write off; to cancel. 

to charge to an account 

pjj: 4: §4 ^ to fix the day of 

birth and of death. 

§4 to explain; to define. 

To inter valuables with 

the dead. To indicate, as 

various soils indicate the 

presence of various min 

erals. 

H (the soil) indicates the 

presence of silver. 

R-5S 
. chhii 

H. chtf’ 
. ch'dii^ chouJ 

W. dziS- 
N. dji 

. chu 

M' j 

Sz. chu 
K. chu 

shu 
. chu’ 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

R.: 

See>j£ 

SinkingUpper 

Leathern gaiters. 

2541 

R. 

See 3: 

Rising Upper. 

To halt; to stop at; to J 
reside temporarily. 

il;J£ to stop; to lodge; to main¬ 

tain one’s ground, as troops, 

fj* to reside at. 

&WI (°r or^ t0 bel 
stationed at; appointed to. 

gfc -ft g; the foreign mi | 

nisters stationed at Peking. 

8^- places where the Emperor| 

halts in an Imperial progress. 

||J: the Manchu garrisons out-1 
side Peking. These consist ofl 
(1) garrisons in 25 cities of the I 
province of Chihli, guarding I 
the approaches to the capital;! 
(2) garrisons in charge of the! 
Imperial Tombs; and (3) garri-j 
sons in the various provinces | 
at important centres. 

Itfe tbe lmPerial Resi¬ 
dent in Tibet. 

Jgj: at the court of China. 

J?jj to take up residence,—a 

complimentary phrase. 

Jj§£ to occupyas a region | 

by troops. 

jf£ (it 'M M ^ ft the| 
moon on the Wu-ling river is 
exactly over your small boat.| 

i.e = iE.] 

i |(ff to preserve a youthful ap-| 

pearance. 

A large stag; the leader 

of a herd; the Elaphurus I 

Davidiamis, or 

see 10,291, 7826. 

itk*0I large mi\ 

(see 7826) are called chu. 

H a deer’s tail,—now the tail I 

of the yak or Tibetan grunting! 
ox. This tail was, under the I 

Chin dynasty, adopted by I 

the great conversationalists ofl 
the day as an instrumental parti 
of their profession. It is now| 
used as a fly-brush. 

m £ m 
the herd of deer is guided I 

by the movements of the stag’s) 
tail, and consequently conversa¬ 
tionalists adopted it. 
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2542 

*•» 
F. Chou‘s v. 

tio'- 

see 

J. shu, sz 

Sinking 
Upper. 

«• 
2S4[ I had the benefit 

|§§ (fjj to wave the yak’s- 

tail and talk. 

of your conversation. 

if KSftfif? never to cease 

playing the yak’s-tail,—talking. 

SI to converse at one’s ease. 

Water flowing 

the mind 

Used for 

ment on. 

To fix 

on. To stake. 

2537; to com- 

$fcft to flow, as water. See 

7248. 

the Feng water 

flowed eastwards. 

ft Itdraw (the water) 
from one vessel and let it flow 
into another. 

kffi ^ ft the heavy 

rain comes down like a sluice. 

p f I iHttie 
reliance can be placed upon the 
words of a babbler. See 3919. 

ft fa to tend towards. 

W ft to receive from 

above and continue below,—to 
see that there is a due and proper 
sequence, e.g. in literary com¬ 
positions; also between your 
superiors and subordinates, with 
yourself as the connecting link 

‘/T ^ to ponder; to reflect, 

ft M to fix one’s thoughts. 

% ft! readers, please 

note. 

it jr » K if H # 
(W S M n » tth' 
gentry and people of Peking are 
extraordinarily taken up with the 
question of a Parliament. 

— HR ft 8 ^ ft ^ with 
one eye on his baggage. 

it had already 

occurred to me. 

±ft to fix the thoughts on 

heaven. 

s^ift I have put you to 

great trouble to take so much 
thought for me. 

ftM to attach importance to. 

they attach 

no importance to the Chinese 
language. 

v-1*1 

2542 

R. 

w 
2543 

See-jit 

SinkingUpper 

2544 

C. chu 
H. chu 
F. chio 
W. tsu 
N. chi 
P. chu 
M. chu, tsu 

Y. tsu 
Sz. chu, chu 
K. chu 
J. shu 
A. chat 

Even Upper. 

ft B to fix the eyes on. 

attracted the attention of 

the whole world. 

to fix the arrow 

on the string,—to hit the nail 
on the head. 

ft IE to enter; (o record. 

ft m to enter one’s name,--as 

a candidate. 

ftBJ to make clear,-as by notes, 

ft-?* a vessel for holding wine 

jkJ: ife to bear one in mind. 

££ to stake all one has,—a 

final venture. 

0 IH ~F ^ ffl ft to stake 
the Throne on a single throw. 

% ffi. T * & 
sparing in food and economical 
generally, but lavish in gambling 

Hi ft ^ ft to stake 2 
given sum. 

n m ft to put one’s name 

down for a subscription to build 

a temple. 

ft^ to compose; to write, 

ft $$ t0 explain,—of a commen¬ 

tary. 

the commentators 

give a wrong explanation. 

Seasonable rain. 

a pelting rain-storm. 

Vermilion ; red. Also 

read shu1. 

sfc & or ^ vermilion; 

red. 

red clothes; the attendant 

on the God of Literature. See 

12,633. 

yfc or ^ fjl a red kind of 

cherry. 

red doors,—the 

gentry. See 7343. 

* FI Hit families of wealth 

and position. 

^ red chambers,—houses of 

the rich. 

2544 

w 
2545 

F. chio, t'-ii 

See ^ 

A. 

Even Upper. 

2546 

^ ^ he who S°es near 
vermilion will make himself red. 
See 8022. 

^ ^ (or M ¥ ) the “ver¬ 

milion pencil,” or sign manual 
of the Emperor as affixed to 
State documents. Any writing 
or endorsement in red ink 

the scarlet bird,—the name 

of a certain position in geo- 
mancy. 

(now H 

*. a jft. sh** 
the red bird, the black ox 

the green dragon, and the white 
tiger, are the gods of the Four 
Quarters. 

name of a palace gate 

to make a con 

tract of marriage. 

(read shux shih*) silver,— 

from the name of the mine, 

yfc H goldfish. 

^ 7C pj=i Chu Yiian-chang, the 

founder of the Ming dynasty 

who ruled under the * 

“year name” of Hung 

Wu, A.D. 1368—1399- 

^ -jtjf Chu Hsi, the great phil¬ 

osopher and expositor of the 
Confucian Canon, who flourish¬ 
ed under the Sung dynasty, a.d. 

1130—1200. 

red screens, 

yjc |H red ink. 

^ ft it red banners and 

black umbrellas,—carried before 

governors under the 

Han dynasty. 

Jehoud [Persuin') — 

Jews; see 10,052. 

A dwarf; a pygmy- 

fin a dwarf of the Chou dy¬ 

nasty. 

a short thick post inserted 

between the large beams of a 

Chinese house. 

f? fl it Z Sfto learn lhe 
languages of barbarians. 

See 2480. 



m 
2547 

F. H, v. tau 
A. triu, chu 

See^C 

Even Upper. 

CHU 

The trunk of a tree; a 

stump; a stem; a stalk. 

Numerative of trees, posts, 
pillars, etc. Used for 2556. 

the trunk of a tree, 

a stump of a tree. 

seven mulberry 

trees. 

■Be Hi a kind of hard wood. 

m m m & to exterminate 

root and branch. See 12,122. 

fa W it # how can one wait 

at the tree?—alluding to a story 
in which a hare ran against a 
tree and killed itself, whereupon 
a foolish rustic sat down to wait 
for a similar occurrence. 

jj^ tJ* t0 adhere to; to cling ob¬ 

stinately to,—from the above. 

^ tJ* —• 1^1 to hold obstin¬ 

ately to one point. 

—• a flower on a stalk. 

IX ft 2. Z W Vt 
Z 15 ^ % Z Wi 
^ to try to govern the people 

of to-day by the methods of the 
princes of old belongs to the 
category of “waiting at a tree.” 

il to involve; to implicate. 

\ 

2548 

F. pu 

See 

(but usually 

read like ) 

A. it'-u 
Even Lower. 

2549 

F. chio 

See ^ 

A.cheu 

Even Upper. 

A small stream in Shan¬ 

tung. 

v* m z m the region be 

tween the rivers Chu and Ssh; 
the “Mesopotamia” of Confucius. 

A pearl, said to be the 

concrete essence of the 
moon, collected within the 

oyster-shell by the action 

of the yin or negative 

principle in nature. Is a 
charm against fire. A bead 

The pupil of the eye. See 
788, 8620, 7479. 

pearls; beads. 

— ift % or — H one 
pearl. 

—• a string of pearls. See 

2752. 

2549 

real pearls. 

or j§^ 3^ false pearls. 

1 n fishes’ eyes mixed 

up with pearls,—bad men with 
good. 

5? gemsi jewellery. 

19% a necklace worn by ^offi¬ 

cials. 

^ (°r it) # °r t! ^the 
Buddhist rosary of 108 beads. 

£,% the counters attached to 

the rosary. 

the pearl of wis 

grasp,—of great dom in his 
intelligence. 

% ® $ i round like the 

pearl and smooth as jade,— 
handsome; also elegant, of com¬ 
position. 

It % * £ K # IS-tit 
fine pearls need no adornment, 
they are good enough of them¬ 
selves. See 1892. 

to shoot a bird 

with a pearl (like the Marquis 
of) Sui,—to give much to get 
little. 

jMI a pearl on the palm,—a 

son; the apple of one’s eye 
Taken from the following line 

by Tu Fu:— 

— % fi “ 
your palm the lustre of a pearl 
ic cppn 

it to'* 59. * itt % 
when the northern-bound boats 
do not arrive, rice is as dear as 
pearls,—grain for grain. Hence 

pearls is sometimes used 

figuratively for rice. See 4575. 

W ^ their (former) 
wealth has now been renewed, 

pearl flowers. 

women’s caps adorned 

with pearls. 

E^ M watches 

emailttes a perles. 

J# W ifc & Bf t0 fail t0 *et 

one’s talents recognised. 

$99% the pearl that is bright 

at night,—the carbuncle or ruby 

^ ^ a ruby. Sanskrit 

padmardga. 

)£«% a pearl which is put 

in the mouth of a corpse to 
preserve it from decay. 

4 

2 549 
uncharitable during life, in death I 
why have a pearl in its mouth?I 
—as was an ancient custom with | 
corpses. 

o % there is a pearl I 

in the (corpse’s) mouth. 

® f $ % *§ «v«y| 

drop of spittle turns to pearls. 

E)j~ seed pearls. 

sE& git pearl Powder> sprink¬ 
led on ulcers. 

the Pearl River,-at Canton. 

a name for amber. 

M # M string-of-pearls can-1 

non,—shots fired in quick succes-j 
sion; a cannonade. 

j)j] E)J^ flat beads made from I 

a kind of grass-seed. 

% m Chloranthus,—used in | 

scenting tea. 

scented teas; “scented| 

caper.” 

the pupil of the eyes; also, 

the iris. 

BR fa ^ y°u have eyes| 
without pupils,—you can’t see, 
or understand. 

the apple of one’s eye. 

See 13,129. 

a crystal lens or burning I 

glass; the golden knob on the! 
roof of a palace or temple. 

% funis Tchola,—an ancient I 

kingdom in the Madras presi-| 
dency. 

% m (in a 4 z 
) the bridal headdress; orna-l 

ments. 

% 

TIh %% to fix the eyes on | 

any object. 

^ the skin of young lambs, 

specially whitened and curled. 

H the Jews; see 2526, 2544,] 

10,052. 

a screen. 

255° 

F. chio 

See ^ 

A.cheu 

Even Upper. 

Vermilion. Imperial, be-1 

cause the Emperor always | 

signs in red. 

S6 5* vermilion, — the powder I 

used by the Chinese for makingl 
their red ink. 

a cake of red ink. 
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m 
2S5° 

2551 

F. chio 

See ^ 

A. chu 

Even Upper. 

0/fc1 
/SfC 

2552 
R. vulgar. 
C. v. chit 

See ^ 

A. chu 

Even Upper. 

V 

^553 

F. cckio 
N. ij 'i 

See^ 

(but usually 

read like ) 

A. fu 

Even Lower. 

the vermilion pencil,—the 

sign manual of the Emperor as 
affixed to State documents. 

an Imperial minute or 

endorsement. 

mm an Imperial mandate. 

it it 8!<1 the department 

for stamping warrants, etc 
the “fourth mat.” See 9909 

i2 ii 8* not yet signed,—of 

official documents, on which 
mandarins inscribe certain 
marks and characters in red ink 
before they are finally issued 

red essays,—of candid¬ 

ates, which are copied in red so 
that the examiners may not 
recognise the handwriting. 

cinnabar. 

i£*T8|s#.jf 
jt| where there is no cinnabar 

red earth is in high esteem, 
among the blind, a one-eyec 
man is king. 

the red mandarin 

orange (Citrus nobi/is). 

JpL an indent,—made by can 

didates in examinations for arti 
cles they require. 

Red garments. Elegant 

short garments; under 

jackets. 

%fclg a kind of wadded waist¬ 

coat or jerkin (Manchu juyen), 

The cheeks. 

round rosy cheeks. 

The Evodia rzttcecarpa. 

Bth., known as^^^. 

Its seeds are used as a tonic. 

5c 1$. |^j the of the ill 
a sort of dogwood 

(Cornus officinalis), used as a 
vermifuge. 

a river in Shantung, 

the 9th of the 9th 

2553 

2554 

R. 

chu 

C. chit 
H .chu 
F. /Hi 
W. /sit 
N. chi 
P. ] 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. chu 
J. chu 
A. ibu, /ru 

Even Upper, 

w 
2555 

R. 

See#v 
A. chu 

Even Upper. 

ziU-* 1 

2556 

F. /lii 

See ^ 

A. /ru 

Even Upper. 

moon; so called because sprays 
of this plant are carried by those 
who “go up high.” See 10,858 

place 9 li east of 

the Prefectural city of >J»|>| 

The spider. See 1786. 

i li^D ^ the borrowing spider; 

a lazy good-for-nothing fellow, 

sPider’s web. 

liyfs ^ the threads of a spider’s 

web. 

ground spiders. 

M TfiJ W * j 
where spiders collect, there will 
be joy in all things. 

To curse. 

up 
Jit to imprecate evils upon. 

To punish ; to put to 

death ; penalty. To eradi 

cate. To subdue, as terri¬ 

tory. 

or w m t0 utterly 
exterminate,—as rebels, 

to punish. 

^ to behead; to execute. 

to punish a transgress 

ion. 

li ^ 35r Hf £ W t0 sPare 
one the penalty of a foolish 
attempt. 

^ a divine punishment,—as 

to be killed by lightning, which 
is believed to occur only to 
wicked people. 

ViW to submit to punishment; 

to be beheaded. 

^ ik 1 cannot 
submit to punishment for this,— 
said by an official who destroys 
himself for some error in his 
administration. 

to involve in punishment. 

m to incriminated with, 

—as a criminal’s neighbours for 
not informing on him. 

a 

2556 

S'* 

25S7 
R. 

See^ 

A. chu 

Even Upper. 

m 
2558 

F. bit 
A. /reu, diet/ 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

2S59 

2560 

R.3E. 
pq 

C. chit 
H. /u 
F. chu 
W. afett, djii 
N. chi 
P. chu 
M. ) . 
Y. J tsU 
Sz. chu 
K. cho 
. shu, so 

A. chu 

Rising 
Irregular. 

Pi 
2561 

]|eL t0 dear out weeds. 

Punish hatred 

by kindness,—to do good for evil 

to desire inordin¬ 

ately; insatiable. 

w ^ ^ subdued the two 

Yiieh; see i3>78i. 

To hop. Used for 2636 

siM* hopping about. 

it*-* 

2562 

r. §5. 
pq 

C. chit 
H. chu 
F. ch it 
W. c/si, c/sz 
N. chi, /sz 

chu 
M. /su, chit 

Name of a feudal State 

which existed from 700 to 

469 b.c. Now the District 

°f |j$ in Shantung. 

Same as 2554. 

An islet; a bank. 

rivers have islets,— 

which temporarily divide their 
waters. 

the wHd §eese Hy 

about the islets. 

IS M j# M the isles 
of fairy-land are across the sea 

^ ^ the precious island,—the 

ancient name of Ceylon. Sans 
krit: Ratnadvipa. 

Same as 2560. 

To boil; to decoct; to 

cook. 

if ft to boil meat. 

[ to boil rice; to prepare 

food. 

to cook food, 

to boil until cooked. 
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jW* 

2562 

j chu 

K. chi, v. r/«z 

. j/z3 
A. 
Rising Upper. 

2S63 

C. chu 
H. fA‘« 
F. toil 
W. dzi 
N. dji 
P. chu 
M. ) 
Y. 
Sz. chu 
K. chi 

. cho 
A. /rz> 

Sinking 
Lower. 

tsu 

2S64 
RJ|j 
C. Qchii. chid 
N. cht 

See ^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

256S 

(see 10,648) to I 

overboil; to boil to rags, 

if m to boil sea-water 

to get salt; to get salt by 

evaporation. 

^ ^ to make tea; to prepare a 

feast. 

| a|SboilinS beans b? 
burning beanstalks,—one of a 
family injuring another, allud¬ 
ing to the famous verse made 

by Ts‘ao Chih while 

taking only seven steps, and 
referring to the uncalled-for 
jealousy of his elder brother. 

f H ffi M ^ ’tisboiled 
just right. 

Chopsticks. See 6336. 

chopsticks, 

ivory or bone chopsticks. 

mm bamboo chopsticks. 

—* ^|j a Pab chopsticks. 

bS a cboPsbcb case- 

5 & #. * jade cup and 

ivory chopsticks,—luxury. 

t*. ^ # J# 31 don,t eat 
millet with chopsticks. 

Bfl # ^ to drop one’s 

chopsticks (from nervousness 
and pretend it was) from hearing 
a clap of thunder,—as Liu Pei 
did in the presence of Ts‘ao 
Ts‘ao. 

T m T * it’s not worth 

putting one’s chopsticks into,— 
not worth eating. 

^ M ^ t0 pick up one s 
chopsticks and begin to eat. 

put on another 

pair of chopsticks,—as for an 
unexpected guest. 

•xmti a poker. 

To fly up ; to soar. 

m the phcenix is soaring,— 
m . f 

the bride is going to her hus¬ 
band’s home. 

343 St PSI Pbcenix soaring 

and argus wheeling,—a newly- 
married pair. 

Same as 2564. 

:4* 

2566 

PH 
C. choky, chok0 
H. chkok-, 

chok3, chu, 
chku 

F .chiok-, tioh-, 
toid, v. t'di?-, 
ctii, touk'■ 

W. zAz'a, z^zVa, 
tsii 

N. dziah,tsiah, 
sah, YzaA, 
chi 

P. rAz, i/Aa, 
chatty ichatt, 
cht? 

M. /ja, /jazz, 
tst? 

Y. /ja^, /jzz 
Sz. cho, chau, 

chu 
K. cli'-ak, chi 
J. chaku, cho 
A. trok., tri 

Entering 
Irregular 

and Sinking 
Upper. 

The original form of 

2394, in the various senses 

of which it is still inter¬ 

changeably used. Also used 

for 2537. To make known; 

to make manifest; to write, 

as a book ; to publish; to 

state (see 2718). To put 

on, as clothes; to wear. 

a n Hi n.« n s 1 
although the temple door 

was open, the chapel door was 
still shut. 

H M #T H J# fT let k be 
as agreed upon;—the words of 
the Imperial Rescript endorsed 
upon the British Treaty of 1858. 

mm or to write down; 

to set forth; to narrate. 

|H to make manifest; to bring 

to light. 

his fame is spread 

abroad. 

^ m ^ n their sin 
cerity is evident in their sub¬ 
stances,— of water, fire, etc, 
which are seen at once to be 
what they are, as opposed to the 
dissimulation of mankind. 

established 

capacity and good repute. 

^i±I of bona fide 

British stock, — as opposed to 
the stock of a British subject 
of Chinese descent. 

^ to assume the kdchya 

(priest’s robe). 

Bi jg A WttmMthe 
rain which fell on people made 
them all smell of wine. 

^:S: m to make a display of 
»—I F* 
his goodness. 

the teeth he 

(had knocked out he) exposed 
at the door,—as a trophy. 

m he was 
waiting for me between the door 
and the screen. 

it A fr .« ® T ig *tli 
(fy when they walk, their heels 

do not touch the ground. 

wuk Tfc :§f ^ 
hating a display of elegance 

notorious; to sign (see 

7940). 

•4‘ 

2566 

,. chu 

Even Upper. 

2568 

2569 

*■* 
C. chii 
H. chu 
F. tu 
W. tsi 
N. chi 

chu 
M. tsu, chii 
Sz. chu 
K. chi 

cho 

A. tri 

Even Upper. 

of., 

notorious criminals. 

| to order the recovery | 

HfJ distinct; clear. 

An edible worm. 

If a name for a toad. 

>i»>» 

Correct form of 2569. 

The pig,—one of the “six 

domestic animals” of China. | 

See 8144. 

API eight pigs. 

or (N.) or (C. and| 

S.) $$ a hoSl a boar- 

# (or «)# a sow,—a term I 

of abuse for old women. 

^ a young pig. 

if % or \U a wild boar. 

^ the “arrow pig,” — thej 

hedgehog. 

Jp/ ^ the porcupine. 

2^1 farm-stock. 

domestic animals. 

® 1S1 p°rk- 

* l^j —• a side of bacon, 

a pig’s head. 

Vtfc or * lard. 

a Pig-sty- ffi m or = 
^ ^ hog bristles. 

# 'i* pork chops. 

^ JSI % (or7|\) pig’s-foot | 

jelly. 

pig’s chitterlings. 

T FT Hf jfiL <Jo »«| 
eat the liver or blood of pigs. 

1 % m a % 
every family has a black pig,— I 
so that you cannot say this one| 
has been stolen from you. 

4* 
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2569 

2570 

|R$ 
|F. chii 

■See$£ 
Even Upper. 

1 

257i 

|R# 
IC. chii 
IH. chit 
IF. chii 
IW. tsii 
IN. chi 
IP. chtt 
IM. chii 
IY. tsu 
ISz. chu 
|K. cho 
|J. shu, so 
| A. chi\ gia 

Even Upper. 

Hi the “pig-basket” or 

pitcher plant (Nepenthes distil- 
latoria). 

ft ^ a kind of China-root. 

mm bears,—in general. 

mm to make an embankment 

mm the badger. (Meles chinen 

sis). 

Monochoria vaginalis 

Presl. 

m * m the transformation 

undergone by a ^ 

porpoise or else by a ^ 

A pool; a small lake 

Also written y|jf. 

ft 3t ® SB jjg ® to raze 
the palace and turn its site into 
a marsh. 

mm* an affluent of the 

Grand Canal in Shantung. 

Siffi name of a marsh, said 

to have been drained by the 
Great Yii. 

a name for the 

mainah. 

All; every ; — generally 

only imparting a plziral 

sense to the word following 

A final particle (1) turning 

the preceding words into 

an interjection (see 5642) 

and (2) implying a doubt 

At; on; in; to; about. See 

6595. 

all; every. 

dp numerous; very many. 

sgftutfcSg all are like this. 

jf|f ^ ^ in all these matters 

I am giving you much trouble. 

ffft the various opinions. 

^ all kinds. 

the various nobles or 

princes,—of feudal States. 

the lords of the 

various States. 

^ qj the words of my 

brothers. 

2S7i 

^ the Consuls; the 

Consular body. 

^ or ^ -f W ^ the 
philosophers of the various 
schools. 

it .Hfe the gentlemen 

of the Shen-pao office. 

of the teachers are ill. 

how can I help you young ladies ? 

will men reject 

him ? 

I did not know 

whether there was or not. 

■iW«ik^5E,^T .. 
the horse says your medicine 
killed him: is this so? 

sff was Wen Wang’s park] 

really seventy li square? 

If m ^b yK. is like unto a 

mean fellow, who. 

3E W. H'J & M T* 
if the king alters his mind, he | 
must recall me. 

|J2 is not his method of seeking 

information different from that 
of other people? 

Ha iNl *ie wrote it on his | 
girdle. 

s I met him on the road. 

"tf- §§ ^ told it to her 

husband. 

11 Wf look at this. 

ft *S3 he consults only] 

his own interests. 

mu sugar-cane. 

m m or preserved 

peaches or plums, respectively. 

m=? a robe worn by Empresses 

under the Han dynasty. 

}|j| “many and great,’’-China. 

^ ^ all classes; all kinds. 

m ^ ^ may all go as well 

as you desire! 

jjf£ J=jl gentlemen! 

j§|£ historians. 

^ the native Rajahs and 

Maharajahs of India. 

see 6568. 

Even Upper. 

An evergreen oak (QUer. 

cus sclerophylla, Lindl 
known the acorns 

of which are used to make 

a kind of curd. 

bitter acorns. 

2574 

R *1^ 

A. trok 

Entering 
Upper. 

2575 

See 

K. ch'-uk 
A. truk 

Entering 
Upper. 

Upper. 

See 2456. 

A kind of bamboo. 

^ M 0 or ® ^ @ or hk 

g India. See 13,282. [This 

name has been given to the 
Jews.] 

A five-stringed lute. A 

kind of zither, called ]£ 

$fj( • [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from 2366.] 

Ip? to play the lute or zither. 

IH7 the old name of ^ ^ 

I|| in Hupeh. 

ft" 3§f the metropolitan 

District of the province of Kuei- 
chou. 

To strike; to beat down; 

to ram down,—as in laying 

pavements or building mud 

walls. To build; see 5784. 

^ ^ struck a blow 

with all his might. 

» & m z with intent toj 
strike him. 

M It W* 0 in the 9th 
moon they make hard floors 
(for stacks) in the garden. 

t0 build mud walls,— 

by ramming mud down into a 
frame. 

to build a house.) 

he who builds a house at the 
roadside will never finish it,-— 
too many will interfere. 

he repaired the! 

walls along the moat. 

*£i to to erect an altar. 



CI3XJ 

• 2C 

zS76 

Tit 
2577 

Pi 
2578 

R ^ 
H. v. 

kiuk 
P. CcA« 

Entering 
Upper. 

1 3* 

4 

^j| j|| to build a surroundingj 

wall. 

^ t0 budd a jetty" 

to build a fort. 

;g to build a bund or| 

sea-wall. 

to repair or build embank¬ 

ments. 

§£; t0 rePa*r’ 

^ ^ to raise fortifications. 

nm to raise,—as earthworks. 

See 10,052. 

To bid; to order 5 to| 

instruct. See 10,061 chic'. 

5l| p# or 5i| ^ t0 order; t0| 
instruct. 

5i §£ to beg; to request. 

j|j| ^ or ^ to suborn; to| 

bribe. 

to influence by I 

bribery. 

ft # £ 3* I have no further | 

instructions to give. 

VJH) fj| to request; to desire,— ] 

used by equals. 

PM to direct that. 

** 

2579 

R-£t 

^ j chuk 

F. cho'iik, v. 
chioh 

W. cuo 
N. choh 
P. <cA« 
M. taz 
Y. 
Sz. chu 
K. chkok 
J. shoku, ro/tzz 
A. chuk 

Entering 
Upper. 

|i|| ^ to order. 

nuncupative,—as a will. 

(ij|| ^ the written injunctions or| 

will,—of a deceased parent. 

A candle. To illumine.| 

See 13,253, 9305. 

jfcij a wax candle; a tallowl 

candle enclosed in wax. See\ 
6668. 

k i'i candles for ceremonial] 

uses. 

^ candles made of wood, for 

show only. 

painted candles, as used 

in temples, at marriages, etc. 

m m it m the nuptial cham 

ber with its painted candles,- 
matrimony. 

0 
1 ** 

2579 

^ % if Ik 03not allow 
him to enter into any other 
matrimonial engagement. 

to take their seats by 

the painted candles,—of bride 
and bridegroom. 

Tf kk m T A Stt0 take a 
bride. 

the wick of a candle. 

Omens of good or evil are seen 
in its varying shapes. 

^ Wi to snuff tbe cand_ 
les and converse freely. 

ft U # W O 5® »h“ 
shall we ever again snuff candles 
together at the west window?— 

q.d. meet. 

^ snuffers. 

the guttering of candles. 

lj ft or ^ 4 or iff a 

candlestick. [The first was ori 
ginally applied to structures ofj 
earth, 30 chang high, set up by 
Ts‘ao P‘ei to light the road to 
the capital for a favourite.] 

JJ(i) fjaf tbe candlesticks 

were as yet empty. 

^ to feel for a candle 

in a candlestick,—forgetting that 
the one which was there has been 
burnt. 

ff) §1 m to bolt the door 
and blow out the candle. 

jfigj slips of wood dipped in 

sulphur and used as matches. 

/J> AS »JC jtfgj be careful with 

lights. 

M 'ink ^ not a Particle but 
what it illumines. 

#9 M % illumining all, 

without partiality. 

2581 

R 'fc 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

2582 ,R 
See 

|K. ch'-ok^ch'-ak 
A.trok,trak 

Entering 
Upper. 

The respectful deport¬ 

ment of a wife. 

To cut up ground. 

9?a hoe- 

MR to ^tbe f°undati°ns>—I 

of a house. 

2583 
R-^C 
H. shuk- 

K. cK-ok 

Entering 
Upper. 

H=3 

2584 

tR-^c 

I See it 

To gaze at earnestly. 

1$ H. 0® t0 §aze at fixedly | 

from afar. 

A short-legged spider, 

known as3>f| tyfo. The cater-1 

pillar of a sphinx moth. 

4* 

2580 

R-'#C 
C. chuk 
H. shuk, chhuk 
F. chhouk 
W. ch'-uo 
N. djoh 
P. chu' 
M. ts'-u, su 

| Y. tsuk, tswak 
K. chhok 
J. taku, choku 
A.hsuk 

Entering 
Upper 

also Lower. 

Entering 
Upper. 

• is 

2585 
R-ifc 

I See I 

Entering 
Lower. 

2586 

To walk slowly; to limp, 

mm to halt; to limp. To 

amble, as a horse. 

jj!J| j?lj tbe movements of an un¬ 

manageable horse. lSee 

¥-mm Hyoscyamus niger, L.l Even Lower, 

var. physaloidcs. 

A medicinal poisonous] 

plant, of the oleander family. 

R. 

Same as 2579. Alsol 

read ch>ung*, to dry by the 

fire. 

2587 

See 2464. 
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258s 

R. 

C. shuk 
W. idziu 

See$$ 

Entering 
Lower. 

The stern of a boat; the 

tiller. 

the stern and stem of a 

vessel. 

a fleet lies before 

2589 

2590 

s"5S 
Even Upper. 

. 2» 

259I 

R. 

C. chuk 
H. chhuk, v. 

k'-iuk 
F. tuk 
W. dju 
N. djoh 
P. schu 
M. tsu 
Y. chuk 
Sz. chu 
K. chhuk 
J. chiku, djiku 
A. truk 

Entering 
Lower. 

US. 

See 2468. 

A dead tree. [To be dis 

tinguished from 2402.] 

dead, rotten trees. 

all the trees are 

dead. 

To follow; to pursue. 

To expel ; to drive out 

one by one In order; 

seriatim. 

im or to drive out 

t0 expel with curses. 

A&M to drive away; to deport. 

urged or led on 

by companions, 

day by day. 

0 m^m engaged in daily 

struggle for a small livelihood. 

M — or — & ZL 
mi® mi® in order; one by 

one; one and all; categorically. 

^ Tpf pointed them all 

out in turn. 

& —' jf$ 02 t0 g° over ment¬ 

ally one by one; to say over to 
oneself. 

Hit i? Hi each (of the 12 

jade discs) floated at its appoint¬ 
ed time,—to mark the hours. 

HI paragraph by paragraph; 

item by item. 

$0] in detail; minutely. 

Mir to advance little 

by little. 

jj|j< he was sincere in 

his wish. Here also read A’2* /f2*. 

^ eagerly; rapidly. 

M ®J Sit is easily split into 

two pieces. 

2591 

t 
2592 

2593 

SeeM 
Entering 
Lower. 

R. 

2594 

See 1g 

Entering 
Upper. 

it* 

2595 

r.: 

N. tsoh 
K. ch^uk, chiak 
J. chiku, choku 
A. chuk 

Entering 
Upper. 

u 
2596 

R. © 

See 

A. t'-uk- 

Entering 
Upper. 

mm successively. 

^ to reduce fever or inflam 

mation. 

^ to follow a wrong or 

absurd line. 

mm individually; each separ¬ 

ately. 

M it.6 stage by stage. 

Same as 10,939. 

A sort of weed, like dock, 

also known as ¥ 1® &oat’s 
hoof. 

A shackled pig. 

the appearance of a shack¬ 

led pig trying to walk. 

Sores from cold. 

iMIM chilblains. 

ur 
2597 

R. 

chuk 
H 
F.chouk 

A musical instrument of 
wood, shaped like a four 

sided grain-measure, with a 
hole in one side through 

which the hand is inserted 

to strike with a mallet 

raised discs fixed on the 

other three sides. Used 

only at State services and 

at Confucian festivals. See 
13,625. 

To invoke; to pray to; 

to call to witness; to make 

oath. To tie up; to bind. 
To cut off. 

M tf or M R§ t0 invoke,— 

as the gods. 

4* 

2597 
W. ciu 
N. choh, tsoh 
P. chu° 
M. tsu 
Y. tsuk 
Sz. chu 
K. chhuk 
J. shokti 
A. chuk 

Entering 
Upper. 

2598 

C.cho3 
H. ctsz, tsr? 
F. chou 
W. tS<?, V. ZOy 

N. chi', tst? 

MM to praise; to glorify. 

M £rr t0 invoke one’s ancestors, 

jfid ms to pray for blessings 

to wish the Emperor 

long life,—on New Year’s Day 
with an offering of capsicum 
flowers. 

[i)t MX a tablet with a prayer 

written on it, and burnt for 
communication to the gods. 

I M fcf the able priest 

announces,—the will of the gods 

Pi M Taoist lay-brothers. They 

shave the head and plait the 
queue, as laymen do, and are 
allowed to marry. 

Jf§ M an acolyte in a Buddhist 
temple. 

M 1# t0 oongratulate on one s 

birthday. 

T'M ® * it giS« 
I beg of you not to insist upon 
rambling in that neighbourhood. 

$f\ M % may you enjoy 

the nine forms of prosperity. 
See 5668. 

^ M £ bound with white 

silk cords. 

mm to cut off the hair 

and paint the body. 

Mffli the god of fire, said to be 

a deified son of the legendary 

Emperor Chuan Hsu. 

jjj{£ a kind of shrike (Dierums 
Catheecus). 

M M a Chicken,—from jjjJJ f§ 

, a man of the dynasty 

who used to keep chickens and 
call each by a name. 

Read chotfi. To curse. 

1% tf M they go on curs¬ 

ing. [ is here a mere rhyth¬ 

mic expletive.] 

M P IE M he both cursed 
and prayed. 

To take an oath ; to 

imprecate. 

VX IB. H} $f1 wil1 ratifyil; t0 
you by an oath. 

p;[] to take an oath. 

=0 BS to swear an alliance. 
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CHU 

25 98 
p. ccAz<, Cchu 

M. 
y. /*« 
K. cho 
!. sho, w 

. /ru 
Rising & Sink 

ing Upper 
Irregular. 

2599 

pj ^ =|| to curse or rail at 

bitterly. 

ffl. t0 cursel to revile- 

itEL |§i PH* t0 utter tiie most fear- 

ful curses. 
See 1* ft 

Rising Lower. 

Iff 
2001 

&<? 11,831. 

2600 

C. cho 
H. tslz 
F. chon, chad 
W. zo, zm 
N. <&«, dju 
P. chu 
M. /sou 
Y. tsu 
Sz. chu 
K. cho 

. dz, djo 
A. /rii 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To help; to succour; to 

strengthen ; to accentuate. 

See 1671. 

^ |/j to aid. 

^ a helper. 

to lend a helping hand. 

— W £ 1)1 wil1 
lend you a helping hand. 

it to help when busy or 

short-handed. 

J$ M or §1 or H Ul t0 
assist with money. 

^ to cheerfully aid,—as by 

charity. 

to help to finish 

the business. 

* t««i alone without any 

one to help. 

3^ ^ f^l fp] t0 choose a 

helpmeet,—a good wife. 

to aid towards an imposing 

effect,—as a large retinue, para¬ 
phernalia of office, etc. 

^|| to help Chou to 

be cruel; to out-Herod Herod 
See 2472, 1498. 

t0 relieve distress. 

to co-operate. 

ffi) to aid the Government 

against rebels. 

an exPletivei 

auxiliary particle. 

Ilf Mli wind 
and dew accentuate the chill 
ness (of the scene). 

Same as 2563. 

2604 

R 36. 
PH 

H. tu 
F. c/ii, ctio, 

c/lie, tio^ 
W. okii, djii 

See »* 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

The space between the 

door and the door-screen. 

All characters with this 

phonetic are now written 

—. See 2608. 

See 2655. 

To stare at; to open 

the eyes. 

sy n to fix the eyes on. 

ft J=j l|£ /(6f ae what do 

they behold when they open 
their beautiful eyes? 

w 
2609 

:. che (cho) 
cho 

Qtrd 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

R. 35. 
PO 

W. dziL dji 

Seel* 

Rising Lower. 

2607 

R 35 
PO 

See 1* 

Rising Lower. 

It* 
2608 

R 35. pq 

See 1* 

Rising Lower, 

Same as 2655. 

A coarse hempen cloth ; 

sackcloth. 

mm fine and coarse hemp. 

41Sr t iff HP you still | 

a private individual? 

R 35. 
PO 

C. c/dil 
H. c/dit, shu 
F. t'-u 
W. dzu 
N. dji 
P. chu 
M. tsu, ts^u 
Y. tsLu 
K. che 
’. sho, so 

A. tri 

Rising Lower. 

A five months’ old lamb. 

SC fr a fat lamb. 

Km 

See ^ 

A. chu 

Sinking Lower 

R 35. 
K‘ PO 
C. ‘chhu 
H.c/u 
F. ctlii, v. /zuA. 
W. Vzii 
n. <ayz 
P.chid 

M. 
Y-. , 
Sz. chu 

tsu 

Knowledge. Having 
been the personal name of 

the Emperor Jgj£ Hsien 

Feng, this character is now 

commonly written | —. See 

52i 7- 

To store up; to hoard 

tipy to keep in store,—as grain 

stored by the Government against 
times of scarcity. 

fr Hk ™ IS *r or Jfr l£ »' 
to store up; to hoard 

Iff n to warehouse. 

ff »r« there is not much 

left. 

2613 

R. 

C. chu 
H. chu 
F. chio 
W. tsu 
N. chi 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. chu 
K. chu 

j J. shu, sz 
A. chu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

. chu, chou 

tsu 

ft /fjj to store in the treasury. 

ft to store up grain. 

jjft 'Zk fr the bowl waS full| 
of water. 

IR ^ FT »r * !Uc :» the| 
middle it looked as if meant for 
holding water,—of a slab of jade.| 

See 12,055. 

The shuttle, containing! 

the thread of the woof. See I 

# 13.408. 

# # * s the shuttle and! 

cylinder (sc. the looms) areemp-l 
ty. Figuratively, of a time of| 

want. 

^ Si # IK « # »f old| 
Mencius’ mother cut the web, I 
—of her loom, as a rebuke to | 

her idle son. 

it # if ita man whose| 
inside has its warp and woof duly | 
arranged,—a man of parts. 

iAtFt a very tall man. 

Water running. Moist-| 

tened; saturated. 

-;a 4 m ft rain makes all I 
things grow. 

mm saturated; enriched with| 

benefits. 

To fuse metal; to cast. 
Name of a small feudal 

State in Shantung. Used 

for §1 2597- 

to fuse; to smelt, 

to cast money. 

;3i| 1° cas*: a 8ell. 

MM to cast cannon. 

4 i# % R we can’t castl 

(bronzes) like that now. 

-k'fe a master-founder | 

smelting metal. 

workmen casting] 

vessels,—for domestic or sacrifi¬ 
cial purposes. 

Ik to collect iron 

to cast the character error | 
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rJtti 
art 

2613 

R. 

[»/ 

2614 

H it 
See 

A. ffa’ 
Sinking 
Lower. 

2615 

R $1 

Seei± 
J. sz 

SinkingUpper, 

w 
2616 

chuk 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. 
W. «« 
N. choh, Aro/i 
P. ichu 
M. Atm 

Y. tsuk 
Sz. chu 
K. chuk 

. chiku 

A. trok 

Entering 
Upper. 

or wrong,—all the iron in the 
world would not suffice to cast 
one such character for every 
time you have done wrong. 

H ^ cast a metal image 

and cared for it,—as for the dead 
parent whom it represented. 

fife" to cast. or 

to coin illegally. 

Short boards used as a 

frame when making muc 

walls. A screen. A cess¬ 

pool. 

A horse with the near 

hind leg white; a halter or 

hobble for a horse. 

M ^ IS H a war-chariot with 

its piebalds, and horses with white 
near feet. 

The bamboo, of which 

sixty varieties are recog¬ 

nised by the Chinese. 

Radical 118. See 11,287. 

ft ? the bamboo. 

ft ^ vessels or implements of 

various kinds, made of bamboo, 

Yf bamboo canes; a fishing- 

rod. 

ttfi a bamboo pole,—for carry 

ing burdens. 

ft fa bamboo split and flattened 

by planing, 

ft Ilf- thin flat slips of bam¬ 

boo 

# - 
square bamboo for a walking- 
stick. 

A ft % & gQt a 

bamboo seeds, 

f a siliceous concretion 

ft 

ft 
found inside the joints of the 
bamboo and employed by the 
Chinese as a medicine; tabasheer. 

fbamboo cloth,—a cotton 

texture of Chinese manufacture. 

ftm the siliceous skin of the 

bamboo. 

ft a bamboo basket. 

It 
2616 

ftU bamboo splints or threads, 

tt in bamboo shavings,— for 

stuffing mattresses, etc. 

ft 41 pointed bamboos,— for 

throwing. 

ffm bamboo-made paper, 

whitey-brown paper. 

ftm bamboo tokens, used in 

the foreign Settlement ofShang 
hai and in Hangchow and Soo 
chow for amounts of cash from 
100 to 1,000, to avoid carrying 
copper cash. 

ftm bamboo paths; footpaths 

Yf bamboo shoots. 

ftm tablets of bamboo,—used 

for writing upon before the in 
vention of paper. .fe 7940, 8979 
10,783. 

ftm bamboo tablets and silk 

—chronicles; records. 

the Annals of the 

Bamboo Books,—an ancient col 
lection of writings inscribed in 
the lesser seal character upon 
bamboo tablets, said to have been 
discovered a.d. 279. 

the bamboo grove,—name 

of an ancient club, founded in 
the 3rd century a.d., and con¬ 

sisting of seven members 

of Bacchanalian tendencies. 

the joints of the bamboo. 

W to & fb it Iff 2 
7H iffi M like spu* 

ting bamboo, after the first few 
knots it yields readily to the knife. 
Used of matters difficult at first 
Ce n'est que le premier pas qui 
coiite. Also {i.e. the first four 
characters) of a state of division 
in the empire; a split in the 
camp, etc. 

ftW bamboo skin,—used as a 

medicine. 

ft or ft M clear 
spirit in which bamboo-leaves 
have been steeped. 

ft 0 the 13th of the 5th 

moon, so called because the wine 
of preceding entry is drunk on 
that day. 

ft*A a Dutch wife, or leg- 

rest used in bed during the hot 
weather. See 8387. Su Tung-p‘o 

says f^^fMMftk 

A- 

ftm the snipe. 

It 
2616 

ir 
2617 

R.m 

See 

and the same 
unaspirated. 

Entering 
Upper. 

A ft Nandina doinestica. 

Thbg., much cultivated for Ac¬ 
red berries. 

'Y) 6m tasteless, as opp, to the 

^ bitter, bamboo. 

mft fire-crackers. 

ft $|x ^ a home letter, an¬ 

nouncing that all is well. 

t <0 vs # % m m a. 
hollow bamboo has drooping 
leaves,—and similarly the man 
who is “hollow”, i.e. without pre¬ 

judices, or foregone conclusions 
or overweening self-confidence’ 
is likewise humble. 

fH15# large and small 

bamboos have a sheath,—which 
protects them. 

ft ism. in 1 
you might exhaust all the bam¬ 
boos on the Southern Hill, and 
yet not be able to write it all 
down,—for want of tablets. 

W ft * ft. 7 Wig 
mrs better meals without 

meat than a home without the 
bamboo. See 3269. 

mft mm with their green 

bamboos so fresh and luxuriant. 

ft^mmm the bamboo 

supports with its hand the weight 
of the clouds. See 10,449. 

EEft an emulgent sweetish root 

used in throat disease. 

ftM bamboo horses,—on which 

the boys of Ping Chou 

went out to receive the virtuous 

Kuo Chi, of the Han 

dynasty, on his return to his 
old magistracy. 

ftmm Commelyna communis, | 

L., and C. Benghalensis, L. 

*fj¥ Phyllostachys nigra, 

Munro, a common small bam¬ 
boo which flowers annually. 

Grieved; pained. 

sick at heart and 

cast down. 
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pjf 
2618 

S« JS 
A.chin 

Even I’pper. 

2619 

2620 
JWr 

■ ch'-ut 

R. 

C. 
H. , 
F. chhouk, 

chLu/i 
W. z7A»z 

N. 
P. 
M. cAl« 
Y. chiiuik 
Sz. zA/z 
K. zA‘*z/ 
J. shutsz 
A. hswet 

Entering 
Upper. 

To call fowls. 

Same as 2618. 

CH'U. 

To go in; to debouch. 

To go out, as opposed to 

5690; to issue forth; 

to proceed from. To beget; 

to produce. To get rid of. 

To surpass; beyond ; out¬ 

side; over; see 8301. 

HJW enters the river. 

Hi III ^ ^passes 

through Hai-hsi and so reaches 
Syria. See 10,780. 

this trifling talk cannot be ad¬ 
mitted into my book,—said by 
Ssu-ma Kuang in reference to 
Buddhism and Taoism. 

til A to go in and out; one’s I 
daily life; income and expen¬ 
diture. 

11 HI Alt B his paintings I 
were after the styles of Tung 
[Yuan] and Chu [Jan]. 

&Azm amphibious crea-| 

tures. 

amount received Hi A^: 
and amount expended, i.e. the 
balance of the two. 

f AH H!basey°urexPen- 
diture upon your income,—cut 
your coat according to your cloth. 

and 7^, y® the “exit” 

and “enter” of stage directions, 

til % A 88 out of the mire I 
into the fat,—to rise in the world. 

to leave the family,—to 

become a priest or nun. 

[jj to go out of the house,- 

on business, etc. 

tfl&M appearing and dis-1 

appearing at intervals. 

HI# to go abroad. See 12,442. 

dj 
2620 

m _h even if I have to...; at 

the sacrifice of. 

to begin life; to begin an 

official career. 

% ft # * m t j" wi”* 
capacity did he begin life? 

-ffl A HI A - (0 A 

tit# one finds the capital, 

the other the labour. 

1ttait a farmer by birth. 

Hitt to enter upon an official 

career. 

to be sent on a mission, 

as an envoy. 

JJJ jp| to take the lead; to be the 

prominent or responsible person. 
See 11,441. 

Hi A®«! to come to the 

front; to take the lead. 

ATffilK in talent above the 

common herd. 

fll A out of the ordinary run. 

Hi IT to give the first informa¬ 

tion; to inform against. 

Ui« to become famous, or no 

torious. 

A 
man dreads fame as a pig dreads 
fat,-—one brings cares and the 
other the butcher’s knife. 

fl{ 12,173. 

au§ to go to war; also, a doctor’s 

visit. See 7576. 

Hi Jv or HUffi to go to war. 

to go to war; also, to finish 

an apprenticeship. 

Hi# to go on a journey. 

(see 7751) or }jj ^ or 

m m °r m nto marrya 
husband, 

ft & to mortgage; to hypothe¬ 

cate. 

ft ||| to sell; for sale. 

Hi ffioiffl #<» 
let; to lease. 

ft#to go to stool. 

ft /J'* Hto ur*nate- 

MAUI# pretended he had 

gone out to stool,—to a visitor. 

di’ 
2620 

m to be born. Also, to die;I 

to leave the world, i.e. to become | 
a priest. 

88 m tt! T A A * H 
ged Lady Wang to come out. 

7 7m ill i Pr -L toi 
know from whose hand it is,— | 

of a book. 

this chapter is from Ch‘i Yuan’s | 
(Chuang Tzii) own hand. 

$ b Hi # M there is| 
no certainty that it (a painting) | 
is by Yu Ch'eng = Wang Wei. 

had no issue. 

A*Fir HI the girl was herl 

daughter. 

72" f/rHi*>H 
know when (or where) it origin-1 
ated. 

Hi to »r HJ it was my own I 
idea. 

IS HI do as you like I 
about it. 

#an® there is a place where I 

this (phrase) comes from; it is I 
a quotation. 

ft A£7Hiik#0 
5. A A* the murderer is one I 
of you four or five men. 

-Hi AM once past the 9th I 
moon,.... 

aon the 2nd pro¬ 

ximo. 

tH 3E the New Year. 

7 Hi IE# never hitting out-l 

side the centre,—the square inf 
the middle of the target on which | 
was the figure of a bird. 

7 HI lit 0 * Z -t 
(they) never go beyond the idea I 
of these 4 paragraphs. 

ft $3 out °f order; contrary to I 

rule. 

Hi# a divorced mother. 

HI# to sweat, 

tij to weeP- 

ft tfcOT Hi 0. to have the | 

small-pox. 

H1IS7 m the words you j 
utter are not right. 

|Pl ^ to utter a sound. 

speech full of ele-1 

gance. 
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tff 
2620 

jUL {lj If ^ noticing 

that he was not vulgar of speech. 

[f{ to speak unreason¬ 

ably or indecorously. 

iH HI 3E (God)is with y°u 
in all your goings. [ ^ 

{f{ to let off steam; to get 

rid of anger,—by venting it in 
word or deed. Also, to be aspi¬ 

rated, as {Jj chlu. 

^ HI ^ yX my road will lie 

through Shanghai. 

^ besides leaving commu¬ 

nication with each grave from 
the road. 

yj to leave the island. 

jlj i§}fc t0 make a vacancy,—as 

by death or retirement. 

7$J |i{ ^p knowledge begets 

contentions. 

|Jj |jj{{ to incur disgrace. 

|Jj jpj" to bring honour,— to one’s 

family. 

{jlj TjC to issue a proclamation. 

JU to exert oneself; to use 

strength. 

}Jj to take vast pains. 

}jj to provide means; to pay 

for. 

ft ^jfj to carry a coffin to the 

grave; a funeral, 

yj P to leave port; to export. 

jij P IS exP°rt duty- 

yj Jp jp{ a port clearance. 

IJJ (ZJ an export mani¬ 

fest. 

{jj to export to foreign coun¬ 

tries; to emigrate; to go to sea. 
See 3767. 

UJ 7^ fffl an “ocean” as 

opposed to a “river” steamer. 

{Jj P^-J JjJj transit outwards. 

,H{ to come out of the water; 

to be exported across the sea. 

yj plf to stand out from the 

water,—as a sand bank or a rock, 

yj to enter into a 

bond. 

iH {jtj though they called 

several times, he did not come 
out. 

nr 
2620 

JtQ ^ {Jj refused to take de¬ 

livery at due date. 

{j{ after which he took 

no other official post. See 720 
and 1070. 

[JJ lj£ catching him un¬ 

awares. 

jjj extraordinary. 

yj J§{ to get return or interest 

on capital; gain; profits. 

tlj be is good for nothing, 

i.e. he makes no return on the 
capital invested in him. 

yj Aor A m M to be 
growing up finely, as children; 
to be coming on well, as plants, 
etc. 

[jj ^l| to produce interest. 

[tj the Feast of Gooc 

Works,—on the 8th of the 4th 
moon. 

^ & M PJf ib >§£ 
y1 ^ ^p h°w can 

the pewter staff of Buddha rescue 
those ?—who are in hell for their 
misdeeds. 

{JJ |p| to cross the frontier. 

tB)» % a»r tB m. % 

to set a riddle. 

{JJ ZeM to set a theme. 

ft m m m o' m m ‘i>e 

goodwill of this shop is for sale. 

Hj -*p ^p contradictory; in¬ 

consistent. 

tlj ill natural products? 

% in i! yj n nwhat 
are your products? 

(Hj ijjl to appear; to be mani¬ 

fested. 

[jj iyk t0 come out from the exa¬ 

minations. 

{jj the day of execution. 

|jj to leave the capital. 

{jj ^ to contrive a way; to 

scheme. 

{jj to present a memorial. 

{jj Up} to excel. 

{jj to expend. 

{jj as Iead yields 

silver. 

|jj ||j to come from; to rest 

with; to depend on. 

ftr 
2620 

{j{ jgjfc to spring up; to grow to 

be, as a growing boy. 

ym # m very precocious 
or forward. 

{jj Jjjg to show leprosy on the face. 

yi w °r yj % to publish the 

list of successful candidates. 

{jj jj|f to lend to. 

{jj^to fail to rhyme, as by 

having a word of the wrona 
rhyming category, not the wronu 
tone. b 

{jj |ij to leave the mountains; 

to go into public life. Also, to 
go to the grave with a funeral. 

{jj 3{E to have one’s underhand 

dealings exposed. 

{jj 5^ to escape the danger. 

{jj to make a legal complaint. 

{lj & to empty. 

{Jj to sell off; to dispose of. 

{jj first to last; beginning to 

end; to have grown to be. 

{!{ it PV° §° on a distant 
journey. 

{jj jjb to do this; to be the author 

of this. 

{jj —* to follow in the same 

track. 

{jj to spring from; to lead 

to; to reach. 

{jj jjb t0 originate in or from 

this. 

mta 
strained relations must end in 
war. 

tlj M (°r ) be7°nd 
one’s hopes or expectations. 

{jj !|| to be adopted,-of agnates. 

{jj to vacate the register,— 

to leave one’s home for good, 

{jj see 11,624. 

{jj to come out; to make an 

appearance; to appear in a given 
capacity; to assume responsibi¬ 
lity; to happen; to occur; to be 
found, as a product or sentence; 
to start. See6263,10,164,11,299- 

til ttj ^ t0 arrange,-as tangled 

threads. 

yj ^to baii °ut- 
^ {jj ^ to cause; to bring 

about,—as misfortune. 
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& 
2620 

a- 

R. 

2621 

fir 
#1 

fUi* to bring up; to rear. 

SW* to clear out,—of a 

house. 

ts 1 11 * to criminate. 

m m# to let out; to divulge. 

£ Hi to s°out- 
ft Hi* to put in practice, 

to point out. 

W * ft W to start on an 

official career. 

m * m % to re-enter on 

public life,—after mourning. 

[]j jgj see 7886. 

PJ JJj see 10,291; |jj see 

4845- 

£®S.tii as to shape, di¬ 

vided into 5 equal parts,—of a 

coin. 

ft W- * m W $- tK 
flowers of plants and trees have 
five petals. 

C. chut,chiit, 
ch'oii 

H. chot, Put 
F. chiok, Pouk, 

/Pouk 
W. tsiie 
N. ch'eh 
P. ch'o", chiicP 
M. chiio, chiie 
Y. tsouh 
K. ch'ul, kul 
J. s hue hi, 

shutsz 
A. truet, k'uiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

1» 

Crimson silk. To stitch 

coarsely. Deficiency; want; 

see 1784. 

or or £8 
short of money; hard up. 

mm zm want of scope for 

employment of capital. 

H m surplus and deficit. 

)>») 

2622 

R-Sf 
C. chut 
H. Put 
F. Pouk 

W. tsiie, c IP tie 
N. ch'eh 
P. ch'tp 
M. c/Pii, ts'u 
Y. ch'weh 
K. ch'ul 
J. chitsz 
A. truet 

Entering 
Upper. 

To dismiss; to degrade. 

^ ^Jj thrice dismissed from 

office. 

{lj j||i to expel with dishonour; 

to drum out. 

am mm to degrade the 

inefficient and promote the in 
telligent. 

IpL or 8i sa to cashier; to 

dismiss. 

eliminate the word 

“night.” 

j| j||j}j to degrade,—e.g. from the 

status of Heir Apparent. 

1* 

2622 

s 
2623 

m1 
2624 

R4t 
C. ch'o 
H. ts'o 
F. ch'u, ch'o 
W. ts'-o, ts'-u 
N. ts'u 
P. ch'-u 

y ‘ | IS'U 

Sz. ch'u 
K. ch'o 

shu, so 
A. so 

Even Upper. 

to exc^U(^e)—as a candi¬ 

date from an examination, for 
some fault of omission or com¬ 
mission, 

aft 3 at the Palace 

examination no one is plucked. 

See 10,092. 

To begin ; the beginning; 

at first. 

A *77 at the beginning of all 

things. 

*77 H A at the creation. 

*77 or yjiE or jfc or 

*77 or %J] or at 

first; at the beginning; the first 
time. 

A Z *77, # A # man, at 

his birth, is naturally good, 

the first-born. 

*77 ^ to begin one’s studies. 

*77 I^J to open for the first time, 

•—as a house of business or a 
new port. 

be careful how you 

begin. 

M%Z A gif T 
new arrival, or a beginner, is 
not accustomed to it. 

*77 % the beginning of friend¬ 

ship. 

*81 # the first meeting. 

*81 first marriage. 

beginning and end. 

*77 M the first watch,—from 9 

to 11 p.m. 

*77 1ft the first term after mid¬ 

summer. 

Hi *7J the beginning of next 

moon. See 2620. 

the first of the three de¬ 

cades into which the moon is 
divided. 

mm during the first decade. 

m —■ or A m —• the first of | 

the moon. [Up to the 10th day 

inclusive, the word *77 always 

precedes the numeral.] 

4* A m m which of the first 

ten days is it to-day? 

w1 
2624 

w 
2625 

F. Pit 
W. ts'-u 
N. c'ii 

See 

A. hsu 

Even Upper. 

a first edition. 

fj] JjL to meet for the first time 

*77# to begin to do; to be the 

first to do. 

*77 to ascend the throne 

*771* a first experience. 

IME a first offence. 

*77 M there is never.; there 

has never been a question of... 

W #4 ft it was not right 

at first but is so now. 

a first visit to a place 

A pretty woman; elegant; 

handsome. 

§P* Jt& how lovely is the 

retiring girl! 

that lovely girl! 

also, that admirable gentleman! 

KM pretty; beauti¬ 

ful. 

iP 

2626 
N. ch'eh 
P. Cc h'u 
M. ch'u 

Practically 
the same as 

Hi 
A. kwok-, katP 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
2627 

R-H 

See /r 
A. hsu 

Even Upper. 

A stanza; a couplet; a 

play; a scene. Also reac 

ch'u4*. 

/J\ —' iq) a ditty; a song. 

—* 1® ^ a short play- 

x £ m b again he was 

handed the list of plays. 

—‘ P) a single verse• 

Allan tus glandulosa, 

Desf., otherwise known as 

or ^ Paradise 

tree. Its timber is only fit 

to burn. Also applied to 

the Euscaphys or bladder 

nut of Japan. 

2 U timber of the 

ch'u and li trees,—useless stuff. 
Used figuratively of persons. See 
6997. 

S the ailantus fowl,—a beetle 

with gray elytra and red wings 
found on this tree, and also 

known as SniRff red lady 

42 
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2628 

R. in 
C. ts'ou 
H. ctsz 
F. Schu 

W zo 
N. dzu 
P. 
M. 

| ctsu 

K. cho 
J. so, zo 
A. tou 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

m 
2629 

R. 

C. ts'-ou 
H. tsz 
F. chu 
W. zo 
N. dzu 
P. ch'u 
M. "tsu 
K. cho 
J. so,zo 
A. tou 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

2630 

m 

To advance to. What 

is past. 

laai since I went with 

you. 

1$ la 3C Ui we went to the 

eastern hills. 

^ ta jK-to stop the in 
vading foes. 

ik m U do you go and correct 

him,—of a recalcitrant vassal. 

ffi * m a to attack in the 

east, march west,—as a strategi¬ 
cal feint. 

moon, when very hot, 

in the 6th 

5 tB. $£ my sole desire 
now is for peace. 

fa W. Ui a hill in Shantung 

associated with % ^ m 

Shih Shou-tao of the Sung 
dynasty. 

To die, — generally of 

some eminent personage. 

to perish. 

VjV ^ 5B. Ht die beauty of the 

flower perishes 

2631 

See 

R 

A. 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

Same as 2632. 

A certain number of 

days’ work on the suzerain’s 

land, performed in lieu of 

taxes during the operation 

of the feudal system in 

China. To till. Used with 

2632. 

m to till the ground, 

to plough and harrow, 

a kind of scythe. 

f 
2632 

Rii 
C. ch'o 
H. ts'o 
F. t'ii 
W. zu, zz 
N. dji, zz 
P. ch'-U 
M. ts'u 
Y. ts'-ou 
Sz. ch'-U 
K. cho, se 
J. shu, zo 
A. si, ti 

Even Lower. 

m 

2633 

w 

2634 

R. 

C. ch'oii 
H. ch'u 
F. tio 
W. dzu, dji 
N. dji 
P. ch'-U 
M. ts'-u, chic 
Y. ts'-u 
Sz. ch'u, ch'-U 
K. chu 
J. chic 
A. tru 

Even Lower. 

A hoe. To hoe; to root 

out, as weeds. 

ill a hoe. 

to carry a hoe over the 

shoulder. 

f^: ^ to hoe the 

ground. 

to hoe crops. 

||Jj ^ the business off 

plough and hoe,—agriculture. 

with a book he 

went off to hoe,—so eager was 
he to learn. 

^ Protect t^ie S0°d> 
root out the evil, 

jlj unsuitable or un¬ 

fitted to one another,—of things, 

Same as 2634. 

A cook-house; a kitchen. 

A wardrobe or press. A 

quiver. The wooden cage 

in which criminals are some 

times placed, with their 

heads coming out at the top. 

or If A°'If¥MIf£ 
m enf m or js si m * 
cook. 

mm a kitchen. 

JfTF in the cook-house. 

JjU ||| a kitchen stove. 

mm a large kitchen, as at¬ 

tached to public buildings, 

mis a restaurant. 

Jjjj- a cook’s mate. 

kmzt1 
m z $ j@ * 0 
credit (for good food) sixty per 
cent is due to the cook, and 
forty to the steward,—who buys 
the raw material. 

— p -&m a wardrobe. 

H#ff an alcove screened off 

for summer use (see 8402); a 
gauze safe. 

jjfj the cupboard part of a 

sideboard or press. 

m 

263s 
R. vulgar. 
C. ch'-oii 
H. ch'-U 
F. tiu 
W. dzu 
N. dji 
P. chhu 
M. ts'-u, ch'-U 

Y- i Sz. | 
K. 

J- 
A. trie 

Even Lower. 

ch'u 

chu 

u2 

t 
2636 

R. Ijft 

See 

Even Lower. 

2637 

RfS 
C. ch'-oii, ts'-ou, 

v. k'oii 
H. ch'-U, v. shu 
F. tic 
W. dzu 
N. dji 
P. ch'u 
M. ts'u, ch'-U 
K.ye, che 
].yo,djo 
A.ji, t'i 

Even Lower. 

PT* 

2638 

A screen, put up to make 
a temporary kitchen. 

Undecided ; irresolute. 

«f KSSgf he scratched his 

head, uncertain what to do. 

A kind of toad, called 

Si Parts which are 

used medicinally. 

R. 

C. ch'-oii 
H.ch'u 
F. tic 
W. dzu 
N. dji 
P. ch'u 
M. ts'u, ch'u 
Y. ts'u 
Sz. ch'u 
K. che, cho 
J. chu, dju 
A. tri 

Even Lower. 

To deduct; to take away. 

To weed out; to get rid of. 

To divide by several fig¬ 

ures, as in long division; 

see 6419 and 13,349. To 

pass away. The steps to 

a palace. A porch or vesti¬ 

bule. To be appointed,— 

to an official post. 

to deduct payment. 

\ScZW deducting 

has been received. 

deducting 

has been received, there is still 
owing. 

gfc dfc « # deducting this; 

not including this. 

to calculate (the 

net weight) by deducting weight 

of coverings, etc.; to tare. 

deducting the tare 

what 

what 
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»T«. not counting him; 

leaving him out. 

with the exception of; 

unless; not except; only if; will] 

have to. 

only if you come will I go; 
unless you come, I will not go.J 

then you will have I 

to leave my family! So long as| 
you remain etc. 

^ if you want a man like I 

me you can have him only if 
you get another me. 

^ ^ you don’t want peo-| 

pie to know, don’t do it. 

ft ft (« » T > it 
m this is the only way; 

only by this. 

& ft % - ® « $ 
jf|§ I will agree on one condition. 

to eradicate. 

jjj H + mX Mil t0 set' 
apart thirty vzxw of land. 

^ to get rid of. 

to pull up; to select. 

^ ^ to get rid of something | 

harmful. 

to get rid of evil 

and give peace to the good. 

^ to get rid of bad| 

habits. 

t0 &et dd °f a ^isease> or| 

a vice. 

^ ^ to fall ill of a wasting 

disease. 

to set to rights, 

to cancel, 

to dispense with; to excuse. | 

^ j]j^ to lay aside mourning. 

| j$ n + rb 0 r?n 
to wear mourning for 27 days| 
and then leave it off. 

'gj to be appointed to office.l 

RBfcBfc'h AlttH 
expiration of mourning he was 
appointed to be secretary in the | 

Council. 

to make an acting appoint¬ 

ment substantive. 

^ a letter of appointment. 

£ Igffl ^C^to be appoint¬ 

ed Governor of Ying-chou. 

^ in appointing! 

officials, he did not await the] 
Imperial sanction,—but appoint¬ 

ed them himself. 

•Bl’ t0 aPP°int t0, 

f0 °Pen a road' 

jH| |^j*or to divide, as in 

arithmetic. See 64x9. 

to divide by too. 

[Division is of course merely the 
operation of subtraction perform¬ 
ed to the number of times re-J 
quired. Hence this use of the 

term.] 

to rescue from a calamity. 

]|p| to strike oft from the list | 

of. 

^ % to do away with abuses. 

^ $ or l& 9 or 0 
New Year’s eve. 

M RH to ^the cricket| 
chirps at the front steps. 

H! ^ the outer porch. 

mm the steps to a house. 

Even Lower. 

yVA** 

Even Lower. 

A scar. Stupid. 

stupid; dunder- 

headed. 

A mat rolled up. 

ik a coarse 
some disease. 
See 3096. 

mat. A loath-1 

A hunchback. | 

See|^ 

Even Lower. 

Read chu*. 

m ^ vfe what happiness I 

does (God) avoid subtracting 
from you?—every one, i.e. you I 
have them all. Used optatively :l 
may you have every happiness!I 
[Legge explains this by “what I 
happiness is not taken away?I 
—that is, to be replaced by | 

greater.”] 

so as to keep awayj 

wind and rain,—of walls. 

B M * i? the days and| 

months pass by. 

A small branch of the 

Yang-tsze, joining it nearj 

Nanking. 

a Department in the pro¬ 

vince of Anhui. 

C. teli'o 
H. c/slz 
F. ccAlii 
W. £tslu 
N. rcK~u 
P. cch-u 
M. ts'-u^ ts'-ou 
Y. its^ou 
Sz. cli'u 
K. ch'-u 
J. su 
A. sou 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

A small medicinal plant 

(Hedysarum brachypterumX 

Bge.), known as ifj§ j^, and| 

& #ij ground elm. 

To cut grass. Hay ;| 

straw; fodder. 

a bundle of fresh 

grass. 

^ J,T weeds. 

|b) ^ fodder for cattle; to feed. 

IH H ^ % r°und and round 

the grass is bound. 

U M consult the 

grass and firewood gatherers,— 
consider the wishes of the people 
at large. Also, the opinion even 
of the humblest is worth having. 

^ |H figures buried with or burnt 

on behalf of a dead man, to ac¬ 
company him to the nether world. 
These are servants, horses, etc. 

See 13,4s1- 
^ $0 Z ^ before the 

straw dog is offered up,—it is I 
kept carefully in a box, but when I 
its function is fulfilled, it is cast I 
out into the street. These straw I 
dogs were used in some way by I 
magicians, probably to induce 

dreams. 

% VX S ^ $3 
Lao Tzu regarded the things ofl 
the people as straw dogs,—worth-[ 

less. 

^ ^ simple words; a plain un-| 

iff] 

varnished tale. 

animals fed on grass and I 

grain, respectively. See 5089. 

& a name for the magpie. 
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A pregnant woman. A 

widow. 

H “F ItU be kind to the! 

2649 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

2646 

The stalk of millet. 

-j-i/ 3 

2650 

Ir.^e 
I PH 

ISee.ffr 
I Rising Upper. 

yUu'K 
2648 

2649 

Ir. SJL 
I PH 
IC. -ch'ii 
|H. (tu 
IF. chii 
I W. dzii 
IN. ch'i 
Ip. ch'-ii 

IM. ts'-u 
Iy. 
ISz 
IK. ch'-d 
|j. chu 
I A. chi 

Rising 
Irregular. 

chhu 

Same as 2643. [Dist. 

from fj 11,823.] 

A chicken; a fledgling. 

To rear a brood. See I 

13,728. 

y°ung birds. 

$jj}f£ H!| a little chick. 

Hg the chicken was 

well-grown. 

^ di # shgns' — (Z£ 
%% his strength was not equal 

to lifting a duckling. 

iSfl ftf1 very unfledged; very 

young. 

a young girl; a slave-girl, 

^ 4* brought up 

amongst us. 

Same as 2647. 

A species of mulberry, 

the ^ ^ Broussonetia pa\ 

pyrifera, Vent., from the 

Dark of which paper is I 

made. 

a name given under the 

Ming dynasty to bills of ex¬ 
change; paper money, as usedi 
at worship, etc. 

«f m money given by friends 

to help towards the expenses of 
funerals. 

2651 

|E-^ 
F. tii, t'-ii 

See^ 
Even Lower. 

2652 

R® 
C. ch'-ii 
H. shu 
F. ssii, soii’- 
W .djii 
N ./» 
P. ch'u^v. Cchlu 
M. ) 
Y. i ts u 

Sz. ch'u 
K. che, did 

[J. cho, djo 
A. t'i 

Even Lower. 

f# m, PaPer- 

If Dr a slip of paper. 

R §2. 
PH 

H. rw 

See^fr 
Rising Lower. 

therefore write 

you this note. 

bank notes. 

SL w Dr+g a letter full of wild 

talk. 

A bag; a satchel. 

'h # FT 0 £ * 
if the bag is small, it will not I 

hold great things. 5998. 

^ a Pab 1 a covering for a I 

bier. 

Jflp ‘ft -fH ^§j> 011 the white! 

silk screen are inscriptions by I 
Ch‘u Sui-liang. 

Undecided; irresolute.) 
See 2495. 

To collect; to store up. 

iff to collect. 

#f JUjl to store in a treasury, or) 

place of safe keeping. 

HI) to store up goods; to ware¬ 

house. 

jUl accumulated; to hoard. 

ft # or 3ft the Heir AP‘| 
parent. 

Ifk Iff the Czarewitch. 

R.at 
PH 

See ^ 

Rising Lower 

Clear; limpid,—as water 

W 
2659 

ts'-u 

Name of a small river 

which flows into the Pei-hol 

at Tientsin. 

Same as 2637. 

To stand and wait. 

ft jjjjU to stand still. 

\ ft- to wait in hope. 

ft® eagerly awaiting. 

M #§ It m to lean on the railj 

and gaze. 

iir 'St to gaze upwards. 

Same as 2655. 

A hemp-producing plant 

like a nettle (Bcehmeria 

nivea, Hook, and Arn.). 

L1 the textile fibre of the 

above plant, commonly known 
as China Grass (French: ramie) 
from which grass-cloth is made 

r 0 Hi # hempen garments 

p a grass-cloth shop. 

p hemp roots, —they are 

ground with rice-flour and used 
for food. 

|V Wit ViUebruneafrutescens 

Bl. 

A pestle. To pound, 

washerman’s baton. 

A 

£ ft pestle and mortar. See 

below. 

Is ft to pound with a pestle. 

ft ftr to pound small. 

a washerman’s block and 

baton. See 1389. 

9. tfi if# the autumn hills 

echo the washerman’s baton. 

—— ft- a blow; a whack. 

& ft or iij ft the dia¬ 

mond club,— the sceptre of Indra| 
as god of thunder and lightning, 
with which he slays the enemies 
of Buddhism. A symbol of the 
power of Buddha to overcome 
evil and sin. The wand or mace 
of modern priests and exorcists 
is so called. Sanskrit: vadjra, 

ftm? a pestle (North). See 

12,169. 

ft £ pestle and mortar. Also, a 

group of stars in Cygnus and 
Pegasus. 

ft a z ^ an allusion to the 

friendship which was cemented 

between 9km Wu Yu and 

the poor scholar £ '& H 



2660 

R' if ffl 
C. ch'ii, shii 
H. ch'-u 
F. r/i‘«, ch'-du 
W. W, ts'P 
N. ch'i 
P. ch'-u 

Sz. ch'-u 
K. ch'-o 

. sho 
A. hsi, ch'-i 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

CH‘U 333 
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2659 

Kung-sha Mu, who, being with¬ 
out means to pursue his studies, 
took service in a menial disguise 
in Wu Yu’s household, and 
pounded rice for humble wages. 
His learning was, however, be¬ 
trayed by an accidental rencontre, 
and Wu Yu adopted him hence¬ 
forward as his friend, taking him 
from the “pestle and mortar.” 

To abide; to dwell. To 

decide; to punish; to settle 

up. 

H M. illnot venturin§to 
stay at leisure. See mo. 

;ic here we stay, here 

we stop. 

it at #3 l& with whom can I 

dwell? 

would not live 

with her. 

in ^1 can’t live with him; 

I can’t abide him. 

you should not long rest content 
with what you have achieved. 

)Ml © to be in a state of poverty. 

± an unemployed scholar; 

a recluse. 

M tH: to be in the world; in life. 

to be husband and 

wife; the married state. 

Wt IP M were y°u in 
my place,—you could do no 
more. 

fM ft the punishment of officials 

for errors in administration, in 
dieted according to a graduated 
scale. Also, to settle up; to ad 
just. 

to make military 

dispositions. 

very clever at settling up village 
matters. 

this settlement will suit both 
parties. 

«ma to hand over to 

the proper Board for determina 
tion of punishment. 

to visit with death; I’ll 

be the death of you! 

lis to sentence. 

m not easy to decide, or 

settle up. 

2660 

fM M to place; to adjust; to 

establish; to settle. 

or Jlk ftllj to regulate; to 

govern. 

fMt k or JIT a virgin. „ 

± ^ a- m> & 7- » 
gentleman should be as careful 
of his person as a virgin. 

IM + M ten months subse¬ 

quently. 

& * to do business; to dispose 

of, or administer, affairs. 

fM. &£& to be suffering from trou¬ 

bles or calamities. 

to be prosperous or at 

peace; to make a long stay. 

JH jtjj t0 ta^c up one’s abode 

with,—as a tutor engaged for 
a family. 

% A Ml $ t0 abide 
long in poverty or to live long 
in happiness,—should not be at¬ 
tempted by those without true 
virtue. 

A M lasting; long; enduring. 

stopping of heat,—one of 

the solar terms which begins 
about 23rd August. 

emPloyed about the 

person of the sovereign, 

f ui (.ch'u4) lil here he 

built places to dwell in. [ 

for ^.] 

^ 1*1 A he treats me not 

according to the ancient rule. 

If & 3% =? itbmyfather 
placed me here. 

||l (in novels) eunuchs’ hall; 

(in Tientsin) an establishment 
for catamites. See ch'u*. 

Read ch‘‘ui. A place 

Numerative of houses [see 

3440); of jobs (5324). A 

state or condition. A side 

or party. The matter, point 

question of, etc. See 2620 

mm a place. 

to seek a halting- 

place,—for the night. Seec'hu3 

# & or A Aor PI Aa 
places; everywhere. 

z are everywhere to 

be found. 

2660 

A elsewhere. 

there is no place 

he does not go to. See 7809, 

ro,792. 

'ff M £ he has a place’ °r 
a home to go to,—meaning that I 
he is a respectable man with the I 
usual family connections, and not 
a vagabond of whom nothing is I 

known. 

7 m 0 X Wi T - 
i A. bef°re many days they| 

arrived at another place. 

it ffi # & ® JS 
ir A what place has the boat 

stopped at now? 

^ pj* ^ £ J|| the pudenda. | 

-btJitkAiel , 
light a fire in seven places and 
there will be smoke in eight,— 
of the spread of slander. 

M — 0 M & not.a 
stroke of his brush but had its I 
origin, — of one of the old[ 

masters. 

M A a merit; advantages. 

A a shortcoming; a failing.] 

»m a good; an advantage. 

See 3889. 

fisRSKTI Tiff 
^ you only want your child] 

comfortably settled. 

# ^ W A even he hasj 

his good points. 

jE A H A verilyil man- 
ifested its spirituality. 

$ & this place; this office; I; 

the writer. 

]g[ and your honour-1 

able place and my humble place, I 
respectively,-conventional terms 
for one’s own and other people’s 
dwellings; also, for the indivi¬ 
duals themselves. 

PP? A HI edber course is hard. 

Wi A S- money belonging | 

to both parties. 

-fc ||r j|^ the high authorities. 

^ M il ^ Mas tohow| 
to deal with,—the preceding. 

mmz& the difficult part, 

or point. 

Same as 2660. 
2661 
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2662 

Ir 371 
1 ' PP 
IC. chho 
IH. ts'-o 
IF. ch'-u 
IW. ts'-o, tslu 
IN. is'-u 
IP. ch'-u 
M. ) 
Y. 

I Sz. ch'-u 
IK. ch'-o 
IJ. shit, so 
1 A. so 

Rising Upper 

2 666 

Is'-u 

2663 

iR.fifp 
ISSeeig 

ISinkingUpper. 

«r 
2664 

'RH 
| See ^<JJ 

Even Upper. 

A 

2665 

Name of a feudal State| ?/$ 

which existed from 740 to 

300 b.c., and was known, 

in the early years of its|R^ 

existence as Sharp;|See^ 

painful; to punish. Clear ;lRising uPPer 

distinct. The province ofl 

Hupeh. [)£ is here a con-1 % 

Streamlets. 

traction for ^.] 2667 

Ir ss. 
1 pp 

^ it MlJ III ill if you|See 

don t side with the Ch‘us, you I Rising Upper 
must side with the Hans. Used 
in the sense of a dilemma. 

| ^ painful; sore. &<? 12,291. 

^ ^ or ^ i|| or jig) dg or I 

(f? distressful; grievous. 

R. 

2668 

PP 

IR. 

5 ^ a ferule for punishing) 

schoolboys. 

H to flog. See 2808. |See 

pf clear; perspicuous; settled [Rising Upper 

up, as accounts. 

If a region in the south of| 

Hunan and Kiangsi. 

7K Jjvr —* the water of Ch‘u 

is the best,-for making tea. 

# & * m »f 
dynasties there remain the flow-1N- hsiioh, 

ing waters of Ch‘u,—and that \c'"iioh,v. chung 
is all. IP- hsit, ch'u3 

M. hsiu, ch'-u 
Sz. hsiu 

IY. hsiuk, ts'uk 
K. ch'-uk, hiuk 
J. ckiku, kiktt 

Rough; rugged. | Entering 
Upper. 

I he base or plinth of aj 

pillar. A pedestal. 

$£ pj rflj pfi a damp plinth 

betokens rain. 

a foundation. 

^ IS-ZM 
$/£ and lay a foundation forlE 

IT 
2670 

2671 

reform of the methods of govern¬ 
ment. 

The teeth set on edge 

by something sour. 

I See 

Entering 
Upper. 

ii 
2672 

R. 

To feed; to nourish; to 

rear. To cultivate. To keep 

in store. To restrain. Also 

read ksu4*, and used with 

4744- 

I See 

Entering 
Upper. 

To scold; to abuse. 

eg to feed; to rear. 

% m % s -y- ■>»> 
enough to keep wife and children. 

hj —“ & >1* -Jt kepta 
small golden-haired dog. 

Hj ^ to rear,—as domestic ani¬ 

mals. 

~S% Ig tke SR domestic animals, 

—ox, sheep, horse, dog, pig, and 
fowl. 

m £ '/I 
pond. 

be? W. or m 
beasts. 

kept it (a fish) in a 

or -££■ Zjr animals; brute I 

ir 
2673 

r-M 
C. chut, tut 
F. t'-ouk 
W. ts'-o 
N. chhch 
P. ch'-u1 
M. ts'u, ch'-u 
Y. tsweh 
Sz. ch'-u 
K. ch'-ul 

I J. chutsz 
A. truet 

Entering 
Upper. 

‘W 
2674 

‘ i* 

-gg you brute! 

ffa 
eh to nourish the people. Ir. 

2675 

EH EiL keep a harem. 

B3 the 26th Diagram, relatin 

See ^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

to wind. 

Bent down. 

^ to cultivate virtue. EH 

R. 
PP 

Rising Upper. 

Grieved ; pained. See| 

>662. 

^ "eh if y°u have it not 
in store. 

EH 3b jt what fault is it to 

restrain one’s prince? 

J|t ^ difficult to rear; difficult 

to restrain. 

C. ch'-uk 
F. ch'-oiik 
W. ch'-iio 
N. ts'-oh 
P. ch‘wo5 

1Y. 
IK. ch'-uk 
I J. shuku 
I A. t'uk 

Entering 
Upper. 

igm cramped; compelled 

stoop. 

To nourish ; to foster 

To bear; to tolerate. 

®f |f to nourish feelings of 

pride. 

iH ^ t0 nourish wrath. 

he cannot bear 

me. 

Water flowing. To flush 

from excitement. 

/eh m waters running together. 

Afraid ; timorous. To 

entice. 

M W tfn unmoved in 

the hour of danger. 

j5jL apprehensive. 

uazm. one who is urged 

on, or tempted. 

threatened to kill him if he did 
not at once take up his brush,— 
and paint. 

See 10,459. 

Straight; upright. Lofty. 

very straight. 

upright and with¬ 

out guile. 

M Uj aULiikhiIls °ver hills- 

ito raise a lamp. 
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2676 

R.S9cJg 
See |$ij 

Entering 
Upper. 

4* 

2677 

R-^c 
C. 
H. 
F. ch'-duk 
W. OW0 

N. cliioh, fsloh, 
v. dzoh 

P. ch'"uia‘ 
M. chho 
Y. 
Sz. c/dwo 
K. 
J. shoku, roAzz 
A. /ix«A 

Entering 
Upper. 

Choked with anger. 

lift filled with wrath. 

13 a regi°n beyond the 

sea, to which the legendary Em¬ 

peror Chuan Hsii’s son 

was appointed. 

Read ts^arv". The root 

of a waterplant cut into 

cubes. 

a m the minced roots of sweet 

flag,—eaten as a relish. 

To butt, as horned 

animals. To strike against; 

to meet ; see 6853. To 

offend. 

Tft rm t0 butt. 

the oxen are butting. 

m # m m like a ram butting 

a fence,-it gets its horns through, 
and cannot get them back again. 

|jlg t^ie butt-fence 

state, — in inextricable difficul¬ 
ties. 

to hit the opportunity. 

^ strike the eye, 

rouse the mind,—of an interest¬ 
ing book. 

fM. a conspicuous 

place,—as suitable for posting 
handbills, etc. 

fpj whatever subject 

he attacked, he mastered. 

Mm & chang3 ^ to 

extend the application of a prin¬ 
ciple or system; to apply a 
principle or system to new or 
other departments or categories 
according to analogy. 

mn 1# to hit on some¬ 

thing analogous as a means of 
explanation; to shew by analogy. 

‘j'lg the scenery (also 

circumstances) stirred his feel¬ 
ings. 

llil to arouse, to 

awaken, to give a shock to the 
feelings. 

to take cold. 

to wound; to offend. 

^ to irritate; to excite anger. 

% to insult. 

4A 

2677 

2* 

AA) 

2678 

r.: 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

« 
2679 

2680 

C. cha 
H. k'-o, Qku 
F. QkLwo, wa‘, 

c/i'-wa? 
W. kit 
N. sdzo, gs'-ou 
P. chwa 
M. chwa, wti 
Y. tswa 
K. chwa, kwa 
J. ta 
A. kwa 

Even Upper. 

suddenly; to bring to mind. 

lit Z 1\ herculean 

strength. 

|fjlfl a waistband worn by 

princesses. 

fljly J|| to strike the nose,—as a 

smell. 

jSjljj yj? to ground,—of ships. 

% m mere 
spirit without body and yet 
having the sense of touch. 

% %r ^ M as new as 
though they had never been 
handled. 

A crowd in a doorway. 

a fabulous Buddha who 

was a contemporary of Shakya- 
muni. Sanskrit: Akchobya. Also, 
a numerical term equal to one 
followed by seventeen cyphers. 

See 10,468. 

To beat; to strike, 

with 2681. 

Used 

to strike a door,—with a 

stone. 

to beat the drum,—as that 

outside a magistrate’s yamen, 
which should be struck only 
under urgent necessity. 

fearing the 

beating of the night watches,- 
specially of New Year’s eve, as 
suggestive of the flight of time. 

m may here be read ho1.] 

to sing the yii- 

yang song and beat the drum,— 

as was done by j, tutor to 

ijijpl Ts‘ao Ts‘ao, seizing the 

opportunity to abuse the latter. 
Hence the phrase has come to 
mean abuse. 

mm it a “Bluebeard,” from 

a man named Po Yu, 

who married three wives. 

II' 
2681 

R- m 
C. cha, kwo 
F. chwa, fcwo 
N. khon 
K. chwa, kwa 
A. kwa 

Even Upper. 

2682 

2683 

Rift 

s"f@ 

Even Upper. 

A 
2684 

IT 
2685 

R#*5 
C. Cchdu 
H. ctsau 
F. lchau, chwa 
W. :tsoa, cisoa 
N. tsoa, v. Iso, 

cho, chho 
P. chau, Qchwa 
M. tsau, ciswa 
Y. c/swa 
Sz. chwa 
K. cho 
J. so, sho 
A. t? au 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

A switch; a whip. Used 

with 2680. 

if m a riding-whip. 

the black bamboo pipes 

of the hand-organ (see 9869); 
each pipe has a long narrow slit 
on the inner side, and a circular 
finger-hole near the lower end. 

Same as 2681. 

The thigh. 

See 484. 

To scratch; to seize ; to 

grab ; to take. Also read 

tsao% and nao2. See 4210, 

6284. 

% sH or % if to scratch 

one’s head,—as when in doubt 
or perplexity. 

to scratch an itch. 

% ^ 0j§l *ie has scratched his 

face and made it bleed. 

Uii to seize, as a hawk; to 

take possession of. 

to grab the best,—like a 

spoilt child. 

A Ijs meddlesome; pil 

fering. 

to draw lots. 

to grab a substitute,— 

as the spirits of drowned people 
and those who have met violent 
deaths are supposed to do. See 

451- 

to choose; to select. 

WS1 to break by scratching, 

etc. 

the name given to the 

caps, rather like caps of liberty, 
worn by junkmen in the south. 

^ to seek out. 

to make a raid on a 

gambling hell. 
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m 
2685 

JK 
2686 

2687 

IRS& 
IH. cts'a, jfcV 
IP. chwa 
IY. tswa 
IK. chwa 
IJ. sa, 
1 A. 

Even Upper. 

* 
2688 

2689 

I See ^ 

| A. pok 

Entering 
Lower. 

c*H'UAI 

mit to arrest a thief. 

■ffli to make a useless attempt. 

m±T to have seized it,—as I 
a hawk. 

See 11,682. 

To dress the hair. 

^ ^ an ancient style of coiffure, 

worn by women in mourning,— 
the hair being set free and then 
fastened up loosely in a coarse 
net by a large hair-pin. 

they dressed their 

hair (as above) and mourned. 

2695 

R« 
| C. crMiin, 

cchldii 
I F. cc/Poui 
I W. tsiP 
|N. tseP 

IP. cliweP, 
ch'-wef 

IM. tsweP 

IK. ch'-wi,ch'-ive 
I J. tsui, sui 
I A.cchui, 

c'chiien 

Sinking Upper 
Irregular. 

CH‘UAI. 

Mournful; in grief. 

ISfi anxious; worried. 

m m * m very much fright¬ 
ened. 

I R 

See 10,470. 

See 141. 

A shooting star. Also 

read pao3. [Dist. from Jftj 

10,167.] 

IC. zclPun 
H. ch'-uP 
F. zc)Poui 

] W. ts'-ai 
|N. ts'-e 
IP.cc/Pwai 

^hhwai 
| M. ctslwai, 

cts'"wai 
IY. Qts'-wai 
IK. cJPwi 
I J. sui, sen 
1 A. chui 

Even and 
[Rising Upper 

2697 

2692 

Same as A 484. [To be 

distinguished from ^ 186. 

CHUA. 

See 4983. 

C. lchldi 
| II. Qtshai 
F. v. takr 

P. cchhwai 
M. cts'kwai, 

ts'"waP 
I J. sen, tan 
A. Cchiieti, 

dwan3- 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

To feel for; to estimate; 

to conjecture. 

^ ^ or ^ ^ to feel; to 

guess; to estimate, 

to conjecture. 

unable to gaugeI 2698 

oneself; to act inconsiderately. IR-^ 

#PJ t0 fathom. |See^ 

cannot guess. \cf ^ ^ 

mm to study and imitate, —as I Even Lower, 

a good author. 

tffi 3E g stuck it in his I 
bosom. 

n 
2693 

2694 

See 5476. 

See 2711. 

To stamp on; to trample. 

To destroy. To trace. 

Used with 12,396. 

stamped his foot 
in anger. 

J@T — W stamped his foot 

to trample to death. 

Hfij —’ $|J ^ stepped up to his 

ankle in mud. 

|lf step firmly on it. 

stamp it down 

pfij )j% 1^1 lit t0 trample to a 
jelly. 

*8 n ja a to tread on a 

melon skin,—to be deceived. 

m yp the horse treads 

over the sweet grass,—of a spring 
ramble. 

0j j^jl to walk on stilts. 

JSS3S 
rope. 

2699 

Rfi # 
I See || 

A. sa (shaj 

SinkingUpper, 

$ifij $1 -f- to walk on a tight rope 

mmmm to destroy a camp 

$\fij to trace and seize 

m m to examine step by step • I 
to follow up the traces of 

* f Jft H I think they will| 
be caught. 

mm to follow up,—traces. 

Read ts'a-p. 

mm to wear false feet, —as | 

women do, when their own are 
too large for beauty. The false 
foot is fixed underneath the heel I 
and the toes and front part of 
the real foot are bent down as 
if standing on tiptoe. 

m the knight’s move at chess. | 
See 5642. 

Fat; gross; unwieldy. 

[To be distinguished from 

“1 3977-] 

1 ^ a fat pig. 

Jill |^| fat Pork. 

aIs * he is a lump) 
of fat. 

M Da A ffi & 1 
Jlift that man is very stout :| 

he is only a lump of fat. 

Soft fat; suet. 

trFi the fat under a| 

hog’s belly. 

Jjff If *ti! ‘he sow’s | 

belly sweeps the ground. 

2700 

!»•'£** 
IC. v. nuky 
H. c/slai 
F. v. niih-r 
W. v. kocP, so0 
N. v. niioh~ 

IP. clPwai 
M. ctslwai, 

itslz 
Y. ctsiwai 
J. sai, chi 

A-/4i S(r{ 
Even and 

Rising Upper. 

to walk on the slack- 

To thump ; to pound. 
To put into the pocket or 

bosom of the dress. 

m 0j]jj to knead dough. 

•fM Put R y°ur Pocket- 

you may only fill your bellies, 
you must not pocket. 

# # walkinsoff 
with a book. 

« - f i “ 
cherish evil schemes. 

Read chHx. To split; to 

knock to pieces. 



•at 

tt&J 
W 
2701 

R# 
C. ‘shaikh’’’ 

H. 
F. cchloui 
W. Af1^, 
N. AfV3 
p. '■ch'-wai 

^ • | </n’«0 

K. cftwe 
J. « 
A. nittaP 

Sinking 
Irregular. 
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2702 

R*;fc 
C. r/i»» 
H. 
F. chiong 
W. tsiie 
N. cAi>» 
P. chwan 
M. tswan 
Y. A«>2< 
Sz. chwan 
K. c 
J. sen 
A. chilen 
Even Upper. 

To lap with the tongue; 

to suck; to sip. 

HfjfiL to suck blood. 

itrUsrai® birds and beasts 

feeding together,—as on a car¬ 
cass. 

dtig 1^1 Z. the flies- 
gnats, and mole-crickets ate it up. 

CHUAN. 

Single; particular; spe¬ 

cial; express. Only; alone. 

To take upon oneself; to 

assume responsibility. 

BjjL Bp specially; for the 

express purpose. 

Bp —• concentration upon one; 

specially; particularly. 

m\ a special messenger. 

Bp ^ selfish. 

B|[ to particularly allude to. 

Bp ^ to specially await. 

specially for visiting purposes, 
and for no othfr,—an endorse¬ 
ment on cards. 

Bp =j^ in full sincerity; simply 

and entirely. 

¥ IB - ¥ * to specially 
refer to. 

¥ ^ H fflr rfri W with 
special reference to medicines. 

mm to specially transact, or 

attend to,—any particular busi¬ 
ness. [Has been strained to 
mean to be the only person or 
persons who shall transact, etc.] 

Ijp ^ to specially attend to,— 

as any branch of business. 

mm sole control. 

^3? t0 forward, as by special 

messenger. 

m lit $ iti1 therefore write 
this expressly to inform you. 

m^M to come on purpose. 

m‘ ]§£ singleness anc 

fixedness of purpose. 

M1 
~rf 
2702 

rtf* 
2703 

f Aft I have been spe¬ 

cially entrusted, or commiss¬ 
ioned. 

mm to give replies unassisted; 

ready of wit; a referee. 

Bp ^ the special favour 

accorded to the favourite con¬ 
cubine. 

B|£ ^ to be sole favourite,— 

as a concubine. 

Bp a specialist; an expert. 

m m pi £ & they 
mostly suffer from the narrow 
view of the specialist. 

R 

$■ 

¥ 
¥ 

¥ 
¥ 

¥ 

2704 

s“¥il 
Even Upper 
and Lower. 

a special certificate, 

a special permit, 

or mm special rules, 

a special mission. 

special attention to. 

a special note. 

¥JU specially and respectfully, 

—a final phrase in notes. 

f I to write back with refer¬ 

ence to a special matter. 

^ to be devoted exclusively 

or specially to. 

¥tf to deal specially or exclu¬ 

sively with. 

m m to write specially, — a 

formal phrase. 

¥«t to specially await. 

Bp m to use exclusively. 

Bp to come specially. 

*0 B ;#¥£«& 
those four States are alone 
sufficient source of fear. 

to engross the favour of. ¥ l 

?«*f' do not venture 

to act on my own responsibility 

¥« If you can act on 

your own responsibility 

m 
2705 

% 
s,„¥ 
Even Upper. 

m 
2706 

2707 

See# 
Even Upper. 

See 2740. 

To cut to pieces ; to 

mutilate. 

4 

2708 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower 

and Upper. 

Gentle. Beautiful, 

gentle and yielding. 

M iM delicate and 
beautiful,—as flowers. 

Same as 2707. 

A brick (see 7720); a 

square flat tile for paving. 

mm a brick (South); a piece 

of brick or brickbat (North). 

mm%m pieces of brick 

and broken tiles. 

^ a flag stone. 

(%% bricks and tiles. 

mm* brick-dust, 

a brick floor. 

mm a brick-kiln. 

nm01 a?Mmthe biue 
or common brick. 

a Pear> —a 
stingy fellow out of whom no 
juice is to be got. 

jkSflt red bricks. 

irm^m square red tiles 

for paving. 

«sf#5l $ to throw a brick 

to get back jade,—a sprat to 
catch a salmon. 

trm to beat the brick, — to 

beg, beggars often beating their 
bodies with stones to excite com 
passion. 

brick tea, i.e. tea in com 

pressed cakes, much used in 
Mongolia, where the cakes pass 
as currency. 

mwm to make mud bricks. 

#71 m cakes of the dried 

mm lungan fruit. 

A fresh white colour 

Used with 3139. A bundle 

of a thousand feathers 

[To be distinguished from 

H 3634-] 

43 
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r 
2709 

lE:5fc#fe 

|See ^ 
Even Upper. 

CHTJA3V 

2711 

JR' 
IC. chiln 
IH.chon 
IF. tiong 
IW. chile 
IN. chon 

IP. chwan 
I M. /swan 
IY. /sou 

I Sz. /swan 
IK. chon 
Ij. sen 
| A. chilen 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Name of a place. 

ffl PI an ancient city in Honan. 

A large fish found in the| 
Tung-t‘ing lake. 

(°r J§L ) gg name of a man I 

of the Chou dynasty, who killed 

Even Upper. 3l Wang Liao, the prince [ 

of*. Wu, B.c. 540, with a pois¬ 

oned dagger concealed in the 
belly of this fish served at dinner. 

fP§ brave as Chuanl 

Chu. See above. 

To turn round. See 1070. 

#161 to turn round. 

turn round and| 

look. 

to turn the body; to turn] 

round. 

$|0R to turn the eyes. 

# SR Bfl ™ # jft B8 in .1 
twinkling; instantly. 

^ 7^ to turn a corner; to turn,| 

as an argument. 

In' to turn the subject. 

to join the enemy; to I 

leave one’s party; change of I 
front. 

to revolve. 

Sr### the wheel of thel 

Law (of Buddha) is always re-f 
volving,—and bringing back to I 
the world those who have gone! 
opt of it, in good or evil con-f 
ditions according to their deserts; 
sc. metempsychosis. 

UNIX a Chakravartti king, 

the conqueror and monarch ofl 
a universe. So called because | 
when he ascends the throne, a I 
wheel falls from heaven, indi-j 
eating by its. material (gold, sil¬ 
ver, copper, iron) the character] 
of his reign. 

^ HI 1 can’t go| 

back on what I have said. 

® using I 

the illustration of flowers and I 
birds as the embellishment clause [ 
(see 1070). 

2711 

& # his complexion! 

remained as white as ever. 

1$ $$ lift ^ HR Hpj having! 

eyes all round,—of a man with| 
nine heads. 

A* a man came round from 

behind the screen. 

® m # - m s 
thought he would take a turn| 
and call again. 

a change in the wind; the| 

wind is veering. 

f# at«1# to alter one’s! 

course according to the wind, 
—of circumstances. 

$$ 0. the crisis of a disease. 

^ ^ his second! 

thoughts spoilt it,—hindered the 
course of action at first adopted. | 

# I 111 serpentine; winding. 

I will try to bring I 

him into a proper frame of mind, f 
$$ t0 have a change inone’sj 

luck; to re-transport goods. 

$$ M 'tk 1ft ^ ^ in thel 

course of events she was sold 
into my family. See 295 

inaic they will then! 

(after the turn or change of front)! 
act still more badly. 

HtftAA too much chang-1 

ing; very troublesome. 

a ball and socket joint, 

i.e. similar to an articulation.! 

# tit or $$ to sub-let. 

# % Sil A to turn round and 

let to another,—to sub-let. 

# to turn round and order, I 

to instruct subordinates in the) 
sense of orders received. 

to report information re¬ 

ceived. 

or HAS to transmit aj 

communication to an equal. 

$$ ifg to transmit a request. 

^ jj( to re-sell. 

to transfer to,—as money, 

property, etc. 

^ ff^ or ^ to transmit! 

communications to superiors. 

jfij|i jJjM to forward on; to hand] 

over to. 

2711 

$1 to authorise in one’s turn 

-i.e. having been 
Previously! 

•lnr a 1 J I authorised by a superior. Al™ I 

to receive a communication from 
one party for transmission to a 
third. Thus, a Consul at F00 

chow might write to the Taot‘ai| 

there saying ^ ^ I haV£ re 

ceived a communication from 
the Consul at Ningpo etc 

$*# to forward the connnuni-. 

cation of another to a superior. 

H ^ to communicate through 

.i to communicate to eauakl 
on behalf of. qUalsl 

^ xZik to reP°rt to a superior. 

H )|| to communicate to. 

It* ^ received from a superior) 

under flying seal. 

# tj® « # g according to 
(e.g. a despatch).forwarded 
by. 

# fl or # & or ^ jjfi or 

^ $0^ or ^ -^C to send on; 
to pass on. 

to appeal from a lower to ; 
higher court. 

W ft °r # Mj °r # H 
to issue orders that have beer 
received. 

$$ Jjf to hand over in substitu 

tion (as a business). 

to come to life; to return 

to the world. 

^ to glance. 

^l] to turn half round; to to 

to and fro. 

the shaft of a steame 

* returned; come bad 

R 5fS to tell a differei 

story; to turn round and say.... 

$!|.^. to change froi 

. to. 

further security beyon 

the or original security 

to change th' 

dynasty. 

# to vary the use of a word 

^ modifications; modes. 

to negotiate a loan for. 

WM to memorialise on behal 

of.. 
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2711 

2712 

R H 
See Ml 

Sinking 
Uppei'. 

2713 

2714 

“A 

Even Upper. 

=|E- ^ disjunctive particles. 

my mind is not a stone: it cannot 

be rolled about. 

iif f ‘1^ why have you 

rolled us into this sorrow? 

you have turned 

and cast me off. [* = »•] 

0 —1 fi| a revolution of 

the sun,—a day. 

^ jji|i to turn upside down. 

the room spun round him,—of 
a drunken man. 

or chuan4 T turned 

back into the local dialect,— 
having previously spoken in 
Mandarin. 

Iff A to hand over to 

some one else,—as a job. 

& deflected characters,—one 

of the Six Scripts under which 
all Chinese characters are ar¬ 

ranged. E.g. (Jl| shan “moun¬ 

tains” when turned round on 

its side becomes JP- fou “a 

mound” (in their antique forms). 

Read chuan*. 

|i|Jj to turn with the 

turning axle,—not to be able 
to stop. 

W % spasms; convulsions; 

cramp. 

To warble, as a bird; 

melodious. 

& the song of the oriole. 

I* (f[i| the warbling of the 

oriole or mango-bird. 

a sweet voice. 

Same as 2702. Also 

read tuanx. See 12,136. 

To carry the head high 

Dignified ; sedate ; respect¬ 

ful. Only; alone. 

Chuan Hsu,—a legendary 

Emperor (2513-2435 b.c.) whose 

personal appellation was jflj 

H and who was grandson 

2714 

2715 

See^ 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

2716 

R. 5T? 

See j-jp? 

A. tuen 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
2717 

r-h 

See 

K. son, chon 
A. swan, t'-uen 

Sinking 
Lower. 

JEH4 

2718 

of the Yellow Emperor. A star 
in Aquarius, named after the 
above. 

$ at # became sole 

minister. 

S gfj was jealous of his 

influence or power,—i.e. of his 
sole (position). 

H? ignorant; feeble-minded; 

simple; inexperienced. 

7^ HI ^ hazy or deficient 

in knowledge. 

M H Si H the of 
a village school. 

The president of a village 

feast. To number. Tools; 

gear. 

Hrf or fit® to preside over 

a feast. 

2719 

r-« m 
II. S-sion, 

S(sLion 

See 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

R.- 

H 
C. chan2- 
H. S-sen^ts'-ion 
F. chwang2 
W. S-dzo 

N. cjiien, d/oh 
P. chwati 
M. tswati 
Y. tswaa3 
Sz. chwati 
K. cliati, chon 
J. san, sen 
A. swan 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

Valuable. 

precious; desirable. 

To exhort by precept. 

To discourse in praise of. 

Used for 2718. 

to eulogise, as some de¬ 

serving man. 

fit a eulogy. 

his own composition. 

To compose; to compile, 

as an encyclopaedia ; to 

record; to write a book. 

Principle; object; aim. To 

take up. Used for 4822. 

|^t t0 comPose- 

mu to prepare a book for the 

press. 

2? jit to wrke a work. 

|it pit to narrate, as annals. 

jpi! to prepare the annals of 

the dynasty, as is done in the 

iH itl State Historiogra 

pher’s Office. 

m 
2718 

■^t P3 ^ j|j| to classify t^ie 
rhymes under the 4 tones for 
purposes of poetry. 

IS 31m A ^ R u does 
not give the author’s name,—of 

a catalogue. 

tP sK HU an anonymous 
writer. 

JH&Z'SI the principles of 

heaven and earth. 

mu U to take up staff and 

sandals. 

To feed; to provide for; 

flesh food; dainties. 

iS; to set out food, 

jjg a banquet. 

^ delicious food; dainties. 

•1 vegetable and animal food. 

Read ksuan*. An ancient 

weight of six ounces of 

silver. 

Hit Same as 2721. 

2720 

To make a profit on trnt. 
m. sales ; to earn. To cheat; 
2721 

rt-T-t 
to humbug. 

PS 
chan2- 

(jt|| to make a profit; to earn 

II. ts'-an 
F. zchwang, 

v. t'-eing3 
W. S-dza, v. 

S-chiang 

N. djon, dzaan 
P. chwati’ 
M. (swan 
Y. Asvza 
Sz. chwati, 

chan 
K. cham 
J. (an, dan, 

•wan 
A. k'-iem, 

kwan, lietti 

Sinking 
Lower. 

money. 

||| a large profit. 

}£« I have made no profit. 

there is no profit to 

be made, 

tro-gst to make cent per cent. 

H ^ ^ to earn disappoint¬ 

ment and sorrow. 

to gain nothing but 

one’s pains, 

it A to cheat people, 

to palm off. 

pi he inveigled the 

gentleman into moving from the 
door. 

; to gain another man’s 

business out of his hands. 

j| to gain one’s bread. 

*1 interest accruing. 

jjpl an account of profits or 

earnings. 
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To plough. 
2722 

V'H 
I See ^ 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

An ornament on the 

tablets formerly used by 

officials at an audience. 

To engrave. 

Rising Lower good jade should] 

Irregular. not be engraved. 

The so-called “seal” 

character of the Chinese. 

A seal of office. Also ap¬ 

plied to curving lines in 

nature or art. To style, 

or designate. 

A 

2724 

2724 

IC.suni 
IH. cchHon 
IF. tiongi 
IW. ‘-dzio 

IN. djuen1 
IP. chwan3 
IM. /swan3 
IY. /sou3 

I Sz. chwan3 
IK.chon 

IJ. /en, den 
IA.jik.cn, Zrien 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

K the “greater seal” charac¬ 

ter,—a style of writing said to 
have been invented about b.c, 

800, by j&fll Shih Chou to 

take the place of “hieroglyphs” 
or simple pictures of things and 
ideas. But there is no evidence 
to show that Chinese, though 
doubtless springing from a pic¬ 
torial germ, was ever practically 
a hieroglyphic language. 

/J'v the “lesser seal” charac¬ 

ter,—invented towards the close 

of the 3rd century b.c. by 45 #r 
Li Ssii, the notorious minister 
of the First Emperor. In this 

character is written the it*. 

the earliest Chinese dictionary, 
published a.d. ioo. 

^ |p? another name for the 

“Lesser Seal.” 

w & ip 1% ffl m 
writers of the seal character are I 
fond of the very effective Kou\ 
lo method. See 7316. 

pf or |p? seal character,! 

—applied to any ornamental! 
form of writing, especially as I 
used by the Chinese upon their I 
seals, public and private, whence I 
the name. 

Jp? a seal. 

t^ie name or legend on a I 

j seal. 

^ gpf to take over the seals of| 

i office. 

2725 

r*7C 

m 
See 

C. i/s'-iin 
F. cchhwang 
P. Cchwan 
K. chhon, chhan 

! J. sen, son,san 
A. J'-iicn 

Even 
Irregular 

pf to hold an acting appoint- 

2726 

<« 
2727 

ment. 
Jiu j>Ui 

the curling of rising 

smoke. 

the curving track ofl 

a snail. 

Iff mm |p? may I ask what| 

is your personal name?'' 

his Excel-j 

lency Yeh, named Ming-shan. 

To curl up. To crawl. 

To kick; to trample. Also 

read cfruan1. 

to curl up the | 

body,—as when in bed. 

a crouching attitude. 

fi id <: j® a stopping-place. 

Same as 2719. 

Same as 2728. 

A mountain stream. To 

flow. Of or from the pro 

vince of Ssuch‘uan. Radi¬ 

cal 47. 

fa ;n z m ke the ever- 

flowing stream. 

W 111 )j!f the streams al 

bubble up and overflow. 

W HI M ® & # n m 
rivers run in different directions 
but must meet in the sea. 

Ill HI hills and streams; moun¬ 

tain streams, or simply streams; 
also used for that which con¬ 
sists of hills and streams, sc. the 
country. 

M M\U )W Parched are the 

hills, and the streams are dried 
up. 

HtUlHI he made streams run 

backwards. 

2729 

See $ 

SinkiDgUpper 

2731 

Jll ^ travelling ex-1 

W* stream water. 

^|| marshes. 

HI flowing without! 
ceasing. 

4sHI AH a perfectly level j 
road. 

m hi °- 
penses. 

=1 )\\ a Prefecture in Honan 

under the T‘ang dynasty. Now 

MM Jung"tse Hsien. 

P| J|| four streams,—the pro¬ 

vince of Sstich'uan; so called 

from the tig£ jfc Min river, the 

Y# T<0 river, the || ^ ‘ 

Black river, and the [±J ^ 

White river, which water that 
part of the empire. 

)\\ H (correctly g ) ginger 

from Ssuch'uan, — a kind of 
medicine. 

|| Sshch'uan opium. 

jII Ssuch'uan silk piece-goods; 

Sstich'uan crape. 

|| Ssuch'uan crape. 

jit jpj fans from Ssuch'uan. 

JH ^ tIie usual name for the 

city of Kirin. See 2742. 

A ring of jade. 

An armlet; a bracelet. 

(jp|( or ^p|| ^ hairpins and 

bracelets,—women’s ornaments 
in general. 

See 10,109. 

See 10,110. 
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if 
2733 

R. 

C. 
H. chi-on,ch'un 

F. ch'wang, 
cti-iong 

W. //«'• 
N. 
P. ch'-wan 
M. ts'-wai, 

ts'-wan 

Y. ts'ou 
Sz. ch'-wan 
K. ch'-'on 
J. sen 
A. «’«* (shien) 

RisiDg Upper. 

To pant; to breathe 

quick and short, as in 

asthma; breath ; life. See 

10,13 7- 

—in1 

2734 

Rjt 

Even Upper. 

wm1 

J83 
2735 

R-5fc 
C. chiin 
H.chon 
F. cchiong, 

it'wang, 
isiong 

W. 
N. 

P. ch'-wan 
Y. st'ou 
K. ch'-'on 
J- sen 
A. 32r« 

Even Upper. 

1 

2736 

R.fljyf 

it 
C. 

to pant. 

„iu 
Pr?5 to pant for want of breath; 

to fetch a deep breath. 

Pffij ^ cannot get breath. 

[Or with ^ after _J^ .] 

Prfij M ^ t0 take a breath- 
ing space; to rest for breath. 

Prfij ST the breathing settled 

down; the panting ceased. 

the buffaloes in 

Kiangsu pant when they see 
the moon,—mistaking it for the 
hot sun. Used of imaginary fears. 

P$ ^ to hiccough; a catch in 

the breath. 

to wheeze and cough. 

p^ my decayed breathing,— 

my poor old life. 

Pr& to C0USh- 

^ Pr$ asthma- 

m p$ £the 
rebels are at their last gasp. 

To number; to reckon. 

To yield. 

To hurry. To go to and 
fro. 

1S07S5E why does he not 

quickly die? 

SL J#; «f| B the disorder 

would probably quickly cease 

or ff to go quickly. 

iSSSft in order to accel¬ 

erate his progress. 

3*Jf SfiE the cavalry hasten 

forth to war. 

Embarrassed ; in poor 

circumstances. Enfeebled 

unfit for. 

jp| a Poor trader. 

Be enervated; enfeebled. 

* 

2736 
H. ts'-an, gsan 
F. chang 
W. dza 

N. dzaan 
P. ts'-an 

yh'wan 
M. ts'-an 
Y. ts'-wan 
K. chan 
J. san 
A. sicn., san, 

(shan) 

Even Lower. 

¥ 

2737 

R.ifJ yg 

See 

A. san 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

VJ=*2 
V 

2738 

R.‘ 

See 

A. san 

Even Lower. 

§ ^ ^ ^ ft ^ unequal 

to the management of affairs. 

jH (for |lg§ 326) UK 

(for J|| 13,090) to pick up one’s 

skirts and climb a mountain 
peak. 

an old name for 

Hua-jung Hsien, north of 

the Tung-t‘ing lake. 

To abuse. 

to scold at; to revile. 

Read ching3. 

~l)j to display one’s 

numerous merits. 

Read hsuan4. 

M ft ^ Uj #t0 supp1>r 
trees from the mountains and 
forests. 

Water flowing. A river 

in Ssuch‘uan. 

Wf- m rushing water; tears flow 

2739 

C. ch'un 
H. ch'on 
F. ch'iong, 

ch'wong 
W. ts'ue 
N. ch'-'on 
P. chi-wan 
M. ts'-wan 
Y. is'on 

Sz. ch'waji 
K. ch’- 'on 
J. sen 
A. hsuen 

Even Upper. 

ing. See 8860. 

saliva; phlegm. 

ftii to expectorate. 

M M 
to drivel. 

To bore through ; a 

hole. To leak out. To 

thread, as beads. To put 

on, as clothes, opposed to 

U n ,375. Numerative of 

seals; see 4143. See 2033 

chinx. 

^ ^ to bore through rock. See 

9964. 

2? to bore through,—as a 

burglar does a wall. 

how could it 

bore into my house? 

^ {U went right through,—as 

a bullet. 

K ^ LU 35 if ^ houses 
and rocks were alike pierced, 
by a rain of iron. 

^±4 til made a hole in 

the ground and came out. 

2739 

to bore through by 

gazing at,—of a person anxiously 

watching. 

^ M t0 bore through. 

^ ^ to bore through 

principles of right and wrong, 
—to set them at naught. 

7|j|| to pierce a willow- 

leaf at 100 paces,—as was done 
by the Tell of China. 

^ to dig a well. 

^ to make a hole in the 

nose,—e.g. of buffaloes, to lead 
them by. See 8919. 

to bore the ears, 

^ HU to gouge out the eyes, 

to penetrate. 

the scaly ant-eater 

(Manis tetradactyla); a crafty 

fellow. 

■g" ^ hundred “bores,”—a bee¬ 

hive. 

* to string pearls; elegant 

sequence. 

to string cash. 

ySg. ^ ^ _|^ the char, lo is 

above the hole,—of cash mintec 
at Lo-yang. 

the character 

lan is on the right of the hole, 
—of a cash. 

to thread a needle. 

Jlf to string; to connect. 

^ conversant with 

the Classics, etc. 

^ ^ ||g to have the run 

of a house. 

a general servant. 

^ ^1 fnj t0 be a yamen 

habitue-, to be accustomed to 
the public offices. 

^ a passage; a covered way. 

intimacy; business rela 

tions. 

^ ^ an open building. 

fluttering in and out of 

flowers,—as butterflies. 

social intercourse; inti¬ 

macy. 

to exchange socia 

civilities. 

H 
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2739 

IC. chSiin, 
IH. ch^on 
I F. tiong 
IW. 
IN. djoh 
IP. cK-wan, 

chwan 
|M. ts'mwan, 

tswan 
IY. ts'-ou^ tson 
I Sz. ch'-wan, 

chwan 
IK.chon 
IJ. , den 
I A. truen 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

¥ SHU to ride on horseback 

through the Palace grounds,— 
a privilege conferred by Imperial 
Decree. j 

gaily dressed, j 
—of women. 

T ^ put on your I 

clothes. See 4334. 

I cJfunf ^ ^ put them | 

on again. 

^jr 1$ t0 Put on trousers. 

^ ^ to put on shoes. 

^ it a dressing-glass. 

& 01 iB ft £ T fi it isj 
too soon to put on fur clothes yet. I 

#1$ 1® U ^ ft that 

stuff wears very badly. 

MM $» a ^ ^ 

±1 can’t wear this jacket,- 

it is too small. 

& 7. 
you have quite worn out my fur 
coat. I 

^ Jlty what a woman wears on| 

the body and carries on the head, 
—apparel. 

iS splendidly dress¬ 

ed. 

ft M a seller of female 

head-ornaments. 

the Siberian fieldfare] 

( Turdus riificollis). 

To transmit by word ofl 

mouth; to hand down. Tof 

deliver, as orders; to sum¬ 

mon ; to send a message. 

To spread, as a disease. 

To interpret. 

A| ^ to announce. 

Aff |^j to hear news. 

A#«PI I hear from somel 

one, as a rumour. 

■■At to tell to some one. 

to preach the Law,—of| 

Buddha. 

Aff to sPread or teach a doc¬ 

trine,—as missionaries preaching 
Christianity. < 

ii. # handed down by one’s! 

ancestors. 

2740 

a is as t§ # t m... 
customs are all handed down] 
from generation to generation. 

% M ^ 'Al ^ ^ what he| 
gets in his mind, he transmits! 
by his hand,—of a painter. 

to transmit the Throne. 

A| M t° promulgate the Imperial] 

will. 

T? hearsay; something one] 

has heard - \ ^ 

Al §$ to convey a person’s words] 

or orders = # ^ \ 

Also, to interpret. 

m is x i$ §§ aj * 
orders were again sent out. 

PsMr to give a hint; to tip a| 

wink. 

Al ^ jiM TM t0 convey letters | 

and notes. 

f#nt to make known to man¬ 

kind. 

1$ M IM: to be in circulation, 

—as a book. 

A| ^ to announce guests. 

Zl “f“* A| twenty-sixth in ] 

descent from the founder of the | 

4^0 ancestral hall, sc. family. 

-jj* to publish or circulate] 

orders. 

A| a circular notice; an| 

“express.” See 8574. 

Aff to deliver to any one. 

A| ^ to hand down in the | 

family. 

1$ Sc if an heirloom. 

ffl' i$ secretly handed down,- 

as some valuable recipe or pre¬ 
scription. 

meanly refused to] 

spread,—to give seeds or cut¬ 
tings of rare flowers. 

'A|[ or ^ A|i there is a| 

legend that. 

a contagious or infec¬ 

tious disease. 

j|^ a mounted courier. 

^ ^ to summon to the hearing] 

of a case. 

A^ {J^J to cause to appear,—as a] 

witness. 

'fill (S§. to summon. 

2740 

or or 

summon for examination. 
to 

j=t| JS| a summons. 

giE to summon witnesses. 

summon him; bid him | 
come. 

M 1$ M PJ t0 be brought up, 
for trial when wanted 

an underling who acts as I 

medium between the magistrate 
and the parties to the case, spe¬ 
cially as interpreter of the local I 
patois. 

tJ"" to summon all the! 
parties to a case. 

fit # T P] disobeyed the) 
summons. 

Al ijf to relate wonders, as story¬ 

books do. Also, to turn prose] 

episodes into |Jjj verses for the 

stage; to dramatise; a name] 
given to the musical plays com¬ 
posed A.D. 700—9OO. 

Al IfU w t0 spread false | 
reports. 

M M ^ Ifft # 

T this disease has spread] 

over the village. See 9300. 

1to survive, as a custom;] 

to be handed down. 

to give or leave a record] 

of.; handed down. 

A| to send for dinner,—from | 

a restaurant. 

A| ^ to instruct in. 

A| e|l to senc^ a telegram. 

^ j)^ lanterns announcing the] 

return of the soul to the corpse | 

at the ^ . See 1480. 

to get one’s name known; 

to become famous, 

to apprise. 

to summon and send on to. 

A| ^ to send word; to let one| 

know. 

A| to notify through an in¬ 

termediary; to send a message I 
ordering. 

A| jfjt to spread,—rumours. 

to report the words of.. 
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2740 

2741 

‘JP 
2742 

*■% 
C. shun 
H. shon 
F.sung 
W. zi'ie^ jiie 
N. j'on 
P. ch'-wan 
M. ts'-wan 
Y. ts'-ou 
Sz. ch'-wan 
K. son, chan 
J. sen 
A. t'-ilen 

Even Lower. 

the fourth on the list at 

the |j±jj Palace examination. 

Read chuan*. A record; 

a chronicle; a biography. 

See 2328; 11,753. 

an ancient record. 

^ ^ a family record. 

PJ# biographies. 

an unofficial biography. 

A# to insert a biography,— 

in the dynastic annals. 

& commentaries on a text. 

Same as 2742. 

A boat; a junk ; a ship ; 
a canoe, etc. A saucer; a 
stand. [This character has 
been analysed as follows: 

a vessel, /\ eight, p 

mouths, or individuals,—sc. 
the Ark!] 

—* ^ fjf one boat, or junk, etc. 

m^t vessels; ships. 

iHt Hi or ft the bow of a 
ship. 

* the stern, 

fjf the hull. 

Wffi or mu the deck. 

)|§ 441 ihe mast. 

mm the taffrail. 

fj1 Wi tbe rudder. 

Wg the sails. Also, the mat 

roofing to a boat. 

Hit t^ie bold. Also used for 

cabins. 

ft H ^ the j^- 
boom. 

mm the crew. On a junk: 

T the helmsman, in charge 

of the navigation; at the 

supercargo, who decides upon the 

port of destination, etc.; IT 
a check on the two last-men¬ 

tioned; ^ the boatswain or 

mate; the sailors; 

cooks. 

W 

2742 

ft P or f ^ ^ boatmen; 

sailors. 

nm^f to be a sailor. 

m& a mate; a ship’s officer. 

m ip or m& the master; 
* 

the skipper, 

ft a dockyard. 

ft or ft a dock- 

m&M a government dock¬ 

yard; an arsenal; the Harbour 
Department, Hongkong. 

fjf jpl,' tonnage dues. 

m # ft A?. tonnage dues 

certificate. 

MW port dues,—paid by junks 

at native custom-houses. 

mm a ship’s register; a junk’s 

license. The Customs’ Grand 
Chop is also so called. 

fjf a ship’s certificate of sale. 

m % zm* signal flag 

denoting the name of a ship. 

feW a term often seen on a 

ship’s banner, and carrying an 
idea of good luck. 

ft $§ the channel for ships,— 

as in a river. 

W II pirates. 

wsa stations for examining 

junks. 

ft HIk] marbime customs’ duties. 

f^1 JH or a passage ticket. 

*1 the owner of a vessel. 

the large scull at the stern 

of a Chinese boat. 

ft ft or ft fff passage- 

money. 

mm? a ship’s log. 

a merchant vessel, 

ft tke vessel sprang a leak. 

mmm the breadth of beam 

of a vessel. 

tt ft °r m m to pole or punt 

a boat. 

—* ^ft ft a beeti a squadron, 

te w a tug-boat. 

ik m or fjf a man-of-war. 

fp ft an konclad. 

a war-junk. 

W 
2742 

t m a junk employed on 

government service; passenger- 
junks for high officials. 

^ a revenue cruiser. 

w m a customs’ guard-boat, 

fj* a ferry-boat. 

t# f1 Mi + tfc a vessel 
with upper works over 100 ft. 
above water. 

5^ m ft °r m m01 ft 
a sailing-vessel. 

$mm°"kmo"k$Mm 
a steamer. [The first, “wheel 
ship,” appears to have been used 
at the siege of Hsiang-yang, a.d. 
1272.] 

m fm m a paddle-wheel 

steamer. 

Sb IfflW a screw steamer. 

mm to weigh anchor; to sail. 

*Ht mm to get ready for 

sea. 

the anchor having 

been weighed. 

ft H ^ ffe JH the vessel 

could not make way in (or, 
could not ride out) the gale. 

% n it && note the wind 

before you sail. 

ft "T H| t0 iower a boat. 

± shang3 -ft* to go on board a 

ship; to join a ship. 

shang3 W± (shang*) to go 

on board a vessel. 

4-10 WT-.m Till 
a hand was wanted, so 

I joined his vessel. 

ft to §° on board. Used in 

the north for “to go ashore.” 

T #2# when he had got 

on board (or ashore, as above). 

tt ^ T W went on board 

hand in hand. 

—‘ 3^ TO ~F ft brought 

them all on board,—by force. 

A*HT-@STTW 
the eight boxes are all on board. 

mm^R boat-shaped lilies 

(sc. feet) a foot long. 

1(® a tea-saucer. 

#• m a pavilion built in the 

shape of a boat. 
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»• 
2742 

|R 

2743 

Jc 
C. jy«« 
H. _j'£« 
F. t'-iong. 

t'-wong 
W. ay«£ 
N. djiieh 

P. ch'-wan 
M. ts'-wan 
Y. //<?» 

Sz. ch'-wan 
K. chon^ v. yon 
J. ten, den 
A. jiien 

Even Lower 

IA. jiien 

I SinkingUpper. 

i 
2745 

lRR:5fc 

Is" $ M 
Ij. ten 
IA. jiien 

Sinking and 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

w 
2746 

YM 
C. ck'-iin 

IH. ch'on^ch'un 
I F. ch'wang 

I W. ctsliie, ts'-iie3 
IN. ch'-oh 
P. ch'-wan 
M. ts'-wai, 

ts'-wan 
IY. ts'-oid 
I Sz. ch'-wan 
IK. ch'-on 

iS^JSB to play at ships,—as 

children. 

35 JIB the stars y 11 in Perseus. 

JM the city of Kirin. 

The beam which supports 

the eaves. A rafter; figur 

atively, houses. 

* m painted beams, — fine 

houses. 

timber for beams or raf¬ 

ters. 

mm short side rafters. 

M ^ not a rafter 

nor a man left,—of a deserter 
site. 

mm several houses; a few 

rooms. 

« m m m I venture to 

trouble your grand pen, — to 
write for me. 

B *r & *1 # * 1 
he suddenly begins to flourish 
a pen as big as a beam,—to 
write grandly. 

A bird, known as ^ 

the stupid bird. 

An animal 

through vegetation. 

moving 

Contradictory; incompat¬ 

ible; perverse. Radical 136. 

ft Jjp£ contradictory. 

why this dis¬ 

crepancy ? 

*4 m or ft mistaken; 

erroneous. 

^4 $0 a mistake,—of a 

purely accidental character. 

ftB to deceive purposely. 

ft' 
2746 

J. sen 
A. sien 

Rising Upper 

W 
2747 

See ft 

Rising Upper. 

I 
2748 

See ft. 

Rising Upper, 

2749 

SinkingUpper. 

2751 

H ft or ft opposing; | 

perverse; disobedient. 

in the path of my I 

life there have been many slips. 

The old leaves on the I 

tea-plant. 

8 S ft ta w i@ 'to bestow | 

old tea instead of wine. 

To flow in opposite di¬ 

rections. To turn a dying! 

man’s feet inwards fromf 

the door, as is done among 

the Laos tribes. 

See 11,903. 

A small mortar for hull-1 

ing rice. 

2752 

C. ch'-iin 
H. ch'-on 
F. ch'-iong, 

ch'-wong 
W. ts'-iie 
N. ch'-oh 

ch'-wan 
ts'-wan 

Y. ts'-ou 
Sz. ch'-wan 
K. ch'-on 

sen 
A. hsiien, v. 

kwan 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See 2,79- 

To string together; to 

connect; to league together. 

See 1244. 

^ J4 to string,—as beads. 

t* ft the string on which 

cash are threaded. 

— ^ a string of 1,000 cash.I 

^ he has strung | 

a string of cash. 

=-=f-% 2,000 tiao, or strings 

of 1,000 cash each. 

$«T it is strung on,—as a I 

bead. 

$ it to league together; to I 

conspire,—as beads pierced by I 
a thread mutually communicate 
without the thread being visible. 

^ or $ t0 conspire. 

Bpg or $ ^ to combine to 

swindle. 

\*-w 
IF. choung, 

ch'oung 

Even Upper. 

$ R ft &Z to combine for 

purposes of fraud. 

$ in connection, —as the 
divisions of an army. 

$ irrelevant; unconnected, 

as two sentences in a book. 

£38 W $ the argument is| 

correctly worked out,—accord¬ 
ing to the proper sequence. 

$ ‘M a string of fire-crackers. 

$ complicity in a theft. 

women who ad-1 

minister drugs to pregnant 
women, and having put them 
to sleep, disembowel them and 
use the eyes, brains, and after¬ 
birth of the unborn children for 
composing certain medicines 

strung pearls; classified 

extracts from celebrated authors. 

CHTJANO. 

A farm. A workshop. 

A place of business; a 

warehouse. Numerative of 

affairs. Used for 2760. 

ffl J* or J£T a farmstead. 

i'&m itmmms. 
turned it into a free farm, for 
the benefit of (the poor of) the 
neighbourhood. 

f£ P M ft M A (™ U 
farmers; peasants. 

t j* fit a farm bailiff; an 

overseer. 

J£T farm labourers, belonging 

to the place. 

hired farm labourers. 

* ft a carpenter’s yard or 

workshop. 

a restaurant. 

J£ P a mercantile house. 

piece-goods establish¬ 

ment. 

or a manager; a 

working partner. 

an establishment where 

tea is prepared from the raw 
leaf. 

M — ^that affair- 
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m 
2754 

R% 
Even Upper. 

To adorn oneself, as a 

woman, especially by paint¬ 

ing the face. To disguise; 

to feign; to pretend. See 

2759, 12,496. 

to paint the 

face and dress the hair, — to 
adorn. 

costume; to dress; to 

decorate. 

a# vtm to dress in the 

fashion. 

or dressed with¬ 

out paint or rouge,—as when in 
mourning. 

thickly painted; over¬ 

dressed. 

a bride’s trous¬ 

seau-, a dowry. 

*411 a lady’s dressing-case. 

mm the dressing-room of a 

lady of the seraglio. 

m & °r m it your ladyship. 

‘If dowdy. 

mm to dress; to adorn; to 

gloss; to pretend. 

44 @ *4 -ft ¥ M ift 
dressed up to look like a sheep. 

*4 IS or *4-ft to pretend; to 

make believe. 

this joy of yours is all put on. 

mmitm to put on the 

appearance of; to pretend; to 
feign. 

mm to sham illness. 

*4® to affect; to pretend; to 

sing falsetto, as male actors who 
play the parts of women. 

mm the name of a palace built 

by an Emperor for a favourite 
concubine. 

$C*4ffl! a paper toilet service, 

burnt by women on the 7 th of the 

7 th moon in honour of 

the Weaving Damsel. 

Same as 2754. 

J755 

y* 

^2756 

C. chong 
H. ts'-ong 
F. chaung 
W.joa 
N. zoiig 
P. chwang 
M. I , 
Y j tswang 

Sz. chwang 
K. chang 
].djo 
A. trang 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Form ; shape ; appear¬ 

ance ; behaviour. To state; 

a biography (see 4624). To 

accuse. 

or j|® -Jj^ form; outline; 

embodiment. 

$c & of unusual ap- 
pearance,—generally in a good 
sense. 

small in stature. 

tjjb ftQL I have nothing 

good to tell you about myself, 
—a conventional phrase used in 
letters. 

•ff- M ^ a * ¥ y°“ 
ask what I am about just now? 

in appearance like; as if. 

iw tke aPPearance °f the cir* 
cumstances; the aspect of the 
case; circumstances; condition; 
environment. 

*£ £ 1'g $cthe con- 
dition of things for some years 
past. 

iftm 4 
such was the behaviour of 

the men in the shed who were 
selling the newspaper. 

J^j[ in order to find 

a subject,—for a painting. 

$} Hieand it Hie easxand dif- 
ficult phases,—of landscape, to 
paint. 

P % rfij ^ 7$ £ wrote 
with her mouth and shaped with 
her hands,—described by wore 
of mouth and gesture. 

$§ !Uc unmannerly. 

m&m drunk and disor 

derly. 

P n DS tIJc he sP°ke rudely 

M £ HJC the likeness of 
things unseen. 

p % m ® tk no tongue can 

tell. 

J4 to draw up a statement; 

to prepare a case. 

7 W A ftfc indescribable. 

S ^ M $C without lies, 

you cannot get up a case. 

•tist jM $$ )t)c to a witk' 
drawal of a charge, — for the 
release of the accused. 

r 
2756 

r 
2757 

F. chatmg 

SeeH 
Sinking 
Upper. 

•¥•or $c !«) a Plaint’ a 

charge. 

one who assists in pre 

paring or fighting a case; a petti¬ 
fogging unlicensed attorney. 

!WU® the term adopted for “bar¬ 

rister.” 

}|jc to a P^a^nti to accuse. 

See 10,014. 

it M cf tI^c though you 
die of anger, don’t go to law. 

tT W tUc t0 aPPeal from a pro 
vincial decision to the Censorate 

plaint filed makes three gener¬ 
ations of foes. 

Hie % MJM Ir) however 
protracted the case, it must 
always keep to the lines of the 
original plaint. 

the title of the candidate 

who wins the first place at the 

llx or triennial Palace Ex 

amination, which is a final test 

of the already successful T 

graduates of the third degree, 
The holder is thus, popularly 
speaking, the best man of his 

year. Instituted under M>) 

^ of the T‘ang dynasty. 

Affile 7C ft %.« SI* TV 
I®# there are Senior Clas 

sics among pupils but not among 
teachers, — the teacher is one 
who has failed to attain such a 
position; had he done so, he 
would have found some better 
employment than teaching. 

Strong; robust; vigorous; 

flourishing; fertile. 

Stt A or 35 Sit strong; vigor¬ 
ous. 

It A a strong man. 

Pit a lusty young fellow. 

an able-bodied man; an 
adult. 

lt± a lusty soldier; a good 

fellow; So-and-so. 

sf± rfij ft grown up a man, 
put in practice (what you have 
learnt). 

itm irregular troops; braves. 

44 
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2757 

^758 

IP. chwang 
IM. ctswang, 

tswang‘ 
IK.chang 
IJ. .f^r> 1 A. tang 

[Rising Upper. 

^759 

IC.chong 

I H. /song,chong 
I F. choung 

I W. /rca, chiioa 

IN. tsong 

IP. chwang 
1M. 

Y. j 
I Sz. chwang 
IK.chang 
|J. sho^ so 
| A. trang 

Even Upper. 

tswang 

martial and strong; an I 

athlete. 

4±lt or hale; healthy.| 

%tB (mu*) martial dignity. 

HP1 (mu*) a title of Kuan | 

Ti, the God of War. 

atm vigour; robustness. 

SttJJE portly; stout; in prime] 

condition. 

from 20 to 30 years of] 

age; the prime of manhood. 

^ Aj> or at ^ determination; 

firmness; strength of mind, 

atm^it to strengthen his | 

courage. 

^ at z the Emperor was] 

strengthened,—in his purpose,] 
as by advice. 

A at name of the 34th Diagram, 

which refers to thunder. 

Large; thick; stout;] 

strong. 

there are| 
both thick and thin. 

To dress. To pack; to] 

load ; to contain ; baggage. 

To pretend. Used with| 

2754. See 10,793. 

$0 well dressed. 

or to dress a I 

corpse, 
m azh 

ordinary dress; plain cloth¬ 

es; en deshabille. 

^ t0 dress idols. See be¬ 

low. 

^ life dressed by nature, 

—as flowers. 

-£ a£ jf, 4r T- 

M M for men and women to] 

wear each other’s clothes is | 
against the law. 

women dressed as | 

men and men dressed as women. [ 

^ ^ to dress as .... 

S& to dress up,—a statement. 

2759 

to falsify accounts 

2^ 'f'p to make; to manufacture 

2]^ '|j|£ external woodwork. 

to bind,—as a book, 

W i f ; [JfJ pg in outward de¬ 

meanour scrupulously decorous. 

^ to pack; to stow, as cargo 

to be laden with; to contain. 

^ it T & to place on j 

board a cargo-boat. 

§6* to load a cart. 

to pack a box. 

t0 carry to,—as a ship 

carrying cargo. 

laden with.... 

to load a ship. 

Hfe J&L die ldace °f shipment. 

|£P to unload, as a boat. 

36 (t|i to ship and to discharge 

cargo; to work a ship. 

36ft to carry cargo exempted] 

from duty. 

the “exemption 

account” of the Customs, show¬ 
ing exemption from duties on 
account of tribute-rice carried. 

life to i°ad a gun- 

zjfe lipl loaded,—as a gun. 

fit if A tit m 36 
eight tubs remained in their 
original condition,-were undam¬ 
aged. 

mxm there is no place for| 

you to hide in. 

travelling dress; baggage. 

'Bttfrff 36 packed up his bag¬ 

gage. 

to mount scrolls or pic- 

to put in order; to furbish 

tures. 
inis 

up. 

a pattern; a fashion; a 

style. 

§6 IS*® to advertise one’s I 

wares by putting the best at the 
top. 

to feign; to pretend. 

zjjfe H| pretended not to 

hear. 

ft®-? to counterfeit a trade-] 

mark or sign; to wear the dis- 

tinguishing badge of one’s pro 
fession. 1 

2759 ife He t0 imitate the cries of ani¬ 

mals, birds, etc. See above. 

m 

2760 

Sedate ; serious ; grave • 

correct. A point where six 

roads meet; a village; see 

W. tsoa 5908. The correct form of 

See zjk? 2753. Used for 2754. 

Even Upper. 
JJffil correct; proper; dignified; 

decorous. 

S or m tfk. seri°us and 
respectful. 

=J^ grave and earnest. 

m H Srandi imposing. 

stern; severe; majestic. 

Also, of adornment, splendid; 
imposing; to decorate. 

tan —_ . 

die king of ornament, 

•—a fabulous Bodhisattva, said to 
have been in the retinue of Sha- 
kyamuni. 

U the sutra of ornament, 

—an exposition of the principal 
doctrines of the Tantra school. 

Tffi see 9456. 

the Banner or Manchu 

style of dress. 

M #§ A H M m that 
lady is dressed in Chinese style. 

^ dressed in the height of 

fashion. 

mm a prosperous appearance. 

is he so only in 

appearance? is it all put on? 

ft m at mm * Z*he 
began to speak gravely, in order 
to give an air of truth to it. 

m ^ °r m the famous 
Taoist mystic, moralist and social 
reformer, who flourished in the 
third and fourth centuries b.c. 

and wrote the work now known 

as the py’f ±jt Shir a of Nan- 

hua. 

J||| j{£ a ^ree dead-house,—where 

poor people may place coffins 

to await interment. 

—* $jf a vibage- 

Vo in "(is ^ ^ m m 
* to cure this disease it will 

be necessary to have several ap¬ 

plications of moxa. 
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2761 

2762 

R'/X 
C. chviang 
F. ch!-ung, 
chung,choung 

W. sung, 
chiloa, 

N. Arow.f 
P. cliwang 

Y* j 
Sz. chviang 
K. chang 
J. to 
A. 

hswen 

Even Upper. 

2763 

R-?x 

see 5^ 

Even Upper. 

e 

Same as 2754. 

A post; a stake; a club; 

a stick. To beat. A bea¬ 

con ; a buoy. The mark to 

show how high the “stone” 

must be raised at examina¬ 

tions of military candidates. 

^ -y* a post; a pile. 

fT*# to drive piles. 

& <!§ I# a post for tying up 

horses. 

to pull up the stake,- -to 

return home; to have done with 
anything. 

% 4- * #c f#y°u lead 
the ox, I will pull up the stake, 
—do the hardest part. 

half a post,—a youth; 

a hobbledehoy. 

membrum virile; 

11,424, 10,760. 

a frame for rais¬ 

ing horses off the ground in 
order to shoe them. Also, a 
veterinary surgeon’s pole or shop- 
sign,-—shaped like a gallows, in 
imitation of the frame to which 
horses, mules, etc., are made fast. 

beat his breast. 

mm a buoy. 

ff It# a windlass for dragging 

boats across a “haul-over.” 

—• ||j. an affair. See 2753. 

5 Oh- n t# the “stone” must 

be raised up to the mark. 

Short clothes; unbe¬ 

coming dress. Also read 

ck^uang1. 

2764 

See 

Even Upper. 

To tread on. 

m 

2765 

R. ^ 

See 

Even Upper. 

2766 

R- If /x 
C.chong 
H. chhong 
F. taung 
W. djiioa 

N. dzong, v. 
Js'-ung 

P. chviang 
M. tsviang 
Y. ctswang 
Sz. chviang 
K. change v. 

tang 
. to, Y5 

A. gchang 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A bird, known as -§g}§j| 

and resembling the cuckoo 

in its habits. It appears 

in Kiangnan in the spring, 

and its note is said to be 

^ Jif ^ |fij the yellow 

wheat will soon be cut. 

To strike ; to run up 

against; to meet; to collide 

with. 

tffi $g| to strike a bell; to play 

pitch-farthing. 

fit yfc wooden hammers for 

striking bells. 

Jjn to knock or push at a door. 

fit Hit to hump foreheads; heads 

close together, as for a confi¬ 
dential talk; tete-a-tcte. 

fi? fit to meet>—as i° the street- 

^jjl |p| to collide with; to run into 

one another. 

J|n Jfijfc to smash up by collision. 

fit t0 run UP against and 

knock over; to push down, 

fit or fit M to meet unex¬ 

pectedly; to run up against. 

T ran right up 

against; met face to face. 

I can’t meet with any one at 
the moment who wants it. 

fit # to meet a priest, 

— a bad omen. 

ijlt to meet a devil; to have 

a fright; to meet a foreigner. 

I||i? blindly beating,—as a bird 

against its cage; reckless; des¬ 
perate. 

fip t0 hear some word or 

phrase of evil omen. 

I beg pardon for my 

rudeness. 

ijjg to go in anywhere under 

pretence,—as a thief to recon¬ 
noitre. 

a sun-shower. 

fit Jfjl t0 swin(he. 

jfgji to come suddenly against, 

fit t0 run down,—as a ship, 

to damage by a collision 

R 

2766 

2767 

2768 

R.^r 

s“®r 

Even Upper. 

2769 

•# m 
C. ngong*, 

ngongt- 
H. ong* 
F. ngaung-, 

mating‘s 
holing*, 

noting’ 
W. hung*, 

hung 
N.kung* 

ch'-wang 
K. chang, v. 

tang 
. to, do 

A.chong* 

Sinking Very 
Irregular. 

r 
R. 

|Pj to burst open by collision. 

I to be in collision,—as when 

more prolonged than a moment¬ 

ary shock. 

Ot a wandering corpse,—a 

term of abuse. 

See 12,307. 

A war-chariot. Also read 

doling1. 

Simple ; stupid ; crazy. 

HI a simple, honest 

fellow. 

|>|f dull; half-witted. 

|ij| idiotic; stupid. 

|«|f to feign idiocy, 

crazy; wild. 

^ |tff hasty; unmethodical. 

2770 

% M 
C. ch'-ong 
H. ctsLong 
F. ch-aung, 

ch^oung 
W. ts'-oa 

N. tsviang 

A j ch'-wang 

Y. ts'-wang 
Sz. ch'-wang 
K. ch'-ang 
J. so, sho 
A. sang, 

(shang) 

Even & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

CH‘UA]NTCS-. 

To begin ; to lay the 

foundations of; to be the 

first to make; to invent. 

-j^lj to make a beginning; to 

initiate. 

Jg|j ||p to found a family, or 

a business. 

getting on well; 

thriving. 

jl] H or jg|J jll to found; to 

begin. 

|lj 1ft K* from the begin 

ning of the world until now. 

j|j |U ^ to found a dynasty. 

!>] M to draft,—a law or scheme 

*l] *$£ 01' j|l] ffc or jgl] # to 
be the first to make; to invent 

j|] ® he invented tien 

chui (see 2814). 
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2770 

ti 
2771 

R;I 
ch'-ong 

H. ^ts'-ong 
F.cch'-oung 
W. C*W 

N. ts'-iang> 
ch'-wang, 
ts’-ang’ 

K. ch'-ang 
sho 

A. 

Sinking Upper 
Irregular. 

a novelty. 

ffiE —* ^ ^ ;j|l] not a single 

thought (in the book) which was 
not original. 

j|lJ HI /£}f |f£ a clever contri¬ 

vance. 

;j§lj IS* t0 establish; to set up, as 

a lighthouse. 

Read cfruang*. To cut ■ 
to wound. 

his body was cov 

ered with wounds. 

a wound from a metal 

instrument. 

* # . p# ® at 5 

'f ih before you have se 

cured your quarry, your only fear 
is lest you should not wound it 
severely enough,—followed by 

B #£, Pii©-tS ft 
when you have got 

it, your only fear is lest you 
should have damaged its flesh 
too much. 

a|J to punish. 

M M. a side wind. 

to tack, in sailing. 

m »-a m deeply wounded 

and sorely afflicted; in great 
distress. 

^§l] t0 be very ill; to grow 

worse. 

dRK 
2772 

g|J pH a wound; a sore. 

||J /K wooden supports; piles to 

support an embankment. 

||J Jgj (yjj) down to the bottom 

layer,—of financial ruin. 

Sad; grieved. 

1or sorrowing; sick 

at heart; disappointed. 

flurried and con 

fused. 

An ancient form of 

ch>uang%. See 2 7 70. 

2773 

R. 

C. ch'-ong 
H. ts'-ong 

F. ch'-oung 
W. ts'-oa 

N. ts'-ong 

P. ch'-wang 

y’ | ts'-wang 

Sz. ch'-wang 
K. ch'-ang 
J. so, sho 
A. sang 

Even Upper. 

2774 

N. ts'-ung 
K. ch'-ang, 

ch'-ong 

See 

Even Upper. 

2775 

ch’-ong 
H. ch'-ong 

ch'-oung 
W. chhiioa 

N. ts'-ong 
P. ch'-wang 
M. ts'-wang 
Y. ts'-wang 
Sz. ch'-wang 
K. chang 

5 
song 

Even Upper. 

A sore; a boil; an ulcer. 

See 2032. 

Up 5?iE boils; ulcers, etc. 

it a running sore. 

Xffit”Jf ^ a boil with 

a head. 

to have a 

boil forming. 

^ HP venereal ulcers. 

|j|- P the mouth of a sore. 

or IS1 ^the scab °r scar 
of a sore. 

tr or Ur $3 to touch a raw 

or tender point. 

Uj- to bl-treat; ill-treatment 

Up HI ipj*J 0 ulcers and sores(w. 

poverty-stricken people) every 
where meet my eye. 

n!r up °r 'M Up to communi 

cate sores to other people,—by 
means of magical charms. 

fflj Sr to scrape the flesh 

and make a sore,—to make 
trouble by meddling. 

The vent or flue of a 

furnace. The original form 

of 2775. See 4634. 

{1(0 Si the boiler sud 

denly burst. 

A window. See 6029 

3554- 

liif or a window. 

ijl|| a window-frame. 

^ |=|L a window-sill. 

® IK the paper on a window,— 

used in the north instead of glass, 

window-curtains. 

^3 JH a window-blind. 

iftgT an outer screen to a 

window. 

^ a skylight. 

^ a gauze frame for keeping 

out insects. 

rT below the window,—at 

one’s studies. 

If 181 window pursuits,—study. 

w 
2775 

hiiA 
2776 

iS 

2777 

2778 

C. shong 
H. ts'-ong 
F. ch'-oung 
Vf.joa, jwoa 

N- ^g 
P. ch'-wang 

Y ’ | ts'-wang 

Sz. ch'-wang 
K. chang, sang 
J. j/iO 
A. !«»<>■ 

Even Lower. 

im ji* 
fellow-students, 

fff a poor student. 

© ^ a window looking west¬ 

wards. 

Same as 2775. 

Same as 2775. 

A bed; a couch. Any 

board or framework on 
which things rest. [To 

be distinguished from jd: 

2753-] 

Jfc ¥ or — 51 a bed; 
bedstead. 

Hi a bed; a couch, 

a cane bed. 

A8®T get under our 

beds,—of crickets, for warmth 
in the 10th moon. 

to lie on a couch. 

± J* to put one bed on 

the top of another,—stupidity 

sat at the head of| 

the bed (= bedside),—to nurse, 

bed and bedding. 

Jffc to make a bed. 

jiR §[§ blankets. 

* ifcl bed-curtains. 

24^ the valance. 

msa bed-fellows. 

to sleep in another bed; to 

change the place of the bed,—as 
is done for sick people, to expe¬ 
dite recovery, generally accom¬ 
panied by religious ceremonies. 

f? fk a death-bed; the special 

bed to which dying people are 
removed, generally consisting of 
three planks on trestles or of a 
door taken off its hinges. It is 

sometimes called water- 

bed, because the corpse is washed 
on it. 

fITJftT he is on his death¬ 

bed. 

m % m i *1 
want to sleep on the inside of 

the bed,—next the wall. 
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JT 
2778 

** 
2779 

nr 
2780 

R. vulgar. 

Used for 

P. jh'-wang 

Even Upper. 

2781 

^ °r Ife — °nC 
coverlet. 

jgjj ^ to turn the mattress of a 

bed. 

married life; con¬ 

jugal affection. 

* J* a son-in-law. 

3C is ffi M 3715- 

0^ a kind of shelf, on which 

prisoners are chained for the 

night. 

B§ H t0 sleep 011 the piled' 
up bed,—as in gaol, where many 
prisoners are forced into the 
same bunk, unless prepared to 
bribe the gaoler. 

to drag an ice-sled. 

a couch or divan for 

guests. See 5919. 

jjH J)fc a comfortable divan, 

arranged with pillows, for sleep¬ 

ing on. 

an ivory bedstead. 

the cheek-bone; the 

gums. 

they sha11 be put 
to sleep on couches,—of boys, 
as opposed to girls who will be 
put to sleep on the ground. 

$ 1H # Ifc some lo11 
about on couches, 

ffcfi a sleeping-place; bedstead, 

the matting of a bed. 

Correct form of 2778. 

Heavy rain. 

W #8 Ifc the weather 
suddenly became rainy. 

f! 
2782 

R.i 

s" a? m 
A. san 

Rising Upper. 

See 12,025. 

Evil; wicked; perverse, 

to harbour evil designs. 

*r 
2783 

See 
Rising Upper. 

2784 

R. 

cf. 

To clean things with 

sand. 

K. chhang 
J. so, sho 
A. sang 

Rising Upper. 

2785 
ft* 

C.cchlong 
H. ts'-ong* 
F. cheating 

ch'-aung2- 
W. 'cti'uoa 

N. ts’-ong 
P.ccK-wang, 

chhwang* 
M. ctslwang, 

tswang 
Y. cis'"wang 
Sz. chhwang 
K. ch'-im,ch'-im 
J. chin 
A. t’-bn1, t'-bri’- 

Sinking Very 
Irregular. 

2786 

R- /X If 
C. Ichhong 
H. Strung, 

ts^ong* 
F.Stung 
W }idung, 

djuoa?- 
P. sch'-wang 
M. Qts'‘wang 
Y. Stsiwang, 

tswang1 
Sz. ch'-wang 

To wound slightly. 

JplJ to break the skin. 

m T 1*1 T a flesh wound. 

& S $$ JUS accidentally ran 

a splinter in. 

J||j wounded by an arrow¬ 

head. 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

To burst in or out; to 

rush violently. Suddenly; 

forcibly; rudely. 

ID or H Ato burst in- 
H| $Zi t0 burst in at ayamen 

door. 

ran: to rush across a person’s 

path. 

HI ^ to evade the Customs. 

IB ifij Hihe rushed out- 
ramp to force oneself into 

notice. 

m m # to marry without 

ceremony. 

ra^E W a thief who watches 

for the door to be opened in 
the early morning to rush in and 
steal. 

to court misfortune. 

$ US 01 ID EEan epithet 
applied to Li Tzu 

ch'eng, the rebel who helped to 
overthrow the Ming dynasty, 
A.D. 1643. 

A curtain for a carriage. 
A streamer ; a pennant. 

(Sanskrit dhvaja)\ an hexa 

gonal or octagonal pillar 

of stone, used to take the 
place of a collection of 

banners hung up in temples 
in token of thanksgiving. 

pendant scrolls of silk 

inscribed with words of thanks¬ 
giving and hung before shrines, 

27 86 
K. change tang 

. 15, do 
A. dourtg, 

chang 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

is4 
2787 

2788 

r£e 

See |||j|; 

A. doung 

Even Lower. 

M1 m 
2789 

Ryi 

See ||ljj| 

A. doung 

Even Lower. 

35* 
2790 

m 
2791 

m 
2792 

R-^r 

See 

Even Upper. 

2793 

R?X 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

' the so-called Honam 

temple at Canton. 

Read Pung*. To screen. 

m m d (on the drum- 

stand) are feathers thickly 

massed. 

I@t l@! = ^ W dim- 

Unsettled; irresolute. 

Read ch'ungx. 

hesitating; waver¬ 

ing. 

^ in a flurry. 

To sow seed. 

To eat immoderately. 

|g |i|| to gorge; to be a glutton. 

|§i t0 soak,—as a sot. 

Same as j||] ck'uang1. See 

2770. 

Same as 2770. 

To beat; to strike. To 

beckon 

^ to beat the gong and 

drum. 

Grain half withered. To 

cut grain. 
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2794 

R-^r 
C. v. cchong 
F. v. gshiong 

N. v. ts'-ong 

see n is 
J. to 
A. filing 

Even Upper. 

2 795 
r.£ 

F. cK'wi, chwi 

See 11 
A. 

J. sui 

Even Upper. 

To see indistinctly, 

peer ahead. 

To 

2797. 

2796 

R 

2797 

C. v. you 
F. cjfiwi 

See 'j-f- 

A. sxhui 

Even Upper. 

Short-tailed birds. Rad 

ical 172. [To be distin 

guished from ^ 11 74.] See 

9279- 

Read tsui1. Wind blow 

ing. 

fll # £ jhi the forest1 

dread of the gale. 

See 5076. 

An awl; a sharp-pointec 

tool. The tip or point; a 

trifle. 

* an awl. 

If BR U or If ?L t0 bore 
holes. 

mmr^m can’t bore into it. 

B Z an awl in a sack, 

—sure to work its way out 
sooner or later. Used of genius 
in obscurity. 

M Mb jjl £$ not §round 
enough to stick an awl in,— 
miserably poor. 

^ iff: jg the poor have 

not even land enough to stick 
an awl in. See 390. 

_h IK ju i 
no shelter for my head, no 
resting-place for my feet. 

If )$] JBt he Pierced his thigh 

with an awl,—to keep himself 

awake for study. Said of 

an eminent statesman of the 4th 
century b.c. 

If ^ ^ I| W a chick' 
en, or a pigling, (though small) 
is better than a lean ox,—in 
sacrifice, or as a present. 

2798 

R.£ 

F. cffiwi 

See ffj 

A. ichui 

Even Upper. 

if 
2799 

r-£ 

See |g 

Even Upper. 

2800 

R £ 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

^ If a hair awl,—the Chinese 

hair writing-brush or pen. 

If a mere penman; a 

copyist. 

why use the hair 

point (sc. the pen)?—why not 
the sword point ? A saying attri 

buted to 7® Pan Ch'ao who 
♦ 

exchanged his pen for a swore 
and became a famous military 
commander, 1st century a.d. 

|f pointed and sharp. 

If 77 £ 7^ an awl’s tip,—a 

mere trifle. 

A piebald horse. A 

horse with grey and white 

markings. 

M If H a piebald horse, which 

belonged to mm Hsiang Yu 

the usurper. 3rd century b.c 

*r«t some are piebald. 

j|f a yellowish kind of 

carp. 

A pigeon; a turtle-dove. 

a snipe. 

2801 

RSCP< 
C. choil 
H. chui 
F. twi 
W. tsii, tai 
N. tsei 
P. chivei 

M. ) , . 
j tswei 

Sz. chwei 
K. ch'-wi 

. tsui 
A.trui 

Even Upper. 

An old name for the rat. 

To follow ; to pursue 

To trace out. To press 

for payment. To go back; 

to revert; to reflect upon. 

To escort. Name of a wild 

tribe. 

to Pursue- 

IE ^ P] or ^ can,t 
catch him up. 

IIM fej ^fetch him back- 
^ soldiers in pursuit. 

H ^ ^ li do not press an 
enemy at bay,—resistance will 
be desperate. 

2801 

CHTJi 

IE tjl to pursue and seize. 

to follow up a clue; to 

investigate. 

m % m m * g -1 
cannot, alas, come anywhere 
near him,—in point of achieve 
ment. 

aw* to trace out. 

m 
ytm 

*S or or /i1;. 
m or 

IE Uj or IH fF to force to 

pay or hand over; to recover 
as debts. 

urn to get out of a person,- 

as money. 

il Sij" or iE flft dun f°r 
debt. 

IE ^ to recover and receive, 

as money. 

IE ^ to follow up; to enquire 

closely into. 

jE if! t° recover the value of..... 

to pursue pleasure; to 

share in another’s pleasure. 

IE to investigate; to go tho¬ 

roughly into. 

fir & m j® ffi n © * 
why go so deeply into the sub¬ 
ject? 

ft & ^ 'If IE ^ a number 

of matters to be attended to. 

J|£ spirit-pursuing, 

shadow-seizing,—a graphic de¬ 
scription. 

IE to Pursue to the death. 

a m to recover booty or stolen 

goods. 

IE to recover and pay over 

a debt. 

II p Tf A to imitate (as in 

writing) those who have gone 
before. 

to act with promptitude. 

iE M to exert pressure on one 

at a trial; to examine severely. 

H t° pursue; to follow. 

H tf}} to se^ze after a cbase- 

^ 0 (°r ±) th£ 
money cannot be recovered. 

7 mm not to revert to, or 

continue, the subject. 

H /Oa to redect upon. 

to call to mind. 



CHUI [ 35i ] 
CHUI 

2801 

1\ 
2802 

R-# 
C. chdii 
H. ch'-ui 
F. toni 
N. zei 
W. dzii 
P. chwei 
M. tswei 
K. ch'-u 
J. tsui 
A. chili 

Sinking 
Lower. 

2804 

R.J 

See I 

Sinking 
Lower. 

2802 

r-£ 

See *e 
(K‘anghi’s 

initial t 
is irregular.) 

Even Upper. 

M ^ ^ 0 to reca11 days 
gone by. 

lift carefully attend to 

the last (funeral rites of parents) 
and let them be followed when 
long gone (by the proper cere¬ 
monies of sacrifice). 

mm to canonise with posthum¬ 

ous honours. 

^E 1 t0 say masses for ^e dead, 

jg i|^ to feel remorse. 

^E to de saddened by the 

memory of,—a dead friend. 

^ to lay the blame on others. 

# iff: it® 
posterity will censure me for my 
faults. 

|| | Pfl the future 

may be provided against,—but 
not the past. 

jrfj == ^ ^ I will despatch 

him (with a parting feast). 

Read tm1. To engrave. 

ments. 

to engrave orna- 

Dumplings 5 “stick-jaw.” 

To stick. 

to get drunk even 

on pudding,—of one who for a 
bribe will shut his eyes and ears 
as though he were drunk. 

A cord. To let down. 

ITi let it down into the 

water. 

sura th he was let down 

by night and got out,-—of the 
city. 

mm to let down over a city 

wall,-—as a letter. 

A swelling of the foot. 

2805 

k-£ 
C. ch'dii 
H. ch'-ui 
F. t'-ui 
W. dzii, tsii 
N. zei, dji 
P. ) 

Y' J ch'-wei 

Sz. ) 
K. ch'-u 
J. dzui 
A. chui 

Even Lower. 

2806 

£ 
2807 

See ' 
m 

A. chui^ ~dwa 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

2808 

R4K 
N. tsei 
P. chwei 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. chwei 
K. ch'-u 
J. Sill 
A.trui 

Rising Upper. 

tswei 

2809 

See 

A. ichui 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

A hammer; a mallet. 

To pound. Commonly read 

c/z‘«Z2. 

trmm a sledge-hammer. 

Hi IE m Wl the iron 
hammer against tjie iron anvil, 
■—when Greeks joined Greeks. 

a pair of brass 

maces. 

“melon hammers,”-— 

gilded maces carried in proces¬ 
sions. 

ilE ^4 don’t beat me! 

See 12,332. 

To beat; to cudgel. 

Used for 2808 and 2836. 

jjjt to beat a criminal, 

the bit of a bridle. 

smooth squared stone, on which 
starched clothes are pounded 
with wooden clubs to smooth and 
stiffen them. 

A cudgel. To extort a 

confession by beating. 

mmzT under the lash; in 

the act of being beaten. 

Read to%. Luxuriant 

vegetation. 

To press things down; 

to weight. 

£ M Z keep it down 

with a stone. 

^ $§£ the weight on a steel-yard. 

See 2811. 

* Jr W a stone weight to 

press things with. 

ich'-wei 

2810 

F. Ich'-wei, 
ichhui 

N. izei,ctsei 
P. ) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ch'-u 
J. sui 
A. t'-ui 

Even Lower 
Rising Upper. 

28x1 

RM 

Bamboo twigs. A whip. 

To flog. 

a to bamboo a criminal, 

to flog. 

C. ich'dii 
H. ichhui, v. 

it'-o 
F. i.tLui 
W. idzu, dzu- 
N. Szei, i.dj'i 
P. chili‘s S.ch'-ui 
M. J used for 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. ch'-u 
J. tsui 
A. t'-ui 

Even and 
SinkingLower. 

An ancient weight of 

twelve Chinese ounces. 

The weight on a steel¬ 

yard ; also read tlo2. To 

hammer. 

2812 

28x3 
T“) §* 
R-^ 

C. chou?- 
H. chuP 
F. chwou'd, 

touilclioui- 
W. tsii3 
N. zei 
P. chwei 
M. ( . 
Y j tswei 

Sz. chwei 
K. ch'-wi 
J. sei, se 
A. hyiie, hitiai 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

felt Ajg or 7jjp| gg the weight on 

a steel-yard. See 11,351. 

jpfl the weight on a money 

balance. 

H jI!|jt t0 work by hammering,— 

as iron on an anvil. 

See 2695. 

To repeat; iteration. To 

connect. Useless; an ex¬ 
crescence ; a parasite. 

4i °r If °r ^ W to 

repeat what has already been 
said; reiteration; repetition. 

f—f all for nothing; all in 

vain. 

JH tiresome; annoying, 

prolixity; verbiage. 

^ /|l| to importune,—as by letter 

or petition. 

W M or K ¥ or M 2% to 
add a postscript. 

tT to bore; to pester. 

'M Slk to make repeated or 

farther reference to. 

^ a son-in-law who lives 

with his wife’s parents. 

Ei to leave one’s parents to 

go and live with one’s wife’ 
parents. 



CH'UI 

2813 

I 
2814 

R. 

C. ch'6'u 
H .tot 
F. chiok 
W. chile 
N.cheh 
P. cliff‘s chiliD 
M. iso, chile 
Y. tow/; 
Sz. chiio, r/;«z 
K. r/;W, chle 
J. torz, to' 
A. chile t, tiiie' 

Entering 
Upper. 

2815 

2816 

R 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

mm to have a daughter’s hus¬ 

band to live in the house. 

to enter the family of one’s 

wife. 

To sew together; to 

connect; to continue. To 

mix; variegated. To put a 

stop to. Also read cho4* 

mu to mend clothes; the 

keeper of the Imperial wardrobe 
Also, an Imperial pavilion 

to Patch a rent. 

mZB,nfi to connect them 

by sacrifices. 

Slit I often come here. 

continued from a 

previous issue,—of a newspaper, 

following her 

whenever she went out. 

dogged him 

® t is m wh° dePend 
ed on him, like the pendants 
of a banner, 

Mfi to put those touches to a 

picture which bring the various 
details into harmony, and give 
a real, life-like appearance to the 
whole. 

'Mi 
» &«£ PPkZ 
to sprinkle with calomel blown 
from the mouth,—of putting 
clouds into a picture. 

with a few touches the idea 

would be completely rendered,— 
of impressionism in painting. 

m Iff to lay out and 
connect together,—as grounds. 

i m m yjg by a sense of 

propriety to check lewdness. 

fili friendly; on good 

terms with. 

See 11,316. 

To fall; to tumble down, 

s a star fell to the earth. 

2817 

2818 

R. 

C. cho it 
H. chu? 
F. tout 
W. dzii 
N. zei 
P.chid 
M. ) . 
Y i ism 

Sz. chui 
K. chlu 

J. to;;', dzid 
A.trui 

Sinking 
Lower. 

2819 

To fall down ; to slide; 

to sink, as though weighted 

at the bottom, which last 

sense differentiates it from 

t 11,335. though in prac 

tice the two are freely inter¬ 

changed. 

See 12,173. 

2818. 

Used for 

or T to fall down 

it toppled over. 

to off a horse. 

Wk the best riders 

get the most falls,—they become 
over-confident. 

-R ^ ||| a jade hair-pin fell,— 

from her hair. 

IVSi iS an aerolite. 

to sink to the bottom. 

falling of the womb. See 

H.335- 

m ^ not yet collapsed, 

—of plans. 

Si ^ M HI th°ush 
heaven and earth may pass 
away,. 

|I|| hung by the end of,—as 

an ornament suspended at the 
end of a string. 

to serve as ballast. 

^ her hair 

reached down to the ground. 

IM 1$ lu3 fjft bent on 
(having, etc.); resisting, as a 
child. 

Iffii I§fr a hell-hound. 

if small ear-drops. 

a single large bead at 

the end of the ^ 3tL • See 

923- 

? II if: Jfi # if 
Kao Tao-hsing] drops 

his brush, even thus the result 
is a picture. 

01 

See 12,166. 

2820 

Wi 
2821 

2822 

2823 

2824 

F. chwi 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

2825 

M 
C. chloil 
H. cldui 
F. r/;lTO2, chlotti 
W. tslii 
N. r/;‘;, tslei 

Y' | ch'-wei 

Sz. ) 
K. ch'-wi 
J. sui 
A. hsui 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Same as 12,166. 

Same as 12,166. 

CHUI. 

See 12,185. 

Same as 2837. Also, 

blunt; rude ; boorish. 

m # or m Pi °r # 
boorish. 

ft I$J clownish silence, 

ft 4- to poleaxe an ox. 

mm or mm unkempt. or 

A projecting forehead, 

the vertebrae of the neck. 

To blow upon; to blow 

into; to blow out; to blow 

open; to blow to pieces; 

to blow down. To praise. 

To brag. See 4937, 4943. 

pk !k to blow a fire. 

Pfc Ji^. t0 blow away dust. 

blow the dust 

off it. 

M.PK B m blown upon by 

the wind and scorched by the 
sun,—exposed to the weather. 

how the wind is 

blowing you away! litfor 

SI Pk ‘iH iM wind blowing and 

a rough sea. 

eknt to whistle. 

to expel the breath; to 

whistle, as a steamer. 

nkM M m to blow and 

smoke (see 7699),—to reek with 

self-conceit. 



2825 

as 

Pft 7$ 1^ H $1 t0 blovv a 
steam fog-horn, 

eft ft to play the flageolet. 

m?k horizontal blowing, 

for a transverse flute, 

pft M to blow an organ. 

to blow a sumpitan, or 

pipe for throwing small poisonec 
darts. 

pk^f- musicians. 

ekfT to blow and beat,—music. 

pkSW wind and stringed instru 

ments. 

eft II to blow the stage, — to 

signal the end of a play by a few 
notes on the la-pa (see 6654), as 
is customary in Chinese theatres; 
hence = it is all over; there’s 
an end of that. See 12,050. 

ek* to blow water,—into meat, 

to make it weigh heavier. 

Pk or ek,a to blow out; 

to extinguish. 

Pft!^ to blow out a lamp. Also, 

to light a lamp. 

i: ^ @ *1H. ek » ® 
^ l|jf my servant comes in 

and lights the lamp before me. 

I to blow open. 

to blow open the 

fur to find the blemish,—to go 
out of one’s way to discover 
weak points. 

i! ^eft to rake up old 

grievances. 

pkB blown to pieces,—as a flag. 

to blow down,—as the 

wind a house. 

eke® to praise; to recommend; 

to puff. 

km to flatter. 

p^^.orp^^^|orp^I^ 

to brag; to boast. 

Pft Pf to talk loud; to storm at. 

Pk H t0 Sive a signal, eg by 

winding a horn. 

Read ch^ui*. The wind; 
sound of music. 

Pftflg playing and singing. 

pk drums and trumpets. 

I pk to practise playing wind 

instruments. 

fwA Same as 2825. 

2826 

To cook food; to steam. 

Used for 2825. 
2827 

R-i ‘kk IKto steam rice. 

C. chLoie 
H. chLui 

‘J'X to bake cakes. 

F. ch^wi ' 
W. ts'-u jkk ^ first to cook 

N. ts'-ei, chH his food, first to eat his meal,— 
P. chlwei first come, first served. 
M. ts'-wei^ts'-ei 
Y. ts'-wei jfcX or l^f jk my ^ate mother. 
Sz. ch'-wei 
K. ch'-wi 

j=| an early meal. 

J. sui, jhi 
A. hsui 

ijtft j|lL* to blow up the stove; to 

Even Upper. cook. 

$¥jl fyl j§£ she played for 

more than half a meal-time,— 
for some time. 

w. Same as 2829. 

2828 

To hang down; to droop; 

2829 
TV I - 

to let fall; to be on the 

point of. To be gracious; 
R-3c to condescend. 
C. shoii 
H. s/mi 
F. sui 

m 5$ to bang the head. 

W. dzu jfe |f 35 ^ hung his head 

P. ch^wei and dared not speak. 

Y" J ts^wei m to bang down,—as a 

Sz. ch'-wei tassel. 
K. su 

sui, zui m m jflj t0 bang the hands 
A. t'-ui and get,—without effort. Cf. 
Even Lower. “hands down.” 

ifl Pff jf|! heaven sends 

down rain and dew. 

?& #1 rfn % ~F '/a theylet 
fall their robes and the empire 
was governed,—of the virtuous 
administration of Yao and Shun. 

his name will be 

handed down to posterity. 

» & M H to leave an 

example for posterity, 

to grow old. 

to let fall tears. 

to think of; to dwell upon, 

a weeping willow. 

^ overhanging smoke,—used 

of a flower overhanging in a 
vase, or of a weeping willow. 

H "IK to hang down over the 

shoulders. 

2829 

R 

2830 

A 

to let fall one’s whip. 

mm to droop the eyebrows,— 

as at death 

mm to look down,—as from 

heaven. 

m ^ to hand down for the in¬ 

formation of,—posterity. 

mM to hand down, or leave, 

as a warning, 

m Igj t0 be 1Q imminent danger. 

mm% the city was on the 

point of being taken. 

ff| nearly dead. 

f§| Psjl m tbe crowcl beat 

him within an inch of his life. 

m% to extend to; to reach 

as far as,—of Imperial condes 
cension, etc. 

HI HH or to regard with 

kindness. 

fH ||6) to graciously enquire, 

after a subject’s health. 

m ^ to have pity and 

magnanimously pardon 

m m °r 1^, ig, gracious kind¬ 

ness. 

^ ijj!| |l|j| to cast a favour 

able eye on and wish to buy. 

^ ^ m jt 
a youth of one thousand ounces 
of silver (i.e. one to whom life 
is worth something) does not sit 
with one leg of his chair over¬ 
hanging the dais. See t,912. [Lin 
Hsi-chung supports this render¬ 

ing by 7^ |j£ . E. von 

Zach reads |J|E , and renders by 

“does not sit on the verandah 
under the eaves, as a tile might 
kill him.”] 

35 ff|t 3^ ifi '5*' the owner of 

a valued person (a rich man) 
does not sit, etc. See 11,698. 

I a fringe. 

See 

Even Lower. 

the second gate before 

entering the inner gates of a 
yamen. 

Name of a famous artisan 

of legendary times. 

IrE NT) ist ^5 Ch‘ui 

the artisan could draw circles 
with his hand better than (an¬ 
other man) with compasses 

45 



2831 

2832 

See 

(Upper 

unaspirated) 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

R, 

2833 

£ 

See 2807. 

The callosities, or rudi 

mentary toes on a horse’s 

leg. A cock’s spur. The 

buttocks. 

mm the ancient name of m 
111 in Shantung. 

See |g 

Even Lower. 

R 

2834 

Even Lower. 

2 

R 

2835 

See 

Even Lower. 

A frontier; a boundary 

an edge. 

IP® the frontier. 

The wind bending things 

by its force. 

jpj ill Iflfthe soft willow 

bends to the blast. 

The front tresses of an 

unmarried girl. 

rJ -cm 

IU4 iC _ „ . 

the hair once bound up high (in 
wedlock) can never again fall 
in maiden tresses 

2836 

C. ck'-'ou 

H. chdui 
F. tui, tLui 
W. dzil 
N. ctsei, dj'i 
P. chhwei 

J tslwei 

Sz. ch'-wei 
K. chhu, t'-we 

. tai, te 
A. chui, doui 

Even Lower. 

To beat; to pommel 

to shampoo ; massage. To 

throw. 

to beat a drum. 

to beat gold into 

leaf. 

to give a beating. 

- M tr m knocked him 

down with one blow. 

tr — m gave him a beat¬ 

ing. 

!l JJ^J to beat the breast,—in 

anger, or in grief. 

Hitt®* to pound the pil¬ 

low and beat the bed,—unable 
to sleep. 

or HIT to pound the 

loins,-—to shampoo or knead the 
body with the hands, as is done 
in barbers’ shops, often to relieve 
rheumatic pains, etc. 

a 

2836 

i*2 

2837 

See|g 

Even Lower. 

2838 

2839 

2840 

w 
2841 

R. ^ 

See 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

2842 

R. JU 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

1 

2843 

II 
) 

H. 
chun 

tung 
W. citing 

N. ching 
chun 

[ 354 ] oiacxnxr 

to cast stones. 

Mitt to discard charity 

and duty to one’s neighbour 

|P stupid; doltish. 

A mallet; a beetle; a 

rammer or pile-driver; 

bludgeon. 

to beat a drum, 

a drum-stick. 

wist a beetle; a rammer. 

tTittst a pile-driver. 

H -Hi an apothecary’s pestle 

large fingers. 

a pestle; a stroke with a 

pestle. 

Same as 2824. 

See 2696. 

See 11,940. 

CHUN. 

A target. 

A truss of hay or straw 

To impress upon ; to 

reiterate; repeatedly. 

0$ il ^ ^did (God) 
confer the empire on him (the 
Emperor Shun) with specific in¬ 
junctions? 

sjt* PM to give particular orders. 

2843 
M. chun, chun 
Y. chun, ten 
Sz. chun 
K. sun, ch'-un 
J. shun 
A. cliwen 

Even Upper. 

1 
2844 

2845 

tnr 
2846 

R 7C 

See 4{£ 

Even Lower. 

Tg 
J2847_ 

R. 7V 
C. :chun, it'iin 
H. i.t'-un 
F. Jung 
W. '.ciung 
N. sdeng 
P. Cchun 

M" * seen 

K. tun, chun 
f. chun, ton 
A. chiven 

Even Upper 
and Lower 
Irregular. 

p¥ P? I'J pfl t0 earnestly 
pray for rain. 

pltfc p|r P? ^ tai,gbt you with 

assiduous repetition. 

to importune. 

Same as 12,203. 

See 12,232. 

Babble; gibberish; drivel 

Read Discon 

tented. 

m 

To bury. 

^ to store away for the long 

night,—to bury. 

^ ^ contribution to¬ 

wards funeral expenses. 

2848 

R. m 
C. chun, v. 

ich^en 
H. v. Win 
F. v. keing3- 
W. ciung 
N. ch ing 
P. tsen, chun 
M. tsun, chun 
Y. tsun 
K. ch tin 

shun 
A. chwen 

Even Upper. 

The cheek-bones. Flesh 

dried for winter use. A 

meat dumpling. Used for 

12,215. 

to take a snack on 

a journey. 

,%mm the offal of a bird. 

his charity of heart 

was genuine. 

j$tj sincere; earnest. 

mm fried dried liver. 

to be addicted to 

earnestness,—as a persevering 

student. 
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2849 

R# 

See 

Rising Upper 

To authorise; to grant 

To acknowledge receipt o 

communications from an 

equal or others, as below 

not allowed,—to be filed 

as a plaint or petition. Such is 
the formula endorsed by an 
official upon any case into the 
merits of which he declines to 
enter. 

Etr m the petition has been allow 

ed,—the case can go on. 

ifDUfc to allow the filing of a 

plaint. 

m'ff to sanction. 

H m WE grant his request; a 

Decree authorising. 

mm his memorial is granted. 

to agree to allow; to con 

nive at. 

MM-h 0 to grant ten days 

for.... 

mm to appoint a day. 

mm a Customs’ permit. 

to grant exempt¬ 

ion from duty. 

a parents’ certi¬ 

ficate of emigration granted to 
minors. 

m& on receipt of the above 

—used between equals. May be 
used conventionally in reference 
to the communications of super¬ 
iors or inferiors of other nation¬ 
alities. 

to receive a despatch. 

iittft1 have 
just received your (the Tao-t’ai’s) 
communication. 

iifc on receipt of the above, 

—two or more documents, show¬ 
ing that some were from an equal, 
others from an inferior. 

pi to receive from an equal 

and superior, respectively. 

If! im referring to a communi¬ 

cation already placed on record, 
i.e. received some time pre¬ 
viously. 

m a- »r m s n *> 
allow. 

sanction and reversal. 

^ -^* a lien or option of pur¬ 

chase (on a house or on land.) 

2850 

2851 

R. 

C. ) 

2852 

& 
Pj j chun 

F. chnng 
W. ciung 
N. 1•thing 

See 10,162. 

Same as 10,162. 

Even; level. A water- 

level. To adjust; to equal¬ 

ise. To fix; to determine. 

Originally the same as 

2849, and still to a certain 

extent interchanged. 

M. 
Y. 

chun 

Sz. 1 
K. chun 
J. djun 
A. chwen 

Rising Upper 

£ a straight mark¬ 

ing-line produces evenness. 

*£ f® ft 4* * rffl 9\ 

water-level keeps its 

water within and does not let 
it run out,—referring to the im¬ 
portance of the internal as op¬ 
posed to the external. 

adjusted scales. 

j|fjjj a marking line. 

A a magistrate. 

mm or ij^ to compare and 

verify. 

[ or Vj|f| |||J a rule; a 

standard. 

to consider the 

circumstances of. 

t^T fixed regulations. 

■}$, Bf $ft the proper time. 

Z is it certain (or right, 

as a watch) or not? 

to be certain of getting. 

41 m ip he has hit!—anything 

aimed at with bow and arrow. 

^ what discount will 

you allow? 

to enquire accurately, 

to look carefully. 

or perfectly cor¬ 

rect. 

absolute, 

gj the truth. 

to compound for a debt 

by accepting articles in lieu of 
money. 

something to go by; a 

standard. 

2852 

V|t to take silver as 

the standard of values. 

m ^ ^ m m 0 shaii> °n 
such and such a day.... 

Read chilek**. The nose 

/ti-a 

« 
2853 

R-m 

See jf| 
Even Upper. 

2854 

R. JjJ. 

j'j" J chhun 

F. chhung 
W. c'iung 
N. ch'ing 

M. i ch"un 
Y. is'-wen 
Sz. ch'-un 
K. cldim 
J. shun 
A. hswcn 

Even Upper. 

a nose that is not flatten 

ed down on the face,—a mark 
of good looks. 

the nose, 

an aquiline nose. 

p jp| aim; accuracy of aim; 

the end of the nose. 

Genuine; unmixed; pure •, 

simple. 

OH^XJINr. 

Spring; used figuratively 

for a year. Pleasant or 

joyous; wanton or lewd. 

See 5353, 9742. 

the season of spring, 

p A spring-time. 

% Rj] in spring. 

born in spring, grown in 

summer, reaped in autumn, 
stored in winter,—of grain. 

^ :=fe M born in sPrins> 
completed in autumn,—of grain, 

jjp the beginning of spring, 

—a solar term beginning about 
the 6th February. 

another name for the above, 

from the ceremony of whipping 
the clay ox on that day. See 8346. 

mm to meet the spring,—an 

annual official ceremony. 

the spring ox,—of clay, 

carried in procession at the above 
ceremony, and afterwards broken 
up as a sacrifice to agriculture. 

the vernal equinox, — a 

solar term beginning about the 
20th March. 

mm a spring morning; the early 

spring. 
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2854 

there was still a 

little of spring left. 

^ tl spring rains. 

^ the spring visit to the 

family tombs. 

spring-time bright 

and winsome. 

spring warmth. 

Tb sPring swallow,—a pattern. 

^ spring tea,—one quality 

of tea. 

EE hyson tea. 

^Ep spring gauze,—a very light 

quality. 

spring cakes. See 9288. 

the green spring-time,—of R tet* ~ Wll up/i iiig 

life; one’s green and salad days. 
See below. 

Ap asked how ole R d 
he was. 

ii|{| the spring days lengthen out 

ri is now the enc 

of spring. 

A ^ ^ M if 
man does not recognise spring 
plants do. 

i# M M T # when 

spring comes, every spot is per 
fumed with flowers. 

flowers dread 

the departure of spring. 

f|P ^ shall expect you 

at my feast. 

Spring and Autumn,—the 

annals of the kingdom of 

Lu from 722 to 484 b.c., said to 
have been compiled by Confucius 
himself. So called from the 
custom of prefixing to each entry 
in the national annals the year, 
month, day, and season, in which 
the event recorded took place 
Thus, spring includes summer 
and autumn winter. 

A a man of the Spring 

and Autumn period,-of the early 
centuries of the Chou dynasty 

g W & or rwj 
springs and autumns are many, 
—he is old. 

B % T 
old. 

'ff ^p ^ h;s 
;um 

how old are you? 

m m t already 

2854 

[ 356 ] 

2855 

R. ^ 

Rising Upper. 

2856 

r. m 

See 

. (Az/Z 

Even Upper. 

the new year. 

vi ® £ ^ smiled all over his 

face. 

ii P JH very pleasant of 

speech. 

joyous-looking; gay. 

^ ^=P fe Slightly “sprung;” 

a little elevated,—with wine. 

W 0 m in all diseases he 

can bring back health,—of a 
clever doctor. 

^eP jit or ^j=P (see 6580) or 

^ Hi obscene pictures. 

mm books with indecent plates. 

3jj|i ||| or aphrodisiacs, 

thoughts. 

A¥ilTa®tT.$« 
!§^ at a certa>n age, 

a man’s fancies “lightly turn to 
thoughts of love.” 

the first moon, 

tl? j|p; the tenth moon. 

® spring dreams,—unreal. 

|p; ^ ^ ip* dreams of love 

^ officials of the Board of 

Rites,—from the ^ jjj|| Chou 

Ritual. 

in Egretta modesta. 

^ BJJ Peking. 

2856 

nr 
2857 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

3 

m 
2858 

oh^xjist 

* * your vivacious 

father does not grow old. 

M both Parents alive 
and well. 

Corpulent; fat. 

To wriggle like worms. 
Stupid; doltish. 

R. 

a. see 5079. 

Rich ; well-to-do. 

f^. well-off; rich. 

A long-lived tree, 

father. 

A 

: Cedrela odorata,—the buds 

of which when boiled in water 
and eaten are said to be “very 
exciting.” 

\ A ilanius glandulosa( Desf.) 

A or your father 

[The first is also the name of 
a long-lived tree, mentioned by 
Chuang Tzu.] 

See 

Rising Upper 

If#' 
2859 

R. ||jj) 

Rising Upper. 

1 

[ml 
2860 

See 

Even Upper. 

Uj -p* a blockhead. 

i #»' * m. 

or *4 foolish; doltish 

or 

m 
2861 

2862 

W 
2863 

See jttjE? 

Even Lower. 

2864 

2865 

fyl Wi W) sProuting and 

wriggling (like plants and insects 
in spring),—of incipient sedition. 

'* silly-looking. 

Blended; mixed. Obsti¬ 

nate. 

self-contradictory. Also, 

multicoloured; variegated. 

A salt-water fish ; a 

mullet. Also, a roach. 

Same as 10,139. See 

10,138. 

See 10,139. 

An ox, seven cubits high, 

yellow, and having black 

lips. 

A "f* ^4? ninety great oxen. 

See 2843. 

See 10,141. 
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2866 

tr 
2867 

See 

A. 

Even Upper. 

I' 
2868 

2869 

2870 

SVt? 10,142. 

The wild varnish tree or 

if Ht- Often used for 

2856. 

R. 

M. hsiin 
K.chin 

shin 
A. then 

Even Lower. 

2871 

See 10,149. 

See 10,151. 

The lips. 

P the lips. 

—* rf/l ^ ^ opened a little 

rosy dot of a mouth. 

? ^ ft red lips and white 

teeth,—pretty. 

S red lips. 

to rouge the lips. 

/J| gaping lips. 

lij # -f-or jj/5 P 
hare-lip. See 5300. 

^ T?f to waste one’s breath 

in talk. 

fr# ^ to be plausible; to have 

the gift of the gab. 

^ "jif t0 compress the lips,—in 

anger. 

'ff Z fjlan intimate friend¬ 

ship. 

IP 41 (»tr) re .. 
when the lips are gone, the teeth 
feel cold. Figuratively used of 
the exposed condition of the cen¬ 
tral power when its outlying de¬ 
fences are taken. Said by Kung 
Chih-ch‘i, 7th cent. b.c. 

States which stand 

to each other in the relation of 
lips and teeth, as above. 

^ ^ to ignore; to take no no 

tice of. 

Correct form of 2870. 

2872 
R. vulgar. 
C. {cft-un 

Even Upper. 

The eggs of birds, rep 

tiles, etc.; testicles; truffles 

|j|i hens’ eggs, 

snakes’ eggs. 

^ the eggs of the Thun 

II 

der-God,— aerolites; also, truffles 

2873 

Same as 2867. 

Hr A hearse. A mud sledge. 

2874 UK a hearse ornamented with 

Rm 

See ^ 

K. sun, cji'un 
J. chun 
A. tlwen 

Even Upper. 

2875 

H' j chung 

F. tung, idling 
W. ) . 
N. 1 ctung 
p. ) 

j chung 

Sz. ) 
K. chung 
. chu 

A. trung 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

dragons. 

JjJ f||f tj|j§ to slide across mud on 

a sledge,- one of the |Jl| i 

four modes of transport. See 
574, 2446, 6821. 

CHUN Gr. 

The middle; that which 

is in the middle, as opposed 

to 12,442. Within; 

inner. Midway. Medium; 

middling, as of stature (see 

4661), or of size, etc. Pain¬ 

ted on a wall, pfl stands 

for “commit no nuisance,” 

from its rough similarity to 

a turtle; see 6421. 

H* pj} in the middle; at the 

centre. 

4R8 in the middle; among; 

within. 

ft 4* among them are .... 

P^ —* j|| ft one lad among 

them said. 

4^-10 A among them 

was a man. 

M 4» A an insider, or one of 

us, as opposed to n w m 

an outsider. 

#fi4 A,TitI;» 
^ unless to one of the ini¬ 

tiated, you cannot say a word 
about it,—they won’t understand 
you. 

4 A or 4«A a middle¬ 

man ; a go-between. The former 
is also a man of mediocre abi¬ 
lities; a eunuch. 

* 
2875 

4* the five viscera. .fe 3 715 

4# middle-aged. 

4 * in mid-stream. 

to fail to strike the mean 

between two extremes, 

fe ^ 4* % black millet 

[grains] of an average size 

Pp P^j the middle or principal 

gate; to stand in the middle of 
the gateway. 

or pp half way; in 

complete. 

4^WfS he died in mid¬ 

career. 

Pp ^ in the times of Yao and 

Shun. 

4* ^ M W M the bright 

moon hangs in the middle of 
the heavens 

4Sf \||[ the noon-tide of| 

prosperity. 

4? the middle thread,—the 

meridian from which longitude 
is reckoned. 

fpl the ridge-pole,—forms the 

basis on which rents are reckoned. 

Pp (1:hiaok) the midday siesta. 

4 M the diaphragm. 

4 it to stop midway. 

4> ^0 equilibrium and harmony 

4» ft |p the first day of the 

second moon. 

4 stockings. 

# ^ to pilfer. 

4 ; cousins of different sur¬ 

names. 

A 4 Q salts of urine,— used 

in the Chinese pharmacopoeia. 

4 * the “middle ages,” — of 

China, about 1100 b.c. 

4 « mid-autumn,—the 15th of 

the 8th moon. 

4 M a mutual friend; a friend 

of both parties; an arbitrator. 

II4'If to repent when in 

trouble,—when too late. 

Aj> *4 in my mind. 

4* fair-minded; impartial. 

4 * the centre; the bull’s-eye. 

See 4562. 
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Pj-I he is in the middle 

of the water. 

-jtj- pj} he looked out from 

the ship,—and saw... 

ififE -01 4* full of yellow wine, 

—as a goblet. 

p£f |§§ the Middle Kingdom,— 

China, from a belief that it was 
situated at the centre of a vast 
square earth, surrounded by the 
Four Seas, beyond which lay 
islands inhabited by barbarians. 
The use of the term dates back 
to many centuries b.c. The term 
is also found in the sense of “the 
middle of the kingdom,” the 
capital. Also used by early Budd¬ 
hist writers for Central India. 
See 13,376. 

* B % % T ^ ± 
China is the suzerain of all under 
heaven. [Said by the Japanese 
on Ld. Amherst’s mission], 

“Chung kuo” is now also called 

“Mu k‘ou.” [Here p|l ||j| can 

only mean Honan.] 

fN 4* S alas f°rthe Middle 

Kingdom! 

SC itB 4^ [H ^et us cherish this 

capital. 

41 ^ or 4» ± or 4» M 
similar terms for “China.” 

f ^ <h> 
to keep in mind. Also, to pre¬ 
serve a mean. 

4* or 41 ll W a mihtary 

secretary. 

pjl 'f'p iff the general in the 

middle looks pleased. 

4l lp[ fjj||a military commander- 

in-chief. 

<¥ MZ W Z' 
the story of the inner chamber 
cannot be told. 

#{' see 12,442. 

pfj jJ§ the middle and western 

nations,-Chinese and foreigners. 

4? ^ Peking,—a term used by 

the Mongols. 

4? ± or 4» or 41 41 

midday; noon. 

4l |j^ the midday meal. 

W( 4» couldn’t tell noon 

from night. 

p best, medium, and 

worst,—three degrees of excel- 

2875 

lence under which persons or 
things may be classified. These 
are each again divided into three; 

‘*■±±.±4 
best of best, medium of best, 
worst of best, and so on. Also, 
original, duplicate, and tripli¬ 
cate, e.g. of deeds. Also, first, 
second, and third, of volumes. 

4l 4? medium of the 

medium class; medium. 

A ty) ip H 4* 4*of medi°- 
cre personal attractions. 

4f Jjyji a medium-sized bowl. 

4l J^ ^4* men of ordinary 

capacity. 

4l the Empress. 

4? colloquial designation of a 

]A it Grand Secretary. 

[First came into use under the 
Sungs.] 

ifr 4J you, dm honourable 

Grand Secretary. 

4l a secretary of the Grand 

Secretariat, 

pfa see 10,024. 

p|j yy the Imperial Patent 

office. 

pjl ^ the (thirteen) pro¬ 

vincial Governorships establish¬ 
ed under the Yuan dynasty. 

pj"l HI ]A A title °f a function¬ 

ary of the second division of 
the 3rd grade of honorary rank. 

4l title of a function¬ 

ary of the first division of the 
4th grade of honorary rank. 

4* A an cfheer of 5th rank; lit. 

shield-bearer. 

Pf| epistolary designation of a 

:££{£ Governor of a province. 

pjq secretary of the Council 

for the administration of Tibet, 

pj^ ^ the first moon; the begin¬ 

ning of spring. See 7520. 

4? the middle number,—five. 

pfl the invariable medium,— 

one of the Four Books, trans¬ 
lated by Dr. Legge as Doctrine 
of the Mean. It is ascribed to 

'S' Tzu ®su, a grandson of 

Confucius. 

|jg ^ pj^ to hit the happy 

mean. 

2875 

7*) j® m 4* this is t0 hit the 
happy mean. 

W Z A 
ordinary people must be taught 
or they will not know. 

p|4 4f to walk in the mean {cf. 

medio tutissimus ibis); to act 
in accordance with right. 

pjj 4|»j an old name for Honan. 

4* M a rod with a Pennant> used 
by jugglers. 

4? ‘/f§ °r pjl a eunuch. 

p£| |Jj an old name for Lewchew. 

# 4* \h Z ^ to get a 

Chung-shan reputation,-for hard 
drinking. Referring to the story 

of ^|J ^ Liu Ytian-shih, 

who had wine given him at an 
inn at Chung-shan which made 
him drunk for a thousand days, 
so that his family thought he 
was dead and buried him, his 
living body being exhumed at 
the instance of the innkeeper 
just before the expiration of the 
thousandth day. 

Read chungA. To hit the 
centre ; to be successful. 

To be struck or affected 
by; to fancy. To fall into. 

See 9300. 

pj? or pj3 "J” he has hit! 

—as a target. 

p£| ^ he can’t hit. 

p|} g-j- to make a lucky hit; to 

succeed in a plan. 

<fpf 4* or fS 4* t0 Suess right> 
-—as a riddle. 

yH" p^l to make a correct estimate, 

—of weight or size. 

JJ| 4l it verily his words 

have come to pass. 

41 J A + 3l he passed 

sixty-fifth on the list. [ p£l is 

used for the 2nd and 3rd degrees, 

but not for that of ^4* hsiu- 

ts‘ai, j|fi being substituted.] 

# * SB # T' he 

had his essay rejected by the 
examiner. 

^ pjrf to reach the highest de¬ 

grees,—by success at examina¬ 

tions. 

#i # 4* 7 he has not 
passed,—at the examination. 
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R-& 
C. chung 
H. ch'-ung 
F. idling 
W. djung 
N. dzung 
P. chung 
M. ) 
y j *«»£• 

Sz. chung 
K. ch’-ung 

chu, djii 
A. trong 

Sinking 
Lower. 

n *1 

as 
2877 

R. 

See fjj 

K. ch'-ung 

Even Upper. 

- 74 bp m * because 

he did not pass at the first 
attempt, he gave up trying. 

|^J ^1 to catch cold. 

pj^ to get a sunstroke, or heat 

apoplexy. 

pf? Jjj^ ^ struck with- wind 

and unable to speak,—paralysis, 

pj? ypj to get drunk. 

ft! approved of; took a 

fancy to, as a woman. ^5852. 

MW-ft 
which young lady may you fancy? 

pj) worth hearing. See 11,299. 

4* # to be accidentally poison 

ed. See 3727. 

4 7 ft fit II a 1 h”' 
fallen into his trap,—been taken 

z 
2877 

in. 

f 4 chung1 or chung'1 Jjjjj of 

no use. 

m 1 at the point of 

death; no hope. 

II 4* faffi of what use is it? 

unpalatable. 

SB W 7 * » that scoun¬ 

drel is not worth a salute. 

The second in order of 

birth; see te 9340. The 

younger of two. Used for 

2875- 

the younger of two,—men 

or women. 

Mr. Chung. 

#3c a father’s younger brother; 

an old title = chief adviser, 

given to ^ $|jt Wang Tao. 

the eighth moon. 

the second moon of winter. 

#S Chung-ni, — the style or 

common name of Confucius, who 
was the second son. 

Loyal; patriotic; faithful, 

as opposed to ft 1628. 

See 10,077. 

& E a loyal minister. 

A& or ^ loyal and 

devoted. 

loyal and unswerving from 

tf*1 
mr. 
2878 

R. 

H. j chunS 

F. ch'-ung 
W. I . 
N. j Clung 
P. chung 
M. j 
Y. j tsunS 

Sz. chung 
K. ch’-ung 
J. chu 
A. trung 

Even Upper. 

& $1* IS thoroughly loyal. 

^ honest; faithful. 

2879 

Jini 

ch'-ung 

See p|4 

K. diung 

Even Upper. 

MM upright; without guile; 

worthy. 

&K the faithful and the good. 

worthiness is another name for 
uselessness,—worthy people are 
mostly fools. 

A& W -Lf- honest advice is 

unpleasant to the ear. 

15 ^ ;§> > |5 ^ H 
a selfish minister is not loyal; a 
loyal minister is not selfish. 

a& 15 jjpL i?L a 
loyal minister faces death without 
blenching. 

the loyal fruit,—the olive, 

which tastes sharp at first, like 
loyal counsels. 

A cup with a cover to it, 

in which tea is infused, and 

rom which it is drunk. A 

bowl; a goblet. 

jfe. a tea-cup, with a cover. 

VjSj a wine-cup. 

Jni. a soup-plate; a soup-tureen. 

Inner garments. The in¬ 
ner man; the heart; the 

feelings; a sense of justice. 
To weigh; to agree upon. 

cfO to harmonise the moral 

nature (of the people),—as when 
sovereign and minister act in 
due fulfilment of their proper 
functions. Also, friendly; in sym¬ 
pathy. 

IflSTfR" 
has bestowed a moral sense upon 
the people. 

God moved his 

heart. 

Z'M insincere. 

=7 ^ ^ your words are 

not sincere. 

to cherish in one’s mind. 

2879 

2880 

R-M^ 

C. -ch'-ung, 
chung2-, 
ich'-ung 

H. -ch’-ung, 
ch'-ung'’, 
ich’-ung 

F. idling, 
tadng, 

-ding, 
~(-img 

W. idjiioa, 
idjuoa 

N. djung 
P. chung2, 

ich'-ung 
M. j tsung, 
Y. ) ts'-ung 
Sz. chung, 

ch'-ung 
K. chung 
J. cho, djii 
A. trong2-, 

trung2., 
Strung 

Even, Rising, 
Sinking 
Lower. 

M Ira or I 

the emotions. 

the feelings; 

JR ffl f/r IS one’s train of 

thought or feelings. 

If-# JS*3U 
never getting a moment for ex¬ 
pression of feelings. 

tfrM to weigh opinions; to dis 

criminate; to mollify; to concil¬ 
iate. 

£ M M the Cl 'll X: -/ 
speakers could not agree to any 
one course; no consensus of 
opinion. 

Mnmm to be conscious of 

one’s deficiencies,—as towards a 
friend. 

Heavy, as opposed to ^ 

2183; weighty; important. 

Strong ; violent; severe, 

beep, of mourning. 

ff tjhg heavy and light. 

^ 2 hght-heavy,—weight. 

t- ana the matter is of 

no importance. 

~Jr three catties in weight. 

how heavy is it? 

2® II ill favours weighty as 

mountains. 

Iff ^ grave; important; serious. 

iff important ground,—a term 

applied to any official precinct. 

iff {yf an important post. 

Iff a high official. 

|fj Jit" to respect oneself. Also, 

to weigh oneself down,—as with 
cares, etc. 

If II “commit no 

nuisance.” 

M. in order to 

maintain due regard for the 
Customs’ revenue. 

& lu ^ ^ M y°u must 
make your career of paramount 
importance. 

in order to give 

weight to the (five) relationships. 
See 7464. 

HS# [gj| in order to honour 

that nation. ^ 

— Iff the three important things, 

viz. jjjfi to determine cere¬ 

monies, i&m to enact laws, 
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and to hold examinations 

in literature. See chlung2. 

^ S £ IrJ not to give any 

attention to unimportant ex¬ 
pressions. 

]gX jfjflf to interpret in its se¬ 

verest sense,—as a law, by appli¬ 
cation of the severest penalty. 

sm p m a hard (of un¬ 

pleasant) thing to have to say. 

Tram force should 

not be used to excess. 

a tr to beat severely. 

If SOI seeing that 

the old man was using strong 
language. 

a % 7 -» to be severely 

dealt with. 

Iff yjj=^ ^ punished him 

severely. 

iifPi his crime was 

very great. 

a severe wound. 

ffi- A 

yjjj heavy work. .Shf 5324. 

J precious gems,—a term 

for large copper cash. 

to treat well; to make 

much of. 

m miK, % a ^ ^ to 

think more of getting daughters 
than sons,—a phrase which took 
its rise from the influence of the 

famous ^ Yang Kuei- 

fei. 

fiff jpL the planet Jupiter. 

Iff weighty words,—the words 

of recognised authorities quoted 
in argument against an adver¬ 
sary. 

SfiSiBU!!1”- 
guage based on weighty authority 
is used to bar further argument. 

a not to be relied on, 

of men; not to be leant on, of 
things. 

fff~ Jpp very desirable for employ 

ment,—of men and things. 

1MI to depend much on 

him; to put great faith in him. 

g M hard-wood planks. 

]ff |p£ a large number. 

a substantial recompense. 

ec Ip* f|T ipff to represent a 

light matter as a grave one. 

2880 

[ 360 OI3CXJ3NTO- 

Iff "ff a laboured style of writing. 

fff ^ an important or difficult 

or grave case. 

m\>x to regard with attention. 

Iff fff severely; heavily; 

liberally. 

IpT a serious matter. 

Read ch>ung*. A fold; 

a layer; a thickness •, a 

repetition. See 5495. 

— iff thrice; three thicknesses 

measured either vertically or 
laterally. See 12,529 and chung4. 

iff — 3 duplicates,—in a lot 

e.g. of coins. 

Jh the sky > heaven; the Em¬ 

peror’s palace. 

mz 
the nine layers of the round sky, 
who has measured them? 

pjp the door is pi m% 
fast closed and the palace is still 

iff ^ or Iff' ||||r the 9th of the 

9th moon. See 10,858. 

iff ||J|r Jfjf the festival of the 9th 

of the 9th moon. 

tautology. 

itb -1* 4E M a11 these 
phrases violate the rule against 
tautology. 

iff apa piled up. 

—* j||; —* 114 one laid above 

the other in a pile. 

iff iff one above (or behind) the 

other; thick; numerous. 

iff ^-|J to re-cut blocks,—for a 

new edition. 

iff a second husband, 

tr AMU to break through 

the enclosing lines, 

a# to re-copy. 

#JE to copy out in duplicate. 

iff to revise; to repair. 

ini M M 31 blessings never 

come more than one at a time. 
See 5313. 

W to jr M his cheeks like two 

dates,-—very red. Said of [pf 

m Kuan Yii. 

2880 

11 
2881 

R 

A. chung 

SinkingUpper 

2882 

2883 

n 
2884 

A. cluing 

Rising Upper 

It 
2885 

R-U 

SeeM 
A. t^ung 

Rising Upper. 

by putting a new one over the 
old, it will last twenty years. 

^ deaf. 

people 

did not know he was deaf, 

to relapse,—of illness, 

a great-grandson, 

callosities. 

to repeat a performance, 

gfj to repeat, 

to reduplicate, 

repeated; reiteration, 

duplicated. 

-|£ reinforcements, 

numerous ridges, 

anew; afresh. 

mm doubled; duplicated. 

having a false bottom. 

Careless; heedless. 

mm fickle; unstable; careless. 

Same as 2887. 

Same as 2889. 

Fire flaming up; to 

kindle. 

Swelling of the legs. 
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r-HItR 
C. chung 
H. Cchung, 

/sung3 

F. chung 
W. cuoa 

N. 
P. 
m. ; 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. chung 
J. sho, 
A. chung) 

chong 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

chung 

A seed; a germ. A kind; 

a sort; a race 5124). 

[In colloquial tsung\] 

01 JtL seed. be¬ 

low. 

fig| or to sow seed 

|jg grain for sowing, etc. 

to scatter seed; to dissem¬ 

inate, as doctrines. 

^ @ he gave his people 

the beautiful grains. 

^ ^i|J| to propagate a species,— 

of plant. 

tT ^1| t0 beget. 

)Jji| to leave descendants be¬ 

hind. 

of mixed seed, as the son 

of a harlot; illegitimate; a term 
of abuse. 

vaccine lymph. See be lota. 

a kind; a class; brute beasts, 

as opposed to human beings. 

the breed 

of fine horses came to an end. 

mngm and thus obtained 

the breed. 

this kind (of bam¬ 

boo) is not grown nowadays. 

T' 14 % S. U five speci¬ 

mens, all, different,—of coins. 

everything goes 

wrong; wrong in every way. 

j||f a few scattered 

hairs on his head. 

j|j|| the source of misfortune. 

M or M Ma pattern- 

minutely; in detail. 

Read chung*. To sow ; 

to plant. 

pjsi t0 plant vegetables. 

mit to cultivate flowers. Also, 

to vaccinate. 

chung3 to sow seed. 

to plant trees; to plant. 

(tzu3) to beget children. 

to vaccinate. See above. 

j|j|J to sow the seeds of mis¬ 

fortune. 

28 86 

2887 

R-JSh- 

A. bung 

Rising Upper, 

2888 

R-^ 

See rjj 

SinkingUpper. 

2889 

R. 

A. chung 
chong 

Rising Upper. 

plant melons 

and you’ll get melons; as you 
sow, so will you reap. 

mw to garden. 

fifff |^| to sow causes, — to do 

things which will entail conse¬ 
quences in another life. 

JfJ or ^{j to till fields. 

jfl|j © ^ ^|f t0 prepare a rich 

harvest of blessing. 

To swell. 

j]ff JBf to swell. 

M & T suddenly 
it swelled up. 

J@l ^ swollen up black 

and blue. 

puffy; dropsical. 

a dropsical swelling, 

a swollen bruise, 

swollen and painful. 

To offend by harsh 

words. 

The heel; to follow at 

the heels of, or in the foot¬ 

steps of. To reach. See 

4034, 7500. 

mT'nhw his heels did not 

touch the ground, 

iff. Ipjfflj [j|| to drag the feet 

along like a chariot wheel, with¬ 
out lifting them. 

clothes dirty and 

shoes with the heel torn off. 

tM 5H to £Pve an earnest 

or inkling of one’s inward grace 
or energy—lit. to manifest power 
through one’s heels. 

without turning the 

heel; immediately. 

tt 7 m m in plots there 

should be no going back. 

from the lost battle 

not a man returned. 

S if J?r ® M S & 
what I have just done, when I 
come back to it I have totally 
forgotten,—of loss of memory. 

2889 

« 
2890 

See iff 

Sinking 
Lower. 

289] 

R.^& 

1IM they arrived in 

quick succession, i.e. heel upon 
heel. Also, to follow in the wake 
of. See 3741. 

1 # rfij M tk to advance 

with one foot, continually bring¬ 
ing the toe of the other foot to 
the heel of the former,—in token 
of respect. 

to hang on the rear 

(of an enemy); to dog. 

I $ff to follow one’s footsteps, 

or example. 

i g ro m M z 
followed out the idea (i.e. carried 
out the scheme), but on a larger 
scale. 

ft to reach a door; to visit. 

-Efi- to visit your honour¬ 

able country. 

Hi to vdslt your yamen. 

|fj j|f. to adorn or carry 

out with eclat whatever one 
undertakes. 

A woman with child. 

An ancient measure equal 

to six $jif hu and four ^ 

11,427. A cup; a goblet. 

To cherish; to love. To 

bring together = Jp? 3061. 

[To be distinguished from 

M 2893.] 

^ a cup. 

Vpj |!i a wine-cup. 

IH fiat a tea-cup with a cover. 

4«HtSS he drained a thou¬ 

sand cups in a twinkling, 

m fpj feelings of affection. 

||jt to l°ve- 
IHj j$|f a husband. 

% H M ft Godhas 
brought together beauties in this 
spot. 

Xld ^ pX there was a 

renaissance (of art) in my part 
of the country. 

46 
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2891 

2893 

|r.^ 

|h. I chunS 

IF. chung 
IW. cliiioa 
IN. chung 
IP. chiing 

|m. > , 
|Y j *««£■ 
I Sz. chung 
IK. chung 
IJ. sho, shu 
1 A. chung 

Even Upper. 

2892 

|R.^ 

Even Upper. 

1 M endowed with 

supernatural talent,—as a pro¬ 
phet. 

HI MI a term in geomancy, re¬ 

ferring to auspiciousness of site. | 

^j§ imbecile; childish. 

||§ a kind of lute. 

H connoisseur of music I 

from the name of a musical! 

woodcutter in the story of 

ffl 3f. 

To stagger along; to| 

shamble; to fall. 

to stagger along) 

the road. 

i t i to topple into the) 
water. 

A bell without a clapper. 

A clock. [To be distin¬ 

guished from H 2891.] See| 

9383- 

2893 

2894 

A. chung 

Even Upper. 

$|| ^ with bells and) 

drums let us show our delight! 
in her. 

tr or t to strike a bell. 

$||| to shake a hand-bell. 

to strike a wooden 

bell,—used figuratively oflabour 
lost, like our “blood from a I 
stone,” etc. 

—‘ P 4ik- a g°lden bell. 

a bell-tower; a belfry, 

yijft same as & 4602. 

]J§jf a set °f 16 bells hung ini 

two rows, used to lead the or-| 
chestra at Confucian services. 

* St m m m it owi 
man’s clock and clepsydra arej 
both stopping,—I am about to J 
die. 

name of the longest) 

of the pitch-pipes, corresponding] 
with the nth moon. See 7548.! 

lected yourself,—to aid me. 

a# m M a clock. 

ill a watch and clock-1 

maker’s shop. 

4* a “sitting” clock,—as for| 

a mantelpiece. 

a striking clock. 

— rf/j $|| three o’clock. 

d^F clock time,—according to 

the foreign division. 

not to be able to 

tell the time. 

a mi 
jH |jgf or |^J tj|j| an alarum. 

PI] a repeater. 

a watch-spring. 

The end ; final; for ever 

Hence, death. Extreme 

utmost; the whole; to last 

A cycle of twelve years 

A thousand square li. Usee 

to strengthen the introduct 

ion of the apodosis 

beginning and end; first 

and last. See 9982. 

the end of the year. 

in the end; at death 

5?j^ the extreme; the very last 

* & * mm there is no 

saying where it will end. 

fj-g please let me finish 

—what I was saying. 

he can never 

be forgotten. 

to complete one’ 

allotted span of life. 

M $$ 3k “and they lived 
happily ever afterwards.” 

$$ ^ ^0 in the time °f 
finishing a meal 

m» one’s latter end; the end 

of life. 

I never did it in 

all my life. 

the great business 

of finally settling oneself,—mar¬ 
riage. 

!ki$X m their friendship 

has not lasted. 

Jit zk m © in order to perpet¬ 

uate their fame. 

it is hard to change 

one’s nature. 

faithful to one 

(husband) to the last. 

U^! he would not heed. 

2895 

ac 
H. chung^ 

Schhung 
chung 

See tjl 

. chung 

Even Upper. 

PS it this rain must stop) 
sooner or later. 

a happy end. 

(5j|} ^ near his end. 

to perform last obsequies. | 

your old mother! 
dead. 

dying in old age. 

12,901. 

mm to perform the last rites. 

m a or mm the whole day; | 
every day. 

H M tjl kept delaying from | 
day to day. 

& 0 ^ §& M £ he spent! 
his days in stirring up litigation [ 
for a livelihood. 

xm a ts 
before the day was out 

he was well again. 

through all antiquity. 

. although) 

.still (or after all). 

mm it is absolutely necessary, 

—in spite of all that may have [ 
been previously said or done. 

$$ ^ to keep for good. 

is by no means; is in no I 

sense. 

MB the final bout,—e.g. at the I 

District Magistrate’s examina-| 
tions of students. 

-***# an absolute sale. 

mx can or will never.... 

m$i ill see 8128. 

A long-headed green] 

grasshopper, known as $ 

m (Truxalis). 

1k9H ffr Ji(°rI£iHmay| 
your children be numerous as] 
grasshoppers! 

A rodent found in west-) 

ern China, marked with| 

spots like a leopard. 

Even Upper. 
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m 
2897 

R-J® 
See^ 

Rising Upper 

M 
2898 

ch'-ung 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. t'ung^ filing 

W. zwa 
N. 
P. 
M. ) chting 
Y. 
Sz, 
K. ch'-ung 

. cho, chu 
A. trung 

Rising Upper. 

A mound; a peak. Em 

inent; great. See 844. 

a mound; an altar to 

Earth. 

^ ^ a boundary-mark. 

lil#£ J® the peaks of the 

hills came crashing down. 

an eldest son; the Heir 

Apparent. 

a minister of state = ^ 

Hr 
JjC an old term for a sover¬ 

eign. 

A mound 

2899 

RJ 

See : 

Rising Upper. 

JirL4 

2900 

c.» * 
H. j 

chouttg 
W. ciung 
N. ciiung 

a tomb, 

t a tomb; a bury or^jc 
ing-ground. 

to dig a grave. 

S to make a hard or con¬ 

crete bottom to a grave. 

Km an abandoned grave,—at 

which no one worships. 

5I tjjc a public cemetery,—for 

the temporary accommodation 
of the bodies of strangers. 

a grave or vault above 

ground; a temporary grave 

-burn® old graves like a 

chain of hills. 

to rifle graves. 

to open a grave, as for 

removal, etc.; to rifle a grave, 

sham tombs which have 

been built to put enemies off 
the scent. 

H jwt & |§C tlie last resting- 

place of two swallows,—i.e. of 
a betrothed couple who have 
died before marriage. 

The tumulus over a 

grave. 

A company of three or 

more. A crowd; many (of 

men and things); all; the 

majority. Numerative of 

Buddh. priests. See 2901. 

M A or M K people in 

general; mankind; the majority. 

2900 
P. 1 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. chung 
J. sho^ sho 
A. chung 

Sinking 
Upper. 

chung 

2901 

2902 

R. ■£{• > 

F. v. cfiai 

Even Upper. 

MASE.E&Ja 

he behaved towards 

me as though I were a common 
person, so I returned the com 
pliment. 

of or belonging to the 

public. 

^ ^ all; every. 

all living creatures,—in¬ 

cluding man. 

M 0 #r (or M every 
one saw it. 

^ ffr or J^J ||| public opinion. 

See 12,777. 

M iff JR very P°Pulari ac¬ 
ceptable to all. 

the few cannot 

oppose the many. 

M o Uft it is difficult to 

oppose the voice of the public 

fpJor^p^B 

—‘ or P ^ ^ a’l agree 
in saying; unanimous. 

Hi M to emerge from the com¬ 

mon herd. 

%ift you gentlemen. 

many; abundant, 

numerous. 

^ ^ all; entirely. 

$8. 
m collective purposes form a 

fortress,—union is strength. See 

r°,i75- 
^ ^ Bp —. unanimity of 

purpose. 

— &ft a Buddhist priest. 

7^ ^ ^ how many priests 

are there? 

^ the priests of the temple. 

^ Devas. 

Correct form of 2900. 

To scrape. To oppose. 

mm to quarrel and fight. 

2 9° 3 

w 
2904 

R. 

Even Upper. 

& 
2905 

R.^5. 

Even Upper. 

T 
2906 

# 
2907 

2908 

H | ch'-ung 

F. ch'-ung 
W. c'-iung 
N. ts'-ung, 

c'-iung 
P. ] 
M. 7t 
Y j c/rung 

Sz. ) 
K. ch'-ung 

. trAz/, rAS 
A. hsung, 

trung 

Even Upper. 

Same as 2904. 

Agitated. 

restless; nervous; fidgetty 

Agitated. 

SWff fe it is right that you 

should be nervous. 

OH^-UTNTCS-. 

See 2875. 

See 2876. 

To shake; to mix; to 

infuse. To soar to; to dash 

against; to collide with 

To be rude to. Used with 

2910, 2916. Also = 

complaisant. 

/f|l T^h to shake. 

/fft Jjjg JJL mix and swallow, 

and you will at once feel better. 

/'Til ^ to make paste, 

to infuse tea. 

WA or to rise towards 

heaven. See 2911. 

& M W A his anger went 

up to heaven,—filled the sky. 

wings for rising to 

heaven,—a term applied by an 
Emperor of the Sung dynasty 
to a newly appointed Minister, 
who might, as it were, assist in 
that sense. 

the vertical fixed shop- 

sign or advertisement tablet seen 
before shops. 

W*! fig » to rush on spear- 

points and fall upon the line of 
battle,—to attack fiercely. 

to defeat; to burst over, 

as water. 
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2908 

7+ to burst or split open. 

7 broke 
down,—as water a dam. 

W W17 to burst the banks 

of the river. 

to break or burst over,— 

as a cascade. 

to disturb or break up a 

company. 

WB tffi ffi to burst through 

the besieging lines. 

WM. to offend a person; to run 

up against angles; to tread on 
corns. 

^ & 7# ft jfc 1 don’t 
say it out of rudeness to you. 

fflWWli to use rude lan¬ 
guage. 

as unassuming and complai 

sant. 

7*5fa on good terms; propitious 

and unpropitious. 

0 -7- # 7* the day not in 

harmony,—e.g. with the nativity 
characters of a person who wants 
to be married on that day. 

» B such a day is unpro¬ 

pitious,-as opposed to ft 3945- 

7* M a y°uth- 

7* Uor 7* ^ young; boyish 

W A a sovereign who is a minor 

** *11 0 7* fairlycon 
tented in mind. 

7# Ik malign,—as a bad geo- 

mantic influence. 

7*fi spreading afar; wandering 

from the point; digressing. 

mttT* 
Minister must be prepared to 
“swallow” a great deal. 

7*$I# imitation camlets. 

7>t» M ® imitation lastings 

7*£j§ to sell clandestinely while 

evading payment of taxes. 

7*7* the noise of tinkling gems, 

of bubbling water, etc. 

name of a river in 

Ning-ytian Fu (the 

insect-wax region) in Ssuch‘uan. 

Read ch^ung*'. 

7* facing; confronting; to¬ 

wards. 

2909 

w 
2910 

SeeJ^I 

A. trxmg 

Even Upper. 

1 

2911 

R. 

See /tfl 

A. trung 

Even Upper. 

w 
2912 

Rst 

| ch'-utxg 

F. ch'-ung 
W. c'-iung 
N. 

ch'-ung 

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ch'-ung 
J. chu 
A.hsung 
Even Upper. 

w 
2913 

R. 

See jj'tjl 

Even Upper. 

2914 

29T5 

Correct form of 2908. 

Tender; delicate, 

young and delicate. 

To fly up; to soar. 

his determination 

reaches to the sky,—of an ambi¬ 
tious man. 

Sorrowful. See 690. 

% Aj> '|* ftfj deeply grieved in 

heart. 

R. 9k 
See 7l 
A.hsung 

Sinking and 
Rising Upper 

2916 

R. ^ 

See /tft 

A.hsung 
Even Upper. 

A wide expanse of water 

'/M* Vpfli VJt Vfl vast and deep. 

See 2880. 

To push into; to stir out. 

ff * * £ to clear out a 
drain with a pole. 

poke it down. 

^ don’t stir up a 

wasps’ nest,—meddle with dan¬ 
gerous things. 

To rush towards, or 

against; to collide with. 

A thoroughfare. 

to collide with. 

||fr to knock over by collision. 

2916 

OH‘UNG 

*1 

2917 

See |j| 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

to bang up against. 

fa to scatter; to rout. 

^ to dash through. 

^ to burst open,—as a river 

its banks. 

!f| to run against; to be rude 

to. See 2908. 

.SIR to get in front of| 

the horse; to impede; to come 
into conflict with. 

|ijf to break the onset of an 

enemy; to break through, as an 
enemy’s lines; a name for a field 
officer; a major. 

1 a 
without stepping over one’s 

cups and dishes (see 11,832) to 
drive the enemy a thousand li 
away,—i.e. by diplomacy. 

7-7-mm tzu and wu are 

(astrologically) opposed,—these 
characters must not both appear 
under the names of persons to be 
betrothed, in the name of a 
man and the expression of the 
date on which he purposes to do 
anything particular, and so on. 
See 2908. 

to carry away,—as a gale 

carries away a buoy, 

a public road. 

7K fllf a water-course; a canal; 

a sluice. 

the pulse in the middle 

finger. 

•Hit Hd populous, busy, 

wearying, difficult,—four words 
applied to provincial posts to 
indicate their relative import¬ 
ance. It is customary to ask 
if such-and-such an appoint¬ 
ment. is a “four-word” or only 
a “three-word” post, and so on. 
See 1604, 3404. 

Wa tlf PI |*i the engines of 
assault were steadily applied. 

Read ch',ungi. Towards. 

face upwards. 

Ilg an important point; the 

key to a position. 

A trap to catch birds. 

Hd "J1 jg the pheasant falls 

into the snare. 

4 
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m Same as 12,280. 

2918 

ffj Same as 2916. 

2919 

To pound grain, in order 

to remove the husk. To 
2920 

R.^> > 

| chung 

F. chung, 
ch'-ung 

ram down. [To be distin¬ 

guished from ^ 2854.] 

j^jz to hull rice. 

W. sung 

N. song 
P. ch'-ung 

Y ’ j ts'-ung 

Sz. ch'-ung 
K. song, v. 

^ $$)) pound and hoe,—a name 

for the white egret or paddy- 
bird, from its bobbing move¬ 
ments when seeking food. 

^ ^ to ram mu(l *n frames and 

J. sho, shu 
A. t'ung 

Even Upper 

AS 
2921 

R 

See 

A. hsung 

Even Upper. 

2922 

See 

Even Upper. 

2923 

make walls for houses. 

what a long 

document! 

|ji jjj| a clapper formed of twelve 

slips of bamboo strung on a 
leather thong, and used by sing¬ 
ers at State services to mark 
the time. 

Simple; unsophisticated. 

E# stupid; doltish. 

To pound ; to ram down. 

To run against; to batter. 

f# M ^ he ran his 
spear through his throat. 

5f tt a tooth for a tooth. 

^ ® Hito hnock violently 
at a door. 

knocked over, — by 

collision. 

4ak. jlgf to smash the dishes. 

Same as 2924. 

X 
2924 

See Jfljf 

A. sung 

Even Upper. 

To fill; to satisfy; to 

fulfil. To act in place of. 

To stuff up. 

to fill; to gratify. 

to fill a vacancy. 

%% or to fill an office. 

Jti * t0 he a sailor by 

profession. 

ytj t0 ehng to one’s post, 

to be a runner in ayanien. 

to serve as; to fill the 

place of; to pretend to be; to 
act as. 

to usurp the name 

and address of any one,—for 
nefarious purposes. 

fit yt Hr fk (chan^) to pre 
tend to be an official. 

mixed; adulterated. 

ffi A & M % # m 
his general appearance (manners, 
etc.) he is prepossessing. 

P not enough to eat. 

% &. or % M ample; well 
supplied; vigorous, 

to fill up. 

i—- ^ ^ full charity and 

duty to one’s neighbour. 

stuffed full of; abundant. 

|js|| filled the ears,— 

as with music. 

notwithstanding 

your full robes, your ears are 
stopped. Also explained as “not 
hearing what you say, answers 
with a smile.” 

to become public property. 

%K one who fattens animals. 

repletion; surfeit; stuffed 

too full. 

liability to labour as a 

camp-follower; banishment for 
military service. 

B sent for ten years’ 

servitude beyond the Great Wall, 

to banish for seven years. 

y^ ^ to banish for three years. 

%Wl to fill up the number; to 

be something merely in name. 

y^ ^ to fill the post of....: to 

act as.... 

X 
2924 

ir 
i\ 

2925 

R. 

See /rjl 

A. sung 

Even Upper. 

W 
2926 

R 

See 

SinkingUpper 

X 
2927 

R. . 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

u 

2928 

R* 

See Jt 
Even Upper. 

& 

2929 

R. 

| ch'-ung 

F. ch’-oung 
W.J ,. 
N. 1 ctu,lg 

P. ch'-ung 
M. ) . t 
Y. f tsung 

Sz. ch'-ung 
J. djii^ shu 
A. sung 

Sinking 
Upper. 

y^ to make money by in 

fringing the right of others, as 
against a monopoly. 

very pretty. 

y^ ^ a sham scholar, who re 

ceives a summons from the Em¬ 
peror on the understanding that 
he will decline. 

Excited; agitated. 

To leap; to skip. 

Murmuring water. 

the bubbling of a spring. 

A labiate plant, known 

as IsF’ used in female 

complaints. 

A gingal; a blunderbuss; 

a mortar. See 8742. 

W fa H their artillery 

boomed like thunder, — arrival 
of Feringhee ships at Canton in 
I5l8- 

^ ^ artillery. 

mm* the petards fired as 

salutes at Chinese yamens. 

^ 4^* the man whose duty it is 

to fire the petards. 

a pistol; a hand-petard. 

m tH Mth a salute of 

three guns he goes forth on his 
round. [The Chinese salute con¬ 
sists of three guns only.] 

water-gun,-a fire-engine. 
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2930 

|R3fC 
IC. shung 
] H. ts'-ung 
IF. chung 
I W. zung 
IN. dzung 
] P. cti'ung 
Im. ) 
|Y. I ts'-ung 
ISz. ) 

IK. csung, v. 
chong 

IJ. shu^ dju. 

I A.sung 

(shung) 

Even Lower. 

w 
2931 

IkM 

|S«» 

Even Lower. 

2932 

£M 

|h. I ch'uns 
IF. t'-ung, Cong 
W.l ,. 

In. [ djung 
IP. ch'-ung 

|y.' I ts'"unS 

I Sz. ch'-ung 
] K. ch'-ung 
| J. chu^ djo 

1 A. trung 

Even Lower 

Lofty; eminent; noble; 

worthy of worship. Tol 

reverence; to adore. [To| 2932 

be distinguished from 

10,424.] 

Offi 0$ M may your happi-l 

ness and prosperity be the very I 
highest! : I 

I wish you peace,—a 

phrase used in letters. ' Also, 
name of a District in Fuhkien. 

or ifc ^ 
to respect. 

fuf or to esteem very | 

highly; to venerate. 

^ to worship. 

your house, 

the whole morning. 

ih name of a peak in Hunan, 

to which m % Huan Tou was) 

banished by the Emperor Shun. 

^ name of a District on 

an island at the mouth of the I 
Yang-tsze river. 

^ jff.wheneverl 

there was a memorial service,— I 
for the dead Emperor. | 2 933 

Name of a feudal State. 

a m or ski® the insect and 
reptile class. 

^ a serpent. 

tfo worms in the bowels. 

ft the tiger, 

yjv ^ my son. 

% jfe * # engraving worms! 

with little skill,— to get one’s | 
living as a literary hack. 

ifa, a plant in summer, I 

an insect in winter,— Cordyceps I 
sinensis. 

jj* tfy a pheasant. 

A a name for the tailor-bird. 

A A the irritation of great heat. 

you cannot I 

speak of ice to a summer insect,! 
the creature of a season. 

2935 

Read chung4. To eat 

into, as moths do. 

An old term for all creat¬ 

ures with legs, as opp. 

to 245, classified as 

^ ft ^ W: feathery,! 
hairy, shelly, scaly, and 

naked. Insects and reptiles,] 

classified as ^ ^ f§$ 

of air, water,l 

earth, and wood. Radical 

142. [This character is pro¬ 

perly read kui8, but is now 

universally used for 2933.]! 

^ !kZ ft among all living! 

creatures. 

W A or % ife insects and | 

reptiles generally. 

a plague of insects. 

fa 
2936 

r-£ 
F. v. ch'-oiing 

Correct from of 2932. |See^ 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Favour; grace; kindness. 

To esteem; to love. [Tol 

be distinguished from 

8692.] 

gracious favour. 

grace; kindness. 

ft IK special favour. 

the favour of your com¬ 

mand. 

to delight in; to love. 

to receive favours from | 

God or the Emperor. 

2937 
IR. 

See % Wt 

A. chung1 

Even and 
Sinking Upper 

and Lower. 

or to find favour! U* 

in the eyes of any one. 

to lose favour. 

Kiat in the enjoymentj 

of favour, think of peril. 

i% °r I* a favourite! 

concubine. 

IS to take a concubine. 

neither listen! 

to flattery nor let people despise 
you. 

2938 

Ch'-Ollk r 

? BS fearing that I 
she (a rival) would rob her ofl 
the Emperor’s affection. 

sure to find favour, | 
—in his eyes. 

S Wi fS ^ whenl 
they basked in the Imperial 
smiles. 1 

(fj hS longing to get into favour. | 

axes to inspire terror, girdles for | 
rewards. 

si I hope you will do| 

me the honour to call. 

iB * H j|L 
I fancy his favourite must be| 
very good-looking. 

Same as 2934. 

To enter abruptly. To 
nod. 

$ t0 arrive uninvited. 

^ t0 droP in at a meal; to| 
“sponge” for food. 

@L to intrude rudely. 

& s%mi£ reeling about,—as| 
when tipsy. 

Of nodding; sleepy, 

to be sleepy; to nod. 

Leisure; retirement. 

OH^TTO. 

To pierce; to break! 

through. Used for 2677, 
11,788. 

Mil to spear; to stab. 

a prong, used for stabbing! 

soles and other fish. 

vmz mm with the iron | 

prong he stabbed the turtle. 

t§D to embroider. 
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293s 

2939 
R. 

C. ch'-dk 
F. ch'ouk, v. 

cheik 

W. 
N. Ar1*A 

ch'-o 
M. tsko 
Y. ts'-wak 
Sz. ch'-o 

A.Irak 

Entering 
Upper. 

2940 

U* 

2941 

C. v. 

ctsou 
H. v. c/.raz* 
F. ch'auk 
W. v. cAwY 
N. ts'-oh^ v. 

ctsau 
P. cchlo, chuwoJ 
M. ts'-o 
Y. ts'-uh 
Sz. v. (sang 

K. ch'-ak 
sahu, soku 

A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

|*1* 

tH M ^ to break 
through a (paper) window with 
the hand. 

take a pinch,—as of 

snuff. 

t$i ~T ^ iarred tbe hand. 

tn?# to run up against; to col¬ 

lide, as ships. 

tlH A to aPp!y a light,—as to a 

touch-hole. 

m to do something against 

the grain. 

To stab; to stick into. 
To stamp; to seal. 

ffi ^ ffjj ^ tbe dubes of the 

anchor pierced,—the vessel. 

jp ^ ~^T W<i &iye a Prod with 
your cane. 

lt£ 'Wf t0 wound hy stabbing. 

1$Aj> to rouse or stir up. 

PP t0 seai j a stamp. 

fijy to affix a seal. 

Mk §B or A H£the wooden seal 

of office granted to petty officials. 

«m5 a block or seal for 

stamping visiting cards. 

j|j=t to seal du¬ 

plicate documents with a single 
seal, half on each. 

to deceive; to play a 

trick on. 

mm to make signs. 

mm Sambucus Sieboldianus. 

— m —1 m (Kf hmpingly. 

See 2677. 

To grind the teeth. 

H paltry and narrow¬ 

minded. 

IMUS; dirty; pettish; peevish; 

mean. See 12,693. 

m 
2942 

See^ 

and the same 
aspirated 

upper series. 

Entering 
Lower 

and Upper. 

4fi 

R.J 

2943 

C. ch'-dk 
H. t'sak 
F. ch'-attk 
N. ts'-oh 
P. cch'-au, ch'o 
M. ts'-o 
Y. ts'-ok 
Sz. ch'-o 
K. ch'ak 

. shaku 
A.chok 

Entering 
Upper. 

% 
2944 

To pierce. To dart, as 

pain. 

Light; bright; hot. Also 

read ch‘aol. 

glowing; flaring; sparkling; 

glittering. 

£P 
2945 

m 
2946 

ft4 2947 

it % 
F. kwo 

See ; 

K. 

A. 
ku 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See 2439. 

See 2230. 

Same as 2230. 

CHU. 

A sentence ; a clause, 

such as would be ended 

by a semi-colon (see 12,069 

tovS)\ a phrase. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 6135.] 

See 10,793, 3213. 

"fjjj gH (tou*) sentences. 

clauses and sentences. 

ft 'rJ ® to punctuate. 

Iiif-6J to mark off the 

sentences clearly,—as by Chinese 
punctuation. 

ft 9 /u* :H must 
not be read as one sentence,— 
but be divided. 

-S) n JB mark the senten¬ 

ces and point the paragraphs. 

2947 

—' fU a sentence. 

—• 'fjj jfjjpaversejalineofpoetry 

ill T tbe character 
belongs to the next sentence,— 
and not to this one. 

^ Wl not a sentence; un¬ 

grammatical; nonsense. 

Jt H tJ the first three lines, 

e.g. of a poem. 

/{j] the last line,—of a poem. 

^ to make shatig chih hui 

a complete sentence was a great 
blunder. 

||)f 'pj an extract runs as 

follows. 

single sentences 

are best,—be sparing of words. 

# fr H % n £ 
meeting a new phrase is like 
making a good friend. 

H ISflHg for 
this passage, see the 3rd chapter 
of Chuang Tzii. 

M 15 nota 
word of what he says is false, 

ftj # chung^ |||j every sen¬ 

tence hits the mark. 

^ ^ a single wrong word 

mars the virtue of a life-time. 

'ftj to polish up one’s sen¬ 

tences,—the labor lima of author¬ 
ship. 

Hj| to take a theme. 

Pft M two halves of a couplet. 

Also, two antithetical sentences 
of two characters to each; in 

which sense —1. |Jl|. and 3l 

J| 'pj are used, e.g. 

* m 

A ¥ 

m m 
Also, a phrase with two mean¬ 
ings; a double entente. 

0 A compositions in sen¬ 

tences of four and six charac¬ 
ters consecutively, as letters and 
certain kinds of poems. 

lfl$ If a Phrase to 

startle the gods. 
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w 
2947 

w 
2948 

C. k'-oii 
H. ki 
F. kit 

W. 
N. 
P. chit 
M. chii^ chii, 

£. I •’••• 
jK' I - 
A. keu 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

'pjj ijtjl a District south of 

Nanking, famous for its barbers 

Read koul. Crooked. 

'ferj ^ an old name for Chusan 

Read kou*. Drawn to 

the full, as a bow. See 

2988. 

tiao1 t -9 the orna 

mented bows are drawn to the 
full. 

trigonometry. 

To grasp; to seize; to 

detain. To adhere to, in 

a conventional or bigotec 

manner. 

to seize; to arrest. 

to seize and order. 

*Jit to seize and press for 

payment, etc. 

ffl #, *>) arrest and bring 
him here. 

^ M or ffl or Ifi} ^ t0 
keep in custody. 

In fata# T I was caught 

or detained, by him. 

fft # Ps W. tn) ^ ffi ill: 
what have I done to be kept 
here? 

& it « i? d1 m 
arrest them all and send them 
to Chou. 

or to restrain; to 

keep in order. 

it) M 01 t^l ffi or it) or 
to arrest and bring to 

court. 

or PtH, to arrest and 

put on trial. 

pj a warrant for arrest, 

authorising the use of chains, 

flj Ijif to detain forcibly. 

nm to be rigidly precise. 

lit the law compels, it is im¬ 

possible to do otherwise. 

this is to hold on to dust and 
husks,—not to be progressive, 
not to improve. 

w 
2948 

2949 

R. 

See ty}} 

Even 
Irregular. 

|j|50 

See 'fjJ 

Rising Upper 

m 
2951 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

**>) $•!;»* ft not to be 
bound by rules in painting. 

certain; positive, 

to drag. 

unconventional. 

to j|j§| to stick to, or stand on, 

ceremony; to be formal. 

ftom excuse my want of 

ceremony,—used when about to 
do anything of an unceremonious 
character. 

*mto don’t stand on cere¬ 

mony. 

* to or without res¬ 

traint; immaterial; no matter; 
optional; make yourself at home, 
etc. 

Htb H ^ wdd; harum 

scarum. 

yfi ^pj ^ ^ never mind the 

amount, much or little. 

come and go as 

you please. 

without restraint 

of any kind. 

nm to be bigoted; to see a 

thing only in one light; to stick 
to the letter of the law. 

iOM or tO$h obstinate; self- 

opinionated. 

A crooked back; a 

hunchback. 

!fJ0 a hunchback. 

mm an old man bent with 

years. 

Crooked plumes. A horse 

with white hind feet. The 

feather on an arrow. 

The feet benumbed; stiff 

with cold. 

to limp, as when one foot 

is asleep. 

mm (lien*) curled up; bent; 

cramped. 

2952 

s“$!i 
Even Lower 

Irregular. 

m 
2953 

C. hioii 
H. ki 

F. k~ii 

N. { « 
P. ] 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ) 

K- j 

A. keu 

chit 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

3$J 
2954 

R. 

C. kbit, v. Jan 
H. v. Jeu 
F. kit, v. Jeu 
W. v. ilau 
N. cii 

P. chii 
R. 1 

I kit 
A. ) 

Rising Upper. 

The ends of the yoke 

which press on the sides 

of the animal’s neck. 

Read kou1. The project¬ 

ing end of the axle. 

p) a small ox. 

the chariot used by the 

Empress under the Hsia 

dynasty, having bent axle-ends. 

The colt of a horse, ass, 

or mule. Strong; spirited. 

See 1989. 

6 & a white colt; a sunbeam. 

See 1119. 

a fine horse. 

^ M IjfiJ a horse that will go 
1,000 li a day. Used figurative 
ly of men. 

the brightness of 

the sunbeam is soon gone,—time 
flies. 

^ my horses are 

colts,—young and strong. 

energetic use of the mouth brings 
out a golden colt at last,—seek 
and ye shall find. 

fx. % ip) the °'d 
horse thinks himself a colt again. 

2« 

2955 

R-Vi 
kuk 

H.kHuk 
F. kwoh, v. 

kwah 
W. djiio 
N. djiioh 
P. ichii 
M. chii 

The betel pepper. 

jS betel pepper (Chavica belle, 

Miq.). 

a kind of wild arum. 

To stoop; to bend; to 

be twisted. A game of 

chess, draughts, etc. Posi¬ 

tion ; circumstances; style; 

fashion. A board; an asso¬ 

ciation ; an office; a shop. 

I do not venture 

not to stoop. 
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2» 

2955 
Y. chiuk 
Sz. chiu 
K. kuk 
J. kioku, goku 
A. kuk, kwok 

Entering 
Lower. 

M my hair is twisted 

up. 

life is like a 

game of chess. See 1031. 

MW the position of the pieces; 

the situation. 

MW& ft a winning position 

has been secured. 

you can’t finish 

the game, i.e. as a winner; you 
can’t settle that up. 

ftM a drawn game. 

m 
to actively prepare for war, with 
a view to secure peace, 

M ft Z A non-players; out¬ 

siders whose interests are not 
involved. 

MftZm the laws of neu¬ 

trality. 

MftZm to maintain 

neutrality. 

M M those enSaged in 
play are dull of vision,—from 
excitement, etc. See 2188. 

AiMM incomplete; wanting. 

a drawn game; a 

fair, even transaction; both sides 
satisfied. 

SJ9 to cheat. 

T'AM not to enter the game; 

not to take a hand. 

H $ M it is a case of col¬ 

lusion. 

Hr ^ to play cleverly; to scheme. 

Wt ylj)or M to lay Plansi 
to make arrangements. 

AM the great arrangement,— 

the main object; the great under¬ 
lying scheme; the general state 
or condition of; the public in¬ 
terests. 

&Mtf% syllogistic reason¬ 

ing, i e. where the game is push¬ 
ed to a conclusion; a general 
reckoning. 

style; fashion. 

£ itfc M under the present 

circumstances. 

correct; good form. 

Y iE ^ ® when he 
saw how things stood. 

KM appearance; bearing. 

w 

^ with Pr0pcr arrange¬ 

ments; properly. W 
2955 

^ *H fbl a mean fellow. 2959 

# M & & # & the C. kuk 
various administrations should H. kkiuk 
cooperate. F. kwoh 

a board of general control; 
W. djiio 
N. djiioh 

a head office. P. Schii, chi? 

a manager of a company. 
M. chii 
Y. chiuk 

^ J| clerks in a government 
Sz. chiu 
K. kuk 

office. J. kioku, goku 
A. kuk, kwouk 

Entering pJU an Intelligence Bu- 

reau. Lower. 

^ a mint. 

#r 
IIH a dispensary. 

!ft a charitable institu- 2960 

tion,—for giving away clothes, r- 'A 
gruel, etc. P. ‘chii 

A a traP baited with a 
J. kioku, koku 
A. kuky, kwok~ 

pretty face. Entering 

keeper of a gambling-hell. 

M ^to laush in one’s 
sleeve. 

-|^ likin offices and barriers. 

^ the members of a (Tithing 

Upper. 

2961 

W Office or similar) Board. 

all the Board of (Foreign) 
2962 

Trade. r-M 

to economise; to reduce C. kuk 
H. kink 

or close one’s establishment. F. koiik 
W. ciu 
N. ciieh 

w 
2956 Narrow; confined. 

P. >.chii 
M. chii 
Y.chiuk 
Sz. chiu^ chii 

rA cramped; hindered. 
K. kuk 
J. kiku 

See jjj)g A. kuk 

Entering 
Lower. 

Entering 
Upper. 

m* 
2957 The part of a spear 

2963 

R-Jt R 
where it is held. A barrow 

or small cart. See^jg 
See^J 

Entering 
Upper. 

Entering 
Upper. 

W 
2958 To put spikes on shoes, 2964 

as for mountaineering. R‘ M 
See See^J 

Entering Entering 
Upper. Upper. 

Bent down 5 cramped ; 

narrow. See 2580. 

IK A HIMi ^ > J? fa 

why is high heaven so low, 

massive earth so cramped ?—that 
there is no more room for me 

Said by Kuan Chung 

when in prison. See 896. 

miS:A$r to feel constrained 

and ill at ease. 

mtkmm for no apparent 

reason (the horse) went lame. 

To bind or hoop anything 

with iron. 

Same as 2962. 

To grasp with both hands. 

A double handful; see 5486. 

a chii is a double 

handful. 

^ ^ to pick up water 

or to push up the sky,—imposs¬ 
ible. 

not a handful, 

cheeks swelled 

A 

with anger. 

% # pf $j i? m m: 
received him with a smiling face, 
and said. 

A leather ball, used as a 

The chrysanthemum; the 

j\i»t 

M t0 enj°y chrysanthemums, 

—by looking at them. 

the 9th moon,—when the 

chrysanthemums are in bloom. 

47 
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2964 

2965 

iSee^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

► I® 

2967 

R. 

lSee^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

^ 1 If BE when chrys¬ 

anthemums bloom, crabs begin I 'TJhiij 
to get fat. I 2968 

chrysanthemum wine. IR- 

a tea made of dried I See 

chrysanthemums. 

dapple-grey. 

jUj the marigold. 

2# 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 2969. 

2970 

R. 

2969 

See^J 

A leather ball, filled with I Entering 
/ \ i • I Upper. 
(1) hair or (2) air. See 2320. 

H n^rt tQ kiek a football. See 

2963 and 2967. 

To nourish. To be ex¬ 

hausted. To allow one to 

go to excess. Altogether. 

To address. A ball. A 
child. I A-r-*2* 

# ^ w n O my mother, 

who nourished me! 

=f ta# was brought up 

by his grandmother. 

Hf W & W H) formerly I 

was afraid our means might be 
exhausted. 

jtfc PH sending down 

these exhausting disorders 

-axis it why do you still 

indulge her desires? 
| | - . 
hi it is all overgrown 

with grass 

mmm he marshalled his 

hosts and addressed them. 

M if ^ y°u must 
meet your own troubles yourself. 

|^L a ball. 

|= $jk ^ g°°d at football. 

‘ ± m m he taught the 

Emp. to play polo. 

a polo club or mallet. 

S JJS ft 5E R6 # B 
to bending my body and exhaust¬ 
ing my energy (in the service 
of the State), only death shall 

put a stop. Said by 

K‘ung-ming, the famous patriot, 

a stripling. 

Entering 
Upper. 

JL 
2971 

2972 

„ mm 
C. tsou 
N. chi 

See PJ. |EL 
Y. tsu, chu 
K. che, chu 
A. /?-<? 

Rising & Sink¬ 
ing Upper. 

The c ommon cuckoo 

(Cuculus canorus), known 

as Sill- 

To reduce to extremity. 

The further shore of a river. 

To investigate judicially. 

Pft IPi to re(^uce to extremities. 

PI educed to ex¬ 

tremities are the heads of de¬ 
partments. 

PI A to beat people down. 

^ ^ iP they went the 

other side of the Jui. 

2974 

R. ■ 

seem j£ 
K. che, cite 

A. tro, t'o 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

1 

; to hear a case; 

to take depositions. 

Curvature of the spine. 

2976 

See 1555. 

To suck; to chew. 

ffl.tr lozenges. 

t&m to suck and chew. 

to hold in the 

mouth excellence and suck or¬ 
nament,—to dwell upon thebeau- 
ties of a composition. 

j$} -fH" PE to consider a pro¬ 

posal. 

R. 

a 
2977 

M 0 
OK. 
po 

C. tsoii 
H. tsz 

See mu 
F. chu 
P. chu, cha 
M. chi 
Y. chu 
K. che, ch'a 
~. so, sa 
A. Pi, t'-'o 

Even Upper. 

2973 

F. ‘chu, Cchu 

See J£ m 
A. r‘ti, tro 

Even Lower. 

Rocky 5 rugged. 

it toiling up thatj 

rugged mount. 

ililillg- hilly. See 2632, 2982. 

«. tf rf5 Jf- $c up and down; | 

uneven; irregular. 

2975 

rM 
C. tsoii 
F. chii 
P. chii 

See 

A. Po 

Even Upper. 

A monkey, known as 

$g. and To spy; 

to watch for. 

min to lie in wait for. 

mm o examine closely; slyly. I 
mik 0 lie in ambush. 

reacherous, deceitful. 

Zfk roops in ambush. 

it A m §£ ^ this man’s 

tricks are unfathomable. 

mm to attack from an ambush. | 

An ulcer; an abscess; a 

carbuncle. 

3fT ^JJ| 'f the abscess has 

opened. 

i $® 3fL he went and lived with 

a curer of abscesses and cancer, 

fl 2a cancer of the breast. 

Same as 2973. 

Read tsu1. Also = 

2809, used in the sense of 

a weight. 

^ emerald. 

The female plant of the 

nettle hemp (Bcehmeria 

nivea), of which ^ is the 

male. Sackcloth; rush mat¬ 

ting. Rustic; coarse. 

^ the female plant of the 

common hemp. 

sackcloth; mourning cloth-1 

es. 

the chief mourner’s staff. 

iftjjj to mend sackcloth,— 

which costs more than the stuff 
is worth. Also, simply, to mend; 
and to make a shift, to make 
up deficiencies, to make econo¬ 
mies. - 

J|] sandal or straw-shoe grass. 

1: as water-plants at-1 

tached to a tree,—in a state of 
decay. 

|5T J|] name of an ancient place 

near the gulf of Chihli. 
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297s 

K-Ulf.. 
F. Cchii, V. c/‘o 

P. chit, v. 
chid 

t: See 5 

A. H 
Even Upper. 

Halt ; lame. 

hobbling along. 

See 12,343. 

&W. to stumble along. 

SftJiS; T 10 T 
then you’ll become a mere 
country bumpkin. See 1564. 

jifjfl ch'iefd & ¥ a bank.; a 

C. ctsu, ccho 
H. tsz 
F. echu, schu 
W. rtsz 
N. dzu 
P. Cchii 
M. Qchu, its'-u 
Y. ’'tsz, iAr‘« 
Sz. 
K. cho, chu 

. so, j/20 

A. 

Rising 
Irregular. 

slope. 

jjjg ^ X **" 's warped,—as a 

plank. 

ffl. 

2979 

Same as 2978. 

n 
2980 

See 11,831. 

m A kind of fish-hawk; an 

2981 osprey. 

C. choii 
H. tsz 
F. chvui 
W. tsii 
N. chi 
P. chu 
M. chii, chi 

Sz. j M 
K .chi 
'. sho, so 
A. t'-o, t'-i 

Even Upper. 

.Bft a waterfowl (Casarca ru- 

tila), emblematical of conjugal 
harmony. 

jpi] 3$. the cry dm above bird. 

Used for “marriage,” in refer¬ 
ence to the first of the Odes, 
which is on that subject. 

^ l^same as^ jjjg . See 2978. 

IT 
2982 

R-fm PP 

Teeth which do not fit 

one against another; irre¬ 

gular; not in harmony. To 

ffl' 

2983 

C. £r« 
H. frz, /j» 
F. 

choii 
Vf./su 
N. chi 

P. £f«, cA‘m 

gnaw. See 13,627. 

at cross purposes; locked 

together so as to be unable to 
move. See 2632, 2973. 

£ ^ HR Itrfhis disposition was 

not in harmony, — with other 
people’s. 

To stop 5 to abate. Also 

read ch^ii* and hsu%. 

naiiia when will he stop 

in his course? 

§L ilia Uthe disorder might 

be quickly abated. 

TfivIU it cannot be stopped, 

—as a drought. 

2983 

I tsu, chu 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. che, Ccho) 
J. shu, so 
A. t'-o, tro 

Rising and 

Even Upper. 

2984 

C. ccho 
F. '.chii 
P. Cchii 
M. 'flu 
A. t'-o 

Even Upper. 

K 
2985 

2986 

2987 

R:ii 
See Ip; 

Even Upper. 

'ffl.it to stop; to end. 

f M EE M jfi. Tthere' 
upon the king’s anger abated. 

mZMJ* to stop him with 

troops. 

Read chii*. Marshy 

ground. 

'jfr '/S. in the oozy 

grounds of the river Fen. 

‘/h damp. 

to leak out; to become 

known. . 

ttsitia® the malaria es¬ 

capes. 

gfnt 
since which loss, the 

energy of the French has some¬ 
what ebbed away. 

uxm ft to chatter about 

other people’s doings. 

Read chii1. The name 

of a river. 

Read chierfi. Ripples. 

mu a rippling flow. 

Pickled fruit or veget¬ 

ables. 

mm salted vegetables. 

Read chiehx. A marsh ; 

a morass. 

E£ *6 SI S5 M Z ffi. drive 

off the dragons and snakes, and 
let them loose in the swamp. 

Same as 2987. Used 

for 5961. 

Same as 2987. 

To inhabit; to reside in; 

to occupy. To be in, of va¬ 

rious states and conditions; 

general conduct. Only. 

AS * dwell here alone 

and sorrowful. 

%mm a in the street there 

are no inhabitants. 

2987 

5C J^l here will he reside, 

here will he sit 

*5§ ms no leisure to rest. 

sit to dwell at. 

Jr & or m or m 
residence. , 

mm my snail-shell of a house. 

^ t0 live at home. 

mm to live in retirement. 

a retired scholar; the 

Buddhist laity. 

to rest awhile. 

the people’s dwellings. 

^ the resident population; 

the inhabitants. 

mm to be in mourning. 

^ ^ to be an official. 

ts 
highest rank. 

mt to be charitable, 

to be respectful. 

Rp he has reached the 

to remain quiet. A host; 

an entertainer. Also, a polite 
term for one’s employer or chief. 
See 11,277. 

^ to occupy,—as rooms. 

SMU after the lapse of a 

short time. 

JBAT to remain below people, 

—of one who has not distin¬ 
guished himself. 

to look down from 

on high. 

^ usually; it was my habit. 

mn in childbed. 

mm to be a widow. 

^ "flU m s*ie is a widow. 

ia MfeS how dare we re¬ 

main inactive? 

^ disposition; habitual state 

of mind. See 4562. 

he is bent upon 

dissipation. 

m & ® M tin £ * con¬ 

centration is the foundation (of 
success) in all things. 

m ilj M. in his general 

conduct, he is extremely reverent. 



2987 

Sinking 
Upper. 

2989 

2988 

R W 
H. S-ki, pi 

See 

ftEl py] pq the study of chili 

■—of not insisting on, or forcing 
a course of action. 

s itmmwm * y°<* 
personal habits aim at simplicity 

SJS self-opinionated. 

he is just and up¬ 

right. 

to be good at domes¬ 

tic economy. 

~pT to hold goods until the 

market price has gone up. See 
S329- 

what is the matter? 

SgfrJg what is the mean 

ing of this? 

rising up and sitting down 

—whatever is embraced by these 
two states; condition; circum 
stances; way of going on. 

59 ^ to enquire how a 

person is getting on. 

^ ^ ^ there was no doubt 

about it. 

^ off-hand; presumingly 

contrary to expectation; simply, 
nothing else than; after all; 
nevertheless. 

^ ^ ¥ she easiIy brought 

forth her son. 

unkindly. 

^ M the 
odds are in favour of success. 

Read chih An untrans 

latable particle. 

j§m grudging the 

loss of time to you. See 5642 

Rude; haughty. Power¬ 

ful. 

#{8 re## to treat rude¬ 

ly at first but respectfully after 
wards. 

fj§ M 01 H OS haughty; im¬ 

perious. 

fig a1 strong teeth,—an ugly 

customer; one who will not be 
sat upon. 

(koui) relative width of 

an angle; angular measurement 

Same as 2996. 

2990 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

Name of a peak in Ssu 

ch‘uan. 

2991 

R- & # 
C. kbi?, poii 
H. Zki, pi 

See |J|| 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

2992 

See 4 

Even and 

SinkingUpper. 

2993 
R 

See 

Even Upper. 

2994 

R ® 

Even Upper. 

2995 

■M 

See 

Even Upper. 

y*p| the old name of 

HH the independent sub-Prefect 

ure of Sung-p‘an, in Ssuch'uan 

To seize. Used for || 

3044- 

with my claws 

tore and held,—the grass for my 
nest. See 1466. 

mmmm he gives himse' 

great airs. 

mu in accordance with law. 

|t 59 PJ unable to say what 

one wants to. 

A knotty tree, known 

as which furnish 

es walking-sticks for ole 

people. 

tJg X the timber of a kind of 

elm, found in Kiangsu. 

Ornamental gems for the 

girdle. 

^ Dft girdle ornaments. 

n z ja m m I returned for 

it a fine girdle. 

The dried flesh of birds 

mm m in summer use dried 

poultry. 

The flap of a coat; a 

robe; a skirt. 

leigiii- broke away from 

her grasp,—leaving part of the 
skirt behind. 

a long train. 

^ A JK Wi (— 298S)t0 be an 
honourable and proud man. 

m mmz concealed him be¬ 

hind her skirt. 

2996 

s" E 
Even Upper. 

2997 

H. -k 'l^ pi 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

£ 

R 

2998 

C. kbit 

H .ki 
F. kbit, v. Lku 
W. v. kuJ 
N. v. 

kein 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ke 

. kio, ku 
A. ki 

Sinking 
Upper. 

chit, 

To store property. 

M to keep on hand for sale 

To crouch; to squat. To 
occupy. 

to sit with the 

legs spread out; to squat; to 
attitudinise. 

to sit with the legs doubled 

up,—in a disrespectful attitude 

a squatting place. 

M yx jit to squat like a tiger 

on (i.e. to hold, to occupy) the 
east bank, 

t0 hold a city,—as rebels. 

etc. 

A saw; to saw; serrated 

or the teeth of a 

saw. 

M % 
rated. 

~F SjL 1$, looking 

down, the city wall (i.e. the 
battlements) appeared like the 
teeth of a saw. 

ifu to saw. 

$$ 59 or ||ff t0 saw 'n two- 

tk iff by the sawing of] 

a rope, wood is cut in two. See 
10,128. 

or 7^ -f" or 

or 4JS M sawdust. 

the leaves are ser 

to cut one’s throat. 

M (a boar)with 
teeth as close set as a saw’s, 

Jl to abate the price. 

not to apply the 

knife,—as of criminals who are 
not to be executed. 

Galium aparine, L. 

Read chii1. To mend by 
riveting. 

^ to mend bowls, i.e. crock¬ 

ery in general. 

<@ir it is not strongly 

mended. 

to rivet; to bring together; 

to reconcile. 
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SI’ 
2999 

*•« 

See^l 
Even Lower. 

>rt *° 

3000 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

§T 
30OX 

R $5 

See IS 
A. £W/ 

Entering 
Upper. 

A sea-bird with a white 

breast, known as g|| 

!j?]| jg|| the eastern jackdaw 

(Lycos dauricus, Pall.). 

The ripples made 

water by the wind. 

on 

tB 
3002 

3003 

R. jfE. 
PR 

C. koid 
H. S-kH 
F. kdii3, koid 
W. djii- 

See $g 

Rising 
Irregular. 

An animal, known as ^ 

is. said to feign death 

when wounded. 

See 141. 

Chief; great; very. 

1 the thumb. 

|El a large house; a powerful 

I family. 

[rL large houses and 

big doors,—flourishing villages. 

|=1 HI a fine performance,— 

literary or otherwise. 

f=L ^ or g powerful 

banditti or rebels. 

5H fffj |=L P to open a big 

mouth,—to draw the long bow. 

& ^ myriads; innumerable. 

crimson. 

a serious matter. 

|zl fni a great misfortune or dis¬ 

turbance. 

1=1 large eyes. 

a great goblet, 

a heavy sea. 

large commercial centres. 

E«b it is not a question 

of size. 

m 
3° 04 

R 
do 

See Jfg 

Rising 
Irregular. 

3005 

R. SI 
PR 

See #g 

Rising 
Irregular. 

3006 

R. SI 
PR 

C. -k'-oii 
H. -kH 
F. koid 

W. -djii 

See {£g 

Rising 
IiTegular. 

IT 
3007 

R. 

To reach 

peak. 

to go to. A 

PR 

See J£g 

used also for 

& IS 
Rising 

Irregular. 

m; 
3008 

R. 
PR 

C. koid 
H. -kH 
F. koii- 
W. djid 

See Jfg 

Rising 
Irregular. 

Disrespectful; contemp¬ 

tuous. 

To ward off with the 

hand; to oppose; to de¬ 
cline. See 10,120. 

til tJ* to guard. 

16 to resist,—by refusing to 

obey. 

Am to strenuously oppose. 

IB® to oppose an enemy. 

16# held them at bay. 

16 Hi 1=1 ^ resisted and 

wounded the Imperial troops. 

mm to resist arrest. 

to cut off" all communica¬ 

tion. 

mss^m 1 trust you will 

not decline. 

to impede; to object to. 

mm to hold to wrongfully. 

A large-leaved tree, the 

bark of which yields an 

infusion like tea. 

% 
3008 

M mj£ m. Mi&rn 
only when the candle has burnt 
to ashes are its tears (its melting 
fat) dried up. Used figuratively 
of human aspirations and affect¬ 
ions. 

A torch. See 3009. 

;K M or 1J6 M a torch. 

ft z — m commit it to the 

flames,—as a letter one wishes 
to be destroyed. 

jJ6 a painted candle,—as used 

in worship, and for illumination 
at the Feast of Lanterns. 

3009 

C. ckoii 

H. cki 
F. kii 
W. djii, cii 

See 

A. ku 

Rising Upper 

3010 

R SH 
K PR 
C. kHu¬ 
ll. i-kH 
F. kou 
w. djid 
p. Wii 

See £g 

Rising 
Irregular. 

R 3S. 
K' PR 

See 36 
Rising 

IiTegular. 

A carpenter’s square. A 

rule; a pattern. Used with 

3008. A right angle. 

compasses and square. 

See 6423. 

1$ M £6 follow the com' 
passes and tread in the square, 
—conform to rules. 

A not a square foot 

in area. 

(Confucius) did not 

go beyond the square,—of right 
action. 

thus the perfect man has 

principles by which he can 
square his conduct. 

^g ^ putchuck,—the root 

of a species of thistle found in 
Cashmere.. 

torches fixed in 

gilt handles carved to resemble 
lotus-leaves. 

the torch or light of 

Buddhism. 

a right angle and 

a half. 

pg ^g to be a true right angle. 

less than a right angle. 

Black millet. 

w ffi ft m rice and black 

millet. 

mm black millet. 

millet wine,—one of the 

% see 4157. 

Cakes of rice flour, made 

in the shape of rings. 

cakes and pastry 

of the finest kind. 
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R. =3f 
tm 

I See 

Rising 

Irregular. 

R. 

3014 

ph 
IC. ‘-fro* 
H. H‘i 
F. ktb'iF, koii- 

N. \ 'dJu 
P. ) 
M. 

Y. 
I Sz. ] 
IK. ke 
jj. kio,gu 
1 A. kV- 

Rising 

Irregular. 

chi? 

3013 

|R W if 
C. koui 
H. ‘k‘i 
F. kou' 

W. S-dju 

See 

Sinking and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

A small rush. Lettuce 

endive; sowthistle, etc. 

lit: to bind rushes for torches. 

A# a name for sesamum. 

& t a kind of lettuce. 

Uj 1* <j wild lettuce (.Prenan- 

thes). 

1? Itor It M ^ chicory 
and endive (Cichorium intybui 
and C. endivia). 

An interjection of sur¬ 

prise ; an interrogative par¬ 
ticle. 

M Ot p|l ;§! H a pleasant 

meeting lasts but a few days, 
then part again. 

Ik or or 

my astonishment; unexpectedly; 
who would have thought it? 

pk lit ^as ^ come to 

this? 

MJgfE FT# how can we 

wait for a good occasion? 

ok ^ how can he 

be allowed to be the only onei 
—without a rival. 

pk iS* or pk *s ^ h not? 

—expecting the answer yes. 

A bird’s spur; the callo¬ 
sities on animals’ legs. To 

go to; to occupy. Distant 

from. To resist. See 61 38, 
10,503. 

f§5k a cock’s spur. 

to leap over. 

Sk *P 0 M I have gone over I 

the whole country. 

ik I?k ^ '/tk (thc rebels) oc¬ 

cupy the city. 

JSC distant from east I 
to west. 

ffll —1 about a li 

from the shore. 

SE^ffi above the water level, 

to resist, 

to obstruct. 

do not resist OUR I 

proceedings. 

tit se a n they dare to | 
oppose this great realm. 

3015 

R. §E- 
pq 

C. ki’ii-- 

H. ‘-k'-i 
F. koi? 
W.l t ... 
N. / ~dju 

See Jj?|J 

Rising 
Irregular. 

R. =£- pq 
See#k 

Rising 
Irregular. 

3017 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Great. Hard; obdurate: 

fierce. Used with 2998, in 

both its senses. 

fit 'h ^ ${5 by collecting the 

small you make the great, 

the Emperor. 

if you offend his dignity, his 
wrath will be as hard upon you 
as iron. 

{3 Jf? great hardship; injustice. 

The offspring of a sta 

lion and a she-mule, raraly 

born alive. 

Ill IflU a kind of mule. Said to 

consort with the jerboa, which 
it carries off on its back in the 
face of danger. 

See 574 (and add). Ra¬ 

dical 159. 

ifl a trolley. 

Hi Pi a locomotive. 

To prepare; to arrange. 

All; every; used with 3019. 

Implements; tools; utensils; 

the membrum v. A numer- 

ative of corpses, suits o 

armour, apparatus, etc. 

A If " * A to make | 

ready. 

£A all ready. 

smw* your victims for| 

sacrifice are ready. 

Ip to petition; to hand in a 

report. 

AiiS to enter into a bond. 

as«u to file a security. I 

jpl to memorialise the Throne. 

^ or _J|r tHc tt" A t0 file 

a charge against any one. 

Att to write a card of invita-l 

tion. 

to ft ^ t0 send 
tation to guests. 

=«£ A my name is added sep¬ 

arately,—on a card which is 
generally enclosed in a letter. 

an invi- 

now my I 

^ ^ name I do not put it,—a phrase 
used in unsigned letters. 

fH Q respectfully prepared,— 

as a present, or a representation 
to a superior. 

A# already existing. 

to give a bond to do or| 

pay something within a speci¬ 
fied time. 

ffl A to issue or write out. 

Alt to present a statement. 

At to present a report; to give I 

formal notice. 

A# archived; at hand; kept. 

PrePare and hand over, 

—as a reward. 

Jf, well aware; very evident. 

^ ^ to fully take in; to receive 

in full; to receive under an award 
of Court. 

^ ^ to reply to enquiries. 

Mem to draw up a defence or I 

counter-plaint. 

AP to draw up a report. 

A* to prepare a document. 

WL% A£ to regard as a mere I 

formal document, the terms of 
which will not be actually put 
in force. 

£A articles required for writ¬ 

ing; stationery. 

I present them to 

you. 

AHT-ffi all say, we are| 

wise. 

)t« A.40H-BJ 
when your brothers are all 
present, you are harmonious and 
happy with childlike joy. 

implements of punishment. 

# A an old man’s staff; a coffin; I 
the necessaries taken by a student 
into the examination hall. 

A ®# Z M # °neint0 
whom the spirit of the god had 

entered. 

fi-f-A one corpse. 

ffiSSStTA several thou-1 

sand suits of armour. 

^5 a conch, used for Buddhist 

music, with cymbals. 
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3OI9 

chu 

tr 

Sinking 
Lower. 

3021 

3022 

!*E 
Rising 

Irregular. 

All; every; altogether ;| 

the whole. 

all complete. 

^ jftj all ready. 

both are alive,—as parents. 

^ ^ all are of the same| 

kind. 

in everything he 

was deceiving. 

I ft ¥ — «S> all were of I 

one mind. 

gf ^ ^ ^ whatever he does| 

is good. 

totally exhausted; at an 

3024 

R.g 
C. &>'«, v. 
H 

F. kou% v. poa? 

See j|>^| 

Sinking 
Lower. 

3025 

> 2* 

A typhoon. 

JS§ M, a typhoon. 

n# or clouds which | 

indicate a typhoon. 

trUM to meet a typhoon. 

3029 

M 

Entering 
Irregu lar. 

Empty; vacant; free from 

passion. 

ifc pure; free from 

3026 

r. m 

C. kwet 
H. kit 
F. keik 
W. ciai 
N. cueh 
P. Schii 
M. chu 
Y. chiuk^chueh 
Sz. chiu 
K. kiul 
J. kitsz, kichi 
A. kwit, kwet 

^ ^ ® Ceylon. (Yuan dyn.)| 

to accompany. 

^ Gautama,—Buddha. 

^ Jjjjj a crore, or 10,000,000. 

Sanskrit: koti. 

An embankment; a dyke. 

Wrongly used for 8532. 

an embankment to keep I 

out water. 

mm to build a dyke. 

tM (yto4) reached the land¬ 

ing-place at T‘ung-chou. 

Same as 3053. 

The edible fruit of the 

Hovenia dttlcis, also known 

as the gold-hook 

plum, the !j|| ^ |j|. svastika 

fruit, crooked date, 

§ cock’s claws, and 

by other names. 

Same as 2951, 

.2* 

3027 

|RJUf 
I C. k’-iitQ, kwet, 

lutj 

|SeefH 

K. jyw/, jw/, 
/Sw7, v. hiul 

Entering 
Irregular. 

‘ 4* 

-e 6he H|tg 
Entering 
Upper. 

See 11,840. 

Oranges of various kinds. 

S* W: 774 and 5833. 

^ an orange. 

the mandarin orange 

(Citrus nobilis). 

|5J ^ a nutmeg orange. 

or iliSli the Foochow | 

orange. 

•^7 ^ the cumquat (Citrus japo- 

nica, Thbg.). 

M (°r Hior J®or M) . 
the loquat (Eriobotrya japonica). 

JH Citrus aurautium. 

^ |=J or the ^ried fibres 

of the orange. 

the sections of an orange. 

ts & “ m fa dried orange-1 

skin, used for coughs. 

yj§j orange wine. 

^ ^ ^ ^ flj when 
I came home the winter oranges 
were losing their golden robes,— 
being eaten. See 11,574. 

3°3° 

R.W 

See ' 

Entering 
Upper. 

. 2» 

3031 

RII 
C. kwetlut~ 

See ; 

Entering 
Irregular. 

3°32 

3033 
R. 

See^ ^ 

K. £«, v. u 

Rising Upper 
and Lower. 

3034 

Foreshore reclaimed from 

a river. 

C. koii 
H. ki 
F. kil 
W.) .. 
N. j « 

chii 

K. &>, ke 
. kio, ku 

A. ki 

Rising Upper. 

Fluttering with fear, as 

frightened birds. 

Ji a ® ® & .ft ^ it 
tame the phoenix and other birds 
will not fly from you. 

guile. 

Lame. To run about 

wildly. 

A ring; a clasp; a buckle. 

zj§ a ring on a carriage for 

tying the reins to. 

H ^ the hasp of a padlock. 

I MMM fasten the clasp 

securely. 

Same as 3033. 

To walk alone; inde¬ 

pendent. 

§§ It 5P| §?P| walking alone; 

unfriended; independent. 

PI 5Pi YM VM a self reliant 
manner. 

To raise up; to elevate; 

to appoint. To undertake ; 

to begin. To bear children. 

All; the whole. [Original¬ 

ly written and vulgar- 

!y fiO 

J| to lift up. 

p: |=| to raise the eyes. 

to raise the hand. 

I ^ ^ 0 (or ‘j#) touch 

and move,—at chess. 

Ms* to raise the cup,—to drink. 

IMS to start; to put into opera¬ 

tion. 

p: ^ to lift up the voice; to 

begin to speak. 

to lift up the voice and 

weep. 



CHXJ 

m3 
3034 

cannot grow up¬ 

wards of itself,—as a creeper, 

to take a step; to start. 

to appoint headman 

of a village. 

<2^ ^ appointed or nominatec 

by the public. 

T 4 <jH Jj!: he is not worth 

bringing forward. 

MK1 he was appointed 

over the people. 

$®! P3 HI — the Pres 

ident is elected once every four 
years. 

to recommend for employ¬ 

ment. 

to advance the worthy. 

a worthy undertaking; a 

virtuous act. 

#f H ^ ^ any under¬ 
taking which is proper to be 
carried out. 

actions; behaviour. 

—* J|jj in all one’s act 

10ns. 

It A A behaviour after 

the pattern of a superior man, 

See 3435- 

tr to begin; to put into 

operation. 

gTrSfeJS the guest should 

not begin,-the talking, drinking, 
etc. 

S ff J|: t0 confess or 

expose one’s own errors. 

Jjjl: to bear children; candid¬ 

ates for the public examinations; 
literary men. 

nevertheless bore 

a son. 

I will never forget, 

Tti I don’t believe a word, 

the whole family. 

the whole of; in all cases 

of. 

A a man who has taken his 

second degree,—for which ex¬ 
aminations are held in the eighth 
moon of every third year at 
the various provincial capitals 
throughout the empire, open to 
all licentiates of the first degree. 
The highest on the list receives 

the honorary title of yfi; 

3034 

3035 
R. 

PH 

See 

Rising Upper, 

the next five that of 

Each of the first eighteen may 

inscribe over his door; 

the remaining successful candi¬ 

dates -jtq . 

'ftij Ijjl: A half an M-A->— 
one whose name appears on the 

37°5- 

Pfj chung4 to take the second, 

or master’s, degree. 

by rank a chii. jen. 

)j| chii jens' composition,— 

essays written by them, or set 
for them. 

3036 

RH A 
C. hot? 
H. -Vmz, k'-P 

' | chii, lu 

F. lot? 
W. ccii 
N. cii 
P. 
M. 
Y. chii 
Sz. chii, lit 
K. ku 

kio, go 
, lu 

Rising 
Irregular. 

i t0 8° UP for the chin 

shih or doctor’s degree. 

± ^ ^ to g° up for 

the 3rd degree and fail. 

chung* often 

went up for his final degree, but 
always failed to pass. 

-mum at a single effort 

he made himself famous. 

—• :I§I: ppj ^ to kill two birds 

with one stone. 

lit =1 see i3,S64- 

, etc. See 46. 

to take up a case; to dea 

with. 

|||j to lift a cauldron,—great 

strength. 

A small tree resembling 

a willow (Pterocarya stenop 
tera, c.d.c.). 

mm a kind of willow, the wood 

of which is used for boxes. 

Popularly known as the &m 

fat willow. 

Unceremonious ; rustic ; 

poor. 

*¥SiL® rustic and poor. 

SAT a poor man. 

his home was a hum¬ 

ble one. 

a straw pad for the head, 

used by porters. 

3037 

3038 

3039 
R. * 

C. koii 
H.li 
F. /£», koii 
w. 

chii 

ku 

N. 
P. 
M. 
K. 

J- 
A. kt? 

Rising Upper, 

fA 
3040 

R. SEL 
PO 

H. cli 
F Mu 

See 

Rising Upper. 

See 7514. 

Same as 3036. 

Sandals; straw shoes. 

A ® ^ ^ ® do not tie 

your shoes in a melon-field, 
or people will think you are 
stooping to pick the melons 
See 6888. 

j**zmm* his court 

yard was filled with shoes,—of 
visitors, left in accordance with 
ancient custom outside the door. 

J& M coarse sandals. 

3°4i 

R 3S- pq 
H. ‘-li 
F. c/« 
M. chi? 

See 

Rising Upper. 

R 

3042 

mm 

Even and 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper. 

If., 
c 

3043 

RJt 
See 7|S 

Even Lower. 

A round osier basket, as 

opposed to 6406, which 

was square. 

a rice basket. 

A plant from the fibres 

of which cords were made 

Name of a State. A Depart¬ 

ment in Shantung. 

[gj| a petty feudal State, in the 

south-east of modern Shantung. 

A wild boar. Also, a 

fabulous animal, like a 

yellow and black baboon, 

which butts with its head 

and is very rapid in its 

movements. To fight; to 

struggle. 

Ashamed; bashful. 

'[‘JH full of shame. 
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3°44 

R-#P 
H. cki 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To take in the hand; to 

receive, as communications 

from a subordinate. Some¬ 

thing to rely upon; a lega 

instrument; evidence. To 

reject. 

to take the ground 

in the hand,-to prostrate oneself. 

M M $L ®[to hoId the sh°p 
and withhold the rent, 

to encroach upon. 

||| till to ta^e ^y violence; to 

usurp. 

to appropriate to 

oneself. 

to maintain; to guard. 

jH if* fjfj}' l|f. to take each item 

in turn for discussion. 

» & m n the gods will 

surely help me. 

JpL I have received I 
and read the petition. 

|J|| ||| ;|p| I have now receiv¬ 

ed his reply to the effect that 

Milt on receipt of this; on 

these grounds. 

'J| in reference to the state 

ment that.according to what 
he states,. 

mmm according to what he 

says; he says that. 

^ tiH to l°se one’s due or hold, 

as when badly frightened; not 
to know what to make of un¬ 
usual phenomena, etc. 

tlH Hi or IpJ judging from 

the facts of the case; under the 
circumstances. 

|JH if-f BJ to submit a full 

and true account of. 

till actual proof; evidence. 

% * bT -& m. tfe not one of 

these can be accepted as proof. 

MM 
I indeed have brothers, but I 
cannot depend on them. 

proof,—documentary or 

otherwise, of any event or trans¬ 
action. 

what proof have 

you? 

tilt:® tlH in witness whereof 

the above document is hereby 
executed. 

3°44 

3045 
R.£ 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

3046 

R. 

ss. 
PR 

m 

see#gj?ii 

3048 

Rising, 
Sinking and 
Even Lower 
and Upper. 

3°47 

R-$P 
H. cki 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Mi a deed of renunciation,— 

of rights, claims, etc. 

tffl a deed of transfer. 

the sea does not reject 

small streams: hence its depth. 
See 13,031. 

to use it as. 

¥M a contract; an agreement. 

M1% ® JSfto seize as secu 
rity for. 

The upper part of an 

animal’s face; the lips. 

3°49 

m m the delicate 

morsels were the tripe and lips. 

A padded stick to beat 

a bell or drum 

M Tfc % to carve wood 

into a stand for musical instru¬ 
ments. 

an instrument for boring 

women’s ears. 

Read Gold and 

silver dishes. A kind of 

jewel, or regalia. 

Hurried; agitated. Sud¬ 

denly; quickly. 

m ij flurried; frightened. 

'M. rfii ^ JOL iLhe is so 
nervous that his hands and feet 
get confused,—he doesn’t know 
what he is doing. 

y|| j|i| to decide hastily. 

or or i or ^ l 
suddenly; all at once; 

unawares. 

M to suddenly see. 

^ y|| hurried; urgent. 

£ & a government 

courier. 

See 4711. 

r.: 
I**!’ JJT\ 

C. /jok3, ts^bi? 
H. ts'-i 
F. chkou 
W. Ccb‘ii 
N. Jiu 
P. Qhsii, chbu? 
M. hsu\ hsP 
Y. hsP 
Sz. Hsu, chLil 

K. ch'-o 
J. shii, so 
A. t'‘u 

Sinking and 
Even Upper. 

IE) 

305° 

08* 
3051 

To spy out; to watch 

for; to reconnoitre. 

R. 

See 'pjj 

SinkingUpper 

m 

30s2 

3053 

RTi 
C. koil 
H. kH 
F. kbit 
W. gii, djii 
N. dju 
P. \ 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 
K. ku 
J. ku,gu 
A. ku 

Sinking 
Lower. 

chii 

^>54 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

3°S5 

ffi ft to watch for a 

good opportunity and act. 

M M the northern 
hordes are reconnoitring our 
frontier. 

Inti tM Hitto watc^ one’s chance 

M short-sighted. 

nm mean; narrow; on a small 

scale. 

Same as 3049. 

To look right and left. 

A form of jj|| 3081. 

sm a statesman of the Sung 

dynasty. 

Same as 3053. 

To fear; to be afraid. 

til W or & HI or H til to 
fear; to be afraid. 

H * m « he is afraid of no¬ 

thing. 

tH -jjf t0 proceed in fear 

and trembling to self-reform¬ 
ation. 

IMS £ ft to fear the law. 

to tremble with fear, 

tell nervous. 

^ |H mortified. 

|H to stand in awe of one’s 

wife. 

To ladle out. 

to transfer liquids from 

one vessel to another. 

See 2318. 

48 
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A dung-cart. 
3°6i 

3°56a 

3057 

|R.Jf 
K‘ang-iii 

gives the 
spelling as 

which would 
be hut% or 

hwei, but the 
character is 

synonymous 

with 'J'tJ£ 

Entering 
Upper. 

3058 

3059 

To stow away. See 866. 

Used for ch'-u2, 3068. 

Violent; imperious, 

wild; ungovernable. 

Read chueh4*. 

Ml violently angry. 

Same as 3031, 

3061 

R.. 

tsoii 
ts'-ii 

chuii 

'Sj* 
n 

j chii 

ch'-u 
| J. shu^ dz 
1 A. tu 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Same as 3061. 

The name of certain stars 

called ^ ^ which lie near 

Perseus and Andromeda 

Jdj a famous beauty of the 

State of Wei. 

To collect; to assemble; 

to bring together. Opp. to 

HI 69o6, and to ^ 9559. 

See 10,014. 

M Mor M #or M M to 
collect together. 

M$i to collect in numbers; to 

form a crowd. 

ME to dwell together. 

Jp[ g|| to meet for deliberation. 

M "Hr a gathering of friends. 

7C M reuni°n of husband and 

wife, or parent and child. 

—* HU Jpi the family all| 

united. 

1*3 

3062 

r-£c 
C. hult^ k'-uk 
H.kHuk 

F. k'-'duk^h'-woh 
W. duo 
N. c'-iioh 
P. cr/z‘«, cch'-ii 
M. ch'ii^ ch'-u1 
Y. chink 
Sz. ch'-u 
K. kok 

|J. hiokit, kohu 
A. k'uk 

Entering 
Upper. 

M* ^ ^ seldom together,] 

often separated. 

M- the circumstances! 

(including emotions) of meeting! 
and parting. 

Jp? or Jp* ^ a collection] 

of houses forming a place; a| 
hamlet. 

xmm not money collecting, 

—either of places or people. 

# ■¥* ^ J# M the| 
superior man studies with a view! 
to bring together,—information.] 

Jp? fj^ to pack together with. 

M to assemble people for| 

gambling. 

Jp? to unite. 

M to c°hect specimens; to 

amass property; to concentrate 
the vital forces and senses. 

|p£ to harbour; to resort to. 

|p? to meet all together. 

IP? to hold a meeting of con¬ 

federates. 

CH‘TT. 

Crooked; bent, as op-1 

posed to y|[ 1846; hence, 

accommodating. False ; 

deceitful. A carpenter’s 

square; see 1992, 3009;] 

an instrument for drawing! 

curves. Songs; plays. A[ 

smaller than || 

probably, brogue;! 

district 

hence 

patois. 

standing! 

it to distinguish the! 

crooked from the straight, 

litl ft crooked ways. 

at a corner (or bend) of the still 
pool. 

m % or ^ m a nil 
winding; serpentine; zigzag, 

ft S3tf8 exhausted all var¬ 

ieties of form,—in his drawings. 

exhausting all the 

details of his bearing, — of a 
characteristic portrait. 

H5 in an oblique course; out| 

of the true path. 

till principle bent,—*.*, right I 

made to appear as if it was| 
wrong. 

*U!i tricky; underhand. 

ftf] PKf deceitful. 

A Aj> ^ |Sj ^)t man’s heart is | 

full of tricks. 

Aj) ft or ft the windings | 

of the heart or feelings. 

15 [Si the sorrow ofl 

parting winds around my heart.] 

^ ^ ft to suffer wrong:. 

H ft £ to seek to have] 

one’s wrongs righted. 

ft W 
you love the people as though! 
your own children, and even] 
when grown up are at pains to | 
nourish them. 

& “i! ft; t0 sleeP cuddled up. 

or ppj songs, 

to sing songs. 

32 jp) song tunes. 

*§ ^ id Aj> ft an im » 
provised song. 

Hi nA ^0 SC he who sings well! 

will have few in harmony with] 
him,—few friends. 

K M ft. #t & tit- # 
a man who sings a song well will 
take a low position in life: a man 
who plays chess well, a high one. 

% ft # $J ^ since she 
is a singing-girl. 

f{j ^ t0 Perform a play. 

A M M M ft 0 oneofthe 

actresses presented a list of plays, 
-—for the visitors to choose from. 

ft to cause to be made 

known. 

ft W g°inS on the 
loose. . 

p|J ft the village; one’s native 

place (see 9746); village brogue;I 

local patois. 

Pfl fill the village was| 

terrified. 

ft pj$? to cause to be made 

known to,—i.e. indirectly, 

ft banners,—the transcrip¬ 

tion of a Manchu word, ktru a 

banner. 
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3o63 

R.! 

See 

r.: 

See 

3o65 

R. t. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

12* 

3066 

R. 

. kuk 
H. k'-iuk 

. k'-ouk 
W. ch'-u 

. c'-uoh 
.ch'-u 

M .ch'-u 
ch'-wik 

Sz. ch'-iu 
. hoi 
kiku, koku 
■ kuk, 

Entering 
Upper. 

Entering 
Upper. 

& 

3064 

Entering 
Upper. 

A bamboo frame, also 

called JH , having its | 

frame made of thin splints 

doubled in bows, to give 

silkworms more room on 

which to spin their cocoons. 

<r 
3067 

A coarse tray made of| 

rushes, and used as 3063. 

R #. 
C. tsii 
II. tsz, tsi 
F. chu 
W. ts'-i 
N. ch'-i 
P. \ 

y' ch'-u 

Sz. J 

K. cho 
J. sho, so 
A. t'-i, /lo 

Even Upper. 

The common earthworm, 

called ijjft ;|||. Also used 

for the cricket. 

If] to fight crickets. 

ti t# % Jf «| |S| 
the cricket does not eat the grass¬ 
hopper’s flesh,—hawks do not 
peck out hawks’ eyes. 

lift iA name given to the 

staple of a Chinese door-latch. 

il ft* £T H staple and hasp. 

Leaven ; yeast ; barm. 

The “mother” of vinegar I 

and other liquors. [Com¬ 

monly written as below.] 

3068 

Rfitn M 
C. hoii 
H. kH 
F. klou, ku, 

k'-oa 
W. c'-ic 
N. c'u, c'-i 
P. ch'-u 
M. ch'-u, ke 
Y. ch'-u, k'i, k'-c 
Sz. ch'-u, k'-c 
K. ke 
J. kio, ko 
A. kH 

Sinking and 
Rising Upper. 

A balls of leaven. 

yeast for fermenting liquor. I 

distillers’ grains. 

£ produced from barm,— I 

spirits; a name for Chinese wine. | 

tTf i|f. not suffi¬ 

cient (grain) for purposes of| 
distillation. 

one tou of barm will ferment I 

eighteen tou of rice. 

rx «it n given over toj 

drunkenness. 

a medicine for colds. 

ft ii or H ft a kind of rice I 

which reddens the food with[ 
which it is cooked. 

Maggots. 

fjjf [Iff to breed maggots; to be 

come maggoty. 

M $S§ *fej[ maggotsappearing 

where there is no crack. 

larvae in water, like mag 

gots. 

• fa the snow maggot, found 

in Ssuchfiian. 

Read chiix. The centi¬ 

pede $j|j tfcg., which is saic 

to eat serpents. See 10,554 

To go away; to depart 

as opposed to ft 6679 

{q.v.); to go to, or from, a 

place; distant from; to die 

Largely used to strengthen 

or complete the sense o 

other words implying mo¬ 

tion. See 2660. 

he has gone away. 

If!be off! 

if ii be off, you fellows! 

i fit! HI minc* your own 1' H 'J 
business! 

i it is uncertain 

whether he goes or comes. 

St* ft* talking come and 

talking go, — considering the 
question from all points. 

either to come or 

to go will suit. 

Sf- Mi M go and look for 

him. 

I have been to see 

the flowers. 

wf ^ wa-k until I have 

been,-—to see. 

^ 7 ^ (ft 1 have iust 
been there. 

once gone, never 

returns. 

fp’ to take away; to go and 

fetch. 

to go out of doors, 

to enter. 

7i to go down. 

$1 A" ^ ^ past affairs; by¬ 

gones. 

3068 

you cannot pass,—by 

or across. 

mr-i improper to be said. 

mtr-i I do not feel com 

fortable in my mind,—as for 
some want of courtesy to a frienc 

ir object in going. 

El ^7 # M M would 
that I could go and see him! 

A* T' & * can’t go there. 

M £ 7* If what place is 

there to which I cannot go? 

not very far apart 

M 0# IL T* ^ *§, the 
date is not far removed from 
that of Confucius. 

* not to be able to 

sell. 

i Mx* to leave or to 

follow (to go or to remain, to 
decline or to accept), is a matter 
not to be carelessly decided;— 
e.g. whether one should take 
office or not is a matter for 
careful consideration. 

aiig*®£ to go, to remain, 

to reject, to accept,—used of 
official rank. 

or JH last year. 

Q see 5642. 

^ the “sinking” or “depart 

ing” tone. See 9883. 

'fH ft- i|| the Consul has 

left Hankow. 

to leave the world,—to die, 

he goes to Eng¬ 

land. 

-=|t- -^r despatches sent. 

subsequently, 

i i£ t0 journey. 

the way one is going. See 

7365. 

[fl] the place one has gone to. 

A* % H 3l a foot or so from 

heaven. 

Read ck'‘u°. To get rid 

of; to dismiss ; to remove ; 

to subtract. See 305 6a. 

take off the mud,—as 

from boots. See 6103. 

he had all the masculinity of 
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,See‘|£ jj& 
Even and 
Entering 
Upper. 

CH‘tr 

the N. Sungperiod (960—1127), 
without its lack of restraint,— 
of Chao Meng-fu, as painter. 

5^- to dismiss and to retain,— 

as officials. 

M M it} > fsj if one is 

to be kept in office, both must 
be kept; if one is dismissed,! EvenUpper, 
both must be dismissed. 

igmm we remove the 

insects that eat the heart and 
leaf. 

^ ^ B tfl] ^ he was 

obliged to dismiss him. 

to get rid of evil, —to 

reform. I Even Upper. 

^ to deprive of office. 

iWti rejected of God. 

to castrate. 

i$Llm%; violet-coloured. 

i'K to reduce inflammation. 

[■^ may also be read ck‘u\] 

in to get rid of; to remove. 

^ t0 reject Shao 

and follow Ts‘ao. 

i t ppj yj ' "i* —I^ 
A I bought two quires of paper, 

and bang went one tiao eight. 

iM! A from (an original) 

ten to subtract six,—four tenths. 

306 8a 

Used with 3069 for the| 

foreign sound k'a or ka. 

a '& Kashgar. 

3073 

|Rft 
See [a 

IK. ke% ho 
IJ. kio, ho 
I A. kH 

Even Upper. 

Even Upper. 

3074 

To gape; to open the|R^ 

mouth. Used for the|Seejj^ 

foreign sound fra or ka. | Even Upper. 

The sleeve; the cuff. 

[Dist. from 3073.] 

^ I hold 

you, sir, by the cuff. 

The flank of an animal. 

To open ; to rifle. To 

reject. 

%m the right flank,—of an I 

army. 

mm to open trunks,—the title 

of one of Chuang Tzti’s chapters; 
commonly used of burglars. 

J|| to take the 

opportunity to make a haul. 

r#m &>, .g jjc 
Ml] ^ ^ when the light- 

loving minnow (?) gets on the 
bank, it is too late to want to 
be back in the water. 

To drive away; to dis-| 

perse. [Dist. from 3071, 

iftil to expel wind and] 

bad vapours. 

t0 disperse; to alleviate, | 

as pain. 

J|f^ Jffcfe strongly built,—as horses. I 

mm to exorcise,—evil spirits.] 

Jjfl t0 leave off mourning. 

To enclose; to make a| 

pen for keeping animals. 

tL surrounded by | 

streams. 

3077 
R. 

To feel for a thing; to 

grasp. 
3076 

R-Jt 

s“ j® 

Even Upper. 

Same as 3091. 

The flounder; the sole;| 

the walrus. 

See 

A. hsu 

Even Upper. 

To run; to hasten; to! 
go on. 

Ij|f or itH ^ hurry off. 

Ml to hasten towards. 

^ or @ tf to go hurried-1 

iy- 

SB or 

or ^ or 1 

2 Jff) to hasten to meet. 

%\\ to run after money. 

to go to visit. | 

mm to wait upon; to pay| 

respects to. 

m t° hasten to receive.... 

pf to run to, or take to, what | 

is auspicious. 

to rePak to. 

}m, jH to go forward (if ad van-1 

tageous, and if otherwise), to I 
withdraw. 

jj^ to hasten to an interview! 

with. 

step fori 

step, walk for walk,—used for] 
close pursuit or imitation of, re-1 
ferring to the imitation of Con¬ 

fucius by Yen Tzu. 

to hurry towards| 

the light (of wealth) and to attach | 
oneself to the powerful,—asj 
parasites do. 

? Pa »fi. 
among the doctrines of this I 
world, each chooses his own] 
line. 

jpg (Jjjp to follow the fashion of] 

the times. 

no man I 

but has some weakness, or bias| 
in some direction. 

g m b a a# sithe ian | 
guage is common-place. 

^ (hJ to dwell on fondly; to long] 

for; destination. See 3x20. 

Read ts‘ul. To urge on. 

to urge the people] 

to get in the harvest. 
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3° 78 

|r -$h 
IC. wet 
IH. kliut 
IF. U'ouk 
IW. rizitf 
| N. Siieh, v. 

c'-uoh 

IP. 
IM. chLu 
IY. cklwik, 

ch'-ueh 
|Sz. chHu 
IK. kul 
|j. kutsz, 

I A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

To bend; to stoop; to 

crouch; to contract. See I 

9817, 2283. 

M % or m n to bend the| 

body. 

to bend the fingers,—usu-| 

ally in calculating. 

too many for thej 

fingers to calculate. 

|H it is easy J 

to bend the knee, difficult to bend | 
the heart. 

& M the loyal and brave 

yield not. 

R 

subduing all this M itfc * i 
foul horde. 

to bend by force; bent; 

crooked. 

m m m # able to expand and 

contract. See 9817. 

St ^ ^ II J} even theEmp. 

could not “catch him out” or| 
non-plus him. 

^ IS crouching; cringing. 

3080 
JV, 

m 
C. wet 
H. k'-iuk 
F. k'-ouk 
W. cue 
N. c'-uth 
Y. tsouh 
K. kul 
J. kutsz 
A. &wit 

Entering 
Upper. 

or I beg of you, 

sir. 

to kill wrongfully, 

untimely death; done to | 

death. 

a grievance; a wrong; in¬ 

justice. 

to suffer wrong. 

Mft oppressed; wronged. 

MW injustice; oppression. 

to be forced to submit; 

to submit under protest. 

M & (ft rascally. 

Ji} tl to reckon. 

to take a higher seat than 

one has a right to. 

M M to fail to do justice to one’s I 

drinking powers; to have drunk] 
too sparingly. 

to strain a point. 

ft B 

his joy the other day was I 

put on for the sake of his mother. I 

m2 

3081 

3079 

R 

See^ 

A. kLwet 

Entering 
Upper. 

-1* 

R. 

See ■ 
ft 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower 

and Upper. 

A grub; a woodlouse. 

a tree-grub. 

To bend; to contract. 

To crease; to wrinkle. To| 
stutter. 

a:* pf su - 
if you do not bend the truth,! 
what harm is there in bending 
your body? 

juftm.mjL 
Lao Tzii dwelt much 

upon bending (i.e. yielding), but 
not upon straightening (i.e. right¬ 
ing wrongs). 

iHi A ^ t0 bend the I 
human (i.e. our passions) and 
follow Tao. 

^ lr Hj M Ahe never 
gave in to the opinion of others. I 

^ % iH T Hf it"not to be 
too elated by wealth and position. 

H ^ lit H # practised 

in looking down (benignantly, 
on inferiors), in looking up (res¬ 
pectfully, to superiors), in con¬ 
tracting, and in expanding (ac-| 
cording to circumstances'*. 

to smooth the folds | 

in clothes. 

^}|{ pp) to hesitate in speech. 

Hi] dying away,—like the vi-| 

brations of a musical note. 

To be timid; nervous. 

it JjjH J§| the good man is | 

anxiously thoughtful. 

the reckless fel-| 

lows stand in awe. 

to gaze at in terror. 

JjjH in alarm. 

J§| (fjk Gautama,—anameofSha- 

kyamuni Buddha, meaning “most 
victorious on earth.” *Szr<? 1395.! 

m m a » m i* & ^ 
hanya,—the continent in the west 
where people use cows instead] 
of money. One of the four con¬ 
tinents into which every universe 
is divided. It is circular in shape, 
as also are the faces of its in-1 
habitants. 

A rake with four teeth. 

The twisted roots of trees. 

If 

3086 

djil 

ch.'-it 

ku 

A fine-woven woollen 

cloth. A square mat, called 

£ for the Emperor to 

sit on when worshipping 

_t ^ God. 

Thin ; wasted. 

^ his form and fea¬ 

tures are emaciated. 

a!> life rfij -US thin from fear. 

Same as 3084. 

A point where roads 

meet. A highway; a thor¬ 

oughfare. 

all fflf a thoroughfare; a public 

street. 

% the Milky Way. 

* |C to reach the Milky I 

Way,—to see the Emperor. 

Ijlf a road among the clouds, I 

—literary eminence. 

-^1 ||f the dusky road,—of life. I 

2 Ilf IP! a P°int where] 

crossroads meet. 

Hi HI ]|lf J§| the hoar-frost | 

covers the dust on the highway, f 
m m a Prefecture in Cheh- 

kiang. 

The mainah or mynah 

(A cridotheres crista tellus), | 

called H| . 

*|j Hff greasy white spots seen | 

in ink-stones. 
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CH^ 

I C. k'OU 

H. kH 

IF. k'il 

W.) t.. 
N. I 

ch'-'u 

kti 

Even Upper. 

A place; the world. To 

store away. To assign; to 

put in its proper place. 

Petty; unimportant. Nu- 

merative of dwellings. 
o 

A HE the universe. 

Hi HE 4* to say g°od 
bye for ever to the ties of this 
world. 

he a region. 

—* HE he united the 

whole empire in one. 

dll ^ HE a place of meet 

ing,—a provincial capital. 

he in to store; to hoard. 

^ "Pf —* HE they cannot 

be all dealt with on the same 
principle. 

tyj VX ^ HE do not take 

me as the standard. 

w m to discriminate between 

X'P HE )M. (c^‘u3) and then 

decide on some plan. 

HE & there must neces¬ 

sarily be some plan,—as for 
getting out of a difficulty. 

HE JH ^ l>c disquieted in 

mind. 

the arrangements 

had just been completed. 

Jjfr & lib HE HE ^ we must 
leave these small,—sums. 

Xk HE HE il is onlyL 

fSi it is but a trifle 

fa Jjfr HE HE M ® why 
take trouble over a small matter 
like this?—collecting curios. 

HE HE ;Cj) my private feel¬ 

ings. 

EE HE ^ ^ a Petty PIace- 

^ ^ —• [jj|[ bestowed upon 

him a mansion. 

ife ||§] —■ H& a pagoda. 

3089 

R. 

ch'-'u 

ku 

A. K-u 

Even Upper. 

A rugged, steep moun-| 

tain. 

precipitous; difficult of I 

access. 

lll^ ll)^ name of a mountain in 

Shantung. 

3°9° 

R. 

See [gj. 

Even Upper. 

The body; one’s own self. 

ft * »' II SI the physical | 

body. 

II# the trunk, as opp. to limbs. 

3092 

an image of | 
3°93 

R-:S 

See kt? 
Buddha. 

till to contribute one’s body 

—to the welfare of the State EvenLower- 
e.g. to die rather than serve a 
usurper. ■ s ltl;, 

@1 ^ I® to give up one’s! 

life for one’s country. I 3°94 

4*SIF2E 
official who protects himself, his I See $ 

wife, and his children,— as his I 
first care. 1 Even Lower 

& £111 a great beauty. 

To drive away; to expel; 

to urge on. 

Even Upper. 

X 
3095 

R. ^ 

ffi m»' e m o' m 
to drive out; to expel; to suppress. I 

to expel evil influences, I See |j| 

devils, etc. 

#■ HI® 5S" the attendants who 
IJJ I Even, Sinking, 

precede a mandarin and clear| Entering 

the way. 

»is h # # ss * 
to clear the brushwood and open 
the undergrowth and lead the 
way,—as by writing a pioneer 
work. 

the van-guard. 

^ Bj|S the rear-guard. 

Entering 
Lower. 

,!fl ^ to drive away heat. 

#}lj t0 urge on ; to drive,—as 

horses. 

-p* to cause to go. 

{Hi he galloped | 

away and has not come back. 

MM ^Jlfatthel 

expiration of a month, she went! 
about her work as usual. 

See 3307. 

An earring. Used with | 

3046. 

(tlJ/Jt a general and statesman! 

of the Wei State. 

A species of Triticum I 

which resembles wheat, but| 

has no eatable kernel. 

a kind of mushroom which] 

grows on rotten plants, and is| 
eaten fresh. 

To contribute to a feast; 

to have a picnic. Also read 

chueh?*. 

(the poor) have no sacrifice to I 
offer, neither can they contri¬ 
bute towards a common feast. 

R. 

See } 

to urge to full I EvenLower. 

speed,—as a horse. 

HI ^ It >ft t0 urge tro°Ps to 
battle. 

=1® fZj male and female slaves;] 

prisoners of war,—formerly kept] 
as slaves. 

Coarse bamboo matting. 

An ugly disease which 

prevents one from stooping;] 

dropsy. 

$3* a bamboo mat rolled up, I 

which looks like a man bloated] 
and swollen so that he cannot| 

stoop. See 2641. 

>|H a vicious bloated| 

mass,—for a husband. 

a a- 
w silkworm trays. 
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|see ^ 

Even Lower. 

A plant resembling sweet] 

basil. Also used for ^ 

bitter mallows. 

3106 

See 

Even Upper. 

3°98 

See 4713. 

Same as 3089. 

See 3049. 

3100 

3101 

Irregular. 

R §£. 
• OP 

C. kdu'- 
h .s-m 

IF. '£«, kou 
Y. chu 

Ik .ko,(teJ 

IJ. kio,gu 
| A. kO 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

3102 

A fabulous animal, with I Jft' 

deer’s head and a ser-l 3108 

pent’s body. The upright IR'^ 

posts of a drum frame. \SeeW) 

on his posts was! Irregular. 

the toothed face-board, high andj 
strong. 

Same as 3101. 

yS Same as 3067. 
See tyjj 

Same as 3049. 
3104 

3105 

C .i&ou 
H. cki 

F. fiu 

ten* 

P. i.ch'-ii 
IM. s.ch'-u chit 
|y. 

icli-ii 

ku 

Even 
Irregular. 

Even 
Irregular. 

3110 

Toil; labour; distress : 

misery ; anxiety. 

fjjjj] 4^ grievous toil. 

3111 
IR. vulgar. 
IC. v. -k-oil 
J H v c ki 

rievous toil in I Local Vulgar 

the wilds. I See ^ 

% H M ^ physical! Risins 
toil is not to be compared with| Pregu^ar- 
the misery of a prison. 

3112 

The west branch of the 

jfc Pei-t‘ang river in thef 

province of Chihli. | 3113 

R® 
{S$jJ an old name for — 

San-ho Hsien in Chihli. 

' j djii 

The mur-|R' ) 
y* Uhf’u 

Sz. ) 
K. ke 
\].kio,gu 

. |A. 
I hread used to embroider I Even Lower. 

Read kou\ 

muring noise of water. 

shoes. The blunt figured) 

toes of shoes. 

9 ® the blunt toes of shoes. 

Strips of meat cut from) 

the flank and dried in the 

wind. To offer dried meat I 

in sacrifice. See 2947. 

$pJ |^J cutlets. 

,JpJ Jjjjj slices of dried meat. 

& m m Lin-ch'ii Hsien,- 

District in Shantung. 

Same as 3087. 
3115 

'RH 
I See 

Even Lower. 

oh^tj 

Ample; spacious. Great; 

chief. A drain; a gutter, f 

The felloe of a wheel. 

Used as a pronoun, andl 

sometimes in the sense ofl 

“So-and-so,” when it isl 

wished to conceal a name.) 

See 12,106. 

ft n ¥ 
assigned us a large and spacious] 
house. 

^ 3 wiH destroy the) 

chief criminals. 

ft * : 
leader. 

a scallop-shell, also known | 

as JH sea fan, from its I 

shape; mother-of-pearl. See 3115. | 

H ^ a District in Ssuch‘uan. 

an iron calthrop or spiked 

ball, thrown down to stop the 
advance of cavalry. 

H ^ cream-coloured,—one of| 

Mu Wang’s famous steeds. 

he seized their 

Same as 3066. 

That person or thing. Even Lower. 

See 3015. 

Same as 3111. 

A veined white stone, 

said to be as m of the 

same class as jade, and 

called used for the I 

opaque white “buttons” of| 

the sixth rank. 

The water-lily; the lotus. 

^ the water-lily in bloom. 

^ H! splendid as a full¬ 

blown lotus. 

i£g a mineral like pumice- 

stone, found floating on water. 

A^ water-bird, known as| 
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3118 

R., 

M 
C. ts'-ou 
H. ts'-i 
F. chSu, ch'-oii 
W. tsH 
N. ch'-i 
P. ) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. } 
K. ch'-il 
J. shu, so 
A. t'-u 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

ch'-il 

To take hold of (derived 

from hand and ear, refer¬ 

ring to the taking of the 

left ears of the slain, see 

6608); to take out, down, 

away from, as opp. to ^ 

9789 she3 and 9790. To 

bring. To exact. To 

choose. To take a wife 

see 3119; occasionally, to 

take a husband. ^13,522 

13,776. 

JK ^ to bring. 

to take away. 

[Jj to take out, as from a box 

to choose out. 

KT to take down,-from a wall, 

he took a bracelet off his 

left arm. 

to take back; to withdraw. 

to receive; to require, as 

payment of. 

mm to take away; to deduct 

M A to bring in. 

mm to select; to choose. 

g m 2 «s a misfortune 

brought on oneself. 

M M ^ ^ bade him 

bring chess (men and board). 

m pf m to bring good luck. 

nm to apply for,—as a loan. 

mm to exact a debt. 

to redeem a pledge. 

mm to gain a victory. 

m ^ Vj -Hito derive advant~ 
age and prevent injury. 

m& to inspire confidence; to 

fetch a letter. 

to strive for fame; to give 

a name to. 

mm to record. 

^■m^m not in my line. 

to make use of, 

materials ready to hand, or of 
local talent. 

JPOfr to provide; to furnish. 

m 4* (ckuns!>) °r m to be 
chosen,—as at an examination. 

M’ 
3118 

unsuccessful in the 

competition. 

m not to attempt 

to advance, —beyond the first 
degree. 

to chaff; to ridicule. 

m & °r m #§ to pursue 

pleasure. 

m& to take example from. 

mm to cause a row. 

to invent an ingenious 

plan; to exact an undue ad 
vantage; to select the easiest job 

m xij w to deal fraudu 

lently in goods, 

ill m m thus grasping. 

"TK very desirable, or 

suitable. 

—■ Pf m not a single re 

commendation. 

mwutk to capture the wall 

and moat of a town. 

with the object of.. 

with the object of its 

being benefited. 

m Jt -ft is with a view to 

advantage therefrom. 

ffl m m-k (the hand) is used 

for taking and discarding. 

m S'j" to demand. 

JJJt fj|| to demand an indemnity 

m§t to get oneself into trouble. 

mm to bring sorrow. 

JRfft to take down depositions. 

m^ t0 bnd security. 

mm to derive interest,—from 

an investment. 

m^n to procure. 

m K to require a written. 

mm to rescue; to snatch from. 

to take back. 

m -K to strike fire. 

mm to take and to present. 

mm to cash. 

to avail oneself of condi¬ 

tions or circumstances. 

to arrange matters. 

m& in succession; one after 

another. 

w 

To marry a wife. 

3119 

R-iI or l|f for g ^ gtII 

C. v. "ts'-ou 
F. ch'-oii 

marry a wife. 

See m 
1c or 1c te t0 take a 

concubine. 
Sinking 
Upper. ~Y be bas married a 

3120 

F. ch'-oii 

See ^ y4j 

A. t'-u, hsu, 
sia, hsuk 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Upper. 

wife. 

HI ^ to marry again,—after a 

wife’s death. See 966. 

^ Hi ^ to marry a widow. 

^ your noble marriage. 

^ my humble marriage. 

To hasten to. To incline 

towards ; bias. Pleasant; 

nice; amusing; elegant. See 

453°- 

M: Z fight and left 

they hastened to him. 

J|J to hasten in the 

discharge of public duties. 

for the sake of.....; with 

a view to. 

K&Z as an approxima¬ 

tion; approximately. 

IM rM ^ to reach the 
same point by different routes. 

[fl] bias towards; inclination. 

See 3077. 

Aj> Z ® («I ^ I^J their 
inclinations are not the same. 

tastes differ. 

thoughts; mind; soul. 

*||! 1 ® TO M # z 
thoroughly caught the expres¬ 
sion and reproduced the mind,— 
of the sitter. Said of the famous 

painter, JBhtM Kuo Kung- 

ch'en, of the Sung dynasty. 

« m a very amusing; 

very nice. 

W jPJ ® interesting, 

a jest. 

not to see the fun of. 

to chaff people, 

very jolly, 

to get snubbed, 

a matter of interest. 

tr A 
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312° 

3121 

3122 

R., 

I See il# 

3123 

>4* 

3124 

I C. kwik 

IF. heik, k'-eik 
I W. hsiai, c'-iai 
IN. hsih 

I P. ch'-ff, hsi 
I M. su, hsi 
IY. hsik 
! K. hiiik 

IJ. kekiy kiaku 
I A. hsuJ 

Entering 
Upper. 

j|| Pfc an agreeable flavour,—of 

people as well as of things. 

likes and dislikes 

are many and various. 

® ^ you have 

never known the joys of wine. 

iz A a beautiful woman. 

jt!* the six paths of transmi¬ 

gration, or six conditions of sen¬ 
tient existence, viz.: devas, men, 
titanic demons, beings in hell, 
hungry demons, and animals. 
Sanskrit: gati. See 10,780. 

Read ts‘ons. To breed.) 

® t§ to breed horses; an 

equerry. 

W. M <l§ K<uei is Master of) 

the Horse. 

Read To urge on. 

to hurry on the 

levy of troops. 

cramped; confined. 

SR zjfc? to pack up. 

3125 

C. kwik3, kLUtl 
F. kiok 
P. Sc hue 
K. kiok 
J. keki, kioku 
A. kwik 

Entering 
Upper. 

3126 

\rM 
N. cAlien 

|J. ken, gen 
A. Jiilen, 

Qhwen 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

The widow-bird. A wife 

who has been badgered to 

death by her mother-in-law 

is said to be changed into 

this bird, and to cry =sf w 

“bitterness, bitter¬ 

ness,” in token of her grief. 

CHXJAKT. 

A police-station. A gao 

for women. 

t*1 

3127 

K. yon 

J- yen 

Even Upper. 

IK. ku, v. u 
|j. « 
I A. vit, vo 

Rising Lower 
and Uppei-. 

See 1023. 

Rotten teeth; toothache, 

id 15 decayed; rotten, as teeth. 

^'J W ifij ‘/p ® t0 cut off thel 
lips to cure the toothache, — | /|»| ^ 

3128 

Y% 

remedy worse than the disease. 

See 2521. 

I See 

I K. yon, kion 
jj.yen 

Even Upper. 

Still To live alone, 

quiet. 

MI ® or M] silent; soli¬ 

tary. 

1 ^ ^ 1S i A peep- 
ed into the house and saw that 
it was empty. 

88 chUng- 

kuei’s house was deserted,—by 
customers. 

3129 

C. kiln 
H. ken 
F. kiong 
W. cue 
N. ciieii 

J childn 

Y. child 
Sz. chiian 

Beautiful; elegant; 
sprightly. See 346. 

pretty and graceful. 

M ^ !§ a Pair of 

gracefully-curved eyebrows like 
those of flying moths. 

HI graceful; elegant; of easy 

deportment. 

mm swaying gracefully,—as 

bamboos in the wind. 

m M the beauty of 

bright moonlight. 

Anxious; distressed 
irritated. 

i|'|| my inmost heart 

is full of grief. 

■fjft J|'|j (chiinx chiinx) 

to scratch one’s head in per¬ 
plexity. 

Hi ti (yuan') |jf to put 

aside justifiable anger. 

To reject; to renounce; 

to part with. To subscribe, 
either voluntarily, or in 

response to an official de¬ 

mand. To purchase, as 

rank or title. [Correctly 
read yen2 or yuan*.] 

tft^T to resign the Throne. 

mm to reject; to throw away. 

3129 
K. yon 
J. yen 
A. kiien 

Even Upper. 

R. 

^ Ufa to throw away one’s life. 

to sacrifice one’s 

life in the cause of duty. 

"tfl |tjjf 1*^ to shuffle off this mor¬ 

tal coil. 

m mmitt. parted with 

her jewellery in order to help, 
—the cause. 

*rm the affairs of this 

world may be set aside,—in old 
age. 

f° open a subscription. 

m s °r m n °r m % 
or mn to subscribe. 

m department of the Fi¬ 

nancial Board for the sale of 
office. 

subscriptions. 

m m or or 

to subscribe in aid of... 

mwmm to contribute to 

wards a laudable purpose. 

cash-contribution,—likin. 

See 6939. 

m %tj\ sums on account of likin. 

m W: a Hkin-office receipt; a 

likin pass. 

m promotion by purchase, 

graduates by purchase. 

-fi W- see 5002. 

holders of purchased rank 

m m ffi & t0 begin life by 

purchase,—instead of by success 
at the public examinations. 

m Hi t0 purchase admission into 

official life. 

m w°rm ^ 

to purchase an official title. 

A brook; a streamlet; 

bubbling water. Pure ; 

clean. To choose. To 

expel. 

J44 '2§| flowing water. 

m*. the clear water of a brook. 

E § g. 2,4e 
your Majesty’s servant has 

received much gracious kindness, 
but has given in return neither 
a drop of water nor a grain of 
sand,—sc. nothing. 

49 
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l 
3130 

m 
3131 

W. Cciie 
V. Cchiiei 

See^| 

K. kion 
J. ken 

SinkingUpper. 

m 
3132 

m 
3133 

See^g 

J. ken 

Even Upper. 

?f< ‘/B */B M ^ the spring 

water bubbled up and began to 
flow away. 

PS |JL| ‘/B */B the rain has 
washed the hills and made them 
look bright. 

‘/BA an ascetic. 

4 ih a eunuch. 

‘/F§ A B to choose a lucky day 

fHS to expel evil influences. 

Timid; cautious. 

3§ ^ ^ ^ ^ ifeithere 
are some things which the cau 
tious man does not do. 

3B St ff timid and 
afraid to act. 

Same as 137- 

R, 

II 
R 

3134 

% 
S“t§ 

. ken 

Even Upper. 

3135 

R‘§t 

See^| 

ken 

Even Upper. 

m 
3136 

■M)t 
s“ffl 
K. _)'<?«, kion 

. yen, ken 

Even Upper. 

To look at angrily; to 

dislike. 

fi ap 
exchanged with eyes askance 

maledictions are 

Stalks of rice or wheat 

To hang up; to bind; to 

entangle. 

pn 
g caught in a net. 

Little red worms found 

in puddles. To move about; 

to be nimble. 

41 4B 4 *5 creeping about 

were the caterpillars. 

pH fff Yf ^ ^B the nim- 
ble cicadas in the tall bamboos’ 
shade. 

3137 

r-3cM 

s“ ffi a 
J. ken 
A. kiien, hiien 

Even and 
Rising Upper 
and Lower. 

m 
3138 

See 
K. 
J. ken 

Even Upper. 

A scabbard. The traces 

of harness. Also, the reins 

3139 

H. cken, ken3 

SeeIB 
K. kion 
J. ken 

Sinking 
Upper. 

long dangling 

girdle gems. Used figuratively 
of useless people. 

3*4° 

3141 

% 
See ffi 
K. kion 

. ken 

Even Upper. 

The goatsucker or night¬ 

jar, known as ^vfc ||,—the 

jakxiq or xupivchg of Homer 

(II. xiv. 291). See 12,043, 

12,317. 

the azalea. 

A thin kind of silk; silk 

taffeta; pongee. 

a silk handkerchief. 

4 > * 3P $. * * ^ * 
when young wear cotton, when 
old wear silk. 

$|| yellow silk; an Imperial 

order. 

coarse silk and lustring 

mm glazed lustring for paint 

ings. 

$f| 'fjfi c°tton like lustring. 

^j| gauze lustring. 

^ a silk sieve or strainer, 

gauze lanterns. 

1 0,000 pieces of 

silver threaded silk. 

Same as 3135. 

A kind of glow-worm or 

luminous grub. Bright; 

clean; pure. To store up. 

To excuse; to remit. A 

sea-bird used as a figure¬ 

head. 

i?£48i exclude whatever 

is impure. 

|jj| ^ clean; purified. 

^ ® M with happyaus- 
pices and purifications thou 
bringest the offerings. 

'rnr? 

3Hi 

R 

3*43 

1 

3144 

ft 

CHUAN 

i l-r 
3J42 

R.H 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See also 

. id 
A. k'-wari’ 

Even Upper. 

L> 4 

3M5 
R.W 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

^ 1*1 neither purity nor pro¬ 

gress,—in his administration 

% m n * as you cannot 

cleanse your way,—you shall be 
put to death. V H A rain 

water which has been kept a long 
time,—is said to be the best for 
making tea. 

±lfr7W God could not 

hold them excused. 

or to remit,—as 

taxes. 

|l|j ^ to excuse from paying a 

bill. 
/xoa J.rT> 

Xfc to temporarily remit the 

payment of taxes. 

"H" the figure-head of a ship. 

A bag to hold three 

pecks. To turn down the 

cuffs so as to cover the 

hand, turned-up cuffs being 

unceremonious and disres¬ 

pectful. 

^ !ft Hi t0 tu™ down the 

cuffs and bow reverently. 

Same as 3144. 

The ring through an 

animal’s nose, by which it 

is led. 

to ring a buffalo. 

Read c/^i/an1. A wooden 

bowl or dish. See 3165. 

To love; to be fond of. 

Family; relatives. 

or or 
* m - B «, 

to regard or think of with affect¬ 
ion. 

to set the heart on. 

A God loves man¬ 

kind. 

S 4 # -fe God Almighty 

loves and protects him. 

his regard for him 

remained unaltered. 
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3145 

^ ^ ^ unalterable affect f-J lp| (or -ly* a blank 
ion for. 

3146 
document. 

^ favoured by the Emperor jj|| to have one’s exam papers 
—as a concubine. sent up for approval, as by the 

^ t0 *ose ^ie Emperor’s M to the U* ftp • 

3146 

lR#t* 
I C. £«« 
IH. ken 
IF. kwong 
I W. ezVd 

IN. ciien 

|m | c^an 
I Y. chwei, tswei 
I Sz. chiian 
I K. &WW 
IJ. £f«, 
I A. kiien 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

favour. 

near relatives, 

relatives; clansmen 

relatives of the same lo 

cality. 

JR or t-J one’s family 

^ ^ a wife; my wife; family 

^ unmarried,—of a man 

^ your (or his) wife. 

a wife’s relatives. 

jxj 4^ the female members of the 

family 

#7|t rice for family eating,— 

the best kind. 

A roll of paper; a book 

(Latin, volume7i)\ a section 
or chapter; a document; a 

record; an essay. A vol 
ume. See 1787. 

^ books; manuscript, etc. 

there is advantage 

in opening a book—you are sure 
to learn something. 

ffrj # to begin one’s studies 

for the first time. 

* 1a book. 

^ had a 

library of 20,000 volumes, 

on record. 

^ a satchel; a portfolio. 

^T* or ^ the “recor(i” 
of a case; archives, 

jk by reference to the archives. 

^ ^ chapter iii. 

5*# copy of an essay in red 

ink for the examiners; an ac¬ 
cepted essay, printed for cir¬ 
culation among friends. 

')§• ^ a reJected essay. 

soiled essay,—rejected 

in consequence. 

to hand in one’s paper,— 

at an examination. 

*5^ a collector of examination 

papers. 

3146^ 

3148 

3147 

RH 
C. kiln 
H. Pen 
F. kwong 
W. djiie 
N. djiien 

jyj | chiian 

Y. chiiei, chwei 
Sz. chiian 
K. kwon 

ken, gen 
A. kiien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

must write you 

an I.O.U. 

^ ^ the star v in Perseus, 

Read chuarf. To roll 
up. Used with 3152. See 
10,045. 

a as 11^,7 ft 
my mind is not a mat: it can¬ 
not be rolled up. 

^ E|3 to roll up buff-coats,—of 

soldiers preparing to march 

ft ^ curly hair (of animals), as 

opposed to jig 10,143. 

1 curly hair, 

mouse-ear. 

scroll pictures,—obscene 

and otherwise. 

Read cfriian1. To curl 

into the recesses of the large 
mound came the wind whirling 
from the south. 

#R|I their hair curling 

up like a scorpion’s tail. 

mpi§z it was not they 

who gave it that curve. 

Same as 3147. 

Tired; weary, 

tired in body, 

tired out. 

^ tired of. 

he does not mind I 

fatigue; he is indefatigable. 

M untiringly fixed,— | 

as the mind on any object. 

f®6 dead beat. 

too exhausted to | 

bear it. 

W M # energies exhaust-1 
• ed. 

'H lazy. 

to desist from exertions. 

3i49 
[r. m 

ISee 

SinkiDgUpper. 

3I50 

3!5! 

Ri! 
See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

£»3 

3I52 

W. cite, v. ciung 

See 

Rising Upper, 

See 3162. 

A wall or mound rounc 

a grave. 

jg a surrounding wall. 

Same as 3144. 

To look back fondly. 

>tnq 
*S looked back after 

him with longing eyes. 

never taking one’s 

eyes off,—of unremitting care. 

it tin mm showed him stil 
greater kindness. 

To roll up, as opposed to 

10,045. 

Jfi ftfii ^ roll it up,-as 

a scroll, or a piece of carpet. 

fjs IK roll it up in 

paper. 

** to roll up a bamboo 

blind. 

± to roll up. 

to double the fist. 

(iii to tuck up the sleeves. 

^ ^3§ to turn up a corner; to 

dog’s-ear. 

jh m m m the wind rolls 
away the clouds. 

at® Hi the wind whirls around 

the rain. 

to roll up one’s mat,—and 

be off. 

to pack up and go 

back. 

ft Ik HI to travel far and 

wide. 

(or de?) a ci§ar- 

a flat-lying collar, 

bag and baggage. 
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3154 

lRh<3t 

|Seefl M 
Rising and 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

3155 

lR$k 

|See 

[Rising Upper. 

IR. fie 

Mouse-ear. Also written | 

, see 3146. 

5^ pfe ^ Tf we gathered the] 

mouse-ear. 

To bend iron. 

5k ft!] I#) Ml) MU #T the soft | 
will bend, the hard will snap. 

3159 

Thin cakes in which meat! 

is rolled. 

thin dry wafer cakes. 

An ancient place in the 

3158 

kingdom of Wei. 

) 

Upper. 

Same as 3128. 

Same as 3131. 

OXX^TT-AJNT. 

A bond; a deed; an 

instrument in writing, origi¬ 

nally on a tablet of wood, 

which was cut in two, each| 
party having half. 

$ ^ TT ^ Save him the titIe'| 
deeds,—of the land. 

a deed; a bond, 

an agreement; a contract. 

M M there is 110 evi¬ 
dence in writing. 

a certificate; a voucher. 

1 to hold on to the deeds. 

# JM 2 # 0 7J 4'J * 
the chliian differs from the 

shu in having cuts made with 
a knife at the side. 

^ t0 hold the left or I 

creditor’s half of a contract,— | 
to have an advantage. See 1053. 

#f # to cancel a contract or debt 

(in favour of the debtor),— re¬ 
ferring to the notched wood used 
for contracts in early ages. 

written tiles placed in 

graves in token of ownership 

^ the documents in a case. 

§ ^books; papers; documents.! 

^ ^ a written agreement. 

^ an iron deed,—not to be | 

repudiated. 

^ t0 rake UP old scores. 

A kind of magazine cross¬ 
bow, which discharges sev¬ 
eral arrows or bolts one I 
after the other. 

The fist. 

§ Jp| the fist. 

# (or ; 
doubling his fists. 

J * X y/x I 

the bare fist; empty-1 

handed; without capital. 

^8 jp or to box. 

^p ti? I"!16 art °f self-defence. 

professor of boxing; aj 

pugilist. 

^ JjJJ] boxing and wrestling. 

—* ip felled him at a| 

blow. 

—‘ ip —* $|J hitting and kick¬ 

ing. 

—~ ip a few cuffs and | 

kicks. 

Ip Tfc lp( punched his head, 

ip ]lji boxing and quarter-staff. 

If ^ HH Me PI ^ tw° fists| 
are no match for four hands. 

^ ip ^ rubbing fists and I 

wiping palms,—itching to begin 
a fight. 

him. 

tPI ||f ip to turn up the | 

sleeves and show fight. 

the Boxers. 

wanted to fight 

ilf ^P or §§ ip or 

to play at guess-fingers. See 7720. 

M M without strength| 

or courage. 

^ ^ D|l )H t0 dasP firmly to | 

the breast; to hold fast to 

how does he I 

make me faithful? 

ip* ip ip most carefully or| 

respectfully. 

A circle; a ring; used| 
in books as a mark of punc¬ 

tuation and as a tone-mark J 
also to draw attention to 
striking passages, etc. Also 

read ckiian4’. See 5357J 
9118. 

trm to draw a circle; to mark | 

with a circle. 

U pfcj within a circle; a clique. 

& Hi *!£ A. HI ~^r to break| 
through the snares of sin. 

tr T fB £ Bt m I 

•^r unable to break through the | 

bonds of evil passions. 

It if* tij H§ -f* not togo| 

beyond the circle. 

tri&irffl to make a red I 

circle,—as is done by mandarins 
on certain characters in procla-| 
mations and other official docu-| 
ments, previous to their issue. 

IS US to entrap; to ensnare. 

H [H into his| 

snare. 

§H $$ circles and dots,—punc-l 

tuation. 

^ a small circle, used as a I 

comma or a semi-colon, and I 
sometimes as a full stop. These! 
circles are also placed at the! 
right-hand side of each of any! 
number of characters of which! 
a critic desires to express ap-l 
probation. 

a circle inside a Jf doling1 

circle, thus (O), used to mark| 

any characters of paramount im-l 
portance, such as those which! 
form the key-note to an argu-1 
ment, etc. 

^ HI a triangular mark, used in | 

compositions as above. 

«r H nr fa to be marked with I 

circles or dots, according to the 
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greater or lesser beauty or im¬ 
portance of the sentence. 1 

to mark the tone of a character 
at its corner, as is often done 
when the tone is abnormal. The 
five tones of Southern Mandarin 
are marked thus:— 

Upper even tone ± T Peking 1st 

Lower even » T ¥ 
Rising » j* shang 3 » 3rd ^ 
Sinking » * » 4th tHf 
Entering » A -h 

O
 

&
 erase by drawing a 

circle; to cancel. 

HU [H] to form a circle so as to 

drive game into one spot, 

ylfc m a life-belt. 

HU 'ff to hem in. 

HU chiian ' )!§[ t0 imprison | 

within high walls, — imprison¬ 
ment of the members of the I 
Imperial Clan. 

%ffl {chiian'') a stable. 

C. kiirP^ kun’- 
H. ken 
F. kwong 
W. kite, due 
N.cueh 
P. Cch'-iian 
M. Cchuan, 

chuar? 
Y. chue? 
K. kwon 
J. ken 
A. kiien 

Rising and 
SinkingUpper. 

Careful. Mournful. 

If If earnest; attentive to. 

3164 

See 3152. 

A small wooden bowl. 

Used with 3144. 

tets wooden bowls to eat out 

of. 

3t7i 

3172 

Bound together; in 

league; confederate. A 

parasite. 

Hit bound up; strapped. 

II a tippet. 
]zX §|f $jjj| in order to make 

the parasites careful. 

3175 

R 

The wriggling of a snake; 

a snake coiled up. 

12 The legs drawn up orl 

doubled under. 

huddled up; crouching. 

^ 'If HE le§s drawn up,—as| 

when sleeping. 

spider’s legs | 

drawn close to its body. 

A fine head of hair. 

handsome S Ail 
and possessing a fine head of hair, | 
-—of a huntsman. 

See 1649. 

See 11,894. 

See 11,895. 

See 11,896. 

See 11,898. 

3176 

% 
C. ts'-iin 
H. ts'-en, ts'on, 

isHon 
F. chiong 
W. ziie 
N. djoh 

kyj' | cK-ican 

Y. ts'-wei 
Sz. chiican 
K. chon 
J. sen, zen 
A. twan, tuen 

Even Lower. 

3174 

Same as 3176. [To| 

be distinguished from ^ 

12,287.] 

All ; the whole; com¬ 

plete, as a work in one I 

volume; perfect. To pre¬ 

serve; to keep; see 7940. 

Absolute, as opp. to rela-l 
tive. 

£*s all; every one; altogether. 

± % %\) Tfr may your whole 

family prosper! 

^ the full amount; in full.I 

the complete “record” ofl 

a case. 

^ 4^ J]fi to copy all the I 

documents in a case; to draw 
up the “record.” 

^ yjsX or ^ Mt0 c0Py in full, 

—as is sometimes done when ac¬ 
knowledging a despatch, instead 
of quoting a part only, which is 

IS 
^ all ready; all present; none] 

wanting. 

all have come. 

^ aii together; in a lump. 

the whole dish; the whole | 

matter; entirely. 

IE Ait ^i better J 
be able to do nothing than some¬ 
thing imperfectly. 

itf jfe !!j M ^ [he succeed-| 

ed in part] but if we come to 
talk of the whole, then he wasl 
far [from having attained]. 

full powers; plenipoten-| 

tiary. See 3190. 

or complete. 

ft W M £ you must devise] 

some plan for the general safety. 

complete in one part,— 

of a book. 

7U £ or & Wt to end; to com-1 

plete. 

1$ B & “f* had made | 

every preparation. 

general or universal abil-l 

ities. 

both talented and I 

good-looking. 
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£ whole salary,—on which 

officers over 60 can retire. 

£ the full official title. 

^ ^ all; the whole of. 

the full form of te 

(r stroke short) is te (with the 
stroke added). 

tf to.... entirely. 

^ general position or 

interests at stake. 

to satisfy all neces¬ 

sary requirements; to make the 
best possible arrangement. 

$$ altogether. 

altogether good. 

it *T £ no means ofl 

escape; no satisfactory plan. 

in order to give 

completeness to our friendly 
relations. 

£ it M ^ H S a11 
depends upon the winter’s snow. 

* it ftt # * *T - 

3177 

Rcfr 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

A perfect man. 

12,738. 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

3178 

R 

3179 

% 

See 

Even Lower. 

Sz. ch’- 'ican 
K. chon 
J. sett 
A. citiien 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

3180 

R±. 
C. its'-un 
H. i.ts'e?i 

, . 1F. cch'-wang 
\ will not allow that any-IW./A^v. 

body is a blameless man. [N 

^ dt few 

scholars were successful,—at that| Y. jswei 

time, in consequence of revolu¬ 
tionary troubles. 

with the successful, all 

goes well: with the unsuccessful, 
all goes ill. See 10,842. 

trader 
begged to be allowed a whole 
corpse, — to be killed without, 
mutilation, which is so much IR. -4-- 

dreaded by the Chinese. |H ^ 

the sick man madelsee 

whole. 

make haste back, and so save 
your life. 

whole; not damaged,—of 

a garment. 

£ li £ ± to preserve the 

nation is of the first importance. 

£ A the perfect man. 

£ A | A 
^ when the perfect man 

hates the natural, it is the arti¬ 
ficially natural that he hates. 

Same as 3187. 

A bullock fit for sacrifice, 

complete in all its parts, 

and without blemish. See I 
4094. 

JIK JIH a fat unblemished | 

sacrificial ox. 

£ 
3184 

cured. 

Cured ; convalescent ;| 
well. 

3185 

recovered from illness. |R' % 

See 

■ ■ Even Lower. 

Tie 1 A ^ not duite con-[ 
valescent. 

^ pf or ^ to recover; to I 

get better. I 

:JR± 
See 

To explain; to discourse 

upon; to enforce; to lay) 

stress on. 

gi gi t0 explain by commentary 

or notes. 

to expound the meaning. 

W ^t0 explain. 

gi Wt explanatory evidence. 

gi fjljf 1 have not re-1 

ceived your instructions,—your I 
letter. I 

a * m % 16 £ £ *0 
enforce one’s argument at the( 
expense of mere style. 

See 2725. 

A waggon. o 

^ to report return from sick tf 
leave. 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

3181 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

3182 

To estimate the quantity 

or quality. To choose. 

it to estimate; to calculate. 

to put in the balance; to I 

weigh. See belmv. 

R % 

See 

Even 
Irregular. 

A bamboo trap to catch 

fish. 

the raison | 

d'etre of a fish-trap is the fish. 

% H rM ^ M when the fish| 
is caught, the trap may be 
ignored. 

A fragrant plant. 

a perfume found in the 

y£-t country, which makes 

the earth fragrant wherever it 
is buried, and causes flesh to 
grow on old bones, etc. 

UK or ^ Hi f°r y°ur 
fragrancy’s information, or peru¬ 
sal,—a conventional phrase used 
in letters. 

Lg~ to estimate; to judge of. 

to choose; to select, as| 

for a post. 

§$ W or 13: nfl or the| 

Board of Civil Office. The third! 
is also applied to the system of| 
official appointments (Civil). I 

nit small abilities. Also, to 

estimate men’s abilities. 

it 
cavillers. 

£ ^ paltry 

A spring of water. Coins, 

see 8793; money; wealth. 

See 7479. 

& '/& or 
spring of water. 

TlfC spring water. 

% ft MM there is the cool 

spring. 



oh^tj-ajnt 

M' 
3i87 

Y. f//»«', 
ts^wei 

K. rW# 
J..sw, ZZ« 
A. /«z« 
Even Lower. 

^ ^ (we are g°in 
down) like the stream flowin 
from a spring. 

k. or 
m a cascade. -IL * 

the Yellow Springs,— 

Hades; the next world. 

AM the Nine Springs, — the 

next world, etc. 

frikS§± on the road to the 

next world,—dying. 

^ 2* K lb * # JJ tit 
I shall never see her again until 
we meet in the next world. 

M M M & t0 be fiends 

at the Yellow Springs, — even 
after death. 

** the grave, 

to die. 

ibi 

3188 

3tm 
sun 

H. ztsun, Lts’-en 
. c/lwang 

W .so 
. chon 

ichhitan 
ich'-ien 

Cchwei 
. chon 
sen, shun 

. iiiien1 t'-wan 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

9V< 

and thou art 

already dead. 

2^C ^ f|| t0 giye Peace to his 
spirit. 

the treasury. A term 

used in the fjjjg . 

the money of 

Wang Mang, the Usurper. 

!j§ M to lay by money 

for one’s old age. 

from the mint of the Bd 

of Revenue,—on coins. 

To change; to reform. 

Used with 4868. 

is 7 m wickedly obdurate 

and irreclaimable. 

^ ill j'M if y°n don’t 

speedily reform,. 

3189 

m 
hiln 

• klen, he?i 
k'-wang 
. cue 

c'-iien 

ch'-uan 

m w penitent. 

To exhort; to admonish ; 

to scold ; to encourage. 

^ to admonish; to remon¬ 

strate with, as with a parent or 
sovereign. 

^ to preach morality, 

ffc to urge to reform. 

3189 
Y. ch'-uei 
Sz. chiilan 
K. kwon 
J. ken 
A. k'-iien 

Sinking 
Upper. 

[ 391 

R. 

3 jo 

A 

tracts for the times; 

sermons; any document warn 
ing people against evil. 

# ir to mutually advise or 

encourage. 

% or ||J JUj to stimulate; 

to encourage. 

I ffi or % or Hf & to 
make peace; to make up a 
quarrel,—of a third person. 

^fj| to call upon the people to 

subscribe, or pay a tax. 

to advise people to leave 

off, — opium, alcoholic drinks, 
gambling, etc. 

§ to urge a person to drink; 

to pledge. 

mzmm I venture to drink 

your health. 

if to console. 

or or or 

See 2|5 

A. kiien, v. 
kwon 

Even Lower. 

to advise; to exhort; to 

urge. 

umn urge him to do it. 

a public admonition; to 

advise. 

K/ or (ch'ii*) to get 

one to; to induce. 

jjj to persuade one to consent. 

ijj ^ to induce to separate,—as 

men quarrelling. 

If '(£ to stoP by advice, 

if to exhort to come. 

Ut to solicit aid for. 

The weight or balance 

on a steelyard ; hence that 

which is variable, as op¬ 

posed to ^ 212 2 ; to weigh. 

Direction; authority; power; 

influence. 

to weigh; to deliberate 

upon. 

to adjust; to equalise. 

fH lie JH!t0 estimate the weight; 

to consider. 

mzm + ^fr it weigh¬ 

ed over 10 lbs. 

^ power; influence,-usually 

in a bad sense. 

CH^XJAJNT 

319° 

the power of m 
England. 

|| to exceed one’s powers 

2p* equal rights,—as for men 

and women. 

H| control of soldiery. 

* #5or H ill or M 
power; authority. 

a power of attorney 

—' Jpf ||§ in order to com¬ 

bine the thing to be done anc 
the power to do it 

if* fH 'T* —‘ duties and powers 

not one,—as when the powers 
entrusted to an official are not 
adequate to the discharge of the 
duties expected of him. 

fH al4 fang4) to make as if; to 

pretend to. 

HI able to leave the beaten 

track; versatile,—as opposed to 

routine; customary; in 

a groove, etc. 

f|| ill '111 to be capable of, 

versatility. 

to adapt oneself; to act in 

accordance with the exigencies 
of affairs; opportunism. 

# ; 
! -EL # was 

obliged to make the best of a 
bad job and consent to act as 
required. 

H the art of making allow- 

H M m Bf Jg J or ^ 

# a 

ances. 

"HI to act under the pressure 

of circumstances; to adopt an 
exceptional course. 

he has under the 

circumstances been permitted to 
hide himself here. 

SRJ IfJ asb him to use it 

as an exception to the rule,— 
{e.g.) as a teetotaler drinking 
wine. 

m s £ Jlp: a temporary 

arrangement to meet pressing 
circumstances; a measure of 
expediency. 

H ^ ^ ^ to do 

instead of 24 obeisances,-—said 
of 24 simple bows. 

^ HI fttJ ft a manager; a 

director. 

sovereign rights; sovereign 

power. See 12,480. 
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319° 

a Minister Pleni¬ 

potentiary. 

H ¥ % r&J =? H |l the 

Emperor under the power 
eunuchs. 

|H the beginnings of things. 

t m t T'm « n ^ 
that he could not continue as 
he began! 

ffl fffc intriguing; treacherous. 

At ft m m he is full 

plans or resources. 

IIT# to unite principal and 

interest in order to get com¬ 
pound interest; to invest; to live 
on the interest of loans. 
I2,3i7. 

to act as deputy. 

H is Hibiscus syriacus, the bark I 

of which is used for ringworm. 

The cheek-bones. 

Upl *)=§* jfrj ^ high cheek-bones, 

—are a sign of cruelty. 

PH If Sr. it 7J hi§h 
cheek-bones are knives for kill¬ 
ing husbands,—women with high 

cheek-bones are likely to be 
savage. 

3192 

|R-#t 
I C. hiin 
I H. Wen, hen 
IF. fceing 
W. riue 

IN. c'i'en^ v. ci 
P. 1 

I M. ) chiHan 
Sz. J 

IY. chinei 
IK. kydn 
IJ. ken 
1 A. Wiien 

Rising Upper 

The dog. A large hound, 

or hunting dog. Radical 94. 

See 2669, 3499, 6141. [To 

be distinguished from ^ 

13,4I3-] 

it Ml lhe dog species. 

it ir °r /h it a puppy; a 

conventional phrase for “my 
son.” 

the dog watches at I 

night. 

itW the dog barks. 

iiffi a dog’s kennel. 

j§|: it jfl over deep 

snow, dogs pull sleds. 

^ it ~If ten dogs for 

eating,—specially bred for that 
purpose. 

3A it .® 2 f R!n1 
will repay you by imitating the 
services performed by your dog 
or your horse. 

It’ 
3193 

See ^ 

A. kiien, linen 

Rising Upper. 

3194 

it ^ H z: -p ^ n the 
teeth of your horse and dog are 
twenty-two,-—I am twenty-two 
years old. 

it not a dog 
barked. 

si m t n m a «» 
tiger down on the plain is set 
at naught by a dog,—who is 
then quite its match in speed. 

village where there is no hound 
a cur will be king. 

! at A T how can 

a young tigress wed a puppy? 

inSng^c.gii JIJ 
^ he is hke a vici 

ous dog, when seen from 
distance to be avoided. 

U 'h> it flits a wolf’s heart and 

a dog’s lungs,—cruel; fierce. 

fitting in and out 

like dogs’ teeth; interlocked. 

A small drain or channe 

between fields. To flow 

to be diffused. 

fsfr 1ft hX £ 4* Shun 
rose from the furrowed fields,— 
to the Throne. 

1/% ditches to drain fields. 

let the great doc 

trine be spread abroad. 

Same as 3193. 

See 11,897. 

Entering 
Upper. 

To hiccough. To dig 

out. To expand. 

m mm an epileptic fit. 

Entering 
Upper. 

> 2* 

3I98 

C. kiit0, kSit0 
H. Wet 
F. Wwok 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kul^ kwol 
J. ketsz, kwachi 
A. kiiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

) See 
& 

12* 

To hiccough. The hu¬ 
mours of the body. 

m fits; convulsions. 

—‘ ^ one ni§ht he was 
choked by phlegm. 

and ftiH are the cold I 

and hot humours of the body, 
respectively, the disturbance of 
which causes paralysis. 

His ; hers ; its ; theirs, 

see 3210. Thine; yours 
This; that. The. 

* f§ * 0 his virtue wasj 

without deflection. 

^ Wi HI HI zealously and 

reverently pursuing their plans. 

pL M exerting all his heart. 

that disease is | 

incurable. 

^ those persons. 

itfcJITflg if you will not | 

hearken to this. 

M M not ashamed of 

the office. 

itfc 0# M H je iafter th>s, 
they had kings. 

tf? W Wt we sovv 
kinds of grain. 

IS ffi M M fill f 
besides Confucianism, there is 
also Taoism and Buddhism. 

A gouge; a chisel. 

ffl Ml 7) & a chi1 chilek1 is | 

a kind of knife. 

Entering 
Upper. 

Entering 
Upper. 

To compel; to urge. 

f$k chileh‘ Ft I broken oft';l 

snapped. 

SIH0A1F®SS*7 
n is 1 & *7 
that man having lost conscious¬ 
ness, I brought him round by 

l1* 

32DI 
. vulgar. 

. v. yhiie 

Even Upper. 

bending his limbs. 

To pout. 

% M Pouting. 



I See 

Entering 
Upper. 

‘2* 

Entering 
Upper. 

IC. kut0, klu/a 

SeeM 
I A. kite/, kwe 

Entering 
Upper. 

t r~> 

fX 
3207 

|R-^ 

IklZr**' 
lSeeM 

Entering 
Upper. 

393 ] 

Entering 
Upper. 

3203 

A platter used in sacri 

fice. 

Same as 3200. 

To stick up; see 12,601 

To throw down; to strike. 

A post; a stake; a peg; 

a linch-pin. A horse’s bit. 

A button to pull open a 

door. The hook on a cart 

to which the trace is at 

tached. 

lit a stake; a post. 

m -f' a peg. 

^ to “take the bit between 

the teeth;” to bolt. 

Insolent; unruly. 

^ fierce; lawless. 

Bracken (P ter is aquilina, 

L.), known to the Chinese 

i H turtle-foot, the 

sprouts of which are used 

for food. 

1# starch from the above 

plant. 

on the hills are 

the bracken and thorn ferns. 

If ^ Tt to gather bracken. 

Entering 
Upper. 

‘ 2* 

Entering 
Upper. 

“1* 

C. k-utQ, 
'-k'-ivai 

H. Pet, 
F. k'-wok,, 

kwoui 

P. Schue, v. 
cchiie, k'-wci 

chueh, 
0 kHuei 
Sz. 
K. kwol, Pwe 

. ketsz, kei, ke 
A. k'uet, kwe 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

The Siberian jerbo 

(Diptis annu/atus), founc 

in Shansi, and known as 

f&and-NjlIt See 
12,122. 

M ^ a worm found in wells 

the legless larva of a kind of fly 

To skip; to jump; to 

stumble. 

‘2* 

Entering 
Lower. 

To stumble; to fall; to 

slip down. Also written as 

3208. See 7908. 

ItStlil 
man falls or runs in obedience 
to his chH,—meaning that such 
acts are performed, not in op¬ 
position to but in accordance 
with simple volition. See 1064. 

| ■ | |jr—■ 

013 lit to crash down. 

£ J§fft * should like a 

quiet post, so as to be free from 
the disagreeables of work and 
responsibility. 

Read kueP. To move; 

to excite. 

w^n Wan§ 
stimulated their natural virtue. 

~)l Wk God is §iving us 
these movements,—of the people. 

r ±mm the good man is 

ever diligent. 

mm suddenly; nimbly. 

do not kick your feet 

about. 

Read chile IP. 

% to hick,—of animals. 

A pick; a hoe. To 

grind. 

mmmni a pick breaks up 

the ground. 

•2» 

The end of the backbone 

the bones of the tail. 

Entering 
Upper. 

► 

3213 
R. 

C. tsiit 
H. ts'et 
F. chiok, chwok 
W. ziie 
N. djeh 
P. Schiie 
M. ) 
Y. > chueh 
Sz. j 
K. chol 

zetsz 
A. tihet 

Entering 
Lower. 

To cut short; to break 
off; to put an end to; to 

exhaust; to interrupt. To 
pass or shoot across. Very; 

extremely; completely; de 
cidedly. See 2187, 7186. 

gff Jpg cut short; broken off. 

to break off intercourse 

or friendship. 

to break off,—as diploma¬ 

tic relations with. 

M to cut off communications 

or retreat. 

% M m A £ ^ God 
never cuts off man’s chances of 
repentance. 

to cut off the flow of. 

to be weaned. 

^ to be without food. 

mm to leave off food 

and commit suicide. 

to starve out,-as a city 

m separated but not 

sundered. 

1=1*6 to commit suicide. 

he has cut himself off from God, 
and incurred the odium of man. 

m # °r m m °r m p 
posterity cut off; without an heir. 

^ m ^ the gate-keeper 

wouldn’t let him in. 

*17*8 0 to curse without 

ceasing. 

to kill all; to exterminate. 

JgJc distant lands. 

m In? life Cl't short; death. 

^m the five deaths,—by hang- 

ing, falling, devil-possession, 
drowning, and crushing. 

l!j ^ ZZ. m three master¬ 

pieces, unrivalled in ancient or 
modern times. 

jf to sell finally, giving up 

all claims of redemption. 

5° 
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2=> 

3213 

3214 

R. 

See 

Entering 

Lower. 

m 
3215 

3» 

R. 

C. ts'-ut0 
F. cl?auk 

See 

M 

* 
A. 
Entering and 

SinkingUpper, 

111 to cross mountains. 

Hj- a single possible antithesis 

—as to a sentiment or verse. 

'pjj a stanza of four lines, with¬ 

out any set theme, rhyme obliga¬ 
tory in second and fourth lines; 
a “stop-short.” Also, a super¬ 
latively fine line or sentiment 

'Rj ^ the words 

(in a “stop-short”) break off but 
not the sense,—of an impromptu 

[ is also found for 'pjj .] 

capital! very good! 

^ greatly surprised. 

& very beautiful. 

the most beautiful 

woman ever seen. 

a paragon of beauty. 

g* the best hand of 

the day,—e.g. at making verses. 

no advantage 

whatever. 

* Safe 1 shall certainly 

not change it. 

very laughable. 

to excel; to surpass. 

mm a high wall; a sheer cliff. 

:M: S3 a hill may be ever so /V' 
high, yet a lame goat will walk 
over its summit. 

to break off; to sever,- 

as an understanding. 

* *6 M Jf not to stop 

reaching the ears,—to continue, 
as sounds. 

m^t J5J #1to flya11 over the 
Four Seas. 

To break; to snap. 

—* jy PS j?jj to break into two 

pieces. 

Coarse grass, called 

, used for straining spir¬ 

its. 

Read ts',uii. 

$rji && a name f°r *-he Imperial 

Court under the Han dynasty. 

i 
3216 

12- 

PlRj 
3217 

R. 

C. k'-iit0, kwet 
H. kit 
Y. chiiik 

See ii 

K. £*#/, v. hiul 
A. kiiet- 

Entering 
Upper. 

& 
3218 

& 
3219 

RM 
C. k'-iit0 
H. kct 
F. kiok 
W. cue 
N.cueh 
P. ichiie 
M. 1 

Y. > chuck 
Sz. ) 
K. kidl 
J. ketsz 
A. kuct 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 3217. 

To agree with. To feign; 

to delude; to play the 

hypocrite. 

IB I® 1^ points of disagree¬ 

ment and agreement not iden 
tical. 

m m ie crafty and not 

upright; disingenuous. 

§£ fj!} deceiving; guileful. 

&SB to delude; to gull. 

Ijjjj jUj treacherous; untrust¬ 

worthy. 

Same as 3219. 

To cut off; to slay; to 

pass sentence ; to decide ; 

to settle. Decidedly; cer¬ 

tainly. An archer’s thumb¬ 

ring. 

Aik the annual execution of 

criminals at Peking, ten days 
before the winter solstice. 

Ikff 0 £ a day is fixed for 

the execution. 

iMik to sentence to death. 

ftik or Aik to execute a 

criminal immediately. 

cut off her head. 

03f ftu ^ ft on one 

occasion a labourer killed 
priest. 

wanted to know 

when he would die. 

## 51 ik to cause oneself; 

to die gradually and slowly. 

St® to settle a case. 

^ ||Jf to decide; to give judg¬ 

ment. 

it stands to reason that this did 
not take place. 

l». # it 7 fk 
disputes and lawsuits cannot be 
settled except in accordance with 

propriety. 

ik® to decide upon; fixed; 

certain. 

3219 

3220 

R m 

See$: 

Entering 
Upper. 

& 
3221 

RM 
Seejft 

Entering 
Upper. 

4* ^ & ijf EH on & 
all family affairs they asked (the 
god’s) advice 

ik to settle definitely; to dis¬ 

pose of,—a question, 

an ultimatum. 

$:i+ to make a firm resolution 

ikit to fight a decisive battle; 

to fight it out. 

^ ^ or ^ determined 

I am determined 

not to go. 

^ ^ ^ W 1 wil1 not retract 
my words. 

ik ^ & S °r tk 7 "i 
on no account will leniency 

be shown. 

^ ipjl I must have; it is indis¬ 

pensable that. 

\km to utterly renounce. 

m mmake up 
your mind to come to a definite 
settlement,—as by a final round, 
a fight to the death etc. 

Mfk the river has burst its 

banks. 

Wi M ij W\ M 'fit °Pen 
a passage for it to the east, and 
it will flow to the east. 

A tk W the ear-shell or 

Haliotis. 

An archer’s thumb-ring. 

To dig; to rake. To 

draw, as a bow. To cas¬ 

trate, of boars (see 9794). 

Used with 3224. 

Vi wt to gouge out an eye. 

\k & to draw a bow. 

^ "Hf to decapitate. 

^ I ft I 1 he studied 
them all thoroughly,—of books. 

to heave the stone weight. 
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3222 

R. r 

See 
Entering 
Upper. 

3223 

2C 

R. 

See^; 

Entering 
Upper. 

2« 

3224 

R. 

Y. chileh, 
chLilch 

See 
ft 

Entering 
Upper. 

2<* 
Si. 

R 
3225 

rM 
F. /Wct’, V. £?'(•£ 

Entering 
Upper. 

A broken ring; a semi 

circle. An archer’s ring 

used with 3219, 3220 

Jewels; ornaments. 

an archer’s thumb-ring, 

ornaments worn at the 

girdle. 

M i 3* a fine quality of ink 

A plant known as ^ ^ 

Cassia tor a, used for diseas¬ 

es of the eye. 

0JJ horse-hoof cassia, 

—its leaves are edible. 

% seeds of Cassia torn 

Cassia occidcntalis. 

To long for; to be 

dissatisfied. To criticise 

people’s faults. 

g to long for impatiently; 

to be disappointed in one’s hopes. 

@ jfiE ftfc #n dissatisfied with 

what one has got. 

fill ft& to criticise; to pass re¬ 

marks on. 

j||. a defect. 

Parting or dying words. 

A secret ; a mystery; 

occult; esoteric. 

^ gfc last dying words. 

mm to part from. 

ppj farewell words. 

4<- or M m a ^g °r eter¬ 
nal farewell. 

S?3t#lfc parted from his 

mother. 

gi at Parting, he spoke 

as follows to ... 

0jf£ a secret; the “mysteries” 

of an art. 

a the secret of lon¬ 

gevity. 

the secrets of the craft. 

the secret (of pro¬ 

perly boiling rice) is fourfold. 

2» 

P) 
3225 

3226 

RM 
Seejfr 

Entering 
Upper. 

3227 

R. 

See II 
Entering 
Upper. 

WJ 

^ 3228 

See jj|| 

Entering 
Upper. 

^ or 0 ^ ^ 0% to 

make (Buddhist) signs with the 
fingers. 

—- [ 11 the thumb, forefinger 

and little finger sticking up, while 
the other two fingers are bent 
down. 

HI tbe ^rst and rhird fin 

gers sticking up. 

mm the first and second fingers 

held up close together. 

Tf 0ft tbe thumb and middle 

finger touching at the tips. 

mm the fingers of the two hands 

linked together and turned over 
to resemble a tortoise. 

ftp abstruse; occult. 

H>t tbe secret; the “trick” of 

anything. 

P Ik charms; magic formulas; 

gibberish. 

til t0 twist the fingers 
(see 1191) and mutter charms. 

Jdt spL []!j with his great 

pen he wrote the opening words, 
—of my book. [This is a com 
mon form of compliment, and 
may also be used of an artist 
who gives the first strokes of the 
brush to a friend’s painting.] 

A horse’s gallop ; to 

hasten. To kick with the 

hoof. 

lit $Jft ^ throwing out its 

feet before and behind,—as a 
galloping horse. 

to intercept their 

flight and follow in their tracks 

A bird like the starling, 

which can be taught to talk. 

& H lit T*f £ A his talk 
is like the bird-twitter of the 
southern savages. 

The tailor-bird. It is said 

to sing at the equinoxes, 

and is classed as an owl. 

the tailor-bird. 

the goatsucker. (k uer 

v< 

3229 

R#/ 
W. due, giie 
P. child, ichiie 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

3230 

R'$J 
W. due 

See ‘ 

Entering 
Lower. 

20 

3231 

C. kwet 
H. k'-iutJ 
F. kuk 
W. due, 
N. djileh 
P. Schile 
M. chile 
Y. k'-weh 
Sz. chile 
K. kul 

. kotsz, guchi 
A. kwet 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

3* 

Crabbed; tough. 

{Jjj (tH ^ be *s as crabbed 
as ever. 

Ufa M M ffl rf* wil1 be 
come tough in the cooking. 

§j$ fjjj always surly. 

MM or USX boorish; chur 

lish. 

A lofty peak ; eminent; 

distinguished. 

4|| ^ tt} a vast tower rising 

up by itself. 

y|E to distinguish oneself. 

M ffi to rise to high 

posts from the fields,—as Shun 
and Cincinnatus did. 

To dig out; to excavate. 

To be stupid; see 2157, 

9620. [To be distinguished 

from 2396.] 

to dig a well, 

to dig a pit. 

mm to prepare a tomb. 

•^r 1|f sappers and miners. 

5232 

R. It: 

See M 
Entering 
Lower. 

3233 

R'$J 

See 

A. kwet, k'uet 

Entering 
Lower. 

3234 

The new feathers after 

moulting. 

41 X (tbisbircb has moulted. 

imj the new feathers have 

curled. 

Short; scanty; curtailed. 

short> as a dress; stumpy. 

Same as 3233. 
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See 2215. 

Entering 
Upper. 

3* 

3237 
IR. 

I See 

Entering 

Upper. 

3238 

3239 

3242 

3243 

I A. giak, hsak 
Entering 

Upper. 

Rough, rocky land, 

a rugged country. 

3241 

Even Upper. 

A rafter; a lath. 

laths for roofing. 

Ia kind of fruit. 

See 2216. 

Same as 2216. 

See 1464. 

To sigh; to regret. Also 

strange words. Used with 

1464. 

See 2218. 

A toll levied at bridges 
or ferries on spirits and 

other produce. A foot¬ 

bridge. A kind of fruit. 

I A. kw'dk 
Entering 
Upper. 

' to levy a toll on liquor, 

toll levied at bridges or 

ferries. 

A traders were made 

to pay duty on goods. 

|||? 111? a name f°r Hoppo, or 

Superintendent of Customs. 

A large ape found in 

western China, said to be 

six feet high and to walk 

like a man. 

lv. 

C. kdka 
F. kiok 
N. ciloh 
K. kiak 

J. kiaku, kaku 
A. ft ok, kieu 

Entering 
Upper. 

h 2* 

3246 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

3247 

k-M 
C. tse 
H. tsia 
F. chia 
W. tsii 
N. che, did 
P. ' 
M. , 

Y. chiei 
Sz. chie 
K. cftia, did 
J. ska 
A. la 

Even Upper. 

Shoes woven from hemp I 

or straw. ' 1"' 

||| to wear straw sandals. I 325° 
IR. “ 

C. ftiil, 
H. ft el 

F. ftwok, ftiek 

R*} **eh 
P. 
M. 
Y, 
Sz, 

IK. kyol 
Ij. ketsz 
1 A. ft He t 

A pig rooting up the 

earth with its nose. 

cftueh 

• chie 

J 
3 248 

■M 
C. ftiil0 
F. ftwok 

See^- 

ketsz, 
gw achi 

Entering 
Upper. 

A net for catching hares 

or rabbits. 

.a* 

C. kwik,, ftiilQ 

K. kiok 

keki, kiaku 
. kwik, kiiet 

Entering 

Upper. 

To mark off; to mark a 

new paragraph. Radical 6.[ 

n\ to mark off criminals for exe¬ 

cution, as is done by the Emperor I 
on the list submitted to him. 

Read kou1. A vertical) 

stroke with a hook at the| 

bottom. 

—‘ J —* ^ one vertical hooked) 

stroke and one downward stroke| 
slanting to the right. 

A shrike (Lanins major, 

Pall.). It is said to indicate 

by its singing the time for| 

spinning. 

JU! the butcher-bird; an un- 

filial child, this bird being said I 
to eat its mother. 

--b M U| in the seventh | 

month the shrike is heard. 

Entering 
Upper. 

Broken ; defective. A 

want; a deficiency; a va¬ 

cancy; an official post. 

^ ft broken; cracked, 

ft* to break off. 

ft£§ smashed; ruined. 

we also chipped] 

our hatchets. 

m% wanting a corner. 

ft broken down; given way, 

as an embankment. 

ft*fi a flaw. 

mm imperfect; defective. 

iKm deficient; incomplete, 

ft )$j a deficit. 

ft °r ft or ^ 

or mz short of the full num¬ 

ber or amount, 

ft 4s: to lose capital. 

B0 4$ Iftlam not con¬ 

scious of any deficiency,—in my 
conduct. 

if any one (played] 

or sang) false notes .... see 3252. 

ft a break in the bank of a| 

canal or in a road, 

ft^ to abbreviate a character. 

mm to omit a dot in a cha¬ 

racter. 

n^nmm the moon is some¬ 

times full and sometimes defi¬ 
cient. 

ft m to insufficiently guard 

against. 

ft Ml an empty place; an open 

spot. 

PI ft to make a vacancy,—by) 

transfer or resignation. 

[lift to make a vacancy,—as I 

by death. 

nm to get a vacant post or I 

appointment, 

ijijjj to fill a vacancy. 

ft #a post; an appointment;! 

a vacancy. 

#?ft a good (i.e. lucrative) post. 

if T it 'flu ft &ot this p°st- 
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3251 

R.j,j 

C. Skld 
H. ik'-io 
F. i&wo 
W. dj% 
P. Sc hue 
Y. ch'-ia, choice 
\. kid, gio 
k.gia 

Even Lower. 

m 7 m t ae 
post of District Magistrate at 
Wu-ch‘ang is vacant. 

nm a busy post. 

lift 

and posts of first-class, 

secondary, third-rate, and fourth 
rate importance, respectively,— 
terms used in the classification 
of Intendancies, Prefectures, sub 
Prefectures, Departments, and 
Districts. 

*E let us leave this for 

the moment,—for verification or 
reconsideration later on. 

n » ^ w Lieh Ch'iieh (the 

Goddess of Lightning) flashes 
along the sky. 

$1 see 3252. 

» m m Bauhinia glauca, 

Wall. 

A kind of paralysis of 

the hands and feet. Lame. 

3252 

l-M 
2. hiit, k'-iit 

5eeij& 
K. kwil 
. ketsz 

k-uet 

Entering 
Upper. 

~Y lame in the leg. 

IfsL a lame man. 

HUM ® lame from birth. 

%£ lame. 

A look-out tower over 

a gate. A city gate; an 

Imperial city. A fault; a 

deficiency (see 12,122) ; 

wanting; to omit (see 8979). 

Used with 3250. To ex¬ 

ercise reserve. 

|E 15£ H ^ hy the look out 

tower on the wall. 

U PI or H M the ImPerial 
palace. 

to make obeisance m tT /Ha' 
towards the capital. 

^•J the capital; Peking. 

the golden gate,—of Para¬ 

dise. 

M flic ft M if there is any 
remissness on the part of the 
sovereign,. 

■— jilt the book is a leaf 

short. See 12,521. 

3252 

3253 

r 1* 

3254 
R. 

omissions. 

ft Wi t0 make a fault,—in 

singing; see 3250. 

^ a hiatus; a lacuna; a mis¬ 

take in the text. 

[ft fU these 
nine characters appear to be 
erroneously inserted. 

nothing is want¬ 

ing; no deficiency. 

C. kkiit, Sk'-wai 
H. k'-et 
F. k'-wok 
W. o'-tie, cit 
N. k’-wok 
p. ) 

Y ’ ( ch'-ueh 

Sz. ) 
K. kyol 

. ketsz 
A. kiiet, kwct 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 
3255 

mou means sour fruit and is com¬ 
posed of wood and sweet in an 
opposite sense (lucus a non lu- 
cendo). 

nm the waning moon. 

ft] waxing and waning. 

the meaning is lost,—has 

not been preserved, as of an 
obscure text. 

the superior man, 

in regard to what he does not 
know, shows a cautious reserve. 

ft£ fi*n to relegate to the 

category of things unknown. 

fj|] HH Ht: hear much, and 

put aside the points on which 
you are in doubt. 

m «s * & he dug down to 

the water. 

See 3210. 

To shut the door; to 

close; to end; to be at rest. 

7' Kl Hi* M without ceasing 

from day to day. 

the music ceased. 

3256 

W 
3257 

R. ’ 

See £|J 

Entering 
Upper. 

7/tf- 

3258 

3259 

/pi 

3260 

3261 

rr 
3262 

R. i 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

to lay aside mourning. 

HU to sing several songs. 

ft 7 *n Jg, ■» K M 
let superior men come (into 
office), and thus bring rest to 
the hearts of the people. 

a curly-maned horse. 

See 2230. 

58 
3263 

3264 

R. 

Seefg? 

(KfANGHI 

is wrong in 
the series) 

A. jt-we 

Even Upper. 

rax 
3265 

4* 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 2230. 

Tired; wearied, 

fa exhausted. 

See 2237. 

See 1388. 

See 7323. 

See 1387. 

To strike. To pick out. 
To ridicule. 

Jjl to strike so that the place 

swells. 

mm to gouge out the eyes. 

tiJRT- to pick out melon 

seeds,—from the husk. 

j^J m to consult with; to deli¬ 

berate upon. 

to cite books, 

ancient and modern. 

See 2243. 

Stiffness of the joints; 

ankylosis. 

‘i’Ea stiff J°int- 

To cross; to pass a thing 

across. 



3266 

R. > 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

3267 

R. 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

TO 
3268 

W 
3269 

C. kwhi 
H. kiun 
F. kung 
W. dung 
N. cuing 
p. | 
M. 1 chim 
Sz. ) 

Y. chung, 

chuing 

\l ( 
1 A. kwcn 

Even Upper. 

To dry anything in the| 

sun, or at a fire. 

Craggy; rocky. 

Same as 3267. 

Sovereign; prince; ruler. 

One who is honourable; 

a gentleman; sir; a perfect 
man. A title used in direct 

address to a father; seel 

10,562. Superior, as op-f 

posed to subordinate. 

A # »' H # <>' # I 
O'# ± a sovereign; a ruler.| 

A # ^ ft % M '#) sov¬ 

ereigns rule mankind as the | 
vicegerents of God. 

U prince and minister. 

sovereign and people. 

king or queen. 

chiefs of tribes; superiors. | 

(^J the son of a monarch. 

J|C /J'» m I; the Empress. Seel 

below. 

t# to behave badly as a ruler, 

the black prince, — the 

heron. 

## the blinded prince,-—a I 

name given to ^ Chou I 

Hsin (see 2472) on account of I 
his vices. Hence, a bad husband. [ 

^ °r ^ ^ Lao Tzu; seel 

6783. 

a title assumed by 

the Emperor ^ ^ of the Sung I 

dynasty, after his deposition inf 
a.d. 1126. 

fl»## a writing-brush or Chi-1 
nese pen. 

^ follow the I 

right rather than the sovereign. [ 

m ^ ^ ^ 
fa# 1 the sovereign is the 

important unit, the individual 
is unimportant, where does no¬ 
bility come in? 

three for the king I 

and seven for the people,—re-f 
ferring originally to the propor¬ 
tion paid in taxes, but now used 
of apportioning anything accord¬ 
ing to the requirements of the| 
case. 

ASlS#.#Ji];j§ g 
he who is first, is prince: he I 
who follows, is minister,—first I 
come, first served. 

##EE let the prince act| 

as prince, and minister as minis¬ 
ter. 

S bT— b S# 
the king never dies. 

§0 to rule over a State. 

to rule over the em¬ 

pire. 

mm a father; a head of aj 

family. 

m prf while y°u> father, | 

were talking to our guest, 

your father. 

A# a deceased father or an¬ 

cestor. 

W # »' * # a deceased! 

father and mother, — used in | 
inscriptions on tombs. 

or ^ my husband. 

[The first is also wife.\ 

m##nmmmh 
wife made some fillip chessmen 

(tiddlywinks) for him,—of 

of the Han. 

if# living parents who have 

been ennobled; a feudal prince.I 

T # or 15 # your son. 

/Jn a wife’s mode of styling! 

herself. 

Tftffl If* my wife. 

1m m a subordinate wife or con¬ 

cubine. See 5668. 

iftm this gentleman,—the bam-j 

boo. From a line by ££ 

3269 

^ Wang Hui-chih, jgf pjr 

—“ B itb m how can lj 

be one day without this gentle-1 

man? Also applied to the Chi-1 
nese pencil, or pen, and used ofl 

books by ff^ ± /}? Lu Chih-| 

shao of the Chin dynasty. 

f S? ft # ft ?b I swearl 
to grow old in the company of 

“these gentlemen,”—books. 1 

the mind; the intellect. 

m the gentlemen; the various| 

gentlemen. 

#Sc the gentleman. 

^ ^ the son of a prince or I 

ruler; hence one who should be I 
a pattern to others; the perfect I 
man; the superior man; the! 
princely man; the ideal man,I 

etc., as opposed to 'h A , seel 

4294. The “rex” of the Stoics; 
Hor. Serrn. I, 3, line 125. b ^yu.- 

Aristotle’s Ethics, IV, 3. j 
Occasionally used in a bad sense I 
(see 7021), and also in the Odes| 
of a woman. 

A ^ # T n good men are | 
scarce. 

m ^ w > tfe -&§ — 
one word to the wise man is like! 
one touch of the whip to a good! 
horse,—enough. Verbum sap. 

m W lu ^ W # the| 
superior man speaks beforehand,! 
not afterwards. 

f® ^ m m m ^ not| 
to chatter in his cups is the mark | 
of the genuinely superior man. 

*##T the superior man| 

is moved by duty,— Cf. “A 
sense of duty pursues us ever.” 

m T* _t IS>'b A TI 
the progress of the superior man 
is upward, of the mean man 
downward. 

M A 
marks 

#T big head I 

the superior man. Seel 
4294. 

1 T m e* a superiori 

man eats for the enjoyment of J 
flavour. 

is # ^ % m ¥he whosei 
virtue exceeds his talents, is thej 
superior man. 

#^5 do you know, sir, or| 

not? 

mm Mr. Chai Li-ssu. 
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W 
3269 

3270 

Sinking 
Upper. 

3271 

p 1 

3272 

R. 

See^ m 
Rising Lower. 

3273 

C. kwen 
H. ikkiun 
F. koung 
W. djung 
N. ngiiing 

chilli M. 

Y. chiiing 
Sz. chun 
K. him 

kun,gun 
A. foyr/j 

Sinking 
Lower. 

pray, sir, pass on. 

-J-* ZL the twelve kinc 

“principal ingredients” 

which are mixed the ZL ~f- 

0 E or “complemei 

of the Yin and the Yang. 

El that med 
icine is not properly compound 
ed,—it does not contain prince 
and minister, leading and sub¬ 
ordinate drugs, in due propor¬ 
tions. 

rights. 

to bring together; to sort; 

to arrange; to collate. 

See 2351. 

Mare’s tail (Hippuris), 

also known as ^ J|| ^. 

Is used to feed gold fish. 

5^ a kind of coarse cab¬ 

bage. 

A political division of the 

empire under jfa I|| the 

First Emperor, b.c. 221, of 

which there were at first 
thirty-six, four more being 

added shortly afterwards. 

Under the T‘ang dynasty, 

there were 192 in all (see 

2444). The term is 

now used to denote a Pre¬ 

fecture, an independent 

sub-Prefecture, or an in¬ 

dependent Department. 

WHS a Prefecture. See 3682. 

ruler of a division of the empire 
under the First Emperor. Now 
used as a designation of a Prefect. 

uk the province of Shu,— 

Ssuch‘uan. 

jit ui$see 13415- 
a sub-Prefect. 

w 
3273 

f 

UK ^ an assistant sub-Prefect. 

"flf UKthe Prefectural city, within 

which the provincial capital is 
situated. 

1 

f 

t 

UK a Prefectural city. 

UK # ^ d a centre of popu¬ 

lation; a large city. 

UK a territorial name attached 

to a surname and used by women 
in marriage documents (rarely 
by men) and otherwise; see 6419. 

UK a prince of the 2nd 

class,—an adult son of the reign¬ 
ing Emperor. 

UK 3E daughter of an Imperial 

prince of the first degree. 

UK daughter of an Imperial 

prince of the third degree. Under 
the Ming dynasty, the grand¬ 

daughter ofafljqp. Used as 

a term of respect to old ladies. 

UK the son-in-law of an Im¬ 

perial prince. 

jjfp the principal source of 

warmth, situated in the upper 
part of the body. 

3274 

To suck 5 to lick. 
C. shun 
H. ts'-ion, is ion 
F. choung, v. R/C It Iff t0 suck dry- 

siong- 
W. jung, yung R/C to test the flavour. 

N. yen, v. 

1 chl-on 
||j| to lick an ulcer,—to toady; 

*7 chicn 
a lickspittle. 

M. \ 
Y. yiin 
Sz. chicn 
K. yon, chiin 
'. shun, sen, 

djun 
A. t'-iien, f-wen 

Rising Lower. 

|]j^ to lick piles,—to toady, etc. 

w 
The skin chapped, as 

3275 
from cold. 

^ 3^- their hands and 

See fp feet chapped. 

Even Upper. 

3276 

R-^C 
C. kwen 
H. kiun 

F. kung 

An army, according to 

the JjU jjj|[ Chou Ritual, of 

12,500 men. The Imperial 

forces consisted of six such 

armies; those of a great 

3276 
W. ciung 
N. cuing 

M. j chiin 
Y. chiing 
Sz. chiin 
K. kun 
].gun, kun 
A. kwen 

Even Upper. 

State, of three. Military 

martial. 

— JjJ, his armies were 

three troops. 

H !£ Mij ft M ify°u 
had the conduct of the armies 
of a great State, what sort of a 
colleague would you wish to 
have ? 

H J|L Wf i|f] the com¬ 

mander-in-chief of a great State 
may be taken prisoner,—see 9029. 

^ X£ — lf£ the bravest of the 

brave. 

to capture an army entire is 
best, to destroy an army is only 
second best. 

1121 tfe 
I have not studied military 
matters. 

gfli the two armies en¬ 

trenched themselves opposite to 
one another. 

jpf l||£ a camp. 

fjj ifl HI* a corps of the Chinese 

army, the principal duty of which 
is to furnish guards for the Im¬ 
perial palace. 

IpL $T (or )nl) a military 
depot. 

martial law. 

j|f ^ or 1|f military orders; 

words of command. 

]§§ eg j|L I am willing to 

stake my life. 

mi\L military offenders. 

Jpf ^ military equipments, pay, 

etc. 

Korl 'K or W- # 
munitions of war. 

jjf 4^ or y|T 'j'j^ military affairs. 

jpf a parade-ground; a theatre 

of war; a battle-field. 

||f or jpf pg a breast-work. 

i|l to entrench an army. 

jp[ soldiers. 

IK soldiers and civilians, 

prestige of the army. 

HI JpL descendants of natives of 

north China who joined the 
Manchu invaders against the 
Ming dynasty. 
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3276 

3277 

Sinking 
Upper. 

j'jfc deserters. 

3276 IM# military distinction. 

JpL $$ or jp[ J j}l|] a medal | 

for distinguished bravery, etc. 

Ik ifl to join the army; to be-1 

come a soldier. 

if? ^p* to recruit; to call troops;| 

a trumpet. 

tp barracks. 

JpL ipfe. to be on a campaign. 

jfl ^ military families,— as op-1 

posed to the families of I 

the people. Marriages are per-1 
mitted between these, even if of| 
the same name. 

W- @t military administration. 

Also, the quinquennial review. 

IpL the roll of convicts upon 

which the names of new arrivals IR 
are entered. |n.^ 

banishment for life with 

military service. 

59 JpL or ip banishment to 

a garrison,—the third and worst 
sort of banishment, that is, for 

life to a frontier, either 

of one of the eighteen provin¬ 

ces, in light cases, or ^ 

outside of China Proper to one 
of the Mongolian provinces, in 
serious offences, with liability to 
hard labour as a camp follower. 

Ip HH a country when at war 

[p gjj; strategic considerations or 

questions. 

p news from the seat of war 

p |||pj military supplies, 

p military provisions. 

military discipline, 

p war material. 

p military posts along the I 

great road to the west, 

jl |JJ lands set apart for soldiers, 

or criminals undergoing military I 
service. 

Ip jj(j|| the etiquette of force; thel 

ultima ratio. See 9279. 

a commander-in-chief; a| 

Tartar general. See 1212. 

Ip epistolary designation ofl 

provincial Command¬ 

er-in-chief or of an Admiral. 

Pp *P Adjutant,—as to a Gover¬ 

nor General or Governor of a| 
province. 

n ^ ^ to move troops 

and appoint generals. 

troops are kept a thousand days, 
to be used on one. 

i|L "PH j|| the Grand Council of| 

State,—the Privy Council of the 
Emperor. 

>P IP ||| secretaries who per¬ 

form the clerical work of the 
Grand Council. They are sixty 
in number. 

Superior; elegant; hand¬ 

some; refined. See 2511,1 
l3A&2- [When meaning 

beautiful, read tsun4 in | 

Peking colloq.]. 

a fine scholar; a refined] 

gentleman. 

men of distinction 

and mark are in power. 

§t. 
he who knows what to do at the | 
right moment is the true genius. 

ik&mM heroic men standi 

forth eminent. 

tala heroic men are| 

reduced to obscurity. 

[Hi Ik ^ all were distin-| 

guished for their refinement. 

elegant; graceful. 

M $J Ik her form | 

is very elegant. 

^ ^ a man among a thousand] 

and one among a hundred, res-| 
pectively. See 8675. 

refined; elegant,—of style. 

tA* a refined-looking man. 

'fk or « m refined and] 

elegant. 

the three classes ofl 

possessors of ability. 

expressive eyes. 

ikm fine looking, strapping. 

3278 

R % M 

See 

To pinch ; to lay the| 
hand on. 

^ ^ to crack a louse. 

tM 1W M Z ^ Stf hel 
Even Upper. pushed the hand of the prince] 

of Wei in up to the wrist. 

3279 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

Dawn; bright; clear. 

W 
3280 

tsun 

IT 
3283 

Deep; profound. To dig. 
To enlighten. 

JC 'ik H there is nothing | 

deeper than a spring. 

'ift ver!' deep. 

profoundly wise] 

and clear-sighted. 

they made him dig al 

well. 

t0 dredge a lake. 

day and night to | 

enlighten. 

-Jr ^ ]rX you take from j 
us to nourish yourself. 

>^P* to respect; to reverence. 

'ik M a District in the province] 

of Honan. 

A fire burning; to put 

out a fire. 

k 1 # 'K to put out the in¬ 

cense and candles,—as at a I 
temple. 

A landlord; a bailiff. 

[1) a bailiff. 

a peasant; also, a poor] 

scholar. See 10,376. 

To look at carefully. 

BJt W" ‘)$) name °f a hero who] 

lived under the Former Han[ 

dynasty. 
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M 

3284 

H. I 
F. choung 
W. ghHie 

N. filing 
p. cckun, chun 
Y. Cchwci 
K. chun, chon 
J. shun, sett 
A. t'-wan 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

3a8S 

R. 

See 

A. t'-wan, toun 

Even Upper. 

3286 

C. sun 
H. tsun 
F. chung 
W. ciung 
N. ek ing 
P. chiin 
M. ekin' 
Y. tsun 
K. chun 

. shun 
A. t'-wan 

Even Upper. 

3287 

m 
3288 

N.eking 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To stop work; to com 

plete a task. 

"tf t0 report completion,—of 

any work. 

§§ if* everything has 

been done. 

or to complete. 

$ * m & m m & 
under these circumstances it will 
be impossible to report com¬ 
pletion within the given time. 

To fall back; to retreat. 
To hop. 

B#S5S| to finish the matter 

and then stand back. 

hopping like a magpie. 

H 4 M f£ Mi in the sun 

there is a 3-legged crow,—sym¬ 
bol of the perfection of the male 
principle. 

Read ts^un*. To strain. 

n iftffilSt T — 
I have strained my leg. 

To retire; to shrink 

from. To feel abashed. 

A revolution of the moon. 

to shrink back. 

hesitated 

as if she had more to say. 

to shirk; to shrink. 

* to retreat in order. 

Same as 1649. 

The remains from a sa¬ 

crifice or a meal. To eat 
up the scraps. 

the scraps have 

been eaten up. 

£ Hji ^ leavings cannot be 

used for sacrifice. 

b 4 ran to eat at noon the 

scraps from breakfast. 

fen to urge a father and mother 

to eat,—as a son and his wife 
should do, being themselves con¬ 
tent with what remains. 

n 

3289 

N. eking 

See^ 

K. chun, sun 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A fine horse; swift; fleet 

Great; exalted. Used with 

4897. 

3290 

See 

SinkingUpper 

f£T 
3291 

See J*§J 

A. jwen 

Even Upper. 

3292 

See 

Even Upper. 

<!§ a fine horse. 

*1? M, a courser fleet as the 

wind. 

^ an elegant term for a horse. 

tf fit ® —‘ f]t to ask the 

loan of a horse. 

j||f very fleet. 

excellent, — as of work¬ 

manship. 

^ ^ the great appoint¬ 

ment (as ruler of the earth) is 
not easy. 

mm=m their large masses 

reaching to heaven,—of mount 
ains. 

exalted; grand. 

to make clear his 

private opinions. 

if et ffi not to prolong 

kindness. 

® ^ great is his fame. 

R # #]#] assiduously 

they hurried about the temple. 

A JR the eight steeds,—of ^ 

-p Mu Wang, fifth sovereign of 

the Chou dynasty; see 410,939, 
3ri3, 6916, 7544, 8556, 9663^ 
and 13,588. 

A kind of marmot, found 

in Ssuch‘uan and known 

as Mt or M jH • its ta’l 
furnishes hair for pencils. 

To vomit. 

A soldier’s uniform ; a 

soldier. 

m ft » purple or violet 

clothes. 

3293 

C. kwen 
H. kiutt 
F. king 
W. ciung 
N. citing 
p. 1 
M. J chun 
Sz. ) 
Y. chung 
K. kiun 
J. kin 
A. kwen 

Even Upper. 

A potter’s wheel. To be 

equally adjusted; to be fair 

Even ; level; in harmony. 

All; every; altogether; any; 

in either case (see 1787). 

@g£Ml the six reins are 

well in hand,—the tension being 
equal in all. 

the great officers 

are unjust. 

^ 9k Wc Ml they discharge the 

arrows and all hit. 

mmzvi holding the bal¬ 

ance of the State. 

Ml ¥ or Ml 1$ or j£j 

impartial; equal; uniform. 

ft2?- ttl A issued and accept¬ 

ed at equal values,—of bank¬ 
notes. 

even; well adjusted. 

every one had an 

equal share. 

ftwm to keep the balance 

between work and play. 

* m ft -Hi grief and joy in 

equal proportions. 

—* all equally. 

Mil an impartial feeling. 

ft^ either will do equally well. 

^ I^I Mj ^ a11 the mer¬ 

chants will profit equally. 

7SIB ,t, 7 ft ”«• 
troubled lest their people should 
be few, but lest they should not 
keep their places. 

.R.Ml pT whether 

.or.is immaterial. 

Ml J|H should all. 

to lie entirely with¬ 

in the scope of. 

Ml are a11. 

j^J ^ are all to. 

must all. 

are both or all.... 

M| $g or Ml Q having tho¬ 

roughly .(perused, etc.). 

ftm let none ....! 

ftm^%t to share and share 

alike. 

Mj HH to pay one’s share. 
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[ 402 ] OH^tirisr 

jf1 
3293 

3294 

|rR 
iSee^^J 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

ifcfe —* ^ to strike an 

average. 

J^iii alligation, — in mathema¬ 

tics. 

Readyun*. Rhyme. For 

merly used for ^ 13,843 

To balance; to equalise 

to harmonise. You; your 

A quarter of a * stone or 

picul; a weight of 30 catties 

[To be distinguished from 

11,042.] 

to decide equitably. 

j^{$ civil officials. 

m ^ * g he harmonised 

their voices. 

ifr O' gl] or j 

your orders. 

your seat; you. 

ji§f| y°ur letter. 

^ may you enjoy an even 

repose! 

°r ^ the great Ma 

her—God; Nature. See 10,831 

^ VX ^ strong 

enough to lift twenty-five stone 

*||J an old name for ^ ^|>J 

in Honan. 

Same as 3294. 

3296 

3297 

3298 

lR. ^ 

| F.ck'-iing, 
Sk'-iing 

I W. idjung. v. 
-zang 

Cchun, chut? 
. chut.? 

I See gj 

Rising Lower. 

Same as 3299. 

Mould 

Same as 3291. 

The mushroom, 
mildew. 

HUTS' a mushroom; a toadstool. 

the mush¬ 

room of the morning knows not 
the alternations of day and night. 
[The old interpretation makes 
chao chiiti = 2047 Hibiscus syr- 
iacus, L.] 

ItRU an edible species of 

Clavaria. 

3298 

R. 

3299 

See l^J 

Rising and 
Even Upper. 

3300 

3301 

See gj? 

SinkingUpper 

m 
ww 
33°2 

m rr* 
3303 

an edible fungus found 

on willow-trees. 

^ to get mouldy. 

rfiS fungus growth in the ear. 

see 3308. 

A general name for horn¬ 

less deer. The muntjak 

[Cervulus Reevesii), which 

is said to fly from its own 

reflected image. To collect; 

to band together. 

m. 
the muntjak, seeing its form in 
the water, flees away full of sus¬ 
picion. 

5E H there is a dead 

deer in the fields. 

JjH J]j| dried venison. 

HH banded; collected together 

KE1 Jp? the rebels collect 

ed together. 

bundle of tele 

grams from Peking. 

Same in many cases as 

3280. 

Intelligent; quick o 

apprehension. 

Aj) jBtpl an imaginative 

turn. 

intelligent; shrewd. 

See yf] 
Even Lower. 

See 1649. 

OH^XTTSr. 

Same as 3306. 

A group of three or 

more. A flock of sheep; 

a herd; a crowd; a collec¬ 

tion (of things). A com¬ 

pany; a class; other people. 

To move in concert. 

in groups of three 

or of two. 

3304 

—‘ Ip a fl°ck of sheep. 

| m a flock of storks; men of| 

distinction. 

three hundred in ~w m 
each herd. 

Ip a dock which moves in 

regular order, as a flock of geese 

to stray from the flock ;| 

to break up, as a crowd. 

^ Ip t0 rise above the common | 

herd; eminent. 

ta t m * lam hated by the I 

herd of mean creatures,—who[ 
surround the sovereign. 

Ip ^ a society; a club; a clique;| 

a league. 

mm a league of foxes I 

and a cabal of dogs,—a rascally I 
set. 

Ip the body of feudal princes. 

Ip ^ the body of officials. 

— a bevy of children, 

mankind. 

y ^ one’s circle of friends. 

to seek a lonely I 

dwelling. 

creatures are dis-l 

tinguished according to theirl 
classes; hence, to classify system-1 
atically. Used in the sense of I 
“nosciiur a socio." 

plj f|| of the same class. 

Ip the talented, 

jp the misguided. 

the limits to other I 

persons’ and one’s own power or I 
rights. 

.... 
all the various houses together! 
with the walls. 

iMmum his mail-covered] 

team moves in great harmony. 

Ip. f|| by all means andl 

with all one’s power. 

Same as 3304. 

3305 
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IC. U"wen 
IH. k-iun 
IF. kung 
IW. djimg 
IN. djuing 

P. ] 
M. 

|y. 
ISz. J 
IK. kun 
J. kun, gun 

I A. kiven 

Even Upper. 

ch'-iin 

The skirt of a woman’s 

dress. A petticoat. See 

12,457- 

a skirt; a petticoat. 

^ skirts and hairpins; wo 

men. 

a pair of hooks 

(small feet) beneath the skirt, 
Cf. “Her feet beneath her petti¬ 
coat, Like little mice stole in 
and out.” 

Irift a red skirt; a maiden. 

or j%] a petticoat. 

near relatives of 

different surnames. 

^ a skirt hung with tinkling 

ornaments. 

W HI ffi a heavily pleated skirt. 

•hi is or ^ an apron. 

an embroidered silk apron, 

worn at court. 

If he wears the wooden 

skirt,—of a shopman who stands 
behind the counter. 

rfC ]kL ^ f|j the water-kong 

has on its petticoat,—a damp 

33°6 

3307 

C. k^wetd 
H. fwen 

k'-ung, 
Sk’-iing, 
iklung 

W. idjung 
N.cciting, 

filing 

| c<rhim 

chiing 
K. kiun 

. kin, kon 
A. fwen 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

mark on the lower part of the 
kong means rain. 

mmm the waiting-maid who 

accompanies the bride. 

It IS a fringe of ornaments hang 

ing from the girdle over the skirt 

'ft] a P00r dress. 

U skirt and bodice,—a lady’s 

dress. 

a covering to a table, etc. 

a dandy. 

A granary. A pen; a 

old. Spiral. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 6542.] 

ijffl |^J spiral; corkscrewlike. 

^ HI a grouP of stars in Cetus. 

33°8 

Rising and 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

3310 

3311 

33!2 

A kind of black bamboo | 

used for arrows. 

g ^ a fine kind of cassia, said | 

to resemble bamboo sprouts. 

To dawdle ; to movel 

slowly. The name of the | 

father of the Emperor Yao. 

Jj? to walk mincingly. 

See 2218. 

See 2230. 

Same as 2230. 

_/\ 

E. 

m, 
3313 

33r4 
R. ■ 

I Sec ^ 

Even Lower. 

3315 

IN. ou 

I See 

Even Lower. 

See 12,680. 

To chant; to hum; to 
intone. 

to hum poetry; to read 

poetry in a sing-song voice, 

to hum; to chant. 

Good; beautiful. See 441, 
10,348. 

a beautiful woman. 

JtfUj iffy elegant; refined. 

iffy the Imperial concubines. 

iffy ML one °f t^ie two daughters 

of the Emperor Yao, who were 
bestowed upon Shun as wives, 
b.c. 2288. 

^ a name for the moon. 

33r<5 

C. ngo 
H. ngo 
F. ngo 
W. ng 
N. ngou 
p. ) 
M. j ngo, 0, wo 
Sz. ] 
Y. ou, won 
K. a 

J -Sa 
A. nga 

Even Lower. 

3317 

W. ng, ngwai 
N. ngo 

A moth. 

or ¥ or ^ & 

jq* a moth. 

HI t*ie silkworm moth. 

mm beautiful moth-like eye¬ 

brows; see 7714. 

JH the crescent moon. 

ErJ ^4 'IM a white fungus in the 

throat; diphtheria. 

Hungry. 

hungry. 

are you hungry ? 

^ ~Y —* 0 went hungry a 

whole day. 

f|$ iM t0 collapse from hunger. 

7c/0, ngo 

3317 
p. 
M. 
Sz. 
Y. ou, wou 
K.ya 

J -go- 
A. nga 

Sinking 
Lower. 

~f prostrated with hun-| 

ger. 

to die of hunger. 

won’t die of starva¬ 

tion. Also, won’t kill by star-| 
vation. 

% a m it % kE * % 
m a the Heavenly Father 

does not starve even a blind I 
sparrow. Cf. Matthew, x, 29. 

^ T starving. 

J|L "J* very hungry. 

1$ iHL or M ini greed-] 
iness. 

mm a hungry eye. 

bodies of the starved. 

m & 7 j6l the hun- 
gry mosquito has smelt blood.] 

Used m the sense of “where the | 
carcass is, etc.” 
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33i7 

IF. ngo^ ngie 

I w • ng, ngo 

ISee 

Even Lower. 

hungry demons,—one of I 

the six classes of sentient beings! 
comprised in the circle oftrans-f 
migration (see 3120), containing! 
the souls of men who in their I 
human state were avaricious orf 
uncharitable. Sanskrit: pretas.I 
Also, the manes of persons who! 
have not received the rites of| 
burial, sacrificed to on the 15th! 
of the 7th moon. Also, an un¬ 
invited guest. 

^ t0 think deeply.) 

The domestic goose. See| 

r3>i37- 

JpL fjj|| the common goose. 

Jf|} ^§1 goose-feet. 

Jf|§ ^ goose-feathers; trifles. 

33i8 

3319 

$$ goose-down; fine velvet. 

!l§ pff ^ goose-quills. 

| vfl M a goose-feather fan. 

=fl: a quill pen. 

ffl§ ^ Jr* flakes of snow; “old 

Mother Goose.” See 4845. 

KiH goose-head; stupid; a pro¬ 

minent forehead. 

sjt a stupid booby. 

Jf| Bfl goose-eye; small; small 

cash. 

M Sc W. an oval face. 

Jf|§ JJfl goose-fat,—used of shin¬ 

ing faces. 

j§ jJM a goose’s leg,—a name for 

the back dressing of a woman’s 
hair, from the shape. 

liZ ^ water exhausted 

and geese gone, — beggared; 
bankrupt; stone broke. 

ff§ iH a sort of slow poison. 

jfi§ Hi /](![ the g°ose and wine 

ceremony, — consisting of pre¬ 
sents of geese and wine sent 
upon concluding a betrothal, the 
goose being emblematical of con 
jugal fidelity. 

^ HI the pelican. 

& m t^ie penguin- 

A Jfl§ tbe crane; the wild swan, 

a kind of teal. 

iRMM or H|j the white 

albatross (Diomedea brachyura). 

3320 

•* 

H. | nS° 

F. ngwo 
w .ng, mg 

IN. ngou 
P. o) ngo 
M. 0, wo 
Y. oti 
Sz. 0, woi nS° 
K. wa 

]. ku,gu 
A. ngwa 

Even Lower. 

I myself led the 

squadron. 

iS M if !§ ® 
Ija $1§ allowing the duck to 

escape in order to get the goose. 
Said of one who neglects a fair 
profit in order to defraud some 

one out of a larger sum, => 

being punningly understood for 

See t. 

To lie; to deceive; to) 
cheat. False; erroneous. 
To change. To move. 

"tf or gffc ^ lies; false) 

stories. 

w the false words ofl 

the people. 

H §ft # §ft to propagate false¬ 
hood. 

E §ft false; erroneous. 

tfifc to make a mistake; to mis¬ 

represent. 

"T* ml pffc not a single word) 
wrong. 

HI ^ lit ^ many wrong| 

characters in the chapter. 

§ffc A t0 be importunate; to take) 

no denial, 

ft erroneous. 

lit an error. 
mil if- the original | 

edition has “9th year” by mis¬ 
take,—instead of etc. 

§ft ^ t0 ext°rt by lies; to de¬ 

fraud of. 

mm a ^ to cheat people of | 
money. 

St W 'O m ® M n, 
if you would but change your| 
heart, and nourish the myriad! 
States. 

^ M Bit t0 arrange the| 

transformations of summer. 

;Cj> m m my heart | 

flutters like a banner. 

§£ Wc m some Fing down,) 

some moving about. 

Same as 3322. 

3322 

R-|® 
C. ngak 
H. ngiak 
F. ngiah 
W. nga 
N. ngah 
P. d, nge 
M. nge 
Y. eh^ ek 
Sz. nge 
K. ek 

J. gaku^giaku 
A. ngak~, teak 

Entering 
Lower. 

The forehead. A fixed! 
number. 

or HI the forehead. 

i ia m ± stuck them all | 

over his forehead. 

tiff ^ the temples. 

Ilf Xj| the top of the head. 

raised his hand to | 

his forehead,—delighted at the! 
good news. 1 

m ^ ft m congratulated! 
each other by raising the hand 
to the brow. 1 

a fixed number. 

over and above the fixed 

number or amount; supernu-j 
merary. 1 

IP! £!* W? a lance-corporal, | 

—Chinese army. 

a special meeting,) 

—as of shareholders. 

•M a flxed number of troops. 

$1 H there is no vacancy| 

in the number. 

a fixed number of| 

vessels. 

j=L ||| a liberal number or allow-1 

ance. 

Us l|P( a tablet with characters) 

inscribed horizontally, eulogistic J 
of some person or place. 

mm suddenly. 

(PI unceasing. 

Ilf f/| government salt. 

m i§$ tbe husband of an Imperial | 

princess under the present dyn¬ 
asty. 

j|f 'll ^ Oelot or Eleuth,—the 

Kalm uks or western Mongols. 

the river Edsinei. 

nmm Erch'in, — the envoy] 

from the Dalai and Panshen] 
Lamas, sent annually withpres-J 
ents to Peking. (Manchu: elciti). 

mmm^ a term adopted ] 

by Ricci to express gratia. 
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3323 
R.: 

See^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

Pg 

fltt 
3324 

fl9^43 

3325 

R. |j| 

See Ip? 

Entering 
Lower. 

3326 

ryolp 
ppjp 

3327 

Oui 
3328 

j 
ngauk 

ng° 
ngoh 
ngo\ o 

ngo, too, 0 

ak 
Sz. ngo, too 
K. 

gaku 
A. ?/^o/5 

Entering 
Lower. 

3329 

Honest, 

5^ 8453. 

sincere words 

S; I?!! t0 sPeak brusquely. 

g!jj| to speak plainly without 

circumlocution. 

^ KZ 
dt ^ HW I§ the toadying 

approval of a thousand people 
is not worth the straightforwarc 
criticism of one scholar. 

Same as 3328. 

The osprey or fish-eagle 

also called $|| and 

H|. 2981. 

^ JJL t0 wait patiently,—as this 

bird does for its prey. 

^ fH H§ at tbe autumnal 

examination he took his seconc 
degree. 

IS M 11 ^ the osPreyhas 
started upon the journey of the 
rukh,—of a successful graduate 

100 hawks are not worth one 
osprey. 

See 12,779. 

Same as 3323. 

The crocodile; the alli¬ 

gator. Rapacious; cruel. 

! ^ a crocodile or alligator. 

i » % n is tt n & 
the rapacious gentry and unscru¬ 
pulous underlings are leagued in 
villainy. 

Same as 3320. 

[ 405 

_333o 

R-7C 
C. yen 
H. en 

F. onng 
W. eng, ang 
N. eng 
p. \ 

M. \ en, tigen 
Sz. ) 
Y. en, rtgen 
K. in 
J. OJl 
A. en 

Even Upper. 

Esnxr. 

Favour; grace; mercy; 

kindness; affection. 

or or or ® - TO. ,=p - to 

® Mor ® M bount>' 
grace; kindness. 

M ® or % ® Imperial or 

Divine favour. 

^ ImPerb4 favour. 

affection; love of the 

sexes. 

® ^ m an affectionate 

husband and wife. 

kindness; affection. 

Mm to be grateful for kindness 

J® to show mercy or kind¬ 

ness to 

to bind by ties of] 

gratitude for favours, 

to kindly grant 

m# rich favours. 

® 1* ® * to have sympathy 

with the troubles of the mer 
chants. 

.® & as ® satisfying both 

mercy and justice 

a benefactor,—generally 

of a master or superior. 

® A benefactors,—in general 

how 
can my benefactor become my 
enemy ? 

m °r special exami¬ 

nations granted in celebration of 
great public events. 

Sf 4 a degree granted to 

hsiu-ts‘ai at a special 

examination as above, 

m® to graciously reward. 

great compassion, 

m Di love and hatred. 

K g ® 1f§ BP It “ «*. 
her love (for him) ceased, 

m it gracious words,—of the 

Emperor. 

mm gracious pardon. 

HH your gracious considera¬ 

tion. 

333° 

im 
itut 
3331 

Pf 
3332 

R 

M* 
3333 

am 
C. 1, ci 
H. ngi 
F. i, v. nie 
W.ng, rn 
N. erh, cerh, 

v. tig 
P. erh 
M. ng i, yi 

Y. orh, oa 
Sz. erh 
K. a 

dji, kei 
A. hyi 

Even Lower. 

J® -jjfj your gracious command 

ijjffl gracious courtesy; con 

descension. 

kindness an4 justice 

generous and just, 

m ^ kindness (on one side) 

and devotion (on the other), 

m ^ ^ bound by mutua 

ties of kindness on one side anc 
devotion on the other. 

m kind Sir. 

aS m m nto f°rset kindness 
and to neglect one’s obligation 

JB AF ifi fR to requite good 

with evil. 

a notice or placard of 

a cure or other blessing which 
has been prayed for to some 
god, and which is supposed to 
be the result of the prayer. 

® W) $f It ¥ with love 
and with toil I nourished my 
young. 

See 12,644. 

See 3907. 

A child (male or female); 

son ; male. See 5809. 

A suffix to substantives, 

the extensive use of which 

is a feature of the Peking 

dialect. 

boys and girls. 

% it Z ^ sexual inter¬ 

course. 

/Jv JrjJ, my son. 

my child,—to a girl or 

boy. 

ft'H# I® jt=t| she was very 

clever as a child. 

sons and grandsons; pos¬ 

terity. See 10,760. 

a son. 
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52/ 
3333 

ife a ^ * can you be as a 

little child? 

it is not child’s 

play,—trifling. 

Iji a lad. 

a son; a young gentle¬ 

man; a husband; a soldier. 

-ft .n m a swift steeds- and 

sturdy “boys” = soldiers. 

% ft ® 7' A with sons, 

one is not long poor. 

a ± v m tt m 
children are present joys. 

± is id w w a «*>>- 
teen Lo-han (re. gifted, see 7291 
daughters are not equal to one 
lame son. 

'b bt AS iE! # JiS the 

heart of a little child is like the 
heart of Buddha. Cf. “Of such 
is the kingdom of heaven.” 

ffj jnl a thief- 

it fta girl- 

55 Jl J§ M he did not §° 
back. upon his manly resolve, 

am. a daughter-in-law. 

ft* a husband, 

ft* a stallion. 

a he-mule. 

— S ft not the slight¬ 

est mistake; quite right. 

s .M a m>' pet- 

4a to-day. [In this and the 

four following entries, ft is a 

popular corruption of JjJ .] 

0JJft to-morrow. 

^ the day after to-morrow. 

l£ft yesterday. 

flf a the day before yesterday. 

ii^n&a there is no wind. 

£§ fj this side- 

a£ an extract obtained by 

boiling the brown heartwood 
of Acacia catechu. Commonly 
known as Cutch, from the Runn 
of Cutch, near which the tree 

grows. 

3333 

3334 

See bi 
Even Lower. 

m/\ 
3335 

r. : 

See 

P. v. erh 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

i?' 
3336 

C. i 
II. :ngi 
F. »£*, ngeP-, 

v. /«» 
W. zz, 
N. irh^ 
P. 
M. 
Y. 00, orh 
Sz. rr/t 
K. i 
J. i//'q tli 

A. 

Rising Lower, 

^2, the sunflower; the ane¬ 

mone. 

Read nP or P. A sur¬ 

name ; used with 5429. 

tT jfe # # ft drive the 

young orioles away. 

A tributary State under 

the Chou dynasty, also 

known as ^c|J, situated in 

the south of modern Shan¬ 

tung. [Correctly read P.] 

A small horse. Also 

read P. 

ifll * a stallion. See 3333. 

The ear. A handle; that 

which is at the side. A fun¬ 

gus; see 8077 and 10,956. 

An expletive. A final par¬ 

ticle. Radical 128. See 

1617, 6254. 

the ear. See 11,321. 

long-eared,—meaning 

one who hears all that is going on. 

4 IS»' if * ft deaf. See 

2880. 

soft-eared,-credulous, 

If $ NR ft holes in the ears 

for earrings. 

ill01 *fffl earrings. 

if m or iS ft hats or 

coverings for the ears in cold 

weather. 

m 3? 4 Mr. Long-ears,—a 

donkey. 

:q B ¥ »r if to. 4-the 
side face. 

4T —ffiif ESf to give a 

box on the ear. 

4# tr 
several boxes on the ear. 

the cartilaginous promi¬ 

nence in front of the concha of 
the ear (tragus). 

3336 

if IK or the beading or 

rim of the ear. 

the protruding round bone 

or cartilage at the back of the 
ear. 

If ^ 3E ^ Wi t^ie ear 
is the aperture which governs 
hearing,—the organ of hearing. 

the cavity of the ear. 

If ear-wax. 

ifki-L an ear-pick. 

bl ^or tH 01 ^ to 
clean the ear. 

W ^ ^ IS •¥* to have 
ear-ache. 

if I ears and eyes; the senses; 

observation; spies. 

if B ear and eye offi¬ 

cials,—the Censors. 

if- 82118 >l>e 
organs of hearing and seeing do 
not think. 

^f * power of hearing. 

a singing in the ears. 

4 * M a 4C If regard¬ 

less that walls have ears. See 
10,061. 

trif [c/Pa1] to whisper. 

-jfA-iftfl in at one 

ear and out at the other. 

m if ‘it- ii what she had 

once heard, she could repeat. 

3=£ in? ipto stuff one’s ears 
when stealing a bell,—forgetting 
that others will hear; to deceive 

oneself. 

* the trunnions of a gun. 

If /M Hi® inseparable com¬ 

panions. 

^ % 151 to layheads t0‘ 
gether and make a secret plan, 
—used of persons whispering. 

sSifffla.jRit Mi* 

two ears flapping in the wind 

forebode ruin to the family. 

pfj ^ H, * jl- Aears 

hanging down to the shoulders 
indicate high rank to be attained. 

if an old man’s ears 

hang down and are shrivelled, 

he will soon enter his coffin. 
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3336 

if#^!!. A +* 
iffi 5E if the space behind the 

ear will not admit a finger, the 
age of eighty will be passed. 

fP If- t0 whisper. 

Tp ^ to eat with the ears,—to 

be credulous. Also, to think a 
great deal of food which has a 
reputation, though it may really 
not be so very palatable. 

^ (or '/fit) S°be- 
mouches. 

if I have heard his name. 

^ ^ ^ ig he was 

known far and near. 

Tp Jit a name for flying squirrels 

and flying foxes. 

if a to hear as a rumour. 

Jlp a door-knocker, 

im a side door. 

a side room. 

if« a great-grandson’s grand¬ 

son,—who can only hear of his 
ancestor. 

g B§ # iSfe if fin« i« 
those who want to listen, wash 
their ears,—out of respect for 
the subject. 

A + iffi if III at sixty, my 

ear was an obedient organ,— 
for the reception of truth. Said 
by Confucius. 

if M if If sixty years of age, 

—from the above. 

3fcif precious stones to 

stop the ear; see 4676. 

when the rain 

ceases, fungi suddenly come into 
being. 

A $ifif the six reins soft 

and pliant. 

~k # A M ^F have 
you got good men there ? [A 

= &•] 

If what I said 

just now was in joke. 

1 only like the music of the 
present day. 

fa So fa ffl M 2 fe if 
why? Because they have not 
the beauty of Hsi Shih. 

w #r 
3337 A second; an assistant. 3343 

R- n Also read ni4. Y. °orh 
Sz. cerk 

See fif K. i 
J. niy dji 

SinkingLower. A. nyi 

Rising and 

M 

The punishment of Sinking 
Irregular. 

J5338 
cutting oft the ears. 

^ HiJ Iij A y°u maynot m" 

See jj of yourself cut off the nose or 
ears of a man,—there must be 

3344 
RIK Sinking 

the sanction of the law. 
Lower. 

See 

Plf 
Rising Lower. 

The space between the 

3339 

R-* 
mouth and ears. 

w, 
F. ne? Jlfp ^J- to turn the mouth 3345 

See to one side and answer. R.-2fc- J 
SinkingLower. C. i 

H. z, v. z° 

w 

An affluent of the Yellow 

River in Honan. 

W.zz 

l j b-h 

M. ngi 
Y. ody orli 

3340 
R IK 7^ name of a lake in Yunnan. 

See 'gfL '/ff a Prefecture in Yunnan, 
Sz. crh 
K. i 

Rising Lower. where P‘u-erh tea is prepared. J. djiy sliiy ni 
A. nyi 

Even Lower. 

m1 Ear ornaments. 
3341 

R JJp. hair-pins and earrings. 

See |]| PJ JJp. a kind of rainbow issuing 

N. v. ‘mi from the sun. 
Rising and 

SinkingLower. 

ml 

The blood of a fowl 

offered in sacrifice. To pull 
3342 the hairs out of a victim’s 

R- iu. 
ears, that the gods may 

See H- hear the prayers offered 
Sinking 
Lower. up with the sacrifice. 

If llilJF blood of the ears. 

W 

Cakes; meat dumplings. 

Also read nP. 
3343 

Ji]^ flour cakes. 

C. nei2- 
H. cngi, v. hen $§ 14 su8ar cakes. 

F. nef 
W. -miy mi2- Read nP. A bait. 
N. erh'-y -mi, 

P. cerh 
ffp or Jp^ to swallow the 

M. cngi bait. 

M M ^ M when |he 
water is cold, the fish won’t bite, 

jf^ Jflf to tempt; to lure on. 

One of the eight 

seds of ^ ^ Mu Wang, 

e fifth sovereign of the 

Whiskers (see 3352). To 

'each (see 5668). A con- 

unction = and. A disjunc- 

:ive conjunction = neverthe- 

ess; yet; and yet; but. 

Like; as. You; your (see 

5668). A final particle. 

Radical 126. 

fin ^ Z, to learn and 

as occasion offers to put in 
practice,—what one has learnt. 

IBS Iff haoK ye who love 

and regard me. 

ii ffii ^ Ms loving and not 

seeing. 

tyj rfo Jfct rfn ff learn 

while young, and when grown 
up put into practice. 

A sail jjj|| to be a man and 

yet to have no sense of propriety. 

iA*^Bfg 
though good men may be many, 
yet there will be no objection to 
them,—it is impossible to have 
too many. 

0 ffliTS#, 0 A TO A. 
at dawn to work, at night to rest. 

JO. a# iffi ft, JR * SB ft 
to go away at one melon season 
and to return at the next. See 
6281. 

he governs with¬ 

out severity. 

m mm m to use darkness as 

a means to light. 

% & rflj # he got it without 

having thought of it. 

^ a tfn m to make 

salt by boiling sea-water. 
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w 
3345 

m 2 

3346 

R-i 

See rfii 
Even Lower. 

4t Bt to $ Bn H in appear¬ 

ance, a cross between a tiger 
and a dog. 

^ fin A towed 
into port by a steamer. 

it was towed. 

It {& rfii Q ^ this and 

nothing more. 

% APB B only nine men. 

^ t SI m a £ charity 

and duty to one’s neighbour: 
that is all. 

48 rfii % Ik as though 

divine! 

itnM JPrfiE your months are 

going on. 

rfii H tR $4 ^ y°u take 
this one and make good to me 
—the one I have lost. 

MSI you ought to ern 

ploy such as are good. 

3® ^ ^ rfii there were ap 

pended to them beautiful hua 
stones. 

— + ifn —• one out of twenty 

rfij A' °r itt rfii A'now;the 
present time. 

rfn 4 B: # the present 

generation. 

rfii ^ or fra e henceforth 

afterwards. 

rfiivJl still more; a fortiori. 

ifo .a besides; in addition to 

what has been said. 

J* M Bn 5. * strengthened 

form of the above, the first 
two characters representing the 
Manchu equivalent of the last 

two. 

rfii 7*j and then; withal; and yet 

ffij % and yet; still. 

ft :M: $$ g rfiito erect the 

hair or bristles on the jaws 

[#=*= BS=fM 

The sides of the mouth. 

See 3339. 

3347 

See 

Even Lower. 

ffi 
3348 

R-£ 

See ffij 

Even Lower. 

A small post standing on 

the beam to support the 

roof. A fungus. 

ti H a variety of chestnut 

found in Kiangnan. 

Water flowing. 

$$ 'M 5I M tears flowing 
thick and fast. 

rm 
3349 

R-i 

See fjft 

Even Lower. 

3354 

RIK 
C.t 
H. -//, v. Sngi 

F. ngi 
W. zz 
N. erh 

M. i hh 
Y. oa, orh 
Sz. erh 

K. i 
dji, tei 

A. hyi 

Rising Lower 

335° 

R‘i 

See fffl 

Even Lower. 

A fungus. 

^ a ground fungus. 

3351 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

Tm 
3352 

r-£ 

See fjft 

Even Lower. 

ml 

3353 

"jtl 

See Bn $) 
Even and 
Entering 

Upper 
and Lower. 

A hearse. 

ijjjjjj to hold a funeral. 

IIIK M the remains of* 

are sent back to his native place 
See 7222. 

Name of a place near 

which P p 1 Yin over¬ 

threw the Hsia anc 

founded the Shang 

dynasty, b.c. 1766. 

Whiskers-, hair. A form 

of 3345- 

bristling,—as the hair of 

an angry animal. 

Fish-roe. Name of a salt 

water fish. Also read ju** 

iiflilfishes with eggs 
may not be caught. 

You; your. A final part¬ 

icle = ^ 5474; also used 

with interrogatives. An ex¬ 

pletive. Used for 3345. 

Also read m'3 = 82 35. 

not to 

?or m wor 
you; all of you. 

^ you and I. 

m & w ft 2 
suffer the disgrace of being you’d 
(or thou'd),—not to be spoken 
to in the second person, which 
is contrary to Chinese etiquette 

^ > 3k ^ 3% y°u are 
you, and I am I,—we are quite 
distinct, and nothing that you 
may do will reflect upon me. 

te± you scholars, 

ll tbe vari°us officials 

W W- 

$6 tyi R don’t, mother! 

repeatedly; alike; abun 

dant. 

^ M i{ y°u do this 
again. 

m -=f m z 
all waves are similar. See 9336 

if not, we shall still 

have to.. 

^ 
native. 

7#® 
thus 

IKn 

there was no alter 

you must not act 

the same thing 

over again. 

- + ^ 
twenty years hence you won’ 
say this. 

were Huang Ch'iian to come to 
life again, he could do no better 
—than a certain artist. See t,721 

it therefore hap 

pened thus. 

ilk R iE became casually 

indisposed. 

X SH18 at it again, eh? 

and so forth; etc. 

from that moment. 

SS purposely. 

accidentally. 
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3354 

\T 

3355 

H.-£/«,'/*■ 

See]|f 
Rising Lower. 

* 
3356 

HU 
3357 

R jS. 

See f]J 

A. me, 

SinkingLower. 

3358 

RJ§ 

See if 

used also 

as =£e3 <7.z/. 
P>E> 

Rising Lower 

^rl just that way; it is thus; 

since it is so that; thus. 

how can he dare? 

Mahometan name for 

Jesus. 

H followers of Jesus,— 

Tersa. See 11,116. 

Near ; close; akin. 

jf|| far and near. 

18 & near; hard by. 

j|j| ^ hitherto; recently. 

SjjS j||| adjoining; close by. 

a j||| already not 

to be closely approached,—as a 
raging fire. 

Bl# j||| the hour is at 

hand. 

the end of the 

year is at hand. 

See 13,612. 

The tail or hair of the 

yak. An embroidery of 

feathers. 

two white yak- 

tail fly-brushes. 

A respectful reply to 

superiors. Also read jP 

and no**. See 429. 

iiaif to cry out a respect¬ 

ful assent. 

A 
3359 

3360 

Rising Lower. 

336i 

3362 

R# 
See *. 

SinkingLower. 

3363 

RH 
C.i 
H. nyi 
F. nei, ni 
W. n 
N. erh, nyi 
P. erh 
M. ?, ng'i 
Y. oa,orh 
Sz. rr/z 
K. i 
J. ni 
A. nyi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

See 5690. 

An emphatic particle, 

implying certainty. A sur¬ 

name. Used with 3354, 

and often wrongly written 

*• 

at that time. 

Same as 3360. Used for 

3354* 

A variety of jujube plum 

(Rhamnus). 

Two; both (see 1437); 

the second; twice; to divide 

into two. To be double or 

insincere. Radical 7. See 

3365- 

two people; parents. 

^ 1i - A I think of my 

parents. 

*. Fu Hsi and Shen Nung. 

r. ’Tjv Yao and Shun. 

-as the two capitals,—of the 

Han dynasty, Ch‘ang-an and 
Lo-yang. 

-A 
if two men are of one mind, 
their sharpness will cut metal,— 
they will be able to accomplish 
anything. 

Zl the second. 

*. the second moon. 

1 Jj| the twelfth moon; see 

5342. 

— M or in the second 

place; secondly. 

*’. ^ the second time. 

familiar mode of address¬ 

ing the second son of a family 

no second price,—a shop notice 
meaning that all goods are at 
fixed prices. 

fllj *, a blackguard; a rascal 

[? no second.] 

^ —• rfil — although 

there is only one point at issue 
a second question has been 
raised. 

^ Zl ^ in these two 

things. 

Z- - St «• do not let the 

mind work in two directions, 
cultivate singleness of purpose 

3363 

SBJ17- until dawn, with¬ 

out changing,—his feelings. See 

Yen Shu-tzU. 

“dame” never had to teach him 
the same word twice,—of Po 
Chu-i at 7 months. 

is understood) £ E I am 

willing to be your faithful ser¬ 
vant until I have no teeth left, 
—until death. See 648. 

It If — 
the Yin and Yang each five (out 
of ten, sc. in equal proportions) 
produce harmony. 

*, A two heavens,—two chan¬ 

ces of life. Used by a corrupt 
official in reference to his friend 

^ Su Chang of the Han 

dynasty, who he thought would 
not betray him and would there¬ 
fore be a second heaven or crea¬ 
tor to him; but he was mistaken 
as to his friend’s integrity. 

— under a second 

sky,—restored to life. 

*, — two or three. 

n H to be variable 

(now two, now three) in conduct 
See 9552. 

= B 

when the conduct is variable, 
mischief is sure to result. 

— * M » — # II 
woman with a second husband 

a geomancer. 

1 j|j£ dark blue. 

>fj|j ^ JjL with a levy 

even of two-tenths, I find them 
(the taxes) not enough. 

— A It .— A It i 
one man’s plan is short, two 
men’s plan is long,—two heads 
are better than one. 

^ j|L (c/i‘e') a two-horse 

carriage or cart. 

— (chii{) a water-pipe. 

*, a side gate. 

the forearm. 

^ Zl A I am 12 years old 

31 A twice eight,—sixteen years 

old. 

n + M A a beautifu 

girl of about twenty. 

S2 
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_ 4 
__ _J^. both. ^ 4 

3363 Zl a two page-boy 

calamity,—an incurable illness. 
The allusion is to an incident 
related in the Tso Chuan, where 
a sick man dreamt that two 
boys, the embodiment of his 
disease, hid in his vitals in such 
places as to be beyond the reach 
either of acupuncture or drugs. 
See 5095. 

3363 

*, Sp. indistinctly heard. 

Z1 both parties being mu¬ 

tually,—a phrase used in deeds. 

Z1 ppj twenty-five taels, 

—or 4|4 half a package. 

Used in the sense of ||| 

half-cracked. 

—- |5| and zl 2-4 
ingots and 2.7 ingots,—i.e. ingots 

A; 
3364 

at Tls. 52.4, and Tls. 52.7, the 
standard being nominally Tls. 53. 

double-explosion fire¬ 

crackers. 

Pet 
HI 

another name for the 

a h m t robe with eight 

large figured circles on it. 

- Mor — M01 — M 
the second drum of the night,— 
the second watch. 

Z Zl indistinct; con¬ 

fused. 

Same as 3363. Written 

thus in accounts as a se¬ 

curity against fraudulent 

alteration of amounts. 

3365 

R. Y 

See 

PA. 

R 

JC 

3366 

C.fatQ 
n.fap 
F. hwak 
W .fo 
N .fah 
V.faja\sfa 
M. ) , 

Sz. { fa 
Y.faah 
K. pop 

J. ho 
K. fap 

Entering 
Upper. 

The law of the land (see 

1910); statutes; rules ; re¬ 

gulations. To imitate; see 

4349. Means;method;plan 

A working factor, either 

multiplier or divisor; see 

9947. The doctrines or 

Law of Buddha; the Sans¬ 

krit dharma. France; the 

French. Also read fed 

and fai*. See 7940, 7548, 

9987. 

or or or I i 

ft*J the law of the land. 

m ft # % M Z tit 
because the laws were bad. 

± ft 7 w sf m 
should be enacted with severity. 

ff & Id pT % laws 
should be administered with 
mercy. 

til & 0 to fear the 
law is to be happy day by day. 

M % 110 resPect for 
either God or man. 

ft* pTiS the law cannot let 

you live. 

3366 

“ *ft contrary to law. 

no punishment above, and no 
crime below,—a happy state of 
things between rulers and ruled. 

it ft to break the law; to offend 

against the right. See 3428. 

#ft to make laws; to confess 

one’s sins before Buddha. See 
1460 

ttft g to offend against 

one’s own laws. 

1ft 
the abuses of the law having 
once reached this point. 

^ as seen with the 

eye of the law; from the point 
of view of the law. 

to seize smug¬ 

gled goods is to uphold the law. 

m % ie ft tb to sell smug¬ 

gled goods is to break the law. 

fflft penal laws; corporal pun¬ 

ishment. 

Stftin ik to maintain the 

law like a mountain,-immovably; 

rigidly. 

ft fa4 ^ an execution-ground. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

3366 

To be double or chan¬ 

geable. To have doubts. 
Same as 3363. See 3364, 
11,646. 

± W. 3t ft you, sir, have 

been double-dealing. 

K M M beSan t0 be 
disloyal to the Emp. Keng Shih. 

WE# biographies of states¬ 

men who have served under two 
dynasties. 

tit Aj) ba-ve no doubts in 

your hearts. 

fiE J|^ have no doubts, 

have no anxieties. 

ft when you employ 

good men, do not suspect them, 

jffp a sub-Prefect. 

0 £ Jl^ second in the State,— 

the Heir Apparent. 

Jo mm the net of the law; the 

arm of the law. 

mm constitutional law, —a 

modern term. 

ll&ft international law. 

mm home punishment, — of 

offenders against the law. Thus 
a family will bury a member 
alive rather than suffer disgrace, 
and the authorities say nothing. 

^ writers on legislation. 

mm rules of politeness; eti¬ 

quette. 

ftS or ft JH rules; regula¬ 

tions; method. 

m ^ °r m & °rders; conv 
mands. 

A ft H'l A Mi man imitates 

heaven and earth, 

ft AW to imitate the brill¬ 

iancy of the sky. 

ft * J9r Kt4 tfc ** 
the analogy of antiquity one can 

predicate of the present. 

«ft^±flfl*4- 

"TC if you aim at the top you 



3366 

will only hit the middle, and if 
you aim at the middle you will 
infallibly find yourself at the 
bottom. 

ft A; methods; plans. 

ft«i a copy; writing for pupils 

to copy. 

ft /°r $$ ftthere 

is no help; no remedy. Also, 
beyond measure; excessively. 

think of some 

plan. 

I 0 I ^ no means of 
doing so. 

®S#&ft rejoiced be¬ 

yond measure. 

Aft means; way of doing. 

PD I! ft method 
of castrating cocks and hogs, 

ft fa1 standard weights. 

Aft hydraulics. 

w ft a plan for breaking 

through, solving, releasing, etc. 

jfy ^ the Law of Buddha; Bud¬ 

dhism. 

Wt ft or ^ ft fiffl to preach 

Buddhism. 

flft to come to apprehend the 

reality and truth of Buddhist 

doctrine. 

^ jjf^ the wheel of the Law,— 

the emblem of Buddhism. Sans¬ 
krit : dharmatchakra. 

fa* g the precepts of the 

Buddhist Law. 

ft# the appearance of Buddha 

incarnate. 

3366 

ft* the vessel of the Law,— 

a paper ship burnt at funerals. 

7J7 King of the Law,—Bud¬ 

dha.- Sanskrit: dharma radja. 

A* ]f|f the sutras. Also, 

Buddhist emblems; see 5629, 
8720. 

ftffl priests engaged in popular 

teaching. 

^ i|p the spiritual body. 

ft the vari°us instruments 

used by Buddhist priests. 

ft IJu or ft^J the religious 

designation of a Buddhist priest, 
assumed at ordination to replace 

the name which he then re¬ 

nounces for ever. 

ft£ clerical robes. 

ft* the holy water sprinkled 

by priests. 

ft* the magic arts,—of the 

Buddhists. 

ft#J tricks; mysteries of an 

art; the black art. 

*fft to exorcise. 

ft fa3 or fax 0 or ft M ® 

or ft ffij France. 5^3589. 

ft Aor ft 0 A a French-1 

man. 

ft# the French text, 

ft A*4 H!) enamei- See 3367. 

ft * the principal seat 

$)• 

ft IE the Law; what the Law 

directs; a form or appearance 
put on by magic. See 4249. 

^ the south gate of the 

sovereign’s palace; a temple 
gate; a set of Buddhist doc¬ 
trines; the Buddhist church. 

— ft the systems of the 

Three Conveyances. See 770. 

m ft « it. a flu ft pi 
the religion of Buddha is bound¬ 
less : open wide the temple door. 

ft* modes and forms; pheno¬ 

mena; see 6627. 

ft reliSion ol^ Buddha. 

ft fa4 =3*- words of the Law,— 

words of admonition. 

the Buddhist altar. 

3367 

R. P 

Seeft 
Entering 
\Upper. 

3368 

> 2* 

3369 

See -=^5 
o'J 

J. bochi, batsz 

Entering 
Lower. 

Cloisonne enamel. [For 

correct term, see 2143.] 

4^ jjjjj an enamelled vase. 

Same as 3366, used only 

in reference to Buddhism. 

To cut down; to fell. A 

eo-between. To smite: to 

chastise; to reduce-, used 

of an open and regularly 

organised attack, as opposed 

to ^ 2087. A shield. To 

337° 

A* 

See 
B'J 

Entering 
Lower. 

3371 

make a show. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from ft io,547-] 

a A or ft® to cut down 

trees. 

■ cut down the 

branches. 

tyj 'fjfc cut it not down. [Also = 

*a not boastful.] 

a if fa in hewing an axe- 

handle, how do you proceed ?— 
you must use another axe. And 
so, in marriage, you must have 
some one to arrange matters 
between the contracting parties; 
sc. a go-between. 

% a fp ato act as «°- 
between. 

M ^ a to arrange a 

match for your daughter,—to 
be the go-between. 

aA to break ice. 

a % to shave. 

a@ to subject a country. 

ftHi destroying all 

through the kingdom, 

ja §1 j|/£ a w^en t*ie Wei and 

Ku States had been smitten. 

ap to punish an offence. 

mftmm to slaughter indis¬ 

criminately. 

he set forth the 

prince’s deeds. 

a to beat a drum. Also, 

6241. 

a# to make a display of one’s 

goodness. 

T @ ft & # $he da 
not boast himself, consequently 
he was rewarded. 

modest and un¬ 

assuming. 

To till. 

I# to plough. 

Same as 3372. 
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a* 

3372 

*-n 
W. vP- 

See^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

3373 

* M 

See>Bc 
A.fat,fiet 

Entering 
Lower. 

A bamboo raft. 

|j -jr* to lash bamboos to¬ 

gether for a raft. 

[|* ^ rafts bent up at one end 

for going up rapids, etc. 

fire-rafts,—for setting fire 

to an enemy’s ships, 

a ferry-boat. 

g the precious raft,—of Bud¬ 

dha’s teachings, which carries 
us across to the other shore. 

The left-hand entrance of 

a triple gate, as opposed to 

HU the right-hand entrance. 

Classification according to 

rank. 

rank and length of service. 

See 13,777. 

pjji| 

men were raised from the fur¬ 
rowed fields (like Shun), without 
reference to their rank in life, 
-—provided they were able men, 

people of rank and position are 
rarely given to being polite, 

l§t HU not ask his 

name, etc. 

JL J|| ^ HU told all about his 

family. 

4~ 

3374 

r M 

% 
Entering 
Upper. 

See 

3= 

3375 

H. I 
F. hwak, hwak 
W .fo 

N .fah 
P .'■fa 
M. J , 
Sz. ) fa 
Y.paah 
K. pal 
T. hatsz 
A. fat 

Entering 
Upper. 

To 

3697- 

open sluices. See 

to irrigate; to water. 

The hair on the human 

head, as opposed to that on 

the body and to the hair 

of animals, both of which 

are ^ 7679. Vegetation; 

plants. See 2687, 6288, 

7053 (a lock); 5562 (dye). 

the hair of the head. 

— H or — ^ K H 
a single hair. 

she had hair down 

to her heels. 

► 3* 

3375 

her hair swept the 

ground. 

i ^ M hair as black as 

lacquer,'—jet-black hair. See 
6942. 

yellow hair, i.e. whitening 

hair,-—hoary heads; old people. 

Ilf' red hair,—a small child. 

H jl£ jp? his hair changed 

from white to black. 

|§ JJf "Hf |rj hair and beard 

quite white. 

the hair on the tem- Ek 

pies is becoming speckled,—with 
white. 

the Heaven-Earth-and-Man comb 
for ladies makes the hair appear 
like clouds. Advt. 

MM to shave the whole head, 

-as priests do. 

added hair; false hair; a 

chignon. 

mm a pigtail; a queue 

^ :||| to let the hair grow; (of a 

priest,) to become a layman 

^ flfl In m^ t^ie Emperor bade 
him (a priest) let his hair grow 

^ to shave the head; to 

become a priest. 

#£ m ^ m dishevelled hair 

Jts $£ to become bald. 

a silk cap worn by bald 

women. 

to put the hair up. 

a m A #§ an old C0UPle> 
the woman being the man’s first 
wife and he her first husband; 
Darby and Joan. 

.pi :f|£ a man’s first wife. 

^ ^ to bind the hair in a knot 

on the top of the head, accord¬ 
ing to the fashion of the Ming 
dynasty. 

!p§ Xi hair-cap—the knot of hair 

as above. 

4|| with streaming hair; expl. 

as % 3S M ^ not 
confined by a hat; hence, in 
retirement from official life 

hair standing on end,— 

from fear. For anger, see 6373. 

§ S S or ^ f 

US his hair stood on end. 

.3- 

3375 

8# one’s hair stands 

on end at the recital of such 
things. See 8080. 

enough to make a 

man’s hair stand on end. 

mr-m not a hair com¬ 

fortable,—completely wretched. 

HU ijgji m coulcln,t put a hair 

in between,—exactly alike. 

A2fl4.1I15 

3 

man has hair which he puts 

in order every morning,—fol¬ 

lowed by ft %fti&'$, 

^ M he has a body 

and heart: why not treat them 
likewise ? 

l| d|| devoid of vegetation. 

a kind of edible sea-weed, 

lichen; moss, 

stalactites. 

m stalactites 

3376 

R-d 

&>'• 
F. hwak, pwok 
W .fo 
N .fah 

P-c f“ 
U.fa 
Y.faah 
Si. fa 
K .pal 
J. hatsz 
A. fat 

Entering 
Upper. 

hang down like hair. 

To send forth; to issue; 

to put forth ; to dismiss; to 

utter; to offer; to rise; to 

shoot with a bow; to start 

on; to be manifest. To 

open. See 10,494. 

jjj to send out; or ■ 

to issue. 

ism * to emit; to send forth; 

to break out, as a fever or a skin 
diepo cp 

& 7 or II ffl * I miI- 
dewed. 

issue a warrant, 

or 

to issue a permit. 

to issue a permit 

to land goods. 

II ^ to issue a draw' 
back,—to recover duty paid. 

|*i| J?. to send troops. 

IIAor IIM or II Mt0 
get angry. 

to make fire burn 

up; to get into a passion, 

ftff to be flurried. 

II ^ to get excited. 

S& to faint. 



.1® $ls or •j® to get hot. 

fjf $J3 t0 §et daniP or mouldy, 

to sweat, 

to take an oath. 

f£PJ£ to curse; to take an oath 

ft W or 
call out. 

f[t pq" fU particles,—e.g. \ 

||| on the contrary, j|^ etc. 

g®- to speak; to| 

to send a letter. 

tr® to send; to send away;| 

to dismiss. See 10,494. 

m if tr n m tu r\ 
devise some plan to send him| 
out of the house. 

$Ftr& easy to satisfy. 

tr » * unable to get | 

rid of. 

a A ffl * i* tr ft U 
I will give you a lot of silver] 
money,—if you etc. 

^ j|^ to make money; may you | 

make money! 

life ft:* to call “nine” at the I 

game of guess-fingers. 

or ^ ip| to sell; for sale. I 

for customers. 

ft to sell by retail. 

tr hang' to sell wholesale. 

U to be energetic. 

or to be mad. 

ft a© to be in good health; to] 

be stout. 

®* to forward to; to issue to. 

fjl [hJ to ft sS to returni to| 
send back; to remit totheorigi-| 
nal court. 

® £ to distribute (instructions). 

®#fc to lease. Also, to send a I 

reply, as a superior, 

ft ffl to lease fields. 

to give vent to; to exude. 

|jj| to send; to forward. 

^ to take the burial proces¬ 

sion to the grave, 

ft ft to become; to develop] 

into; to break out, as illness, 

flit (Jax tso not fax tso4) or] 

[ 413 FiL 

.a® 

3376 

ft m 
a passion. 

to vow 

to storm; to get into 

to he wool-gathering. 

to issue invitations; to 

issue proclamations; to be posted. 

< to be nervous; dis¬ 

couraged. 

Hi to publish a list of success¬ 

ful hsiu ts‘ai. 

^ to publish a list of suc¬ 

cessful chil jen or chin s/tih. 

fit $1 t0 sPrin§ a leak- 

'{y% to be stupid. 

fi* ^ to ke gdeved or sad. 

to follow; to accompany, 

as a funeral. 

®« to send into confinement. 

SllL or ftSE to banish, 

to hold a funeral. 

»» to bestow gifts, — of a 

monarch’s presents. 

t0 send a telegram. 

t0 assume a charming or 

winning manner; to fascinate 

fit tA to ke sticky- 

»« to be annoyed. 

|!Jip to bud; to spring; to feel 

strange; to seem new to. 

|jj| to turn white. 

it is getting light 

day is dawning. 

fjt to turn redi to hlush. 

^ to turn green,—as trees 

in spring. 

fjt t0 turn giddy. 

»tt to set forth from. 

the strip of cloth car 

ried with the purse at the girdle 

See 3942. 

red clubs placed 

in the doorways of Imperial 
clansmen, as insignia. 

(fe to give the order. 

to give a signal,—as by 
’As 

trumpet, etc. 

>(& to direct,— subordinates 

to publish; to make public 

as Decrees, etc.; to send out for 

copying 

.1® ft tfc to be nervous. 

3376 » 
to be nervous,—of horses. 

ftfs 

'{vp to address,—as a despatch 

to an inferior. 

lli to direct inferiors. 

jj£ to send to a subordinate 

for examination. 

embarrassed; obstructed, 

as the organs of the body. 

J]]| swollen. 

the display or procession 

of led horses and crosier-bearers 
in a funeral procession (Man- 
chu faidan). 

to beat fast,—of the heart. 

t0 he slippery. 

it M M Tti to commence 

under favourable auspices. 

;>j& 1^ to send to the District 

Magistrate’s,-as for punishment 

yeast. 

to rise, as in life; also, 

as dough; to grow; to increase. 

flaT ^ to become an adult; to 

start in life; to emerge from 
obscurity. 

K f»S t to get (into an 

official career) by purchase,— 
instead of by competition. 

fi? ill or ft Wj to rise to dis_ 
j tinction. 

ft£f¥ to graduate at the 

public examinations. 

|«j| to stand on one’s dignity. 

to appear; to become 

manifest. 

to make clear; to dawn. 

&C ]>X T if Z therefore 

he developed it more fully in 
the context. 

ft Z ft ^ H -f* on open 

ing it (a box), the rat was founc 
to have given birth to 3 young 
ones. 

M m some 
robbers opened Chang Chun’: 
tomb. 

pi JUl fit fit the rushing wine 

is very fierce. 

SB® ft1 want a present 

i.e. a money tip. 

^ 1c W fit don,t try t0 
get a tip out of me. 



1» 

3376 

tjjg yjg to dispose of. 

148 what will be the 

end of it? 

»-n& 

settle it 

i‘ingk itti let him 

!■» 

3377 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

3378 
R. 
C .fit.. 
H .fat- 
F. hwak 
W. vo, o 
N. vah. 
V.‘fa 
M.fa 
Y. faah 
Sz. fa 
K. pop, v. p'-ip 

J. ho, bo 
A.fap 

Entering 
Lower. 

'ft proceed¬ 

ed to dispose of the various cases 
by himself. 

n 11 m # m n wait until 

all the cases have been dis¬ 
posed of. 

§ J® iKl M H should 
necessarily be taken into consi¬ 
deration in determining punish¬ 
ment. 

Read pox*. 

Ifi M II II shoals of sturgeon 

large and small. 

A large vessel 5 a raft. 

Read fei\ A kind of 

pumelo. 

To fail; to be in want 

of; exhausted; finished. 

IE ^ the character 

chetig reversed makes fa. 

I shall not ven 

ture to hinder the matter. 

JAIf wanted some one 

to look after him. 

no tvant of clever 

men. 

\>X ^ A because he 
wanted a wet-nurse. 

Z. ™ & Z destitute; 

without resource. 

j|Jj. ^ deficient in; lacking; not 

supplied with. 

M M no sharp sword 

in hand. 

^ nothing in the 

house,—to eat. 

ft 4 m J?r Z not a com¬ 

modity which is lacking in China. 

m 2. tired; weary. 

I # JT I have walked 

myself tired. 

^ ^ very tired. 

2* 

3378 

Lower. 

V> 

3382 

C.fet 
n.fat 
F. hwak 
W. vo 
N. vah 
V.ifa 

t/L.fa 
Y.faah 

Sz. fa 
K.pol 
J. helsz, batsz 

A., fat 

Entering 
Lower. 

414 iE’-AJV 

33 79 

R-t& 
See ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

sr 
3380 

See ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

fnT 
3381 

See 13c Ifi 
A.fat,fe 

Entering 

^ ^ or ^ without funds. 

mzi exhausted; finished. 

^ exhausted coal,—cinder. 

m.%. to thank for trouble. 

H A ^ ^ I% needy 
traders who cannot find sureties 

Handsome; ladylike. 

Weary; exhausted. 

To pound 

read fei*. 

rice. Also 

To punish; to fine. 

C rewards and punishments 

to punish. H or BU 

Tffl M corporal punishments of 

all kinds. 

-gjj to fine a person a cup of 

wine, i.e. to make him drink it. 

^ to be punished. 

13 % 11* in punishing> 
there must be no question of 
flesh and blood,—of favouritism 
on account of relationship. 

flftTfLfrgfcTf 
if you fine, do not bamboo; if 
you bamboo, do not fine. [This 
rule holds good in Chinese po¬ 

lice cases.] 

\ to fine. 
or m . 

^0 to mulct one’s salary. 

13 H or 13 * to cut one’s 

pay or rations. 

or m 
fines. 

\\] 
3382 

1* 

R. 

_3383 
TV H 

•an 

C.fan,pLun 
H .fan,p'-an 
F. hwang, 

p'-wang 
\N.fa,p'’b 
N./<7a», p'-aah 

M. | /«*»/ 
Y. foa^p^aa 
Sz. fan, p'-an 
K.pon, pan 
J. ban, hart, 

hon,bon 
A. fen 

Even Upper 

as iUt AW confiscated, 

by the Customs. 

[pj t° deal with an offender; 

to decide a case by fine or con 
fiscation. 

# ft A13 to reverently carry 

out the divine punishment. 

g3 to compel by way of pun 

ishment. 

-ji]j m to punish idleness. 

the virtuous will be rewarded, 
and the wicked punished. 

A time ; a turn ; to 

repeat; to change. An 

ancient Turkic tribe; Ab 

origines; savages. 

several times. 

= # B SR over and over 

again. 

continuously. 

I® T —‘ ^ W did about 

of duty as an official. 

fantan,—the famous gam¬ 

bling game of Macao and south 
China. A heap of cash is placed 
under a bowl, and players bet on 
what will be the remainder when 
it has been divided by four, viz. 
one, two, three, or nothing. The 
term means “to allot several 
times,” in allusion to three times 
the stake which is paid to those 
who back the right number. 

to alter. 

0. at the present juncture, 

extra. 

A ^ eight tribes of ffiT in 

-fif” Ting-fan Chou in the 

province of Kueichou. 

ft ^ Jtj to go abroad to 

trade. 

4# barbarians or savages,— 

e.g. of the interior of Formosa. 

savages who have submit¬ 

ted to Chinese rule. 

ifii ^ tbe tribal> or unreclaimed 

savages of Formosa. 
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3383 

_3384 

R TC 
C. if an 
F. Jiiuang 
W. va 
N. boun 
Y.faa 
K. port 
J. han, bon 
A. fen 

Even 
Irregular. 

_3385 

r-7C 

See : 

T liti * Pepo-hwan or savages 

of the plain,—the civilised ab¬ 
origines living near the moun 
tains in the southern part of 
Formosa. 

—* ffa a f°re>gn Buddhist 

priest. 

ptf \'M jabberingtheir 

foreign lingo. 

Mexican dollars. 

M # a copper dollar. 

^ J^jL a foreign devil,—term of 

abuse applied to foreigners, 

flannel. 

# M the tomato. 

the Dianthus or pink, 

policemen; constables, 

a Buddhist image, 

servants to foreigners. 

j§| a name for the 

, see 11,623. 

Read pox. Martial. See 
12,100. 

a brave warrior. 

-}• # the T‘u-poh, a tribe on the 

west of China; Tibet. See 12,100. 

Sharbar. 

Read p(anl. Name of a 

District. 

# ^ P‘an-yii Hsien, —a 

District including a part of Can¬ 
ton and Whampoa. 

A grave. 

R9 ^ worship at the 

tombs. 

a burying-ground. 

A .fan,fen 

Even Upper. 

A banner; a pennant; a 

strip of silk with characters 

embroidered on it. See 

3395- 

to display a pair 

of banners. 

3385 

J5386 

R 7C 
C .fan 
H. cplan, Jan 
F. Jiwang 
W. va 
N.vaah 

M. \fan 
Y.faa 
Hz. fan 
K. pon 
J. han, bon 
A. fen 

Even Lower. 

^387 
r-7C 

See | 

A. fan, fen 
Even Lower. 

_3388 

r7G 

See : 

m ^ |J^ J&|? to hoist the white 

flag of surrender. [Conquest of 
Korea by China, a.d. 668.] 

— the triple banner carried 

before a corpse to the grave and 
there burnt. 

trw to carry the banner before 

the corpse. 

ijjjlj: waving about, as leaves; 

frivolous; changeable. 

^ suddenly; without rhyme 

or reason. 

]£j|| waving; fluttering; flap¬ 

ping in the wind. See 69x6. 

To roast meat for 

sacrifices. To burn. 

-if r£] ^ M^ 

n when a part of the flesh pre¬ 

sented in sacrifice was not sent 
to him, he (Confucius) went away 
even without taking off his cap 
of ceremony. Used in the sense 
of a pretext as opposed to the 
real cause. Confucius quitted 

Lu because of the bad con¬ 

duct of the prince. CIBHIft.] 
burnt up all 

the grain. 

ill! burnt himwitb 

lighted (wisps of) grass. 

ill 1^ 'ifH when the Ch'ins 

“burnt the books”,.... 

A precious stone found 

in the State of Lu, and 

known as 

A. Jen, ifien 

Even Upper. 

_3389 

R 7C 

SeeiJ§ 
Even Lower. 

To display; to open out, 

as a flag. To interpret. 

^ ’jjf official Interpreters of 

Manchu; Interpreters of the Con 
sular Services. 

g m t gjiy what is it 

when translated into Chinese? 

A small-sized deer found 

amongf the mountains of o 

Koko-nor. 

_339° 

R- TC 

See 

Even Upper. 

To come back; to turn 

over; to change; to re-open. 

See ft 6572. A bout; a 

set. Used with 3413. 

Pfz to come back to life, 

to flutter hither and thither. 

MU HI! t0 soar>—as a hite- 

M iHE ft backwards and 
\S<- tiW /'tr 

forwards without deciding. 

* H i tossing about; 

restless. 

S$ M like tumbling 

river and boiling sea,—of a tu¬ 
mult. 

yx to make a river run back¬ 

wards,—by magic. 

#1 Hi ¥ M turn the 
box upside down. 

T# turning over and over, 

unable to get to sleep. 

tin ftii m m m 5ttumitthe 
other side up,—as of a blanket, 
etc. 

i! — M M ^turn over 
this leaf,—of a book. 

H) Jit jfC ® to turn things over, 

—into disorder. 

to turn over,—as the leaves 

of a book. 

”j* overturned it; upset it. 

turned round; wrong side 

up 

tr to upset. 

to rain in torrents, 

to turn somersaults. 

j? to “go back on;” to alter 

one’s conduct. 

to turn over the leaves of 

a book and examine it. 

topsy-turvy. 

IB * to shake out; to cause 

to flutter out. 

T % to turn round. 

jjfiji to change countenance; 

to get angry. 

I’m afraid that you will repent. 
—your promise. 

m to re-open a closed case, 

—of one of the parties to it. 
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339° 

_339T 

R TC 

See!^ 
Even Lower. 

_3392 

R JG 
H. Jan, Jan 

F. fiwang 

See3f 
P. Jan, -fan 

Even Lower. 

\ ch‘ung2 t0 re-open 

a closed case,—of a Magistrate 
or other official. 

5^‘|j re-printers will be 

prosecuted, — a notice (= All 
rights reserved) seen on the title- 
pages of officially-issued books 
and others, apart from which 
there is no legal copyright in 
China, though officials will often, 
on general grounds, interfere to 
stop piracy. See 3588. 

jf. a spring net for snaring 

birds. 

^ —* HI a bout of rushing, 

—as on important business. 

— 11 ili >4 S0 JEa bout 
of rain followed by aboutof wind. 

X aI — m % <luite an 
other sphere, or another universe 

ordered the sail¬ 

ors to pass up (the goods) from 
below. 

bubo‘ 

mm a he turned and 

went in again. 

Meats used in sacrifices 

Luxuriant vegetation. To 

increase; to breed; numer¬ 

ous. Used for 3383 pox 
and 3397. 

^ flourishing, as a garden; 

to increase. 

iT'g cause the various 

species not to breed. 

StfT large and luxuriant, —as 

clusters of fruit. 

to breed; to increase. 

jP: ^ to breed horses. 

|fe Jftf numerous; increasing, as 

population or progeny. 

J. M ^ his descendants 

are numerous. 

acting as screens 

4L abundant; luxuriant 
m 

raid1 
to the various States. 

® If barbarians of the west. 

See 3383, po\ 

5^ = Ssiich'uan. 

3393 

R TG 
C. if an 
F. fnvang 
N.vaan 
P. j Jan, 
M. | ifan 
K. pon 

J. han, bon 
A.fien 

Even 
Irregular. 

_3394 

R-7C 

See 

A. Jen 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

_3395 

R JC 

See 

Even Upper. 

An animal’s paw. 

bears’ paws,—one of the 

A# {see 599) eight delicacies 

on which the Emperor is sup¬ 
posed to dine. 

i st a m m re je ■»« 
king begged for a meal of bears’ 
paws before he died,—because 
they take a long time to cook, 
and he hoped that meanwhile 
assistance would arrive. 

A screen or hood for a 

cart, called ip| 

A banner. 

3385- 

J3396 

R -JC 

A .fan 

Even Lower. 

3397 

R JC 
F. fimang 

See 

A. Jen, Jan 

Even Lower. 

Used with 

flags and banners. 

^ a banner to summon 

spirits to their tombs, especially 
those of persons who have died 
abroad. 

^ branches of trees, placet 

over graves, to call back wan¬ 
dering spirits. 

banners with characters 

written down the middle to serve 
as signals or cognizances. 

A sieve. 

a refuse basket. 

A fence ; a boundary; 

a frontier; feudatory. To 

guard. 

b a bamboo fence. 

b a boundary wall. 

j: a fence; an outlying de¬ 

pendent State. 

IJi A It Wr §ood men are a 
fence,—to their country, 

the frontier. 

feudatory States. 

3397 

R 

fl 
3398 

K 
3399 

Q.. fan 
H.fam 
F. /twang 
W. va 
N. vaafi 

M. \fan 
YJaa 
Sz. fan 
K. pom 
J. han, bon 
A Jam 

Even Lower. 

“p Ifs; Owned the suze¬ 

rainty of the Ch‘ins. 

the Mongolian Sup¬ 

erintendency, -- a department 
charged with the control of the 
tribes of Mongolia; also with 
Tibetan and Lamaist affairs. 

*!-If the Mongolian princes. 

J§$ the Court or capital of a 

feudatory prince. 

jUj: ^ officers employed at Court; 

an officer who defends the realm, 

to protect and defend. 

a screen,—an official who 

protects the frontier. 

Eb f^J official designation of the 

Financial Commis 

sioner or Provincial Treasurer. 

6 a colloquial designation of 

the above. 

liar H.E. the Provincial Com 
[II JLUl 

missioner. 

the Provincial Treasury 

j||j: such officials as 

provincial governors and generals, 
—Viceroys and Tartar Generals, 

Same as 3399. 

All ; everybody ; the 

common herd. Generally; 

for the most part. Mortal; 

secular; earthly. See 7006 

)i A all men; men of this world; 

mortals. See below. 

all matters. 

Hi or Jl ^ all things; 

everything. 

all; every. 

AW in every case of; wherever 

there is. 

Jl H or Hi & whenever. 

Wi Hi if" ^7 1 am Siving y°u a 
great deal of trouble. 

A I do not know 

how many there are altogether 

it Hi in general; generally speak 

ing. 

A# usual; common; ordinary 

jijj 10 the most important of the 

whole. 
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ft 
3399 

R. 

Q.. fan 
W.fam 
Y.p'-ung, 

hwang 
. va, wa 

vaah 

m 
3400 

Jan 

faa 
Sz. fan 
K. pom 
J. han, bon 
X Jam 

Even Lower. 

|£ jl^$J to take a rough 

or general survey of a question 
and then proceed to definite 
arrangements. 

R ® t5l A f ^ *»the 
local authorities. 

R @ft£ A all those who 

return home. 

R A SR lit ft A !■»» 
should mortals have this power? 

Jl ti:or Jl Pt9the world- 

j*L or ft jiff1 a c°mmon 
person; an ordinary mortal. 

ft ft not of this vulgar world; 

uncommon. 

1^ J*l or J*L to come down 

to, or be born upon earth. 

® Jif to shuffle off this mor¬ 

tal coil. 

ftm of human birth. 

'S to long for the world, 

and its sinful vanities. 

Jl die turmod °f the world. 

R-© worldly desires. 

R HR mortal eyesight. 

J(Jp earthly clouds. 

A sail. 

l|jJl ||[ a sail. 

wis a m the •*“ 
offers its full surface to the wind, 
—running free. 

#U® a sailing-vessel. 

#t ft} sail-cloth; canvas. 

l|lR to set sail. 

tit 4g #■ #. to close-reef the 

sail. 

& n & #1 to set sail when 

the wind is fair. 

S W to set the sky-sails. 

$$ Ipjl ^ hoist hiSh the 
embroidered sail. 

to borrow a sail¬ 

ful of wind,—to get help. 

W. H Sffl # to trim to circum¬ 

stances. 

Wtt a mast. 

5 W. a kind of seaweed. 

3401 

R. ip> 

See ft 

Even Lower. 

3402 

*** 

3403 

■m 
CJan3 
H. Jam 
F. hwang3 
W. va2-, Jud 
N.vaah 

M. i fan 
YJaa 
hi Jan 
K. pom 
J. han, bon 
k.fam’’- 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

R 

417 

A large tree, the bark of 

which floats in water. 

Same as 3423. [To be 

distinguished from 4894.] 

Brahma. 
Phli. 

Sanskrit or 

fit I or % 3E or 

pjl J|| Brahma,—the first per¬ 

son of the Brahminical Trinity, 
adopted by the Buddhists but 
relegated to an inferior rank in 
their hierarchy. 

-ft the heavens of Brahma,— 

consisting of eighteen (in South¬ 
ern Buddhism, sixteen) heavenly 
mansions which constitute the 
world of form, 
of Brahma. 

a fabulous Buddha whose 

domain is south-west of our uni 
verse. 

I India. 

Also, the retinue 

!E 
or Brahma’s wri 

ting,—the written characters of 
the Brahmans, said to have been 
the invention of Brahma, but re¬ 
ferring to Pali as well as to 
Sanskrit. 

w °r §# Sanskrit. 

ft ^ a Brahmin. 

R 

3404 
r -7C M 

k.fien 

Even Lower. 

a Buddhist monastery. 

the hall of images in a 

monastery. 

^ ^ Buddhist prayers anc 

charms. 

IE Buddhist hymns; heavenly 

or supernatural music. 

Read feng2. The sough¬ 

ing of wind through the 

trees. 

Many ; multitudinous ; 

troublesome; harassing, as 

opposed to 1604. Usee 

with 3411. 

% % MU *£ W\ there aP 
pear to be many (brush-strokes), 
but seen close there are few,— 
of a picture. 

3404 

_34°5 

R 7t 

See HI 
K.fien 

Even Lower. 

v 

3406 

R-7C 

k.fien 

Even Lower. 

^ multitudinous. 

H many and few. 

|| very numerous; engross¬ 

ing. 

g£ or multifarious. 

^ ^ abundant; prolific. 

|| |H complex; complicated. 

|| or overburdened 

with work or cares. 

H extravagant; costly. 

H pomps and vanities; show; 

display. 

|<| a busy post. See 1604. 

|| ||| or ||| troublesome; 

difficult to manage, as a busy 
post. See 2916. 

/t? j\JJ\ 

in excess. 

superfluous; redundant; 

fH J|i unwieldy; cumbrous. 

^ the elk. 

^ p'an1 girth and martin 

gale richly ornamented with co¬ 
loured silk. 

Read plo2. A surname. 

To water plants.. 

must yA to overflow. 

A kind of artemisia 

defined as £} ^; white 

southernwood. 

"J* ^ she gathers the 

white southernwood. 

_34°7 

r-tc 

Even Lower. 

A hedge; a fence. 

53 
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•m1 

_24°8 

R 7C 

Even Lower. 

A fence; an enclosed 

place. 

m Hr » Ml It J* m the 
flitting blue-bottle fly has stopped 
in the hedge. 

_34°9 

R-7C 
c. ) , 
H. 1 fan 

F. hwang 
W. 
N. vaah 

M. !>* 

Y.faa 
Sz. fan 
K. pon 
J. han, bon 

A. fan, fen 

Even Lower. 

_34i° 

R 7t 

Even Lower. 

> 

_34H 

r7G 

A. fen 

Even Lower. 

|e a cage. 

^ Ipjf "ra” ^ (birds) do not 

wish to be fed in a cage. 

put it into a golden 

cage. 

Metallic salts for dyeing 

or painting. Alum. To 

tan leather with lime and 

copperas. 

HP; alum- [Followed by * 

= ist quality; by = 2nd 

quality.] 

^ alum shale. 

J|L ||j![ or ^ Hjji sulphate of 

iron. 

sulphate of copper. 

£r arsenic. 

|S acetate of copper. 

111 a tree in Honan, the leaves 

of which furnish a dyeing salt, 

ft** paper sized with alum. 

ft&J£ a tanning-shop. 

A small grasshopper, 

called 

the cockroach. 

To trouble; to annoy. 

Repetition; fatigue. 

M.M1 venture to trouble you. 

M @ or ^ ‘M may1 
trouble you? 

or ^ to trouble one, 

—to do anything. 

please take this 

letter. 

>k§ please deliver to. 

^to recluestone to; to trouble 

one to. 

I have a mat¬ 

ter to trouble you with. 

34U 

3412 

R 7C 

A. fen 

Even Lower. 

R 
3413^ 

R 7C 

h. \fan 
F. hwang, v. 

cpeing 
W .fa 

N. faah 

M. \fan 
Y.faa 

Sz .fan 
K. pon 
'. han 
A. fan 

Rising Upper. 

)^ to importune; to bother 

46 to trouble; to request, 

low spirits; depression, 

to venture to hope. 

Jg, anxious. 

Pj|[ noisy. 

M, or 4 gj to annoy. 

or 1 § °r I 1$ 
troublesome; vexing. 

vexed; annoyed. 

m * w h ® tu m 
noyances all come from making 
oneself violently prominent. 

^ depressed; downcast; 

melancholy. 

H! jJft MU III t0° much cere' 
mony is confusing. 

jfili cannot bear the annoy 

ance; impatient. 

very annoying. 

J|| to be in trouble about. 

=|* 4gL ffi ^ the important 

points without detail. See 11,660 

‘M M tautol°gy- 
yj§ ^ HI ‘)Mto wash away 

the fatigue of the body,—as by 
a bath. 

An aquatic grass or sedge, 

known as il 

To turn back. To turn 

over. To turn wrong side 

up. Contrary ; opposite. 

To rebel; to clash. Used 

with 3390. See 1272,1601, 

8080, 884. 

R 0 or R M to turn back> 
to revert to. 

w OCR H when (Duke) Wen 

of Chin (= £*F) returned 

to his country. 

back‘ 
wards and forwards; over and 
over. [The first is also “to go 

back on.”] 

R 
3413 

KW to back water. 

R%k to give up one’s religion. 

r\% to repent. 

MR to reflect light. 

Km the afternoon sun. 

Rm to turn round. 

& to change coun¬ 

tenance; to get angry. 

KtH to turn upside down; on 

the contrary. 

KM to disarrange the hair. 

R ® to turn the cold shoulder; 

the reverse, as of a coin; the 
wrong side of cloth. 

$£ R /A —*il (the char- 
~f* kart) is composed of 

upside down and —•. 

R P to go back on what one 

has said; to say the opposite. 

]R ^ words spoken ironically. 

See 5367. 

tfr R W £ surely 
you speak ironically? 

IE the truest sayings 

are paradoxical. 

J41 lit ^ H R 0 because 
of this, husband and wife quar¬ 
relled. 

MR contrary to; opposite to. 

R IE to go back to what is right 

(see 9365); to turn right into 
wrong (see 687). 

# 34 rfn R IE they look 

crooked, but are really straight. 

il fF ^ M R jE ® this 
matter has two sides to it. 

m ft # K IE % m this 
matter must in any case be put 
through. 

-R-IE diametrically op¬ 

posed. 

the two are 

diametrically opposed. 

K«« tied their hands 

behind them. 

Kit intractable; unruly. 

KM to act contrary to Tao, 

—as opp. to ^ • 

<£ K or if Kt0 rebel- 

K % K & “ K M 
rebels. 
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M 
3413 

M to drive into revolt. 

to reduce insurgents; (read 

/an') to set aside a judgment. 

K& the bump of rebellion. 

MM anarchy; rebellion; con¬ 

fusion. 

on the verge of rebellion; 

wavering. 

Jjf fan' |j| to send a case back 

for rehearing = Hj]- 

to send back the 

surplus. 

M i pfi ^ to reject food from 

the stomach. 

£ lit 3. * * V T & 
^ he who offends against these 

five (rules) cannot but be in 

danger. 

Affi tt! eK it would not be 

convenient to alter the arrange 

ment. 

W. g H examine your own 

heart. 

to have a relapse in illness. 

on the contrary, it 

was disagreeable. 

MM&ffi----but on the 
contrary object to it as being 

too short. 

MM, a contrary wind. 

to argue from the opposite, 

as opposed to >—e-g- t0 

show the advantages of filial 

piety by establishing the disad¬ 

vantages of unfilial con¬ 

duct. 

M inf a disjunctive Particle. 

Mm the system of spelling or 

expressing the sound and tone 
of any given character by two 
other characters, the initial of one 
of which added to the final o: 
the other making up the sounc 
required. First adopted by Sun 

Shu-jan. iM was used alone at 

first, and when it became taboo, 

m was substituted. Later on, 

the two were used together. E.g, 

1 fr MW the character 

yung is spelt y\in s]ung- 

=yung3. The first char, gives 
the initial, the second the vowe’ 
and tone, even or oblique.] 

MW to be punished for an¬ 

other’s crime. 

K 
3413 

pan 

=j-|* to contrive to set 

^ to give the other side of 

the question. 

to put on after turning; 

inside out. 

became; was turned into. 

M.EL respectful; observing the 

rules of politeness; to fondle; 

to tickle. 

+ A M eighteen drugs which 

“clash” when taken simulta¬ 
neously, two or more in one 
prescription. 

Mm?m to turn good into 

not good,—to spoil in the pro¬ 
cess of making. 

fflix 
at loggerheads. 

not equal to what 

he (or it) was at first 

to turn round. 

R* to typify; to foreshadow; 

to prefigure. 

on the contrary 

KSsttA if not, then 

Mffi reverse language as op¬ 

posed to IE HJ i2r ,—i.e. phra¬ 

ses used with a meaning the 
reverse of what they seem to 
express. 

to throw away; to 

abandon. 

SlISfickle- 
to interrogate mi 

nutely backwards and forwards, 
-—with a view to elicit the truth. 

M H At0 turn the wind 
and put out a fire,—as was done 
by a virtuous magistrate of old. 

M to shift one’s ground; to 

tell another story. 

Mmm and struck Chang in¬ 

stead,—of letting Chang strike 

him. 

w 
3415 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

m; 
3410 

r. 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

34i4 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. pang 
W .pa 
p. j 
M. I fan 
Sz. \ 
Y.faa 
K.p'-an 

J. han 
A. ban, fan 

Rising Upper 

A hill-side; a slope; a 

cliff. Used with 3421. 

a bank; a slope, 

the place where Shun built 

his capital, now m m 

P‘u-chou Fu in Shansi. 

3417 

SeeM 
Sinking and 

Rising Upper. 

m 
3418 

R w 
C.fan 
H. cpan, fan1 

F. hwang 
W .fa 

N .faan 

M. \fan 
Y.faa 
Sz. fan 
K. p'-an 

. han,hon 
A. -ban 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To regret; penitent. 

‘1^1 t0 regret- 

A plain; a field. A farm; 

a hamlet. 

fields. 

To vomit; to faint. 

To buy; to trade; to 

carry about for sale; to 

deal in. See 3743. 

Wt fiH S 3®"t0 bu^ c^eaPan<^ 
sell dear. 

SR IS to trade. 

mm to deal in grain. 

^ to deal in horses. 

mp dealers. 

SR g«' SR A »' SR if 
pedlars. 

^ iMto convey f°r sa^elt0 tra4e. 
SR* A pj to deal in male and 

female,—children. 

Am? a dealer in children. 

m* a dealer in women. 

jj|j£ t0 kidnap for sale. 

m~ )|£ a warek°use 1 a large shop 

Same as 3418. 

To return; to revert to. 

On the contrary. Used for 

3413- 

See M how many days to 

Rising Upper. go and come back? 

iM. to go back. 

34i9 

3420 

R. 
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3420 

3421 

'R^yf 

|See££ 
I Rising Upper. 

3422 

lR ® gc 

H. }/«• 

I F. hwang3, 

pwong- 
IW. va 
IN. z/aaw 

P ) IM. 5 fan 
ISz. ) 
I V.faa 
IK. pan 
|J. han 

1 A. fan 

Sinking 
Lower. 

the return of the soul to 

the body after death. 

to back water. See 3413 

& Z K A to go back to 

heaven,—as the soul at death. 

^3E a return journey. 

Iff) Jfl but on the con 
trary got into trouble. 

A bank 5 a mountain-side 

mmm on the hill-side 

varnish-trees. 

Cooked rice; food any 

cooked grain. See 7254. 

cooked white rice,— 

of good quality. 

|§. Wif tbe water in which rice 

has been boiled,—much usee 
after meals. 

rice water with the rice 

left in it. 

IS or Wl or # 
to eat; to take a meal. 

^ l& 'ff or (more ele 

gantly) have 

you eaten rice ?—a conventiona 
phrase of enquiry after a person’ 
general well-being. See 3930 

92IS- 

—* IS or —‘ ^ a mea: 

Jjp. breakfast. 

IS supper. See 9731, 12,769 

H P?^? without food to eat. 

gij" to beg for food. 

#< II IE J1 A he is a great 
eater. 

^ ^ after eating. 

“F©lR he then gQt food 
ready. 

food is not food,— 

i.e. it is no longer enjoyable, as 
under anxiety, etc. 

a snack. 

K It f »' M & f or 
IS !Sor IK Ma rest»“- 
rant; an eating-house. 

lS H® an eating-stall. 

3423 

C.fan 
H.fam 
F. hwang 
W .fa 
N .faah 

fan 

.faa 
K. pom, pop, 

|S ^ rice-money,—board. 

IS ip- a napkin or bib. 

^ 'IS trusting to Pro 

vidence for their daily breac 
This sentiment is often expressec 
pictorially, viz., by two or three 

people ^ leaning against the 

character God and eating 

rice out of bowls. 

~F IS meat is 
called that which makes the rice 
go down. 

be quick over 

your work, but not over your 
food. 

Hi i§ hao4 *5; # A 1 
a hungry man will gladly eat 
boiled wheat. 

^ IS co°ked millet. 

!±§! IS to co°k beans and 

glutinous rice,—for mourners. 

|S IS rice-cutters,—the teeth. 

IS black groats, made from 

millet; a Buddhistic sacrifice. 

the whitebait (Leuco 

soma),—so called from its trans 
parent body. 

IS /§k jpl the spoon-shaped head 

—the cobra. 

Read fan*. To eat. 

Is t0 eat immoderately. 

^ IS Hr A they all went away 

without eating. 

IS ^ i*k A with 

coarse rice to eat, and water to 
drink,—Confucius said he could 
be happy. 

ijjf /|S the band-master who play¬ 

ed at the second meal of a feu 

dal prince. So ~ -|S and jjlj 

To float; to drift; to 

sail. Unguided ; careless ; 
reckless. 

doadng about. 

'/£ light; buoyant. 

'fe S '/fit driftmg with the 
stream. 

to float a vessel, 

to wander; to travel. 

3423 
v. p'-ip 

J. han, hon 
A. fern 

Sinking 
Upper. 

3424 

R. 

See '/%_ 

Sinking and 
Even Upper. 

m4 
3425 

■m 
C.fan 
H.fam 
F. hwang3, 

hwanga 
W .fa 

H.faan 

\fan 

Y.faa 
Sz. fan 
K. pom 

han, hon 
A. fern 

SinkingUpper 

® ^ M & $1 sent a 
force by sea to his aid. 

^ vague expressions. 

lj* to vaguely allude to 
matters. 

& WL t0 sPeak vaguely or 
roughly. 

A V£. M A ili ie n must 
here be regarded as a plural 
men. 

Y^. jfli, t0 regard as a mere matter 
of form. 

'Ztm to overflow; verbose. 

to flow. 

ordinary; usual. 

II ^ If a casual ac¬ 
quaintanceship. 

excessive; overwhelming 

yjflj to sprinkle abundantly, 

Read fa?*. 

'/£ y|j| the sound of waves dash 

ing on a shore. 

Read feng3. To throw 

as a horse its rider. 

M Z ig a horse that 
throws its rider. 

Plants floating on water; 

to float. 

Water overflowing. Agi¬ 

tated. Name of a river in 

Shantung and Honan. 

mm overflowing; a flood. 

m Bfo the title of one of Huai- 

nan Tzu’s chapters, in which 
success and failure are reduced 
by Tao to uniformity. 



R, 

W.swa 

Rising Lower. 

•3 

3427 

See ^ 

Rising Lower. 

w 
3428 

Rii 

See 

Rising Lower. 
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3426 

Plants; grass. 

air is 

it is not 

an anc^ent hind °f caP- 

See 3427. 

f°r Fa*1 Shih and 

Chang Shao {see Biog. Diet. 101). 

A bee or wasp. 

1JM M rfii *1 rn Milhe m. 
bee has the cap, the cicada the 
fringe 

To rush against; to clash 

with; to invade; to offend 

against; to transgress; to 

violate. 

il% to risk one’s life. 

to be benighted. 

ivm to get damp. 

11 JiJiJj y||. to suffer from malaria. 

A ft itT SI T,he 
damp. 

7 il <* 4!!7 ± 
worth while. 

il 7# it’s not worth 

while getting in a rage. 

the character jade (in her name) 
clashed with Pao-yti’s name,— 
which also contained the wore 
jade. Such a point would con 
stitute an objection to the be 
trothal of two young people 
whose names should not be sim 
ilar but rather complementary 
one of the other. 

11 —* H§J M ¥ t0 utter the 
tabooed word “T'ang.” 

ser 7 7 it # * 
water does not interfere with 
well-water,—each goes its own 
way. 

itm or mi to invade or 

violate territory. 

urn or 11 to cross or 

violate the frontier 

a strange star 

appeared in the Herdboy anc 
Weaving Damsel constellation, 

HR to break bounds. 

11^ to discredit one’s name 

to take trouble; to be at 

pains. 

river 

3428 

fa rjl‘ to set people wonder¬ 

ing; to give cause for conside¬ 
ration. 

H» (fen4) to go beyond one’s 

duty; to exceed one’s powers 
or duty. 

4IL££ to encounter suspicion; 

to be open to suspicion; to look, 
or be, suspicious. 

im to commit a crime; to 

incur punishment. 

itffift to commit a capital 

crime. 

t0 v^ate prohibitions. 

itm to break through a rule 

or custom. 

it A a criminal. 

mu a criminal in gaol. 

"H" ^[1 ringleaders; principals. 

nn accomplices. 

"thief with'a long and bad record. 

IlM to be arrested on a charge 

of.... 

i B II ^ he has 
already been convicted. 

il& or HW to break the law. 

£7 W 
^[J decapitation, strangling, mil 

itary service, banishment (for a 
period), and banishment (to a 
distance), are punishments not 
to be incurred. 

II & § ^ 1l & ify°u 
fear the law you will not break it 

8E it 4 it Sr a fat student 

is an offence against all rule,— 
he should be thin from study. 

The same is said of a Mm 
"jjjjj thin priest, who should be 

fat from absence of care, etc. 

~f~" 11 t0 wbat *s f°r‘ 

bidden by law. 

mil to clash, as colours etc.; 

to violate. 

H W) # M there was 

nothing inharmonious in the 
pose of each,—of a monkey anc 
a crane in the same picture. 

mffiii wished to violate her 

m 7 # il1 never touched 

her improperly. 

miMm* have offended 

against you. 

3428 

R. 

Well to unintentionally infringe 

^ 11 t0 intentionally offend. 

il± to offend against one’s su 

periors; to rebel. 

mu it is awkward to 

incur public resentment,—one 
will not be able to stand against it. 

11 f$ to violate the taboo,—as 

by using certain characters which 
have been set aside or tabooed. 

See 5217. 

7' il # » does not violate 

the rights of predecessors,—is 
not plagiarised from them. 

IE iffi 7K offended against, 

and yet entering into no alter¬ 

cation. Said to refer to |fp| 

Yen Yuan, the favourite disciple 

of Confucius. 

11m to get sores from var¬ 

nish-poisoning. 

11m to get an illness back 

again; to have a relapse. 

il 7 A to be hindered in the 

accomplishment of a matter by 
the interference of a third person. 

A law; a rule; a pattern; 

a custom. 

C. fan’¬ 
ll, jam3- 
F. hwang 
W.-ha 
N. vaan 

M. ( 
Y. fad 
Sz. fan’ 
K. pom 
J. hon, han 
A.f'am1- 

Rising Lower. 

ylh ^ the Great Plan,—title of 

one of the chapters in the Canon 
of History. 

jjffi a mould; a matrix; 

pattern. 

M1& a constant law; a custom 

1wm to guard against. 

aiE a stylish appearance. 

S not to §° heyond 

your good self, 

bounds. 

fit IE » 
—a conventional phrase used in 

letters. 

^5 -J-* to m°4el in clay 

and cast in metal,—as Buddhas. 

tr.t—r2 A horse galloping- • to go 

!§S 
343° 

quickly. 

R Pi ^ }|H a frightened horse run- 

See |W ning away. 

Even and 1111 rfn ffa boat sailins 
Sinking 
Lower. 

rapidly. 
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I K.ficn 

Even Lower. 

An osier basket, used in 

ancient times by brides to 

carry millet and dates to 

their husbands. Also read 

pirn4. 

$h t*le cefemony of 

carrying a basket (of chestnuts), 
— by wife on introduction to 
husband’s parents the day after 
marriage. 

3432 

|R-@ 
C. -fan 
P .fan" 

Ij. han, hon 
1 A. -fan, -van 

Sinking 
Lower. 

3433 

Spirits distilled from 

refuse grain. 

IR. - 

I See 

Tib 
Rising 

Even and 
I Sinking Lower 

and Upper. 

Same as 3432. 

;T 

The young of rabbits, 

said by the Chinese to be 

born at the mouth. To 

litter, as rabbits. Also read 

fan} and ft}. Used with 

M 7901. 

R. 

3435 

fong 

hwong 
.foa 

fong 

fang 

|Sz. ) 

IK. pang 

IJ .ho 
| A .fong 

Even Upper. 

Square, physically or mor¬ 

ally {see 4600). A place; a 

region. To possess (Odes: 

explained by JJI Jg 

-tb)- A slip or tablet ofl 

wood for writing on; see 

11,691. A recipe; a pres¬ 

cription ; a means. Now 

still; ever; then ; at; at 

most; actually. To com¬ 

pare. 5^5438. Radical 70. 

W* square; rectangular; N.E.S. 

and W.; everywhere outside Chi¬ 

na, which is rfj . 

P9 ~)j ^ a model for all| 

parts of the kingdom. 

N. E. S. W. and the centre. 

Hence used to denote China and 
the remainder of the world lying 
on its four borders. 

ffi it the west; from the west. 

itif square. 

chequers; chequered. 

[Ml s<3uare and round; all| 

round. See 2450. 

if¥ a plane quadrilateral sur¬ 

face. 

~fj the measurement of cubic | 

area. 

iff square characters. 

~fj ^ square ingots of silver. 

# 0 a square on a chess-board. 

it ^ a square table. 

jj w the face of a square; a 

square face. 

iffSA^- square face and 

large ears,—regarded as good| 
features in a man. 

Alb HI tf round in dispos¬ 

ition, square in action,—as a| 
man should be. 

'H ~fj HU £ jfl ^ how| 
can a square (handle) fit into a[ 
round (hole)? 

an abbot. See 424. 

if® square document,—a title- 

deed for land, issued in lieu ofl 
original deeds which may have! 
been lost. So-called, either be-| 
cause the document itself is I 
square, or because it is sealed! 
with a square seal. 

ID 11 fa ip ^ round I 
with a strong bias towards square-[ 
ness. 

* it Z. the doctrine ofl 

non-angularity, — which adapts! 
itself to all circumstances. 

it f the square inch, —the I 
heart, from its supposed size. 

i®if correct,—as one’s demean¬ 

our. 

it iE square and upright,—ofl 

high moral character. 

ffl A H? ^ very| 
honourable or straightforward. 

-kii a master workman; a man 

of eminent virtue. A doctor for | 
adults; see 6089. 

t m&if unable to recog- 

3435 

nise the rules of righteous con-| 
duct. 

^ ¥ Ic ^ #1 ~)j teachl 

children their duty to their neigh-1 
bour. f 

& « S ft.Hjy 
be reverent and thus straighten 
the internal: do your duty and 
thus square the external. 

the cuckoo pos¬ 

sesses it,—the magpie’s nest. 

it® convenient; the “good| 

works” of Buddhism. 

MMit® I sincerely hope 

it will be convenient,—to doso.| 

ia*« 

if you are accommodating to 
others, you will find it an ac¬ 
commodation to yourself. 

frir® to bestow alms, etc. 

Buddha makes compas-| 

sion the root and charity the | 
door,—of salvation. 

to say a good word| 

for. 

~}j H? iM say a good| 

word for me. 

*&ir a place; see 10,956. 

location; situation. 

to proceed to a place, 

or in a direction, indicated. 

~fj =y local dialect. 

it to local produce,—usually ofl 

presents. 

(a son) who travels! 

abroad must keep his parents) 
informed of his whereabouts. 

± jj a superior place; a Bud¬ 

dhist monastery. 

± if ^ 65 come from the | 

Emperor, or from the palace. 

W± if M presented him I 

with a sword,—of the Emperor] 
to a general going on a campaign. 

3i! M “9. ~fj % Jl£ iust as ]| 
got to your country, evening! 
came on. 

Tif A a mortal,—as opposed] 

to the gods. 

fa it A where is the man from? 

Hit A a man from another! 

part of the country; a foreigner. 

if ft beyond the limits of the 

visible universe; transcendental; 
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3435 

beyond bounds; out of the 
limit; a wandering priest; see 
12,442. 

# x * # # # & 
both his mother and sister were 
anxious to retire from the world, 
—into seclusion. 

direction; bearings. 

'M ~)j («l T y°u have 
even forgotten your way about. 

%it to examine the places. 

to change the aspect,—as 

of a grave, for geomantic pur¬ 
poses. 

to go and build a 

city in that place. 

a prescription; a cure; a 

remedy. 

HU#? to write a prescription. 

Jr± a master of recipes,—a 

medicine man; a necromancer. 

a domestic recipe, 

—that can be made up at home. 

ism to feel the pulse and write 

a prescription. 

a good prescription. 

there is no way, 

no means of doing it. 

# % a trick; a stratagem. 

ism a plan; a mode of action. 

is % It Military Archive 

Office. 

t=Zit tfe the art of virtue. 

m-if of ink, one cake. 

\*tH~it 
my family have married me into 
a remote part of the world, 

i±& — it our jurisdictions 

lie in the same quarter. 

truly it is a case of sighing that 
each is in a different corner of 
the earth. 

m —it to repine against 

each other, each holding his own 
point of view. 

^ M you have much 

banked up my roots, — I am 
deeply indebted to you. 

0 Z m then when the 

sun is at the meridian. 

jj M what time can be 

fixed for his return? 

3435 

3436 

#0 Jll ^ ^ S like the 

stream ever coming on. 

# m mm the millet just 

then in flower. 

in which case it will do. 

just now; a moment ago. 

at the present time. 

itR then; forthwith. 

then and not till then. 

jj M: to upon which he 

began to feel at ease in his mind. 

*if + $Si just ten years old. 

to violate orders; a polite 

phrase for declining to obey, etc. 

R # if® we cannot but 

disregard your orders. 

it cannot be navi¬ 

gated with a raft. 

mn zit the centre of all 

the States. 

M M 4? its parks, 

compared with those of Ch‘in 
(Shensi) are few. 

it A to compare or measure 

men’s abilities. Also, upright 
men. 

ism equations. 

±it cubic involution. 

it EB plane mensuration. 

^ S * f $ 
square-roofed carts,—used only 
by high officials. 

a spirit of the lakes and 

mountains. 

it 16 epistolary title for a Pro 

vincial Treasurer. Anciently, a 
Governor. 

it& a fortified place; old name 

of fit Mi in Honan. 

it® critical; in a critical posi¬ 

tion. 

*0 R an exorcist charged 

with the duty of driving away 
evil influences in dwelling-houses 

and tombs. 

Same as 3456. 

R. 

w 
3437 

CfanS 
Sfang 

Even Upper. 

w 
3438 

*•»* 
W. Joa 
N. Jong 

Y. j c fanS 

M. ifang 

See|£§f 

A .ifong,cfdng 

Even 
Irregular. 

3439 

5“it 
Rising Upper 

A lane; a street; a 

hamlet; a subdivision of a 

city; a ward; a parish ; a 

store; a workshop. 

mm the altar to local deities, 

i.e. those who protect the district. 

mm an honorary stone gate¬ 

way put up in commemoration 
of the virtues of some local 

celebrity. So mm- 
ms. a street; a neighbourhood; 

the office of a petty police ma¬ 
gistrate. 

ifit a restaurant, 

a warehouse, 

a book-shop, 

ft# a work-shop. 

min the study or private apart¬ 

ments of the Heir Apparent, 

ft# a Buddhist monastery. 

your monastery,—said to 

a Buddhist priest. 

mm a pattern or exemplar to 

be followed. 

%mnm a notice put up 

in the fields, signifying that 
the neighbouring farmers have 
entered into an association to 
protect each other’s crops from 
the depredations of thieves. 

To hinder; to oppose. 

mm to be an obstacle; an 

impediment. 

it# there is no 

objection; it does not interfere. 

ib to tyi W beware of injury 

g a hindrance to 

good men and a curse to the 
State,—as an evil minister. 

to matter. 

to injure the 

living from eagerness to honour 
the dead. 

To be like. Used with 

3456. 

like; resembling. 

undecided; agitated. 

tfir# unsettled; doubtful. 

# ft it P/r fS in a state of 

uncertainty without anything to 
rely upon. 
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3440 

pH 

|h. \fons 
IF. hwong, v. 

pung,p'-ung 
IW. voa 
I N. vohg 
Ip. ) 

M. 
Y. j fanS 

I Sz. ) 
IK.pang 
If. bo 

IA..fong 

Even Lower. 

A room; a house. The I 

seed-case of a flower. A 

District in Hupeh. 

*7 ~5r or —' j|| ^ a house 

The former is used in the south 
fora room. See 12,737. 

^ or # M or M ^ 
houses; buildings. 

IE M that part of a Chinese 

house which is in the middle 
and faces the south. See below 

fM hack or north aspect. 

Ill the wings, east and west 

of the IE J3 ■ 
to build a house 

side-buildings 

The second is also a bride’; 
female servant. 

±M the central or best suite 

of rooms in an inn, always re¬ 
served for mandarins; the rooms 
occupied by the master and mis 
tress of a house. 

Iff* ^ffp passed by 

several rooms. 

^7 the gate-keeper’s quarters 

the porter’s lodge. 

mm the registry office of a 

yam/n; a station for sentries, as 
at the gate of a city. 

^7 the proprietor of the house 

M or ^ IS rent. 

^ ^ a tie-beam. 

the ridge of a house; 

roof. 

mm? the roof. 

^ the eaves. 

t^ie buildings of a factory 

etc. 

^ house-allowance. 

Mffi* notices of houses to 

let, stuck up on walls. 

Jfj agnatic relatives of the 

same branch. 

-ffji jjfe fellow-clansmen of the 

same branch. 

^ the head of a branch of 

a family. 

houses and land. 

p house property. Also 

houses and land. 

title-deeds for houses. 

3440 

W 
344i 

R.: 

fffl the cross-beams of a 

house. 

fAj Jfy the women’s apartments. 

^ the servants’ quarters. 

M ~E ft ^ how| 
many women have you in your| 
household? 

3442 

F. hwong, v. 
pung 

Even Upper. 

or my wife. 

JEM the one legal wife. See\ 

above. 

te M or — M a concubine. | 
See below. 

- m m ® = a * 
married three wives in succession. | 

f<| ^ Jjj to take a second wife. 

^ the favourite con- 

m * 

See ~Jj 

.fong, fong 

Rising Upper, 

cubine. See 2934. 

ff M or PI M or 
sexual intercourse. 

m 4 ft aphrodisiacs. 

E§ chang3 jj'j and Zl jpf the 

eldest and second married bro-| 
thers; first and second class as¬ 
pects for a grave. See above. 

1^w Mm&mk 
I also want to find some servants. 

mm an office. 

the six offices or depart¬ 

ments in a yamen among which 
the work is distributed. They 
are supposed to bear a resem¬ 
blance in miniature to the Six | 
Boards in Peking. 

^ l§f or E M t?J *-he ten 
officials who examine essays pre¬ 
vious to handing them to the 
Grand Examiner. See 9909. 

{JJ ^ to have one’s papers at 

an exam, passed on from the 

mm to the J^{? m , instead 

of being plucked at once. 

The bright light of dawn; 

to appear; to be made| 

manifest. 

W ;)*u; dawn- 

the morning gun. 

w ft -fir b$ when did this j 

become known? 

3443 

|See 
A.f°ng 

Rising Upper. 

W 
3444 

R ,5|| 

See -jj 

Rising Upper. 

w 
3445 

W.fongfHong 

See 

Rising Upper. 

A wood used in making 
carts and boats. A white 

board used at night with a 

lamp to attract fish to ^ |±j 

jump into a boat. 

Ill It H flight to reach 
only an elm or fang,—to fly only I 
from tree to tree, as a cicada. 

f$ E4 tfr ^ ^ just be¬ 
cause I can take a short flight 

a support; a strip of wood 

used to strengthen the girders 
in a roof. 

10) ^ laths; thin pieces of 

boarding. 

MVj ft a kind of sapan wood. 

U # ft ^ fj'j ^5* (asked) if 

all the supports to the beams 
were accurately placed. 

To mould clay, as a I 
potter. 

II AMS the potter | 
makes sacrificial dishes. 

mm potters and moulders. 

Indistinct. Used fori 

3439- 

Bfir m resembling. 

s t * m the two are much | 

alike. 

To spin; to reel; to twist. 

W # or W $| or H to1 
spin thread. 

«? to make silk thread. 

a spinning-wheel. 

± to go under the belly 

of a horse and resume one’s seat | 
in the saddle. 

nr 
3446 

R. 

IK W M i§ MthemanuT 
facture of paper began with|See ~/J 
silk floss steeped in water. | Even Upper. 

to spin and weave, 

to spin cotton. 

Jil m Ssuchffian pongee. 

j|jj|| reeled pongee. 

Fat; goose-grease, 

the fat of meat. 
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3447 

Usually 

read Rising 

See j} 
Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

73 
3448 

See 

Even Upper. 

^3449 

s“3f 
(everywhere 
read Rising) 

k-f°ngJong 

Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

Two boats lashed to¬ 

gether ; a large boat ; a 

galley. 

H Jf^f a “flower-boat,”—a large 

gaily-painted barge used for fes¬ 
tive purposes. 

a boat light as a 

leaf; a skiff. 

WMM a pick-lily boat, — a 

pleasure boat for a lake. 

talking and drink¬ 

ing on a barge. 

Fragrant; agreeable; ex¬ 

cellent; virtuous. 

fragrant. 

^ fragrance. 

yt or ^ fragrant plants. 

^|] to amuse oneself 

with flowers and trees. 

a fragrant name; a good 

reputation. 

to hand down a 

good name for many generations 

jjJ to leave a fragrancy be¬ 

hind one. 

^ fragrant records,—as of 

good men of old. 

^ ^ fragrant virtue. 

fragrant dust; the scent 

of flowers. 

7^ 5^ a woman’s spirit. 

tasteful and savoury,—as 

a meal. 

your fragrant presence. 

To search out; to enquire 

about. To visit. 

to openly investi¬ 

gate and secretly enquire about. 

t# 55 or Wj ^ t0 en(iuire 
about. 

% tT ^ Wi to make secret 
enquiries,—as a detective. 

§# or §# to hunt up and 

seize,—as a criminal. 

to find out for certain; to 

ascertain. 

3^ ^ to learn on enquiry. 

m & to search for Tao or 

abstract truth. 

3449 

w 
3450 

R-m 

See 
Even Upper. 

1 

3451 

R. k 

See -Jj 

Even Upper. 

W 
345 2 

R. 

I | fong 
C. 
H, 
F. hwong, v. 

hoting, v. 
wong 

W. voa 
N. bong 
p. ) 
M. , 
Y. \fanS 

Sz. ] 
K. pang 
J. ho, bo 
K. fong 

Even Lower. 

3^ 'g or JpjT to search for; 

to hunt up. 

3^ to discover. 

fj ^ ^ a newspaper corres¬ 

pondent. 

mm® the title of a kind of I 

Censor employed under the 
Liao dynasty. 

=$j Jlj^ to make search for virtu¬ 

ous men,—to be officials. 

=jj g|| to consult about; to deli¬ 

berate. 

1r m ft ^ it he went to 
the priests about it, but they 
paid no attention to him. 

U. or m to visit. 

to visit one’s parents or 

relatives; to enquire about the 
connections of. 

= jfj ^ to go out calling on friends. 

te-»Sr # !# <i& ^ * 
fortunate chance Dr. Wu of the 
Han-lin called. 

iglti take counsel at 

the beginning,—of my rule. 

The ancient name for 

f in Chehkiansf. 

A square goblet. A boil¬ 

er or kettle. An imitation 

of the word fanam, an old 

Madras coin worth about 

one-tenth of a rupee. 

An embankment. To 

protect from ; to guard 

against; a remedy. To be 

a match for. 

an embankment; {fig.) a 

bar; a protection against. 

on the embank* 
ment are magpies’ nests. m 

may here be the name of a place. 

W # or W to be ready 
for; to take precautions against 

'$kor W fS to take pro 
tective measures. 

BfJtt to guard against thieves. 

W 
3452 

3453 

KA to guard against calami¬ 

ties. 

one cannot guard 

against it,—of a secret or sudden 
attack. 

m 7'm w impossible to 

guard against. 

m%<* mm to provide 
against famine,—by laying in a 
stock of provisions. 

^ to take shelter; to seek 

refuge. 

{$“ Mor or W S to 
guard; to watch over; to protect, 

to forbid; to prohibit. 

KS' M dan8er signals. 

mm. to guard against flatulen¬ 

cy ; carraway seeds. Also, name 
of an ancient State situated in 
modern Chehkiang. 

mm to guard against abuses. 

^ to lay up for a rainy 

day. 

'zmm to forget oneself,—in 

talking. 

m» to guard the person; self- 

defence. 

defence works; defence 

measures. 

I»R offensive and defensive. 

KrS a defence corps. 

Af£2 m to draw the line 

between. 

4*12 m the line drawn 

between Chinese and foreigners 

m all of a sudden; before 

one had time to guard against 
it. See 6869. 

private; secret. 

mmn%1 a maritime sub- 

Prefect. 

m w m a maritime sub- 

Prefect or sub-Prefecture. 

w & z w a match for a 

hundred. 

RK2 P.Sfl1 Efrjil 
to stop the mouth of the public 
is more important than stopping 
a river,—which may be causing 
a flood. 

Same as 3439. 

54 
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m 

3454 

R. 

F. s.hwong, v. 
Jiong 

See 
K.fongoing 

Even Lower. 

3455 

r. M 

F. hwong, v. 

poiing, 
/twang 

s" if 
K.fong 

Sinking and 
Rising Upper 

or 

A bream. 

& * £ it. & W 2 f 
why, when eating fish, must we 
have a bream from the Ho? 

U II ^ the bream is 
showing its tail all red. 

M ifr ^ # 
the carp and the bream from the 
river I-lo are as sweet as beef 
and mutton. 

1 o let go; to loosen 5 to 
let off; to issue-, to"scatter 

to put. To appoint to a 

post. See 13,151, 7329 

gg 
/ffi [ol to release; to let go. 

tkftW- a release permit; a 

clearance. 

to let slip dogs,—as from 

a leash. 

JH to fly a falcon. 

to let go one’s hold; to 

stop work. See 5304. 

to slack off; to loosen 

ttffi to release from superin 

tendence; to allow to run wild 

to release living creatures. 

—to buy birds and fishes anc 
let them go as the Buddhists do, 
hoping to secure thereby rewards 
in the world to come. 

ik It! * I he has let it out 

as a bird out of a cage. 

Ik M ^to flya kite- 
Ik (°r 2fc) ‘M to float 

water-lanterns,—as is done on 
the 15 th of the 7 th moon, to 
soothe the ghosts of those who 
have been drowned. 

tkiS to release from a vow of 

abstinence. 

to let off crackers. 

to let off fireworks, 

to let off cannons. 

-tar to release,— or 

as a prisoner who has served his 
time. 

Mi Wt to Par4on and release. 

to issue; to give out, as pay. 

to distribute relief,—as 

during a famine. 

ikM to break wind. 

»• 
3455 

to be impertinent; to be 

disorderly in conduct. 

ikM & 2 %k& rffl ft 
fang is to eat in an extra 

vagant way, without any limit. 

'<Hf to be Pr°fligate- 

ik&mm, to scatter tin-foil 

money,—upon the departure of 
an avaricious and unpopular 
mandarin. 

& or 4k to relax 

the tension on the mind; to 
cease to be anxious about. 

4b ^ T or 4b Ik 
r-T unable to quiet one’; 

anxiety; did not feel easy in his 
mind. 

did not thin 

any more about it. 

ik & <s> * to bear in mind 

not to speak of. 

to put to sea. 

to tend sheep. 

M to give freedom to a slave 

to allow a prostitute to marry 
and become a respectable mem 
ber of society. 

pj to dissolve or adjourn a 

court. 

t.to give up 

(doing, making, etc.). 

to lend small sums 

for short periods at exorbitant 
rates, reckoned by the day. 

|j ^ [y=| to lend money at 

devil’s (i.e. at exorbitant) rates, 

£ JZJ to admit the family 

—to allow an interview between 
a condemned criminal and his 
wife, in order that she may bear 
him a son after his death, and 
the line may thus be continued. 

to give holidays to school¬ 

boys. 

MX to set fire to. 

to set out the table; 

to put on the food. 

'h £ t0 let g°- 
fiL ® Ik # 'ftfc Mhow can 

I let him go scot free ?—meaning 
that I won’t. 

t to utter a sound. 

ik to let off steam. 

^ 1M to blow a steam 

whistle. 

te 
3455 

3456 

R.: 

JILL 

Seejj 

A.fong 

Rising Upper. 

1k% to publish a list of suc¬ 

cessful candidates. 

$ ^ fft or fit to 

make loans to officials to enable 
them to proceed to their posts 

to set foot; to step. 

Ik to expend a great 

deal and to get back very little 

$C IDL to let Wood. 

ikT put it down. 

Ik T i± X to get ap¬ 

pointed to a provincial post. 

ik&it it put it on this side. 

ikM depositors,—as in banks 

ik± to gleam; to glisten. 

% to burn a blue-light. 

to give off and concentrate 

again,—as a fixed and flashing 
light. 

~fk to pluck up one’s courage; 

to venture. 

Ik 81 /X ffl 59 roamed about 

the streams and lakes. 

do not eat immoder¬ 

ately. 

"iS aPPears also to mean “to 

distribute rice in charity.” 

Ik 2H to release from duty; to 

give a holiday. 

ikW to release batches of can 

didates who have finished their 
essays, as is done at intervals 
during the examination. 

Stag to clear up,—of weather. 

ik% to betroth,—as a daughter. 

Read fang3. To rely on. 

To reach. To imitate. 

from head to foot. 

¥ 0 M extending to the 

Four Seas. 

Fang Hsiin,—the name of 

the Emperor Yao = Imitator 
of the achievements (of the 
ancients). 

To be like; to resemble; 

according to. 

much alike. 

like; as; according to; 

conformably with. 

to make according to 

pattern. 



3456 

3/, 

3457 

See 

Even Upper. 

w 
3459 

m 
C.fei 
W.fui 
F .hi 
W.f 
N. 

P. 1 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. pi 

. hi 

^ like; in imitation of. 

# or IK or 
copy-slips. &£ 13,339. 

% W ^to wri,e c°pies- 

M to follow the pattern. 

ffl iir ^ f: to imitate the 

writings of the ancients. 

fjfc m a flat brass ring, placed 

on writing paper to keep the 
surface smooth. See 1889. 

Same as 3443. 

An open basket with a 

handle, holding about a 

peck. Radical 22. 

R. 

\fei 

A .fi 

Even Upper. 

Not; that which is not,- 

right, sc. wrong. Negative, 

as opposed to ^ 9940 

Sometimes forms a whole 

sentence by itself = But 

this is a mistake. To dis¬ 

approve. Radical 175. 

ft^ not not,—a strong affir 

mative. 

# lit M'J fjfc if not this’then 
that. 

ftS not easy. 

^ It H it; is HSht- 

It# not usual; uncommon. 

& ft « H it was certainly 

not without a cause. 

It f Hli nft fa if not a g°d> 
what are you? 

ft ^ Bn ns if not eating, then 

wanting to drink. 

ft $& 01W • ft & p & 
if not in accordance with pro¬ 
priety, neither speak nor act. 

ft it« ft M °r ft #or 
ft ft. O' ft ffl°< ft 

not only. 

cannot do without 

this. 

3459 

It fhl disreputable; not respect¬ 

able. 

^ wrong language. 

ftW profligate; abandoned. 

Iftintic how is it not so? 

—meaning that it is so. 

it ^ ^ fa not a small 

matter. 

it must be he. 

yf^^l'i^lt 3E± 
under the wide heaven, all land 
is the king’s. 

ft tfc °> ft not so; not 

right. 

It # fen4 ^ l|j. not his busi 

ness. 

mft see 9940. 

ft will not venture 

to misbehave. 

P9 + % ^ It I have made 

a mess of my forty-nine years 

of life. 

£ft%Z some one ridicul¬ 

ed him for acting thus. , Clt= 
put him in the wrong.] 

ft** the title of an article 

by v|£ Chan Jo-shui, 

adverse to the claims of Lao Tzii 
as author of the Tao Te Ching 

%ft they are both wrong, 

in their identifications. 

fa l£ fa S whyshould (God) 
disapprove of and dislike it? 

% & ft # It some ,write 
shan for hsi, but this is a mistake. 

if 3% It H & the vul 

gar form ^5 (a hare, see 12,122) 

is not correct. 

ft M ¥ It the common 

reading of $5£ [for 5^ ] is wrong 

to do neither evil 

nor good,—such is the function 

of woman. 

Mmft^’tWiftW 
when thieves practise unusual 
cunning, the official employs 
unusual punishments. 

ft& illegal; wrongful. 

ftmzft not the fault ofj 

the fighting,—i.e. doomed to be 

defeated; a saying of 

Hsiang Yu on his final over¬ 

throw. 

3459 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

3462 

ftwwtm always cheating | 

in one way or another. 

ft M or ft M unexpected; I 

unhoped for. 

not easy to understand;] 

ambiguous. 

ftn there must be. 

it m not without; only by. 

ftft^vS indispensable. 

The punishment of cut¬ 

ting- off the feet, or re- 

moving the knee-pan. Also] 

written 

The south corner of a I 

room, where a table was! 

spread with offerings to the I 

spirits of earth. Hidden-, 

low: base. 

Streaks; lines; see 988. 

Graceful; elegant; polished; 

finished. 

of I ^ elegant; polished, 

things and persons. 

7^1“ ^ fjEf* an accomplished 

prince. See 3479. 

a finished com¬ 

position. 

t—ir 4 

m 
3463 

R- ^ 
See 

SinkingLower. 

Coarse grass sandals. 

H. fui 
F.c^,c/i 
See g| 
Rising Upper 

To be desirous of| 

speaking. 

y-1# T- $ I do not help out I 

any one who is not anxious to] 
explain himself. 

eager (to learn) and anxi¬ 

ous to explain oneself. 
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3465 

■MI* 
IF. pH 

ISee^ 

Even Upper. 

m 
3466 

iR@ 

Is" ft 8E 
Even Upper 
and Lower. 

A door with one leaf; a I 

cottage. 

# pro# leaning against) 

the door and waiting. 

J^jL movable bars in a fence; 

a rough door; a hut. 

VBtl-m the two leaves of| 

the gate were closed on the 
outside. 

Hf the Grand Secretariat. 

H M a gaol. 

3469 

To pace 

undecided. 
to and fro; 

|t hesitating, 

a water-nymph. 

3467 
R. 

See |H. 
I Rising Upper. 

Torreya nucifera, a spe¬ 

cies of yew found in northern 

China. To strengthen ; to 
assist. 

the nuts of the above tree, | 

used as a vermifuge. 

f\j benches or tables made of| 

yew. 

Cephalotaxus drupacea, an | 

evergreen tree like a yew. 

III to zealously assist. 

in order to assist 

the people in their virtuous 
works. 

C./&, 'fei 
H. Jui 

F. houi\ ‘'p'-i 

W -Jiffi 
N .fi 
p. \ 

M. . 
Y. I A* 

Sz. ) 
K. pi 

J. hi 
A .fi 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

3471 

'*•# 

| See JEJg 

Even Lower. 

to put off the dark 

red dress of a Governor,—as on 
promotion. 

A cock king-fisher. 

1 U933- 

See 

3473 

RMM 
F• c/‘b '/* 

See 

Even and 
Rising Upper, 

|| the small turquoise king-1 

fisher (.Halcyon smyrnensis); a I 
silicate of aluminum. 1 

II M M » W- ft %% the feij 3474 

fH* 
F. pH 

See 

Even Upper. 

are the red, the ts‘ui the blue, 
feathers. 

II ^ 35 chrysoprase; green 

pyroxene; malachite. 

An insect produced in 

damp places, which devours! 

grain and clothes; a cock¬ 

roach. Used for 3483. 

§ ^ a ground-bee. 

§ §tf slander; calumny. 

Robes dragging on the 

ground; the train of a dress. 

3468 

|MI*3c 

|see^ 

Even and 
Rising and 

I SinkingUpper 

3469 

I MI* 

|See M 
Even Upper. 

3472 

ir tit ^ 
F .pH 

IH. Jui 

lsee|(= H 

Even and 
I Rising Upper 

An ulcer. Anaemic! 

swelling of the feet. 

The calf of the leg. 

To protect. To decay; to 

change. 

mm the calf of the leg. 

4' a m m our protection. 

44142 the sheep and| 

oxen protected him with loving 

3475 

MI* 3c 

See ft 
Even, Rising, 

SinkingUpper 

Dark red. 

- sb it; a girl dressed) 

in dark red. 

m Purple. 

m |r deeP red. 

the ivory (audience-tablet) 

and red (robe),—used under the) 
T‘ang dynasty by officers of the | 
5 th grade and upwards. 

care. 

0 # A JP the plants all 

decay. 

A kind of radish or 

red turnip, called by the 

Chinese -J- JJ[ earth-melon. 

Frugal; mean ; trifling ; 

unworthy. 

when we gather the mustard- 
plant and earth-melon, we do 
not reject them because of their 
roots,—neither should a wife be 
rejected because her beauty has 
decayed. 

^ Ok coarse food and drink, 

mean; trifiing. 

£ M or M my poor gift. 

with my poor respects,— | 

written on a present. 

M til or jg mournful; sad.j 

MU my poor abilities. 

3476 

MI4 
F. p'-i 

See 

Even Upper. 

3477; 

MI* 
See ^ 

Even Upper. 

To slander. 

to spitefully slander an-) 

other. 

fs# la? to calumniate. 

Driving rain and snow;| 

sleet. 

fast. 

the sleet is fallingl 

3478 

MI* 
F. p'-i 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

Fragrant. 

Wf m or 3} Wl fragrant. See| 

3472. 

m mmm very sweet and) 

fragrant. 

3479 

Read fei1. Fragrant. 

%M fragrant; luxuriant. 

MM odoriferous. 

\RM 
C .fei 

IH- cfui 
If. Yi 
w 
N./ 

The outer horses of four! 

driven abreast; an extra 

horse fastened to the axle 

with long traces. See 11,556. 

rnttm my four steeds) 

advanced without stopping. 

Not; without. Vaga¬ 

bonds ; banditti; rebels. 

Variegated. Used with| 

3459, 3462. 

^ fill 01 $$ we have not been 

remiss in our husbandry. 



3479 

5 h 
Sz. ) 

K .pi 
J. hi 

A -fi 
Rising Upper. 
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3480 

3481 

rM 
See^ H 

Rising Upper. 

r 
3482 

M$ 

See M 
Even Upper. 

pfi without a go- 

between you cannot get,—a wife. 

U itL not far off- 
there is nothing 

higher than a mountain. 
4956, 12,721. 

II * is not y°u 
(the flower) who are beautiful, 
—it is the lady who gave you. 

k is not 1 who 
would protract the time. 

WlfT there is our ac¬ 

complished prince. 

vagabonds; 

rebels; banditti. 

W |H ?Jff( to become dissipated, 

insurgents; rebels. 

^ ^a ^easue °r 

society of bad characters, rebels, 
etc. 

^ rebels who have formed 

a sworn brotherhood. 

ft Zm AW the company 

of bad men is dangerous. 

one who has been con¬ 

victed of highway robbery, sedi¬ 
tion, etc. 

leaders of brigands, 

gg a rebel stronghold. 

j|g particoloured.* 

Same as 3467. See also 

8572- 

Bamboo baskets, round 

or oval, with a cover and 

short legs. 

baskets of various kinds. 

~^C 5^ J£i a woman should 

receive things (from a man) in 
a basket,—so that their hands 
may not touch. 

A wife; an Imperial con¬ 

cubine of the third rank 

EE #B the wife of the Heir Appar¬ 

ent; the wife of any prince of 
the blood. 

the guardian goddess of 

sailors. 

3482 

3483 

MIi 
C.fei 
n.fui 
F. hi^pwi 

W.l g 
N. V 
p. ] 

Y. \ fet 
Sz. ) 
K./» 

. hi 
A .fi 

Even Upper. 

M Ji #Eand m #E ImPerial 

concubines of the first and 
second ranks. 

AM a Dowager concubine. 

il* #E or #B ladies-in- 

waiting; a general term for the 
women in the Palace. 

#fM a designing woman. 

— K B #B -7* at 
the clouds of dust beneath the 
horsemen’s feet the concubine 
laughed, — said of the famous 

#b Yang Kuei-fei, who 

caused lichees to be forwarded 
to her from the south by express 
couriers. See 6985. 

To fly; to move with 

speed. See 1736, 12,836. 

High; see 77 84. Radical 

183. 

to soar and wheel around, 

as a hawk. 

m *. # m m 
birds, fishes, animals, and plants, 
each form a separate class. 

or ^ ^ birds. 

Sc birds and beasts. 

ik T A dust and stones 

flying,—in a storm. 

I§ 4^- Hying along eaves 

and walking along walls,—as a 
housebreaker. 

the wild goose. 

^ f|j|| flying ants. 

1 s a shooting star; a meteor. 

ep m the yellow birds 

(orioles) flew about. 

I cannot spread 

my wings and fly away. 

mnmm even with wings 

it would be hard to get away. 

the flying dragon 

is in the sky,—the weather is 
rainy. 

the Emperor has ascendec 

the throne. 

^ ‘/§i t0 £° UP wkh a rush,—as 

prices. 

to be raised, as dust; to 

spread, as fire. 

to escape. 

^ to hurry. 

3483 

scudding clouds. 

the flying bowl,—the wine 

passing from one to another, 
especially for forfeits in drinking. 

P he had to pay the 

forfeit by drinking. 

to go up to heaven. 

a flying chariot; an aero¬ 

plane. 

to fly upwards; to get 

rapidly promoted. 

to fly a falcon. 

post haste. 

or to go express 

speed. 

^ with the speed of 

Fei-huang,—a famous horse. 

^ pj an urgent note. 

to send an express, 

an urgent message; posters; 

bills. 

Epf to send an express des¬ 

patch,-—to a superior. 

to send urgent orders. 

to send an express 

courier. 

I wrke in haste to say 

that. 

£ to forward by express 

courier. 

flying rebels, i.e. here one 

day and gone the next, 

swift of foot. 

; flying pencil, — quick 

writing. 

ip quick with one’s fists, 

an unexpected calamity. 

l/c iH ^ a Powder explo 

sion. 

• rapidly-shooting ar¬ 

chers. 

Hjl characters written as 

it were with insufficient ink, so 
as to show white spots in them 

They were invented by m\ 

Ts‘ai Yung, who took the idea 
from a whitewasher. 

A T Ji ft '4 $1 id 
Emperor T‘ai Tsung (of the 
T'ang dynasty) replied in the fei 
pai character to Liu Chi,-—mean 
ing that he dashed off a reply 
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34»3 

to thoroughly master a 

subject. 

m ± ® m # ffi * m 
* n't & T the bo°b he 
has studied he has thoroughly 
mastered and cannot forget. 

to let fly a sword,—out 

of the mouth or elsewhere, as 
magicians do. 

name of a wicked minister 

of Chou; name of a palace 

under the Han dynasty; name 
of a bird with a stag’s body 
horns, and a snake’s tail, which 
can cause wind to blow anc 
is worshipped as the Chinese 
yEolus; name of a drug. 

& anonymous placards. 

he there- 

upon posted up anonymous and 
scurrilous placards. 

IB flying salt,—snow. A cer¬ 

tain jpjj- g|& Hsieh Tao-yiin 

compared falling snow with the 
scattering of salt, in a verse 

running H 4* 

“It seems, methinks, as 

though the air were filled with 
scattered salt,” which line his 
niece immediately capped by 

the following % in #p % 
i* A “Say rather willow 

catkins floating thick o’er heav 
en’s vault.” 

the old man with 

the flying head,—referring to a 
superstition that the heads of 
certain people fly away at night¬ 
fall and return at dawn. The 
day before, the neck is said to 
become encircled with a scar; 
and towards evening on the fol¬ 
lowing day, wings make their 
appearance. This story is told 
in reference to Java by an Indian 

ft Brahmin, 

the P‘u-sa Sheng. 

the eastern magpie 

(Pica media). 

k l ^ a flying squirrel (Pteromys 

xanthipes, alborufus et melano- 
pterus, A. M.-Edw.; also the 
Siberian Sciuropterus volans, F. 
Cuv.). The term is loosely ap¬ 
plied to bats. 

or ^ flying squirrels 

and flying foxes. 

R. 

HR’ 
3484 

vliJA 

WL 
C.fei 
H.ptti 
F./‘z, v. pui 
W. vi 
N. z/z, bi 
p. ) 

Y. \fet 
Sz. ) 
YL.pi 
J. hi 
A. pi 
Even Lower. 

3485 

*•# 

See JJ[« 

Even Lower. 

H 

Fat; plump, as opposed 

to 10,021. Unctuous; 

rich; fertile. 

flea± stout and strong. See 3428. 

BEB4“ BE* corpulent. 

IBS fat and glossy; sleek. 

JIE ^ plump. 

fat meat- 

M JJE or SI JIE rollingin fat 

^ ^ JJE let lhe ruler be 
thin so long as the people are 
fat. 

¥ .1 m m our carts are light 

and our horses are fat,—adver¬ 
tisement of a livery-stable. 

m to whip fat,—horses, sc. to 

have a fine equipage. See 1622. 

i A BE 3 to injure others 

and profit oneself. 

! B HE only caring for 

one’s own benefit. 

to share the fat; to divide 

the plunder. 

BE Pf or HE if fat and rich, as 

meat. 

m he fertile; rich, as soil. 

BE ± fertile soil. 

mm to manure fields. 

Jt JJE or j® JJE to lay down 
manure. 

BE ISor BE BP BPfat as a ws- 
BE & soap, — made from the 

seeds of Gleditschia. 

be m e a name of a fruit, 

the sticky inside of which is used 
as a hair-pomade. 

m jgj| a small feudal State in the 

east of modern Chihli. 

Name of an affluent of 

the Po-yang lake. 

W* a small stream in Anhui. 

Also, the old name of mm 
Meng-ch‘eng Hsien in the 

same province. 

/BE M diverging streams from 

the same source. 

W 
3486 

MR Ji 
See 

Even Lower. 

3487 

C.fai 
H .fui 
F. hie 
W. 

fi 

fei 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K .pe 
J. hai 
A.fe 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A grub. A kind of snake, 

JJE l® the grubs of beetles. 

jw a cockroach. 

Ruined ; useless ; aban¬ 
doned ; waste. 

useless; worn out; good 

for nothing. 

HI if^J a useless thing. Used as 

a term of abuse, 

lit tbrown aside; discarded. 

J|r| to waste time. 

^ to waste one’s labour. 

to fail when half' 

way; an abortion. 

I0A1I ldo notlet 
the (iniquity of the) man cause 
us to undervalue what he says, 

J# g| ^ to let private busi¬ 

ness interfere with public. 

HI ^ J*L to set aside the 

elder in favour of the younger. 

T'Wmm without precaut¬ 

ions there will be failure. 

Ip: —* M If laxins t0° 
much stress on a single point. 

S ijlfj the administration 

of the State is going to ruin, 

nsjeot to regard as waste 

paper. 

j]|| jfj| lazy; unthrifty, 

j&l old iron. 

going to wrack and ruin. 

^ or Jg M to dismiss an 
official; discarded officials, who 
have been removed from office. 

to abandon. 

yjffij to give up wine; to become 

a teetotaler. 

^ cripples; the infirm and 

superannuated. 

to depose a sovereign. 

jg ^ a deposed Emperor. 

an abandoned light¬ 

house. 

ITI destroy it. 

H JS ffi ^ U the Hans 
changed it from a Department 
into a District. 



3488 

F. v.pouf 

SinkingUpper. 

lb 

3489 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

*IL 4 

349° 

R'ffJ 
C. fai., fit 
H.pui 
F. p'-woi, houk 

W. fai3 
N.feh,fi 
?.feiju\p''u 

M 
Y .feiffuk 
Si.fei^fu 

K. //, pul 
. hi,futsz 

A.f _ 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Upper. 

Incurably diseased. 

a disease which renders 

one hopelessly unfit for anything. 

3491 

R-5k 
F. he? ^ hi? 
P. cfei 
K .pi 

hi 
A.^fi 
Sinking Lower 

Irregular. 

A rush mat. 

'A* 
X to weave rushes WJ zes. a 

into mats. 

To bubble up; to boil. 

3492 

r-3c 

See 

A.f 
SinkingUpper. 

H Jll JDi the streams a11 
bubble up and overflow. 

to $15 to ft like the bubbling 

of boiling soup,—is sedition in 
the State. 

$$& the caldron is bubbling,— 

sedition is rife. 

the water is bub¬ 

bling, the hills are falling,- 
anarchy reigns. 

m. ih m niwaves lashed up 
by the wind. 

MU yt boiled more 
than three times, (water) is 
spoilt,—for making tea. 

mm to boil; to seethe. Used 

also of a volume of sound. 

it m ^ to ^ wto s‘°p 
water boiling, there is nothing 
like removing the fuel. 

* it m mi & zm& 
this is only to throw oil on the 
flames. 

muc a stream in Shantung, the 

water of which is believed to 
prolong life. 

Read fa4*. The appear¬ 

ance of water issuing from 

a spring. 

? m fim & right up bubbles 
the water from the spring. 

Read plei*. 

greatly raging,—as waves 

A kind of ape found in 

the south-west of China. 

It is described as black, 

with large lips, carnivorous, 

and four or five feet in 

height. 

Pimples; an eruption. 

■¥■or M Ir or «v 
severe form of lichen tropicus, 
known as “prickly heat.” 

£ -f*or it 'M t0 
have prickly heat. 

3493 

R. 

See ^ 

SinkingUpper. 

R. 

3494 

\fi 

C.fai 
H.fui 
F. hie 
W. 
N. 

“•)/« 
Sz. ) 
K .pi 

hi 

A.fi.fi- 
Sinking 
Upper 

and Lower. 

To talk fast. 

To expend ; to waste ; 

to involve expenditure of. 

xtended. 

to spend money. 

® IS or ^ 9 expenditure 

See 5002. 

t ^or ft or It T 
penditure; fees. 

|j? to collect fees. 

ji |=f travelling expenses. 

yjv tips, etc. 

» * 

ex- 

rfii & to 

sink a ship for a ha’p’orth of tar. 

fit 
6 

^ a frugal mind. 

© incidental expenses. 

|1? to go to great expense. 

ft £ ^ & M ^ 
spent a lot of money, but did 
not get well. 

' to spend extravagantly 

to dissipate, 

j waste. 

If ^ t0 waste one’s bPs 
and tongue,—one’s breath. 

lit to waste wealth; to spend 

money. 

to waste material. 

3494 

eating their or % 
heads off. 

X I # S ® again 
giving a lot of trouble. 

to involve trouble; diffi¬ 

cult. 

ffj ||j. to labour in vain. 

^ I have put you to too 

much expense or trouble, — a 
conventional phrase used to a 
host. 

1? you have spent too much 

on me,—said to the giver of a 
present. 

If llz t0 tbe utmost- 

If HU to tbe eyes; to burt 

the eyes. 

If or ^ jjiljj involving 

mental labour; troublesome, 

f a$ you have expend¬ 

ed your mind,—on my behalf, 
i.e. many thanks for the trouble 
you have taken. 

yy jjj|p involving considerable 

effort of mind. 

t? involving labour of hand; 

difficult. 

S? to make physical or mental 

effort. 

ft or If W) to take 
trouble; anything involving 
exertion of strength; difficult. 

ft to waste time. 

it ^ -j^ ^ will take at 

least twenty days. 

involving trouble to ex¬ 

plain; difficult of explanation. 

f f 11 T' S when a 
prince is beneficent without great 
expenditure,-—that is one of the 

^ five excellent things. 

Way of the superior man reaches 
far and wide, and yet is secret, 

& h$ Bfl fi if the 
times (for husbandry) are neglect¬ 
ed, the result will be hunger. 

Read pi*. Name of 

District in Shantung. See 

2105. 

ft ^ to be governor of Pi 
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3495 

44- 

3496 

3497 

R. 

|See7fr 1 
Sinking 
Upper. 

tT 
3498 

|R5fc^ 

C.fai,fet 
fui,fut 

F. hie, honk 

W .fijai 
Vt.fi, fah 
V.feiju? 

1 M.feifu 
I Y. p'-ei,fei, feh 
I Sz.fei,fu 
I K.. pi, p'-ae, pul 
IJ. A/', hat, flitsz 
K.fijejet 

Sinking and 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 3490. 

9906. 

The lungs. See 11,584. 

the lungs; the 

lights. 

to sacrifice the lungs of a 

victim. 

mm an abscess on the lungs. 

to leave off 

wine because of lung disease. 

ha M * Jlili iff m as though 

seeing his very lungs and liver, 
—into his inmost self. 

fil -W Urfi H he holds on]yto 
his own opinions. 

M 3el jjifl Ml to Put the lunSs 
in order,—as by medical treat¬ 
ment. 

«£j«J!$g£ to express one’s 

real convictions. 

9$ )]rf} to know my in¬ 

most feelings. 

M Hi Wishing to | 

associate him closely with them. 

«5 a reddish kind of jasper. 

Mb Urfithe $$ Ul;see 8128- 

Read p'-ei*. Luxuriant. 

the leaves are very I 

luxuriant. 

To be umbrageous. 

^ this umbrageous 

sweet cherry-apple tree. 

Read /zz4*. A knee-1 

cover worn with the sacrifi-| 

cial dress. 

three hundred red I 

knee-covers. 

% ^ fyl his red knee- 

covers were resplendent. 

nX 

IC .fai 

I H.p'-oi 

I F. hie, pie, 
poui 

I W. vi, hi 
IN. vi 

P. ] 

M. If. 
Y. /« 

Sz. ) 
\K.ple 
Ij. hai, bai 

1 A.fe 

Sinking 
Lower. 

3500 

R$J 
C. put- 
F.houk3 
W .paP- 
N .feh 
V.fu,feP 
U.p'-u 

K. pi l, pul 
].futsz,fuchi 

A. fit. 

Entering 
Irregular. 

To bark, as a dog. See \ 

6141. 

a dog which barks] 

without rhyme or reason. 

that which would I 

make a dog bark, — a strange 
sight. 

one dog barks at something, and 
the rest bark at him. 

^ ± ^11 dogs | 

bark at strangers. 

nan #Bk the yellow dog| 

barks behind one’s back. Used 
in the sense of “back-biting.’ 

like the dog of the (evil) 

Chou (or Chieh) barking at the] 
(good) Yao: every one for his 
master. 

M W. ^ do not make 
my dog bark. 

to bark and bite. 

Ropes used for coffins; 

see 3662. Weighty; power¬ 

ful. Also read fu**. 

® — ft it s # £1.. 
caused a certain old servant to 
hold the rope of the coffin, 

3EW*nii.3tffl*n# 
the king’s words are like silk 
cords: they issue forth like 
cables. See 7472. 

m 
r*j 
35°3 

35°4 

R# 

SeeM 
SinkingUpper 

35°5 

m 

s"ffe Bk 
Sinking and 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same as 3491. 

A shaving. To plane 

wood. 

Luxuriant. Also reac 

fa2*. 

-fig covered with leaves. Name 

of a person in the Tso Chuan. 

Read pei1. In regular 

order. 

ft 

The dung-beetle. Seel 

i°79- 

Read pen1. A clam; a 

mussel. 

The crescent moon, three 

days old. [To be dist. from 

6273.] 

mm by the light of the youngl 

moon. 

J® it the Phases of the | 

moon. 

Read pfi*. A fabulous I 

kind of wild cat, also pro-[ 

nounced kfi kfi. 

35°6 

£ 
C .fen 
H. fun 
F. hung, 

pvtong, 
y.p'-ang 

W.fang 
N -feng 
P. 

M. , 
Y. 1 Jen 

Sz. 
K. pun 
J. fun 

A. fen 

Even Upper. 

To divide; to distribute; 

to separate; to detach; to 

distinguish. A tenth of an 

inch, or of anything; 

candareen or tenth of a | 

mace, see 1736, or the 

hundredth of a PE tael, see 

7010. A minute. 5^8504 

& — & to divide out; to make 

a division. See fen4 below. 

2p^or2p^^;^ortJ* 

to divide equally. 

to be in two places at 

once,—body in one and soul in 
another. Also, to absent one 
self; to get away; see 6x15. 

to divide up an estate,— 

as between brothers. 

_, one divided makes 

two. 

(fen*) divide it 

into ten parts. 

M If. ip the 
story dividing into two heads, 
let us say,—-let us now digress 
to say. 

*. calling his sons, he di¬ 

vided his money, giving eight- 
tenths to the elder and two- 
tenths to the younger. 
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ft PPi if*to sen(^to two 
ferent places,—e.g. one official 
to one place and one to another. 

^ •fjjj to distribute over, — as 

over a tract of country. 

ft $l] to Parti to distinguish 

between; respectively. See 9155. 

^ ^|] 'll* -jijj to reward or 

punish, respectively. 

ft jj&lj to distribute. 

^ ft _|^ not to distin¬ 

guish top from bottom; to make 
no distinctions of rank; not to 
know one’s place. 

3l IIS! Af* 'fr y°u cannot distin¬ 

guish the five kinds of grain. 

ft \ffl ^ Zl to distinguish two 

kinds of. 

ft p{| to divide; to pull apart; 

to distinguish. 

Ill it ffl # ^ Ip m m 
ft ^ divide this pumelo be¬ 

tween them. 

ft not to be pulled apart. 

0 S # >5 PIhe can>t 
distinguish between the four 

tones. Correctly ft ^ 

#• 

Rf -tk # # tti $ the>’ 
can be distinguished one from 
the other. 

ft ox ft 1$ or ft ^ 

to clearly distinguish 

between. 

£ If # W y°ur hand* 
maid’s (i.e. my) bust is not yet 
developed. 

ft ^ j|j. it is manifest that 

he attends to what doesn’t con¬ 

cern him. 

ft but fearing lest, after 

my (your daughter’s) death, the 
matter should not be properly 

cleared up,. 

I am sure I hit a white rabbit 
with my arrow. 

ft ^ ^ ^ to discriminate 

between right and wrong. 

ft ^ ^ to saw into planks 

%j£ °r ft ^ °r 

separate; to part, as friends. 

35°6 

\ 

ft the separation of married 

couples. 

ft to divorce a wife. 

pip} JU ”3r* ^ ft ^ husband 

and wife want to separate. 

ft ^ separated. 

» IK &£ 'K <& » 
things (or persons) which have 
long been separated will unite, 
and things which have long been 
united will separate. 

ft ^ made him (her step¬ 

son) live away from home. 

ft to utterly rout; to scatter; 

to distribute. 

ft ^ to dissolve partnership. 

ft to distribute in portions. 

ft to detach. 

ft to send in various direc¬ 

tions. 

ft in order; in rotation. 

ft by instalments. 

ft to classify; according to 

classes. 

ft to divide into clauses; 

according to the clauses. 

ft to take in hand one after 

another,—as in dealing with a 
number of different matters. 

ft tP* 1^1 half an oranse 
tastes as sweet as a whole one. 

ft• to share a person’s sorrow; 
to sympathise with. 

,ft ^ by-laws. 

ft to share the plunder. See 

3484. 

ft the mind divided; dis¬ 

tracted. 

ft to take different roads. 

ft ^ to order; see 3508, 3667. 

IM ^ ft 'f’f come at the 

call of God. 

ft child-birth. 

ft ^ subscription tickets. 

-|- ft the full measure, — ten- 

tenths. 

-J-* ft jjff excellent; capital. 

jh ft nine-tenths (sc. 

very much) displeased. 

n + 0 # PB £ — one 
twenty-fourth of an ounce or tae 

5b1 
35°6 

^ ft ^ —• one-third. j 

ft ^ two hundredths of a 1 
tael of silver; two candareens. 1 

3l # 2 0* °f » '“1 
See 10,038. / 

~ -jj-* — ft three inches and! 

three tenths. ) 

= & 
possess two-thirds of the empire. 1 

^ ^ # rain fel1 
more or less in different places.! 

not a fraction more nor less,— 1 
to either party; exactly equal. | 

ft jjj!| an amount to be divided;! 

a dividend. f 

ft varying; of different 1 
degrees. 

ft jjf; to share in the clan’s an-l 

cestral meat. See 11,277. i. 
ft ^|J to make clear. 

ft ijjjl to fill the places of. 

ft■ to rent to joint holders. 1 

ft separate gates,—various! 

professions. 

ft different roads. ' 

ft ^ making for different places. 1 

ft |H to delimitate a 1 
frontier. 

ft ^ detached patrols. See 1 
below. 

ft ^ to be allotted to one ofl 

the Six Boards. 

ft security for a certain por-j 

tion of a sum, 

ft "'j"’ without measure-! 

ments, — of a person who is 1 
wanting in tact and does not! 
know the proper bounds. 

ft a single cash; to divide! 

up a paragraph. 

ft ^ not to take a| 

farthing,—of reward. ; 

^ 0 MftjC only earn| 
a small sum a day. t 

ft ^ to divide up para-1 
graphs and explain words. \ 

ft Tpl) to pay a dividend. 

ft JEjjy to live apart. 

| ft ^ to dispute. 

\ft in part; to divide. 

1 J 

55 



j to give| 

various subordi- 

ft to divide into instalments. 

35°6 I ftmm to explain in detail. 

^ ft ft not to consider or 

weigh one’s actions. 

to visit the various. 

ft # or ft % to go into the 
details of a grievance. 

ftm to establish in various 
places. 

to communicate with the 

various authorities. 

ft IS or ft 
orders to the 
nates. 

SI — -p 77 M sh > ifr 
t unless in utter ex¬ 

tremity, it may not be done,— 
e.g. ask a favour. 

S after some time 

he awaked. 

E knew that he was 
dying. 

^ ft M without allowing 

any explanation. 

go according to the (written) 
instruction and there will be no 
more to say. 

man’s nature is indifferent to 
good or evil,—it will take which¬ 
ever is offered to it, not being 
under the guide of a moral sense. 

Ok 9$ W M M £ ft ^ 
you want to know what is the 
difference between Shun and 
(Robber) Che, —one thinks of 
getting good and the other of 
doing it. 

u i?«jw & fr # 
^ between Chou (Chuang Tzu) 

and a butterfly there is undoubt¬ 
edly a barrier,—to be crossed 
only by metempsychosis. 

»m. m. ial Intendant 

of Circuit, or Taot'ai,—an offic¬ 
ial who has administrative con¬ 

trol over two or more Pre¬ 
fectures. 

-hereditary 

captain under a Manchu Banner. 

Prefect. 

y magistrate, work¬ 

ing under and subordinate to a 
District Magistrate. 

[ 434 ] 

AL1 ft^ to have administrative! 
control of several districts; part 

35°6 of the official title of the Hunan | 
Grain Intendant; also colloquial¬ 
ly applied to sub-Prefects. 

ftm the food given to Bud-| 

dhist mendicants; alms. Sans-| 
krit: pinda-paia, 

n.ftm to go about for alms. 

Read fen4, often written] 

. A part; a share. 

Function; role; lot; duty.] 

See 9921. 

ft fen1 —■ ft fap to give or 

receive one share or portion. 

ft fin1 ft {fen*) to divide into] 
shares. 

ft^r a share; a contribution of I 
money sent to friends on the | 
occasion of a wedding or death. 

— jig ft ft 3 Per cent °f| 
the profits made. 

ftW land register,—kept by I 
private persons but officially! 
controlled. f 

a share,—as in a company.] 

ftm-k the weight is very 
great. 

more than the shared 

extra; beyond one’s “province.” 

worldly honours 

not exceeding the amount allot¬ 
ted by Fate. 

duty,-opposed to Alt. 
sympathy as a spring of action.) 

that I give it to you | 

is mere kindness: my strict duty! 
would be not to give it. 

obligations,—as of friends 
and relatives. 

I# ‘If S & fB poe- 
try and wine are closely allied. 

one’s position in society;! 

one’s moral and intellectual! 
standing. 

g to stand on one’s) 

dignity; to assert one’s rights.) 

0 ft ^ ^ these im¬ 
proper doings. 

overjoyed. 

A ft f*d of great natural abili-|See 

ties. I Even Upper. 

3507 

ft 
35°8 

FEN 

*1^ if his abilities were not 

great, how could he learn this?| 

3? & »' ^ or ^ 

ft to mind one’s own busi¬ 

ness; to do one’s duty in that| 
state of life, etc. 

3E ft ^5* sliall I ever I 
wear the dragon robes and jade) 
girdle?—become a Secretary of I 
State. 1 

Mft to go beyond one’s powers! 

or functions. 

ft fate or lot,—to come to-| 

gether, as friends or husband and) 
wife, the union of the latter being 
specially held to be pre-ordained 

fame; reputation. 

7940. 

—* ft ff hanSx jj* — ft 

^ each kind of goods has its| 

own price. 

—‘ ft IfiH 4^/onelotofPresents- 

one set of tables 

and chairs. 

h ft the maximum that one 

can get or expect. 

to have peaches to eat) 

is quite the most one can expect. [ 

# S ft Ji @1 #1 H sPare| 
her for my sake! 

pitch; degree.l 

M 1)9 ft m -t having| 
reached this pitch of.. 

$ZftR to put on “side.” 

it must have come to) 

this, that. 

ftfa social standing; condition. 

# A © % ^ ft £ eachl 
thinking himself the best man. 

in detachments. 

Same as ft fen\ 3506. 

Also, another form of 

pin\ 9255- 

A form of 8853. Used] 

for 3506; to give orders. 

to command; to order. 
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3510 

35” 

I' 

I See ^ 

Even Upper. 

Dust; a bank of earth. 

To bring together. To dig. 

M S to collect at the 

capital. 

tl to loosen soil by digging.] 

WJ& breathless haste. 

i ^ ^ IP they smear| 
their bodies with rouge. 

Same as 3509. 

A handkerchief or towel | 

hung at the girdle. 

a towel or napkin. 

Even Lower. 

3512 

b'jti 
I See ^ 

Even and 
I Rising Lower 

3513 

IC. 
IH. Jun 
IF. -hung 
IW. -vang 
IN. vetig 

I M. 
IY .feng* 
I 'Az.feti 
1K .pun 

|J •/«» 
I A.fenL 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

35*4 

ir ~k 

|See ^ 

Even Upper. 

A hill; steep. 

II # £ he went up| 
the Yin-fen mountain. 

Anger. 

hatred; fury, 

igt^i angry; wrathful. 

- §s ^ & the wrath of a I 
morning, — temporary or hasty 
anger. 

to hate bitterly. 

SI fit 4' & to lay aside petty] 

resentments. 

cross; displeased. 

never once saw him out of| 
temper. 

& <& 7 ?S implacable anger. | 

^ tfo or M ^ cannot but| 
be angry. 

i? H ^ was very dis- 
pleased. 

perturbed; feeling deeply.] 

The light of the sun| 

issuing forth. 

w 

A kind of elm, with small 

seeds and white bark. 

the elm at the east 

gate. 

fr jjt± the elm shrine,—a 

temple erected by the founder 
of the Han dynasty. 

Hair falling off; feathers 

moulting. 

An aura which may be 

either auspicious or inaus¬ 

picious ; vapour; miasma 

poisonous exhalations. See 

H 13.826- 

'jfjj: ^ sea malaria,—pirates. 

@ malaria of the State, 

rebels; sedition. 

M M 5E the Poisonous gas 

of sedition fiercely blazed. 

to flee from the bane 

of vulgarity. 

01 evil p°rtents; 
dreadful omens. 

ik S M the spirit of the 
Ch‘u State is evil. 

S#.tkitis 
not auspicious, it is a vapour of 
death. 

Name of a river in the 

^ Wei State. 

»*■ the chief river of the 

province of Shansi. 

EE ^ the rdece oP 

Fen, or ^ of the Chou 

dynasty, who was so called from 
the river near which he livec 
after he was driven from the 
throne. 

^ Vpj spirits or wine made at 

^ j'H iftF Fen-chou Fu in 

Shansi. 

^ 1^ i prince of Fen-yang,— 

a petty ruler under the T‘ang 
dynasty who had a great number 
of descendants. 

3519 

See 

Rising Upper. 

35l8 

orl 

M (may y°u belike)| 
Fen-yang bowing his head,- 
in recognition of each member] 
of his numerous family; i.e. may 
you have a numerous progeny! 

Rice-flour; meal; powder 

of any kind, especially face-1 

powder. Pus; matter. See| 

2183. 

rice-flour. 

mm wheat-flour. 

mm? flour of any kind. 

mU »r m®-°r tS-f? 

vermicelli. 

mm cakes of bean or rice-flour. | 

^ rub b t0 a Pow(ler' 

ground to powder. 

zi&mm already smashed] 

to a jelly,—of persons. 

m?W^ & powder can’t be] 

too white. 

^ ^ jy. a jelly made from 

agar-agar. 

■101 m m to rub on rougel 

and daub on the powder,—to I 
paint the face. Also used of] 
touching up inferior or damaged] 
goods. 

mm to colour the face; glossy. 

mm painted and pencilled,— | 

young ladies. See 10,553. 

jfj young ladies. 

^ tricked out; bedizened. 

^ HL a cosmetic box- 

to rouge or powder; a] 

delicate complexion. 

^ ^ the wb4e butterfly. 

mu a rod painted white with 

black rings, carried in funerals. | 

a prostitute. 

it livin§ on| 
the proceeds of prostitution. 

is, :Hk -W ^ iNl ^ thls' 
is a famous courtesan. 

j]@ ^ ita paint and p°wderl 
trap,—a pretty woman, 

si m & an habitue of evill 

houses; a rake. 

m it ^jijL to ruin oneself| 

over women. 
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35i9 

352° 

lR-5fc 

I See ^ 

Even Upper. 

W' jtl)j to Paint and adorn; to 

gloss over; to put on a specious] 
appearance; the ornamental “get | 
up” of goods. 

# ffi % M Z if 0 to | 
keep up appearances, or to make| 
a show, before the servants. 

#1ft*2? a pretended gen-| 
eral prosperity, 

yfij whitewash. 

to whitewash a wall. 

^ a whitewashed wall. See\ 

12,748. 

»ft flesh-coloured. 

nm blooming. 

ftJ& red powder; red and white; 

womenkind. 

ft*># 
the rouged beauty is not equal 
to what she was at first, — in 
youth, before she had recourse 
to paint. 

ft n Si J? A give 
rouge and pearl powder to the 
beauty. 

^>^ft»-t6,«,^(a 
beauty) is beautiful even without 
rouge. Beauty when unadorned, 
etc. 

or J2P a board cover¬ 

ed with powder or flour, on which 
boys learn to write. 

he did not inherit 

any “studies” or preliminary 
sketches for paintings. 

a tailor’s chalk bag. 

a chalk line used by tai¬ 

lors. 

^ )$J Pus thorns,—pimples on a 

woman’s nose. See 2260 

%It t^ie Pus running. 

^ a tumour. 

# ^ the same as |§(J 

Imperial son-in-law. 

See ^ ^ 

Even Lower. 

ww- m M defeated and | 
flying in confusion. 

W-M-xkit many others will 

imitate. 

w-n- ♦ distracted by | 

many affairs. 

steady fall of rain. 

in a disorderly man-] 

ner; in great numbers. 

contradictory and 

confused. 

^ f§L confused; disorderly. 

H It # sacrificing! 

and sweeping (at the tombs) all 
going on at the same time, sc.\ 
in confusion. 

mixed up in confusion. 

bustle; gaiety. 

never confused in 

his aims. 

mmw- ^ befooled by desire] 
of gain and by lust. 

fftl $fk hearing] 

sounds of a scuffle in the next 
yard. 

M-S to make different. 

a number of voices; con¬ 

fused murmur. 

a misunderstanding. 

& 

3527 

Irw 

Rising Upper 

Misty; foggy. 

PS IS & the sleet falls] 
thick. 

Aromatic; fragrant. 

the flowers smell sweet. 

&Wffl very fragrant. 

Birds flying in flocks. 

A dark-coloured bird, the I 

feathers of which are used] 

in helmets. 

Read pan1. 

iilj>the wild pigeon- 

Court robes covered with] 

a spotted embroidery. 

[1 §ady embroidered. 

A ewe. 

an 

Numerous; confused; dis¬ 

orderly; ill-assorted. 

or & JH numerous; 

endless. 

1&W- & t§ abundantly; 

thickly, as snow; mentally] 
disturbed. 

*9-*0-SL® moving about in 

confusion; much disturbed. 

3522 

R-£ 

See 

Even Upper. 

3523 

r-£ 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

To fly. [To be distin¬ 

guished from $ 12,667.] 

$ hying around. 

% ^ soaring about. 

3528 

| c. s-fin 
IF. 'hung 
IN. iveng 

Seei^ 
Ip-cfen, if in 

Even, Rising, 
and Sinking 

Lower. 

Long flowing robes. 

a wide flowing] 

skirt. 

A kind of mole {Scapto-\ 

chirus moschatus), said to 

be transformed from the 

shrike, and known to the] 

Chinese as ^ ft plough 

rat, © ft field rat, ^ 

ft earth rat, etc. 

Fragrant. Used for| 

3520. See 8933. 

fragrant; sweet-smelling. 

^ ^ smelling nice,—like cook¬ 

ed meats. 

% %-m 
fragrance it surpassesgaroo-wood 
and musk. 

7^ ^ confused. 

^ $$ hhe a ci°u4 °f dust. 
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R, 

W 
353° 

£ 
See ft ^ 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

pc yr 
3531 

C. Jen, v. Jen 

F. 

See J|| 

Even Lower, 

4 
jiKr 
3532 

r.£ 

F. V. 

hang 

See J|| 

Even Lower. 

A kind of wood burnt 

for perfume. 

Beams in the roof of 

a house; the ridge-pole. 

Disordered; tangled. Used 

with 3529. 

M ^ ^ in disorder; in 
confusion. 

7n £ t0 wind silk 
and tangle it. 

To burn. 

to burn incense. 

to consume by burning; 

to burn paper-money. 

to set fire to; to destroy 

by fire. 

1m burnt down; destroyed 

by fire. 

(fen1 or fenk) to be burnt 

to death. 

or !|gf to burn down. 

to burn paper-money,— 

for the use of departed spirits. 

M ^ tfh Hr burnt the books 

and buried alive the scholars,-— 

which was done by 

the First Emperor, b.c. 213. 

# ^ ill do not 
set the woods on fire in spring 

w. m # ja m * a- 
tusks of the elephant are its 
destruction, — because ivory is 
wanted. 

3535 

C.fen 

H.fun 
F. hung 
W. vang 
N. veng 
P. j 

Y.’ | fenjej 

Sz. ) 
K. pun 

fun,bun 
A Jen 

Rising Lower. 

3536 

C.fen 
H.fzven 

hung 
W. vang 
N. veng 
P. ] 
M. 

fen 

Sz. ) 
K. pun 

fun,bun 
A Jen 

Even Lower. 

3533 
r.£ 

See 

Even Lower. 

3534 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

A large bass drum. 

To steam rice. 

(certain water) 

may be used to steam rice or 
millet. 

1! 

fl 

3537 
R.^r 

Prostrate ; overthrown ; H. fun 

to ruin. See^ 

Even Lower. 

—* W iM ■=f* a single word wid ( 
spoil an affair. 

• 3538 

Rf$ W 
A grave; a mound. An C. Jen 

embankment. Soil; earth. 
H. fun 
F. -hung 

Great. W. -vang. 
‘-wang 

m m * m $ or m ih 
N. veng 
P. j 

a grave. M. ( r- 3 
y. yen 

^ itfe °r I^Ti a grave-yard; 
Sz. ) 
K .pun 

a cemetery. \.fun, bun 
A.Jeri’- 

Sinking and ^ ^ t0 sweeP ^e tombs,—of 

one’s ancestors, as performed Rising 

annually at the BJ] festival, 

to worship at the ancestral 

Irregular. 

tombs. 

/fc a tomb prepared for a 

person still living. 

^ ^ a neglected grave. 

^ a custodian or care- 

m 
3539 

taker of graves. 

$L M robbers of graves,— iM 
jewellery, money, etc., being 3540 
often buried with the corpse. R-3C 

See ^ 

he who has split firewood for 
three years is fit to determine 
favourable sites for graves,— 

Even Lower. 

which is a difficult branch of 
the geomancer’s art. 

ft1 
^ ft ± alongside 3541 

there was new earth raised up. 

Ilk along the raisec See^ 

banks of the Ju. Sinking 

55 black loamy soil. Lower. 

J|| rich soil. 

"||[ the ewes have 

large heads. 3542 

— ^ Jjh the books of the R£ 

El M and 3l ijS* (see 9952, See^ 

10,942). Even Lower. 

The ornament on a bridle, | 

ar the horse’s mouth, als< 

lied jg yf a sweat fan. 

a red-tasselled bridle. 

Read fen\ A bag full I 

Zeal ; energy; ardour.) 

sed with ^ 3549. 

^ '||| to be excited; to be roused | 

to effort. 

Jit 'Iff *n mature be| 
again [took to itj with great 
energy. 

Iff ^ ^ to be eager t0l 
learn; to show zeal fcr study. 

'IH J|L to revive; to regain ardour. | 

»m j] to exert one’s strength. 

much concerned; moved;! 

exasperated. 

‘in hi ansT- 

m vexation. 

Same as 3533. 

A river in Honan. 

Pimples or boils caused | 

by fever. 

p| Jffif fever boils. 

A sexless goat. Another] 

form of 3536, in its sense| 

of great. 

m the “genius” of a river] 

or mountain. 
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3543 
r.£ 

F. hung, ring 

See jj| 

Even Lower. 

3544 
R.^ 

See ij=£ 

Even Lower. 

3545 

3546 

3547 
R. 

See J MS 
Sinking 

Lower. 

i 
3548 

R. 

See 
Even Lower. 

3549 

Kffl 
C. -fen 
H. cfun 
F. holing0 
W .fang1 
N. veng1 

M. \/™’ 
Y. feng0 
Si. fen0 
16.. pun 
1-fun 

A. fen0 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

Luxuriant ; abundant. 

* 

W: 

abundant in fruit. 

•jp carraway seeds. 

To geld a pig. 

fit ^ ^ ilfthere is n°- 
thing to fear from the tusks of 
a gelded boar. 

Same as 3534. 

Same as 3525. 

A skate,—said to be 

transformed from the 

osprey. See 3528. 

The seeds of flax or 

hemp. 

* though flax-seeds are not like 

cloth, cloth can be made from 
them. 

To spread the wings 

To rouse. To rush out. 

Impetuous; violent; cour¬ 

ageous ; determined. To 

diffuse. Used with4|| 3538 

cannot spread 

my wings and fly away. 

3: WM M the king roused 

his warlike energy. 

to attack vigorously. 

jpH" is there any one 

who can vigorously display his 

e-i 

3549 

7C # % US S’ ¥ 
neither was [Wu] Tsung-yiian 
in the habit of making much 
effort to get work,—a painter of 
the Sung dynasty. 

^ i|| to put forth one’s cour¬ 

age; with great bravery. 

§ J=t t0 shake, as by an earth¬ 

quake. 

^ t0 hurst forth; enthusiasm. 

4|F pj to exert strength, 

to dash against. 

t! 
3550 

R|tyj 

SeetK 
Rising Upper 
and Lower. 

3551 

merits? 

or B3 
to rouse one s 

S 
energy. 

^ ^||f ff Shu-pao (= Ch'in 

Ch'iung) at once volunteered 
to go. 

R fllj 
C .fen 
ll.pun 
F. houng, 

poung 
W. fang fang 

N .feng 

M. i fin 
Y.feng^ 
'iii. fen 
~K.fcn 

1-fun 
A. pun 

Sinking 
Upper. 

to rise or go up at a bound, 

—as a suddenly-made reputation. 

Il* to press on to .... 

I? ip with active fist,—by force; 

see 3161. 

||* to incite; to emulate. 

to keep up one’s 
a Air' 
determination without faltering. 

I5S211 to diffuse the 

light of perfect virtue. 

W W £ _t they 
made themselves distinguished a 
hundred generations ago 

A sack crammed with 

grain. A bow-string. 

Ordure ; dung ; liquid 

manure. 

(I M a privy. 

^ the anus. 

jt or M or ® 
cess-pool. 

or ± # to put down 

manure. 

|p| to manure fields. 

^i± to look on 

money as so much dirt. 

j!|f sweepings; refuse. 

I SB or m fl » * ± 
manure. 

^ a dust-pan; to clean up. 

constipation,—of animals. 

a manure-basket. 

I ft MZ dosed him with 

liquid manure,—as an emetic, 

3552 
R. ~ 

See 

SinkingUpper, 

Pjl"‘ 
3553 

R. vulgar. 

C. v.fen0 
F. v. k'-aung’ 
W. v. k'-iie0 

SiukingUpper 

m 
3554 

R. 

| funS 
c. 
H 
F. hung 
W. ) , 
N. ( fUng 

P-feng 
M. 1 
Y. I fung 
Sz. ) 
K. p'-uttg 

j-/«i h° 
A.fong 

Even Upper. 

Name of a river in Shansi. 

JH the vapours which rise 

from a valley after rain. 

To sleep; to doze. 

^ 0R. 8f!l t0 nod and doze- 

HjjlJ you are half asleep. 

FENG. 

The wind. Rumour. Re¬ 

putation. Custom. Spirit. 

Influence. Example. 

Habit. Skill; inspiration; 

afflatus. Lust. Used for 

3558. Radical 182. See 

6363. 4587. 6497, 6029, 

12,089, 10,656. 

to blow. See 2825, 6296 

-p$H a blast of wind; a blow 

j® a a fair wind. 

@ a ^ 3** i® because the 
wind was not fair. 

ri a °r 'M a °r tr s 
a or a a head wind. 

'j'lh a a beam wind. 

A®. a gale. Has been suggested 

as the etymology of typhoon. 

a^j the force of the wind. 

a M7J the wind cuts like a 

knife. 

’/pi a a c^ear breeze, 

a m a hurricane; a blizzard, 

a whirlwind, 

a cold wind. See below. 

a m a chin- 
^a to be exposed to the wind 

i^#ai can’t stand wind 

not exposed to wind 

—as a sick room. 

% 91 adid not wish to 
expose himself to draughts, 

to catch cold. 
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MV 
3554 

Ht MLa hot wind- 
jJj ML a Puff or §ust coming 

down between hills. 

m J,tt «.» # ffi M. 
the east wind. 

'/If MLor II MLthe south- 
east wind. 

^ a » ijl a or g a 
the south wind. 

yijt or ^ the south-west 

wind. 

Pfl or fp* J!|L the west 
wind. 

^ilorIi the north* 
west wind. 

If ML01H MLthe north 
wind. 

fllfe ML or ML the north east 
wind. [The above terms are fancy 
names, the direction of the wind 

being usually expressed by j|| 
g§ ft, etc.] 

ML '\tk an east wind was 
gently stirring. See below. 

ML itior ML the wind-god; 

the Chinese .dEolus. See 3483. 

^ the direction of the wind. 

?£ Hf ML ^ flowers (Ajigl. 
straws) show how the wind blows. 
See 4587. 

ML Ifi chanced to hear 

a rumour,—“nouvelle de vive 
voix,” says Pere Hoang. 

1*1 III X die direction of the 

wind is fair. 

^ Jjj^ a draught, — such as is 

liable to give cold. 

J|^ p| ^ to sit in a draught. 

itfc b£ ML B 7 by this 
time the wind had already 
dropped. 

Jjg^ the wind has fallen. 

fill! iff ^ wait 
until the wind has taken off be¬ 
fore we start. 

@JSiu@.ekT«r>* 
what wind has brought you here ? 

Yf. ^ 51/ ML to regard as 

wind at the side of one’s ear,— 
idle rumour. 

it ML an adverse wind, — 
from the name of a woman who 
wasted away in longing for an 
absent husband, and wished to 

m 
3554 

be changed into a storm which 
might prevent husbands from 
leaving their wives. 

JjgL "fij a hood; a cowl. 

i||| a portable stove. 

ML |§ a sail. 

ML [S or JH || bellows. 

ML ^ an organ. 

Jl*- a view; a prospect; do¬ 

ings. 

7^ t0 destroy the poetry 

of a situation,-—by some tactless 
act. 

JSI scenes> as rn the country; 

manners and appearance, as of 
cities. Also, customs; usages. 

ML dle features, both natural 

and artificial, of a landscape; 
a scene; a landscape. 

j|v@ scenery; population. 

Ml a breath of wind. 

ML ^ moved by the wind. 

^ a fringe of hair; a “bang;” 

the edge of a fur. 

M, ^ # the aspen. 

^ wind-born,—very rapid, 

swift as the wind. 

Ml + 
4|a ^ it has circulated (of a 

book) within the empire now 
for many years. 

ML ^ 7* lanterns in streets. 

|j£ ML lp(to see bow tbe ^and 
lies. 

ML Tpli the miseries of wind 

and frost, — the hardships of 
travel. 

_h ML It travel-stained. 

|||j a wind-ring,—a halo round 

the moon, presaging a gale. 

ML a windsail. 

ML Pfc Hfr wlien the wind 

blows, the grass moves. 

ML$tor ML iH wind and wa_ 
ves,—a storm. 

yt^Jj very nearly causec 

a riot. 

ML PH or ML 0 the weather. 

ML PH if favourable weather; a 

favourable season. 

MV 
3554 

ML HiPH HH wind and rain in 
proper quantities and at proper 

times. 

ML PH a barometer. 

Jtj^ 1i-fc Affluence or example; cus¬ 

toms; public morals; to reform 
by influence or example. 

'iDf gjg ML had gradually 

come under Chinese influences, 
—and felt like a Chinaman. 

ML ^ W) *s tt the air or the 

banner which moves?—used in 
the sense of Buddhist doctrine. 

ML tyfl* a Buddhist teaching- 

hall. 

ML M rheumatism. 

^ to become insane. 

[* JS the superior wind, i.e. the 

wind which gives an advantage, 
as in shooting, sailing, etc. 

^ ± ML ^ 7 1 sot 
to windward of him. 

'fjtj to get to windward of. 

6 _t ML M coming up fly. 

ing before a fair wind. 

7 ML *he inferior wind, or that 

which gives one the inferior po¬ 
sition. 

If T ML W ft ap¬ 
proached on his knees, against 
the wind,—i.e. respectfully. Cf. 
“To come between the wind 
and his nobility.” 

^ “7 ML1 willingly take up 

a position against the wind,— 
leaving you the windward posi¬ 
tion; sc. I willingly admit your 
superiority. 

H % T ML — i# made 
fast under the lee of the bank. 

ML wind and water, — that 

which cannot be seen and that 
which cannot be grasped. The 
geomantic system of the Chinese, 
by the science of which it is 
possible to determine the desi¬ 
rability of sites for tombs, houses, 
or cities, from the configuration 
of such natural objects as rivers, 
trees, and hills, and to foretell 
with certainty the fortunes of any 
family, community, or indivi¬ 
dual, according to the spot se¬ 
lected; by the art of which it 
is possible for the geomancer to 
counteract evil influences by 
good ones, to transform straight 
and noxious outlines into undu¬ 
lating and propitious curves, and 
generally to rectify the influences 
of nature, which if left to them- 
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m 
3554 

selves would entail ruin upon all 
concerned. [In Amoy, these cha¬ 
racters mean “a grave;” in Ning- 
po, “a typhoon.”] 

ML Professor ofgeo- 

mancy. 

'5f Ml to practise geomancy. 

# ^ It ft ^ 
Ji, £ {9H. 
Ml 2fc ® a wide river in 
front, a high cliff behind, en¬ 
closing hills on the right and left, 
—such is a first-class geomantic 
position (for a grave). 

If^to practise as 

a geomancer for a living. 

M, ^ X tke‘r iuck chang- 
ed. 

ML wind comes with the 

tiger,—i.e. with the negative or 
evil current in nature. 

^ JH $gj| my mother-in- 

law’s life is like a candle in the 
wind,—liable to be extinguished. 

si Ml #rWiMhow can 
you live on air? 

^ the noise of wind; rumour; 

fame. 

ML H or M. w or Ml # 
rumours. 

gt m a is it m *° 
a lot of gossip to give a zest to 
the wine. 

JUL I have heard that...; a 

rumour has reached me that... 

flU Mlor 9$ Mltogetwindof- 
^ M, M getting wind of the 

matter (e.g. hearing they were 
“wanted”) ran away. 

fH] ML #£ % listening to gossip 

and grasping at the shadows,— 
raised thereby. 

fllj ML iff) hearing who was 
opposed to them, ran away. Such 
is said to have been the force of 

the reputation of ^ Hsieh 

An, a famous statesman and ge¬ 
neral of the 4th century a.d. 

gt * K- ¥ & ftthe 
number of persons who on hear¬ 
ing his reputation flocked around 
him, was beyond all count. 

HI WT'M2.M 
who hear the character of Liu- 
hsia Hui,—become themselves 
elevated. 

3554 

\ 

[fl] Ml turned towards the north; 

to be influenced by some one’s 
teaching or example. Also, a 
name for the lute. 

fo] Ml it ^ my face 
turned northwards, I continually 
sigh. 

A T # ± B B I*) 

(or ) Ml of all the scholars 

in the empire not one but was 
influenced by him. 

Ml a touch-hole. 

PI Ml or ML 1$ family rePu_ 
tation; standing. 

^|J ® ^ M. thinss have 
changed at home. 

i f 11 iihe 
mantle of Pao Hsiao-su had fallen 
upon him. 

Hi Pf Ml (tke act °0 an ke‘ 
roic woman, worthy of imitation. 

[ Ml = to be adopted as a 

custom.] 

# i ft ft ml his skin 
is truly worthy of imitation. 

^ Ml on the model of 

the men of old. 

*§. ML ke Possessed the 

afflatus of his father, — i.e. his 
genius. 

% flf - 
describing the state of things in 
the good old days. 

ML tke temperament °f a 

people; the national character. 

Ml customs; usages. [Expl. in 

the Sacred Edict, as Ml = tem¬ 

perament, characteristics, due to 

climate; -fQ. = difference of likes 

and dislikes, due to the particular 
bent of people of various parts. 

Also as ft 0 Jj|, 

JjJg ML to become a custom. 

3® ft ML wielding the adze 

had become habitual,—was very 
skilful with his adze. 

jfj MLthe practice °f 
drowning girls. 

^ Ml a literary spirit. 

M @ i Ml he had the 
spirit of a perfect gentleman,— 
eg. Kuan Ti; see 6368. 

3554 

• 

Ml ^ temperament,—of a man. 

Ml ^ the air; the atmosphere, 

locally speaking; the temper or 
attitude of a community. Also 

= Ml 'fQ. customs; see above. 

Ml Ht t0 be a S°od weather- 
prophet. 

Ml ^ to eatch an infection 

or poison conveyed by air. 

[HI ML M t0 °Pen UP a new line 
or system; to enlighten. 

mu s&n i 
they are not sufficiently enlight¬ 
ened,—to receive you properly. 
Argument against an expedition 
to Hunan. 

^ Ml v|| the characteristic 

tempers of ancient and modern 
times. 

ML '/fit Say; dissipated; stylish; 

refined; accomplished. Used in 
both good and bad senses. 

ML X* say y°uns sParks; 
mashers; stylish and accomplish¬ 
ed young fellows. 

® ± M. Xi 50 the 
hermit is happy among streams 
and rocks. 

Ml wanton; lascivious. 

ML graceful; refined. 

Ml seductive; gaiety; dissi¬ 

pation; poetical inspiration. 

ML liitke dissolute life of a harlot. 

Also, mortal affairs. 

^ an inspired person; a poet. 

IA fit 2 
could have written this, save a 
true poet? 

$1 ML M orMhcl0' M. B 
to love dissipation. 

ML £E or M. M ¥ dissi‘ 
pated rakes; profligates. 

^ ML t0 contend f°r “favours.” 

M. M to be “up to snuff.” 

^ ML sodomy. 

>)$ MLto on keat- £ee9$^1, 

a ,i 4- % # ® tfc 
horses and oxen at the breeding 
season will not meet,—so far 
apart are our territories. Hence 
the term has come to mean 
people whose walks lie in differ¬ 
ent directions. 
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^ struck 

jh ^ H like our horses at 

the breeding season: no con¬ 
nection with one another. [This 
is only a variety of the last entry.] 

when horses and 

oxen are on heat. 

the rebels were beaten and the 
Imperialists reported a victory. 

sang See the 

Conquering Hero comes! 

HH J|j^ the title of the first book 

of the Odes. See 6497. 

d? 3iC M, short of east wind, 

—having no money. Cf. To 
raise the wind. 

JlH^ ^ wind-manes and 

cloud-reins,— swift horses and 
many chariots. 

JH or M M, to let the cat 

out of the bag. 

4* ‘hung* Jg^ 
speechless by paralysis. 

U\ it has rather a nice 

flavour. 

an#© very irascible. 

aifci wind-shelters for plants, 

etc., made of millet-leaves dried. 

^ ']pj a feast to welcome 

home. 

Jl: JUl the falcon,—alluding to 

its flight against the wind. 

S© a whirligig. 

E$ffi the passion-flower, 

a whistle. 

# * jjCIITi" 
time of drought, an east wind 
brings no rain. 

m * it a ag 
time of flood, a north wind does 
not clear the sky. 

H Hip & Iff hearing wind 

and calling it rain, — of exag¬ 
geration. 

no wind in spring, no rain in 
summer. 

if you want to get a south wind 
you must open the north win¬ 
dow,—to secure health keep the 
passages clear, 

-SI ML a vent-hole; a ventilator 

% JE a telephone 

3554 

3555 
R. 

See 

K. p'-ung 

Even Upper. 

Read feng3. To abuse; 

to ridicule. 

J&«g talked at him; censur¬ 

ed him in an underhand way, 
i.e. not openly. See 5460. 

to make enquiries. 

The maple. Also,Liqidd- 

ambar Formosana. Used 

for the plane, the sycamore, 

and the tallow tree. 

3556 

R-3C 

See , 11 
K. piling, pom 

Even Lower. 

IT 
3557 

R. ‘ 

See 

Even Upper. 

nu the maple,—from the co¬ 

lour of its leaves in autumn. 

j|? the palace,—so called from 

a number of maples plantedabout 
the palace by an Emperor of the 
Han dynasty. A name for Peking. 

[Jjl a name for Peking, as 

above. 

If ‘/I when frost co¬ 

lours the river, the maple gets 
drunk,—turns red. 

S I # to sit and 
enjoy the autumn tints on the 
maple. 

the gum of the liquid 

ambar,—said to turn into amber. 

IE "7* Lucrabau seeds,—of 

Gynocardia odorata, brought 
from Siam and Java and used 
for leprosy and the itch. 

The rippling of waves 

along a shore. Also read 

fans 

Leprosy; scrofula. Par¬ 

alysis. Insanity. Wild; un¬ 

ruly. 

leprosy. 

to become leprous; to be 

come insane. 

J|[ a leper-hospital. 

^ 'M ePilePsy- 

355s 

r m 
H. fit Tig, 

fnng0 
F. holing0 
P. 1 feng, 
M. j feng° 

Seejg^ 

A.fung 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

H or M M Para]ysis- 

H °r JH, CE insane; mad 

fi or S a madman- 
$1 gibberish. 

3557 

3559 

ft* 

3560 

C. j , 
h. yung 
F.houng 
W. ( 
N. \ Vung 
V.feng 
M. \ 
Y. 5 fling 
Sz. J 

K.pong 
J. ho, bo 

A. fnng 

Sinking 
Lower. 

a mad dog. 

4-JST a half-witted man. 

MM stuPid- 

or 'Mt lunacy- 

Jn contraction of the fin¬ 

gers in paralysis. 

not the least wild or unmannerly. 

To chant; to intone. To 

ridicule; see 11,366. 

gBj to intone; to chant; to 

hum. 

j| ^ to chant liturgies, — as 

priests do. 

to hum over the words of 

a book. 

m iH or IE to ridicule; to 

chalf. 

did not see the 

satire conveyed. 

to remonstrate with,—as 

by satire. 

gS. ridicule. 

ggj pasquinades; lampoons. 

R. 

SeeH 
Even Upper. 

The wind swaying the 

trees. The sound of priests 

chanting. 

The male phoenix,—one 

of the |JTJ !§ four super 

natural creatures, said to 

appear only when a virtu¬ 

ous sovereign is upon the 

throne. See 7222. Is an 

emblem of matrimonial alli¬ 

ances, and of happiness. 

See 5108. 

the male and female phoe¬ 

nixes; the phoenix. 

H§ HI the feathers of a 

phcenix with the courage of a 
pn 1 plrpn 

Mom 
J||( ill, if y°u have not a 

wu fung tree, you will not get 
a phoenix to come,—as it will 
not settle on any other tree 
See 12,707. 

56 
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® m « * u % m) 
n* you can’t get phoenixes 

out of hens’ nests. 

H If ^ a 

phoenix on your perch is not 
as good as a chicken. 

H. JH ^ a phoenix egg,—a son 

who is the sole support of his 
aged parents. 

5 Je? £i 
JH< m TJr ^ in the days of 

the Great Yu mankind first took 
to eating eggs, whereupon the 
phoenix disappeared. 

iS. ^ S, ini the phoenix begets|F. hung 

a phoenix. |See 

^ J| JjH ^ thelK./^ 

crow does not roost with the | Even Upper 
phoenix. 

frit i||r the sorrow of 

being separated from a husband. 

a phoenix among 

birds; chief. 

Jt ^ phoenix marrow,—a great 

delicacy. 

M a bride’s coronet. 

O phoenix! O phoenix ! how has 
thy virtue fallen,—by coming out 
of due season. Said to Confucius 
by an eccentric personage who 
wished to imply that Confucian 
ism was unsuited to the age. 

Milill# China balsam. 

vomit-phoenix ta¬ 

lents,—great talents, like those 

of //Jfr Yang Hsiung who| 

dreamt that P rtt 0 

he brought out of his mouth a 
white phoenix, 

adding beauty to|gee 

the plumage of the phoenix,— I ~ TT 
said of an official who has a I 
virtuous son. I 

/ill ^ ornamented ladies’I 

shoes. I 25,63 

M-MM ferns. |R.^ 

fjf M> £ ilc an Emperor'si See ^ 

children. | Fven Lower, 

matt the Emperor’s eye. 

M and M< names for[ 
Peking. | 3564 

m JH, ^ the Phoenix Pool,— 

guests at which are the success-1 gee 
ful candidates at the Metropo-f 66 

tSSl formerly I was | 

a gentleman of the Court. 

Phoenix-tail gold-1 

fish,—the cultivated trilobousorl 
quadrilobous tailed varieties ofl 
Carassius auratus. 

H M N* H IE the crested | 

lark (Galerida cristata). 

JH, jp| the tufted duck I 

(Fiilix cristata). 

Plump and good-looking; 

handsome; graceful; refin¬ 

ed. [To be distinguished 

from ^ 1488.] 

y* z m v full and good- 

looking was the gentleman, 

graceful; elegant. 

^ refined. 

or ll# sylph-like; I 

graceful. 

}p- ^ j^!p. good-looking and] 

well made. 

^ ^ dignified. 

^ ^5 or Ip. ^ of easy man¬ 

ner. 

very pleasing and j 
animated. 

p. ^ a mellow sound; a pleas¬ 

ing voice. 

ip luxuriant vegetation. 

ll£ p describing their | 

appearances. 

3564 

3565 
R.s^. 

See 

Even Upper. 

3567 
R.^ 

fung 

To trifle; to flirt. 

fung 

litan examinations. Even Upper. 

To butt, as cattle do; to| 

oppose. 

The peak of a hill. The] 
hump of a camel. 

^ peaks of mountains. 

^ mountain ranges. 

Tjtfi a peak. 

35 % a green, grassy peak; a 

sacred peak. 

JIR a solitary peak. 

^ IjM • . 
^ -fij ^ in summerl 

clouds there are many wonder¬ 
ful peaks. 

one height hardly vanquished ere 
another is in sight. See 9336. f 

JsfL a high bridge to the nose. 

A conical brick structure, 

in which to light a beacon 

fire by night. See 10,406. 

jl® the smoke of a beacon | 

fire. 

m m'K to light a beacon fire. I 

the Five Beacons,—be-1 

yond the P^ ^ Yii-menf 

pass on the Kansuh frontier. 

Half-open eyes. 

0P 0|t 0|<,a half-closed sleepy eye. I 

0R 'o' 0$ T y°ur eyes arej 
half-closed. 

A bee; a wasp; a hornet.| 

^ a bee. See 7834. 

many tens ofl 

thousands of bees. 

the queen bee. 

?§j or M (see 7S34) or| 

a bees’-nest; a wasps’- 

nest. 

-p a humble bee; a carpenter j 
bee. 

SI ftees store honey. 

** m n # a a s H 
gather from a hundred flowers, I 
and man eats the honey,—sic I 
vos non vobis mellificatis apes. I 

IH* °r ^ § °r | 

a bee’s or wasp’s sting. 

hornet; a horse-fly. 

js*i a the larvae of wasps. 

Sr*i a wasp. 

mm a wasp waist. See 12,893d 
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3567 

-*4- JrL 
44 4# 

3568 

R.^ 

C. \ , 
H. }>”* 
F. 
W.) , 
N. S funS 
V.feng 

Y- 1 finSi 

si yung 
K.pong 
}.fu,ho 

A.fong 

Even Upper. 

S on the K‘un-lun 

mountains there is a kind of bee 
ten feet long, whose sting will 
kill an elephant. 

^ t0 catch a wasp,—as ^ 

^ Po-ch‘i did, on the neck of 

his stepmother, for which his 
suspicious father turned him out 

of doors. 

•j& M ^ robbers arose like 

bees,—in swarms. 

pressed forward in 

swarms. 

M: the bee g°'be- 
tween and the butterfly assistant, 
—alluding to the fertilisation of 

flowers. 

a blue-bottle. 

Rehmamiia glutinosa, 

R. 

H. ) fung 
F. hung 
W. ) 
N. t VUn§ 
V.fcng 

^-fengjung 
X. fung 

Sz./engJung 
K.pong 

ho 
K.fung 

Even Lower. 

Lib. 

A sharp point; a spear 

head; the tip of a lance or 

bayonet. See 10,656. 

or the point of a 

weapon. 

^ to cross swords; to join 

battle; to fight. 

gf % Ha points and edges 

crossed,—in fight. 

m -ft w 77 a sharp-pointed 

blade. 

£££ sbarP and an8u^ar = thin 

when the point is 

sharp, try,—do not wait until 
it is blunt. Strike while the iron 

is hot. 

% pT % d0 not 
run against the enemy’s spears 
—kick against the pricks. 

to struggle for mastery 

the van-guard. 

ex 

% 
M it tk Ws 

changed a few sharp remarks 

with him. 

Ijy ^ a sergeant of the provin 

cial Banner forces. 

Mm® a sergeant of the van 

guard division of Banner forces 

3569 

To meet. To happen; to 

hit on. 

to meet,—as two people. 

a joyful meet¬ 

ing of brothers. 

■=k or to meet with 
M 

good fortune. 

to S° out to meet> to re" 

ceive, as a guest. 

li clever at enter¬ 

taining guests. 

hard to meet with. 

357° 

R.^r 

See 

Even Lower. 

tM 
3571 

R.i& 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

^ ^ iR to encounter peo¬ 

ple’s anger. 

^ whenever one meets with, 

or lights upon, or reaches. 

'fjj- — whenever a 3 occurs, 

—as in the 3rd, 13th, and 23rd 

of a moon. 

when there happens; on 

the occasion of.... 

TcL t0 incur danger. 

(JEjp to succeed in life. 

just now met; it is the 

season of.... 

meeting with all 

these miseries. 

to meet a man 

and straightway tell him,—said 
of people who gossip. 

to meet in a nar 

row way, — where one or the 
other must yield. 

If ^SP^thecnme 
of him who excites the wicked¬ 
ness of his prince is great. 

^ (*4) M ^ to wear 
large-sleeved robes,—as Confu¬ 

cius did; hence— 

^ ^better than an interview 

with a Governor is a visit from 

a sage. 

Read peng1. The roll o 

drums. 

-Ji| sfc. xk xk tbe bzard-skin 

drums rolled harmonious. 

Read p'eng1. A surname 

3572 

C .fung^ung 
H. fang, 

p^ung 
F. pung, 

P'-ung, 
p'-oung 

W.vung 
N. vung 
P. feng 
Kl. feng^fung 

Y.fung 
Sz .feng, fung 
K.pong 

ho 
K.fung 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

To sew; to baste; to 

mend. Used with 3572. 

The name of a river; a 

pool; a marsh. 

y|| y^ harassed; anxious. 

Read/‘<?«£"2. The eddies 

in a rapid. 

To sew; to stitch. To 

mend. See 8588. 

iH to cut and sewi a tador‘ 

%. Wito sew or mabe clothes. 

^ pj to sew up a rip, or the 

mouth of a bag. 

j|| pj ^ to pay promised bribes. 

See 6654. 

|P? women who do stray 

jobs of sewing in the streets, 

sewing-thread; to sew. 

A to mend; to repair clothes. 

i ix.to mend and 
patch. 

$1 Us yans*) to sew wbb 
fine stitches,—as in quilting. 

Wa W $$ H t0 mend up 
(a son’s clothes) when he is about 
to (leave home). 

(Hi iHi t0 mend > to rectify a 
blunder; to conceal the truth 
See 7812. 

\>X £ bandaged it with 

cotton wool. 

Read feng4. A crack; a 

split; a seam. 

$1 ~^T t0 Paste UP cracks,— 
with strips of paper. 

to level cracks,—as when 

pointing bricks, etc. 

it ki! it w not a crack to 

hide in. 

"y the seam has split, 

7c M ^without seam 

like heavenly raiment,—used in 
the sense of without break or 
pause. 
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3572 

3574 
R. 

| fungi 
C. 
h. 

IF. houngi 
W.) f 

In. S "vuns 
P -feng 
M. ) 
Y. \fung3 

|Sz. ) 
| K. pong 
|j. hd^ bu 
I K. fungi 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

MM# a shirt (or robe) with¬ 

out seam,—as worn by the Emp. 
Ch'eng Ti of the Han dyn. 

tt A<©i*5P to look out fori 
a person’s wrong-doings. 

M t0 losei t0 let sbP- 

^ M the creases of the fingers. 

Same as 3567. 

To receive respectfully 

with both hands. To have! 

the honour to, as conven¬ 

tionally used to imply self-1 

depreciation by the speaker. 

To nourish. 

P ^ to receive a command, as 

from God; to receive orders. 
dfa- Li. . T I 
^ 0 to receive an Imperial 

Decree. 

p; tjlJ to receive instructions! 

to the effect that... 

p to receive commands. 

entrusted by God | 

with the care of,—the empire. 

jfT Moukden. 

^ l-U */$ the Circuit of the I 

Taot‘ai at Ne wchwang, consisting I 

of ¥ A 1(f Feng-t‘ien Fu, f 

Chin-chou Fu, and| 

JI [ Yfj£ |||] Shan-hai Kuan. 

^ jj|gL or to receive and I 

act in accordance with orders.! 

ff If. to follow old I 

customs. 

ale to make a bow. 

IpE ^ t° profess the Buddhist | 

faith. 

ft mm, 
can draw, allow me to teach you | 
method. 

ils to receive instruction; to I 

obey; to become a convert to] 
Christianity. 

pi fUt I am willing to| 

respectfully receive your instruct¬ 
ions, or enter your sect. 

p 7^. to flatter; to do service! 

(in a good sense), 

p to flatter the powerful. 

It to curry favour with, 

p to entreat, 

p ^ to pay one’s respects to. 

(|1[ to congratulate. 

to make obeisance to; to 

pay one’s respects to. 

p |p to venture to drag,—a con-1 

ventional phrase used in invi¬ 
tations. 

p jJpj to have the honour to bear 

company to any one. 
»tm . j 

F is to have the honour to re-1 

pay or to return, 

p to have had the honour 

to receive. 

p; %to haye the honour to warn; | 

to venture to advise. 

Pit m± to have the hon¬ 
our to offer. 

p 5^ to have the honour to send. I 

% Jp; one’s personal expendi-| 

ture. 

p (yang*) to respectfully nou¬ 

rish,—one’s parents. 

J? [il 3^ lavish in expen¬ 

diture on oneself. 

ft**# to wait on mor¬ 
ning and night. 

^ ^ employed on public bus¬ 

iness. 

^ ^ t0 have the honour to I 

reply. 

to receive the reply,—of I 

a superior. 

3lpv had the honour to hear. 

3^1: to hand back respectfully. 

3lpC to present respectfully. 

IlH to have an interview,— | 

with a superior. 

3?pE )f[J to receive,—as a guest. 

* % M (°r ^) the Depart¬ 

ment of Parks and Hunting | 
Grounds. 

3p ^ to be officially licensed or I 
appointed. 

Ip to respectfully beg. 

to be appointed as. 

ip =Jj| to have the honour to be | 

transferred to.... 

§p -$^| or 3§pc ^ have thehon-| 

our to inform. 

3574 

^V||to receive, —from a su-| 
perior. 

^ ^ to write a despatch to 

superior. 

to be deputed. 

p to receive something paid! 

or sent by a superior. 

p gjjJ to beg to ask.... 

p "fit to have the honour to re- 

my ceive. 

^ ^ to beg to trouble. 

^ or to have the | 
honour to invite. 

P to serve; to wait on. 

^ @ 5E T 
Zl ^ better to die than serve 

a second master. 

^ t0 beS to request,—some) 
one to do something. 

jtf jf 3§pC I beg to speak I 

plainly to you. 

to hand tobacco! 

and tea. 

^ to wait upon; to supply 

with. 

mtk on receipt of these orders. 

^ ^ to venture to detain. 

to have the honour to I 

acquaint. 

Salary; emolument. 

* 

#f# 

or 

or w m or W Wor 
official salary, — paid in grain! 
down to the time of the Han I 
dynasty; from the Han to the 
Dang, half in cash and half ini 
grain; and since the T‘ang,| 
wholly in cash. 

$0 put him on | 

half-pay. 

JH salary and allowance; jwI 

7128. Also, his salary is small. 

^ a fixed salary. 

4|3 to fine; to deduct from| 

one’s salary. 

ljnl$ to increase the salary. 

to retire on one’s! 

salary. 

^j§ ^ when the term of office | 

(3 years) is at an end. 
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3575 

w 
3576 

C. Jung 
W.fung 
F. Jung 

N.' j fungJ 
V.feng 

j fu»S 
Sz. fung^feng 

K. pong 
J. ho 
A. boung 

Rising Upper 

RJ!§ 
your salary is the fat of the 
people,—be careful not to take 
too much. An inscription seen 
in the yamens of magistrates. 

m m m promotion by 

length of service or seniority. 

he spent very little 

on himself. See 3574. 

To intone; to chant. 

3577 

«i 
3578 

R. 

See 

K. p'-ung 

Even Upper. 

m to chant liturgies, — as 

Buddhist priests do. 

Plfl p|jl very productive. 

Read peng3. To laugh 

aloud. 

II1 
3579 

See Jg^ 

Even Upper. 

See 8903. 

Luxuriant; fruitful; 

abundant, as opposed to 

1633. 

\ *j luxuriant grass. 

I# a year of plenty. 

an abundant harvest. 

S. jH: the ^ve Srains 
abundantly rising,—in the gran 
aries, sc. plenty. 

I °r 
prosperous. 

H ^ or W ample; plenti 

ful. 

abundant; 

M- full and ripe,—as fruit or 

grain. 

M- ^ wealthy. 

iijL pp sumptuous,—as a feast 

a plenteous table. 

tr tt fi2486, 
® from one’s own abundance, 

—to give to others. 

1||L a stout, well-fed man. 

IlJtSM inclined to plump 

ness. 

a fine hearty coun 

tenance. 

EL 
3578 n 

%■ the god of thunder or of 

clouds. 

pleasant and prosperous. 

|H ^ garlic. 

the capital of Wen 

Wang, in modern Shensi, called 

after the 15* river Feng. 

&T B he fixed his capi¬ 

tal at Feng. 

Spirits; genii. 

mm the“immortals” of Taoism. 

t 
358o 

R. 

See M, 

Even Upper. 

3581 

R. 

SeeJE 
Even Upper. 

A stream in Shensi. 

The old way of writing 

the surname®, 3578- 

w 
3582 

a-*** 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

a District in Ssuch'uan, 

where is said to lie the entrance 
to the Infernal Regions. 

l|i« Hades, or the city 

ruled over by fg] King 

Yen Lo (Yama), the Chinese 
Pluto, to which all departed spi 
rits go, and where a ghost life 
continues on much the same lines 
as in this upper world. 

A fief or principality, helc 

under the feudal system 

To appoint to territory or 

office. A boundary; a dyke 

A mound ; a tumulus 

Name of the ninth son. o 

Wen Wang. To 

enrich. To seal up ; to 

attach. To blockade. 

(feup) go to your 

principality. 

# Z $ 0 $ H he 
made him a prince, which some 
said was famishing him. 

# ffn ^ tflet there 
be no appointments which are 
not announced,-to the Emperor. 

3582 

Chou Kung| 

was appointed to Lu. 

mm to set up as a feudal prince;] 

to enfeoff; to establish. 

@ afc I 
since fiefs were exchanged fori 
departments,—ever since the feu-1 
dal was changed to the Imperial f 
system. 

mm Mm he firmly estab-| 

lished his happiness. 

to confer the right to rule J 
over a vassal State. 

to raise to the rank of aj 

god; to deify; to canonise. 

mt to appoint to office. 

to raise to high office; | 

to ennoble as; to raise to the| 

rank of. 

mm to ennoble; to bestow the] 

rank of a noble. 

m titles of honour,—as m\ 
bestowed upon wife, parents or 

grand-parents, or granted! 

as posthumous honours to de¬ 
ceased progenitors. 

a wealthy family.] 

m |gj 3?]* ^ be careful to 

strengthen the guard-posts] 
throughout the territory. 

a nation is bounded, not by the I 
limit of dykes and frontiers,—but | 
by the virtue and enterprise of I 
its people. 

fljjf the high officials] 

at the frontier; the high pro¬ 
vincial officials. 

m raised a tumulus | 

over the grave of Pi Kan. 

m+^=- lb he raised al¬ 

tars upon twelve hills. 

mm to throw up a mound and | 

plant trees at the grave. 

# %ij VA It! m entirely| 
devoted to gain in order to en¬ 
rich oneself. 

ftp groups of 5 fami-| 

lies and single households will 
be in a condition to prosper. 
See 8942 piK. 

the granting of hereditary ] 

rank. 

mm il=Ii the stone pillars at the 

grave of an official who has been | 
posthumously promoted. 
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« 
35^9 

*p|* a bone of Buddha; the 

pith or essence of Buddhism. 

IE# the mistress of the house. 

H A' M the present 

Buddha,—the Emperor. 

the thorn-apple (Da¬ 

tura Stramonium'). 

fp ^ the house-leek. 

]||] the stone-crop. 

a kind of citron, almost 

all rind, found on the ^^tree; 

see 13,738. One end of this 
citron terminates like a hand, 
with fingers. Used by the Chi¬ 
nese for scenting rooms, at reli 
gious sacrifices, etc. [Stands 

pictorially for jjfg fu happiness.] 

Buddha’s-fingers’ dew, 

—a wine flavored with . 

& *=g Buddha shells,— 

mussel shells found in Siam, 
containing one or more figures 
of a sitting Buddha in relief. 
Pious priests watch for half¬ 
open mussels, and slip into their 
shells thin clay images of Bud¬ 
dha, over which the mussel de¬ 
posits a thick layer of nacre, 
with the above result. 

Ijk see 3613. 

^ the colour of Buddha’s 

hair,—ultramarine. 

dumplings are good enough for 
Buddha. 

WV& 
% AS ® the image- 

maker does not worship Buddha: 
he knows what stuff he is made of. 

# W i # the mud Bud' 
dha reproving the clay Buddha, 
—the pot calling the kettle black. 

Read pi*’*. To aid; to 

support. Great. 

n ® it m assist me to bear 

the burden,—of my position. 

# 3 Pi Hsi invited,— 

Confucius to go and see him. 
This individual was a rebellious 
military official, and it was not 
considered right for the sage to 
visit him. 

3590 

See ijfc 

Entering 
Upper. 

3591 

3592 

3593 

+ 4* 

3594 

R$? 
C.peiy 
F.houk 
W. bo- 
N. bah- 

P. Spa 
M. pa 
Y. feh, paah 
K.pul 

J. fut sz 
A. fet 

Entering 
Irregular. 

* 
3595 

w 
3596 

4t IK 
C. fan, p'-ei 
\\. feu, p'-i 

F. pLeu,pli 
W .file,p'-i 
FI. fiiii, p'-i 
P. ] 
M. , 
Y. \f0U->Pl 

Sz. ) 

K. pu, pi 
T. hiu, hi 

A.fu,fi 

Rising Upper 

R 

The countenance chang- 

mg. 

'|^ his countenance 

showed his displeasure. 

Read ptfi*. Flushed. 

his face flushed,— 

with anger. 

Same as 3589. 

See 3749. 

See 3745. 

To remove evil; to wash 

away sins; to cleanse, as 

by lustration. See 3698. 

H t0 cleanse and to 

wash,—for the removal of sins. 

M it ;|± caused the priest to 

sprinkle the altar of earth. 

it Ifti M to Purify and 
modernise language. 

See 9456. 

Not; on the contrary; 

negative. 

.> is it so, or not? whether 

it is or is not. 

^ HI U whether it is true 

or not. 

lE 0 'S* the king said, “It is 

not.” 

whether or not it may be 

possible. 

A A K1 9&. in M ffi 
Lady X. heard them, 

but was unable to scold one 
more than the other. 

& 
3596 

there were not two 

sides to a question (for him),- 
only his own side. 

in "§* pf ff whether or not 
action may be taken in the 
said direction; whether or not 
it will do. 

iiss.si g 
whether they change (their style 
of dress) or not, is a matter for 
themselves to decide. 

yes, yes: no, no, 

—of indecision. 

yC iP' 4?? more negatives 
than affirmatives. 

rffi A 1$ (he couid 
value foreign goods) but only 
could not employ the men. 

not to know if 

suitable or not. 

S 5W T m if not, then we 

shall not kill him. 

t m & % a m z i 
whatsoever I have done ‘the 
thing which is not’, may God 
punish me! 

8L B5 3c {& * # 
2^ for the root (the fundamen¬ 

tal) to be in confusion and yet. 
the branches (the accessories) to 
be in good order, is impossible. 

% n m m & ¥ i ^ 
not know whether he can have 
reached it or not. 

in order to decide 

yes or no. 

Read p'-p. Bad; wicked. 

One of the Diagrams. 

in 

good and evil. 

*s« a m to praise and 

blame people; to criticise. 

^ M'J M £ if evil, then over¬ 

awe him. 

^ dark and gloomy, 

ffk an evil world, 

a hard lot. 

sorrow first, joy 

afterwards. 

when things get 

to the worst they begin to mend, 

lie # # « recommend the 

practicable and set aside the ob¬ 
jectionable. 
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3597 

hit 
If. Pl*ui pen 

|see^ 

Even Lower. 

pof 2 

359s 

hit 
I C./au 

|H./r« 
| F. p^cu 

IW. bat 
IN. voii 

|M. I f°U 
Yi.fu 
I Sz.fu,fou 

Ik .pu 
lj./«, bu 
I k.fu 

Even Lower. 

•lit1 

3599 

\Kit 
IC. cfau, ifau 

|H .‘feu 
IF. p'~eu 
IW. w< 
IN. zwii 

P ) |m. , 
y. you 

ISz. ) 
IK./m 

|J•/", bu 
I k.fu 

Even Lower. 

3600 

|R 
IC ./aw, p'-ou 

\n.feu 
IF. p^eu, plu 
IW. zO>, vu, wo 
IN. voii, vu 

M. \f°uJu 
I Y.fu 
I Sz. fou 
Ik. pu 
|J./«,/w 
| a ./« 

Even Lower. 

Fresh-looking silk. 

& ^ his silken robes are 

fresh and bright. 

A net to catch rabbits. 

A screen or partition. 

% M a wooden screen, placed 

across a doorway. 

%.% Chefoo. See 1787. 

Rib-grass or rib-wort. 

^jjj£ "||f Plantago major,— also 

known as and 

It is cooked and eaten 

by the Chinese, and its seeds are 
used as a diuretic. 

^ |g |i| a mountain in Honan 

To float; to drift; see 
8149. Volatile; unsubstan 

tial; fleeting. Cracked; silly 

^ ^ or ^ ^ a floatinS 
bridge; a pontoon bridge. 

n-m floating clouds; brick hou 

ses over graves. 

mm floating dust. 

mx floating stone, — pumice 

stone. 

^ to float above; to surpass 

to exceed. See 2472. 

the corpse floated 

three feet,—in the air above the 
ground. Said to have happenec 

to the coffin of Chu 

Fu-tzu. 

let them sink or swim, — 
friends’ letters thrown into the 
river by Yin Hsien. 

3600 
u sometimes I receive letters 

and sometimes they are lost,— 
based on the above. 

m±mm the snow lightly 

frozen on the surface. 

rnmnut drifting about the 

world. 

having no fixed 

place of abode. Cf. floating pop¬ 
ulation. 

mm flotsam. 

^ IPl floating on the top. 

m sm? a wandering wave; 

a thriftless man who never sticks 
to anything. Cf. A rolling stone. 

dissipated young 

men. 

VH a nail,”—i.e. a 

nail with a bulging head, used 
for large doors. 

mm frivolous suggestions 

m%x& not to speak of 

unimportant matters. 

to float on water; (read 

fu4) to swim. 

a pendent blossom. 

mm left over; over and above 

to take more money than 

is due. 

mm the foil or detachable part 

of (e.g.) a cheque book. See 
9118. 

m m * to project from a sur 

face. 

'tfc floating flowers; ornaments 

in relief. 

IP g # the y°ung 
man’s thoughts were wandering 
like the flower,—which he hac 
thrown into the stream 

m a fickle; untrustworthy 

treacherous. 

frivolous; fickle. 

Mm light; unsteady; shifty 

m ^ % a floating hither 

and thither; wanting in fixity. 

the friendship 

is superficial. 

JSf do not believe 

random talk 

mM&*H 
tenance. 

an insincere coun 

3600 

m^w- life passes away I 

like a dream. 

M W fou shing (float| 
born) means that man’s life is I 
like duckweed, without anything | 
to hold on to below. 

^ an excess; more than thej 

fixed number. 

— mia& a bumper of wine. I 

fit m% I beg to fine your] 

Majesty a drink,—for some for¬ 
feit incurred. 

daily accounts. 

^ ^ to enter as ex-| 

pended more things than actu¬ 

ally procured (^L), and of al 

better quality than they really | 

were ( lpf ). 

mrnMA more things to be 

done than men to do them. 

^ fU uncertain gains,—not a| 

fixed income. 

to return over and above I 

(the amount due). 

^ ;^L abundant; spreading over; 

rising, as vapour; superficial;! 
vain. 

H ^ ^ ra2n an^ snow ini 

abundance. 

^ IS or & M or M 
characters used to represent the| 
sound Buddha. See 3589. The| 
old name of an Indian tor an or| 
pagoda. 

m Buddha 

the Heir Apparent,—of Suddho-| 
dana, King of Kapilavastu. 

^ |gj he did not use| 

Buddhist rites,—at the funeral j 
services of his parents. 

^ afallen (image of) I 

Buddha getting up again!—I 
used ironically of a mistake or| 
mismanagement which cannot | 
be righted. 

E* Jfi & M — $T a three | 
storey pagoda. 

A — fft.J# -b i® 
^ better save one man’s! 

life than build a pagoda of seven j 
storeys. 

^ ^ M he be§an life as| 
a Buddhist priest. 

was I 

57 
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> 

3601 

Rjt 
see ^ 

Even Lower. 

,W? 2 

3602 

R-^c 

See 

Even Lower. 

3603 

# R. 

C. fu,pau 
H. v. po 
F. fiu, v. p'-au 

W. c/m, v.p'-de 

p- c/“l -/« 1 

if on 
M. ) 
Y. ! See 
Sz. ) 

K .pu^p'-o 
J. A? 
A. Ju 
Even Lower. 

3604 

R4T 
C. Jau 
H. Jeu, feu 
F. C/V« 
W. -zw 
N. _/<?«, wii 

p. ] 

Y. f0U 
Sz. ) 

K. pu 
J-f“,f“ 
A. feu 

Rising 
Irregular. 

Steam. 

izfr steam. 

»A one who steams food. 

A kind of large ant. 

4^ ^ gnats produced from dung 

'\tw tSS <M. t*T * @ 
ip' an ant pushing against a 

tree: how laughable not to know 
its own strength! 

A drum-stick. 

to draw forth a drum-stick. 

Sit ta re it to take a drum¬ 

stick and drum, 

te^ (fu1 han4) the ancient 

name of Ho Chou in 

Kansuh. 

Read pao1. Bushy. 

Vessels of earthenware 

for holding wine, drawing 

water, etc. A musical 

instrument. Radical 121. 

earthenware in general. 

See 3723. 

.. ® how you beat 

your earthen vessel! 

3605 

p 
3606 

4* 

3607 

R4T 
C.fan¬ 
il. -feu, ‘fu 

Same as 3604. 

Contracted form of 3607. 

A mound ; a tumulus. 

Fertile ; abundant ; pros¬ 

perous. Radical 170, which 

in its contracted form, 3606, 

is always seen at the left- 

4* 

3607 
F. p'-aiu- 
W. -zioe 
N. zmi 
V.fii,fou‘ 

M .fu\fou\ 
foil 

Y.fu 
K. pu 
J. hu, bu 
A.fui 
Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

3608 

R. 

C.fau 
H. feu 
F. pwo 

N. ! bu 
p. Yu 

M. I 
Y. j * " 
J. ho, bu 
A.fu2- 

Sinking 
Lower. 

3609 

r4T 
C.fau2- 
H.feu 
F. p'-aiu2- 
W. b-v de 

N. -voii 
P. ) 
M. I , 3 
Y. \ f°U 
Sz. ] 
K. pu 
J.hu,hu 
A.fu2- 

Risiug Lower 
Irregular. 

3610 

hand side and is thus dis 

tinguished from |$ the con¬ 

tracted form of & 548i. 

#11 hU ^ like mountains 

and like hills,-is your prosperity, 

jltu dp- or abundant. 

things in plenty 

and the people happy. 

to improve the 

condition of the masses. 

ik 'b ^ my small pros¬ 

perity (sc. property) has come 
to me by your means. 

II *14 his four iron- 

black horses are in fine condition. 

the fire spreads 

widely. 

a scented hill,—a Bud¬ 

dhist monastery, so called from 
the incense burnt. 

-fp-itjfm (the south wind) 

brings prosperity and removes 
discontent. 

the grasshoppers 

jump about. 

A port; a trading-place, 

on a river or on the sea. 

^a ip* pj or ip; or 

port; a trading-place, 

to visit a port. 

a grain port. 

ip* new port,—a name for 

merly given by the Chinese to 
Singapore. 

man wholesale salt merchants. 

A grasshopper. See 3607 

See 3723. 

2 

m 
3611 

* it 
See 

Sz .fu 
K.pu 
J. hu, bu 
A.fu 

Even Lower. 

36iz 
R. 

C. 
H. 
F. hu 
W. hu,fu, vu 
a.fu, vu 
p. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K.pu 
J •/« 
A.fu 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

fu 

/« 

A river in Ssuch‘uan, 

known as yg ||| or y{* 

A* joins the or 

Yang-tsze at y^ 

*/r '/M bubbles on water; foam. 

A man; a hero; a hus¬ 

band. Used as a title for 

women. See 6553. 

^ a sage; a prophet; a hero. 

Added as a title of respect to 
the names of great teachers; the 
Master. 

the Master said. 

•{jjj fu tztl and hsien sheng are 

titles for elders. 

?l*-F Confucius—the Lati¬ 

nised form of K‘ung-fu-/zu, 
K‘ung the Sage. 

^ "F Chu-fu-tzti,— ^ 

Chu Hsi, the great commentator 
of the Sung dynasty. 

a great officer; a high 

minister of State; a chief mate; 
(read taik fu') a doctor. 

ye great officers 

and gentlemen! 

five trees appointed 

by the First Emperor to be 
Ministers of State because they 
sheltered him from a rainstorm 
during his descent from Mt. T‘ai. 

‘ ^ or second and 

third mates. 

[7U a common man; one of 

the masses; a low fellow. See 
9029. 

iiK a ^ow> mean fellow. 

^ ifei g°od sir-’ 

^ a man of liberal 

mind; a great and good man; 
a hero. Sec 424. 

^ ^ -^1 (chang3) the chief 

of all the heroes,—the sovereign. 

^ -p| courage to oppose 

ten thousand men. 
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A 
36i2 

siizm (chang3) leader of 

a hundred men; a centurion. 

^A your humble servant; I. 

| A chair-bearers, 

i A pedlers; hucksters. 

A or A or A l§ 
porters; coolies. 

A lp| a coolie head-man. 

¥ A carters. 

^ A grooms- 

M A a cook. 

| A agricultural labourers. 

A a warrior; a leader; 

troops. 

A A or A # or A ± a 
husband. 4249. 

husband and wife 

saluting each other at marriage. 

ig ft A it W % Athis 
is my second husband. 

A IS A -th everybody has 

been her husband. 

AitSA 
of the Five Relationships, that 
of husband and wife ranks first 

*«il the husband sings 

and the wife accompanies,—do 
mestic harmony. 

A ffi ^ 5ffl; M it if 
husband and wife fall out, their 
servants cheat them. 

^ ill A liff > iflii 

A ^ if fortunate, she dies be¬ 

fore her husband: if unfortunate, 
after him. 

I® PI A # g 
band and wife are like birds to 
gether in a forest: when the great 
limit (death) comes, each flies 
its own way. 

A A title of ladies whose hus¬ 

bands are of the 1st or2ndj5p 

rank. Politely used of anybody’s 
wife. 

A AM an earthwork thrown 

up by women. See Chu Hsii, 
Biogr. Diet. 

AAA your mother. 

as a wife,—a concu 

bine. 

HA A a bamboo wife,—a 

A 
3612 

bamboo leg-rest used in bed in 
hot weather; a Dutch wife. 

So-and-so, No. 6; some¬ 

body; other people. 

Read fu\ An initial par¬ 

ticle ; now; forasmuch as; 

then; in that case. A pre¬ 

position, = ^ 13,515- A 

final particle, used as an 

interjection. A demons¬ 

trative. An untranslatable 

particle, lending rhythmic 

vigour to a sentence. 

A £ Z A ^ ^ 
now filial piety consists in skil¬ 
fully carrying on the purpose of 
one’s forefathers. 

A []5] indeed; then. 

A this being the case,.... 

A #■•••& 
will... then I shall be able to 
...; as he is now on the point 
of... then I am in a position 
to.... 

Afatit what then will he dare 

do? 

what will you have 

to say to that? 

A M 7^0 surely you must 

know that... 

A A BBiw Z why, every 

one knows it. 

A Sb ft |ll| it seems then 

that.... 

£.mzm,iiZZ' pf 
I#, Sb ilk Asuch is the 
manifestness of what is minute 
such is the impossibility of re¬ 
pressing the outgoings of sin¬ 
cerity ! 

f 

^ rather practise a labor 

ious diligence than desire a plea 
surable ease. 

i^ll a alas! 
fJl A ’ds sac* indeed! 

trodden is the Way! 

%^Z fr AitwasS°-and 
so who said so. 

AtbT'K that man is not 

good. 

A1 
3612 

3613 

C.fu 

F. houi, ihu 
W. 
N. 
P. 1 
M. , Wu 

Sz. I 
K. $u 

. fu, bu 
K.foju 

Even Lower. 

ft£AZ%mmm 
^ if I am not to mourn bitterly 

for that man, for whom should 
I mourn? 

^ A A the heaven now be¬ 

fore us. 

A ± & Z Mthis then 
is the object of the law. 

A£ B&Z 
the superior man hates that de¬ 
clining to say “I want it.” 

a* moreover; besides. 

% A if indeed. 

tit A and thus. 

To aid; to support; to 

prop up. A measure of 

ength, equal to four fingers 

spread out. See 5366. 

to aid; to succour. 

to uphold; to 

sustain. 

tS -h hold h up»—by 
putting the hand underneath, 

it is too heavy for me to hold up. 

A helphim up 
—of one unable to move. 

PH rfii ^ did not help him 

when fallen. 

carried him out,—as 

a drunken man. 

to bear up under calamity 

;j^ to escort a coffin. 

to support by the hand 

a narrow board cover 

ed with cloth and placed across 
a sedan chair for the hands to 
rest on. 

^ to support under the arms 

to lean on a staff. 

an old man’s staff; a fancy 

name for the adjutant, from its 
habit of standing on one leg. 

H M 'fit 1 lean on 
my staff as I wander on or stop 
to rest. 

^iB| planehette. See 877. 

■?* ft #C young and help 

less children. 

on the mountains 

is the mulberry tree. 
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3613 

3614 

R. 

Even Lower. 

3615 

R'H 

s"ft 
EvenjUpper. 

3616 

3617 

rE 
s"ft 
Even Lower. 

^ or ^ Fu-sang, — a 

country named after a plant so 
called which was seen growing 
there, and is said, but without 
foundation, to be the Mexican 
aloe. It has been identified by 
Klaproth with Saghalien; by 
de Guignes and Leland, with 
a part of the American continent; 
and by others, with Japan. Is 
mentioned by Ch‘u P‘ing (d. b.c. 

295); see 12,010. The term is 
also used for Hibiscus rosa-si- 
nensis. See 3633. 

ftHHf a palace built by Wu 

Ti of the Han, to commemorate 
the conquest of Nan-yueh. 

ft« to protect. 

ft& to steady; to soothe. See 

12,916. 

ft to support the shafts of a 

cart. 

ft# to raise one to be; to pro¬ 

mote. 

ft M, bending to the wind. Also, 

a tempest; a District in Shansi 
title of an official. 

ftft see 3687. 

ft# to support. 

spreading, — of branches. 

ft H to relieve the poor. 

To spread out. 

ft to spread out and cover 

over. 

A kind of agate from an 

inferior pebble. 

rit ft IL 5 pebbles mixed up 

with jade,— the good and the 
bad together. 

Same as 3615. 

The Hibiscus flower. 

n m k Hibiscus mutabilis. 

Also, the lotus flower. 

a pretty face; fancy 

name for a looking-glass. 

an imitation of the 

Arabic word Afiyu?i,—opium. 

branch of the 

u Black River in Yunnan. 

2% 
3617 

m' 
3618 

rj® 
H.c/« 

See^C 
Even Lower. 

-» Li 

36x9 

R. 

3620 

3621 

R. 

H. ! > 

F. ihu 

W -Ju 

M. ifu 

See^C 
K,pu 

J. hu 
Even 

Irregular. 

See^C 

Even Upper. 

m 
R. 

F. chu, ip wo 

W. Qhu 

|Even Upper. 

the son of 

a high official. 

nm the lotus flower. 

A kind of water beetle, 

known as if !$ or ^ jfeSp. 

It is said that if the mother 

and a young one are killed, 

and the blood of each is 

rubbed on 81 copper cash, 

these 162 cash, although 

dispersed in the market, 

will always find their way 

together again. 

lift copper cash. So first named 

M it ¥ Huai Nan Tzii. 

4^ coins; dollars; rupees, etc. 

rji four strings of Pe¬ 

king cash. 

ftkkuM five cakes of for¬ 

eign money,—five dollars. 

& or a butterfly. 

The lapel 

Leggings. 

of a skirt. 

a case for a scabbard. 

To sit with the legs under 

one. See 1152. To bow; 

to make obeisance. Used 
with 3677. 

ft* to sit cross-legged, — as 

priests do. 

ftft^s bowing low. 

the woman bowed and 

sat down. 

An axe. 

hatchets and battle-axes. 

See 13,780. 

a man lost a 

hatchet. 

3622 

Even Lower. 

3623 

C./u 
H. K-u 
F. p'-wo 

See 

Even Upper. 

w 
3624 

R. 

C,/u, v.p'-ou' 
H.p'u 
F. hu, p'-wo 
W. p'-uju 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 

Sz. 
K.po 

A. j> 
Rising Upper, 

/« 

3625 

A storm. 

a tempest. 

a gust of wind; a squall. 

Bran. 

bran. 

ft«- the food of a horse or mule, 

consisting of bran and chopped 
straw. 

^ ^ the Chinese nutgall tree 

[Rhus semialata, Murr.) which 

produces the H bZ. gall- 
nuts. 

ft & dandruff. 

Great; large. To begin. 

Just now; a short time ago. 

A name or “style;” see 

3884. Name of a State; 

of a hill, etc. 

*ESWEB do not try to cul¬ 

tivate fields too large. 

bright are those 

extensive fields. 

sn m nr nr full of big bream 

and tench. 

f *7) at first; a beginning, 

til first began to state.... 

l|j knew for the first time; 

first became acquainted with, 

f IkM a month ago. 

he has just been 

capped,—he is a very young man. 

just ten years old. 

may I ask what is BR IHJ tl 
your “style?”—the fancy names 
by which friends address each 
other. 

a coronet. A cap worn 

by scholars under the Yin dy¬ 
nasty. 

Read pub. A garden, 

ff vegetables. 

See 9457. 
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3626 

C.fu,fou 

H./« 
F. Au,fwo 

W ./# 
N./‘» 
p. ] 

f > 
Sz. ) 
K./o 

A./« 
RisiDg Upper. 

3627 

C./«A 
H. y* 
F. AozA 

p-) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K./o 
./«, 

A .fu1- 

Rising 
Irregular. 

fu 

Dried meat. 

tUJ® (Confucius) would 

not eat dried meat from the 
market. 

fffli slices of dried 

meat formerly given in payment 
to school teachers, from which 
the term came to mean a' teach¬ 
er’s salary. 

PP 
preserved meats. 

fltJS dried peaches. 

Poles used to prevent 

carts from upsetting, or as 

levers to raise the wheels, 

etc. To help. Numerative 

of scrolls and paintings. 

^111 if you throw away 

your cart-props,—your cart will 
be upset. 

ffl ¥ # # the mutual re¬ 

liance of prop (Legge says “wheel- 
aid”) and cart,—when one is 
taken away, the other falls. 

izmmm to be a support to 

the House of Chou. 

ik or H fy) or g| 

to aid; to succour. 

ff to assist in carrying out; 

to act as colleague. 

(,hsiang*) joined 

in assisting,—the work of ad¬ 
ministration. 

0 w four chief ministers of 

State; to help the four quarters, 
sc. the empire. 

a minister of State. 

3628 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

r-IV3 

3629 

See/Jj 

Rising Upper. 

I 

m&w a noble of the 

Imperial lineage, tenth in line 
of descent. 

or to protect. 

Colonial Secretary’s 

office. 

high statesmen; in geo- 

mancy, hills which surround or 
guard. 

by friendship to 

help on one’s virtue, 

tjfj $$ t^ie arbiter appointed by 

the various feudal States to pre 
side at their conferences. 

te Z m condiments 

pickles, etc. 

3627 

the jaw-bone. 

BH the Furg’an or 

Koran. 

H jjj|| or ij|| j|j| neighbour¬ 

hood of the metropolis. 

w having adjacent 

frontiers. 

& St he* Ifthere were 
three paintings. 

A large measure, con¬ 

taining six pecks four 

pints. A boiler or 

cauldron. See 3739. 

3630 

R. 

H.fu 

See 
K. po 

Rising Upper. 

A star in Ursa Major. 

3631 

tr 
3632 

R-i§ 

C.fu’- 

See 

A./o 

Sinking 
Upper. 

An ornamental texture 

of black and white in alter 

nate stripes; see 3702. The 

figure of an axe, one of 

the symbols on the Em 

peror’s lower robe. 

S % M II £ |S white and 

black embroidery is called fu3. 
See 3702. 

IS jjfea screen use4 at audiences, 

adorned with figures of axes. 

IS JR » n constantly appear¬ 

ing in State robes and coronets, 

finely embroidered. 

£ elegant composi 

tions. 

Same as 3638. 

To reach to. A tutor 

to teach. To lay on, as 

colour; to gloss. [To be 

distinguished from-^ 2740. 

Used for 3666, 3690. 

even reaching up 

to heaven. 

3632 

I VJ 

3633 
R. 

See ^ I# 
Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

I r 
3634 

C.foka 
II. p'-iok- 

Y.pWoh-^ 

W. voh 
N. poh^ voh, 

v. bou' 
P. ifu 

U.fo,po 
Y.fak 
K.pak 
J. haku, baku 
A.fok 

Entering 
Irregular. 

iC^and^^f great officers 

under the Chou dynasty. Now, 
Grand Tutor and Junior Tutor 
of the Heir Apparent. Collect¬ 

ively known as ^. 

^ fll to teach. 

mm a tutor; a master-work¬ 

man. A term of address to 
Buddhist priests. See 9909. 

m & °r m m mto i*y °n 
colour. 

MW to powder the face. 

your face is as if 

you had powdered it,—white. 

yft to anoint. 

see 5184. 

the king charged 

the chief steward. 

^|j a deed or like document, 

of which each party took one 
half. 

A tree or plant known as 

^ said to grow where 

the sun rises. See 3613. 

To bind; to tie up. [Dist. 

from ^ 2708.] 

Iffi H or If #P or If 3jC 
to bind, as a prisoner or a bale 

tie it under the 

cart. 

^ilj ^ to fasten up a girdle. 

$f tie it tight. 

H _h —■ fSbind a hoop 
round it. 

|f[ —• ^ to tie a pig,—by 

the feet, for carrying on a pole 

Hfr Ji to strap up one’s bag 

gage. 

fill Z 1J 
strength enough to tie up 
chicken. 

S||| jlH the more you 

worry about illness, the tighter 
its grip. 
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If 
3635 

r m 
C.fu2- 

See ^feN 

A.fu3- 

Sinking 
Upper. 

me 
3636 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

3637 
R.|S 

See 

Even Upper. 

*2-# 1 

3638 

H.Ju 
W. Jiu.Ju 
N. c/‘« 

See 

Even Upper. 

To contribute towards 

funeral expenses. See 3588. 

'j|| presents of money for fu¬ 

neral expenses. 

I© to give pecuniary assist¬ 

ance; to make pecuniary amends. 

Hasty. 

||J( a hasty, irascible disposi- 

tion. 

To display; to manifest 

knowledge 
books. 

To make known to; to 

announce. To distribute; 

to diffuse; to open, as 

flower. To arrange. To 

apply. Ample; sufficient. 

^ to memorialise the Throne 

|l£r "pf t0 Proc^aim>—as the Em¬ 

peror. 

M or Wc M:01 Wc W 
to distribute; to circulate; to 
make known. 

iffi. to extend the 

of the canonical 

to propagate a doctrine 

to widely study the 

doings of former rulers. 

^ or ^ jjf surplus or un¬ 

necessary words,—“padding.” 

the angry terrors of God above 
extend through this lower world 

plants and trees 

diffuse a glory around,-in spring 

in M % W £ A it b# 
like the bud of a lotus, before 

it has opened. 

3 m T ± A Yu arranged 

and divided the regions of the 
land. 

to apply medicine,—ex¬ 

ternally. 

3638 

=*3 

^3639 

Rising Upper. 

Iji£r ^ ^ all under the sky. 

% M or ifc not 
enough. 

^ is it enough or not? 

||£r flffi to remit in full. 

A*® HI income not equal 

to expenditure. 

over and above. 

Jilt 
3640 

+0 
3641 

3642 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

3643 

w 
M. ifu 

Y.s/u 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

A basket, square outside 

and round inside, used to 

hold boiled grain in State 

worship. See 6455. 

ur % dishes used at State wor- 
fTTL niL 

ship. See 6455. 

M£*t# sacrificial dishes 

not kept in good order. Used 
figuratively to express a fault in 
conduct. 

Same as 3639. 

See 3603. 

A net for catching birds. 

the pheasant has 

got into the snare. 

To repose confidence in. 

pp the myriad regions 

have confidence in you. 

Ip ^ ffpi he secured the 

confidence due to a king. 

to be an example 

of loyalty to the future states¬ 
men of Chou. 

every one reposed 

confidence. 

^ mutual confidence, 

to trust. 

on terms of con¬ 

fidence with high and low. 

as a satisfaction 

to the general wish. 

^ see 3675. 

the 61st Diagram, which 

refers to confidence. 

Vrt 1 

3644 

R. 

W 
Y. Cfu 

s“ A 
Even Upper. 

A prisoner of war; to 

take captive. 

#0 prisoners; captives. 

I, a poor captive! 

^ or # $1 t0 take caP- 
tive. 

did not leave any 

prisoners behind. 

# tS @ & many prisoners 

were taken. 

pp to hand in captives,—to 

a superior. 

R. 

w 
3645 

C. Sfau 
H. ifeu 
F. cAm, ip'-en 
W. I , 
N. ! > 
P. ifu, ifoti 
M. ifou 

LI* 
K. pH 
J. hu, hu 
A. ifu 

Even 
Irregular. 

# 
3646 

A raft. A ridge-pole in 

a roof. Used with 3603. 

3647 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

pro 

3648 

3649 

R. 

See^^ 

Even Upper 
and Rising 

Lower. 

to float over 

the ocean on a raft. 

floating charcoal; hence 

anything light. 

WM a door-screen. See 3598 

See 3600. 

Bran of rice. The cap 

sule of a seed. 

Same as 3642. 

The white pellicle lining 

the culms of a water-plant; 

the inner membrane of the 

bulrush. Hence, related; 

friendly. 

ed. 

related; connect 

Read p'iao% = 9141. To 

die of hunger. 



See 
Even Upper. 

See^C 
Even Upper. 

Seeit 
Even Upper. 

C .fit 
H .fwet 
F. houk 

The parts outside a city; 

suburbs; territory. 

entered their territory. 

s. is % % fPwithin 
the limits of the Five Canons 
[see 2122) all other literature is 
contained. 

The skin ; flesh. Great; 

admirable. The breadth of 

four fingers. 

it m ^ her skin was like 

congealed ointment,—white. 

B IK M )f HI hemp 
paper is of a “slow” consistency 
and absorbs the ink,—i.e. the 

ink runs. 

I notice that 

& 

3653 
W.fai 

N.feh^fah 

P./«’ 
M./w 
Y .feh 
Sz. fu 
K. pul 

futszpfuchi 

A. fit 

Entering 
Upper. 

¥ )m 
your body is very well nourished. 

^ j# the skin. 

^ /if b£dr and s^^n>—tbe body- 

if flesh and skin. 

Jff S in his own skin he re¬ 

ceived,—the wound. 

jj& ^ skin-deep; superficial. 

mz the attendants, seeing 

the feebleness ofhis remark, burst 
out laughing. 

Jj& ^ superficial writing. 

£ % hsiin4 £1| Jj§[ the duke 

was humble and greatly admi¬ 

rable. 

mm thereby achieving 

great merit. 

fjjfc admirable and alert. 

m the bark of trees,—first 

used by Ts‘ai Lun for 

making paper. 

A plant used to make 

besoms (Kochia scoparia). 

Not. Used in Japan for 

the sign $ = dollars, the 

concrete , with its appro¬ 

priate numerative jj|[, being 

often substituted. See 3589 

# 
3654 

r 
365s 

r-$j 

seei$ 
Entering 

Upper. 

4:e 

3656 

R-^J 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

A 
4i~ 

3657 

R#J 
P .‘fu 

See % 

Entering 
Upper. 

I looked until I 

could no longer see her. 

tK (&u*) be swears be 

will never tell. 

fa fli snow is not equal 

to rain,—in usefulness. 

3e«36® neither to respect 

nor to love. 

36*36^ by no means. 

36$ incomplete. 

36 inadequate to. 

ijjj insufficient. 

a 36*4- in order not to be 

childless. 

11% 36 the rushing wind 

is blustering. 

36 BBSS France; see 3589. 

See 3589. 

To chop. To strike. 

Yuan Tzti made a slash at Lin 
Yung and cut off his foot. 

#un mu to strike a bell 

without making a noise. 

To oppose. 

wmmt&EZ 

4* 

3658 

F. houk3 

M.fu 
. hi, hutsz 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Irregular. 

3659 

R-$J 
C.fct^pctr, 

y.fakQ 
n.fet-;,v.p'-at~ 
W./aq, lir 
?.fu0 

See ffli 
Entering 

Upper 
and Lower. 

do not oppose the people 

in order to follow your own de¬ 
sires. 

he listened to ex¬ 

postulation, and did not seek to 
resist it. 

oh no, by no means! 

ft to oppose the old 

men and elders. 

Pi§ flannel. 

Like. 

like; resembling. 

Anxious; annoyed. 

anx^ous and irritable. 

unable to get rid 

of anxiety. 

m f4 & flushed up with 

anger. 

To oppose. To brush 

away; to drive away. To 

cross. See 3554, 1031, 

4483- 

to run counter to the 

disposition of people. 

in defiance of popular 

wishes. 

do not thwart my 

wishes. 

iS or ffl) ^ 0PPosing; Per¬ 

verse; contrary. 

0 J£l M ^throughout 

the kingdom none dared oppose 
him. 

to dust and wipe. 

is M rfo E siving 
merely a few touches, — as op 
posed to detail in drawing. 

ms to brush away dust. 

to wipe away tears, 

to drive away care. 

to drive away heat,—to 

fan oneself. 

1$ rfn ^ he shook out his 

sleeve and left,—as a sign of dis¬ 
approbation or contempt. Cf. 
shaking off the dust. 

j|§. be soon retired in 

disgust,—from official life. 

5 /H. (A'4) to lift up one 

another and cleanse from stains; 
to mutually aid. 

a fly-brush, 

a duster. 

M ?rT the early 
geese sweep across the Golden 
River. 

to sweep the bank,—as 

hanging boughs. 

m or ft) tS or 
has been identified, through the 
old sounds but lam, with Bethle- 
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3659 

t; 

3660 

‘2» 

3661 

See5B 
Entering 

Upper. 

R-s 

s«f, 
Entering 
Upper. 

3664 

Entering 
Upper. 

hem (Hirth). This view is borne 

out by the fact that mm 
is stated to be identical with 

(see 2093), in which, says 

the Nestorian tablet, a virgin 
gave birth to a son. Also, Syria. 

See 3490. 

A bamboo screen at the 

back of a carriage. Used 

with 3663. 

an ornamental carriage- 

screen. 

3662 

mm 
Entering 
Upper. 

3663 

Tangled silk. A cord for 

dragging a bier-, see 3500 

a cord; a rope. 

flit to hold the ropes of a 

hearse; to attend a funeral. 

a coarse silk outer robe 

Luxuriant vegetation 

choking a road. A screen 

of a carriage. To clear 

away. Happiness. Heac 

ornaments. 

... m m with pheasant 

feather carriage-screens she went 
to Court. 

# m a rp having cleared 

away the thick grass. 

H18 B. % with peace 
around your happiness and dig¬ 
nity. 

siege were vigorously plied. 

M % the woman lost 

her head-ornaments. 

Hi If 

an animal at point of 

death makes wild and random 
sounds. 

g| see 3659. 

A light breeze. 

I H 
gently blow. 

the zephyrs 

k the breeze of you 

kindness has blown upon me. 

ir 
3667 

R.J 

C./m3 
F. hou, v. non 

See vtl* 

K.fujo 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m‘ 
3668 

Rising Upper. 

To order. Used for 

3666; see 3506. 

vfr 1#or VM p# to order; to 

enjoin. 

Read /«2. To breathe 

gently on. 

The middle of a bow 

where it is grasped. See 

8513- 

w U' 
Ah» 

3665 Dishevelled hair. Used 3669 

for 3657. R® 

% See 

Entering Even Upper. 

Upper. 

ir 
To give to; to hand over 

to; to transfer to. As a ftf 
3666 numerative, used for 3705. 3670 

See 3667. R-Jg 
C.fu 

See 

K.fujo 

fj- to §'ve to > to hand over. SeeJfJ 

^ fj" to hand over to. 
Rising Upper. 

Sinking 
Upper. fj- ^ to send. 

fj- ^ or fj- to send a letter. 

fj- iHf jf[ 'Mlto entrust to the 
east-flowing streams,—to leave 
a matter to luck. 

ft ^ Mt Tfc t0 throw t0 flow‘ 
ing water,—sc. to the winds, 

fj" to Pay *n P^l; to acquit a 

debt. w 
ft nt t0 chargei to entrust with. 3671 

Also, to transfer the Throne. R J8 
fj" to arrange a bribe. See ^ 

ft ,A. one w^° introduces, Even Upper. 

—a middleman. 

fj" "fpi to repay. 

fj- to entrust to the care of. 

ft fff to Pay lhe price. 3672 

fj- ^ to ship cargo. 

fj- ^|J to send to be engraved,— 
See^ 

on blocks; sc. for publication. Even Upper. 

fj- to entrust to... 

—* ft iit a Pa'r scr°hs- m 

To think on with 

3673 

R.J 

See 

A.fu'- 

Sinking 
Lower. 

ffi 
3674 

To pat; to slap-, to tap. 

to lay the hand on the 

heart. 

tft S is S y°u patted me> 
you fed me,—my parents. 

fttft to pat and stroke; to 

soothe. 

W*# patted him on the 

back,—in commendation. 

w m a clapped their 

hands and laughed loudly. 

A railing. A raft 

Calyx of a flower. Handle 

of a knife. To wash anc 

bleach. 

a raft; a ferry-boat. 

A raft. See 3645. 

iff R * it the people got on 

rafts. 

y# yg bubbles on water. 

To worship ancestors; to 

inter. 

a general sacrifice, — as 

when a newly-deceased ancestor 
has his tablet added to the rest. 

mm to bury together. 

ft m jz M g°ne up into the 
great temple,—gathered to his 
forefathers. 

„ T iWM there is no wor 

ship in the ancestral temple for 
an aunt. 

Same as 3647. 
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36 75 

See$ 

Even Lower. 

PJ 
3676 

R.i 

See [Tfif- 

Sinking 
Lower. 

3677 

R,r 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

A herbaceous plant with 

round and downy leaves 

and red seeds, known as 

1^ |=J devil’s eye. 

Read fu1. Buds bursting, 

as in spring. 

the outer scale of a leaf 

or bud. 

Read See 5076. 

The scales on the belly 

of a serpent. 

a snake’s scales. 

The instep. A pedestal. 

i&mm to get up to one’s 

ankles in mud. 

gaiters. 

T the tip of a sword. 

m 
3681 

See^c 
Even Lower. 

r 
3682 

£•> 
F. hu 
W.j , 
N. ! > 
p. ] 

Y. \'u 
Sz. ] 
K. pu 

A. i fu 
Rising Upper, 

3678 

R’ll 

See ^ /jf 

Rising Lower, 

PJ 
3679 

R. 

&.l> 
F. hou 
W., 

/“ 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. pu 

J-/« 
A-/«S ifo 
SinkingLower. 

iml 
3680 

w. c/« 

See 

To tilt up a cart; to 

push. 

f# ^ H to tilt the cart 

and give refreshments,—attend 
to an arriving guest. 

An extra horse, harness¬ 

ed alongside of the team. 

({]| the name from the Han 

dynasty downwards for an Imper¬ 

ial son-in-law, known as 

under the present dynasty. 

A kind of freshwater fish, 

resembling a perch, said to 

go in pairs and remain faith 

ful to each other. 

tf to go like perch,—in pairs. 

A./«2 

Sinking 

Lower. 

like a perch in a 

dry rut,—perishing for want of 
water. 

The noisy din of an army. 

fi SI the van'guard 
raised a great din. 

A store-house; a trea¬ 

sury; a palace. A political 

division or “Prefecture,” as 

established under the T‘ang 

dynasty. 

the store-house of God,— 

eternity. Used for the Imperial 
Court. See 3 711. 

|j| $3 —‘ a11 thines are 
ONE. 

a treasury; a depot. 

the six treasuries, — of 

nature, viz. water, fire, metal, 
wood, earth, and grain 

# iC jfj the sreat “Trea- 
sury” of Chinese literature, 
known as the “Concordance.” 

the palace of a prince. 

7j? .A. Ml* Court of the Imperial 

clan. 

a palace; 2. Public (see 

6568) departments. 

or 

a Consulate; a Consul. 

# JfJ °r M W 
conventional phrase for “your 
house.” The second is also 
term of address to a Prefect. 

tun are all well at 

your home? 

a Prefectural city. 

he who administers the 

Prefecture,—a Prefect. Corres 

ponds with the as-f of the 

First Emperor, b.c. 221, anc 

with the of the Han 

dynasty. See 3506. 

or jfij* J=f[ his Honour the 

Prefect. The first was Compt 
roller of the Imperial House 
hold under the Han dynasty. 

-f the Prefect in whose 

Prefecture lies the provincia 
capital; the Prefecture itself. 

JPJ- ;=|| a Prefectural yamen, 

iff JfJ H W i Prefect 
ures are 350 li apart. 

m 
3682 

w 
3683 

R. 

SeeJff 
Rising Upper. 

mfp- Governor of the Imperial 

Prefecture of j||| ^ Shun-t‘ien, 

in which lies Peking. Also, Civil 
Governor of the Manchurian 

province of Feng-t‘ien. 

Vice Governor of Shun- 

t'ien Fu; also Civil Vice Gov¬ 
ernor of Feng-t‘ien. See above. 
Also, Vice Director of the Im¬ 
perial Clan Court. 

—‘ jff Wi ^ the whole 
Prefecture (or Prefectural city) 
followed him. 

# g Jfr ! t he is in govern¬ 

ment employ. 

jj jj£p provincial chance/lerie, or 

department of Imperial Secret¬ 
aries under the Mongols; hence, 
the modern Censorate. 

iff # or Jff the Prefect- 
ural examination of students. 

the first on the list at 

the Prefectural examination, 

ifj^ the Educational officers of 

a Prefecture. 

# if? ™ tK K} or * Iff1 
the Prefect. 

the brotherhood 

of anarchists; see 692. 

To come down; to look 

down, as opposed to w 

12,885. To stoop; to bend 

to condescend. 

zizmm.&zmw 
you pull it, and down it comes 
you release it, and up it goes,— 
of a well-sweep. 

# 14' 2 R8 between looking 

up and down,—in the twinkling 
of an eye. 

whether looking 

down or up, he treats all well 
sc. his inferiors and superiors. 

unable to 

adapt himself to the exigencies 
of his environment; too uncon 
ventional. 

to fall prostrate; to make 

obeisance. 

^ "H" to bow,—as to equals or 

inferiors, in recognition of 
co 1 lltp 

ns tr m or m .a 
bend the head and reflect. 

'Off "H" he bent his heac 

and said nothing. 

to 

58 
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<ur 
3683 

3684 

ir 
3685 

R., 

H. I > 
F. hu 

W.{ , 
N. J > 
P. 1 
M. , 
Y. 
Sz. ] 
K./« 

A. I fu 
Rising Upper. 

3 

3686 

C ./«-* 
H./«2 
F. v. 

pou1- 
W. vu, 
N. zw, wu 
p. ] 

M. c, 
Y. A 
Sz. ) 

m to graciously authorise. 

# & to graciously remember; 

to condescend to read. 

'I'lfil j^J '|r looking with pity 

upon commercial interests. 

(SWffi# to favour with a 

despatch. 

ffffi ^ ith SS to examine into 

the configuration of land,—as a 
strategist or geomancer. 

to look down on from 

above. 

^ Mi1A lookingdown 
from the cliff I could not see 
anybody. 

to condescend to do as 

proposed. 

to make the best of; to 

adopt, as the plan of an inferior; 
to attend, or to wait on, as infer 
iors going to superiors on busi¬ 
ness; to accommodate oneself to 
the peculiarities of others. 

J||[ to defer to. 

’Oft ilM (|r t0 defer t0 popular 
opinion. 

Ct ft to entertain,—as a claim 

Same as 3735. 

The bowels, 

the bowels. 

Mf tke stomack> gall-bladder, 

the intestines, bladder, and two 
functional passages. 

lungs and bowels,—one’s 

inmost thoughts. 

Rotten ; putrid; worth¬ 

less. 

® ft rotten flesh. 

i«4* remove the proud 

flesh and cause healthy flesh to 
grow. 

*i « m « » j® # 
rotten; spoilt. 

m the punishment of castra¬ 

tion. 

3686 
K ,pu 

J-/m, bu 
h.±hu 

Rising 
Irregular. 

W 
3687 

R. 

li.plu 

See^C 
Even Lower. 

pedantic; pig-headed, 

a pedant. 

^ bean-curd. See 11,417. 

W bean-curd officials,— 

a term of contempt applied to 
certain of the poorer classes of 
official servants who are com¬ 
pelled to feed largely on this 
cheap food. Also explained as 
flabby or unenergetic officials. 

a Mongol name for 

cheese. 

SLJB a kind of milk made from 

beans. 

® In or Ft ® platitudes; 

old saws. 

The two halves of a tally, 

one half of which is en¬ 

trusted to an official (e.g. 

at a city gate), and the 

production of the other 

half is authority for any act 

to be performed by him 

{e.g. opening the city gate). 

To tally; to agree. A 

charm; a spell. 

M or ^ a tal,y>as 
above, issued on military busi¬ 
ness, in time of war, etc. 

It a tally giyen as a warrant 
or commission; credentials. 

St A# IS (their statements 

agreed) like the two halves of a 
tally. 

If# relying on official position. 

nm a tally,—as used for check¬ 

ing goods, etc. 

credentials of office; evi¬ 

dence; proof of identity. 

# or ^ not to fit 

together, as the halves of a tally; 
not to agree. 

the handwriting 

does not agree,—it is a forgery, 

^p to reconcile. 

to happen according to 

good wishes expressed. 

charms; spells; amulets. 

small baSs f°r scapularies 

or amulets. 

or ^ to draw and 

write charms, respectively. 

W 
3687 

w 
3688 

R. 

See^C 
Even Upper 
and Lower. 

•4+t 

M 
3689 

R.tf 

See pjyj* 

Sinking 
Lower. 

(t‘ 
3690 . 

R.: 

See^J 

A ./«* 

Sinking 
Upper 

and Lower. 

an efficacious charm. 

books on magic. 

nan auspicious or genial in¬ 

fluences. 

sickness; disease. 

it 
must not screen themselves under 
the pretext of travelling. 

# W: B -W » B5 $ 
the fu-pa is like the unicorn 
{see 7186), but has no horn. 
It has been identified by von 
Gutschmid with (3ov/3«A<$ the 
antelope. 

To cross a stream on a 

raft. 

A coni turn variegatum ; 

wolf’s-bane. Also written 

m- 

the poisonous seeds of the 

above, used as a tonic. 

(Jpj- tubers of the above. 

the seeds of Kochia, 

one of the Chenopodiacece or 
goose-foot family. 

pjij- a plant of the arum fa¬ 

mily brought from Manchuria 
and used as a medicine. 

To be near to. To 

adhere to; dependent. To 

add to; to enclose. See 

3689. 

near; neighbouring. 

a: whispered into his ear. 

ft I# fo caught hold of her 

sleeve and whispered to her. 

if m 7' Kt W ;hi"ss 
which stick naturally require no 
glue. 

it 1: Ft like adding mud 

to mud,—carrying coals to New¬ 
castle. 

iciiif® the wistaria clings 

to the pine,—so should a wife 
cling to her husband. 
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r 
369° 

I# it® clinging to tall pines, 

—the wistaria. 

I#5fn to play the sycophant. 

t0 add t0 ’ t0 gloss ’ t0 
exaggerate. 

as the book ori¬ 

ginally contained no wen chang, 
I would not add any. 

* & It (t # Z Mthe 
T‘ai-shih laughed at what he con¬ 
sidered mere idle talk,—the gra¬ 
dual exaggeration of the circum¬ 
stances. 

mm* petty dependant State 

of feudal times, the chieftain over 
which had not the right of au¬ 
dience. 

!& m IP or 1# & p°s- 
sessed by a devil, 

lit # A If ± to possess or 

inspire people,—as spirits do. 

to put oneself last. 

a licentiate of the first 

degree whose name is amongst 
the number allowed by ancient 
regulation,—as opposed to the 

additional licentiates. 

P#m£ accessory senior licen¬ 

tiate. 

UPt to return to allegiance,- 

as rebels. 

iOi to increase one’s wealth; 

to benefit. 

to depend on. 

m £ft or m M.or m ffl 
to append; a supplement. 

m^ to join hands. 

to add as an extra. 

mmi&m to join a conven¬ 

ient ship,—to take passage in 
one starting at the time and go¬ 
ing to the place required. 

mm to take sides with the 

strongest. 

I# Jr a postcript to a Memorial. 

flfr* enclosed; forwarded here¬ 

with. 

mm to become adherents of. 

PfJ to send encl°se(4 

to send enclosed,—to a 

superior. 

It# to append a copy of. 

r 
369° 

3691 

R. M 
C.fuk 
W.fuh, v. p'-nk 
F. huk 
W. vu 
N. voh 
P. ifu 
M./« 
Y.fuk 
Sz./u 
K. pok 

fuku 
A.fuk 

Entering 
Lower. 

se #' S? fl to append 

It# to add to the papers of a 

case; to place with the record, 

to send the appended... 

It# to ship goods. 

m& to insert,—as a letter in 

a paper. 

It ± It ill to annex or 

forward as an enclosure,—in a 
despatch. 

it a 
a copy of the record of a case. 

It# enclosed there is... 

itm to enclose an account. 

To fall prostrate; to 

yield; to suffer; humbly. 

To lie in ambush. To sit, 

as a bird on eggs. A 

summer decade. 

■jfi f£f: in sleeping do not lie 

on your face. 

18 -f* a crouching before 

your steps,—up to the dais or 
raised hall in which a mandarin 
sits. 

UtW to suffer decapitation. See 

2556- #P or ftP] to admit one’s 

guilt; to accept punishment. 

# # ft ^ % & do y°u 
gentlemen yield the point or not? 

they have suffer 

ed for their misdeeds, 

ft or ft iffto humbly beg. 

ft i£ or ft ^ to humbly 

hope 

ftS to humbly consider; it is 

my humble opinion, etc. 

ft# to humbly await. 

ft ffH to receive whh great de 

ference. 

ft M or ft & t0 Presume to 
think. 

ft® to humbly desire. 

ft* to rest one’s head on one’s 

hands,— as on a teapoy, 

ft# to attend on; to wait upon 

ft$ to lay or prepare a clue 

ft a; an underground passage; 

a mine. 

ft Hi to half conceal. 

ik 
3691 

2* 

m 
3692 

R. 

Steft 

ft It to conceal oneself; to 

throw oneself down. 

M, ik ¥ “Cold wind” 
(in this passage) contains a hid¬ 
den reference to autumn. 

ft US to throw oneself down so 

as to cover something, 

ft * M those lurking in 

thickets not yet cleared out,— 
of rebels, savages, etc. 

ft* soldiers in ambush. 

Wt ft 7^ t0 set an am^ush 
right in the way,—to be passed 
through. 

ft# to place in ambush. 

*ft or ft ^ to hide; to con¬ 

ceal oneself. 

® H ft to expose the wiles 

of treacherous men. 

fm ftt0 s^nk away and P^de- 

ft^p or ihU to sit on eggs, 

—as a bird. 

HIBfttfc tossing over and 

over on my pillow. 

ft or EE: ft the three de 
cades of summer, ft. 

ft , and *ft. equivalent to 

the “dogdays,” and extending 
from about the middle of July 
to the middle of August. 

H#ft the three which don’t 

yield,—one any more than the 

others. These are the 

centipede, the frog, and 

the snake. The first is des¬ 

troyed by the second,the seconc 
by the third, and the third by 
the first. 

ft 11 the summer and 
winter months are hot and cold, 
respectively. 

IDt ft to sPend t'ie hQt season 

ft -ft « ft ♦ to serve; to 

wait on. 

ft JH 

ft it satisfied; appeased. 

2* 

A girder to strengthen 

a beam. 

Entering 
Lower. 



sr 
3693 

R. 

See1^ 
Entering 
Lower. 

3694 

a# 

R. 

See1ift 
Entering 

Lower. 

X» 

3695 
R. 

Entering 
Lower. 

3696 

R-41 

See 

R. 

Entering 
Lower. 

3697 

See*f& 
Entering 
Upper. 

vl* 

R 

3698 

See^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

A race ; “chow-chow” 

water; an eddy. 

A square cloth for 

wrapping bundles. 

a wrapper; a bundle. 

a small cloth with a string 

at one corner. 

A false tuber, called 

^ [Pachyma cocos, 

Fries), found growing like 

a fungus from the roots o 

fir trees. Used medicinally 

by the Chinese, and com 

monly known as “China 

Root.” 

a kind of cake made 

from the above. 

To prick a dog to make 

him go on. Used in Manila 

for a real. 

v 25- 

Cold winds. See 3374. 

A split feather used in 

one kind of dance, as op¬ 

posed to the whole 

feather used in another 

cind. Also explained as 

= 3594- 

[Hjr the split-feather dance, or 
a dance for purposes of exor¬ 
cism or lustration. 

3699 

R 
F.fu\‘/u 

See5& 
Entering 
Upper. 

Vf 

37°° 
R. 

C .fit 
H .yet 
F.houk 
W .fai 

N .feh 
P. Sfu 
U.fu 
Y.fih 
Sz.fu 
K.pul 
], futsz,fuchi 

A. fit, bat 

Entering 
Upper. 

h 2- 

3701 

R 5te 

See "ffj 
Sinking and 

Entering 
Upper. 

R 

3702 

s"^ % 
Entering and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

3703 

A ribbon; a sash. 

^ the red sashes,—the gentry. 

those with the 

red sashes are all high officials. 

A knee-pad or covering 

for the shins; greaves; 

buskins. 

red buskins. 

f<lor W knee Pads. 

A knee-pad. A cap usee 

in worship. A strap or 

fastening. 

An ornamental texture of 

black and blue, in alternate 

stripes, used for the Em¬ 

peror’s sacrificial robes. See 

3630. [ (to be dist. from 

3S. see 6987 and 12,810) 

seems to have been an old 

form of % (3653), used 

later for$(; and j|£. There 

is no authority for its iden¬ 

tification with fljjg fu happi¬ 

ness.] 

S « f II 2 i black 
and blue together is called fu'-. 

mm an ornamental skirt. ; 

embroidered figures. 

Same as 3696. 

To be full; to fill, a 

roll of cloth. 

To aid; an assistant {see 

7219); a deputy, as op¬ 

posed to jE 687. A second; 

a duplicate. Numerative of 

pairs or sets of things; also 

of faces (see 7886). See 
8022. 

pllj a subordinate rank in use 

amongst the JE gj native tribes 

of the south-west frontier. 

mm a colonel,—of Chinese, not 

Banner, forces. 

m& literary designation of a I 

colonel. 

MO fflt common designation of a 

$1 sergeant. 

MU $7 or U}J j|f.a supplement-1 

ary list of candidates for the sec¬ 
ond degree, who though un¬ 
successful at the examination 
have deserved honourable ment¬ 
ion. 

MU ft first on the list of supple- j 

mentary candidates. 

MU 115 literary designation of a I 

second-class secretary to one of 
the Six Boards. 

MftXf deputy sub-Prefect. 

MU fjffl assistant engineer. 

MU $$ tke second officer on a 

ship. 

A' MU and __ H|J chief and sec-1 

ond officers. 

MU f*l|) assistant Commander-in- 

chief. 

Under-Secre-j 

tary of State for foreign affairs. 

p|jjj ^ assistant manager. 

a second wife. 

IE SI original and duplicate. 

HU a duplicate copy. 

all the parapher-1 

nalia complete,—as for a man¬ 
darin procession. 

s" 4a ik 
Entering 

Upper 
and Lower. 

\N.fu\fu 

See ^|v 

A.fo 

Sinking 

Upper. 
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3706 

|Rji i$t 
I P. ifujtf ^ 

See fa 

|K .pok^fiSk, 
v. fHp 

| A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

—- |||J M the Seneral de¬ 
position of a person. 

X H? — Sfl ®K & in that[ 
case he wears quite a different I 
countenance. 

W MlJ M W- ^ chose I 
a couple of clean seats. 

— mj j|| a pair of earrings. I 

Read ful*. To split; to| 

divide. 

there was no burst¬ 

ing, nor rending,—when J0 

Hou Chi was born. 

Read pi4. A queen’s! 

headdress. 

A strip of cloth. A roll 

of paper. A hem; an edge; I 

a border. Numerative of I 

maps, scrolls, banners, etc. 

jJEJ ijjg four scrolls,—for hang-1 

ing on walls. 

I S FI of wide area- 
^ l|)gborder; frontier; externals. 

# fffi 'M. to pay attenti°nl 
to external appearance. 

Jf ts to behave in a ceremon¬ 

ious or proper manner. 

^ lj)g to offend against | 

etiquette. 

05* JISl |]1 we may ^ay as*de 
ceremony. 

ijjg without self-res-1 

traint; dissipated. 

[Jjg ^ the breadth of a flag. 

Mb an imitation of the Eng¬ 

lish foot measure. 

ft lllM or ibS a term for| 

woollens and other foreign fa-1 
brics, said to be a corruption of | 
the Arabic suf. 

1* 

m 
3707 

I A.fok,fuk 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 
3707 

Happiness; luck; bless-j 

ings, as opposed to jj| 

5313. Success. The! 

province of Fuhkien. See] 

2476, 8106, 11,368, 3759- 

M ♦ ^ Is happiness consists j 
in having no cares. 

♦liliS® j® to turn happiness j 
into misfortune. 

or ms ft (z^4)a man’s| 
allotted share of worldly happi¬ 
ness or good luck, more than I 
which he is incapable of enjoying 
or appropriating. 

is am it to take care of one-1 
self by not drawing too largely! 

on one’s mM as above. See I 

below. 

Is ft ft his allotted 
share of luck is inadequate to 
it,—as for instance of a person 
promoted to a high position 
which he fails to fill satisfactorily. 

)£ H % it £Kf Is %■this 
is great good luck. 

% mB Z A % 2E1*the 
man destined to happiness need 
not be in a hurry,-—it will come 
of itself. 

# S4 it tR Dr m fit 
don’t make such inauspicious re¬ 
marks,— allusions which carry 
bad luck with them. See 550. 

gg it is ionging f°r weaith 
destroys happiness, 

ijig g 3? * blessings come 

from God. 

M. flf M IS ^ % ¥ how 
can you expect God to bless you? 
—if you act thus. 

IS ^ ^ he has (what 
makes) happiness, but not the 
power of enjoying it. 

ft Is ^ pf ^ H do not 
exhaust your happiness,—by too 
large drafts on it. 

—■ A ft Is 1H v® 
if one man is blest, the whole | 
house shares in it. 

a ^ vs blessings do not| 

come in pairs. See 5313. 

Is H itfc 8 Ithe isl 
rightly careful of the blessings! 
of this life,—sgid by Ming Huang 
when his son wiped a carving-1 
knife on cake and then ate the] 
cake. 

ft$tsuccess is| 
the lurking-place of failure,— I 
according to the eternal law of I 
change by which all human affairs I 
move, as it were, upon awheel, 
up to a certain point and then 
down. 

M H ii.«iiMS 2 
if success is improperly obtained,] 
calamity will certainly follow. 

fllS i Ai happiness! 

stands beside the ugly. 

Jg Z £ ¥ % to dwe111 
at peace is happiness. 

IS M M when haPPiness| 

comes the mind is spiritualised, j 

— 
for one ounce of gold a man I 
must have four ounces of ful 
chli (see above),—to enable him 
to avail himself of the possession | 
of the gold. 

g J&^IS he who depends! 

on himself will have much hap-| 
piness. 

tM IS B3 t0 ^ant that from I 
which you will reap happiness,! 
—to do good works. 

if you would extend your fields I 
of happiness, you must level the] 
soil of your heart. 

failure and success are al-| 

ways of one’s own bringing. 

qf jjjg the Five Blessings,—viz.:I 

H old age, wealth, J§t 

health, ha°4 flSlove of 

virtue, and $$ ^ a natur-! 

al death. See 3709. 

l?l IS t0 grow fat 
fyffito distribute offerings to 

one’s friends after a sacrifice, 

jjjjg 2S. the wife of an Imperial | 

Prince,—under the present dyn¬ 
asty. 

IS great virtue carries | 

happiness along with it. 

IS tbe Province Fuhkien, 

for which the first character is | 
often used alone. 

IS Mb blessed ground; one’s na-l 

tive place, 

jjjg ijjjf; the blessings of happiness. 

the Gospel. 

IS HI tbe benebcent influence of | 
one’s ancestors’ virtues. 

IS jE W beneficent and| 
good divinities. 

Is Mfavour- 
Is# happiness and a prosper¬ 

ous career. Also, a name for the 
wild ass, from the Arabic fara. 
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Jpg' 
3707 

• 2ft 

3708 

R. 

S See &| 

Entering 
Upper. 

mr 
3709 

H. \fuk 

F. houk 
W.fu 

N .foh 
P. ifu 
M.fu 

Y.fuk 

Sz. fuk 
YL, pok 
].fuku 
A., fuk 

Entering 
Upper. 

37 

R. B 

P.fu 

See tfe, 

K. pok^pu 
A. tet,fuk 

Entering 
Upper. 

mr 

ifiS the blessed protection of... 

is shoes with the char¬ 

acter UiS on the front. 

B® ^ a happy destiny. 

M A is A if your head is 

big, your luck will be big. Said 
also of mouth and feet. 

4T * Z M 

ms Z A H % iz a lucky 
man has a large head, an un¬ 
lucky man’s head is large. 

iS religious merit. Sanskrit: 

pUnya. 

Ih iS ^ ff (hsin&K) a course 

of conduct by which religious 
merit is accumulated. 

ilfS & a wayside shrine and 

rest-house for sheltering tra¬ 
vellers. 

A wild vegetable, called 

found in Shantung 

The bat, which stands 

pictorially as an emblem 

of happiness, from identity 

of sound with 3707. Five 

bats = 3l )1S the Five 

Blessings, are often used 

in ornamenting porcelain. 

&§ or is M tbe bat> tbe 
flying squirrel. 

iS a scorPi°n! an evil-minded 

person. 

is TA a kbl4 bean f°un<J 
in Yunnan. 

The spokes of a wheel 

=. + ^ —* © thirty 
spokes unite in one ku ; see 6232. 

lit Ei + MBB M 
the spokes of a wheel are thirty 
in number, in order to resemble 
the sun and the moon. 

'm 
■ a place where 

people collect, as spokes at the 
hub of a wheel,— sc. the capital. 

a mm® a centre of popu¬ 

lation,—as above. 

37IQ 

£3 
Ea 
3711 

R$ g the wheel coming to pieces, 

—family jars. 

f A 1 II 31 whenever 
they cast the wheel-coming-to- 
pieces lot,—whenever they quar¬ 
relled. 

M A is 41 £ H.the hub 
of the universe,—said of Peking. 

Wealthy, as opposed to 

2362. See 6323, 7608. 

R. 

F. hou^ v. pau 

W.fu,/ii 

See 

A.fu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

♦x±J 

*j|| rich and holding official 

rank. 

W * " W M 
rich; affluent. 

W m 
a wealthy family. 

or 

or 

S JE 

& surplus of wealth. 

^ '$) learning is wealth. 

wealth is 

the storehouse of resentment,— 
arising from the envy of the 
world. 

f 
HR# the rich man thinks of 

the future, the poor man of the 
present. 

lASf.Mffi® 
the rich man studies books, the 
poor man feeds pigs. 

lA^a.i Ate# 
the rich man expends money: 
the poor man, strength. 

he did not esteem 

the wealth of the empire. 

Hi a very learne(l man- 

Afi * Storm* 
yet none are so rich asTzii-mei 
(= Tu Fu), — referring to his 
poetry. 

A P) P la very accom- 
plished. 

in the prime of life. 

*j|| splendid; luxurious. 

'll r*ckes an(l Power- 

'll 0 jjfjl ^ to enrich a nation 

and increase its military power. 

Same as 3708. 

. 2* 

3713 

See A 
Entering 
Lower. 

3714 

R. f. 

See ft 
Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

Entering 
Upper. 

To go back; to retrace 

steps. 

'2* 

37IS 

II. puk 
F. houk^pouk 
V.ifuju5 

See 

To make a cave to live in. 

^ just a kiln-shaped 

hole in the hill-side. 

The belly; the upper 

side or belly of a chHn; 

see 2109. To bear in the 

arms. 

E the belly. 

yj\ the belly below the navel. 

EM' swelling of the belly; 

dropsy. 

lit IS 9c big-bellied; gluttonous, 

jjjjk constipated. 

^ belly-ache. 

A ^ E enough to make 
one hold one’s belly (sides) with 
laughing. 

E 1 i 1 ful1 of contrivan¬ 

ces or plans. 

=18® Sit to point at the 
belly and betroth,—unborn child¬ 
ren. 

m e as to cut open the 

belly and expose one’s inmost 
heart. 

% M ffi IS not more than 

enough to fill the belly. 

*JS> bellyful; satisfied. See 

6627. 

SAiSciM 

the true Prophet keeps men’s 

minds open and their bellies full 

r|J E ’M ^t0 cut open the 
belly to hide pearls,—to sacri 
fice one’s life for gain. 

#i 1i ^ E 1 kept the draft 
of it in my mind. 

# £ M il utterly 
uneducated. 

a posthumous child, 
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k V‘ 

3715 

. t* 

Entering 
Upper. 

■Seeft 
Entering and 

Sinking 
Upper 

and Lower. 

beloved; dear, as a child. 

toJfiA a confidant. 

WL ISKCrets- 
the belly and heart I 

(intimate or trusty adviser) of 

his prince. 

B the interior. 

saw belly and back,—front and 

back. 

B tit to shelter; to protect. 

#7 B ^ secretlymade fun 

of his mother. 

I)® (orj&) BZll inraost! 
words; trustworthy statements. 

p mm# mouth yes, heart 

no,—of people who make pro¬ 
mises intending to break them, 

etc. 

P J£ all for mouth and 

belly,—greedy. 

M B £ #the support of| 
a bare-the-belly,—a son-in-law. I 
From the story of a man who 
chose a son-in-law for his negligd\ 
attire, in preference to other can¬ 
didates who had dressed for the | 

occasion. 

fcmBMthe p°nd is c°ver' 
ed with ice. 

Hi AJS* out and in ye bore| 

me in your arms,— of parents. 

A venomous snake. See 

11,840. 

the viper; the cobra, etc.| 

^ a python. 

Double or lined gar¬ 

ments. 

Mid double surnames. 

4599- 

^ two covered galleries built I 

one over the other; a covered! 
bridge,—as often seen in south¬ 

ern China. 

|f~ ch'ung1 ^ double; repeated. 

to buckle up and 

seize one’s sword,—to prepare 
to fight. 

a double flap to a robe or | 

coat. 

v> 

37i8 

Entering 
Upper. 

3 719 

Two pieces of wood 

which hold the axle firm 

on both sides underneath 

the body of a cart. Also 

used for 3710. 

A fragrant smell. 

odoriferous, 

fragrant and beautiful. 

K. fuk^fuk- 

Entering 
Upper. 

3721 

F. huk, houk 
"W./ti, vu^voe 
N. foli^ voli, 

voii 

J./tt/rw, buku 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Upper 

and Lower. 

Haliotis or ear-shell, I 

called %% ^, and used as I 

a medicine, especially in 

Korea. 

To come or go back. 

Again ; a second time ; 

repeatedly; further. On the 

other hand; as an altern¬ 

ative. Used for 3723. To] 

remit taxes. [As a particle! 

with a peculiar force, see I 

4761, 10,313.] 

ft# to come again. 

back to my coun¬ 

try and kin. 

ft ^ H )tback to mybro' 
thers. 

ft or ft ^ to come back 

to life; to revive, as from| 
fainting. 

* lif 3E M he descendedl 

again to the plains. 

^ j\q to get back to health. 

as it was origin-1 

ally. 

H «— 0 one day slips away] 

and another comes. 

ft Mor ft to begin aflain ’ I 
to go back to the beginning; 
to be as one was at first. 

ft or ft or ft 

return once more. 

^ anew; afresh. 

its 18 to resume business,—as I 

after mourning. 

ft ty] ft Hf do not do s°! 
again. See 3354. 

- + # # % « 
twenty years hence it will not I 

be so. See 10,011. 

ft to take revenge. 

to pay a person out,—as I 

for a grudge. 

£ft backwards and forwards;] 

repeatedly. 

to renew the battle. 

^ to recover prosperity. 

ft tU ^ S on the contrary[ 
proceeding to more evil. [Here! 

used for 3723.] 

ft ff ”5 to re'shiPi t0 re' 
export. 

"ft 3^ P to re-import,-as native] 

goods from another Treaty port, 

ft )| P ft coast-trade| 

duty. 

ft A ft to be taken on 

into the interior. 

to re-examine. 

ft *n rePiy to your letter,] 

I beg to say. 

ft M or ft ^ pf ft to| 
send a reply authorising. 

HI ft (bad men) are I 

looked after and continually ad¬ 
vanced,— while good men are 
left out in the cold. 

* ft m m m * ,wasi 
impossible to tell,—the originals! 
from the copies. 

^ ^ theie was no alter-] 

nation of day and night,—he] 
was always drunk. 

"ftr §loryis a grand thins> 

but it has nevertheless its sad| 

side. 

unlike the world! 

of mortals. [For similar usage,] 
see 4761.] 

ft ft to resume office, 

ft t0 re-convey > t0 re-export. | 

^ ^ a despatch in reply. 

’ft t0 rePiy a despatch. 

'fM repeatedly. 
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4- 

3721 

m 
3722 

■ ** 

3723 
R. 

C. fuk^fau2- 

H .fuk7 
F. houk, p'-aiu 

\W.fu,fde 
N.foh,fiiii 
P. i.f u^fi(‘^fou 

U.fujou 
Y. fuk^fou 
‘Siz.fu.fou 

K. pok, pu 
].fuku, ho, hu 
A. filk, fu 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

still more energet 

ically denounced him. 

instructions in reply, 

used conventionally. 

^ or 'Zfe to discuss LJc PH 
further. 

^ 5?l] to send back in reply, 

further. 

a reply from a superior, 

to re-install an official, 

restoration to a throne, etc 

jj*J; ^ to resume one’ 

family name after having prev 
iously been adopted into another 
family. 

Same as 3714. 

On the contrary; the 

reverse. To overthrow; to 

defeat; see 1031. [Usee 

for 3717 and 3721, anc 

colloquially pronounced in 

many instances /&2.] 

T'SSC'.ISSI 
he will not correct his heart, but 
on the contrary resents endea¬ 
vours to rectify it. See 3721. 

H| ^l\u when the back is turned 

ft lit K S1 am afraid of 
the vicissitudes of things. See 
34i3- mm overthrown; fallen. 

fig JH overthrown; in a state of 
/V\ * 

destitution. 

V V\ IS '77 

subverted. 

your virtue is 

w.mmm overthrown and 

scattered,—as a beaten army, 

fg to reply in a memorial; 

to reply to questions from the 
Throne. 

to capsize. 

to turn a basin upside 

down; (dark as though under) 
an inverted bowl,-used of unjust 
imprisonment or punishment. 
See 13,729. 

to re-examine. 

Sip the test examination un 

dergone (e.g.) by chii jen before 
admission to the Metropolitan 
examination. 

3723 

iM JB§ to Press down. 

m ■$1 to reprint. 

||| (or jrj|| ) to return to one’s 

occupation or calling. 

HI it to cover with earth. 

^|| ± to cover with,-£.»•. gilding, 

t|i ^ the whole army 

was destroyed. 

H| to be utterly routed. 

H| a capsized ship. 

sunk, as a ship; lost. 

to find out and reply. 

to make a further report 

||| Ipl to again receive,—as fur 

ther orders. 

§ $i> ^ to upset the bowl 

and cut off food,—to take away 
one’s livelihood. [In this anc 

the three following entries 5 
is read /«4 or fou*.\ 

you can’t pick up 

spilt water (milk). See 120. 

$ If M & water upset before 

a horse,—impossible to get it up, 

the warning of the 

cart upset,—ahead of you. 

Read fotA To cover 

over; to sit, as a bird. An 

ambuscade. 

to cover over. 

to guess something hidden 

under a bowl,—an ancient pas 
time. See 6138. 

M ifir to cover pickle-pots, — 

with valuable MS., as was done 
by the illiterate widow of a 
famous writer. 

Ill ® on]y fit for 
covering jars. Cf. quidquid 
chartis amicitur ineptis. 

HI SI ^ binds sheltered 

Hou Chi) with their 

wings,—at his marvellous birth. 

heaven covers no 

man in particular, — but all 
equally. See 5642, 10,956. 

IK ^ M ffi there is 
nothing which heaven and earth 
do not cover or support, — 
equally with all the rest. 

4* 

3723 

3724 

/tra 

3725 

W. vu, vii 

See^ 
Even Lower. 

-TU 
3726 

R-J& 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

xlf HI ^f* to find 
oneself beyond the pale. 

— HI W ^ place 
three bodies in ambuscade to 
be ready for them. 

See 783; 

A name for various kinds 

of wild duck. 

^ a tame duck. 

^ a crested duck, 

a diver. 

^ duck and wid¬ 

geon are on the R. Ching. 

■& & * m drifting about 

like a duck on water,—aimless; 
good-for-nothing. 

jj§[ a drinking-cup shaped like 

a duck,—used at banquets to 
warn people not to take too 
much liquor. [The duck rests 
on the surface, and does not 
sink below as a drunkard.] 

•fill ^ to hasten towards. 

^ 2jc to swim. 

{&£ j^ a pair of ducks, sc. shoes, 

—from a story about ^ ^ 

gffi the Taoist Pope, who chang¬ 

ed his shoes into ducks. 

M M. ch<ung'1 ^ h>s duck 

shoes (he himself) have come 
back,—said of an official resum¬ 
ing his post. 

a duck’s leg may be short, but 
it cannot be lengthened without 
sorrow to the duck. See 3888. 

3727 
R. 

See^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

An edible tuber, called 

|| , resembling a water- 

chestnut. 

The two inside horses of 

a team. Clothes; to put on 

clothes. Mourning garb. 

To think affectionately of. 

A quiver. Business; 

doings. To submit to ; to 
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2* serve. To 

swallow. 

3727 

subdue. To 

PS JR ± » the two inside | 

horses are very fine animals. 

HB figured robes. 

that man has no I 

clothes. 

am clothes. See 2759. 

to wear clothes. 

mzm it to wear a garment! 

without getting tired of it. 

* * a # £ J® he had I 
not got on the robes of a Minister. 

f)H JjfL to hang on to the dress,— | 

to respect; to reverence. 

IS JR or court dresses. 

jjjl ^ to put on official dress;! 

to take office. 

jjJJ clothes and headdress,- 

personal adornment. 

dress and food. Also, a | 

term used for elixirs of life, | 
spiritual drugs, etc. 

pf jjjl ordinary clothes. 

mm mourning garb. 

® 31 * - + - % “I 
wear mourning for 21 days. 

t/4 iff )]Ji to change into white! 

clothes,—for mourning. 

m fa °r ^ m to be within| 

the five degrees of mourning. 

m fa to take a concu¬ 

bine while in mourning,—is a| 

punishable offence. 

m f«>] mourning regulations. 

Also, style of dress. 

# m IB! ^ to be a near | 

relative,—as above. 

& m m «d to change the style I 
of dress,—as from Chinese to | 
western style. 

£ % % ft Z JB «>M 
style of dress worn in private life. I 

jjj| the five degrees of mourn¬ 

ing garb, viz.:— 

^ for parents or husbands, 

to be worn 27 months. 

5? for &rand"parents, to be I 

worn 27 months. 

-k ^ for brothers, sisters, etc. 

to be worn 9 months. 

y]'* ~l)j for uncles, aunts, etc., 

to be worn 5 months. 

for distant relatives, to 

be worn 3 months. See 7504, 
10,348. [A husband usually 
wears mourning one year for 
a wife, but this is not com¬ 
pulsory.] 

to have a child 

while in mourning,—a punish¬ 
able offence if the child is born 
at any time between ten months 
after the death of a parent and 
the expiration of the full three 
years’ period of mourning. 

JR he has gone into 

mourning,-—as on the third day 
after a death. 

at the expiration of the 

term of mourning. 

Bfc * " m Ji & »or 

Tpjl JjjJ to go out of mourning. 

See 3254. 

mourning to be 

left off after 3 days,—so ordered 
for the people at large in a 
posthumous edict of the Emperor 
Wen Ti of the Han dynasty. 

m % wen4 jjj^ mourning for 

distant relatives. 

HU national mourning. 

a paternal relative, of the 

same generation as one’s father, 
within the mourning degrees. 

IE® the regular or legal mourn 

mourning worn in defer¬ 

ence to circumstances. 

mm extra mourning,—as when! 

a nephew has to conduct the! 
funeral ceremonies of his uncle,! 
and consequently wears three 
years’ mourning as if he were] 
the son. 

mm diminished mourning,—as I 

when a married daughter wears! 
mourning only one year for aj 
parent instead of three. 

$RJ® three, months’ mourning! 

for a son. 

m m m m waking and sleep-1 

ing he thought about her. 

Jjj^ a seal-skin quiver. See\ 

I3>51°- 

S m Wc Jfc when 0Ur re¬ 
parations were completed. 

M m t0 blilliantly con¬ 
tinue the achievements of one’s | 

father. 

3727 

no 

Jjg $ or S§ ®t0 submit t0 
to submit to the law. 

mm to admit one’s guilt; to 

pay the penalty. 

m ^ mnot a thought 
(among the people) but was 

subservient to him. 

^ mthe tribes °rthe 

Huai will submit. 

$ & m a to win men by 
virtue. 

m p mto have c°mPiete 
confidence; to assent cordially to. 

IIII is there then 
no subjugation of horses? 
driving about in chariots. 

m&Ji?'staffs 

n°- 

bles seeing that Tzu-hsii had, by 
the force of his arguments, utterly | 

routed Duke Ai,. 

^ to respectfully submit to. 

r^mm not to submit to be| 

taught; intractable. 

&±^m not to stand the! 

water and earth,—to find the cli-1 

mate unsuitable. 

is $1 55, & fill ® 'F 
T * the climate here does not I 

agree with him. 

)jj| not to be willing to be I 

considered old. 

m ♦ °r m #to serve> toi 
wait on. 

§ ^ S # was obliSed tol 
toil for a living. 

W) m~ wbb diligence to | 

toil for,—parents. 

m # m m do not perform | 

your duties perfunctorily. 

HI m S Wtattend to y°urI 
ploughing. 

^ J# jj]* they do not help| 
to draw our carts,—of a con¬ 
stellation called the “Draught| 
Oxen.” 

in good health; comfort-1 

able. 

j]j^ |jj|| t0 tabe medicine. 

—* HB III a dose of medicine. 

® % to swallow poison pur¬ 

posely. See 2875. 

59 
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3727 

3728 

Entering 
Lower. 

3729 
R. 

I See 

Entering 

Lower. 

3730 

R. 

ISeeJJft 

Entering 
Lower. 

3731 

3732 

+1? Ht VX ® %to show 
his contempt for life, he fed upon 
cypress-seeds. 

JJjl ^ does not agree wit 
me. 

mmz a people from wil 

outlying districts; border-men 
savages. 

B %i ft to conciliate popular] 
feeling. 

JlH ftH to apologise, 

jjjl. . . t0 own subjection to. 

j»# men employed in a general 

capacity; servants. 

JUt not to accept a decis¬ 

ion; won’t submit. 

H. wu 
F. u 

seeijff 
Rising Upper 

A quiver. See 3727. 

A kind of turnip. See 

6691, 9355- 

A small kind of owl. 

Same as 3727. 

See 7899. 

Same as 3683, 11,081. 

See 4108. Also used for 

I 6667. 

To rub •, to clap. To 

soothe; to cherish ; to 

pacify. To play, as on a 

lute, ect. 

$ ^ Hi £ 91? IB. rubbed 
(the body) until warmth wasgra 
dually restored. 

Hi i|£ 7^* clapped his hands 
and laughed aloud. 

Hi M t0 SrasP a sword. 

H| )F* to “soothe” a corpse, i.e 

to stroke it in an endearing 
manner. 

Hi H stroking (the corp¬ 

se), he cried out in lamentation 

to mourn by the side of a 
coffin. 

Hi ^ t0 care for like a father 

Hi or Hi lit t0 soothe; to 
pacify. 

H| to compassionate; to re 
lieve. 

Hi to Pat> t0 soothe. 

to comfort one’s mind 

to ponder carefully upon. 

Hi Aj) Q laid his hand on 
his heart and said with a sigh 

Hi to pacify (sc. subjugate) 
savages. 

Hi t0 soothe and drive,—to 
govern. 

Hi ^ H 10 Pacify the 
country. 

HI # or HI W t0 cherish; to 
foster. 

tS* an adopted daughter. 

Hi Jjlf to yield to circumstances 

or (colloq.) H| j|* the Governor 

of a province. Ranks with the 
Governor-General, and exercises 
much the same functions, in a 
slightly inferior degree. In pro 
vinces where there is no Go 
vernor-General, he wields su 
preme power. 

H| troops under the control 

of the Governor. They garrison 
the provincial capitals. 

to play on guitars and 

flutes. 

3736 

C.fu 
H./« 
F. hou, hu 
W. u>u, vil, 

wu,fu 
N. vu,fu 
p. \ 
M. 

Y. \ fu 
Sz. ) 

K. pu,po 

J-fu, ho 
A.fu 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A father. An uncle • 

elderly relatives of the 

same surname. Used f0r 

male, see 4699. Radical 

88. See 966. 

or a father. See 
3269, 13,088. 

my father. See 11,945, 

12,667. 

$ £ one’s real father. 

^ or @?j) one’s 
adopted father. 

NJ ||1 3c a step-father with 

whom the children are living. 

JJfc ^ a step father. 

^ my late father. 

HI A 3c 1 call a stranger 
father. 

none are like 

those who have the same father 
with me,—my brothers. 

M #n#the 

eldest brother takes the place of 
father, the eldest sister-in-law that 
of mother. 

a spiritual father,—a Ro¬ 

man Catholic priest. 

vent father and mother offi¬ 

cials,—a term popularly applied 
to Prefects and Magistrates from 
the close connection of their 
functions with the people’s wel¬ 
fare. 

no one knows 

a man so well as his own father. 

^ ^ ^ like father, like 

son. 

a father’s friends or con¬ 

temporaries; 7r«Tfw<’o/ eTCttpoi. 

% to treat a father 

as a father should be treated, a 
son as a son should be treated. 

3c flfl a father’s orders. 

Hit iH tbe son must f*a^ 
the debts of his father, 

a grandfather. 

JLUk MS 
^ for five generations his an¬ 

cestors had served the Han State 
as Ministers. 

foster-parents. 
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|R. 

3739 

fathers are not kind, sons flee 
to other neighbourhoods. 

Xlf f a kind father 

makes a filial son. 

®3C m# f stern fathers 

have filial sons. 

a term of address to 

a Prefect. 

father wants his son to go, the 
son may not remain. 

& ?E. # tit § # 
while the father is alive, the son 
may not act of his own author-JR 
ity. |h./‘« 

% T 3c # # 'b &JaU SeeJff 
fathers and mothers love their I Rising Upper 

little ones. 
paternal uncles,-elder 

and younger, respectively. 

ill ^ 3c in order t0 invite 
my paternal uncles, 

village elders. 

Read fu\ A title ofl 

respect = Mr., given to old 

people, and used after clan 

names. 

f" Hf 
1 Rising Upper 

fa 3c the old fisherman. 

£ 'PL f£ II '■ Chia-fu, have | 

made this song. 

To chew. 

Px Hi. t0 chewl to ruminate; to 

think over. 

R. 

^ j^lj to lop off; to prune; to 

correct, as composition. 

M battleaxes and halberds- 
^ travelling expenses. 

not enough to pay 

expenses. 

to act as ice-hatchet, 

—to act as marriage go-between. 
See 9277. 

A pan 5 a caldron; a boil-j 

er. Used for 3628. 

p£i ^ a fish in a kettle, 

—in imminent danger. 

^ Jjg a wandering ghost I 

at the bottom of the caldron, | 
in hell fire. ' 

% % f® ifenoxiousfumes 

coming from the bottom of the I 
cooking-pot,—to be cursed with 
a bad wife. 

# tfr # t0 smash the 
kettles and sink the ships,—to I 
make return impossible = burn 
one’s boats. Colloquially = in all | 
details. 

To fall prostrate. Alsoj 

read p'u 

IK 
3741 

3742 

R m 
C./u’- 
H.fu 

F. hoi? 
W. 

)fu 

IH. pu 
IF. hu, v.p'-wo 

SeejfJ 

[Rising Upper 

An axe. [Said in the 

|p ig to be the same as 

(3624) to begin ; be¬ 

cause to make any article, 

one must begin by cutting 

down a tree.] 

M or # Jr 01 # 
an axe; a chopper. 

| ^ two axes cut¬ 

ting down an old tree,-—will soon 
bring it to the ground. Said of 
any one who is a slave to his 
passions. [Was actually applied 
to an old man who married a| 
young wife.] 

C. p^uk 
H.fu 
F.p'-atik, v. 

pwaky 

W./« 
N .fi?,v.p<’oh 

P jHt 
M./bq 
Y./m3 

K. pu 
J./«, hoku 

| A./o 
Sinking and 

Entering 
Upper. 

,1* 

w 
3741 

R. 

fallen down; dead. 

m 4 k to fall down from fright. 
•*r£y I I I 

to turn giddy and fall. 

Jg; /jj'v to lie unconscious,—as an 

injured person. 

% lb iK fP (drowned) men I 
lie face downwards, women face] 
upwards,—in the water. 

To announce the death 

of a parent; see 9951. Bad[ 

news in general. 

[see jlk 

A .fo 

Sinking 
Upper. 

or ||> 
||> # “11' - - , 

an announcement of aeatn; a 

billet de part. 

^ IP T S t° g° int0 mourn' 
ing on hearing of a parent s| 
death, — which involves retire-1R. 
ment from office for a term °f|c./«J 
27 months for Chinese civilians,|F> i„„- 
though in special cases the periodj w. -vu, -wu 
is sometimes reduced. IN.wii 

the news of his success and ofj 
his death reached his home in J 
quick succession. 

To go to. 

tig to proceed quickly to. 

&& to go to one’s post. 

equiv. of formula “but did I 

not proceed;” see 2283. 

to go to the provincial! 

capital. 

Till °r Tib S to go to a feast, 

to go to a meeting. 

yfjj t0 jumP lnt0 tbe sea’ *°| 
drown oneself. 

^ t0 t0 h*ades»t0 d*e‘] 

to go to fairy-land; to J 

die. 

u sg 'K to get into hot 
water and walk on fire,—for any 
one’s sake; to go through fire 
and water. 

to go to a tryst. 

to obey a call; to go as 

invited. 

|[v ^ to go to inform. 

MSn#1 venture to come 

before you,—used in petitions, 

etc* 

j&k 10 go ,o 
examination. 

*j|! to get into the body,—as 

an evil spirit. 

tlortSor^i 
to go to the assistance of. 

to go before a court. 

^ to come forward with evi¬ 

dence. 
to go before the author! 

ties. 
to come forward and go 

security. 

7tbip to go into the country. 

an 

To trust to; to rely upon. 

To carry on the back-, tol 

suffer. To turn the back 

on -, to owe to be ungrate-1 

jful• to wrong. To defeat; 

to lose (see 9876 sheng) ;| 
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3743 

See 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

to fail to comply with. See 

13,564. Minus; see 687. 

4 

trust to your 

sword! trust to your sword! 

some carry their 

provisions on their backs. See 

5615- 
ifpj to bear on the back; to 

sustain. 

Mli1 will now learn 

carrying on the back and sell 
ing,—as a pedler, sc. trade. 

to make off with the plun¬ 

der. 

|y to carry on the head. 

|j to carry a heavy weight; 

burdened with. 

M fi S as if he had got 

rid of a heavy burden. 

1P§ .A. a poverty-stricken 
burden-carrier. 

to endure hardships. 

SS-f- strapped her child 

on her back. 

WS or JIT one who car 

ries on the back,—a mother, 

to suffer a wrong. 

or to owe money, 

31 a debtor- 
cSSt your late 

father owed my family ... 

mighty God never turns from 
those who sorrow. 

M PMffl I# to avoid shade and 

make for sunshine,—of bamboos, 

31 Aj> °r M Ira or $ 
ungrateful. 

you ungrateful wretch 

to carry on the back; hence 

ungrateful. 

or S® ungrateful for 

kindness. 

) Tl let others be un 

grateful to me, not I to others 
Cf. Better be the pigeon than 
the rook. 

AT A.# 

ft A T A % ® rather 
let me be ungrateful to the work 
than the world to me. Cf. Better 
to sin than to be sinned against 

3743 
I do not wrong others, why should 
others wrong me? 

4: to turn against one’s 

master. 

the young man 

had naturally a bad temper. 

and thus defeat the good inten¬ 
tion of your brother. 

to win and lose. 

3744 

K.^f 

See ^ 

Rising Lower 

ft. 
3745 

^ to suffer defeat. 

m to lose at chess. 

* to lose; to fail. 

32- ;=7 do not fail to 

comply with my words. 

MTf treated him un¬ 

justly. 

containing and 

carrying no common,—stock of 
knowledge, as a learned man. 

self-confident; see 5423. 

IS to be self-confi¬ 

dent from one’s achievements; 
took the credit to himself. See 

4594- 

flj 3( $ consider¬ 

ed himself as a man of brilliant 
parts. 

15 9. * 4** was always 
boasting of his talents. 

* of extraordinary 

talents in youth. 

TTia to meet with no 

chance to exercise one’s talents. 

ic/n to break an agreement or 

a Treaty. 

to oppose; to rebel. 

^ to bear the consequences, 

—of an offence. 

$£ 31 IS ^ to sain an un- 
deserved reputation. 

Like; resembling. To 

rely on. Also read foif. 

1$ A 2 Ira 

4 

cere 

monies and music are as it were 
the emotions of the universe. 

if 
determination. 

TL ^ relying on his own 

Same as 3749. 

FU 

See 3498. 

3746 

W See 3500. 

3747 

tttii * 
Bk 

To diffuse; to spread. 

3748 
To give. To levy, as taxes 

R. jM or troops. An irregular 

C .ft? metrical style of composi- 

See tion in rhyme, something 

K.fu between poetry and prose, 
Sinking 
Upper. used for narrative; to com- 

pose verse. See 12,402. 

A& T £(* to spread govern¬ 

ment abroad. 

to spread out. 

SECT to give. 

^ J4 to pay tribute. 

® Di to pay taxes. 

it*-®#, 0 to exact dou¬ 

ble the amount of grain formerly 
paid. 

Hit small taxes and 

light dues. 

£ |£ a collector of 

revenue. 

to heavily tax the 

people. 

to forward taxes,—to the 

Emperor, 

^ land-tax and personal ser¬ 

vice to the State; to be a govern 
ment servant. 

I the fixed amount of taxa¬ 

tion. 

IwF an(l fui—tw0 kinds 
of poetry. See above, and 9918 

an autumn dirge,—a 

famous prose-poem by ® 

/jj|£ Ou-yang Hsiu. 

its) verse-leisure,—i.e. leisure 

time, because, by a pleasing 
fiction, a Chinaman writes verses 
when he has nothing else to do 

iHDt0 set forth one s 
thoughts in verse 

@ l!if | accordingly 

he composed a poem in five 
word lines. 

mm the natural form. 



3749 
R.^f 

C. -_/w,v. i/‘rt« 
H. '/*,/«’ 
F. hou\ v. 

pou'- 

W. 57K 
N. I'M 
p. ] 

y. U“ 
Sz. ) 
K. /« 
./«, bu 

A.fu 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 
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3748 

ft 

inr ^ the moment of 

birth. 

tM: A ® ^ a man’s 
share of this world’s goods is a 
fixed quantity,—by fate. 

^ or M one s natural 
powers or talents. 

naturally a fool. 

A married woman; wo¬ 

mankind. See 4035, 6306, 

10,121. 

•^C $li 'lust)and and wife. 

M it wives and daughters; 

women. 

a wife. 

/Jx ^ I,—a wife speaking of 

herself. 

/J\ a concubine. 

HT women’s work. 

|[|J a wife’s fidelity. 

mm to take a wife. 

^ feminine appearance or 

deportment. 

3754 
R"n- 
C. Az/„ v. cAa 
H.kap~ 
F. fia 
W. Aa, 
N. A«A, kahy v. 

hay ga 
P. cAa, cAa 
M. ‘ 
Y. 

Sz. 
K. help 
]-hoygo 

A. An/,, Aa/- 

Entering 
Irregular. 

.Art 

Sound of laughter. See 

io,473- 

to laugh loudly or 

heartily. 

t0 j°^el t0 lest- 

jfj 0A 0A. to make a 

joke of a person. 

0k p|'J p£ shoulder-blades (Man- 

chu halba). 

fT0&.S, to yawn. 3935 

With after tr = unbecom¬ 

ingly ; with after ^ = be¬ 

comingly. 

0ka to straddle. 

El % a Peking pug dog 

sfefcraffa careless; slovenly; 

no distinction between great and 
small. 

saliva; drivel. 

0 

3749 

ft A womenkind. 

it is a wife’s business to be 
yielding and submissive. 

tilt m 
the long tongue of a wife is the 
flight of steps by which mis¬ 
fortune,—comes into the house. 

+ M ffi A Wt. T' % — 
10 19 T ten women are no 

match for one man. 

iAI 
-m 

if a woman is without 

virtue, she will be one of three 
things, viz.: selfish, jealous, or 
poisonous. 

jjg \ most poison¬ 

ous of all things is woman’s 
heart. 

ffi 
a woman’s goodness is like a 
coward’s courage. 

HAWK#.®. 

WK#WJt 
can share adversity, 
prosperity. 

ten women, nine are jealous 

a woman 

but not 

375° 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

& 
** 

37 51 

R''ty\% 

See^ 

Entering and 
SinkingUpper. 

m 
3 7 52 

N. boil 

K .pe 
J. hoju 
A. feu 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

A small Department in 

the west of Shensi. 

it 

A devil’s head. Used by 

Buddhists for 6430. 

all you spirits. 

Coagulated blood. 

jfe ^ £E if red| 
like coagulated blood, he will die. 

Read fou*. 

oats- 

Same as 3589. 

3753 

HA. 

3754 

1* (or ^) fetid; rancid; 

frowzy. 

0k 01 to bend; to stoop; to bow. 

to thaw the fingers by 

blowing on them. 

Read ha** or ha**. 

0k Hamil or Khamil, a town 

near Barkoul in the west of 
Kansuh. It was once the capital 
of a Turkic State. 

gourds from Hamil. 

tjA P^iJ cloth. [Read h‘al la3 or 

ha1 /a1.] 

0k H to jog; to shake. 

0k '& Cantonese - Manchu for 

cash. 

nA» 

Read ^<r*. To sip. 

to sip. 

c. 
H. 

P. 
M. 

Bk“ 
0k Pit RJsf a sraa^ insect, dried 1 

and used as food; the game and 1 
3754 other articles of food imported I 

from Manchuria into Peking. 

& 
3755 

See 6058. 

m 

3756 

See 4199. 

HA.I. 

The last of the ^ 
3757 

ffi 
Twelve Branches; see 

Tables Vd. It is associated 
Ay# 

Aa# 

•h 

with water, and stands for 

North on the compass. 

j Art/ J=| the xoth moon. 
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3757 
Y. ha? 
Sz. ha? 
K. he 
J. kai,gai 
A. hoP- 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

3758 

3759 

R-J?C 
C. hoi, hdi 
H. hai 
F. hai 
W. <; 
N. e, v. eih 
p. j 
M. > hai 
Sz. ] 

Y. hae 
K. he 

J-gai _ 
A. hai 

Even Upper. 

the period from 9 to 11 

p.m. 

% every twelfth year in the 

cycle, beginning with the twelfth. 

ss% and hai clash, 

■—i.e. persons born in years with 
those cyclic signs should not 
marry. See 2908. 

(if he mistakes) lu for 

yu and ^ hai for ^ shih, 

for whom will he take ^ chi 

himself? 

% tlJ a market held on all days 

marked by the cyclical sign hai. 

spectacles of very low mag¬ 

nifying power, — the strengths 
of lenses being ranged under 
the Twelve Branches, the last 

of which is . 

See 6100. 

A child. The young of 

animals. 

7 or & or & 
child; children. 

^ 7a b°y- 
a little girl. 

^ 7 —- M & 7*she has 
had a child. 

xel "flU ^ 7* iPS /Jo th^s 
child is very heavy. 

M 
a lad. 

^ or ^ ft an infant. 

■f*Ei £ J|| a baby in arms. 

or -^* fjfyi child¬ 

ishness; playfulness. 

M inL 3% Mi ^ my child> 
listen to me! 

121 [ftlike a child- 

having the wis¬ 

dom of a child. 

-& child-soldiers; children 

playing roughly. 

M %$k S don,t kil1 the 
young ones. 

a name for the peony. 

ISS cutch or Terra Japo- 

nica. See ft 3333- 

% 
3760 

R.| 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

3761 

RJ& 
See 

Rising Lower 

3762 

3763 

75*'’’ 
Jin 

3764 

RM 

See 

Rising Upper, 

i-Dn. 

3765 

R. ‘ 

See 

Rising Upper 

3766 

F. hai, ai 

N.haah 

See 

Rising Upper 

Sorrowful; anxious. 

to be verydb 

HR to suffer with one’s eyes. 

Name of a deity. To 

raise up. 

or- if in. g $ m «! va 
dered Shu Hai to arrange for 
the appearance of land,—at the 
great draining of the empire, 
circa b.c. 2000. 

See 6102. 

See 5047. 

A wine-jar. 

A wooden vat for hold 

mg spirits. 

yj£j 'I'm a w*ne cask or vat- 

'I'm ^ tbe perpetual lamp in 

Buddhist temples. 

To mince ; to cut up and 

pickle; hash. 

l?3« b may you be made 

into minced meat! 

M gg preserved fruits; the 

minced-meat death,-being chop¬ 
ped up into small pieces. 

jlljjo to boil alive,—an ancient 

punishment. 

pickled shrimps. 

#®tss do not suck up the 

hash. 

3767 

hoi 

he 

R. 

C. 
H. 

F. hai 
W.j 
N. 

P. hai, v. ha 
M. hai 
Y. hae 
Sz. hai 
K .he 

J. hai 
A. hai 

Rising Upper 

The sea; any expanse 

of water; often used for 

“river.” See 5085, 9624, 

2728. 

£ # n zm 
beyond the Great Wall all water 
is called hai. See 3936. 

M M to cross the sea. Also, 

to cross a river or any expanse 
of water. 

tU to g° abroad; the super¬ 

cargo of a junk. See 2742. 

M _tor m p5j -h on the sea. 

[The first is also “on the sea¬ 
shore.”] 

m±m idle stories; a yarn. 

tended pigs on 

the sea-shore. 

to go to sea and 

plunder vessels,—as pirates. 

m W beyond the sea; beyond 

the Yang-tsze. 

» ft % m.»' m % 
beyond-the-sea talk,—travellers’ 
tales. 

m p a sea-port. 

^ P to talk big; to brag. 

7$ fik or or 3[ or 

the sea-side. 

M M or M pirates. 

‘/fff- water-demons. 

ym. the sea-coast, 

a kind of palm. 

mu tidal creeks. 

the God of the Sea. 

mm a sea-going junk. 

■M if seas and oceans; the ocean. 

m m °r m s ina chart- 

or ‘/ftf: jM a bund; a sea¬ 

wall. 

ff£ the paved space just inside 

the Peking city gates. 

m °r m 'd$isea measure‘ 
ment or capacity, — sc. very 
large; capacious. Hence, liberal- 

minded; able to forgive, etc. 

t0 abuse everybody all 

round. 

_ % 3t$ m _tand s° 
came to be called Cock of the 
Ocean,—Mistress of the Sea. 



3767 

mmjktB'Vt&z « 
the affairs of this life are ever 
changing, like the sea and dry 
land. 

marine delicacies. 

a the extreme of sea 

and sky,—the horizon. 

mm a swordfish. 

'M ^ a sea-horse, 

sea-weed. 

M ^ agar agar, — the Malay 

name for a kind of sea-weed; 
edible sea-weed generally. 

m D a custom-house. 

Wt IHj II HF Superintendent 

of Customs. Known at Canton 
as the “Hoppo.” 

'/& flUa strait- 

m a §ulf- 

a bay. 

an island. 

yfS- sea-market,—mirage, like 

the Fata Morgana of the Straits 
of Messina. Said to have been 

originally the 

Chefoo sea-market, from the pre¬ 
valence of mirage at that point 
on the coast. 

ls#n Mm may your happi¬ 

ness be like the eastern sea!— 
plenty of it. 

mm western sea,—has been 

referred to the Caspian, the 
sea of Aral, the Indian ocean, 
Kokonor, and Baikal. 

® m M ® M1 i)0inted 
to the western sea as my goal. 

mm the country to the west 

of the (Red) sea,—Syria. 

urn lake Baikal. 

rt M lake Kokonor. 

^m the bitter sea,—this life 

the great sea of! 

life and death,—the world of 
mortals as subject to trans¬ 
migration. Sanskrit: sansara. 

an hereditary title 

given to one of the 

generals of ||j$ ^jfj Koxin 

ga, who expelled the Dutch from 
Formosa towards the middle of 
the seventeenth century. See 
below. 

a country which, from the 

3767 

richness of its products, can only 
be compared with the ocean. 

$[£ jp[ the Chinese Admiralty. 

mifr protection of the sea-coast; 

Haiphong, a port in Tonquin. 

’/$ JlHi a maritime sub-Pre- 
fect. 

M ^ Hi ^ a Taot<ai 
with military jurisdiction and 
charged with the coast defence. 

m m coast defence 

expenses; the Hai-fang tax. 

m ArfiB 
in the matter of coast defence, 
the one essential is to get men. 

jJH t^ie gra'n transport by sea, 

—to Peking. 

a name for the 

park within the Imperial city, 
Peking. 

mm? an Imperial park to 

the south of Chinese city, Pe¬ 
king. 

M w is m tin m 7 m 
all the rivers run into the sea, 
yet the sea is not full. 

mm? 
like a sparrow crossing the 

sea, he is without resource,—the 
bird having no place on which 
to settle. 

Wj fin M M mt0 tryto 
fathom the sea with a pole. 

the sea raising no 

waves,—a golden age in which 
sages are born. 

ptj the Four Seas,—the ocean 

which was supposed to surround 
China on the N. E. S. and W 
Hence, the term is sometimes 
used for “China.” This teim 
also means “possessing a spirit¬ 
ual horizon.” 

0 m & b his rule fell to 

pieces,—his dynasty was broken 
up. 

0 m Z ft If 5L $ 
within the Four Seas are brothers 

a 0 m $ he is a very 

cheery fellow. 

HI 
if we go out for a stroll we shal 
cheer ourselves up! 

within the (four) seas,— 

China. 

4 m * X * m Z 
the sea of to-day is not as broac 
as the sea of old. See 9663. 

R.; 

3767 

3768 

C. hota 
Not to include 

vulg. Cant. 
hai and Ning. 

tin. 
H. hoi 

See|£ Jb 
Sinking 
Lower, 

and Entering 
Upper. 

^ throw a pond-kept fish 

into a river, once off, when will 
it return? 

'm Wt jpi a d‘str‘ct Fuhkien, 

near Amoy. 

'$t a district in KuanS- 
tung, near Swatow. 

'm as muck or many as 
one likes; whatever one likes. 

U K St is 
Mi» do just whatever you 

like, I’m your man! 

'm US shells used as money,— 

so called in the Ming history. 

To injure. To suffer 

from ; hence, very; extre¬ 

mely. See 13,129. 

or to wound. 

^ W or Hr M A to kiu 
person. 

to take a life; to murder. 

^ was put to death. 

|rj to injure oneself, 

to injure the public. 

W li* injuries. 

^ to seriously injure, 

injury by water. 

^Sll is there any harm t=f 
in it or not? 

^ =|5. to get rid of an evil. 

it does no slight 

evil. 

IS m to injure the full 

(se. the proud) and give blessings 
to the humble. 

W Jii @ It ^ ^Ijhiscalam 
ities arose because he was 
greedy of gain. 

i A H i £ to inJure 
others is to injure yourself. 

W A m a to benefit oneself 

at the expense of another. 

iilSwh),do1 alone 
suffer this misery? 

T' lt£ p] ^ the king will not 

be injured. 

* m envious of his to w 
power. 
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w 
^ ^ ^ ||| vital spots on 

M 
3768 

the body; important strategical 
points. i 3774 Sounds of laughing. To 

itf to suffer from fear; to be r-R smile. An interjection of 
sore afraid. b. chai, 

K he astonishment. ! 
ifo W H tfl what are y°u J. kai 

afraid of? A. tlai 

W to sore a^amed. 
Even Upper. 

^1 ^ffsevere; dangerous; wicked;' 

“awfully.” See 6885. Tall and thin. 

n*ii m w 
3775 

those robbers came and burnt a gaunt, lank man. 

everything. 

itf ^ ^1) W “awfully” good. Even Lower. 

^ to hh [Not used of 

illness from which one has before 
suffered.] See 3760. 

3776 

rFc 
p the pica or longings of Undecided. 

pregnant women. 

jyjl injurious to the revenue. 
See ^ 

^ not to signify or 
Even Lower. 

matter. 

|sp to injure. W 
Envy; jealousy. To 

3777 nourish envy. 

Read ho8*. What? 

which ? 

R# 

See ffi ^ 
f$ M M M Z ‘O 

friendly and without malice. 

=|£ which need to 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper. 

be rinsed, and which do not? 

w 
3778 

must. 

PH" 
An interjection of sur- 

3769 prise or regret. Also read Used for ^ 3818. 
ksiaJ*. r-5 gfr 

See ^ p=E PJJ"1 alack! Even and 
SinkingLower. 

Sinking and 
Entering 

Lower. 

p=|? "pj* "jp oh, what a pity! 

m1 

hU*** 3779 

nFT r Bivalve shells with 
377° Bones. 

C. otn 
H. ham scolloped surfaces, known 

Rfl 

SeeSfr 
j|j| ►jj|‘ |j|i an ungrateful wretch. 

F. hang 

W. ho 
N. he in \ 

as 4® . 

Sinking 
Lower. 

K. ham, v. ham 

J. han 
A. ham, ham 

5^ 

Even Upper. 

Same as 3945. 
atU*1 

m 

Merry from wine; tipsy. 
3771 Smiling, as a landscape. 

See 3945. 

3780 Deep, as sleep. Fearless, 

as a soldier. 
3772 See jfj5& 

jovial; smiling, as a land- 
A. ham 

1 3773 

Same as 3945. Even Upper. scape; lively, of style. 

yjSj half-seas over. 

w 
3780 

•fir 
3781 

C. ikon 
F. ihattg, 

Jiang 
W. Ji'o 
N. Jieih 
P. j pan 

M. I khan 
K.han^ ham 
J. kan 
A. han 

Even 
Irregular. 

m 
3782 

m 
3783 

3784 
R. 

hon 
C. 
H. 
F. hang, hang 
W. yue 
N. ein 
P. 1 
M. > han 
Sz. 

^ to sing in a tipsy way. 

drunk. 

to drink to intoxication. 

$tf f$£ to sleep heavily,—as when 

drunk. 

mz excellent, — of composi¬ 

tions. 

Capital city of the j{g 

Chao State and the Chou 
dynasty. See 2162. 

tttiflS a District in Chihli, where 

there is a rain-compelling tablet 
which in times of drought is 
carried in state to Peking. 

I S I I 1 it 
was the thinness of the wine of 
Lu which caused the siege of 
Han-tan. [The presentation wine 
of Lu was maliciously passed off 
as the wine of the Chao State, 
and its inferior quality was made 
a casus belli.\ 

^ fr M W t0 studyat 
Han-tan,—as was done by cer 

tain youths of ^ [^Shou-ling, 

the result being that they not 
only failed to learn what they 
wanted, but even forgot all they 
had known before. 

t|i I[i|l # not to 

depart from the ways of Han 
tan,—of one’s youth. 

Up ip* ft the Han-tan 

dream and awakening,—refers 

to Lu Tung-pin 

who fell asleep at Han-tan and 
dreamt a long life as Emperor, 
awaking to find that only a short 
time had elapsed. 

Same as 3779. 

Same as 3778. 

Sweat. A wide expanse, 

as of water. Used for 

3829- 

HHF to sweat. 

fF# a “sweater;” a shirt. 

to cause to sweat. 

H |j|i a sudorific. 



r 
3784 

Y. /«w 
K. han 

J. kan 
A. han 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
3785 

[ 473 HAN 

frightened them all into a cold 
sweat. 

* 

3786 

r. : 

C. hon-, ngon1 
F. ngang- 
W. 

N. Sngeih 

P. chan 
M. c^a», a«5 
K. an 

bgan 
A. 

ngan- 

Even and 

SinkingLower. 

gfp or ^ vf sweating fits; 

night sweats. 

\ R if orders are like 

sweat: if once issued, they cannot 
be recalled. 

if * % W (books enough) 

to make a bullock sweat (to drag 
them), and to fill (a house) up 
to the rafters. 

ff ffi a girdle. 

as fFW without sweat,—with¬ 

out trouble. 

^ to sweat out the sap from 

bamboo tablets for writing pur¬ 
poses. See 9632. 

B frit shall never get the 

sap out,—i.e. shall never reach 
the end, win a place in history. 

if .H ^ sweat-horse merit, 

—achievements in war. 

V'T* to ta^e a sweat bath, 

—over a hot fire. 

'H" yHjj heart-sweat-dirty,— 

full of guile; evil. 

Sip the ragrant sweat 

stood like pearls upon her. 

it if * condensed steam. 

if* sweat-blotches,—blotches 

supposed to be caused by ob¬ 
structed sweat. 

wm shame; bashfulness. 

Miff bright; dazzling. 

if if " fl if a vast expanse 

of water. 

Read han*. 

iff or a Khan. See 6078. 

A wild dog like a fox 

but smaller. 

Read an*. A prison. 

iff.Eiillf 
because of disturbances arising, 
the lock-up was established,— 
i.e. a village lock-up in which 
disturbers of the peace could be 
temporarily confined. 

ft m * a a man in the 

lock-up. 

R. 

See ]j^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

5?3 

3787 

H. i hon 
F. hang 
W. hue 
N. heih 

M. i han 
Y. haa 
Sz. han 
K. han 
J. kan 
A. han 

Rising Upper 

3788 

See 

Rising Lower. 

\ 

3789 

fir 
379° 

P. chan, ‘k'-an 
M. Lkian 
Y. ihaa 
K. han 

J. kan 
A. i-han 

Even 
Irregular. 

A rock; a cliff. 

ffBI white marble. 

ftff cinnabar. 

A net; a snare. Few; 

rare; seldom. 

^ m M seldom seen. 

^ to see seldom; hence, 

to value. See 4048. 

it is rare. 

W-Qt a curiosity. 

an unusual custom. 

& 9 ^ a Shu shoots but 

seldom. 

m m. & & 

g JL things which are 

rare are prized,—as a one-eyed 
man in the kingdom of the blind. 

¥ of few words; reticent, 

to be astonished at. 

an ornamental flag, 

eight stars in Hydra. 

To run away, as a pig 

^ fft HJ If IS when pigs 
make off, it is difficult to catch 

them. 

Same as 3785. 

Name of an ancient place 

-flS'/PI Han-kou, in the State 

of& Wu. Another name 

for the State of ifeE Yiieh. 

R. 

r. 1 

C. hon 
hang 

W. y tie 
. han 

K. han 
kan 

A.ihan 

SinkingLower. 

w 
3793 

Tliffl an old name for m 

Yang-chou Fu in Kiangsu 

3791 

. hang1, ang- 

n 
Sinking 
Lower. 

3792 

Greaves; leg-guards for 

soldiers. To solder. 

#f P or or fj- to 

solder. 

if W or if §§ or if p i! 
solder. 

%. ill §T Jl take spelter 
and solder it on. 

The gate of a walled 

village, or of a ward in a 

town. Hence, a village. 

] raised high his 0J 4A |T- 
gate. 

Eft a walled village. 

mm of the same village. 

R. 

See 

SinkingUpper 

Dark spots on the face. 

3794 

R. 

C. Shon 
W. chd 
N. Seih 
P. chan 
M. Jean, kail 
Y. chaa 

ban, man 
A. i-han 

Even 
Irregular. 

3795 

C. i.hon 
H. chang 
F.chang 
W. Jiue^yue- 
N. heih3, Jieih 
P. han, Jian 
M. chan 
Y. Jiaa 
Sz. Jian 
K. han 
J. kan 

A. han 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

A large face. 

M bald-headed. 

Mt ti & m thick-skinned on 

the face,—shameless. 

To snore. 

or ||dJ to snore. 

g\mz 
mm* how can I let an 

other man snore by the side of 
my bed?—said by the Emperor 

T‘ai Tsu of the Sung 

dynasty, in reference to the pre 

tender 2£fSLi Yii, meaning 

that there was not room for two 
sovereigns in China. 

60 
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j^1 

3796 

R. i|L 14. 

C. hon 
H. hon 

F. ang 
W. yue 
N. eih 

P- 
M. } han’ 
Sz. } 
Y. haa 

K. han 
J. kan 
A. hani 

Rising Lower, 

3797 

R. 

See ^p 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Drought. Dry land, as 

opposed to water {see 2742). 

The name of a mountain. 

the weather is dry,— 

without rain. 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ in drought, it BH : 
often looks like rain. 

as in a year of 

drought. 

^ or ^ jfc drought 

drought and inundation. 

See 6803. 

there being a great drought in 
summer, the Duke wished to 
burn a witch and an emaciatec 
person. 

^ It.* @ the drought is 

excessive. 

a great drought will not extend 
beyond the 13th of the 5th moon. 

& ® s m the demon of 

drought is raging. 

¥ ft S a * T ii i" 
times of drought, an east wind 
brings no rain. 

^»**nr* in times of 

drought, grains of rice are like 
pearls. 

'K ^31 it® genial rain 

after long drought,—is one of 
the pleasant things to fall in with. 

to travel by land,—as 

opposed to water. 

J! ^ 1 came hy 
road. 

Jpk ;»pj road,—not water, 

Jjl. ^|| dry thunder,—i.e. without 

rain. 

¥ m dry smoke, — ordinary 

pipes, not hookahs 

the nasturtium. See 

3804. 

379s 
R. 

H. hon, hon 
F.-hang 

See ff 
Sinking 

Lower. 

A bank; a dyke. 

3799 

R. 

C. -hon, hon2 
F. -hang 

Sce#fT 
Sinking 

Lower. 

Ii 
3800 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

3801 

A. hwan 

Rising Lower. 

3802 

,3803 

r 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
3804 

r-¥ 

See 

Rising Upper. 

Fierce; cruel; over¬ 

bearing ; imperious. 

^ hasty; violent, 

ijjjjjj overbearing; imperious, 

cruel; fierce, 

a virago; a shrew, 

unabashed; bold. 

To ward off; to defend; 

to forbid. 

to guard against. 

fit * J§ M -nE 2 1* 
who can ward off calamity should 
be sacrificed to,—as a god. 

Leather armlets for 

archers. 

Protuberant eyes. 

mi 0 his goggle eyes. 

w 

3805 

R. 

han 

C. hom 
H. ham 
F.hang 
W. ho 

N. heih 
P. 
M. 
Y. haa 
Sz. han 
K. ham, kain 
J. han, hon 

A. ham 

Even Upper. 

3806 

R®fg 

C. hom’, hom- 
H.chham 
F. ''hang, 

bhang* 
W. k'-a'’ 
N. h'-aah 
P. khan’,chan, 

chsien 
M. /han’ 
K. ham, ham 
J. han 
A. ham’ 

Sinking and 
Rising Upper 

Same as 3791. 

A vicious horse. 

M f® It l§ to drive 

a vicious horse with whip and 
no bridle,—is dangerous. Used 
of government. 

A pungent plant like 

•ess, known as ^ 

Also, the nasturtium. See 

3796. 

3807 

3808 

ham 

3809 

R. ] 

C. 
H. 

F. hang 
W. a 

N. eih 

M. i han 
Y. haa 
Sz. han 
K. ham 
J. kan, gon 
A. ham 

Even Lower. 

Foolish; silly. 

^ silly. 

idiotic; hare-brained. 

a crazy loon, 

half-witted; cracked, 

childish. 

J]ji dulli stuPid- 
looking. 

fjifc ^ dull; useless; stupid. 

The growl of an angry 

animal; savage. 

H M % as savage as a 

mad tiger. 

Read fcan*. To peep; 

to spy. Name of a city 

in the State of Lu. A 

pavilion. 

[HI it Hi devils watch the 

houses,—of good men. 

Correct form of 3806 

when read han%. 

Same as 3809. 

A press; a box. A case 

or cover for books, espec¬ 

ially a wooden case with 

silk cover. To contain; to 

envelop. Hence, large- 

minded ; see 3810. A letter; 

a writing. Armour; see 

3816. 

seeds contain a 

germ of life. 

M Z hu 'M enfolding it like 

the sea. 

generous; forgiving, 

to be patient with. 

M M or iSr to write a 

letter. 

® or 
letter. 

or 
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3809 

or 

or 

or J||L I^J or 

your valued dir 
P» 

favour; your letter. 

■=^- an autograph letter. 

I specially write this letter. 

sfc 
rR iU zk or ® Mor t*i rr t0 

request by letter. 

^ t0 apply by letter 

for instructions. 

to state by letter. 

It or ® or or 

3810 

N. v. yen 

See jSjfcj 

Even Lower. 

to inform by letter, 

f® to enquire by letter, 

to send a note in reply, 

to send with a note. 

j^!j to consult by note. 

Pfj stating in a note that. 

^ to communicate by note 

to a superior. 

# ASi ^ 
the myriad heroes of antiquity 
are not exhausted in this book. 

the inscription on 

the stone is still there. 

® A enclosing ten feet,—3.33 

feet for the master, 3.33 feet for 
the disciple opposite to him, and 
a space of 3.33 between them 
= one chang or ten feet. 

at the feet of a 

teacher. 

1^ ® A fellow-pupils. 

® A & ill A the on'y 
fear of the armourer is lest men 
should be hurt, — through his 
armour. 

To swamp; to submerge. 

Vast; capacious. Large- 

minded; lenient. Used with 

3809 and 3818. 

submerged; sunk. 

® '/[p] a weif; a sluice. 

fflt it ® A tbe waves reache(l 
the sky. 

sea - capacity, — large¬ 

mindedness; indulgence towards 
faults. First said of an Emperor 
of the Han dynasty. 

H M j® ftk P pfayfor- 
give me. 

3810 

3811 

R-Ji 
C. cam 
F. hang 
W. cha 

N. -ein 
P. ‘han 
M. ihan 
K. ham 
J. kan 
A. ham- 

Rising 
Irregular. 

[P] 

3812 

3813 

See 

Even Lower. 

® t0 cherish; to be patient 

with; to be lenient towards. 

jj|j to be lenient. 

'fj ill M Pray be lenient. 

See 8699. 

^ y°ur information. 

SS to widely penetrate; to 

wander at will; to be free to 
go and come,—esp. of fishes. 

The bud of a lotus flower. 

there are rushes 

and lotus flowers. 

3817 

3818 

R. j§ 

C. horn 
H. ham 
F. hang, v. 

hangr- 
W .0 
N. tin 
P. han, hen 
M. han 
Y. haa 
Sz. han 
K. ham 

. kan, gon 
A. ham 

Even Lower. 

Same as 3809. 

A wooden bowl; a casket. 

It? 
3814 

R. j 

See 

Even Lower. 

3815 

See jgj 

Even Lower. 

3816 

R. jif 

See 

Even Lower. 

The chin. 

A sleeve. 

m a a long sleeve. 

Armour, the best of which 

was formerly made in jot 

Yen, the modern Chihli. 

fill ^ armour. 

armourers. See 3809. 

Same as 3814. 

• 

To hold in the mouth; 

to contain; to cherish; to 

restrain. Used for 3809, 

38i°- 

7' 
if one is not charitable in life, 
how should one have a pearl in 
the mouth after death? 

to prepare a corpse for 

burial, — some valuable being 
usually placed in the mouth. 
Quicksilver is poured down the 
throat of a dead Emperor, in the 
belief that it preserves the body. 

m # holding in the 

mouth. 

^ to smile. 

't‘1 OL tbe magnoba> 

itM to feel bashful; to be 

ashamed. 

it? to restrain tears. 

& or if. to restrain 

anger. 

■ftSS to bear in mind. 

^ to trust to one’s natural 

(as opposed to artificial) virtue 

lt?*0 to hold the mi6t, — as 

willows do in the early morn¬ 
ing; hence, beautiful, etc. 

^ ^ to l°°k merry or in gooc 

spirits. 

to be sweet. 

lOf' to compassion. 

^ BjjL ^ saliva. 

5^ ^ nfe "A to slobber. 

t0 keep to oneself; to make 

a secret of. 

to possess virtues which 

are not openly manifested,—as 
women do. 

-&1R to cherish resentment. 

vague; ambiguous 

as of language purposely usee 
to veil a secret, etc. 

^ % to have a grievance. 

ijl; to put a pencil in one’: 

mouth. 

&»! or it yJJ. indistinct; va 

gue; careless; scamped, as work 
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3318 

9k‘ 

See -£• Pgg 

Even Lower. 

(but always 
with the h 

initial, 
never £‘.) 

Even Upper. 

lag t0 contain a great deal 

within it, as “pregnant” language; 
to be reticent. 

1t?SA3fe;A the vast and glor¬ 

ious canopy that embraces all. 

four classes into which Chi¬ 

nese Buddhists divide the sutras 

of the Hmaydma. 

Apt a cherry. 

m a % a. ,s n * 
his implied meaning 

being that he was not late. 

A sound. To put into 

the mouth. 

Pi it to feed by hand, — as a 

baby. 

to make soup of 

weeds and to eat broken rice. 

iHT 
The chin ; the jowl. To 

3824 
shake the head; see 5421. 

M I|°r JUjf l^tbe chin; the 
horn jaws. 
- again, 

lngam ^ a Pearl under the chin, 
hang- 
~cr'(j —of a dragon, sc. difficult to get. 
y 

ein, v. hah ^ a sharp chin. 

han 
P. 
M. , 

Y. haa 
Sz. han 

K. ham, am 
J. han,gan 
A. ham- 

Rising Lower. 

To restrain; to suppress. 

3^ ^ to suppress a smile. 

3825 

R-|tC I4- 
C. f 
jj | hon 

F. hang, v. 

hang 
W. yiie 
N. ein 

M. | han 

Y. haa 
Sz. han 

K. han 
. han, gan 

A. han 

Even Lower. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

3822 

See 

Even Lower. 

Gems and other valuables 

formerly put into the mouth 

of a corpse. See 3818. 

A water-jar, with ears. 

^ a drain; a spout. 

mm? drain-pipes. 

a sluice; an aqueduct. 

An opening; a mouth. 

tnt tbe mouth of a cave; a 

cavity; the entrance to a ravine; 
a gorge. 

or 

jyjfc 3. swallow’s beak,-—sharp- 

pointed. 

isi 
to those who congratulated him, 
he replied by a bow. 

Cold; icy; chilling. Poor. 

M or M 
cold. 

cold, and yet notj 

chilling,—of wine. 

||g extremely cold. 

cold air; cold. 

||| ^ hungry and cold. 

cooling medicines. 

^ to catch cold. 

/fc +0 fll M. d? shao' +0 
$jj ^ the aged fear catching 

cold, the young fear dysentery. 

H a chib, or the result of a 

chill. 

ffij V& H; Hfc accidentally got a 

chill. 

keep¬ 
ing out the cold there is nothing 
like heavy furs. 

T true (i.e. dangerous) cold, 

as opposed to ^ false cold, 

—a sub-division invented by Chi¬ 
nese physicians. 

I H aSue- 

*r M B °r tr m to 
shiver with cold; to shudder. 

^ winter clothing. 

* m m ro s 01 j® 
he cannot be cold and 

yet neglect clothing, be hungry 
and neglect food,—hold a fire in 
his hand by thinking on the frosty 
Caucasus, etc. 

^ cold and warm; the 

weather; adversity and prosper¬ 
ity. 

'/m t0 talk about the 

3825 

weather; to exchange conven-! 
tional remarks. 

^ fever. 

^ ^f- c°ld and heat. 

"I" H; 41* sixteen colds and| 
heats,—years. 

^ 41* a thermometer. 

It; ^ 41* cold and heat alter¬ 
nate. 

* ^ —1 § now cold, now hot. I 

f jj the cold food time,— 

the day before the annual festi- 

val of 7ft ^ (see 2188), when I 
only cold provisions are eaten. | 

^ -J^. a cold repast, as above. 

J?, ^ il ~h — n 
the crowd, having their ardour| 
cooled by this strong language,.... 

cold at heart; afraid; dis-| 

heartened. 

^ ^ M& all the by-1 
standers were horrified. Cf. blood | 
running cold. 

M hT ?% 
how can it but give cause fori 
fear? 

^ St c°ld dew,—a solar term 

which begins about 8th October;) 
the ninth moon. 

/|§i jq* tlie butcher-bird (La-1 

nius sphenocerctis). 

to such destitution 

have we come! 

7^; a P00r family. 

M fil or dt or ^ pi 
a poor scholar (see 3282). 

mm£.®±wn- 
so that even poor or thrifty 

students may have a chance to| 
see it,—of a book in a cheap] 
edition. 

^ alone; destitute. 

^ ^ poverty-stricken. 

^ ^ or my poor home, 

—a conventional phrase. 

ffd M ^ PI our family is| 
a poor one. 

^ jjfe my poor clan. 

^ ®to studyat acold| 
window,—poverty-stricken days! 
of study. 

^ ^ plain; unpretending. 
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38z5 

5S 
3826 

3827 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

3828 

R#'s- 
hon 
hon 

haf>gi S-hang 
■ yiie 
ein 

han 
Sz. 
Y. 

K. han 

kan 

A. Shan, han'- 

Sinking 

Lower. 

hair on the skin; pubes 

cence; the front tresses of an 

unmarried girl. tJS is said to 

be a corruption of |g».] 

5}H| the white-necked or “par 

son” crow. 

See 5047. 

A boundary ■ a fence. 

The star £ in Ophiuchus. 

A small feudal State. An 

old name for Korea. 

~F one t^le Eight Im¬ 
mortals (see 4449); a woman- 
hater. 

a philosopher of the 

3rd century b.c. 

fjg the general who chiefly 

contributed to the foundation 
of the Han dynasty. 

$$ ^ Han 
Hsin was once between the legs, 
—of a bully of his neighbour¬ 
hood who forced the future hero 
to crawl under the arch of his 
legs. 

or $$ $?, the fam' 
ous poet, philosopher, and sta¬ 
tesman of the T‘ang dynasty. 

£$71 a river near Swatow. 

— the three Han States,— 

Korea; so called from the three 

kingdoms, M . and # 1 

into which the peninsula was 
formerly divided. 

4 A II ig JE g = 
nowadays, people speak of Liao¬ 
tung as the Three Han. 

The red feathers of the 

to fly high. Used 

for £& 5s 13; a prop; a 

support. A pen or pencil; 

to write. 

the sea of feathers which 

fell from the crows when the 
archer Hou I dispersed the 9 false 
suns by shooting at them with 
his arrows. 

it flies up to hea¬ 

ven. See 5668. 

3828 

m 
3829 

R 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

3830 

R. 

See 

SinkingLower. 

m) 

3830a 

3E fe m sr (regarding) the 

royal prince as their protector 

" ft Z % the support of 
Chou. 

& a pencil. 

^ ^ to dye one’s pencil,—to 

write a letter. 

si a letter; a document. 

or jfe. 
0 your letter; 

your valued favour. The second 
is also a name for the cock or 
cock-crow. 

pen and ink. PL1 
<42 

ry> yy the fragrance of pen 

and ink,—odour of scholarship. 

Ib) £& or 2C ££ literary; pol 

ished in style. 

£& 1^ the Han-lin Yiian, or 

College of Literature at Peking, 
election to which is the reward 
of the best of the Metropolitan 
graduates at the triennial exa 
mination. 

^ ^ ^ to be marked off as a 

member of the above College, 
—nominally, by the Emperor’s 
own hand. 

the talents of a 

(future) Han-lin. 

The northern sea ; the 

ocean. 

m ithe vast expanse 

of ocean wave. 

S the desert of Gobi. 

7$ petrified wood from 

the desert. 

A pheasant, known as 

^, also known as f^J 

white pheasant. 

See 4498. 

hani3 

3831 

RJ$& 
C. 
H. f 
F. hang, v. 

hang1 
W. ha, v. ~ga 
N. hcih 

j han,hsien 

Sz. han 
K. ham 
J. kan 
A. ham 

Rising Upper. 

IJdi* 

3832 

R. ' 

C. horn 
H. ham 
F. hang 
W. 6 
N. aan,\.gaan 

P. > h 
M. | han 
Y. haa 
Sz. han 
K. ham, v.kam 

.kan,gon 
A. ham 

Sinking 
Lower. 

3833 

KJi 
N. hein 

Seet!i 
(in practice 

Sinking) 

Rising Lower. 

To call; to vociferate. 

ftH 7$ cal1 him- 

PJ^( to shout. 

PJ^ to call out one’s wrongs 

—a method of obtaining justice 
adopted when ordinary proce¬ 
dure has failed. The aggrievec 
party puts on a kind of loose 
sack, and often a conical hat, 

upon which the character 4; 

wrong has been conspicuously 
painted, and parades the streets 
or applies at the magistrate’s 
yamen until the attention of the 
latter is duly attracted to the 
case. 

^ t0 caH on to rescue,—from 
danger. 

^ PJ^ bitterly wailing. 

p$ ^ m % the great noise of 

shouting filled the sky. 

to roar out,—in anger or 

pain. 

"jga to call out to people to 

stop a man. 

to cry aloud. 

"«np to implore. 

to give a shout, 

to loudly accuse. 

p$ S: to announce closing-time. 

Regret; remorse; vexa¬ 

tion. 

to regret a thing 

all one’s life. 

£E Hi} ^ to die without 
regret. 

all men have 

something to be vexed at. 

| to be vexed with; to cher¬ 

ish resentment. 

I§& to disappointed. 

M ^ to sacri¬ 
fice duty to private spite. 

To move; to shake. See 

2136. 

or Tffi t0 movei to 
shake. 

at® shaken by the wind. 

A<tt to excite people’s 

minds. 
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3833 

Jl 

3834 

3835 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

3836 

R. 

C. hon 
H. hon 

F. hang 
W. hue, ho 
N. hein 
p. 1 

M. ) han 
Sz. ) 

Y. kaa 
K. han 
J. han 
A. han, hon 

Sinking 

Upper. 

to shake a mountain is easy, but 
it is difficult to shake the armies 

of Yo Fei. See 13,788 and 

7350- 

Same as 3837. 

Hot; dry 5 parched. 

it is scorched up 

in the drier places,—of a plant. 

H 91 rfn IS the 
farmer must weed even though 
it be hot. 

The large branch of the 

Yang-tsze which joins it at 

Hankow. The Milky Way, 

called Han because it was 

regarded as the correlate 

in the sky of the Han river 

on earth; see 3936. Name 

of a famous dynasty; hence, 

of or belonging to China, 

on the banks of 

the Han are girls rambling about, 

there is the Milky 

Way in heaven. 

vast is the Milky 

Way. 

{jj 81 £f* t0 travel be¬ 
yond the limits of the Milky Way, 
—sc. beyond China. 

in the 14th year of king 

Ching the Milky Way disappear¬ 
ed from the sky. 

H 8| or £jl g| or ^ g 

names for the Milky Way. [The 
first expresses the belief that it 
consists of the vapour (some say 
essence) of water. 

^ Han dynasty,—which 

lasted from b.c. 206 to a.d. 220. 

It was divided into # m 

Former Han or ® Wk Western 

Han, and ^ 8| After Han or 

JH '^3 Eastern Han, by the re¬ 

moval of the capital from 

Ch‘ang-an to yig- |^r Lo-yang in 

a.d. 25. 

3836 

81 $E the Minor Han dyn- 81 H ^ the three Prefectures 
asty,—one of the Three King- 'v which form the circuit of the 
doms, which was established in 3836 Taot'ai at Hankow. 
Ssiich'uan and lasted from a.d. 
221 to a.d. 264. 84 ^ Hanover; Hanoverian. 

Tffi epf the House of Han; the 8| iff M the Hanse towns in 

Han dynasty. Germany. 

j'ji ^ a man of Han, as above; 8| f=3 3E a wbite marble such 

a native of China; a Chinese as 
opposed to a Manchu. 

as stone lions are made of. 

8| figure; person. 

84 Manchu and Chinese, 

jps ^ tbe literature of the Han 
To roast; to dry. dynasty; Chinese, as opposed 

to Manchu or foreign writing. Wearied. 
Also, the Emp. Wen Ti of the 3837 

H: *J4 ^ n°thing is more Han. 
R.gfr 

84 gjjjjf' the Chinese spoken lan- drying than fire. 

guage. Sec 8* 
^5 *?L ^ 1 am exceedingly 

84 7^ |*|^ ^ Chinese and for- 
SinkingUpper. 

tired. 

eign texts. 

M W n fl ft % # 3E 
{wangx) according to the regu¬ 
lations of the Han dynasty, no 

3838 one not named Liu could come Arable land. 
to the throne. 

R-^ 
^ 84 to submit to or acknow- 

Sec ^ 
ledge the suzerainty of China. 

SinkingUpper. 
84 fljfl tbe Chinese fashion or 

custom. 

^ the Chinese style of female Same as 3945. 

dress. 3839 
84 Ji Chinese troops. See t, 276. 

1a traitorous Chinaman; a 

spy. ffl See 3945. 

81 ^ or £? 84 *0a fine 
3840 

fellow. 

/f5j‘ 4^3 84 "5~* a ^ne son °^an 
indeed!—Used contemptuously, 
by 1st Emp. of N. Ch‘i dyn. of 3841 

Same as 3945. 

*|‘W Wei K‘ai (died 561) 

WC 
3842 

who refused to take up an ap¬ 
pointment. To desire; to ask for a 

8| a tall man; nameofareg- thing playfully. [To be dis- 
iment of giants, Yuan dyn. tinguished from 7143-] 

See !$ 

Han) have never seen him. SinkingUpper. 

?|i 84 strong; lusty; brave. 

8| a farmer; a peasant. r 
3843 

A cliff which projects. 

IjjJ |§|£ with money, you are a 
Radical 27. 

brave son of Han: without it, it See 

is difficult to be (even) a son of 
Han, —- with money, you are 
everybody: without it, nobody. 

SinkingUpper. 

84 pj Hankow. 

8& Hu a bfenkow firm. 3844 

Same as 3845. 
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3845 

See PJJ 

RisiDg Lower, 

384S^ 

r- M 29‘ 
Rising. 

3846 

R/r 

See 

A. -giang 

Even Lower. 

A threshold. 

Btl a door-sill. 

# ■¥* JJL ^ Bi the super¬ 
ior man does not step on the 
door-sill,—but over it. 

PI PJ® a door-tax, — levied 

according to the number of doors 
to a house. 

Half-grown beans. 

A surly dog. 

an obstinate, intractable 

hound. 

Noise of stones clatter- 
,it: ing 5 to ram down earth 

for making foundations, etc. 

Correctly read hung*. 

Wig the noise of stones,— roll¬ 

ing down hill. 

the sing-song of workmen, 
—as when ramming earth, driving 
piles, etc. 

w m the signal to strike,—as 

above. 

3847 

M 

See£l 
P. v. Jiang 

cf.^ 

Even Lower 

JL 
3848 

ft 
3849 

R.: 

See Xb 
Rising and 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

'/•A*3 
m 
3850 

R.sgg 

See JCtfi 
k'-ang‘ 

• hang 
kd 

A. hang, k'ang 

Rising 

Irregular. 

See 5917. 

The throat, generally of 
a bird. 

the bird is working its 

throat,—singing. 

% pjt pearl-throat,—sweet mel¬ 

ody. 

M pJi ifn throttled him. 

JfieirfiiJE choked him, — of 
a bone. 

Mist; fog. An expanse; 

a waste. See 4429. 

'//L 7|| a smoky mist. 

an expanse of marsh. 

i)h YU? a wHe expanse,-as of water, 

vast; expansive. 

5F 

3851 
R. 

See p6j 

Even Upper. 

a 

- 3852 

R-l 

See$t 
Even Lower. 

ftr 
3853 

Even Lower. 

30 
3854 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

Bamboo poles, as used 

for hanging clothes to dry. 

A rude kind of fiddle made 

by raising the skin of the 

bamboo in strips. 

Two boats lashed to¬ 

gether; a large vessel. To 

sail; to navigate. 

fH $L to take ship; to go afloat. 

iRfiB a large junk; a passenger- 

junk. 

If M fin.a11 pass over in 
the merciful barge,—of ||l| ^ 

Kuan Yin (6363), who is sup¬ 
posed to transfer departed spirits 
from the ills of mortality to a 
state of bliss. 

to show far and 

wide the ship of mercy,—applied 
to the circulation of good books. 

-SI boats f°r plucking 

lilies,—alluding to picnic parties 
and dissipation. 

to scale hills and 

sail over seas,—to travel. 

Musicians, formerly call- 

ed trii ^7Cj • 

3856 

R. 

H. | k°,!g 
F. houng 
W. oa 

N. ong 
P. 

■ I hang 
M 
Y, 
Sz 

K.hang 
J. ho, go 
A. hang 

Even Lower. 

1 he tracks of an animal 

or a cart. 

\7t cart-ruts. 

3855 

C. hong, k'-ong 
H. k-ong 

F. Shoung, 
Sngoung 

W. oa°, So a 
N.Song 
P. Shang 

K.hang 

■ ko,go 
A. hang- 

Even and 
Sinking 

Lower 
Irregular. 

To fly down. 

jjfli jjl| fluttering up and down, 

as birds. See 1472. 

5? 35 # i@i 5S on terms 
of equality, or on a par in in¬ 
tellectual ability, with Li Po and 
Tu Fu. 

to 

3857 

fr 
3858 

tfi 
3859 

AgS. 3 

3860 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

3861 

‘on a 

.4 

3862 

R-;l 
].kd 
A.ckan 

SinkingUpper. 

3863 

R. 

].kd 
A.hang 

Even Upper. 

A boat. A pontoon. To 

cross a stream. See 3852 

— % mz crossed the stream 

on a reed. [Some say, 
bundle of reeds.”] 

XU the Milky Way. See j 

3836. 

Hangchow,—the capital 

of the province of Chehkiang. 

Tl« M 6(6 Kinsai or Quinsay 

of Marco Polo; it was the cap¬ 
ital of the empire under the 
Sung dynasty. 

Hangchow silk. 

±*r 
above us there is paradise, on 
earth the cities of Soochow 
and Hangchow,—famed for their 
beauty. 

Same as 3851. 

See 4624. 

See 3909. 

A coarse bamboo mat, 

called |j| {tan4), to spread 

on the ground; see 10,492. 

Also read heng3. 

See 4292. 

Stern; fierce; angry. 

Correctly read kan4'. 

To open a door. Fra¬ 

grant. 

M 9 ft ft. £ « 9 
(flowers) which have scent have 
no beauty, and those which have 
beauty have no scent. 
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3864 

IC. lk''ong 
IN. hong 

IP. hang, v. 
Jiang 

Ij. ho 

] A. hang- 

Rising Upper. 

3866 

See 4291. 

Noises made by work¬ 

men and others when using 

great effort. To ram down 

earth. See 3847. 

trim to ram down earth. 

a beetle; a rammer, 

to pound gunpowder, 

obstinate; perverse. 

Same as 3865. 

C. hou 
H. ka it 

F. koa 

W. hoe 
N. hoa 
P. j 
M. j hau 
Sz. ) 

Y. hoa 
K .ho 

|J. ho 

A. hau 

Even Upper 

3867 

3868 

|R 
I See |)|jj 
I Rising Lower. 

3869 

Ir -Mm 

' See Pg 

Rising and 

Entering 
Upper. 

3870 

|R ^ 
IC. chou 
I PI. -/inn 
IF. -hoa, hoa- 
IW. Vide 
IN. oa 

IM | Q^ani 
IY. choa 
I Sz.chau, hau 
IK. ho 

|J. ho 
| A. ha a, kieu 

Rising 

Irregular. 

See 4335- 

Name of a river in Shensi. 

The bubbling or rippling of J 
water. 

'iM fP wide’ spread out, as a sheet 
of water. 

yj| '/Ij water foaming. 

Plants of various kinds;) 
jungle. See 4891, 6691. 
^ , I 
P3 wormwood or southern¬ 

wood. 

ft- H-J' ^ t*fd (deer) eat the) 

southernwood of the fields. See\ 

_J*433- 

A “P 01 4*? lilj artemisia, — I 

coiled into ropes and burnt to| 
drive away mosquitoes. 

m ~1ra worthless, good-for-no-l 

thing fellow. 

rej or ft rej Artemisia | 

3872 

Name of a place. now|see 4,t£ 

K & M in Chihli. Also 
read ho4’*. I read as 

Sometimes 

Even Upper. 

Name of a place. A) 

stove; bright. 

T^f the capital of l£ Wu| 3873 

Wang, lying to the west of gg 

the modern capital of|See 

Shensi. Its site was turned intol Even Lower, 

a lake by fjj* the Emperor 

Wu of the Han dynasty. 

3873 

annua, L. 

5jr pflj Artemisia japonica\ 

Thbg. 

® Ifp) Chrysanthemum corona- 

rium, L. 

j] M ^ a kind of celery. 

| |U,‘ celery. 

r£ ^ a fragant edible plant found I 

among the rushes along the banks f 
of the Yang-tsze. 

rSj 4,1 jungle. 

fjj j|| a tomb. 

“ H. iU to rot be¬ 

neath three feet of jungle,—in) 
obscurity. 

M 0 perplexed. 

Sound; noise. 

a sounding arrow,—dis¬ 

charged by bandits as a signal! 
to begin the attack. See 10,928. 
Used in the sense of magnum opus. 

how can I tell I 

that (the sages) Tseng and Shihl 
are not signals for the appearance I 
of (scoundrels like) Chieh andf 
Che?—teaching “good” calls into | 
existence its correlate “evil.” 

|JLf Pjf|i the wild birds sing. 

The down on plants; long! 3874 

soft hair. Trifling; minute.IR- ^ ta- 
The ten-thousandth part of|c-/m< 

a pipg tael or ounce; thelF.hoa 

thousandth part of a 

or Chinese acre. See 5580.IJ; j 

[To be distinguished fromlsz’. j “U‘ 

^ 9399-] k/// 
, , | |j.go, ho 

Ff ^ yfc Pekoe tea,—so called I A. hau 

from its downy white leaves. * Even Lower. 

variously explained as the I 

down on hares in autumn the 
autumn spikelets of corn and 
autumn down on plants; hence 
trifling; petty. ’• 

^ T 
t|c there is nothing on earth 

greater than the tip of an autumn 
spikelet,—greatness being onlvl 
relative. 

petty, trifling affairs. 

# ® a hair. 

'Y‘ flf 01 inll theliairpencil,| 
See 10,783. 

^ hair,—as of a Chinese pen. 

iiy % to put hair in the mouth, 

—i.e. a Chinese hair pencil fori 
writing, in order to make afine| 
point. 

j[ to flourish hair,—to wield | 

the pen; to write. 

^ jug a small fraction; very little. | 

M % M £ # to sink aj 
ship for a ha’p’orth of tar. 

—* 4|b a trifle of selfish-! 

ness. 

|j ^ the amount of aj 

hair; very trifling. 

$ ® if it or U % fl 
$1 m ft % ff fr 
3506) there is not the slightest) 
error or discrepancy. 

I have not in the I 

least transgressed. 

^ '|p| he will not makel 

any allowances. 

% $$ HI H| there is not thej 
slightest doubt. 

3^ do not make thej 

slightest change. 

A porcupine. Brave; 

heroic; overbearing. Gay; 

lively. A hair; a brush; 

used for 3873. 

°r ^ a porcupine, 

heroism. 

1 a hero. m w or m 

^ Jp* t0 choose a brave | 

man,—as leader. 

a brave people. 

p; a noble steed. 
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3874 

m. 
3875 

sT6 
See 

Even Lower. 

a 
3877 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

1k% 
See 

Even Lower. 

Jpj ^ one who goes about re¬ 

dressing wrongs; heroic,—gener¬ 
ally in an exaggerated sense, sc. 
Quixotic. 

a dispos¬ 

ition. 

Jp* ijtji brave; violent; overbear¬ 

ing. 

** overbearing; tyrannical. 

-jj Jpf a local bully, 

iiife a bright flash. 

Jpr bullies; ruffians. 

truculent followers or 

slaves. 

wed off. 

Jp? ^ impassioned; masculine,— 

of poetry. See 13,468. 

Jp? j|tL exhilarated. 

afjif gay and gallant. 

defining each par¬ 

ticular hair and thread,—in paint¬ 
ing. 

collected at the tip 

of his brush,—of effects which 
a painter could reproduce. 

*be buzzard (Archibuteo 

aquilinus). 

Same as 3885. 

A moat; a ditch. 

mm a city moat. 

JS 15 fib ^ let down the 
drawbridge over the moat. 

To compare; to estimate. 

To pull out. 

t0 comPare and estimate, 

a to pull out the beard. 

A moat; a ditch. Used 

with 3876. 

3®. Ill: t0 c^ear out a ditch or 
moat. 

||| ditches; drains. 

^ an old name for J 

Jfjj- in Anhui, so called from the 

river Hao which runs near. 

F< 

3879 

see 

Even Lower. 

3880 

See 

Even Upper. 

3881 

3882 

3883 

R. 
VAi 

H. Jiau^ -hau 

See#f 
Sinking 
Upper. 

An oyster, 

ra ^ oyster-shells. 

|_L| °r Jj|* oyster-beds, 

dried oysters. 

ivts a native preparation of 

oysters. 

^ tbe Second Bar near 

Whampoa, so called from the 
oysters there. 

To cry out loudly. 

See 8155. 

Same as 3883. 

To waste; to destroy 

Hence, a rat. 

t4T± wasting and ruin 

ing our country. 

to destroy; to spoil. 

fjj the 16th of the 1st 

moon. 

BT to waste time. 

£6 @ & to exhaust the 

exchequer of a State. 

§11$ M # W 3fchehasrun 
through all his money. 

M vk 7U M to undermine 

one’s constitution. 

to squander; waste; loss 

in value or weight, as when alloy 
is separated from silver, etc. 

ec iiU waste silver. 

^4 of inferior “touch,”— 

as alloyed silver. 

waste allowance of rice. 

®,0 diminish- 
the water 

in the pond has gone down an 
inch. 

MM to add on loss, i.e. to make 

an allowance to cover loss, as 
by evaporation, etc. 

3883 

3884 

R. 4a‘ 

20. 

See 

A. ihau, hieu- 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

extra silver paid into the 

Treasury to cover loss in melting. 

■4* la — Jf* allowing two 

shcng on every tuu (of wine) for 
wastage,—i.e. one-fifth. 

mischievous; pernicious, 

as evil spirits, malaria, etc. 

itm to do mischief; to play 

pranks. 

the balance of the 

year’s profit or loss, 

loss; damage. 

loss from the depredations 

of rats. 

mBMzm not enough to 

feed a rat. 

8f1 rat. See 7676, 10,072. 

a dog catching rats: minding 
another's business,—the cat’s. 

T m M T S&;t 
takes a rat to know the ways of 
rats,—every one knows his own 
business best. 

M?mwm ' like a rat in 

a library, — he is one who 

(or ) gnaws words, 

i.e. is over-precise or pedantic. 

1ST Jf ES±fi 
change Hip- I am but a pimple 

on a rat’s tail,—of no authority. 

% £ H3 M $1 a heaven-born 

waster,—a spendthrift. 

If Mor M news; report; 

rumour. 

tr tr to take a “con¬ 

stitutional.” 

A mark; a distinction ; a 

designation; a fancy name 

for a person, usually given 

by a friend. A firm ; a 

bank. 

the name or style of a dyn¬ 

asty. See 6609. 

the style or designation of 

an Emperor’s reign, according 
to which the years are dated 
1 st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. Formerly, 
this style or designation was fre¬ 
quently changed during the same 
reign, but the custom of thus 
changing ceased at the accession 
of the Ming dynasty, a.d. 1368. 
Down to the Sung dyn. both 

61 
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«4 
3884 

characters of the nien hao were 
always given; but under the Sung 
and Ming dyns. it became 
customary to give, in certain 
cases, one only, either the first 
or last, as necessary to avoic 
confusion. 

^ the temple name,—of an 

Emperor, i.e. the title under 

which he is canonised in the 

ancestral temple, 

to style. 

a fancy name or pseudo- 

nym,—now confused with the 

^ 12,324. [In books, the hao 

often precedes the surname anc 

private name; thus ^ ^7 j$ 

iftT Han Yii, whose hao was 

Ch'ang-li.] 

$l] another name,—an addi 

tional fancy name or pseudonym, 
of which several are often adopted 
by the same person. 

J=jL what is your ve¬ 

nerable style, sir? 

I % $! M M tTs<a°] p<ei took 
the Imperial title. 

I toe hao assumed on re¬ 

tirement from public life. 

Mi see 2257. 

a nickname. 

the designation of a Budd¬ 

hist priest. See 3366. 

^ t0 cap on Buddha’sl 

name. 

^ Hl toe name of a shop; aj 

mark; a brand. Hence, respect-[ 
ability. 

J ^ goods marked with I 

the shop name or brand; gen-1 
nine wares. 

| ft he is a very| 
respectable man. 

the master of a shop. 

what is the name of| I ifo M yjjL 
your shop? 

a bank. 

a bank receipt. 

oE Uli a distinguishing mark or 

brand. See below. 

| JJ. 'flu IE M to take a note to | 

aid memory. 

| m Jt M IB ^ Put a mark on | 
it,—to know it by. 

I M to enter on a register. 

Hi 

3884 

a re/ister number, 

a registered vessel. 

VJL -»P- or M a certificate,— 

of registry, etc. 

M r^j licensed merchants 

mm numbers or marks; a trum¬ 

pet signal. 

number one. 

Hjr ^ the items of a bill; the 

marks, etc., on boxes. 

M & an order; a word of com 

mand. 

mm signals. See above. 

m na sisna> fla«- 

ikm to fire a signal-gun; 

to fire a salute. 

^ a signal-post; marks; bea 

cons. 

a signal lamp; the “lights” 

on a steamer, etc. 

m uniform. 

^ jpf the attendants at examin¬ 

ations, supposed to be drawn 
from the army. 

mm the registry office of a 

yam/ri] a station for sentries, 

ffef two men began to 

blow trumpets,—as at a funeral. 

IeI tke sacred symbol,—used 

by the Roman Catholics for the | 
cross of Christ. See 1157. 

to give a name to any¬ 

body or anything; to give a signal. 

00 a secret sign; a password.] 

—‘ M one class of trade, 

—as the wool trade, tea trade, etc. [ 

M ^ a watchword; a saying. 

ft- & HI 'Rl P H circulated 
several sayings,—usually doggrel 
rhymes in praise or blame of 
some one. 

to summon. 

M ^ II was about to 
summon the village,—to his res¬ 
cue. 

Hi 

3884 

3885 

hau 

R. 
K 

C. hou, chou 
H. hau 
F. hoa, tigoa, 

koa 
W. )tde 
N. oa 
P. 
M. 

Y. hoa 
Sz. hau 
K. ho 
].kd 
A. hau 

Even Lower. 

OSj 
3886 

R-0& 

See mi 
Rising and 

Sinking 
Upper 

and Lower. 

^ tK fflt whose will bethel 
endless wailing ?—not ours, i.e I 
we shall not wail. 

W. 7 9$ m some never! 

hear a sound,—have nothing to 
distract them. 1 

^ to bewail. 

^ ^ demons weeping | 

and angels wailing,—a frightful 
din. 

^ V4 T ^ ^ t0 invoke I 
Almighty God with weeping. 

Vju ^ to call to God for help. 

Read had1'. To call out; 

to appeal to; to wail. 

to shout out; to scream. 

MPiH to crow, as a cock; to I 

scream, as a parrot, etc. 

3887 

R-^r 
C. hou' 
H. l-hau 
F. hoa 
W 
P. 

M. S hau 
Sz. 
Y. hoa 

A. hieu2-, hau2 

Rising 

Irregular. 

The cries of wild animals. 

To howl; to bawl; to wail. 

HeU- the wolves howl| 

hideously. 

fI$ ^ a roaring; a howling;| 

a bawling. 

a J- m 0 f Bn »a Jf- 
Pj4 a child will cry all day long! 

and yet not become hoarse,- 

because of the | 

perfection of its constitutional! 
harmony. 

Bright; glorious. Used| 
with 3887. 

I # 
under a true sovereign, the people! 
have an air of deep contentment. 

!?K !?P. 4^1 4# £ H very | 
grand and excellent customs. 

the dynastic title of the I 

legendary Emperor Fu[ 

Hsi, b.c. 2953; an old name for 
the 1st moon. 

9 # the dynastic title of the I 

legendary Emperor ^ ^ Chin I 

Then, b.c. 2597; an old name] 
for the 9th moon. 

The appearance of the I 

sky in summer. Vast as| 

the sky; an epithet of the| 

Deity. Used with 3886.1 

[To be distinguished from] 

§ 7927-] 

^ ^ Almighty God. 

^ ilf Almighty God is 

unjust. 

fc ^ ^ 3B Almighty God is 
unkind. 
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3887 

3888 

R.» 

C. I hok 

1 *■* 

H. 
F.houk 

W. ngo 
N. ti^oh 
P. i/;«w, ho3 

M. ^0 
Y. 
Sz. //0 
K. hak 

. kaku, 

A. ^a£ 

Entering 
Lower. 

Almighty God and 

the Ruler on high; see 10,942; 
Almighty God. 

^ ^ |||j the golden palace 

of God. 

7T to hand over 

(wicked men) to God. 

^ M God’s mercy. 

jk H B bri§ht- 

A crane,—used pictor- 

ially as an emblem of lon¬ 

gevity. Cranes are said to 

be divided into four classes, 

viz., black, white, yellow, 

and blue, of which the black 

is the longest lived. They 

are the horses of the gods. 

Also read ho**. See 446, 

5943- 

fill H the Manchurian crane 

(Grus viridirostris). Paper ima¬ 
ges of it are carried and burnt 
at funerals, in the belief that 
the departed spirit rides upon 
its back to heaven. Its blood 
is said to be a virulent poison. 
It is the distinguishing badge 

upon the official robes of a 

President of one of the Six 

Boards. 

m & tiii n * s m.« 
you dye a crane black, it will 
not be fit to look at,—things 
should be naturally, and not 
artificially, what they are. 

a black, i.e. an aged, 

crane; hence the term is used 
for a long period of time. 

i W |pj may your life be 

as long as the crane’s! 

the hair of a 

crane (sc. of age) with a face of 
youth. 

a crane among 

chickens,—a Triton among the 
minnows. 

<5 “*' i ft, m z w m 
a crane’s leg may be long, but 
it cannot be shortened without 
misery to the crane. See 3725. 

a crane’s leg 

is of the length required. 

BRA® n troops marshalled 

after the manner of the flight 
of cranes. 

1 2* 

■)WJ 

3888 

w 
3889 

VJU 
C. hon 
H. liau 

F. hoa 
W. hoe\ 
N. hoa 
P. ) 
M. > hau 

Sz. J 
Y. hoa 
K. ho 
J. kd 
A. -hau, hied 

Rising and 
Sinking 

both Upper. 

^ crane-bone and 

pine-complexion, — lean and 
shrivelled. 

If ® A1* the crane is in the 

forest. 

P4] H M ♦ t0 hear 
the cry of the crane at Hua-Ping, 
—to be happy. See 13,297. 

^ ill ’T" Plum-wife and 
crane-sons,-referring to the poet 
Lin Pu, who said that the plum- 
trees which he grew, and the 
cranes which he kept, stood him 
in stead of wife and children. 

H jJI the fleshy knob on a 

crane’s head. Its blood is said 
to be poison. 

fill li M _t .tiL the blood 
from a crane’s head,—though 
a virulent poison, is nothing 
compared with woman. 

lost through a crane, 

—alluding to a battle lost by 

^ I Kung, b.c. 676, in 

consequence of infatuated devo¬ 
tion to a pet crane. 

Ml II if ^ wind and cranes 
all soldiers,—of panic-stricken 
troops who mistake the whistling 
of the wind and the screams 
of cranes for the shouts of the 
enemy. 

|| crane-knee scrofula,— 

diseased knee-joint. 

EaI %% die white crane,—another 

name for the III II above. 

H ^ |j a gray crane found 

near Canton. 

I: the red-crested crane. ^ Tj 

Good, as opposed to ^ 

10,541, and 5031; right; 

fit; well; safe; dear; kind; 

friendly; meritorious, etc. 

etc. Very; extremely. 

ft? good and bad. See below. 

ft A a good man. Also, the 

healthy relatives of a sick person. 

Sf A * Z a great man wears 

them. 

ftf* a meritorious act. See 

liao4 below. 

M or ® 7 very 
good; first rate. 

$ ft good and # if very 

W 
3889 

good, — marks given to candi¬ 
dates. 

ft equally good. 

ft it a good mouth,—the gift 

of the gab. 

ft # good-looking. 

ft good to eat. 

proper, or easy, to say. 

M M Wior IS- ver? 
kind of you to say so. 

ft H a birthday; a holiday. 

not well; out of sorts. 

ft I he has got well; it is 

finished; that’ll do. 

■J0- y 'ffis he a11 ri§ht 
again? is it finished? O 

n ft 1 it is finished,—as work 

to be done. 

Tiff 7 it is not well,—a cry 

indicating that things have come 
to extremities, that the first blow 
has been struck, that a sick man 
is dying, etc. etc. 

jnl an evll> a misfortune. 

—* ^ tlie whole family 

is well. 

Itf M ready t0 as flowers. 

time to go to school. 

^ 0 M he can,t vefy 
well come back,—under existing 
conditions. 

ls 4t g°od or not*> do 
you approve? 

ia St MIS ft what is to be 

done now? 

ft g;ft it is all right, but.. 

ft ip ft Ft or ft m ft 
£3 I admit the advantage, 

but.... 

is it safe to go up ? 

dear sister! 

0 to enable me to 

give an answer. 

ft® or ft 1 a kind or good 

intention. 

^ what a nice horse ! 

iff IB that’s a 
nice horse to do you credit!— 
used sarcastically. 

the right way or course. 

S ® (ft ri§htly; property. 
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ft' 
3889 

ft- ^ affectionate. 

ft a good thrashing. 

ft- XJj well done! good stroke! 

ft fjfj women of luck,—who 

in some parts of China assist the 
bride to step over the threshold 
of her husband’s house. Their 
husbands and children must be 
living. 

ft- feasible; good to employ. 

ft- ^ |=| very exactly reckoned. 

See hao4. 

ft- pj»J dying by natural 

causes, — not from poisoning, 
violence, etc. 

ft- it is a good thing that. 

ft- to be on friendly terms. 

ft to be always 
friends. 

^ W ft )M what is the 
good of it? See 2660 ch‘ux. 

ft /Jl #5 51 where is the 
advantage ? 

1ft ^ (ft la ft y°u have 
come in the nick of time. 

ft ft if W * til *» d» 
meritorious acts. 

to practise goodness; to 

cultivate charity. 

3^ ft- a good mate for 

our prince. See 2328. 

^ Js II 3% ft Q y°u 
bowed and said I was skilful. 

ill A ft ft the i3roud are 
elated. 

ft ft jrL (Kf cIuietly; peace¬ 
fully; with deliberation. 

itf % H if n W 
yesterday he (or it) was all right. 

^ ^ ft- he is a fool. 

^ ft he is a bad lot. 

T'lwtif ^ ft ER # Iffl 
foolishly (without suspecting any 
mischief) followed him. 

ft $l| I'P on no account 
do it. 

ft- to applaud. 

3f£ ^ ft" to lay out money 

with a view to get some ac- 
vantage or benefit. 

ft’ 
3889 

% n » t@ m- * 
present my compliments for me. 

^5 55 ft~ asb after him for 

me. 

f't ^ tt! ^ nothing good 

to be got out of it. 

laughed for no reason. 

B ft T has already 
been agreed upon. 

ft P] 7 M ^ however 
good, it is not worth anything. 

PPl ft 36 —‘ ft as bbe as two 
peas. 

ft- '(Jj§] a good many; a large 

number. 

ft ^ or ft —• ^ a little 

better; improving, as a sick man. 
See 4363. 

ft- very many times. 

ft ^ a Sreat many. 

ft very large- 

ft- very laughable. 

ft very hot. 

ft ft? very dever; capital! 

ftM or ft — M very like. 

ft {f£ Ifc very like you. 

ft a long time. 

ft zfc very lucky. 

ft ^ JS- t0 be very much 
astonished. See hao4. 

ft^^Jsee 5754- 

ft ^ — or ft ^-Mind 

you.... Be careful to.... 

ft '$L not to have the least.... 

ft T4 lift S 1 can easily Put 
up with it! 

ft 17 $ 1? very try>ng; very 
painful. &<? 9456. 

ft T4 ^ !5f how dreadfully 

painful! 

ft -7 very difficult; 
very troublesome. [In this anc 
the three previous entries, the 
negative disappears through the 
ironical tone of the speaker. 
See 9456.J 

It# is is 
^ since she is invited by 

very near relatives, she will have 
to come. 

ft’ 
3889 

Read hao*. To love; to 

ike, as opposed to (wu*) 

12,779. To look pleased. 

The hole in a cash - see 

5665. 

ft- ‘]p| fond of wine. 

ft- fond of women. 

ifii ft ^ clever and fond of 

study. 

& ft ffi ft every one has his 
fancy, or his own particular taste. 

ft ft a “weakness,” — as for 

gambling or wine. 

ypp ft ft his wife has a 

lover. 

^ ft to have a partiality for. 

Aj) ft the heart of 

the people is for justice. 

ft to be fond of fun; to love 

mischief; officious; interfering; 
to be a connoisseur. See 9990. 

\/\ ^ ft- ^ as a contribution 

to curiosities of literature,—of 
a tale. 

ft ft * # m fHfc °“'y 
connoisseurs could tell the differ¬ 
ence. 

it Sf * % S 2 Ik**' 
the work of some dilettante,— 
of a pious fraud in literature. 

P^l j|f ^ ft- the general in the 

middle looks pleased. 

ft ifr 35 0T ^Conservatives 

or Tories. 

ft 0 overreaching. See hao3. 

ft £ £ 0& the virtue of 
loving production, as attributed 
to the creative energies of heaven 
and earth. Also applied to man 
in the sense of love for the wel¬ 
fare of living things. See hao*. 

ft- j|f to be addicted. 

ft til Hf ready to eat but 
not to work,—good-for-nothing. 

ft- to be a Taoist devotee. 

ft t0 be ^ond athletics; 

warlike. 

ft ~0jj proud; thinking very 

highly of oneself. 

ft to like to. 
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jm 
p 

3890 

r-A£ 

See ^ 

Rising Lower. 

R. 

m 

3890 a 

8‘ 
3891 

ft 
C. /w«- 
H. 
VI.-oe 
F. Aoa- 
A. hau1 

P. 
M. 
Sz. 
Y. hot? 

See 

Rising 
Irregular. 

m p 
3892 

R. ^ 19. 

C. hou- 
H. ‘-hau 
W. ‘oe 
F. hoa'- 

A. hau- 
P. j 
M. [ hat? 
Sz. I 

Y. hoa3 

See 

Rising 
Irregular. 

Fear; anxiety. 

Same as 3891. 

Vast; grand. 

overwhelming, as a flood; 

beautifully embracing or extend¬ 
ing, as moonlight; without hesi¬ 
tation ; resolute; on a grand scale. 

2, M a term used by 
Mencius to express a natural 
greatness or elevation of soul, 
fostered by strict practice of duty 

towards one’s neighbour 

ffi £ * . “Passion-nature” 

was coined by Dr. Legge to meet 
the exigencies of translation. 
Commonly used in the sense of 
resolution. 

ffi ffi ffij t0 dePart quickly, 
without a moment’s hesitation. 

ffi ffi ^ ^ 0 Sreat and al- 
mighty God! 

^ numerous; perplexing. 

tL\hzm ^ the grandeur 

of the scenery. 

Bright; luminous. White; 

hoary. 

M the moon comes 

forth in her splendour. 

t§ z a 5 
amidst the fretted waters, the 
white rocks stand glistening. 

*A3r the firmament. 

if M ^ to take 
advantage of moonlight to travel. 

IS briSht and glo¬ 
rious to behold. 

& A* shining; glittering; dazz¬ 

ling. 

AS* gleaming teeth, 

art a white or hoary head. 

the Four Gray-heads,— 

four recluses who fled from the 
troubles which marked the close 
of the reign of the First Em 

iT 
3892 

3893 

»•»# 
C. &0ko 
H. k'-ok 

F. k'-ank 
\V. 0’-, or 
N. hoh 
P. c£l2/, ho3, 

hai?^ kwo3, 
it? 

M. k\ 
Y. hah 
K. hu, v. ho^ 

hak 
J. kaku 

A. hak 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Upper. 

3894 

m 
3895 

See 

Rising 
Irregular. 

m 
3897 

To dry 

exhausted, 

and ku*. 

peror, b.c. 212, and returned to 
ordinary life after the final esta¬ 
blishment of the Han dynasty. 

a star in Sagittarius. 

up; to become 

Also read ho** 

'/til Parched > 'n want of water; 

needy. 

when the stream dries up, the 
fishes are left upon the ground. 

H m £ itto §ive lifeto 
a fish in a dry rut,—to help a 
person in extremities. 

'/|H (thereupon) the water 

began to dry up. 

flu#2*,® bT±# 
if a stream has no source, one 
can wait for it to dry up,—it 
will not be long in doing so. 

mm to help people in distress. 

mm loss of virility. 

mm a fish out of water; strand¬ 

ed; at the last gasp, 

ja ® s « so as to strand 

their ships. 

Same as 3892. 

Vast; boundless; unfath¬ 

omable. The liquor in which 

pulse has been boiled, once 

used for washing the hair, 

and by Buddhist priests for 

washing images of Buddha. 

3898 

Same as 3896. 

3899 

trm 
waters. 

a boundless waste of 

3896 

F. koa, hau 

See 

A. kau, k‘au 

Even Upper. 

IPS! deep; obscure; abstruse. 

To pull up weeds. 

W. tjj|! to weed. 

m b|| ^ to pull out the hair,— 

in a rage. 

to unloosen the M- il 
sticky snarls of raw silk. 

Same as 3896. 

R. 

C. hak 
H. het 
F. haik^ heih 
W. he 
N. hah 
P. Jiei,‘hei, he 
M. he 
Y. hek 
Sz. he 
K. Ink 
J. koku 
A. hak 

Rising Upper. 

Black; dark ; evil. Also 

read he**. Radical 203. See 
12,721. 

94 ffi black colour,—is generally 

tabooed as evil or unlucky. 

'ffi? black as lacquer,—as 

jet. 

94 a mole; a black spot; a 

common name for a black dog. 

H T 3f- A a figurative ex¬ 

pression for a very small place. 

B JB H ■¥•there 
were frequent spots on the sun, 
—at accession of first Emp. of 
Ming dynasty. 

IM a blemish; a fleck. 

M ± or I f - 
opium. [The second is also stolen 
goods.] 

Mij&i on the “blacklist,”—a no- 

tice pasted by the authorities on 
the doors of all who continue, 
in spite of prohibition, to smoke 
opium. 

he is dyed black, 

—he is an opium-smoker. 

H '■}% yellow and shri¬ 

velled. 

'Hi —■ [5j^ 94 all became 

black before him. 

words written on white paper, 
-—in black and white. 

not to know black 

from white,-—stupid; unreason 
able. See 11,604. 

94 A. n black man. Also, one 

whose ancestry is unknown. Used 
in works on Tibet for “layman.” 
See below. 

StH an unlucky day. Cf. 

Black Monday. 

94 a pencil sketch; an outline. 

94 very black,—as hair 

m ± m m the soil was black¬ 

ish and rich. 

M Bt dark- 
M M SH 4uhe dark. 

94 or 9j4 nightfall; dusk 
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3899 

a dark night iSor M 
night time. 

iH Jp- very early; while yet dark. 

'K Bittilf next day, 

he got up before it was light. 

M ± 3k to grow dark. 

just before daybreak. 

•fM ^ M deling in the dark 

for something. 

m A M dark above and 

dark below. 

M AS black at heart; evil. 

/H dark language,—myster¬ 

ious; not easy to understand. 

Tfc a rlyer forming one of 

the head waters of the Yang- 

tsze,—(?) an affluent of the 

'/T . See 10,128. 

JH fl the Amoor river up 

to its junction with the Songari 
river. 

/T the Manchurian 

province of Tsitsihar, 

M Plumbago. 

ill tbe black metal,—iron. 

black dates. 

tt o the black animal,—a 

euphemism for “pig,” much used 
by Mahommedans. 

M or M HJ a negro; a Ma¬ 
lay. 

in T Wi to turn b]ack in the 

face,---to become angry. 

I L( black pulse. 

S actors who take civil offi 

cials’ parts. 

I $3 #2 black pepper. 

1 ^ black sesamum 

the bleak (Leuciscus 

3899 3902 

m. 
3900 

m 
3901 

R. 

C. hen 
H. hen 

F. houng, v. 

heing 
W.hang 
N. heng 

P. hen, v. heng 
M. 

Y. hen 
Sz. 

K. hdn 

J.kon, gon 
A. ngen'- 

Rising Upper. 

U‘ 
3902 

R. 

C. hen 
H. han, hen 

F. hating 
W. ang 
N. eng 
P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

K. han 

J. kon, gon 
A. hen 

Sinking 
Lower. 

in 3E ^0 the Black Prince, | 

a name given to ^ ^ 

Wang Te-yung of theSungdyn-| 
asty. 

M A the Banshen’s lamas. &l 

above. 

n ^3* Urga lamas. 

HEN. 

5973- 

Angry ; quarrelsome ; 
overbearing ; sullen ; in¬ 

tractable. Very; used with| 

3904- 

Aj]*overbearing; quarrelsome, 

to get angry. 

Of" hao'' jp| g|j fond of vio-| 

lence and fighting. 

or 4? AMR very good. | 39°3 

very many, 

thoroughly. 

To hate. Used at the be-1 

ginning of sentences in the 

hen 

ittt nn Aw 
cethiops). 

M M or M #,i the snake fish 
(Ophiocephalus argils'). 

IHJlA the black tern 

(Hydrochelidon nigra). 

in &T a game played with a 

bamboo tube and two pieces of 
stick, one coloured black and 
one red 

MJJl the black (really dark 

purple) melon. 

sense of “Alas, that....” etc 

Wifi hateful; odious. 

tn ^ very detestable. 

ra* to feel resentment; ani¬ 

mosity. 

1M I'll or I'M. to cherish 
hate; to bear a grudge. 

fg is m # to cherish hate all 
one’s life. 

m jfii, t0 look at angrily; to glare 
at. 

^ ^ A IE t0 stir UP People’s 
enmity. 

«A to irritate; irritating, 

m to feel remorse. 

m m a to cause people to 

bear a grudge against oneself. 

^ fj| to wipe out a grudge; to 

wreak vengeance. 

;j‘j| to avenge an old 

grudge. 

^ M £ m to work 

off my feeling of hate,—by taking 
vengeance 

39°4 

|R&G 
C. hen 

H. pen, -hen 
F. houng, heitti. 
W.hang 
N. heng 

M. I hin 
Y. king 
Sz. hen 
K. han 

I )-'gan,gon 
A. ngen1- 

Rising Upper. 

vexed at not being 

able to....; alas! that I was I 
unable to ....; only too glad to 
(or that). 

H 1‘E ^ ^ bu very sorry I 
am unable to....; the worst is 
I cannot.... 

|f£ ^ ^ vexed at non-attain-| 

ment; I only wish I could! 

Ifi W f# in tt M ini 
could only get one like her forf 
a concubine. 

s m m the ode upon the ever¬ 

lasting resentment of ^ ^ 

Ming Huang (the Emperor Hsiian I 
Tsung of the T‘ang dynasty) at 
the death of his famous favour-1 

*te jit Yang Kuei-fei, 

and of all those connected with! 
the tragedy. 

tfl the horned owl. 

do pull; to drag; to) 

stop; to restrain. 

to drag out; to turn out. 

to press down; to restrain. 

Correctly read yen2, dogs 

fighting. Also k‘en\ to 

root like a hog. Used forf 

3901, as below. 

^ AS ^ he was at his wits’ 

end. 

jjj* J|| very difficult. 

^ that’s very true! quite] 

right! 

py very many. 

3R ^ very small. 

* m.« m I don’t much fearj 

him. 

m truculent; overbear¬ 

ing; bullying. 

A scar; a mark; traces.| 

the scar of a wound. 

a scar; a mark, as the] 

pitting of small-pox. 

j| traces of tears. 

tt ± ® ia & 
traces of tears were on her pillow. 

jfc. water stains; stains from 

liquids; watermarks. 
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39°S 
K. kin 
J. hon, gon 

A. ttgin 

Even Lower. 

¥ 
39°6 

R. 

C. king 
H. ten 
F. heing 
W. hae 
N. heng, hang 
P. king 

M. hen 

Sz. i hi"S 

K. hieing 
J. ho, hid 
A. haing 

Even Upper. 

P? 
39°7 

"ft 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

W 8$ i® * Ite ?t 
traces of last night’s rain,—as 
on flowers. 

the 

marks; traces. 

SI- $$ to betray oneself; to 

give a clue. 

ripples on water. 

if ^ the moss is 
green upon my door-step,—there 
are no footsteps to wear it away. 

^ ^ ^ Z ^ VCc k is 
impossible to avoid traces which 
will not disappear,—referring to 
the passage of material existence. 

To pervade ; to perse¬ 

vere ; to be successful. 

til Af a in every way suc¬ 

cessful. 

^ ^ |]j§f an Imperial road; 

a causeway. 

"ijr *sjL or T^T prosperous; 

successful. 

(chun') to free from diffi¬ 

culty. 

Read p'eng1. Used for 

Wi\ (8907) to boil; to cook. 

§£ ifflj some flay (the vic¬ 

tims), some boil (the flesh). 

Frightened. A sound of 

reply. To moan. 

3908 

Rik 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

aghast. 

»f <%; — m the two ferocious 

guardians painted on temple 
doors. See 12,114. 

if to hum and haw. 

p? IW if (ft humming and 
hawing. 

p? ^ H ftii ^ what! is not 
that he? 

■f ^ to moan. 

Of of fill groaning. 

Fat; puffed up. 

mm a swollen belly; bloated; 

puffed out. 

tff 
39°9 

R. 

i?K 
C. hang, 
H. 

F. heing, 
W. oa, -00 
N. owj- 
P. hang 
M. hen, hang 

Sz. | *** 
K. hiong 
J. ho 
A. haing, 

Even Lower. 

3910 

R. 

H. /ia/zg- 
W. 03 

M. hen 

See yjt 

Even Lower. 

■fa 

FT 
3911 

3912 

R. 

C. heng 
W. fen 
F. heing 
W. a 
N. eng 
P. heng 
M. hen, hun 

Y. | ,, 
sz.!heng 
K. hiong, 

hweng 
J. ho,gio 
A. haing 

Even Lower. 

Beams which support 

rafters. A row, as of tiles, 

trees, etc. Planks for var¬ 

ious purposes. A clothes- 

horse. A pontoon. 

ten -i(f, beams and rafters. 

Mj the beam of a house, 

vfj a row of trees, 

a cangue. 

The top gem 

girdle-pendant. 

of the 

I# ^ Jfj the gems of his 
girdle-pendant sounding. 

See 4625. 

Cross-wise, horizontal, or 

east and west, as opposed 

to « (12,028) vertical or 

length-wise or north and 

south; see IK 391 5- Dis¬ 

orderly ; perplexed. The 

yoke of a draught ox. The 

beam of a balance or steel¬ 

yard ; to weigh. A balus¬ 

trade ; a railing. The space 

between the eyebrows. 

g $ * ax the acres must 

be (ploughed) cross-wise and 
length-wise. 

~ ^ two horizontals 

and one perpendicular, — des 

cribing the character • 

t^ie °PPos'te °f 
see 12,028. 

jjj ^ beneath my door 

made of crossed pieces of wood, 
—the simple door of a hut. 

- a Hr ff m °ne 
man was pursuing a disorderly 
course in the empire, — the 

tyrant Chou; see 2472. 

w 
3912 

perplexed in thought. 

Mj ^ M Hi let a 
man see these things (truth and 
rectitude) attached to the yoke 
of his carriage,-—have them ever 
with him. See below. 

he made uniform the 
n-t* 

measures of length and of capa¬ 
city. 

lE Part an ancient astro¬ 
nomical instrument, said to have 
been used by the Emperor Shun; 
the star Alioth e in the Great 
Bear. 

3E Hj the y* hhl& 
indicates the first month of 
winter, — (= the 7th moon of 
the modern calendar). 

1 ® & m to reverently 

make even,—as with scales, i.e. 
to adjust difficulties and establish 
order. 

to measure; to estimate. 

¥ a pair of scales. 

to have a quick 

and clear perception of what is 
just. 

'pjjj '1^ to consider the circum¬ 

stances of a case. 

^ to examine essays. 

to consider; to discuss. $1 
■^3- to contend for victory. 

ft ffi to oppose; to refuse to 

yield. 

||| Hf the weight and the steel¬ 

yard, i.e. the power of adjusting; 
authority. 

Ufa £h ^ the power is in 

his hands. 

man of 100 taels (sc. a man of 
some small property) does not 
lean against a balustrade,-—his 
life being too well worth having, 
and the balustrade possibly 

rotten. See 2829. 

I&f Hr the personal name, 

according to the A =5 Histor¬ 

ical Record, of & I Yin; 

considered by others to be the 
title of his office. 

Hi l_lj a mountain in Hunan, one 

of the -§1 hye mountains of 

China. 

p=l designation of a Grand 

Secretary. 
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39x4 
R. 

I W. a, wae 

|see ^gf 

Even Lower. 

39TS 

|RJi$ 
|C. wang 
IH. wang 
I F. h-wang, 

haing1 

IW. wae 

IN. weng, wang 
IP. heng 
J M. hun^ hen 
IY.hung 

j K. hwetig 
I J. kwo, «/5 

| A. hwaing 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Same as 3912. 

A plant, called - 

which flowers early in 

spring, and occurs in shaded 

places on cliffs (Asarum 

maximum, Hemsl.). See 

4564* 

Cross-wise ; horizontal 

as opposed to lg| 10,079. 

At right angles to. Side¬ 

ways. Unexpected. Evi 

perverse. See 3912, 2825. 

tM yfc a cross-beam ; a boom : 

the axle of carts; the spokes of 
wheels. 

m^ cross-beams. 

I'M *-he warP of a texture. 

* criss-cross. 

tT tM (see bclow) or ^ §jn) 3 

or to lay cross-wise. 

iM ® 1 must cross 

the river at all costs. 

tMH^ pf on no account can 

it be so. 

tM H to lounge; to I 

lollop about. 

mu horizontal stripes,-painted 

on anything. 

*p|* the share-bone. 

If PI a side door, 

jih til at r'ght angles. 

at right angles tol 

the road, on the left-hand side. 

mn to walk sideways, like 

crab; to overspread. See below. 
. a- ri 

jg to measure cross-wise,- 

the breadth. 

tM tK 'Dm. ferries- 

m £ to raise on all sides; 

cross-presentation at birth. 

"M iffil to st'r UP trouble 
on all sides. 

iM a§reeing and disagreeing; 

by fair or foul means. See t,912. 

^M M JJL 0 surly-looking. 

39x5 

m w °r m ft* sp°kes °f| 
wheels. 

iM (Sj the outline or profile of a I 

hill, etc. 

to cross. 

~m to take a seat at the side, 

—of a table, not at either end.j 
See above. 

mfy{L a ship’s yards. 

m lying across. 

m if # lying length-wise 

towards the sea,—as an island! 
lying across the mouth of a bay. 

^ set cross-wise. 

m tffl ori m ® an oblong I 

hanging inscription; picturesl 
which unroll horizontally, as I 

opp. to jj|[ vertically. 

m m m to take inl 
flank. 

IS i: a ” If H % a| 
horizontal line. 

tT j® ^ ^ ^2. to draw a| 

horizontal line. 

m m m the diagonal of a| 

rectangle; across. 

mmmm 
cross-wise to be interrupted by a | 
Ch‘eng Yao-chin,—to be unex-l 
pectedly interrupted in a fight. 
[Ch‘eng Yao-chin, who plays a 
comic part in Chinese theatricals, 

was a general under 

Li Shih-min the founder of the 
T‘ang dynasty. See 9632.] 

trmw * to act perversely. 

mnm 5^ to act contrary to 

all reason and right. See 4427 

^ lg jffj in all sorts of 

ways. 

'IM -fib to Ieyy blackmail. 

to exact unlawful 

levies. 

It ft T stopped him by getting 

across his path; parried the blow. 

to buy underhand, or 

through another’s agency. 

i" iM iS* clouds lie athwart 

the Ch‘in mountains. 

^ * is ^ the vast waters, 

flowing out of their channels. 

5*: It eight stars in or near 

Cassiopeia. 

Read heng4 or hungA 

Perverse ; unreasonable • 

unlooked-for. 

® ch‘ui ± m unemployed! 

scholars indulge in unreason¬ 
able discussions. 

^ a lawless government. 

^ M m ^ nothing to trouble | 

the family happiness. 

^ ^ J# ^M he treats | 
me in a perverse and unreason¬ 
able manner. 

arrogant; overbearing. 

7] ^ violent; disobedient. 

to show perversity; to be 

cross; threatening; blustering. 

^ to meet sudden and un¬ 

looked-for misfortune. 

IM IS an unexpected calamity. 

^ a wind fall. 

^ ^ an untimely death. 

mis a an evil fellow. 

iM AH' -fM bH heart and bowels I 

put the wrong way across,— I 
of a person with whom it is| 
difficult to get along. 

Same as 3919. 

A rope; see 1398. Hasty;| 

quick. 

|rM a roPe ladder. 

1 See 
# BUS rfii A those 

I Even Lower. who seek (pearls) bind a rope 
round their waists before enter¬ 
ing the water. 

M The goddess $|| ^, now 
39l8 

known as (see 441), 

W. Syiie being changed to 
N. wouti 

P. heng 
because J[g was the personal 

M. hen 
Y. pu name of ^ ^ of the T‘ang 

K. hang and jJ4‘ (=£ of the Sung 

A.hang 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

dynasties. 
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fg! 
39T9 

R. 

C. heng 
H. hen, v. 

shong 
F. being 
W. ang 
N. eng 
P. king 
M. lien 

si I **"* 
K. hang 
J. ko 
A. hang 
Even Lower. 

392° 

3921 
R. 

C. Ping, iheng 
H. Jiitt 
F .'keing, 

theing 

Constant; permanent; 

regular; persevering. 

do not reckon on 

your rest being permanent. 

j||J ^ thus wealth will 

always be sufficient. 

could I see a man possessed of 
constancy, that would satisfy me. 

HI sp. j|H ^ it is difficult 

to be constant. 

A ffi m & 7' PT« ft 
a man without constancy 

cannot be either a wizard or a 
doctor. 

no ordinary man. 

with perseverance. 

fl ^ ^ IH 'O those 
1 who have a fixed source of in¬ 

come, have their minds fixed, i.e. 
they mind their own business 
and are disinclined to agitation. 

A^f tl == people have this 

saying,. 

P W ft IMifaman 
keeps his mouth shut, his words 
become proverbial. See 2542. 

A 2those 
who love others are themselves 
beloved. 

M A for a long time. 

Is# constant; enduring. 

'Jg a persevering disposition, 

la ‘J^ a rooted feeling or bias. 

ft £ jla (kSn&')like the 
waxing moon. 

'la (.keng’) ^ universal. 

mm or fa# the Ganges. 

la ffl '& as many 
as the sands of the Ganges. 

Same as 3917. 

The stalk of a plant; a 

stem; the hilt of a sword. 

Numerative of hairs of the 

head. 

a lotus stalk. 

3921 
w -giang, 

idjang 
N. iing 
Packing, iheng 
M. ch in, then 
Y. filing, ken 
K. hidng, v. 

kiong 
J. ko,gio 
A. ihai/tg 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

3922 
R. 

See 

A. Jnvaing 

Even Upper. 

3923 

*•# 

See 

Rising Lower. 

7 
3924 

I'J 
3925 

Iac 
3926 

3927 

ifex. 
3928 

, >2* 

3929 

R ^ 7. 
C. hota 
H. hot7 
F. hak- 
W. yiie, 
N. ahy 
P. i/w 
M. ho 
Y. heoh 
Sz. ho 
K. hal, kal 

one stalk. -« 

i 1 °r 1I3 
the penis. 

an erection. 

or It 

Sound; noise. 

g=J the mingled sounds of 

bells and drums. 

Angry words; reproof. 

[ft] ftiL fjl II scolded him 

roundly. 

Same as 4625. 

See 5300. 

See 5304. 

See 5306. 

See 5308. 

How? Why? Where? 

What? When? To check; 

to stop. 

•&I6SB how can it cease ? 

for what reason? 

"pj" how is it possible to.? 

ft; It Hi ¥■ ^how wil1 
they manage to distinguish them- 

3929 
J. katsz, kachi 
A. hat 

Entering 
Irregular. 

1* 

393° 

R ft 

H. ! hot° 
F. hak 
W. ho, ha 
N. hah 
P. Jie, Jio, h<? 
M. Jio, ho 
Y. heoh 
Sz. Po 
K. hal, kal 
T. katsz 
A. yet 

Entering 
Upper. 

zn 
ink® how is it to be com¬ 

pared with quick dissolution-and 
return to the Infinite?—of em¬ 
balming. 

Mr M J£ how can 1 ad" 
equately express my gratitude? 

I am very much 

delighted. 

ftr & ^ fa % M. whythis 
disrespect ? 

ih m. ® where is he now? 

ft in what month? 

when will he come 

back to me? 

what limit or end to.? 

selves? 

%zn to decline to use. 

To shout out. To drink. 

St said in a loud voice, (as 

follows). Also, to shout to clear 
the road before a mandarin’s 
procession, or as the gate-keeper 
of ayarnen does before throwing 
open the gates. 

& it istws 
heard the distant cry of lictors 
clearing the road. 

to bawl loudly. 

fG pH ft T shouted to 
him and made him stop. 

^ PH (^4) —* 2^ heard a 

shout. 

j|{| to shout at and separate,— 

as people fighting. 

^ to shout an order; to 

incite; to egg on. See io,or4. 

ufoi to shout at; to order about. 

(dtjf to sob; to wail. 

^ to aPPlaudl to encore. 

afPifJP the cicada chirps on 

the willow. 

pgpa to call upon one to stop; 

to check. 

PH J® t0 shout the black 

and call out the white,—to cry 
the throws at a game with certain 
dice shaped like apricot-seeds 
with five black calves on one 
side and five white pheasants 
on the other. The term is now 
applied to ordinary dice. 

Pi ¥ 3? at time of early 

tea-drinking. 

62 
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i* 

3930 

393i 

Entering 
Irregular. 

[2* 

3932 

C. hotQ 
I F. hak- 

IW. yiie: 
N. ahr 

IP. Sho 
M. ho 

IY. heoh 
ISz. ho 

i K. hal, kal 

Ij.Jkaisz, kachi 
| A. ha/., hak 

Entering 

Irregular. 

2» 

«T Sf have you 

drunk tea?—an early morning 
salutation. See 3422. 

If yjSj to sit mumchance 

drinking wine, — as when not 
playing “guess-fingers,” etc. 

$§ & T so drunk that | 

one can’t stand. 

$§ yj§ to drink wine. So tea,| 

soup, water, etc. 

if S$ to get drunk. 

pH HI to drink ink-water,- 

to study; from the habit of put¬ 
ting the brush into the mouth. 

^ PH to eat ^d drink | 

and whore and gamble. 

pH ® ^ M to drink the north-1 

west wind,—for wages; sc. to get 
none. 

, 1* 

R. 

See 

Entering 

Irregular. 

■ 1« 

3933 

R-. 

See4if 
Entering 

Irregular. 

Serge. Used with 3932. 

it pang3 coarse woollen 

cloth. 

Coarse woollen stuff 
serge • baize. 

to wear serge. 

a serge-wearer,—a poor 

man. 

a carter,—from the I 

serge coats worn by this class. 

§£ ?# Wl ffl* he put on his| 
serge coat and shook out his 
skirts. 

without warm clothes, how shall j 
we get through the winter? 

W> PJ£ ^ H when sleep- 

ing at an inn, have plenty of| 
woollen wrappers. 

W4 m °r w Wj to cast °ffi 
serge,—to become an official. 

3935 

m 
C. cho, v. so 
H. cho 

F. shoa, v. coa, 
soa 

Y. :hou 
N. hou, v. ho 

IP. /;£>, v. ha 

|See §rT 
j K. ha, v. ka 

Even Upper. 

A variety of Reeves’ or 

long-tailed pheasant (Syr-1 

maticus Reevesii). It is an 

emblem of courage, and its 

long tail-feathers are worn 

by actors. 

HI a cap adorned with pheas¬ 

ant feathers. 

HUE ^ the actors who wear 

the above cap are so called. | 
Also, name of a Taoist philoso¬ 

pher of the State who is said I 

VX HI M S to have[ 
worn a cap of pheasants’ feathers. 

HI Hi a kind of nightingale 

which is said to sing for the 
dawn to come. 

To expel the breath ; 

to yawn. To instruct; to 

order. 0A 3754. Also! 

read fro1. 

3935 

3936 

F. oa 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

A stocking; a buskin. 

urn red buskins. 

l|l a kind °f turban. 

Seife name of a nomad tribe. 

(pronounced ta3 //«• 

shih) or tr ppf or IT nsi L.. 

to yawn; to gape; to hiccough. 

does nothing but 

yawn. 

—* Hi PPf seems as| 

though completed in a yawn,- 
in a single unbroken effort. Of| 
composition. 

nei BD >M m to thaw a frozen] 

brush with the breath. 

to breathe on the I 

frozen (tip of a pencil to warm f 
it) for writing. 

W Z Tffc couldn’t thaw it! 

by breathing on it. 

* do not flatterl 

him. 

®T Jf to scold; to reprimand, 

flpf ^ to vex; to harass. 

f instruct¬ 

ed a certain painter, saying.... 

ft! A m 31 preceded, in and 

out, by (a retinue) shouting to 
clear the way. 

Read ha1. Sound of| 

laughing. See 3754. 

BpJPpT ^ 

ter. 

roared with laugh-1 

ft « ®r ®r % * it « . 
very amusing affair. 

% # a tpsr noj % t0 
make fun of a person; to “draw’ 
a person. ^3574. 

The river, i.e. the Yellow 

River; see 5124. A river. 

[This term is used mostly 

in the north; in the south 

1208.] The province) 
of Honan. See 4819. 

M. M they dare not 

cross the Yellow River without 
a boat. 

srs the great bend of the| 

Yellow River in the Ortous 
country in Mongolia. 

5Jt IS H fcT M ChanS Ch'ien 

traced the source of the Yellow 
River,—to the Milky Way. 

ft A ft 3k ^ || z fpj 
northerners call all water ho. 
See 3767. 

ier m rivers and seas. 

mm rivers and creeks, 

river water. 

^ or fcT or a 
river bank. 

a ± on the river bank. 

fsr n the mouth of a river. 

jftif the body or “volume” of 

a river. 

Hi the channel of a river; 

waterways. 

^ j(pj* to change the course of a 

river. 

the surface of a river, 

j^pj" ^ the river is shallow, 

a navigable stream. 

MT in the river; on the river, 

—of shipping, etc. 

the boating population 

on rivers. 

ypj a small stream; a| 

brook. 

sri river works. 

M Mor ]rH or the 
Grand Canal. 

% or M ^rT or or 

M or M the Milky 
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ffl* 
3936 

Way. [The last is used because 
the Milky Way is seen south of 
the north pole, and the colour 
corresponding with south is red.] 
See 3836. 

^ jfp]* the Silver River 

(Milky Way) shining brightly 
overhead. 

^ M W % > ic S H H 
when the Milky Way flows across 
the sky, you will want wadded 
clothes,— for the cold. 

% M # 3C. ic H ^ # 
when the Milky Way divides, 
you will want thin clothes,—for 
warm weather. 

river lamps,—the paper 

lotus-shaped lanterns sent floating 
on rivers on the 15 th of the 
7th moon. 

Pi M —■ ££ across the 
river is an ingot of gold,—out 
of reach. 

P M M his mouth is like 

a cascade,—for flow of talk. 

m m z fertilised him, as a 

river does,—aided him. 

—• |X| union of the 
mountains and rivers,—of Chi 
na; sc. a united China. 

IS-K you may walk 

on inch-thick ice in the river 
when freezing, but not on foot 
thick ice when thawing. 

± *& m W&MM. like 
the local god falling into the 

river, q.d. abstracted, or 

not knowing what one is about, 
the sounds being the same as 

those of y|| fj[jj a wet god. 

WBfig* the plan of the 

Yellow River and the book of 
the River Lo,—mystic diagrams 
said to have been supernaturally 
revealed through the agency of 

the above two rivers, to m 

Fu Hsi and A S the Great 

Yu, but it has not yet been 
decided what are precisely the 
secrets therein contained. 

sr-ffl the god of the Yellow 

River. Also, of any other river 

WffH® the bride of the River 

God. It is related that in the 
times of the Contending States 
a young woman was every year 
thrown into the Yellow River 
as the bride of the River Goc 
to ensure prosperity to the neigh 
bourhood. 

3936 

3937 

C .ho 
H. k'-o 

k'-oa 
W. k'-o 

N. hou 
P. 
M. k'-o 
Sz. V 
Y. k'-eo 
K. ha^ ka 

J. ka 
A. Sha 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

M #r an inspectorate of: 

river-police. 

—* ^|J (Jfl. 1^1 when once 

we have parted, the River will 
be a barrier between us. 

M ft the territory on the east of 

the Yellow River on its southern 
stretch along Shensi. 

the province of Honan; 

Honam, the transriverine suburb r. 
of Canton. 

M 41 iff or If Mthe 
capital of the Emperor Shun; 
modern Samarcand. 

MM the south-western portion 

of Shansi. 

iff the stars ^ Z Aquilae; 

another name for the Herdboy. 
See 1702. 

m m the stars p 2 in Bootes. 

Mm and 4> the stars y 

and (3 in Hercules. 

MM another name for ^ 

= the star y in Cygnus; see 2163. 
A name for the Milky Way. 

^ If ffli iff Wk ffij M H 
-ffy his words seemed far off as 

the star y in Cygnus. 

W M M A 'M the Milky 
Way is clear and shallow. 

H M Wk S don,t try 
to frighten me with big talk 

^ VX ® M Wk y°u won,t 
think (what I say) wide of the 

. mark. 

Small plants. Petty ■, 

troublesome ; vexatious ; 

harsh. Also read k'-o1. 

we each feel the 

other’s petty itches,—we are in 
close sympathy. 

to frame excuses. See 

12,774. 

the super 

ior man is not a fault-finder. 

T»f very severe- 
± ^ ^ M the Emperor 

blamed his severity. 

to treat with severity or 

sternness. 

Hr* harsh acts or measures of! 

officials. 

^ a dangerous illness. 

pjr 

'3937 

3938 

See -ff 

Even Lower. 

ttV 
3939 

R.M* *3 
P1A wj 

F. v. k'oa3 

See jf P]* 

Even and 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

ml 
3940 

if 

A kind of lizard, called 

which frequents 
Hi 

damp places. 

a kind of cockroach. 

#r t& % a trailing-plant like 

honeysuckle. 

ho 

R-i 
c. 
H. 
F. oa 
W. ho 
N. hou 
P. ho 
M. /«<?, 0, k'-o 

Y. hou 
Sz. ho 
K. ha^ v. ka 

ka 
A. iha^ JC-a 

Even Upper. 

££ T j®harsh g°vern- 
ment is worse than a tiger. 

f5* iM $0 ItS there 
must be no partiality and favour¬ 
itism. 

w 
394i 

ho 

ho 

A sort of sea-blubber. 

Fishes of various kinds. 

To blame-, to upbraid. 

Used with 3937. 

=f to traduce; to slander. 

^ to blame. 

%]£ if 1*1 A to disparage the 

ancients. 

If K H to go out of one’s 
way to find fault. 

If 58) 'tsi t0 bully and order 

about one’s servants. 

If -?• °r ff ^ 1$. the fruit 

R-f$ 
C. 
H. 
F. hoa 

W. wu 
N. ou 
P. 
M. 
Y. hou 
Sz. ho 

K .ha 
J -ka,ga 
A. ha 

Even Lower. 

. -or w 
of Terminalia chebula, an astrin¬ 
gent nut used for the toothache 
a stomacher. 

^ ff a fancy name for ^ ^ 

a stomacher. 

How? Whence? Why 
What ? Which ? What 
whatever; any. Used with 

3940. [See 5668 for al 

cases in which that char 
acter occurs.] 

fir ft °r fir 0 °r 0 -far 
fir for what reason? why? 

if 0 on what day? 

fir# what business? 

fir® at what place? wherever, 

fir #1 what thing? 

or 
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394i 

Wo fa iffy as^e^ what it 
was. 

fa^;§ why do you bring the 

charge?—since you say nothing 
can be done. 

# H) ^ IE ^ fa each| 
asked the other’s age. 

14 A* who comes? 

Jf ± fa ^ what may be your 

business, sir? 

B8 Jft.14 * I asked where the 

blood came from. 

147 J?-* why did you not 

come earlier? 

147 Aik why don’t you go? 

# 5& £ 14 what shall we do 

now? what is to be done? 

14 n4 at what time? 

14 n4 469114 »4 ] 
at what time the cargo is I 

landed, then at that time the | 
duty is payable. 

14 m by what means? where¬ 

fore? 

14 K *n at &ja a® howl 
did you know that he would! 
be killed? 

faJ# ^ how c°uld ^ I 
bore into my house? 

fa ^ what will he tell I 
them ? 

where does guilt I 

come in?—it was done by acci-f 
dent. 

ftwtzu what is there to | 

thank me for? 

14 7 7 Z 4T where does I 
“sonny” come in? why “sonny?”! 

what a rapid rise] 

in life! 

14 44 what harm or objection is I 
there? 

4f14$4ig what objection is | 

there ? 

fa fai why is it neces-1 
sary to kill him? 

itfc 0 §■ ffn fa if this is not| 
joy, what is it? 

If K iH fa what have 11 
to do with thee? 

fa# where are you going? 

fa« how am I equal to.? 

how can I? 

fa 
394i 

S I fa J*) see 8ii3- 

fa $8 s“ 5551* 

14 Sit how can I dare? 

14® where is? 

what has it to do with 

.? 

14$ what.would there be? 

ff fa tfc itfc how did 
come to do this? 

14*$itt how did you get | 
here? 

fa JiJ] how can I hope.? 

14 !Bf how is it you are pleased 

to.? 

fa ® why let or make.? 

fa ifc how comes it that.? 

fa % what is there which is.. 

whatever. 

14:&73rM which of 
them but comes to an end at 
some time? 

14 fit what warrant or what 

authority ? 

fa why fear? 

fa# how is it possible that.. 

how can.? 

fa # X M # I! how has 
the value got changed again? 

fa fa soon; shortly; when all 

of a sudden. 

tr fa or fa M fa in no long 
time; shortly; soon. 

W ic M fa asked how 

many sons and daughters she 
had. 

14 J||J gU £ how is this so? 

fa # or fa w nt to what 

degree? how? Used sarcastic 
ally (see 10,877). 

fa Tf ^ how then 
is this to be wanting in respect 
for Confucius? 

fafl? how do you explain this? 

fa why? pray? 

W& § fa truly, what is 

your opinion ? 

He M 14 S what is your 

opinion ? 

fa^l^^if 1 what 
avails it that we were born 

w 
3941 

3942 

H. co, iho 
N.<?a, hou 

Seefa % 
Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

together in the jen tzti year?— 
if..... 

fa^ why so much trouble to....?| 

See 6258. 

14 It & SI what do you I 

mean by saying you have not| 
been drinking?—^, you have 
See 11,735. 

fa ^ fa etC- &e 8l2I. 

^ wfit 14 it matters not to I 

any one; he cannot do anything 
to anybody. 1 

14 ta how much more.? 

fortiori. See 6412. 

fa "W fa fa there may be or 

there may not,—it is immaterial.! 

fa III H dS vii wherever you 

may be, it is difficult to forget 
wine. 1 

jof 'gf the cashier in a fan-tan\ 

hell. 

fa'f Jl Polygonum multiflo- 

rum, Thbg. 

Read ho\ To carry; to| 

bear. Used for 3942. 

14 he received the | 

blessing of God. 

fa^C to carry arms. 

0 ft 14 he sustains all j 

the dignities,—of his Imperial) 
position. 

The lotus or water-lily) 

{Nelum.billin'). See ^ ^ 
3617, and 7115. [Stands) 

pictorially for 3945, con-| 

cord.j 

?1! the l°tus. 

a lotus pond. 

in the marshes is) 

the lotus flower. 

there are rushes) 

and lotus plants. 

1£ lotus leaves. 

J^J the lotus month,—the 6th) 

moon. 

the dew on a lotus leaf. 

^ a purse or pouch, — so 

called from its likeness in shape | 
to the lotus leaf. 
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w 
3942 

rtJ the strip of cloth 

carried with the purse at the 
girdle. See 3376. 

r a lotus leaf. Used for the 

hinges of a door; a skiff, etc. 

pj 3pr Ifijt a kind of cake. 

US * if % rolled wafers. 

&& H the marsh flower. 

^j=| marsh mallows. 

I [@3 Holland. 

mas the potato, 

iff*! Hfj 7K soda-water. 

iSn a pleasant breeze. 

Read ho4. To bear on 

the back; to sustain ; to 

wear. To be grateful. 

fMW toj bear on the back. 

iSS to carry; to sustain; to be 

adequate to; to be competent. 

am a recipient 

of your great kindness, 

ijpj to wear a large conical 

hat. 

infill to wear the cangue. 

to carry arms. 

IP ;fr it % which 
kindly return to me at an early 
date. 

M fnf 'Ira 1 am Srateful for 
your consideration. 

;fr 31 H ^ 1 trust 
you will accomplish it for me, 
and I shall be grateful. 

7ft 
3943 

R-1 

See^O 

Even Lower. 

Growing grain. 

11S, described 

n.fk- 

Radical 

as A A 

his rows of paddy 

shot up beautifully. 

M M aft the grain is well 

cultivated all the acres over, 

crops in general. 

+ M 1ft % in the tenth 
moon they gather in the harvest. 

« A H W ti 4-ht" 
do you get your thirty millions 
of sheaves? 

ft V the young blade of corn; 

young paddy. 

7ft 
3943 

eft 
3944 

m' 
3945 

R.J 

C. wo 
H.fo 
F. ho^ hwo, hu 
W. wu 
N. ou 
P. ho, v. haP, 

hart, huo 

See 8402 
M. ho 
Y. hou 
Sz. ho 
K. hwa 
J. to, hwa 
A. hwa 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

ft M an ear of corn. 

— ft % M nine ears of corn 

on one stalk. 

*1* to reap grain. 

ft ^ paddy. 

ft H millet. 

S ft a fine crop. 

the straw of grain. 

¥ft the early crop. 

ft ^ H grain not filled. 

A* a sheaf of paddy, etc. 

ft ffl grain fields; arable land. 

ft A a harvest-bug. 

Same as 3945. 

Harmony; to be har¬ 

monious ; to be on friendly 

terms; at peace. See 7248. 

To mix. Bells attached to 

the crossbars of carriages; 

see 7457. Used with 12,681. 

ft^ harmony. 

iSKas.2?- he shall have har¬ 

mony and peace. 

yok* gfc ft while the 

musical instruments sound in 
harmony. 

ftP& to sound in harmony,—of 

musical instruments. 

3k A ^ Vi H ft 1 cannot 
match your harmony,—sing a 
song like yours. 

ft ffo compliant; pliable. 

5fP agree; harmonious 

union. 

^41 H fllj the two gods or 

spirits of harmony,—represented 
pictorially by two laughing boys, 

or punningly, by ijpj ho2 a lily 

and ho1 a box. 

ft =jj?j| in concert, of musical 

instruments; connubial harmony. 

ft ft to be friendly; to be recon 

ciled. 

fnM friendly feeling; goodwill. 

See 7886. 

m' 
3945 

— mftu general harmony 

or friendliness. 

do not disturb the 

entente cordiale. 

A Ai *t to cease to be on 

friendly terms. 

Aj) ‘|f§ a pleasant peace¬ 

ful frame of mind. 

ft2? or level and har¬ 

monious; peaceful; even, as a 
pulse; even-tempered; mild, as 
the weather. 

ft OT ft fl^ at Peace; on 
friendly terms. 

ftft to sue for peace. 

ft ^ delight; friendly feeling. 

ft ft universal harmony. 

#1 in ft they do not 
agree. 

514 ft to treat of peace. 

ft ,$J a treaty of peace. 

|p A ffi W to arrange a 

peace; to make up a quarrel 
between people. 

A a mediator. 

ft& agreement; reconciliation. 

fn ,i. sik or ,& g m => 

motion to stay proceedings,- 
filed in a case which has been 
amicably settled out of court. 

ft® a drawn game; a good 

understanding; amicable rela¬ 
tions. 

ft ft A iw to privately ar¬ 

range a case in which life has 
been taken, — contrary to law, 
like compounding a felony. 

At& 
ft human life is of the utmost 

importance, and you had no 
business to settle the case pri¬ 
vately. 

ft M, a gentle gale. 

AUlI complaisant; obliging. 

delighted; happy; pleased 

a pleasant smiling 

countenance. 

ftM expl. as A if 

^ A it! f two 
men quarrelling, and some one 
coming forward to make peace 

IS to be a peace-maker 



w 
3945 

expl. «4a T 

& M » Ji £ Jg £ 
^ = reconciliation without any 

particular advantage. 

^ r?n m not SP’ 
much to eat, but plenty of gooc 
fellowship. 

to mediate; to mix. 

n 5fp wind and rain 

each in due season. 

iltj # # Chao-chiin (a con 

cubine) making peace with the 
barbarians, — by being marriec 
to their chieftain, as was done 

under the Emperor *j^* 

Yuan Ti of the Han dynasty. 

mu dropped into the 

river, armour and all 

4a ^ to mix properly or equally 

well blended. 

01* ft 4a mix in four equal 

parts. 

mixed vegetables. 

3ffJ Well flavoured; properly 

seasoned. 

yjij ^0 ||t the wine was of 

the right strength and good. 

^0 SB IE Director of 

the Imperial Board of Music 

-fi|| (she4) a Manchu term for 

land assigned to a prince on the 
frontier = appanage; used for a 
“Yellow Girdle;” see 5124. 

$1 3l a Prince of the 
1st order. 

ft m St ± a princess Im 

perial of the second rank,—the 
daughter of an inferior consort 

m # the Khoshoits, e 

southern branch of the Kalmuks 

fu ft or a Buddhist 

priest,—the ^ gfjj self- 

taught teacher. Sanskrit: upa 
dhyaya, from the Kashgarian 

vernacular of which, fI tfi 
pronounced hua hsieh, the Chi¬ 
nese term is said to be taken. 
See 9617. 

—' $ii ^ am one w^° being 
a priest strikes a bell,—I only 
do my duty. 

^P ^ ^ a Priest is 
only a thief with a bald head. 

3945 

4aft those who 

can’t earn their living become 
priests. 

^ T* ^ 1^“ like be¬ 
headed men becoming priests,— 
they are ready-made articles 

it.* 4a ft # ± 

priests from a distance are the 
best preachers, — no man is 
prophet in his own country. 

4a ft m n. st m * it 
like a priest wanting to marry, 
much time will be wasted in 
talking, — without any result 
Great cry and little wool. 

^P M pf H bke put 
ting an olive on a priest’s head,— 
a difficult matter to accomplish. 

ffi*lft4aft. tU* (ft 

g a priest in Peking or an 

official out of it,—Peking being 
a good or bad field accordingly 

demons which bring 

bad weather to sailors 

^4aftti® a box on the 

ears. 

3l ¥ ^p or vPi l^l jfn 
fpf phrases applied to priests 

and meaning that they do not 
stick.literally to a vegetable diet 

4aft ft priests’ meat,—a name 

for the mushroom. 

% 4a ft 0 EB like an old 11 
priest selling his temple,— ^ 

flip he keeps his gods; which 

phrase also means “Take care!’ 

4' 4a ft the in cm brum virile. 

4a#4t4t the bells on the 

chariot tinkled. 

to join the palms,—as in 

prayer. See 421. 
-4*^ 111/. -I - iUe 

or 4a ft or 4a |S ft 

4aft#n fold my hands and 

give salutation,—a phrase used 
by Buddhist priests. See 421 
8128. 

^p f/u M vyakarana, — one of 

the 12 divisions of the Buddhist 
Scriptures. See 1558. 

#T,|l Japanese and Chinese. 

Read han4 or ho4 or (in 
Peking) heii. 

^ ^0 ifo i 1 wil1 s°with 
you. 

^P #, with him. 

m1 
3945 

3946 

& 
3947 

R.-A..S. 

C. hop, kopa 
H. hap,hap 
F. hah, hah, 

W. d,gor 
N.ah,hah 
P. iho, iko 
M. ho, ko 

Y. heoh, keoh 
Sz. ho, ko 
K. hap, kip 

. ko, gatsz 
A. hiep, hap 

Entering 

Lower. 

4a gij A with another man. 

^P rift 01 to sleep in one’s 
clothes. 

^P Wi (vulg- hei% s/ici*) with 
whom ? 

Read ho1. To responc 

to in singing; to accord 

with; to keep in tune with; 

to agree with. To make 

rhymes with. 

■¥* ic give us the first 

note, and we will join in with 

you. [;& = }£.] 

—1 llq I|tl one sings and all 
chime in. 

S^P few assented. 

[fcf o' to agree with, — what 

some one else has just stated, in 
a sycophantic manner. 

HS1#^P to chime in with 

what anybody says. 

*P]H to adapt rhymes,—to a 

given sound. 

Same as 3945. 

To shut; to close, as 

opposed to [j{] 5794, and 

|G 1070, and 10,045 

(q.v.); to join ; to pair; to 

be correlated; to agree; to 

suit; in accordance with 

To take together; to add. 

A bout; a round in a fight. 

Side by side; to unite; to 

come together; see 3506. 

Name of a musical note. 

Is used for 3836 and 3962. 

'o* 0R or 'o’ 0 t0 cl°se the 
eyes. 

Pj* pj to shut the mouth; unani¬ 

mous; bringing together two 
“mouths” or openings. 

± T EH * Hit im PI 
closed at the top and open at 
the bottom, making a kind of 
gateway,—of a natural arch in 
rock. 

-pi" ^ to shut the door. 
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A*2* 
PI 

3947 

-p^- ^ the whole family. 

'pq*- the whole clan. 

'» jfT or 'O* the entire pre¬ 

fecture. 

-[q- UU shut in on all sides. 

^ to close; shut up, as an 

umbrella. 

^q* see 484. 

^ to clasp the hands. &421. 

to clasp the hands; to be 

the equal of; obedient. 

'pi* ^ to unde caP>tal > to go 

into partnership. 

"PJ- to enter into partnership; 

to end, as a game; syllogistic 
reasoning. See 2955. 

enter into partnership. 

^ ^ to assemble; to form a 

society. 

'pq' A4' of one mind; agreeing. 

;jifj agreeing; fitting; corres¬ 

ponding. 

SE 'pq' to Paifj to mate. 

^ to unite in pairs. 

^ ^ -p^ God made for 

him (Wen Wang) a mate. 

^ ft 1ft 'pq' loving union with 

wife and children. 

Ji 4% $ ft ft everything 

must have its correlate. 

^ ^ in accordance with one’s 
0 <E> 

views. 

ft" suitable; fitting; like the 

pattern. 

m it ft * lit & s 
you didn’t make a bad thing out 
of that business. 

ft M or M ft or ft ffllor 

in accordance with what 

is right. 

Sp. in accordance 

with prescribed rule; befitting. 

-A. jj-J/ agreeing with this. 

jh|2 in accordance with law. 

'pq' not accordance 

with eternal principles. 

'o’ suitable to my wants; 

just what I needed. 

JJL 'pq* PJ t0 ma-lce a contract; 

to execute an agreement. 

A.2* 
Pi 

3947 

^ ^ tallying with; agreeing. 

See 3687. 

3^. to calculate; to 

estimate the amount, 

it -A. amounting in all to,—as 

of items in a bill. 

3^. to add up; to reckon. 

ft ^ M in accordance 

(with my duty) I write this 
despatch to inform you. 

ft ff lift 3*£ ^ *s tlierefore 

necessary to prepare a despatch. 

iq- -Ph BJ] it is therefore 

incumbent on me to again state 
clearly. 

ft ^ Bfj it is incumbent on 

me to also state clearly that. 

I'q’ £§. Hfl it is incumbent on 

me at once to forward. 

'0* meanwhile, as in duty 

bound,. 

ft- (tangx) it is my duty to. 

ft rj ^anSi) suitable; it so hap¬ 

pened. 

the only course open; it 

is absolutely necessary that. 

'pq^ Jjfjc t0 un'te to ma-ke. 

^ to strike an average; me¬ 

dium ; proper. 

|pj* to agree, — to invite a 

guest. A phrase seen on invit¬ 
ations from two or more hosts. 

^ _p to fit on; to put some¬ 

thing on to another. 

'o’ Hfc t0 ^owi t0 bend the body, 

'pj* to act with the entire 

strength of the company. 

'o’ Ylfj the return of the 

pearls to Ho-p‘u,—alluding to 
the re-appearance of the pearl- 
mussel at the Ho-p‘u fishery 

under the virtuous rule of ^ 

Sil Meng Ch'ang of the Han 

dynasty. Used in the sense of 
recovery of former advantages. 

'o’ with united efforts. 

^ fp united effort or action. 

ft H to conspire. 

ft M ansry feeling- 

ijpi advantageous; profitable. 

ft ® to bring into coi> 
nection. 

3947 

ft ift equivalent to,—of sums in 

different money denominations. 

ft *p|* Qj? a bone-setter. 

ft ft Iz ^ il is right (in 
accordance with destiny) that I 
should die. 

ft ij|| went t0 be4 in his 
clothes. See 3945. 

—• ft a handful. 

one branch of the river flows 
north, one branch south. 

ft ^ would take two men to 

encircle it with their arms. 

'pq' tlQ the back of the body. See 

12,885. 

'p^- m side by side,—of things. 

ft ft ^ bring them to‘ 
gether,—as when joining things; 
especially of repairs to a breach 
in the embankment of a river. 

ft an £ ftside by side are 
placed the dragon-figured shields. 

‘ two windows. jTX.-.    1 1 
the six points,—N., E., S., 

and W., the zenith, and the nadir. 
Hence, the universe; the empire. 

= + I 

WE have personally ruled 

the empire for more than 20 
years. 

jj[j to have a round. 

Sf@ ®T 

^ ft JI the two fou8ht 
more than 300 rounds, without 
victory declaring itself for either. 

^ ^ they had not 

fought many rounds, when.... 

ft Wk -Acacia Nemu,—the inter¬ 

lacing tree in stone sculptures. 

ft Wi 3? 5l M the 
fragrant ho huan tree with its 
interlacing branches, — used in 
reference to lovers. 

'pq’ 3-ti Magnolia pumila, 

Andr. See 12,970. 

Read ko2*. The tenth 

of a pint. 

Read ka** = Qfr 3754. 

Mussulmans licensed un¬ 

der the Mongols to pray for 
happiness. Kadi. 
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|See^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

^rt 
3949 

395° 

See fg 

IK. ap 
jj. kd 
I A. hap~ 

Entering 
Upper. 

3951 

| See fjA. 

Entering 

Upper. 

A 
BP 

4* 

395 2 

lR"o" 

I See ^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

£1 
3953 

I See 

Entering 

Upper. 

v> 

jSL 
3954 

IC. hop 

IH. hap 
I F. ak 
W. d 

| N. ah, v. eiti 

IP. S.ho 
Im. ho 
IY. heoh 
ISz. ho 
IK. hap 
|J. kd, an 

| A. hap 

Entering 

Lower. 

To environ. 

^ laf a dull smoky atmosphere, 

stones piled up. 

See 3754- 

A charming- woman. 

jjfe beautiful. 

I^J the concubine of Duke 

Hsiang of the Wei State, b.c. 
540. 

jm. 
3954 

3957 
R.: 

#okn 

To sip; to drink. 

P Wv 7K to siP broth- 

c. i 
H. I 

F. IP auk 
W .ho 
N. hoh 

P. ho' 
M. ho 

Y. hak 
IC. kak 

J. kaku 
A. hak 

Entering 
Upper. 

Name of a District, ^ 

% M, in Shensi. 

The jaw; the jowl. 

3958 

A small box with a cover. 

[Stands pictorially for ^ 

3947, united.] 

ik. or ;i£ %sma11 boxes of 
various kinds. 

g|r the lid of a box. 

W) t0 °Pen a box> 
of this kind. 

a card-case. 

yj a snuff-box. 

a box divided into com-| 

partments,—for sweetmeats. 

. 2* 

3959 

C. hop 
H. hap 

F. hak 
W .o 
N. ah, M 

Lho 

M. ho 
Y. heoh 

Sz. ho 

K. hap 
kd 

A. /*«/ 

Entering 

Lower. 

^ a fruit box>—°f an orna' 
mental kind, for presents. 

—* /fH $3 a box of presents, 

—meaning sweetmeats, fruit, etc. 

box-money,—given to the 

servants who bring presents. 

jt a spittoon. 

5^ 10,527. 

.2* 

3959 

5315- 

rully. A ravine; a 

puddle ; a pool. 

a ravine; a gully. 

lljjp Jg ^ a precipice over a 

deep ravine. 

ifj ^ ll| £ ^ to arrange 

artificial hills and valleys, — 
garden rock work 

he has hills and 

dales in his breast,—he is obsti 
nate, or wedded to his own ideas 

@ H. ^ an inch of moun 

tain and a foot of stream,—of a 
landscape. 

a ditch; a moat round a 

city. See r3,464. 

lii J® tbe bed °f a ditch 

-j^ ^ the ocean. 

a flat nose. 

$ HI fi to shunt a diffi- 
culty on to one’s neighbour. 

See 5324. 

Why not? Would it not 

be better to.? See 
1644. 

ni 4§> A Mi M ha°K si why 
not reflect that the way of God 
is retributive? 

why not gol 

back to the root (the essential) 
of the matter? 

^ wil1 y°u 
not tell him this for me? 

why should I not I 

go and follow him?—sc. Wen 
Wang. 

UHL 
396° 

c. I , . 
H. 1 ha*° 
F. hak 

W .0 
N. gah 

P. iho 
M .ho 

Y. heoh 
Sz. ho 

K. hap 
J. id, go 

A. hap, hat 

Entering 

Lower. 

It jnL 
3961 

1 v> 

3962 
.A* 
n 

C. hop 

H. hap 
F. hak 
W .0 
N. ah 

P. sho 
ho 

heoh 
Sz. ho 

K. hap 
. kd 

A. hap 

Entering 

Lower. 

7t£ 3* 1 III i ^ tbe bandits 
are coming: why not leave? 

H # W 18 M vvhy doesn’t 
each of you speak his mind? 

If ff£ a kind of secret name by 

which the various clans or fami¬ 

lies of the & A Ti nation 

used to speak of themselves after 
their dispersion. 

iP3 Inf ^ surrounded by friends, 

— as men who are ! 

^ HI truty sincere and un¬ 

suspecting. 

Sounds of talking; loqua¬ 

cious. Used for 3930. 

I Pin? Pjnf tbe bum many voices. 

Tzu Lu, in spite of his talk, 
could get through ten goblets. 

Pjn£ tbe sound laughter. 

Pj£j[ —' ^ to drink a cup of 

tea. 

1$; Pi# the 21 st Diagram. 

See 6113. 

A leaf of a door. To 

shut; to cover. All; the 

whole. Used with 3947. 

|K| a door; see 2566. 

[il] or |H| to close a door; 

the whole family. 

WiK to close one’s cottage,- 

to retire from public life. 

the whole family,! 

great and small. 

[M] the whole family. 

the whole town. 

® 1=? tbe wb°le province. 

[1® JUS all who belong to. 

|| jjpj the whole court,—military 

and civil alike. 

1 U & W the whole Pre¬ 

fecture unites in this public 
notice. 
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‘ 2* 

3962 

M 
3963 

a'-> 

R. 

W. yiier, c^’i 
#e, 

see jjljj 

Y. 
K. <4^, <4<? 
J. koku, kai 

A. Afljt 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Lower 

and Upper. 

2« 

3964 

« -fi PS 
C. het, wet 
H.ftity het 
F. houk 
W.ywq v. S.u 
N. a/q wa/j 

P. ihe, £//« 
M. //r, /;« 
Y. /itV/, v. /(wr/i 
Sz. he, /;« 
K. /»/, //c/0 
J. kaku^ kiaku 

A. /iaA 
Entering 
Lower. 

'/jp J^J ^ I trust your whole M 
family is well. 

m n na westerly breeze,— 

supposed to blow from the gate 
of Paradise. 

investigate. To To 

impeach 

to examine into 

the real facts of a case. 

M % °x or M to 
investigate. 

to impeach in a memorial 

to the Throne. 

55 %)] or $)j to impeach. 

t « m IPC to present one’s 

own impeachment,—as an offi¬ 
cial who accuses himself of in¬ 
capacity. 

The stone of a fruit; the 

kernel. A hard lump; a 

nodule. To examine into; 

to weigh facts. 

^ the stone of the lichee, 

a peach stone. 

jj£ to bore through the 

stones of plums,—as Wang Jung 
did, lest some purchaser might 
plant them and spoil his mono¬ 
poly. 

^ $|> a walnut. 

the flesh of a walnut, 

a fruit kernel. 

£ fk> take off the husk 

and get at the kernel,—look at 
the intention or motive rather 
than at the thing. 

to have a hard lump or 

growth on the body. 

^ or ^ or ^ ® t0 
investigate. &<? 11,980. 

. or ^ aE: or ©T t0 
decide upon the merits of a case. 

‘ to deliberate; to decide 

upon. 

m to grant after consider¬ 

ation,—as permission to file a 
petition. 

to compare,— as original 

and copy. 

to calculate. 

7Jq jfL a table for cal¬ 

culation; a ready reckoner. 

2* 

3964 

*2$ 

3965 

r pg 44 
C. hit 
H. het 
F. houk 
W. yile 
N. ah 
P. She 
M. he 
Y. hek 
K. hek 
J. kaku^giaku 

A. hak 

Entering 
Lower. 

>K 
3966 

3967 

4* 

3968 

R. ’ 

C. klokQ 
H. het 
F. khauk 

W. ha 
N. hoh 
P. chau, he? 
M. ho\ hoa 

Y. 
K. 
J. kaku 

A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

to add; to calculate the 

additional. 

'fjij to assess. 

pjft to act accordingly, 

to discover a mistake. 

to consider and give an 

answer or instructions how to 
proceed. 

M m * 3 to examine too 

strictly; inquisitorial. 

as compared with 

previous years. 

g-j* to examine an account; 

to find the sum amounts to. 

JUjj to read and examine. 

to duly pay. 

to duly cancel, 

to verify. 

To examine into. Used 

with 3964. To cut; to 

engrave. 

g # or ^ to investigate; 

to scrutinize. 

! $$ t0 verify. 

P t0 investigate judicially. 

Uf to examine with “torture,” 

i.e. to extort evidence by flogging 
with the bamboo. 

35 the husks of threshed 

wheat. See 3987. 

ffi rfiiM terse and pithy. 

See 5326. 

See 5328. 

Name of a village in 

Shensi. A Department in 

Ssuch'uan under the Sung 

dynasty. Read hao% in Pe¬ 

king. A surname. [Dist. 

from ^ nan3 8144, ^ ske* 

9802, and che% 546.] 

Read sAiA**. To plough 

4* 

C 
3969 

C. hak 
H. het 
F. haik 
W. ha 
N. hah 
p. hr 
M. he 
Y. heh 
Sz. he 
K. hiiik 
J. kaku, kiaku 

A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

4» 

397° 

c. 
H. 
F. haik,v. hiali 
W. //a 
N. hah 
P. hsia\ h? 
M. he, .foziz 
Y. //«£ 
Sz. he, 
K. 
J. kaku^ kiaku 

A. /zrz£ 

Entering 

Upper. 

Bright; luminous; scorch¬ 

ing. To be red. To be 

awe-inspiring. To be en¬ 

raged at. To frighten. 

-9^ bright; glorious. 

brightly manifested. 

tiff to burn brightly. 

ffif. jfe fierce and fiery. 

1 m M Wf perfect Yans (see 
12,883) rs powerfully active. 

(i 45 having a great 

reputation. 

£ very powerful,—of a man¬ 

darin. 

M 1 am red as 
though rouged. 

I pf & the kinS rose 
majestic in his wrath. 

fjti- grand; mighty; enduring. 

^ flF SS T % ffi wh'" 
the Emperor comes among the 
people, it is with majesty. 

K T* ^ Wt but you become 

the more incensed against me. 

^ irate; angered. 

)id ^ a kind of paper, manu¬ 

factured under the Earlier Han 
dynasty. 

To frighten; to terrify. 

Also read Asia4. 

m-T gave him a fright. 

A to frighten people to 

death. 

# T frightened him 

out of his wits. 

^ ^ to frighten. 

to impose on by threats, 

to awake with a start. 

yjjjtjj ~Y very frightened. 

to arouse one’s fears; to 

terrify. 

5 afraid of the dark. 

^4: to deter. 

"J* to have run away for 

fear. 

"J* —* made me jump 

with fright. 

63 



*s> 

3970 

R 

3972 

r.|§ 

See 

Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

4- 

3973 

C. hoky, nieky, 
k‘okQ 

H. hok 

F. houk, /<zzz,£, 
meik 

W. wzzz, lo 

N. mah 
P. /zo3, Ulo 
M. ho 

Y. hak, lak 
K. hak 

. gaku, gzr£zz 

A. /z<z£, /zz£, 
mak 

Entering 

Lower 

Irregular. 

4* 

3971 

I® 
J. kaktt^ giahti 
A. 

Entering 

Lower. 

4* 

miserably 

Wb to make use of power or 

influence to threaten; to intimic - 
ate. 

* m m 
poor. 

$ it 3£ intimidated 
by a rich man. 

^ you frightened me 

(your handmaid) out of my life 

or $S P^(orpjl) to shout 

at threateningly; to threaten 
to menace; to intimidate. (Reac 
hsia4 hu') to startle; to frighten 

Water drying off land. 

A small kind of millet 

or panic grass. 

A small animal found in 

Tibet, with a pointed nose 

and thick red fur; a badeer 

A name for the racoon dog 

{Cams procyonoides). 

—' ^ 0 ^ during the 

first month they hunt the badger, 

dressed in fox 

and badger fur. 

^ badger-skin robes. 

% £ )$■ when at 
home, he used thick furs of the 
fox or badger,—of Confucius. 

— £|3 £ t# like the bad¬ 

gers of one mound,—as like as 
two peas. 

trig® to become sleepy. 

Read mo4*. A common 

name for the barbarous 

tribes on the north. 

£ lit St y°ur way 
would be that of the Mo bar¬ 
barians,—alluding to a proposed 
administrative change. 

3974 

See 5013- 

of. gif 

A. hsak 

Entering 
Lower. 

,4* 

^977 

A. grzz£ 

Entering 

Upper. 

See 5014. 

A bird flying high. 

Read chio4*. Ambitious 

Mi lH the Diagram 
ch'ien2 denotes exaltation. 

Soup; broth, made from 

meat only. 

i»U 

3978 

c.4* 

3979 
R.: 

C.foka 
H. k'-ok 
F. hiuok 
W. ho 
N. hoh 
P. ho' 
M. ho 

Y. hwak 
Sz. ho 

K. hwak, v. 
kwak 

J. kwaku,waku 
A. hwak, /zzzzzzr 

Entering 
Upper. 

3980 

3981 

I! 
3982 

3983 

3888. 

Quickly; suddenly, 

to fly swiftly. 

It suddenly. 

^ ^ to gambol; to frolic. See 

5M9- 

U iL ci'°iera- 
|f ill originally another name 

for the Ut Heng mountain 

in Hunan. See 39 c 2. From the 
Han dynasty, the “central guar¬ 
dian mountain” of China, in 
Honan. 

See 5330. 

See 5331. 

:ame as 3977. 

See 5332. 

3984 

C. wak 
F. heik 
N. wah^ weh 
P. hwo3 

K. hwek, hi ok 

J. keki, kiaku 
A. hwak 

Entering 
Lower. 

3985 

tP 

3986 

C. /illy 

H. nget, 
F. hottky 
W. ngo 
N. ngwah 

P. he\ iho, ike 
M. he, zir 
Y. heh 
Sz. he 
K. zi*/ 
J. ketsz, kotsz 
A. houty 

Entering 

Lower. 

r 
3987 

R.^ 

Seez^L 
Entering 
Lower. 

ip 

3988 

*-MJH 
H. ngiet 
F. ngeik 
N. ngwah 
P. h? 
M. he 
K. hil 

. kotsz, gochi 
A. houty 

Entering 

Upper. 

3989 

399° 

The sound of tearing the 

skin off an animal. 

lir w*t^1 a n°lse °f dpping. 

See 6255. 

The ends of a fringe; 

tassels. 

M (<”•©) Mb or ^ or 

^ Ml or (under the PS sui) 

Ml or mm the Ouigours 

or Wigours. See 5163, 574. 

0 Ml ^ H M ik the 
ancestors of the Ouigours were 
the Hsiung-nu. 

Read kox. A knot. 

wm a fast knot. 

ft Ml m a running knot. 

Wheat in the husk. 

mn the husks of threshed 

wheat. See 3965. 

To gnaw, as a rat. To 

peculate. 

See 5316. 

See 5320. 
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M 

3991 

m 
3992 

3993 

m4 

3994 

R1 
H .fo 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
3995 

pJt 
3996 

jdl 

3997 

r 
3998 

R.i 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

See 3899. 

See 5313. 

See 5329. 

To congratulate, the con¬ 
gratulations being often 
accompanied by presents. 

0 it * n from the four 

quarters congratulations come. 

^=j[ or JH ^ or ^ 3^ to 

congratulate. 

tun with respectful congratu¬ 

lations,—when presents are sent. 

*in ^n allow me to con¬ 

gratulate you. 

p( to wish a happy new 

year. 

^ Up to wish many happy 

returns of a birthday. 

'pj to offer congratulations,— 

generally including presents. 

^j|| congratulatory presents. 

jjjijj ^ a Court congratulation,— 

as on the birthdays of the Em¬ 
peror and Empress, etc. 

n. "H*to w's^* °ne t^e com' 
pliments of the season. 

n. to carrya spear- 

j||j jJL| the Ara-shan moun¬ 

tains, lying north of Kansuh. 

See 3893. 

Same as 11,013. 

Same as 3959- 

An animal resembling a 

fox. Is regarded by some 

as identical with 3973. 

3999 

JHj 
4000 

See 

A.honk 

Entering and 
Even Upper. 

w 
4001 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

4002 

z-m 
C. likr 
F. haih, 
N. ngah~ 
P. S-hi 
M. hi 
Y. kih 
K. hik 
J. haku, giaku 
A. hah,, haky 

Entering 
Irregular. 

Hr 

4003 

R. 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

4004 

Rit 
C. hau 

F.’ | heU 
W. hau 
N. h o it 
P. hou, v. hu 
M. hou 
Y. hio, v. hu 

Same as 3893. 

To slander. 

£ W H he is aIways hack- 
biting. 

Name of a small lake 

'n 'M in t^ie east °f 
Kiangsu. 

The root of a feather; 

feathers; pinions. 

mm a feather; a quill. 

to preen the feathers. 

I* ^ rushing pinions,—of any 

one who carries out his inten¬ 
tions promptly and decisively. 

wmm to shake out one’s 

wings and fly aloft,—to obtain 
advancement. 

IRJ to rise in the 

world,—as above 

the six chief wing feathers. 

The poisonous sting of 

an insect. 

To breathe noisily; to 

snore. Very 5 extremely. 

rap] to wheeze. 

njioj asthma. 

||p) jjf or gfa gft to snore. 

stinking horribly. 

§pj fiH 1$ filthyj dirty- 

k 
4004 

Sz. hou 
K. hu 

ho, ko 
A. hiu, hu 

Even Upper. 

4005 

■m 

See PJl 

Rising Upper. 

4006 

C. hau 
H. ) . 
F. ( heU 
W. au 
N. oii 
P. 1 
M. > hou 
Sz. ) 
Y. hio 
K. hu 

ho,gu 
A. hiu 

Even Lower. 

salt to excess. 

||fij ^ very bitter. Also used with 

sour, salt, etc. 

m & m the asthma plant 

(.Epimedium macranthum, M. 
& D.). 

The lowing of an ox. A 

calf. 

the ox is lowing. 

The second title of no¬ 

bility ; a marquis; see k 

6568. A target. Admir¬ 

able ; beautiful. A particle. 

or the rank of 

marquis or count. 

mm a marquis. 

S my lord marquis. 

or m & the feudal 

princes generally. 

m m i\ the struggle of 

the Feudal States,—at the close 
of the Chou dynasty. 

H HI be careful of your 

duties as a prince of the empire 

good companion 

for his prince. 

&m to create a marquis. 

the territory ruled over 

by a marquis. 

pi m jfjj: a nobleman’s 

house is like the sea,—one feels 
lost in its grandeur. 

^ & rfli -R X 'b 
the daughter of an aristocratic 
house is always ignorant of some 
trifles,—-which ordinary people 
know. 

B itfe shooting all day 

at the target. 

m Wc the great target is 

set up. 

we&m truly smooth and 

beautiful,—of fur. 

they became sub 

ject to the House of Chou. 

m if m i)Lthence come oaths 
and curses. 

£ and who are 

there ? 
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a ei ^ m the master of the I 

sacrificial ceremonies responded 
4006 to good omens and exorcised 

evil ones. 

Hou falling upon I 

his sword,—referring to a friend 

°f 'fpjf Hsin-ling Chiin 

(Prince Wu-chi of 

Wei) of the 3rd century b.c., who 
committed suicide rather than 
incur the suspicion of his patron. 

2 , 
The throat; properly the 

oesophagus or gullet, as 4007 

|R-^C 
I F. v. hoa, ho 

IN. v.w, ho 

Uee^ 

Even Lower. 

4008 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Mounds for fire-signals. 

A double one was placed 

every ten li, a single one 

every five li. Seejgjjr 12,205. 

let strict attention be 

paid to the fire-beacons. 

4011 

v. hau 

opposed to p|j| the larynx 

or windpipe. See 7481 

m. <* m fit hr ^ the 
gullet. Also, the windpipe. See 
,6, 4°34- 

OF MU a fine strong voice. 

i|^ ^ the soft throat,—the gullet. 

the hard throat,—the wind¬ 

pipe. 

(1@ Pg the windpipe; a channel 

a passage. 

windpipe places, 

—important strategical points. 

$a M or M Adam's apple. 

to have goose-throat, 

—diphtheria. 

HM to have the throat stopped 

up. 

S ^ tffj commit¬ 
ted suicide by cutting his throat. 

jfaej ity/t to moisten one’s throat,— 

to “wet one’s whistle” or “wash 
one’s neck.” 

M the throat; the voice. 

3E £ l!f the king’s throat 

and tongue,—mouthpiece. 

willing to act as Mr. So-and-So’s 
interpreter. 

A T?T t0 make people 

talk about you; to set tongues 
wagging. 

exquisite modula¬ 

tions of the voice in singing. 

ill A M St. M 1* i 
itching to do whatever one sees 
others doing. 

Wanton; lewd. 

4011 

RH 
F. v. hau 

See^ 
Even Lower. 

A constellation, known 

as and regarded by| 

fortune-tellers as unlucky. 

A monkey; a short-tailed 

macaque. See 1060. 

M !ii or Wi ? a monkey. 

Of IB MM my dear monkey 

ffc ill Wi y°u m°nkey fel¬ 
low ! 

mm shrewd; clever. 

ffj| ft quick; agile; smart. 

M ? iB. monkey tricks. 

f|^ ? to exhibit a perform¬ 

ing monkey. 

!$t M to iumP hke a monkey, 

to be untrustworthy. 

a female monkey 

with a hat on. Said of the famous 

Hi 3l k*a Wang, Hsiang Yu, 

by Han Sheng, who meant that 

he was a jackanapes. 

=fS® M 78i4-] 

Mi to k^l the fowlas 

a warning to the monkey. 

d? & WL 1= 
goddess when young, a monkey 
when old,—of a beauty. 

m ? — #t sHke 
a monkey which has picked up 
ginger,—dog in the manger. 

M ffl. M Hi like a monkey 
with a guitar,— ||[ tjlp making 

discord, two words which sounc 

precisely like Wl talk 

nonsense! rubbish! 

M jNL the famous monkey 
character in the jJEj ^ jfjl 

Hsi-yu-chi. See 10,431. 

fit H °r simply = ^ 

or |&jf — a monkey. 

HI M or fff M a small species 

of marmoset, found in Yunnan. 
It is said to be able to rub ink 
on a palette; hence the name. 

M a hear. 

Itjf M the yellow monkey (Afaca- 

cus thibetanus, A. M.-Edw.). 

^ R fi tlie golden brown 

monkey (Rh inop it h ecus roxella- 
nae, A. M.-Edw.). 

MW? Cr a tee gits cuneaia, S 

& Z., and C. pinnatifida, Bunge 

M%& Sapineius Afukorossi 

Gaert., the fruit of which is usee 
as soap. 

a 

4014 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

4°IS 

RH 
See 

Even Lower. 

Warts; pimples. 

Dim of siorfit. o 

110| a king of Asuras. 

Rahula, — the eldest 

son of Shakyamuni Buddha. He 
is to be reborn as the eldest son 
of every future Buddha. 

/Pit Rahulata, —a 

native of Kapila, and 16th patri¬ 
arch. He entered Nirvana b.c. 

”3- 

To pray for blessings; to 

offer sacrifices. 

A musical instrument 

with twenty-five strings, 

called ^, like a large 

lute. 
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4016 

See 
Even Lower. 

bey*3 

4017 

Rit 
See ^ 

Sinking and 

Even Lower. 

r3l2 

4018 

R^C 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

4019 

Hill 
4020 

Rit 
See|£ 

Even Lower. 

a 
4021 

R. 

C. hail 

H. heu 
F. haiu, heu 
W. au 
N. oii 
{>. 
M. hot1 
Sz. 
Y. heo 
K. hu 
).kd 
A. heu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Dry provisions. 6^6156. 

:§f food taken on a journey. 

Name of a place, called 

$$ HJ, belonging to the 

Chin State. 

The metal head of an 

arrow. 

the four arrows 

are all balanced, — have their 
centre of gravity in the proper 
place. 

Same as 4016. 

A large fish, called J§ 

or and said to 

be poisonous. 

j|jj a river porpoise. 

To await; to expect the 

arrival of. A period of 5 

days. 

or tJ* ^ to wait 

^ Wf 'A t0 wa't a l°ng time. 

m m # $ he waited till 

midnight. 

1 shall not wait 

after noon. 

waiting here. 

m. % M % when you get 

home, wait for me. 

TjV to await a reply or in¬ 

structions. 

SHiR good at waiting for 

wind,-knowing what the weather 
will be. 

e I await your chariot,—a 

conventional phrase used in in¬ 
vitations. 

» 1 await your conversation 

—same as last entry. 

£ 
4021 

to respectfully 

wait,—upon a person, as a visit 
of ceremony. 

sent a servant 

to ask after him,-—in illness. 

^ to enquire after a person’s 

health; to visit. 

to send salutations. 

ifc T\ ^1 wil1 payfor 
you all,—as a dinner at a restau¬ 
rant. 

^ uE I will pay 7 I will stan<l 

treat. 

|pj -j^ to wait upon; to attend 

upon, as a servant. 

$lt M let the chair be 

in waiting for me. 

^ a person in waiting; an 

usher. 

those officers of 

escort. 

^ 01 or Jt t0 await ex" 
amination,—as a witness. 

|& to await examination,— 

as goods at the Customs. 

^ t0 awa*t the termination, 

—as of a trial. 

i&W or waiting to fill 

a vacancy; expectant,—of offi¬ 
cials who have the rank but not 
an actual appointment. Used of 
provincial officials. See 9463. 

a jocular term for 

an expectant official. 

j|S| to await selection,-—for 

official employment. Used of 
officials in the Peking Boards. 

or IS 9k season; weather 

^ '{$1 >Jj|j the weather was 

rather chilly. See 1064. 

m disease. See 7884. 

¥ B ® It m & 
has he previously suffered from 
this disease? 

^ ^*0 (a co°k) should 

know about the strength of a fire, 

—either ^ or as required. 

See 12,633, 12,744. 

© ffl ® lit 9 ‘Ki> 
keep him here to look after the 
strength of the fire. 

a# ft time. See 9921. 

« w to await an interview. 

HOU 

'fpjfi to wait for; to enquire 

after. : 
4021 

# is M y°u wait 
here. 

# H M present 
compliments to him. 

^ (.sheng') as soon as you 

have mounted, — said by the 
host when asked by a departing 
visitor to return to his house. 

^ 1$ "Of? t0 awaR his Majesty’s 
commands. 

-J-* ^ the 72 periods of 

5 days which make up the year 
of 360 days. Thus divided by 
Ching Fang, 1st cent. B.c. 

C 
The roar or bellow of 

animals; a voice of anger. 

1*1 3iC P?L tlie lioness Ho' 
4022 

R-fr 
C. Jiau 
H. -hail, Jiaii 

tung roars,—said by Su Tung-p‘o 

of the shrewish wife of 2^* 
F.chau 
W. ‘hail, hau' 

Ch'en Chi-ch‘ang; hence the 

N. hoii, v. oii term has come to mean a virago 
P. 1 or shrew. 
M. > hou 
Sz. ) P^rL $0 H he roars like 

Y. heo thunder. 
C. hu 
. ho, ku P?L ^ asthma. 

A. heu 
Rising P?l t0 Pant- 

Irregular. ^ ^ the bell rings. 

Sfl* 

A fierce wolf, found in 

Mongolia. An astrological 
4023 term for the 16th constella- 

r4T tion in Aries. The dragon’s 

See p|L 
head on roofs. 

Rising Upper RiJ- ^ jf^ to call upon the 

R. 

4024 

C. 'hau, hail- 

H. -heu, heu' 
F. haiu-1, kau1 
W. ‘au, ‘gau 
N. oii 
P. 
M. 
Y. heo' 

Sz. hou' 

K. hu 

i- kd,gu 
A. heu- 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

hou' 

heavenly wolf or dragon’s head 
upon a roof,—said of workmen 
engaged in dangerous work 
upon high scaffoldings, etc. 

Thick, as opposed to 

9381. Substantial ; rich. 

Generous; kind. Sincere. 

Secure. Virtuous. 

W thin and thick; thickness 

(as a relative term); liberal anc 
stingy; much and little. 

J W- SB St A 
require much from yourself anc 
little from others. 

1ST® M not to think 

thick thin,—as a pessimist. 

w-ttm® to show partiality 
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4024 

bH llfc we say of earth I 

that it is thick,—yet one should) 
tread carefully on it. 

when you 

to the breadth and thickness,— I 
of the earth. 

ISf & j? face-skin thick,— | 

brazen-faced; thick-skinned. 

their artful words, like organ I 
tongues, show how unblushing! 
are their faces. 

M W\ brazen-faced. Also, good- 
looking. 

yjSj generous wine, 

savoury; tasty. 

jqp. liberal betrothal presents. 

,|f liberal presents. 

a liberal salary. 

/§L ^ a large fortune. 

mm unbounded favour. 

i? M; thick soles. 

or J|* to bestow gen¬ 

erously. 

mm large profit. 

}!$. ^ great good fortune. 

*#rJ?i£ what he earnestly 
hopes. 

w 
4025 

C. 
H. 2-heu, heu'- 
F. /tain, Z/i’M, 

hau, a 

Lower. 

to collect a strong force | 

of. 

Pp. well-to-do; substantial. 

j§[ ffg or ^ friendly feel¬ 

ings; kindness. 

pf to be kind or generous to. 

Pf to treat kindly or cordially. 

/j|[ jgf kindly; considerate; gen-j 

erous. 

gJB great kindness. 

Pj! ^ great benevolence, — al-j 

luding to money given. 

^ close friendship. 

aw very intimate. 

J|i? sincere; honest, 

loyal; trustworthy. 

W )?- 0 £ y°u wil1 not| 
be able to conquer him. 

m& mma to send away I 

(their envoys) with liberal pre-[ 
sents when they only brought] 

small presents,—is the way to | 
treat vassal princes. 

-f$i J? earnest and sincere. 

HZM £ perfectly secure, 

—of territory. 

# mwa making thee en¬ 

tirely virtuous. 

* M a kind of bleak (Leuciseusl 

idellus). 

pf (/'<?') Magnolia sp. nova\ 

the bark of which is highly! 
valued as a drug. See 9509. 

Behind, of time and place, 

as opposed to 737-1 

Verso, the second page ofl 

a leaf in a Chinese book;] 

see 12,978. After, as op-[ 

posed to ^ 4440. Descend¬ 

ants; posterity. To follow ;| 

see 5185. To put in the 

rear; to postpone. North, 

as applied to hills, houses, 

streets, etc.; see 1737. See I 

^ 11,208. 

I $ “ # ^ ” # -f 

or \pX ^ afterwards. 

after that; accordingly;] 

subsequently. 

I H or # 0 or # ^ the| 
day after to-morrow. [For the! 
first, see also 11,208.] 

the fourth day from 

to-day, inclusive. 

the afternoon. 

^ after midnight. 

henceforth; ever| 

afterwards. 

^ ^ if a11 diedl 
of illness subsequently,—to the 
events narrated. 

[|j iffl from hack to front; 

backwards, like the Mongolf 
script. 

m&m take care that you| 

are not behind time. 

after-born; descendants; 

a youth, as opposed to 

used respectfully for “I” or “me.” 

Also, young; see ||| 966. 

M ^ # £ and so he| 
preserves us, his descendants. 

w 
4025 

a youth; a young man.) 

S ^ ^ he took pupils. 

^ ^ I, your pupil. 

#Htor^^„r^Wafter| 

ages; posterity. 

^ ^ the after part of| 
my life. 

the After (or Later) Han| 

dynasty. 

R H ^ ^ 8E % a 11 
only want you to think of me I 
in days to come. 

A # $ & fit it ft 
by and by, all will be| 

your child’s. 

Ills# they were not I 
after me. 

or fjff descendants. 

&i) ;ln heir; posterity. 

has he any des-| 

cendants?—in the male line. 

not to have malel 

offspring is the chief,—of the| 

three unfilial acts. See 4334. 

1ft IH ^ you are a| 

gentleman by birth. 

J# S ¥ M named | 
Hsiang as his successor. 

P# ^ if* t0 g>ve dying) 
injunctions. 

j§ (or '/p ) ^ ^ to settle one’s! 

affairs,—before death. 

014 ^ in order to watch 

the development of events. 

it ^ °r # it first and last. 
See 4440. 

^ ^ a further blessing,—food) 

as well as drink, alluding to the 
ancient sacrifices at which wine! 
only was drunk at first, but when! 
the sacrifices were performed a 
full banquet was served. 

^ # or # $1or # M al 
stepmother. 

^ J]$! a stepmother (i.e. 

a lowering) face, — of spring! 
weather. 

a widow re-marrying. 

^ ^ to shudder at a danger] 

past. 

^ '|^ to repent. 

to supplement. 
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4025 

to make plans for the 

future. 

we shall doubtless 

meet again. 

ffij ^ l*S ^ and after¬ 

wards walked behind her. 

^ order one °f the 
attending carriages,-to carry me. 

ifi PJ 1 wdl come on hy 
and by. 

following behind. 

# M or # ® or # ^ 
behind; at the rear; astern. 

^ the back. 

t # on the back; behind the 

back. 

the very last; the 

hindmost. 

n n is or ^ pfj enumerated 

as follows:— 

^ |||| an extended protest. 

^ or ^ behind the 

scenes; the green-room. 

- a back hall; the anus. 

^ JJ^* the anus. 

* S * ra « * # # 
-jjjj no man with a sense of duty 

ever put his sovereign second, 
—to himself. 

S H % A % Z, men put 
him in front who puts himself 
behind. 

^ ^ IP # A keeP be¬ 
hind, and you shall be put in 
front. 

^ Jjj§ the rear of an army. 

^ Hjl a force in reserve. 

^ pfj a back-door; the breech 

of a gun. 

'fg' fbe rear Part °f a house; 

the breech of a gun. 

^ ^ ^ breech-loading rifles. 

^ Hi [ffj ?£ jlffl heayy breech¬ 
loading guns. 

^ ® lbe rear wad °f a 
house. 

the back hair,—of a wo 

man’s coiffure. 

111 ^ north of the hill. 

^ l±| the northern hill, 

the north street. 

hau° 

hou 

4026 

R. 

C. hau'- 
H, hcu 
F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 

M. 
Y. hak 
Sz. hou 
K. hu 
J. ho, 
A. heu'- 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

nc 
4027 

R-ft % 
See ^ 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

The king-crab (Limulus 

Polyphemus), known as J|| 

. [In Shanghai this word 

is used for “rainbow.”] 

|r W& Ipomcea biloba, Forsk. 

A sovereign; a ruler; a 

feudal prince. 5^ ^ 5501. 

Used for 4025. 

I B a sovereign true 

was our royal prince. 

^ the two sovereigns ^ ^ 

Wen Wang and stl Wu 
Wang. 

— Jgj the three chief rulers under 

the Emperor Shun, viz.: 

Po I, the Great Yii, and 

Jgp Hou Chi. Also, 

KingT'ai (or ^ T‘an Fu), 

King Chi (or ^5 

Chi Li), and Wen Wang. 

the Three Rulers 

are in heaven,—alluding to the 
second set given above. 

llgf Almighty God. 

TV B or the sovereign. 

ftf J0 or pH the Empress. 

M A Bor A B the Em¬ 
press Dowager. 

Our Imperial mother,— 

said by the Emperor. 

BM maids-of-honour. 

A Je? £ ^ the toils 
of my sainted predecessors on 
the throne. 

M. A Is A Heaven and Earth 

personified as powers. 

A B the Taoist Queen of | 

Heaven, — the sailor’s goddess 
to whom he prays or sacrifices 
for fine weather and safe con 
duct. The Buddhist goddess 

^ ffl i Maritchi, represent 

ed with eight arms, two of which 
are holding aloft emblems of the 
sun and moon. 

4027 

pja 
4028 

R.^f 
See 

A. keif 

Rising Lower. 

or 
4029 

R.^ 

C. hau 
H. heu 
F. haiiO-^ kail? 

W. ~au 
P. 1 
M. > hou 
Sz. ) 
Y. hou 
K. hu 
J. koyu 

A. heu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
4030 

rTI 

See ^ 

Rising Lower. 

^ J0 ^§|| an aneroid barometer. 

M B in those quarters 

he appointed the princes. 

# ft idj j§. s n iw 1 
he who soothes us is our 
sovereign: he who oppresses us 
is our enemy. 

To scold; to abuse. 

To meet unexpectedly. 

mum to meet unexpect¬ 

edly,—as a friend. 

Name of an ancient place 

in the State of if| Lu. 

The west, as opposed 

to M l2> 248 ; western ; 

foreign. Shansi. Used for 

Radical 146; see 4244. 

the west side, 

south-west. 

pltf north-west. 

^ ® west south-west. 

SS T in the west, — of the 

Eighteen Provinces. 

± to go to the capital. 

east and west; colloqui 

ally, a thing. See 12,248. 

® A the fine men of 

the west,—alluding to the early 
seat of the House of Chou. 
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m 
4031 

ftt # °r B 
^ the paradise of the west,— 

the Buddhist heaven which is 
said to be only a foretaste of 
the bliss of Nirvana. Sanskrit 
sukhavati. 

DtffB % his soul has gone 

to heaven. 

ft i§ 65 the old priest has 

gone to the west,—is dead. 

or western 

nations. See jfjfc 10,315. 

a a western men; foreigners 

mn Portugal; foreign coun 

tries. 

65 $$ Tibet. See 3383 po\ 

western regions; Mahom 

medan States. 

as ill a name for Jeho 

65 the western mausoleum,— 

of the Imperial family. 

© ^ a fancy name for the 

palace in which the Emperor 
pursues his studies. 

0TB the sun is level with 

the west,—that is just before it 
appears to go down straight to 
the horizon. 

3|[ —‘ Pff 65 —‘ 'Pj east a 
mouth and west a sentence,— 
everybody talking at once. 

65 ft or Blffc the western 

guest,—a tutor, from his position 

as opposed to that of 3JT 

the master of the house. 

6§ servants; employes, as op 

posed to masters. 

a ffl or a western 

lake,—of which there are two 
famous ones, viz.: at Hang-chow 
in Chehkiang and at Hui-chow in 
Kuangtung. Both were visited 
by the poet Su Tung-p‘o. 

a safe “lake water” colour, 

a pale clear green; more com¬ 

monly . 

65 $$} peep_s^°ws- 

B iH M a kind of pumpkin or 

gourd. 

the tomato. 

65 M a water-melon. See 6281. 

SM & rind of a water-melon; 

a cap. 

m 
4031 

tef 
4032 

C. tslai 

M. z/1‘1, hsi 

See 

A. te 

Even Upper. 

4033 

iiJU\ 
4034 

R.' 

C. sik 
H. sit 
F. scik 
W. si 
N. sik 

P. ‘hsi 
M. hsi 

Y. sik 
Sz. hsi 

K. sik 
J. scki 
A. tik 

Entering 

Upper. 

i&a ^ a popular term for 

Shansi man. Also, the Japanese 
hawfinch (Coccothraustes vulgar¬ 
is, var. Japonicus). 

ib a « j- n it 7 j 
jjjj Shansi grabbers love money 

more than life, — alluding to 
banking and financial operations 
generally, which are all in the 
hands of Shansi men, the Jews 
of China. 

65 $jf "F* a border of figures 
from the Hsi-hsiang-chi, a fam 
ous novel. 

ffl P f§ a horse from beyond 

the western passes. 

B&f E sheepskins from 

Kansuh. 

Grieved; miserable. 

IB <|'J| gr'eved; vexed. 

'H ® 1® US ^ H jSjfc why 
so miserable? 

ffl ffl is ib $ ft m 
lived lonely and miserable 

at Sui-chou, — of a widow anc 
orphan. 

Same as 985. 

Breath; to breathe (see 

4297); to blow (see 2579) 

That which is produced 

posterity; interest on mon¬ 

ey ; see ^1)6885. To stop; 

to put a stop to; to rest; 

to appease. See 5665. 

^ ,l§li vapour; breath. ^8919 

and below. 

M ,lli neither pulse nor 

breathing, — no signs of life; 
dead. 

M A A to draw a deep sigh. 

M, W- f? not to stop pant¬ 

ing. 

ijjlj ,|§Ji to sob j to exact interest. 

it.a to stop the breath,—samd- 

dhi\ see 7733, 9552. Also,toput 
a stop to. 

^ Jli to compose the 

features and check the breath, 
as in the presence of a superior. 
See 9319. 

ir 
4034 

^ Jli t0 breathe deeply. 

MAZAMm^A 
£ ,tli % the Perfect man 

breathes from his heels, mankind 
in general from their throats. 

«.6 Hi pk to blow with the 

breath. 

fW if >he fire 
has been let out and re-lightec 
then. 

M T* vii he had no chil¬ 
dren. 

a.a my little daughter. 

M ,a myson- 

.a si interest on money. 

£ Aor 9J M the blessing: 

of peace; prosperity; to produce 
interest; to be profitable. 

J§!i perquisites; tips; vails 

& m .a St good for nothing 

—as a bad son. 

j|l to exact interest. 

M A M #1: Ji interest 
to be at pawnbroker’s rate,— 
2 per cent per month. 

E4 to bear interest. 

/^i a dividend warrant. 

ffiff A ^ beginning work at 

dawn and stopping at dusk. 

J§!i t0 resti to cease from. 

^ Jft ift M A 7 imPer' 
ceptibly his breath stopped. 

* fit A M .a % fh f»'» 
flight of six months’ duration 

3c ,a T hi- his father was 

abroad. 

Jili ^4 to rest tbe shoulders, as 

a burden-carrier. 

—‘ Ji|> Rlj *n tbe dme of a rest; 

in a short space of time. 

Jili to S*-°P one s trade or 
business. 

US A t0 sleeP- 

1 t0 &ive UP tbe ^dea' 

^1 ^ to stop one’s chariot; to 

come to a stop. 

I $ to come to a friendly IT 
settlement. 

^ ^ to suspend military opera¬ 

tions. 
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itiA 
4034 

» 

itU\ 
4035 

*■$* 
C. sik, v. sent 
H. sit, v. sim 
F. seik, v. sing 
W. si, v. csang 
N. sih, v. sing 
P.ihsi 
M. hsi 
Y. hsik 
Sz. hsi 

K. sik 
J. seki 
A. tik 

Entering 

Upper. 

Jr Ifc C 01 Jr ^ 
prevent war. 

to 

to bring a matter to a 

conclusion. 

t * il ,6 not daring to take 

a little rest. 

® 'll £ do not reckon on 

your repose being permanent. 

See $£ 44. 

Jr nS> to set one’s heart at rest; 

to cease to be anxious. 

.6 Mto appeas« ans“- 

a m to spoil, as a child; to pet. 

solaced her with some good tea 
and good food. 

^ ^ cannot rest under 

them,—of trees without shade. 

[ J=/@r final particle.] 

^0 J> to breed,-as bird-fanciers. 

The wife of a son, grand¬ 

son, or nephew. 

A 
4036 

1* 

See viiir 
Entering 

Upper. 

daughter-in-law. 

M j§ °r M 01 % a 
daughter-in-law; (in the north) 
a wife. 

»«S mother-in-law and daugh- 

ter-in-law. 

fr M #1 a bride- 

5* M *R to marry a wife. 

to arrange a marriage. 

1 (Nanking) or jjj ijj 

At. if o'- # AS Ai 
(Shantung) a name for girls who 
are living in the families of their 
betrothed husbands. 

To extinguish, as a fire; 

to obliterate. 

to put out a lamp. 

asm” was to extinguish; 

to quench. 

@ tbe beacon-fires 

are not yet extinguished,—the 
rebellion is still going on. 

has the fire been 

put out yet? 

Mthe traces °f 
the ancient kings are obliterated. 

4037 

R. 

See J 
Entering 
Upper. 

a* 

>&>1 
4038 

R-m 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

4039 

R-$l 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

4* 

m 
4040 

C. sik, ts^ik 
H. sit 
F. seik 
W. si, v. sie 
N. sik 

P. chsi, ihsi, 
hsi3 

M. hsi 
Y. hsik 
Sz. hsi 

K. sok 
J. seki, shaku 
A. tik 

Entering 
Upper. 

4041 

1* 

R. * 

See fyy 

Entering 

Upper. 

A polypus. 

% }|or $1 IIa polypus in 
the nose. 

Name of a place in the 

State of Ch‘i. 

(5j]j ^ Jjjf |J they encamped at Hsi. 

To draw breath. To eat. 

To split, as wood ; to 

divide. To explain. [To 

be distinguished from jffi; 

h,398.] 

Hr t0 sPbt brew00(b 

fHX to divide,—as money. 

Df i ft =. Z, divided it into 

two parts. 

jtWl!# to execute a deed 

for the division of family pro¬ 
perty. 

JsJ H #f # to live together 

but mess apart. 

to explain the meaning of. 

fjj #f M Ff* when he 
spoke, he always hit the nail on 
the head. 

tom a name for the rainbow, 

old name of J 

Chihli. 

^ ^ = constellation ^ 

in 

to draw distinctions; 

to differentiate; to go into details. 

Sorrowful. To venerate 

Mr 

4042 

1* 

R. 

4043 
g© 

See fyy 

Entering 
Upper. 

4044 

R. i 

See fyy 

Entering 
Upper. 

% 
4045 

w 
4046 

See fyy 

Entering 

Upper. 

4047 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
4048 

C. hei 
H. 

F. 
hi 

Same as 4043. 

Clear; bright; perspicu¬ 

ous ; white. 

clear; perspicuous. 

ffyj minutely; in detail. 

fid if t0 enciuire uP°n 
difficult points and dispel one’s 
doubts. 

B6r##r'@ a clear eye and 

white teeth. 

i§ fL 'Z. ifitand her hish 
forehead, so white. 

6 WUHh dazzling white. 

An affluent of the river 

Han in Honan. To 

wash rice. 

*° wasb dee. 

frr ff he took up the 

washed rice and went off. 

^ sound of pattering rain. 

[So K‘ang Hsi. But also = 

soughing of wind; see ^ 

ff- ft by t fill £•] 

Same as 4043. 

Shepherd’s-purse, called 

UM , eaten as greens. 

)|jjr a kind of panic grass. 

A species of lizard or 

chameleon, called m m, 

found in central China. 

Also known as ^1 

stone dragon, and by many 

other names. 

Few; rare; seldom ; see 

^4058, and 2511. To 

hope. 

414s few- 

few (of the valua- 

64 
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w 
4048 

w. 
N. 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. h'ii 

J. ki, ke 
A. hi 

Even Upper. 

1 hsi 

bles) were not lost,—in the civil 
wars. 

4049 

*•« 

See^- 

rare; curious. 

rare; curious; to value. 

Also, the nails or knobs carried 

away from the doors of I Even Upper. 

Confucian temples by graduates.) 

6 # ^ S6 
I really do not value (i.e. want)) 4050 
your money. jR 

^ ^ ^ ^ ’tis of no value. lSee ^ 

a wonderful thing;) Even Upper, 

a great curiosity. 

fit 1 honour those 

4051 

*•# 

of that rarity,—a friend. | See 

^ ^ Mu 0 ^ thatl EvenUpper 

which eludes the sense of sight, 
is called hsi1. [Also applied, | 
mutatis mutandis, to the sense| ”l|J 
of hearing.] | 4052 

To pretend; to counter-1 

feit. 

fan appearing as if. 

I obscurely; dimly. See 18, 

19, 21. 

4057 

I K-m)m 
See 

Even Upper. 

^Lx 

who are known to few. 

^ # to know the value | 

that which can neither be |R' m 

heard nor seen,—the subtile; the)See 

Even Upper. 
infinitesimal. 

#fftZt£ a rare jewel,— of 

a man. 

^ j|i to shed hair. 

a rest in music, 

ft# I humbly trust that. 

^ to hope that. 

(or® #) I 
shall hope to get a reply, 

# BH # & which kindly 

To grieve; to whimper.| 

To chuckle. 

Swine. See 4055. 

|f dear me! alas! 

To consider; to reflect. 

To compassionate. To wish. 

4053 

IR 

See 

Even Upper. 

4054 

communicate to.... IR- fit 

to scheme for; to aim at;|See 

to hope. I Even Upper. 

# M M %ij in the hope of| 1 

great profit. 

# US \m intending to evade I J°55 

payment of duty. 

to desire; to wish for. 

#«3fefS§ 1 hope you will 

come to see me. | ttX 

gm to Deg to request. | 
I 4C 

()t iJr ^ seventy years| r. 

See 

Even Upper 

See 

Even Upper. 

of age. See 4058. 

almost; nearly. 

To long for; to gaze at. 

4058 

Yu 

lsee^& 
Even Upper. 

To dry in the sun. To| 

dawn. 

an* 1# the dew has not) 

dried up. 

it is not yet light) 

in the east. 

To sob; to whimper. 

^ t0 blubber and I 

snivel,—which last is the Chinese! 
test of real grief. 

Name of a small tributary 

of the Yang-tsze in Hupeh. 

The noise used in calling 

pigs. Used for 4057. 

one of the fabulous) 

monarchs of old, said to have[ 
set the universe in order. 

pigs grunting; noise of 

scampering pigs, 

jp| a name given to 

the criminals employed for State 
purposes under the administra¬ 

tion of I£ ^ Wang Mang, the 

Usurper. 

Thin (of liquids), as op¬ 

posed to 'Jj 8411 ; scatter¬ 

ed; separated, as opposed 

to fg] 2502 and 7835 

Close, as the mesh of a 

net; see 487. Few; rare; 

seldom ; used with ^ 4048. 

See 5387. 

$ or watery 

thin. 

^ consistency of,—a fluid, 

to have diarrhoea. 

n Wi rice foiled to a thin gruel 

congee; porridge. 

cooked very soft 

done to rags. 

I will pound you to the con 

sistency of brains. 

you have 

minced it to a pulp 

nm very poor. 

n in tatters. 

nm&m when the moon is 

bright and the stars are few. 

scattered; sparse; with 

wide intervals. 

n IS. be seParated him 
self from the world. 

U 4'few- 

or rare; curious 

mm2?® insignificant; im¬ 

material ; commonplace. 

seventy years of age. See 

4048. From the following line 

by W Tu Fu:- 

A & % M from 
of old until now, men of 70 have 
been rare. 

already near 

70. 
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m 
4°58 

4059 

i*-* 

hee# 
Even Upper. 

4060 

See a. u 
Even and 

| Rising Upper. 

& 
4061 

I r. pi 

I See 

4062 

^ tfe (ft few and far 

between. ' 

U %& the mandarin duck. 

U H ifr musIins- | C. hai 
H. he 

F. hie 

The articulations of thelw.j 
IN. 1 ■> 

bones. |p. 
M. 

Read ch^ih}. Name o!|y. 
I Sz. 

a city under the Chou I k.'/^ 

dynasty. A surname often y^e 

wrongly used for ^|5 1130.1 sinking 
1 Lower. 

hsi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To snore; to 

through the nose. 

b 1 o w 

branch of thelp'i-r* 

1m . (<-hsi 

4063 

4063 

A connecting link; suc¬ 

cession; family connection. 

A duct. 

connected; joined. 

Sjij ^ ^ connected with¬ 

out end; an interminable series, 

fit t0 be connected. 

1S| to tie together. 

lit* genealogy; a man’s male 

line traced backwards from him¬ 

self, as opposed to Util {see 

4142) where the direction is the 
other way. 

genealogy not 

traceable. 

^ 10 °r m & a genea'|R. 
logical tree. |c.shai 

nothisbloodrela- 
tives. IW. si 

mK*K 
Li clan. 

I ® fi^ i my 
came from the south of Anhui. 18z- ^Sl 

... ___ -. IK. hye,v. he 
4J Tt }jj there is no record |j. ke^gei 

of his ancestry. 

7ii*2stot' 
deeply anxious or concerned,— 
as for another’s safety. 

H Jpj the oesophagus or gullet. 

JJf * a duct which, according 

to Chinese physicians, connects 
the heart and the liver. 

To connect with; to be¬ 

long to; attached to; con¬ 

sequent upon ; used fori 

4061,4104. To be; is; are.I 

% IK connected with; belong¬ 

ing to. 

related to. 

| to bind; bound up with, 

jj very much attached to. 

iyft friendly relationship. 

H IS A ^ involving human 

life. See ^ 6368, and 

58i4- 

Stillli 
no particular consequences in-1 Even Lower, 

volved. 

IP1 A tbe consecluences 
will be very serious. 

Ahe is a bad man- 

thisl 

4064 

there are I See ^ 

0 ^ ^ the gate¬ 

keeper said, “From whom (do 
you come)?” 

/Jx ^ 7^ a servant; a page. 

Wn a tribe which was found, 

during the T‘ang dynasty, to¬ 
wards the north-east of Man¬ 
churia. 

were made gov 

ernment slaves. 

A man from the right 

bank of the Yang-tsze; a 

barbarian. To bind, as a 

prisoner; used with 4104. 

A servant; a waiter; used 

for 4063. 

a page; a servant-boy. 

$ # +1L ffi S 
is the act of a child. 

It H A @r i* * was1R 
really done by another. 

—* ^ there was only I See 

m 
4065 

one man,—concerned in it. 

!H % lit it actually turns | 

out to be thus. 

Wtheinjury| 
was done to him out of spite. 

I have them all. 

Even Lower. 

A waiting-maid. 

4066 

Why? 

servant. 

how ? what ? A 

r. : 

| See 

I A. Jie 

Even Upper. 

To wait for; to expect; 

to hope. Used for 4070.J 

^ J0 to wait for my | 

sovereign. 

to await. 

„ Y. Shsi, Sch'-i. 
ancestors! 

A. she 

Even 
Irregular. 

H ^ why do y°u notl 
take office? 

H ^ H 35 why do you put| 
us last? 

what do you think I 

of it, sir? 

Sfc H f! *b what could be | 

more agreeable? 

% pT M K 38£how canl 
he become my friend? 

how is it to be endured?! 

what like? to what degree?1 

to make fun of. 

4St H #1 H 
now foxes thus play the fool| 
with me. 

4067 

4068 

R." 

See 

Even Lower. 

— 

4 in 
though now in this difficulty, 11 
trust there will be no trouble in | 
future. 

See 1009. 

A kind of grasshopper. 

See 1014. 

m 
4069 

See 1008. 
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4070 

|R-SF 
IC. C£W, chai, 
1 cA* 
IH. C£W 

IF. i/«>, fae 
IW. 

IN. s.yi 

IP. chsi, Cchli 
IM. 'th'-i 

IK. hie 

|J. kei^gei 
1 A. She 

Even 

Irregular. 

4071 

r. : 

I See |*| 

Even Lower. 

A foot-path ; a narrow I 
path over a hill. 

® a short cut. 

H! J!f @ although 

his work (as a painter) really 
has the short cut,—i.e, the art 
of expressing much by little. 

J_L| a mountain path. 

iffi Sj?f| winding paths 

leading across bridges. 

^Silk'll very extraordin¬ 

ary. See 1401. 

... 
the peach and the plum tree 
say nothing, yet a path is worn 
beneath them,—by their admi¬ 
rers. Applied metaphorically to 

persons, esp. to and 

Shoes. 

-SSL. 
I*-3 

R 

4073 
K. hit 
J. hi 
A. hi 

Rising Upper. 

a woman si 

4072 

3^3 

|Sz. 

hsi 

M or i-ljl 
shoe. 

jjl a red embroidered! 

shoe; a fancy name for the red] 
bean. 

A kind of mouse, the 

bite of which is said not 

to give pain but to bel 

venomous. 

rdt if ^ M don’t flood mice! 

out of a shrine,—for fear ofl 
injuring the decorations, etc. See\ 

Mi IO>°72- 

& m m z m m mm 
@TA catch hold of a mou-1 
se’s tail and it will still be able! 
to turn and bite. (A worm will] 
turn.) 

Jj|| a 1000 lb. crossbow is I 

not the weapon for killing a 
mouse. 

Joy; gladness, as opposed 

to 11 or f 13,381 ;| 

compared with ^, see y2>31 
One of the seven passions ;| 

see 4m 2187. 

j- dj 
# fe or # St or -M* # a| 

joyful countenance. [The last 

also = ^ |^j; see 12,128.]] 

^ beside oneselfl 

Sor H tkor S @ to 
rejoice; to delight in. 

ftii lift If 3)1 he is over¬ 
joyed. 

^ ^ If lift it&1 do not like 
him. 

overjoyed 

# T g 
with joy. See 2033, chin'. 

If m m *1 joy beyond all 
expectation. 

jjll to smile with joy. 

itmm, ia. turned grief into 

joy. 

If # ^ Jtfr clapped 

his hands and danced for joy 

^ 0 £ j|L exceeding great 
joy. 

-g- finit ri 7® J°y tke house 

j|l drank their (health 

and) happiness. 

* $£ A m or ® g ^ 
* rejoiced over it as a godsend. 

9) If & to add to the fun 

-g- double joy, — happiness 

and longevity. The emblem feg 

“double joy” is frequently used 
for decorative purposes, some¬ 
times being represented pictori- 
ally by two spiders; see 4082. 

-g- ^ or jgl J|g joyful affairs;| 

merry-making; a marriage. 

i*lf ^ to manage a wedding. | 

If a bridal chair. 

If T your wife has 

joy,—is in the family way. 

-g pregnancy. 

^ 4j§ 4j| |jf it is not ill¬ 

ness, it is joy,—the lady is enceinte. | 

^ j|f the small-pox. 

fit |f respectful joy; a phrase] 

of congratulation, as upon pro¬ 
motion. See 6574. 

If M respectful congratulations, 

—written on the ft? fen4 

tzU money-present given on the] 
occasion of a marriage. 

(N.) or j|f (S.) a feast! 

4073 

|/f § new joy,—a happy New| 

Year to you! 

M. g to congratulate, —upon I 
any success, etc. 

If or I; wine drunk in | 
congratulation. 

ftf a bubble,—as on wine. 

|f to announce joy,—as an| 

omen. See 8731. 

M If pTili have no good) 
news to tell you. 

4* ^ I like it with all] 

my heart. 

g- the bird of joy,—the mag¬ 

pie. See 1388. 

g the robin magpie (Copsy- 

chits sanlaris). 

If M the edict announcing ac-| 

cession of a new Emperor, 

g ^ a pleasant dream. 

If T a kind of spider,—of good 

omen. Used for 4082. 

^ ja. the favourite of the tyrant 

Chieh; see 1498. 

If H joy and pleasure, — the] 

fourth Devaloka where all Bodhi-j 
sattvas are reborn before finally | 
appearing on earth as Buddhas.] 
Life lasts there 4,000 years, [ 
twenty-four hours of which are 
equal to 400 years on earth. 
Sanskrit: Tuchita. 

If H rfij ^ M ~h l°l 
prefer the disease to the cure,— 
perverse liking for bad things. 

11 
given upon 
occasion. 

K=J 
some auspicious I 

jgl my best congratulations. 

Cautious; careful. Used| 

for 4073. 

An interjection of sur-| 

prise, anger, or grief. 

JJt °b • 

PI lII Pbf Pbf (or 0^ Qfr) t0| 
titter; to laugh. 

to smile. 
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4076 

S" #1 
Even Upper. 

/Lit 

4077 

R. ] 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

r 
4078 

See ^ 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

.-JbM 

4079 

R-i 

See^Rf 
Even Upper. 

Pleasure; amusement; an 

excursion; a picnic. Ele¬ 

gant; handsome. 

M or M Wor M ® to 
play at games; to amuse oneself; 
to sport. 

neSlect busi¬ 

ness for play. 

M 0 wife and 
children playing all day long, 

an excursion; a pleasure 

trip. 

^ joji a regatta. 

^ ^ to soar exultingly in 

the sky. 

M & H $8 $J ginning; 

grimacing. 

To be delighted; to 

delight in. 

delighted. 

M to delight in changing. 

Joyful. 

Read z3. 

to bray as an ass,—in 

imitation of the sound, as “hee¬ 
haw.” 

Lucky stars shining; to 

worship a star. To roast 

4082 

R-*ft 

See i§L a 
Rising Upper 

To heat; to roast; to 
IvS toast; hot; bright. Abun- 

4080 
dant; diversified. Illustri- 

R-i 

See^Rf 
ous. 

M it £ H ffi the faint 
warmth of morning. 

Even Upper. 

Jfe 

Blessings; good luck. 

To pray to the gods. 
4081 

j|f| J|| joyful; auspicious. 

See^& 
j]jj| i|f. an auspicious event. 

Even Upper. 'fcf® jjl|| may you have great joy! 

cr 

4081 

i 

£ 

4083 

r.£ 

See 

Even Upper. 

4084 

R.^ 

C.ihai 
H. Jii 
F. Lye, s/iie 

W.j . , . 
N. ! 
P. jlsi 
M. chsi 
Y. cAsi 

K. hye 
J. kei 
A. Lhe 

Even 
Irregular. 

# M #f H to respectfully 

wish a happy New Year, — a 
phrase written on visiting cards. 

A red spider, called hsi 

because it is the colour of 

joy, of good omen when seen 

in the morning. [Stands pic- 

torially for j|l 4073, joy.] 

& |}|i[ a small wall-spider. 

jjjjl jjl§ may you meet with joy! 

to congratulate. 

R, 

See 

419*1*511 this morning 
the spider (her lover) has fled. 

^>] M # ^ A§ H 
spiders (joys) always come to the 
house in pairs. 

A cry of grief or pain. 

IS IS Ptfj H{fi ^ wail of disem¬ 

bodied spirits, calling for sacri¬ 
fices to be made to them. 

An emphatic particle pe 

culiar to poetry, occurring 

at the end of lines and of 

parts of lines, generally 

indicating admiration. [To 

be distinguished from ^ 

3506.] 

TilmZ A 4 just like that 

man. 

O phoenix! O phoenix! how has 
thy virtue fallen! 

have a dear one beneath another 
sky! 

how we did laugh 

and talk at the feast! 

S M A 4 lU Z U 
methinks there is a genius of 
the hills! 

%^ k mdad 
in ivy, girdled with wistaria. 

oh dear! oh dear 

w 
4085 

Y7? 

Sinking 
Lower. 

EV 

4086 

r-S9#i 
yetr 
heik 

W. hsiai 
N. hsikD 

AsP 

M. hsi 
Y. yik 
K. Ail, Ail 

. kitsz, kochi 
A. bet- 

Entering 
Irregular. 

4087 

Kffi 
C. tsap 
H. sip 
F. sik 
W. zai 
N./a 
P.ihsi 

M. hsi 
Y. sik 
Sz. hsi 
K. sip 
J. shu 
A. tep 

Entering 
Lower. 

To look at in anger. 

Perplexed. [To be distin¬ 

guished from 8644.] 

ff§ IIt0 s|are at- 

mm to look at in anger. 

m s m z looked at him 

sternly. 

mmm perplexed; anxious; 

wearied. 

Sounds of bells, of gnats 

buzzing, of wind soughing, 

etc. A name; see ^ (read 

pi**) 3589- 

To practise; a custom; a 

usage. 

ffil B# H ^ t0 learn» and 
from time to time to put in 
practice what one has learnt. 

*ff tB JjjJc § by practice it 

becomes natural, — to do any¬ 
thing which was before difficult 
Practice makes perfect. 

by practice (i.e. 

by usages) customs are formed. 

^ to practise the use of 

anything; to drill. 

fpT (c/Pung2) ^ to repeat; to 

reiterate. 

i|Jt ^ versed in; conversant with; 

expert. 

the style of their 

writing is that of the Tartars, 

have already be 

come hackneyed. 

Tm ^ to rehearse; to furbish up 

one’s knowledge of; to review, 
as troops. 

^ P# to practise one’s ac 

cent,—by speaking. 

habit; custom; mental 

attitude. 
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A ± H Mhe exhib- 
m its to a great degree the charac- 

4087 teristics of a cultured scholar,— 4091 

of ^ as a poet. 

R. 

See 

4088 
n 

Entering 

Upper. 

4089 
A. tep 

Entering 

Doubtful. 

fl 

' 2~ 

R 

See 

4090 
n 

Entering 

Lower. 

inducted into an evil 

habit; corrupted. 

M P ^ ^ there is a 

bad custom at Hankow, viz.... 

* Wit ft to practise the 

teaching of Jesus, — to be a 
Protestant Christian. 

H-fS® usage makes it so 

to esteem. 

to be accustomed 

to and (consequently) not to 
verify; to accept without ques 
tioning;—used of the careless¬ 
ness begotten of over-confidence. 

122 

Amen wh° 
count idleness a virtue. 

I' ]i|f divination, when 

fortunate, may not be repeated 

—* ^ "pf all (the omens) were 

favourable. 

gently blows the 

east wind. 

intermittent fluttering or 

throbbing. 

The noise of shivering 

with cold. 

A mountain in the 

south of Yunnan. Also 

written 

I a District in Wa & iff 
in Yunnan. 

A kind of hard wood. 

.2* 

See 

Entering 

Lower. 

Heavy rain. See 4063. 

rain in torrents. 
ELI 

R 

4092 

£ 

-ft 

Even Upper. 

F-l la a name for the Ouigours. 
PI 

Breath; vapour. Name 

of one of the families in 

charge of the astronomical 

department in the time of 

the Emperor Yao. 

Ik or Ror Wt K 

4093 

See# 
Even Upper. 

4094 

R-jfe 
See# 
Even Upper. 

'SI* 

4095 

see# 
Even Upper. 

5 
4096 

See# 
Even Upper. 

Fu Hsi,—the legendary monarch 
who is said to have discovered 

the Diagrams (see 6311) on 

the back of a tortoise. See 3886 

^ Hsi Ho,—the charioteer 

of the sun. 

i Sl? St ffi 
about to set. 

I would grasp 

the reins of the (chariot of the] 

sun is 

sun. 

The light of day. 

|]|§ the effulgence of the sun 

Uj| the bright chariot; the 

orb of day. 

Victims for sacrifice 

these had to be uniform in 

colour. See 3179. 

¥ 1 take my all'of- 
one-colour victim-rams, — anc 
sacrifice. 

ipL J£j[ ||| he offers perfectly 

red bulls. 

An earthenware sacrifi¬ 

cial vase. 

A whistling sound; 

shrill cry; noise; uproar. 

alas! alas! 

ra 

4097 

Even Upper. 

R. 

4098 

C. hei 
H. hi 
F. hie 
W. 

N. 
P. 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K. hii 
J.ii 
A. hi 

Sinking 

Upper. 

hsi 

A mountain gorge; a 

ravine. A crack. An occa¬ 

sion, as offered by a crack. 

To play, — especially of 

theatrical performances; to 

jest; to sport. Used for 

5l61- 

or ^ to listen to a 

theatrical performance; to go to 
the theatre. 

j^pi J^jr£ to perform plays. 

mtt to act,—strictly applied to 

vocalisation only, 

ft ft to act,-with gesticulation. 

to act; to play in amateur 

theatricals. See ^ 2188 

or)M Ho 

or ® tlor Hor ® M 

or a theatre. 

a theatrical troupe. See 

8595- 
an actor. 

an actress. 

the stage. See ^ 4025 

theatrical clothes, 

a book of the play; libretto. 

ijpL ^p a play-bill. 

^ a theatrical announce¬ 

ment; a poster. 

- iq) ® a short Play 

M — $*) ® what Play is 
it?—now going on. 

licentious plays. 

pure plays. 

AC ^ literary plays,—written in 

a polished style. 

military plays,—in which 

the style is less polished. 

a name given to the music¬ 

al plays composed a.d. 960 
1119. 

theatricals and wine,—an 

entertainment. 

or*AlPuDchand 
Judy; see 6495. 
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± a conjuror, 

flits to do conjuring tricks, 

to play, as actors; to sport, 

as children. 

0 jokes; pleasantry. 

# W iM £ ^ what 1 iu-st 

said was in joke. 

to regard as mere 

child’s-play. 

St O' If] O' 
laugh at; to ridicule 

mt0 

or or to 

play practical jokes upon; to 
make fun of. 

to play a trick on 

him. 

t JM to play; to amuse oneself. 

to jest; to joke. 

j|r£ to play games of chance. 

hE ^ two dragons play¬ 

ing with a pearl. 

actinsin coloured 

clothes to amuse his parents,— 

as the filial Lao Lai 

Tzil did at the age of seventy- 
three. 

Wi ducks Playin§in the 
water. 

M fishes playin§ 
with fallen petals,—nibbling at 
them to see what they are. 

Hr Jt£ (ft Bll M like one 
who weeps at a play,—grieving 
over by-gones. 

^ t£> fill M what 
the play cannot do (by ordinary 
agencies), let gods and fairies 
accomplish. 

act in accordance with circum¬ 
stances, without being commit¬ 
ted to any definite course. 

# ^ keeping up a 

junk is as expensive as keeping 
a theatre. 

yS ^ like the southern¬ 

er (see 7644) at a theatre,— 

what he sees is j?. of a 

different kind from what he sees 
at home. But the phrase implies 
of the same kind, the homo- 

phonous words —* being 
understood. 

4098 

4099 

/ w 
4100 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. sai 
W.) 
N. i 
P. hsi 
Y. sz 
K. s ii 

J. set, sai 
A. te 

Even Upper. 

4101 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

4102 

4103 

See w 

A. he 

SinkingUpper, 

4104 

R-ll 
W. yi, ci: 

See 
IV wl 

Sinking 

Upper 
and Lower. 

accidental homicide, — 

caused in rough play or gym¬ 
nastics. 

m to behave indecently. 

to spend a night of amuse¬ 

ment. 

See 4712. 

The neighing of a horse. 

Din; noise. 

^ 1$. itb the horse 

neighs over his pasture. 

A pHc the shouts of men 

and the neighing of steeds, 

loud noise. 

Afraid. 

I'flfr alarmed; terrified. 

See 10,267. 

The pivot in a well- 

sweep. Name of a fruit 

like a plum. 

To tie; to bind; to fasten. 

To be attached to; to re¬ 

member. [Dist. from §jg? 

869.] 

mm to moor a boat. 

§Pt ,|l| to tie up a horse. 

^ }* A fasten it on. 

a strap or cord fasten¬ 

ed on to hold anything by. 

§pj! to tie on and make longer; 

to join; to connect. 

3$ connected; consequences. 

4x04 

m 

a® 

4105 

R-|® 
C. sik 
H. sit 
F. seik 
W. si 
N. sih 
P. ihsi 
M. hsi 
Y. hsik 
Sz. hsi 
K. sok 
J. seki, shaku 

A. tik 

Entering 
Upper. 

J implicated; involved. 

girdle won’t tie,—it is too short. 

9 m to tie a knot. 

? jqL tke looped handle,—f.£. 

of a basket. 

to imprison. 

to think of with or 

longing or affection. 

/jff §p^ do not be anxious, 

—as about any one’s safety. 

having no desire 

for fame. 

§p^ '|p| engrossed with 

“thoughts of love.” 

tlt£ name of a section of the 

Canon of Changes; 

explanation of the prognostics; 
to append the written text. 

Formerly; once upon a 

time; at first. 

0 or 0^F formerly; on 

a previous occasion, 

in past years. 

-jjjj ^ of old. See ; | 8148. 

4s Hr ^ n present and past 

are not the same. 

A ft "fh PeoPle say 
(the present) is not equal to the 
past. 

Hr formerly, or once upon a 

time, there was. 

:gp of old; formerly,—with an 

idea of restriction to a parti¬ 
cular period or date. 

Hr M J# ^ yesterday, 

you declined on the ground of 
sickness. 

^ Hr y°u do not think 
of old days. 

g from of old before 

our time. 

g S§ *n S 
the halls and palaces are 

those of old, but the men are 
not those of old. 

A —• ^r ^ g°t very 
drunk and died the same night. 

— Hr Mthe sPace of 
one night. 

^ all night. 
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Mfc1* 
\m 

4106 

RPB 
C. siky sek° 
H. j»7, siak 

F. seik 
W .si 
N. sih 
P.chsi 

M. hsi 

Y. hsik 
Sz. hsi 

K. sok 
J. seki, shaku 

A. tik 

Entering 
Upper. 

To pity ; to regard. To 

spare; to be sparing of. 

See 5002, jji@ 3707. 

FT'lit what a pity! how sad! 

ppIfT Eft poor fellow! 

W ® [t is trulyto be 
regretted. 

unfortunately. 

/Qii t0 comPassi°nate- 

I® to feel for. 

to spare neither 

labour nor money. 

to be sPar'ng °f money; 

to save money, 

stingy. 

*« to grudge. See 15. 

to be sparing of time. 

& If 4 If. ^ A IT It 
#lt if the Great Yii took 

care of every inch of time, we 
should take care of every tenth 
of an inch, — referring to the 
flight of time on a sun-dial. 

not to be sparing 

of pains. 

indefatigable. 

* It 4 « not to grudge a 

small outlay. 

to be careful of things,- 

not wasteful. 

or Its® to take care of 

one’s health. 

fit 4s» to spare written paper. 

See 1889. 

take care of her as if she 

were jade! 

mmi$Z good men regret¬ 

ted him. 

2* 

9E 
4109 

9 
4110 

R-PS 
C. isik 
H. sip 

F. sik 
W .« 
N. zih 
P. ihsi 
M. hsi 
Y. hsik 
Sz. hsi 
K. s ok 

J. seki 
A. tik 

Entering 

Lower. 

m 
See 2237. 

4107 

Dried meat. Preserved. 

flw Old. Used for J(g, 6667. 
4108 

*• m 
$] dried meat. 

See bT 
^ an official who dried the 

Entering meat for sacrifices. 

Upper. ypj old wine. 

y 
4111 

p1? 
r*° 

See A/ 

F. v. p'-wong> 
P. hsi* 

Entering 

Lower. 

See 10,298. 

Evening; dusk. Not 

oriented. Radical 36. 

n 9 or jjjJJ A} morning and 

evening. 

^ Af between morning and 

evening,—in the space of a day. 

in the morning 

one cannot guarantee the even¬ 
ing,—used specially of any one 
lying dangerously ill. 

4* y m 9 what evening is 

this evening ?—what an evening 
this is (for happiness)! 

A? the seventh night of the 

seventh moon,—when magpies 
bridge over the Milky Way. See 
1388. 

Ap the last night of the year; 

New Year’s eve. 

Ap |that part of a mountain 

which receives the afternoon 
sun, sc. the west side; hence, 
the afternoon. 

4* 

M 4- 9 
how 

many afternoons must be passed, 
—before. 

9M to turn towards or bow to 

the moon,—part of the old Sha 
man ceremony. Also, the even¬ 
ing moon. 

not to quarrel for 

turns,—of wife and concubine. 

Sr 9 to take turns, as above. 

Ap a house which is not duly 

oriented; a dark room. 

9 IP a name given to the 

Jp£, because it was their duty 

to see that the palace gates were 
shut at night. 

Night tides, as opposed 

to ’$] 5J9- 

$Jj & tflt ifl morninS and 
night the tides roll up in waves 

.4* 

4112 

R-PB 
P. Jisi, hsi3 

See Ap 
Entering 

Lower. 

tin 

The gloom of the grave; 

death. 

4113 

r.; 

hsi 

C. hei 
H. hi3 
F. kit 

W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. hit 
J.ii 
A. k'e 
Even Upper. 

4114 

ea1 
4115 

R-i 
H. A*, kLi 

See^ 
Even Upper. 

%%Z funeral rites. 

Sour; vinegar for pick¬ 

ling ; a relish. 

35 sauce piquante. 

the animalcules in vinegar. 

M 

4116 

ffl 
4117 

Even Upper. 

See 1082. 

Bright; splendid ; pros¬ 

perous. See 5908. 

Eli glory; splendour. 

a glorious dynasty 

and a prosperous people. 

mm our glorious dynasty,— 

the present' dynasty. 

m.*>z\tt an age of pros¬ 

perity and peace. 

Eli general prosperity. 

M !?R when the times 
were bright,—i.e. favourable. 

\ Eli E[i the people are full 

of merriment. 

^ Eli walking on the tight-rope 

is so called by iff Huai- 
nan Tzti. 

Eli Eli crowds; see 6883. 
4 I fc I hi) * 

Eli 4? Wft to come and go 

in crowds. 

Same as 4115. 

Name of a mountain 

in Anhui, so called after 

fjjf Hsi K'ang, a noted 

man of letters of the 

Chin dynasty. 

_ 
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ihie 

4118 

C. ik'-wai 

H. 

F. 
W. yu 
N. yi 
P. ihsieh, ihsi 

M. hsi 
Y. ihsi 
Sz. ihsi 
K. hiu 

J. kui, ye 
A. hive 

Even Lower. 

To lead by the hand; to 

take with one; to carry in 

the hand. 

to lead by the hand. 

{hang1) let us join 

hands and go. 

^ 0 he thinks no ^ j\L\ 
more of the days when we went 
hand in hand. 

ft to to support the 

aged and lead the young. 

ft ti ft 4 fffi T' # 
children carried in arms, child¬ 
ren dragged by the hand, com¬ 
ing and going in unbroken 
succession. 

w 
4119 

R 

C. sdi 
H. sai 
F. sae 
W. sz 
N. si 
P. ] 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. ] 
K. sd 
J. shi 

A. ti 

Rising Upper. 

hsi 

to bring one’s family, 

to bring one’s wife. 

WW to bring along with one. 

tf 1^ to be accompanied by. 

& to lift up and carry away, 

to carry off. 

PT ^ ^ tf £ i what 
there was to carry off, was car¬ 
ried off. 

carried off and lost. 

'j'fj to carry a basket on the 

arm. 

hu M If as you take a 

thing and bring it away in 
your hand, — so simple is the 
enlightenment of the people. 

H 4ti & personal atten¬ 

dants. 

To move one’s place of 

abode; to flit. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from ^ 12,028, 

and 12,1 26.] 

j?- -^T —- the mother of 

Mencius thrice changed her 
abode,—before finding a place 
suitable for the education of her 
son. 

i§ or # tit or t0 
change house. 

ft % S: fg St JM ti 3t 
if a worker is constantly 

changing houses, it will ruin his 
chances of success. 

Sfc-ft to be moved to another 

post. 

w 
4119 

4120 

Rising Upper, 

m 
4121 

RIK 

See 

K. sa, swae 

Rising Upper. 

3 

'IWL 4;PL 
a crowd. 

4122 

C. csz 
F. csii, 
W.csz 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. sd 
J. shi 
A. ‘-ti 

Even and 

Rising Upper 

chsi 

4123 

W' 
4x24 

R-fc* 
C. k'-ep 
H. kipk'-ipj 
F. ngeik 
W. ciai, hsiai 
N. hsih 

P. Jisi 

to reform; to follow virtue. 

'ikM to encroach upon another 

month. 

tk® old name for 

in Ssuch'uan. 

lly |rjy ^[> he was then trans¬ 

ferred to be Secretary in a Board. 

Straw sandals or slippers 

without heel - backs. See 

4186. 

to ta^e a s^PPer- 

Ijj| j||£ jpg like casting away 

an old sandal,—so Shun would 
have renounced the empire. 

mmmm to go out to meet 

a guest with one’s shoes on the 
wrong way,—i.e. hurriedly, as 

4&L Ts‘ai Yung went out to 

meet ^ Wang Ts£an. 

A band or fillet to con¬ 

fine the hair. Same as 6916. 

the appearance of 

wearing the hair y>c ^ nvM,““6 

under a gauze kerchief. 

Name of a plant, 

increase fivefold. 

To 

S tB-fg M some twice, some 

five times as many. 

mil ten times 

or five limes as many. 

Same as 4120. 

To draw in the breath; 

to inhale. To suck up. 

To attract. Used of non- 

aspirated characters; see 

4912. 

m - n tt to draw in a 

breath; to make an inspiration. 

m 
1* 

4124 
M. hsi 
Y. chik 
Sz. hsi 

K. hip 
J. kiUy ko 

A. hep, ngep- 

Entering 
Upper. 

4* 

4125 

R-s 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

1*> 

liR 
4126 

r-» 
P. Qhsi, cshi 

See ^ 

Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

4127 

4128 

R. 

H. csi\ ichii 

See jjg 

A. tei, te 

Even Upper. 

—• P tE Jji H swallow 

ed it at a gulp. 

— emptied it at a 

draught. 

m m oft ^ to draw in 

and emit the breath with a noise, 

m to smoke, — tobacco or 

opium. 

ik to siP- 

M ® ft fishes suck up water, 

-—through their gills, so as to 
absorb air for breathing. 

bk si- tK to s^p ^ew’—to 
very poor; to live on air. 

5R a loadstone. 

it gl-h to suck the soul 

out of one,—as devils are be¬ 
lieved to do. 

pf m. # fl expirations and 

inspirations in harmony,—their 
views accord. 

Stertorous breathing. 

Low, marshy ground. 

PM 'ff t? t*ie P(luorice grows in 
the marshes. 

Plea marsh land. 

Bt&mm he measured the 

marshes and the plains. 

m % m in the low wet 

grounds the mulberry-trees are 
beautiful. 

^ 'U| a Department in the west 

of Shansi. 

See 985. 

The tapir. A rhinoceros 

(see 10,298). Hard; tem¬ 

pered, as good steel; sharp. 

The section of a melon. 

14 or a rhinoceros, 

jl ^ rhinoceros horn. 

P ^ rhinoceros skin. 

65 
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4128 

4129 

R.' 

See 

A. te 
Even Upper. 

M 

2* 

4130 

R-PB 

See 

A. tiet, tik 

Entering 
Lower. 

—* ^ /P ^ a goblet of rhino¬ 

ceros horn. 

#JJ 41 J# M J? like H§hting 
the rhinoceros horn at Niu-tu, 

—as was done by |ljjj| Wen 

Chiao of old, to enable him to 
examine a river. 

^ the hairy rhinoceros,—the 

yak. 

u the weapons were 

not tempered and sharp. 

)p the Board of War. 

to ft s m — is aWs 
mind is very quick to apprehenc 
every point. 

•jt 1$ her teeth were 
like the seeds in a melon. 

A diminutive variety o 

the Olea fragrans, with 

reddish flowers, callec 

% 

A mat, as used for sitting 

or sleeping on; hence, an 

entertainment. To rely on 

To fit comfortably. A sail 

Hk to E my mind is not a 
mat,—which can be rolled up 
and so lose its evenness. 

he rolled up the 

empire like a mat,—conquered it, 

to take the ground 

for one’s mat, and sit down,— 
to sit on the bare ground. 

a banquet. 

to spread a second mat 

over another one; to prepare a 
banquet. 

fM or to go to a ban 

quet. 

a bill of fare. 

to take one’s place at 

table; to sit down to a banquet 

to get up from the table 

the guest who sits in the 

place of honour; the “guest of 
the evening.” 

left his place at 

table and went and sat by him. 

*' 
413° 

the party left the 

table. 

n 1% at the same banquet; a 

fellow-guest. 

j|| to give a return banquet. 

Also, to vomit a meal. 

the style of banquet given. 

M @± on the mat,—at table. 

often changed the mat, 

—went from room to room to 
a fresh table, as the Chinese do 
at grand dinners. 

U8S to change the mat,—as 
done for a dying person. 

js to change one’s seat, e.g. 

at an exam. 

JriS _t fire-crackers let off at 
a feast. 

one-mat talk, — the 

amount of talk which can be got 
through in a meal; a conversa¬ 
tion bout; a long yarn; a tirade, 

mi mmm-iMm 
having heard all that Mother Liu 
had to say,—implying a some 
what lengthy yarn. 

he is entitled to 

half the mat of,—may be regard 
ed as the peer of. 

we must make 

room for him on the mat,—of 
a man who is distinguishing him 
self. 

to cut the mat,—to cease 

to be friends with. 

the 

mi 
/r 

soldiers numbered several 
lions. 

to abscond, bag 

and baggage. 

Z it bagand 

jc a roll of bedding 

baggage policy. 

a western mat,—a tutor 

See 4031. 

the legal secretary in a 

Yamen. 

# ^ rfij m illvited him t0 be 
Prime Minister. 

m % «iS ± Z # ]|@ 
scholars are like jewels on 
mat: they wait to be fetched. 

m n m m had long relied 
on the favour which they hac 
enjoyed. 

413° 

4133 

I Z h°w easy sit 
the black robes on you! 

to hoist a sail. 

4I31 

R PS 
C. tsik, tsek 
H. tsHt, tsiiak 
F. sik, chhioh 
W.2» 
N .jeh 
P. i-hsi 
M. hsi 
Y. hsyk 
Sz. hsi 
K. sok 
J. seki 
A. tiky tiet 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 
4132 

C.yep 
H. hip 
F. heik, ngeik 
W. hiaiy hsiai 
N. hsih 
P. iksi 
M. hsi 
Y. hsih 
Sz. hsi 
K. hip 
J. kitty ho 
A. hep 

Entering 
Upper. 

0 /ri 9°99* 

i Jffc tbe cbairman °f a meeting. 

A mat; used for 4130. 

1j£ ^ grass matting. 

—' tE a rob rnatdng- 

^ ^ mat packing. 

a rattan mat. 

a rush mat. 

to weave mats. 

Mia mats in general. 

To be in harmony. All 

altogether. To close; to 

contract. See 1530, 4134 

ite, xtg. now on good 

when brothers 

terms, now abusing one another, 

% % 1 
are in harmony. 

a river in harmony,—with 

its channel, i.e. not overflowing 

at peace. 

idly showing its 

mouth,—instead of helping those 
in trouble. Said of the conste' 

lation Sieve, 855. 

g| closely; tightly; greatly 

greatly respected 

him. 

flj 'ffil every one declin 
ed,—his proposal. 

va rfii 'a k§ PI 
became closely united so as to 
form one body,—instead of two 

||| ^ united, 

g, to receive all. 

Same as 4124. 
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r 
4134 

C. shipQ 
H. hiap 
F. hek^ hick 

W. hsiai 
N. hsih 
P. is he, hsP 

M. si 
Y. hsieh 

Sz. se^ hsi 
K. hip sop 
J. kip ko 
A. hep, ngipr 

Entering 
Upper. 

■V 
a# 

4135 
R. 

C .yep 
F. heik 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

& 

4I36 

*•» 
H. /iy), 8jg^ 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

ttrr 4# 

4137 

R*4 

See 

K. hip 
J. kio^ ko 
A. hap~ 

Entering 
Upper. 

To shut •, to contract. 

Used with 4132. 

to shut and to open. 

wyi&z&mykz 
if you would contract, you must 
first expand. 

pttft BfT noise of wind among the 

trees. 

a deep red glow. 

Read shP*. Head Dis¬ 

trict of the ^ Hui-chou 

Prefecture in Anhui. 

Noise of flowing water. 

Used with 4132. 

To burn; to roast. 

thoroughly roast¬ 

ed meat. 

to die from asphyxia. 

A kind of halberd. Stead¬ 

ily. Peacefully. 

^ rfn ^ ® % 
those who carried spears and 
halberds. 

IS^it to stand suddenly still. 

peacefully inau¬ 

gurated a new regime. 

^ ^ belonging to a 

menial class. 

[HI [tl] f|f 4^ a mere country 

lout. 

Read ta4*. Name of a 

valley, and of a place. 

-f* [g| a valley in Shensi. 

JUA 

4138 

R- R 
C. tslip sik 
H. sit 
F. seik 
W. si 

N. si A 
P. ihsi 
M. hsi 
Y. hsyk 
Sz. hsi 
K. sil 
J. shi/sz 

A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

4* 

i)tl> 

4139 

RR 
C. tsik, v. tsuk 
H. sit 
F. seik 

N. si A 
W. si\ v. site 
P. hsf, ihsi 
M. hsi 
Y. hsik^ v. 

chlviik 
Sz. hsi 
K. sil 
J. shitsz 
A. tit 

Entering 

Upper. 

8* 

4140 

r-R 
C. set 

H. tslit 
F. chkeik 
W. sai, soe 
N. sih 
P. ihsi 

M. hsi 
Y. hsik 
Sz. hsi 
K. sil 

To know; to compre¬ 

hend. All; altogether; fully; 

minutely. 

* Pi @ ® 1 do not 
know whether you are willing 
to submit or not. 

2p# to be fully acquainted 

with; “take notice!” 

fife # well versed in; conversant 

with. 

to fully understand. 

^ all; altogether. 

^ Wl the whole lot. 

=5 listen all to Our to 
words! 

the Sift 
king ordered them all to come 
into the hall. 

he fully charged 

you. 

7$ tic S # El i 
must yourselves train the officers 
in everything. 

:# with one’s entire mind, 

with all one’s force. 

^ rustling. 

A cricket. 

J $$1 or fy ^ to fight 

crickets,—as is often done for 
heavy wagers. 

the cricket lives 

in the wall. 

The knee; the lap. To 

kneel. Children. See 5754, 

8761. 

or 

or 

the knee. 

'll! >p|* the knee 

pan; knee-cap. 

tits l£ Si took him on his 

knee. 

. in. 
w or 

4140. 
. shitsz, shichi 

A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

2*> 

4141 

r .m 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

2* 

4142 

C. tsap 
II. sip 

F. sik 
W. zai 
N .jih 
P. ihsi 
M. hsi 

Y. hsik 
Sz. hsi 

K. sip 
J. shu 

. tip 
Entering 
Lower. 

(j|^ the dimple at the knee. 

t0 hend the knees, 

tr# to bend one knee. 

ftjji B knelt on 

knees. 

"HI B ^ made him kneel as 

punishment. 

Bff to creep; to crawl on 

hands and knees, 

ft Sf & "4 to nurse one’s 

knee and hum over,—as a stu¬ 
dent learning by heart. 

B rfn Wito draw close t0‘ 
gether (knee to knee) and chat, 
—as friends. 

placed his hands 

on his knees and held forth on 
the subject. 

knee-pads. 

Chinese trousers, reaching 

to the knee. 

~J^ below the knee,—i.e. at 

one’s knee, sc. children. A term 
of address to parents. 

issf * crane’s-leg water,—a 

long narrow stream of water is 
so called in the language of 
geomancy. 

li? B^ ||jj[ a st^ knee-joint. 

4 m cow’s-knees,—the dried 

stalks of Pupalia geniculata and 
Achyranihes aspera, used as a 
cooling medicine. See 4141. 

A kind of amaranth, 

known as ^ |||; see 4140 

The lining of garments. 

Double; repeated. To fol¬ 

low ; to accord. To make 

a surprise attack or raid. 

To plagiarise. To inherit 

hereditary. 

jjj* HH the lining of clothes. 

—* ^ a suit of clothes. 

dm yA?__ §1 one kdchya, or 

cassock of Buddhist priest. 

J 3||. the wrapping business, 

of a corpse for burial. 
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2* 

4142 

ufi ^ ^ jjj^ the auspicious 

omen is two-fold, 

TI*± on earth he (Con¬ 

fucius) conformed to the water 
and land,—was in harmony with 
his environment. 

# i S i ® ^ ii (per- 
fection of man’s moral nature) is 
not to be attained by incidental 
acts of righteousness. 

HI to make a surprise attack, 

—as opposed to 689. 

W © * # $ U 
Hsien Kung of Chin wanted to 
make a raid upon Yu. 

ail [i0 to make a raid on a 

country. 

•pl* chilled to the bone. 

lit the wind stole up his 

sleeve,—and made him cold. 

M.MMi the cold wind was 

nipping him. 

not opposed,—though 

possibly different. 

to appropriate for 

one’s own benefit. 

SI ^ ^ t0 ta^e an enemy 
in the rear. 

ieWMZ stole upon her 

with a drawn sword. 

m m to avail oneselfj 

of an occasion to steal in and 
carry off. 

iSMMA he smelt of wine 

enough to knock one down. 

# M 3c to compose by 

the aid of plagiarism, 

ilf A to imitate or pla¬ 

giarise from one’s predecessors. 

J|ij) j||| to crib,—at an exam. 

hereditary rank. 

fit» hereditary,-for a specified 

number of lives, ranging from 

twenty-six (for a duke) to 
one. 

ttif if an hereditary vis¬ 

count,— whose eldest son would 
in the ordinary course of things 
take the lower title of baron. 

hereditary rank 

for ever,—the eldest son taking 
the father’s title, and not a lower 
one, as usual. This distinction 
is conferred only as a reward 
for military services. 

mg 

4142 

05 
4143 

W. si 

See $£ 

Rising Upper, 

4144 

4145 

C. sat 
H. csai\ csz 

F. sae 
W. 'szy csz 
N .si 

P. \ 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. J 

K. sa 
J. shi 

A. t'iy tei 

Rising Upper. 

to inherit a title bestowed 

upon a father or other relative 
who has lost his life in the ser¬ 
vice of the State. 

SI or Si hereditary 
office. 

91 to receive favour. 

to come into a title. 

JtF jpC ||| the title taken (in 

default of direct issue) by a con¬ 
cubine’s son or by an adopted 
son. 

when you get a 

favourable answer, the divina¬ 
tion must not be repeated. 

if SI Jr if A 
smoking opium imparts a special 
character to those who do so. 

The great seal of the 

Emperor of China. It is 

made of the finest jade, and 

that of ]|| the First 

Emperor bore the following 

legend^ 9c, g 

#zk i Dei gratia: may 

the reign be long and pros¬ 

perous ! 

^ JH or jg[| the State seal. 

Epl a seal in two parts, one of 

which would be used to stamp 
an important State missive, and 
the other, by the person to whom 
it had been confided, to verify 
the genuineness of the document 
in question. 

fp an Imperial letter. 

I-£ a string of false 

seals. 

Same as 4143. 

Afraid; nervous; bashful, 

hsi 

to be afraid, 

nervous-looking; bashful. 

^ rfii M /fd M'J H caution> 
without propriety, becomes 
timidity. 

To wash; to bathe; to 

clean with water. 
4146 

R-mM 
C. saiy syn 
H. sey sen 

F. sae, sieng 
W .si 
N. hsiy hsien 
p. \ 

M. j hsiy hsien 
Sz. ) 

Y. hsiy hsiei 

K. sony se 
J. serty sei 
A. deny tei 

Rising Upper. 

ifc iP gfc to wash away; 

to cleanse. 

or ® to wash the 

m or tfc or % 
to take a bath. See j11,621. 

Mi&m to bathe on a full 

stomach. See m ■» ,988. 

had bathed before he came. 

M bathe at 

an establishment where business 
is not brisk,—and you will get 

clean water. See J|j 7714. 

Mirabilis jalapa, L., 

—so called because the flowers 
open in the evening, when the 
Chinese usually bathe. 

to wash the heart,—to 

reform. 

MBs to wash and scrub; to 

cleanse. 

$§ t0 listen reverent¬ 

ly with washed ears. 

§ itfc ^ henceforth I will 

wash my hands,—of the matter. 

ikrn to wash a city,—to clear 

it of inhabitants, as by an in¬ 
vading army. 

to wash away a wrong; 

to avenge a wrong. 

Record of the Redress¬ 

ing of Wrongs, — the Chinese 
“Instructions to Coroners.” 

^ the washing on the third 

day of a new-born child. 

&iff the ceremony of baptism 

—used by R. Catholics and most 

Protestants. See 2090 and 

4J (or j@ to receive 

baptism. 

a small earthenware 

vessel to hold water for writing 
purposes. 

Read hsien*. To wash 

the feet. To clarify spirits 

A f ‘ik J§ an equerry to the 

Heir Apparent. 

Hi Jjg ft Jit H Groom of the 
Library in the Supervisorate of 
Instruction. 
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4146 

4* 

4147 

R#J 
c. «§*/ 
F. ngcik, 

ngoiik 

W. 
K. ,**/ 
J. &7jz, A?c/;z 
A. het, nget 

Entering 
Irregular. 

JB' 
4148 

See I'W* 
Entering 
Upper. 

& 
8* 

4149 

R 
C. ngeiy 

H. ngie/3 
F. ngeik3 
W. hiai% c'iai 
N. tslih 

P. cckH 
M. ch'-i 
Y. chHk 
Sz. ch'-i 

K. hit 
J. kochi, iitsz 
A. het^ nge(r 

Entering 
Upper. 

4IS0 

R. 

C. kW 

H. cilai 
F. c£‘a/, 

£1" 
P. cklai^ hs? 

M. It-a? 
Y. Qk'ae 

K. kae 

J. kai 
A. klai\ hi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

@ ^ m 8 'i@ y°u may 
then (when your parents are 
happy) clarify and make strong 
your wine and proceed to use it. 

it* name of one of the twelve 

^ 7548; a fancy name for the 

3rd moon. 

Water dried up. To shed 

tears. Almost; perhaps. 

v£ w * m perhaps a little 

ease may be got for them. 

The sternum or breast¬ 

bone. Used for JJ& 6031. 

To reach to; until; finally. 

Also read ch‘i%A. 

jj£ ^ or ^ even until 

now; up to the present date. 

*£ M he has not yet 
accomplished it. 

^ xks0 ^ar to no 
better,—after taking medicine. 

& ^ after all; finally. 

To sigh; to groan. 

ft M to heave a deep 
sigh. 

ftS *j|2 ah me! I awake 

and sigh. 

Read k‘ai*. See 10,921. 

a longing 

to hear the sighs and see the 
souls of one’s ancestors. 

4I51 

R . J| 

Sinking 
Upper. 

4IS2 

R-5fc 
C. hei 
H. hi 
F. Pei 
W. ) 
N. I hsi 

P- ) 
Y. ch'-i 

K. hii 
J. £*, ke 
A. ft at, hi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

4IS3 
R. M 

See 

A. hi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

4154 

Ws 
4155 

r. ; 

A. tik 

Entering 
Upper. 

r4* 

4I56 

c. e-ik 
H. tHt 
F. t'-eik 
W .si 
N. sih 
P. ihsi, hsi 

M. hsi 
Y. t'ik, hsik 
K. sok 
J. seki, shaku 

A. tik 

Entering 
Upper. 

Cattle starving for want 

of food. Fodder. 

An animal offered in 

sacrifice. [It is disputed 

whether the term means 

“living” or “uncooked.”] 

To give a banquet. Pro¬ 

visions ; fodder. 

& % Z It ¥ the 
offering of a sheep on the first 
day of a month. 

jlfl UK, ^e stipend of J|ff £ 

salaried graduates of the first 
degree. See 7189. 

J§ ft fodder for horses. See 

6767. 

Cloudy. 

HP Ha indistinct; obscured. 

See 2643. 

Fine cloth; a shirt. 

Thin clothes; a wrapper. 

^ a thin garment. 

a light wrapper worn over 

fur to preserve it. 

E a horse-cloth. 

to “pull off one’s coat;” 

to “turn up one’s sleeves,” as 
if about to fight; to play the 
bully; to brag. 

ijiB with bared arms 

he seizes a tiger. 

r AC 

4I56 

S* 

4157 
R-i 112. 

C. sekQ 
H. siak 
F. seik 
W .si 
N. sih 
P. ihsi 

M. hsi 
Y. hsik 
Sz. hsi 
K. sok 
J. seki, shaku 
A. tik 

Entering 
Upper. 

Read A piece of 

cloth; a sheet. 

S Z (a sirl) wiu be 
wrapped up in a common sheet, 
—as opposed to the robes in 
which a boy will be dressed. 

To give; gifts; used with 

12,416, q.v. for further en¬ 

tries. Tin. [To be distin¬ 

guished from ||| 12,882.] 

the nine marks of Im¬ 

perial favour, viz.: horses, clo¬ 
thes, bodyguard, musical instru¬ 
ments, audience, red doors, bows 
and arrows, battle-axes, and wine. 

the duke givesme 

a cup of wine. 

^ W J30 he Sives us a 
hundred sets of cowries. 

Hi we confer on y°u 
great blessings. 

~~ fjjj the king thrice 

commanded him. 

M H bestow endless 

and unlimited,—happiness. 

pure as gold or 

tin,—is our prince. 

mmm tin, in slabs, 

tin-ware. 
Ap| A‘A- . . 

tin-foil. 

Wo [£ a tin-smith. 

^Jr[> (see below) or or 

^ tin. 

tin ore. 

white lead, 

tin from the Straits, 

tin from Banca. 

pewter; solder. 

Tl-T the pewter knob r 
on a sedan-chair. 

SHtst a Buddhist abbot’s staff. 

See 426, 2620. 

J® % another name for an 

abbot’s staff, because a monk 
once drove away tigers with it 

a Buddhist priest who is 

permanently attached to a mon¬ 
astery. 
temple. 

Also, to lodge at a 

balance of good deeds for 

posterity. 



2* 

4157 

C. he? 
H. chi 

F. tiekj-, he?, 

hie1 
| W. dzai-, hs?, 

tsz 
IN. hs? 

P. itie, ch?, 
hs? 

IM. ) 
IY. J tieh, hsi 
Sz. ) 

| K. chi)/, chhil, 
h'ii 

I J. tetsz, chi tsz, 

hi 
| A. hi 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Lower 

and Upper. 

4160 

j C. nik 

IH. ngiet 

IF. ngeih, heik 
I W. hiai 
IN. hsih 

P. hs? 

I M. ni, hsi 

IY. hsih, hsing 
I Sz. hsi 

IK. hyok 

I J. geki, kakn 
I A. hik, hwik 

Entering 
Upper. 

^ sJ^jgr a wandering or mendicant) 
priest. 

sj^ to lodge at a temple,—as 

a travelling Buddhist priest, 

ijy pewter (staff) spring,—a J 

spring near Canton said to have 
been produced by a priest striking 
the ground with his staff. 

a District in Kiangsu,— 

so called by the First Emperor 
in reference to the peaceful char¬ 
acter of its inhabitants after the, 
exhaustion of the tin-mines which 
had formerly been a source of J 
trouble. 

4161 

R 

w. ?? 

See1s 
Sinking 
Lower. 

or an old name 

o{ iff in Hupeh. 

See 4705. 

To quarrel; resentment. 

jgfJ ji() causes of strife. 

JffJ to hate and detest; resent¬ 

ment. 

^ J||J to nurse wrath. 

IHJ Wk angry litigation. 

)L HI brothers I 
quarrelling in the house. 

.4* 

To laugh at. 

my brothers will not know all 
this, and will only laugh at me. 

R=§ M loud Hughing. 

Read tie Jr* and chih4*. 

To bite. 

M At '>'1 
who treads on a tiger’s tail andf 
is not bitten, is a lucky man. 

A religious ceremony ofl 

purification, called jg jjgM 

performed in spring and I J?63 
with a view 

hsi 

4162 

j C. het 
F. k'iti. 
W. yai 

N. yih 

P. hs?, ch? 
M. hsi, chi 

Y. hsih, chik 
IK. hyok 

|J. kuki,giahu 
A. hik 

Entering 
Lower. 

Upper 

autumn, 

secure divine protection Ih.T 
for agricultural interests. I F-w 

[To be distinguished from I JJv?* 

SS 14-94-] |j[' 

^ 10^ to keep the festi-|sz'. 

val of purification in the Epiden-1K- s‘ 
drum pavilion, — as was done I f' se‘' sa‘ 
by the celebrated calligraphist IA' 
—T* -Vr y „r I Sinking 
T Wang Hsi-chih and | 

his forty friends on the 3rd ofl 
the 3rd moon, a.d. 354. Now| 
used in the sense of a literary! 
gathering. 1 

to remove evil or disease, 

—in a popular sense. 

A summons to war) 

written on a tablet of wood 

of one foot two inches in I 

length. A proclamation. A, 

despatch; an official com-) 
munication. 

o'j" ^ to call on the feudal | 

princes to punish a recalcitrant 
prince, — as under the Chou I 
dynasty. 

^3 M or ?Hl an urgent I 
despatch,—to be forwarded at [ 
600 to 700 li a day. So called! 
from a cock’s feather which was! 
attached to it. 

£ a despatch; an official| 

communication. 

ffift to issue a mani-l 

festo and settle the country. 

^ M jit H 0 r^J§| 
to proclaim far and wide. 

a large-sized sealed official 

cover,—as used by the Boards. 

# H M $4 ordered (by 

letter) his subordinates to make] 
a strict search for them. 

|fUf t0 give urgent orders. 

R to order on service, 

to direct. 

^ Oft t0 peremptorily order. 

to give stringent orders 

in reply to a representation,- 
from a subordinate officer. 

an order for immediate! 

transfer to another post. 

Fine, as opposed to 

11,863; thin; small; deH-l 

cate; trifling. 6^^4564. 

[To be distinguished from[ 

$4 2485-] 

$01 small; minute. 

$01^ tiny; delicate; perfect 

$BI PH fine rain, 

taw finely-sifted earth. 

101 $01 ^ able to see the I 
smallest trifles, — of an eagle’sl 
eye. 1 

m Dc fine and soft. 

slender (as the twigs of) 

a willow. 

mm. a slender waist. 

ta$) a greyhound. 

ta# small or short steps. 

ta* (j’ox*) refined music,—asj 

that of the flute. 

taW' petty; trifling; my family. 

& it ta 'b * so I brought] 

my small belongings with me. 

ta# my wife, — a term first] 

used by Mj/M Tung-fangj 

So of the Han dynasty. 

IhJ I^J $01 t0 “pocket”! 

meat to take home to one’s wife. [ 

SiffcS# gaa# * 
the (tune) I have just (played), 
I learnt from my wife. 

mm fine silk,—sycee or pure] 

silver; from the thin threads into! 
which pure silver can be drawn! 
out under the application of| 
heat. “Sycee” is the Cantonese! 
pronunciation of the two words. [ 

ftl PJ to cut up fine; to mince. 

&UO careful; attentive. 

mm $ minutely; carefully. 

mw. amounts in detail,—not a| 

round sum. 

ta at to set forth in detail. 

$01 H| to g° into detail; to | 

explain. 

$0! or $01M think carefully| 
over. 

E0 IS to ^ook closely at. 

to enumerate, 

to ask carefully. 
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4163 

4164 

4165 

R-i 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

4166 

r-£ 

see# 
Even Upper. 

W 
4167 

R.^ 

s«8S 
Even Upper. 

to examine in detail,—as 

goods by Customs authorities. 

Wfo to speak minutely about. 

S O' il ^ »r til % to 
investigate minutely, 

in it * a trifling affair. 

0 $0 or 0“ jftfl carefully; 

minutely. 

^ # (or H) fr. 

Jj| if you do not attend 

jealously to your small actions, 
the result will be to affect your 
virtue in great matters. 

to be careless of 

small matters in conduct. 

if a spy- 

^ fine chinaware. 

$31 # tin ieans- 
m m m trimmed palm-leaf| 

fans. 

$fl M til linen g°ods- 

$11 ®, a foreigner’s “boy" or 

sheedzai. 

mm a sparrow-hawk (Accipiter 

nisus). 

See 950. 

A depreciatory term for 

a woman. To play. 

to play; children’s games. 

Read aiXA. A female 

slave. 

mm a slave-girl. 

An interjection. 

%% 10 6‘SElc- 

Contemptuous. 

'[‘=1 insulting; reproachful. 

4168 

R4ft M 

cf-^ 
Sz. chsi 

Rising Upper. 

\m 
4169 

4170 

R -7§S. 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

4171 

H. Jii^ ik'-wci 

SceIS 
Even Lower. 

SB' 
4172 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

a 

4173 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

gg1 

4174 
R, 

Name of a bird. A revo¬ 

lution of a wheel. 

0 JH (knei•) the goatsucker or 

nightjar. 

Read sui1. An old name 

of ]§§ jfcf Li-chiang Fu 

in Yunnan. 

Same as 4118. 

A kind of land tortoise. 

Name of a star. 

An ivory spike, worn at 

the girdle and used for 

loosening knots. A con¬ 

stellation ; see 12,332. 

M* 0 "OH %§§ tliere Is that lad) 
with the spike at his girdle. 

Name of a town in the 

Chi State. 

A tripod; a caldron. A 

large bell. The sun’s rays 

darting through clouds. 

4176 

4i77 
R- Mr 
C. ai 
F. hie 
W. /«, hsie^ 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. h ii 

J. ki 
A. hi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

hsi 

pm* 
4178 

R.| 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

4179 
m R. 

cf. 

K. hidk 
J. saku 
A. k'-ik 

Entering 
Upper. 

tx 
4180 

R, 

See 

A. he 

Even Upper. 

"C1 
4175 

R. TfflC 

See ^ 

Rising Lower, 

A kind of jet, described 

as a mineral amber of a 

clear black colour. 

A box; a chest. Radical 

23. [To be distinguished 

from C 3458 ] 

K. hit 
J. kitsz 
A. hiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

4181 

R.| 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

b 
4182 

B. 
4183 

Same as 4177. 

Herculean in strength; 

titanic. 

| ||[ a river god, endowed with 

supernatural strength and depict¬ 
ed as a tortoise, under which 
shape it is sculptured in stone 
to support huge tablets bearing 
inscriptions, etc. 

to 

2* 

To breathe; to snort. 

A frightened tiger ; 

alarmed ; frightened. A 

kind of spider. 

To rejoice; to smile. 

&& pleased. 

|]lf| —• 'jjf’ every one burst 

out laughing. 

Sound of merriment. 

Same as 4135. 

See 3124. 



fit 
4184 

$1 
4185 

R. 

Even and 

Sinking Upper 

and Lower. 

4186 

hsi 

4187 

C. I 
jjr I SCll 

F. sae 

W. sz 
N. 
P. 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K. si 

J. shi 

A. tei 

Rising Upper 

V* 

ftr 
4188 

C. sik 

See 6916. 

A wingless creature al 

lied to the centipede, anc 

known as & * 

Same as 4120. 

to take different 

roads and go in pursuit. 

The male nettle-hemp 

plant, the fibres of which 

are called |j^ and are usee 

for making cloth. 

the burr-weed (Xanthium 

strumarium) of the northern 
provinces. 

Mi if) linen- 

A shoe or slipper; the 

sole of a shoe. Large-look- 

mg ; glorious. [Correctly 

written M.] 

H. sit 

F.seik 

W. csi 
^ Mj JL Jh self-composed in 

N. sih his red slippers,—was the Duke. 
P. hsf 

M. chsi, hsi' slz! 1% gold embroidered slippers. 

Y. hsik 
Sz. hsi ^ M the Projecting 
K. siih beams of the pine were large. 

. seki, shahu 
A. tik 

^ gloriously to 

Entering endure for a thousand years,— 
Upper. as a man’s good reputation. 

w Land which has been 

4189 overflowed by the tide and 

R-m thus become salt. 
W. si° 

See y|| salt,—as land which has 

Entering been covered by the sea. 

Upper. 

1* 

iff 
419° 

RPS 

See jj=^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

-1* 

ft J 
4191 

R-|© 

See % 

Entering 

Upper. 

ri* 

4192 

See KO 
Entering 

Lower. 

4193 
R'« 

See *|4 

Entering 
Upper. 

4194 

R. 
m 

See 

Even Lower. 

4195 
RM 

See 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

4 

4196 

R;1I 

See f* 

Sinking 
Lower. 

The stone on which a 

pillar rests. 

the base of a wooden 

pillar or stone column. 

-R a marble base to a column 

Name of a plant. 

idf J| Plantago major, L. 

Waves rolling one after 

another. 

VM tbe fish-scale appearance 

of waves,—rippling. 

To give alms. 

to give in charity, 

to help the orphan. 

Occurs as a surname, 

but is not included in the 

H ^ Family Names. 

[To be distinguished from 

WL 12,140.] 

Read chice'. Used for 

1160. 

The throat; the gullet. 

Leisure. 

m # °r m leisure. 

S a little at leisure. 'i|A 

have no leisure to. 

fflj t0 stea* leisure > to take a 

rest. 

4196 

R. 

4197 
H 

C. 
H. 

F. ) 
W. 0 

N.yiiiz, 0 

p. ) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 1 

K. ha 
J.ha,ge 
A. ha 

Even Lower. 

ha 

hsia 

spare time after work • 

leisure. 

luxurious ease. 

Hit did not allow him¬ 
self time to eat. 

it n sk & whenever we have 

leisure,—let us drink. 

^ [}(£ 1 am worked with¬ 

out leisure. 

X m morning and 

night we have no leisure 

n roi Z' Rg I have not leisure, 

—to be making comparisons. 

have now no leisure to argue 
the point. 

mm h # £ # * 
occupy one’s leisure days in cul 
tivating filial piety and fraterna 
love. 

H ^ fH] UK the country at 

peace,—i.e. no wars. 

m SIS 47'6- 
^ * g m i & dared 

not give way to idleness anc 
pleasure,—such were the rulers 
of old. 

A flaw; a blemish, as in 

a gem. How? 

Tv fSE white jade with¬ 

out a blemish. See 11,166 

ib b r- m no flaw in his 

virtuous reputation. 

his brightness and 

magnanimity were without stain. 

^ a flaw; a blemish, — in 

things. 

mm a weak point; a blemish, 

—in people. 

IF ^ M1 wil1 not 
make it a cause of quarrel. 

a split; a rent. 

Ht M W\ to take advantage 

of (an enemy’s) weak point is 
the triumph of strategy 

^ m M S but would not 

this be wrong? 

JfjJ an old name for j 

Tzu-yang Hsien in Shan¬ 

tung. 

so that I shall not 

have to blame you or cast you off. 
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wc 
4198 

r-M 

See f$L 

Even and 
SinkingLower, 

4199 

KM 
C. iha, Jia 

£I **• 
W. co, 'ho 
N. Jiuo, J10, 

v. 'hoh 
P. Jisia, ihsia, 

chiia 
M. 'Asia, Asia1, 

ha3 

K. ha 
J. ha, go 
A. ilia 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

4200 

R'l§fl 

See 

Even Upper. 

4201 

R. 

N. v. ngo 

Seejg 

Even Lower. 

To gaze at; to watch. 

A shrimp ; a prawn. 

Used with 4203. 

tfi# dried shrimps or prawns, 

—without shells. 

l£ T*or tt the she11 
of the shrimp. 

the feelers of a shrimp. 

shrimp sauce. 

m shrimp oil. 

A a strange beast found in 

the Ho-lin mountains. 

Ainos,—a tribe of abori¬ 

gines found in the island of Yezo. 

j=af Aneilema nudiflorum, 

Br. 

Read ha?. A frog. 

the common toad. 

Adam’s ale; water. 

SK frog-buds,—tad¬ 

poles. Also, muscles; the biceps. 
See 6218. 

=2 $-P ^ the 3-legged toad, 

•—found only in the moon; hence 
used to denote the unattainable. 

§£ like frogs giving 

lectures,—absurd. 

Hunchbacked; to stoop. 

to bend the body. 

m t tei did not bend his 

body. 

Clouds tinged red. Va¬ 

pour ; obscurity. 

U or ^ |S the glow of 

sunset. 

U& HE flft M.a red sky in 
the evening means fine weather 
for a thousand li. 

jp. HE $ij if there is a 
red sky in the morning, do not 
leave home. 

S HE Hi ’/$ Hit red clouds 
from the sea proclaim dawn. 

4201 

u 
4202 

R-J# 

See 

Even Lower. 

IliH 
4203 

R. 

ha 

Jisia 

C. 'ha 
H. 

F. 
W. Jio 
N. ho, v. hoh 
P. ) 
M. 
K. ha 
J. ha, he 
A. ilia 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

4204 

See 

Even Lower. 

t. glowing rays 

shine in all directions. 

# m & m opening as 

though in emulation of a rosy 
cheek,—of a red flower. 

11* sunlight; radiance. 

fl U to make a meal off red,— 

off a water-melon. 

I: f§t HI don,,: be so confused. 

f flushed with wine. m 

IM. or It a cloak; a 

sleeveless mantle. 

A horse with red and 

white hairs intermixed. 

some are cream- 

coloured, some red and white. 

A shrimp ; a 

Used with 4199. 

prawn. 

T or -y- # m a shrimp. 

jSj?£ large yellow prawns. 

Hi? tke §reat crayfish or Pali- 

nurus. 

small shrimps, 

dried and salted prawns, 

shelled shrimps. 

Long-enduring; far- 

reaching ; distant; far off, 

as opposed to j||| 3355. 

Advanced in years. To 

abandon. What? How? 

m m li (G°d)sends thee 
long-enduring happiness. 

fi3tSis to enjoy the last¬ 

ing happiness which is his due. 

S ’W k Is known to all, 

far and near. 

those near and 

those from afar are (treated) 
alike. 

far-off wilds, 

to grow old; old age. 

the fir and the 

crane live each to a great age 
They are emblems of longevity. 

4204 

M 
4205 

r-b 

Seejg || 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

4206 

w 
4207 

R 

See$Fi 
K. ha 
J. ka, he 
A. hi a 

Even Upper. 

R. 

See 

4208 

Even Upper. 

1 

4209 

RJ§fl 

See ~ 

Even Upper. 

»1* 

4210 

R. 

C. hit- 
H.hat1 
F. hah, 

W. ha0 
N. hah 
P. 'Asia 
M. Asia 
Y.haah 

Sz. Asia 

HSIA 

to ascend to the far-off,— 

a Taoist phrase = to die. 

$$ for ever* 

^5 jii §ft ke kas not cast 
me away. 

do not purpose to 

abandon me. 

M ^ fi ^ whynot sayso? 

ST# A did he not exert 

an influence upon men? 

The leaves of the water- 

lily. 

Read chiaz. Water- 

rushes not yet in flower. 

See 12,799. 

The mouth of a valley. 

tke mouth of a cave; a 

cavity; the entrance to a ravine; 
a gorge. 

To set a door ajar. 

PI ST PL TSI1T-* 
the door ajar, do not shut it tight. 

To take a breath; to 

pant. 

Blind ; see ^ 6244, and 

’ll 7651. Ignorant. Heed¬ 

less; reckless; random. 

BR blind. Also, sore eyes. 

mmammma^ 
in spring, many people suffer 

from sore eyes. 

a blind man. Used as a 

term of abuse. 

66 
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BS 
»i* 

4210 
K. hal 

J. kechi, katsz 
A. hat- 

Entering 

Irregular. 

mmm? a blind man whose 

eyes seem to see but do not. 

E|f —* Bfl or E@ M blind of 
one eye. 

ft blind singing-women. 

to go blindly on. 

Elf |1§ t0 blindly run against. 

to blindly clutch; to do 

anything for a living. 

iUE A # BS ± lift was 

shot in the left eye by him and 
blinded. 

a blind man feel¬ 

ing for a fish,—blindman’s buff. 

^ to muddle; blundering. 

E§ ^ |'||f like a blind man 

keeping a shop,—not the right 
man in the right place. 

like two blind 

people bowing,—all in the dark. 

W AWWJS a Wind man 
riding a blind horse,—the blind 
leading the blind. 

7/ 
the thoughts of the blind are 

sharp as a knife. See 12,116. 

bke the blind man carrying 

the lame man to see the illumin¬ 
ations,—a one-sided bargain. 

an ignorant fellow. 

Pl or Efg Bp to make 
wild statements; to talk in too 
unrestrained a manner; to lie. 

|J|f H| to talk at random. 

p’p to throw into confusion,— 

as by meddling. 

fj=j| |j||j to make a disturbance. 

ES A all in confusion 

M El? ft ^ to feel one’s 
way in the dark. 

I *£ as A W dark; obscure. 

the mole-rat (Siphneus 

psilurus). 

If to accusei to lay the 
blame on. 

P$J P$j whining; maudlin; 

nonsensical. 

% HE to blunder over; to make 

a mess of. 

If IS g°ssiP- 

M 
4211 

R. 

C. het~ 

H. hat--, wat 
F. hall 

W. hwa., a 
N. ah 
P. Shsia 

M. hsia 
Y.haah 

Sz. hsia 
K. hal 

J. katsz, gee hi 
A. hat 

Entering 

Lower. 

i*F* 
4212 

2* 

The linch-pin of a cart¬ 

wheel. To govern ; to 

control. 

4213 

r4& 
H. hap 

F. ak 
N. v. ah 

See ^jj(j 

K. hap, v. kap 

].ko 
A. hap 

Entering 

Lower. 

A ir 
4214 

R?n 

See 

Entering 

Lower. 

to throw his linch¬ 

pin (into the well) and thus pre¬ 
vent a guest from going away,— 

as was often done by 

Ch‘en Tsun of the Han dynasty. 

tit £ /J'ji ^ the linch-pin 

of all generations,—is filial piety. 

sfett? (;0 direct generally; to 
p 

oversee. 

jpH to manage; to control. 

SC to be under the orders of. 

/ff jj||f and iji|| names of 

stars. 

& tn #. st ft 
civil officials dread the Han-lin 
College (because of the time 
and expense necessary to success 
there), military men dread duties 
connected with the Court (where 
it is not easy to supplement their 

incomes). [ jji|| is the Chinese 

transliteration of the Manchu 
hiya “bodyguard.”] 

fjrjl limits of jurisdiction. 

ft ¥ A chevaux-de-frise at 

yamen gates. Manchu hiyahan. 

Same as 4211. 

A small box. 

[g a case; a box. 

n w e a card-case. 

ME a lady’s thread-case. 

#Sf E a jewel-case. 

Pleased; delighted; joy¬ 

ful. 

2* 

4215 

Rrio 

h. I hae 
F. ak 
W. a 
N .yah 

P. ihsia, chi id 
M. hsia 

Y. hsiak 
Sz. hsia 
K. hap 
J. ho, 0 

A. hap 
Entering 
Lower. 

4216 

Rrio 
H .*P, 

See [g 

K. ap, hap 
].kd,gd 

Entering 

Irregular. 

A pen for wild animals; 

a cage for prisoners. A 

scabbard. 

M ft Hi M W when a tiger 
or rhinoceros escapes from its 
cage,—whose fault is it? Obvi¬ 
ously, the keeper’s. 

^ ^ those who possess blades 

from Kan and Yiieh, keep them 
in their scabbards. 

name of a fragrant tree. 

On familiar terms; to be 

near to. To be disrespect¬ 
ful to. 

although an inti¬ 

mate acquaintance, he (Confu¬ 
cius) would change countenance, 
— if he met his friend in a 
mourning dress. 

I cannot 

be near to one so disobedient. 

If* to be fond of. 

xmm 
everybody admired him 

very much but found it impos¬ 
sible to become intimate with 
him. 

jjJ- to be very intimate,—i.e. 

improperly so. 

fP BE intimacy (in a bad sense), 

—of the sexes, 

lip Hi profligate, 

ft# W to go on the loose 

mm indecent. 

mm to desecrate; to profane 

mm to sport with; to take 

liberties, as with a woman. 

m f intimate with; expert at. 

am not used to 

government. 

m j|| to be on intimate terms 

with. 

4? m - M ^ M they 
were great companions when 
young, and when grown up they 
made sport together. 

A A # A A the mean man 

is disrespectful to great men. 

^f]l to treat lightly; to slight, 

mm to annoy; to treat with 

disrespect. 
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2* 

4217 

See ^|jp 

Entering 
Lower. 

4218 

R?o 
C. hap- 
H. hiap- 
F. hiekkltei} 
W .a- 

N. kiah, 
P. ihsia 
M. j 
Y.. > hsiah 
Sz. \ 
K. hiiip 
J. ho, go 
A. hap, /(*>/ 

Entering 
Lower. 

4219 

Rdn- 
C. hap 
H. k'-iap 
F. hiek 
W. a 
N.yah, v. ah 
P. ihsia 

M. hsia 
Y. hsiah 

Sz. hsia 
K. hiop 
}.kd 
A. hiep 

Entering 
Lower. 

W 
4220 

R ?n 

See ^ 

A. hap-, giap. 

Entering 
Lower. 

A saddle-cloth. 

£vE red flowers ar¬ 
ranged in a row. 

Hills on each side of a 

chasm; a gorge; a mount¬ 

ain pass. 

P a mountain pass; a defile. 

water running between 

cliffs; a gully. 

7$ 1^5 and ^ llj^ noted gorges 

in Ssuch'uan. 

an old name for £ g 
Ichang in Hupeh. See 4220. 

Narrow; strait, as op¬ 

posed to jH 6397. Narrow¬ 

minded-, petty. Used with 

4221. 

4^5 or /J'' narrow; con¬ 

tracted; want of room. 

«« m they met in a 

narrow path, — where an issue 
was forced upon them. 

a narrow road. 

nt&wm belly-skin of nar¬ 

row limits,—mean; stingy. 

j|l or jfjfc ^ low; mean; 

sordid. 

st M $ 
minded. 

illiberal; narrow- 

* @ S J# A d° "»* 
make things comfortable for 
yourself in such a way as to make 
them uncomfortable for others. 

Name of an ancient town, 

called ?<fc 5. near the 

modern ^ || Ichang in 

Hupeh. 

the modern Ichang. See 

4218. 

a* 

4221 
H. hiap, k'-iap 
W. a, v. cka 

See ^ [1$ 

Entering 

Lower. 

4222 

4223 

w 
4224 

R-S& 
H. ket 
P. chidhsici 
K. hal 
J. katsz, kechi 
A. kit- 

Entering 
Upper. 

imJ4 
4225 

8. 

A- 

R. 

N. ahr 
P. hsia, ichie 
Y.chi eh 
K. hal 
J. katsz, kechi 
A. kiet 

Entering 

Upper. 

4226 

4227 

R.i, 

See J\ 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower. 

A mountain pass; a de¬ 

file. Used with 4219. [To 

be distinguished from 

9709-1 

defile; a narrow pass; 

a gorge. 

Same as 1569. 

See 1569. 

Careful; cautious. Ener¬ 

getic. 

O# energetic and earnest. 

Read chief* and chi1*. 

Diligent. 

E to gin cotton. 

Artful ; wily. Clever ; 

sharp. See 1498. 

treacherous; guileful. 

$5^ Hita slippery; untrustworthy. 

'M which is the 
stupid and which the smart one? 

H the Kirghiz,—lit. red- 

yellow face; a name given by 
the Ouigours, in allusion to the 
red hair, white complexions, and 
green eyes of the Kirghiz. 

See 4372. 

Summer. Great; spaci¬ 

ous. 

M £ 0 » ^ trough 
summer day and winter night, 
—I shall be alone. 

Me&M 
it summer, 

ra n in the fourth 

moon comes summer. 

^ or JE or 
summer; the summer season, 

the summer solstice. 

JIT the beginning of summer, 

—about the 5th May. 

be it winter or be 

4227 

I, Rfj during the summer. 

I 0 flTH summer days are 

to be feared. 

summer heat. 

hot summer weather; the 

dog-days. 

the summer hunt. 

J|[ ^ to go into retreat for the 

summer,—strictly for the rainy 
season, as enjoined upon Bud¬ 
dhist disciples, for which Chi¬ 
nese Buddhists have substituted 
the hot months, viz. from the 
16th of the 5th moon to the 15th 
of the 9th moon. 

5 'tfft grass-cloth. 

^ il M 0 M when 
the trees are green and the shade 
is thick, the long day summer 
time. 

chiaz a ferule; a rod. [ 

M fortN-] 

j|§L ^ ^ Cordyceps chinen- 

sis. 

Brunella vulgaris, L. 

It is green in winter, but dies in 
summer; hence the name. An 
infusion of this plant is used as 
a cooling drink. 

tjiJJ the Hsia dynasty,—which 

began with the Great 

Yu, B.c. 2205, and ended with 

the tyrant ^ Chieh, b.c. 1818. 

J0 a name for the Great Yii. 

|p Jj|[ or the kingdom 

of Chou; China,—from the name 
of the dynasty above. 

J&1S3S M his merit is known 

throughout the empire. 

KSfll he assigned 

us a spacious house. 

without ex¬ 

travagance or changeableness. 

3C JnL carmine,—from the 

Spanish carmin. 

a kind of shrike (Dicrurus 

cathoecus). 

J5 @ Bactria. [ Hia 

may be the first syllable of 
Yavana — ’luTove$; Pers. Yauna 
— the Indian and West Asiatic 
name for Bactrian and other 
Greeks (Minns).] 

® M Tangut. 
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4228 

R. 
F. Aa, a 

N .0 

See "JC 

Always read 

Sinking. 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

4229 

"F 
4230 

R. If ijilf 
C. ha 

H. ha 
F. ha, a, v. kia 

W 0 
N. yiio% 0 

P. hsia 

M. 

Y. \ hsia, ha 

Sz. i 
K. ha 
].ka,ge 

A. ha 

Rising and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A great house; a man¬ 

sion ; a room. Amoy. 

—* A @ i A ® y°u can>t 
make a palace out of one stick 
—one swallow doesn’t make a 
summer. 

a great build 

ing requires a variety of material 

Jg J||i the chief room or hall. 

IS a kind of verandah at the 

front of a house, as opposed to 

at the back. 

side-rooms in a court-yard 

Amoy. 

H W ft ifj the maritime sub 

Prefect of Amoy, 

ilfi# the village of Mongha 

near Macao, where the first 
American treaty was signed. 

Same as 4228. 

Lower; down ; beneath, 

as opposed to _h 9729 ; 

under; in. Inferior in qua¬ 

lity. To come down ; to 

send or put down; to make 

to go down (see 3422); to 

take down; to take off. To 

lay, as eggs; to produce, 

as the young of animals 

[see 6141). [Read, strictly 

speaking, in the ^ ^ when 

a in the _£ % 

when a 5E3= •) 

underneath, 

the lower people; the 

masses. 

T ± or this lower 

world, as opposed to heaven. 

T# to descend into the world 

of mortals; this world. 

under the hand,—subordi¬ 

nates. See below. 

^ servants; menials. 

T ^ below; in the servants’ 

quarters. See 9729. 

V 
4230 

ST your humble servant; I 

See & « ,840. 

Tiffl subordinates. 

we who are under your 

rule,—as when addressing an 
official. 

T# the lower part of the body; 

the genital organs. 

low; mean; sordid. 

T t»T$A°'Tl 
the afternoon. 

TI evening. 

after midnight. 

TfiJ the last decade of a moon, 

from the 20th to the 30th. 

next month; to go off duty 

at a yamen. 

T\ A orT 0 orT next 
time. 

^ the drawer of a cheque. 

fssaitiT 

with regard to the aforesaid 

draft, refer to drawer. 

^ ~~J> beneath the sky,—China; 

the empire. 

ft no equal in the 

capital. 

A if‘U' ~F 55 do not be ashamed 

to ask of those below you. 

S m % £ T ith * ± 
he thought the sky was below 
him and the earth above,—of 
a drunkard. 

not to distinguish 

top from bottom, as when turn¬ 
ing a box the wrong way up. 
Also, not to show deference to 
superiors. 

72n±T not to know top 

from bottom,—to be a fool. 

ffa A A ® ± Acome 
down and let me get up! 

7 7 It t not less than 

several thousands. 

how much have 

you over? how much is still 
due? how much have I to pay 
afterwards ? 

@ MTZ was willing to be 

under her,—as concubine vis- 
a-vis a wife. 

ft HI T nevertheless 

comes out below him,—is infer¬ 
ior to him. 

T 
4230 

7' T ft M * it Sf no. 
ranking below the former wor¬ 
thies of the Tang and Sung 
dynasties. 

7® the lower section; the 

lower limit, as of a harbour. 

'/fitor the lower part 
of a stream; down the river. 

^AorT iP A people 
of the lowest class. 

IHTA anxious to humble 

himself to others. 

Tt a low tone. 

Tfl the lower even tone. 

PITo'KTS on all sides. 

^ T M both parties; on both 

sides. 

^ in point of breadth 

TUP the lower part of the body; 

the latter section of a book. 

“F G °r A G* M x)lthe 
chin. 

~F ^ or 7* of a lower kind 

or order; inferior. 

^ inferior Spanish stri¬ 

pes. 

^ crude ginseng. 

refuse Baroos cam¬ 

phor. 

Tff to hail. 

Tm to snow. 

a mist is falling, 

dew is falling. 

ffl * 7 it has begun 

to rain. 

T to rain. 

to weep. 

"p or “F |§ a Place of 
residence; an abiding-place; a 
halting-place; lodgings. 

you must approach 

him first. 

T35S# to go down to Tien¬ 

tsin,—from Peking. 

T I81P to make a descent on 

Korea. 

life to come down stairs. 

to get out of a chair. 

T.i to get off a horse. 

T @ a servant’s or groom’s 

horse. 
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T 
4230 

~F |j|£ to go into camp. 

J&T received. 

exchanged. 

Bt“F to rest; to recline, 

to sit down. 

“F 4* or TIM to rise from 
table; to get up. 

“FW to get off a bed. 

TMbit to go down to purga¬ 
tory. 

"FJ&4 to become a prosti¬ 
tute. 

”F ® 2742* 

T & to embark. 

T* to get out of a cart; to 

take up one’s post for the first 
time. 

Tm to transport by sea. 

"FI»rTA to ship, — as 
goods. 

t to have finished 
loading,—a ship. 

a shipping order. 

~F t0 drop anchor. 

TiS to issue orders for 
war; to declare war. 

~F to put pen down,—on to 

paper, sc. to write. 

Tm to play at chess. 

TUI to send betrothal presents; 
to betroth. 

he had just begun to 

saw, (when.) 

f^W^T on hearing these 
words. 

~F to lay an egg. 

U T 4-JR * tos° 
and bring hot water from the 
cookhouse. 

—• ~F one blow; one time, 

etc. See tr 10,494. 

tiTT a (true) prince 
treats inferiors as though equals. 

7'T* will not come down. 

~F ^ ^or ~F ^ it will 
not do; “it won’t go down.” 

-t 'F ^ 1 ~F ^F i neither 
way will do; there is no way 
of doing it. 

4230 
in 

cannot explain it, 

—as a difficult passage. 

im lit m §S#"F 
this way you can make sense 
of it. 

a* ± t :?># he is quite 
put to shame; he cannot show 
his face. 

be off! get out with 

you! 

not to be able to 

gain one’s point,—by persuasion. 

"FBI to come to; to visit. 

~F 'flu tjjjpj UH to bend back until 

one falls on the palms of the 
hands. 

T* to go into the water; to 

launch a ship; to be a sailor; to 
have an intrigue with a woman. 
Also, the guts of animals; see 
2569. See 10,128. 

“F yS Z things to be eaten 
with the wine at a feast. 

"F fH the lower border,—of a 
robe. 

~F ^ the “exit” side of a Chi¬ 

nese theatre, i.e. the left facing 
the stage; to enter as a candi¬ 
date at an examination. 

the sill of a door, as 

opposed to the jamb. 

"FW the second in order of a 
pair of scrolls. 

"F 10 Hr Tp1 to make a pro¬ 
phecy; to predict. 

~F to bury. 

"F#"F4? it can be taken 
down. 

porters who load 

and unload heavy packages from 
carts, etc. (Peking). 

T HU to bend one knee 
in salutation. 

"F n to make an obeisance, 

very severely. 

T5ESIT gave me a bad 
fright. 

W ffl ”F 5E T died of fright. 

“F& to put down a^ stake,—in 

gambling. 

~F H| to give medicine. 

"F fit to descend into the world; 
also, to die. 

T 
4230 

/fr 
4231 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

•FT 
4232 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4233 

17. 
C. hap- 
H. kiap0 
F. hah- 
W. a 

N. yah 

P. ch'-ia3, A step 
M. ch'-ia 

Y. hsieh, hsiak 

Sz. hsia 
K. hip 
J. ho, go 
A. hiep~ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

"FIT a place other than that ofl 

honour. 

“F the remainder. 

~F ^ to delegate a man on 

special service. 

IS M M “F tra 1 have further 
details to state. 

"FU the lower Prefectures,— 

the four southern ones in the 
province of Fuhkien. 

"F* the latter period of anti¬ 

quity,—from Wen Wang, b.c. 

1150, to Confucius, b.c. 557. 

to deposit a guarantee; 

to secure. 

~F to come out from school; 

to have done studying. 

”F a name for the 22nd and 

23rd of each moon. 

~J\ lowly; submissive. 

Used with 4228. 

the front veran¬ 

dah and the back apartments. 

4=- jv fil side r°°ms 
built against a wall, with a single 
slope of roof. 

Diarrhoea. 

To penetrate; to per¬ 

meate ; to blend with; to 

be in harmony with. Also 

read chHa4. 

^ ^ principles that 

penetrate and an administration 
that results in good order. 

^ % "F sti11 (his 
influence) had not penetrated 
through the empire. 

large-minded; magnani¬ 
mous. 

ft-ft & }& to exercise a har¬ 
monising influence,—as over the 
empire. 

in accordance 

with the wishes of the people 



PISliVJVO 

4233 

>tr n 
4234 

r. 

see?p 
Entering 
Lower. 

thorough sympathy with 

^0 Ip 01 ^0 on friendly 
terms. 

m "jjjf suitable; proper. 

¥& harmoniously; equally. 

in accordance with the 

possible; it will do. 

Ipf ^ in accordance 

with principles and the genera 
circumstances involved. 

KfeSiji in full accordance 

with ceremonial propriety. 

grace descending,—as that 

of the Emperor upon his people 

on the south bank 

of the Hsia,—the old name of the 

river Chin in Shensi 

7K ^ j11 icy i fresh-looking, of 

young people. 

m iB M tK y&this 
fruit is very juicy. 

Fiery; blazing. To boil 

To rail at. 

m 
4235 

R. irp 

P. hsia3 
M. chlia 

Y. chiak 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4236 

4237 

R*«# 

Seeii 
A. k'-a 

Rising Upper, 

fell 

fe 

to boil soup, 

to irritate. 

A great triennial wor 

ship of ancestors. 

See 3970. 

To throw wide open, as 

door. Empty; vast. 

mm to overthrow,—as an ene¬ 

my. Also, to grasp one another 
firmly. 

PJ 

4238 

R;1I ^ 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

4239 

4240 

R*il 
See 

A. gia 

Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

4241 

la 

hia 

R. 
C. ) 
H. (v- 
F.ha*,c, 
W. Jiu 

N. kilo 
Y. sa 
K. ha 

J. Aa, ke 
A. -Art, hou'- 

Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

4242 

4243 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

W. 
4244 

Noisy talk or laughter 

See Rpf 3935. 

to bluster; to bully. 

See 4351. 

A cleft in a rock. 

the fishes 

pass through the clefts in the 
rock. 

A rent; a crack; a rift 

a split, as between friends 

a grudge. 

a rent; a crack, 

a hole. 

'iMi fel? a leak. 

a hole in a wall, 

a narrow lane; an alley, 

a crack; a split; a grudge 

$c lit % $£ ^ there is 
not the least ill feeling between 
them. 

R-;i 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

* R!| do 
not let the paper (pasted) over 
the window-cracks make a noise. 

Same as 4241. 

Wild, random talk. 

pip to talk wildly or reck¬ 

lessly. See j||ji 4210. 

A cover. Radical 146. 

Also readjya4. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from fj§ 4031.] 

4245 

’ 3<< 

4246 

R. 
J. ato, yechi 
A. kiet~ 

Entering 
Lower. 

4247 

R. 
cf. 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
4248 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

*r 
4249 

F. siong, v. 
csoung 

SeeM 
Even and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

Same as 4211. 

The cry of the camel. 

Ilf Rft ||l| when loaded 

too heavily the camel cries out 

Stout; vigorous; brave. 

f# * fM JS brave and know¬ 

ing not fear. 

Rubbish ; refuse, 

a dust-heap. 

Mutual; reciprocal; cor¬ 

relate. A particle implying 

direction towards anything 

or anybody. 

# n each the same as the other; 

identical. 

similar; corresponding. 

to agree with; to tally; 

mutually. 

/jU fij: pleased; agreeable; suited 

to treat one another; to 

behave towards. 

to meet; to have an inter¬ 

view. See 9155. 

^ to exchange; to have deal¬ 

ings with; to associate with; 
friendship. 

to consult with; to deli¬ 

berate. 

mn to agree with; to corres¬ 

pond with,—as one half of a 
tally with the other. 

to agree together; not to 

quarrel. 

to disagree; to be at 

variance,—of people. 
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mr 
4249 

>1*0 to be on friendly terms; 

a friend; a lover. See below. 

^0 o'or 3£t0 i°in with; 
to correspond to. 

^0 joined together. 

;0J ^ to talk with; to chat. 

itn "(El or ^0 ^ alike; resem¬ 

bling one another. 

tr t° fight. 

S ^0 EE ^ they accuse each 
other. 

^ “p it is no matter. 

fi2 "fifii ^ >10 it is no busi¬ 

ness of his; it does not affect him. 

J13. to be associated with; an 

acquaintance. 

^ 1*0 H ® |R It so 
they went together to lay the 
case before the Magistrate. 

H t0 H 0 the dis¬ 
ciples put their heads together 
and said. 

^ fit1 |p| a feeling of friend¬ 

ship. 

t0 ftfl separated from; apart. 

t0 $0 distant from. 

t0 near; in the neighbour¬ 

hood. 

'{?fe t0 401 men’s natures are 

much the same,—at birth. 

^ t0 *H by their habits, they 

come to diverge, — from this 
natural uniformity. 

'Hi t)M may 1 trouble you? 

^ M ^ $3 or % }0 
^ as far apart as heaven and 

earth. 

—’ 0 a difference of one 

day in time. 

^0 to invite. 

||t to assist. 

^i0 j|j| to meet with,—as a friend 

or an accident. 

^ to meet together. 

^i0 0Q (chicn4) in stripes or bands. 

^>0 !H consecutively; in succes¬ 

sion. 

^Ji0 >j< to beg; to entreat. 

;ji|| to hand down; to trans¬ 

mit (orally); to be currently 
reported. 

*r 
4249 

>1*0 ]%. contrary; exactly the op¬ 

posite. 

>f*0 ffi] fronting each other; vis- 

a-vis. 

;|i£| ^ to believe; to trust. 

^ 5? each carrying out 
the requests of the other; on 
good terms. 

>t*0 ^ to consult together. 

S or ^0 becomes my 

duty; as in duty bound; cor¬ 
responding; suitable. 

^0 I® J!$ * have therefore 

the honour to address to you this 
communication. 

^0 t0 await; to be prepared 

to receive. » 
^i0 ^ the entente cordiale. 

^ as the result; followed 

by. 

^0 *i>S agreeable to. 

yj>0 consecutively,—of times. 

ft t0 entrust to. 

^0 jf| agreement. 

^ ^[1 incongruous. 

70J “|\ congruous. 

not getting on well 

together. 

^0 mixed see 11 >77°- 

^0 @ having reason for being 

so; the result of a cause. 

an acquaintance; a girl’s 

unmarried female friends. 

^0 yun forgetfulness, — of others. 

^0 ^ or ^i0 to love; to be 

in love with. See 10,271. 

^0 49* mutual love-sickness. 

See 4251. 

W- # -S 7 W Ji,1 
loved her in my dreams but we 
never met there. 

^0 a small brown bird 

like a titmouse; a “love-bird.” 

70J $0 ‘rue-lovers’ tree,— 

from the two trees which grew 
at the graves of Han P'eng and 
his wife and finally twined (a la 
Lord Lovel) into one. 

yjig ^ to hit it off; good friends. 

y||} f||[j mutually affected by. See 

12,859. 

4249 

^ ^ to tell; to inform. 

flj to warn. 

^0 to interfere with. 

^0 t0 sive t0- 

>f0 H8 to match; to suit, as one 

part of a dress with another. 

^0 ^ collected together. 

Tjig 2^1 to follow one another. 

^ a companion. 

yfH to entertain guests. 

^0 M t0 ‘reat; to behave to. 

^0 to order; to instruct to. 

attending on; in company 

with. 

yjig mutual assistance. 

^0 ^ action and reaction,—of 

forces. 

^0 ^ mutually acting upon one 

another. 

;ji0 to counterbalance. 

^ interdependent; mutually 

dependent. 

^0 mutually supporting, 

yjig ^ in company with. 

Read hsiang4. To look 

at; to see ; to judge of 

by the looks; to practise 

physiognomy ; the “ marks” 

of a Buddha; name; 

symbol. Form or appear¬ 

ance, as opp. to jl^ 9947. 

To help; an assistant; a 

minister of State. Used for 

elephant, the “bishop” 

of Chinese chess, in order 

to distinguish one side from 

the other. 

y|i0 ^ look at that rat: 

it has a skin! 

yj>0 ,1^ ^ look at that bird! 

^0 7 looked at him 

again and again. See |h] 4283. 

^0 tfij Wj watch the time for 

action. 

^0 j£C @H. ^ choose a husband 

suitable to the wife. 
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*r 
4249 

0|J ^ # M M ■ M IB l 
others are particular 

about their daughters-in-law, he 
about his son-in-law. 

(tox) to calculate; to consi 

der; to take steps to. 

to mimic. 

the face- 

A ^ pT %% men must not 

be judged of by their faces. See 

7675. 
® ^ tib ft what you 

learn of a man from his face 
is not equal to what you learn 
of him from his heart. 

a physiognomist. 

R# &#&# 
physiognomy deals only with a 
man’s skin, not with his bones, 
—with his exterior, not with his 
interior. 

# •¥* 'b A # $the 
anatomy of good and bad men 
is no doubt the same,—but.. 

•PTfe^Hr bodily imperfec 

tions. 

£ Mi ~^ they form 

another school,-—of painters. 

A S; palnt me 
as I am. 

the art or rules of physi¬ 

ognomy. 

to practise physiognomy 

a# a shape or form assumed 

by virtue of magical powers. 

to resume one’s natur¬ 

al shape. 

one’s real or natural shape, 

as opposed to assumed shape 
or form. 

^ God is without 

form,—inscription in synagogue, 
K‘ai-feng Fu. 

of no ordinary appear 

ance. 

JM to take a likeness. 

til W the thirty-two greater and 

eighty lesser marks on a Buddha, 
respectively. 

rare appearances, 

—prodigies. 

ft IS inward qualities. 

objective existences, 

realities. 

4249 

jr 
4250 

R. [>M 

See 

Even Upper. 

4251 

R. 

C. song 

H. siong 
F. siong, v. 

ssiong 

# U A no ob 
jectivity either of self or of others 

to be a slave to objective 

distinctions, — the thrall from 
which the Buddhist strives to 
be free. 

M # 2 M. to act on the 

principle of aiding, — as the 
growth of a plant. 

# m * # searching care¬ 

fully for helpers. 

the princes assist¬ 

ing. 

Kuan Chung 

acted as Prime Minister to Duke 
Huan. 

lfi| Jl engaged him as 

Prime Minister. 

wished to appoint him 

Minister. 

£ °r ^ w °r if (the 
more modern term) a Prime 
Minister. 

or # H the epistolary 

designation of a A ^ ± 
Grand Secretary. 

* k secondary source of 

warmth, situated in lower part 
of body; see 3269. 

*<&• » young gentleman; a 

catamite. See 6568. 

m ft the seventh moon. 

Side rooms. Used for 

||| 4272. Suburbs. 

M or flt M or fM 
rooms on the east and west of the 
courtyard of a Chinese house. 
See 4228. 

the house over a city 

gate; the suburbs near the gates, 

mm city and suburbs. 

m ft m ft inside and outside 

the city. 

mnm the bordered Yellow 

Banner. See 1045. 

I«!»R na3 0s* where has he 

gone ? 

To think about; to re¬ 

flect ; to recall. To hope; 

to expect. 

ffl to reflect; to think; to 

consider. See below. 

to let the mind dwell on; 

b m — 1® or % 

think about it; just 
consider. 

m ± 
to call to mind. 

mm1 think there may be; 

probably; possibly. 

to be always (or inten 

sely) thinking of. 

or * 1 Atok. 
my opinion is. 

m 1 can’t think of it 

m w & % n m r- ^ 
I can’t think of his name. 

it fr » n H * ft I 
can’t get this matter out of my 
thoughts. 

® *» m & is m at * 
how did he ever come to 

think of it?—or “think it out,” 
as of inventions, etc. 

g-M^mlift this is un¬ 
expected. 

6 X M % 9M& * BE 
who would have thought he 
would have come? 

to recall to mind. 

, 'M1 ^fjl to think of l°ngingly. 

^ Wt 1 can,t bear to 
think of it. 

Wt i® % kif there l'ad 
been any delay in putting out 
(the fire), there’s no saying what 
might have happened. 

jlfjl to tbink of home; to be 

homesick. 

M J& love-sickness. See 

4249. 

M itsk $jl 7 died 
for love of Miss Lin,—the fa¬ 

mous heroine of the j^T ^§| 

Dream of the Red Chamber. 

m m * * # m #the 
clouds remind us of her robes, 
the flowers of her face,—she is 
always with us. 

a thought’s image,— an 

idea. 

•jtiH jp| a thought; an expectation. 

your notions 

are too grand; you aim at too 
much. 
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4251 

m 
4252 

R.| 

See ^ 
Even Upper. 

4253 

Even Upper. 

no hope,—of ac 

complishing or getting some 
thing. 

M'M to hope; to expect; to 

wish. 

to hidulge in extravagant 

expectations. See 12,503. 

^ to ^ave no aPPetke. 

don’t expect to! 

A large tributary of the 

Yang-tsze, which flows 

through Hunan and gives 

its name to several towns. 

See i|lj{ 3400. A lake in 

Chehkiang. To boil ; to 

cook. 

the clear water of the 

Hsiang. 

ftor #E ft the speck¬ 
led bamboo,—which grew over 
the grave of the legendary Em¬ 
peror Shun, buried near the river 
Hsiang. It became speckled by 
the tears of his two wives, the 
daughters of the Emperor Yao. 

she boils it in her tripods and 
pans. 

A box; a trunk ; a chest. 

box. 

- m 
boxes; cases. 

boxes and packages. 

^ the lid of a box. 

to Pack a box. 

a leather trunk. 

7^ a clothes box. 

kitM a box to hold eatables, 

divided into compartments. 

a kind of basket, arranged 

in layers, with covers, for carry¬ 
ing presents. 

flf fg fl paper 
trunks,—with paper clothes in 
them, for burning at funerals. 

below, it was shaped 

like a square box. 

xjj the upper part of a ward¬ 

robe. 

m 
4253 

4254 
R. ‘ 

Seel® 

Even Upper. 

4255 

j| the body of a cart. 

^g a granary. 

many storehouses 

and granaries. 

MB a sideboard with drawers 

and cupboard. 

A light yellow colour. 

the colour of budding 

mulberry leaves. 

Si &s a bluish yellow, — the 

colour worn by the literati under 
the T'ang dynasty; hence, lite¬ 
rary men. 

A medicinal plant 

(Celosia argentea). 

R-tt the black smooth 

See ffl seeds of the above, from which 

A. tong, nyong an oil is extracted. 

Even Upper. 

w 
Fragrant; sweet-smelling, 

n as opposed to J|. 2521. 
4256 

Radical 186. 
R-i§ 
C. hong .J|L not to know scents 

j?’ j hiong from stinks,—senseless. 

W. hsiae ^ or ^ a fragrant 

p. I smell. 

M. ) hsiarts' 
Y. 1 

^ Pfr what a sweet 

Sz. j smell! 
K. hiang 

. kid, ko 
^ pj| |tj| (fen* fen') delic¬ 

A. hong iously fragrant. 
Even Upper. ^ |ljl their smell was 

the same,—as of flowers. 

m sweet or pleasant to the 

taste; affable; agreeable. Also, 
closely allied. 

highly flavoured; spicy. 

ijlj the aroma or “bouquet” 

of wine. 

perfumery. 

#v® scented oil. 

scent; perfumes. 

scented balls to stuff /D 
into the nostrils. 

'H # °r #or ff #to 
burn incense; to worship at a 

temple. See 'jjfe 3589. 

VE "ET IBB (*ung*) to burn 
incense and set forth sacrifices. 

4256 

Si & 1g # # $n 
to go a long way to burn 

incense is not equal to doing 
good deeds at home. 

m m # to burn stupifying 

drugs. 

m# to offer incense. 

ft & Z B a burn-incense 

day,—saint’s-day or festival. 

H§ht 
a stick of incense every day at 
dawn. 

5||t an incense stove,—a cen 

ser. 

5|!jt morning and 

evening a censer of incense. 

or an altar for 

burning incense. 

the lamp kept burning 

opposite the tablet of a deceased 
person. 

1M1 incense holders; censers, 

scented purses, 

scent-bags, 

a box for incense, 

presents to priests. 

perfumed (i.e. old) Shao- 

hsing wine. 

incense colour,-a brownish 

yellow. 

tj ^ H £ ^ the incense 

of intrigue with Han Shou,— 
referring to the daughter of 

Chia Ch'ung who when 

her father received a present of 

incense from the Em¬ 

peror Wu of the Chin dyn¬ 

asty, took some and gave it to 
Han Shou, her lover; the result 
being that her father discovered 
the intrigue and married the 
couple at once. 

^ fli # he is very 
clever at ingratiating himself 
with the ladies,—from the above. 

H fragrant dust,—fallen flow¬ 

ers. 

H] fragrant orchids. 

I? money given to priests for 

incense. 

^ incense and candles,-—for 

worship. 

^ jp. or # n a Buddhist 

temple. 

67 
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4256 

ft: scented ink. ft putchuck,—the root of a 
SIR1 

ft: scented tea. thistle found in Cashmere, usee 7*1* 
4256 as a medicine and for making 4258 

ft tfa incense and paper-money. incense. See 44. 

^ ft: has put an end to ft [fj’ij' a medicine (Radix cyperi). 

my incense-fire (i.e. to my in- ft y|jjc fragrant lagoon,—Hong- 
fluence as a god). kong. 

—' ■ft a vdlage where § ft or ^ i§ ft literary 
piety prevails. fragrance, — which attaches to 

4 ft ]K 'Ir have you 
families holding learning in high 
esteem. 

quite forgotten your oath? - • 

ft ft ^ ^ a highly-scented 

tea of a medium quality. /HI The navel of the musk- 
ft: an attractive bait. 4257 deer. 

ft *ft* Hi a fan with scented 
RH/ 

handle and spokes. See ft: pjjj?. musk. See 4256. 

ift Yfr ^j^the incense smoke 
Even Upper. 

has ceased,—of a disused temple. 
M’ A village; country, as 

ft to put sticks of incense 7*1* opposed to town; one’s 
on an altar. 4258 

native place; a neighbour- 
ft worshippers at temples. hood; a suburban district 

ft ^ or ft ^ ^ a rosary See ft: containing 12,500 families. 

of scented beads. Even Upper. 
"f1 itB ^ HP all through these 

IS # Wt »t» ft ft # villages. 
like the liturgy-chanting of Bud¬ 
dhism. HP ^ or HP M a village. 

# M or # H or ft H to go into the country,— 

women’s apartments. as (e.g.) the Dist. Magistrate 

ft: a female slave. 
does, to inspect crops in times 
of famine. 

ft P or ft |J^| scented throat, HP ~J> in the country; one’s 

—used in praise of a woman’s native place. 
voice or speech. HP ~F Mi )A a country 

ft* iffy- cosmetics and face-powder. bumpkin. 

ftt the soul of a woman. ^ one’s home; native village. 

ftt or ft: mushrooms. HP It or HP flii one’s native 

ft ^ or ft ^ fragrant-wood. 
place. 

ifll HP away from home. 
ft* ft- .Russia leather. 

JH ft: musk. 4257. 
ft HP or 'f4lr HP country resi¬ 

dence; village. 

ft: JH| the musk-deer. J^I HP or HP of the same 

ft: the melon. village; a fellow-townsman. 

ft: the pied wood- 
HP ^ villagers; rustics. 

pecker. \ ™ mm ™ 
"f* M. ft* a uame for pigs’ pet- HP ft village elders. 

titoes. ^ country gentlemen. 
^5: the cypress. 

Hl^ a village clan,—of the 
ft jan insect which smells same surname. 

like ginger. See 7126. 
© ja H. m m « ® 

4^. coriander; caraway. 
at Court precedence goes by 

ft or ft the lemon. rank, in private life by age. 

13,738. ;H|$ ^ a village school. 

pjK, local patois-, dialect. 

tr m in to speak in one’s 

native dialect. 

HI or HP jP§ village militia; 

local volunteers; train-bands. 

retired officials living in 

the country. 

^ a petty official. 

jfi the villagers; the whole 

village. 

to my heart. 

^ to live in the country. 

$$ neighbours of the village; 

country neighbours. 

pj a village headman,—ap¬ 

pointed by the people them¬ 
selves. 

|| the second or master’s 

degree. 

jf or mn the provincial 

examinations, held in every 
third autumn, for the second or 
master’s degree. 

#st the double examina¬ 

tions in the year of the triennial 
examination at Peking. 

||J a strange region. 

A J* * ft/H z m •» 
enter the domain of nothingness, 
—to die. 

A0?fis to get drunk. 

1M the domain of black 

and sweet,—of sleep. 

@ IPP t0 dwe11 in the 
southern part of the kingdom. 

the fields of Mei. 

3^ HP the See-one’s-home 

Terrace,-in Purgatory, to which 
departed spirits are led to view, 
as a punishment, the revolution 
which has taken place since 
death in their domestic affairs. 

Read hsiang4. Towards. 

the night is getting 

towards morning. 

to show the way; to guide. 

ft my heart has been JH. 
with you all the while,—lit. how 
was I equal to the (desire) to 

go to you! Explained as Jfp 

5|e#. &&&Z- 
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4259 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

r 
4260 

Rit 

Even Upper. 

4261 

R. 

See ^j§: 

Even Upper. 

If 
4262 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

4263 

R. 3|f» 

See 

Rising Upper. 

A little while; formerly. 

To verify. 

'S’ rec^ntly; hitherto. 

Si ^ ^ I lately em¬ 

ployed him for three months. 

H? Jfu ^ l!f in taking count of 

the present and the past,—the 
wise man does not grieve that 
the past is gone nor rejoice that 
he has the present. 

Soup; hashed beef. 

Proud flesh; see 5665. 

The fragrant smell of 

grain, etc. Incense. 

f*l] m M t0 Perceive a 
slight fragrance. 

Larvae of insects. 

small flies rising in swarms 

from damp ground; {fig.) in 
great numbers. 

Noise; discordant sound, 

as opposed to ^ 9883. 

An echo. See 12,285. 

sound; 

noise. 

musical instruments. 

a piece of wood, about 2 

ft. long, struck with a stick at 
funerals. 

^ a loud clap; a crash. f ir v u 

—* ^ a single sound, 

the noise of water. 

pk 7 m you can’t make it 

sound,—as a trumpet. 

y.V silence! don’t make a 

noise! 
6ft I! PJ 

a signal; a call. 

a four-cornered iron plate, 

which is beaten with a hammer. 

3 to kotow with a ring¬ 

ing thump of the head on the 

SKS 
4263 

4264 

r. 3H* 

See 

Rising Upper, 

m 

floor. [In order to make this 
more possible for high officials 
kotowing before the Emperor, 
a hollow space is left under the 
tile to be touched by the head.] 

|fi mounted highwaymen. 

P jf|i an echo; a reverberation. 

nww to try to drown 

an echo by making more noise, 

shadow and echo,—effects 

which result unerringly from 
their causes, form and sound. 
See 13,339- 

jjjfc what shadow is to form, and 

echo to sound. 

Jl^ nip Wi shadow and echo 

talk,—mere idle gossip. 

mm ^ he was a ventri¬ 

loquist. 

nip Bit ^ a dear, cloudless sky. 

10. prompt; decided. 

^ a tracing over a drawing 

held to the light. 

Up ^ a nine-shot 

magazine Mauser rifle. 

To offer as a feast, or 

as a sacrifice. To consume 

the flavour of sacrifices, as 

spirits are supposed to do. 

—* ^ iS? £ all the morning 
will I feast him. 

Til 2 to entertain 

guests. 

h 30 a dinner to graduates. 

$0 sugar figures carried at 

weddings. 

30 offerings to the gods. See 

4334- 

for offerings and 

for sacrifice. 

(the spirit) has 

descended upon the right to 
enjoy the sacrifices. 

no one has ever yet seen them 
(spirits) come and eat the sacri¬ 
fices. 

m 'jjaj' deign to accept this my 

sacrifice,—the final words of a 
kind of funeral oration, which is 
burnt at the grave of a departed 
friend or relative as a means 

4264 

m4 

iki 
4265 

R.: 

See 

4266 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

or m to sacrifice, 

sacrificial rice. 

To incline towards; over 

against; towards. Used for 

|hJ 4283. To show one’s 

mind to. Encouraging ; 

hortatory. 

M facing the south. 

not to be ap- 7 n m 
proached. 

long wishing to 

see you. 

the empire relies 

upon him; the country turns 
to him. 

tS* backwards. 

of communicating the feelings 
of the survivors. See 4286. 

mm 7 
though knowing the true path, 
I am unable to succeed, — in 
guiding others. 

ms (God) indicated 

his will to the sovereign of Hsia. 

hortatory use 

of the Five Blessings,—the ninth 

division of the ^ Great 

Plan given by God to ^ Yu. 

so as to bring him 

to a sense of the value of civil¬ 
isation. 

To remove ; to clear 

away. To change position. 

To be fit for the yoke. To 

accomplish. To praise. 

7 rT a 4 it cannot be 

removed, — the remedy would 
be worse than the disease. 

±m first-class animals for a 

chariot. 

unable to accom 

plish the matter. 

I|j| to take part in; to assist. 

l|j| to assist; to facilitate. 

Jljf J|l| to praise; to eulogise. 

^ 111/ jfrp a Prefecture in Hupeh. 
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SeeT@ ^ 
I A. nyong 

Even Upper. 

To stroll; to ramble. 

"fH t0 wander about; to 

saunter. 

^|| walking fast. 

4273 

4268 

R. 

SeeM 
I A. nyong 

Even Upper. 

4269 

bn 
s“i® 

I A. tong, nyong 

Even Upper 

A tree found in Annam 

which furnishes a white I 

grain like sago. 

4274 

I A. tong, nyong 

Even Upper. 

4270 

|R. 

Caparisons; ornaments. 

£fi ^ W flat hair-l 
pins set with pearls. 

I A. tong, nyong 

Even Upper. 

4271 

A cord to hold up the 

sleeves; a horse’s girth or 

belly-band. To pull by the 

arm. To carry in the girdle. 

4275 

|R-fr 

seeit 
K. kang, hang 

I A- giang 

Even Upper. 

4276 

4272 

I A. tong, nyong 

Even Upper. 

A euphemistic term for 

corpulency. Fat; stout. 

1 To inlay; to set, as a 

jewel. To plate. To rivet! 

or clamp on. To border. 

tyfc to inlay. 

-4* inlaid chopsticks 

U\ =s§ the inlaid wine-| 

cup and saucer,—used at wed¬ 
dings. 

I2F false teeth; to put in teeth. 

g fjfc ^ bordered. 

i| !rj ^ Bordered White | 

Banner. 

s_t to frame. 

4277 

To prepare food and I 

take it to labourers in the I 

field. Used with ^jpj 4285.) 

g m p m fed them with | 

millet while at work. 

To frisk, as a spirited 

horse. A horse with a I 

white hind leg. 

(his step is like) 

a dragon’s gambol and a tiger’s 
walk. 

it HH to caracole; to prance. 

M&tZJrm&ii .. 
an old jade like myself has no 
energy for prancing. 

A canal boat. 

Read ch^nan*. Same as| 

2742. 

A school or college. An 

asylum for the old. 

let carefull 

attention be paid to education] 
in schools. 

a district school. 

AJ$ to matriculate. 

his name is en-| 

rolled in the National Academy. 

a graduate %Jr of theI 

first degree. 

Happiness; good luck;J 
of good omen. See ^f|J 

4621, and 13,646. 

Jrfij or pf felicitous; of| 

good omen. 

xm z% a bad omen. 

to be regardless] 

of evil omens. 

than a family quarrel nothing 
is more sinister. 

4277 

4278 

9 
|See 

Even Lower. 

tA^ 11 @ »| 
sinister to be ungrateful for kind-| 
ness shown. 

jpt jj^ the reign-name first adopt¬ 

ed by the Emperor afterwards | 

known as JgJ 

To soar; to wheel around| 

in the air. To roam about. 

See 108. 

it flies around and! 

then settles. 

# m » ffl bestir yourself| 
and move about. 

^ pjj in your lamb’s fur| 

you wander aimlessly about. 

|fg to soar high. 

(W PJJ }t| the Pr*ce is rising very | 
high. 

[Hj to wheel around, — as a 

kite. 

pj? don’t stick out! 

your elbows in a room, 

pjj grave; decorous. 

Details; particulars; 

minutely; carefully. To 

examine closely. To report I 

to a superior, especially ofl 

routine, as opposed to extra-[ 

ordinary, business. 

cannot be related 

in detail. 

st m f »r % h 4 the| 
particulars cannot be learnt, 

lift to discuss minutely. 

j|^ £ stated in detail. 

words cannot fully | 

describe. 

wish to hear all | 

about it. • 

did not state the! 

reason; the motive was notf 
clearly brought out. 

whose name I 

and surname are not mentioned. 

=s if * m his name and! 

rank have not been ascertained. 

the sound (of this cha¬ 

racter) is not known. 

mnm it be cautious as to I 
what you see and hear. Also,| 
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P- 
4279 

pay minute attention to what 
you see and hear. 

clearly; intelligibly. 

mm to carefully search out or 

•of exhaustive re¬ investigate, ■ 
search. 

W Mor m or m IK or 
or j|£ ^ or ^ 

to report or state to a superior. 

an official report to a 

superior. 

to unite in reporting. 

to bring to the notice of 

a superior. 

reference to the 

capital has already been replied 
to. 

to write in detail; to re¬ 

ply to in a report. 

to communicate in detail. 

f|^ to give a detailed account; 

to enumerate. 

^ to inform in detail. 

|^jjt to record. 

m & to distinguish carefully 

between. 

|f^ |Q" to clearly define. 

ff^ |J|) t0 rea<i carefully. 

mm to respectfully request. 

'jjjijL very carefully; circum¬ 

spect. 

W-lm&M to compare care¬ 

fully. 

to scrutinize; to give care¬ 

ful consideration to. 

gfj) to interrogate closely. 

0JJ to report explicitly. 

to report in reply. 

pai minute; special; carefully 

drawn, as rules. 

^ ^0 §p§ to explain in detail. 

admitted, — as rules by 

one’s superiors. 

Ir to rePort requesting.... 

jt^ ffifc to rePort action. 

1*^ Ip? to beg one t0 be g°o<^ 
enough to. 

mm to apply for and obtain 

permission; to report to a su¬ 
perior the receipt of. 

P- 
4279 

iTT 
4280 

song 
H. ) . 

I stong 

W. siae 

N. siang 

P- ) 
Y.‘ h siang 

Sz. ) 
K. sang 
J. sho, so 
A. tong 

Rising Upper. 

4281 

4282 

1ST 
^4283 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

or 3d or or 

yg to investigate carefully. 

to impeach; to impeach 

and cause to be stripped of rank, 

to narrate. 

to consider in detail,—an 

order given to the Boards, as 

opposed to jjjf m| immediate 

consideration. In the former 
case several weeks, in the latter 
five days, are allowed. 

m a % im ^ f°r exPia- 
nation see under the char, pao 
with “man” as Radical. 

under that character. See 4972. 

Dried salt fish of various 

kinds. 

Same as 4280. 

See 1255. 

A window facing the 

north. Towards; facing ; 

in the presence of; before; 

opposite to, as opp. to ^ 

8774 from; to. See 

4258 {hsiangX 4265, 703, 

3554- 

to stop up north¬ 

ern windows and plaster up 
doors,—in the tenth moon. 

i«i SR * £■ whither are 

you going? 

(fO % or Iwj # i t0 go 
ahead. 

AS i»l # not one who did 

not press forwards, — as in a 
battle. 

fa* 
4283 

to borrow money 

of him. 

fwj Ul W & ^ to buy 
tea from a tea-man 

jf. If i") A M Ithe did 
not like drawing the bamboo 
before people. 

® M1 wil1 tel1 y°u- 

asked the two 

men, saying. 

# I6| j§ »»• £ one 

to another they complained of 
his uncleanliness. 

(wj itc —• j|$fc jumped into 

the middle of the river. 

m ft 5R T - m 
peeped inside the shell. 

ftiai ma e* 
ttj first pulled his own 

things out of the shell. 

|ptj p rjj to hand in a 

manifest at a Customs’ barrier. 

f&] ^ A t* £lk to reP°rt to 
any one. 

Id ® fw) face to face; look¬ 

ing at each other. 

formerly, 

if the four princes had driven 
out the foreigners. 

—• [u] for a while; formerly. 

3^4 —* [pj] recently; of late. 

hsiangp 7 looked at 

him. 

— r»i J9r about what I asked 

you to do for me some time ago. 

iSl B on a former day; towards 

the sun. 

[oj in previous years. 

|6| hitherto; heretofore. 

in the ordinary way; ac¬ 

cording to routine, 

ifi) m (according to) the estab¬ 

lished rule. 

|6| ® facing or towards the 

south. 

16) seawards. 

I") ± turned upwards; upwards. 

it i«l bearings; direction; aspect. 

[fjjj to lose one’s bearings; to 

become confused. 

^ m. (si * I lost my 

bearings. 
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fiT 
4283 

pj 
4284 

R.yM 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

4285 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

|6) to decide on a course; a 

fixed intention. 

® 10 |h! !* to fix on a posi¬ 

tion,—as for a grave. See 

3554- 

— + PH |n| the twenty-four 

points of the compass. 

Aj> ZH -J-* fwj your 

mind is confused. 

|6| the mind not concern 

trated; preoccupied. 

4*3 bent; bias; inclination. 

^ [h] intention; scope; mean¬ 

ing. 

|hJ ^ a ship’s compass. 

IS) 3. on the coming date 

when. 

(«] Iw or l«] 31 to discuss with 

[oj §j^| loyal inclinations. 

IS) # or I*) Jg to be at; to 

live at. 

|pjj PP| see 13,564. 

fo] ^ siding with, as opposed to 

Hf# siding against. 

lift i*l it stick up for 

the man whose bread you eat 

A gem or ornament worn 

by women. 

Provisions given to fielc 

labourers as part of their 

wages; see 4273. Rations 

or pay for troops. Taxes 

revenue. 

mm® |ijpj to give millet and 

meat to labourers. 

iipiTffl his wife took his 

food to him in the fields. 

7*f M 'ffl fit f[p| when the 
chief of Ko shewed his enmity 
to the provision-carriers,. 

^|pj soldiers’ pay, rations, etc. 

^ rations and pay. 

revenue; money paid to 

the government for a monopoly 
or “farm.” 

S revenue. 

H 
4285 

4286 

R. ^ 

See 

Rising Upper, 

[pj revenue; sources of reven¬ 

ue. 

[pj to pay duties. 

j||pj maritime duties; duties 

leviable by the foreign Customs 

|pj jp[ a receipt for duty paid. 

ill jig 1$ ||mJ t0 levy Hkin to 

increase the revenue. 

a standard weight of sycee 

as used for paying duty, 

a licensed ferry. 

To present offerings in 

sacrifice; to accept offerings, 

as the gods do; hence, to 

enjoy. To satisfy; to render 

acceptable. [To be distin¬ 

guished from 3906.] 

thou dost filially 

present offerings! 

they did not 

dare not to briftg offerings 

If i# to sacrifice to 

ancestors. 

I have brought 

my offerings. 

alack! alas! it only remained to 
say God bless you,—for she was 
dead. [Lit. “to say, Deign to 
accept my sacrifice or offering.’ 
See under 4264.] 

5pl the hall of sacrifice; the 

room where the corpse is laic 
out. 

HI to enj°y the use of. 

how many 

See years of life did he enjoy? 
8301. 

^ mS to enjoy happiness; to 

take one’s ease. 

one’s allotted 

share of happiness should not 

be used up. See t55o, jjfg 
37°7- 

A fE l|.»IS 
for another to 

suffer the toil and for me to 
enjoy the profit, is not honour¬ 
able. 

% @1 tip t0 reisni t0 eni°y 
the throne. 

to enjoy old age. See 

10,019. 

4286 

4287 

C. (songi¬ 

ll. siong2 
F. ch'-iongl 
W. S-ziae 

N. ziang 
P. \ 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. 

J 
A 

1 hsiang3 

. sang 
sho, dzo 

. t ong 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

§E to have good fortune 

to be prosperous. 

% to enjoy the possession 

of.. See 4600. 

J|fL a long enjoyment; to 

enjoy long. 

The elephant, once com 

mon in the jUji yf District 

in yfc HI 5 ivory (see 3532) 
A figure; an image; form 

objectivities; the Platonic 

Idea (noumenon) as an en 

tity, as opp. to fg, (pheno 

menon). Stars; constell 

ations. [One writer says, the 

elephant subsists by virtue 

of its trunk and not of its 

mouth; the stars subsist by 

virtue of ^ vitality and not 

of words; therefore they 

have the same characters 

Others say that in ancient 

days the form or figure o 

a living elephant was infer 

red from inspection of its 

bones.] The visible figures 

of the Diagrams ; the illus¬ 

trations of m & Chou 

Rung. The elephant or 

“bishop” of Chinese chess; 

the game itself; see 1031 

and 4249 hsiang4. A visi 

ble sign or counterpart of 

something, such as force 

or influence; an omen, or 

prognostic. To be like; to 

resemble. Used with 4288. 

See 2143. 

set an elephant to 

catch an elephant. 

Jfl. a rogue elephant 

M&J tU Z •>* 
elephant immediately seized him 
with its trunk and pulled him 
out,—of the water. 

M in 7 tl M M ,he 
elephant-slave (mahout) is not 
like a slave, — exhibiting two 

meanings of 
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4287 

. EHWf-. 0*4, 
lion opens its mouth, the ele¬ 
phant shuts its mouth. Moral'. 
—Be like the latter. 

| elephant’s skin,—used as 

medicine. Also, india rubber. 

(see 3532) or HI 

elephants’ tusks or teeth; ivory. 

3L pH Wl at five he 
could play at chess. 

they were playing 

chess. 

scrap ivory, 

ivory ware, 

ivory tablets. 

$) P you can’t 

get ivory out of a dog’s mouth, 
—make a silk purse out of a 
sow’s ear. 

jg the ivory gate,-the palace. 

| iP?- elephant-trunk eyes,— 

looped slits in wood. 

the religion of images,— 

Buddhism. 

they have no idols,— 

in their temples; of Mahometans. 

the inherent char¬ 

acteristics of things. 

Soffit there are signs of 

a plentiful year. 

# E a prog¬ 
nostic of the reversal of the roles 
of prince and minister,—a revo¬ 
lution. 

a horn (growing from 

a man’s head) is a presage of 
militarism,—and dangerous. 

'Wi. see I0^4' 

with a son who 

can walk in the ways of the 
virtuous,—men of old. 

^ HI or HI celestial signs 

or luminaries. See 4819. 

able to interpret 

portents. 

ftjft pictured robes. 

comprehending 

all nature. 

si m m # without form 
immaterial. 

® M iL ^ HI the W. capital 

is in confusion and without its 
landmarks. 

4287 

4288 

R.a 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

an interpreter; a drago¬ 

man. 

HI ^J»| a Department in Kuangsi, 

where elephants used to be 
found. 

J|| Gadjapati, — one of the 

four kings of Djambu Dvipa. 

urn am:# painting por¬ 

traits dates from this. 

Like; resembling; a like¬ 

ness; an image. Used with 

4287. See 9813, 4404, 

4295- 

| like; resembling. 

ft IE £ M of kin§1y 

| Q the illustration (of the 

Diagram) means. 

stupid; doltish. 

mien. 

like the pattern. 

^ exactly alike. 

not what 

not presentable; 

or * m 
it should be 
not properly done; not up to 
muster. 

Oftwel1 arranged; 

properly dressed, etc. 

is it like?—of a por¬ 

trait. 

| Jj§ what is it like? Used 

in reproach, as What sort of an 
arrangement is this? 

r< x * m like and yet not 

like,—doubtful. 

| life-like. 

,< ^ |^j*J exactly resembling; 

life-like. 

fc‘anl tit take care 

lest our son be like him (whom 
you are abusing),—to a pregnant 
wife abusing any one. 

It M 7' ^ he has not made 

it like,—the original. 

countenance; facial ex¬ 

pression. 

jiti to Paint likenesses. 

because the 

portrait was not like him 

^ ^ M Hfc [Painting a fowl 
at a door to keep off evil spirits] 
is a survival of the likeness [of 
certain birds brought from the 

Ti-chih country] 

4288 

4289 

See HI 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

4290 

See HI 

Rising Lower 

4291 

C. hong3- 

H. hong2- 
F. haung3- 

W. ioa 

N. ngohg, ohg 
P. hsiang 

Y ( hang- 
Sz] ( hsiang3- 

K.hang 
J. kd 

A. hang2 
Irregular 
Lower. 

who W ^ Hi< ptt p 
recognises the portraits of a hun¬ 
dred years ago? 

a profile portrait. So 

is a | face, and -J-* a full 

face. 

tfs a picture of the back ofj 

a person’s head. 

& illustrations in books. 

| sculptured figures. 

| form; figure. 

hieroglyphics; pictorial 

characters (one of the 
six scripts). 

as« or fl$ an image! an 
idol. 

| a concept; an idea. 

| ^ it seems. 

^ ]|* creditable; “the thing.” 

The chestnut oak 

(Quercus sinensis), known 

as • 

tke meai °f acorns. 

life tke cuPuies acorns, 
-—used to dye black. 

The Buceros or hornbill 

of Siam, known as ||| $g. 

Carved ornaments are made 

from its bill. 

The nape of the neck; 

the back of the head. A 

sort; a kind. Funds; sums 

of money; income. 

the neck. 

^ the lower part of the neck 

four steeds with 

long necks. 

^ a soft mouth,—of horses. 

upm the throat. 

(jM "fit stiff-necked; self-opinion¬ 

ated. 

a neck-tie; cap-strings. 

hang% a gold necklet 

—as worn by ladies. 
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4291 

4292 

R-# 
C. hong 

H. hong 

F. hating 
W .oa 

N. ohg 

P. hsiang 
M. hang 
Y.hang 
Sz. hang, 

hsiang 
K. hang 
J. kd 
A. hang 

Sinking 

Lower. 

4293 

m 

See ^ 

the above details. 

IE ^ the regular or legal kinds 

of.. 

every kind of goods, 

another kind. 

the malpractices 

above referred to. 

if? —* Jjf ^ 'Jpj this sort of 

business. 

this particular 

sum. 

liabilities; debts. 

income; assets. 

large and small items; an 

amount 

the account is not 

yet clear; there is money sti 
owing. 

public funds. 

A side street; a lane 

an alley. See 6870. 

■^r a lane or by-street. 

|ZJ entrance to a lane, 

a side-street. 

fH] ^ or jjl ^ a “court.” 

mm a wretched street; a slum 

^£7 ^ street gossip 

rumour. 
OPh 

Sinking 

Lower. 

street brawls. 

m ps or /E ^ a lane; an 

alley; a side-street. 

&m a sluice. 

“willow lane,”—a brothel, 

this is a brothel, 

i&'ftl a chief eunuch. 

m a prison for women 

attached to the Court, who 

misbehave themselves. See 
12,972. 

S i T $ i awaiting 

punishment in the Yung-hsiang. 

A raised path between 

fields. To prepare. 

'b 
4294 

R. 

C. siu 
H. siau 

F. side 
W. side 
N. hsioa 

P- ( 
M. ) 

Y. hsioa 

Sz. hsiau 
K. so 

J. sho 
A. titu 

Rising Upper. 

hsiau 

Small; younger, of per¬ 

sons, as opposed to ^ 

10,470. Mean; sordid. A 

child. A concubine. Usee 

conventionally for “my” anc 

“our.” Radical 42. 

'h A ft "f great and smal 

bow their heads. See ^ 9940 

4t 4' * ft the smallest possi¬ 

ble; very small. See A 10,470 

the people; the masses. 

/]\ a small man; the people; 

the masses; common soldiers 
Also, the mean man, as opposec 

to the perfect or superior 

man (see 3269); a marplot; a 
third person (see 3428). 

mYmM’A'kmm. 
the officers trod on it, the com¬ 
mon people looked on it,—of 

the great highway to m Chou 

J§f| if the sovereign have gooc 

ways, the people will follow in 
them. 

*Sf& A 
the superior man is governec 
by propriety: the mean man, by 
law. 

Mi4 
a robber is a mean man with 
more cleverness than a superior 
man. 

Tf* # Mi ® >E Ahe whose 
talents exceed his virtues is a 
mean man. 

H4A2CI#4 
j]|[ to measure the feelings 

of a gentleman by the sentiments 
of a cad. 

A ft * A large feet 
proclaim the mean man. See 
3269. 

»E A ^ B a nouveau riche. 

yjx narrow-minded ; illiberal. 

yjx ^ mean-spirited; petty; sor¬ 

did. 

>E ^ on a petty or mean 

scale. 

/Jx children; young men; the 

people; my son. 

<b 
4294 

the young men 

attained,— to virtue. 

/Jx wife and children. 

fy sb friends 
from infancy. 

/Jx Jjl or /E % a concubine 

See below. 

$$ /E although 

you may say it is to be concu 
bine,—and not wife. 

'hit ft “I,”—of old men to 

their superiors. 

jf _/]■> to become a concubine. 

M W /J' 1 have one 

concubine. 

f|| yj\ the mean herd; a crowc 

of concubines. 

ta =? m >e I am hated by the 

mean herd. 

/E JJij my shop. 

yjx ^ my son. 

my house. 

'b% my son. Also, your son; I, 

as used to parents. In general, 
an infant. 

/Jx my daughter. 

yj\ ^ my grandchild. 

yj> the little one,—a phrase 

used by servants and others of 
themselves. 

yjx your younger brother; I. 

>E ^ —‘ a year younger 

than I am. 

»,b * young lady,—a title of 

rpcTYPrf 

n US M'J ffl MU eb 
by asking many questions one 
becomes more enlarged: by 
trusting to self only one be¬ 
comes narrow,—of learning. 

>E 5^ ^ stolen goods. 

>E AH take care! be careful! to 

be careful. 

Jfl ^ /E alas! through my 

anxious cares. 

>>E AH' /]'* JJ|§ petty and coward¬ 

ly; frightened at small things. 

>E . bear slight (cor¬ 

rection), but flee excessive. 

/E 31 an unskilled labourer; a 

mason’s assistant. 

eh 'b ft ft small; slight, ofj 

persons or things. 
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* 
4294 

imade himself 

smaller,—by magic. 

'b W) %or 'b 3k 3Sor /h 

~k A a secondary wife; a con¬ 

cubine. above. 

yj-* ^ a low voice or tone. 

my home; my native 

place. 

/ft A the young master (in 

a family); the clients of a brothel 

A the young mistress. 

dJ> 31 T appeals for subscrip¬ 

tions for charities, etc., on walls. 

d'Kf a small entertainment. 

yj> jji|| a two-bearer chair. 

^ same as ^ ; jw 9187. 

d'i® small vexations, 

yjx )j^ ^ hernia; rupture, 

yj'v ^ low cunning, 

yjx ^ petty thieves, 

yj^ wheat. 

yJ-» pages; servant-boys. 

dj> &C IS W radishes. 

yj> ji|* a variety of small bean. 

/b li m. Peas- 

yj> the eastern jack¬ 

daw (Lycos dauricus). 

yj> small stock,—the younger 

branches of a family as opposed 

to the ^ 

yj\ small thoughts,—tricks; 

dodges. 

yj'* ;§F ,[§> a slight token of 

regard. 

yj-v *jf}t a name for the period 

from October to April, in which 
wheat and beans are sown. 

yp the lesser half. 

yj'* ^ a sort of slow poison. 

4'M to be mean about small 

things; to gain by unfair tricks. 

sb If a ffi a pawnbroker’s 

term for the chief and assistant 
managers. 

* « ft petty attendants or 

coolies in some of the Peking 
yamens, whose duty it is to assist 

the fP fP corpse-examiners. 

yj> |ji| hemp. 

'b 
4294 

/b Ufa "?■ ft hemp-seed. 

yj\ ^ the bearers of various 

small objects in funeral proces¬ 
sions. 

yj> premature birth. 

A'b a moon with 29 days, 

yj-* debentures. 

yj> small banners carried in 

the ranks. 

yj> ^ a summarised biography 

yj-* the hsiu ts‘ai 

who has come out Hit first 

in his three examinations, 

yj-* the sole of a shoe. 

'b® servants, 

yp petty tradesmen. 

the pet name of a child. 

yj> a young student. 

* m ft a short jacket. 

yj\ 7^ Soochong tea. 

yJN ni^ r°°m- 

sb*^ minutely arranged; made 

in detail; delicate; fragile. 

yj> jjfjjg j|£E a steam-launch. 

yj'v -|- bj (hang'm) the name 

given to Manchu children in 
Peking who learn to skate, and 
to whom rations are given. 

millet-gruel. 

yj> pj young,—of horses. 

an eating-house. 

* ± or * n m Malwa 
opium. 

d' S * the Philippines. 

sb S see HI 5°75- 

yj> J|j a Ssuch'uan pony. 

ib f.| or yj> im. || teal 

(Querquedula crecca). 

/b 7!K 8 the little bittern 

(Ardetta cinnamomea). 

d' ft a species of swan. 

d' ft ifL- u a species of eagle. 

d' ft II the eastern jackal 

(Canis rutilus). 

y^ pjjf£ P||: JqJ, t^ie whimbrel 

(Numenius tahitiensis). 

lid'll a fish (Leuciscus argen- 

teus). 

4294a 

r 
429s 

R. 

C. ts^iu 
H. ts'-iau. 
F. sieu% sain 

W. side 
N. sioa 
P. 
M. 
Y. hsioa 
Sz. hsiau 
K. jo, chio 

J. sho 
A. //<?« 

Sinking 
Upper. 

hsiau 

4296 

See yj'* 

Even Upper. 

A character used instead 

of yj> when the latter would 

otherwise form part of a 

man’s “style.” Same as 

4341- 

The likeness of flesh and 

blood; to be like; to imitate. 

[Originally under radical 

with yj'* as phometic.] 

shape like a man’s face, and 
also of the same colour. 

like; resembling. 

Sift slightly resembling, 

fflllffift alike in face. 

alike in appear¬ 

ance,—of people. 

SAttS portrait of So- 

and-so. 

mnsfjt very like what he 

had seen. 

-ft 4- a son who is like, i.e. equal 

to, his father; a filial son. 

*-ft unlike; degenerate, — a 

term used by a son of himself 
when writing to or about his 
father. 

T'W 0 df>ft 
he is unlike his forbears, and is 
therefore called pu hsiao. 

Jt, *-ft ffB ft .iff when you 
see unfilial behaviour, examine 
your own heart. See 4513. 

worthless charac¬ 

ters. 

DS ^ US Skated them all 

very well. 

Night; dark. 

to travel by night; a glow¬ 

worm. See below. 

If or^f a11 ni£ht 
^ in the dead of night. 

^ midnight. 

— ^ W days and 

nights. 

W 3k Bf M wearing clothes 

at night and taking meals at 
sunset, — hard worked, as the 

Emperor. See Iff 58 = 7- 

jq ^ the first full moon of the 

year; the Feast of Lanterns. 

68 
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•tfcf1 

4296 

If97 

See yj> 

Even Upper. 

a glow-worm. 

8a 
an hour of a spring night is 
worth a thousand taels. 

evil-doers. 

~k W Z ^ the mansion of 

long night,—the grave. 

To melt; to consume; to 

lessen; to disperse. To be 

necessary or needful. Usee 

with 4304. 

m mam when (snow) feels 

the sun’s heat, it dissolves. 

/jsp to melt away. 

IB-ft to melt; to thaw; to digest 

7M I cannot digest my food 

to digest food. 

to destroy utterly. 

i8# to pass the night,—as with 

festivity. 

to Play chess to 
pass the time. 

iBpg to dissipate ennui,—as by 

amusements. 

to waste; waste 

ful. 

mis to dispose of merchandise 

—to consumers. 

ft it ^ Wc Wi If the sup 
ply of salt not equal to the con 
sumption or to the demand. 

^ j&Jfc to allay fever. 

to disperse; to get rid of, 

—as by medicines. 

^ M to re<^uce a swelling. 

^ (chang3) decline and rise 

waxing and waning. 

jbs» a market; a demand for 

goods. 

^ JtfSS to melt away; to ooze 

out, as courage. 

to prevent a 

disease from taking hold. 

mw to dissipate,—as property 

fBBj to fall away in flesh. 

^ to diminish; to lessen, 

to abolish. 

m1 
4297 

m 
4298 

R. 

See yjv 

Even Upper. 

^ $|jj see 4298. 

Pi f&fc li to get rid of| 

calamities and send down bles 
sings. 

7^ ^ 5^ caused me to lose 

my wits,—of fear, joy, grief, fine 
poetry, music, etc. See 5244 

&mmmw wait until 
he has cooled down. 

if^J M> die expiration and inspir¬ 

ation of breath; the ceaseless 
flux and reflux of the Yin anc 
Yang, as exemplified in the eb 
and flow of the tides, the waxing 
and waning of the moon, etc.; 
rumour; report; news. Also, 
mechanism; a syphon. 

W It A T ® A 1 to he 
has let the cat out of the bag. 

S°ne> and no 
more heard of,—like the bottle 
dropped in the well. 

fUf? to wait a while. 

mm expenditure; outlay; fees 

H ?f If gft-PBft 
d onIy necessary for 

one or two of you gentlemen to 
step inside! 

not necessary; no need 

to; not worth while. 

7 if it T (that such and 

such is the case) goes without 
saying. 

7 IB B# m in less 
than an hour. 

^ it is of no conse 

quence whatever. 

m % ^ ^ it is no use my 

taking it,—as I am sure to lose 
it again. 

JnS ^ 5^ my allotted share 

of happiness is insufficient to 
absorb,—such luck as this. See 

55° and fgj 3707. 

Excessive thirst. 

a disease characterised 

by great thirst; diabetes, 

dib a spring headache. 

4299 

R. 

See _/Jx 

Even Upper, 

R. 

4300 

t# 
See yjx 

Even Upper. 

?f 
4301 

R. f 

See /J> 

Even Upper. 

ft 
4302 

ar 
4303 

R. 

See yj\ 

Even Upper. 

Raw silk; common silk 

stuffs. 

£411. £f‘JafS?Sbkck 
silk, to be worn as vests. 

a kind of byssus or sil 

brought up by divers. 

Read shaox. To comb 

the hair. A spar; a yard 

Used with ^ 9758. 

The chrysalis or egg 

cocoon of the mantis. See 

4322. 

the aurelia of the mantis 

Nitre; saltpetre. To tan 

^ a stony kind of nitre. 

^ saltpetre; nitre. 

fSJ® saltpetre works. 

crude Glauber’s salts or 

sulphate of soda. 

'/4 -5$ foreign saltpetre. 

At m carbonate of soda. 

a saline substance left 

when lixiviating salt. 

5^ $0} crystals of nitre, cop¬ 

peras, etc. 

* nitric acid. 

to tan leather. 

See 1423. 

To roam; to saunter. 

to wander aimlessly about; 

a pleasant state of mental ab¬ 
straction. 

it if they saunter 

along by the Ho. 

^ ^ ^ a pleasant abstraction 

of self across the bounds of this 
physical universe to an infinite 
domain beyond; transcendental 
bliss. The title of Chuang Tzii’s 
first chapter. 

repose blissfully beneath,—the 
shade of a tree planted nowhere. 

a state of bliss. 
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Iff04 

See /Jx 

Even Upper. 

To fuse metal; to melt; 

to consume; to finish; to 

cancel. Used with 4297. 

^ $$ or ilzji §§ t0 smelt,—as 

ores. 

0 n-% 
ing down weapons of war makes 
the sun and moon bright,— 
referring to peace after warfare* 

to melt gold; to wash with 

gold. 

a pot for melting gold, 

—a slang name for Hangchow, 
referring to its gay life. 

to destroy,—so that it can 

be no longer used. 

^ t0 sedi to Put *nt0 circu' 
lation. 

m range of circulation or 

sale,—of goods. 

^ ^ there is an area of 

consumption, i.e. a demand,— 
for goods. 

mm to debit; to charge to, for 

expenses incurred; (government) 
expenditure. 

to lay any expenditure 

before the Throne. 

&mt%n to sit still and let 

time pass by. 

0 to while away the 

day at chess. 

-mnm annulled it with a 

stroke of the pen. 

to clear off; to get rid of. 

to close a case; to write 

a case off as settled. 

^ to cancel a certificate. 

ss to deprive of the 

title of “brave.” 

to report that instructions 

have been carried out 

0Q to treat as a 

mere routine affair 

ft ffi i® 0^ this hatred is hard 

to appease. 

see 4297 and 5244. 

to settle,—as accounts, 

to obliterate; to destroy, 

the acacia. 

M°5 
See /Jx 

Even Upper. 

Sleet ; mist; vapour ; 

ether: the sky. 

ipj|> fleecy clouds; a sub- 

Prefecture in Fuhkien. 

to ascend into the 

pure ether. 

^ an anger which 

dashes against the sky,—in its 
violence. 

^rj| the Milky Way. 

® j|S* heaven and earth. 

^ the bignonia. 

M*4 

43°6 

R. 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

I1 

s°7 

See /Jx 

Even Upper. 

4308 

R. 

Even Upper. 

4309 

C. sok 
H. siok 
F. siok., siok 
W. sia 
N. siah 
P. Jisiait, \.ksiie 
M. hs'uo 
Y. siak 
Sz. hsio, hsiio 
K. siak 
J. shaku, saku 
A. (ok 

Even and 
Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 1424. 

An elf; the demon of 

malaria. 

[ 11 jjH an evil-disposed mountain 

sprite. It has one leg sticking 
out behind, and tries to injure 
people, but desists on being call¬ 
ed by name. It is scared by 
bonfires of bamboo, lighted on 
New Year’s Eve. 

A fish with a whip-like 

body and a forked tail. 

To cut; to pare; to 

smooth down; a knife for 

scratching out mistakes in 

writing on tablets; to erase 

[By a misconception this 
word has been taken to 

mean a knife for engraving 

characters.] Sloping; sheer. 

To receive soil from the jj{ 

(9803), in token of feudal 

subjection. Also read 

hsueh1*. 

JQ £5* jfi fjl] fjlj cut the lead 

pencil. 

mm to trim; to pare. 

fWSI# to pare or plane thin 

4309 

43IQ 
R. < 

See 
m 

to pare iron 

from a needle’s point,—to make 
small profits. 

$ij it* Hi yiif 1 scraPed ™y 
bones I could not make up the 
amount. 

#J to cut off one’s 

hair and be a Buddhist priest. 

2^? to flay; to take off the 

skin. 

KTS 0 M Jffi. 
fie 1st If? he l,a-vcd and 
squeezed the people continually, 
until they were reduced to desti¬ 
tution. 

#1* to get rid of; to do away 

with. 

SSiWJjy 7J #1) *2whe„ 
a mistake was made it was erased 
with a knife. 

m JW ¥ fill »J #1 (c°nfu- 
cius) wrote what it was proper 
to write, and deleted what it was 

proper to delete,—in the 

ja #1 m t fw T *° 
engrave characters with a burin, 

afc fnl or ^(j to amend; to 

correct. 

to lose face. 

mm to dismiss from office. 

the Emperor 

then cashiered [Mao] Po-wen. 

ffij Ttb to seize territory. 

s #j ± t m were invested 

with fiefs under the House of 
Chou. 

T - fU to disappear in 

one day, sc, rapidly, 

til® to obliterate traces. 

ftij M sloping shoulders. 

$!] ^ to 
edge of a precipice. 

fill 1£ a fence-trap, for catching 

hares and deer. 

1 

Even and 
Entering 
Upper. 

Long and beautiful arms; 

tapering. Also read so** 
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n 
43” 

43” 

H. Jiiau, ilau 

A. Qhieu, 

tngieu 

Even Upper. 

4313 
R. 

C. hiii 

H. hiau 

F. hint 
W. hsia 

N. hsioa 

P- ) M. > hsiau 
Sz. } 
Y. hsioa 

K. hyo 

J. kid 
A. hieu 

Rising Upper. 

Same as 4321. 

A cry of fear. Querulous. 

■T* II # p.i1 can but cry 
out with this note of alarm. 

Pi Ri §jil 4uerul°usty ar- 
guing. 

Dawn ; 

perspicuous, 

understand. 

light; bright; 

To know; to 

To enlighten. 

xmm day begins to dawn. 

Si 0 orBi morningi dawn. 

Sffflf Jg gradually 

the fifth watch was reached and 
day dawned. 

S! $8 St the cock announces 

the dawn. 

si ii ii 04 the fowls all crow¬ 

ing, — one of the day-periods, 
next after cockcrow. 

Si the morning bell; matins; 

—in a monastery. 

start at dawn and 

stop at night, 

ft by morning, the 

bridge was completed. 

mm daybreak; to make clearly 

known. 

si ^ °r si it °r si % to 
make known to all,—by procla¬ 
mation. 

jM. Si every one knows;to make 

known to all. 

7$ ^ Si he does not 
understand it at all. 

do not catch the 

meaning. 

|0j| ^ to know; to understand. 

wm one who knows all about 

it,-a master of any art or science. 

m^sm so as to be easy 

for His Majesty to understand. 

m * m mz m 
showed him that it was his duty, 
and accordingly he accepted the 
post. 

K# efficient; able. 

4314 

17H 
_4315 

Even Upper. 

43l6 
R. 

A. kieu 

Even Upper. 

4317 
R- Ili^ x8. 

H. } 
F. sieu 
W. soa 
N. sioa 
P. hsiau, shau 

M. hsiau 
Y. hsioa 

Sz. hsiau 

K. so 

J. shd 
A. tieu, tuk 

Sinking 

Upper. 

See 1330. 

Pork soup. Savoury ; 

fragrant. 

A fine horse, 

strong; skilful. 

Brave ; 

m 
warlike; valorous. 

J|i Hff martial and spirited,—of 

a war-horse. 

a brave general. 

j|H chi4 *j|£ the divisions of the 

three nationalities in the Manchu 
army previous to the establish¬ 
ment of the Eight Banners in 
1614. 

chi a Banner or 

Manchu colonel, having general 
civil control over a sub-division 

or 

ant. 

chi* a Banner lieuten- 

chi* an honorary mil¬ 

itary title, conferred upon offi¬ 
cials of the fifth and sixth grades, 

(chung*) to succeed in 

pitching an arrow into a three¬ 
necked jar, according to an an¬ 
cient game; to hit the mark. 

To whistle; to scream ; 

to roar; to let off steam. 

good at whistling. 

^ I® & he whistled and 

sang. 

to sing and whistle 

in chorus. 

(jIU ^ m went on whistling 

without paying any heed. 

a tiger’s roar. See 4920. 

Read szi4’. 

long drawn are 

her moans. 

4318 

See 

Even Upper. 

% 
43T9 

R. 

See /J> 

Even and 
Entering 

Upper. 

4320 

4321 

See yj\ 

Even Upper. 

4322 
R. 

See yjv 

Even Upper. 

The horns or ends of a 

bow. 

Abundant foliage; leaves 

falling in autumn. Also 

read su 1* 

Same as 4317. 

A flute of dark brown 

bamboo, measuring about 

1.8 feet in length, said to 

have been invented by 

^ Yeh Chung of the Han 

dynasty. It has five holes 

above, one below, and an¬ 

other at one end, the other 

end being closed. See ^ 

io,939- 

and names 

of the above flute, as used at 
weddings, funerals, etc. 

to play the flute. 

WMotM. MtheChinesePan- 
pipes,—originally a collection of 
ten tubes gradually decreasing in 
length and connected together 
by silk cord, but now always 
consisting of sixteen tubes, ar¬ 
ranged with the longest at the 
ends, and the shortest in the 
middle of the row. 

M14 HI ^the pan P'Pe and 
the double flute begin at the 
same time. 

A small spider 

1^;) with long legs. 

£ p the spiders’ webs 

were in our doors, — so long 
were we absent. 
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■V-ta* 1 

4323 

See 

Even Upper. 

Sound of beating wind 

and rain. Name of a river 

in Hunan. 

a branch of the river 

^4252. 

pH B pjff ill cheerful in speech 

and manner. 

H ft IP itt in1 feel myself 
very light-hearted. 

Southernwood, a common 

species of artemisia, known 

as # (to and 4- M ffi • A 

small principality near the 

Yellow River. A District 

in Kiangsu. Used with 

4321. The sound of horses 

neighing. 

WL ^ there he is gather¬ 

ing southernwood. 

Hf a species of artemisia. 

lonely; desolate, 

silent; lonely; decaying; 

the desol- 

ruinous. 

-ssumz 
ate look of the scenery along 
your road. 

<0 m if M my mind is 

decaying with it,—with my body 

I J|§[ £ IS home troubles- 

^ troubles arising 

within one’s own doors. 

IS? troublesome; an- 

noying 

a % If M Mis not 
this to be happy beyond the 
bounds of mortality? 

the wind whistles 

through the trees. 

Hf Hf PJ7 the horses neighed 

loudly [ % f^jf ]. Or, the wind 

whistled and the horses neighed 

[Hsiao hsiao W. ft RS 

. Cf. the line by Tu Fu 

n if if-] 
pj- a Buddhist temple,—so 

called because the character 1 
was the family name of the 

Emperors of the Liang 

dynasty, a.d. 502-557, who were 
eminent patrons of Buddhism 

4324 

4325 
R. 

See 

A. s.hieu,Zhau 

Even Upper. 

f? 
4326 

Even Upper. 

ttit1 

4327 
R. 

See 

A. shieu^Shau 

Even Upper. 

and endowed many temples, 
inscribing this character upon 
the facade. 

It ill* if study at a 
Buddhist temple. 

If wi? lenten fare. 

>fji if fa ®to be a law- 
breaker. 

I MIS a lover,—said to be taken 

from Hsiao Yen (Biog. Diet. 720). 

Vast; spacious, 

p boundless. 

Read had1. A voice of 

anger. 

A hollow stump of a 

tree; empty. [To be dist. 

rom ^ 12,718.] 

« 31 ®/* 3t 4 
some light tough wood and hoi 
low it out,—for a polo ball. 

an empty belly; hungry; 

ignorant. 

J^ ^ ^ to do work with¬ 

out pay. 

the tiger was very 

hungry. 

to waste. 

g quite thin. 

thin; thinness, 

thickness. 

R# 
Sec 

Even Upper. 

R. 

A. kieu 

Even Upper. 

/Jj5I a constellation,—parts of 

Capricorn and Aquarius. 

A fabulous bird which 

eats its own mother, al 

but the head. 

by the time that the hsiao is 
fledged, it is ready to peck out 
its mother’s eyes. 

lilt a head which has been 

cut off. See 4329. 

SI §,f§ tbe eared owl. 

§jtj a greenisb-c°l°ui'ed kinc 

of owl. Same as 4329. 

jfjj£ (like) the owl or muntjak 

—for fierceness. See 2168. 

pjr 
4328 

4329 

>nt 1 

433° 

R. 

To brag; to boast. 

! their aim led 

them to talk magniloquently. 

•tf* -=tt Tv /vc 

C. hiu, ngoit 
H. hiau 
F. Jiieu,ingoa 

W. hide 
N. hsioa 
P. hsiau, iau 
M. hsiau 
Y. hsioa 
Sz. hsiau 

K. hio 

J .hid, go 
A. hieu 

Even Upper. 

Read chiaox. The cry of 

a fowl in distress. 

{§ f]|i qp qP fowls crowing 

and making a noise. 

Read lac? or liao*. Talk¬ 

ative. 

(tao') garrulous; verbose. 

An owl; see 4327. The 

leads of criminals, exposed 

as a warning to others. 

Wicked; unscrupulous. 

Brave. The highest throw 

with dice. 

the young 

of the hsiao eat their mother, 

the eared owl {Otus vul¬ 

garis and brachyolis). 

fjV t|=L owls in general. 

ke If ^ A or A ^ 
expose criminals’ heads. 

& A a smuggler. 

HH a salt smuggler. 

J|j^ a brave horseman. 

2^ brave; heroic; savage. 

a soup made of the hsiao 

owl,—very much eaten by the 
ancients, not because it was nice, 
but with a view to exterminate 
an unfilial race of birds. 

The noise of many voi 

ces; hubbub; clamour. To 

treat with contempt or 

contumely. Name of an 

ape. 

to 

there was clam 

our of voices as they told off 
the men,—for hunting. 

the disposition of] 

the people is inconstant anc 
excitable. 

dust and noise,-the work 

Atiliifltt 
where in this dusty 
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n* 

433° 

4331 

4332 

R. ^ 3a. 

C. j 
H. 

F. 
W .ca 
N.yoa 

P. 
M. _ 

Y. hsioa 
Sz. hsiau 
K. hio 

J.hd 
A. hau 

Even Lower. 

i-X* 

ngaii 

hsiau 

4333 

R# 
See 

Even Lower. 

4334 

Rx!t 
C. I , , | j | fldtl 

F.hau,ha 
W. /ioa 

N. hsioa, 

hsiau 

noisy world of ours is the lovely 
country of the Peach Foun 
tain?—alluding to an allegori 

cal sketch by IMBJJ T‘ao 

Yiian-ming of a kind of Utopia. 

a !k Z * * fi -s L 
the practice of alchemy is in¬ 
compatible with the noise anc 
bustle of the world. 

^ ^ to oppress; to insult. 

If; ^ impoverished; without 

resources. 

Read ao\ 

jg you hear me with 

contemptuous indifference. 

m P jj||! j||! to abuse foully, 

as an angry mob. 

&z mm the people cla¬ 

mouring,—as for justice. 

See 12,928. 

Sacrificial meats; delici¬ 

ous food. Used with 4333 

g yQ exquisite viands 

and fine wine. 

M 
Y. hsioa 

Sz. hsiau 

Food; delicacies, 

to roast meats. 

|^| delicacies for the table. 

I^t meat with vegetables and 

fruits, arranged for offering to 
the gods or departed ancestors. 

Filial piety. Mourning, 

W ^ ^ of all virtues 

filial piety is the chief. See 13,244. 

$ III A 

filial piety is seen in the skilful 
carrying out of the wishes of 
our forefathers, and the skilful 
carrying forward of their under¬ 
takings. 

4334 
K. hyo 

J. £0, hid 

A. hieu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

7 # W —• there are three 

unfilial acts,—to fail to have 
sons, to fail to support parents 
in poverty, and to fail to remons¬ 
trate with them when necessary. 

filial piety is 

weakened by the possession of 
wife and children. 

#7 a filial son. 

fr# to practise filial piety, 

filial and obedient. 

filial and respectful 

^ perverse and un¬ 

filial. 

j the path of filial piety. 

the Canon of Filial Piety 

—a work of doubtful authentic¬ 
ity, attributed to the age of 
Confucius and said to contain 
the very utterances of the Sage 

a filial heart. 

to honour one’s father anc 

mother; to be dutiful to parents 

to dutifully nourish one’s 

parents. 

%. # fiX J^IA 
cultivate filial piety and fraterna 
love, in order to give due weight 
to human relationships. 

# '!u % to make filia 
piety of paramount importance 
in government. 

& 2 £#7# 
lucky parents do not know 

what it is to have filial children, 
—filial piety never has a chance 
of being brought out if the 
parents are well-to-do. 

# PJj to worship de 

parted spirits,—of ancestors. 

their spirits happily enjoy the 
offerings, and their filial descen 
dant receives blessings. 

HI" to visit and thank friends 

after a parent’s funeral. 

J§l novv = a Jlp: ,A. graduate 
of the second degree, but was 
originally a degree founded a.d. 
134 and gained by the best man 

in every M at an annual com¬ 
petition. 

Xfl-f i( 
the father is not kind, the son 
will assuredly not be filial. 

4334 

4335 

See 

A. hau 

Even Upper. 

=. + m^ twenty-four not 

able examples of filial piety 
Used as a term of reproach, 
since if a person embodies al 
the twenty-four in himself, he 

must be A If A a very 

virtuous individual, which sounds 

the same as -A* Bfj A an idle 
fellow. 1 J yV 

+ IE 
Sg —‘ JFf he who gives 

sixteen ounces of filial piety 
to his parents will receive one 
pound of it from his descen¬ 
dants. 

-y* ^ ^ a filial son 

makes his father’s heart glad. 

IjL A W j®. 7 # an in- 
worthy son brings an unfilial 
daughter-in-law. 

to put on mourning. 

7 5E % M tfc §? # 
though his father has not died, 
he nevertheless wears white 
clothes,—said of a member of 

the ^ White Clothes sect, 

now known as #»• 

H" —• ^ j|f clad him¬ 

self in deep mourning. 

a# to put on national 

mourning. 

^ Jj|| or mourning cloth 

es,—worn twenty-seven months 
(nominally, three years) for a 
parent. See 3727. 

#iii the expiration of the period 

of mourning. 

u # or to take off 

mourning. 

iffi5E.&7 
would rather 

die in mourning than live with¬ 
out it. 

A 5E H tf- H A 7 
three years does the wife wear 
full mourning for her husband’s 
death. 

To roar; to scream. To 

pant; to gasp. 

P& B# & ^ to angrily rail at 

and curse. 

jf^j, to howl at and terrify. 

or )|jg to be short of 

breath; to gasp; asthma. See 

4337- 
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W 
4336 

*•# 

See 

Even Upper. 

4337 

R. 

F. cheu 
N. hoa 
J. kd, kid 

A. hau 

Even Upper. 

Grand; imposing, as lofty 

buildings. 

or !5F M lofty and 
grand. 

A difficulty in breathing; 

asthma. See 4335. 

a hacking cough. 

If or asthma. 

| See 4839. 

4338 

4339 

R.P; 

See^C 
Rising Lower. 

39 
4340 

To stir about; to con¬ 

fuse. 

M 

See a 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To imitate. To arouse; 

to excite to effort; to teach. 

|j| Rltf to imitate a cock 

crowing. 

|2£ to arouse one,—as from 

indifference. 

to teach is one 

half of learning,—as thereby one 
learns the difficulties of learning. 

TK to educate the people. 

Clever 

4341 A-A- 
R.^17. 

C. siu 
H. siati 

F. sieu 
W. side 
N. hsioa 

P. ) 
M. ( 
Y. hsioa 
Sz. hsiau 

K. so 
J. sho 
A. dieu, tieu 

Rising Upper 

hsiau 

Read chiao%. 

intelligent. 

The dwarf bamboo, found 

in Shantung. 

bamboos, small 

and large, then spread about,— 
over the country. 

4342 

W. hide 

See 

Even Upper. 

9T 
4343 

R. 

C. siu 
H. siau 
F. ch^ieu 
W. side 
N. sioa 
P. 
M. 
Y. hsioa 
Sz. hsiau 

K. so 
J. sho 
A. tieu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

1 
j I hsiau 

The appearance of frayed 

feathers. 

"F* M mytail is a11 
broken. 

Read shu?*. The rapid 

flight of a bird. 

Read yu3. Appearance 

of haste. 

suddenly he went 

away. 

|j emphatically has. 

| $$ B the day Passed 

quickly, — and therefore pleas¬ 
antly. 

To laugh; to smile. To 

ridicule. See 5002, 4772. 

—*to laugh. 

to laugh heartily, 

to giggle; to titter, 

to split one’s lips with 

laughing. 

^ °r flf fil —■ ^ very 

laughable. 

^ to cause laughter. 

to turn weeping 

into laughter. 

o' 7^; Hit |jfj her face beamed 

with smiles of joy. 

nt#i to laugh in one’s sleeve. 

to laugh the other side of 

one’s mouth; see 11,753. But 
also simply “to laugh.” 

® IS causing the 

reader to laugh. 

^ to laugh sardonically. 

•Sr* or to smile. 

ij?£ a dry (tearless) smile, as 

when trying to conceal emotion 

^ hysterical laughter 

said to be caused by eating 

1=[ a certain fungus. 

to secretly smile. 

m w m « $ « 
the festival of Ch‘ing ming (early 
in April) the peach and the plum 
smile,—in flower. 

4343 

to laugh with some one 

else who is laughing. 

% M to srieve 
first and laugh afterwards. 

^ ift U± 11 t0 burst with 
laughing; to split one’s sides, 

to ridicule. 

to have a joke; 

to tell a funny story. 

^ something to laugh at. 

^ pj a laughing mouth; smiles. 

a handle for laughter,—a 

ridiculous thing; an absurdity. 

or ^ 'n P to 
laugh immoderately. 

Jl & @5 ^ is * T the 
whole room burst out laughing, 

'f* tit 7^1 don’t pretend to laugh. 

or ® or #1 # a 
laughing face. 

a face beaming 

with smiles. 

an angry 

fist cannot strike a smiling face. 

a smiling tiger, — a 

treacherous person. 

HI ^ ^ ^ could rarely get 

her to smile. 

|?f£ ^ a ’•bou 

sand taels won’t buy a smile. 

—4 

laugh and keep young. See 
8165. 

s + # ^ W # (those 
who ran away) fifty yards laugh¬ 
ing at (those who ran away) a 
hundred yards. 

^ 51 ^ la ughter begets 

laughter,—is infectious. 

^ the devil king 

laughed and said,. 

laughed at him, say 

ing. 

:A to laugh at people. 

A or ^ A to 
ridicule people. 

§S8A^^he makes 
a laughing-stock of everybody 

to make oneself 

a laughing-stock. 

IF or % A to excite 
people’s laughter,—in ridicule. 
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4343 

4344 

R. *$• 

See a 

Sinking 

Lower. 

« 
4345 

1 
HT 
4346 

R.$ 

See $£ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

that which would 

make people laugh; laughable. 

something he 

saw made him laugh. 

to be laughed 

at by an expert,—as for bungling 
work. Popularly, to become a 
general laughing-stock. 

a pure white rose. 

To toil: to serve in the 

army. To imitate. 

with 4349- 

Usee 

5$) ^ exertion; effort; toil. 

5$ |jf| to cancel punish¬ 

ment, or wipe off disgrace, by 
further exertions,—used of offi¬ 
cials who have incurred the 
displeasure of their superiors. 

jfj) to take trouble for; to 

oblige. 

to toil for nothing or 

without reward. 

to repay a kindness; to 

recompense efforts on one’s 
behalf. 

■a m * s 4 m m 
begged to be admitted into the 
army on probation. 

M ^ to devote one’s life to. 

m in to exert oneself 

in defence of the empire. 

to make a tender of ser 

vices. 

what those above 

do, those below will imitate. 

See 1302. 

Cheerful; joyous. 

1ft A Aj> p fS ^ is 
there no satisfaction to the nat 
ural feelings of a man ? 

Read chiao3. 

sagacious. 

'© tx enlightened. 

Wise 

m 
4347 

R# 
F. v. ck'-a 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

JU4 

4348 

See^ 
Sinking 

Upper. 

4349 

R $C *9- 
C. 
H. 
F. hail 
W. oa 

N. yoa, oa 

P. < 
M. 
V. hsioa 

Sz. hsiau 

K. hyo 

)■ ko,go 
A. hieu, 

Sinking 

Lower. 

hau 

hsiau 

The sound of cracking 

one’s joints. The shin-bone 

S til Jf Ji ** ¥ 5 
on the Hu-kung hill (near 

Amoy) to see the mosquitoes 
cross their legs,—travellers’ tales 

To shout to from a dis 

tance; to hail. 

To imitate; like; similar 

To fulfil; to yield a result 

as in the operation of me¬ 

dicines ; to be efficacious 

Used with $jj 4344. 

to the rule of; to 

imitate. 

don’t imitate his ex 

ample. 

m it $c m who have you 

learnt this from? 

to strive to or /*v 

imitate. 

$c it to imitate and excel,—in 

doing evil 

so as to prevent 

others from imitating their bad 
example. 

gg ^ 0, iyjfc the prediction has 

been verified. 

jpwf verification; fulfilment; 

result; efficacy. 

M to be conscious of im¬ 

provement,—as after the operat¬ 
ion of a dose of medicine. 

r- FT M ; ffc yo„ 
should not expect immediate 
results, — but be content with 
results to come. See 5337. 

jf nas# no benefit from 

medicine taken. 

?}) fll{l its efficacy is 

almost supernatural. 

# W ^ i4 has been 
very properly put through. 

w 
4350 

To imitate; to take as a 

pattern. Used for 4349. 

Ufa, \%L t0 C0Py; to imitate. 

See3& # ~F H M'J ft ffl the super¬ 
Sinking ior man takes it as his rule anc 
Lower. pattern. 

The growl or roar of a 

IJfL 
4352 

tiger. 

4923- 

To frighten. See 

lUi ho Pil savage as a growl 

ing tiger. 

to roar with anger. 

Pj£ y —‘ gave me a start; 

made me jump. 

Pi # fl Iff) j^ft frighten¬ 
ed so that her legs became weak 
and her muscles numb. 

Same as 4351. 

4353 

% 
Iff54 

Even Upper. 

Same as 4351. 

Vapour ; mist; steam. 

hot mist; steam. 

^ clouds of floating mist 

4355 

4356 

See 5957. 

Bright; white. 

R. 

Rising Upper. 

4357 

three white kinds of food, 

—turnips, rice, and white soup, 

set before M M tfcSu Tuns- 

p‘o by §§ || ^ Ch'ien Mu-fu. 

Same as 4343. 
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i* 

4358 

"III 

See 

A. yet 

Entering 
Upper. 

Taj 

4359 

■ v* 

4360 

R. 

See ^ 

Used for 

Entering 
Irregular. 

1* 

436r 

C. hyt 
H .het 
F. hi ok 

W. 

hsieh 

N. 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. hoi 
J. ke/sz, hoc hi 

A. yet 

Entering 

Upper. 

A fierce dog. To terrify. 

Also read ho** and koz*. 

Hi $1^1} (carts) convey the 

long and short-nosed dogs. 

fear he will 

harass the peaceable people. 

H ko3 ;jj[] a great wolf. 

See 1460. 

A grub which bores into 

and destroys trees. Used 

for 4362. 

the mulberry grub, 

grubs and larvae of all 

kinds. 

^ ^ M'J ^ when srubs 
abound the tree decays. 

To rest; to stop; to leave 

off. Used for 4358. 

@t —' DC to rest ; rest awhile! 

DC JS an inn- 

^ —* fgj to stay over a night, 

a guest at an inn. 

^ to pass the summer,—in 

the country. 

4 ® — % 5 st §; W 
sat down to rest on a stone. 

Bt jfj, to rest; to desist. 

DC !£lorDC H to sleep; to take 

rest. 

DC 3© 2. % $to have>or 
feel, rested. 

DC itor DC Tto st°p- 
0c x to stop work. 

A4 4^ to put down one’s burden 

for a rest. 

A* to stop talking; hold your 

tongue! 

DC it P to stop one’s mouth,— 

either when talking or eating. 

9to stay one’s hand; to 

stop work. 

4361 

x* 

4362 

R M 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

R. 

4363 

w f§ 
C. se 
H. sia 

F. sie 
W. si 
N. «, v.ski 

P. hsie, v. lhsie 
M. 

Sz 

Y. hsiei 
K. sa 
J. sha 

A. ta 

Even Upper. 

hsie 

S3 
fail. 

to give up business; to 

pfi ^ uninterrupted; continuous. 

+ # 7 gt 3t Bis m to 
lose its flavour for ten years. 

M DC Hthe pulse is irresular- 
—■ DC X half a moment- 

to involve or affect 

others. 

to set one’s mind at rest. 

D( ^ gjJ- set Pbrases °f which 

only the protasis is uttered, the 
apodosis being understood by 
the speaker, not literally but in 
a punning sense. [For examples, 
see p. 50, fifteenth entry on third 
column, and p. 542, first entry 
on third column.] 

A scorpion. 

a scorpion. 

or ^ ■¥* 

a scorpion’s sting. 

-jq' the venom of a scorpion, 

the house lizard (Gecko 

japonicus). 

$ S? ® PI « • 
scorpion stings (the wealthy) Shih 
Ch‘ung, his door is besieged,— 

with callers. See m 6141. 

or 

A little; few; some 

trifling; rather; slightly 

Used to form the com¬ 

parative degree. 

—• ffb a little. 

ig4r-® I have none at all. 

j=[ and ^ these and 

those. 

tfe® be a little quicker. 

Ap itb fewer,—are wanted. 

A ^ HI it will be better 

a little larger. 

tUF^® there seem to be 

rather too many. 

^ I® tbat ^ tbat fluan 
tity. 

# & @ J* what are you 

up to? 

ff ® there are faults. 

4363 

4364 

4365 
R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

I 

3?® « a good few; many. 

ftf ® a little better, 

a good many. 

a great many; a large 

number. 

Fi ® ff e* a little less will 

make it taste nicer. 

^ without much flavour. 

yQ ^ ^ not much point 

about it. 

m ® » a .a without any 

good-will or good intention. 

itt yj> a trifling matter. 

^fMj|£a chat on things in 

general. 

itb a little; somewhat; trifling. 

ifb hsiieh1 ^ rather; slightly. 

S-SttStfittll 
? a rather thicker rope is 

wanted. 

IE'S — ASSthli 
^ the natural constitution of 

man is such that he cannot be 
both good and beautiful. 

Read so*. A final par¬ 

ticle of regret. 

hr® 0 ^r® why wander 

about? alas!—of a restless dis 
embodied spirit. 

to bid a sad farewell to 

an old horse. 

See 1053. 

4* 

4366 

rM 
P. psic 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

To rub; to wipe, 

estimate. 

To 

^ to rub off. 

^ to estimate tbe 
size of. 

The side-posts of a gate. 

The thorny juniper. A 

wedge or slip of wood, etc. 

jjtl —* ^ ^ st°PUP 
with a slip of wood. 

M M a wedge driven into a 

crack or split. 

69 
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4366 

4367 

Iff 
4368 

4369 
R- M 9. 

C. sytQ 
H. set, sep 
F. siek 

W. hsia 
N. sih 

P. hsiati, hsip, 
hsiip, Ihsiie 

M. hsie, ksiaid 
Y. hsiieh, hsieh 

Sz. hsie, hsiie 
K. sol 

J. setsz, sec hi 

A. tiet 

Entering 

Upper. 

tr*ito put a spoke in 

his wheel. 

X ^ Jr ^ %there 
was also the mark of a wedge 
driven in to tighten,—the hoop 
round his head. 

a prologue. 

See 1561. 

IS 

4370 

R. 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

See 1493- 

A fragment; a crumb 

to powder ; to break in 

pieces. To condescend ; 

to think worth while; to 

consider pure. Lightly; 
triflingly. 

mkwtmm small words like 

powder,—used of close reason¬ 
ing where minutiae are not 
slurred over. 

# & M M if Jt they Pow¬ 
der the beard with gold-dust, 
of Persian kings. 

you think me not 

worth being with. 

there is no need to go 

ft # 7 M M B for he did 
not think it proper to go to 
them or associate with them. 

a beggar will 

not condescend,—to take fooc 
that has been trampled on 

7 7-mZy 
condescend to teach. 

7MZ± 
he wanted to get scholars who 
would not condescend to any¬ 
thing impure. 

ft # K A M h°wever, 
if not the right people, he would 
not condescend,—to give them 
any. 

^ |||: making trifling ex- 

I do not 

cuses. 

M # % do y°u 
triflingly set aside the will of God ? 

*1f US «>n- 
stantly coming and going with¬ 
out minding the trouble. 

^ to depreciate, 

vexatious. 

*) 
4* 

4370a 

437i 
R. 

P. chsiie, c hsiie, 
chsie 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

4372 

E-f® 
C. ts'-e 
H. sia, she 

F. sia, v. plia, 

v. ch'-ia'-, 
ch'-it- 

W. zo, zi 

N. zia, v. ts'-ia, 
dzieri 

P. hsie 
M. hsia, hsie 

Y. hsia 
Sz. tsle, hsie 
K. sa, or sia ; 

ya 
J. sha, ta 

A. ta 

Even Lower 

To push or pull out a 

stopper. 

A limit; to restrict 

Used for 4366. 

^ A large kind of marsh 

grass. 

f^lji [|g name of a small feudal 

State in Shantung. 

a market-town in Kiangsu. 

^ a kind of note-paper, 

Biog. Diet. 743. 

Slanting; oblique; trans¬ 

verse, as opposed to 

687 and m 3915. 

/jvf to look askance; to cast 

sidelong glances at. 

HR eyes squinting outwards; 

see 11,418. 

01 § fUF HR cock-eyed. 

HR 01* Aj> ^ IH if the eye 
squints, the heart is not upright. 

«i m °< m it m % »bu- 
quely opposite; not quite op¬ 
posite. 

01* to have slanted; to 

be less direct, as the sun’s rays 

j slanting; crooked. 

3c diagonal; length diagon¬ 

ally. 

01 awry; out of the straight. 

ffi §1«. "4 if «‘F 
Tjjjf the table is not level, so that 

the pencil rolls off. 

01 I'fj drills; Jeans- 

MML a side wind. 

a side street. 

slanting rays of the sun. 

Ik 0|* to lay a thing aslant, 

fl a sloping bank. 

SJ* awkwardly. 

4372 

4373 

R. 
Dm 

See 
/j>l 

Even Lower. 

4374 

4375 

4376 

4377 

C. hai 
H. hai 
F. ae 

W .a 
N. ye, a 
P. hsie 
M. hai, hsiai 

Y. hae, hsiae 
Sz. hai, hsiai, 

hsie 
K. he, hie 

J. ai 
A. hai, wa 

Even Lower. 

ft 01 slanting; oblique; out of 

the horizontal. 

# 7K fit '^§ the 
widely-chequered shadows show 
the water clear and shoal. 

Name of a plant, called 

01 ^ , having leaves trans¬ 

versely veined. 

Read yehx. To accu¬ 

mulate. 

Read t‘u~. An ear of 

grain. 

See 1133. 

See 1448. 

See 1137. 

Shoes; slippers, 

a shoe. 

a pair of shoes, 

w the uppers of shoes, 

the sole of a shoe. 

a piece of leather at the 

sole of a shoe; a hard piece of 
leather used to beat the mouths 
of lying witnesses. 

mm to pull on a shoe. 

a shoehorn. 

£ the loop of a shoe,— 

to pull it on by. 

^ a shoe-tie. 

a shoemaker, 

brokerage; commission. 

bow shoes,—for women 

with small feet. 

bji !j|t£ skates. 

is with shoes down 

at heel. 

7R ^ wooden shoes; sabots. 

#/ 'b S ^ t0 give a Per¬ 
son a small shoe to wear,—to 
put him into a difficult position. 
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4377 

4378 

1 
4379 

438o 

C. ihoi, -hai 

II.‘hai 
F. Qk'-ai 

W- ngai-, cke 
N. chye, hsie5 
P. shsie, £./;«/, 

ha? 
M. , hsia^ 

ha? 
Y. ‘via* 
Sz. /id/ 
K. Az 
J. kai,gai,ge 

A. 

Rising 
Irregular. 

438i 

R ^ 
C. Aa* 

F.- i 
W. a 
N. hye^ye^ya 

P. hsieh, A«» 

M. Aa* 
Y. hae 
Sz. hai 

K. he 

J. Aa/, ,§-ai 
A. hai 

Even Lower. 

^ rr?j te )$P a 
man with new shoes lifts his 
feet high,— for fear of tripping. 
Used as “a beggar on horse¬ 
back.” 

@ M took off his 
grass slippers. 

th 7 ^ 
worthy to carry your shoes. 

Ml ijsfe like tbe skoes at 

a public bath,— not in 

pairs; or, as understood in its 
general application, not suitable. 

-jr Ip| shoes with the heel uppers 

turned down, worn as slippers. 

the shoes ofj 

Chang [Tao-ling], the first Taoist 
Pope,—exaggerations. 

Same as 4377. 

Same as 4377. 

Startled; frightened. 

,|^ to be frightened. 

ft ,|£or t|^ startled; fright¬ 

ened. 

'Mt abashed. 

J~|. strange; frightful; horrid 

looking. 

^ frightened-looking. 

7 m m 'it very much aston¬ 

ished and angry. 

suddenly startled. 

to be astonished. 

The bones of the body 

Also read kai1 = 5774 

WSl the four limbs and 

the various bones,—of the body 

li^i tbe bead, the trunk, anc 

the four limbs, 

a corpse. 

*p|* a skeleton. 

VX Xfc ^ M H* applied to re 
tire on the ground of old age 

# £ £ ig « is # 75 
as he was suffering from a 

m 
4381 

R. 

See 

4382 

w 

4383 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

4.: 

\ 4384 

R. * 

See ij|j| 

Entering 
Upper. 

438s 

C. hyp 
H. h iap 

F. hiek 

W. ye 

to be oblivious of one’s 

objective existence; to be regard¬ 
less of one’s outward appearance; 
forgetful of self; self-sacrificing. 

See 5476. 

To leak; to ooze out. 

Jsed with jfjtf 5526; see 

8514. 

bad foot he asked to be allowed 
to retire, but was appointed to. 

4385 
N. yah 
P. ihsie 

M. j 
Y. I hsieh 

Sz. J 
K. hiop 

. kid, gio 
A. hiep^hiep- 

Entering 
Lower. 

?sr » ro 7 m (*he 
earth) contains rivers and seas 
without their leaking away. 

to leak; to exude, as per¬ 

spiration ; to come out, as flowers; 
to ooze out, as a secret. 

I? to lose smell or strength, 

as by exposure; to vent one’s 
feelings; satisfied; appeased. 

m to leak out; to be divulged, 

as a secret. 

* & T 81 IS 7 the 
affair has leaked out. 

do not breathe a 

word about it. 

to work off or gratify hate. 

is * a his anger is not yet 

dissipated. See ^ 4404. 

m * 7 s masts 
supplying whatever is deficient 
so as to carry off whatever is 
in excess,— of a cook mixing 
flavours. 

Read z1. 

gleefully; with a fair wind. 

To tie up; to secure; 

fetters; bonds. 

bonds; fetters 

i a halter and bridle. 

If Ml my grief fetters 

me. 

To agree in; to be unitec 

in. To agree with; to har 

monise with; to bring into 

harmony; used with n+ 

4402. To help; to assist 

A territorial regiment 

Used with 4388. See 

13,209. 

(Shun) was in harmony 

with the (previous) Emperor,— 
Shun carried on the traditions 

of Yao. 

j—• harmony in attain 

ing to the One,—uniform obe¬ 
dience to the voice of conscience. 

the tortoise and 

the divining-grass both gave the 
same answer. 

3? tS M b 0ur dreams 
agree with Our divination 

ffi ft IS W 'T* —^ A t0 
form parties to defame me, the 
one man, i.e. the Emperor. 

^ 1$1 M rewardin§and 
punishing in accordance with 
what is right. 

7®Tfi not to reach the 

highest pitch of excellence, 

\jjjj ^ he united and har¬ 

monised the various States, 

ffit M $ to be in harmony 

with their environment. 

m 7 hj # b to be in keep¬ 

ing with the sentence which 
follows. 

fy] }b} to act conjointly in ... 

^ Ira its IS being a11 of one 

accord. 

united strength. 

lU 3£ byunited 
strength a mountain becomes 
jade,—union is force. 

3S® not to assist. 

to co-operate with the 

ti-pao. 

gjj| to plan together; to con 

spire. 

® -|]pj in aid of the revenue. 

\$j to aid in searching for. 

to assist in transacting, 

an Assistant,—in a 

Consulate. 

IS M $ ± assistant 

Grand Secretary. 

epistolary designation of 

the above. 

chief musicians of the 

Board of Music. 
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W 
4385 

4386 

2® 

4387 

R. 

See B 
Entering 

Upper. 

4388 

R-: 

See 

Entering 

Lower. 

u or ® m » 8 

names fora^jj colonel (Chi¬ 

nese). 

B a colonel, as above. Also, 

to defend. 

a colonel (Manchu). 

8 it (yii**) a major of police 

in Peking. 

BSS a Hierbang, or Com¬ 

missioner of Justice in Tibet. 

Bf p "pj Administrator in 

Mongolia, or assistant to the 
Dzassak in administering the 
affairs of the Banner. 

a favourable moment. 

rt, *p|* the ribs of a vessel. 

Same as 4390 but used 

for 4385. 

To fold; to double up 

To drag; to pull. 

The ribs; the sides. To 

be pressed; to be forced; 

to coerce. Used with 4385. 

■ Irl. 
itor the ribs, 

the false ribs. 

ribs all in one piece,—a 

peculiarity attributed to ^ 

Wen Kung of the Chin State, 

known as Ch'ung Erh 

{jt\l born from the ribs,—as 

Lao Tzu was. 

Bhsi" M Wi to playthe 
toady or sycophant. 

M J® B £ Hlike a tiger 
with wings growing from its 
sides, — more formidable than 
ever. 

SII8 carried off by 
rebels. 

B S|| {chu1) side-straps of an 

ancient chariot. 

% 11 ^ ® 1810 
terrify or impress by one’s power 
and dignity. 

2* 

4388 

4389 

il 
. 1* 

R 

439° 

Stfe 

Mil 
Entering 

Upper. 

W 

4391 

R. 

See B 
Entering 

Upper. 

> 

4392 

R. ■ 

SeeB 
Entering 

Upper. 

i) 

4393 

4394 

RJft 

Even Lower. 

w 
4395 

RJfft 
C. se 
H. sia 

F. sia 

W. z/, i 
N. zia 

P. 

M. 
Y. ch'-iei^ya 

Sz. hsie 

hsie 

1#$ making forcible 

use of (the Emperor’s) power to 
destroy one another,—of rival 
ministers. 

the suffering and 

oppressed people. 

& m m not to punish 

those who were coerced into 
taking part. 

Same as 4388. 

To intimidate; to over¬ 

awe. 

mi&xw *» p«>- 
tend to awful power in order 
to terrify. 

To inhale; to sip. 

emaciated. 

Lean 

Hot air; to scorch. 

Same as 4385. 

A buskin; a gaiter. 

Awry; unbecoming. Vici¬ 

ous ; lewd. 

# j£viIe;low- 

To be morally deflected, 

as opposed to pF 687; to 

be depraved; corrupt; vici¬ 

ous; evil; heretical; hetero¬ 

dox ; magical; demoniacal. 

A final particle, expressing 

doubt. 

afc M S 
deflected and return 
straight,—to reform. 

jE to forsake the 

to the 

«' 

4395 
K. Jtf, or sia ; 

ya 
J. sha, dja^ya 
A. /a, ja 

Even Lower. 

not to have depraved 

thoughts. 

Mm corrupt words. 

corrupt speaking 

and oppressive deeds. 

H Mto set forth §ood 
and keep back evil. 

an age of corruption cannot 

confound him whose virtue is 
complete. 

Ao* M> ev4-minded; impure. 

m m or m n corrupt; vici¬ 

ous; obscene. 

Wt&j; a haunted place; a 

brothel; a gambling-house. 

M Mior M false or here¬ 

tical doctrines or religions, as 
applied to any teaching except 
that of Confucianism. 

Mm or sorcery; magic; 

conjuring tricks. 

M false gods; corrupt or 

vicious objects of worship. 

Mffi* wrong path or course. 

M wrong; perverse. 

^ 4^. evil spirits. 

4T W treacherous; malicious; 

evil. 

$1 evd things; ghosts; bogies. 

MM the evil aura which attacks 

persons possessed by demons, 
etc. 

4* (chung') J 3$ possessed 

with a devil. 

a profligate; masturbation. 

M lift epilepsy. 

M 'I'll'] (/*'*) buskins. See 4394. 

I do not know ifl 

(so-called) happiness is real hap¬ 
piness or not. 

Read yeh*. The name 

of a place. 

3^ an ancient place in Shan¬ 

tung. 

Read hsu*. 

* S. ^ M is u a time for 
delay ? 
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4396 

51 
4397 

4398 

R 

c- ) . H. [ hai 

F- \ 
W. a 
N. ye 
P. hsie 

M. hai 
K. he 

. kai 

A. hai 

Even Lower. 
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4399 

JS£ 

4400 

See 4118. 

Same as 4118. 

To be in accord 5 to har¬ 

monise together; to agree. 

To laugh at; to joke. See 
6145. 

=j| the various musi¬ 

cal instruments in harmony. See 

^ i3.2°9- 

fg in accord; harmonising; 

agreeing together. 

1 f i i Ain style he 
resembles the ancients 

[=1 iii Ia couple who have _ Pfl _ 
grown old and grey together,— 
Darby and Joan. 

pg jij?: phonetic characters,—one 

of the Six Scripts under which all 
Chinese characters are arranged 

E-g- u pai “a hundred” con 

sists of the stroke —• yi “one,’ 

giving the clue to the meaning, 

and pai “white” giving the 

sound; ^ pu “to tap” consists 

of ^ yu “the right hand,” as 

clue to the sense, and |> pu 

“to divine,” giving the sound 

the matter can be 

settled. 

pjy, ^ the thing is not 

to be accomplished. 

^ my affair is all 

=g to laugh at; 

4401 

See i 

Entering 
Upper. 

R.; 

See1$ 
Entering 

Lower. 

Same as 4398. 

To blend; to harmonise; 

to adjust. 

C. sytQ 
W. siey si 

See 

K. sop 
J. sho 
A. tiiep 

Entering 
Lower 

and Upper. 

n 
right. 

I 
to ridicule. 

to harmonise the 

Yin and the Yang. 

^ 5^0 or fH ^ t0 harmonise; 

to adjust; to bring into accorc. 

an^ accordance 

with (the will of God) he smote 
the great Shang,—alluding to 

St I Wu Wang. 

ir 

4402 

2* 

Bf 
4403 

nj 

4404 

R-,|| 

| sia 

C. se 
H. 

F. 
W. si 
N. sie-! sia 

P- \ M. ( 
Y. hsiei 

hsie 

To walk. 

. 4404 
Iff to walk fast; to hurry on.lSz. hsie 

IK. sia (sa) 

& m $ 1® z. ® 
dance at a sick bedside. |RU.^ ,lpper 

To harmonise; to unite, 

o rhyme by poetical lic¬ 

ence. Used with 4385. 

n+ Bf ft to bring into harmony! 

the seasons and months, — to 
rectify the calendar. 

H * A 7' St not on goodj 

terms with So-and-so. 

14- ?i s. W (3- 
and wu spell klu. See 3413. 

iH-it or the pronuncia¬ 

tion of a word, not according 
to its ordinary sound but ini 
accordance with the require-1 
ments of rhyme; a rhyme by 
poetical licence. 

* * fft- # there were no 

hsieh sounds of old,—the dictum 
of Ch‘en Ti; see Biog. Diet. 

nf # ®l its rhyming sound is I 

chih,—i.e. it takes the sound of I 
chih in order to complete the! 
rhyme required. 

3S fff ^ M ting is here read, 

for rhyme’s sake, in the even I 
tone. 

ft itf-ft yu1 must be read 

ttung*,-—in order to rhyme with 

lung'1 in a previous line, both 

the last two coming under the 

standard rhyme lung1. 

E* ^ u|' pf may y°u eni°y| 
the three blessings which should 
be in abundance, — happiness, | 
long life, and sons! 

Same as 4385. 

To dissipate; to remove;] 

to disburden. To write 

to draw (Cf '. ypuyziv) in black] 

and white; loosely, to paint. 

To engage a theatrical | 

troupe. See 10,780. 

J# % 8 H in order t0 dissi I 
pate my sorrow. See 12,691. 

to write evenly | 

| mymind is re_ 
lieved. 

j?jj| ^ to ease one’s m*nd’ t0| 
disburden oneself. 

M t° write- 

a merchant’s or other! 

office. 

% ¥ 
and neatly. 

M & errors of tran_l 
scription; copyists’ errors. 

JsL or %?. to write a| 

letter. 

^ itf it is well written. 

'JiJ ^ not to be written! 

down, as when a thing is danger-1 
ous or improper. Also, when | 
the paper is not to be written] 
upon, etc. Also, when one has] 
a bad hand, etc. 

T have you written 

out that notice? 

l*11 
can’t write the li character. 

m 1@ # #: S M % % 
I can’t write with that soft brush. 

the paper is oily, I can’t write! 
on it. 

If®©* write it out again. 

■ re*i'y| 
cannot write them all down,— | 
there are so many. 

% It wrote down his| 
charge or accusation. 

H 91 to write or state plainly. 

to by writing it. 

written bald,—of a Chi-j 

nese pen; spoilt. 

al to 4raw up,—of deeds, etc. I 

AL M drew his P°rtrait-| 

to draw living animals. 

^ ^ ^ a lifelike descrip¬ 

tion. 
GT 
^0 mil 

likeness 

to draw a speaking I 

^ ^ genre pictures produced] 

by a few touches, chiefly out-] 
line, giving the idea and leaving] 
the details to be filled in by 

the imagination. See JR 8979.) 
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4404 

4406 

R. 

m 

4405 

R;1I 
N. mV, v. dza 

See^ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

See iWi 

Even Upper. 

i (the above 

style) is like writing in the grass 
character. See 5013. 

* M A d5 good at painting 
portraits. 

l|| ^ to paint a portrait 

is a small art; see 589. 

3£ Aal to draw almost 
life-like,—pictures, 

it H painted her por¬ 
trait from memory, 

lain was a portrait-painter. 

# II A ^ Ja®H 
he then instructed an artist to 
make a picture of them,—5 birds. 

% HJ If $£ Picturing 
forth the yellow gold plate,— 
the moon, on water. 

To drain off; to leak 

Purging; dysentery. See 

4406 and 4412. 

HS tK to let off water,—as by a 

sluice. 

a matter without 

foundation; an unfounded story 

to crumble away,—as a 

river bank. 

?(C like spiit 
quicksilver,—flowing about in all 
directions; covering the whole 
ground. 

to have diarrhoea. 

± at "P m vomiting and 
purging. 

*W a watery stool. 

tt fflj Wl Mcolic and diar 
rhoea. 

M &a perfect fiux 
of talk. 

|j|| a purgative. 

tM j/C t0 reduce feverishness by 

purging. 

± barren land. 

tH Niigata, in Japan. 

Diarrhoea; dysentery. 

fc±-3 

4407 

RJ§ 

See Arnj 

Rising Upper, 

4408 

mt^ 

w 

A medicinal plant, known 

as yp ^, the dried tubers 

of which are used for their 

diuretic properties. 

See 4847. 

4409 

RJ 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

It 
4410 

m 

4411 

41* 

4412 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

■>l 

4413 
R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

4414 

4« 

4415 
R 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

4416 

Extravagant. 

to spend in a reck¬ 

less manner. 

See 5525. 

See 5526. 

Dysentery. 

dysentery. 

To fasten with cords. 

To remove. 

£7 a frame to keep a bow in 

proper shape. 

ft a# ft the more cum¬ 
brous and warm garment being 
removed. 

See 5528. 

To insult women ; to 

outrage; to lust after. See 

12,068. 

m m or m m indecent or 
wanton behaviour. 

Same as 4413. 

0 

4417 

4fi 

R. 

See 

K. sop 

Entering 

Lower 
and Upper. 

4418 

4419 

m 

4420 

R # 

See m 

SinkingLower. 

r711 

The stuffing of shoe 

soles; a sandal; a clog or 

patten. 

Jp| on foot; to walk. 

)§j| IpjL |^| let us go and seek 

a shady place. 

Same as 1515. 

See 1515. 

A valley. Name of one 

of the K‘un-lun mountains. 

4421 

R# 
C.-hai, hai3 

H; |« 

W. a 

N .ye 
P. hsie 
M. hsiai, hai 
Y. hsiae 
Sz. hsiai, hai 
K. he.he 

J. kai, he 
A.giai 

SinkingLower. 

4422 

R# 

See fjjjf 

SinkingLower. 

7J4 

4423 

R. 

C. hai1- 

H. ngai2- 
F. hai 
W Sha 
N. chsie 

P. hsie* 

M. hsiai5, <hai 

Y. hsiae3 
K. he 
J. kai,ge 
A. giai 

Rising 
Irregular. 

Idle; remiss; inattentive. 

See 1515. 

tH lazy- 

m m °r w M °r m m 
negligent; lax. 

m.&mw never idle morn¬ 
ing or night. 

® Wj ^ $1 W causin§the 
watchers to become rather slack. 

A creek. See 9426. 

a cove; an estuary. 

m 'J&H a- rivulet. 

the paste has be¬ 

come watery,—from being kept 
too long. 

A fabulous animal; see 

245- 
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7J* 

4424 

See*!* 

Sinking 

Lower. 

4425 

R# 
H. ihai 

See 
K. he, giai 

Sinking 

Lower. 

4426 

R- # 

See1$? 
Sinking 

Lower. 

R. 

4427 

If 9- 
C. 
H. ‘hai 
F. haii, //air-1 
W. c/4a 
N. c/4a, 

‘hsie 
P. //.mV3 
M. c^a/ 
Y. V/air 
Sz. /4a/, As/a/ 

K. hai 
J. hai 

A. ~giai 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

Old clothes. 

to make a sufficient living by 
tailoring and washing. 

mm to wash or cleanse old 

clothes. 

To meet unexpectedly. 

See 4029. 

A woody climbing plant, 

known as the tjL with 

hooked spines, axillary ten¬ 

drils, and large oval leaves. 

fc* ]§£ a species of the above, 

with reddish flowers. 

A crab. 

Ig- a crab. 

^ a fat red species of crab. 

If vtUM a large swimming crab 

found at Canton. 

^if crab sPawn* 

-§f crab soup. 

M JW If fBJ like a crab 
without legs,—not making much 
progress. 

Hf ^ a swift passenger-boat 

used at Canton. 

to a mode of tying a man 

up by the hands and feet, to 
make him confess. 

iUR crabs’ eyes,—bubbles on 

water. 

if 'u ife jE the 
crab walks sideways, but calls 
it straight,—from its own point 
of view. 

$$ Iflike crabs run¬ 

ning about, — walking 

sideways, or as understood in 
its other sense, lawless, unre¬ 
strained, etc. See 3915. 

4427 

4428 

R# 

See ^p 

Sinking 

Lower. 

4429 

R-#[^ 

See ^p 

A. giai, houi 
Sinking 
Lower. 

4430 

R# 
W. <7, /fo 

See ^ 

A.jiai3 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4431 
R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4432 

R/1I 
C. tse 
H. ts'-ia 
F. sia 
W. « 

N. zia 
P. 

M. 

Y. hsiei 

hsie 

#, ifc # H M @ he 
must be considered a sea-crab 

A great pincers, or 

a man °f an influential 

family. 

—■ If A —* Iff going 
from bad to worse. 

Courageous; bold. 

Hff full of fight. 

Sea mist; vapour. 

& J/t $£ U & t0 inhale 
the sea mist and live for ever. 

ftp ^ y/C yj —- M teacher 
and pupils on the best of terms, 
—referring to two such, whose 
names were Hang and Hsieh, 
both of which are similar in 
meaning. 

An eschalot or scallion 

[Allitiin escalonicuni). 

scallions on the hills are a sign 
of gold below. 

3§I ^ or EriJ tbe bulbs °f 
scallions. 

j 11 ^p a wild species of garlic. 

1||^ dew on a scallion,—life. 

Also, an elegy; a lament. 

i^\p a kind II ^ Wor pij 3 
of seal character. 

A kiosque or arbour. A 

salle d’armes. 

stt belvederes and kiosques. 

mm a stage in the open air. 

To thank ; to express 

gratitude. To decline to 

receive; to break with. To 

acknowledge; to confess. 

To appease. To hand over 

charge to. To die, especi¬ 

ally of flowers; see 3889. 

HP many thanks. For pre- 

7219andi&£ 8958. sents, see 

4432 
Sz. hsie 
K. sia (sa) 

J. sha, dja 

A. ta 

Sinking 
Lower. 

HP A A I beg to thank 

your Excellency. 

to make a bow 

and return thanks. 

Hp not worth thanks 

HP to £>ive grateful thanks. 

HP j§, to render thanks for mercy 

or kindness received. 

HP the letter of thanks 

to the Emperor for an appoint¬ 
ment, etc. 

Hp one can thank for small 

mercies but not for great ones, 
—which no words can duly ac¬ 
knowledge. 

HP to a card of thanks; a no¬ 

tice of reward offered. 

Hp /ff% to reward,—as for finding 

lost money. 

HP to thank a person for his 

steps,—to return a visit. 

I a return present; fees, as 

for a doctor. 

to thank for wine received, 

—to make a “digestion call.” 

HP '|y£ to thank sincerely. 

HP & a doctor’s fee. 

HP ;|f a “thank-offering;” a pre¬ 

sent of money. 

jg| to give a reward of money. 

|l| to thank one for a gift. 

HP ipor BP A Mbto thank 
the gods. 

HP& to return thanks for the 

trousseau. 

to decline to receive a 

visitor,—on the plea of illness, 
etc. 

to break ofif intercourse 

with. 

SH to take leave. 

in each case he 

was obliged to say he did not 
know. 

M. fit ” fit fit 
or HP to exPress thanks, 

to apologise for. 

or HP to confess 
one’s faults. 

If* ill t0 own an<l apol¬ 
ogise for a fault. 
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m 
4435 To take in the hand. 

ftp 

e M 
M ^ $ brinstea- 

giai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Weapons; arms; fetters. 

443 6 W- W.or ^ M or ft Wi. 
ftP weapons; firearms; munition of 

HSIE3H 

4432 

w 
4433 

R 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

4434 

R. 

C. sytQ 

H. set 

F. siek 
W. hsie, si 

N. sih 
P. hsi<? 

M. hsie 
Y. hsieh 

Sz. hsie 

K. sol 
J. setsz, sechi 

A. tiet 

Entering 

Upper. 

Shih ran after her 

and begged her pardon. 

mw&wmxT 
begged (the Emperor) to slay 
the evildoers, in order to appease 
public indignation. 

M ^ to hand over 
charge to any one. 

fUffi to die. 

it 4r m in 4r m n# 
flowers bloom and fade.- 

they bloom all the 

year round. 

P3 M "Hi HIthe four sea 
sons alternate. 

the affairs of 

men are liable to change. 

® Wl Wi the candle driPs- 

f§f flJj a name for lightning,— 

derived from infill fit, three 

characters found on the solitary 
pillar left standing after the burn¬ 

ing of the 35 fill Y ii-hsien 

temple at -Ei >f*J»| Ping-chou. 

To treat disrespectfully. 

A familiar; a servant. Usee 

for 4434. 

iff® a groom of the chamber; 

a eunuch. 

Undress. Dirty; ragged 

To treat irreverently. 

appeared in un 

dress. 

mm undress; dirty or ragged 

clothes; mourning clothes. 

MM to spend one’s time in 

pleasure. 

M Mi Jjjfc undress; mufti. 

S HI; dirty> hhhy. 

lil? drinking utensils (Han 

History); a dirty vessel or thing. 

a pot de chambre. 

% i|‘|| to treat with contumely. 

§ /ff flijj to moch at the 
divine insight of the gods,-—to 
blaspheme. 

Jfc Jijf a favourite, — in a bad 

sense. 

Mt to favour; one’s private 

judgment; undress. 

R. 

R. 

C. hai 

H. hai, kai 
F. hai 
W. a 

N. ye 

P. hsie 
M. chiai, kai 
Y. chiae 

Sz. hsie, chie, 
kai 

K. he, kie 
J. kai, gai 

A. giai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
4437 

R # 

See ffi ^ 
Sinking 
Lower 

and Upper. 

4438 

R.i|^ 
C. tse- 

P. hsie, to 

M .ye 
Y. i3 
K. sia 

sha, ta 

A. da 

Rising Lower. 

war. 

till to fight with weapons. 

an ingenious contrivance 

or piece of mechanism. 

to act in a crafty 

treacherous way. 

a mechanical contriv¬ 

ance for raising water to a higher 
level, as for watering paddy-fields, 
etc. 

lim 
fetters to. 

to send in a cage and in 

to break fetters; to re 

lease a prisoner. 

irffi tr broke his fetters 

and escaped. 

To gnash the teeth with 

anger. The scaly appear¬ 

ance of a coat of mail. 

to gnash the teeth with 

ji tpxZ'Gtigm 
in coats of mail, it is desir¬ 

able for the plates to fit evenly. 

The ashes of a pastille; 

the expiring flame of a lamp 

or candle. Also read to3. 

# tt !® ± % if 14 ‘he 
dying light of the pastille, the 
flame of the lamp, alas! how 
long will they last? 

fljt Ml m PJJ t‘^e exphing flame 
flares brightly up. 

W 
4439 

R/f§ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To unload; to get rid of; 

to resign office or hand 

over charge; to undo. 

to discharge cargo. 

iflc ^ t0 discharge and 

take in cargo. 

ftp K to land (goods) for sale 

to take the horses out of 

a cart. 

®m to unload goods carried 

for others. 

®m to lay down a burden. 

to consign goods to. 

tf han^ ftP to g° t0 a 
hong to deliver goods. See below. 

tt®M the flowers are shed¬ 

ding their petals. 

to get rid of a misfortune; 

to get out of trouble. 

ft|i $ to throw up an affair; to 

stop further action. 

® o' ffii tt or jtn nu 
to vacate a post,—as when one’s 
term of office has expired. 

% ftp # in 1 shal1 shortly 
hand over charge. 

en deshabille. 

m $ to take off; to remove. 

®wt to throw aside. 

U® to take off; to undress. 

®{fM to rid oneself of a 

responsibility. 

^ A jj- ftpa11 imme 
diately declared the others re¬ 
sponsible for it. 

Pi ftP to fall in,—as a river bank. 

ftP to pull down,—as a house. 

ftp If rffi xE to throw off one’s 

armour and flee. 

®m to take down one’s hair, 

—for the night, as women do. 

.tf »l A 4- ft ® T ^ 
all the implements of punishment 
laid out. 

to dismiss the marriage 

go-between. 

^ ft|J 1$ £g form emaciated 

and spirits wanting,— as from 
overwork, etc. 

physical enjoyment is merely a 
factor in perfect happiness. 
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ft 
4440 

C. syn 
H. sen 

F. sieng, sing, 
Sseng 

W. sie 
N. sien 
P. 

IM. hsien 
I Sz. 

I Y. hsiei 
IK. son 
IJ. sen 
1 A. lien 

Even Upper. 

Before, in time and place 

as opposed to ^ 4025 

Former ; past; deceased 

In front; to place in front 

an exemplar. A cent. See 

4146 hsien7'. 

itm first and last; on various 

occasions; successive. Also, to 
assist, as a minister his prince 
Also, the wives of brothers 
sisters-in-law. 

±k 

ea 

M % # ciuar- 
relied over the precedence of 
their respective families. 

^5 f'J' A 10 help you 

why were not these things be 
fore my time or after it ? 

died before me. 

^ r&l £ ft 1 fear 
that Kao Hsin would be before 
hand with me. Li Sao. 

it (see below) or % 0 or 

formerly 

previously. 

three years before. 

before and now. 

itmm at first. 

it b having previously. 

it a forefathers. 

its. the ancients. 

A* in ancient times; of old. 

itZ the ancient rulers. 

it # ft ft 1 haye to 

apologise for my previous rude 
ness. 

4$ tT W ?E it therefore 

I let you know beforehand. 

itfcinf b T-m&itfo 
^ ^ $§• we were no longer 

as before, on terms of “you” 
and “I.” 

it* mm to take precau¬ 

tions beforehand. 

A4 the first-born; an elder or 

senior; a teacher; a term of ad¬ 
dress corresponding with “Mr.” 
A term applied under the Mon¬ 
gols to Taoist priests. 

ft 
4440 

% 4 *1 m her first-born 

(came forth) like a lamb. 

A4 the teacher on the 

table,—the dictionary. 

HA4 see 11,156. 

it&ZW the intelligence of 

a seer. 

%% a harbinger; a presager. 

itmnw to declare before¬ 

hand; to give notice beforehand. 

%% a presage; an omen. 

A«t to foretell. 

r5fc£n foreknowledge. See 1783 

it ^ °r n it expectant of 

immediate promotion. 

itm premature. 

AS to issue beforehand. 

A to give notice be 

forehand. 

itfrU to put into oper¬ 

ation on trial,—as a new re< 
lation, to test its working. 

itm before this,—a phrase used 

at the opening of a digression 
introducing the reader to events 
which have already taken place, 
or to a previous time. 

AAf HA 

ft 
4440 

itm 
41 now the people of Ssu- 

ch'uan had never before seen 
live cranes. 

itm past generations; one’s 

ancestors. 

it ik. my late husband. 

it # or it 'X or it # 
my late father. 

it my late mot;her. 

A id your late younger 

brother. 

it a one’s natural physical en¬ 

dowments. See ^ 1 r,208. 

ftJ previous dynasties. 

t * ft n 
-1|| ^ the books he obtained 

were all old books belonging to 
the pre-Ch‘in days and written 
in the ancient style. 

A=*s — 0 one day be-1R- vulgar, 

fore the winter solstice. I Used for 

S it & to say a few Uee jg| 
words on my behalf before,—11 Sinking 

arrive; to introduce me. | Upper, 

m 
4441 

Zit no one to say a I 

word for me beforehand,—until | 
my arrival. 

8 it formerly; at a previous! 

time; in front. 

to be an exemplar | 

for the empire. 

■fc to go first; to go on ahead. 

^ a forerunner. 

to striye f°r precedence. 

■M. Jg it ja a IS- you 
should be in the front rank in 
reforming manners and customs. [ 

it Btj ancient sages; esp. Con¬ 

fucius. 

*ft an imitation of “shilling.” I 

it (see above) or it ±4 
cent. 

Read hsien*. To be be-1 
forehand with; to take pre-l 

cedence; to put first. 

mmit±ifnff^ me go | 
before you, Master. 

it a gif ra#A2, 
to teach self-mortification, and 
show the way. 

T- ts it Z I had better be I 
beforehand, — strike the first! 
blow. 

Hii&itZ some one will step 
in before and save it,—of a I 
hunted hare. 

s n it m % ii z T' 
m (*“z4) to strive to get before 

one’s elders is considered dis¬ 
respectful. 

T AttA 

can’t let my daughter! 

marry before this lady. 

tat a to put oneself first! 
and others last. 

To castrate a fowl. 

/t;IJ I| a caP°n- 

70 
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m 
4442 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper 

3 

4443 

rM 
s" 

Rising Upper. 

ffi 
4444 

m 
4445 

^ a 
Even Upper. 

y 
4446 

See^ 

Rising Upper 

ig 

4447 

rM 
See 
Rising Upper 

To take up in the fingers. 

to a in the fin¬ 

gers. 

To moult; to shed hair. 

^ ^ ^ the birds and 

beasts shed their feathers and 
hair. 

See 4146. 

A fine kind of pebble. 

Bamboo articles of vari¬ 

ous kinds. 

£ a small bamboo hand- 

broom. 

a bamboo stockade. 

4448 

R4jtl6- 
H. -JM, csen 

See^fc 

Rising Upper. 

4449 

RA 
See -fc 

Even Upper. 

Barefooted. See 12,126. 

S ££ mi.«! if you walk 

barefooted, do not look at the 
ground. 

mmyka with dishevelled 

hair and bare feet. 

A small chisel. Bur¬ 

nished ; bright. A meta 

ornament at the end of a 

bow. Chilly; raw. Rust 

everything bright 

ly burnished. 

Genii; elves; fairies; the 

“immortals” of Taoism anc 

Buddhism. [An old form 

was SS — to enter the hills. 

[HJJ genii; good spirits; elves; 

fairies. 

fill A or fill or fill W> 

or fll|$E those who by a pro- 

W 
4449 

cess of physical and mental re¬ 
finement have succeeded either 
in deferring death or in becom¬ 
ing altogether exempt from dis¬ 
solution; immortals. [The first 
is also the “back” of a ch‘in; 
see 2109]. 

# fill to become an immortal, 

—by the above process. 

fill @ Hr ^ the direct 

roads to immortality are many. 

^ — fill A T *n 
- BB 

A±3- 

fft± ^ —* iyR ^ better 

one more good man on earth 
than an extra angel in heaven. 

iii fill the Genius of Wine.’ 

E ft ffl 4 fill I am as drunk 

as a god,—i.e. so drunk that I 
enjoy the happiness of a god. 

Said by the famous poet ^5 

A 6 Li T<ai-p°- 

fill /pp Taoism and Buddhism. 

fill ^ jtp the mystic prac¬ 

tices of the Taoists. 

A fill an angel,—a term used 

by Mahometans, 

flll^ fairy-land; heaven. 

A or fill M a fairy; a god¬ 

dess. 

fill IT of immortal frame; a fairy 

form; fairy-like; graceful, 

fill 11 gods and men. 

fill HIor fill ft the elixir of1 
life. See 10,618. 

$ fill or fill 3$: or ^ fill 
or fill to become an im¬ 

mortal; to die 

fiii m ft m to take the fairy 

ride and ascend to the far country, 
—to die. 

# till Z M 
sport,—swinging, 

=jp. f|lj £ ‘p® half divine,—as a 

soothsayer or a medium, 

till & magic; conjuring tricks. 

fill ^ beautiful scenery 

fill® or fill it the white crane 

(Grus viridirostris). 

W ffi fill T the goddess of 
Flowers. 

* till ffi the immortal of the 

water,—the jonquil or narcissus; 
used pictorially as an emblem 
of longevity. 

the half-fairy 

w 
4449 

* fill T water-sprites,—tad¬ 

poles. 

Ji, fill ?£ the touch-me-not 

flower (Impatiens balsamina). 

fill A # or fill A # a cac¬ 
tus (Opuntia Dillenii, Haw.). 

fiii a fairy rats,—bats. 

A fill & the eight-immortal 

table,—a square table to seat 
eight diners, so called from the 

Vpj Ffl A f|ll Eight Immortals 

of the Winecup: 

^ Li Po. 

Ho Chih-chang. 

Li Shih-chih. 

Li Chin. 

-|H ^ ^ Ts'ui Tsung-chih. 

Su Chin. 

m 
445° 

rA 
See A 
Even Upper. 

»j|§ Chang Hsu. 

-ttt Chiao Sui. 

A fill the Eight Immortals of 

Taoism: 

ill lift ffi Chung-li Ch‘uan. 

a Chang Kuo-lao. 

S Lii TunS-Pin- 

[gj| Ts'ao Kuo-chiu. 

jj ffi Li T'ieh-kuai. 

Han Hsiang-tzii. 

^ ^ ^tl Lan Ts'ai-ho (? a 

woman). 

14 fill U Ho Hsien-ku (a 

woman). 

fill a name for Shakyamuni 

Buddha. 

r fill 
his body was of a golden hue, 
and so he was called the Gol¬ 
den God. 

fill ffi, the Rishis and the Bud¬ 

dhas. 

the walls round the palace. 

The common rice plant, 

as distinguished from 

glutinous rice; upland rice. 

See 8370. 
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4451 

M1 
4452 

R. 

cf.| 

Even Upper. 

4453 

cfU& 
Even Upper. 

4454 

_4455 

R 7C 
C. hyn 
H. hiun 

F. hung., hiing^ 
hiottg 

W. v. 

hsiang 
N. hsieh 
P. hsien 
M. hsiian 
Y. hsiei 
K. hon 

. ken, kon 
A. hien 

Even Upper. 

Same as 4450. 

To take pleasure in; to 

enjoy. 

ft tfc # m t* i‘ 
gives me no pleasure to spread 
out my paper and flourish my 
pen,—i.e. to compose. 

tt M grateful- 

A wand used in dramatic 

performances. A trough to 

carry off water. 

Read hsienA A shovel. 

Same as j$E 4508. 

To lift up; to pull aside; 

to take off; to open. To 

whirl. Lofty; proud. 

to lift up or pull aside 

a bamboo screen. See 7129. 

^ M Itfj lift up the cur¬ 
tains. 

fj{j I can’t lift up the cover of 

this box. 

ffi £ S IS « 4S * 
take the lid off the tea-pot. 

1 can’t move this box. 

ffi If $ $] open the 
book. 

^ ^ in speaking, do 

4455 

m 
4456 

C. ts'-ym, hym 
K. som, hom 

see m 
Even and 

Rising Upper, 

4457 

4458 

«m 
C. hym 
H. hiam 
F. hicng, v. 

hiang3 
W. hsie 
N. hsien 

hsien 

Y. hsiei 
Sz. hsien 
K. hom 
J. ken 
A. hiem 

Rising Upper, 

to escape; to fly out,—as 

something confined, 

jjjft ^ to wrap closely round. 

Read hen1'. To lead. 

\ to lead; to guide. 

Sharp-mouthed; litigious. 

Flattering. Also read 

hsien3. 

i B'j ra #±^.m% 
in the empire, never has go¬ 

vernment been carried on by the 
aid of artful-tongued men. 

to hsiang4 is® a look at 

the poor people. 

Same as 4519. Also 

read lien1,. 

A narrow pass; a defile; 

difficult of access; danger¬ 

ous. See 5397. 

IfC Iffij 1^ you will ultimately 

get over the difficult places. 

steep; precipitous; dan- 

iS. 
PO 

not open wide the lips,—of wo¬ 
men. 

to raise the hat. 

to liff °lf the bed-clothes. 

« m t * was thrown,— 

from the saddle. 

a wooden shovel used on 

threshing-floors. 

^ to carry the head high. 

& fit« 3c the white waves 

reached the sky. 

P a dangerous pass. 

1st It a dangerous place. 

dangerous and important, 

—as the key to a strategical po¬ 
sition. 

m. 

4458 

malicious; evil. 

to backbite. 

4459 

*■% 

s"jth 
Even Upper. 

4460 

s?<- ft 
Even Upper. 

very dangerous, 

in danger, 

a ship in distress. 

mm an obstacle causing dan¬ 

ger; in straits; in difficulties. 

to follow dangerous 

courses. 

m & t0 run int0 danger 
on the chance of coming out 
all right. 

chanSe danger 

into comfort. 

a dangerous wound. 

a dangerous disease. 

Aj) the mind full of evil de¬ 

signs. 

a dangerous man. 

4461 

R;5fc 

See -fc 

Even Upper. 

8 
4462 

4463 

See3t 
Even Upper. 

4464 

i** 

4465 

7 I was very nearly 

killed. 

xm&JH IT 7 very 
nearly beat him to death. 

. — m % 7 heiustes 
caped with his life. 

Jj^j danger and security. 

y jjjj secure; strongly defended 

See 6204. 

To rise high, as a bird; 

to climb a height. 

To hop about. Used for 

(ill 4449- 

Hr m they keeP dancing 
and capering,—when drunk. 

th 7 £ iS. if IW =g 
hills are not famous for height 
alone: ’tis to their Genius they 
owe their fame. 

godlike companions. 

* A an Immortal. 

The appearance of 

clothes. 

Same as 4463. 

To walk round and round. 

See 9224. 

See 1690. 

See 1692. 
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AYT»J 

44^6 

R-JC 

See Ejij- 

K. lion 

J. ken 
A. hi at 

Even Upper. 

R, 

»»»» 
4467 

C. syn 
H. sen 
F. sieng, 

gh'-icng 

W. sie 

N. sien 
P. lisien 
M. lisien, 

hsitan 
Sz. listen 

Y. hsiei 

K. son 
J. sen 
A. tien 

Even and 

Rising Upper 

To soar. 

or to fly high. 

Fresh, as opposed to 

dried, 5809, and other 

terms. New; clean; pure. 

r- not fresh. See below. 

T fresh fruit,—not dried 

fresh vegetables, — not 

salted. 

ft H fresh fish- 

yjx ift a sma^ see 1845. 

jft perfectly fresh,—as fish. 

ft II 1# fresh and pre¬ 

served food sold here. 

fM? flesh meat,—as opposed 

to vegetables. 

M it is only the so¬ 

vereign who uses venison,—in 
sacrifice. 

fit '/ft ft ft nice and fresh’ 
of food. 

ft# fresh-cut flowers. 

mm fresh and sweet. 

fresh fish, etc., from the 

sea. 

MW $zMnew clothes- 

5k ^ ft the colours al 
standing out brightly,—as in a 
picture. 

| fresh red- 

^ sparkling; glittering. 

beautiful, — especially of 
*»»»» s. 

flowers. 

ft _§|L a tribe which originally 

occupied the mountains anc 
glens of south-east Mongolia, and 
were first heard of in a.d. 45. 

They founded the Liao 

dynasty, a.d. 937, generally 

known as mn the Kitan 

Tartars. Also, a girdle. 

§ & 2 m £ -ft fll # 
the Hsien-pi mostly 

take their clan-names from 
mountains or valleys. 

»»»> 
4467 

Read hsien*. Few; rare; 

seldom. 

$ ft it ^ few are my 
brethren. 

^ hfo ft many besin>but 
few carry on to completion. 

mm few can get their 

’ fill. 

ft ^ % M!Jfew wil1 not take 
you as a pattern. 

ft d?few- 

ft Mseldom seen- 

# m as- ha°K it ± 
/ft among the filial and 

fraternal, those who love to offend 
against their superiors are few. 

w ^ £. m % fine 
words and an insinuating coun 
tenance are seldom associated 
with true virtue. 

^ft not few; nothing out of 

the way. See above. 

he measured out 

the finest plains,—for a settle¬ 
ment. 

v%Z 
^ than to live an orphan, 

it would be better to have long 
been dead. 

4468 

See 

Rising Upper 

4469 

C. syn 
H. sen 
F. sieng, 

cliiang 

W. sie 
N. sien 
P. hsiian 

K. son 
J. sen 
A. tien 

Rising Uppei 

A granary. 

Ringworm. Used for va- o 

rious forms of skin disease. 

j|| jUjl ringworm. 

4S to get ringworm. 

a kind of lepra. 

^ ill HP a ^eProus Patcb- 

r±t rSt Tinea decalvans. 

ISKafSKB 
M * ^ @ $F 5® 

from the T'ang dynasty down to 
recent times, they (the Japanese) 
have always been an itch to 
China,—thorn in the side. 

R 

4470 
AT 
Wt 

See 

Rising Upper. 

Mosses or lichen on 

damp walls. 

moss and lichen, 

the moss on tiles, etc. 

jja a trace; a vestige. 

447i 

C. ini, ym 
H. hi am 

F. hieng 
W. ye 

N .yen 
P. 1 
M. J lisien 

Sz. ) 
Y. hsiei 

K. Atom 
J. ken, gen 

A. hiern 

Even Lower. 

% 

Dislike; enmity; jealousy. 

To reject; to take exception 

to. See 3413. 

r*l 

petty dislikes. 

3^ ^ dislike; jealousy; disgust. 

Viffl to bear a grudge. 

t! if not to fear t0 in‘ 
cur animosity. 

^ WlW itfc M @1 do not 
venture to incur this odium. 

^ to avoid giving rise 

to ill feeling, or suspicion. 

►jji a disagreement; a differ¬ 

ence. 

prejudicial to; encroaching 

upon. 

JjH to reject; to despise. 

yj> to object to a thing as 

being too small. 

/Jp he objects to much 

and objects to little,—nothing 
pleases him. 

» he takes excep 

tion to good and bad alike. 

& * & objected to the 

length of the journey. 

to find fault with 

everything. 

to dislike the trouble of 

to think it troublesome. 

to slight poor 

people and court rich ones. 

eI* don’t raise 

4472 

See 
Even Lower 

and Upper. 

objections (to educating your 
children) on the ground of po 
verty. 

is hampered by an inability to 
descend (to earth) in bodily form. 

To breathe with difficulty 

asthma. 
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447 2(1 

4473 

*i‘k 

s“ U'S 
Rising Upper, 

w 
_4474 

R 7t 
C. hyn 
H. hen 
F. hiong 
W. hsie 
N. hsieh 
P. hsiian, 

hsien 
M. hsiian 
Y. hsiei 
K. hon 
J. ken, kon 
A. 

Even Upper. 

See 3845a. 

A stony mountain path, 

a steep bank along a river. 

A carriage high in front. 

A porch; a balcony; a 

pavilion. 

[jif ]JL ^ his high cha¬ 

riot could not get into the lane. 

^ ^ fa ® why is thy 

chariot so long in coming? 

U M * W % cranes rode 

about in carriages,—and were 
even taken into battle by the 

infatuated marquis of Wei. 

f}3. ^ jjfp with it (the coffin) 

went a chariot of rhinoceros- 
hide. 

$ tf a lady’s carriage,—orna¬ 

mented with shagreen. 

"1m raiiinS °f a balcony. 

or a study; a lib¬ 

rary. 

a restaurant; a tea-house. 

wammn let us go into the 

balcony and look at the moon, 

lofty,—as a room. 

or Sffli spacious; un¬ 

confined. 

(juf- lofty, as a room; dignified, 

as a man; high in price. 

SifSII he was very 

dignified and imposing. 

raising its head 

and cocking its tail,—of a lion. 

W fits W % smiled pleasantly. 

w it t # merry; happy; 

jolly. 

Jg jjff to raise the eyebrows,— 

as when pleased. 

4 Z a fancy name 

Read hsien*. A thin slice 

of meat. 

4475 

ts'-yrn 

Ssiam 
chHeng 

See 

\. tiem 

Even Upper. 

* 
4476 

R. ‘ 

C. isLym 
H. Ssiam 

F. chkieng, 
chi eng 

W. hsie 
N. sien 
P. hsien 
M. chien, 

chkien 
Y. hsiei 
K. som 

J. sen 
A. Hem 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

Slender; sharp-pointed; 

cunning. 

slight and delicate. 

■ft J^j. a trifling matter. 

over-respectful; artful; cun¬ 

ning. 

minute details. 

Small ; fine; delicate. 

Silk embroidery. Thin, as 

opposed to f|| 8412. 

m 
4477 

See % 

Even Upper. 

4478 

small; puny. 

fine; delicate; minute. 

Ei ^ m very great and 

very small. 

j#*5 slender; fine work, as em¬ 

broidery. 

HI or ^ a woman’s 
slender fingers. 

^ sdid not §et the 
least dusty. 

mmmmxz bb^ 

had the slightest difference with 
him. 

4g» very little; infinitesimal, 

a slender waist, 

fine; taper; see 10,348. 

^ the new moon. 

i*JI 
4479 

C. ts’-yitf‘ 
H. ts'-iani’, 

Ssiam 
F. ssieng 

W. yie 
N. sien 
P. chsiian 
M. I hsuan 
Sz. j hsien 

Y. '.hsiei 
K. som 
J. sen 
A. Jisiem 

Even Upper. 

God; heaven. A term 

adopted by the Zoroastri- 

ans about the 6th cent. 

a.d., and subsequently bor¬ 

rowed by the Manichaeans. 

[Not known before that 

time; entry in ^ is 

later.] See also 7969. [To 

be distinguished from 

12,905.] 

ii) 4* II % ® Pin Kuan- 
chung (see 6368) God is called 
Hsien. 

jj^J fc jjiljj to worship Hsien,— 

Mazdeism. 

those who wor¬ 

ship the God of Fire. 

See 9691. 

R 

4480 

% 
C.yn 

W .ye 

See 

Y. hsiei, swei 

A. hien, Mien 

Even Lower. 

nr 
4481 

R'§e 

See '/£ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

The sun rising, 

advance. 

The string of a bow or 

of a musical instrument (see 

4483); the chord of an arc; 

crescent; the moon at 

her quarters on the 8th 

and 23rd days. Stringy or 

thready, as a pulse. See 

13A 29- 

To 

S /Hi Si Siam. The first cha¬ 

racter is said to be an imitation 
of the native word Sayam, mean¬ 
ing a reddish brown, and al¬ 
luding to the colour of the people. 
“Siam” is said to be the Bur¬ 
mese Sham, written Sciam by the 
Portuguese. 

they beat their 

drums and sang to the sound 
of stringed instruments. 

^ Ii M ® study in sPrins> 
music in summer. 

^ a lute. 

the chord of an arc. 

IE® the sine. 

the cosine. 

— 57 St — 57 dEhsim is 
a name for the half-moon, when 
one side of it is curved and the 
other straight. See 12,509. 

and ~"]j\ the first and 

third quarters of the moon. 

m the pulse is thready. 

name of a small feudal 

State. 

To illuminate, as the sun. 

in lit m iik m ns« %; 
order to illumine the darkness 
of his generation. 
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4482 

See^ 

A. hint, hit an 

Even Lower. 

-H 

44*3 

R% 
C.yn 

H. hen 
F. hi eng 
W. ye 

N .yen 
P. hsien 

M.hsiian 
Y. hsiei, swei 

Sz. hsuan 

K.hydn 
]. ken, gen 
A. huen 

Even Lower. 

Indigestion ; dyspepsia. 

dyspeptic symptoms of 

various kinds. 

H blind piles; a large ex¬ 

trusion of the intestines. 

The string of a musical 

instrument. 

t/]jL t0 play the lute. See 2109. 

—* $1 a stl'ing of an instru¬ 

ment. 

the two-stringed violin,— 

having only two strings, tuned 
at an interval of a fifth from 
each other, the bow passing 
between them. 

EE ^ or ^ tke three¬ 

stringed guitar (Japanese sami 
sen), — generally played with a 
plectrum. Introduced under the 

7G Yuan dynasty. 

JItJ the violin,—also known 

as the four-stringed IS 

W ; see 2109. 

pH m or 3H m to tune the 
strings. 

to strike the string,—with 

a plectrum; see 10,340. 

mm to sweep the strings. 

the bridge of a violin. 

m m & °\ e m n <» 
understand stringed instruments, 

m m Wi Z M to hear 
sounds of playing and singing. 

h u m ra & m m *° 
hear the string and song, and 
to divine the refined meaning,- 
to be able to put two and two 
together. 

ID? to break a string; to lose 

one’s wife. 

H RMl ch'vng* jg to 

re-adjust the broken string. 

g| to splice the (broken) 

string,—to marry another wife. 
The phrase is said to refer to 
the splicing of a guitar-string, 
with blood from an argus phea¬ 

sant, by Wu Ti of the 

Han dynasty. 

$km i 151 ^to put a 
new string,—to a guitar. 

4483 

4484 

See ~^T 

A. hie/:, huen 

Even Lower. 

4485 

See * 

A. /lien, huen 

Even Lower. 

4486 

C. yti 
W .ye 

See 

A. Men, hiian 

Even Lower. 

S 

lian 

4487 
R. ‘ 

C. 
H. 
F.hang 
\V. a 

N. yen, aah 
P. hsien 

M. hsien, han 
Y. hsia/tg 

Sz. hsien, han 

K. han 
J. kan, ken 

A. hyan 

Even Lower. 

to break one’s guitar-string, 

—as Yii Po-ya did 

at the death of III 
Chung Tzu-ch‘i, because there 
was no one left to appreciate 
his music. 

The stomach of an ox. 

41 bullock’s tripe. 

The side of a ship; 

gunwale; bulwarks. 

|£ to Pluck a 
water-chestnut and beat time 
with it on the boat’s side. 

The millipede or gally- 

worm, known as J§ 

iS 1t$ it the millipede envies 

the snake,—its power of moving 
without legs. 

Leisure ; quiet; idleness; 

vacant; unoccupied. [The 

correct form of 1601. 

To be distinguished from 

Pi 4494-] Set <s§ 10,877. 

US) leisure; spare time. 

M S » M * ” M ffl 

BS1 iflt 01 fj|| at leisure; 

nothing to do; in repose. 

W (or ) Pleasure- 

loving; idle. 

m ft °r ra ® »' M Jg 
unemployed; living retired. 

not able to find time. 

|]j] to find leisure for. 

it * m ra to steal a little 

leisure when busy. 

- 0 n. m - 0 
when you get a day to idle, idle 
for a day. 

or 

% 

4487 

in m m Bg when the country 

is at rest,-from external troubles. 

to have a chat. 

fM] W or M Inf talk on thin§s 
in general; chit-chat; gossip; 
scandal. 

HI] 15 7 — # havin§chat- 
ted awhile. 

fMJ # or fM) ffor 'M or 

fMj M t0 strolI> 

fU to take relaxation; to play 

truant; disbanded, as troops. 

mm light literature. 

m k or Dfl A unemployed 

persons, — generally in a bad 
sense. 

1 Afti no admittance 

except on business. 

PJ] to idle about; flaner. 

ffj] ^ or fH3 j§| an idler; a 

loafer. 

mm idlers; disreputable. 

ft haoK M »A the idle hand, 

—always up to some mischief. 

jit Uf] Hfj t0 be Siven t0 
laziness and shirking work. 

[H] ^ to look idly on. 

m a - m # s be& 
gars. 

fTB] a ift <0 beg¬ 
in] PI a private door. 

HI] l|j. private affairs. See 3883. 

it« m & is % w mi 
^ this cat, how is it that it is 

not minding its own business? 

m g ra & ra w <° get 
into trouble from meddling with 
matters which do not concern 
one. 

|£|x| [||] private; retired. 

those who live retired from the 
world do not fail to have dis¬ 
positions different from the or¬ 
dinary. 

ttra to waste one’s time, 

ra it vacant land. 

|jg ordinarily. See 10,877. 

mm a passing cloud. 

mm straggling creepers. 
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r 
4487 

4488 

*• vi 
F. -hang 

*• m ns 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

mm irrelevancies. 

m simple,—in style (of poe 

try). 

ffjj 3^ easy-going; smooth,—of 

style in writing, etc. 

$ .1 Bfl & horse and car 

riage jogging quietly along. 

mu anger at something that 

does not concern one. 

1? Pi] a pause,—such is 

the definition of in the phr. 

# ^ A.An-v-2- 

Read chien*. 

1601. 

Courageous; martial. 

^ ^ fl/J] ^ how grave is he 
and dignified! 

m 

4489 

*-f!l 

Hi] 

Even Lower. 

449° 

m 
See (H] 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

4491 

See fltfj 

. gian, han 

Rising Lower 

and Upper. 

Refined; accomplished 

i||| refined. 

zjtfh skilled in; conversant with. 

% A #(1 he has long been 
skilled in strategy. 

/jjj| well acquainted with 

the rules of etiquette. 

^ ^ IH W a sLHed 
speaker of some Chinese dialect. 

Contented; happy. 

Also, disquieted. 

fill*) M Phased; joyous. Also, 

sternly. 

tfJj) ^ A ^ ^ anxiously 

reflecting on the faults of others. 

Brave; valiant. Wrath¬ 

ful. Used with 4488. 

k% m anger. 

m 
449 2 

R.-Hflll 

C. Shan, lhan 
H. ckan 
F. kang3 

N. gieh 

P. Shsien, 
clisten 

Y. chiang3 
K. han 

J. kan, ken 
A.Znyan, 

k-gian 

Even 
Irregular. 

4493 

iJt$ 
See m 

Even and 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper. 

4494 

K-JPJ 
H. | han 
F. hang 
W. a 

N. yen, aan 
P. ) 

M. J hsicn 
Sz. ) 

Y. hsiang 
K. han 

. kan, gen 
A. nian 

Even Lower. 

Convulsions; fits. 

ail convulsions,—in children 

^ convulsions caused by 

phlegm. 

HI spasms or convulsions 

caused by fright. 

Ill ifil epBeptic fits. 

the Httie pt 
has had a fit. 

To watch; to peep at. 

rf BiH M A ffi £ 
-fy I will spy out where my good 

man goes to. 

» A to peep at the 

women. 

Read listen1. The cornea 

of the eye. 

IrjJ Bflj fjf| die cornea covers 

the pupil. 

do be well trained. 

Large. A boundary; a 

barrier; a fence. Used for 

44§7- 

[5J $§ Wt 1*1 his four horses 
display their training. 

pfc] Si M*J wel1 trained to 
observe every rule. 

Pd ^ trained; broken in; ac¬ 

customed to. 

m n m F4 large are the 

many pillars,—of the temple. 

A Si 7 Sw ft] if as regards 

the great virtues a man does 
not transgress,—he may do so 
in the small ones. 

Pll Al 1M £ ^ t0 defend the 
doctrines of the ancient sages, 

to hinder; to prevent. 

to guard against. 

PkJ ■'ff 11$ bar out depravity 

and foster sincerity. 

J§P4 a pen for horses; a corral. 

Jp* ptl p|| ^ the mulberry- 

planters stand idly about. 

Sm fif Pll pfcj the engines of 
assault were sluggishly plied. 

4495 

See 

Even Lower. 

4496 

R-i 

See 

Even Lower. 

4497 

x 2 

4498 

R j^ I5a- 

C. I , 
| ham 

F. hang 
W .a 

N. yen, aan 

M. j hsien 

Y. hsiang, liaa 
Sz. hsien 
K. ham 

. ban, gan 
A. ham 

Even Lower. 

The silver pheasant 

known as (Euplo 

camus nycthemerus'). It is 

the badge worn by civi 

officials of the 5 th grade 

such as ^ Department 

Magistrates and |s] sub 

Prefects. 

Name of a mountain in 

Honan. 

a famous mountain 

pass in Honan. 

See 3810. 

All; entirely. To unite. 

The 31st Diagram. The 

music of the Emp. Yao. 
Also read han2. 

$*\ ^ throughout the 

region of Chou all rejoice. 

ft y}] all shared equally 

in the achievement. 
yt ipj 

IpjJG men and things 

&X *?£ tw 1=E that Yin 
should have received the appoint¬ 
ment (of Heaven) was entirely 
right. 

mu mm all nations are at 

peace. 

everybody knows 

it. 

4 
all prospering 

'M ^ jffl a11 in stock; great¬ 

est choice,—a shop notice, 

it all; altogether. 

|^J all alike. 

a general wish or thought. 

^ ^ all assembled together, 

all saw it; seen of all. 

iH name of a northern star. 

* disag reeing; a discrepancy. 

were on bad terms. 

H?- Hsien Feng,—the name of 

the reign of the Emperor who 
ruled China from 1851 to 1862. 

pjt Wr Hsien-yang, — in Shensi; 

the capital under the Ilf; Ch'ins. 
See 12,577. 
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4499 

45°o 

9 
45QI 

Scc 
Even Lower. 

The nylghau (Portax 

picttis); an elk. 

9 
45°2 

A. sham 

Even Upper. 

v2 

45°3 

R-B 

C. ham 
H. K-iam 

F.hang 
Y. hsiang 

K. ham 
J. kan 

A. ham 

Even Lower, 

See 3831. 

See 1612. 

45°4 

ham 

R. 

C. 
H. 

F. hang, v. 

keirtg 
W .a 

N.yen, a ah 

M. I hshn 

Y. hsiang, //oa 
Sz. hsien 

K. ham 

J. kan, 

A. ham 

Even Lower. 

A flat bivalve, known as 

found on the coast 

of Shantung. 

Sincerity. To bring into 

harmony. 

S. M Jg St perfect sincerity 

touches the gods. 

at 2 it M P 4' K 
(the king) but effect a great har¬ 
mony with the people. 

Salt; salted; bitter 

brackish. See 12,073. 

salted vegetables, 

salt fish. 

pH a salt and sour flavour. 

± salt land. 

sw to be accustomed 

to bitter trials. 

^ brackish water. 

salt-water sister,—a 

name given to the class of Can¬ 
tonese girls who are the kept 
mistresses of foreigners. 

tK fUf son§s suns by the 
above. 

7lC m pidgin-English. 

2|C Hr ffslr badly-spoken 

Mandarin. 

4505 
R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

An antelope; an elk. 

Same as ^ 7208. 

4506 

ham 
c. 
H. 

F. hang, hang, 
v. being 

W. a, 

N. ngaah 
P. hsien 
M. hsien, han 
Y. hsiang^ haa 

Sz. hsien, han 
K. ham 
J. kan,gan 

A. ham 

Even Lower. 

To carry in the mouth; 

to gag; a bit; to control. 

Rank; official title. See 

3198. Also written . 

m rij mwhen I go abroad, 

I carry my grief with me. 

to&W.Z 
^jr like soldiers advancing ra¬ 

pidly, gag in mouth, upon the 
enemy. [Chinese soldiers making 
a night attack are gagged with 
a piece of wood fastened like 
a bit, to prevent talking in the 
ranks.] 

a horse’s bit. 

mmwn to carry a bracelet 

in the beak as recompense,— 
alluding to the story of a bird 

saved from death by one j 

Yang Pao; which bird, to requite 
its preserver, brought every day 
a fine piece of jade and laid it 
at his feet. 

M or#r to feel grateful, 

to hold a horse in. 

to restrain one’s anger. 

\ir ^ IHi iij pledg>ng °ne an 
other with wine. 

1? or fit '4sor M ^ 
the full official title of an officer. 

a board inscribed with 

the rank and titles of an officia 
and carried before him in pro¬ 
cession. 

ffl- la! I'gj’ to hold brevet 

rank as sub-Prefect. 

nominal or brevet rank. 

uniting titles,— as when 

several officials join in a me¬ 
morial, etc. 

to call out titles,—as at a 

levee. 

to receive the sovereign’s 

commands. 

a name for ginseng. 

45°7 

c. 
H. 

ham 

F. hang, v. 
kajig 

W .ga ‘ 

N. eih, ngaah 
P. hsien 
M. hsien, han 
Y. hsiang, haa 

Sz. han 
K. ham 

J -gan 
A. ham 

Even Lower. 

4508 

R% 
C.yn 
H. yen 
F. yong 
W. ye, v. dzie'- 
N. v. zaah 
P. ) 
M. > hsien 

Sz. \ 
Y. yet, hsiei 
K. yon, son 
J. sen, zen 
K. jier 

Even Lower. 

To hold in the mouth. 

A vulgar form of 4506. 

~j\ to hold in the mouth. 

m gs> m to carry grass to 

build a nest. 

the martin takes 

mud in its beak,—to build its 
nest. 

,,/A- 
to have a sugared 

olive in the mouth,—to be quite 
satisfied. 

t}!p may you hold a (hot) 

iron ball in your mouth,—in 
hell, as a punishment for the 
lies you tell! 

III 43 the moon half- 

obscured behind the hill. 

Spittle ; saliva; water 

flowing. Also read yen2, 

nien2, and ch‘ien~. 

^jE saliva. 

$§ l|l® °r a bib. 

pj j^iE the mouth watering. 

[ to drivel; to water at 

the mouth. 

M £ H J# 'M m to speak 
of it positively makes the mouth 
water. 

m 2< my moutb bas 

long watered for it. 

mm the mucus of snails. 

si m °r m drag°n’s 
spittle,—ambergris, of which an 
imitation is made by mixing 
Borneo camphor and musk. 

shameless effron 

tery. 

Read hsien11'. 

3E water flowing along. 

45°9 

r-s«s 
s" \{} |S 

Even and 

Rising Upper. 

A kind of hoe; also read 

hsien3. Sharp; acute. 

^i|J sharp. 

^ the sharp pen,—of a clever 

writer. 

clever at writing 

poetry. 

Read hierv’. To cut; to 

hewT. 



HSIEN 

w 
4517 The yapping bark of a 

R- M little dog. 

Rising Upper. 

(jffj See 3806. 

45l8 

W 
4519 

A dog with a long nose 

like a greyhound. 

mb $|! $jC tribes of the north, 

See ii& —an early name of the Hsiung- 

Rising Upper. 
nu (Huns). 

Iff Correct form of 4441. 

4520 

m 
4521 

Sleet; snow and rain. 

sleet. 

[ 56i ] 

j. 

4510 

R-Stli 
C. lam- 

H. kam’ 
F. cPang 
W. cPa, Pa’ 

N. cHen 
P. ihsien’, 

cPan, chien3 
M. chsien’, 

hart‘s cPan 
K. ham 
J. kart, gan 
A. lam'- 

Kising and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

4511 

R Sf 
C. lam'¬ 
ll. kam’ 
F. cPang 

W. cPa 

N. cPien 
P. 'cPien, 

churi’, hsien 
K. 

kan 
A. /<?»» 

Rising 

Irregular. 

4512 

Bars; railing; a cage. 

IttS an encl°sure; a pen. 

a garden fence. 

|Ej ]pL a cart with a cage on it 

for holding prisoners, also known 

as 0$. Often used merely 

in the sense of “prison.” 

'imf 3^ iffi to send in a cage 

to the capital. 

Read tan*. A thres¬ 

hold ; a door-sill. See ^ 
8607. 

a low wall, as at an 

entrance gate or door, to keep 
out animals, etc. 

A wooden room. A war- 

vessel for defence, in which 

the men fight behind wood¬ 

en walls capable of resisting 

stones and arrows. 

R. Sill 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

SC 
4513 

% 
C.yn 
H. hen 

hieng 
W. ye 

N. yen 

M. | hsien 
Sz. \ 
Y. hsiei 

K. hyon 
ken 

A. hien 

Even Lower. 

a war-junk. 

Hi a large vessel. 

"F Hm was about to let 
down the gangway. 

ff Hi a Hying ship; an air¬ 

ship. 

The noise of carts; a 

cart with a cage on it. See 

4510. 

*** the great waggons 

go lumbering along. 

Good; virtuous; worthy; 

excelling others. See 9602. 

P^ J^ a man of lofty virtue; a 

worthy man; the good man par 
excellence. Wine; see 2260. 

p^ ]jjl; the list of successful chiijen. 

former worthies,—a term 

applied to certain philosophers 
associated with Confucius in the 
Confucian temple. 

p^ ^ lofty virtue. 

HP p^ a village worthy. 

% 'illESS in worth al¬ 

most the equal of Mencius. 

K' 
45x3 

45x4 

m % 

See If i£) 
Even Lower. 

!tt 
45*5 

m 
45l6 

III* when you see 

worthy men, strive to equal them 
See 4295. 

to crave for virtue 

as (for water) when thirsty. 

wxw to deem worthy what 

(the ancients) deemed worthy, 

||j self-righteous. 

MM chang3 to put 

age before worth,—as when di¬ 
viding an estate among brothers. 

W )L or pj^ my worthy 

brother,—used to a brother or 
friend. 

p^ ^ my worthy wife. 

p^ my good young friends,— 

a term of respect to juniors, 

gf Jg the great and small,—of 

mankind. 

p^ virtuous and filial. 

W virtuous women. 

worth and excellence. 

^ j|iC kind and virtuous; good 

and gentle. 

\* a reputation for goodness. 

^ js£ or 5^ ^ good and vir¬ 

tuous,—of women, 

r h officers worthy of confi¬ 

dence. 

? virtuous; discreet. 

a complimentary title 

often used by a man to his wife 

ft V. a name for India. See 

9813 yen2. 

that one is better 

than this. 

8 ft making me 

serve thus as if I alone were 
worthy. 

I alone toil. 

RH V- 
H. v. san 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Difficult; slow; laborious. 

% S ti i’) W) ffil ?! ?| 
when the breath of spring gently 
moves, movement slowly begins, 
—of nature in spring-time. 

Same as 45 13. 

See 3805. 

Jb v» 
4522 

R 

See 

Rising Upper. 

4523 

R. 

C. hyn 

H. hen 
F. hieng 

W. hsie 
N. hsien 
p. ) 

M. ) hsien 
Sz. ] 

Y. hsiei 

to % PH % 
when snow falls, it first forms as 
sleet. 

iit HI to look up and try 

to catch sleet,—a vain attempt. 

p,!J ^ M to ftalas! mytears 
fall like rain. 

1? & an unorthodox form of 

Buddhism. 

Motes in a sunbeam; 

infinitesimal ; impalpable. 

Thready; fibrous. The 

name of Facfur, the Em¬ 

peror who officially surren¬ 

dered Manzi to Kublai’s 

general, Bayan. 

To be evident; to dis¬ 

play; to be illustrious. To 

seem; to look; to appear. 

See 4539, 9918, 13,391. 

$f£ HI the will of God is 

evident. 

though out of 

sight, he acted as though under 
inspection. 

71 
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i«l*\ 
4523 

K.hyon 
. ken 

A. hien 

Rising Upper. 

4524 

£ a £ «? m m m a 
^ ^ j|^ ^ the economy of 

the Cheng Kuan period (a.d. 
627—650) brings into relief the 
extravagance of the Then Pao 
period (a.d. 742—756). 

was not his glory 

conspicuous? 

7$ S §5 ffi ff show me how 
to display a virtuous conduct. 

most illustrious is 

R 

JMr 
4525 

C. hei, syn 
H. sen 

sieng 
W. tie 

N. sien 

the excellent virtue,—of our so¬ 
vereign. 

honours; marks of distinct 

ion. 

or H| ^ to be evident; to be 

manifest; plainly seen, as objects 
under a microscope; obvious. 

m T' i m to explain too 

vaguely 

lift* to sound refined, 

—as music. 

fH to be successful in life 

|IS to be notable; to be famous 

it« * ffi t m tm 
a St this affair must come out 

Ip! a deceased father. 

HI H| or a divine ma¬ 

nifestation 

to make his ways 

known; to manifest the truth 
to all mankind. 

H M 1% f rJ % If il is clear 
that his evidence is not true 

to make a display of 

one’s skill. 

lg clear; lucid. 

PI ink a microsc°Pe- 

JH it is evidently. 

gg ||| to show disregard of. 

m iff) M M Perfectly easyto 
see; obvious. 

||j| jfl^ t0 come out>—as the truth 
||| or mm to show off, or 

praise one’s own things 

Same as 4523. 

A fire. Also read hsi4. 

;.l 
hsien 

M 

Y. hsiei 

Sz. hsien 
K. hii^ son 

. ki\ sen 

A. £, tieti 

Sinking and 

Rising Upper. 

Lower. 

Pc > > the country has 

gone through troops and burning, 
—as from the passage of rebels or 
an invading army. 

^ what remains from 

and burnings of 

&1 > > 
the ravages 
troops. 

The autumnal hunt of ^^3 

4526 
ancient Emperors. A judi¬ 

cial progress through the 

country. To kill. 

See$f 

A. lien, kien 
3jS EB to hunt. 

Rising Upper. iHt die sPring and autumn 
hunts. 

/jj|| to destroy utterly; to ex¬ 

tirpate. 

A pitfall to catch wild 

beasts; a hole in the ground 
4527 used for pounding rice, etc. 

R-Pg [To be distinguished from 

See Pg § 12,943.] 

Sinking 

Lower. g a pitfall; a trap. 

)^ g a pit to catch tigers. 

To fall down; to fal 

m into; to sink. To involve; 
4528 to beguile. See 10,554, 

R-fg 3°- io,793- 

j ham 
MW Pg t0 ^ad>—as a building or 

F.hang 
W. a 

N. yen 

cliff. 

fig the city has fallen,—been 

M. ! hsim 
captured. 

Y. hsiang 
K. ham 

pg it has submitted to Li. 

J. kan, gan 

A. ham 
Qinl’i’rwv 

r|i pg the cart is stuck 

in the mud. 

I®* to fall into water. 

I®# to fall into a well, 

pg Mb ® to sink into hell. 

US S I® T fcl i*) the arrow 

head was left in the flesh. 

$S % i® 'A T T 
he died, he would have causec 
his father to commit an un 
righteous act. 

4528 

r 
4530 

R. 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

At/4 

4529 

R'l® 
j ham 

F. ang, hang 
W. ga 

M. 1 hsi‘n 
Y. haa 
K. ham 
J. kan,gan 

A. ham 

Sinking 
Lower. 

a pitfall; to fall into a pit. 

See 2153. 

Pi to entrap. 

I®ii overwhelmed in; absorbed 

in; sunk in, as in vice. 

V& Pi $fT mud cl°gge<i the 
horses’ feet. 

I® P to be involved in crime. 

pg to involve in trouble; to 

get others into a scrape. 

I® A Til to seduce men to 

do wrong. 

Mi! lit Pi stronsand not to 
be forced. 

Pi $p t0 submit,—as a city. 

The fruit, meat, sugar, 

etc., put inside cakes or 

dumplings. An intention; 

a secret. 

Q the stuffing or inside of 

cakes. 

t^f Jy* filled with fruit. 

|t‘| Ha meat 

t & ft s is m a 
I don’t know what the stuffing 
is,— what his inmost opinions or 
feelings are. 

mi the stuffing has 

come out,—the secret is out. 

To present; to offer up 

to a superior or in sacrifice 

To show; to exhibit. See 

6452. 

i or % ® or 0 ± or 
a r#t to present; to offer to 

to hand tea. 

W ® ^ he fills the CUP 
and hands it. 

fg to offer presents. 

T <& ft he presents it 

before the duke,—of quarry. 

t0 Present as tribute. 

^ red trays for sending pre 

sents. 

to submit plans; to offer 

advice. 

^ Je. ffl. t0 offered up 

to our august ancestors. 
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45 3L 
R ^7C 
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to surrender the 

city and return to allegiance. 

^jf to memorialise the Throne 

of a victory. 

If ^ show your skill in 

shooting. 

or to ingratiate 

See 

K.iin 
gin, go n 

A. hiert 

Sinking and 
Rising Upper, 

oneself with; to toady; to ex 
hibit (her) fascinations. 

# Jtfc iM 1ft be he has 
ingratiated himself with the 
master. 

to borrow flowers 

to offer to Buddha,—to make a 
present at another man’s expense 

IfDt ^ some one drew atten 

tion to this,—of tattered clothes. 

® % aE UC ife* because 
of the insufficiency of their 
records and their wise men. 

H|j to help one to food, etc., 

at a meal. 

Hj- to give advice. 

jjljt to furnish pleasure to. 

to expose one’s hideous¬ 

ness,—to make an object of one¬ 
self; said of any woman who is 
seen too much, or improperly, 
in public. 

a District in Chihli, where 

there is a large Jesuit establish 
ment. 

An earthen vessel in two 

parts, used in steaming, the 

bottom of the upper part 

being perforated. It stands 

on three legs. 

4532 
R. 

C. syn 
H. sen 
F. sieng, v. 

siang 

tie 
sieh 

Sz, 
hsien 

Y. hsiei 

A thread; a wire ; a 

streak. Length, as a di¬ 

mension (see 12,089). A 

clue; a trace. A fuse. [To 

be distinguished from 

7884.] 

hempen fibres; unspun 

thread. 

/'*3 silk thread. 

4532 
K. son 

J. sen 
A. (ten, t'uen 

Sinkmg 
Upper. 

M. 
4533 

a reel of thread. 

—‘ a ske>n of thread, 

to spin thread, 

cotton for making thread 

■tfc coloured thread. 

H £l blue and white 
striped. 

nee(lle and thread; needle 

work; to sew. 

M a sempstress. 

is to sew- 

Hi# stitches. 

0 iBt: one more stitch 
to be got out of the day,—as 
by a sempstress when the days 
begin to lengthen. 

jtf| that which draws the 

thread,—a needle. 

ft 10 31 to act as intro¬ 

ducer,—between strangers. 

&E fjjf UH g'rt with the red 

thread,—which is supposed to 
supernaturally unite couples 
destined to be married. 

ns 9886. 

£ j|$ cat’s-cradle. 

iron wire. 

•till to draw out (iron) wire,— 

for needle-making. 

—‘ ^ a streak of light. 

^ there is 
only one way left or one course 

See 

open 
s; <■ to hold the clue to. 

A or X a spy. 

Up t0 PlaY the spy. 

to hire a spy. 

A III ^ a s^ow match; a fuse. 

a four-sided reel for wind¬ 

ing silk. 

%. a telegram; a “wire.” See 

11,201. 
S/b a Chinese musket; a gingal. 

common small joss-sticks. 

71 Sit & conic sections, 

a parabola. 

See 1671. 

w 
4534 

r .m 

See *^* 

A. ngien 

Sinking and 
Rising Upper 
and Lower. 

Pjt 
4535 

“■tl 

Sec IJi 
A. ngien 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

4536 
R. 

Seelg 

Rising Lower. 

4537 
R. 

See 

A. ngien 

Rising Lower. 

A weather-cock. Usee 

for HI 4540. 

2 rant £ like a weather¬ 

cock in the wind, not a moment 
at rest. 

f^] a spy- 

craven; fearful. 

Read chHen4. To be like 

11 35: 2 & like a younger 

sister to God,—so beautiful was 
she. 

To vomit without 

retching, as a baby; to 

puke. Also read hsien*. 

Mud ; mire; an embank- 

4538 

■MS 
S“I| 

Rising Lower. 

4539 

R-H 
C. yn 
H. hen 

F. hi eng 
W. ye 

N .yen 

| hsien 

Y. hsiei 

Sz. hsien 

ment. 

A steep hill. 

lljj^ name of a mountain in 

Kiangsu. 

iiti. ill name of a mountain in 

Hupeh. 

The sun appearing; warm 

sunlight. 

The glitter of gems. To 

become visible; to be made 

manifest; to appear; see 

JE, hsien4 1671. Now; at 

present. 

Jjjl JjJ to appear; to become visi¬ 

ble; to break out, as a rash. 

mm to be exposed; to show. 
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4539 
K. hion 
J. ken, gen 
A. kiert 

Sinking 
Lower. 

to show its shape; to 

assume form, as supernatural 
beings are supposed to do. See 

452 3- 

ill MM 
has shown his real shape,—used 
in the sense of “his true colours.” 

fjK ^ tbe dragon there¬ 

upon assumed its shape,—as a 
dragon, having been previously 
invisible. 

M M UJ IS T he really did 
appear,—after death. 

^ B £ never t0 
appear again. 

in II immediately 

there appeared a shadow of 
Buddha,—on the ground. 

^ H ^ A' 0^ B6dhi 
sattvas (= angels) are not seen 
nowadays. 

it has often ap¬ 

peared,—as a ghost. 

t * * s, m tu ^ 
A, ip m & A Til 

M ft A?B 
|Jj the literature of all past 

ages, although issuing direct from 
man, is really a manifestation 
of God, the human voice being 
merely the vehicle by which this 
is accomplished. 

H # or IS 4*or M M 
or or J|jl ^ now; at 

the present moment. 

— % — M ?E everyday 

is a day gained. Also used in 
the sense of living from hand 
to mouth, of being paid by the 
day, etc. 

IS ra ‘$3 il £ k is Just 
now ebb-tide. 

4 II ft ft ft there are now 

Buddhist priests living there. 

HttkfB recompense (i.e. either 

reward or punishment) in this 
life,—instead of after death. 

IS B Wc has already been 
cancelled. 

1 have now in¬ 

structed the Magistrate. 

Jjjl or §1 ready money. 

mm* ready money and 

no credit given. 

4539 

454° 

rM 
See 

Rising Lower 

4541 

R. 

C. yn’- 
H. han 
F. hi eng'-, 

liaing'’ 
W. hie 
P. hsien 
M. hsien, han 
Y. haa 
K. hidn, han 
J. ken, 
A. liien-, 

ngien- 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

the cheaper sort of 

“fantan,” for which 50 cash is 
the lowest stake. See 3383. 

n# in stock; on hand. 

mn to buy for the occasion. 

HIS® I want ready money, 

—no credit given. 

mmmm you can draw on 

us for whatever amount is lying 
to your credit,—i.e. no advances 
made. 

Iljl to do a thing on the spur 

of the moment without previous 
preparation; to make to order. 

M pa IS 1$ to prePare food 
for use as wanted. 

m>& ready made,—as clothes, 

etc. 

havey°u 
any ready made? 

a ready-made article. 

m>& IS a stock phrase. 

il# the glimpse of events be¬ 

yond this life granted to a vir¬ 
tuous man upon his deathbed. 

% m have made a 

fool of myself; I have been sold. 

To look at with fear. 

'fiiHifr 0| flj| craven; trembling. 

See 4534. 

dangerous; treacherous, 

orioles. 

the melodious 

Edible greens of various 

kinds, such as Artemisia, 

Chenopodium, etc. 

ji or Jt # spinach. 

IS j£* false spinach; goose 

foot (Chenopodium). 

^|J Amarantus spinosus, L. 

.fit ft purslane (Portulaca 

oleracea, L.). 

s&J* (or Malva ver- 

iicillata, L. 

f I Malva parvi 

flora, L. 

Acalypha gemina, Spr 

4542 
34 R, 

C. chyn 
H. chan 
F.1 hie fig, v. 

Slieu 
W. v. fld cho 
N. v. iyiien- 

kah3 
P. hsien 
J. ken 
A. ngien 

Rising Upper. 

Vf 

4543 
R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4544 

w MVP 
4545 

C. yiin 
H. yen 
F. kaing 
W .yiief 
N. yiien 

M. ! hsUn 
Y. hsiei 
Sz. hsien 
K. hidn 
J. ken 
A. hiien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Small, smooth bivalves. 

A small black insect with a 

red head; see §£ 5487- 

mussels or clams without 

their shells,—as frequently sold 
in the south. 

raw clams seasoned. 

a b’nd °ymussel f°ur>d 

at Canton. 

a pond for rearing mussels. 

^ clam-shell or bivalve 

phrases,—a name for the so-called 
“dissyllables” or characters used 

always in pairs, such as , 
r/tf 
V& > etc. 

A small chisel, called 

. A javelin or spear. 

Same as 4521. 

To hang; to be suspend¬ 

ed 5 see 4819. A political 

division which is known 

under the term “District,” 

and is a subdivision (lit. a 

dependency) of a Prefecture, 

an independent sub-Prefec- 

ture, or an independent 

Department; see 3682. 

he who administers the 

Hsien,—the District Magistrate. 

IP the title of a District Ma¬ 

gistrate under the it m 

Northern Chou dynasty. 

the title of a District Ma¬ 

gistrate under the ^ Ch‘in and 

'ftfi Han dynasties, whose juris¬ 

diction comprised over 10,000 
households. 

M (c/iang3) the title of a Dist 

Magistrate whose jurisdiction 
comprised less than 10,000 house¬ 
holds. 

£ or or 

or 

A W 

ijr popular terms for 

a District Magistrate. See below. 
[The first is an old term for “the 
government of the Emperor.” 
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/fyjv 

4545 

assistant District Magis-I 

trate. 

Km* deputy of the District 

Magistrate, told off to administer 
some outlying portion of the 
District. 

mm the chief town of a District. 

W ^at District within which 

lies the provincial capital. 

p|| the jyam£n of a District 

Magistrate. 

mm Prefectures and Districts 

njffl m Prefects and Magistra 

tes of Departments and Districts 
These officials are charged with 
the collection of revenue, the 
maintenance of order, the pri¬ 
mary dispensation of justice, the 
conduct of the examinations, 
the management of the govern¬ 
ment postal service, etc. etc. 

^ § a clerk in a District Ma¬ 

gistracy. 

the public school of a 

District. 

^ the Educational officers of 

a District. 

% 01 m M, the District 
Magistrate’s examination of stu¬ 
dents. 

He head on the list at 

the District Magistrate’s exa¬ 
mination of candidates. 

&B to drag to the Magistrate’s 

yamSn. 

t nm not belonging to the 

same District. 

a confiscation- 

of-property District Magistrate, 
—a term of reproach applied 
to an extortionate magistrate. 

ill jii ma p°°r resion- 
?£ m (= f&T Bp )the flowery 

District,—alluding to the story 

of a Magistrate, named if 
who paid all the debts of de¬ 
faulting debtors on condition that 
each one so assisted would plant 
a peach tree, the result being 
that at the expiration of the Ma¬ 
gistrate’s term of office the whole 
District was covered with flowers. 

jfcm a poetical name for China. 

Ja name for India (see 9813 

yen1). 

T the daughter of an SIB I 
Imperial prince of the second 
degree. 

R. 

C. sy 
H. 
F. 
W. 

sieng 
. zie 

N .joii 

P. ' 
M J hsien 

1. hsiei 
Sz. hsien 
K. son 

/p/D 

4545 

4546 

>n 
sen 

sen 
A. tien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

daughter of an 

Imperial prince of the fourth 
degree. Under the Mings, the 

great granddaughter of a 

Read hsuan2 or hsien1. 

To hang up; to suspend. 

See m 4819. 

suspended drums. 

suspended in midair,—as 

a balloon. 

"if ^ f I ^ 
the ancients spoke of this (death) 
as God cutting down a man sus¬ 
pended in the air. See 4819. 

To desire eagerly (see 

13,510. To praise. An 

overplus. 

rr* h n. be not like those rnv flit HA 'gK 

who are ruled by their likings 
and desires. 

& to be very fond of. 

a m » makes one’s 

not covet what 

mouth water. 

M it A do 
others have. 

ft it K 1 often lon§ 
for the people of the Ch‘en vil¬ 
lage. 

ffc to delight. 

^ 1 t ^ 
those who have lost favour are 
full of envy of those who are 
enjoying it,—of Imperial concu¬ 
bines. 

U H ft <01 very charming; 
admirable. 

w fl 

Mi to praise. 

^ to extol his virtue. 

A'fM eight 
sons, although a lot, are not much 
esteemed if they are crows. 

|Jtj ^ ^ all around there is 

enough and to spare. 

0 -f fIT JE from the over 

plus of one to supply the defi¬ 
ciency of another. 

Sit * fl Z -1 %£ Z 
fill up the deficiencies and 
cut out the redundancies, 
editing. 

in 

4546 

ilix* 

4547 
R. ‘ 

C. hyn 
H. hen 
F. hiong3, 

chieng 
W. hsie 

N. hsien 

P- ( 
M. 
Y. hsiei 
Sz. hsien 
K. hon 
J. ken, kon 
A. Men 

Sinking 
Upper. 

hsien 

' or ■ • chi' an overplus, 

H an “immortal” or demi¬ 

god, whose aid was invoked by 

the First Emperor 

A pattern ; an example ; 

a law. A ruler; strictly 

an official above the rank 

of Prefect, but popularly 

applied to lower grades. 

M ^ % M a pattern to a11 
the States. 

<!: a pattern both to 

the civil and the military. Or, 
taking Wen Wang and Wu Wang 
as his pattern. 

he modelled him¬ 

self upon the perfection of Wen 
Wang and Wu Wang. 

let the wise (king) 

take (God) as his pattern. 

'jjjt J*] ^ pay careful attention 

to your laws. 

E ^ the min¬ 

isters observed the regular laws, 
—of their offices. 

||r Iffi. the statutes of government. 

i M I I do not be so com¬ 
placent. 

~)K. ^ t^ie high authorities,—used 

only of those of one’s own na¬ 
tionality. 

f§ a® )$£ M to resPect recog¬ 
nised authority. 

|||( prohibited by the autho¬ 

rities. 

—* (fc ^ the three highest pro¬ 

vincial officials. 

HI ft y°ur Excellency. 

L- ^ y°ur humane Excellency, 

-a conventional term. 

^ the Senior Censor. 

||| § or ^ ^ the official 

calendar. 

*14L to receive instructions 

from the high authorities. 

±1 the high authorities,—of 

a province. 

ilr m for the inspection or ap¬ 

proval of the high authorities. 

^ y°ur Excellency’s favour. 

your Excellency’s decision. 
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454» 

|R.g7C 

F.chieng 
IP. ‘hsien 
IM. hsien 

| See ^ 

(usually 
Sinking) 

IK. hiort 

Rising Upper 

^ ^ the supreme authorities; 

the authorities. 

^ ^ yt>ur Excellency’s visit or 

presence. 

H or y°ur Excellen¬ 

cy’s standard,—your abode. 

constitutional government. 

1st fa Stt Commission 

of Constitutional Reform. 

Read hsien"5. Illustrious 

|r ||r ^ conspicuously dis 

playing his excelling virtue. 

fis* almanacs. [In Ch‘ien 

Lung’s reign the last character 

was changed to ^ to avoid the 

Emp.’s personal name.] 

han 

4553 

c. 
H. 

F. aing, v. 
taing 

Vf.ye^ -a 
N .yen, aah 

M. I hsi‘n 
Y. hsiang 

Sz. hsien 

K. han 
kan, gen 

A. hen, han 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A curtain or screen at 

the front of a carriage. 

4549 

\*-% 

I See ^1^ 

Ij. sen, ten 

| A. yen 

Even Upper. 

455° 

|R-» 

See 

Rising Lower. 

4551 

4552 

To fly. 

n*® to soar and sail as a kite 

A threshold; a movable 

board at the foot of large 

entrance gate-ways. 

Same as 45 5°- 

Same as 4507. 

w 

A limit; a boundary; al 

restriction. 

^ there is a limit,—meaning I 

that the number or amount in 
question is not exaggeratedly 
large. 

m m boundless; illimitable; 

vast. 

#S£ jf. mm unconditionally. 

mm a limit of time; a fixed 

time. 

iXBSl to fix five days 

as the limit. 

{til* H % give him three 
days,—e.g. to find the thief. 

KJ^ fj within three days’ 

time. 

fj the appointed day or term. 

KftPlP 0 on the day of (the 

vessel’s) arrival in port. 

Jpjjg at the expiration of the 

time allowed. 

m ft within the limit. 

%m to extend the limit of time 

allowed. 

|5J| to Pass the limit of time- 

|Jj| ^ how many days do you 

allow ? 

KR Mthe great limit 
(i.e. death) is at hand. 

|iji j>£ or [ij{ $| a restriction. 

m% to fix a limit to. 

PlR ifi a rneasure; an estimate. 

|5JJ ^ to limit one’s food. 

mm it is difficult to restrain 

him. 

mo to give one a certain time 

to. 

mit to limit; to check. 

taut blows of limitation,—bod¬ 

ily punishments to runners or 
constables for not making a cap¬ 
ture in a fixed time. 

To take. To pull, as 

hair. 

Read hsin2. To choose. 

m ti & to drag in trifling | 

objections. 

W M to pub out cotton | 

wool,—of a snowfall. 

4554 

fitS# ft to copy from oldj 

records; to plagiarise. 

destructive criti¬ 

cism. 

4555 

Mf H 
C. ts'-'em, ts'-ym 
H. ts'-iam 

F. sing 
W. v. /W3 
N. ‘zing 

P. ‘chin 

Y. ich'-iei 

See fl|i 

Even Lower. 

To scald; to boil. Also| 

read chin% and hsin9. 

2^1 to scald the hair off,—as I 

from pigs. 

4559 

456* 

R1f 
C. sem 

H. tint 
F. sing 
W. sang 

N. sing 
|P. 1 
M. J hsin 

Sz. ) 
| Y. hsing 
K. sim 

| J. sin 
A. tern 

Even Upper. 

Same as 4467. 

Same as 4467. 

Same as 4467. 

Same as 4532. 

HSIN. 

Same as 4562. 

Same as 4562. 

The physical heart, which 

stands first among the 3l 

five viscera, and is the 

seat of the mind. Hence,| 

thought, intelligence, etc. 

Also, the moral heart orl 

nature. To ponder over. 

The centre ; the middle. 

The fifth of the zodiacal I 

constellations; see Tables,\ 

VB. Radical 61. See 

762, ^ 3825, % 10,053,| 

^ 5102, |f 9813, 1 

12,256, vf 11,965, $k\ 

13,258- 
the heart; the I 

A2 or & 

mind. 
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4562 ^ 7E his heart was already 

in a flutter. 

Aa' ^ or A& fg or p 
(J« 5315) the pit of the stomach. 

*1% Ao* P ^ felt a pain in 

the pit of his stomach. 

Aj> P A® iS t0 say what one 
thinks; to have the courage of 
one’s opinions. 

A it lifcifamanis 

of a proud disposition. See 2987. 

—‘ % 3E the mind 

is lord over the whole body. 

A$ Bil certain holes in the heart, 

a free passage through which is 
held to constitute intelligence. 

IfsE •'d'* Hfl y°u have no 
holes in your heart,— you are 
stupid. 

Aj) fJH T'* the holes in your 

heart are blocked up,—as above. 

& & sk a m * #, 
I dearly love him. 

t, * % A3> HR a he has a 

great deal of tact, or consider¬ 
ation. 

Ao* psychology. 

Aa' 7W to be aware. 

^ 9$ ffi IZl the mind 
does not know how it knows, 

very intimate,—as friends. 

Jd* JJJj £ bosom friends. 

E « S S 1 2 $ 
understanding must underlie all 
undertakings. 

Aa* flip the mind; the wits. 

Aa* fi$ a£ wandering in 

thought,—as a lunatic. 

Aj> to collect one’s 

thoughts. 

Aj> inmost feelings or opinions; 

mental reservations. Also, de¬ 
sign, as of a draughtsman. 

^ ffn ffi w <0 .s. a W 
Q yet I do not know 

what his real sentiments are,—- 
though such an old friend. 

Uf Ao* ,{§> a capital design, 

scheme, or plan, for an essay, 
picture, or manufactured article. 

M. Au* ^ ^ ^ in conse¬ 

quence of which (study) he went 
out of his mind. 

4562 

M Ao* to go out of one’s mind. 

Aa* suspected him to 

be “cracked.” 

;d* ^ absent-minded. 

Aj) t° use the mind; to apply 

oneself vigorously to. 

^ * ik BB a ^ «> 
handle (turn over) a book and 
ponder upon its meaning. 

* Aj) or p§* ;d* t° be cautious. 
4294. 

/J'* Ao* ^ 0Yer cautious. 

Ao* disturbed in mind; put out. 

AS* or A$ Jg or Aj> T' 

or Au* °r /d* _t in the 
mind; at heart. 

X ft ^ S the 

mind enlightened: that is heaven. 

AS S ,® Bg- ft itfe @ the 
mind in darkness: that is hell. 

;d* T ^ J£l y°u do 
not really think so,—in your 
heart. 

& Aa* to keep in mind; to re¬ 

member. 

i§(see below) or^j Jg| 

happy; cheerful; hopeful. 

Jd* A determined men; see 

1863. 

fll A 4C as. 4=-1+ Jtz 

I can divine (from the music a 
man plays) what his thoughts are. 

Ao* or 2^7 ;d*w‘tb intention; 

wilfully. Also, I have a heart; 
thank you; I am obliged. Also, 
to have at heart. 

those who are virtuous by in¬ 
tention, though virtuous, shall 
not be rewarded. 

*as® ig.atis^ij 
those who are wicked without 
intention, though wicked, shall 
receive no punishment. 

Ao* [fr ^ those who 

have at heart the cause of man¬ 
kind and of truth. 

2j£ AS* my original view or in¬ 

tention. 

Jd* or ^ >d* t0 make the 
mind easy. [For ex. see 3455 
and 12,557.] 

AS* 1 receive it in spirit,—a 

conventional phrase used when 
declining presents, etc. 

H
 

aS) not to s*ve up an m- 
tention or a hope. 

^7* PJ Hi ^7* >d*until 
you go to the Yellow River you 
will not be satisfied,—that it 
exists. 

P ^ AS* the mouth posi¬ 

tive, the heart negative, — as 
when outwardly agreeing but in¬ 
wardly disagreeing. 

Ao* bvely mind and 

soft ear,—of a credulous dispo¬ 
sition; easily persuaded; easily 
moved. 

Ao* mentally relieved; at 

ease. 

AS* aE£ the mind made up; the 

mind settled or quieted down. 

AS* anxious; disquieted. 

aS* M or Au> fit pure of 
heart, or heart pure as water. 

AS* ^ thinking of; reflecting 

upon. 

AS* ilS* itl £P our views exactly 

tally. 

AS* the mind intoxicated,— 

enraptured. 

AS* J|| intellectual. 

AS* ^ he got excited; he 

fired up. 

BJj to see one’s own 

nature by the light of one’s own 
intelligence. 

Ao* the will. 

Ao* 0J ambitious; of lofty aims. 

Aj) moral nature; temper; dis¬ 

position. 

jty confused in mind. 

Ao* ^ idea; aim. 

Ao* 1^1 M ^ self-confident; 
self-opinionated. 

;(J2* ^ ^ congenial dispo¬ 

sitions and tastes. 

0 Ao* i}^ ^ to withdraw from 

a previous determination. 

g well meant; good 

intentions. 

Ao* cunningness of mind; con¬ 

trivances. 

Ao* §7 to Utake to” a person. 

exertions of all sorts. 

Ao* JnL $] something very 

dear to one. 
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«> to one’s mind; agreeable to. 

HB sympathy of feeling; liking I 

for; feeling of satisfaction or| 
content. 

Aft# mental conception. 

Aft ® to wish- 
Aft H heart; spirit. 

loved; favourite, 

affection. 

Aft jK heart’s pulse; pulsations! 

of the blood. 

heart itching,—desire. 

heart’s point,—darling. 

* it j} 1# upon which her| 

heart’s banner fluttered. 

the heart and kid-1 

neys not in harmony,—a medical 
term meaning “very ill.” [The I 
heart being associated with water I 
and the kidneys with fire, want! 
of co-operation between them 
brings on grave illness.] 

if? ~Jtj ^ ^ words are the | 

voice of the heart. 

0/0 to reform; to repent; to 

recover one’s senses. 

Aft® or the moral na-| 

ture. See 10,956. 

® ^ ffl a darkl 
field (a favourable burying-place) 
is not so good as a heart field I 
(due respect for the wishes of| 
one’s parents). 

S flffi ffl § /© : 
it is by the territory of the heart! 
(sc. by goodness) that the field 
of one’s happiness is increased. 

WMK 'O took it much to 

heart. 

0 % & A 'O time reveals a | 
man’s heart; see 12,923, a. 

A & Aft (even) when| 
a man is dead you do not know] 
his heart; see 6256, a. 

A * ft he has human! 

feelings,—is not a brute. 

# # A Aft lit itwas| 
thus that he captivated people’s | 
hearts. 

^ goodness of heart; grati-1 

tude; conscience; conscientious¬ 

ness. 

% & H Aft y°u are un | 
grateful. 

or 

M % Aft M % s°odness 
of heart leaves one no rice to eat. I 

1C jiC Aft do not do vi°^ence| 
to your natural goodness of heart. 

Aa* M very SratefuL 

li^Ai'WA heisvery 

sensitive. 

U ft & ± ® % * 2 
never do what conscience 

forbids. 

g * & he was still more] 

dissatisfied. 

/CHEI ft- % % -if ■ M W. 
Jftr|£ the heart is like ahorse! 

on a level plain, easily started | 
not easily stopped. 

4- aft# zo the heart of a I 

little child is like the heart of| 
Buddha. 

# as m the svasiika 

symbol on Buddha’s heart. It I 
is the first of the auspicious signs] 
on the foot-print of Buddha. 

Not to be confounded with py ; 
see 12,485. 

/X Aft the middle of a river. 

6731. 

ft: Jift ■¥* the bull’s-eye of a I 

target. See 2875. 

a mid-lake pavilion. 

££ f\ft or j[f Aft hollow; tu | 

bular. 

^Aft the palm of the hand. 

® # m te # H 
Wu-k‘ung turning somersaults,! 
never beyond the limits of Bud-1 
dha’s hand,—alluding to the vie-1 
tory of Buddha over Sun Wu- 

k‘ung of the ^ fg, Hsi-yu- 

chi. When the latter thought! 
he had been jumping from one 
end of the universe to the other, 
it was found that he had all the! 
time been confined to Buddha’s| 
palm. 

^ ^ flft Mars is in the! 

Heart constellation. See Tables\ 

VB, 5. 

ffiAft the minds of others,—the! 

knowledge of the innermost! 
thoughts and wishes of all other! 
beings. Sanskrit: paratchitta\ 

djana. 

I'll'1 
4563 

See Aft* 

Even Upper. 

The axle of a wheel. 

See%r 
Even Upper. 

One of the five flavours -, 

acrid ; bitter. Grievous ;| 

toilsome. The eighth ofl 

the A heavenly stems;! 

see Tables Xi?. Radical 160. 

[To be distinguished from 

# 4592-] 

^ an acrid flavour. 

^ ^ hot; peppery. 

^ suffering; hardship; to take! 

trouble. Used in the sense ofl 
“Much obliged!” and of “Good! 
day, gentlemen!” as a salutation 
to travellers by an innkeeper. 

f: bTK $ ® 
haps you wouldn’t mind on this! 
occasion.... 

all sorts of hard-| 

ships. 

^ sad and painful. 

j|j ^ to go out of one’s I 

way to seek the painful sting,— | 
of a wasp. 

"y~- unhappy; grievous. 

^ ||J|j hardworking; industrious. I 

exertions; pains; troubles.] 

$ I o' $ ^ or $ f 

wages; pay. 

■j||p the personal appel¬ 

lation of the legendary ft 

Ti K‘u, who reigned b.c. 2435.1 

m 0 ^ Jjf} on the first day of j 
the moon, which was /isin mao. 

Magnolia cotispicua, Salisb. | 

^ (?) Asarum Sieboldii. 

/!§ Asarum Blumei. 

See 3914. 

Chloranthns ja- j 

ponicus, Sieb. 

Pycnostelm a ch i- j 

nensis, Bge. 
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w 
4565 

R. 

Seeff 
I A. sdn 

Even Upper. 

4566 

0/f1 
4567 

|R-£ 

f" fX 
Even Upper. 

A marshy plant with 

yellowish-green thick ova 

leaves, known as , the 

roots of which are driec 

and used in rheumatism; see 
4564. Straggling out; long. 

ft showing their long 

tails,—as fishes. 

^ ^ Js| numerous, — as 

camp followers. 

Read shen^. Name of a 
place. 

a District in the west of 

Shantung. 

PT 
4568 

|See M 
Even and 

ISinkingUpper, 

r 
4569 

ie-* 

ls"Jtk 
Even Upper. 

Same as 4571. 

The dawn; early morning. 

too early; before dawn. 

fJJf lifc t*ie drum calls 
them at early dawn. 

^ morning and night 

attending to public business. 

The burning glare of 

mid-day. 

if 

To see indistinctly; to 

look at fixedly. Joyful. 

457o 

I1'-# 

Even Upper. 

Joy; delight. Used with 

4571. [To be distinguished 

from 10,357.] 

nff cheerful. 

fjjy the personal name of 

Prince Kung. 

Read ksi1. Vapour rising 

from the earth. 

Read jyin?. Respectful; 

see 13,264. 

Df fir iiithe atten- 
dants were bland and courteous. 

R 

457x 

£ 
C .yen 
H. hiun 
F. hung 
W. hsiang 
N. hsing 

P. hsin 
M. hsiin 
Y. hsing 
K. h in 

. kitty kon 
A. lien 

Even Upper. 

4572 

4573 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

fr1 

4574 

sen 
H. sin 

sing 
W. sang 

N. singy v. sien 

Joy; delight; elation. 

Wl OX OK U OX & 

or OX. fft to rejoice; to be 

pleased. 

)\K t0 joyfully comply with. 

OX fji »’ fiX S n,crry 

OXB to be delighted to .... 

to gladly remember. 

ax s very much obliged. 

UK ^ or Jfc IFto be slad to 
learn. 

01 ^ to admire; to be pleasec 

with. 

jftit satisfied; contented; sol¬ 

aced. 

OX OK PM joyfully; cheerfully. 

0C ftfc. Ifll ^“joyously reviving, 

—as plants after a drought or 
people after a famine. 

axm&w agreeably happen¬ 

ing on a festival day. 

4455- 

An ulcer beginning to 

slough; gangrene beginning 

in a wound. 

R. 

M. 
hsin 

Sz. I 
K. sin 

shin 
. ten 

Even Upper. 

the yellow and white 

fur of the fox. See H|§ 1721 

To get fuel; see 4575. 
New; novel; recent, as op¬ 

posed to |Sf 658, U 2289, 

and 6783. The name 

given by Wang Mang, the 

Usurper, to his new dyn¬ 

asty. See 4073, 4081. 

Sr ,®fIK'"'; fresh- 

4Sr** second-hand. 

SfWHISstf&fSIfc 
do not make new laws nor abro¬ 
gate old ones. 

or fr lit new fashion¬ 
ed; new pattern. 

Y$ fr or M fr brand new. 

M3 a newspaper. 

SfA a bride or bridegroom; a 

new friend. 

w 
4574 

^ bride and bride 

groom. 

ft m A m S 
among your new friends, do not 
forget the old. See 10,357. 

fr M or fr M a bride. 

jjpjf apartments of a newly- 

married couple. 

^ newly related. 

^ the new moon 

IE ‘•he first moon of the New 

Year. 

or ^ the New Year. 

JljJ ‘he New Year; the 15th 

of the rst moon, or Feast of 
Lanterns. 

fM VC B i/r ‘he moral in¬ 

fluence (of the Emperor) daily 
reforms (mankind). 

flf£ to repair; to renew; re¬ 

cently repaired. 

0j- extraordinary 

mms a novelty; a new ex¬ 

perience, 

Sr *5 new and elegant, — of 

patterns, etc. 

W & fr t0 hanker after 
novelties. 

a new hand; a new comer, 

new comer; the “Sinkeh” 

or Chinese immigrant into the 
Straits Settlements. 

fr ^ or ^ recently; of| 

late. 

|JJ recently issued. 

(f{ to make new; to renew; 

to furbish. 

designate,—of official ap¬ 

pointments. 

fr M recently published. 

mm recently appointed, — as 

an official. 

fr a new official post; newly 

appointed. 

0 recently recovered,—from 

illness. 

H fr the ink seem¬ 

ed as though it had only just 
dried. 

the new tariff, 

or $Jf iM newly made. 

72 
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4574 

4575 

See^f 

Even Upper. 

wanted to restore 

it,—of an old temple. 

ms * 
new certificate exchanged for an 
old one. 

do it all over again, 

to improve the people. 

jIbL |il to ^eave off sin¬ 
ning and mend one’s ways. 

IB § £ $§ t0 °Pen UP a 
path to self-improvement. 

ITr m the Imperial Maritime 

Customs. 

HU foreign and native 

Customs. 

fr&Uj Australia. 

Singapore. 

Benares opium. 

Kashgaria. 

Fuel; firewood. 

7k or firewood. 

k W(a faggot- 

a woodcutter, 

to carry firewood on the 

back 

Jg± [you, Sire,] use men as 

though collecting firewood: those 
who come last are put on the top. 

ft W(cut down that 
mulberry-tree for firewood. 

MZMZ cut it down and 

burn it. 

fuel (as dear as) 

cassia, rice grains (as dear as) 
pearls,—as in famine times. 

ft * a! s? a crooked flue and 

fuel kept away from the stove, 
—are better for safety than the 
most successful exertions in put¬ 
ting out a fire already kindled. 
Prevention is better than cure 

tp grass for fuel. 

If ^ if ^ a man of 
Cheng was out gathering fuel. 

* fuel and water,—salary, 

as of clerks, tutors, etc. 

~T" wages,—of servants. 

payment for services ren¬ 

dered. 

£ Hto be ilL 

4576 

hsir, 

R. 

C. yem 
H. k'-im 
F. king 

W. hsiang 

N. hsing 

P- 1 M. | 

Y. hsing 

Sz. hsin 
K. h im 

J. kin^gon 
A. hem 

Even Upper. 

m 
4577 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

4578 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

4579 

4580 

R. 

See A¥- 
Even Upper 
and Lower. 

m 
4581 

4582 

mj 

4583 

ffi 
4584 

aA 

To like; see 4546. To 

smell and enjoy the fra¬ 

grance of offerings. To con¬ 

ceive. 

_t aft God> wel1 Pleased> 
smells the sweet savour. 

JtpmWi God will always 

enjoy your offerings. 

. to enjoy; to be pleased 

with. 

grateful odours. 

she trod on a 

foot print of God and conceived. 

Name of a small State, 

known as ^ 5$, existing 

under the Shang dynasty. 

To prepare chariots, as 

for battle. To begin play 

ing, as a band. Name of 

a musical instrument. To 

stop up, as a sewer. 

See 10,672. 

A mushroom with a thin 

stalk. 

# ym mushrooms. 

'fpr dried mushrooms. 

*tiS Tjpr ground mushrooms. 

See 4885. 

See 10,162. 

Same as 10,162. 

See 4894. 

SW 
P/V 
4585 

4586 

ftr 

4587 

C. 
H. sin 

F. seing 
W. ra/70' 

N. sing 
P. 1 
M. ! hsin 

Sz. ) 
Y. hsing 
K. sin 
J. r/iin 

A. tin 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See 4895. 

See 4896. 

To believe; truth; sin¬ 

cerity ; confidence; fidelity. 

A pledge. A seal; a stamp; 

see 3395. To trust to; to 

entrust to. Hence, a letter; 

news; something entrusted 

to a friend or messenger • 

an envoy. Direction; symp¬ 

tom. See 519. 

jjji t0 believe; to trust. See 

5988. 

M A £ Wdo not believe 
what people say. 

^ ^ credence; belief. 

i|3 I cannot believe 

that it is true. 

lightly believing; cre¬ 

dulous. 

fB faithi belief- 
jfi the Christian creed. 

it or iti Ik a believer,— 

as in Buddha. 

A &*0#• *# if# 
when Buddhism was first intro¬ 
duced, it did not attract many 
believers. 

mm worthy of belief; 

credible. 

'fg sincere; faithful; authentic. 

M 'fpi to believe implicitly. 

these words are not credited by 
the world. 

how true! 

a firm trust in. 

true- 

UH a confidence-inspiring (i.e. 

sound or equitable) decision in 
a lawsuit. 

earnest and truthful. 

±5- 'fjg hold loyalty and truth 

as first principles. 

f Elf. 1 If 
without confidence between 
prince and minister, the State 
will not be at peace. 
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ft On # & ± *$■ 

It" itf M. ill though j 
very lovely, if not my own coun- 
try, how can it detain me a mo¬ 
ment ? 

— ti 

f£ % T ^ifc. 
truth is the watchword which! 
Prophets seek to impress upon| 
mankind. 

^ 18 or # 18 to break faith; 
not to keep one’s word. 

lit tT verified or approved, — I 

written in red ink on drafts of| 
documents before they are issued. 

a man of honour. 

S Jg m w B # & thei 
TlW Tt C/ling is not a trust-1 
worthy book. 

^ nE ^ a trustee. 

a faithful agent. 

fli a faithful pledge. 

18 ^ trustworthy proof; a guar-1 

antee. 

fpf $\J a covenant. 

i?fl involving the I 

maintenance of credit. 

mmm fidelity, lucidity, and 

elegance,—the three requisites in 
translation. 

or 

arrest. 
a warrant to 

when pledges are exchanged in 
accordance with what is right, 
words spoken can be made good. 

18 a Pledge. 

'tj ’ asked forj 

something as a pledge. 

i ^ 18 the magi-| 
cian received her commands atj 
parting and the pledge, — en¬ 
trusted to him. 

f8 the image of his 
father. 

ETHb the impression of a seal. 

«i*l letters; notes; composition. 

mm a private letter,—as op¬ 

posed to on public business. 

— ^ fj| a letter. See 

10,024. 

18 or or fj| £ 

an envelope. Arc 3582. 

fi 
(pi fnj a bamboo tube for con¬ 

veying letters safely, 

it fi% ^e draught of a letter. 

10 M a post-office. 

fj|t or A a courier. 

a letter-bag. 

flf to send a letter. Also, to 

give such information as will 
lead to the recovery, etc. 

P 'fff a verbal message. 

jjf fit or Tjp pleasant news; 

a home letter. 

& 10 or 18 M or 10 R 
news; rumour. 

-a 
no news of him for several years. 

conveyed the sad| 

news,—of death. 

is an envoy. Arc 4602. 

J£ $RIU§ in order to indi¬ 

cate the direction of the wind, 
—as a weather-cock. ‘S'^3554. 

- + ® fir a 
twenty-four times (a year) blows 
the flower-opening wind,—allud¬ 
ing to the various kinds of flowers 
which bloom at various times. 

jj?E 18 fgF 110 symptoms of 
approaching labour. 

18 # ft to stroll about at 

random. 

fg P to say whatever comes 

uppermost. 

fpi jj|f to give free vent to 

one’s tongue. 

|8 =jl; to write off without 

hesitation,—currente calamo. 

Iff to stay two nights. 

%%is the noble guest 

will stay twice two nights. 

f8 a slow match; a 
fuse. 

^ arsenic. 

18 a signal gun. 

18 the common heron 

(.Ardea cinerea). 

Read shew1. To stretch 
out; to make good. 

T'®is'$ we cannot make] 

good,—our promise. 

mcLZfc he carries out his| 

own secret designs. 

4588 

C. yen2- 
H. hin 

F. hoting 

W. hsiang 
N. hsing 

M. ! hsin 

Y. hsing 

Sz. hsin 
K. hin 

J. kitt, kon 
A. hen 

SinkingUpper. 

To smear sacrificial ves¬ 

sels with blood. To cover 

arms with skin so as to I 

protect them. Used for| 

4589- 

R.' 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

459° 
R. 

SeeM 
SinkingUpper. 

4591 

4592 

R ® 
C. heng- 
H. hen2- 

F. haing- 

W. ~ae 
N. ying- 

P. hsingD 

M. hsin 

To offer blood in sacri¬ 
fice ; to smear sacrificial 
vessels with blood. To) 
anoint oneself for ancestral 
worship. A quarrel; a feud ;| 
a pretext for bloodshed. 

Hj| to consecrate a bell with| 

the blood,—of an ox. 

I; to anoint and wash,—as| 

for religious rites. 

jE j|t to begin a quarrel. 

| j|t to stir up trouble; to embroil. I 

¥• Jit to seeb a quarrel; to take] 

the offensive. 

an offence; a cause of en¬ 

mity; a row; a fight; an act ofl 
violence. 

mm- defect; a weak point;] 

a cause of offence. 

Ht a pretext for a quarrel, 

jlj; to begin hostilities. 

An ulcer sloughing orj 
swelling. 

453. 

See 9867. 

Fortunate ; prosperous.! 
To be under an obligation. 
An Imperial progress. [To 

be distinguished from ^ 

4564-] 

T $ to walk ini 

dangerous paths, on the chance) 
of coming out all right. 
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4592 

Sz. i hsing 

K.heng 
J .ho 

A. haing 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

when the people trust too much 
to luck, the State is not lucky. 

good luck. 

■sjs* ^ luckily got; happily suc¬ 

ceeded in. 

or luckily; hap- #ifii 
pily. 

# rffj % it is by good luck that 
he escapes. 

lucky indeed. 

^ thus it will be good for 

me,—a conventional phrase used 
in letters at the end of a request, 
etc. 

# must be consider¬ 

ed very fortunate. 

^ ]jj|| to take a pleasure 

in the misfortunes of others. 

-for # z what could be 
more lucky? 

^ ^ M £ alas! he 
died young. 

ft how very unlucky! 

a streak of 

luck in misfortune. 

domestic bereave¬ 

ment. 

^ 7^ ^ fjp luckily it did not 

reach life,—i.e. it did not cause 
death, as a wound, etc. 

lucky enough to; had the 

pleasure of. 

please let there be 

no delay. 

M & W> # 
whatever you want, morning and 
evening, please ask me. 

•ajz? glory; prosperity. 

Jl| or jijjf the inmates of 

the Imperial harem. See 
2669. 

^ -aj|* to dote upon. 

fawning; toadying; syco¬ 

phantic. 

^ j|| ## (or^ f)un- 

able to get the favour of the 
Emperor,—of a concubine. 

SI# an Imperial progress. 

4592 

4593 

R® 
See ^ 

Rising Lower. 

4594 

R® M 
C. lheng 

See ^ 

Rising Lower 

w 
4595 

R® M 
C. heng- 

F. cheing 
W. 

yang'- 
N. ying'- 

P. Qksing 
M. Jisiu 

Y. hsing3 
K. 
J. 
A. haing 

Rising 
Irregular. 

4596 

R® M 

See ^ 

Rising Lower. 

w 
4597 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

§. IHl- ffij M # watching 
from a distance the Imperial pro¬ 
gress. 

^ m ^ ^ Jig the emPer°r 
then paid a visit to his hut. 

Fortunate; lucky. Used 

for 4592. 

Very; exceedingly. See 

4595- 

It upright. 

HSit iIHiiM11' 
uprightness of Kun (father of the 
Great Yu) led to his ruin. 

(he gave all the booty to his men) 
but was very particular to ap¬ 
propriate all the glory. 

Anger; quarrelsomeness. 

Used with 4594. 

'1^ W B angry; enraged. 

# it # m m #1 "e 
was of a hot-tempered disposition, 
and quite unable to make allow¬ 
ances. 

A watery expanse, 

drag; to lead. 

To 

3^ ¥ '/$ iK become one 
with the Infinite. 

not let the trammels of this life 
trouble you. 

Lithe and strong, like a 

horn bow. Used with 4598. 

4598 

R. 

C. sing 

H. sin 
F. sing 
W. sang 

N. sing 
P. hsin, hsing 

Y' hsin, 

Sz. hsinS 

K. song 

J. set, sho 
A. /wing 

Even Upper. 

w 
4599 

m 
C. ting 
F. seing, sang 

R 

W. 
N. 
P. hsing 
M. hsin 

Y. J , . 
Sz. { knng 
K. song 

J. sei, sho 
A. taing 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Red; bay. 

$£ 0. @ we follow up (the 
first sacrifice) with a red bull. 

well fashioned is 

the bow adorned with horn. 

Originally the clan name 

of a noble; see 9978. A 

surname, defined by the 

^ Shuo Wen as \ Jj/j- 

that with which a 

man is born. Also = 

sun a grandson, and 

sheng to beget. See Tables. 

clan name. 

the hundred surnames,— 

the people. See 8560. 

—* one °f the people; 

a peasant. 

IsJ °f the same surname. 

1^ ^ ^ ^ of the same 
• surname but not of the same 

ancestry. 

ft m IsHfc.«fUr & til 
the surname is common (to the 
clan), the personal name belongs 

to the individual. See j|j|i 5217. 

J4 #4 or or ^ what 

is your name? Cf. uXeivovovoixx. 

surname and personal 

name; one’s name in full. See 

7940- 

n ft &Ji what is your 
name?—to inferiors. 

% ^ ^ what is 
your full name, sir? 

Hr what is his ful1 
name? 

M or $t my humble 
name is—. Cf. ovo/xa xXvtov. 
Od. IX, line 364. 

all mankind. 
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4599 

te' 
4600 

See#$ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

|Hj # or ^ to change the I 

surname. 

[H $4: or (§ jtfk t° conceal one’s] 

name; anonymous. 

or double sur-| 

names,—names consisting of two f 

characters, as HI ,f Ssii-ma, I 

M Hou- or of three, as j§F 
mo-ch‘en. w ^ 

The Family Surnames, 

— a collection of 438 of the 
surnames in common use (408 
single and 30 double), published 
at the beginning of the Sung 
dynasty. 

non-avoidance of the same family 
surname in marriage gives great 
occasion for talk. [Broadly 
speaking, persons of the same 
surname may not marry. But 
in some cases it is tolerated, as 
for instance where a large area 
is occupied by a single clan. 
Then intermarriage is permitted, 
but it must not be between 
persons related within the five 
degrees of mourning. On the 
other hand, certain families (e.g. 

the ft and the will not 

intermarry because their sur¬ 
names, now different, were once 
the same.] 

^ ffc & H # Z & did 
not venture to call themselves 
by the surname of their grand¬ 
father. 

^ Hi the two men Chai 

and Wei. 

a genealogical tree, 

a change of dynasty. 

the crowd of sons 

and grandsons. 

Nature; natural disposi¬ 

tion; temper; faculty. See\ 

11,248. 

14$ # the nature of man is I 

good, — at birth. Such is the | 
orthodox Confucian doctrine. 

14 # men’s natures are 

alike,—it is from their different! 
environments that they become! 
different. 

T 14 S A1 am naturally! 

fond of what is square,—as a| 
shape. 

ffl A £ 14 to do violence to | 

one’s nature as a man. 

M24 itfc ft si # z i; 4 this 
1—course is not suitable to human 
4600 nature, — it is demoralising, as 

drunkenness. 

'll '[2f: to nourish the nature,— 

by secluding it from the evil 
influences which come through 
the channels of the five senses. 

14 J- °r '14 JtL or '14 '111 or 
44 £ temper; disposition. 

tt m what sort of a 

disposition has he? 

'b # £ a peevish disposition. 

A ff m 14 he was very pre 

cocious. 

A Hi) If '|4 HI It '|4 
a little (wine) elevates, a large 
quantity confuses. 

^ jfiltt he is warm-hearted. 

14 im naturally stupid. 

iffi. fill IB 14 ft? he has a good 
memory. 

$44 or 5|fl iJ)^ obstinate; wil¬ 

ful. 

hot-tempered; fiery. 

*£44 flighty; unsteady. 

44 £ attainment of Samadhi. 

See 9552. 

^ ^ nature; natural gifts; 

innate. 

^ ^ tfc % ft Z th^e 
are some who are naturally 

teetotallers. See ^ 9964. 

'[^ ^ impatience. 

■14 it hasty; impetuous. 

14$ inveterate habit; natural 

tendency. 

$14 to contract a habit. 

‘14# individuality. 

'14 life- 
* tt ^ ja 

life to enable me to enjoy it, 

#WHW44 may you fulfil 

your years of life! 

H n 2$ the property of 

this medicine is cooling. 

3ll mind; intellect; metaphy¬ 

sics. 

'14 m m his mind was 
deranged. 

IISl4 almost went out 

of his mind,—from grief. 

4601 

H. siang 

F. sing% v. 

ching 
W.) . 
N. j smg 
P. ) 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. song 

J. sei, j7/o 

A. ting^ saing 

Even Upper 

Irregular. 

hsing 

Rust on iron. 

a rusty smell or taste. 

:lia caldron. 

R. 

Jg1 
A star; a spark; a point 

of light. One of the zodia- 
4602 cal constellations; see Ta- 

uf bles, VB. Modern term for 
sing 

sin, sang 
a week. 

| sing ‘ or —* ?{1§ a star. 

a|I ^ the stars; starry; numer- 

hsing ous; few. 

K. song 
J. set. sho 

A. ting 

Even Upper. 

^ z|L without! 

SII one who can 

count the stars,—a clever ac-I 
countant. 

II #4" scattered like stars; 

sprinkled over, as gold-leaf upon] 
lacquer-ware. 

M M if $ ]f£ or scatter-1 
ed; sparse; tiny. 

ARSg the inhabitants are | 

(few and) scattered. 

A SL JL old people were! 

to be seen on all sides,—a sign! 
of peace and plenty. 

p~rt 

n scattered like stars. 

/pj" the Milky Way. 

^ a star which suddenly! 

appears in a constellation. See I 
3428. 

g Jl 6341. 

Mil (hsu1) or J|| the con¬ 

stellations. 

fixed stars. 

TtC 

or £ i|i planets, 

the five planets. 

Venus. 

H the transit ofVenus. 

Mercury. 

Mars. See below. 

Jupiter. 
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4602 

~f* Saturn. 

^ 1^ an observatory. 

M ± or M ^ or M ^ 
an astrologer; an astro¬ 

nomer. 

> astrology and divination. 

M T m BP. M stars cannot 

give light to the moon,—the 
lesser is of no use in the affairs 
of the greater. 

Hg® % the Three Stars 

(in Scorpio) appear in the sky. 

— IH. lUj may die Three 

Stars shine down upon you!— 

i.e. may you enjoy jpg || 

happiness, wealth, and old age. 

die star-of-old-age old 

man,—a personification of old 
age, generally drawn with a very 
large head. 

'tm see 1055, 1659, 6361. 

the 
Seven Sisters,—a name for the 
Great Bear. 

J|l a shooting star; (milit.) a 

scout. 

a swift messenger. 

'M M a weapon consisting 

of a lump of iron at the end of 
a rope; a bola. 

W -Hi t0 brandish a flaming 

javelin. 

an aerolite. 

HR sparkling eyes. 

IBS HR the stars twinkle. 

tj| the positions of the stars. 

||| late at night,—when stars 

are visible. 

H ^ H or M t0 

travel by night. See 9034. 

1 f IS by starlight, in the 

morning, he yoked his carriage 

starlight rice,—to eat at 

night. 

1® a specially-appointed Im¬ 

perial Commissioner such as 
an envoy to a foreign country 
A Literary Chancellor is also 
so called. 

Hi with star-like speed,— 

quickly. 

|| the zodiacal star that 

rules the year. 

4602 

4603 

R W ® 
See ^pL jljl? 

Even and 

Rising Upper. 

Hi M the year-star 

being in Virgo-Libra. The year- 
star is the planet Jupiter, the 
revolution of which in twelve 
years constitutes a great year. 

i§= !%n starry dwelling,-the king¬ 

dom of Magadha, the head¬ 
quarters of ancient Buddhism 
up to 400 A.D 

A ^ 
this woman is an evil star,— 
she brings bad luck 

Jjl -flf the sea of stars,—the 

source of the Yellow River, so 
called from the numerous pools 
surrounded by boggy land. 

^cl sparks. 

—* J||| £ a spark of fire; a 

point of light. 

f? & M to see sparks, — as 

when hit in the eye 

ii$ HR & M SL saw noth¬ 

ing but sparks,—from a blow. 

IS a robber. 

a saviour star,—an un¬ 

expected deliverer. 

^ /Jn your honoured little 

star,—your concubine 

1 Jj| zero on the steel-yard, 

at which the weight is placed 
before the thing to be weighed 
is attached. 

& 

__ two mace. 

Alffi beggared; come to grief. 

M ^ a bridge» built by ^ ^ 

Li Mu, upon which was painted 
the constellation of the Great 
Bear. 

a pair of small bells, with¬ 

out tongues, struck against each 
other. 

mm a day appointed for a wed¬ 

ding; modern term for Sunday. 

—• JtB within a week. 

#ahma- 

one guinea a week each 

for instruction. 

Alternanthera sessi/is, 

Br. 

Intelligent. Tranquil; 

passionless. 

■Iff to become aware; to 

realise. 

i|‘H IJ|?J clever; shrewd. 

*1 
A* 
4604 

See 

Even Upper. 

$ 
4605 

R. 

C. sing 
H. sin, siang 
F. 
W. sing 
N. 
p. ) 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. seng, song 
J. sei, sho 
A. ting 

Even Upper. 

hsirtg 

A raging fire. 

R. 

4606 
* 
P3 

See 

Even Upper. 

An ape with yellow hair, 

sharp ears, a human face, 

able to speak, wear shoes, 

drink wine, and of gre¬ 

garious habits. The colour 

of blood; red, because the 

ape’s blood is used as a 

red dye. 

mm^mm^ftm^ 
ft the wild man sympa¬ 

thises with the wild man, and 
one brave man with another. 

jjM a wild jujube plum, 

jjlk small red hair rugs. 

A screen; a curtain. 

4607 

R. 

C. sing, seng 
H. siang, v. 

ch'-ang 
F. sing 
W. I ' . 

sing 

hsirtg 

N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. 
Sz. J 

K. song 
J. sei, sho 
A. ting 
Even Upper. 

4608 

RM 
C. sing, seng, 

ch'-cng 
II. siang 
F. sing, ch'-ang 
W. I . 
N. smZ 

mm the curtain or screen in 

front of a cart. 

Rank; frowzy; strong 

smelling. Measly flesh. 

See 2055. 

jjjj^ M t*ie srne'l °f sheep, goats, 

mutton, etc. 

stinking; rancid. 

m.M a frowzy smell. 

IS I®. a fishy smell. 

|^J JJ?p a meaty smell. 

JJS H a stinking reputation. 

iffij $ P4J If US the rank 
odour of coercion. 

To become sober; to 

wake up; to rouse up; to 

startle. See 10,760. 

to become sober from 

drunkenness. 

# @M wait until he has 

slept off his wine. 
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® ffl *5 ft a relish made I 

from fish (see 2192) and used 
when recovering from a drunken 
bout. 

I 

4611 

BE* 

4609 

Turn 

4610 

R. 

See JJH 

Even Upper. 

i{p) t0 wake or come 

round, as from drunkenness, a 
fit, etc. Also, to awake to the 
truth about; to see, as a joke 
or an allusion. 

M W 0? ifi) ® m ffli all 
are drunk, and I alone am sober, 

to awake. 

or tT or $1 |§! or 

to wake up; to rouse 

mm to wake by shouting. 

to call to besotted I 

people without rousing them,— 
to the error of their ways. 

C. /ting, lieng 
H. hin 

F. Jiing, being> 

W. hiang 
N. 
P. 

M. j hsing 
Y. 

Sz. 
K. k ing 

J. bo, kio 
A. king 

Even and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

(chiao4) to be awake; to| 

pay attention. 

Ti£*f has he waked up ? 

9H1 fp Bi M do not make a| 

noise and wake him. 

^ wakeful; awake. 

§ an alarum. 

lit £ a words to rouse I 

the age,—as tracts. 

ft m t m w- m. a «h 
morning bell startles the man[ 
who is sunk in dreams. 

fij to attract notice; to catch I 

the eye. 

so as to make it | 

easy to catch the eye. 

^§r Hi ISM HR catches the eye,| 

—as an italicised word. 

j§!§ Ijff? to restore the stomach,— 

t.e. the palate, as by condiments,) 
etc. 

m to awake, as to the error! 

of one’s ways; to realise. 

Same as 4601. 

Putrid fish. 

X ^ ^ M X ... 
wanting to eat the fish and at I 
the same time objecting to it as I 
putrid. Cf. “Like the poor catf 
in the adage.” 

To rise; to begin; to 

prosper; y/yg^tg as opposed 

to 8567 and yQopa || 

10,104. To raise; to intro¬ 

duce; to advance to office; 

to make one’s chief object. 

See 10,271, 8942. 

\1 to get up; to begin. 

to stand up. 

"T to begin work. 

to put in operation,—as 

new laws. 

& to raise troops; to begin 

military operations. 

to put troops into the 

field. 

ifiM the king is raising 

his forces. 

ever since the war 

began. 

ft to begin upon a job. 

to multiply; to send forth 

pH to begin to rain. 

to get up early and 

go to bed late. 

to slander. PJt tf 

[f£ or J^L |fgr or j§L 

prosperity; flourishing. 

tT °r .ft °r ft JJ 

or ft prosperity and adver¬ 

sity; rise and fall; ebb and flow; 
systole and diastole; success and 
failure; fulness and decay. 

HJW1B3E. 
success makes a prince: failure, 
a robber,—e.g. of a rebel. 

so that there is 

nothing in which you do not 
prosper. 

m to give rise to profits, 

to make a cloud,—as a 

magician. 

to get up a contest or 

show. 

to go to law. 

to construct; to put in 

repair. 

favourite food. 

Ffl ft restoration; renaissance; 

4611 

to rise up from amongst,—as I 
a virtuous Emperor in times of| 
national decadence. 

jj! ft I would that ye I 

might prosper again! 

when a State or I 

family is about to prosper,... 

6. to get on; to flourish. 

to stir up; to set in move-1 

ment; to restore, as family for-| 
tunes. 

if P'j ^ itc £ it isl 
for you to raise the fortunes of| 
our family. 

If in motion and at rest;! 

hence, state; condition; circum¬ 
stances. 

/uj ffli may you be happy | 

under all circumstances! 

new style; new fashion;| 

recently started. 

not much in vogue. 

iS.S fashionable; in vogue. 

this is a very fashionable! 

doctor. 

A ft ± ^ a great bustle ofl 

earth and wood, — as when a! 
house is being built. 

A A one of the District cities! 

forming the Prefectural city of| 

^ Shun-t‘ien (Peking). 

; .ft how quickly it has| 

begun to come up!—as grass. 

&. jig to collect together. 

& ft m a and thus intro-| 

duce the coming year. 

not to grow tea,— | 

of a district. 

asafoetida. Sanskrit: hingu.I 

a District in Shansi. 

ft JiR the circuit of theTao- 

t‘ai at Amoy. 

Read hsing4,. Joyful ;| 
elated. Appetite; passion. 

0] ft in high spirits; elated;) 

happy inspiration, 

exhilarated. 

or joy; mern-| 

ment; elation; cheerfulness. 

SP^ftS a jolly time in-1 
deed! 
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4611 

4612 

R. A 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

4613 

4614 

R. 

P. hsing, 

ch'-ing 
Y. ch'-ing 

].sei, djo 

A. ting 

Even Lower. 

4616 

C. king 
H. klin 

F. king 

tr ft w °r tr 1^1 .ft to W&1 
% If f§ H # tE he 

w spoil the fun; to act as a wet 1—r 
wrought not that any sacrifices 

blanket; to take the wind out 4616 of fragrant virtue might ascend 4617 
of one’s sails. W. hiang to heaven. 

ft no merriment; no en- 
IN. 1 
P. PH 1! # there was 110 

thusiasm. M. ) hsing 
Y. 1 
Sz. j 

fragrance of virtue arising from 

M 3$ ft W HI £E only 
them. 

in old age, when I have not the 
spirits, am I able to throw off 
restraint. 

K. liiong 
J. litkid 

A. king 

Even Upper. 

'If S virtue is the best 
incense. 

IgS the fragrance of flowers. 
^ ft depressed in spirits. . See 

9574 sao\ 
% ^ j® ffl jasmine carpets 

ft j^J gj- unseasonable or 
the fields. 

ill-omened remarks. 

j|f ft pleasant; agreeable. 

w 
Form, as opposed to 

'f'p ft or ft ft j^|| or ft 
J vs 

4617 
13.339! figure; shape (see 

to be merry; to be in good spirits. 9819); the body, as op- 

ft 7*J ‘Mj when in the right posed to jjj[|j the soul or 
mood, then he would draw. 

IE M IS ftthe result 
of his ancestors’ virtue. 

See jjjj 

Even Lower. 
intellect (see ^ 1587);//^- 

nomena, as opposed to 

jft -ft sexual passion; desire. 
4287 noumena. lo ap¬ 

pear ; to take shape; see £|r 

9865. See 12,128, 9602. 

A swelling; a boil. 

the boil will soon 

having form; real; natural. 

iHE dK without form; super- 

natural. 
burst. ^ geometry. 

^ to exhibit a form; to 

assume a shape. 

See 2136. #0 ^ We like form and 
shadow,—i.e. in harmony one 
with the other. Used of married 
couples, of friends, etc. 

Sugar sweetmeats of able to be seen 

various shapes. though not possessed of form,— 
visible but intangible, as smoke. 

1 1 1 I f; ^ dpj W ^0 * }/ only my form and 
when the sound of the flute blows its shadow to condole with each 
warm it is the time for selling other,—alone; friendless. 
sugar shapes, — i.e. in spring, 
when the days get warmer. * A # 4 m « 4 

sugar cakes. A * H & H ^ the 

ft? IS pastry. 
men of old painted the anatomy 
of their horses, whereas the 
modern artist paints only the 
colour and the flesh. See 5013. 

Wrongly used for 4614. i|i. alone; solitary. 

Read tang* — 10,773. ^ W alonel single; a 

bachelor. 

To be fragrant. jjf? pt] ^ts rea^ f°rm be* 
came visible. 

IS %>£ §il your viands are outline, as of hills; con- 

fragrant. figuration, as of land; array, as 

ft ^ like pepper is the 
of troops; the state of. 

smell. j geomancers. 

the common name 

(for an hermaphrodite) is erh 
hsing. 

^ M pT ® ^ ft ¥ 
can you make your body as it 
were dry wood?—cause it to 
become unconscious of objective 
existences. 

M # IP IS ^ by and by 7BJ> 

he was able to be in two places 
at once and to become invisible. 

See ft 3506. 

^ ^ % the body is 
the tenement of the soul. 

W fife the soul can fly 
away from the body, — which 
encloses it. 

^ fll}) ^ M (he felt as if) 
his body and soul did not be¬ 
long to one another. 

flip 1$ M'J when body 
and soul part, death ensues. 

^ IHI substance; the body. 

lb Z % a friendship in 

which the body can be forgotten, 
—in which all acts of physical 
ceremony can be waived 

d{^ IS Ain ad ccremony was 
waived. 

^ ftff that which has form and 

leaves tracks; objective exis- 
tpnrp*; 

& % if k ® n- * 
neither can be invested with 
form,—of abstractions. 

^ HI ^ Hr- fM M M 
'll ^ not to regard material 

wealth and power as real wealth 
and power,-but rather to esteem 
the wealth and power of the heart 
or mind. 

not to stand on 

ceremony. 

iMi of suspicious ap¬ 

pearance and movements. 

^ Hit manner. 

^ sf/j tbe appearance of a per¬ 

son, i.e. his form and face. 

A ^ to take a Person’s 

likeness by photography. 

^ ^ form and face; to give an 

idea of one thing from another 
which it resembles. 

^ ft t0 bring 0ut clear' 
ly; to make stand out,—as by 
a clever description, or imper¬ 
sonation. 
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V 
4617 

W' 
4618 

|K.^ 

H. hin, hiang 

See }f]J 

| A. hing^ 

-kaing 

Even Lower. 

«' 
4619 

|R'W 
Is" M 

Even Lower. 

H ^ J§ £ 1^: wish 
ing to bring out (in his poem) 
the great speed of the horse. 

mM to purport; to amount to; 

apparently; the mere linear out¬ 
line of a man’s features, as op¬ 
posed to his expression; see 9819. 

-Il* M ^ ^ "J1 OH neither 
joy nor anger appeared in his 
face. 

[Thus], although (objects) are 
shaped in the mind, they do not 
take shape under the hand,—of 
drawing. 

ibfymft sincerity within 

manifests itself without. 

mm mm to commit to 

writing,—as opposed to verba 
agreement, etc. 

H $ m M %% H unfit for 
publication. 

mm and thus make 

one’s form appear small,—take 
up a mean position, or appear 
petty. 

mx a model or figure. 

& % S ^ %those 
who can neglect the form and 
secure the meaning are few,—of 
painters. 

a being who fought for 

supremacy with God; the Satan 
of China; see 9819. God cut off 
his head, pierced his breasts for 
eyes, and his navel for mouth 
and then caused him to go 
through a kind of dance with 
a shield in one hand and a 
battle-axe in the other. 

Name of a State bestow¬ 

ed upon the fourth son of 

Jf) Chou Rung. 

mm head District of the m 

i Prefecture, Chihli. 

4620 

R. 

See Jf|J 

Even Lower. 

A statute. 

4617. 

Used for 

M 
4621 

R. 

C.ying 

H. kin 
F. king 
W. | 

yt/ig 

hsing 

N. 
P. 

M. 
y. 
Sz. ] 

K. hyong 
kid, kei 

A. king 

Even Lower. 

An earthen mould usee 

for casting. An example 

a statute; a law. 

a mould for casting metals 

M Si! Wf # an example to 

benefit posterity. 

JllL 5jJ a law; a statute. 

ffij although we have not the 

real Simon Pure, yet we have 
his facsimile. 

A pattern; to imitate 

A law. Punishment; bam 

Dooing to extort confession 

the death-penalty. See 6622, 

make Wen Wang 

your pattern. 

if II his example in¬ 

fluenced his wife. 

wjsra*# to be a model for 

all within the Four Seas. 

■& ft # *) O duke, cease 

not to be an example! 

5* w £ sc the first to imitate 

Wen Wang and Wu Wang. 

there are still the 

ancient statutes and laws. 

tit IE »] the perfect 

laws of the ancient kings. 

m?mm the superior man 

cherishes the law. 

mm administration of justice. 

the five punishments, (1) 

as in force under the Chou 

and |P| Han dynasties:— 

branding on the forehead. 

J|jJ cutting off the nose. 

Jill cutting off the feet. 

castration. 

^ death. 

(2) as in force under the present 
dynasty:— 

££ beating with the light 
bamboo. 

beating with the heavy 
bamboo. 

m transportation,—for a cer¬ 
tain time. 

flj 
4621 

■M banishment,—to a certain 
distance. 

ft death,—by strangling or 
decapitation. 

m &mm to punish severely 

without mercy. 

mm capital punishment. 

I& *1 Z H# just as he was 

going to be put to death,.... 

f?HJ to suspend executions, as 

in 1st and 6th moons. 

ffl mm m the aim of pu 

nishment is that there shall be 
no punishment, i.e. it is deterrent. 

to slaughter victims,—for 

sacrifice. 

punishment. 

Wj m °r M m °r in m 

or ff m to apply punishment, 

—as the bamboo is applied to 
witnesses who will not speak out. 

il W ± ffl just as they were 

going to apply the bamboo,— 
he confessed. 

jw ru « m m or m $ 

to interrogate with application 
of the bamboo as required. 

%m to mitigate punishment, 

ftm illegal punishments,—such 

as kneeling on chains, etc. 

implements of punishment. 

HJfF the attendants for admin¬ 

istering punishments and the 
corpse-examiners. 

m nmmmik and who- 

ever it may have been who put 
you to the torture,.... 

m cruel punishment; torture. 

m to flog through the streets. 

mm the Board of Punishments, 

—at Peking and Moukden. 

mm the department of a yatn/tt 

which is devoted to criminal pro¬ 
ceedings. 

m% criminal law; punishments. 

HI e* M or =£ % 
£ an expert in the criminal 

code,—the legal secretary in a 
yamen. 

m^m to die during imprison¬ 

ment. 

M Ji vulgar and inaccurate 

form of see 4617. 

73 
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4622 

R. 

See ?PJ 

Even Lower. 

R. 

> li 
4623 

P3 

See }f|J 
Even Lower. 

fr 
4624 

R. 

mm 
C. hang, hong, 

heng 
H.hang, hong 
F. being, kiang, 

oung, haing, 

hating 
W. 0 
N. tfjzg-, 

ying 
P. hsing, hang 

M. hsin% hang 
Y. hsing, hang 
Sz. hsing, /z-r/w, 

hang 

K. hing, hang 
]. ko, gio 

A. Shang, 
ihaing, 

haing- 

Even and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A whetstone for sharpen¬ 

ing tools. 

knife’s edge is as though fresh 
from the whetstone. 

fil WJ 0r iti;to flesh °ne’s 
maiden steel. 

J9H# a warm valley where the 

First Emperor caused melons 
to be cultivated in winter. 

A sacrificial caldron. 

mm to set out the sacrificial 

vessels. 

JN a sacrificial tripod, 

sacrificial broth. 

To step first with the 

left foot and then with the 

right; see 586 and 2013. 

To walk. To do; to per¬ 

form ; to practise; to carry 

out. To be in vogue; to 

circulate. Forthwith; im¬ 

mediately. [This character 

is written in red ink on 

official documents of various 

kinds when finally ready 

for issue, transmission, etc.] 

Radical 144. See 6174, 

9264, 7475, 9485. 

ft £ to walk; to travel; to be 

attached as a supernumerary; 
to perform another’s duties in 
addition to one’s own; to officiate 

ff to hold services, 

burn incense and form religious 
processions (on given days, etc.). 

heard the footsteps of 

some one moving in front of 
his bed. 

a mm 
he often comes and mingles with 
our families. 

M PI ff in what 
office are you working? 

M ff £to be de¬ 
tailed for duty in the Imperial 
Library. 

ff ft 
or ff 

or ft 

to travel 

or ft 

17 
4624 

-ff §ijj (of the Emperor) to jour¬ 

ney; a progress. 

ftS a halting-place on a jour¬ 

ney. 

ftM.S. he will be back di¬ 

rectly. 

#ff to travel on foot. 

frT# to walk a thousand 

steps; to take a constitutional. 

ft |tJl record of an official career. 

Ik ft $ before he could take 

up the post, he died. 

ft 5|c ft at the moment of 

departure; about to start. 

ff biographical notice or ap 

preciation. 

ft A a traveller. Also (often 

A ft A) introducer of en¬ 

voys at the ^ Chou Court; an 

official entrusted with the enter 
tainment of travelling princes. 

ff Her to walk in dangerous 

courses. 

* ft a tm its gait was 
clumsy,—of a dragon. 

ft-A to go with the stream. 

ft to walk a horse; acheval- 

de-frise. 

ft ^ or ft t0 S° on board 
ship; to set sail; to travel by 
boat; to let one’s bark go. 

ft ffl IE m the channel or 

fairway for vessels,—as in a river, 

ff @ to proceed on its way,— 

as a ship. 

IMft to set sail. 

ff a travelling-bag. 

ff ^5 (see 6884) or ff ^ 

baggage. 

ff |y£ a portable cooking-stove 

a walker; a Buddhist 

novice. 

Aft% a female novice. 

ff ® actions; conduct,—of any 

ordinary person. See 9273. 

ft St movement and rest; hence, 

what one does; conduct; beha¬ 
viour. 

ft It better have no money 

to spend than be without prin¬ 
ciple. 

> —* 1 

IT 
4624 

^ ® ft ifc 1 
not a man of no principle. 

f7ff-i.it now moving, now 
stopping. 

g ff see 12,365. 

Aft to prevail; to be in vogue. 

Also, a term applied to a de¬ 
ceased Emperor or Empress 
before a posthumous title has 
been chosen. 

A ft ill. bis deceased 

Majesty,—the late Emperor. 

widely carried out 

the principles. 

lit ft dfi A ft this win 
some day be an article of great 
importance,—of coal. 

ff to travel; to be righteous. 

ft M Z A a tramp. See 
10,780. 

%*ftM..Xfttti 
ff* if a man does not walk in 

the right path himself, his wife 
and children will not do so. 

ft IT the Emperor’s travelling 

lodges. 

ff® temporary abode of an 

Emperor on a journey, etc. 

Ifc 0 ft ® the Emperor’s 

presence makes the Court. 

ft'M to go to worship at the 

ancestral tomb at the M 
spring festival. * 

ff the running style of hand¬ 

writing. 

ff 4§. a biography. 

ft flj|| to go through ceremonial 

forms; to salute. 

fa fa afe ft why not mend 

your ways? 

^ hI ff £ (or Ifc) 3* ® 
cannot be applied to western 
nations,—of a law. 

Ifc u it & A ft 
never got farther than “referred 
to the proper Board,” — of a 
memorial which has been wil¬ 
fully strangled by red tape in 
consequence of powerful oppo¬ 

sition to its contents. See 
6029. 

ff or ff ffjf to issue orders 

to. The first is also to impose 
a forfeit. 
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tr 
4624 

Hf f if. trait# 
* tT ^ — *§, -(Br k 
!>?$ ■# ‘f a conscien- 

tious magistrate is to have his 
decrees set at naught by one 
woman, how will he be able to 
deter others from like courses ? 

tf In to tell to. 

tT 3C a despatch sent; to send 

a despatch. 

tf 3c ¥ parallel or anti¬ 

thetical phrases,—committed to 
memory by students. 

tt 9$ to notify. 

tT t0 receive,—as a despatch. 

tT ^ to forward to. 

tT to >nake use of. 

tx to lead a good life. 

tr ^ or tt ^ an epidemic 

is raging. 

tX B or Q tt has been in 

existence; already made. 

tT tsl to sencl to,—a court of 
justice. 

tr 31 on reaching. 

tj" ^ to come. 

tf tracks; trails. 

tT $5^ to send betrothal presents. 

t7 actions; to act. 

tt 07 (°r jjf|) or tt to 
steal; to rob. 

tT ^ to have a free sale; to be 

free to be taken or sold every¬ 
where. 

tx V@ to pass the wine; fill the 

glasses! 
tT shall > forthwith must. 

[ tr here = am going to.] 

tT about to; will forthwith. 

^ B tf fL ii K zf 
if not, I will immediately take 
poison. 

tx ^ the temporary residence 

of a high officer travelling, 

tt to sPread the faith; to do 

missionary work. 

tX ^ military evolutions, 

tf course of conduct. 

tx fUf to pack one’s luggage for 

a journey. 

A:-* ? 
Tr 
4624 

tT ^9 the date of departure. 

tr^ffi^tf^ftortt 
to have success,—as a 

book. 

tT he known by his 

tzti,—as opp. to his persona 
name. f 

* ja S fr £8 0 J* * 
TT he did not make a busi¬ 

ness of painting, yet he sur¬ 
passed the professional artists,— 
of Hsieh An. 

tT ^7 ^ to have sexual inter¬ 
course. 

tr sK. tw t0 senc* complimen¬ 
tary presents. 

tT fbe funds for a journey. 

tr ®. rent j periodical rent. 

tr J§}> t0 be at interest; to bear 

interest. 

tf W f# an itinerant Buddhist 

priest. 

§ ,3k fS j@ t?n tr 
since the Chuan and Chou char¬ 
acters (the Seal characters) went 
out, and the Square and Cursive 
styles became current. 

tr f° act in an exceptional 

way; to suit the circumstances 
of a particular case. 

IfP Iff I® tr1 therefore request 

you to act accordingly. 

if tr iff to d° good 
and charitable acts. 

7 93i n if # m # 
Jrj* I don’t know where “good 

works” comes in. 

tT or tT ^ this won’t 
do; it can’t be done. 

tr ^ ordinary; customary. 

-ft tr the five elements, — viz. 

water, fire, wood, 

& metal, earth. For their 

interaction, see j*jjj 6116. 

~ff. tT 'tf the hve elements 

can restore,—as well as destroy. 
See 6116. 

l$(i tt| 3l tf t0 have got out 

of reach of the 5 elements,—as 
a spiritual being. 

tT He HH see T2)I28- 

TT 
4624 

Read hsing4. Actions; 
conduct. [The usual reading 

of^x in names is hsing4; 

e-s- ] 

tT actions come 

from the heart. 

^ tf go°d works; virtue. 

fjf£ tT to hve virtuously or reli¬ 

giously. 

jjp tr disposition; temper; moral 

level. See 9273. 

If? tT habit; ways; manner; 

practice. 

tr nobility of conduct. 

^2 tr °f a *°w moral character. 

>fj=§ tr honest; trustworthy. 

tf evil actions; to act as if 

possessed. 

^ fX t0 do violence to one’s 

moral character, — as by bad 
actions. 

*lt tf '3$ versed in the theory 

and practice of TAO. See below. 

^ IK tT So-and-so was 
a bad character. 

it §$ A IK tt a11 the out¬ 
rages committed by drunkards. 

itfc M tf ^ A a scoun- 
drel like this. 

tf IK tT he was a man °f 
education but a loose liver. 

tf fjji letters, conduct, 

loyalty, and truth, — were the 
four subjects of the teaching of 
Confucius. 

Read hang3. A row; 
a line; a series. A mer¬ 
cantile firm or hong. [Com¬ 

monly written tj.] • 

—' tT a row of trees. 

—* tr iff! a hue of wild geese,— 

flying in the air. 

jfj§ ff in order; one behind the 

other, as geese fly. 

tx a column in a book; 

proper style. 

^ tr ^ ^ a few lines,—of a 
letter. 

"Jv could see ten columns of a 

book at a glance. 
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it 
4624 

AtT# ordinary note-paper, 

—so called because divided into 
eight columns. 

Igy long lines,—prose. 

Wft the order of sons in a 

family,—as eldest, second, etc. 

ft% which brother are you? 

ft w in the same rank. 

ft ft the ranks; risen from the 

ranks; soldiers. 

Mim rose from the 

ranks. 

ft $) merchants. 

>1— 
ff ± the 17 M or TT & or 

head of a firm. 

■pft a foreign hong. 

ft 01 ftp a firm; a cor¬ 

poration. 

SsF ft to form a trade combi¬ 

nation. 

ft IS shops and houses of busi¬ 

ness. 

ft orfy ^ 3 occupation; 

calling; craft. 

ff a godown; a public ware¬ 

house. 

ft JRg a travelling merchant; 

a trader. 

TT Iff a trade term; a technical 

term. 

hong regulations; com¬ 

mission; brokerage. 

tfIS custom of the trade. 

f|| or ^ jjj rate of ex¬ 

change; market prices, etc. 

^ i fr rjrwil1 not fetch 
the market rate,—as silver of 
low touch. 

ff an outsider; one who does 

not know the business, 

ft ft to be skilled in; an expert. 

^ ff or ^ ft ft not in 
the trade; he doesn’t understand 
the business. 

when he grows up he will under¬ 
stand the business. 

If tfl T' ® frif 1 
too little, I shall look as if I 
wasn’t up to the business. 

ff M an expert. 

fr 

4624 

i 

TT 
4625 

C. king-, 
S-hang 

H. 

F. haing'- 

Vi.ae'- 
N. -ying 

P. Using‘s heng 
M. Z/jjV 

Y. hsing, 
K. 

J. £0, 

A. haing- 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

x 1 

4626 

R. 

See 

A. haing 

Even Lower. 

m : 
Ff* 

4627 

C3 a D 
. sang, 

H. tt/F 
W. v. 

N. hsing 

P.chsing 
M. chsin, chen 

si!hsing 
J. ko, kid 

A. haing'- 

Rising 
Irregular. 

uV ff lie ff in-the-trade 

hates in-the-trade, — two of a 
trade can ne’er agree. 

ft Pi tU those who are 
separated by their trades are 
as though separated by moun¬ 
tains,— they have nothing in 
common. 

ft¥ a fellow,—a term of con¬ 

tempt. 

ft&m to stitch clothes. 

mff'M his magical skill is 

considerable. See above. 

Read hang*. 

% ft ft #tJ & ™ Lu> 
looking bold and soldierly. 

An aquatic plant (Vil- 

larsia nymphoides, Gentia- 

nacecz) called ??* , the 

stems of which are put 

in spirits to improve the 

flavour. 

^ 1 lz‘ul here 

long, there short, is the duck¬ 
weed. 

The tail-end of the 

backbone of an ox. The 

thigh-bone of a bird. 

To blow the nose with 

the fingers. 

4628 

R. 

See 

A. cking 

Even Lower. 

V 
4629 

R. 5 

C. king 

H .gingkwang 
F. keing- 

W. Cciatig, 
giang 

N. Ccing 
P. ching‘d 

cching, 
ihsing 

M. Cchin, r/zzV 
K. hidng, v. 

kiong 

J. vfc«, ii'3 
A. -king 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

R. 

4630 
st: 
P3 

Even Upper. 

4631 

R. 

C. 
H. kang, gin 
F. shing 

N .ying 
P. ihsing 
M. ihsin, chin3 
K. hidng 

J. £»5 
A.ihing 

Even and 
Sinking 

Lower 
and Upper. 

4632 

4633 

A handsome woman. 

title of a female official 

under the Han dynasty. 

The shin-bone; the shank. 

See 3725, 3888. Also read 

ching*. 

*p|* the shin-bone. 

Kl tit PP S* l>it Wm on 

the shank with his staff, — to 
teach him manners. 

1 1 ^ holding oneself 

erect; a commanding presence. 

r-m without legs, — used of 

writings, etc., which spread far 
and wide without visible means 
of locomotion. 

4634 

The dragon-fly, known as 

^2136. 

A mountain pass; a de¬ 

file ; a gorge. 

^ a mountain pass in Chihli. 

■ff PM /Pi name °f a District in 

Chihli. 

^ a niche near the fire-place, 

where the kitchen-god rests. 

See 9887. 

Same as 4603. 

Same as 4636. [To be 

distinguished from 2774]. 



4635 

4636 

C. sun*, v. csun 
H. sim, v. 

c ttung 
Y. hsing, v. 

'ts'-ung 

See 

R 

A. /»«, hswen 

SinkingUpper. 

# 
4637 

@ 
C. king2- 

H. hen'- 
F. haitig- 
W. c<^, ‘-ac 
N. ying, v. ahg 
P. hsing’ 

M. hsin*, hen 

| hsing* 
K. heng 

. kd,gid 

A. haing 

Sinking 

Lower 
Irregular. 

Same as 4636. 

The top of the head; the 

skull. Also read hsin* anc 
ssui. 

the fontanelle in a baby’s 

head; the crown of the head. 

|jjj| the common skull-cap, 

worn all over China. 

The apricot. The al 

mond; see 8510. 

# E or tel- apricots, 

an apricot tree. 

— fe * it ft + a 
apricot blossom reddens the coun¬ 
try for ten li around. 

ten the second moon,—when 

the apricot is in bloom. 

mmteM» you may eat 

your fill of peaches, but apricots 
are deadly. 

name of a place in modern 

fr 
4638 

Shantung, where Confucius used 
to teach. 

teU apricot kernels; almonds. 

te % »' # a $ *■- 
mond tea,—a thin almond gruel 
served at Chinese banquets. 

^ almond-shaped 

eyes and peach-red cheeks. 

her almond eyes 

glared round with rage. 

Bte t he owes almond—i.e. 

^ those by name ^ 

mankind, so. everybody, mean¬ 
ing that he is deeply in debt. 

^ Salisburia adiantifolia. 

a kind of greengage. 

a kind of dark plum. 

a name for Peking. 

Same as 4625. 

2* 

4639 
R. 

C. v. poka 

N. yiioh 

See 

£■> 

4640 

R. 

See 

Entering 

Lower. 

m 
4641 

W' 
Ms 
4642 

N. yiioh 

See , 

A. houk, ouk 

Entering 

Lower. 

4643 

4644 

R. 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

4.5 

4645 

See 

A. tiet, tout 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 
4646 

[ 581 ] 

Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

A stratum of rock or 

hard clay. A crack in a 

jar. 

See 4839. 

The Chinese blue tree- 

pie or red-legged magpie 

(Urocissa sinensis'). It is 

reared for fighting. If heard 

in the morning, there will 

be fine weather; in the even¬ 

ing, rain. 

a young dove. 

A mountain torrent. 

HI disturbance; confusion. 

Angry. 

=*I 
P} 
4647 

R. 

To jest; to mock at; to 

ridicule. 

C.yok- 
F. khiok, ngiok 
W. hsia^ 

N. hsiah 
P. hsiio* 
M. luo 

K. hak 
J. kaku, kiaku 

A. hok 

Entering 
Upper. 

, 2* 

w 
4648 

R. 

Entering 
Upper. 

See 4309. 

To wave. 

■ ^ to flutter,—as clothes in 

the wind 

Grits of rice or corn which 

remain after pounding. 

^ rice-grits, 

grits in flour. 

Same as 4645. 

4650 

R.: 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

W 
4651 

R\fc 

hiu 

C. yau 
H. ) 

F. 

W. hsiau 
N. | 
P. 5 hsiu 
M. j 

Y. hsiio 
Sz. hsiu 

2* 

4649 

C. hok 
F. houk 
W. ngo 

N. ngoh 
K. hok, hak 

J. koku,gaku 
A. houk 

Entering 
Lower. 

f2« 

=jjg to laugh and jest. 

* to jest with; to play tricks 

on; to indulge in lewd sport. 

good at joking, he never jokes 
to wound. 

't'B ifJe t0 have fun together. 

mm jokes; chaff; banter. 

tM do not thus make 
a mock of things. 

It 31 ifc with scornful 
words and dissolute, 
of pride. 

obscene. 

To vomit. 

-the smile 

The glistening plumage 

of birds. The reflection of 

sunlight on water. 

glistening. 

33 
the white birds 

To be frightened ; to 
dread. Also read kuo**. 

startled; frightened. 

Read huo4*. Suddenly. 

H ^ hastily. 

To rest; to stop; to cease; 
to resign. To separate 
from. To avoid; impera¬ 
tively = do not, etc. (see 
6949). Blessing; prosperity; 
good fortune. 

3£ * A # g 
therefore wise rulers and sages 
rest therein,—in inaction. See 
4711. 
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ft1 
4651 

K. hiu 

J. kiu, ku 

A. hiu 

Even Upper. 

#lt to stop; to desist from. 

to rest,—as from toil, 

tfc J, £ it rest here. 

ik^- to stop work. 

will stop only at 

death. 

$1 & —* P] H ^ "fy^when 
death comes, all things cease 

See 440. 

M * m % (also), bygones 

shall be bygones. See below. 

n fUJ ik then our hearts 

can be at rest. 

if you won’t, 

there’s an end of it. 

—* ^ fp Zl if you 
don’t succeed the first time, try 
again. 

^ |e5 ifc will last as long 

as heaven and earth. 

I f T # I swear I will 

never stop,—until I succeed. 

to bathe three times a 

month, as was customary for 
officials under the T‘ang dynasty, 
and for which they went off duty 

when off duty, he would shut 
himself up and decline visitors, 
—of Ts‘ai Lun. See Biog. Diet. 

my son is dead! 

^ to resign office. 

his father had just 

resigned. 

Zik to apply to resign. 

ask to resign 
on the plea of age. 

; to apply to resign on 
o’ ' 

account of ill-health. 

to put away or divorce 

one’s wife. 

ft# a bill of divorce. 

ikm to reject; to abandon. 

tiff to renounce the position 

one is destined by birth to oc¬ 
cupy. 

HH don’1 allude to it. 

mmikm let bygones be by¬ 

gones. 

don’t be afraid! 

» Sr'F #. #: iS 

4651 

m 
4652 

C.yau, hdu 
F. hiu, hail 

W. hsiau 
P. hsit, hsiu, 

hsiau 
M. hsiu, hsiau 

K. hiu, hio 

J. ku 
A. hu, hiu 

Even Upper. 

m 
4653 

See^C 

Even Upper. 

if you won’t agree, don’t expect 
to save your life. 

A#: the blessing of heaven. 

joy and sorrow; good for¬ 

tune and ill. 

mutually sympa¬ 

thetic. 

W j# or W M or # St 
fortunate; good; excellent. 

M II boundless g°od 
luck. 

to know people’s 

good and evil luck,—as a sooth 
sayer. 

t0 ask wbetber one’s 

luck is good or otherwise. 

be favourable, O 

Imperial ancestor! 

i'fc favourable signs or proofs 

of. 

^ simple and upright. 

!i A ifc the true Sage 
is as a negative quantity,—he 

ml ^ does nothing. 

^ the “style” of Chuang 
m \j 
lzu. 

To shout; to make a 

hubbub. A cry; a groan. 

vkZ if one man of Ch‘i were 

to teach him while all the people 
of Ch‘u were to confuse him,- 
he could not learn. 

m m p# pfr crying out in 

agony. 

Shade; protection; kind¬ 

ness. Used for 4651. 

your great favour. 

jjiJj} Jfc divine favour. 

Bbf the holy favour,—of gods 

or of the Emperor. 

^ S J® M1 am deeply in_ 
debted for your protection. 

litAi to receive the 

blessings of heaven. 

JH jnifc )ifc may you tread on 
happiness and attract to your¬ 
self blessings!—a complimentary 
phrase used in letters. 

/m 
4654 

r a# 
See p|j: 
A. hau 

Even Upper. 

Excellent; fortunate. 

Minute; fine. 

Read hsiaox. To boil. 

To fumigate. See 5957. 

^ ifc to boast and swagger. 
Ut\ DD 

A fabulous beast, called 

4655 

RH 

Sec ik 

Even Upper. 

4656 

R- it 
See ^ 

Even Upper. 

m 
4657 

See 
Even Upper. 

4658 

R-^c 
C. sau 
H. sin 

F. csiu, v. csieu 
'.chliu 

W. 

N. 
P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. ] 
K.su 

J. shu 
A. tu 

Even Upper, 

%% Wf- (see 9°68), sa^ to 
devour tigers. Valiant; her¬ 

oic. 

A war-horse. 

hsiu 

An owl, known as ^ 

said to laugh, and regarded 

as a bird of ill omen 

To feel ashamed; to 

put to shame; to blush. 

To nourish. To produce. 

Food; delicacies; offerings; 

sacrifices. 

it is the mouth 

which gives occasion for shame. 

* ft W H not to put the gods 

to shame. 

inconstancy in virtue will be 
visited with disgrace. 

to have a sense of shame 

H or H or n 
or to feel ashamed. 

^ to put flowers to shame,— 

sc. very lovely. 

jjfe ^ to put to shame; to insult 

H M furious at being 
disgraced; mortified and angry 

to die of shame. 

^ bashfulness. 
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4658 

1 

466l 

R-^c 

Sec 

Even Upper. 

4659 

4660 

see 

Even Upper. 

7bL t0 ashamed; to be 

very bashful. 

^ to ashamed; to blush. 

i H t it If ^ 
ashamed that her face got red 
and her ears scarlet,—blushec 
up to the roots of her hair. 

Hifc straitened circumstances. 

^5} to nourish the aged. 

^ I have now brought forwarc 

and announced to you my in¬ 
tentions. 

all kinds of deli¬ 

cacies. See 4660. 

pluck 

a spray of coral as an offering 
to the gods. 

Same as 4660. 

Savoury food; delicacies 
See 4658. 

jJH choice food. 

HH to make a present of de¬ 

licacies. 

Allfjf it how can 
I expect to get the eight choice 
kinds of food? 

To put in order; to 

prepare; to cultivate; to 

regulate; to restore; to re¬ 

build. Long. See 4624 

hsing4. 

will prepare my 

spear and lance. 

# 2 4s Z he dressed and 

levelled,—the ground. 

P t0 Put one’s weapons in 
order,—for war. 

P ^ to prepare a topography, 

—e.g. of a Prefecture or District. 

#e °r p jSy to prepare a 

letter. 

#f§ to cultivate virtue. See 

4624. 

to do good by stealth. 

to put one’s person in 

order; to cultivate oneself; to 
improve one’s moral nature. 

4661 

l^>- to cultivate Tao,—from a 

Confucian point of view, with 
the object of becoming a virtu¬ 
ous and honourable man; from 
a Taoist point of view, with the 
object of becoming an Immortal 

See fill 4449. 

in' to cultivate purity, — of 

mind and body, according to 
Taoist canons, and with the 
object of attaining immortality. 

# pp to regulate one’s conduct 

in accordance with propriety. 

P ftto cultivate good actions,- 

as beggars suggest when asking 
for money; to cultivate friendly 
relations. 

ft haoK # to love the cultiva 

tion of morality. See 440. 

P 'o' to m'x or make up me¬ 

dicines. 

# to steadfastly maintain,- 

as principles. 

to be metamorphosed into, 

—used both by Buddhists and 
Taoists. 

”1^ to prepare. 

expenses of repairs. 

to alter by addition or 

destruction. 

or or P or 

to put in order; to mend. 

# x£l or # §j| or P 

P Ilf:to build; to rebuild; to 

repair, 

P t0 be built into or through, 

—as the Great Wall into the sea 
at Shan-hai-kuan. 

f# m to repair a temple. 

# It f« to repair bridges 

and mend roads. 

to dig a moat. 

to adorn. 

t0 amend; to revise, 

a dock. 

to trim a lamp. 

m # m the four steeds 

were long and stout, 

very long. 

'ffii the road 
is long and winding. 

# Yt tall bamboos. 

4661 

ffi 
4662 

R-^c 

See 

Even Upper. 

^5, long eyebrows; well 

marked eyebrows. 

of medium height 

# £2 ^ tk long or short life 

is a matter of destiny. 

to act as Chien 

Hsiu, — the name of a notec 
marriage go-between in legen¬ 
dary times. 

If itu # 1 imitate the 
worthies of old. 

P —one of the 12 

divisions of the Buddhist Scrip 
tures. See 1086. 

Dried meat, as formerly 

given to tutors; hence, sa¬ 

lary. Far; distant. To 

prepare; to regulate. Used 

for 4461. See 2681. 

4663 

R-^C% 
H. ~siu 

See P 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

4664 

m 
4665 

f f# " if the salary of 

a teacher. 

f#$:a respectful present. 

Ul HI f# lift hills and streams 

keep us far apart. 

f# H very distant. 

P ^ for a very long time. 

P very long; drawn out. 

Read tHao1. (Usuallyp.) 

A District in Chihli, under 

the Han dynasty, changed 

in 1265 to ^ Ching- 

chou. 

Water in which rice has 

been boiled. 

H $ £ (the above- 
named vegetables are) soaked in 
rice-water to make them tasty. 

Same as 4660. 

See 2336. 
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m 
4666 

C. yau 

H. ts'-iu,yu 
F. siu 

W. siu 

N. yiu 
P. hsiu, chhiu 

M. ch'-iu 

K. su 
J. shu, dju 

A. tu 

Even Lower. 

4667 

4668 

2 

4669 

C. isiau, yau 

H. siu 

F. iu 

P. you, hsiu 
M. you 
K. yu, ch‘u 
J. shu, dju 

A. tu 

Even Lower. 

4670 

Hi 
4671 

4672 

w 
4673 

r4j 
C. yau, nau 

H. hiu 
F. hiu, hieu, 

chhiu 

W. hsiau 
N. hsiu 

M. I hsiu 
Y. hsieo 

Sz. hsiu 
K. hu 
J. kiii, hu 

A. hu 

Rising Upper 

To swim. See 2258. 

TJa) t0 swim‘ 

a diving-dress. 

70 a bold swimmer. 

to swim across the 

water. 

See 2257. 

See 2341. 

The long white larvae of 

a beetle called 

mm a large sea-crab. 

See 2342. 

See 10,338. 

Same as 4679. 

Rotten; decayed; worth¬ 

less. [To be distinguished 

from ^77 12,718.] 

ft pf Jfi rotten 
wood cannot be carved,—you 
can’t make a silk purse out of 
a sow’s ear. 

ft u worn-out material,—as an 

old public servant; used in self¬ 
depreciation. Cf. inutile lignum. 

ft M 01 ft *! or ft M 
decayed; spoilt; worthless. 

^ ^ rotten; decomposed. 

ft ‘ H nine spoilt for one 

finished,—of painting pictures. 

w 
4673 

ft 
4674 

4675 

H. siu 

See 

K. su 

Sinking 
Upper. 

ft a worthless old man,— 

used conventionally of oneself. 

m 7' ft his name will 

never be forgotten. 

ffs pi m T' ft so as to hand 

down the memory of it for ever, 

s # T' ft his good fame 

will never decay. 

* % ft not forgotten 

through all time. 

rffi ft they die, but do 

not perish,—leaving their works 
behind them; “non omnis 
monar. 

Same as 4673. 

Growing grain coming in 
to ear; plants flowering; flou¬ 
rishing; luxuriant. Beauti¬ 
ful; accomplished; refined. 
A plant that seeds without 
having put forth flowers. 

(the grain) grew 

and came into ear. 

ears of corn. 

iS H 5$ T SSIthe 
millet is in ear. 

^ ^ & each (of 
these plants) has its own season 
for flowering. 

^ ^ luxuriant,—as vegetation. 

or beautiful; 

handsome. 

so pretty one 

would like to eat her. 

^ ^ refined; elegant. 

filled with 

the grace of heaven and earth, 
—of a refined man. 

it girls employed as servants 

in the Palace. 

^ elegant clothes. 

a delicate graceful neck 

talent; elegant manners; 

happy influences, as places. 

talents; a hsiu-tslai, or 

licentiate, or graduate of the 
first degree, or bachelor of arts. 

See ^ 2075. 

K £ % 4- hearing of his 

talents. 

4675 

4676 

See 

Sinking and 
Rising Upper 

and Lower. 

4677 

half a b.a. See 

-ft 4 SS34. 

there 

are b.a’s and b.a’s. 

^ an accomplished scholar; 

an equivalent for the above 
entry, adopted by the T‘ai-p‘ing 
rebels. 

a complimentary title 

given to candidates preparing 

for the grade of See 
12,299. 

^ Hr tB # the B A;fears 
the triennial test examination,— 
failure at which may cause him 
to be deprived of his b.a. 

though one may fail to get office, 
the degree of hsiu-tslai remains, 
—as a permanent honour, and 
also as carrying with it certain 
rights. Thus, a hsiu-/s‘ai can¬ 
not be bambooed until he has 
first been formally stripped of 
his degree. 

% Hr A 'Ifr » 4 5ft 
hsiu-tsiai's heart is but half a 
sheet of paper, — of small ac¬ 
count; not to be depended upon. 
The hsiu-/s‘ai class is a large 
and not over reputable one. 

% t t & m m t ,h' 
hsiu-ts'ai does not come from a 
poor family,—which could not 
afford the expense of his educa 
tion. 

5$ HR a yellowish-green warbler 

with a white ring round its eyes. 

^ 7JC jPi a District in Cheh- 

kiang. 

A coarse jade or jasper, 

called 5ft ^ ^, used for 

making mouth - pieces to 
pipes; also, for ear-stoppers, 
the use of which is not 
known but was probably to 
keep out dust. 

5ft ^ a whitish variety of the 

above, used for ornaments of 
various kinds. 

Read yiP. 

3E 3^ Wang Yu, an official of 

the 2nd cent. 

Same as 4680. 
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4678 

> 

4679 

R. 

C. sau 
H. 

F. 
W. ( 
N. } 
P. ) 

M. 

Y. 
Sr. J 
K. not used 
J. shu, shu 

A. tu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

4 

seu 

sin 

hsiu 

4680 

*•# 
H. sin 

See (j 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See 13,433- 

Rust of metal. 

or t0 Srovv rusty. 

^ verdigris. 

H rusted in; rusted together. 

mmthat man 

is iron rust,—very stingy. 

To embroider; orna¬ 

mented ; variegated; illus¬ 
trated. 

or jji)j to embroider. 

See 2068. 

to embroider designs. 

ft 8 JH t0 draw a draS°n 
and embroider a phoenix,—to 
adorn with various designs. 

& to spangle with gold. 

T embroidery work. 

|jl^ ornamented screens. 

HI an embroidered satchel or 
a 
bag. 

m embroidered clothes. 

jfljB an embroidered jacket. 

| ^ embroideries. 

n, ATl' a P a brocaded mind 

and an embroidered mouth,— 
of a refined scholar. 

m to tattoo the face. 

or a boudoir. 

~Jr a spinster; a young lady, 

an embroidered hillock,— 

a cushion; an ottoman. 

m& a Commissioner sent to 

manage difficult cases in the 
provinces. 

^ an embroidered ball; the 

geranium. 

m| the pelargonium. 

T Hi Hoya carnosa. 

Maitreya Buddha. See 

78x2. 

4681 

4682 

R 

See 

Sinking 

_ Lower. 

w 
4683 

R. 

C. /sau 
H. tsHu 
F. seu, v. "wo/ig 

W 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. su 
J. shu 
A. triu, truk 

Sinking 

Lower. 

hsiu 

Same as 4679. 

A cliff; a mountain peak. 

a precipice. 

a Department in Shing- 

king. 

I ?ij $tftft the distant 

cliffs stand ranged in the win¬ 
dow. 

A sleeve, 

the sleeve. 

4807. 

To put into 

See ft 125, 

5k m the sleeves of a coat. 

£ a coat with sleeves. 

PJ the mouth of a sleeve. 

|[i] MM 01 'ff $§ # the cuff, or 
sleeve turned back, resembling 
a horse’s hoof. 

#or f ft M in or up the 

sleeve. 

to put one’s hands in one’s 

sleeves,—for warmth. 

to put one’s hands 

in one’s sleeves and look on,— 
without taking part. 

Ift rffi i flicked his sleeve 

and went off,—in a rage. 

iB Sift to shake out both 

sleeves,—showing that nothing 
is concealed within. 

M Ift M M. nothing but clear 

wind in both sleeves,—clean¬ 
handed; incorrupt. 

Hr Ift 0the vice of cuttins 
off the sleeve,—sodomy. From 
the story of an Emperor who 
cut off his sleeve rather than 
wake a favourite lying upon it. 

M Ift # ® Z II with 
a long-sleeved and graceful- 
posturing expression, — used of 

style. See 9254. 

the ma hu tzU has not come out 
of the sleeve,—he is not likely 
to succeed. See 7586. 

|ft see 7219. 

nil H £ concealed it in his 

sleeve. 

J=J to travel by night. 

4683 

4684 

F. v. eii1- 
P. Jisiu 

See 

J. kiii, ku 

A. tH3 

Even Upper. 

'Sr 
4685 

R. 

C. ch^au 
F. ch'-eu 
W. hiau 
N. ] 
P. 
M. 
Sz. ) 
Y. hsieo 

K. hit 
J. kiii, ku 
A. hsu 

SinkingUpper 

4686 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

fft ^ (0r^) P°Cket edi‘ 
tions. 

Ift B #) % a Peking sleeve- 

dog. 

A colour made up of 

much red and little black. 

A varnish of a red or mauve 

colour; to varnish. 

To smell. See 

and 13,141. 

hsiu 

4687 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

4688 

R Ht 
C. king, heng 
H. hiung 
F. king, hiang 

W. hsiung 

N. hsiung 

M I 
Y* } hsiung 

Sz 

2521' 

to smell flowers. 

= re ft thrice (the hen 

pheasant) smelt (Tzii Lu) and 
then rose. Or, thrice (Confu¬ 
cius) smelt (the hen pheasant 
when served to him by Tzii Lu) 
and then rose. \Han comm. The 
pheasant called thrice and then 
rose.] 

To smell. 

^ H ^ # £ 14 1 wiU not 
smell the bait of an arrogant 
prince,—i.e. I will not even look 
at the salary he may offer. 

Animals which put the 

mouth to the ground when 

feeding. 

An elder brother'; a 

senior. 

or mil brothers; also, 

sisters. The former is also spe¬ 
cially used for “a younger bro¬ 
ther,” and conventionally for 

all within the Four Seas are 
brothers. 

74 
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5V 
4688 

K. hy'ong, v. 
sldng 

J. kid, kei 

A. hwing 

Even Upper. 

EB life it is hard to get brothers, 

it is easy to get acres. 

^ M 3$ - IS % M brothers 
in the morning, foes at night,— 
of lightly-made friendships. 

i 

^ his wife and P‘eng 

K'ang’s wife were sisters. 

lift an elder brother. See 3736. 

ftft a senior; an elder; Sir. 

my elder brother. 

❖ ft, your elder brother. 

brothers by the 

same mother. 

HtftB cousins with the same 

surname. 

flftiB cousins with a differ¬ 

ent surname. 

US ft or IS ft °r j§1 ft 
sworn brothers; members of a 
secret society. See 8514. 

ftft a wife’s elder brother. 

*fft the elder brother of a 

sister’s husband. 

ft or W ft or ft i 
f=ft or Aft conventional 

phrases used in direct address 
to strangers and others = “you, 
Sir.” 

& ft your foolish elder brother 

—used by an older man for him 
self = “I.” 

toM like a brother; a bosom 

friend. 

?l j} ft the brother with a 

square hole, — cash • money 

[JL is here properly read 

huang1.] 

if % m ft a ft % 
brothers are the safest partners. 

ft % n to M no one knows 

the younger brother like the 
elder. 

brothers are 

like hands and feet,—they can 
never be replaced. See 981. 

if a brother kills a man, he and 
his other brothers range them¬ 
selves as hands and feet,—his 
act does not implicate them. 

AMwhen 

or 

5V 
4688 

pr 
4689 

R.^ > 
C. hung 
H. hiung 

F. hung 
W. hsiioa 
N. hsiiung 
p. \ 

M. , . 
Y [ hsiung 

Sz. ) 
K. hiung 
J. kid, ku 

A. hung 

Even Upper. 

brothers disagree, they become 
a prey to outsiders., 

jfc ft m m % ft m 
however dear brothers may be 
to each other, rights of property 
should be clearly defined,—to 
avoid squabbles. 

Read huang*. Commis¬ 

eration ; sorrow. 

ft m 31 to prolong my 

anxious sorrow. 

Unlucky, as opposed to 

^ 909 •, unfortunate; sad; 

cruel. Used with 4690. 

^ 1*1 4c#!1 do not know if 

it is lucky or not. 

using other men as mirrors in 
which to see yourself, you may 
discover your own good and bad 
points. 

I*!=)ls a bad omen. 

l*Jthe crow (or raven) 
announces bad luck. 

0 ftg-UI the sun and moon 

announce evil,—by not keeping 
in their proper courses. 

I*l¥ > bad year, — for the 

harvest. 

fe<l I# fi 0 ’tis an unlucky 

day! 

I*IM a baleful star. 

|X| baleful; ill-omened. 

1*1 ^ misfortune; evil. 

1*1 fiS evil aspect; evil influence 

l*Hls bad news. 

1*1 fft an unhappy fate. 

I*!# unlucky matters,—death, 

burial, etc. 

S 3E 1*1 the disease is very 
dangerous. 

1*1 * mourning clothes. 

ft 1*1 to avert calamity,—as by 

the use of the phrase m Tfj, 
when meeting a funeral, giving 
presents to children, etc. See 

99°S- 

*iiffc Wl*l meeting with all 

these miseries. 

pr 
4689 

jar 
4690 

R.^. > 

See |)^J 

Even Upper. 

01*1 the Four Criminals,—viz. 

11 ^ Huan Tou> ^ X 

Kung Kung, K‘un, and =£ 

jgj the chief of the San Miao. 

These individuals misbehaved 
themselves in various ways and 
were punished accordingly by 
the Emperor Shun. 

1*177 the knife with which a 

murder was committed. 

Violent; cruel; savage. 

Used with 4689. 

or 

p 
4691 

R. ^ 

See 

Even Upper. 

ft B or ft If or ft ffi 

wicked; malignant; savage; 
cruel; violent; aggressive; un¬ 
scrupulous; cruel; atrocious. 

ftft to do violence; to kill. 

ft # ft ft to do deeds of 

violence on the strength of one’s 
position. 

Ms n JtL a seeing an assail¬ 

ant. 

ft 4C «r ft or ft, Jffi 
persons concerned in a murder 
case. 

ft^ the actual murderer. 

It® a weapon with which 

murder was committed. 

ft H # m murderers and 

other important criminals. 

It Mr dangerous; malignant. 

It t0 d*e a vi°lent death. 

the aggressive action of 

an army. 

To scold; to abuse. 

Trouble; calamity; disorder. 

To go to law; to judge. 

^ 'f 1W the wh°le empire 
is murmuring. 

W itt $|) IH (God) has sent 
down these calamities. 

7# 3: to lay bare the 
king’s disorders. 

m they have not ap¬ 

pealed to the judges. 



4692 

R. ^ 

See |2^ 

Even Upper. 

587 

1ft1 
4693 

R^® 

See |)<| 

Even Upper. 

4694 

R. 

See [AJ 

Even Upper. 

4695 

4696 

R. ^ 

See |)(| 

Even Upper. 

The breast. Original 

form of 4696 (g.v.). 

^ ^ breast full of 

cares. 

® M the sound of noisy dis¬ 

putation; hubbub. 

® iSL a name, identified with 

“Huns,” first given to the Tur¬ 
kic tribes under the Han dyn¬ 
asty. They had previously been 
known by various names at dif¬ 
ferent epochs. See 5234. 

Timorous; to start up 

frightened, as from a dream 

Noise of water; hubbub; 

clamour. 

jjfl the breaking of waves; the 

rush of a mountain torrent. 

it. 6? »f it b°»- 
ed over with anger. 

panic in the 
capital. 

Same as 4696. 

The breast; the mind 

intelligence. See 4692. 

or j]£jj jjj|j -^r* the breast 

the chest, 

in the breast. 

concealing a knife 

(i.e. treachery) in his breast. 

^ jjjijij chicken-chest, — pigeon 

breasted. 

& g *AJ» anger fills his 
<Ui> 7Rr 

breast. 

IS Jft s£ W beat his breast 

and stamped his feet,—to keep 
warm. 

tfij' JHH 'M to clasp one’ 
breast in anguish. 

JjjxjJ J]fj| ^ an obstruction in 

the chest; indigestion. 

5b6 £& the breast full ol 

brocade and embroidery,—fu 
of learning and refinement. 

4696 

P 
4697 

Jj$) FM iberal-minded. 

jfxjj ||| all the Wu klu (i.e. 

a whole arsenal) in his breast,— 
of a skilful general. 

^ JjfgJ to make one’s mind easy. 

Ift HI or the breast,— 

as feelings, mind, etc. 

# m % 7' n asm m 
itt unless possessed of no ordi¬ 

nary intelligence, how could he 
have attained to this? 

§ If # # DSI 4»at 
waking, the flavour of the book 
(read before sleep) remains in 
the mind. 

Same as 4691. 

4698 

R. 

C.kung 
H. kiung 

F. kting, ti-itng 
W. cHung 
N. euung 
P. hsiutig 
M. hsiin 

| hsiung 

K. kung 
. kid, ku 

A. kung 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

4699 

R. ~ 

H. hiung 

See 
J. wo 

Even Lower, 

A medicinal plant, called 

pj Ip?, a decoction of which 

is used to purify the blood. 

£ (or ) jj=J a species of the 

above. 

J|| j=J a variety from Sstich'uan 

Defined in the j§£ ^ as 

^ = the male of birds 

as opposed to jl^ 12,397 

and also of insects and smal 

animals. Brave; martial 

See 1659, 13,129. 

^ S m Z ik. IB M 46 
not crouching like the 

female, but flying like the male 
[Government couriers wear 
cocks’ feathers in their caps.] 

^ (or$: ora£) MMm 
to try who is the best man. 

|f£ M £ M m amon§ 
crows, who knows cock birds 
from hens? 

^ —’ IK ^ ittfl a compe 

tition in which the prize was 
sheet of (Su Tung-p‘o’s) writing 

m si -ft it a hen turning into 

a cock,—the grey mare being 
the better horse. 

4699 

4700 

R. 

C. hung 
H.yung 

hting, v. 

king 
W.) 
N. ) yung 
P. 

hsiung 

Sz. 
K. ung 
[. y«, ko 
\. hung 

Even Lower. 

m 11 a fine cock. 

mM cock of the walk. 

0 jli Ainfeatsof| 
strength he was cock of the walk. I 

— Mm there cannot I 

be two cocks in one roost. See\ 
1309. 

^ a hero. 

m& burly; strong. 

ms masculine; not flabby,— | 

of poetry, etc. 

-km#. Shakyamuni Buddha.I 

mm a martial or robust frame. 

a master-hand at| 

strategy. 

J=ri or m brave troops. 

j(j| ^ imposing; grand; strong 

and inaccessible; see 9991. 

# & m & stir up yourj 

courage. 

46 S — if to seize on ter-| 

ritory. 

46 it realgar or disulphide ofl 

arsenic; sometimes used for| 
flowers of sulphur. 

^ ^ tubers of wolfs-bane.| 

See 3689. 

A bear. See 9031. [To| 

be distinguished from 

10,598.] 

or DR A the brown bear! 

(Urstis arctos),—so called from! 
its habit of standing erect. 

jfH =§& bear’s paws,—one of thel 

A 3^; see 599- 
! bear’s gall,—used as al 

lift 1 
medicine 

ft S hit fr°m a bear’s heart,— I 

used as a medicine. 

$) fS or M the small| 
white-necked performing bear| 
(Ursus tibetanus). 

^ ^ m tft his lucky dream| 
was about a bear,—signifying! 
that he would have a son. See\ 

IS 5iS»- 

trying. 

the glare is very! 
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tw 

4700 

m 
4701 

m 

47°2 

R. si 

F. being's king 
M. zchunSebiin 

See ;| 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

4703 
R. 

F. ski/tg, 
liiong' 

W. cciung 

N. cciiung 
P. hsiung3 
K. hiong 
J. £«', 

A. kwing 

Sinking 

Upper. 

47°4 

ft 
R 

K.« 
J. r//«, jo 

A. 

Even Upper. 

mmU Bear’s-Ears Hill,—a 

mountain in Honan, where the 
Great Yii began his engineering 
labours; so called from two peaks 
resembling the ears of a bear. 

Read nar and nai* = f||j 

8184. 

See 2380. 

To give information 

about; to gossip. Intel¬ 

ligent. Also read chiung*. 

Hi Mr) ^ to watch and 
report on current events. 

BIr) to Pry about and tell tales. 

W to shrewd; intelligent. 

0 m z 
having long been employed as 
a spy. 

Pre-eminent; superior 

To have great aims; to 

scheme. 

^ he stood peerless and alone. 

IISS there is no place 

like the capital. 

0 jlL Ji*t0 tod vvdlcde 
day long. 

Mutually; together; all. 

To store up. A final part¬ 

icle. A clerk. 

\sX involved together 

in a common ruin. 

| f | ^ (near relatives) 

should not any of them be 
treated distantly. 

all; every one. 

all are contained 

in (or depend on) this. 

to accumulate. Also, a 

servant. 

he had surveyed 

the plain,—where he was settled. 

to be rejoiced in 

are these princes. 

j|? clerks in a yamen. 

4704 

if4 
4705 

C. sai, v. csai 
H. se 

F. sae, sai 

W. 
N. 
P. hsii 
M. chsii 

K .se 
J. set, sai 

A. te 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m rt 
4706 

4707 

e Sb M 

See 

J. she, so 

A. ti 

Rising and 
Even Upper. 

fif 
4708 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

Site3 
an 

47°9 

R 

See 

Rising and 
Even Upper. 

police constables; runners. 

Also, to treat with indignity. 

officer of Board of Music. 

A son-in-law. 

£j=J or ^ J»p| a son-in-law. 

See fi 4249 hsiang4. 

dear son-in-law! 

a son-in-law high in at! 
office. 

an eastern bed 

excellent son-in-law, — a most 
desirable son-in-law. 

iK or 
% 

A*# a son-in-law who lives 

with the family of his wife. 

^ father-in-law and son-in 

law. 

a husband; a daughter’s 

husband is also so called. 

a term by which two 

brothers-in-law speak of each 
other. 

Same as 4705. 

To strain spirits; clear; 

bright. Abundant. 

M yb m a if 1 have wine, I 

strain it. 

ft ifcvf £ let us drink this 

clear wine. 

|||t yjp^ with the bright 

dew lying on it. 

how luxuriant are 

the leaves! 

Fine rice, used for sacri¬ 

ficial purposes. Salary; 

official pay. 

itlii H yao' £ to 
carry pepper and rice and en¬ 
treat,—the gods. 

Knowledge; discrimina¬ 

tion; prudence. 

am ability; talent. 

-^=1 fW wisdonG good judgment. 

^ treacherous; untrust¬ 

worthy. 

Pfl 
4709 

4710 

R.gE. 
pn 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

m 
4711 

s«if 
A. hi 

Even Upper. 

if there is no lack of prudence 
in the planning, there will be 
no failure in the execution. 

To strain spirits; fine wine. 

Used with 4707. 

Ityt SW Prayers accompanied by 

offerings. 

Empty, as opposed to 

9947; vacant; unsub¬ 

stantial ; unconditioned; va¬ 

gue; vain; false; figurative. 

Pure; unprejudiced. Ab¬ 

stract. One of the Zo¬ 

diacal constellations; see 

Tables, VB. 

[ empty; void. 

:fc tfi the great void,—of space 

illimitable. 

or & ft vague; un¬ 

substantial. 

the six illimitable direc- 

tions,—N. E. s. w. upwards, and 
downwards. 

-ity, visionary. 

sit A an empty grate; inflam¬ 

mation; hungry. 

an empty name; a spuri¬ 

ous reputation. 

M ^ Mr M vain is fame> 
empty are riches, 

yjfj" ^ to buy a false name, 

— to get up a reputation for 
being what one is not. 

IS or HI W emUy talk; 
falsehood. 

Jfi M Wi vacuous and 
peaceful,—as the mind of the 
Buddhist absorbed in contem¬ 
plation. 

^ '/g the Nihilist party. 

± m m to keep vacant 

the left-hand seat (the place of 

honour),—as 'fjg the 

prince of Hsin-ling did in his 

chariot for ^ Hou Ying. 

4 ffi # sat waiting for 

him,—-doing nothing. 

not to exact labour 

for nothing. 
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JM 
4711 

—*. -|- —• I have 

vainly lived 21 years,—a con¬ 
ventional way of stating one’s 
age. 

to waste time. 

fiE Af not to miss an evening. 

shot small birds at 100 paces 
without ever missing one. 

or |i^j false; untrue, 

it is not false. 36 ft T 

if what I say is 

false,, let the penalty come on 
me,—instead of on the accused. 

^ a false account; a legend. 

VX H Wt £ ft If to spy out 
the real strength of the enemy. 

£ H it If Hthe tricks 
of war are not to be relied upon. 

ZZ 
how can we say that this 

is not the trick of making the 
truth appear to be false? 

14 JW £. £ fl'J it resting 
(in inaction), they reach the 
unconditioned, and from the 
unconditioned they reach the 
conditioned. 

£ to make up a false state 

ment or declaration. 

jjU| gP ^ to pretend to be 

of great consequence, or to have 
great influence; to talk big; to 
brag. 

£it false; treacherous, 

tSf jfltll a covert allusion; a hint. 

mzmzt&m 
these are the subtleties of Chi¬ 
nese composition,—the genius 
of the language 

1® £ ffl il is used fisura- 
tively. 

in imitation of. 

£ M. empty sounds; mere 

words. 

[ to affect to press one to 

stop. 

T swell-mobsmen. 

ffi £ iff the pure Palace — 
of the moon. 

humble; modest. 

diffident; without precon 

ceived ideas. 

4711 

& with empty heart; passion¬ 

less; unprejudiced. 

to investigate dis¬ 

passionately and searchingly. 

& IS it Wto seek 
instruction from one’s elders 
before making up one’s mind. 

3* Si ± the prince 
of Ch‘u is honestly desirous of 
getting good men,—taking merit 
only into consideration. 

meek and lowly; 

submissive; spiritless. 

t the mind of 
the thief must be unmoved. 

S tt S. ft p lit soimper' 
turbable was his disposition. 

a delicate cons- 

piT 
4712 

R. 

See 

A. hi 
Even Upper. 

4713 
R ® 
H. hi 

See 

orWl 
titution. 

to feel exhausted or lan- 

K. ki, v. he 
. kio^ ko 

A. hi 
Even Upper. 

guid. 

weak; delicate, 

wasting disease; consump 

tion. 

Ira lit ft conscious of §ud 
and in dread of being confront¬ 
ed,—with one’s accuser. 

# # 4* fa £ in prison>he 
became aware of the hollowness, 
—of his case. 

four characters 

used in calendars to mark the 
nth, 4th, 25th, and 18th of 
the twenty-eight constellations, 
respectively, the days indicated 
by which always fall on Sun 
days. 

/JL* empty words, as opposed 

to jjj ^ full words,—a term 

used loosely by the Chinese to 
signify (1) abstract terms, (2) par¬ 

ticles, and (3) verbs or ^ 

as opposed to nouns 

The same word can be either 
empty or full, according to its 
application. 

tk ^ M IS £ 4= rn *e 
character yeh is an empty word, 
—a particle. 

seek the meaning of full words, 
and the force of empty ones 
[Humorously explained as, seek 
the meaning of concretes: leave 
abstracts to the gods.] 

^ conventional phraseology 

words not intended to be taken 
literally. 

4714 
Eft 

See 

A. hi 
Even Upper. 

To blow; to breathe. To 
suck up. See 4754, 10,137. 

efcet to blow on; to say a good 

word for. 

M to blow out the breath; to 

belch 

Pjtt hiccoughing and 

belching. 

^ to suck up water. 

Waste, wild land; old 
burial grounds. A fair; a 
market. 

mm the open country. 

{§§ JjH to g° to the tomb; to be 
buried. 

I$|l ^ among the tombs. 

m^mm when is the fair 

to be held? 

or to go to the 
fair. 

® the site of the fair. 

To blow through the nose; 
to snort. 

[jjf to sigh and sob. 

J. shu^ su 
Even Upper. 

Same as 4712. 

The beard; see 4717. 
To expect; to wait. A 
moment. Necessary; need¬ 
ful; must. Used with 4727 

I am waiting for 

my friend. 

m to wait for indulgently. 

a waiting-maid; a star in 

Aquarius. 

mm a moment of time; for a 

little while. 

MmZffl in a moment. 

l\f a little; a small quantity 

njl i 'jvj required from the 
officials the necessary materials 

»i m. a requiring help to 
turn in bed. 
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47i6 

47i7 
R. 

C. sou 
H. si 

F. sii, v. chliu 
W. sii 

N. s/ii, su 
p. ) 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. J 
K. su 
J. shu, su 

A. tu 

Even Upper. 

hsii 

mm necessary. 

after all it will be neces¬ 

sary to. 

or Ufa ^ or 2M. H or 

i*or ae£or il 
is absolutely necessary to. 

you must be very 

careful. 

# ^ ft it is absolutely 

necessary to be thus. 

* ^ it must still be in 

this way. 

M. * m the principles are 

mutually dependent, 

i S 1 ^ I- a necessary- 

to-be-sent despatch,—a conven¬ 
tional phrase used, mutatis mu¬ 
tandis, at the end of official com¬ 
munications. 

m9» take note; you are to 

know. 

a necessary document or 

Sumeru,—the central 

pass. 

Sift* 
mountain or axis of every Bud¬ 
dhist universe. 

The beard and mous¬ 

taches ; the whiskers of ani¬ 

mals; the antennae of in¬ 

sects; the awns of grasses; 

used of anything beardlike. 

^ H to grow a beard,—gener¬ 

ally from the age of 40, or earlier 
if one has a grown-up son. 

m to shave the beard. 

to twirl the moustaches 

2] 4717 

4718 

beard and hair,—a male. 

mm a moustache comb. 

to w*Pe a Person’s beard, 

as Ting Wei did,—to fawn upon. 

£ ^ if — with h!s 
left hand he pushed aside his 
beard,—to enable him to write 

a fine-looking 

man. 

i ja hn wt beard and eye¬ 

brows luxuriant,-old; past work. 

H fm 'iM ft# beard and eye- •JHt 
brows of imposing appearance. 

H M his beard bun8 
down below his waist. 

C.huh,yuk 

H. hiuk 
F. lid ilk, oiik 

P. chsii 

See^ 

A. huk, houk 

Entering 
Upper. 

# 
4721 

R. 

See 

A. twet 

Entering 
Upper. 

IIP 
4722 

C. sut 
H. sut 

F. souk 
W. hsiie 
N. shell 

P. hsii* 

M. hsi 

3l wt m m *iong beard in 
five tufts,—as seen on the God 
of War. 

a bristly beard. 

JH to blow out the beard,- 

as actors do. 

the bolt that fits into a 

lock. See 4729. 

the stamens of flowers. 

lp|| the tassel of a cap. 

Commonly used for 4716 

Correctly read hup and mei*. 

vl hup name of 71 (Jj ^ 
in Chehkiang, under the T'ang 
dynasty. 

A coarse white hempen 

handkerchief, called , 

worn by women at funerals. 

Worried; anxious. See 

27I4- 

*r m m t § # 2 «• 
his mind is worried and not at 
rest. 

Still; silent. 

how pure and still 

are the solemn temples! 

Same as 4723. 

To sympathise with; to 

pity; to be anxious about. 

if 1* to sympathise. 

to have pity on the aged, 

'life Jfil t0 Pi,:y the orphan. 

I* m fit an orphanage; an 

asylum. 

11“ 4723 
Sz. hsii, hsi 

Y. hsiie 
K. sut, hyul 

J. djuisz 

A. twet 

Entering 

Upper. 

'Ml 
4724 

C. kwik 
H. sut 
F. heik, k'-eik 

W. sue 
N. hsiioh 
P. chsii, hsiie* 
M. hsi 
Y. hsiieh 

K. hiSk 
J. keki, kiaku 

A. hik 

Entering 
Upper. 

472 5 

4726 

4727 
R. 

C. soii 
H. si 

F. 
W. 

N. s/ii 
P. 

M. 

Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. su 
J. dju, niu 

A. tu, nio 

Even Upper. 

hsii 

'I'm! j^j to pity (the hard life of) 

the trader. 

ife or to pity; to com¬ 

miserate. 

'|lfe to give alms. 

'|lfe ^ indemnity,—for lives 

to relieve by grants, etc. 

life a benevolent government. 

‘|lfe ^ an establishment for 

relieving the poor. 

iM life ± not a spark of| 

pity in him. 

fit J8L regulations for bestowing 

posthumous honours, 

ft ‘life to consider what honours 

should be bestowed, — of the 
Board of Rites. 

did not bother 

himself about State affairs. 

A gutter; a ditch; 

moat. To overflow. 

a 

Sz ^ M 'M.]et them 
devote their energies to ditches 
and drainage. 

ft* name of a branch of the 

^ Pei-ho in Chihli. 

See 4193. 

See 10,338. 

To stop; to procrastinate. 

To require; to need. Fifth 

of the sixty-four Diagrams. 

procrastina¬ 

tion is the thief of time. 

tH" rat*ons and pay for troops; 

military expenditure. 

Ha ^ necessary expen¬ 

ses. 

mm&ito necessaries of life; 

see 9957. 

to urgently require. 
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4727 

W\ 

4728 

R. 

Sec 

Y .<./» 

Even Upper. 

m 
4729 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

473° 

R. 

hsii 

C. h'dii 

H. hi 
F. hit 
W. 

N. 
P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. hu, v. u 

J. kit 
A. hu 

Even Upper. 

M W whenever he 

wanted anything,. 

« # T- 71W'^y 
for you whenever you may re¬ 
quire it. 

t0 exact; to insist upon 

having; to extort. 

■flE a little; a small quantity. 

^ expectant officials in the 

provinces. 

Frayed edges of silk 

stuffs; fringe. A piece of 

stuff torn off and given as 

a passport, the other part 

being kept as a counterfoil. 

ISSI the officer at 

the Pass gave [Chung] Chun a 
stuff passport. 

to caulk a boat. 

Read ju-. Used for 'fH 

5679. A leak. 

The toothed-edge bolt 

which runs into a Chinese 

lock to hold it. 

To stare; to gaze in as¬ 

tonishment. 

5- to * «? why am I kept in 

this state of expectation? 

how I do long for 

them! 

ju) Bf joyous; cheerful. 

flfiBf the gratified expression of 

a mean man. See 4760. 

Bf flf open-eyed; gaping. 

to open the eyes and glare 

at; angrily. 

Bf Hr H to be a g°od 
judge of men,—to be able to 
discriminate between the good 
and the bad men of the age. 

m 
473i 

See 13,545- 

SF 
4732 

F. Qhii, chii 

Even Upper. 

I 
4733 

F. hit 

See 

K. hu, v. u 

Even Upper. 

To brag; to boast. Great; 

important. [To be distin¬ 

guished from 1514.] 

If t0 boast oneself. 

important instruc¬ 

tions and fixed orders. 

Read hsii*. 

ill W If If great streams and 

lakes. 

To sigh sorrowfully. An 

interjection; alas! dear me! 

pooh! 

^pf faW sighing and moan¬ 

ing. 

ir fif Pf & oh, how great is 

my sorrow! 

■3? 0 pp. 1* iSi the Emperor 

said, “Alas! by no means!” 

\ijk alas! 

Pf, HI ^ dear me! il is 
very strange. 

Pf, f1! If tk bah! what 
are you saying? 

& 

4736 

RS 
See^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

X* 

R. 

See 

r-r3 

4734 

F. chii 

See 

Even and 
Rising Upper 

4735 

R-S 
C. sut 
H. sut 
F. souk 
W. hsiie 
N. sheh 
P. Jisu 

M. hsii 

Sz. hsiu 
Y. hsitik, hsiieh 

K. sul 
J. djutsz 

A. twet 

Entering 

Upper. 

A cap worn by scholars 

under the J^ Yin dynasty. 

The eleventh of the 

Twelve Branches. See 

Tables Vd. [Distinguished 

from ^ 5746, 12,792, 

FJc 13,778, $ 10,083.] 

J% 0# 7 to 9 p.m. 

Jk M the ninth moon. 

)k iff ff A the evenins 
drum (= curfew) stops the flow 
of persons walking, — in the 
streets. 

^ ^ ^ three days 
after the winter solstice. 

4737 

Entering 

Upper. 

*2. 

4738 

4739 

R. 

See E$ 

4741 

m 
4742 

To whistle; to call a dog. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

m 
4740 

R‘#C 
C. huk 
H. hiuk 

F. hoiik 
W. hsiu 
N. hsiioh 
P. hsi? 
Y. hsiuk 

Sz. hsiu 
K. uk 

. kioku, koku 

A. huk 

Entering 
Upper. 

4743 

R. 

SeeB3 
Entering 
Upper. 

Another name for the 

ipj cone shell, which the 

Chinese believe to be trans¬ 

formed from the eagle. 

See 8489. 

A moth, 

worms. 

Young silk- 

To excite; to stimulate. 

[To be distinguished from 

ft 11,908.] 

a. 
Wj 

^ rouse ye, my 

heroes! 

the §j {$ EE do y°u with 
intelligence and energy prove a 
helper to the king. 

I, your unworthy 

elder brother, exerted myself. 

thinking on our deceased prince 
in order to stimulate myself,— 
his successor. 

Same as 4740. 

4* 

See 2669. 

To drag along; to shake 

Cramp; a spasm. 

|-gj convulsions; spasms; 

cramp. 
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EE? 

4744 

R. 

See ^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

R. M 
C. ts'- 'du 

H. tsH 

F. sii 
W. 

N. 

P. 
M. 

Sz. 
Y. ch'-u 
K. si C!oJ 

J -djo 
A. ti 

Even Lower. 

hsii 

To collect; to store up. 

To rear; to cultivate. Used 

with 2669. 

^ to collect curios. 

P? to store up; to fit or_ 
TM m m 

accumulate. 

pf t0 lay up for one’s own 

selfish use. • 

X to husband one’s strength 

ES § ^ W the thoughts I 

harboured have not yet been 
dispelled. 

^ to harbour suspicion. 

to cod UP > to contract. 

Tag jf?§ to breed horses. 

^|jf 'jf jfp| to keep slave-girls, 

fjf ^ to keep on plotting. 

^ to let one’s hair grow. 
ES 

See 10,340. 

4745 

& See 4983. 

4746 

See 10,360. 

4747 

w 
Slow; sedate; dignified. 

4748 rfn 0 HJ slowJyand nia- 
jestically the sun rises. 

^ ^ his sleeP was 
peaceful. 

ft fa fa manage to wait 

quietly for him. 

^ approaching in a 

dignified manner. 

^ ^ ^ walk se(lately 

behind your elders. 

fa# with slow steps, 

gentle rain. 

fa HI maturely considered. 

ilf* the fresh breeze 

blows gently. 

&fa to be at ease; to be at 

leisure. 

Tm a # fa naturally of a 

placid disposition. 

w 
4748 

4749 

H 
4750 

I!' 
4751 

F. c/;«, Awi3 

See Rft 
K. hu, v. hi 

Rising Upper 

4752 

R. r® 

Seeg 

Rising Upper 

4753 

F.«, //«, 

See Eft 
K. v. /« 

Rising Upper, 

l£ S 9uiet and digni¬ 

fied. 

^ die> and then 

you will know. 

^>J>j a Prefecture in the north¬ 

west of Kiangsu; it was one 
of the nine divisions of the 
Great Yu. 

See 10,313. 

See 11,008. 

A species of oak, bear¬ 

ing a blackish acorn. 

whrr, whrr, sound the feathers 
of the pao3 (see 8723), as they 
settle on the bushy oaks. 

g# pleased and happy 

| ^ ^ like a butterfly 

fluttering gaily about. 

mmm in a state of happy 

unconsciousness. 

A precious stone. 

To boast; to brag; to 

make a display. To spread 

over; to be known. Brave; 

energetic. 

exaggeration. 

IS II f# W M his good 
influence extends over all crea¬ 
tion. 

jiH everywhere, 

jfnfi in harmony. 

^ ^ in meednSs (of 
princes) the essential is hsii,— 

here explained to mean a courte¬ 
ous yet outspoken and firm tone. 

4754 

R. 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
4755 

R. 

Seei 
Even Upper. 

m 

4756 

See pfjj 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

4757 

R« 

See 
Jm 

Sinking 

Upper. 

06j‘ 
4758 

R. 

SeeEft 
SinkingUpper. 

4759 

R. 

C.yii 
H. hi 
F. hoic 

W. hii, hsii 

To breathe on. 

« ^ h m to breathe on in 

order to moisten. 

Read hsii1. 

Pfij| §& ^ ^ to breathe on a 

mirror and obscure the face,— 
reflected in it. 

P^J to yawn. 

P$ Pfr smooth or pleasant,—to 

the ear. 

Handsome. Used for^ 

13,553- 

$(jij elegant; graceful. 

Read hsu*. 

ft S5 laughed merrily. 

To blow; to breathe on. 

To smile approvingly. 

smiling; happy; con¬ 

tented. 

Read hsii3. 

tyfr fa fa joyful; cheerful. 

To breathe on; spittle. 

To smile. To pacify. 

fa Eft to blow; to snort. 

&,« m ifi enough spittle 

will float a mountain. See 
12,638. 

Eft Eft M fe smiIing and 
chuckling. 

H9 2 £ 5P he pacified them 

like children. 

The warmth of the rising 

sun; genial; pleasant, 

Warm; genial; to heat; 

to boil. To be kind; gra¬ 

cious. [To be distinguished 

from 474.] 

EJfiJ warm; genial. 
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